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PREFACE.

The object of the present work is to uive to the medical and legal

professions a fairly comprehensive snrvey of forensic medicine and toxi-

cology in moderate compass. We l)elieve this has not been done in any

very recent work in English. A nnml)er of mannals of limited size and

scope have been presented on the one hand, and on the other certain

svstems of legal medicine of almost encyclopedic dimensions. Both
find fields of great usefnlness

;
but there is still left a broad ground

intermediate between the tw(j which wc trust the present work will
fill,

and it was in this hope that the book has been planned and executed.

With few and wholly unimportant exceptions the articles composing
the two volumes have been inserted without change by the editors.

This has been done in order that the responsibility for statements of

facts and opinions may be authoritatively placed u])()n the individual

contributors—a matter of much moment in legal proceedings. In

doing this we are aware that we have occasionally sacrificed unity of

plan and harmony of views, l^ut the advantages, especially to the legal

profession, of individual responsibility we believe much more than com-

pensate for these defects.

As the ordinary English weights and measures and the Fahrenheit

thermometer scale are still the only ones easilv understood bv the ma-

jority of courts and juries, we have generally used these measures,

wholly or in conjunction with their equivalents in metric weights and

measures and the Centigrade scale. This rule, however, has not been

followed in the description of purely chemical tests and processes, as

the metric system is practically universally employed in connection'

with them.

In the names of drugs and chemicals we have followed the nonjen-

clature and, with slight modifications, the spelling of the United States

Pharmacopeia, believing that by adhering to so anthoritative and well

known a standard as this much confusion will be avoided and a not in-

frequent source of perjilexity to lawyers and physicians eliminated.

The work is divided, for convenience of reference, into two sections,

Part I. and Part IL, the latter being devoted to Toxicology, and all other

portions of Legal ^Medicine in which laboratory investigation is an essen-

tial feattire.

Our thanks are due to the many distinguished men who have aided

us in the production of the work by their valuable contrilnitions
;
and

we are greatly indebted to the ])ublishers, ^Messrs. "W. B. Saunders &
Co., for the unfiiling interest they have shown in the book, and for the

numerous courtesies they have extended to us in its preparation.

FREDERICK PETERSON,
WALTER S. HAINES.
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PART L





INTRODUCTION.

EXPERT EVIDENCE.

Legal medicine, medical jurisprudence, or forensic medicine, may
be defined as that l)raiich (^»f juris])rudence wliicli pertains to the elucida-

tion and determination of questions in law requiring technical knowl-

edge of the medical sciences. Among the questions arising at times in

legal procedures are such as concern the causes of death, the identity

of the living and the dead, the results of Avounds and injuries of all

kinds, life and accident insurance, mental incompetence from various

causes, malingering, legitimacy, abortion and infanticide, im])otence,

sterility and unnatural offenses, marriage and divoi'ce, malpractice, and,

finally, the many questions in relation to the science of toxicolog}'.

To aid in the elucidation of these prol)lems befjre the court, medical

men who are especially skilled in some one branch or other of the medical

sciences are called upon to testify as to their opinions or as to the facts

and the deductions to be made from the facts set before the judicial

body. These experts are general practitioners, specialists in medicine,

surgeons, and chemists. Sometimes the questions are such that any

general practitioner of skill and experience is qualified to determine

them. Sometimes only a skilled pathologist, neurologist, alienist,

obstetrician, surgeon, or chemist is able to unravel the intricate

problem. The domain of scientific medicine has ex])anded so widely
of late years that no single mind can now compass the details of all

branches of medical science. The omniscient mind of the ex])(Tt of

other days is now impossible. The literatures of neurology and toxi-

cology as related to law have in themselves become voluminous beyond
the grasj) of the general practitioner of medicine or of any single

medicolegal expert.
The difficulties that enter into the interpretation of all sorts of

matters pertaining to the art and science of medicine are es|)ecially

noteworthy in many departments of medical juris])rudence. There are

nuinerous questions which must be decided from the standpoint of the

value of human evidence, and there are several conditions which modify
the value of evidence and vitiate our inferences and judgments. There

is no difficulty with facts which are known and accepted by all man-
kind. The accunmlated experience of ages has thoroughly silted the

evidence as to matters of common knoAvledge, such as the roundness of

the earth, the certainty of death, the accuracy of figures. But there

are several sources of error in the critical balancing of testimony in

relation to doubtful things, theories, hv])otheses, and a host of matters

15



1 6 INTRODUCTION .

pertaining to " the million acres of our ignorance." In an inquiry of

this nature there are obviously two important factors : first, the quality
of the phenomenon observed

; second, the character and quality of the

observer. The phenomena we are called upon to consider in forensic

medicine are often indefinite, shadowy, and illusory. The observer

himself is hampei'ed by the uncertain evidence of his more or less

imperfect senses, sometimes by his undisciplined intellect, by the per-
versions of hazy memory, by the limitations of his general knowledge
and experience, perhaps by the modifying influence of emotions, and,

very rarely, it is true, by a tendency to delil^erate deception and mis-

representation of the matters under consideration, ^^'e are constantly
confronted in our study and practice of medicine with the mass of

our ignorance of the things yet to be known, and with the defects and
limitations of the students of these things. Despite this, however, we
are constantly wresting from nature her marvelous secrets, and sur-

prising and uplifting the world Avith our discoveries. It is interesting
to examine the practical psychology involved in the elucidation and

acceptance of any new fact or prol)lem. Compare the knowledge of

cerebral localization at the time of Hippocrates and at the present day,
and contemplate the shifting mass of ignorance concerning this subject

daring those twenty-three centuries. Think of the thousand preposter-
ous assertions concerning the brain, the thousand absurdities current,
the thousand errors promulgated, the work of the nudtitude of quacks,

philosophers, ])sychologists, physicians, anatomists, })hysiologists, and

pathologists, during all those centuries before what seem to us now
such simple truths won the acceptance of the modern world. And
with regard to the things yet to be discovered in this great imseen and
unknown universe about us, the same process of sifting the good from

the bad evidence sjoes ever on in the seltsame wav.

Quacks and empirics are with us still, making all sorts of fraudulent

claims and ridiculous assertions. VCe have them in our own profession—
adventurers, seekers after notoriety and fortune, exploiting some

panacea or other. On a plane but little higher than this we have a class

of pseudo-scientists, men who occupy a quasi-reputable position in the

profession, and seek by every means to enhance their repittations, even

by deliberate falsification of their observations, proclaiming new dis-

coveries in pathology and therapeutics which they know to be untrue,
but which they feel may pass scrutiny for a long time because of the

obscurity of our scientific data and the intricacies of the problems

they })retend to s(>lve. Then we come to the body of real workers in

every field of medical science, men filled with that eager enthusiasm

and burning love of truth which lead them to immolate themselves

upon the liest of sacrificial altars, that of human progress. It is

chiefly upon the errors of these tliat we wish to dwell, to point out

the conditions which often vitiate their evidence.

In the first ])lace, there are our im]ierfect senses—those narrow and
dim avenues throuoh Avhich we uain all our knowledge of the outer

world. They are more or less imperfect in all of us
;

the absolutely
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uuerring eye and the invarial)ly uiilailing ear have only a theoretic

existeuee : they are not found in real lite. And what is true of seeing
and hearing, may be repeated of the other senses, and possibly with

even more emphasis. It is not, then, to be wondered at that the same
occurrence often produces quite dissimilar impressions on different

witnesses, and that sometimes no two persons will agree in every
detail in regard to what has occurred. A certain degree of color-

blindness, astigmatism, deafness, or other imperfection
—often unknown

and frequently only temporary
—makes some people at times the victims

of their unreliable senses and renders them more or less untrustworthy
observers. But the senses may be cultivated like the muscles, and even
to a greater degree, and the real expert, therefore, is far less liable to

errors of observation than the untrained, and it is this fact largely that

gives to true expert evidence its great value.

It is not alone the illusions to which our defective senses are so

subject that lead to mistakes and misinterpretations, but there are even

greater sources of error in the psychic processes connected with these

faulty senses. There are few observers who possess that disciplined intel-

lect, that even temperament, that calm judgment, so necessary to the criti-

cal and unprejudiced examination of phenomena. Many medical men
have limited horizons, owing to a lack of thorough training and to a

want of familiarity with the ascertained data of the many cognate
sciences with which their own lines of research are more or less corre-

lated. They are, in other words, deficient in their store of experiences.
Another defect lies in want of the imaginative facultv. In studving
the unknown we may be handicapped by an inability to conceive of

the qualities and character of the phenomena that are hidden, by an

unconsciousness of the very existence of such phenomena.
Still another fallacy in our interpretation of phenomena is due to

the vitiating influence of the emotions upon the judgment. A man's

character has been said to be the sum of his ethical emotions, and his

judgment of natural phenomena, especially of what we may terra

preternatural phen(jmena, is almost sure to be biased in some degree by
the feelings of fear, pleasure, reverence, awe, sympathy, or antipathy
which they inspire. These feelings of his are a reflex of the sum of

his emotional sensations experienced throughout his whole life in rela-

tion to events, customs, religious views, and all sorts of convictions

and beliefs. Another and very intangible source of error in evidence,

particularly in regard to occult phenomena, has been described as " the

instinctive tendency of the imagination to dramatic unity and complete-
ness." A pathologist begins a difficult piece of work, and in his eager-
ness and impatience to bring it to a successful issue he unconsciously

perverts the evidence presented to fit some preconceived theory or idea,

shaping it into a harmonious unity.
So to sum up, the chief sources of error in evidence as to even

tangible and palpable phenomena and flicts, such as those of })hysiology,

diagnosis, pathology, therapeutics, forensic medicine, statistics, and the

like, are very great and far-reaching. They consist of:

Vol. I.—2
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1. Deliberate fraud, as in all species of quackery.
:2. Wilful perversion of facts by pseudoscientists.
3. Objective errors through limitation and defect of the senses.

4. Limited horizon through defective experience and education.

5. Insufficience of the imaginative faculty.

6. Vitiation of evidence under influence of the emotions.

7. The innate tendency of the mind to completeness, to dramatic

unity in unraveling a mystery.
The great progress of the last fifty years in scientific medicine has

been manifested also in an elevation of tlie principles of forensic

medicine. Many questions upon which formerly there would have been

a diiference of opinion between doctors have now become established

facts. We have a better knowledge and a better class of experts to aid

in the cause of justice. But even so, there is much improvement to be

desired, and expert testimony has still a reputation for uncertainty and
difference which better methods in the selection of the exjiert witnesses

and better methods of presentation of their really valuable testimony
before the tribunal will finallv overcome. Among the evils of the

present system is that in some departments of legal medicine physicians
who are really not experts in the true sense of the word can still

qualify as such. A professorship of therapeutics and of insanity in

an unimportant medical school, the honorary position of consulting

physician to an asylinn, or the position of a coroner's ])hysician, does not

really qualify a physician as an expert alienist or pathologist, and yet the

ct)urt generally recognizes such nominal insignia of office as evidence

of fitness to testify, though the professor of therapeutics may have no

practical knowledge of insanity, though the physician may never have

visited the asylum to which he has been made consultant by courtesy,
and tliough the coroner's assistant has been created by purely political

influence, with no regard to his attainments as a pathologist. An evil

of this kind has perhaps no remedy save in the elevation of the ideals

and standards of the whole body of medical practitioners. Its correc-

tion can be made by physicians alone or in cooperation with meml^ers

of the legal profession, who can, in their choice of experts, select only
such as are known to be of high reputation for honor and integrity. In

some countries, as in Germany and France, there is a list of officially

appointed experts in various branches of medical science from which

the court may choose at its pleasure, but in this country no such list of

specialists exists, and, indeed, there would be great difficulty in the

selection and a]>pointment of a body of experts, since there would be

no means to determine the choice without political or social influence.

It is ])ossible that a committee of unbiased physicians appointed troni a

reputable medical society could establish a list of specialists qualified
for court duties, but there are many medical societies in the regular

profession, and there are several schools of medicine outside of the

regular school which are legally recognized, so that a harmonious
choice in the interests of righteousness and justice would be at present

quite unattainable.
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Anotlior evil consists in tlie employment of experts by cmcIi ]>arty

te the leti'al controversy, so tliat tlie experts are in a manner opjxised to

eacli otlier, and however nnjM-ejndiced niav ])e his intention, there nnist

be often an nnconscions tendency on tlie part of the witness to be biased

toward the side that has secured and pays for his services, a certain

infirmity innate in human mind and character. Tliis evil is overcome

in French laM' by the court orderintr an investigation by experts, either

seh^cted conjointly bv the contending parties or a])pointed bv the court

itself. The method in Gi'rmany is similar. In either country the

coiu't may be guided by the expert opinion signed and submitted to it,

or may order a new investigation, or, finally, may not feel constrained

to be bound by such opinion if opposed to the judge's own convictions.

The reason that our system has not long ago been altered to meet the

needs of justice lies in the chief characteristic of the American method
of criminal trial—viz., that the accused shall be allowed to produce anv

})roper legal or medicolegal evidence in his own favor
;
that the judge

alone is judge of the law, and the jury alone the arbiter of the facts.^

In England the court procedure in the matter of experts is quite
identical with that of the United States. It has been suggested

—and

the system is in actual use in some parts of England—that the reproach
which at present attaches to expert testimony might be remedied by
the medical witnesses themselves, in refusing to testify until after con-

ference with experts of the other side. In time these defects of our

system must be obviated, for as matters now are many judges express
themselves as unimpressed by experts, juries discredit them, the cx])erts

themselves chafe under the stigma attached to their testimony, and

justice all too frequently miscarries.

The medical man who is summoned as a witness in a trial should be

guided by a few simple rules of conduct, which may be briefly sum-
marized as follows :

1. In all causes in which your opinion is asked it is well to arrange
with your client for a proper fee for an investigation of the case and for

your opinion on the facts he may set before you, with the express under-

standing that you are not to undertake to be a witness should you not

be wholly satisfied as to the merits of the case.

2. Before going on the witness-stand, make yourself thoroughly
familiar with all the facts upon which you are to testify.

3. After acquainting yourself with all the facts bearing upon the

case and carefully considering the opinions you would deduce from

them, it is well to refresh your memory by reference to the views held

by standard writers in relation to the subject in hand.

4. Have a conference, if possible, M'ith the experts of the other side

for the purpose of interchanging views.

5. Refuse to give evidence as an expert if you have the least

doubt as to the correctness of your opinion founded upon the facts

adduced.

^ In Illinois, Indiana, INtarvland, and a lew other states the jury is judge of hoth
the law and the facts in criminal cases.
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6. On the witness-stand let your bearing: be dignified and grave ;

remember that the conviction or acqnittal of a human being n^ay hang
upon your testimony, and avoid, therefore, any flippancy of manner.

7. In testifying use plain and simple language, avoiding technical

medical and scientific terms wherever possible. Common Auglo-Saxon

terminology appeals best to the average juryman,
8. Having all your facts and opinions systematically arranged before-

hand in your juind, be explicit and definite as to these, and especially
as to dates, distances, sizes, weights, and all other measurements.

9. Remember that your answers to questions are taken down,

recorded, and often printed, and that the evidence you give this day

may be reinvestigated at a subsequent trial, and your opinions in this

case brought before you in some other issue, so that you should clearly

understand each question put to you, and answer it deliberately, care-

fully, and coherently.
10. Answer directly and simply the question which is asked, volun-

teering nothing beyond what is required to place the facts or opinion

requested clearly before the court. You will sometimes be asked in

cross-examination to answer a question by
"
yes

"
or " no "

only, and
in case such monosyllabic replies are not misleading, you should answer

in this way ;
but if, as is often the case, they give but a part of the

truth, it is your duty to explain this fact to the court and request the

privilege of modifying the "
yes

"
or " no "

so that it may entirely

represent your views.

11. It is sometimes difficult for a witness to avoid the unconscious

bias which makes him involuntarily hesitate to answer directly a ques-
tion when he sees it may do harm to the side that employs him

;
but

you are there " to tell the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the

truth," whether it is good or bad for one party or the other, and your
straight unbiased answer to every question of examiner or cross-exam-

iner will do much to dignify your testimony and to impress the jury
with the sincerity and value of your statements. Never answer in such
a manner as to allow even a remote suspicion that you are a partisan.
On the other hand, however, in your desire to be perfectly fair do not

permit the cross-examiner to obtain from you statements which directly
or indirectly may be distorted in their application and lead to unfair

inferences.

12. The cross-examiner may attempt to irritate you by his manner
or by the character of his questions. It is almost needless to say that

when he does this, he considers it a part of his duty to his client. He
will usually resort to any legitimate means to minimize the value of

your testimony, and will sometimes use even questionable methods to

accomplish this. Be carefnl, clear, honest, and take no offense. You
will then deprive him of one of his weapons. He may intentionally or

by mistake mislead you through misquotation or misrepresentation of an
author or by the exhibition of diagrams. Verify the quotations and
the diagrams before answering questions connected with them,

13. You may be asked if the work of such and such a writer is an
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authority, and upon assenting to this, quotations maybe cited in oppo-
sition to the facts you may have given, lacing sure of your facts, do
not allow your judgment to be shaken, however great the reputatimi of

the authority, for even the authors of books are mistaken sometiujcs.

If you desire (piotations from authorities to substantiate your state-

ments, you can arrange with the lawyer engaging you to lav such

relevant matter before the jury either through yourself or other expert
witnesses.

14. The law permits yoti to refresh your memory as to facts, dates,

dimensions, etc., by reference to your original notes, but you may not

read your notes to the court.

15. It is well methodically to separate in your mind the facts which

you have to present from the o])inions you deduct from them or deduce

from the evidence oti'ered to you.
The lawyer, from his education in legal matters and from his

experience in court procedures, naturally is much better informed than

the average physician in regard to the best course to pursue in preparing

expert evidence and in presenting it to the court and jury. In sj)ite

of this, however, the attorney sometimes falls into bad methods and

indulges in practices that are harmful to himself professionally and to

his client practically, and we believe that not infrequently he is quite
as open to criticism as is the medical witness. In the same manner,

therefore, as we have given advice above to the physician when called

to the witness-stand, we would ]iresent to the advocate the following

suggestions for his guidance in dealing with expert medical testimony :

1. In selecting experts engage only those whose efficiency and hon-

esty are absolutely above the slightest suspicion. The desire to win

a legal victory for one's client should never tempt the attorney to de-

part from this rule. Not only is it the honest way, hnt in the end it is

the best way. An ignorant or dishonest expert will almost invariably
be exposed eventually and bring discomfiture to the cause for which he

has testified. The disrepute into which expert testimony has fallen is

due quite as much to the legal profession as to the medical, and were

attorneys to refuse in all cases to engage any but jierfectly competent
and honoral)le experts, the opprobrium that has come upon it would

soon be removed.

2. Before entering upon the trial of a case the attorney should have

a complete consultation with his expert witness or with all of them, if

more than one is engaged, and this should be done preferably when all

are assembled. The attorney should know in advance exactly what

facts, theories, deductions, and opinions the witnesses will testify to, and

if more than one witness is engaged, an exchange of views between them

in the presence of the attorney will more fully enlighten the latter and

will also serve to correct erroneous views which may by chance be held

by some of the experts themselves. A fiiilure thus to become com-

pletely familiar with the views of the expert witness has in more than

one case with which we are acquainted been the cause of a miscarriage
of justice.
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3. It is obviously beyond the power of any attorney, no matter how
well informed, to make himself, unaided, entirely familiar with the sub-

jects presenting themselves during the trial of any except the simplest

medicolegal cases. It is advisable, therefore, that a thoroughly in-

formed expert of quick intellect be engaged by the attorney to help
him in the preparation of the case and to sit at his side during the trial

to aid him in preparing questions, especially during the cross-examin-

ation. It is inadvisable, however, that such expert be afterward called

to the witness-stand on account of the bad moral effect on the jury.

Thoroughly honest and honorable though he may be, and perfectly

legitimate as his association with the attorney has been, the impression
is liable to be conveyed to the jury that he is a semi-advocate, and
his testimony, however unprejudiced it may be in reality, is likely to be

accepted with doubt, and may inferentially throw discredit upon the

testimony of other witnesses.

4. In the cross-examination of an expert witness, the cultivated and
wise attornev will not resort to brow-beating; or harsh or deceitful

methods unless he is positively convinced of the dishonesty of the wit-

ness, Avhen such methods may sometimes be required. With an expert,

how^ever, of honesty and capability, nothing is so likely to lead him
into partisan ways and the making of emphatic statements as harsh or

ungentlemanly treatment at the hands of his examiner. As a mere
matter of policy, therefore, laying aside more ethical reasons, the at-

torney does well to avoid such methods.



THE TECHNIC OF MEDICOLEGAL POST-
MORTEM EXAMINATION.

INTRODUCTION.
A POSTMORTEM examination for medicolegal purposes is generally

made in order to determine, as far as possible in the power of medical

science, the cause and the kind of death. In order that all the information

bearing upon this problem which can be gathered from the examination
of a dead body may be obtained, it is essential that the examination be

made in a thorough and exhaustive manner, by competent persons ;

and that the results of the observations be made more or less permanent
by being recorded ]>roperly. It is not sufficient sunply to demonstrate

the existence of a fatal lesion, because all other possibly fatal lesions of

the organs of a body must be shown, by actual examination, to be
absent before any existing lesion can be concluded to be the sole cause

of death. If various lesions coexist, the possible interdependence of

these lesions and the relations of each to the causation of death must be

determined and made clear to the administrators of the law. Hence a

postmortem examination for legal purposes must, if the conclusions

based upon its results are to stand the test of scientific and judicial

scrutiny, include a trustworthy investigation of practically all the

organs and structures of the body.
Accurate observations, completeness, and correct conclusions are

obtainable only when the postmortem examination is made according to

a definite or systematic plan, by means of which regions and organs are

successively examined \\ith()ut disturbing the relations and appearances
of those being or yet to be examined. In order to obtain the im])roved
results thus attainable, many governments prescribe by rules and regu-
lations the exact order and steps to be followed in medicolegal exam-
inations. When such matters are left in the hands of the individual

physician, it is believed that the following directions will atlbrd material

aid in reachinir the desired result.'»

INSTRUMENTS AND UTENSILS.

The following instruments and appliances are essential for the proper

postmortem examination of medicolegal cases :

Knives.—The lons^ incisions and the coarse dissection are made
witli a so-called section knife. This knife should possess a deep bellied

blade, about 2 cm. (0.79 inch) broad and 11 cm. (4.33 inches) long,
with a heavy, preferably wooden, handle, about 2 cm. (0.79 inch)

23
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thick and 12 or 13 cm. (4.72 to 5.11 inches) long, and modeled so

that it can be firmly grasped with the whole hand.

The more minute dissection requires ordinary scalpels.

The brain knife is a very useful and important instrument, employed
for incising the organs so that they present smooth and extensive cut

surfaces, upon which the structural conditions may be studied. The
most universally convenient form of the brain knife is like an amputa-
tion knife; it should have a total length of about 30 cm. (12 in.),

equally divided between the blade and the handle
;
the blade should be

about 1.8 cm. (0.7 in.) broad, and so strong that it does not bend or

feather too easily. The thin, double-edged brain knife with the rounded

end is more especially serviceable in incising the brain.

The myelotome (Pick) is a small knife used in removing the brain

by dividing the medulla from the spinal cord in such a manner as to

secure exactly transverse, and not oblique, cut surfaces. It consists of

a blade 1.5 cm. (0.59 in.) long and 4 mm. (0.16 in.) broad, and rounded

at the extremity. This blade is attached to a stem at an angle of

about 100 degrees, the stem, with its wooden handle, being about 24
cm. (9.5 in.) long.

Scissors.—Anatomic scissors with one blunt and one sharp blade

are necessary. Probe-pointed scissors are very useful for incising

Fig. 1.—Single-bladed saw, with rounded blade, 30 cm. (12 in.) long and 10 cm. (4 in.) broad at
the broadest part, for removing vertebral arches.

vessels and canals of various kinds. The enterotome, or intestinal

scissors, has one of the blades provided with a blunt, projecting

extremity, whicli should be perfectly smooth and free from sharp points
or edges that might catch in the folds of the mucous membrane of the

intestines or the columnse carnese of the heart. A convenient size has

blades about 9 cm. (3.5 in.) long, and the blunt projection is about 8 mm.
(0.31 in.) long, 6 mm. (0.24 im) broad, and 4 mm. (0.16 in.) thick. In

use, the blade with the blunt projection is always lowermost. Stronger
bone scissors are useful for cutting the laryngeal cartilages, the ribs, etc.

Dissecting Forceps.—Two pairs, one strong and large, one
small and delicate, are required.

Probes, large and small, of metal or bone, a grooved director,
and a catheter, are necessary.

Saws.—A })utcher's saw will answer the purpose very well. A
bone-saw with a movable back and detachable blade, with not too

fine teeth and well set, is preferable. For the purpose of removing
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parts from the base of the skull a keyhole saw may be desirable, and
in order to divide long bones in a lonixitudinal direction a l)and saw is

almost necessary.
For sawing the laminae of the spinal cohunn a saw with a (-urved

handle and rounded broad blade, 10 cm. (4 in.) broad at the broadest

])art and 30 cm. (12 in.) long (Fig. 1), is very useful
;

or a more

expensive double saw with moval)le blades, known as liner's rachio-

tome, may be used. A strong bone-ibrceps is useful in removing the

arches after sawing the lamina?.

Chisels.—A chisel with a straight edge and a strong Avooden handle,
the blade being about 3 cm. (1.18 in.) broad, will answer. A T-shaped
steel chisel with a blade about G cm. (2.36 in.) long, 1.8 cm. (0.7 in.)

broad, and 6 mm. (0.24 in.) thick, attached at right angles to the center

of a steel handle 9 cm. (3.5 in.) long and about 1 cm. (0.39 in.) thick,
is used to loosen the calvaria from the pachymeninx. A heavy wooden
or rawhide mallet or an ordinary steel hammer is also required.

I^inear and I<iquid Measures.—A brass or w<3oden foot-rule,

graduated into inches and ('cntimeters, is necessarv
;
also a steel or cloth

tape-measure. Caliper compasses, with a graduated cross-bar, are

handy. Graduated cups or glasses for measuring the quantity of liquids
and for volumetric measurement of solid bodies by re})lacement of

water are necessary. Every set of postmortem instruments should

include some kind of measure of known and exact capacity.
Scales.—Weighing determines actual increase or decrease on part

of an organ more accurately than measurement. In larg-e dead-houses

scales should be arranged for the weighing of the whole cadaver
;
a

fulcrum and lever arrangement underneath the postmortem table would

weigh the body as it is placed in position for the autopsy. Scales

capable of weighing up to 3000 or 4000 grams (8 to 10 pounds), with

suitably subdivided weights, are necessary in order to weigh the organs.
When the examination is made in a private house, it may be difficult

or out of the question to secure the weights of the organs of the

body.

Among other instruments necessary may be mentioned postmortem
needles and thread (Barbour's linen thread. No. 25, is sufficiently strong).

Sponges, pails, vessels, plates, and bottles are articles found in all post^
mortem rooms ;

when the examination is made in a ])rivate house, it is

well to come provided with the necessarv si^ongcs and bottles.

Histologic, Chemical, and Bacteriologic Utensils.—At
the present time the satisfactory examination of the dead body very fre-

quently requires microscopic, bacteriologic, and chemical investigation
of the tissues and fluids, and in many cases the autojisy is in reality

only the first step in the study of the case. Inasmuch as the ultimate

result depends u]>on the work being comjilete and correct from the

beginning, it may be necessary for the examiner in j)rivate cases, in the

country or removed from the conveniences of a fully e(pii})])ed postmortem
room, to bring with him suitable fixing solutions for histologic purposes,

glass-stoppered jars for receipt of the organs in cases of poisoning,
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suspected or otherwise, and utensils for securing, during the course of

the autopsy, proper material for subsequent bacteriologic examination.

For detailed information concerning the solutions necessary to pre-

serve material for histologic study, and for directions how to secure

material for bacteriologic purposes, reference is made to the works on

histologic and bacteriologic technic.

THE RECORD.

It is essential that the observations made during a postmortem
examination be carefully recorded at the time, and in such a manner

that the notes can be used for reference on the witness-stand. In this

record should be described, as completely, accurately, and objectively as

possible, that which is actually observed
;
the description should be

concise, clear, and unembellished, and should not include deductions or

opinions except under the head of conclusions or diagnosis. If the

record is dictated during the course of the examination, it should be

verified carefully by the examiner when it is finished.

The record should be made in the same order as the examination,
and for this reason each step in the autopsy should be completed, if

possible, before the next is commenced. The record consequently
embodies the fi)llowing subdivisions :

1. Preliminary data, including name, sex, age, color, time and

place of death and examination, the names of the persons present, and,

invariably, of those by whom the body is identified. If positive

identification by some one who knew the dead person during life is not

obtainable, a detailed description of the characteristics of the body must

be taken down under the heading of inspection.

2. Summary of the Clinical History.—Clinical information

should be obtained, when possible, from the medical attendant, the

friends, the police, or the hospital records, so that the postmortem
examination may be made as intelligently as this knowledge makes it

practicable.

3. Inspection.—Under this heading are included complete notes

as to the size, the development, the nutrition, the rigor mortis, the

livores mortis, and the evidences of decomposition that may be present.

All marks of violence must be carefully described, with detailed minute-

ness as to location with reference to fixed anatomic landmarks, size,

shape, color, etc. If the body is that of an unknown person, the

necessary descriptive details must be ascertained and carefully recorded.

4. Internal Bxamination.— The record should contain a

detailed objective account of the appearances observed in the cavities

and organs of the body. The size and weight of the organs, the size

of abnormal areas and growths, should be inserted in actual figures as

often as possible, rather than in relative measurements.

5. Diagnosis or Conclusions.—Here are enumerated, in the

most natural order, the various anatomic clianges observed. In case

the record is sent as a whole to some court or corporation, the summary
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should contain, in clear and concise terms, the conclusions as reg;ards

the cause and manner ot" death, formed hy the physician from the

examination recorcleih

In the variety of medicoleiial cases known as coroner's cases, the

statement wanted from the physician who makes the autopsy is one that

clearly and concisely describes the cause of death, because this is deter-

mined by a jury of laymen, and the rei)ort should be so worded that a

fairly intelligent layman can readily grasp its import ;
but it need not

always include the many and otiicrwisc important details that are found

in the complete record made for future reference—as, for instance,

during a criminal trial.

EXAMINATION OF THE BODY.

The general arrangements of the postmortem room of the modern

hospital do not require any detailed description. Unobstructed dayligiit
is essential for correct interpretation of colors, and a medicolegal exam-

ination, comjileted for especially urgent reasons by artificial light, may
be open to criticism, and the observations should, under such circum-

stances, always be controlled by microscopic examination, more particu-

larly when it concerns diiFuse lesions of the parenchymatous organs.
In a private house the available room with the best light and the

least furniture should be selected in which to hold the autopsy. The
bodv mav be placed on a kitchen table or left Ivino; on the undertaker's

stretcher
;

it is advisable to protect the floor around the body by
means of oilcloths or old quilts. Abundant provisions, in the form

of pails, basins, pitchers, and warm and cold water, must be made for

cleanliness, towels and sponges should be at hand, and trays or plates
on which to place the organs are also necessary.

The hands and the instruments should be washed frequently during
the course of the examination

;
blood and inflammatory exudate dried

on the fingers are unpleasant and dull tlie sensitiveness of the skin.

The knives should be clean when the org-ans are incised.

In the hospital postmortem room water may be allowed to run over

the body at frequent intervals, but its liberal use must not in any way
obscure the condition of the body cavities or their contents. AYater

must not be allowed to come in contact with the spinal cord or the

brain in case these structures are to l)e liardened in Miiller's fluid.

The body to be examined is placed upon the table in the supine

position, and all clothing, including the stockings, is removed. Under
all circumstances the examination of the exterior of the body is

invariably first in order.

INSPECTION.

The external examination or inspection of a dead body determines

not only the general physical characteristics of the body, but also the

condition of the skin, the subcutaneous tissue, the nnicous membranes,
the accessible canals and cavities, as well as of the superficial organs,
such as the eye, as regards morbid changes or wounds. In the case of
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unknown bodies the inspection aims to furnish such positive data con-

cerning the physical appearance as may form the basis for a definite

identification.

Inspection falls into two parts : a general, in which the general
external conditions are studied

;
and a special, in which the particular

external conditions of the individual parts of the body are examined.

General inspection determines the height, sex, approximate age,

color and state of the skin in general, stature, state of general

nutrition, and the degree and nature of the postmortem changes

present. Whenever possible, the exact weight of the body should

be determined.

The body length is measured by means of a tape or anthropologic
measure placed upon the table by the side of the cadaver

;
the distance

determined is that between the highest point of the head and the center

of the sole of the heel.

The color is usually determined by a glance, but inveterate filth, coal-

dust, etc., may make it difficult to establish the exact shade of the normal

color of the skin
;

in such cases the surface must be cleansed well.

The skin in general may contain varying amounts of blood
;

its

tension and elasticity may be tested by raising it into folds
;

diffuse

eruptions, pigmentations, and edema are noted.

The stature may be large and powerful, or smaller, finer, and

delicate
;

evident disproportions between the various parts of the

skeleton may exist.

The state of the general nutrition is shown by the fulness and

roundness of the form and the quantity of subcutaneous adipose tissue.

The degree of rigor mortis present is determined
;

it is to be

remembered that cadaveric rigidity first shows itself about the muscles

of the lower jaw, from which it gradually extends downward
;

it dis-

appears in the same sequence.
The livores mortis, or postmortem lividities, are of normal post-

mortem occurrence. They are reddish or livid discolorations appearing

upon the undermost parts of the body that are not subjected to pressure,
and are due to the simple gravitation of the intravascular blood. Dif-

fusion of the blood coloring-matter into the perivascular tissue may
occur when decomposition begins.

Decomposition shows itself first as greenish discolorations in those

regions where the viscera are nearest the surface, as in the lateral and

inguinal parts of the abdomen. Advanced decomposition produces
extensive discolorations

;
the tissues become infiltrated with fluids and

gases ; by accurate observation of the extent of the changes, the cir-

cumstances, etc., an approximate idea may be formed as to the length
of time that has elapsed since death.

In medicolegal autopsies the nature of all areas of discoloration

upon the dead body must be definitely settled, and the following are

some of the more important points to consider :

Their location, size, and shape ;
the effects of pressure in removing

the color
;
the exact shades of color observed

;
the absence or presence
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of tension or elevation over the area
; and, linally, the condition of tlie

underlying tissue as regards infiltration with iiuid or clotted blood.

None of the usual and early ])()stinorteui discolorations is accompanied by
swellings, but extravasations usually are. The postmortem hypostasis
stain can be removed for a moment by pressure, and does not, on inci-

sion, show any Irec l»lood in the tissues outside of the vessels. Extra-

vasations due to violence or other causes present areas iu which the

tissue, on incision, is found infiltrated with free fluid or clotted blood,
due to the rupture of the blood-vessels. Extravasations ])roduced

immediately after death cannot, under some circumstances, be distin-

guished from autemortem infiltrations, and decomposition may so change

appearances that a correct interpretiition may become very difiicult.

Inspection of the exterior of the individual parts of the body must
be minute and systematic, and should take up the various regions in the

folli )wing order :

The Head.—Peculiarities of formation are to be noted. The

quantity, length, and color of the hair and tlie l)eard
;
the condition of

the scalp as regards wounds and scars
;

the eyelids, eyeballs, and

pupils; the state of the nose, mouth, and ears as regards foreign Ixxlics,

blood, and other fluids
;
the color of the lips and the nose

;
the teeth, the

tongue
—these are some of the more important structures and points to

be investigated.

The Neck.—The leno-th and thickness of the neck are to be

noticed, and it must be closely examined for livid spots and marks of

violence, as well as for glandular enlargements, etc.

The Chest.—Here are to be noted in general the dimensions,

possible as}Tnmetries, and other deviations in form
;

in women, the ful-

ness of the mammary glands and the absence or presence of milk iu

them must be studied.

The Abdomen.—The degree of abdominal distention
;
the condi-

tion of the inguinal and crural regions with reference to hernia
;
the

presence of lineae albicantise, of scars, and of swellings
—these are some

of the subjects for inspection.
The ;^xternal Genitals and the Anus.—In women suspected

of having died from the results of al)ortion the external genitals are to be

carefully examined for ruptures and tears, punctures, and other wounds,
for foreign bodies, inflammatory lesions, and peculiar discharges. In

cases of assault, the condition of the hymen and the iutroitus vaginae
must be examined for evidences of violence

;
and the fluids present, as

well as the stains upon the clothing, must be studied microscopically for

spermatozoa. In men the glans penis and the jirepuce are to be

searched for syphilitic and other cicatrices. The anus shoidd also be

investigated for inflammatory and other changes, as well as for foreign
bodies.

The Extremities.—Finally, the extremities are taken up and
examined for defects, deformities, edema, ulcers, scars, gouty deposits,
articular changes, external injuries, etc.

While the external examination very often consists in mere ocular
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and palpatory investigation, the examiner should never hesitate or delay
to incise areas that attract his attention. Later on in tbe course of the

autopsy the surface may become soiled, or the examination of such

places may be neglected.
All wounds must be accurately described and located with reference

to fixed anatomic landmarks. The dimensions of wounds should be

accurately and precisely measured and stated in dctinite figures, and
not in comparative or approximate terms. Penetrating wounds must
not be probed indiscriminately, because of the liability of rupturing
the walls of important cavities and of complicating the extent of the

original wound. Careful dissection should be made to determine the

course and direction of the wounds
;
sometimes this can best be done

after opening the cavities of the body, but as a general rule the external

examination should be quite fully finished before the cavities are opened,
because thereafter the turning of the body may be undesirable and the

anatomic relations are often quickly disturbed.

INSPECTION IN THE CASE OF UNKNOWN, BURNED, AND
DECOMPOSED BODIES.

The physical and other peculiarities of dead unknown persons

require the most careful examination and record for the purpose of

aiding possible future identification. AVhenever the state of the body
is such as to warrant it, one or more good photographs should be taken

of the face
;

in many cases different views are desirable. Under
all circumstances, in addition to the photographs, careful observations

in regard to the following conditions and facts are to be recorded—to

wit : Age, sex, height, weight, build, forehead, face, eyes, nose, hair,

teeth, beard, mustache, complexion, scars, marks, condition of fingers
and toes, overcoat, coat, vest, pantaloons, underwear, shawl, cloak,

dress, boots, shoes, stockings, necktie, personal property, probable

occupation and reasons for determining it, etc., as well as a note of the

locality where the body was found.

In the case of bodies changed beyond ready recognition by the

destructive action of fire, the identification may be favored by such

general information as can be obtained in regard to the sex, the height,

etc., of the body ;
while certain conditions of the teeth, bits of clothing,

finger-rings, certain peculiar deformities, etc., may determine the identity.
In the case of greatly decomposed bodies, an effort should first be

made, when necessary, to determine the sex by finding perhaps distinct

remains of the uterus, which is one of the last structures to undergo
disintegration ;

the condition of the hair, skeletal peculiarities, etc.,

must not be forgotten.
All unknown, decomposed, and changed bodies shoidd be examined

in the general manner indicated, and physical ])eculiarities, such as

peculiar teeth, hernia, malformations, deformities after fractures, etc.,

should always ])e looked for, as they play a prominent part in deter-

mining the identity.
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INSPECTION OF THE SURROUNDINGS OF THE BODY.

In medicolegal eases the external inspection often inclndes an exam-
ination of the clothing of the body for tears, holes, stains, etc.; and also

of the premises where the body was found. Particular attention is to

be given to the position of tiie body with reference to the furniture,

blood-stains, vomited matter, glasses, powders, medicines, etc. Stains

upon the carpet, bed-clothes, or personal clothing may have to be

examined. Instruments and other articles that are to he ])reserved

should be placed under lock and key for the time being. Photographs
of the room or premises may be valuable.

FROZEN BODIES.

In case the body be frozen, arrangements must be made for thawing
it out thoroughly before any internal examination is attempted, as many
organs

—the brain, for instance—cannot be removed if frozen without

fatal damage ;
and also l^ecause the consistence of various tissues, the

absence or presence of tin'ombosis, etc., cannot be made out in struct-

ures ])artly or completely frozen. According to the German regula-
tions for guidance in conducting postmortem examinations for legal

purposes, the use of warm water or other warm substances for expedit-

ing thawing is not allowed.

EMBALMED BODIES.

In the case of embalmed bodies great care must be exercised in

interpreting the appearances observed in the tissues, as the fluids

employed are often capable of greatly changing the consistence and
color of the structures with which they come in contact.

Arterial embalming precludes the formation of any correct idea as

to the blood distribution in the organs ;
and in the lungs the })aren-

chyma may present a rough, shriveled ajjpearance, as though extensive

coagulation had taken place.
In "

cavity embalming
"

a long, coarse trocar is passed into the

abdomen, and the intestines are punctured in as many places as ])ossibl(^,

and then penetrations are made in the direction of the heart, great

blood-vessels, and lungs ; and, finally, large quantities of strong fluid

are pumped in the cannula. Tiie writer is acquainted with instances in

which pimctures of the heart produced in this manner were mistaken
for spontaneous ruptures. Occasionally a quantity of embalming fluid

is forced into the mouth, and small portions may find their way down
into the lungs and produce anomalous appearances, quite jierjilexing to

the uninitiated. And it might not be altogether impossible for some of

the fluid to gravitate into the stomach, to the annoyance and mystifica-
tion of the toxicologist.

INTERNAL EXAMINATION.

The Order of the Internal Examination.—In medicolegal
cases it is the rule to direct attention first to that part or region of the
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body in which there are grouuds to believe that the cause of death may
be found, and then to examine the remaining cavities in whatever order

may be most serviceable. All postmortem techuic is based upon the

general rule that regions and organs are to be successively examined

without disturbing the relations and appearances of structures yet to be

investigated ;
and w^henever it becomes necessary, on account of special

conditions, to modify the generally accepted order of procedure, then

this general rule should likewise govern the modification.

Generally speaking, a complete medicolegal postmortem should begin
w'ith the head, and then the spinal cord is best examined, especially in

case the examination is made in a private house. Turning the body
on the anterior surface after having opened the chest and abdomen is,

under all circumstances, an uncleanly operation ;
but in the hospital

postmortem room the specially constructed tables in the main remove
this objection to leaving the spinal cord until the last if desired. Then
follow the long anterior incision and the preliminary inspection of the

cavities of the trunk, after which the organs of the neck, thorax, and
abdomen are examined, in the order named. The order in which the

single organs and structures in these cavities are examined is not of

essential importance, but the underlying principle should be that organs

functionally related and anatomically continuous are examined one after

the other, and, if possible, without any separation of continuous struct-

ures, until it is shown that such separation does not obscure morbid
conditions or nuitilate instructive specimens. For these reasons the

following technical description directs the removal and examination of

each of the respiratory, digestive, and genito-uriuary tracts as far as

possible in one continuous whole.

In medicolegal cases it is best to avoid the cutting across of large
vessels near the heart until the relative amount of blood in the heart

cavities has been determined
; and, consequently, it is recommended to

make an early preliminary examination of the heart for this purpose,

according to the manner to be described more fullv later on.

In the case of bullet wounds, the common order of procedure is

often violated in order to trace definitely the course of the bullet, as

well as to recover the bullet itself, if it be present in the body, because

of its importance in the eyes of the law as the eorpnn de/icti, as well as

because of the relation of its size to the caliber of firearms that may be

found upon persons connected in some way with the shooting. When
a bullet wound has produced extensive hemorrhage into a large cavity,
such as the ]ieritoneal or the pleural cavity, the blood should be first

completely removed, and the blood-clots, as well as the interior of the

cavity, examined for the presence of the bullet. If the bullet is not

found there, then its course through the tissues must be followed by
locating the various wounds produced, and, generally speaking, no

organ should be removed until it is definitely settled that its removal
does not in any way obscure the conditions. The best rule to follow

in these cases is to trace the bullet to its final resting-place, or as far as

possible toward that point, before removing or incising any organs.
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It should be romcmhcrcd tliat bullets euteriu<>: the body al)Out the

face may be swalhnved
;
aud that iu bullet wouuds iu the abdomen it

occasionally hap})ens that the bullet is arrested in the lumen of the

intestine and carried along by the fecal current.

The Cranial Cavity.—The body now lies upon the back, with the

head at the end of the table, the neck and occiput resting uj)()n a

wooden block which brings the head well forward. The hair, espe-

cially when long, must be parted along the intended line of incision,

which runs from the apex of the mastoid process behind one ear over

the vertex, to a corresponding })oint on the opposite side. In I)al(l

persons the incision may be carried across the vertex further poste-

riorly, in order better to hide the resulting mutilation. This incision is

made by means of one stroke of the knife, dividing all the soft layers

down to the periosteum. The scalp, by means of dissection and by
traction with the fingers, is then reflected on each side of the incision,

anteriorly as far as the supra-orbital ridges, the flap being folded over

the face; and posteriorly down a little below the external occipital pro-

tuberance, the flap l)eing then placed under the occiput. Laterally, the

scalp should be loosened down to the external auditory canals. The

exposed skull-cap is now removed by means of the saw. The incision

should follow the greatest circumference of the skull, passing anteriorly

through the glabella and posteriorly through the occipital protuberance,
and along corresponding points to the right and left. This line may be

mapped out beforehand by means of the knife, and it is always well to

mcise the temporal fascia and muscles down to the bone along the pro-

posed saw-cut. Many prefer to remove the skull-cap by an incision

which runs on each side of the center of the forehead to the base of

the mastoid process, and from these points Ixickward and upward to a

point a little above the external occipital protuberance, thus removing
a wedge-shaped section of the calvaria. The circular incision is to

be preferred because it facilitates certain important cranial measure-

ments.

When beginning to saw, the examiner should stand to the left of the

body ;
the incision should be started in the region of the glabella, and,

while sawing with the right hand, the left is ajiplied on the anterior

part of the scalp, covering the face and steadying the head, which is

gradually turned to the left as the sawing proceeds along the right side

as far as possible. When the incision cannot be carried any furtlier

posteriorly, the saw is lifted out and the head twisted as far to the right
as possible, and in this position the sawing is then completed.

The saw furrow should be continuous and even, and great care

should be exercised not to injure the pachymeninx or the brain. In

medicolegal cases the skull should be sawed completely through all

around, so as to avoid entirely the use of the mallet and chisel, which

might produce, or be alleged to produce, misleading fractures. The
calvaria are loosened by, inserting a chisel or cross-bar into the saw-cut

and turning the instrument on its long axis. After this the skull-cap

may be jerked away from the dura by means of the fingers or a blunt

Vol. I.—3
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hook inserted underneath its margins anteriorly. If the fingers are

used, great care must be taken lest the skin be scratched.

If the dura be so unusually adherent to the skull that traction seems

liable to cause injury to the brain, then the membrane must be divided

along the saw-cut with a probe-pointed scissors
;
and after cutting the

falx cerebri across at its anterior attachment, the calvaria and dura are

removed together, the falx being also severed at its posterior end. The
same procedure may be used in the case of quite young children, in

whom the dura and skull are still intimately adherent.

The greatest circumference of the skull-cap can now be measured by

placing a tape-line along the sawed margin, and the length determined

as well as the width, the latter measurement running at right angles
across the center of the long diameter. Other diameters and measure-

ments can also be taken. The form of the skull-cap, the thickness of

the bone, the quantity of diploe, the sutures, etc., are now examined.

The exposed surface of the dura is then inspected. The degree of

tension should be tested by pinching up a fold near the apex of the

frontal lobes
;
the longitudinal sinus is incised, and its contents exam-

ined. The next step consists in dividing the dura on each side

along the sawed edge of the skull, from the anterior to the posterior

extremity of the falx cerebri, with the point of a scalpel or small

scissors, using great care not to puncture the pia. The dura over each

half of the convexity is then folded in turn over upon the opposite

half, so as to expose the under surface to full view
;
abnormal contents

of the subdural s])ace are now readily seen. If adhesions are found

between the pia and the dura, then the corresponding dural area should

be cut away and allowed to remain adherent, because forcilile detach-

ment might injure the subjacent cortex. The fldx cerebri is severed

near its attachment to the crista galli, and the dura turned backward at

the same time that the pial (superior cerebral) veins emptying into the

longitudinal sinus are either torn or, preferably, cut across
;
the dura is

left hanging at the occiput. The color, vascularity, etc., of the pia are

now readilv made out, and the brain is removed from its cavitv in the

following manner :

Place the block under the neck, so that the head hangs backward a

little
; pass the fingers of the left hand between the skull and the

frontal lobes, and srentlv draw these backward. As the brain mass

sloAvly leaves the cavity by its own weight, supported all the time by
the left hand, everything that connects the brain with the base of the

skull is divided—to wit : the olfactory nerves, the optic nerves, the

carotid vessels, the peduncle of the hypophysis, and the third, fourth,

and sixth nerves. When the tentorium cerebelli is reached, it is cut with

the point of the knife along its attachment to the superior margin of

the petrous portion of the temporal bone, great caution being used not

to damage the cerebellum. Then the fifth, seventh, eighth, ninth,

tenth, eleventh, and twelfth nerves, as well as the vertebral arteries,

are cut. The onlv remaining^ connection of the brain is that with the

spinal cord, from which it should be divided as nearly at right angles
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as possible by means of the sharp mvehjtome. When an ordinary

scalpel is used, the handle should be elevated as much as possible, and

the division made with one precise stroke of the knife. This division

should always be made as far below the medulla as practicable. While
the left hand suppnrts the brain as before, the fingers of the right hand

are placed upon the ventral surface of the cerebellum, and the whole

mass is allowed to fall, or is raised, out of the cranial cavity, weighed,
and placed with the convexity downward upon a suitable plate.

The base of the skull is now examined, the dural sinuses are incLsed

and inspected, and the pachymeninx is loosened and removed so that

the inner surface of the bones may be inspected for fractures and other

lesions. The hypophysis may be removed from the sella turcica by

carefully cutting away the dural diaphragm, which covers this cavity.
The Brain.—The basal leptomeninx, the cerebral nerves, and the

basal vessels are examined while the brain lies upon its convex surface.

The basal arteries require careful examination because of the frequent
occurrence of arteriosclerosis, embolism, thrombosis, etc.; they should

be dissected free from the leptomeninx, the layer of the arachnoid

which bridges the Sylvian fissure incised, and the temporosphenoid

separated with the fingers from the parietal lobes, so as to expose the

middle cerebral arteries throughout their whole course. The frontal

lobes should be separated so as to bring into view the anterior cerebral

vessels as they curve over the corpus callosum, and the posterior cere-

bral vessels traced backward between the cerebellum and the occipital
lobes. The arteries may be cut across or opened longitudinally here

and there, in order to determine their contents and the condition of

their walls.

The brain is then turned over, and a systematic study is made of

its general contour, fissure formation, and peculiarities of the cerebral

surface. All pathologic areas in the leptomeninx, as well as in the

brain itself, are carefully examined and exactly localized. The local-

ization of surfliee lesions is made easier by the use of outlines of the

In-ain upon which the topography of areas of disease may be indicated.

Whenever necessary, the pia may be detached, but it should not be

stripjied off from areas of the cortex that are to be examined micro-

scopically because of the tearing-out of vessels entering and leaving
the brain, necessarily disturl^ing the cortical structure. To remove the

pia completely, which may be advisable in order better to study the

exact size and form of the convolutions, the artery of the corjius
callosum is cut across in front and at the posterior border

;
the inter-

mediate part is grasped with forceps, and the membrane detached little

by little. When sufficient has been loosened to permit it, the free part

may be grasped with one hand, which continues the stripping, wlrile

the other pushes the brain away from the pia. Should the membrane

tear, it should be picked up again with forceps at the bottom of a

sulcus in which run the large and strong vessels.

The methods of sectioning the brain are numerous, and it is not

possible to recommend any one method as the most suitable under all
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circumstances. In medicolegal cases in Avhich it is necessary to deter-

mine at once the presence or absence within the brain of actual or con-

tributing causes of death the more mutilating methods, by which the

brain is cut into very small pieces, may be used. When it is not

necessary to subdivide the brain minutely, or Mhen it is to be fixed and

hardened and subsequently exammed microscopically, then the division

into transverse sections is a very satisfactory way of examining this

oro-an, either in the fresh state or after it has been hardened in Miiller's

fluid or solutions of formaldehyd.^ The following method will answer

in almost all cases :

The brain is first divided into three parts, one including the pons,

medulla, and cerebellum and the remaining two of the cerebral hemi-

FiG. 2.—Board fitted with parallel grooves, 1 cm. apart, for the purpose of dividing the brain into
transverse sections as recommended by Henschen.

spheres. This division is accomplished by dividing the cerebral

peduncles transversely anteriorly to the corpora quadrigemina, and then

removing the pons, etc., and by separating the two hemispheres from

each other by a median sagittal section through the optic chiasm, the

infundibulum, the tuber cinereum, the posterior perforated space, the

septum pellucidum, and the commissures of the third ventricle and the

corpus callosum. The hemispheres can now be divided into transverse

sections according to different plans. A board about 35 or 40 cm. (13
to 16 in.) square, with the surface divided into a number—at least 25—

^ A brain kept but a few days in 5 or 10 per cent, solutions of formalin (40

per cent, solution of fornialdehyd) has acquired a most desirable consistence for

handlins;.
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of })arallel furrows exactly 1 cm. (0.89 in.) apart (Fig. 2) may be used

(Henscheu). Placing the hemisphere with the median surface down and

at right angles to the furrows, it can be nicely separated into transverse

sections exactly 1 cm.
(0..'>Ji in.)

or more thick, as the case may be, the

knife being guided by the furrows in which the point is to be held.

By this plan is secured a sufficiently minute subdivision for gross

l)urposes, as the size of the ventricles, their lining and contents, as w^ell

as foci and tracts of disease, are well displayed, at the same time pre-

serving the topographic relations
;
and the sections, when hardened,

remain serviceable for microscopic pur})0scs.

The above method is recommendablc for formalin brains
;

in the

case of fresh brains the sections had better be made 2 cm. (0.79 in.)

thick. In hardening a brain which has been divided when fresh in this

manner, care must be taken to protect the sections by means of absorb-

ent cotton against bending or distortion from mutual pressure.

According to the method of Pietres, the transverse sections ran

parallel to the central fissure, and are consequently not exactly trans-

verse to the long brain axis. The hemisphere is placed upon its

median surface and fixed with the left hand, while the following
sections are made parallel to the central fissure :

1. The prefrontal section through the anterior half of the third

frontiil convolution.

2. The pediculofrontal section, about 2 cm. (0.79 in.) in front of

the central fissure.

3. The frontal section through the anterior central convolution.

4. The parietal section through the posterior central convolution.

5. The pediculoparietal section, about 3 cm. (1.18 in.) behind the

central fissure.

6. The occipital section across the occipital lobe.

When the hemispheres are divided from before backward, according
to either of these plans, the sections of each hemisphere may be placed
in parallel rows upon a plate or tray with the posterior surfaces

upward, thus presenting a good opportunity to compare corresponding

points in the two halves of the brain.

The cerebellum is examined in this manner : A sagittal section is

made through the center of the vermis by means of which the fourth '

ventricle is also opened, then the restiform bodies and the processus
cerebelli ad corpora quadrigemina et ad poutem are divided on each side

vertically to their long axes, whereby the cerebellar hemispheres are

loosened completely. Each hemisphere is then divided by a horizontal

section, starting from the cut surface of the vermis, into an upper and
a loAver half, thus exposing the nucleus dentatus.

The pons and medulla are divided into three or four segments by
complete and exactly transverse incisions which expose their interior

sufficiently, at the same time leaving the structures in proper condition

for hardening and microscopic examination.

The cerebnd hemispheres can also be examined by means of a series

of horizontal incisions, according to the old method introduced by
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Virchow. A brain incised in this manner is less favorable for subse-

quent microscopic examination with a view to studying and tracing the

lesions topographically.
The whole brain lies base downward, and the two hemispheres are

separated until the corpus callosura is exposed ; placing the left hand
on the left hemisphere, the thumb on the median aspect, and lifting the

hemisphere up, a vertical incision is made into the roof of the ventricle

in the angle formed by the junction of the corpus callosum with the

median surface of the hemisphere, thus opening the ventricle fully.
The posterior horn is opened by cutting backward and outward into the

occipital lobe
;
and the anterior by dividing the frontal lobe in a direc-

tion a little outward and forward, and then connecting the extremities

of these incisions by a nearly vertical cut outside of the basal ganglia,

throngh the floor of the ventricle, and dov/n to, but not quite through,
the cortex of the inferior surface. The same incisions are made on the

right side, and both lateral ventricles are now fully exposed. The

corpus callosum, which has been kept in the median line during these

manipulations, is now raised up with the left hand and a knife-point
entered through the foramen of Monro, which divides the corpus
callosum in a direction forward and upward ;

the parts behind this

division are raised up and turned back, uncovering the velum inter-

positum and its plexus, which are also carefully lifted up, exposing the

third ventricle. A vertical incision is next made into the center of the

vermes, opening the fourth ventricle, so that now the entire series of

encephalic cavities are open to inspection.
The cerebrum is further examined by dividing the left hemisphere,

supported by the left hand, into t^^o equal halves from before back-
ward by means of a long incision that extends down to, but not

through, the cortex
;
and each resulting Avedge-shaped half is again

bisected in the same manner until the subdivision is regarded as suf-

ficiently minute. The same incisions are made into the right hemi-

sphere. The basal ganglia are laid open by a series of radiating

incisions, the common point of origin of which is the cerebral peduncle
on each, whence the cuts radiate like the ribs of a fan.

The c6rebellmii, pons, and medulla are best examined as before

described.

The Spinal Column and Cord.—The body lies prone, the neck and

upper part of the chest resting upon a wooden block. A continuous

incision is made from the occipital protuberance along the spines of the

vertebrae down to the center of the sacrum, and the skin and subcuta-

neous tissue are dissected loose for a short distance on each side of the

median line. Deep incisions are now made into the muscle, and all

soft parts are dissected away from the laminae, so that the vertebral

arches are fully exposed. Then the laminae are sawed through near
the articular processes, so as to open the spinal canal. This is readily

accomplishcnl with the adjustable, double-bladed vertebral saw, the

handle being held in the right hand, the left hand pressing the saw

against the bones. A single-bladed saw, curved and rounded at the
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])()int,
also answers very avoII, and is perhaps a little safer, as it is not

so liable to impaction (Fiti'. 1).

The entire posterior areh\vay slioiild be sawed through, so that every

spinous process is readily movable. On account of tlu; greater curva-

ture of the cervical vertebra), this part usually requires special atten-

tion before the arches are severed comjiletely. Then the ligaments
between the last lumbar vertebra and the sacrum are cut across, and

all the arches, lield together by the liganienta subtlava, may be remove-d

in one continuous chain by means of a strong forceps. The sjiinal

canal should be opened in this manner only, and without the use of the

mallet and chisel. Van Gieson showed that there is great danger of

indirect mechanical disturbance of the substance of the cord wlien the

usual violent procedures are resorted to, to say nothing about the

liability of directly crushing the cord. In young children the arches

may be cut through by means of a bone scissors.

In some pathologic institutes the cord is taken out from the front

after removal of the vertebral bodies l)y means of Brunetti's chisel, the

pointed guard of which is inserted into the vertebral canal bet^veen

two pedicles, the cutting-edge resting against the upper pedicle, and the

long axis being parallel to the vertebral colunm
;
the pedicles are then

cut off on both sides by means of blows from the mallet. In this

manner the cord is expeditiously removed through the long anterior

incision after the organs have been taken out, and the method, therefore,

may be of advantage in limited or private autopsies, but there remams
some risk of mechanically injuring the cord.

After the removal of the arches the posterior surface of the dura is

incised in the median line. The spinal nerves are then cut across with

a small scalj)el as far out into the intervertebral foramina and away
from the dura as possible, while the cord is lield out of the way ])y

means of forceps grasping the dura. Moderate traction upon the dura

will usually lift the intervertebral ganglia out so that the nerves can be

severed peripherally to the ganglia. Then the branches of the cauda

equina are cut across, and, while lifting the cord with forceps holding
the dura, the attachments between the dura and the canal are rapidly
severed. Lastly, the entire circumference of the dura is cut away from

the margin of the foramen magnum and the cord lifted out upon a suit-

able board or tray. During these manipulations great care must be

taken not to bend, twist, or compress the cord, which should not be

grasped directly, but held
l:)y forceps pinching the dura.

The cord is now examined more thoroughly, and, by means of a

sharp, thin, clean knife, cut into transverse sections about 2 cm. (0.79

in.) or so in length ;
the division between each segment should be com-

plete, otherwise there will be traction upon the uncut nerve-fibers, and
the division should always pass between two ])airs of nerve-roots.

There is no danger of the segments fallmg apart, because they are lu-ld

together by the dura. As the sections are made, care should be taken

that the cord is not compressed.

Subsequently, or before incised, the cord may be hardened in 4 per
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cent, formaldehyd solution (10 per cent, of the commercial article) by-

suspending it by one end from a cork floating on the liquid in a high

bottle, some kind of a weight being attached to the lower extremity.
After the removal of the cord the structures composing the canal

are examined for fractures, dislocations, etc.

The Orbits.—On account of its thinness, the roof of the orbital

cavities is easily chiseled away, and the contents of the cavities can be

thoroughly examined without any deformity being visible anteriorly.
Even the posterior half of the eyeball may be cut away, and the

remaining ])art of the eye kept in place by plugging the orbit with

cotton. When demanded, or when there is no objection on account of

cosmetic reasons, the eyeball may be removed in toto, either from above
or through the palpebral fissure.

The Ears.—Tiie ear may be opened in loco by chiseling away the

roof of the tympanum, going backward so far as to open also the

mastoid cells. When it is necessary to remove the ear completely, the

incision for removing the scalp is prolonged down upon the neck, the

skin and subcutaneous tissue are dissected loose, and the external

auditory canal is cut across. The dissection is continued anteriorly as

far as the middle of the zygoma and the angle of the jaw, and poste-

riorly toward the middle of the occiput ;
the petrous portion of the

temporal bone is now loosened by two saw-cuts that meet at its apex
and diverge externally, so as to include the mastoid process. The bone
is now turned forcibly outward, the temporomaxillary joint usually

being opened, and the remaining soft tissues cut across.

The ear may be further examined at leisure according to methods
described in special works.

The Nasal and Accessory Cavities.—The best method for examin-

ing the nose and its accessory cavities is that described by Harke.
After removing the brain in the ordinary manner, the soft parts are

reflected anteriorly down to the supra-orbital margins and the root of

the nose, and posteriorly down below the foramen magnum. This re-

quires that the incisions for removing the scalp be prolonged on each

side along the sternomastoid muscle to about the middle of the neck
;

then the skull is divided with the saw into two equal parts in the median

line, sawing from behind forward, through the occipital bone, the sella

turcica, the body of the sphenoid bone, and the ethmoid and frontal

bones. The halves are pressed apart by means of a strong effort, aided

by the hammer and chisel when necessary on account of resistance in

the region of the foramen magnum.
As the skull is forced apart the nasal bones, the hard palate, and

the alveolar process of the superior maxillary bone are fractured, but
without injury to the soft parts. The frontal and sphenoid sinuses, the

nasal passages, and the septum are now readily inspected ; bacteriologic
inoculations may be made and pieces removed. Usually the median
incision passes a little to one side, so that the partitions between the

cavities have to be removed Avith forceps and strong scissors, and in this

manner the maxillary sinuses are also opened sufficiently.
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When the two halves of the skull are fokled together again, the face

assumes its usual appearance, and the incisions upon the neck are

situated so far posteriorly that when sutured they are not easily visible

as the body lies in the coffin.

Opening the Cavities of the Trunk.—The body lies on the back,
and the head should hang over the end of the table so as to bring the

neck well forward. The examiner stands to the right of the bodv, and
makes an incision from the hyoid bone to the pubcs, j)assing to the left

of the navel. This incision is made with the ^hole vdc^e of the section

knife, which is held nearly horizontally. In many cases it may appear
advisable to begin the incision a little lower in the neck, in order to

avoid any visible disfigurement. The soft covering of the thorax is at

once cut through to the bone, while over the abdomen the primary incision

extends only into the subcutaneous tissue or muscles. An o})ening is

then made into the abdominal cavity, just below the eusiform cartilage,
and two fingers are passed in

;
with these the wall is lifted up, and, as

the fingers are spread apart, the volar surfaces being directed toward
the pelvis, the tissues are divided between them down to the symphvsis
pubis. In order to turn the abdominal walls more easily to the side,

the recti muscles are severed subcutaneously near their pubic attach-

ments (Fig. 3).
In the case of laparotomy having been done, the

incision into the abdominal wall should pass to one side of the laparot-

omy wound, in order better to observe the relations between the intes-

tines and the sutures.

On opening the abdomen the escape of gas or fluid must be noted
;

the latter may be collected and measured, in order to prevent its con-

tinuous escape, if present in large quantities.
The abdominal wall is now pulled outward over the costal arch with

the left hand, and the soft parts are rapidly cut across from the xiphoid

appendix outward to the last rib on each side. This is followed by the

loosening of the soft tissues over the sternum and the costal cartilages ;

the left hand pulls the covering firmly away from the chest-wall, A\hile

the deep attachments are divided l)y long sweeping incisions that ])ass

from below upward and outward. The soft parts are dissected in this

manner on both sides beyond the costochondral junctions and up to the

superior thoracic aperture. During this process the mammary glands

may be incised and examined from behind. In the neck the lower

ends of the sternocleidomastoid muscles are cut across and the cellular

tissue under these muscles divided on each side, if possible, as high up
as the hyoid bone.

A general inspection of the abdominal cavity should be made at

this time, in order to avoid any possible change in the position of the

organs, or mixture of fluids that might ensue after o})ening the thorax.

In some cases—as, for instance, poisoning or gunshot wounds of the

intestines or perforation peritonitis
—it is well to finish the examination

of the abdominal organs first, in order to clear up all the problems
under the most simple and favorable conditions. In such cases the
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general order of procedure is modified as found necessary in conse-

quence of the special conditions of the single case.

Inspection of the abdominal cavity includes a thorough investiga-
tion in regard to the contents of the cavity, the color and condition of

the peritoneal surfaces, the position of the organs, abnormal adhesions,

hernias, intestinal malposition and obstructions, etc. When intestinal

perforation is suspected, the whole gastro-intestinal tract should be
examined minutely until it is settled as to the presence or absence of

perforation. Finally the position of the dia])hragm is determined by
inserting.the hand under the costal arches up to the highest point, and
then pressing the fingers against the chest-wall, when the height is read

off with reference to a rib or interspace ; the same point should be

Fig. 3.—The body cavities opened and the sternum removed.

selected on both sides. In tliis way information is obtained in regard
to the degree of distention of the pleural cavities.

The chest is next opened by dividing the cartilages from the second
to the tenth rib, at a point about 0.5 or 1 cm. (0.195 or 0.39

in.)
inside

of the costochondral junction. The knife is held horizontally, so tliat

as one cartilage is cut the edge rests immediately on the next
;

in this

way the cartilages are cut rapidly without removing the knife from the

chest-wall and without any danger of injury to the organs of the

thorax. When the cartilages are calcified, they are divided with an

ordinary saw. In cases of suspected pneumothorax a small pocket
should first be made in the soft parts over an intercostal space, and
this filled with water. On puncturing the pleura the gas will bubble

through the Avater
;
or a hollow needle may be plunged through the
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wall and the point held under water. The sternum is now lifted u[)

with the left hand, tiie insertion of the dia[)hraii::ni divided elose to the

bone, and the eellular tissue of the anterior niediastiiuuii ra])idly eut

through up to the lower margin of the eartilages of the tirst ribs.

These are divided with a pointed knife from below, and a little farther

away from the sternum than where the second cartilages were severed,

great care being taken not to incise the subjacent large veins. The
sternum can now be raised toward the neck, and the capsules of the

sternoclavicular articulations incised from below, first on one side and

then on the other, after which the remaining structures and ligaments
are cut easily and the manubrium completely liberated. If to(j nuich

force is used in lifting up the sternum, fracture of the manubrium may
result near or at the junction with the middle piece. By grasping the

clavicle and moving it, the exact location of the sternoclavicular joint

is easily determined (Fig. 3).

The .Organs of the Neck.—In medicolegal cases a painstaking
examination of the structures of the neck is necessary, especially when
death is thought to have resulted from drowning or strangulation, or

when suspicious external marks are observed.

First, the thyroid gland should be loosened from the surrounding

muscles, its size and form determined, and its interior exposed by con-

verging incisions through each lobe, from above downward. Then the

large vessels and nerves, as well as the lymphatic glands and eventually
the thoracic duct, are isolated. Simultaneously the deep muscles and

other structures may be investigated for bruises and extravasations. In

case of hanging, or strangulation by other means, ecchymoses are

occasionally found in the intima of the carotid arteries and jugular
veins. After completing this dissection, the trachea and larynx may
be opened in the median line from below upward by means of the point
of the scalpel. If the cartilages are calcified, the bone scissors are

used, which are also necessary to divide the hyoid bone. The contents

of the trachea and larynx are open to inspecticin before being disturbed

during the removal of the organs ;
the finger may be inserted carefully

in order to detect possible foreign bodies in the entrance to the larynx
or in the pharynx.

Tlie tongue and the pharjiix are removed by passing a scalpel into

the mouth from below at the right or the left angle of the jaw, along
the inner surface of the bone, and then cutting round to the oj^posite

angle in close ap]iosition to the bone. The tongue is then brought out

below the mandible, and pulled downward* with the left hand, the

attachment of the soft to the hard palate divided, the cuts going above

the tonsils, and the posterior pharyngeal ^\'all incised transversely

against the spinal column. Downward traction on the tongue enal)les

one readily to separate the retropharyngeal connective tissue, and the

connections between the esophagus and the spine yield very readily, so

that the organs of the neck are now freed down to the superior opening
of the thorax.

The enterotome is now inserted into the previous incision into the
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trachea and larynx, and the epiglottis [note the form of the epiglottis
before dividing] and the tongue divided in two along the median line.

Then the soft palate is divided on one side of the uvula, and the

esophagus along its median line posteriorly down to the opening into

the thorax. All parts and recesses of the pharvngolaryngeal mucous
membrane are now fully exposed ;

the tonsils can be incised
;
the ary-

epiglottic folds are inspected for edema or wrinkling due to a more or

less completely subsided edema
;

small bodies are detected
;
and the

color and condition of the mucous membrane in general are ascertained.

The organs of the neck are then dropped back into the body, and the

examination of the thoracic organs is commenced.
The Organs of the Thorax.—Before proceeding to examine the

lungs and the heart, the condition of the thymus gland, the medias-

tinum, the contents of the pleural cavities, as well as the condition of

the pleura, must be ascertained.

The Lungs.—When adhesions exist betw^een the parietal and
visceral pleurae, these are torn with the fingers or cut across with the

knife
; very extensive and firm adhesions require the removal of the

parietal pleura with the lung, w^hich is best accomplished by blunt dis-

section M'ith the fingers, separating the extraj)leural cellular tissue.

Inseparable adhesions l)etween the lung and the diaphragm or the peri-
cardium necessitate the cutting loose of the adherent parts of these

structures and their removal with the lung.
After completely separating all adhesions, the lungs may be removed

entirely by cutting across the bronchi and the vessels at the root of

each, being careful not to wound the aorta or esophagus. In order to

incise the lungs, each is placed upon its diaphragmatic surface, the root

being held by the left hand, and a free incision made from base to

apex, so as to expose the largest possible extent of cut surface.

It is often desirable to leave the lungs attached and to remove
the organs of the neck and chest in foto because of the continuity of

the structures composing them, and of the clearer idea thus obtainable

of various morbid processes ;
the heart, however, is usually separated

in order better to examine and to weigh it. In this case the lungs are

incised in the followinsr manner :

The right lung is brought out, placed upon the right chest-wall, and
held with the left hand so that the median surface presents. An
incision is then made with the brain knife, running about 2 cm. (0.79

in.) inside the anterior margin, and extending through the whole lung
to its posterior surface, where enough substance is left intact to hold

the organ together. This incision divides all three lobes into equal
halves. Further, secondary incisions may be made in the direction of

the bronchial branches. The left lung is incised in the same manner,
by placing it upon the left half of the chest^wall, and holding the ante-

rior margin away from the examiner with the left hand.

The pericardium is opened by a small incision in the center of the

anterior surface, a small fold being pinched up in order to prevent
injury to the heart

; this incision is then prolonged downward to the
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left and to the right, and upward as far as the reflection of the mem-
brane upon the large vessels; the contents and the surface of the sac

are now examined. In case circumscril)ed adiiesions exist, they are to

be divided with the knife
;

if the cavity l)e completely obliterated, a

separation may be accomplished by bkmt dissection with the fingers ;

or it may be necessary, in some cases, to remove the pericardium with

the heart, and to make the necessary incisions into the heart cavities

througii the pericardium and the heart-wall at the same time.

The Heart.—This can l)e examined according to various plans, each

of which, when understood, yields satisfactory resuhs, the fundamental

principle in all methods being that each step in the procedure nmst not

in any way interfere with the parts that remain to be examined.

Fig. 4.—Removal of the heart.

External inspection of the heart reveals its position, size, and form, as

well as the condition of the coronary vessels. A marked distention of

the veins upon the anterior surface of the heart points to obstruction

to the outflow from the right auricle, and is consec[uently observed in

cases of asphyxia.
In order to determine the amount and the condition of the blood

contained in each, the various chambers of the heart are best opened
wliile it is in situ. The incisions for this })urpose are made in such

fixed locations as to serve as the beginning for those incisions employed
in the more detailed examination after its removal. In order to deter-

mine the weight of the heart and the sufficiency of its valves, it is

always best to remove it, although many pathologists complete their
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examinatiou of the organ while it remains in situ—others remove it

unopened.
Place the left hand under the heart and draw it downward and to

the left, so as to be able to make an incision into the right auricle,
between the entrances of the superior and the inferior vena cava.

Then open the right ventricle by an incision beginning below the

circular furrow, and running downward to near the apex, along the

right margin and in line with the cut made into the auricle
;
the con-

tents of these cavities may now be examined. In cases of sudden death,

especially in puerperal women, the pulmonary artery should be opened
in situ, in order to determine the absence or presence of emboli.

Fig. 5.—Opening the right ventricle by cutting along the interventricular septum, the blunt

point of the scissors projecting from the pulmonary aorta.

To incise the cavities of the left side, grasp the heart so that the

fingers of the left hand lie upon the anterior surface and the thumb

upon the posterior, the a)3ex resting in the hollow of the hand. Make
an incision from the left superior pulmonary vein through the auricular

wall nearly down to the transverse furrow, and then another into the

cavity of the left ventricle, conuuencing below the transverse furrow

and extending along the left margin down to the apex. The contents

of these cavities are now removed and examined.
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Next, the heart is removed by lifting it directly upward and cutting

successively the vessels that enter and leave it, as near to the j)eri-

cardiuni as possible (Fig. 4). The competency of the semilunar valves

is next tested with water
;

all coagula are removed, the aorta and pul-

monary artery are trimmed down, so that the behavior of the valves

can be observed as the water is jwured into the vessels, while the heart

is suspended by the auricles so that the plane of the orifices is hori-

zontal. Competent valves meet exactly under the column of water,
whereas the segments of incompetent valves fail to meet and allow

the water to trickle awav.

The heart is now opened completely by passing the blunt end of an

enterotome into the right ventricle, above the attachment of the papil-

FiG. 6.—Right ventricle laid open, as shown in Fig. 5, and without cutting papillary muscle
attached to anterior wall.

lary muscle to the anterior wall, and cutting through the wall as much
to the left as possible, continuing the incision out througli the jnilmonary

artery (Fig. 5) ;
it will be found that when the scissors are held as far to

the left as the septum between the ventricle permits, the division will

pass between two valve segments without injury to either (Fig. 6).
The left ventricle is opened by passing the enterotome u])ward into

the cavity from the incision alreadv made, cutting along the interven-

tricular septum (Fig. 7), and then between tiie pulmonary artery and
the auricle, tiircjugh the aorta

;
one of the aortic segments is unavoid-

ably cut in two by this incision.
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The auricles may be opened still more by prolonging the incisions

made out through the veins on each side, a good view being thus

obtained of their interior and also of the auricular aspect of the mitral

and tricuspid valves. Finally, the original incisions into the auricles and
ventricles on each side may, if desirable, be united by cuts that divide

the mitral and tricuspid rings ;
but these cuts may spoil the characteris-

tic appearance of stenosis of the orifices,, as well as other changes.
When it is desired to obtain exact measurements of the size of the

orifices of the heart by means of graduated cones, the foregoing pro-
cedures are so modified that the cones are inserted into the orifices

Fig. 7.—Opening the left ventricle by cutting along the interventricular septum, the blunt point
of the scissors projecting from the aorta.

before the incisions described have divided the semilunar and auriculo-

ventricular rings ; naturally, these cones are inserted in the same
direction as the blood current, and with great gentleness, so as not

to detach inflammatory vegetations and thrombotic deposits. The
diameter of the mitral and tricuspid orifices is often estimated by care-

fully inserting the fingers from the auricular aspect
—in the adult the

mitral normally admits three finger-tips ;
the tricuspid, four.

Having removed and opened the heart, the examiner is now ready
to make a detailed examination of all its parts. The valvular and the

mural endocardium are to be looked over, the foramen ovale and the
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membranous part of tlie ventricular septum are inspected, the size of

the ventricles as to the depth and thickness of the Mall may be

measured, while the weight should always be determined, as it gives

the most accurate indication of absolute increase or diminution in sub-

stance. The condition of the coronary orifices in the t;ommencement

of the aorta must be investigated ;
these orifices may be seriously

involved in the sclerotic changes so often found immediately above

the aortic valves. In all cases of sudden death from obscure causes

the coronary arteries must be searched for arteriosclerotic and other

changes, and for this purpose they are cut open from their begiimiug
in the aorta to the smallest branches. In the event of doubtful

ooronary disease and secondary myocardial changes microscopic exam-

ination may show astonishingly extensive lesions. The myocardium,

especially of the left ventricle, is finally exposed by a number of

incisions, either parallel with, or vertical to, the surface of tlu^ heart.

Having: examined the luno-s and the heart whollv or partiallv in

situ, the remaining thoracic organs and the organs of the neck are

removed in toto. The left hand grasps the organs of the neck and

pulls them downward, the right and left subclavian arteries and veins

and other structures are cut across by a curved incision on each side at

the superior opening of the chest, and the cellular tissue between the

•esophagus and the thoracic aorta and the spinal column ra])idly sepa-
rated as far as the diaphragm, while the organs are drawn downward.

Then the esophagus is ligated near the diaphragm and divided above

the ligature, at which time the aorta, the inferior vena cava, and the

parietal pericardium are also cut across. The organs are then placed

upon a tray, the esophagus being uppermost. This latter is then

divided along the posterior wall, in continuation of the incision already
made into it. Turning the mass around, the arch of the aorta and its

large branches, as well as the thoracic aorta, are laid open ;
then the

trachea is opened by continuing the incision already made into it, and

this opening may be continued into the right bronchus
;
but in order to

open the left bronchus the aorta must first be freed and taken out of

the way.
The peribronchial lymphatic glands are also to be incised, and their

relation, if perchance tuberculous, to adjacent vessels determined. If

necessarv, the lun&s mav be detached and weighed. In the case of

aneurysms of the aorta, tumors and other swellings of the mediastinum,
caution must be used in removing the organs from the chest, so that

instructive specimens are not marred by unskilful dissection, and the

relations disturbed.

The Organs of the Abdomen.—A preliminary insjiection of the

abdominal cavity was made for tlie purjjose of orientation immediately
after the long anterior incision

;
before any of the organs are removed,

the cavity should again be inspected and the condition of the peri-
toneum definitely ascertained in all its details.

The Spleen.—This is grasped with the left hand and drawn for-

M'ard from its position behind the fimdus of the stomach, any adhesions

Vol. I.—4
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present being carefully separated. As it is drawn forward the gastro-

splenic omentum is brought into view, and any gross changes in the

splenic vessels, the presence of accessory spleens, etc., readily observed.

It is then removed by cutting across the structures at the hilus, weighed
and measured, and an incision made along the outer surface from the

upper to the lower end, additional lamellations being made if necessary.
The region of the gall=bladder and biliary ducts is to be carefully

inspected for adhesions, fistulae, and other changes. In case jaundice

exists, the patency of the common duct is tested in the following
manner : By cutting across the diaphragm the liver is allowed to fall

into the chest cavity, so as to bring the region of the hepatoduodenal

ligament well into view
;

then the second part of the duodenum is

incised along its anterior surface between two ligatures placed at a

liberal distance from each other, and the exposed mucous membrane is

wiped dry. Now, by compressing the biliary duct with the fingers and
toward the intestine, one can observe whether or not the bile can be

expressed, and also its condition as it exudes at the biliary papilla,
which is located about 9 cm. (3.5 in.) from the pylorus. Compression
of the gall-bladder itself should be avoided until the results of the fore-

going procedure are established. The portal vein can also be examined
at this time.

Diseases in the region of the gall-bladder, the duodenum, the

pylorus, and the pancreas often result in such matting together and in

such extensive adhesions that it may be necessary to remove these

organs as well as the liver, the stomach, and perhaps the large blood-

vessels in conjunction, in order to be able carefully to dissect and
examine the complicated conditions satisfactorily. In removing such

masses it is necessary first to inspect the conditions in situ, and also to

examine the surrounding structures that are liable to become injured or

disturbed during the removal, such as the right kidney and adrenal
;

hence such removals en masse are to be postponed until the examina-
tion of the abdomen is completed.

In cases of hemorrhagic and other forms of pancreatitis, with or

without disseminated fat necrosis, the diverticulum of Vater and the

ducts that empty into it should be carefully examined for calculi, for

Opie has shown that their lodgement in the diverticulum may lead to

the regurgitation of bile into the pancreatic ducts.

The liver and the gall=bladder are removed under ordinary condi-

tions by lifting the liver u]> with the left hand grasping its lower

margin, and then severing the hepatoduodenal ligament, observing at

the same time the cross-section of the blood-vessels and duct which
it contains, the ascending vena cava, the suspensory and the coronary
ligaments, and the cellular tissue between the right adrenal and the

liver. In case firm adhesions exist between the liver and the dia-

phragm, the corresponding parts of the latter may be removed with
the liver. It is then ])laced on its anterior surfiice, and the exterior

and interior of the gall-bladder examined. The gall-bladder is opened
by a longitudinal incision while attached to the liver, or it may be
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freed bv dissection and incised by itself. Tlie larger branches of the

portal vein and the i)art of the inferior vena cava usually removed

with the liver are to be laid open. The liver is then weiglied ;uid

measured, and its interior exposed by a lon^: incision passing trans-

versely through the center of the right and the left lobe
;
additional

transverse incisions may be made parallel to the first.

The kidneys and adrenals are best examined in the following

manner : Beginning with the left side, the sigmoid mesocolon is divided

near the intestine, which is placed on the stretch by the left hand and

drawn over to the right, so that the left kidney and adrenal are fully

uncovered
; by a little dissection the beginning of the ureter and the

renal vessels are exposed, so that cognizance may be taken of any gross

anomalies or morbid changes. Then the kidney is loosened from its

bed by passing the left hand underneath it from the outside and from

below upward, aided by the knife if necessary. In order to remove

the adrenal with the kidney it must be dissected free from its loose

investment before the kidney is lifted out of the body, and as the

adrenals, especially in the old, are very friable, they must be handled

gently. As the kidney is lifted out of the body the vessels are cut

across, but the ureter should remain attached.

The right kidney is removed in the same general way ;
the cecum

and ascending colon are loosened and crowded over to the left, the

vessels and the ureter exposed, and the kidney and adrenal separated
from their investments and lifted out of the body, the vessels, in the

ordinary case, being divided while the ureter remains connected with

the renal pelvis. The ureters are readily isolated down to their

entrance into the bladder by means of careful traction, aided by a little

blunt dissection.

In case of acquired or congenital malposition of the kidneys it may
be necessary to deviate from this method, because in floating kidney the

great lengthening of the vessels, and in the instances of congenitally

fixed dislocations, with or without fusion, the atypical origin and

number of the vessels may require a more extensive and painstaking

dissection, preceding which the intestines had better be removed.

In the routine case the adrenals are next detached from the kidneys,

weighed, and measured
;
and then incised in the longest diameter in a

sagittal direction. Then each kidney is measured and divided into two

equal longitudinal halves l)y an incision from the convex margin to the

pelvis. The kidney is held firmly in the left hand, with the hilus in

the angle between the thumb and the fingers, the thumb being ap])lied

to one surface and the fingers to the ojiposite aspect, and with one

stroke of the long knife the division is made from end to end and down
to the hilus

;
in this manner the kidney is divided into an anterior and

a posterior half at the same time that the calices and ])elvis are laid

open. This division should be a perfectly median one, otherwise the

pelvis and calices are not clearly dis])layed. The fibrous capsule of

the kidnev is now detached by ])inching up the cut margin of the latter

at the convex border of the kidney, and stripping it oti' from the sur-
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face
;
when the capsule is thickened and adherent as a result of chronic

inflammation, thin layers of the cortical substance are brought with it.

The external surface of the organ is now examined, and then the cut

surface, paying particular atteution to the cortical markings and the

relative thickness of the cortex and the medulla. Normally the thick-

ness of the cortex to that of the medulla is as 1 to 3, the measurement

being taken from the apex of a medullary pyramid to the surface of

the kidney, bisected by median division. Finally, the mucous mem-
brane of the pelvis is examined and, with probe-pointed scissors, the

ureters laid open, from the pelvis to their entrance into the bladder.

If it be found there are no anomalies, ascending or descending inflamma-

tions, or dilatations, which are best studied when the urinary passages
remain continuous, then the ureters may be cut across and the total

weight of the kidneys ascertained.

The pelvic viscera, including the bladder, urethra, the sexual

apparatus, and the rectum, should all be removed together.
In case it is necessary to examine chemically the contents of the

urinary bladder, this may be evacuated with a clean metal catheter
;

in

the case of obstruction to the catheter, the bladder may be evacuated

by way of a small incision in its anterior surface.

The rectum is separated from the descending colon between a

double ligature. The bladder is loosened by inserting the fingers
between the parietal peritoueum and the posterior surface of the

symphysis pubis ;
then the loose retroperitoneal connective tissue is

gradually separated in the same manner on each side from the inner

pelvic wall, so that the hand can be passed all around the pelvic

organs and behind the rectum. The thighs are now forcibly adducted,
and while the external genitalia are grasped and }>ulled downward with

the left hand, a curved incision is made through the skin at the root of

the penis, respectively clitoris, and the ligamentous structures and the

attachments of the corpora cavernosa divided close to the pubic arch,
until the laiife freely enters the pelvic cavity. Then the opening is

enlarged, and the left hand grasps the external genitalia from within

the pelvis, into which they are drawn underneath the pubic arch, while

curved cuts, meeting behind the anus, are made through the skin on

each side, and the muscular and fibrous tissues on each side and behind

the rectum divided until all the attachments of the organs to the pelvis
are freed. The pelvic organs are finally lifted up, and the parietal

peritoneum divided on a level with the promontory of the sacrum.

If the kidneys have been allowed to remain connected, the examiner

now has before him the whole urinary tract in continuity, as well as, in

women, the whole, and in men practically the whole, genital tract, and
also the rectum. By a little modification of this procedure the vasa

deferentia and the testicles may be isolated and guarded from separa-
tion during the removal of the pelvic organs, which would be a Avise

plan in cases of extensive urinary tuberculosis.

In men the further examination consists in opening the bladder

along the middle of its anterior wall, and from this incision the ante-
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rior wall of the urethra is incised hy means of probe-pointed or small

intestinal scissors while the penis is held on the stretch, so that the

incision does not invalichite the posterior wall and thus uvutilate the

preparation. The mucous membrane of the bladder and urethra is

now fully exposed for examination.

The testicles are bisected in such a manner as to include in the

median incision the head of the epididymis.

Now, the rectum is separated from the bladder and tlie prostate by
means of a careful dissection carried along by small cuts in the external

layers of the wall of the rectum, beginning; in the Hoor of the recto-

vesical fossa, while the structures are made tense by traction on the

bladder in one direction and on the rectum in the opposite. The
seminal vesicles, the prostate, and Cowper's glands are in this way
made accessible to a satisfactory examination.

In women the urinary bladder is opened from the urethra
;

tlie

vagina and the uterus are divided along the center of their anterior

walls by an incision which divides the bladder into two halves,

unless it is previously loosened and laid to one side
;
or the vagina and

uterus may be opened along the posterior wall after first removing the

rectum. At the upper end of, and at right angles to, the .sagittal

incision into the uterus two shorter cuts are made toward each uterine

opening of the Fallopian tubes. Before opening tiie uterus the appear-
ance of the external os should be studied, in order to obtain informa-

tion as regards the previous occurrence, or not, of child-! )irth. The

size of the uterine vessels and the thickness of their walls are also to

be noted, and in the puerperal uterus additional incisions into the wall,

especially at the placental site, may be necessary in order to determine

the condition and the contents of the vessels. The Fallopian tubes are

cut open with small scissors, the ovaries bisected with a horizontal

incision, and the vessels in the parametrium and the broad ligaments
examined.

Finally, the rectum is emptied of its contents by means of a stream

of water, and opened with the enterotome along the posterior wall.

When external conditions prevent the removal of the external geni-

tidia, the pelvic organs are to be loosened from the pelvis as before, and

drawn firmly toward the diaphragm with the left hand, while the right

divides with the knife the urethra as far as possible in front of the pros-

tate gland in men, the vagina at its middle in women, and the rectum as

low down as possible ;
the organs are then examined as before.

The stomach and duodenum may be examined in situ by making
an incision with the enterotome, or by continuing the incision eventually

already made into the duodenum in examining the patency of the bile-

ducts, from the pylorus along in the anterior wall, a little below and

parallel with the lesser curvature and out through the part of the

esophagus that still remains. Care should be taken to empty the

stomach before the incision becomes so large that the contents cannot

be retained bv holding up the margins of the o])cuing. Sinudtaneously
the duodenum, or that part not already exposed, may be examined by
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cutting it open with the enterotorae, the hepatic flexure of the colon,
and the transverse colon being first loosened and turned downward.

In the majority of medicolegal cases, and especially when poisoning
is not definitely excluded from the start, the stomach and duodenum
are to be removed unopened from the body. A ligature is placed
around the lower end of the esophagus, the diaphragm being divided so

as to expose this part of the esophagus freely, and then the attach-

ments along the lesser and greater curvatures are divided, the duo-

denum is dissected loose, and a double ligature placed securely at its

lower end, between which it is then cut across. After emptying tlie

contents into a suitable jar, the organs may be incised as above and the

mucous membrane examined.

The Pancreas.—This is exposed by dividing the insertion of the

great omentum to the larger curvature of the stomach, and then sepa-

rating the transverse colon and the stomach. The pancreas may be

incised along its greater diameter while in situ, or dissected loose from

its attachments, care being exercised that pathologic conditions con-

nected with its duct, or its opening thereof into the duodenum, are not

thereby deranged.
Diseases such as cysts, tumors, abscesses, fistulous passages, etc., in

the region of the stomach, duodenum, pancreas, gall-bladder, and liver,

usually require the removal of these organs en masse, in order to clear

up the conditions by a careful dissection.

The Intestines.—These are best examined, after they have been

carefully inspected, together with the mesentery, while in situ, by their

complete removal from the body and their opening under the faucet or

under water, wliile their contents, when not to be preserved, are allowed

to run into the sewer or into a pail. Grasp the lower end of the large

intestine, which remains ligated from the time the rectum was removed,

and, making it tense, sever all the attachments close to the bowel.

When the small intestine is reached, make the mesentery tense with the

left hand, which lifts the bowel up, while the right divides the mesen-

tery very close to the bowel by means of an almost continuous sawing
motion of the knife, thus allowing the intestinal coils to straighten
themselves completely. As the intestines are separated they are

allowed to fall either into a pail between the thighs or at the side of

the body. This detachment is continued up to the duodenum, where
double ligatures are placed, if this has not already been done.

The small intestine is opened along its mesenteric attachment,
because the Peyer's patches are situated opposite thereto and may be

the seat of important changes ;
the opening is made by drawing the

intestine through a partially opened enterotome held in the right hand,
the blunt end, which passes into the bowel, being held down^^•ard

;
and

as this process continues, the open part spreads itself out over the

fingers of the left hand, allowing one to inspect the contents and
mucous membrane at the same time.

Wlien the intestine, not yet incised, becomes coiled and twisted, it

is straightened out by lifting the part being cut high in the air, pro-
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vided it has been separated near or at the mesenteric attachment.

AVhenever necessary, one may wash off the mucous membrane in order

to remove the contents suffi(!iently. When the contents are to be saved,

they are emptied into a suitable bottle or jar by removing a ligature
before incising the intestine

;
if it be necessary to examine the contents

of difterent parts, then such })arts are separately ligated and the con-

tents emptied into different bottles.

The large intestine is incised in the same way, along one of the

three longitudinal bands or teniae, and emptied of its contents so as to

expose the mucous membrane.
The intestines may also be opened and examined in situ: Beginning

immediately above the ileocecal valve the small intestine is incised

with the enterotome upon its under surface near the mesenteric attach-

ment. As the left hand turns the coils upward so as to present the

under surface, this incision is carried along step by step up to the

duodenum, the mucous membrane being examined as the bowel is laid

open. When examination of the small intestine is finished, the large
intestine is cut open from the ileocecal valve downward along the

anterior longitudinal band.

The retroperitoneal structures, such as the nerve plexuses, the

aorta, the vena cava, and the retroperitoneal lymphatic glands, are

made accessible by cutting the mesentery across at its root, splitting
the large vessels open, and isolating the nerve plexuses and semilunar

ganglia by careful dissection.

The diaphragm, the anterior surface of the spinal column, and the

pelvis are now also open to inspection. The various pelvic diameters

may be determined, and the form of the pelvis studied.

The Extremities.—In the extremities the blood-vessels, nerves,

lymph-glands, lym})h-vessels, muscles, bones, and joints may require
examination in special cases. The location and course of the incisions

employed for the purpose of exposing or isolating any of these struct-

ures are determined by the anatomic conditions
;

in some cases the

examiner may feel it necessary to conceal the cuts as much as possible.
The joints are opened by the familiar incisions used in exarticulations

and resection. In order to expose the bone-marrow for general inspec-
tion one of the femurs is usually removed and divided longitudinally

by means of a saw, the bone being held in a vise. In rachitic and

syphilitic children the lines of ossification at the various epiphyses may
show characteristic changes from the normal that are best studied upon

longitudinal section of the bones.

EXAMINATION IN CASES OF SUSPECTED POISONING.

In order to preserve the organs and fluids from such cases in proper
condition for chemical analysis a number of new, glass-stoppered jars
and bottles, thoroughly washed and rinsed with sulphuric acid and

finally with distilled water, should be secured. As the organs are

placed in the jars these should be sealed and labeled. If they can be

delivered to the chemist immediately, then it is unnecessary to add any
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alcohol
;

if they are to be kept for a time or sent some distance, a

sufficient quantity of strong alcohol must be added. A quantity of

the alcohol used is to be poured into a clean, empty bottle, which is

then sealed and labeled and sent with the organs ;
this is done in order

that opportunity be given for examination of the alcohol alone, as

regards the absence or presence of poisons.

While such organs remain in the care of the examiner, he must keep
them under sealed lock and key so that he can swear, if necessary, that

no poisons were added or the material tampered with while under his

care. Such jars should be delivered only to some properly authorized

person, and an accurate record of the number, contents, the seal, and

the disposition of the jars and bottles should be made at the delivery
and kept for future use.

What organs and fluids should be preserved will depend largely on

circumstances. The stomach and intestines with their contents, the

liver, and the brain should always be preserved. In the case of dif-

fusible poisons
—

strychnin, arsenic, etc.—the urine should be drawn
with a clean catheter into a new, clean bottle, and, in addition to the

stomach and intestines with their contents, every internal organ and

also a mass of muscular tissue and a large piece of bone should be

kept, so as to furnish the chemist Avith sufficient material to make the

result of his examination as positive as possible. A portion of the

blood should be kept in those cases in which the spectrum analysis may
be expected to furnish important information. In cases in which it is

known or supposed that the poison was inhaled, the lungs should always
be sent to the chemist, because it is possible, for instance, to recover

chloroform from the lungs even long after death. Narcotic or convul-

sive poisonings may be simulated by uremia, or such claims may be

advanced, and in cases of suspected intoxication of this nature both

kidneys should be secured, partly for chemical and partly for histologic
examination

;
for the latter purpose small pieces may be cut out and

fixed in the different solutions used.

The organs and tissues, before they are placed in the jars, are sub-

jected to the same examination as under ordinary circumstances, but

much caution is to be used so as not to bring them in contact with

possible poisonous substances.

In a case of suspected poisoning the examination should begin with

the abdominal cavity, the position and the fulness, color, and smell of

the stomach and other abdominal organs being carefully noted. Then
a double ligature is placed around the lower end of the esophagus,

immediately above its junction with the stomach
;
the duodenum is tied

in two places, the ligatures being placed at a safe distance from each

other so they will not slip. The stomach is then removed, the duodenal

ligatures cut, and the end of the duodenum placed in a wide jar and
the stomach alloAved to emjity itself.

The small intestine may be removed, and the contents emptied into

another jar or bottle
;
the large intestine may be treated likewise.

The examination of the digestive tract is done at this early time in
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order to avoid admixture, as well as injury to the stomach aud the

intestines during the course of the autoi)sy.

The stomach and the intestines are best preserved by themselves,
because poison may cling to the mucous membrane. As to the other

organs, it cannot be said to be absolutely necessary to preserve each

organ or set of organs by itself, although this would be the best plan.
In case trichinosis is suspected, the contents of the uj)per part of the

small intestine must be subjected to careful microscopic examination,
and pieces are to be taken from the iutercostid and cervical muscles

and from the diaphragm.

EXAMINATION OF NEW-BORN CHILDREN.
" In examining the bodies of new-born children we may have to

determine, besides the ordinary lesions of disease, the age of the child,

whether it was born alive, how long it has been dead, what was the

cause of death." The examination consequently requires especial
.attention to the following features :

I. Inspection.—Inspection of the new-born takes into considera-

tion a numl)er of points that bear directly upon the age of the child

and the length of time that has elapsed since its birth.

Tiie following table shows the weight and the length of the fetus at

each month of gestation (von Hecker) :
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At this time it is most convenient to speak of one of the most
reliable signs of maternity

—
namely, the center of ossification in the

lower epiphysis of the femur. In order to determine this center the

knee-joint is opened by a transverse or horseshoe-shaped incision between

the patella, and the soft parts are dissected away from the lower end of

the femur
;
the epiphyseal cartilage is then divided from below into thin

transverse slices until the greatest diameter of the focus of ossification

present is reached. This diameter is then accurately measured. It is

necessary to divide the cartilage transversely, because only in this way
is the greatest diameter encountered. At full term the diameter varies

from 2 to 5 cm. (0.8 to 2 in.) ;
the center is not present until the
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orifices, especially the mouth mid the nose, are to be examined for

foreign bodies.

2. The Spinal Canal.— In ojuMiing this canal the arches are best

cut across by means ot' a strong pair of scissors.

3. The Head.—Tlie incision and deflection of the soft parts are

made as in adults. The margins of the bones of the cranium can then

be separated from their attachment t(^ the dura as follows : Make a

small opening in the center of the anterior fontanel, and incise the

superior longitudinal sinus
;

then divide the dura on each side of

the sinus; now cut through the dura along the coronal and lambdoidal

sutures on each side, carefully avoiding the surface of the brain
;
the

bones of the skull can now be drawn away from the l)rain and cut

through across the greatest circumference, and the brain removed as in

the adult. On account of the extreme softness of the brain in children

and the firmness of the dural adhesions along the sutures it is very
difficult to succeed in removing an infant's brain without some injury.

An attempt to saw through the calvaria in the ordinary manner nearly

always results in injury to the brain. If it be not desired to remove
the l)rain as a whole, then Griesinger's method of sawing through the

skull and the brain at the same time is very serviceable
;
the calvaria

receives the upper part of each hemisphere, and the rest of the brain is

removed as in the adult.

4. The Abdomen.—In the new-born the examination of the

navel and of the umbilical vessels is of great importance. Nauwerck

practises the following modification of the ordinary method : The usual

incision is made from the chin downward to a short distance above the

umbilicus, where this incision divides, as it were, into two diverging
incisions that extend to the pubes ;

the abdomen is opened along the

lines thus mapped out, and the triangular flap in the abdominal wall is

raised up by traction on the cord or the navel. This makes the

umbilical vein prominent. By dividing the vein, after having ojicned
and examined it, the flap is turned down over the pubes, and the

umbilical arteries are seen on each side of the urachal remnants and

may be examined
;
or one may make the usual incision to the left of the

navel and then excise the navel by a cut around its right aspect, sever-

ing the umlnlical vein and arteries, and then examine these structures

and their contents
l:)y

means of successive transverse incisions.

5. The Thorax.—The ductus arteriosus is best examined in

situ: the thymus gland is removed; the right ventricle is incised

along the interventricular septum, and the cut continued along the

middle of the anterior wall of the ]iulmonary artery ;
the orifice of the

ductus arteriosus will be found midway between and beyond the two

openings of the right and the left pulmonary branch, and a small probe

may be passed through the duct downward and a little to the left into

the aorta.

In order to determine whether or not respiration has taken ])lace,

the following procedure is practised : The height of tiie diajihragm is

determined before the chest is opened (when respiration has fully taken
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place the diaphragm reaches to the fifth or the sixth rib
;
otherwise only

to the fourth) ;
the trachea is ligated in the neck before opening the

chest
;
then the chest is opened, and the pleurae, pericardium, and heart

are examined
;
the pharynx, larynx, and trachea, above the ligature,

are also opened and examined. The organs of the chest are now
removed in toto, the trachea being divided above the ligature, the

heart and the thymus gland separated, and the lungs placed in a basin

of cold, clean water. In case they float freely, respiration has

undoubtedly taken j^lace ;
if the lungs sink, then the test is not

decisive. The limgs, under such circumstances, are to be incised and
note taken as to whether they crepitate or not, and whether air-bubbles

appear when parts are compressed below the surface of the Avater.

Furthermore, the lungs must be separated into lobes, the lobes into

minute pieces, and tlie hydrostatic test again applied. In this M^ay it

may be possible to determine that air has gained entrance into certain

parts of the lung in sufficient quantity to prevent small pieces from

sinking.
In the case of decomposition and the possible production on that

account, in the lungs, of sufficient gas to buoy them up in the water,
then a number of small pieces from the lungs are to be placed between

the folds of a towel, and thoroughly compressed between two flat sur-

faces, such as between the floor and a board, exerting pressure by stand-

ing on the latter. The gas due to decomposition is pressed out, and
the pieces from atelectatic, decomposed lungs M'ill sink when throwTQ in

the water after this treatment
; inspired air, on the other hand, cannot

be pressed out, and the pieces from inflated lungs continue to float.

RESTORATION OF THE BODY.

Upon the completion of the autopsy the body is to be placed in the

most presentable condition attainable under the circumstances. This

much is imperatively demanded from the humanitarian point of view.

It is also to be l)orne in mind that any visible disfigurement of corpses
over which public burial rites are to be performed would not tend to

predispose the laity in favor of granting autopsies on patients that die

in private or liospital practice. Hence the incisions should be so

planned that their location is not conspicuous, and an effort should

always be made to obliterate all evident traces of the autopsy, so that

the fact that the bod}- has been examined can be recognized only after

more careful observation than is usually given dead bodies.

The body cavities should be sponged dry. Such organs as are not

taken away should be returned to their respective cavities. The l>rain

would better l)e placed in the thorax or abdomen, because it is difficult

to force it back into the cranial cavity, which had best be filled with

absorbent cotton or sawdust and shavings (" excelsior packing "), so as

to prevent bloody fluid from oozing out through the incisions. Inas-

much as decomposition occurs more rapidlv in bodies subject to post-
mortem examination it is well to fill the chest aud abdominal cavities
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also with absorbent material, in the siiinnier-time especially. Foul

odors may be prevented by dusting the interior of the cavities with

some deodorizing and disinfecting powder. AMien the mouth has been

forced open and the tongue removed with the organs of the neck, the

lips may be united by a suture passed througii the oral mucous mem-
brane. The incisions at the pelvic outlet should be securely sutiu'cd

and the pelvis packed with absorl)ent material. In ihc ])lace of bones

that have been removed suitable pieces of wood can be inserted and, if

necessary, wired in place.
It is advisable to secure the .-kull-caj) in its normal j)Osition, so

that the unsightly disfigurement which results from its sliding back-

ward and from side to side may be avoided. Sutm'es through the

divided temporal muscles and fascia on each side generally hold the

calvaria nicely if passed well through the fascia
;
sntnres can also be

passed through drill-holes in the skull
;
double-ended tacks may also be

used for this purpose. After securing tlie skull-cap the scalp is sutured

with the glover's stitch, and the hair arranged so as to cover the

incision.

All sutures used in closing cutaneous postmortem incisions are

passed through the skin Avith a good-sized curved needle, and each

margin of the incision is perforated in turn from within outward, so

tliat the closure can be made quite tight, after the manner of the

glover's stitch.



IDENTITY.

General Statement.—The mutual recognition of friends who are

associated at frequent intervals is a matter of daily occurrence which

excites no thought of the principles on which rests an establishment of

identity. Friends who have been separated for years usually require

nothing more than a glance at the features to excite recognition and

start a train of associations long since passed out of mind. The prin-

ciple so fundamentally applied by Hume is here the basis of identifica-

tion, for we know by experience that the possibility that another person,

exactly resembling our friend, should appear under such circumstances

need never be considered. If, however, the period of association

shortens, or if the character of the association has been entirely com-

monplace, or if the separation has been sufficiently prolonged to allow

the changes of time and occupation to stamj) tlie features and estrange

the mind, the recognition, even of former close friends, frequently

requires the overcoming of surprise and momentary doubt. Instances

of this sort are not infrequent where the ordinary changes in features,

voice, and character reduce the basis of the recognition of friends solely

to a belief in their verbal statements. The unreliability of such evi-

dence, even in the ordinary affiiirs of life, and the credulity with which

the average man accepts such imperfect proof, needs no clearer comment

than the endless series of successful " confidence games
"

reported in the

daily papers.
A distinctly new element is added to the problem when it is required

to convince a third person of the identity of a friend, for the moment
the question of a proof of such identity is raised by the third person a

most delicate and difficult problem arises that has again and again
taxed the finest sagacity of both lawyer and physician. This last situa-

tion always exists when the question of identity is brought ])efore a

jury, and the literature of legal medicine offers many famous instances

in which the decision turned, often in an extremely dramatic way, upon
the identity of individuals. It might be anticipated, from the indirect

nature of conclusions drawn from the experience of the senses, and from

the still more uncertain character of personal impressions, that mere

verbal statements, in the absence of objective proof, are of little

positive value in deciding questions of identity. The following well-

knoAvn cases may serve to emphasize the unreliability of all evidence

based upon individual belief and experience, and the frequent danger of

accepting accidental physical resemblance as concrete or positive proof
of identity.

62
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The Tioliborne case, a full account of which may be found in Guy's
Forensic Medicine, page 680, is probably the most instructive illustra-

tion of the foregoing statements yet recorded. A man, thought to be

Arthur Orton, a butelier's son, claimed to be Sir lloger Tichbornc and

heir to the baronetcy and estates of Sir lioger, who was believed to

have perished at sea many years before. In spite of the most striking

dissimilarity finally demonstrated between this man and the real Sir

Roger, the impostor Avas accepted by a score of witnesses, including
seventeen servants, the family solicitor, and even by the mother of Sir

Roger, who positively identified him as her son. It was only when the

objective points in the stature, features, and accidental markings of the

body, as well as the mental traits of Orton, were compared with those

known to have characterized the real Roger that the com})arative worth-

lessness of the very positive impressions of the friends and even of the

mother's instinct was established and the impostor detected.

An older, and in some respects even more remarkable, case is that

of Martin Guerre.' Guerre had been away from home for eight years
and was presumably dead, when one Dutille, who nmst have shown the

clearest possible physical resemblance to Guerre, was accepted by his

wife, and assumed control of tlie property. For three years he lived

in the same house with seven relativ^es, all of whom failed to detect the

deception, and children were Ijorne to him by Guerre's wife. Finally
Dutille's worthless character began to assert itself, and aroused a train

of suspicions which led to an indictment of the impostor. The legal

inquiry, however, remained doubtful, or favorable to the impostor, until

the real Martin Guerre appeared upon the scene, completely established

his own identity, and secured the conviction of the adventurer. An
examination of the account of this very remarkable case not only dis-

closes the unreliability of individual impressions about identity, but

also in a startling degree illustrates the uncertainty of all forms of evi-

dence, even of the most objective nature. Not only was Dutille's claim

actively supported by Guerre's wife and relatives, but he showed many
of the physical peculiarities of the other, such as scars on the face, a

single blood-shot eye, and four warts at identical points on one hand.

His mental caliber and composition were somewhat similar to Guerre's
;

he accurately recalled many of the early experiences of Guerre, and even

possessed family relics known to have been carried away by the absent

man.

More tragic results of mistaken identity might be multi]ilied at

length, for legal records contain at least several undoubted instances

where innocent persons were executed on account of their pronounced
resemblance to the real culprits.

Many notable errors have likewise been made in the identification

of the dead. In the Edinhwr/h 3[o)dhhi Journal for February, 18")4,

Dr. Hinloch relates a case of mistaken identity under the following
circumstances : The body of an old man was found on the bank of the

Dee, at Drumoak. The left ear and the first finger of the left hand
' Guy and Ferrier, Principles of Forensic Medicine^ p. 40.
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were wanting, the mutilation apparently of long standing. Two young
women claimed the body as that of their father, who had lost his left

ear and left forefinger, and who had been in the habit of remaining from

home for weeks at a time. On the return of the daughters and friend

of the supposed dead man fi'om the funeral the boatman of a ferry
which they had to cross asked them for whom they were in mourning,
and on receiving their answer laughingly informed them that he had

only half an hour before ferried their father over alive and well, which

on reaching home they found to be true.^

On the other hand, some remarkable successes in the attempt to

reconstruct and identify the dead body from mutilated fragments have

been recorded. Of these may here be mentioned the case of Dr. Park-

man, whose body was finally and positively identified by the absence

of teeth in a fragment of the lower jaw, and that of JNIadam Houet,
whose body was positively identified, and even the manner of her death,

by strangulation, determined eleven years after l)urial.

It is probable that cases of mistaken identity are less frequent at the

present day than forjuerly, and it may well be doubted if claims such

as Orton's could be maintained with so much strength before the

present courts. Yet recent legal records are by no means lacking in

this particular, and many notable trials may be found in M"hich a wide

variety of evidence relating to identity has been thoroughly considered.

A recent instance in which an experienced detective was deceived

in the matter of identity is quoted by Hamilton." In 1887, Mr. A.

Hedden, of Tacoma, was arrested on a charge of defrauding an

insurance company out of a large sum of money. He had been mis-

taken for Mr. A. Crandall, of Buffalo, by Detective Poyn, of Cincin-

nati, who based his identification upon similarity in stature, features,

color of eyes and hair, and especially upon the presence of a scar on

the right foot. It was only after a bitter fight and the presentation of

a considerable volume of evidence that Hedden secured his liberty.

A very instructive case, involving a great variety of evidence, is

that of the Bryant estate.^ Here the decision lay between five sets of

claimants, coming from four different States?* of the Union, as well as

from Nova Scotia and England, and all positively identifying the dead

man as their relative. The decision rested largely upon the contents

of a trunk owned by the deceased, which contained his certificate of

citizenship and some old photographs, all of which were held by the

court to give decisive evidence.

In the opinion handed down by Justice Mitchell are these significant

statements :

"
Identity is one of the most difficult questions with which

the administration of justice has to deal, and whether the witnesses

have seen the party in question or not, their testimony as to recognition
or identification is one of the least reliable facts."

The romantic history of the case of the Shehan estate seems well

worthy of reference, both on account of its partial resemblance to the

^

Ogston, Medical Jurisptnidence, p. 07. ^
System of Legal Medicine, i., p. 201.

'•> 176 Penna., p. 309, 1896."
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Tichborue case, in that the niotlier's instinct was j)roved at fanlt, and

also as representing the varied ciiaracter of the evidence atitecting identi-

fication, and the positive nature of the proof retpiired to establish the

identity of a claimant to an estate. Here the chiiniant's case rested

upon the presence of a large birthmark, by which, j)rincij)ally, the

mother recognized the claimant as her child
; striking resemblance to

the father in person, movement, and disposition ;
and the early recollec-

tion by the claimant of a man whose nose had been destroyed by cancer,

and who was a member of the family into which Siiehan's child had

been adopted. A full report of the history of tliis case, and the very
able summary and opinion of Judge Hawkins in deciding against the

claimant, may be found in the Pithburg Legal Joiinial, May 21, 1890.

The important rulings in the al)ove opinion are as follows: (1) A
elaimant to an estate must not only make out a prima facie case, but

must sustain it by weight of evidence when attacked. (2) Personal

resemblance by claimant t(j decedent, the existence of a birthmark on

the claimant corresponding to a birthmark on decedent's child, and

recofirnition of such claimant as such child bv the mother, will not of

themselves prove identity, although they may become important facts

in the proof.
The inconclusive character of the evidence on either side renders

this decision one of the most difficidt yet recorded concerning the

identity of individuals, far exceeding that of the Tichborne case, in

which the falsity of the impostor's claims was fully demonstrated.

The general problem of personal identity, in so far as it concerns

legal medicine, consists essentially in a study (jf the physical character-

istics of the l)ody. In the case of the living, it includes also an exam-
ination of the mind and memory of the individual. While a decision

in some of these questions requires very little medical knowledge,

many others demand a minute acc[uaintance with tlie laws of ])athology,

acquired only by the experienced physician.
The study of the physical characteristics of the individual involves

the consideration of all the external features and of the natural and

accidental changes that may affect them, while in the case of the dead

body it requires also an examination of tlie viscera, musculature, and

especially the skeleton.

Age.—It is always important, in the attempt to establish identity,

to determine the probable age of the individuah The means at our

disposal for this purpose are usually greater when dealing with the dead

body, and the fuller discussion of this subject must relate almost

exclusively to the examination of the cadaver. Considerable evi-

dence, however, some of which is ])eculiar, can be elicited by an exam-

ination of the living person. One cannot do more, in the living,

than determine the age within certain broad limits—that is, it can be

said that the individual is in the period of infancy, youth, adolescence,
old age, or senilitv

;
but a positive opinion cannot usually be given as

to the exact age in years without a thorough examination of viscera,

musculature, and skeleton.

Vol. I.—5
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In infancy very accurate conclusions may sometimes be reached by
the consideration of height, weight, number and condition of teeth,
characters of the fontanels, and general development, but regard must
be paid to possible wide variations due to precocious development or

to disease. Prolonged malnutrition and congenital syphilis or rachitis

may delay infantile development considerably.
In youth less accurate results are obtainable from physical examina-

tion, because physical changes are then less rapid than during infancy.
Here the height, stature, and condition of the teeth are investigated as

before, and, in addition, the appearance of the signs of puberty, such as

chauges in the voice and growth of hair, may give important indications.

In adult life it is very difficult or impossible to determine by
physical examination the aj^proximate age of an individual. As a

result of personal idiosyncrasy, of the presence of a youthful type of

countenance and a well-preserved complexion, and with a strictly
healthful mode of life, the appearances of youth may be long retained

or the approach of senile changes long delayed. On the other hand, a

contrary physical idiosyncrasy, an elderly type of countenance, a com-

plexion affected by malnutrition, mental care, or dissipation, premature
baldness or the sudden appearance of gray hair, and the pronounced
general changes due to arteriosclerosis, may have an influence in hasten-

ing the approach of the signs of old age during the period of adult life.

Special importance here attaches to the early onset of arteriosclerosis,

which may attack young adults and has been observed to run a fatal

course even in youth. Premature baldness may occur without constitu-

tional disease, when it often seems to show hereditary influence
;
or

it may result from syphilis, which in the secondary stage produces a

circumscribed temporary alopecia, and in the tertiary stage often a

general permanent alopecia.^
In old age, which may ordinarily be considered to begin after the

sixtieth year, nearly all the tissues show changes which are in them-
selves cliai'acteristic, but of which the onset, as stated, may be consider-

ably hastened or delayed. As a result largely of atrophy of the

subcutaneous adipose tissue the face loses its smooth outlines and

usually its active circulation and high color. Wrinkles form across the

forehead, at the outer angles of the eyelids, and at the sides of the nose,
while the chin becomes more prominent and the features and expression
become more fixed. The arcus senilis may appear in the cornea, and
the eyesight commonly fails perceptibly. The general reduction of sub-

cutaneous fat produces wrinkles and folds on the hands and about the

axillse and groins, and a sinking of the pulp of the thumbs. In Momen
the integument of the abdomen may hang in large loose folds, and the

mammse are reduced in size and may become pendant. The circulation

is enfeebled, the extremities are frequently cold, and the ready response
to vasomotor excitation, as seen in youth, is wanting. The arteries are

very generally found in some degree sclerosed.

The changes in the bony system visible externally may be noted in

1 British Medical Journal, 1880, pp. 114, 157, 197, 535.
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the inferior maxilla, ^vllieIl loses its marked ano;ularity and suffers

atrophy at the points where teeth have been lost. The neek of the

femur shortens and assumes a right angle with the shaft. The inter-

vertebral cartilages are partially atrophic, causing a slight loss of

motion in the spinal column. This anatomic change at a more

advanced stage and combined with loss of musculai* tone produces
the stooping posture and irregular gait which, with gradual failure of

mental powers, mark the period of senility.

By the examination of the dead body it is often possible to deter-

mine the age more exactly than with the living. This greater accuracy
results principally from the information derived from the study of the

bones and teeth. The degree of ossiiication of the bones furnishes a

very reliable guide in the determination of age. The raj^d changes

occurring in early life in this and other tissues permit nuich closer

calculations at this age than at any other period. l^arring certain

exceptions to be attributed to rachitis and syphilis in youth, and to

osteomalacia, gout, and rheumatism in adult life, the union of the

various epiphyses of the long bones and the complete ossification of tlie

shafts proceed in a very tmiform sequence, and careful observations on

the condition of the epiphyseal lines and ossification zones in the

skeleton are the chief guides in determining the age of a dead body or

of mutilated remains. For complete information regarding the periods
of union of the epiphyses and the progress of ossification the reader

may refer to Qnain's or Gray's Text-hook of Anaiomij. The following

table, compiled from Quain's Anatomy, gives the approximate periods
of the appearance of the various centers of ossification and of the union

of epiphyses and processes :

Periods of Union of Boxy Epiphyses and Processes.

First Yew.—Laminae of some vertebrae
; petromastoid and squam-

ous portions of temporal ; great wings and liody of sphenoid.
Second Year.—Laminae of lower sacral vertebrae

; upper and con-

dylar portions of occiput ;
frontal suture

;
lateral halves of inferior

maxilla.

Third Year.—Basilar and condylar portions of occiput ;
fontanels

nearly closed.

Fourth Year.—Basi-occipitals and exoccipitals ;
odontoid process of

axis
;
fontanels closed.

Sixth Year.—Laminae of upper sacral vertebrae.

Seventh Year.—Rami of pul)es and ischium.

Sixteenth Year.—Lower epi])liysis of humerus
;
coracoid process of

scapula.
Seventeenth Year.—Upper epiphysis of radius and ulna

; lesser

trochanter.

Eighteenth Year.—Internal condyle of humerus; gn^ater trochanter;
head of femur

;
lower epiphysis of tibia.

Twentieth Year.—Greater tuberosity of humerus
;
lower epiphyses

of radius, ulna, femur, and fibula.
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Eighteenth to Twentieth Year.—Parts of acetabulum
;
auricular plates

of sacrum
; sphenoid and basilar portions of occiput.

Twenty-first Year.—Upper epiphysis of tibia.

Twenty-seeond Year.—Acromion and scapula.

Twenty-third Year.—Tuberosity of ischium
; symphysis pubis ;

ante-

rior inferior spine of ilium.

Twenty-fourth Year.—Upper epiphysis of fibula.

Twenty-fifth Year.—Heads and tuberosities of ribs
;
sternal epiphysis

of clavicle.

Thirtieth Year.—Three coccygeal vertebrae.

Middle Life.
—Union of coccyx and sacrum

; greater cornua and

body of hyoid.

Periods of Commencement of Centers of Ossification.

Sixth Month.—Manubrium sterui.

Seventh Month.—First segment of body of sternum
; astragalus.

Nintti Mo)dh.—Lower epiphyses of humerus and femur
; upper

epiphysis of tibia
;

cuboid
;
second and third segments of body of

sternum ; hyoid cornua
;

first coccygeal vertebra.

First Year.—Coracoid process of scapula ;
heads of humerus and

femur
;

lower segment of body of sternum
;

os magnum ;
external

cuneiform
;
anterior arch of atlas.

Second Year.—Greater tuberosity and lower epiphysis of humerus
;

lower epiphysis of radius ; upper e])iphysis of fibula
; patella ;

internal

cuneiform.

Fourth Year.—Greater trochanter
;
lower epiphysis of ulna

; scaphoid

and middle cuneiform.

Fifth Year.—Lesser tuberosity of humerus
;

internal condyle of

humerus
; upper epiphysis of radius

; trapezium ;
semilunar ;

second

coccygeal vertebra.

Sixth Year.—Scaphoid.
Seventh Year.—Trapezoid.
Tenth Year.—Olecranon process of ulna.

Eleventh Year.—Trochlear portion of humerus.

Twelfth Year.—Pisiform
; cartilage of acetabulum.

Thirteenth Year.—Lesser trochanter.

Fourteenth Year.—Acromion process of scapula; external condyle
of humerus.

Sixteenth Year.—Inferior angle of sea])ula.

Eighteenth Year.—Sternal end of clavicle.

After the thirtieth year the advance of ossification ceases and it

becomes impossible, from the examination of the skeleton, to determine

within narrow limits the age of the dead body. The effects of increasing

age are, however, to be seen in certain senile changes in the hones.

Toward the close of adult life the bones become brittle, the fatty

marrow is more abundant, the cancellous spaces may contain free fat,

the lamellae of the shafts and cancellous tissue are partly absorbed, the

cavities are larger, and the bones become lighter and denser. The
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cranial sutures become completely ossified, immovable, and indistinct,

altiiough the parietal sutures may remain separate throu<!;hout life.
"

If"

tiie sutures of the skull are indistinct, we may fix the age between fifty

and sixty years" (Tidy).
The gladiolus and xiphoid ])ortions of the sternum usually remain

separate until the thirty-fifth or the fortieth year, while the manubrium
and gladiolus are not united until advanced age.

In adult life the first costal cartilage usually becomes surrounded by
a superficial layer of bone, a process which extends slowly and with

ffrcat variations over the other costal cartilatres. These bonv changes
in the ribs are usually more marked in men than in women. The car-

tilages of the larynx become ossified, the greater cornu of the hyoid
bone becomes united firmlv to the bodv, and in advanced life the lesser

cornu may also be united to the body.
Tiie bodies of the vertebne are beveled on their anterior edges, pro-

ducing a moderate kyphosis, and the shrunken intervertebral disks are

very flabby and inelastic.

The lower jaw, in the infant, shows a shallow body with the mental

foramen near the lower margin, a short oblique ramus uniting at an

obtuse angle with the body, and a eoronoid process projecting above the

condyle. In adult life the l)ody becomes deeper, thicker, and longer ;

the condyle lengthens and projects above the eoronoid process, and the

ramus joins the body at nearly a right angle. In old age the loss of

teeth causes an atrophy of the alveolar border
;

the mental foramen

opens in this border, l)ut the angle becomes again obtuse, reverting to

the infantile type.
Even a superficial examination of the skeleton, with attention to

those of the mentioned points that are readily accessible, will often fix

the age with considerable exactness, while bv a svstematic studv of the

bones, although at the expense of nuich time and labor, very definite

limits can be given in almost every case.

The recent investigations of Wachalz ' on the dcter)/iination of age

from the condition of the upper humeral epijihysis are of interest in this

connection. Wachalz found that the union of this epiphysis is influenced

by the sex, the nationality, and the height of the individual. In 200

cases examined the cartilage at this epiphysis had fully disa])i)eared in

men between the ages of twenty and twenty-one years ;
in women,

between the ages of seventeen and eighteen vears. He also found that

the development of the marrow cavity in the shaft of the humerus is a

reliable indication of age. Between the thirtieth and the thirty-fifth

vcar in men and after the twcntv-eisrhtii vear in women the medullarv

cavity extends to the end of the surgical neck. After the thirty-fifth

year in men and a little earlier in women it is found up to the epi])hy-

seal line. The full development of the medullary cavity is retarded in

very large bones, in dwarfs, or after wasting diseases. These observa-

tions were substantiated by Preuss,^ who found, however, that the bony

' Virchow's Jahresbericht. 1893, i.. p. 489.
2
Ibid., 1896, i., p. 450.
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union of the upper humeral epiphysis was not complete in some indi-

viduals until the forty-fifth or forty-seventh year.
Some features of the skeleton of the dwarf are well illustrated in the

description of a case by Paltauf.^ The subject was a dwarf of forty-
nine years of age, the skeleton resembling in many respects that of' a

child of seven years. The epiphyses of the long bones were ummited
and the synchondroses were still loose. The spheno-occipital synchon-
drosis and the sutures between the ilium, pubes, and ischium were carti-

laginous. The diagnosis of an adult dwarfed skeleton was possible
from the condition of the skull and cranial sutures, from the well-

developed ridges at the insertions of muscles, and from the distinctly
adult form of the inferior maxilla.

Race.—The racial characteristics of the living or recently dead

body are readily determinable from an examination of the skin, hair,
and skull. When the skeleton alone is at one's disposal, craniometry

Fig. 9.—Side view of skull of a male Australian : a, Alveolar point ; s, subnasal point ; n, na-
sion ; g^, glabella: op, ophryon : bg, bregma; 06, obelion ; I, lambda; o, occipital point: i, inion;
6, basion ; pt, pterion ; .«<, stephanibn ; as, asterion ; gl-o, length of cranium ; b-n, basinasal length ;

h-a, basi-alveolar length ; n-s, nasal height.

may furnish the necessary data. The important features to be noted

in distinguishing skulls of diiFerent races are: (1)
The cranial cavity ;

(2) the cranial length, breadth, height, and circumference ; (3) the degree

of projection of the jaws ; (4) the form of the nasal skeleton.

The cranial capacity is found by filling the skull with shot, of

which the bulk is measured in another vessel. The measurements of

the skull are taken from points located in the accompanying illustration.

Tlie circumference of the cranium is taken in a plane passing

through the ophryon anteriorly, and the occipital point posteriorly.
The length of the cranium is measured from the glabella to the

occipital point.
^ Virchow's Jahresbericht, 1891, i., p. 511.
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Th(> breadth of the cranium is the greatest transverse diameter
above the snprainastoid ridges. The proportion of" the breadth to the

, ,, 100 breadth , 7,, . ,

length, or— ,
=: breadth index.^ '

length
The height of the cranium is nieasnred from the bunion to the

bregma, and the height index is ealcnhited in the same way as the

breadth index.

The degree of projection of the jaws beyond the craninm, or gnathic

index, is determinetl by (•()m])aring the bdsi-alveolar length with the

basinaml length {l)—a : b—n, Fig. 9).

An important characteristic of some skulls is the nasal index— /. e.,

the relation of the height and breadth calculated as before. The height
is the distance from the nasion to the subnasal point {n-s, Fig. 9).

In the European the plane of the foramen magnum is inclined

upward anteriorly. In the Australian and negro it is horizontal or

inclined u])ward j^osteriorly.

The pelvic index—that is, the relation between the anteroposterior
and transverse diameters of the pelvic brim—is, according to Turner,
characteristic of some races.

The orbital index is the ratio of the height of the orbit to tlie Avidth.

The craniometric and other skeletal indices of the four chief races,
as compiled from Quain, are given m the following table :

CRANIAL INDICES.
Cranial Capacity. Breadth.
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the body from the length of one of the long bones have been proposed^

tested, and, for the most part, been fomid to give unreliable results.

J. M. Sue, cited by Tidy, more than a century ago was the first to attempt
to calculate the total length of bodies from that of the trunk or extrem-
ities. From his observations it appeared that from the twentieth or the

twenty-fifth year until old age the symphysis pubis forms the exact

center of the body. Orfila's measurements of both body and skeleton

showed, however, that J. M. Sue's conclusions could not be trusted

perfectly, there being nearly always some diiference in the lengths
above and below the symphysis pubis. He oifers other tables, based

upon the length of the separate long bones, from which to calculate the

total height of the body. It will be seen in these tables that the

possible variations are so great that the average" cannot be safely

applied to individuals. It is a matter of common observation that the

length of the limbs, especially of the arms, may be entirely dispropor-
tionate to that of the body. The application of Orfila's tables is, there-

fore, to be made with great caution.

ORFILA'S TABLES.

Table I.—Length of Body calculatedfrmn Length of Long Bones.

Length of Bone.
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Dwiiilit
' has studied in 5() male and 21 female subjects the relation

of the length of the body to that of the spine, exclusive of its more

variable portions, the sacral and coccygeal. These ratios were found

to vary with the length of the s))ine as follows :

I
Females.Males.

Length of Spine.

Under 57 ('tn. (22 in.) . . . .

From .J7 to 60 cin. (22-24 in.).
From (JO to fi:3 cm. (24-25 in.) .

Katio. Length of Spine. Ratio.

. 2.93
i

Under 54 cm. (21 in.) 2.94

. 2.84 I From .54 to 57 cm. (21-22 in.) .... 2.82

. 2.7S From -57 to GO cm. (22-24 in.) .... 2.79

From 63 to 66 cm. (25-26 in.). . . .2.7'.) Above 60 cm. (24 in.) 2.76

Above G6 cm. (2(i in.) 2.65
|

The practical ajiplication of these ratios gave specially accurate

results in the case of female subjects, but with male subjects the errors

Avere slightly greater than those usually resulting from the methods of

To])inard and Pollet. In Dwight's experience the error by any method

is likely to exceed 5 cm. in about one-fourth of the cases.

According to Humphrey, the average measurements of the adult

European skeleton, reduced to a scale of 100, are as follows : Spine,

34.15; circumference of skull, 31.54; length of humerus, 19.54;

radius, 14,15
; hand, 11.23; femur, 27.51

; tibia, 22.15; foot, 10.03;
transverse pelvic diameter, 8

; anteroposterior pelvic diameter, 6.0 1.

These figures are considerablv at variance with those of Orfila.

The following table of Dr. Guy's was compiled from his observa-

tions on 44 male and 7 female subjects, with full appreciation of the

inaccuracies in the work of Sue and Orfila :

Sex.
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In the Tichborne case the question was raised whether Roger, who
at twenty-one years of age was slender, 5 feet 9| inches high, and 9

stone in weight, with narrow hips, thin, straight legs, and long, bony

fingers, could, after twelve years of active life in Australia, become a

huge man like the claimant, Orton, The evident improbability of such

a change in stature bore strongly against the impostor. Yet considerable

variation in the weight of individuals at different periods of life, espe-

cially of women, need not excite surprise. Recovery from an acute

infectious disease is frequently followed by increase in weight, while a

chronic disease usually reduces the weight. Children often give very

early indications of their probable adult stature and weight, but severe

rachitis in early life will permanently retard the best development of

the bony skeleton. The effects of rachitis on the adult stature are very
evident in the poor development of the skeleton and the bowed limbs

of the poorer classes of Italians in this country. A very pronounced
"
pigeon-breast

"
in a rachitic infant usually leaves demonstrable traces

throughout life. The new-born infiod weighing on the average about 7

})ounds, loses weight rapidly for the first two or three days, to the

extent of from 4 to 7 ounces. There is then a uniform gain in weight,
so that by the eighth or the ninth day the initial loss has been replaced.

At the end of the first year the weight is nearly tripled ;
it is again

doubled by the sixth year, and again about the fourteenth year.

Sex.—The sex of the living has seldom any bearing on the question
of identity. AVhen separate portions of the recently dead body are

recovered there is usually little difficulty in discovering the sex of the

individual. When the head only is found, the countenance, skin, and

hair will generally suffice to prove the sex. In the trunk, the shape
and development of the shoulders and chest will give reliable indica-

tions in the absence of the breasts, uterus, or prostate gland, which

ordinarily serve for identification. The amount of hair on the skin,

the formation of the fingers, toes, and nails, the thickness of subcuta-

neous fat, and the degree of muscular development are to be considered

in the limbs. Rarely is it possible to mistake the limb of a hard-

working woman for that of a delicate man.

Between the skeletons of the male and female there are pro-
nounced differences, which are especially evident after puberty. In

general the bones of the female are lighter, the shafts thinner, the

medullary and cancellous spaces relatively wider, than in the male. In

consequence of slighter muscular development the bones of the female

are less curved, the processes and ridges furnishing ])oints of muscular

attachment less prominent, and the joints smaller. The cranial capacity
of the average female is about one-tenth less than that of the average

male, and the frontal and occipital regions are relatively less capacious.
The mastoid processes, superciliary ridges, zygomatic arches, and

frontal sinuses are less prominent in the female. The lower jaw is

narrower, the chin less projecting, and the face smaller in proportion to

the cranium in the female. The female thorax is relatively shorter and

more rounded than the male, but the spinal column and trunk are rela-
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tively longer in the female. In tlie male the Ixxly ol' the sternnm is

slightly more than twice the length of the manubrium, while in the

Fig. 10.—Male pelvis (slightly less than one-third natural size) (from the American Text-Book of
Obstetrics).

female the whole bone is relatively shorter and the body is usually less

than twice the length of the manubrium. The ribs are smaller and the

costal cartilages longer in the female. The angle lietween the neck and

shaft of the femur is less obtuse in the female than in the male.

Fig. 11.—Female pelvis (one-third natural size) (from the American Text-Book of Obstetrics).

The pelvis of the two sexes differs in many particulars. "In the

female the height is less, and the breadth and capacity of the true pelvis
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greater ;
the ilia are, however, more vertical, and thus the false pelvis

is relatively narrower than in the male
;
the inlet of the true pelvis is

more regularly oval, the sacral promontory projecting less into it; the

sacrum is flatter and broader
;
the depth of the symphysis pubis is less

;

the subpubic arch is much wider and the space between the tuberosi-

ties of the ischia greater
"

(Quain). The accompanying figures illus-

trate these and other points of difference.

Occupation.—As many of the trades require the constant use, in

the same manner, of a single instrument, exercising the same muscles,

forcing the worker to use the same special senses and to remain long in

one posture, it is not strange that many tradesmen carry unmistakable

physical evidence of the character of their work. These marks are

naturally found in the members most severely taxed, as in the hands of

day laborers or the fingers of dressmakers. Here, as with the signs

relating to age, corroborative value is often all that can be attributed to

the evidence obtainable.

Clerks and others constantly occupied in writing frequently have a

slight callosity on the tip or ulnar border of the little finger, with a

similar thickening of the epidermis where the pen is grasped between

the index- and middle fingers ; occasionally they suffer from writer's

cramp.
Jewelers may show slight retraction of the last phalanx of the left

thumb. They do not suffer with special frequency from cataract, as

was once claimed, but they may be subject to cramps or to spasms of

the muscles similar to those of writer's cramp.
Dressmakers show a characteristic sign on the left index-finger,

where the skin is roughened by the multiple punctures of the needle.

Shoemakers suffer frequent cuts from the tliread in the skin of the

index-finger between the second and third phalanges. The nail of the

left thumb is usually thick and hard, and its edge is frequently serrated

or broken by the awl. Constant stooping, especially if the trade has

been followed from early life, may produce a moderate lordosis with

slight concavity of the sternum. The pressure of the last may cause an

indentation of the lower end of the sternum. The skin of the exterior

surfaces of the thighs is rough, and the hair is usually worn away by
friction of the apron. These latter characteristics are not at all peculiar
to shoemakers alone.

Workers in iron, copper, and other metals usually have various

callosities on the hands as a result of continued friction with pieces of

these metals. Scra])ings from the nails and fingers, after incineration

and solution in acids, may be found to contain traces of the metals

employed.
Painters, in not a few instances, present a blue line along the bases

of the teeth or along Steno's duct; they may suffer from anemia, con-

stipation, and colic; and less frequently there may be a persistent
"
wrist-drop." Lead may be recovered from scra})ings beneatli the

nails.

Washerwomen and general domestics sometimes may be recog-
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nized by their swollen, soft fingers and hands, which are usually of

bright-red color. '' Housemaid's knee " and "
flat foot

"
are common

conditions among these
pe()i)l('.

Tanners usually have broad callous fingers with a deep brownish

discoloration, due to the action of tannic acid, the presence of which

may be demonstrated by the black stain ])roduced by tannate of iron,

formed by treatment of the skin with potassium ferrocyanid.
Sailors are usually excessively tanned, while their hands and feet,

being frequently soaked in water, may show the results of maceration

in the form of inflamed cracks and fissures.

Laborers' hands present a miiformly thickened skin with various

callosities from contact with the tools employed. Tiie muscles of the

arms and shoulders are highly developed, and the arms are frequently
carried in a position of partial flexion.

Bakers who knead the dough with their hands often have callosities

on the terminal knuckles of the fingers.

Moingeard
^

has observed a siderosis of the skin of the left little

and ring-fingers in millstone grinders, due to small s])linters of steel

that are driven into the skin, producing marks resembling a tattoo and

persisting fi)r years.

The Hair.—The examination of the hair has at all times proved
to be one of the most important subjects of medicolegal inquiry in con-

nection with the identity of both the living and the dead. Hairs are

very resistant to the ordinary processes of decomposition, and therefore

may remain as permanent evidence of identity long after other features

of the dead or mutilated l)ody have become unrecognizable. Portions

of the hair are specially likely to become detached from the head and
transferred from one person to another in any violent encounter. In

homicides the violence is most frequently applied on the skull, and hairs

readily become attached and often fastened by blood to the instrument

used. Vegetable fibers from the clothing or the hairs of domestic

animals are frequently found on the person of the victim or assailant,
and their presence has in many cases furnished very cogent evidence.

Further, the most complete transformation in appearance is readily pro-
duced by changes in the color, length, and arrangement of the hair, and

consequently these are the most frequent means of disguise employed by
criminals.

A chief reason why the hair so often furnishes decisive evidence lies

in the positive information as to its origin and character obtained by
microscopic examination. When hairs are recovered from a dead body
or from its vicinity, they should be carefully inspected and any adiie-

rent particles preserved ; they should then be washed in water, dried,
and mounted in balsam or glycerin for examination.

The hair is an appendage of the skin corresponding anatomically
with the epidermis. It consists of a shaft, a root, and a bulbous

extremity imbedded in the hair-follicles. Microscopically the hair-shaft

consists of an outer cuticular fibrous portion and an inner medullary
1 Annates de Hygiene Puhlique, xxiv., p. 39.
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darker portion. The shaft is crossed by transverse lines, due to the

layer of flat cuticular cells that cover its surface. These imbricated

scales are more prominent at the root of the hair, where they produce
a distinctly serrated edge along the shaft when it is seen in profile.

The fibrous portion of the shaft is composed of a very compact mass
of fine fibrils. The medulla consists of spheroid cells containing air-

bubbles, which, by transmitted light, appear as dark granules. The

medullary portion is absent from the very fine hairs of the general body
surface, from the colored hairs of the scalp,
and from the hair of young children.

The root, with its bulbous extremity, is

imbedded in the hair-foUiele, where the

substance of the hair is intimately con-

nected with the epithelial and fibrous ele-

ments of the follicle, from which it is de-

veloped. The color of the hair is due

principally to pigment granules, ])artly

also to diffuse pigment found in the cor-

tex, and to the presence of air-bubbles

in the medulla, which alter the eflect of

the pigment. The natural color of the

hair is evenly distributed and extends

down into the hair-follicle.

In the manner of growth the hair of

the scalp may be very fine or coarse, char-

acters retained throughout life
;
and it may

be straight, wavy, orcurly, characters which

frequently change at different periods of

life. The distribution of the hairs of the

scalp may be very characteristic : some-
times they are grouped in twos or threes

;

sometimes they appear singly and uni-

ff)rmly over the scalp. Microscopic ex-

amination of the scalp shows that this

grouping has an anatomic basis in the

connective-tissue capsule surrounding two
or more hair-follicles, and that it is, there-

fore, a permanent characteristic. Blond
hair is said to be usually more abundant and stiffer than dark hair, a

character which is most pronounced Mith the beard, while the diameter
of the dark hair is usually larger. The hair-follicles of the negro scalp

may be distinctly curved, and may even point away from the surface of

the scalp (StewartV
The rate of growth of the hair of the scalp is about one-half inch

a month, being more vigorous in youth and less active in adult life.

It has repeatedly been observed that the hair mav grow after death.

In the New York Medical Record, August 18, 1877, Dr. Caldwell

reported that in 1862 he was present at the exhumation of a body that

Fig. 12.—Hair-follicle from human
BCalp : a. Hair ; f*, inner root-sheath ;

c, outer root-sheath ; d, glassy mem-
brane ; e, fibrous sheath ;/, hair-bulb ;

h, hair-papilla.
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had been buried for four years. The coffin had hecome loosened at the

joints, and the haii- of the corpse appeared at these openings. There
Avas reliable evidence that the liead had been shaved l)efore burial, yet
the liair of the head measured eighteen inches in h'Ugth, the beard eight

inches, and the hair of the chest four to six inches. The nails have
also been found to increase in lengtli after death.

When portions of bajr are submitted for examination, it is neces-

sary to determine whether the hair is from the human Iwdy, from one

of the lower animals, or if it be hair at all or merely vegetal)le fiber.

Human hair may usually be ])()sitively distinguished from that of

the lower animals in having more delicate and numerous cross stria-

tions. The size of the hair, the relative width of medulla and cortex,
and the location and color of the pigment should also be considered and

compared with the specimens taken from different parts of the bodv,

and, if the hair prove to be other than human, with that of diflerent

animals.

The long hairs of animals are usuallv found mixed with a finer,

downy, and much more abundant hair, wliicli is not seen in the human

body.
The region of the body from which the hair has been removed can

be determined wnth considerable accuracy from the length, si;^e, color,

stiffness, curliness, and general gross appearance. The medulla is usu-

ally absent from downy hairs and may be wanting at some points in the

hairs of the scalp. The coarsest luiraan hairs are those from the beard,

eyebrow, axilla, and pubes, and are from ^^ to yi^ of an inch in

diameter. Hairs from the nostrils, back of hands, scal]i, and the e}e-
lashes vary from -^^ to

t^4-q-
of an inch in diameter. The line downy

hairs are very much smaller, being from
-^-jy^^^j

to yJj)-^ of an inch in

diameter (Tidy). In women and children the hair is usually finer than

in men. The short hair from the nostril and eyelid is circular on
section and unif)rmly curved. The hair that appears at puberty is

usually triangular on section, as of the beard
;
or oval, as of the pubes,

but seldom quite circular.

When it is determined that the specimen is not hair, but vegetable

fiber, it is important at times to asc(M*taiu its exact nature. It is some-

times possible, in this way, to identify cotton, linen, and other garments.
Cotton fibers are characteristic flattened bands, witli thickened,

refractive borders, and twisted into irregular sjrirals. The distinctly
structureless appearance of this and other vegetable fibers greatly aids

in separating them from material of animal origin.

Linen fibers are more solid and rounded than cotton. At short

intervals these fibers present irregular transverse joints, and when the

fiber is broken, as usually occurs at these joints, the ends are ragged
and fibrillated. Linen fibers, when treated with nitric acid, develop an

ol)lique striation, thus differing from hemp, of which the fibers are

coarser and fail to show striation under the action of nitric acid.

Silk and wool, although of animal origin, arc usually examined as

shreds of garments, and are, therefore, considered in this connection.
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Silk fibers are very highly refractive solid fibers, free from transverse

markings and evidences of cellular structure. Being of a hornv

nature, they turn red by treatment with Millon's reagent (acid solution

of mercuric and mercurous nitrates), in a\ hich reaction they diifer from
cotton and linen, Avhich remain unchanged after this treatment. Wool
consists of coarse, irregular, flexible, very curling fibers, shoeing dis-

tinctly the cortical cells, and marked by irregular coarse transverse

striations. Hairs from fur garments, such as seal, otter, sable, and
mink skin, should be compared directly with genuine samples of these

furs.

Manner of Extraction.—It is sometimes important to know whether
the hair has fallen out, been torn out, or been cut oif. When hair falls

out naturally, its root will be found almost as dry as the shaft, and well

rounded and smooth. When torn out, the old hairs may closely
resemble the fallen ones, but of those that were firndy fastened, the

roots will be soft, open, and moist. Attached to the root will be a

cellular or fatty layer which belongs to the follicle or the sheath, and
which has been torn out along with the shaft. A single hair with
rounded atrophic root may have been pulled out, but if a considerable

number of hairs can be secured for examination and it be found that

they all have rounded atrophic roots, it is safe to conclude that they
have all fallen out.

Hair that has been cut ofF by scissors shows an even cut edge, but

when sawn off* by successive cuts of a knife, the ends are more or less

split. In either case they lack the root. The long hairs from the

female scalp usually show a s])litting of the ends, due to combing.
Changes in the Color of the Hair.—Natural changes in the color

of the hair may occur very frequently. The hair of children usually

grows darker with increasing age. After the loss of hair resulting
from infectious diseases, such as typhoid fever, the retiu-ning growth
may be much darker. Sudden fright and other extreme mental

emotions have repeatedly been followed by sudden and pronounced
bleaching of the hair. This phenomenon has never been satisfactorily

explained, but it has been supposed to result from the development
of air between the elongated cells composing the shaft (Schiifer).
Premature a^ravness may occur without known cause, and it has often

been ascribed to heredity. Metschnikoff has recently referred the

natural bleacliing of hair to the action of bacteria. Remarkable differ-

ences in the color of the hair of parents and children are frequently

observed, as in the children of albinos.

Artificial changes in the color of the hair may occur accidentally.

The hair of ebony turners and workers in indigo may develop a

greenish tint, and that of copper smelters may become bluish green

(Tidy). In the large majority of cases alterations in the color of the

hair are the result of intentional use of dyes.

Dyeing of Hair.—Artificial coloring-matter of many varieties may
be applied to the hair by means of pomades. Lamp-black is usually
.selected for application in this way. Its detection is easily accom-
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pHshod bv dcmonstratiiii; a similar discoloration of the scalp, and by
washincr the liair in ether, by which the crrease is dissolved and its

admixture of carbon particles made to float in suspension in the ether.

To darken the hair solutions of metallic salts are employed, usually

of lead, silver, or bismuth. The natural sulphur of the hair produces
the sulphid of these metals, givinii; various dark shades, even to a jet

black. Red hair contains a relatively large amount of sulphur, and

readily changes to a deep black. Or the sul])hur may be supplied by

previously washing the hair in a solution of an alkaline sulphid, preferably

potassium sulphid. The presence of a metallic dye may be detected by

washing the hair in water weakly acidulated, and treating the water

with the ordinary chemical tests for these metals.

To bleach the hair the fatty particles should first be removed by

washing in an alkaline solution, after which repeated applications of

strong chlorin water will cause a distinct whitening within a few hours.

Treatment with chlorin renders the hair very brittle, and the odor of

chlorin is very tenacious. A golden color is usually produced by the

application of peroxid of hydrogen, which oxidizes the natural pigment
of the hair, giving a golden-yellow color.

To demonstrate the fact that the color of the hair has been artificially

changed it is necessary to determine : (1) A want of uniformity in the

color. (2) A growth of normal hair of a different color, to l)e seen at

that portion just emerging from the scalp. (3) Marked differences in

the color of the scalp and that of the other portions of the body where

the dye has not been used. (4) The presence of the dye in the shaft

of the hair in a difuse form and the absence of similarly colored

granular pigment. (5) The presence of secondary alterations in the

hair, such as the brittleness resulting from chlorin. (6) The presence
of a metallic salt or other dye in the washings or ashes of the hair.

The nails frequently show traces of the trade followed by the

individual, as previously detailed. An interesting study of the changes
in the nails due to disease, occupation, etc., may be found in Esbach's

monograph.*
The Teeth.—Peculiarities in the number, formation, and condi-

tion of the teeth are among the most reliable aids in identification both

of the living and of the dead. Their condition is of specially valuable

assistance in the determination of age. The successive a])pearnnee of

the teeth of the first and second dentitions is, in the great majority of

children, a very uniform process, although in different individuals it

may vary widely. At birth the jaw contains the dental sacs, with the

temporary teeth, of which the crowns are already calcified, with the

calcified crown of one permanent tooth, the first molar.

During the first months of infancy the sacs enlarge and produce
rounded swellings in the gums ; fangs grow on the teeth, and soon the

sharp, calcified edge of the tooth is thrust through the gum. The first

dentition is usually completed in three years.

The usual periods of eruption of the temporary teeth are as follows :

1
Modifications de la I'halayigette, etc., Paris, 187G.

Vol. I.—6
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Six to eight months, lower central incisors. Interval of three to

six weeks. Eight months, upper central incisors
; eight to ten months,.

Fig. 13.—Part of the lower jaw of a child three or four years old, showing the relations of
the temporary and permanent teeth. The specimen contains all the milk-teeth of the right side,
together with the incisors of the left ; the inner plate of the jaw has been removed, so as to expose
the sacs of all the permanent teeth of the right side, except the eighth or wisdom-tooth, wltiich
is not yet formed. The large sac near the ramus of the jaw is that of the first permanent molar,
and above and behind it is the commencing rudiment of the second molar (Quain's Anaiomy).

upper lateral incisors. Interval of one to three months. Ten to twelve

months, lower lat^al incisors
;
twelve to fourteen months, front molars.

Fig. 14.—Diagram from Welcker, showing on the left side the order, and on the right side the
time (in years), of appearance of the permanent teeth of the upper jaw (Rauber).

Interval of two to three months. Eighteen to twenty months, canines
;

twenty-two to twenty-four months, posterior molars.
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Some childivii are horii with the incisors already cut, wliile others

have no teeth until they are two years of age. A curious case of

entire faihu-e of dentition is reported in the Bodon Medical Journdl,
March 6, 1879 : The man was twenty-four years of age, hut had never

had any teeth. Instances of a third dentition in advanced life are also

reported. Rachitis not only delays the develoj)inent of the teeth, but

also usually interferes with their pi'oju'r formation. Congenital syphilis
tends to hasten the eruption of the temporary teeth, Avhile the permanent
upper central incisors are frequently notched (Hutchinson).

The permanent teeth do not appear with such regularity as the tem-

porary set, and furnish somewhat less reliable indications of age.
The periods of eruption of permanent teeth are :

Sixth Year.—Four anterior molars.

Seventh Year.—Two middle incisors.

Eif/hfh Year.—Two lateral incisors.

Ninth Year.—First bicuspids.
Tenth Year.—Second bicusj)ids.

Eleventh to Twelfth Year.—Canines.

Twelfth to Fourteenth Year.—Second molars.

After Tirenti/-first Year.—Wisdom teeth.

The records which dentists sometimes keep of the condition of their

patients' teeth may be found valuable for purposes of identification. A
full discussion of the medicolegal relations of the teeth is contributed by
Manczka.^

The Skin.—The character and markings of the skin are of interest

to the medical jurist principally in relation to scars and tattoo-marks,
which may acquire extreme importance in cases of doubtful identity.

In the Tichborne case Sir Roger had had a chronic ulcer on one arm
which must have left a scar

;
he had been bled repeatedly from both

arms, ankles, and one temple, and he had been tattooed with India iidv.

The claimant, however, showed no traces of any of these operations, and
himself presented a large brown mark on the side, a distinct scar,

probably the efl'aced letters, A. O., tattooed upon his arm, none of

which was known to have existed on the person of Roger Tichborne.

The possible medicolegal bearings of cicatrices require the considera-

tion of the following questions :

1. Does a wound necessarily leave a cicatrix?

2. May a scar having once existed be obliterated by time or by
artificial means ?

3. Can the age of a cicatrix be inferred from its apjiearance ?

4. Can the character of the wound be determined from the appear-
ance of the scar ?

5. Can the size of a wound be determined from the scar?

1 . Does a wound necessarily leave a cicatrix ?

It is commonly stated that all wounds involving loss of substance

necessarily leave scars. But this very general rule is an inadequate
answer to the question in hand, for some wounds involving loss of sub-

^

Oesterreich-Ungarische VlerteljuhreNfichrift fur Zahnheilkiinde^ viii., H. 3.
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stance do not leave scars, while others without loss of substance produce

permanent cicatrices.

The solution of this question requires the application of the ordinary

laws of the repair of tissue after a division of continuity or loss of sub-

stance. When there is a loss of substance in an epithelial tissue, either

skin or nuicous membrane, which does not pass below the level of the

epithelium, repair is effected by simple proliferation of epithelial cells,

and no cicatrix is formed. When the lesion involves other deeper

tissues, subcutaneous connective tissue, fat, etc., the process of repair

follows one of three plans : (1) There may be immediate adhesion of

the divided surfaces, the healing proceeding by primary intention. Here

the exudation of fibrin is very slight and merely aids in the cohesion of

the surfaces, while the formation of granulation tissue is so inconsider-

able that it may be regarded as practically absent. (2) There may be

an exudation of fibrin, serum, and leukocytes on the cut surfaces,

delaying the adhesion of these surfaces which later unite by secondary

intention, W\i\\ the production of granulation tissue. (3) There may be

an excessive exudation of serum, fil)rin, and leukocytes ;
the surfaces

suppurate, they do not adhere at all, and the wound fills uji from the

bottom with granulation tissue.

Upon the amount of granulation tissue formed will depend the extent

and 2^ermanence of the scar, for this tissue is never entirely replaced, but

becomes converted into dense cicatricial connective tissue. Any or all of

the foregoing processes may occur in difi'erent parts of the same wound,
but any wound, the healing of which has not occurred entirely through
"
primary intention," l)ut has been attended with suppuration or infec-

tion, will, in every case, leave an appreciable scar.

As to the exact process that takes place in the union by jirimary

intention, no uniform rule can be stated. The subject is of sufticient

importance to warrant the following quotation from Thoma.^ " Macart-

ney, Thiersch, and others have asserted, in regard to the healing of

linear incisions, that in many cases the surfaces may unite so closely

that the line of the woimd is indistinguishable after a few days, and can

at best be recognized only by alterations in the position of the parts.

Direct union of the separated parts without the formation of cicatricial

tissue is supposed to be possible ;
but this view has as yet received no

conclusive demonstration. A new formation of tissue seems really to

be necessary for firm union of the margins of a wound, although it may
be very slight in amount. Histologic examination of the incision made

in laparotomies shows that this new formation of tissue greatly depends
on the general condition of the patient. As can readily be understood,

it is only when death occurs by hemorrhage, sepsis, pyemia, or other

pathologic condition that the laparotomy wounds can be examined his-

tologically within a few days of o]>eration. In such cases the surfaces

of the wound are closely apposed, and its line is hardly visible. Fine

strands of lym])hoid cells accompanying the vessels are all that is to be

seen. It is only in parts where the margins of the wound are slightly
1 General Pathology, American edition, 1896, p. 484.
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apart that some red and white eorpuf^eles, iiljriii, and yonn*:; eonnective-

tissue cells are found. In addition to tliis, the margins of the wound

show more marked infiltration with small cells. If, in such cases, the

line of the wound is not visible throughout its length two or three days
after operation, this is chietiy due to the close a[)position of the ])arts

jiroduced hv the sutures, but does not necessarily indieate any direct

union. The more closely the margins of the wound are api)osed, how-

ever, the more delicate will be the sear when healing is completed, and

sometimes it really does subsequently become very dillieult to see. Any
loss of tissue which is converted into a linear wound by close apposi-

tion of living tissues covered with epitheliiun externally heals in a

similar manner." It must be granted, therefore, from these considera-

tions, that it is possible in rare cases for an incised wound, even thow/h

associated with loss of substance, to leave no demonstrable jjermanent
cicatrix.

2. A scar having once existed, may it be obliterated by time or

by artificial means ?

In order to reconcile the contradictory observations on this point it

is again necessary to consider the character of the ])rocess by wlii(;h the

wound has healed. Caspar has observed the marks of the scariiicator

to disappear in two or three years. Devergie thinks such marks do not

disappear, but may in time become less distinct. There can be no

doubt that the marks of the scarificator made in youth are commonly
seen in old age, a fact which is emphasizetl by Tidy. These observa-

tions, all of which may be correct, are to be explained only by the

differences in the rapidity and completeness of the original healing

process,- and by the amount of cicatricial tissue then produced. Clean

linear incised wounds of which the edges are properly apposed, and in

which the healing jn-ocess occurs without suppuration or excessive ex-

udation, leave thin delicate scars that may gradually disappear. On the

other hand, there is no reliable evidence that a cicatrix formed after con-

siderable granulation or suppuration has ever spontaneously disajipeared.
The statement of Ogston

' that he has seen " all traces of several

chancres
" on the same individual disappear in six weeks has been

doubted by some authors, but will excite no great surprise among
venereal surgeons who have had much experience with tlie treatment

of superficial chancroids.

The prominence of delicate scars left after jii'iniarv union may
be considerably diminished bv prolonged treatment with massage.

Deforming scars are often excised, but the resulting loss of tissue is

almost invariably sufficient to produce an indelible, although less

]>rominent, cicatrix. The distinctness of cicatrices may be t(Mii]iorarily

increased by friction of surrounding parts, which causes hyperemia
in the normal tissue, Avhile the limited vascular supply of cicatricial

tissue presents a corresponding increase in its blood content.

3. Can the age of a cicatrix be inferred from its appearance ?

With very rapid healing of inciscnl wounds it is stated by Thoma
* Medical JiirispTudence, p. 00.
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that the incision may be invisible at the end of three days, although
firm union has not }'et occurred. The appearance of a cicatrix formed

after granulation depends upon the changes occurring in granulation

tissue during its transformation mto cicatricial tissue. At the end of

from seventy to ninety hours (Thoma) there are dilatation of the capil-

laries and increased redness about the edges of a wound healing by

secondary intention. This soon leads to the formation of many new

capillaries and the organization of the exudate. In ordinary incised

wounds the process of healing is usually complete in two weeks, leav-

ing a soft, hyperemic, red cicatrix. The })rocess is more rapid in

children than in old persons, in healthy subjects than in those enfeebled

by disease, hemorrhage, or sepsis. Wounds of the lower extremities,

where venous circulation is less active, sometimes heal more slowly
than wounds of the upper extremities. Healing by granulation always

requires more time than that by adhesion. When there has been exten-

sive loss of substance, as in lacerated and contused wounds
;
when the

edges are imperfectly approximated or are drawn apart by underlying

muscles, by movements of joints, or by the restlessness of the jiatient ;

and especially when tliere have been infection and suppuration in a

Avound—union proceeds more or less by granulation, and the formation

of a cicatrix requires much longer time.

After the cicatrix has completely organized the blood-vessels gradu-

allv shrink, the effused blood is disintegrated and removed by the lym-

phatics, the new connective tissue contracts, and there remains finally

a segment of dense fibrous tissue with i'ew cells and few blood-vessels,

plainly marked oif from the surrounding skin as a permanent cicatrix.

It will readily be seen that the external appearaiices of a cicatrix will

vary much at different periods of its organization. Afresh scar is soft,

tender, may often be broken down by firm pressure, and is reddish

brown in color, due to the pressure of dilated capillaries. At a

variable period, usually not before a month or six weeks, the blood-

vessels and connective tissue begin to contract, the cicatrix becomes

firm and takes on a brownish color. After months or years it may
have nearly disappeared, and tlie connective tissue is contracted, leaving

a white, glistening, hard, insensitive scar.

4. Can the nature of a wound be determined from the charac=

ter of the scar ?

Much may be inferred, and some positive conclusions may be drawn

as to the mode of origin of a wound, by an examination of scars, as

many cicatrices are quite characteristic.

Accidental icounds produced hy crush inr/ force and attended with

laceration and destruction of tissue give large irregular depressed

scars, and there may also be signs of old fractures of underlying

bones.

Bullet ivounds, when produced by a weapon held within a few inches

of the body, produce scars that are larger than the bullet, irregular in

shape, and usually surrounded by indelible ])owder-stains. When a

bullet wound has been produced from a distance, the scar is depressed,
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discoidal, and smaller than the bullet. In cither case the scar at the

point of exit of the bullet, from llesh as from bone, is larger than the

scar at entrance.

Stab icounds leave triangular scars, smaller than the blade, and less

depressed than the scars from bullet wounds.

Burns, when of sufficient intensity to cause death of tissue below

the epidermis, are followed by irregular. Hat, smooth cicatrices, corre-

sponding in size to the original lesion. The extent of these cicatrices

is frequently considerable, and the contraction of the new connective

tissue mav cause marked deformities. The cicatrices of burns, rather

more frequently than those of other wounds, may undergo a progressive

hvpertrophy, with the production of a thick, firm mass of connective tis-

sue, with atrophic blood-vessels and dilated lymphatics, known as keloid.

Surgieal irounds usually result in clear linear cicatrices, but supjnn-a-

tion, extensive removal of tissue, and })rolonged use of drainage-tubes

may alter their appearance. The marks of tvet cups frequently per-

sist throughout life as one or two rows of six small triangular white

scars. Venesection is usually performed on the median cephalic vein

and leaves a linear cicatrix lying obliquely across the course of the

vessel above the elbow. Vaccination scars may be found on the upper
arm or calf of the leg as flat circular cicatrices, often showing depressions
on the surface.

Sears from Diseases of the Skin.—Tuberculosis of lymph-nodes or

bones frequently produces sinuses leading from the affected tissue to

the surface. When these lesions heal spontaneously, the sinuses are

replaced by contracting connective tissue, wdiich leaves an irregular

superficial scar, usually much depressed and comparatively immovable

wath the skin. Secondary syphilis of the skin may produce characteristic

and permanent superficial white scars on the back of the neck, as well

as many less characteristic brown plaques in other regions, especially on

the shins. The cutaneous lesion (jf tertiary syphilis, arising from the

gumma which destroys considerable tissue, leaves a large, irregular, fre-

quently pigmented, depressed cicatrix. Smcdl-pox pustules are followed

by small, distinctly depressed cicatrices, the size, location, and general

appearance of which are usually characteristic. Transverse superficial

cicatrices of the lower abdominal wall are rarely missed after jn'cgnancy,
but may be seen also in very fat men.

5. Can the size of the original wound be determined from the

scar?
The principle already stated with regard to tlie contraction of cica-

tricial tissue permits the general rule to he given tiiat a scar is always
smaller than the original wound. This contraction will be greatest in

the long diameter of the areas of new connective tissue, whether these

areas are superficial, as after burns, or extend irregularly among mus-

cles and viscera, as after the healing of deep sinuses. The contraction

will also increase, up to a certain limit, with the age of the cicatrix.

Exceptions to these rules are seen in the case of some ^vounds inflicted

in childhood. Vaccination scars, linear operation wounds, nevi and
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the scars resulting from their removal, have all been observed in children

to increase in size with the natural growth of the body.

Finally, in judging of the value of the evidence furnished by scars,

it is essential to recognize the fact, frequently ignored, that one or more

scars, identical in appearance and location, are often to be found on

different individuals, and that the presence of these marks can seldom be

considered a positive proof of identity.

Tattoo=marks.—Some famous instances are recorded in the older

annals in which the presence of a tattoo served as a means of identifica-

tion. The medicolegal importance of these markings has certainly not

decreased at the present time, but is perhaps greater than ever, for this

curious and rather inexplicable custom remains a very common one

among many classes of society. Sailors, soldiers, and miners furnish a

large proportion of the cases commonly seen in America. Criminals,
with the exception of the more intelligent class of swindlers and forgers,

frequently indulge the taste. Lombroso devotes considerable attention

to the subject of tattooing, and it has come to be recognized as a nearly
constant feature of criminal anthropology. Lombroso * and Marandon
de Montyel

^ found that of 600 insane persons, 13 per cent, were

tattooed, the frequency with which the marks were found being in inverse

ratio to the grade of degeneracy. No case was seen in a patient with

advanced psychic degeneration. So much more frequently were the

aggressive and dangerous limatics tattooed that Lombroso believes the

presence of these marks might be made of diagnostic value between the

dangerous and the comparatively harmless lunatics and criminals.

Women rarely allow themselves to be tattooed, except prostitutes,
who frequently cover themselves with various designs, usually obscene.

The process of tattooing varies considerably with the operator, but

consists essentially in making multiple needle punctures in the skin and

carrying into these minute wounds particles of coloring-matter. A^ery

naturally, from the necessary lack of asepsis, bacteria are often carried in

with the coloring-matter, which is itself an irritant, and considerable

inflammation usually results
;

the neighboring lymph-nodes are fre-

quently inflamed and may receive a permanent deposit of pigment,
demonstrable after death, and fatal general septicemia has occurred.

From Blockley Hospital, Philadelphia, comes the report of the inocula-

tion of nearly a score of persons with syphilis, by the same tattooer, who
moistened tlie needle in his mouth while suffering from secondary lesions

of the buccal mucous membrane.
The coloring-matter may be deposited in the epidermis, or deep in

the rete mucosum, or in the subcutaneous connective tissue, in which
latter case the resulting inflammation, by the production of connec-

tive tissue, insures the permanence of the stain. Of the many ])ig-

ments employed in the process the red colors are usually vermilion

(cinnabar), and the blue colors are indigo, cobalt, or Prussian blue,

although any colored ink may be used. The ordinary black dye con-

sists of carbon particles used in the form of India ink. Nitrate of
^ L'uo7no deliqueiite.

^ Archives d'Anthropologies criminelies, 1892, p. 373.
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silver also is sometimes employed. Accidental scars resembling tattoo-

marks are frequently produced by wounds resulting from explosions, as

when coal-dust, gunpowder, printer's ink, soot, splinters of steel, or

other insoluble colored jiartides arc carried into the skin.

The perinanencc of taUoo-marks depends upon the elliciency of the

operation and the quality of the dye employed. When the pigment is

deposited merely in the epidermis, it is gradually thntwn. off with the

outward growth and exfoliation of the layers of epithelial cells. When
the dye is passed into the connective tissue of the derma, the resulting
inilanunation causes an encystment of the particles, and, except for the

few grains that may be carried off by the vessels, it becomes impossible
to remove them except by first removing the epidermis and then the

connective tissue surrounding the dye. Such a destruction of tissue

may readily result from the application of caustics, but m every case a

scar must remain.

Considerable difference has been demonstrated in the permanence of

the different dyes employed. Tidy
^ found that in 121 cases of ver-

milion tattoo there were evidences of fading in 16, while in 156 cases

in which some variety of carbonaceous matter had been used he was
unable in a single instance to discover any indication that the mark had
faded since the operation. In this author's ex])erience nitrate of silver

has also proved absolutely indelible. Vermilion, indigo, and Prussian

blue are generally found to fade perceptibly in time. Common inks

are more permanent and insoluble, while carbonaceous particles are

entirely insoluble and most permanent.
Tattoo-marks may disappear spontaneously, as demonstrated by the

observations of Caspar, Hutin, and Tardieu. Caspar
^ found that in

4 of 37 cases the marks had entirely disappeared. Hutin ^

rejjorts that

of 509 cases examined at periods between thirty and sixty years, in 47
there was not a trace of the marks. Tardieu has observed the total

disappearance of 2 vermilion marks in thirty years, and of 2 India-ink

marks in forty-five and sixty years respectively, out of 76 cases studied.

In many others of the preceding cases the marks had perceptibly faded.

Tattoo-marks mai/ be removed artiJiciaUi/. The extent to which this

removal is possible depends, as stated, principally on the depth to which

the coloring-matter has been carried. Since the dyes are ]>ractically

insoluble, the tissue in which the particles are imbedded nnist also be

removed at the same time. Blisters, escharotics, and the knife suggest
themselves as the most natural means of effecting this removal of tissue.

According to Tardieu, blisters are often successfully used by French
criminals to remove superficial tattoo-marks. He describes the method

by which a criminal entirely removed a tattoo-mark in India ink in six

days. The skin was first macerated in a paste of lard and acetic acid,

then thoroughly rubbed with potash, and finally with dilute hydro-
chloric acid. By repeating this process, successive crusts were formed,
until the level of the dye was reached. While it is possible that the

'
Legal Medicine, i., p. 191. ^ Juirensic Medici7ie, i., p. lOG.

^ Recherehes sur les tatonages.
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accompanying exudative inflammation might have extruded some of

the particles from the rete mucosum, Tardieu's claim that no trace of

the operation remained can be accepted only on the supposition that the

dye was superficially located. Confluent small-pox has been known to

obliterate tattoo-marks in children,' and it seems probable that sev^ere

eczema or psoriasis might also obscure superficial markings.
Finger=prints.—It has been thoroughly demonstrated that the

minute anatomy of the skin of the finger-tips, where the fine lines and

ridges of the epidermis are highly developed, is of very permanent struc-

ture, and has for years been sugo-ested as a reliable means of identifica-

tion. The position of these ridges is determined by the presence of the

papillre of fibro-elastic tissue, which are an invariable element in the

structure of the derma. Over the general body surface the papilla? and
their correspouding ridges are very low, but at the tips of the fingers

they reach a height of 0.25 mm.
(yito i^^ch), and form a network of ele-

vated lines of sufficient height to produce definite impressions when the

finger, after being moistened or greased, is pressed firmly against smooth

paper or glass. So varied and characteristic are the patterns on which the

% ^
^>

Thumb. Index- Middle King Little

fluger. linger. linger. finger.

Fig. 15.—Finger-prints from one hand, showing five distinct patterns.

ridges are constructed, and so unalterable, as it appears, do these patterns
remain throughout life, that their importance as a means of identifica-

tion has been generally recognized, and extensive treatises have been

devoted to their study .^

The first important consideration of the finger-prints appeared in the

Latin thesis of Purkinje,^ who described nine standard patterns upon
which the ridges are arranged. Isolated references to the subject then

appeared from time to time without attracting special attention. In
ISSO appeared the interesting study of Fauld.^ At the same time

Tabor, a San Francisco photographer, proposed a method based on

finger-prints for the registration of Chinese. Meanwhile Sir AA'illiam

Herschel had been experimenting with finger-prints as a means of

identifying the illiterate Indian coolies, and in 1877 he adopted their

^ British Medical Jovrnnl^ 1871, ii., p. 532.
•^ See Galton, Vincjpr Prints^ London, 1892.
^
Breshiu, 1823, piirtly translated by Galton. *

Nature, xxii., p. 605.
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use cxteiLsivelv iu the govcninu'iit offices of Bengal.' From 1888 to

1891 Galton, of London, published four papers on finger-prints and

their value as a means of identitication, and in LS92 his complete
treatise appear(>d.

Galton divides the jwtterns into nine classes, which, however, are

not exhaustive. These divisions are based upon variations in the

curved lines and whorls which usually occupy the center of the thumb,
and of transverse and obli(j[ue lines which inclose tliis central whorl.

Their minute analysis is an interesting study, but not essential for the

ready detection of likenesses and differences. From tiic observations

collected by Galton it appears to be demonstrated that almost absolute

confidence may be placed in the permanency of these designs, a con-

clusion that seems justified from the anatomic basis on which the designs

depend. Of 700 cases compared at different periods, but a single

instance was noted in which any variation was disco\ered, that being
the union, in the course of years, of a ridge that had been cleft in early

life. The radii of the curved ridges necessarily vary with the state of

nutrition of the individual and the amount of adipose tissue in the ball

of the finger. Variations in the separate ridges, also, must be regarded
as a possible result of the natural growth and ex])ansion of the member.

Linear or transverse division of ridges is produced sometimes by the

scars of minute wounds or fissures, and they are most irc(picntly seen

at the very tips of the thumbs. But that any fundamental alteration

in the direction of curves or in tiie origin of systems should occur,

either as the result of years of growth or of disease, seems incompatilde
with the histologic structure of the skin. Galton noticed vcrv marked

similarity in the finger-j)rints of members of the same family, especially

in twins. He was unable to discover any uniform racial characteristic.

Very accurate impressions may be obtained by rubbing the thumb

in lamp-black and pressing it firndy against a sheet of well-glazed

paper. So perfectly are impressions received under suitable circum-

stances that criminals have been identified by means of these imprints

upon paper or glass articles which they have handled with moist, greasy

fingers. In collecting evidence from the scene of a crime it is impor-
tant to examine papers, clothes, articles of glass, and the polished sur-

face of furniture for the imjirints of fingers. Gn ]»aper, the impression

may be developed by pouring over dilute ink, which is less readily

absorbed along' the greasy lines. Forgeot has used these iiroductions

for photographing the impressions. Glass may be exposed to the fumes

of hydrofluoric acid, as recommended by Forgeot, which will etch out

the pattern along the lines not protected by oily mattei-. AMien polished

surfaces of metal or wood have received the sliglitest impress of the

finger-tip, the imprint may be developed with considerable distinctness

by breathing gently upon them, when the moisture of the breath con-

denses upon the lines unprotected by the oil of the skin. These

impressions, even when almost invisible, become by this simple

expedient quite distinct, especially upon black metallic surfaces.

1
Natwre, xxiii., p. 23.
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The registration of finger-prints is now a feature of several systems
of identification and seems capable of much wider application than it

has yet received.

Galton's conclusions on the value of finger-prints as evidence of

identity are as follows :
" On the average no great reliance can be

placed on a general resemblance in the appearance of two finger-prints

as a ]:)roof that they were made by the same finger, although the obvious

disagreement of two prints is conclusive evidence that they were made

by different fingers. When we proceed to a much more careful com-

parison and collate successively the numerous minutise, the fact remains

tliat a complete or nearly complete accordance between two prints of a

single finger, and vastly more so between the prints of two or more

fingers, aftbrds evidence, requiring no corroboration, that the persons
from whom they were made are the same. Let it also be remembered
that this evidence is applicable not only to adults, but can establish the

identity of the same person at any stage of his life between bab}diood
and old age, and for some time after his death."

Foot=prints.—The human foot presents such a variety of peculiar-
ities in size, in form, as determined by the efficiency of ligaments, in

the shape of different bones, and in the character of the skin, that evi-

dence relating to these members, usually foot-prints in soft earth or

snow, may be decisive proof of identity.

The old discussion as to the comparative size of foot and foot-print
was maintained by Mascar and Causs6, the former holding that the

print is usually smaller than the foot
;
the latter, that it is usually larger

than the foot. The experiments of Tidy
'

may be accepted as demon-

strating that the relation of the size of the print to that of the foot is

not constant, but depends upon a number of factors.

1. The Material upon which the Print is 3Iadc.—When the material

is composed of freely movable ])articles, such as sand, the mark is

usually smaller than the foot. In moist sand a print may quickly be

contracted by the settling of the soil. In clay or other material not

composed of freely movable particles the print is always larger than the

foot. " This appears to be due to the circumstance that in walking the

foot is invariably lifted from the ground in the opposite direction from

that in which it was placed upon it."

2. Tidy believes that a boot of which the edge is beveled has a ten-

dency to make the print smaller, while one of which the edges slope
outward tends to make a print larger than the boot.

3. The size of the imprint will vary with the rapidity of progression.
Both Ogston and Tidy have demonstrated that the foot-print of a person

running is smaller than that of the same person walking, which in turn

is smaller than that produced when standing. In going up hill the

imprint of the ball of the fi)ot is more prominent, while in descending,
the heel will be the more prominent.

Tliere are numerous individual peculiarities in foot-prints. It is an

almost invariable rule that men can be recognized at a distance hy
'
Legal Medicine, i., p. 176.
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peculiarities of gait and carriage. jSlaiiy of these peculiarities consist

in sliding and twisting movements which communicate recognizal)le

characters to the foot-})rint. A good illustration of this fact is seen in

the shuiHing gait of sailors. The tracks of negroes may be identified

by the marked tendency, in this race, to walk with the feet pointing

widely ajiart.

If foot-prints are made with the naked foot, by careful scrutiny
much additional evidence may often be gained. Scars on the bottom of

the foot have been recognized by irregularity in the outline of the print.

Wounds of definite portions of the foot have been located by blood-

stains found at corresponding points of the foot-print. Similar stains

have been found in the bottom of the shoes worn after injury. Hyper-
trophies or bunions of the inner metatarsal bones may leave distinct

traces. The characteristic mark of the flat-foot is bounded l)y nearly
straio-ht diverging side lines, and is continuous from the heel to the

ball. When the plantar arch is high, the mark of the ball may be

entirely separate from that of the heel.

It is sometimes desirable to take casts of foot-prints to be offered as

evidence in court. This may be done, as suggested by Hougolin, by
heating the surface with a pan of hot coals or by a hot iron, and scat-

tering over the hot surface ])owdered stearic acid or paraffin. When
the melted paraffin has solidified, plaster casts may be made from the

model. Molds of foot-prints in snow 'may be taken in thin gelatin,

cooled until about ready to solidify, and a plaster cast made from this

model.

Handwriting.—Xot infrequently it becomes necessary to compare

specimens of handwriting in establishing identity. A rather famous case

is that of Captain Dreyfus, who was convicted of treason and sentenced to

life imprisonment for divulging the plans of defense of the French army.

Perhaps the most important question in the evidence there presented
was the identity of certain specimens of handwriting in the letters which

conveyed the information to the Prussians. Very marked jieculiarities

of style may readily suffice for identification, but when two specimens
show marked differences, either accidental or intentional, it may require
close study to prove the identity of the writers. It may be said of

intentional alterations of style that they can seldom be successfully
maintained for any length of time, especially if the subject be required
to write rapidly. In such cases the inclination of the letters, the forma-

tion of capitals, the joining or separation of letters, the formation of

small letters, especially r, s, e, c, and f, and occasionally the orthog-

ra])hy, are compared. By a careful simimary of the evidence thus

obtained a correct opinion will usually l)e reached. It is im])ortant to

remember in this connection that surprising transformations in the

character of the handwriting may result from training in ]ienmanship.

Young persons very frequently have an awkward and ill-formed style

until some occupation arises which compels them to write long and

rajiidlv, when their style becomes settled and charactc^ristic. Diseases

of the joints of the hand, such as rheumatism or rheumatoid arthritis,
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necessarily alter the character and freedom of the handwritmg. Various
nervous diseases, especially those attended with tremor, produce more or

less irregularity in the formation of letters. The haudwriting of the

general paretic is characteristic and may he one of the earliest, as it is

one of the very sure, diagnostic signs of the disease.

During the past few years the identification of handwriting has

developed into a complex science to which a considerable class of

experts are now devoted. The exact value w^hich the courts will

place upon such identification has not yet been determined, and in the

Molineux case the initial verdict was set aside as being based too largely
on the testimony of experts in handwriting.

The determination of mental characteristics by means of the hand-

writing is a somewhat fanciful application of the study of style in pen-

manship, yet in the hands of ex})erts surprisingly accurate inferences

are often made regarding age, sex, and general character.

The haudwriting test may be made an effectual means of ascertaining
whether a person is right- or left-handed, a question that has arisen in

connection with doubtful identity. The inference whether a given

specimen has been written by the right or left hand is rarely possible,

although the writing of many left-handed jiersons inclines to the right.

Photographs.—It is generally claimed that the value of photo-

graphs as a means of identification is slight. While front and profile

views are secured in the Bertillon system of identification of criminals,

their importance, in so far as they show facial expression, is regarded

by the French authorities as secondary. Yet in many cases, by showing

positive likeness, they may furnish valuable corroborative evidence of

identity. As negative evidence they are untrustworthy, for criminals

frequently transform their facial expression completely, and photogra-

phers can readilv alter negatives so as to change the character of the

print entirely. Yet in the case of the Bryant estate, previously cited,

decisive importance was attached to the fact that one of the claimants

presented an old photograph that resembled those found in the trunk of

the decedent. The opinion of the court in this case runs as follows :

" Where claimants to an estate of a person whose identity is in dispute
introduce in evidence a photograph of their kinsman whose identity with

the deceased they are attempting to establish by a comparison of the

])hotograph offered, and two photogra])hs found in the trunk of the

deceased, and where comparison shows a marked resemblance, it is

strong evidence that they are photographs of the same person ; espe-

cially when the kinsman of claimants had the same name, same age,
same birthplace, and same occupation as the deceased."

It cannot be doubted that the general characteristics of the face

may be very accurately judged from front and profile photograjilis,

especially with regard to the length and breadth of the head, the

shape of the nose, and the characteristics of the eyes, eyebrows, orbits,

and lips.

General Likeness.—The evidential value of similarity in appear-

ance, especially in facial expression, has often been demonstrated in
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trials turning on tlie identity of individuals. A positive resemblance

in appearance lias always been considered as strong corroborative evi-

dence of identity, but the absence of such resemblance has frequently
l)een shown tit be valueless as proof of non-identity. The burglar,
Charles Peace, who was executed for the murder of William Dyson
(1(S79), is described as having so remarkable a power of changing his

features and altering his expression that he was accustomed to face

detectives who not onlv knew him well but were actuallv seeking to

arrest huu at the thue he was talking to them, and was, moreover, able

to deceive his wife and son as to his identity (Tidy). In the Tichborne

case the great dissimilarity l^etween Orton and Roger Tichborne, and

the evident reseniljlance of Orton to the father of Arthur Orton, carried

much weight in the final proof of the real identity of the impostor.
Xumerous cases of illegitimacy have remained undetermined until the

child grew large enough to show unmistakable resemblance to the parent.
Individuals vary greatly m their power of recognizing likeness in facial

expression. This power is undoubtedly capable of high development,
as with detectives who are constantly on the lookout for criminals

;
and

being based upon one of the most tenacious of sensory impressions, that

of sight, it becomes with them a nearly infallible means of recognition.
In attempting to establish the presence or absence of general like-

ness it is important to reraemljcr that great alterations may result from

years of hardship or even from temporary exiiaustion, and that disease

or dissipation may completely transform the features in a few months.

The following case from the commentaries of Zacchias has been fre-

quently chosen to illustrate this point.
"
Cassali, a nobleman of

Bologna, left his country in youth and was supposed to have jierished
in battle. He returned after an absence of thirty years and claimed

the property appropriated by his relatives. He was so changed in

appearance, however, that none of his friends would recognize him, and
he was imprisoned as an impostor. Although there were some distin-

guishing marks upon his body, the judges were in doubt as to the

identity, and consulted Zacchias to kno\v if the countenance could be

so changed as to render it unrecognizable. Zacchias assigned several

causes for the transformation, such as age, change of climate, manner
of life, and disease, all of which he claimed might produce such altera-

tions, and the judges decided in favor of Cassali."

An interesting question forming the pivotal point in some trials has

been the leuf/th of time and inten.vty of fight iiec<:s.\-(ir;/ for the recof/nition

of faces. The following case will serve for illustration : A lady, on her

passage home from India, was awakened one dark night by some one

moving about m her cabin. A sudden flash of lightning enabled her

to see a man bending over one of her trunks, and his features ajipeared
so distinct that she was able next day to recognize him. The stolen

articles were found upon him and he acknowledged the theft.'

Tidv believes that a flash of liiihtning is in manv cases, but bv no

means in all, sufficient for identification. He was able, on one occasion,
'

Montsjomery, Cycloped'ui of PracUcal Medicine.
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to detect a pin on the ground by a flash of lightning and to pick it up
at the next flash. The great inequality in the duration of lightning-
flashes is a matter of common remark, nor can any one doubt that faces

may be distinctly recognized during some of the more prolonged flashes.

Full recognition has often been made by the light from the dis-

charge of firearms, but the possibility of such ideutification was not

accepted without repeated experiments called forth by the following
case, taken from the Causes Celebres, and widely quoted. The Sieur

Labbe, on a dark night in May, 1808, was riding with the widow

Beaujean, attended by a servant on foot. The servant was wounded

by a gun fired through a hedge which was bordered by a ditch. Both
swore they recognized the assassin by the light of the discharge. The

prisoner, being sentenced to death on this evidence, appealed to the

Court of Cassation, and many experiments were made by Guineau,

Dupuis, Caussin, and others, which seemed to disprove the possibility
of recognition under such circumstances. The light was so transient

that it was scarcely possible to see distinctly the form of the head, and
that of the face could not be recognized. The sentence was reversed,
but Fodere afterward contested this decision, and a subsequent case, con-

firmed by the experiments of Desgranges, of Lyons, showed the possi-

bility of such recognition.

Tidy refers to three other similar cases in the English annals, and
concludes from the reported experiments, including his own, that :

"Given a moderate distance, a dark night, and the absence of any
artificial light, and that the smoke produced by the explosion is not

great, recognition is possible in the majority of cases. Given the

reverse of these conditions, a considerable distance, a weak flash, and
much smoke, and we believe the chances of identification would l)e

doubtful."

Peculiarities of Special Senses.—It is necessary to refer only

briefly to some common peculiarities of vision and hearing, and to point
out that they have occasionally fiu'uished important evidence in relation

to identity. The examination of the eyes may disclose errors of refrac-

tion or motility, and it may transpire that the existing imperfections of

vision would prevent the witness from seeing objects claimed to have
been recognized. Daltonism, or color-blindness, either partial or com-

plete, is a very common aflfection, and its existence is unsuspected.
Before corporations had begun to institute careful examination of the

color sense in their employees railroad accidents were occasionally
attributed to this natural defect of vision in sM'itchmen, engineers, and
other operators. The configuration of the eyes and eyebro^vs and the

color of the iris form important details in the Bertillon system of

registration of criminals.

The limits of hearing have at times been discussed in connection

with questions of identity, and natural or acquired defects in this sense

may have important l>earings.

Peculiarities of speech are so common and varied that hai'dly any
one fails to identify well-known friends by the sound of the voice.
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Lisps, stuttering, and nasal or shrill intonation have all hccn offered as

evidence of" identity in le<>al ])ro('edures. Staininei'inii; is usually a per-
manent detect, while

lis])in<;- may often he improved hv section of the

median raphe that hinds down the
ti])

of the tonji^ue, Cardozo '

refers

to "the logical but somewhat startling- rule," announced by a decision

in New York, that the identity of a dog may be shown by the

peculiarity of its bark. The instances in current legal records of

identification by the sound of the voice are rather luuiierous.

THE SYSTEMATIC REGISTRATION OF CRIMINALS.

While in the majority of cases requiring proof of the identity of
criminals the comparison of the results of physical examination with

the less definite data derived from the statements of witnesses is neces-

sary, the increasing use of systems of registration, especially that of

Bertillon, must tend to make identification of criminals a process of

almost mathematic certainty.
The Bertillon system is based upon four chief measurements :

(1) Head length; (2) head breadth; (3) middle-finger length; (4)
i'oot length. These measurements are believed to remain constant

during adult life. Each of these dimensions is subdivided into 3

classes, small, medium, large, and the resulting 81 classes are filed away
as primary headings for reference. Each of these primary headings is

again subdivided, according to other measurements, such as the height,
the span, the cubit, the height of the bust, and the length and breadth

of the ear. The nose is described according to its j^rofile. The bridge

may be concave, rectilinear, or convex. The direction of the alse nasi,
with reference to the perpendicular of the profile, may be ascending,
horizontal, or descending. The classification of ears is determined by
the character of the outer border, the pr<^file of the antitragus, the

contour of the lobe, and the adherence of the lobe to the cheek. The
color of the eyes is made the basis of 7 classes. The final result is

that a total of 12 headings is secured, of which 11 are sulxlivided into

3 classes each, and 1 into 7 classes. Thus there are 3'^ X 7, or more
than a million possible combinations. Of course, the addition of one
other measurement, subdivided in 3 classes, would tri])le the total

number of combinations, and Bertillon claims that the system may
readily be extended indefinitely. The presence of peculiar marks upon
the body is also detailed

;
and the measurements of the head, nose, and

ears are supjilemented by front and profile ])hotographs.
The ap])lication of the Bertillon system was begun in l.S,S3 and very

soon proved its great efficiency. The prisoners sentenced in the courts

of Paris to more than a few days' imprisonment are sent to the Bertillon

depot daily, and measurements taken and catalogued. These files are

forwarded to Lyons and Marseilles, where similar systems are in openi-

tion, and it is thus rendered possible to identify in a few minutes an
old offender who has previously served a term in a Enrich prison, Li

1890, 562 prisoners who gave false names were identified by this sys-
^
Hamilton, Legal Medicine, i., p. 225.
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tern, while only four others, who escaped recognition by this method,
were by other means discovered to have been previously convicted.

There are, however, a number of limitations to the Bertillon system.
The amount of labor required to measure a large number of convicts

necessitates the employment of a large force of men, and inaccuracies

creep into the records. The system is applicable only to the adult, in

which age alone the measurements are known to be constant, for in the

large class of youthful criminals natural growth rapidly alters the

length of limbs and occasionally the character of features. The effects

of disease, accident, and change in nutrition must also be regarded.
Such considerations led Drs, Greenleaf and Smart, of the United

States Army, to discuss the anthropometric system, and to devise a

method of registration in which the presence of indelible body-marks,

scars, tattooes, birthmarks, and moles, was made the basis of .identifica-

tion. Some such system was necessitated by the fact that desertions

from the United States Army were found greatly to exceed deserters,

owing to repetition of the offense by the same person. Drs. Greenleaf

and Smart believed that if all the body-marks of deserters were recorded

and the marks of recruits were compared with the records, it would be

possible to detect repeaters. A reasonable correspondence in height,

age, and hair Avas thought to be an important requisite in the identifica-

tion. This method, therefore, makes the permanent body-marks ot

chief imjiortance, which were only secondarily considered in the Bertillon

system, while exact anthropometric measurements w^ere discarded, one

inch above or below the recorded height being allowed for variation or

defective measurement. A card is employed for each man, stamped
Avith outline figures of the anterior and posterior body surfaces, and
divided by dotted lines into smaller regions. These cards, on w^hicli is

indicated the location of all permanent l)ody-marks, are filed at the

Surgeon-General's office. For the comparison of recruits and deserters

a registry in two volumes is made, one for light-eyed and one for dark-

eyed men. Each is subdivided into groups of pages, according to the

height of persons entered, and each page is ruled in colunms for body
regions. Tattooed and non-tattooed men of similar height and eyes are

entered on opposite pages. On the register, S., T., B., M., are used as

abbreviations for scar, tattoo, birthmark, and mole.

This register was inaugurated in 1891 and has proved very effectual.

Such a method avoids the confusion likely to result from errors or

natural variations in measurements, is applicable to all ages, and is

possibly less cumbersome, but lacks the accuracy and detail of the Ber-

tillon system.

Galton, who discusses both these systems at length, pointing out their

advantages and defects, very urgently recommends the adoption of

finger-prints in addition to the methods of identification now in use.

His remarks are Avell worth consideration :

" There are almost always moles or birthmarks serving for identifi-

cation on the body of every one, and a record of these is, as noted, an

important though subsidiary part of the Bertillon system. Body-marks
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are noted in the English registers of criminals, and it is curious how

large a jH'oportion of these men are tattooed and scarred. How far

these body-marks admit of Ijeing usefully charted on the American plan
it is difficult to say, the success of tlu^ method being largely dependent
on the care with whicli they are recorded. .Vs observations of this class

reqnire the person to be undressed, tiiey are unsuitable for |)opular pur-

poses of identification, but the marks have the merit of serving to

identify at all ages, which the measurements of the lind>s have n(»t.

.

" It seems strange that no register of this kind, so far as I know,
takes account of the teeth. If a man, on being first registered, is defi-

cient in certain teeth, they are sure to be absent when he is examined
on a future occasion. He may and probably will in the meantime have
lost others, but the fact of his being without specified teeth on the first

occasion excludes the possibility of his being afterward mistaken for a
man who still possesses them.

'• Xow finger patterns have l)cen shown to be so indc[)endent of

other conditions that they cannot be notal)ly, if at all, correlated with

the body measurements or with any other feature, not the slightest trace

of any relation between them having yet been found. For instance, it

woukl be totally impossible to fail to distinguish between the finger-

prints of twins who, in other respects, appeared exactly alike. Finger-

prints may, therefore, be treated without the fear of any sensible error,
as varying quite independently of the measures and records in the Ber-
tillon svstem. Their inclusion would, therefore, increase its power fully
500 fold

" When the data concerning a suspected person are discovered to

bear a general likeness to one of those already on the register, and a
minute comparison shows their finger-prints to agree in all or nearly all

particulars, the evidence thereby afforded that they were made by the

same person far transcends in trustworthiness any other evidence that

can ordinarily be obtained, and vastly exceeds all that can be derived

from any number of ordinary anthropometric data. By itself it is amply
sufficient to convict. '

Bertillonage
' can rarely supply more than

grounds for very strong suspicion ;
the method of finger-prints affords

certainty. It is easy to understand, however, that so loug as the pecu-
liarities of finger-prints are not generally understood, a juryman would
be cautious in accepting their evidence, l)ut it is to be hoped that atten-

tion will now become drawn to their marvelous virtues, and that after

their value shall have been established in a few conspicuous cases it will

come to be popularly recognized."
These considerations are very reasonable criticisms of the system of

criminal registration now in use, and they j)oint ont, it would seem, the

lines upon which tiiese systems must be developed and perfected if, as

is extremely desirable, they are to receive universal ado])tion.

IDENTIFICATION OF MUTILATED REMAINS.

The discussion of identity has thus far concerned oidy the living

person or the entire dead body. When only a portion of the body or
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a few bones have been recovered, the problem of identification becomes

greatly complicated and its solution often impossible. Much depends

upon the acuteness of those persons who discover such fragments, for

the situation and surroundings of the remains often give a decisive clue

to their identity and one that it is entirely impossible to obtain from an

examination of the remains alone. The locality in which the portions

of the body are found should be thoroughly searched for other frag-

ments, for articles of clothing, jewelry, or any material with which the

remains were covered, for weapons or instruments used by the assailant,

for foot-prints, finger-prints, hair, etc.; in fact, every peculiarity of the

situation should be carefully noted, numerous instances being recorded

that show the extreme importance of these minutiae. The final identi-

fication of Dr. Parkman was effected by the discovery of 35 pieces of

bone in the ashes of a stove, which pro\'ed the absence of teeth from the

lower jaw. Artificial teeth were also found in the ashes and were

identified by the dentist as the ones he had recently made to replace the

lost teeth. In the recent discovery of the murders attributed to Her-

manns, of Salt Lake City, the teeth and jewelry of one victim were

found in the ashes of a stove, a portion of the corpse under a stone

floor, while the blood-stained overalls of the murderer were hidden

away in another portion of the l)uilding. In some of the White-

chapel murders the remains of the victims A\ere fomid scattered at

widely distant points.
When such portions of a body or skeleton are recovered it becomes

important to determine, first, whether or not they are human remains.

The presence of a small portion of skin may at once decide the question,

and the careful examination of an entire bone will usually be equally
conclusive. When, however, smaller fragments of bone or flesh are

recovered it is seldom ])ossible, by either gross or microscopic examina-

tion, to determine whether the fragments are of human (H- animal origin,

unless they are specially characteristic. The remains proving human,
the question whether they belong to the same body may be determined

by comparison of the skin, the cut surfaces, the soft parts, and the

length and development of the bones. The presence of wounds capable
of producing death should be ascertained and their nature noted.

Attempt to destroy the remains by burning or by packing in chlorid of

lime may prevent any definite conclusion being reached.

Having decided that all the recovered fragments belong to the same

human body, the examination is continued in the endeavor to determine

the sex, age, stature, occupation, manner of death, and probable identity

of the l3ody, an undertaking that may involve any or all of the ques-
tions relating to identity. The remarkal)le success that not infrequently
attends such systematic efforts, even under apparently hopeless condi-

tions, has never been better illustrated than in the case of Dr. Parkman.'

Dr. Parkman, of Boston, disappeared on November 23, 1849, and

suspicion of his murder was aroused against Professor Webster, as the

missmg man was last seen alive entering the medical college where
1

Comp. vs. Webster, 5 Cush., 295.
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Webster was professor of cliemistrv, for the j)urposc of reeeiving

money that had loiiu' \)vvu owed liini. A seareh in the cheniieal

laboratory resulted in. tlie discovery of a ju'lvis, riuht thioh, and left

leir Ivintj: in the vault of a privv, M'hile in the crinders of the furnace

were foinid fragments of cranial bones, of vertel)nc, artificial teeth, and

a gold plate. In a tea-box covered with tar and minerals were found

the left thigh and the trunk, in the left side of which was found a deep
stab wound to which the death of the victim was attributed. All these

parts when put together fitted accurately, and the lines of incisions

showed that they had been tnade by some one who had an accurate

knowledge of anatomy and skill in the use of the knife.

The length of the body, as caleulated from that of tlie long bones,

j>roved to be 70.5 inches, which was exactly that of Dr. Parkman.
The age, as shown by the skin, hair, and general appearance, was
estimated at between fifty and sixty years, while the sclerosis of the

arteries indicated that the age was at least sixty years, which was the age
of Dr. Parkman. The teeth and the gold plate were identified by the

dentist as those of a peculiar form that he had made for Dr. Parkman,
and the fragments of bone reproduced the right half of the lower jaw
and showed the absence of teeth, which the dentist proved had been

lost by Dr. Parkman. The identity of the dead man was thus positively
established. Webster was fourid if-uiltv and finally confessed the crime.

EXAMINATION OF THE MIND.

Having concluded the consideration of the objective evidences bear-

ing on identity that may be elicited by physical examination of the

living or dead body, it remains to consider the importance of a critical

examination of the mental qualities of an individual. It is not

intended to include here the limitless field of circumstantial evidence,

although it has been repeatedly shown that such may be the clearest

possible proof of identity. But some remarkable trials have shown
that an examination of the mental and moral capacities of an individual,
and especially of the memory, may produce the most convincing ])roof
of identity. The conclusions drawn from facts thus elicited are all the

more trustworthy because they depend upon the reason and not upon the

senses, and because the influences affecting the ordinary laws of mind
are very few compared with the limitless number of j)ossible exceptions
to physical laws. Thus it is cpiite possible, although not jirobable, that

an individual should fail to show any traces of a score of cicatrices

known to have existed in youth, but it is impossible, at least so far as may
be judged by the annals of neuropathology, that an individual otherwise

in soimd health should, in a few years, entirely forget his native tongue.
This abstract evidence may l)e derived from the examination of the

mental cajiacities, and ])rincipally of the memory, of an individual.

Mental Capacities.—The decision in some of the well-known
cases already referred to was potently influenced by the discovery of

wide discrepancies in the mental capacity of two individuals. In the
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case of Martin Guerre the claimant was shown to be entirely ignorant
of the art of fencing, in which Guerre had been an adept. In the Tich-

borne case it was shown that the claimant was utterly wanting in the

rudiments of education, in which Sir Roger had been thoroughly

grounded. It appeared also that the claimant did not exhibit certain

instincts that must have existed in a man of high birth and breeding.
The claimant held tenaciously to habits and tastes that were inconsistent

with those of the youthful Tichborne. Indeed, the whole intellectual

character of this man was widely at variance with that of the one he

pretended to be, and this fact bore overwhelmingly against a strong line

of testimony in his favor.

Memory.—Even more decisive was the evidence derived from the

examination of the memory of the claimants in the above cases. The

claimant, Orton,
"
gave evidence of a tenacious memory, recalling the

name of a dog and the number of a trooper's horse, but he failed to

remember his supposed mother's Christian name, his place of birth, the

companions of his youth, the college where he was educated, his Paris

residences, the relatives at whose house he was always a welcome guest,

or the friends who helped him. Roger took leave of his dying grand-
father at Bath

;
Orton does not admit of any ignorance of the event,

but lays the scene at Knoyle."
'

No more cogent proof of the falsity, of their claims could be desired

than the fact that neithei- Orton nor Dutille could speak the mother-

tongue of Tichborne or Guerre, the men they pretended to be. Roger
Tichborne's native language was French, which he spoke continuously in

France and frequently in England for twenty-five years. When he

finally acquired English it was with a pronounced French accent. The

claimant, however, could neither read nor speak French, and it was

rightly deemed imj)ossible that a man otherwise in sound health could

have entirely forgotten his mother-tongue. It might, however, be

asked if, with the more advanced knowledge of neurology, some of the

rarer forms of aphasia may not involve a complete loss of the mother-

tongue. A case re]>orted by Dr. Peterson is here of interest :

A. E., male, fifty-eight years of age, born in Alsace, spoke German
and French until his eighteenth year, when he came to America, where

he gradually acquired English, At the beginning of his illness he held

a position as head waiter, having in his charge twenty waiters with

whom he had to speak both French and German. About two years
before examination he began to lose the power to speak French and

German, and in one month he comj>letely lost the ability to speak
these languages, while retaining his command of English. On exam-

ination, the sight and hearing were found to be normal. There was no

paresis or aj^raxia. Of English, his reading and com]irehension were

normal, but there were slight motor ai)hasia and very slight agraphia.
French he could read well, but his comprehension of phrases was

imperfect, although he could grasp the main ideas. There were, how-

ever, complete motor aphasia and agraphia, and he could neither speak
' Guy and Ferrier.
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nor write a word of French. Gorman he could read fairly well, but its

comprehension was difficult, while he could neither s]>eak nor write a

word of German, the motor a})hasia and agra})iiia in this lan<:;uau-e being

complete, as with French. The diaj^nosis was cerebral softenin*^ from

endarteritis. The patient then began the study of liis native tongues
and made for a time some progress in their recovery ;

afterward the

softening became progressive and tinally residted in complete loss of

speech.
The judge in the second trial of Guerre's case held it possible that

the claimant, after a wandering life of eight years, might have entirely

forgotten the language he had spoken for twenty years. It is hardly

]n-obable that the courts of the present day would admit such a possi-

bilitv, for althouti-li facilitv in the use of a language mav rai)idlv fail,

the form of speech acquired in youth produces so permanent an impres-
sion on the memory that its traces must always be recognizable.

On the other hand, a |)artial or even striking similarity in the mental

character and memory should not be accepted as final proof of the

identity of two persons. It will readily be seen that the chief and con-

vincing strength of the claims of Orton and Dutille lay in their

familiarity with the lives of Tichl)orne and Guerre. Had it not been

that they possessed a knowledge of many minute particulars (»f the

lives of these men, their dissimilarity in other matters could not have

been overlooked. But in both of these cases the knowledge was

ac((uired accidentally and for the intentional purpose of deception.
Dutille had long been an intimate friend and comrade of Guerre's, had

learned from him the history of his life and his family secrets, and had

received from him some family relics at a time when Guerre thought
himself about to die. The opportunities for acquiring such personal

knowledge, especially at the jiresent day, are so numerous that the

possession of a number of such isolated facts should serve to rouse

susjiicion, rather than confidence.

It must be admitted, finally, that the real conflict of evidence in the

above cases centered in the examination of the mind, in the presence of

which the evidence derived from the physical examination was largely
obscured or variously interpreted according to the weight of other

testimony, and it may be claimed with confidence that in such cases a

careful and thorough investigation of the mind will, with very rare

exceptions, lead to a correct and decisive conclusiou.
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Death may be defined as the cessation of those physical and
chemical processes on which the phenomena of life depend. Animal

life, however, is a very complex condition, and while the scientific con-

ception of death requires the complete cessation of all the physico-
chemical or molecular processes of life, practically and before the law,
the animal body may be dead long before the complete cessation of all

the molecular j)rocesses of life. The hair and nails, for example, may
grow to a considerable length after death.

There is also a variance between the legal and the scientific concep-
tion of a living person. The law, as held in England and in some States

of America, recognizes as living beings only those born in a condition

capable of maintaining an independent existence. Science recognizes
the fetus as a living being, and finds it almost as violent a procedure to

interrupt the current of maternal blood circulating about the fetus of

three months as to cut off the supply of air from an adult man.
The legal scope of the term "

death," thus considerably contracted

in comparison with the scientific, involves the final and complete cessa-

tion of those vital functions upon which depends the life of an individual

capable of maintaining independent existence. The physical processes
here concerned are chiefly respiration and circulation, on the activity of

which life principally depends, and the cessation of which is, usually,

readily determined. The fact, however, that molecular activity may
persist some time after respiration and circulation have ceased renders the

proof of the final and complete cessation of these vital functions often

a matter of difficulty, and necessitates a careful consideration of all the

external sig"ns of death.
Hansemann lias pointed out the close and almost altruistic inter-

dependence of the molecular processes and the life of the cells of the

various organs.^ The truth of his conception is well illustrated when
death occurs through the sudden interruption of a vital function at a

time when cellular activity is entirely normal, and, under favorable

conditions, is capable of restoring vital functions after their temporary
cessation. On the other hand, in death from infections diseases molec-

ular or cellular decay keeps pace with or precedes the failure of

respiration and circulation, and these functions are seldom restored after

once ceasmg.
The chief importance of determining the reality of death is not, at

the present day, the danger of burying the living, but the possibility
^ Die Specifitat, den Altruismus, und der Anaplasie der Zellen, Berlin, 1893.
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that efforts at resuscitation may not be properly attempted in eases of

apparent deatli. There are undouhtedly some ^vell-authenticated in-

stances in which it has been sup[)osed by fairly competent persons that

death has occurred and yet the body has been resuscitatech In eases

of prolonged syncope and ])artial as|)"hyxia by drowning, bodies ap])ar-

ently dead have frequently been resuscitated by draughts of cold air or

dashes of cold water, or other nervous stinudus. It is possible also tiiat

the hasty burial of bodies during jilagues or on the battle-field has led

to the interment ot" bodies in wliicii lite might have been restored by
appropriate measures. But the idea that, with the present methods of

disposing of the dead, in civilized countries, it is ])ossible that a lK)dy
can be buried alive is not to be entertained. Nevertheless, in some
localities and classes of S(iciety, and with a very few intelligent persons,
the possibility of such a catastro])he constitutes a real source of" fear.

Conditions Simulating Death.—The conditions marked by a

temporary inhibition of the respiration and circulation liable to be mis-

taken for death are syncope, partial asphifxia, catalepsy, and trance.

Syncope, or the ordinary fainting attack, is usually quickly over-

come, and the appearances of death,—failure of respiration and heart-

sounds, coma and pallor,
—though for a few seconds very alarming, are

seldom complete, and soon are replaced by a return of the signs of life.

Yet ordinary syncope is always a dangerous condition, calling for

immediate and vigorous treatment to prevent the heart failure from

becoming ])ermanent. In some cases of syncope, therefore, the only

means of determining whether or not deatli has occurred is the result oi

treatment.

Partial asphyxia, by drowning or by other means, is a rather fre-

quent cause of apparent death. Attempts at resuscitation have been
successful when begun as long as one hour after submersion, and the

result in such apparently hopeless conditions shows the impossibility of

at once determining the reality of death under such circumstances. It

is known that infants asphyxiated during a prolonged second stage of

labor, or by pressure upon the cord, may be resuscitated several minutes

after the pulse and respiration have ceased.

Catalepsy.—This phenomenon in its most pronounced forms is

characterized by complete loss of consciousness, of which the onset is

usually sudden. The muscles of the whole or a part of the body
become rigid, but the limbs may usually be moved and ])laccd in

various positions, where they remain for some time. Superficial
reflexes are abolished. The sensibility to touch and pain may be lost.

The temperature is lowered. The respiration and heart's action are

much reduced. '' A deficient control of the motor centers of the

cortex, permitting their overaction, regulated by different impulses, and

repeated in the spinal cord, is the best theory we can at present frame of

the condition
"
(Gowers). The simulation of death produced by catalepsy

is usually not marked, and the diagnosis presents no great difficulty.

In trance the ap])earances of death are much more striking, and the

condition has in several instances ended fatally. Consciousness may be
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entirely abolished. The face is extremely pale. The limbs usually
remain flaccid, but may become rigid or show spasmodic movements.

The reflexes may be lost, and the pupils may be dilated and immobile.

Sensation, although frequently retained or heightened, may be abolislied.

The pulse and respiration may become temporarily imperceptible. The
combination of these symptoms persisting for some hours may present
a very close resemblance to death. In the diagnosis Gowers recom-

mends attention to the following points : (1) The absence of signs of

decomposition ; (2) the normal ophthalmoscopic appearance of the fun-

dus oculi
; (3) the persistence of the excitability of the muscles to elec-

ti'icity.

Of the pathologic basis of trance nothing is known. " The

phenomena, viewed in the light of the induced varieties, suggest a state

of inhibition or at least an inaction of the nerve-cells subserving the

higher psychic functions, and that the morbid state spreads to the

lower centers in varying degree
"

(Go^\ers).
A partial physiologic counterpart of trance is to be seen in the

hibernation of some animals : wheii the heart-beats fall to eight to ten

a minute, the respirations are still lower, and the temperature is sub-

normal. It is said that some Indian Fakirs have the power of holding
their breath and passmg into a state of trance in which the heart-sounds

become inaudible. Tidy
^ has collected a luunber of cases in which the

various phenomena of cataleptic trance were fully or partially presented.

A well-authenticated and very peculiar case of voluntary suspension of

the heart's action and respiration is the well-known story of Colonel Town-
send. Chevne," in describing the case, says :

" He told us he had sent

for us to give him an explanation of an odd sensation he had for some

time observed in himself, which was, that, composing himself, he could

die or expire wdien he pleased, and yet, by an effort, he could come to life

again. This it seems he had sometimes tried before he had sent for us.

We all three felt his pulse first
;
it was distinct, though small and thready.

He composed himself on his back and lay in a still posture some time.

While I held his right hand Dr. Baynard laid his hand on his heart

and Mr. Skrine held a clear looking-glass to his mouth. I found his

pulse sink gradually, till at last I could not feel any by the most exact

and nice touch. Dr. Baynard could not feel the least motion in his

heart, nor Mr. Skrine discern the least soil of breath on the bright
mirror he held to his mouth. Then each of us in turn examined his

arm, heart, and breath, but could not by the nicest scrutiny discover the

least sign of life in him. This continued about half an hour. As we
were going a^yay, thinking him dead, we observed some motion al)out

the body, and upon examination found his pulse and the motion of his

heart returning; he began to breathe gently and speak softly. This

experiment was made in the morning and he died in the evening. On

opening the body, nothing was discovered but disease of the kidney,
for which he had long been under medical treatment, all the other

viscera being perfectly sound."
'

Legal Medicine, i., p. 139. ^ Treatise on Nervous Diseases, p. 307.
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SPECIAL SIGNS OF DEATH.

It need hardly be said that, as a rule, the ordiiiarv sig'iis of death

are too well kuowa to need deseri[)ti()ii and too striking- to admit of

doubt. Under some conditions, however, the cessation of the breathing
and ])uLse is not accompanied by any changes in the countenance other

than those of sleep. When death occurs in a condition of venous or

arterial hyperemia the stoppage of the circulation is at once marked by

pronounct'd changes in the color of the skui
;
but with gradual heart

failure, especially in afebrile states, there may be little or no change in

the countenance. It has been noted also that some hours after the signs

of death are apparently conclusive the rapid onset of decomposition

may produce a Hushing of the face and a partial return of life-like

appearance. Even the experienced observer, relying usually upon the

appearance of the countenance as the readiest indication of death, is

sometimes forced to make a careful physical examination before he is

able to convince himself as to its actual presence.
The full examination thus occasionally required involves the fol-

lowing considerations :

1. The condition of the circulation.

2. The condition of the respiration.

3. The condition of the muscular system.
4. Changes in the eve.

The Condition of the Circulation.—Following from the

principle stated at the beginning of this chapter, that life, or the possi-

bility of restoration of a vital function, remains longest in that organ
where molecular or cellular activity is most persistent, the condition of

the heart and circulation becomes the most unportant inquiry in the

determination of death. In man the heart's action nearly always con-

tinues after respiration has ceased, the chief exceptions being seen in

deaths from poisoning by cardiac depressants. The heart of a decapi-
tated criminal has been observed to beat for fifteen minutes. In execu-

tions by hanging and electricity in this country the pulse commonly

persists some minutes after breathing has ceased. In the asphyxia of

new-born infants comparatively little attention need be paid to the

absence of breathing so long as the heart beats plainly. The anatomic

basis of this life tenacity of the heart is found in the high development
and automatic character of the cardiac nervous apparatus.

An important factor affecting the possibility of resuscitation after

failure of the heart is the coagulation of the blood, ^^'hen large parietal

thrombi f )rm during the last moments of life the vitality of the heart

muscles is of little avail in any attempt to restore the circulation. In

many instances of sudden death, and in the last stages of wasting dis-

eases, when the coagulation of the blood is feeble, it is possible, by
active stimulation, to elicit a few heart-beats or even, in the latter case,

to prolong life for some hours.

The only safe method of determining the presence or absence of the

heart's action is l)y careful, prolonged, and repeated auscultation, with
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entire freedom from all distracting noises, and it may be confidently

expected that when these conditions are properly secured, the stethoscope
will give entirely trustworthy information in every case. Such favor-

able conditions being rarely found, the examiner has often to rely upon
the unaided ear in auscultation, and the result of the examination may
not be convincing.

Further, as is well known, in very corpulent persons the normal
heart-sounds may be rather indistinct because of the thickness of the

chest-wall. Some pathologic conditions may increase the natural diffi-

culties of the case. In chronic interstitial or fatty myocarditis the

heart-sounds are usually feeble and may be indistinct. With pericardial
effusions the heart-sounds may be very obscure

;
while cases of trans-

position of the viscera or of displacement of the heart from chronic

inflammation of the lungs are occasionally encountered.

When the results of auscultation remain unsatisfactory, resort may
be had to some of the mmierous tests devised to demonstrate the con-

dition of the peripheral circulation. In using these tests it must be

admitted that they are necessarily less reliable than direct auscultation,
for the reason that the peripheral circulation may be practically at a

standstill, although the heart is still feebly beating.
One of the most reliable of these tests is that suggested by Magnus.^

If a ligature is applied to a finger or, if the skin is horny, to a lobe of

the ear, so as to cut oif the venous channels without occluding the

arteries, when the circulation has not entirely ceased the distal area will

become gradually engorged with blood, and its color will become first

reddish and finally cyanotic. At the same time the capillary anemia
about the ligature produces a white ring plainly marked oif from the

surrounding area of congestion. The success of this test will naturally

depend on the exact adjustment of the pressure so as to compress the

veins without occluding- the arteries.

It has been stated here that if wet cups are applied to the skin a
few hours after death, no blood will flow, while if the circulation still

feebly persists, blood will readily appear under the cup. The result in

this case depends upon the condition of the blood in the small vessels

incised, which is well known to be variable. Wounds have been found
to bleed for two or three hours after death.

The diaphanous test of death has been the subject of considerable

recent discussion. It has long been known that if the hand of a living

person be held before a strong light, it almost invariably appears scarlet

or very red, while after death the appearance of the hand under similar

conditions is usually opaque. It has been claimed that opacity of the

hand after death is caused principally by the coagulation of the blood,
for in cases in which the blood has remained fluid in the large veins this

life-like scarlet color has been demonstrated after death. But the

opacity indicating death has been observed in syncope, when the blood

must always remain fluid. While the exact conditions determining
the appearances in the diaphanous test must, therefore, be regarded as

' Virchow's Arc.hiv, 1872, Bd. Iv.
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uukiiown, the test has shown itself", by Un\o^ exj)erience, to give valuable

corroborative evidence of death.

The Condition of the Respiration.—Tiie complete and pro-

longed absence of resj)iration is a sign of death second in importance
onlv to the cessation ol' the heart's action. In a few conditions res])ira-

tion may continue for a short time after the heart has ceased beating ;
a

reversal of the usual order of events is probal)ly most often seen in

heart failure during anesthesia. But the respiratory function is much
less capable of withstanding unfavorable conditions than is the heart's

action. When respiration ceases suddenly, while tiie vitality of tlie

heart is unim])aired, the resulting asphyxia is marked l)v great venous

congestion. When the asphyxia is gradual, as sometimes occurs in

croup and in laryngeal stenosis by tumors, the heart's force is often

much reduced bv the continued lack of oxvgen or bv other causes, and

the patient may die with marked pallor instead of cyanosis. This

imjwrtant fact is frequently overlooked, and the writer has seen patitaits

with laryngeal stenosis die, with pallor, while the surgeon, with instru-

ments ready, was waiting for the appearance of cyanosis before per-

forming tracheotomy. The pallor of a body or corpse is, therefore, no

certain indication that respiratory failure has not been chiefly answer-

able for death.

There is much variation in the length of time required for com{)lete

lack of air to produce fatal asphyxia. Most healthy persons have

difficultv in holding the breath for a full minute.

In rare instances, usually after long training, the breath has been

held for four or five minutes, a period which will (Ordinarily suffice to

render most persons unconscious. Death has repcatetlly occurred after

submersion in water for five minutes, although resuscitation has been

successful after the body has lain in water one hour. As in the case

of the circulation, the possibility of restoring respiration depends on

the vital condition of the respiratory center. Circumstances are most

favorable when asphyxia occurs in health, less so when ether, chloro-

form, or carbonic oxids have poisoned the nervous system or altered

the blood, and least so in death from general diseases.

In catalepsy, as before mentioned, the breathing may temporarily
cease or become so superficial as to escape detecti(on. In severe opium

poisoning it should be remembered that the respiration may fall to two

or three a minute, and may be so superficial as to escape notice unless

careful and continuous examination is made over a period of some

minutes. In profound shock the respiration may be very superficial.

In the Cheyne-Stokes variety of respiration, which has been observed

at nearly all ages and in a great variety of conditions, the interval

between the deep and easily recognized respirations may be as long as

two minutes.

When it seems probable, from external signs, that respiration has

ceased, this fact may best be finally determined by the following pro-

cedures :

1. Careful and prolonged auscultation may be made over the chest,
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trachea, and larynx, but very feeble respiratory movements may pro-
duce no appreciable sound in these localities.

2. It may be possible to demonstrate that warm moist air is being
exhaled from the nostrils by holding a mirror before the face, on which

any moisture passing out of the nostrils will condense in visible form.

But according to Tidy, a mirror placed over the mouth of a hibernating
animal is not dulled, and other instances are recorded, of which Colonel

Townsend's is one, in M'hich this test failed. It may be recommended
that the mirror used in this test be made very cold, in order more

effectually to condense any moisture present.
3. The presence of very faint currents of air may be detected by

the movements of cotton fibers place over the mouth and nostrils.

4. Slight movements of the chest-wall, ordinarily invisible, may be
detected by carefully observing the surface changes of a vessel of water

or mercury placed itpon the chest.

It is not probable that the two last-mentioned procedures will

demonstrate any respiratory movements not detected l>y the first and
second methods, and when repeated and prolonged auscultation can be

properly performed, except in very rare instances it may be expected
to give reliable and final evidence of the presence or absence of respira-

tory movements.

The Condition of the Muscular System.—Complete mus-
cular relaxation is usuallv an essential condition in death, although its

presence is, of course, no indication of the reality of death. Cataleptic

rigidity has, liowe\'er, been observed to pass without interruption into

rigor mortis, and nimaerous instances are recorded in which rigor
mortis has followed immediately upon sudden death, usually in states

of mental excitement or active muscular exertion. In the majority of

cases, especially of those in which the reality of death is questioned,
there is a considerable ])eriod of complete nniscular relaxation. During
this period the contractility of muscle is not lost for some time, and, as

will be shown later, its persistence is no indication of life. If, how-

ever, the muscles fail to respond to electric stimuli, barring some
forms of nervous disease it mav confidentlv be stated that death has

occurred.

The Facial Appearance.—As a combined result of the failure of

respiration and circulation and the loss of muscular tone certain char-

acteristic alterations in the countenance occur Avliich have long been

described as the facies Hippocratica. In this condition the appearances

may be referred chiefly to the anemia of the tissues and the loss of mus-
cular tone. The skin is dry and livid, the eyes are shrunken, the drawn
muscles cause the nose, cheek, and chin to appear unnaturally promi-
nent, while the lips are pale and flaccid. The facies Hippocratica, while

in mnny cases a convincing sign of death, has very little positive value,

being usually absent in cases of sudden death, persisting generally only
a short time after death, appearing in striking form in the dying or

even in cases of extreme terror. The cause and manner of death have
mueli influence in determining the appearance of the face of the corpse.
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Painful death usually leaves abundant traces of the previous mental

condition of the individual. After sudden death the facial expression

present immediately before is frecpiently preserved in recognizable form.

Changfes in the Hye.—No ])ositive signs have as yet been

elicited in the eye to prove the reality of death soon after its occurrence.

The conjunctiva is insensitive, and a thin film of nuicus usually gathers

over the cornea, which thereby loses its luster, but each of these condi-

tions may be observed occasionally in the living, and the latter is not

an invariable acconi])aninient of death. It has been noted after death

from apoi)lexv and from poisoning by prussic acid or carbonic oxids

that the eoniunctiva lone; remains shinv and the eveball clastic. The

gases developed by putrefaction may distend the vessels of the orbit and

maintain the prominence of the eyeball and the natural color of the

conjunctiva. Cadaveric changes of color of the conjunctiva are some-

times observed very soon after death.

The iris is flaccid, and the pupil is usually moderately dilated and

irresponsive to strong light, although solutions of atropin or of eserin

may alter the size of the pupil for at least a half-liour after death (Tidy).

The shape of the pupil may also be altered by appropriate pressure on

the relaxed fundus, but this efiTect has been noted to a lesser degree

during life.

A marked loss of elasticity of the eyeball is not usually noticed until

a few hours after death, and must be reckoned among the cadaveric

changes, but occasionally the eyeball is foimd distinctly softened imme-

diatelv after death. The same condition has been observed before

death, however, and its presence is not of decisive import in the diag-

nosis. Nicati ^ has invented an ophthalmotonometer, from the use of

which he claims to have demonstrated that the physiologic limits of the

tension of the eyeball vary between 14 and 25 grams; with the cessa-

tion of the heart's action it falls to 12 grams, then irregularly to 1 to 3

grams ;
and two hours after death it sinks to zero.

Some indications of interest and value may be obtained from ophthal-

moscopic examination. It is stated by Poncet, quoted by Tidy, that

the anemia of the fundus after death is very evident in the yelloAvish-

white color which replaces the yellowish-red of the living condition.

Gayet^ says that after death the vessels of the fundus are completely

emptied in the optic disc, and for some distance about it, while in the

remainder of the fundus the vessels remain filled with blood. Pneuma-

tosis of the veins of the fundus is regarded by Bouchet ''' as a relial)le

and immediate sign of death. This condition is su])])osed to be pro-

duced by the disengagement of the gases of the blood in the form of

minute bubbles, plainly visible in the l)roken column of blood in the

veins. It would seem that the condition of the vessels of the fundus

must depend much u])on the position of the body and the manner of

death.

^
Lancet, Feb. 17, 1894. ^ Atmales d' nmlistiques, .Jan., 1875.

=* Gaz. des Hopitaux, Mar. 10, 1874.
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CADAVERIC CHANGES.

While none of the signs, as outlined above, can of itself be regarded
as a conclusive proof of death, it cannot be admitted at the present day
that in the hands of a competent person the complete examination of

the body, even Avith reference to these so-called " inconclusive signs,"
can ever lead to a false diagnosis of death. Yet none of the phenomena
thus far considered gives any indication of the length of time that life

has been extinct. The presence of cadaveric changes, however, is con-

clusive proof of the reality of death, and the sequence of these changes
furnishes important evidence as to the time of death. It, therefore,

becomes necessary to study in detail the process of cadaveric changes
in the body.

The Bxtinction of Animal Heat.—The cooling of the body,
considered as a sign of death, cannot be regarded as decisive evidence

until the temperature has fallen fifteen or twenty degrees, for rectal

temperatures of 94° F. have been observed in the algid stage of cholera,
and much lower temperatures (76° F., Zicgler) are not incompatible
with life under long exposure to cold.

The rate of cooling is affected by such a variety of circumstances

tliat in the majority of cases it is impossible, from the temperature of

the body, to draw a positive inference as to the time of death. Thus
it is possible for the body to have at death a temperature of 120° F.

after death from sunstroke, or of 80° F. after death from cold
;

in the

former case several hours must elapse before the body could cool to the

temperature observed at death in the latter case. Moreover, a high
antemortem temperature may be long maintained or even increased

after death from cholera, yellow fever, small-pox, tetanus, rheumatism,

nephritis, and from some diseases of tiie l)rain and meninges.
This postmortem elevation of temperature has been vari-

ously attril)uted to f;iilure of the circulation, by which the blood is

aerated and cooled, to failure of the heat-regulating center, to excessive

metabolic processes during and after death, and to the chemical changes
of decomposition. Distinct postmortem elevations of temperature have

been observed from the diseases just mentioned, and may be expected
to occur when death has been preceded by violent muscular spasm.

In general, the cooling of the body is more rapid after chronic and

wasting diseases, when the loss of heat begins in the extremities before

death
;
while after acute diseases or sudden death the jirocess of cooling

is usually much slower. The rate of cooling is j)rincij)ally affected by
external conditions, the temperature of the surrounding air or water,

and the clothing of the body. The bodies of old and emaciated

subjects cool much more rapidly than those of large and corpulent
adults.

Notwithstanding the wide variations in the rapidity of the cooling

process thus indicated, there exists a large class of cases in which ordi-

nary conditions prevail and in which the extinction of animal heat

proceeds more uniformly. The ordinary course of postmortem cooling
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has been made the subject of several extended observations, undertaken

with a view to determining- the relation ot" the temperature of the

corpse to the })eriod of death. Taylor and Wilks ' made about 200
observations on the external temperature of bodie^j removed from the

wards of Guy's Hospital and allowed to eool in the dead-house, where

the temperature ranged between ."i8° and 09° F. The temperatures
were taken upon the skin of the abdomen, at intervals during the lirst

twenty hours after death, but the temperatures innnediately after death,

and for the first two hours thereafter, were not ol^served. In spite of

these deficiencies in technics and in the completeness of the observa-

tions, their results showed conclusively that under ordinary circum-

stances the cooling of the body proceeds very slowly, the surface tem-

perature not approaching that of the surrounding air for at least twenty
hours after death. In no case, even after twenty hours, did the tem-

perature of the body fall as low as that of the air. Of 76 observations

in which the temperature Avas taken two to three hours after death, the

maximum found was 94° F., the minimum, ()0° F., and the average,
77° F. The average temperatures found at diiferent periods were, at

two to three hours, 77° F.; at four to six hours, 74° F.; at six to

eight hours, 70° F.; at twelve or more hours, 69° F. It ap])ears,

therefore, that the cooling proceeds more rapidly soon after death, and
more slowly as the tem]ierature of the body approaches that of the air.

The minimum temperature found two hours after death was 60° F., and
twelve hours after death 56° F., results so nearly equal as to prohibit
the application of any fixed rule regarding the external temperature of

the body at diiferent periods after death.

Niederkorn made 135 observations on the axillary temperature of

bodies subjected to ordinary conditions, with the following average

results, Fahrenheit scale :

Temperature of body . Two to four Four to six Six to eight Eight to twelve
after tleatli. hours. liours. hours. liours.

Maximum 100.4° 98.2° d'xZ^ 100.4°

Minimum 89. G° 80.6° 70.5° 62. G°

Average 96.9° 90.2° 81.7° 77.9°

As is to be expected, the course of the axillary temperature gives,

therefore, more accurate indications of the time that has elapsed since

death than does that of the surface temperature of the abd(5men.

Of internal temperatures, Taylor and \yilks recortl instances of

76° F. seventeen hours after death, and of 85° F. ten hours after

death. Niederkorn found that the rectal temperattn*e in 6 cases

averaged 90.6° F. six to eight hours after death, and S9."2° F. twelve

to fourteen hours after death. Letheby, (pioted l)y Tidy, found the

rectal temperature to be 18° F. and the axillary tem])eratnre 14° F.

higher than that of the air as long as twenty to twenty-four hours after

death. The rate of cooling has been found by Goodhardt' during
the first three hours to be 3.5° F. in the robu.'^t and 4.5° F. in the

emaciated
; during the second three hours, 3° F. in both

;
and about

1 Gmfs Hospifal Reports, 1803, p. 184.
^

/^j,;.^ 1870.

Vol. I.—8
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1 ° F. an hour as the temperature of the body approaches that of the

air.

It is very apparent from the incompleteness of the studies cited that

it is impossible at the present time to determine accurately the time of

death from observations on the temperature of the corpse. In order to

reach any conchision of value it is necessary to consider the cause

of death, the antemortem rise of temperature, the condition of the sur-

rounding medium, and all circumstances favorable or unfavorable to the

extinction of animal heat. It seems probable that observations on the

course of the rectal temperature in cadavers, together Avith a study of

the causes affecting postmortem internal temperature, might secure

much valuable information in regard to this rather important medico-

legal inquiry.

Changes in the Muscular System.—In the majority of

mstances death is followed by a considerable but very variable period
of muscular relaxation. During "this period, which does not usually
continue longer than two or three hours, although it may be moderately

prolonged, the muscles retain their mechanical and electric irritability,
and may be made to contract with some force by repeated blows from
the hand or by the application of the electric current. Rosenthal '

examined the electric irritability of the muscles and nerves of 20 bodies

dead from various causes, using the continuous and interrupted currents.

He found that the electric reaction of the muscles outlasts that of the

nerve-trunks, and is longest retained in the muscles farthest removed
from the cercbros]iinal axis. He 1)eli('yes and cites a striking case to

show that the loss of electric irritability in all the muscles is a very

positive sign of death, and in the absence of other reliable signs may
be of decisiye value in diagnosis.

The loss of electric reaction in a single muscle or group of muscles
cannot be accepted as evidence < f death, as this condition may be seen

during life in portions of the muscular system under a variety of cir-

cumstances. After complete muscular exhaustion the electric reaction

of some muscles may be largely or entirely suspended. Diseases of

the muscles, such as pseudohypertrophic paralysis, or of the brain, cord,
and peripheral neryes, may destroy electric excitability. Certain muscle

poisons, as tlie nitrites, may completely suspend muscular irritability.

Long-continued ex}>osure to cold at 28° to 38° F. suspends muscular

excitability, while the continued action of heat of 120° F. coagulates

myosin and destroys contractility.^
The degree of postmortem muscular irritability may be of much

assistance in determining the time of death. ]\Iuscular contractility is

commonly lost within three to six hours after death, and no case is

recorded in which it persisted twenty-four hours. Animus ^
states that

the diaphragm and tongue first lose their irritability ;
the facial muscles

retain this property for two to three hours
;
the extensors of the limbs

1 Jonrnnl of Anaiomy and Physiology^ Nov., 1872.
2 Kichardson's Croonian Lectm-es, 1873. =* Le Mouvement Med., Feb., 1873.
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for four hours
;
the muscles of the trunk for five to six

; and the muscles

of the abdominal wall some time longer.

According to Xyster, tlie loss of nuiscular irrital)iHty occurs in the

following order—left ventricle, intestines, stomach, bladder, right ven-

tricle, esophagus, iris, muscles of trunk, muscles of up])er and lower

extremities, and, lastly, the muscles of the heart. The cause and
manner of death atfect the persistence of mnscidar ii-ritabilitv, as

pointed out by Tidy from the observations conducted at La Charite,
where it was found that after death from peritonitis, nuiscular con-

tractility commonly disappeared in three hours
;

from phthisis and

carcinoma, in three to six hours
;
from cardiac disease and hemorrhage,

in nine hours
;
from paralysis, in twelve hours

;
and from pneumonia,

in ten to fifteen hours.

The possibility of spontaneous muscular movements during the

period of muscular irritability seems to be fiirly well attested. To
such spontaneous contraction may sometimes be referred the closing of

the lower jaw after death. Tidy
^

reports having observed movements
of pronation, supination, and flexion in a body dead seven hours, during
the cholera epidemic of 18(30. So far as he could judge, they were

absolutely spontaneous. Similar movements have been observed by
others after death from cholera and yellow fever, but in judging this

evidence it is to be remembered that rigor mortis ])roduces a shortening
of the muscle, with results sometimes identical with those of true con-

traction.

Rig'Or Mortis.—The period of muscular relaxation and contrac-

tility is commonly succeeded by a period of muscular rigidity, or rigor
mortis. This phenomenon is produced by the formation of myosin,

probably through the action of a ferment upon a hypothetic proteid,

mifosiiiOf/en (Kiihne). Of the properties of myosin, one is of S])ecial

importance here, namely, its capability of being transformed into

syntonin by the action of dilute acids. To this transformation, under
the influence of lactic acid, is probably due the disa]i]iearance of rigor
mortis as putrefiiction begins in the body, although it is probable that

the small quantity of pepsin found in nuiscle may also have a con-

sideralole part in dissolving myosin and causing the disappeanmce of

rigidity. After the loss of rigidity, peptones and other products of

gastric digestion are found in the substance of muscle (Neumeister).
In addition to mijofiin, which coagulates at 56° C. (132.8° F.),

muscle in a condition of rigor mortis contains another allied substojice,

mmcudn, coagulating at 47° C. (11(3,6° F.), to the formation of which
is due the rigidity produced when fresh muscle is heated to 47° C.

(116.6° F.) (Halliburton). Ordinary fresh healthy muscle is ncMitral in

reaction or has a slight tendency toward alkalinity. It becomes acid

during rigor mortis, from the development of lactic acid, and finally

alkaline, fnmi the develoj)ment of anunonia during decomposition

(Neumeister). Actively tetanized muscle becomes slightly acid in reac-

tion, and the total quantity of lactic acid finally produced in such a
^
Legal Medicine, i., p. 55.
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muscle is greater than usual. The reaction of heart muscle is slightly

acid (Kiihne, Yoit). The appearance of rigor mortis does not indicate

the death of a muscle, for it has been shown that if a current of

alkaline arterial blood be passed through a rigid muscle, it becomes

flaccid and capable of contraction under electric stimulus (Brown-

Sequard). The similarity in the chemical processes occurring in nuiscle

during contraction and during the formation of rigor mortis has been

j)ointed out by Hermann, who regards rigor mortis as only a modified

form of true contraction.

So far as is known, the phenomena of rigor mortis in inyoluntary

muscle are similar to those of voluntary muscle. The heart often

becomes rapidly rigid and of distinctly acid reaction. In the stomach

and uterus rigor has been observed, but in other situations it is difficult

to determine the condition of smooth muscle, and rigor has never been

satisfactorily demonstrated (Halliburton).
Period of Onset of Rigor Mortis.—From various observations it

appears that rigidity affects some groups of muscles usually within the

first two hours after death. Niederkorn found that in all of 113 cases

one or more joints became rigid within this period. In the heart, rigor

commonly appears at the end of the first hour, and the increased thick-

ness and firnmess thus resulting, especially if found at a time when

other muscles are flaccid, may lead to an incorrect diagnosis of cardiac

hypertrophy. Similarly, the rapid return of extreme flaccidity in this

organ may give the impression of cardiac atrophy or degeneration.
The difference in time required for the apjiearance of rigor mortis

in the various muscles probably depends upon some difference in their

chemical condition, the nature of which is undetei-mined. A numl)er

of established facts may be mentioned as indicating that the rapidity

of its onset is partly favored by a diminished alkalinity of the muscle

substance. The left ventricle, of which the reaction is slightly acid, is

usually the first muscle to become rigid. In a number of conditions

attended with great muscular activity, as overexertion, tetanus, strych-
nin poisoning, which diminish the alkalinity of muscle, death is very
soon followed by rigor.

Beginning, then, in one or more groups of muscles, rigor mortis is

usually complete or reaches its height in one to two hours after its onset.

In two of Xiederkorn's cases it was complete in two hours after death.

Riscor mav, however, be very lona; delayed or may be so sliaht as to

escape notice. A slow onset of rigidity may be expected after death

in conditions of full muscular vigor, as by apoplexy or by injuries to

the brain or medulla. The bodies of decajiitated criminals have been

known to remain limp for several hours, death from hemorrhage being,

perhaps, the commonest cause of delayed rigor. Amputated limbs

usually remain flaccid for many hours. After death from asphyxia,

especially of new-born infants, rigor is often long delayed and of

diminished intensity. Rigidity is delayed in death from acute irritant

poisons, but a rapid onset is favored in poisoning by quinin, caffein,

digitalis, veratrin, hydrocyanic acid, ether, chloroform, and small doses
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of strvclniin. As cold jirevents the action of tlic niyosin-producing fer-

ment, rin'oi" is of late occurrence after tleath from tiiis cause.

A rapid onset of rigor mortis, which is of rather greater medicolegal
interest than its delayed appearance, may be expected, generally, in

conditions marked by great muscular exhaustion. For the fullest pro-
duction of rigidity, however, a ])owerfu.l muscular system is required.

As myosin and musculin coagulate at o(i° and 47° C. respectively, a

high temperature at death naturally favors the proni]it onset of rigidity.

Apart from the very early or imnuHliate rigidity of a single muscle, as

of the heart, eyelids, and face, which may considerably ])recede a similar

change throughout the body, general muscular rigidity sets in early

after death from long-continued fevers, pulmonary tubercidosis, cholera,

hvdrophol)ia, and poisoning by large doses of strychnin. Com[)lete
rio-iditv has often been noted vhile the body was still warm. Brown-

Seqnard reports a case of beginning rigor while the heart was still

beating, at death from typhoid fever. Stiffenmg of the eyelids not

infrequently occurs while the heart's action continues (Guy). The

instantaneous onset of rigor mortis occurs so frequently after sudden

deatii during violent muscular exertion, and the immediate fixation of

the body in the exact attitude and expression at the moment of death

has been so life-like, that many remarkable instances of this sort have

become matters of common reference. It is reported that at tlie battle

of Antietam Creek the bodies of some Union soldiers killed in the

exhaustino; charge near the bridoe were found rigidlv set in the act of

climbing an obstructing fence, or crouched behind the fence in the act

of firing, while the intense excitement of the charge was plamly visible

in the fixed expression of the face. A startling incident of the charge
at Balaklava is recorded by Ogston :

"
Captain Nolan, while riding in

advance of the cavalry, had his chest torn open by a Russian shell.

The arm he was waving in the air at the moment remained high

uplifted, and he retained his seat on his horse, which wheeled around

and passed some distance through the ranks before the rider fell."

The instantaneous onset of rigor mortis has often given decisive

evidence of the manner and circnmstances of death. It has at times

been possible, in this way, to determine the existence of fear or other

violent emotion at the time of death. The position of the body has

often indicated that a violent struggle occurred before death, and even

gives evidence of the exact nature of this strngtrle, as after death during
criminal assault. Articles grasped in the hands at the moment of death

prove of extreme importance in deciding upon the circumstances of the

death. Portions of the hair and clothing of the murderer have been

found in the hands of the victim. Weapons _^/-»(/y grasped in the hand,

as is possible only when rigidity supervenes instantly, have indicated

snicide or self-defense, according to the position of the wea])on ; and, on

the other hand, weapons ]nn-])osely but loosely and awk\vardly placed

in the hand of the victim by the assailant liave correctly indicated a

murderous assault. After poisoning the vial containing the drug has

been found firmly grasped in the hand of the suicide. Bodies recovered
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from the water have brought with them, clutched in the fingers, wheels

and mud from the bottom, showing that death occurred in the water

and not on the land. The position of the body with reference to the

surfice on which it lies may be an important consideration. When
rigor mortis occurs while the body is sitting upright in a chair, or

crowded into a confined space or corner, or lying on rough ground, the

shape of the limbs, buttocks, and trunk will be accurately apj)lied to

the contiguous objects. It may thus be possible to determine whether
a body has been moved after rigor mortis has set in.

Rigidity has been observed to follow immediately upon muscular

spasm occurring in life, and has been noted especially in death from

tetanus and strychnin poisoning. Falk^ has shown experimentally that

tonic muscular spasm in rabbits may be jJrolonged for a short time after

death and be followed without interruption by true rigor mortis. The
theoretic interest of these experiments lies m the demonstration that

muscular contraction of purely nervous origin may pass indistinguish-

ably into postmortem rigidity, which results from a chemical process

entirely independent of nervous influence.

Practically, the question arises with reference to the cases of instan-

taneous rigor mortis seen on the battle-field and elsewhere, whether
tonic muscular contraction does not continue in these cases some time

after death, while the true rigor mortis supervenes, not instantly, but

after tlie lapse of some seconds or minutes.

The order in which the muscles are aflFeeted by rigor mortis has been

variously stated by the older authorities—Nysten, Larcher, Casjiar, and
Niederkorn. These older conclusions are somew^hat altered by Ogston
and Tidy, both of whom give the following order of involvement : The

eyelids are first affected, then the muscles of the lower jaw, followed by
the remaining flaccid muscles. The lower limbs are next involved, but

both upper and lower extremities frequently become rigid simultaneously.
The disappearance of rigor mortis ])roceeds in the order of its onset,

and it may be stated as a very reliable rule that the earlier its onset,

the more rapid is its disappearance. After death from exhausting dis-

eases, in subjects of poor muscular development, rigidity may, therefore,
be expected to appear promptly and disappear early, and may at times

escape observation. In old age rigidity is usually well marked and

persistent ;
in adults it is rather less prominent in proportion to the

muscular development ;
but in infancy pronounced- rigidity is observed

even after death from asphyxia.
It cannot be said that there is any fixed period of the usual continu-

ance of rigor mortis, and it is only from a study of all the circumstances

of an individual case that any opinion can be given as to its prol)able
duration. Taylor gives the usual period as sixteen to twenty-four
hours

; Ogston, twenty-four to thirty-six hours
; Tidy, twenty-four to

thirty-six hours in summer, thirty-six to forty-eight hours in winter.

Under fiivorable circumstances, as after death by hanging or decapita-

tion, bodies have remained rigid until the eighth day. Kussmaul states

1 Berliner kUnische Wochenschrift, 1893, S. 880.
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that after sudden death in muscular subjects rigidity often persists for

two weeks or longer.

Changes in the Blood and Vessels.—Many of the alterations

found in the blood at postmortem are the result ot" ])rocesses occurring
in the last hours or moments of life, and it is often dillicult to dis-

tinguish all vital from postmortem blood changes. According to

Schmidt, the eoaguhdhm of flic blood is etfectetl by the action of a

fibrin ferment, derived ])rincii»ally from the leukocytes, ujxm para-

globulin, the iibrinoplastic substance of the plasma. ^\ lien the heart's

action is gradually enfeebled and other conditions are favorable, parietal
thrombi frequently form in the slowly moving blood of tlie heart

chambers. These thrombi are found closelv adherent to the heart-wall

or extending into adjoining vessels, and on section are found to be com-

posed of fibrin and leukocytes, with a slight admixture of red cells.

They are rather tough and elastic, and give evidence of having been sub-

jected to the heart's action. When the circulation has entirely ceased, the

blood settles in dependent vessels exactly as it does in the test-tulH>, the

red cells, being of greater specific gravity, settle to the l)ottoin, and

clear, translucent, jelly-like clots form in the supernatant fluid, in

which are suspended many leukocytes. These true postmortem clots

are found in the larger vessels, and usually only in the veins, in ^vhi('h

the blood collects after death, and they may be directly continuous with

the parietal thrombi. The position of the layers in ])()stmortem clots

indicates the position that the body has occupied at the time of the

coagulation of the blood.

The extent of coagulation will depend on the cause and manner of

death. According to Hoffman, the extent of coagulation stands in

direct relation to the length of the death struii:2:le. The fibrin ferment

being principally derived from the leukocytes, the presence of Mcll-

marked leukocytosis will favor extensive coagulation. The investiga-
tions of Corin ^

indicate that the extent of postmortem coagulation

depends, on the one hand, upon the amount of fibrinogen and fibrin

ferment in the blood, and, on the other hand, upon the action of a

principle, secreted by the vessel-walls, which inhibits the action of the

fibrin ferment. This inhibiting principle being abundant in the capil-

laries, the blood in small vessels commonly remains fluid after death.

The wide variations observed in the coagulation of blood after death

may be ])artly explained by a consideration of the foregoing factors.

The most extensive coagulation is observed after slow death from infec-

tious fevers attended with marked leukocytosis. The blood usually
remains fluid after death from asphyxia, from burns, and in poisoning

by opium, hydrocyanic acid, ])hosphorus, and carl)olic acid. After

death from diseases attended with anemia the blot clots feebly in ]>ro-

portion to the severity of the anemia. When large infusions of salt

solution have been used in the treatment of acute hemorrhage, the blood

is usually found entirely fluid after death.

The color of the blood durinfr the last moments of life becomes
^
Vierteljahresschinftfur gerichtliche Medicin^ v., S. 234.
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distinctly darker, from the reduction of oxyhemoglobin to hemoglobin,
a change which is ordinarily so complete that it is impossible to demon-
strate by the spectroscope any oxyhemoglobin in cadaveric blood from
which all air has been excluded (Hofiman). Various exceptions to

this rule are seen in the color of the blot>d after death by some poisons
which have a special action upon hemoglobin. The blood is of bright-
red color after death from burns, from cold, or from poisoning by car-

bonic oxids. It is dark brown after death from sulphuric acids
;

chocolate brown after poisoning by potassium chlorate
;
and usually

dark brown in phosphorus poisoning.
Postmortem hypostases are characteristic signs of death which

make their apj^earance sometimes within an hour, frequently within six

hours, and usually within twelve hours after death, in the form of dark-

red discolorations of the skin over dependent portions of the body.

They are produced by the distention with blood of the capillaries and
small veins of the rete viucosum, and their size and number depend
chiefly upon the quantity of blood in these small vessels at the time of

death (Zeigler). Capillaries being microscopic structures, the result of

their distention is a uniform discoloration of the affected area. Hypos-
tases are not formed where the capillaries have been enqitied by pres-
sure of the bedding, and the marks of clothing or constricting bands are

plainly indicated by bloodless streaks.

Hypostases occur not only in the skin, but may usually be found
in the serous surfaces over dependent portions of the internal viscera.

Over the jiosterior surfaces of the lungs they are almost invariably
found, and in this situation they may make their appearance very soon

after death. The cerebral and spinal pia is often markedly affected.

The wall of the gastro-intestinal tract is frequently discolored by post-
mortem settling of blood. This may be distinguished from inflamma-

tory changes by the absence, in the former case, of the discoloration at

the points where sharp bends of the canal have compressed the blood-

vessels. Discolorations of the serous surfaces of intestinal viscera are

more often to be referred to inflammatory ecchymoses than to simple

hypostasis, and it is manifestly important to avoid any confusion of

these conditions.

Postmortem lividities of an entirely different origin may arise,

usually at a somewhat later period, from the difl'usion of the coloring-
matter of the blood into the tissue surrounding tlie capillaries and larger
vessels. This form of lividity, in an extreme degree, produces the

bluish-red streaks arising from the diffusion of the blood-pigments from
the larger veins of the skin, and often marking out the entire network
of a large area of cutaneous veins. The stains first appear in isolated

patches, which gradually enlarge, coalesce, and finally may cover a

considerable portion of the skin. Combinations of both forms of lividity

probably occur Avith considerable frequence.
Both forms of postmortem lividity are to be distinguished from each

other and from ecchymoses and extravasations of blood that have
formed during life. The extravasation of blood usually produces an
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elevation of the cuticle, which never occurs in simple postmortem
lividitv. On section, the coai2:ulatc(l or fluid blood of an extravasation

lying in the meshes of the tissue can, as a rule, be ])artly displaced bv
continued pressure. When a cut is made through a simple hypostasis,
while the blood in the ca])illaries cannot be entirely dis])laced, pressure
will cause the blood to exude from the small veins in the form of fine

black points
—"

puncfa cruoifa" The lividitv produced by diifusion of

coloring-matter is entirely unaltered by pressure.
The extent of postmortem hypostasis is frequently proportionate to

the amount of fluid blood in the cadaver. It will therefore be less

after death from acnte infectious diseases, such as pneumonia, in which
a considerable volume of blood usually coagulates soon after death, and

greater after death from such causes as retard the coagulation of the

blood. But although hypostatic mottling is certainly diminished by
rapid coagulation of the blood in large vessels, it does not appear that

the formation of hypostases depends exclusively upon the length of

time that l)lood remains fluid. As the blood in ca[)illary vessels

remains fluid (Corin) and coagulation never involves the entire volume
of blood, there must always remain in the veins a considerable quan-
tity in a condition capable of gravitation to the dependent capillaries.
It is probable, therefore, that the activity of the cutaneous circula-

tion and the quantity of blood in the capillaries at the time of death.,

as stated by Zeigler, are the more important factors in the forma-

tion of hypostases. Further, the mottling of the skin usually ap[)ears
some hours later than the ordinary period of the coagulation of the

blood. Yet Corin ^ was able to increase the formation of postmortem
lividities in rabbits by injections of peptone, which diminishes the

coagulation of the blood.

As a positive sign of death the value of cutaneous lividity has been

variously regarded. There can be no doubt that extensive discolora-

tions, limited to dependent regions, is a positive and sometimes very

early proof of complete failure of circulation. According to Tidy and

Caspar, postmortem hypostases are invariably to be found in some ])art

of the body, even after death from hemorrhage, a statement denied I)y

Ogston. Their presence must be very constant but hardly invariable,
as indicated by the case recently reported by Chlumsky,^ in ^vhi<h an

entire absence of postmortem lividity was observed in the body of a

woman killed bv a crushine: blow on the skull and numerous stab

wounds, and thrown immediately into ice-cold water.

Extreme venous congestion of the skin, especially in circumscribed

areas, may occasionally simulate the real postmortem stasis, but may be

recognized by its distribution and complete displacement by pressure.
The ecchymoses produced bv frost-bite are sometimes difficult to dis-

tinguish from postmortem lividity, but the situation and outline of

these lesions will usually serve as a guide. Bruises of the skin inflicted

shortly before death may be distinguished by the usual injury of the

^ Arr/iives de Physiolofjie, 1892, No. 4.
*
Vierteljahresschrifi/iir gerichiliche Mediciti, x., sup., S. 22.
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epidermis, by the shape and size of the discolored area, which are

determined by the instrument used, and frequently by the slight eleva-

tion of the injured area due to the effusion of blood. Bruises inflicted

a few days before death usually show inflammatory reaction, hyperemia
about the edges, and characteristic changes of color in the effused blood.

In many hemorrhagic and infectious diseases petechial spots or large

ecchymoses appear in the skin, which can seldom be mistaken for post-
mortem lividity. Nor will the cutaneous ecchymoses sometimes

observed in hysteria and catalepsy lead to any great difficulty in diag-
nosis. In the last stages of some diseases associated with extreme

anemia death may be forestalled by the appearance of a multitude of

superficial petechise often resemblmg hypostases. In cases of suffoca-

tion, especially by carbonic oxid, discolored patches are sometimes seen

on the face, which may be difficult to distinguish from posttiiortem

lividity.

Putrefactive Changes in the Body.—The putrefactive proc-
esses that occur in the body after death are largely the result of

chemical processes initiated by and dependent upon the growth of

bacteria. The action of various unorganized ferments present in the

tissues has also considerable influence upon these processes, and fre-

quently the higher forms of animal life are active agents in the destruc-

tion of the tissues.

The very complex nature of these processes, the natural difficulties

in the way of a bacteriologic study of the cadaver, and the compara-
tive lack of practical value in the solution of such questions have pre-
vented any exhaustive studies in this field. The gastro-intestinal tract

always contains a large number of putrefactive bacteria, and the bhjod

and vessels serve as the natural cliannel for their dissemination through-
out the body. It has been shown by numerous researches that some

pathogenic and putrefactive species, such as bacillus coli communis and

bacillus proteus, may be carried to the internal viscera even before

death, especially when the fatal lesion includes some disturbance of the

gastro-intestinal tract (Welch, Neisser). The terminal septicemias of

many chronic or acute diseases also leave the body in a specially favor-

able condition for rapid decomposition.

Ottolenghi,^ in a study of the bacteriology of the blood of the

cadaver, found that forty-eight hours after death, with the body in a

state of beginning decomposition, the bacteria found in the heart's

blood were almost exclusively bacillus mesentericus vulgatus, bacillus

subtilis, and micrococcus albus liquefaciens. In stages of more
advanced decomposition in dogs and rabbits he found, in addition,

bacillus candicans, micrococcus candicans, luteus, and aurantiacus. The
fact that in different cases of sudden death, in a given stage of decom-

position, under definite conditions as to time and temperature, in the

blood of one and the same locality of the human cadaver, he found

invariably the same micro-organisms, led him to believe that bv further

investigations a true chronology of decomposition may be established.

*
Vierteljahresschriftfur gerichtliche Medicin, iv., sup., S. 9.
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However desirable such a result may be, it is not probal)le that even a

complete knowledge of the bacteriology of cadaveric decompo.-iti(»n

would ever materially sim[)lify a ])rocess which is partially dependent

upon the action of ciiemical solvents not related to bacterial growth,
and is largelv determined by accidental conditions, such as the state of

the tissues at deatli, the temperature of the aii-, and the character of the

surrounding medium.

Tlie bacillus aerogcnes capsulatus lias, according to the observations

of Welch and others, a very distinct intluence on the course of putre-

faction. If a rabbit is killed shortly aiter the injection of 1 c.c, (16

minims) of a bouillon culture of this germ, the bacilli develop very

rapidlv after death, with an al)nndant formation of gas in the blood-

vessels and organs, especially the liver. At temperatures of 18^ to

20° C. (04°-68° F.) the vessels, organs, and serous cavities may be

full of gas in eighteen to twenty-four hours, and at temperatures of

30° to 32° C. (8G°-90° F.), in four to six hours when 1 c.c. (16

minims) of a bouillon culture has been injected into the circidation

shortlv before death. It has been suggested by Welch and Xiittall

that in some of the cases in which death has been attributed to the

entrance of air into the veins the gas found at autopsy may not have

been atmospheric air, but may have been produced by this or other

similar organisms (Sternberg).
It is a noticeal)le fact in experience with the postmortem changes

referable to this germ that a large percentage of the cases indicate a

probable infection through ruptured l)lood-vessels. Hemorrhage—from

wounds, severe anemia, or postpartum
—was a chief or contributing

cause of death in 6 of 8 cases seen by the writer. From these

cases and from the full collection of reports reviewed by Welch '

it appears that an antemortem infection may often be distinguished from

the postmortem form. When the infection occurs before death, the

bacilli usuallv reach the general circulation verv eai'U-, and the minute

gas-bubbles and colonies of germs are found within a few hours after

death in nearly all the tissues. When the growth of the germ is

entirely postmortem, their dissemination is slower, and the larger

vessels only, especially about the site of the wound or hemorrhage, are

found to contain gas. Even in the latter case, however, the distribu-

tion of the germs is usually found to be wide-spread witliin eight or ten

hours after death. The gas produced is composed largely of hydrogen
and explodes readily.

Putrefactive Discoloration.— Among the earliest signs of

decomposition is the appearance of a greenish discoloration in the skin

of the umbilical and hypogastric or inguinal regions in bodies decom-

posing in the air, and of the midsternal region in bodies lying in the

water. This and the later changes in the color of the skin are princi-

pallv due to the disinteirration of hemoulol)in, which is soon dissolved

from the red blood-cells, diffused throughout the tissues, and variously

altered by the agents of decomposition. It is probable also that in

^Journal of Experimental Medicine, vol. i., No. 1.
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entirely bloodless tissue a green discoloration may result from the

decomposition of albuminous matter (Hoffman, Schrank).

Tlie^rs^ greenish discoloration is usually observed on the third day,
but when conditions are favorable for early putrefaction, it may appear
before the end of the second day. Ordinarily the greenish color

deepens and extends over the abdomen, so that by the fifth day the

whole of the abdominal parietes is variously mottled, and similar

patches are seen over the genitals, neck, back, and limbs. About this

time the vessels become turgid with the fluid and gaseous products of

decomposition, and the skin becomes tense and peculiarly mottled in

appearance. After the first urek the face is involved in the greenish

coloration, while the parts first affected have gradually darkened to a

reddish-brown tint, with occasional patches of dark purple. After the

second week the entire body is uniformly discolored, the more advanced

changes giving a dark-brown or black color, the less advanced stages

appearing greenish or purple. At any time during the first week the

gases of internal decomposition may force fluid blood into the superficial

vessels, producing a difluse bright-red color in the skin.

Putrefactive Gases.—Some of the most striking and peculiar

changes in the cadaver are caused by the development of the gaseous

products of decomposition in the gastro-intestinal tract, serous cavities,

blood-vessels, and tissue-spaces. According to Tidy, the gases formed
in the stomach during life are often inflammable and contain considerable

pure hydrogen, but very little sulj)hureted hydrogen, while postmortem
decomposition produces sulphureted hydrogen in abundance as well as

carbureted hydrogen, which is inflammable, and ammonia. After the

first week of decomposition the offensiveness of these gases and the

quantity of sulphureted hydrogen and ammonia gradually diminish,
while carbureted hydrogen, carbonic oxid, and nitrogen are relatively
increased and continue to be formed for months. When decomposition

begins in the blood, the carbonic dioxid disappears and other gases are

formed in this fluid (Falk).
The first effect produced by the development of gases is the disten=

lion of the cavities, hollow viscera, and tissues of the body. Cadavers

at this period are therefore considerably increased in size. The skin

becomes tense and elastic, and may crepitate under pressure. The
natural folds and ungae are obliterated, and the features are swollen and
soon become unrecognizable. The bodies of new-born infants, at this

time, have been mistaken for those of children a year old. Wherever
the loose subcutaneous tissue is abundant, the skin becomes extremely

distended, as in the scrotum, neck, groins, and axillae. The specific

gravity of the body is reduced, and cadavers lying under water usually
rise to the surface.

A second effect produced by the development of gases is the protru-
sion of viscera or their contents. From the fourth to the eighth day,
often earlier, the eyes usually become prominent, or may be forced well

out of the orbits. The softened brain may be forced out of the cranial

openings or along the cerebral openings or along the cerebral and jugular
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veins (Oi::st(»n),
The tongue is early distended by interstitial erases

and protrudes more or less from tiie mouth, an effeet probably due in

part to the distention of the thorax and neck. Frothy mucus is often

forced from the bronchi through the nostrils, a condition which may
sometimes be seen immediately after death from edema of the lungs.
The fluid contents of the stomach may be forced from the mouth or

mav settle in the bronchi, ^vhere the ])resence of stomach-contents ordi-

narily indicates death from inspired vomitus. Distention of the intes-

tines results in a protrusion of the abdomen, may force out the contents

of the stomach or bladder, and may cause the extrusion through the

anus of several inches of the sigmoid flexure.' It is ])robal)le that

gaseous distention is the cause of most of the cases of s])ontaneou3
movement of corpses demonstrated after l)m'ial. The postm<jrtem ex-

pulsion of the fetus is probably due also, in the majority of cases, to this

same cause.

As a common result of changes in the blood, vessels, and tissues of

the body in the earlier periods, and of gaseous distention at a later

stage, fluid effusions of consideral)le volume may occur in the serous

cavities or in the tissues. Much of this serous efi^iision undoubtedly

belongs to the period immediately succeeding death, when the effusions

are usually of clear fluid. Transudations of considerable volume are

not infrequently found at postmortem in cavities known to bo compara-

tively free one or two hours before death. At other times the effusions

occur only when decomposition and gaseous distention are present, in

which case the effusions are blood-stained and offensive. The perito-

neal, pleural, and pericardial cavities may contain considerable quanti-
ties of this decomposing fluid, which may usually be distinguished from

inflammatory exudates by the absence of pus and fibrin. Collections

of blood-stained fluid are often found in these situations in asphyxiated

infants, and when the onset of decomposition is ra]iid it may be very
difficult to determine the true origin of the fluid. When gaseous dis-

tention has become extreme, the fluid blood is forced into the capil-

laries under considerable pressure, and the tendency toward transuda-

tion is greatly increased. The effect of this displacement of the blood

in reddening the skin of decomposing cadavers has been mentioned.

Collections of fluid and gas in the tissues are formed either in the sub-

stance of the muscles, where they are produced in part by the solvent

action of lactic acid and digestive ferments, or in the intermuscular

septa or in the subcutaneous tissues. Blebs in the skin are most abun-

dantly ]n'oduced in macerated bodies, esjjccially those of still-born infants,

in Avhich the writer has seen them extensively developed in twenty-four
hours. In the solid viscera the production of the gases and fluids of

decomposition keeps pace with the ]n'ocess in other tissues, being most

abundant in the liver and kidneys.
Putrefactive Changes in the Blood.—Of ]>ostmortem changes

in the morphology of the blood little is definitely known. At the

beginning of decomposition, or, under many conditions, much sooner,
1
Harris, Hamilton, Legal Medicine^ i., p. 100.
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the red cells lose their hemoglobin, which diffuses through the blood-

vessels, saturates the tissues, and is finally disintegrated, producing the

various color changes noted iu the skin. Within a period of two to

three months ' the blood loses its capacity to form hemin crystals, while

the final destination of the iron contained in the blood-pigment is seen

in the black discoloration of the skin and occasionally of the bones of

cadavers exhumed years after burial. At the beginning of decomposi-
tion carbonic dioxid disappears from the blood (Falk). The clots in

the blood-vessels are early dissolved. As to the exact process here

concerned, Falk ^
states that a peptonization of the fibrin cannot be

proved, but that the fibrin is first transformed into globulin and then

dissolved by a process as yet undetermined. After losing their hemo-

globin, the red cells become shriveled and are finally reduced to a

granular detritus. They resist decomposition longer than the Avhite

cells. At an early stage of decomposition the nuclei of the leukocytes

stain very faintly, the neutrophile granules disappear, and the cell-body
becomes fragmented and disappears.

Changes in the Viscera.—The effects of decomposition are

seen in the changes in color and consistency, and in the obliteration of

structural detail in the viscera,, which are also the only means of judging

grossly of the effects of vital inflammatory changes. The separation
between postmortem and inflammatory changes in the viscera not only

passes beyond the scope of gross pathology, but remains to-day one of

the chief objects of microscopic investigation. It is, therefore, possible
in this connection to give only the barest outline of the signs by which

may be distinguished the early efl'ects of visceral decomposition.
It is commonly stated that putrefactive softemng affects an entire

viscus, while vital softening is less general, a useful rule to which there

is the exception that acute degeneration in a viscus, as in acute yellow

atrophy of the liver, usually produces a uniform diminution in the con-

sistence of an organ that is rather less marked than the putrefactive

change. Putrefactive discoloration of viscera is more readily distin-

guished from inflammatory change by the diffuse nature of the stain in

the one case, and the irregular effects of arterial and venous hyperemia
in the other. Purulent and fibrinous exudates are never of putrefactive

origin, l)ut effusions of serum may occur after death
;

l)ut when the

latter result from decomposition, or any of them are mixed with the

products of decomposition, they are deeply blood-stained and fetid. The
obliteration of structural detail is effected very early by decomposition,
but is rarely so extensive when resulting from inflammation or vital

processes. In general, in distinguishing lietween vital and putrefactive

changes, it is essential to consider the probable condition of the viscera

as determined by the cause of death and the circumstances affecting

decomposition.
The length of time that the various organs resist decomposition

differs widely, being dependent on the density and blood content of the

1
Misuraca, Vi'rchou-'f< Jahrrshn-ir/if, 1889, i., 8. 488.

^
VierteljahressdiriftfurgerichtlicheMedicin, 1889, S. 272.
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tissue, and upon the ease \vith which they may he reached hv tlic air or

penetrated by bacteria or dissolving ferments. The viscera wliich early
show the effects of decomposition arc the gastro-intestinal tract, the

liver, the spleen, and the brain.

The stomach is specially liable to suffer from postmortem and putre-
factive chauires on account of its usual content of fermentinir food, diires-

tive ferments, and bacteria, and its considerable blood supj)ly. It is usual

to find the gastric mucosa entirely unfit for microscopic examination at

periods when the other viscera are in good preservation. The self-

digestion of the stomach is favored by the presence of active digestion
at the time of death. A few hours after death the mucous membrane

may have a smooth, glazed appearance from destruction of the super-
ficial tubules, and from this surface the blood may be squeezed out of
the open vessels. Complete perforation of the stomach may then result

before any other viscera shows signs of putrefiiction, as recorded by
\A'ibert ^ in a case of triple perforation of the stomach and diaphragm,
the pleural cavity containing fluid food, ^\ithout signs of inflammation
in the pleura, and without evidence of putrefaction in any other viscus.

The ordinary process of putrefaction begins to affect the stomach usu-

ally between the third and the eighth day, but may begin nuich earlier.

The writer has seen the entire stomach of an infant darkly discolored

and much softened six hours after birth and twcnty-fi)ur hours after

death in ufero.

Beginning usually at the site of postmortem lividities and involving
the entire wall of the stomach, dark-red or green discolorations a])pear,

gradually enlarge, most rapidly along the course of the vessels of the

greater curvature, and coalesce over the whole surface of the organ,
which is by this time much softened or perforated. Perforations and
areas of necrosis due to irritant poisons may usually be recognized for

considerable periods, by evidences of inflammation and by the location,

color, and depth of the necrotic tissue. Some poisons, such as arsenic,

may occasionally act as preservative agents on the stomach, in which
case the original condition of the organ may be determined three or- four

weeks after death. It is important to remember that the stomach
shortlv after death mav l)e found intenselv reddened from arterial

hyperemia, or darkly discolf)red from venous congestion, or variously
stained l)y bile, or its wall doul^led in thickness from edema.

The intestines are changed by decomposition in much the same way
as the stomach, l)ut less rapidly, and they are much less subject to self-

digestion. The esopliagus is a very resistant structure, recognizable after

the stomach and intestines have become disintegrated. The mesentery,
also, frequently j)ersists after the intestines have been destroyetl.

The Liver.—The first effects of decomposition apjiear so early in

this viscus that the reduced consistence of the flal)l)y "summer liver"

is the usual condition of the organ found during warm weather, at

autopsies conducted from twelve to twenty-four hours after death. Of
the internal organs, the liver is usually the first to develop the gases of

^ Annates de Hygiene, 1801, p. 82.
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decomposition, which may render it emphysematous at the end of thirty-
six hours, or much earlier when the baciUus aerogenes capsulatus is

multiplying abundantly. Later, the usual greenish discoloration appears
on the convex surface, gradually deepens and extends until the organ
becomes uniformly black. One to two months or more are usually

required to reduce this viscus to a puify, structureless mass. The gall=

bladder is rather more resistant than the liver, but bile-pigments may
early and extensively diffuse through the adjacent tissue. The spleen,

when swollen and hyperemic at death, decomposes rapidly, but when
firm and comparatively bloodless, may long resist putrefaction.

The brain begins to decompose in the basal ganglia and dependent

portions, where fluids naturally gravitate, and in the course of two or

three weeks usually becomes nearly diffluent. Structural details have,

however, been recognized after some months. In infants the brain very

rapidly becomes softened, owing to its original soft condition, the readier

access of air, and the frequency of effusions of blood and serum into the

pia. It may be difficult to distinguish the " hortensia reddening
" of

acute encephalitis (Virchow) from postmortem discoloration.

The trachea and larynx are the first internal structures to show the

discoloration resulting from putrefaction. In from three to eight days
the nuicous membrane of the larynx and adjoining portion of the

trachea are found of a reddish-brown or dark-green color.

The remaining viscera are less easily changed by decomposition.
The heart and large blood=vessels, in the absence of extensive

pathologic changes, prove very resistant structures, and lesions, such as

pericarditis, have been demonstrated at a period when other organs
were far advanced in decomposition.

The lungs are usually partially preserved, and pathologic lesions

are demonstrable in them, longer than with more cellular viscera, but

the period of their preservation varies greatly. Tidy refers to two

cases in which the lungs of children, after seven months' burial in a

dry soil, jvere more decomposed than any other viscera, some of which

may have been preserved by the presence of arsenic. In bodies sub-

merged in water, at the end of the first month the lungs are usually

very emphysematous and completely overlie the heart. Isolated bullse

appear in the pleura as decomposition begins. After three and a half

mouths the lungs are collapsed and the pleural cavities contain reddish

serum (Devergie). The diaphragm is usually distinguishable after six

months.

The kidney, if normal or sclerosed, resists decomposition longer than

the liver, but if acutely inflamed at death, its structural details are

obliterated very rapidly.
The bladder, if contracted and empty, is one of the most resistant

structures, but decomposes rapidly if it has been distended and inflamed.

Some importance attaches to the fiict that in the early stages of decom-

position of its mucous membrane there is usually an albuminous exudate

into the urine, ])ro(lucing a postmortem albuminuria, demonstrable in

most cases within forty-eight hours after death.
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The uterus has repeatedly been found in a state of fair preservation
when all other viscera were indistin^uishahle. Its persistence is ratlier

less uniform in children, but in adults not only the sex of the body, but

the question of a recent pregnancy, has been determined after long

periods, when the skull and long bones were extensively bared and the

ligaments separating.
Conditions Influencing Putrefaction.—Temperature.—Ijac-

terial growth and putrefactive processes are arrested by temperatures

approaching the freezing-point or considerably below the boiling-point.
The most favorable temperature is between 70° and 100° F., and varia-

tions above or below these limits very promptly affect the progress of

decomjiosition in the recently dead body.
Moisture.—Complete dryness arrests bacterial growth, while putre-

factive species are most active in very fluid media, it has been shown
that the denser a viscus, the less rapid is its decomposition. Edematous
or inflamed tissues putrefy early. Bodies that have lain in water and
are subsequently exposed to the air decompose with extreme rapiditv,

although continued submersion, by the exclusion of air, delays putre-
faction. Ordinarily, the tissues contain sufficient moisture for raj)id

decomposition, but it has been shown l)y Dupont^ that bodies exposed
to the air lose moisture and weight at the rate of 7.7 grams (120 grains)

per kilo each day. With other conditions unfavorable for putrefaction
the body may become so desiccated that decomposition ceases. In-

stances of decomposition thus arrested are seen in the long preservation
of the bo<lie3 of travelers in the Sahara desert. The excessive heat of

the sun, aided by a very dry atmosphere, has here a distinct preservative
influence. It will generally be fnmd that moisture is more imjmrtant
for decomposition than either heat or air, and that slight variations

in this factor have a controlling effect on the rapidity of putrefactive

processes. It has often been observed that moist air, even if cold, is

more favorable to decomposition than a warm but dry atmosphere.
The access of air }>romotes ])utrefaction by carrying moisture, l)ac-

teria, and oxygen to the cadaver. Of all gases, decomposition proceeds
most rapidly in oxygen, especially when it is mixed with nitrogen, as in

the air, and the comparative absence of oxygen greatly retards decom-

position. For this reason deep burial in the earth or water, the use of

leaden coffins, or saturation of the air with turpentine, which absorbs

oxygen, insures a temporary preservation of the body. INIoist, hot, and

stagnant air is the most favorable medium for decomposition.
Time and Place of Interment.—Bodies lying in the air for some

time not only suflcr from the action of oxygen, but attract the micro-

organisms and insects of the air, so that decomjiosition is hastened and
its character permanently established. Ortila states that in stmnner a

body exposed for five or six days before burial undergoes in a month as

much change as it would have suffered at the end of seven months had
it been interred at onc'e. Burial in a shallow grave, without clothing
or coffin, does not exclude oxygen or the bacteria of the soil, and decom-

1 Vi)-chow's Jahresbericht, 1891, i., S. 510.
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position is therefore rapid. The most favorable soil for decomposition
is a moist, porous loam, moldy or impregnated with animal or vegetable
matter. The occurrence of adipocere, however, is favored by these con-

ditions, the formation of which completely transforms the usual course

of putrefaction. The most favorable soil for the preservation of the

body is sand, gravel, or clay, in which moisture is deficient and the

desiccation of the body rapid. In such a soil, in a deep grave, and
in a hermetically sealed leaden coffin, the body may long remain

in remarkably good preservation. Reinhard ^ examined many bodies

exhumed in Saxony, and found that in sand or gravel the destruction

of the soft parts, in children, was complete in four years ;
in adults, in

seven years. In clay the process was somewhat slower. Most remark-

able is the preservation of bodies buried in peat-bogs, from which

cadavers have been recovered in an excellent state of preservation after

the lapse of a century.^

Age and Sex.—Under similar conditions the bodies of children de-

compose more rapidly than tho§e of adults. Corpulent bodies decom-

pose more rapidly than the lean and emaciated. There is no evidence

to show that the process of decomposition does not proceed with equal

rapidity in both males and females
; any difference that might be noted

depending upon accidental circumstances and not upon the sex. The
female body usually containing more adipose tissue, is more readily
converted into adipocere.

The cause of death and the condition of the body at death have

a very prominent influence upon the course of decomposition. Some
of the factors here concerned have already been mentioned. Any dis-

ease which leaves the tissues inflamed, edematous, degenerated, or,

as is often the case, infected with bacteria, will be followed by rapid

decomposition. Such are the acute infectious diseases and chronic dis-

ease terminating in dropsy or septicemia. The most rapid progress of

decom])osition in the writer's experience was noted in the body of a

woman dying from postpartum hemorrhage after treatment by large in-

fusions of salt solution. When sudden death occurs in the absence of

fever, infection, or edema, and when chronic diseases terminate with

emaciation and anemia, the conditions are less favorable for bacterial

growth, and putrefaction is less rapid. The presence of certain poisons
in the body which act as antiseptics may interfere with bacterial growth
and retard putrefactive changes. Instances of this sort have been seen

after death from arsenic, antimony, clilorid of zinc, phosphorus, and

some other mineral poisons, and, according to Devergie, after poisoning

by chloroform, strvchnin, and carl^onic oxid.

Cadaveric Changes in Bodies ^Embalmed.—The progress
of postmortem decomposition may be arrested permanently by the in-

travenous injection of the embalming fluids used by undertakers.

When the fluids are injected very soon after death, as usually occurs,

decomposition may be entirely prevented and tlie tissues may be found

in excellent preservation for months, and proljably years, after burial.

1 British Medical Journal, 1883, p. 267. *
Lancet, 1873, p. 817.
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The arrest of decomposition does not, however, interfere with the effects

of (lesifcatioii, a process which may k'ad, after tlic lapse of years, to the

complete mummilication of the corpse. \\ hen the work of the embalmer
has been thoroughly done, one may expect to find that the only changes
in the internal viscera of the embalmed and })roperly buried corpse are

those of de-siccatioit, while the degree of these changes will depend upon
the period that has elapsed since death and the character of the sur-

rounding soil. The ravages of insects and bacteria under these circum-

stances appear to be confined to the skin, the eyes, and the more acces-

sible mucous membranes.

The followino; abstract from the notes of a case in which the autopsy was

performed six months after deatli will serve for illustration. Tlie body of a cliild

five years of age had been embalmed by the intravenous injection of preserving
fluids, and buried in a dry gravel, in a wooden casket, surrounded by a casing-
box of pine. The outer box was fcnuid quite dry, the casket was moist, but no
molds were seen inside or out. Running from the foot of the casket was a blood-

stained line which had soiled the coverings of the casket and the bottom of the
box. The internal coverings were moist, the clothing of the cadaver much
decayed, especially over and tinder the trunk.

Covering the clothing and the skin of the entire l>ody was a thic-k layer of
brownish dust in which were many small white insects, the size of a pinhead,
and their small oval eggs. This dust, composed of the insect excreta, had pro-
duced a brownish discoloration of the skin, especially of the face, which was

nearly black.

The body ivas rigid, the skin mucli desiccated, and over the fingers almost
hornified. Nails and hair were firm. Teeth very loose. The orbits contained

only a little black semifluid matter, but the lids and lashes were intact. The
cheeks, chin, nose, and features were apparently natural and not shrunken.

Internal Examination.—The tissues of the neck were moister than else-

where, and on the right side the tissues were evidently edematous. The lym])h-
nodes in both sides of the neck were much swollen. The tissues of the posterior

pharyngeal wall were very dark, but not necrotic, and at one point a small

ragged opening was noticed. Behind the right tonsil was a large ragged cavity,

partly empty, but containing in its deepest portions some bright red clotted and
fluid blood. In the internal carotid artery was found an irregular opening com-

municating freely with the above cavity, the cause of death having been hemor-

rhage from this vessel.

The tonsils showed numerous deep excavations from a previous croupous
inflammation, but no ulceration or necrosis. The mucous memljrane of the nares
was in an advanced stage of decomposition, the periosteum was loose, and the
vomer free from its articulations. The lungs were very firm, the pleura desic-

cated and shiny. In the pleural cavities were four ounces of yellowish, trans-

parent fluid. Niunerous lobules were sharply marked off by their dark-red color,
due to inspired blood. Heart.—Hard, tightly contracted. Right side con-
tained a dark clot; left side entirely empty. Liver.—Much desiccated super-
ficially and very firm; color light leaden; jnarkings indistinguishable. Gall-
bladder was contracted, empty. Spleen.—^Moderately enlarged, capsule smooth,
iiard, and dry; section dark gray; Malpighian bodies light gray and distinct.

Kidneys were very firm, dry; markings regular and distinct. Esophagus was
contracted and extremely hard. Stomach was tightly contracted, firm, mucous
membrane perfectly preserved and thrown into prominent rnga^; contents a little

semifluid brownish matter. Intestines.—Periosteum shiny, dry, ligiU-colored,
like ])aper, mucous membrane intact. The large arteries were hard, dry,

shrunken; the veins, firm, containing a little clotted blood, in places decol-

orized and gelatinous.
Microscopic examination showed all the tissues examined, except .some of

the swollen cervical nodes and the hepatic cells, to be very well preserved.
Colonies of cocci were demonstrated in the wall of the abscess.
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From this case it appears that 'wherever the preserving fluid was

carried by the blood-vessels decomposition was completely arrested.

The single exception was the liver, M'hile the destruction of the eyes

may be referred to the imperfect access of fluid to these organs. The

ravages of tlie insects were entirel}' superficial to the epidermis, a fact

which suggests that if the skin had been treated with some irritant

antiseptic, such as corrosive sublimate, the discoloration resulting from

the excreta of the insects might have been avoided. The insects

belonged to tlie species Tyrogliphus, and promptly^ perished upon

exposure to dry air.

Unfortunately, the methods of embalming used by undertakers are

by no means uniform. The variety of preserving fluids on the market

is considerable, and their action is not always reliable. In many local-

ities the operator is content to inject a little of the fluid into the

serous cavities instead of into the blood-vessels, in which case it is

impossible for any of the viscera to become thoroughly impregnated,
while the muscular and nervous systems remain entirely unaflected. It

is not to be supposed, therefore, that in every case in which the body is

said to have been embalmed the state of jn-eservation will be found as

perfect as in the case descril)ed.

The Course of Putrefaction in Water.—The process of

decomposition in water is more uniform than in air, but is subject to

wide variations. Submersion m shallow, warm, and stagnant fresh

water retards putrefaction little or not at all, while after deep submer-

sion in cold salt water bodies have been ftumd Avell preserved after

many years. Hoenig^ reports the recovery of several Mell-preserved
bodies that had been thrown into a salt well after the battle of Salzburg,

forty-one years before. About the fourteenth day, or earlier in summer,
and after six weeks in winter, the development of gas usually brings
the body to the surface, where it decomposes more rapidly. It may
then sink and rise a second or a third time, as determmed by the

volume of confined gases.
The observations of Devergie at the Paris morgue on the course of

putrefaction in submerged bodies are widely quoted, and are claimed by
this investigator to offer reliable data from which to calculate the length
of time that bodies have remained in the water. The following

descriptions a])ply to bodies submerged during cold weather and in

fresh Avater. In warm weather the course of decomposition was found

to be more irregular and very much more rapid.

During the first four or five days rigidity may persist. The skin of the

tips and sides of the lingers is whitened.
At the end of one week rigor mortis is absent, the palms of the hands and

soles of the feet are whitened. The skin of the face is softened and slightly
bleached.

From the seventh to the twelfth day the backs of the hands and the face are

bleached.
At the end of two weeks the face is swollen and shows a few red spots.

There is a greenish discoloration over the midsternal region. Except on the

dorsum of the feet the skin of both hands and feet is white and .slightly wrinkled.

1 Berliner klinische Wochenschrift, 1890, p. 1212.
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One month: Tlie face is swollen and reddish brown in color; the eyelids,

lips, and mck are green. The front of the chest |>rescnls a s|)ot six inches in

diameter, brown in the center and greenish at the edges. The skin is much
wrinkled. The scrotum and penis are distended by gas. The lungs are very

emphysematous.
Two months: The face is extremely swollen and brown. The skin of the

abdomen and limbs remains natural
;
elsewhere it is variously discolored and

often detached. The nails and hair may easily be detached. The veins are

empty of blood and filled with gas. The right ventricle, if previously gorged with

blood, is of jet-bhifk color.

Two and one=half months : The skin is everywhere discolored, and with

the hair and tinger-nails comj)letely detached. The abdomen is much distended.

The cheeks, chin, axilhe, breasts, and inner parts of the thighs may be partly
converted into adipocere.

Three and one=half months : The features are largely destroyed, and recog-
nition is impossible. The skin of the hands and feet and in many other .spots

has disappeared. The lungs have collapsed, and the ])leural cavities contain

reddish fluid. The face, upper part of neck, and axilke may be partly saponified.
Four and one=half months : The skull is bare, and the skin of the face,

neck, iiud inner parts of thighs is destroyed or saponified and incrusted with cal-

careous salts. The anterior ])ortions of the brain may show traces of adipocere.
After four and one=half months it becomes impossible to follow accurately

the stages of iK'eom}iosition.

Calculation of the Time of Death from the State of the
Cadaver.—It will readily be seen from the great variety of conditiou.s

thus far detailed as markedly aifeeting the rate of putrefactive changes
that the difficulties in the way of determuiing the time of d(>atli from

the examination of the dead body are always very great and often in-

surmountable. Even during the tirst few hours after deatli a consid-

eration of the internal temjierature, which is the most reliable guide,

gives very imperfect data. At later periods the stage of decomposition
in ^\ hich the body is found is much less definite evidence of the time

that has elapsed since death. The greatest reliance may l)e placed, as

claimed by Devergie, on the uniformity of putrefactive changes in bodies

immersed in cold water. Under other conditions, while decomposition
in the majority of cases follows the chronologic order of Caspar, given

elscAvhere, entirely contradictory results are frequent. Nearly all ob-

servers are therefore agreed that it is usually impossil^le and unwise

to attempt to calculate, even within wide limits, the time of deatli

from the stage of decomposition in the cadaver.

The following reports will serve to emphasize tlie wi.-dom of this

conclusion. Caspar once examined the bodies of 14 soldiers, of the

same ag-e, liviup; under the same conditions, dving at tiie same time bv

ffunshot wounds durinsr the cold weatlier of ^larch, and Iviuir in the

same dead-house for two days, and yet in no 2 cases did lie find similar

signs of putrefaction. The same author refers to the instance of an old

couple, between fifty and sixty years of age, whose bodies were dis-

covered, four days after death from carbonic oxid poisoning, in the month
of November. In the body of the man, who was thin, the skiy of the

abdomen and back w^as green, and the mucous membrane of the trachea

was brownish red and fetid, wdiile the body of the woman, who was

very fat, showed no traces of decomposition. Tidy has collected

numerous cases showmg that advanced putrefaction may be found as
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early as eight hours after death, or its onset may be delayed several

days. His cases show equally well that the soft parts may be destroyed
within a year, or remain well preserved for many years.

There remains, however, a large class of cases in which the course

of putrefactive changes is more gradual and uniform. From prolonged
observations on bodies exposed to the air or buried in the ordinary

manner, conditions in which he believes decomposition to proceed with

about equal rapidity, Caspar has prepared the following series of

descriptions, by which may be drawn inferences as to the time of death :

One to three days : A greenish discoloration appears in the skin at the

center of the abdomen. The eyeballs are distinctly softened.

Three to five days : The greenish discoloration of the abdomen has deep-
ened and extended to other parts of the body, spreading in the following order :

groins, genitals, breast, face, neck, upper and lower limbs.

Eight to ten days : The superficial discoloration has become more intense,
and in the areas first affected there may be a slight reddish or brownish tinge.
The blood-pigment has extensively diftused through the walls of the cutaneous

veins, plainly outlining their course in dark-red streaks, which later coalesce,

producing a peculiar marbled appearance. Gaseous decomposition has begun in

the tissues, viscera, and cavities, and the abdomen is distended, the face swollen,
and the skin everywhere puffy. The cornea has sunken and is concave. The
sphincter ani is relaxed.

Two to three weeks: The skin is everywhere discolored with green, brown,
or black patches. The epidermis is detached in places or is raised into blebs,
filled with reddish fluid. The hair and nails are readily separated. The body is

uniformly swollen from gaseous distention. The eyelids, lips, nose, and cheeks
are so swollen and discolored that the features are unrecognizable.

Four to six months : The decomposed walls of thorax and abdomen are

ruptured, and the viscera are partially extruded or exposed. The sutures of the

skull are loosened. The ligamentous attachments are loosened, and the long
bones separate at the joints. The viscera are reduced to ill-defined pulpy
masses.

At more advanced ])eriods the stages of decomposition hardly admit even of

this general description.

During the second year the soft tissues of the body usually become dry,

shrunken, and brown or black. At almost any period after a few months, most

frequently after the first year, hard white crystalline deposits of phosphate of

lime may be found on the mucous membrane of the stomach or on the surfaces

of other soft viscera. Under favorable circumstances nearly the whole body may
be saponified.

After four years it is seldom possible to distinguish the separate viscera.

After seven to ten years the soft parts have usually disappeared. Finally, the

long bones only may remain, the short and flat bones, the base of the skull, and
vertebrae having crumbled into powder. The bones of bodies buried in peat-bogs
have been found to be entirely dissolved, while the soft parts remained in a good
state of preservation. The hair, bones, and especially the teeth are the most

nearly indestructible portions of the body.

The ^Entomology of the Cadaver.—During the past decade

and earlier there have been recorded a considerable number of observa-

tions on the fauna of graves, and the facts elicited have given increased

interest and importance to the sttidy of the higher forms of animal life

supported by the cadaver.

Among the earliest forms of animal life to be found upon the unpro-
tected dead bodv must be reckoned the maffffots which sometimes make
their appearance a few hours after death. The summer season and the
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presence of external wounds improperly cared for are usually the only

necessary conditions for their tirowth. The fact that these and other

forms derived from the aii- are more abundantly found upon bodies

exposed to the air has sometimes led to the conclusion that bodies in

which the evidences of their ravaues were distinctly apparent vears

alterward had decomposed in the air for some time before interment in

the earth. Yovanovitcli ^

gives a review of the existing literature and
a description of 2 original cases, and concludes tiiat the study of the

entomology of the cadaver can, with comparative })recision, determine

the time that the body has been dead, the season of the year when
death occurred, whether the body up to the time of its discovery had
remained in the same locality, whether the individual had died in the

city and was buried in the country, or vice versa, and many other cir-

cumstances attending the death.

INIegnin,^ in one of his recent studies, explains many of the con<litions

affecting the growth of insects in the cadaver. According to his obser-

vations, the inroads of insects occur in a regular sequence, according as

the body by its odor attracts the various forms or furnishes a suitable

pabulum for their existence. Before decomposition has fairly begun
the cadaver attracts certain fties of the species Curtonevra and Calli-

phora. After three or four days, when the odor of decomposition is

manifest, it attracts flies of the species Lucilla and Sarcophaga. After

three or four months the fat of the cadaver is attacked by species of

Coleoptera and Lepidoptera. After eight months a new species of fly
and a variety of Coleoptera are found, such as commonly sul)sist u]>on

decaying cheese. When the soft parts have been converted into a

semifluid mass, a fifth group of flies, Ophera, Phora, and Tyreophora,
is found.

From eighteen months to two years beetles, of the species Silj)ha
and Hister, and some moths, absorb the moist and soft remains. In the

third year insects which subsist upon dry tissues, such as the skin and

fascia, princii)ally of the variety Anthemis, make their appearance.

Finally, after the fourth year, there may be seen beetles, of the species
Tenebrio and Plinus, which subsist u])on the detritus left by previous

insects, and consisting principally of their chrysalides and excrement.-^

Other investigators have not completely substantiated this chrono-

logic table of Megnin's. Laboulbere '

finds that the exact time and
order of the appearance of these groups are modified by the season of

the year, the size of the cadaver, and the locality where it lies. It

would appear, therefore, that the entomology of the cadaver depends
U]>on the stage and progress of putrefaction, and as this has l)een shown
to be a variable process, the study of the insi^ct life of the cadaver

becomes a very intricate subject, and, re(|uiring as it does, the services

of an expert entomologist, this interesting in(pnry can rarely be pursued
and can at best serve only as corroborative evidence of the period of

^ These de Paris, 1887, cited in Virchotv's Jahresbericht, 1888, S. 467.
" BuUetbi dc f'Aca/le>»ie, xx.xii., p. 34.
^ See Megnin, La Faune des Cadavres, Paris, 1894. * Ibid.
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death. Nevertheless, in so far as it aids the explanation of the process
of decay in the cadaver, it is a distinct advance in our knowledge.

Adipocere.—In a considerable proportion of bodies buried in

moist earth or submerged in water the course of decomposition and

destruction of tissue will be interrupted by the formation in the tissues

of a whitish, solid, soapy substance, called adipocere. The formation

of adipocere represents a true saponification of the fat contained in the

tissues. It is found on analysis to contain either calcium or ammonia,
in combination witli the fatty acids—oleic, palmitic, and stearic.

In its physical properties adipocere is a hard, brittle, nearly struc-

tureless mass, with an oifensive odor. When containing calcium it is

whiter than when formed with ammonia, l)ut it may be secondarily dis-

colored yellowish or brown. It is lighter tlian water, melts at 200° F.,

giving off ammonia, and after incineration leaves an earthy residue.

Adipocere is a very permanent body, entirely resisting the ordinary

agents of })utrefaction, and has been found by Karlinski to be free from

bacteria when the surrounding tissues were swarming wnth putrefactive

organisms. AVhile usually entirely structureless, Kratter has observed

that when this substance rejilaces muscle tissue there may be faint

indications of the striations of the muscle-fiber to be detected in the

adipocere.
The formation of adipocere requires essentially a tissue containing

fat, and setting free fatty acids and an alljuminous tissue, which, by
putrefaction, develops ammonia. The fatty acids are readily supplied
from the adipose tissue of the body, and it is a well-established fact

that the transformation into adipocere is most complete in very fat

bodies. It has long been a matter of dispute whether fatty acids may
be developed from muscle and other tissues in which the quantity of

fat must usually be small, and it has been claimed that the appar-
ent saponification of muscle is correctly explained by the destruction

of the nuiscle tissue and the subsequent flow of fluid fat into the

spaces thus emptied. But in addition to the fact that most tissues con-

tain more or less fat, and that during life they are subject to fatty

degeneration, which is a frequent result of fatal disease, it has been

shown bv Voit and Ber^eat ^ that fattv acids mav develop in muscle

tissue that has been placed in lime-water to prevent bacterial growth.
This observation greatly increases the probability that muscle tissue

may be partly transformed into and not merely replaced l)y adipocere.
This view is now generally accepted, although so good an autliority as

Hofl'man has been of the contrary opinion. The transformation of

muscle substance into fat and adipocere is, however, in strict accordance

with numerous other examples of the production of hydrocarbons from

nitrogenous principles of the animal body. The ammonia necessary
for saponification results from the decomposition of the nitrogenous
elements of the body.

Hoppe-Seyler regards the formation of adipocere as the result of

the action of a special ferment.

^ Munchener medicinische Wochenschrift, 1888, S. 518.
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The occurrence of adipocere i^* subject to tlie same wide variations as

are the other ])rocesses of })utrefaction. The jnost favorable conditions

for its formation are found in the bodies of fat and youn*;' indivi(UiaIs,

and in bodies immersed in running water. The most complete trans-

formation into adipocere is seen in bni'ial-grounds where tiie soil is

moist and where a large number of bodies have been placed in close

proximity to one another. It is rarely seen in bodies buried in sand or

gravel. Of the diiferent parts of the body, tho^e tirst att'ected are natu-

rally the tissues and organs containing the most fat, as the subcutaneous

tissues, the breasts, cheeks, kidneys, and, later, the muscles.

The time recpiired for the formation of adipocere is also variable.

Complete saponification, according to Devergie, re(iuires at least one

year when tiie body lies in water, and three years when it is buried

in the earth. Caspar states that any considerable formation of adipocere

requires at least three months in water or six months in the earth.

Tidy refers to evidence that adipocere may form in small quantities
as early as six weeks, or even four weeks, after sul)mersion. His cases

also include the complete saponification of the body of an infant after

six weeks' submersion, the extensive formation of adipocere in a body
buried four months in a dry soil, and the remarkable case of Billroth's,
in Avhich the entire body of an extra-uterine fetus, completely trans-

formed into adipocere in the abdomen of the mother, was removed by
laparotomy.



SUDDEN DEATH.

The complete scope of the medicolegal conception of sudden death

is perhaps best, though imperfectly, seen in the service of coroners of

large cities who are expected to investigate the causes of death in a

large variety of cases of which little is known except that the subjects

were " found dead."

Of the deaths thus encountered, the larger proportion, resulting from

violence or poisoning, are elsewhere considered, the present section being
concerned with the natural or internal causes of sudden death.

The classification of suddeu deaths must, for the present purpose,
include many instances in which the pathologic process has not been

extremely acute or entirely free from pronounced symptoms, and in

which the death could not have been regarded as sudden had the patient

been under the ol>servation of a physician. There is, for illustration,

little real similarity between the death of a young woman overcome by
fatal syncope on the floor of a ball-room, and that of a street-rounder

who finally drops dead after struggling for days against an extensive

pneumonia. Yet both are equally proper subjects for legal inquiry,

and on acconnt of the rapidity of the fatal terminations both must be

regarded as examjiles of sudden death.

The old classification of Bichat of the modes of death, as beginning
at the heart by syncope, or at the head by coma, or at the lungs by

asphyxia, was the natural outgrowth of the teachings of Aristotle, ISIor-

gagni, and Galen, and was the first attempt to recognize the order in

which the different organs and systems were involved in the process of

disease and the series of events through which certain lesions must prove
fatal.

Death is, however, rather infrequently the result of an exclusive

aifection of the circulatory, the respiratory, or the nervous systems, and

it seems much more logical at the present day to discuss the causes

of death in connection with the viscera principally involved in the

lesion.

Yet even such a scheme can necessarily serve only a temporary pur-

pose, for the continued investigation of organic disease is constantly

enlarging and readjusting ideas as to the relative importance of the

various visceral lesions associated in these diseases. In the present
state of the knowledge of pathology one rests content when some mor-

phologic change in the structure of a viscns, which it is the custom

to call a fatal lesion, is discovered. Of the links in the chain which

connects this lesion with the cessation of the com]ilex process of life

one is for the most part in ignorance, and the inability to point out the

138
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essential relation between change of structure and alteration of function

in a cell or viscus renders it often a matter of conjecture to decide w hat

constitutes a iatal lesion or whicii of many lesions is the essential cause

of death. For instance, sclerotic kidneys are sometimes found at

autopsy as an unimportant and secondary lesion in ])ersons dying with-

out renal symptoms, although this lesinn, under many circumstances,
would be at once accej)ted as the cause of death. Yet in neither case

would the mere presence of connective tissue in the kidney give an

explanation of the death of the patient. Even more (HtHcult is the

problem wlien dealing with eases of death from some })oisons which

leave no morphologic evidence yet demonstrated of their fatal action.

So that it nuist be confessed that in some cases it is impossiljle to tind

any trace of the manner or cause of death, and in otiier cases to demon-
strate any necessarily fatal result of existing lesions.

Such considerations may serve to indicate the wide gap that exists

in the knowledge between the structural characters of viscera and the

phenomena of life, and until this gap has been bridged over no final

plan of classification of the causes of death can be constructed. Never-
theless it will not l^e well to retain a scheme which recognizes only the

crudest notions of symptomatology and ignores the present knowledge
of the essential pathologic basis of disease.

CONSIDERATION OF THE VISCERAL CHANGES LEADING
TO SUDDEN DEATH.

Heart and Blood-vessels.—Of the viscera in which organic
or functional disturbance leads to sudden death, the heart and blood-

vessels are tliose most frequently affected. In 1000 deatlis reported

by Westcott,^ of which 303 were entirely unexpected, 210 resulted

from syncope, 64 from asphyxia, and 29 from coma.

Organic disease of the heart, frequently, though in a smaller per-

centage than is often believed, terminates in sudden and unexpected
death. Valvular lesions of the heart usually induce a Mell-marked
train of synn)toms ending in gradual asthenia, less comuKmly in fatal

suffocative attacks. Aortic stenosis and insufficiency, however, not

infrequently terminate in sudden death when the general condition of

the ])atient gives little suspicion of such danger. Sudden muscular

exertion or extreme mental emotion is the usual immediate cause of the

fatal attack. Other forms of valvular disease, even without s]iecial

complications, may occasionally end in sudden death.

Cardiac thrombi, arising usually from endocarditis, may gradually
become elongated or detached, and lodged in the orifices of the heart,
when the disturbance of the heart's action which ordinarily results from

their presence instantly liecomes extreme and ])roves rajiidly fatal.

When portions of vegetations of the diseased valves are lodged as

emboli in the arteries of the brain, death may result very soon, although
the usual course in such cases is more prolonged. When the coronary

1 British Medical Journal, Oct. 17, 189L
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arteries are similarly occluded, death may be more rapid, a fact of

which the complete exjierimental proof has been recently fui-nished by
Porter.^ Stenosis of the coronary arteries does not usually of itself

lead to sudden death, but may ])roduce extensive fibroid changes, most

frequently in the wall of the left ventricle, which may terminate in

sudden heart failure or rupture.
Interstitial or fatty myocarditis, with or witliout valvular lesions,

is the usual form of heart disease terminating in sudden death. It is

probable that alterations in the nervous apparatus of the heart are partly
concerned in the sudden failure of the heart so frequently seen in these

conditions (Kuszeuow).-^ In addition to the fatty degeneration of the

heart muscle associated with myocarditis there may be a marked increase

of the subpericardial fat, Aviiich encroaches on and infiltrates the

heart muscle and may lead to extreme atrophy of the walls, especially
in the auricles. This condition is usually found in fat persons who
suffer from palpitation and dyspnea, and who, having some violent dis-

turbance of the circulation, may suddenly die. Brouardel ^ has observed

this condition in poorly nourished children who died from the effects of

the cold bath.

Tuberculous myocarditis, usually in association with slight or

advanced pulmonary tuberculosis, may be an unexpected discovery at

autopsy in case of very sudden death occurring in various stages of

phthisis, and has been noted without the pulmonary lesion (Kolisko,

Hofltman).

Rupture of the heart=wall may suddenly terminate an old car-

diac lesion, the rupture being almost invariably preceded by myocar-
ditis, endocarditis, or anemic infarction. Even rupture of the heart is,

however, not always immediately fatal, life being prolonged for several

hours when the blood takes a circuitous course through the cardiac

muscle before reaching the pericardium. As in the case of rupture of

aortic aneurysms, anemia is not the sole cause of death, which is here

.due principally to distention of the ]tericardium and pressure njion the

right side of the heart. Rupture of a valve or a chorda tendinea

usually causes very urgent symptoms, and has been known to result in

almost instant death (Councilman).*
In a considerable class of cases in which the pathologic findings

include myocarditis, endocarditis, sclerosis of the coronary arteries,

atheroma of the aorta, and changes in the cardiac plexus of nerves,
sudden death occurs with the peculiar complex of symptoms called

angina pectoris.

Adherent pericardium has been the sole pathologic condition recog-
nized in many cases of sudden death. Whether this condition alone is

capable of inducing a fatal issue may be doubted, and it is the opinion
of the best authorities that adherent pericardium cannot stand alone as

a cause of death. But there can be no doubt that adherence of the

^ Journal of Erj)rrimentnl Aledicine, 1896, No. 1.
^ Virchoiv'fs Archiv, Bd. cxxxii., S. 1.

•'' Death and Sudden Death, p. 126.
* Boston Medical and Surgical Journal, 1893, p. 457.
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pericanliiim may be very early followed by chanjjes in the heart mu.scle

and by (.-hronic oonsxestion of tlic viscera, tiie combination of which,
under favorable circumstances, such as violent exertion or acute disease,

has resulted in sudden death. The demonstration of such secondary
chauii'es may, liowever, escape detection by the naked eye and nijuire
a careful microscopic examination.

In addition to the orii'anic diseases of the heart just named in which

adcfjuate patliologic changes may be demonstrated, sudden death occurs

witli sym})tonis of cardiac failure in a considerable luunber of cases in

whicii no satisfactory structural changes in the heart have Ijcen dis-

covered, and which must be referred to functional disturbance of the

heart's action.

Shock.— Usually in youjig or in old ami eni'eel)led persons, after

severe injuries, with or without hemorrlnige, sometimes after surgical

operations, sudden death may occtn- in the absence of any satislactorv

pathologic basis that has yet been discovered, and with a somewhat

peculiar combination of symptoms called sJiock. The ])athologv of this

condition is imperfectly understood, but- is partly exjilained 1)V the well-

known experiment of Galtz, who, by repeated blows on the abdomen
of frogs, produced complete arrest of the heart and dilatation of the

abdominal vessels to sixteen times their usual capacity. It would thus

appear that in some cases, at least, shock is essentially a vasomotor and
cardiac paralysis. After death from this cause the autojisy may reveal

nothing but an abnormal blood content in the abdominal veins, a con-

dition of which it is rather difficult to judge.

Syncope is a term applied to a condition closely allied to shock,
both presenting in a very similar degree cardiac weakness and arterial

anemia. The indefinite character of both terms, fthork and
.'<ipicojM',

renders it difficult to determine in every case whether death should l»e

referred to one or to the other, and often reduces tiie decision to a

matter of conjecture, as the following case- will illustrate. Deutsch^

reports the sudden death of a woman, twenty-one years old, after one
minute's submersion in cold water for baptism. Immediately after the

ceremony the girl sank down unconscious in the dressing-room and died.

The autopsy revealed no organic lesions, and death was attributed to the

cold water and the mental excitement of the ceremony. It would be

difficult to determine in this instance M'hether death should be assigned
to shock from tlie cold water or to simple heart failure from the same
cause and the coincident mental excitement.

It would be strictly in accordance with the present application of the

term to attribute to syncope the sudden death of ]iatients convalescent

from pneumonia, who have been known to fall dead when making con-

sideral)le muscular exertion, as in sitting u])right in bed. Here the

combination of cardiac weakness and cerebral anemia is sufficient to

induce death, and the element of shock cannot be said to enter.

Probably a large proportion of the cases of fatal syncope are refera-

ble to organic changes in the heart and arteries, which manifest them-
1

Zeitschriftfur Medicin, 1891, S. V?,l .
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selves ouly under the influence of some peculiar exciting cause. The

autopsy may then reveal the organic basis of a disturbance which may
have appeared purely functional. At other times tatal syncope occurs

in the absence of any anatomic change as yet demonstrated in the heart,

blood-vessels, or nervous system, and the results of postmortem exam-
ination thus far are entirely negative. It is even reported that nms-
cular exertion and mental emotion alone have led to sudden death of

persons in sound health. To any such t^upposition an emphatic protest
must be entered, otherwise the doors are left open to the extremes of

popular fancy in regard to the actual conditions existing in such obscure

cases.

It appears that peripheral sensory irritation may sometimes produce
a fatal combination of shock and cardiac paralysis, of which the follow-

ing cases may serve as illustration : Vibert ' has reported the sudden
death of a young woman, four montlis j)regnant, while a small cannula

was being inserted into the uterus to produce abortion. He refers also

to other cases of sudden death after uterine douches. Bonvalot ^

reports
several cases of sudden death during manipulation of the pregnant
uterus, and considers the deaths to be referable to reflex inhibition of

the heart's action and of respiration. Brouardel refers to several cases

of sudden death occurring after simple vaginal examination. Great
caution must be exercised, however, bef )re concluding that death has

not resulted from some deflnite and adequate mechanical condition or

other lesion which is produced by or is coincident m ith such minor pro-
cedures. Hoffiuan demonstrated a considerable injury to the placenta
and an extensive pulmonary embolus in a case of sudden death follow-

ing the injection of hot water into the uterus. A very careful post-
mortem examination is therefore required before such mechanical causes

of death can be excluded and the fatalities be referred to shock or

syncope.
To a somewliat similar condition of shock and svncope may be

attributed the deaths occurring after the sudden withdraA^d of large
amounts of fluid from the abdominal and thoracic cavities. Catlieter-

ization of the distended l)ladder or paracentesis of the jieritoneal,

pleural, or pericardial cavities has not infrequently been followed by
sudden heart failure and death. The rapid lowering of blood-pressure
that follows the removal of large amounts of fluid in these cavities is

chiefly responsible for death in such cases. To what extent fatalities

attributed to shock and syncope are referable to the eonstitutio lym-

phatica, to be considered later, is an important matter for future inves-

t location.

While in shock and syncope the arterial anemia results from cardiac

weakness, in hemorrhage the arterial anemia, due to actual loss of

blood, is the cause of cardiac weakness and syncope. The sym])toms
of the two conditions are, therefore, more or less similar, but the find-

ings at autopsies are quite difl'erent, the central veins being overfilled

after deatli from shock and syncope, while in death from hemorrhage
' A7inales d'Hygienes publiques, 1890, xxiv., p. 541. ^

Ibid., xxviii., p. 444.
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the blood content of all the viscera and vessels is uniforinlv diniin-

islied.

Bxternal hemorrhage as a cause of sudden death is easily

recognized, hut the bleeding may take place into the cavities or hollow

viscera of the body, when death occurs with symptoms of anemia and

syncope, but without any apparent loss of bhxxl. Well-known ex-

amples of this maimer of sudden dcatii are seen in the rupture of

extra=uterine fetal sacs, in the concealed intestinal hemorrhages of

typhoid fever, and in the rupture of internal aneurysms. The blood

in pulmonary hemorrhage may be swallowed, and sudden death may
result without hemoptysis. Fatal concealed hemorrhage into the

stomach and intestines may result from ulcer of the stomach or from

the congestion produced by a cirrhotic liver, while some diseases of the

blood attended with severe anemia may prove suddenly fatal at any
time from internal hemorrhage, usually into the stomach and intestines.

Xew-born infants are especially liable to perish suddenly from internal

hemorrhage into the hollow viscera or cavities. Such hemorrhages in

the new-born may be due to hemophilia and to venous congestion from

asphyxia, and it appears, from the researches of Tizzoni and Giovan-

niui, Babes, Neumann, and others, that they are often the result of

infection with pathogenic bacteria.

The extent of hemorrhage required to induce death varies with the

age and strength of the patient. It is generally stated that the loss of

one-quarter of the total volume of blood will prove fatal. Children

are much more susceptible to the effects of hemorrhage than are adults,

and at any age a very rapid hemorrhage is much more dangerous than a

gradual loss of the same quantitv of blood.

Diseases of the arteries may tend to sudden death either by
the formation and ruptiu'c of aneurysms or by secondary disturbances

in the circulation.

Arteriosclerosis affects every age after puberty, and the obscure

character of the symptoms, even in the presence of advanced lesions,

renders the disease a common cause of unexpected death. The marked

frequency with which the lesion is found principally or exclusively in

a single system of vessels, as the cerebral, pulmonary, or aortic sys-

tems, adds to the difficulty of determining the real condition of the

patient as judged by the state of the superficial vessels and the urgency
of the symptoms. Thrombosis, embolism, and the ruj)tur(> of aneurysms
are the usual terminations in such cases. But these accidents do not

always prove immediately fatal. A period of some hoin's or days

usually elapses before death in the fatal cases, except when the infarcted

area or hemorrhage is very large and is situated in the medulla.

Almost instantaneous death usually follows the ru])ture of large aortic

aneurysms, the blood-pressure falling so rapidly that the (piantity of

escaped blood found at autopsy may be so small as to indicate that death

had not resulted from hemorrhage alone.

Rupture of the aorta may occur and lead to sudden dc^ath in the

absence of marked alteration in the vessel-walls, but is usually found
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associated with the cardiac hypertrophy and arteriosclerosis of chronic

nephritis.
Traumatic rupture of internal arteries, without extensive ontAvard

injury, may lead to sudden death, which might readily be referred to

the shock of the injury. InHammatory changes in the neighborhood
of large arteries sometimes lead to sudden and fatal rupture of these

arteries. Tidy refers to 2 cases of perforation of the aorta and of the

vertebral artery resulting from angular curvature of the spine.
The toxic condition of the blood to which acute uremic seizures are

probably to be referred is associated with attacks of spasmodic con=

traction of the arteries, which are undoubtedly an important factor in

the fatal termination so frequently seen in this condition.

Some obscure cases of sudden death are attributable to inflamma-
tion, thrombosis, and embolism of the veins. Occlusion of

the cerel)ral sinuses or of many of the cerebral veins may result fatally,

but usuallv only after an interval of some davs. There are on record

a number of sudden deaths due to the loosening of a clot from some
inflamed peripheral vein and its lodgement in the right heart and

pulmonary artery. Very slight manipulation of the affected limb has

been sufficient in these cases to detach the masses of coagulum which

are loosely held in the inflamed vessel. After parturition clots from

the uterine sinuses have been carried to the pulmonary arteries, pro-

ducing extensive occlusion of these vessels and leading to very sud-

den death. It is })robable that phlebitis and thrombosis are more fre-

quent complications of gonorrhea in the female than is at present recog-

nized, and that the unexpected fatal termination of some of the cases

recently reported flnds its true explanation in pulmonary embolism from

this source.

The entrance of air into the veins is a rapidly fatal accident of

infrequent occurrence. It is most often encountered in operations about

the great vessels of the neck. When the wall of the vein or the sur-

rounding connective tissue is inflamed, thickened, and rigid, the vessel

does not collapse readily after incision, and the suction force of the heart

may then suffice to draw into the right ventricle a considerable quantity
of air. The presence of this volume of gas interrupts the current of

blood and its passage through the lungs, and death results with great

rapidity. A similar accident has been claimed to be the probable cause

of death after an intra-uterine douche.

The importance of fat embolism as a cause of sudden death after

injury has gained increasing recognition since the first demonstration,

by Zenker, of fluid fat in the pulmonary capillaries after rupture of the

stomach and liver. The principal origin of the fatty emboli was

believed to be foci of pus which had undergone fatty degeneration, until

it was shown by Busch ^
that its usual point of origin is the bone-mar-

row. From the cases cited by Wintritz,'^ it appears that injuries of

soft parts containing fat may be a source of extensive fat embolism,

1 Virchov)' s Ai-chires, 1866, vol. xxxv.
^

Vierteljahresschriftfiir- gerichtliche Medicin, 1896, p. 47.
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while Virchow ^ found in the crushing of pelvic adipose tissue a pos-
sible cause of some fatal cases of eclampsia in which fat onilx)!! were

discovered in the lun&s.

The fatal process in fat embolism may readily be IblloMcd, as

described by Cohnheim.- Passing from the site of the injury into the

open mouths of the veins (or lymphatics, Busch), the fluid fat is lodged
in the capillaries of the lungs, and less abundantly in the kidneys, brain,

heart, liver, etc.

Owing to the extensive occlusion of the pulmonary capillaries, the

venous blood is unable to pass through the lungs, and the right heart

and general venous system become engorged with blood, while the blood

content of the right side of the heart is ffreatlv reduced. Then follow

venous transudation and capillary hemorrhages, which are apparent to

the naked eye in the excessive pulmonary edema and in the punctate

hemorrhages seen on the pleural surfaces and throughout the parenchyma
of the lung. Occasionally ecchymoses of similar origin may be found

in the viscera, in the brain, pia mater, mucous membranes, and con-

junctiva. The occurrence of emboli in the general venous system is

regarded as the sole cause of death from fat embolism by Scriba, who
denies that pulmonary embolism of this character can ever be so exten-

sive as to produce death. This belief is not generally accepted, and
the cases reported by von Bergman, Czerny, and others ^ indicate that

death is caused by pulmonary edema and venous stasis.

The presence of a moderate amount of fat in the capillaries of the

lungs and other viscera is not, alone, a certain proof that this condition

has been the cause of death. It has been shown by Scriba* that a

moderate grade of general fat embolism may be found after death from

pyemia, chronic osteomyelitis, or chronic suppuration, when the entrance

of fat into the circulation is of secondary importance. Therefore it is

only when the obstruction of the pulmonary capillaries is extensive that

the presence of fat embolism can be regarded as an important factor in

the fatal issue. Yet, according to Virchow and AVintritz, a moderate

grade of fat embolism may induce death in subjects who have been

weakened by disease or hemorrhage.
In order completely to establish the diagnosis of fat embolism as the

cause of death it is required that the clinical history should furnish a

probable cause, such as a severe injury, with, or ])ossibly without,

fracture of bones or crushing of soft parts ;
that the manner of death

should indicate an obstruction of the jmlmonary circulation ; and that

the microscopic examination of the lungs and other viscera should dis-

close an extensive engorgement of the capillaries with fluid fat.

The recent studies of Ribbert ^ indicate that fat embolism may be

a more frequent and important occurrence than has previously been

supposed. This investigator, after repeated blows upon the tibia in

^ Berliner klinische Woehenschrift, 1886, No. 30.
'
UniermicJiiingen iiher die embolische Prores.ie. * See Wintritz, loc. cit.

* Deutsche Ze'ifschrift filr Chi7-urgie, 1880, Bd. xii.

*
Correspondenzblait fiir die Schweizer Aerzte, 1894, Bd. xxiv.

Vol. I.—10
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healthy rabbits, was able to demonstrate the presence of fat emboli in

considerable extent throughout the lungs, brain, heart, and some other

tissues, from which he infers that, even without fracture of bones, the

fat of the marrow may be rendered mobile, enter the circulation, and

produce fat oml)olism, with marked lesions in the lungs, brain, and

heart. He calls attention to the fact that the quantity of fat found in

the organs is apparently much greater than that usually found crushed

by fractures, indicating that it must have been derived from other

regions than the point of fracture. Ribbert, therefore, suggests that in

cases of sudden death from violence, not adequately explained by the

Fig. 16.—Peyer's patch from a case of status lymphaticus (photograph by Dr. E. Learning).

gross lesions, the possibility of fat embolism should always be con-

sidered. The possible importance of tat embolism in traumatic neu-

roses is naturally suggested by these experiments.
In many cases of sudden death resulting through disturbances of

the circulation a special predisposing factor is believed by Reckling-

hausen, Kolisko, and others to exist in the presence of the so-called

<< constitutio lymphatica." The anatomic evidence of this ]ihys-

ical tendency, which is believed to render the subject especially liable to

sudden death from various causes, consists in a general hyperplasia of

the lymphatic structures and spleen, persistence of the thymus, hypo-
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plasia of the laart and blood-vessels, and occasionally in evidences of
nieliitis. It is claimed that in a large |)roportion of nncxpected deaths

after iiilialation of chloroform, after brief submersion in water, and
after a[)}xirently inconsiderable hemorrhages, these evidences of a pecu-
liar ])hysical constitution may be demonstrated. In these cases, as

explained by Paltauf,' disturbances ol" the blood-pressure and circula-

tion are readily j)roduced by proper exciting causes and lead to sudden
canliac paralysis.

The belief in tlie importance of the " constitutio li/mphatica
"

is now
but universally accepted ;

it has not been definitely shown what propor-
tion of these unexpected deaths are and what are not associated with

the anatomic peculiarities just described.

An important and obseure class of sudden fatalities ])artly referable

to disturbance of respiration is seen in the almost instantaneous deaths

which sometimes follow sudden occlusion of the larynx by foreign
bodies. The ustial history in such cases indicates that a piece of meat
or other foreign l)ody reached the larynx, more or less completely

occluding it, and that the subject died so soon after the accident as to

})reclude the possibility of asphyxia, and to suggest a form of reflex

cardiac paralysis as the cause of death. Anatomic signs of the con-

sfitutio lymphdica have been found in some of these cases.^

Disturbances of the respiration resulting, for the most part,
from partial or com|)lete oeclusion of the res])iratorv passages or from

diseases of the hmgs, are im])ortant causes of sudden death.

Sudden and complete occlusion of the respiratory passages is usually
the result of violence, but children frequently, and adults occasionally,
die from rapid stenosis of the larynx or bronchi in the course of disease.

Acute laryngitis in the adult may be complicated by sudden edema of

the larvnx and ulottis, causing death at a time when the general condi-

tion gives no urgent indication of such danger. In the infant laryn=
gismus stridulus, with or without an accompanying laryngitis, may
prove suddenly fatal. In the absence of laryngitis the autopsy would
reveal only the evidences of asphyxia, or, perhaps, the signs of the

.status h/mpJuificust.

New-born infants are especially exposed to the danger of asphyxia
from tiie inhalation of mucus and meconium during labor, and of

stomach-contents shortly after birth.

An enlarged and persistent thymus is claimed by many to be

directly responsible f )r some unexpected deaths in infants and children.

The possibility that an enlarged thynuis might, by pressure, cause

sudden asphyxia was first suggested and denied by Friedleben, in 1858.

Important evidence against the possibility of death by such compression
of the trachea has been furnished by Scheele, who showed that a weight
of 1000 grams (2. "2 pounds) is usually required to close the infant's

trachea, and pointed out that no instance liad yet been seen in which

' Wie?irr ki'miffche Wochenschrlff. 1890. No. 9.
^ For a fuller discussion of the lymphatic constitution, with literature, see New

Fork Medical Journal, July 10, 1897.
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the trachea appeared softened or flattened by pressure of the tliymus.

Nevertheless, cases of sudden death with symptoms of tracheal

stenosis coincident with enlargement of the thymus have been so

numerous that it has been necessary to admit the connection of the

thymus in these cases, and to refer the usual manner of death- to causes

other than stenosis by pressure. One of the important recent studies

of the subject is contributed by Pt)tt.^ From an examination of 10

cases Pott concludes that the enlarged thvmus exerts a mechanical

influence on the heart, which may cause death. It is shown that the

hyperplastic gland usually lies upon the pulmonary artery and aorta,

and covers the right auricle and two-thirds of the right ventricle. The
heart is, therefore, subjected to direct pressure not only from the weight
of the gland, which may reach 50 grams (1| ounces), but also from

any acute swelling which may affect it. In 2 of the 10 cases there

was adherence of the thymus to the [)ericardium, which the author

believes to be of considerable importance. Not only may the heart and

vessels be compressed, but, in Pott's opinion, the enlarged organ may
narrow the upper opening of the thorax, compress the trachea, and, by

pressure upon the vagi and recurrent nerves, may cause spasm of the

glottis, w^hich the clinical history indicates to be the manner of death in

many cases.

In a later critical study of the subject Seydel" recognizes hyper-

trophy of the thymus as a cause of sudden death in infants, and gives

as a possible explanation spasmodic laryngismus, a rudimentary form

of eclampsia, exaltation of a cerebral *'

spasm center," and cardiac

paralysis. A rather diiferent opinion is held by Paltauf ^ and others.

In 225 cases of asphyxia in infiuits Paltauf did not find that the

thymus, although often very large, ever compressed or narrowed the

trachea. Bronchitis was, however, a frequent cause of death in these

cases, and w^hen this cause was wanting, Paltauf referred the deaths to

the presence of the lymphatic constitution already described, which, by
disturbance of the blood-pressure, circulation, and nervous system, may,
under proper exciting conditions, lead to cardiac paralysis.

It may, therefore, be concluded that the hyperplasia of the thymus,
or some undetermined condition usually associated with it, may stand as

a cause of sudden death, as appears amply demonstrated by clinical

reports. That the enlarged organ ever directly compresses and occludes

the trachea may be doubted, and that the real maimer of death in some

of these cases is to be found in some other inflammatory, nervous, or

mechanical interference with respiration and circulation may be con-

sidered probable.
An enlarged thyroid compressing the larynx and trachea has occa-

sionally l)eeu rc])()rted as the cause of sudden death. As with enlarge-
ment of the thymus, opinions are at variance as to the manner of death

from this cause. Death has been referred to a spasmodic closure of

' Jahrbiiche?' fiir Klnde7'heilkiinde, 1892. S. 118.
^
Vierteljahresschrift fur gerichtUche Medicin, 1893, S. 55.

•* Wiener klinische Wochcnschrift^ 1890, No. 9.
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the glottis, caused by the irritation of an enlarged or inflamed thyroid.

(Others claim to have found softening and atrophy of the laryngeal and

tracheal cartilages, and believe that aspiiyxia may result from direct

compression of the trachea (Rose, Eppinger, WolHer). ]Muller and

Ewald have not found such changes in the cartilages and do not regard
such a lesion as the common condition in cases of enlarged thyroid

resulting in sudden death, a]»]iarently excluding from this category the

well-recognized examples of tracheal stenosis due to tumors of the

thvroid. Kronlein believes that the contraction of the cervical muscles

mav give a fatal addition to the pressure ordinarily exerted upon the

trachea bv an enlarged thvroid.

It appears from the study of Ewald '

that when sudden death results

from enlargement of the thyroid, this gland will usually be found closely

bound to the trachea by new connective tissue. This condition, which

has long been knoAvn as of rather frequent occurrence, is referred by
Paltauf- to an inflammatory process, and by Ewald and others to an

inward growth of al)errant masses of glandular tissue which have been

found even projecting within the larynx and trachea. In such cases

the veins of the thyroid have been found dilated and tortuous, owing to

constriction by the new tissue, and the larynx and trachea have been

f )und asymmetrically compressed. When such a condition has been

established, any cause leading to marked acute hyperemia or venous

congestion of the thyroid may readily produce complete stenosis of the

larvux or trachea and sudden death. Among such causes mav be men-
tioned pregnancy, muscular exertion, mental emotion, and acute inflam-

mation of the larynx, trachea, or enlarged thyroid.

Diseases of the lungs, which ordinarily are attended with pro-
nounced sym})toms, have been found the basis of sudden and unex-

pected deatli. The prostration which usually marks the onset of lobar

pneumonia may be successfully supported or even little noticed, espe-

cially by homeless tramps in large cities, until the sufferer drops dead

in the street. In AVestcott's series of cases this fact was so apparent
as to call for special remark on the freciucncy of this lesion in bodies
" found dead " and coming under the charge of city autliorities. The

<langer of sudden heart failure at all stages of this disease, and even

during:: convalescence, is a matter of rather common demonstration in

hospitals wliere patients are carefully watched throughout the course of

the malady. Syncope alone may account for such deaths, or throm-

bosis of the lieart and pulmonary vessels may be found at autopsy.

Rarely the disease is fatal within a few hours of its onset, from the

large extent of the lesion, from congestion and edema of the lungs, or

from other unusual complications.

Pulmonary tuberculosis terminates suddenly, when the patient has

retained a moderate degree of strengtli, from a variety of complications.
Most frequently the rupture of a large eroded blood-vessel causes sud-

den fiital hemoptysis, or the escaping blood from a smaller vessel may
1

Vierteljahi'esschrift fiir gerichtliche Medicin, Sup., 1894, S. 33.
^
Ziegler^s Beitrdge, 1892, S. 71.
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be swallowed and the hemorrhage be concealed. The formation of pyo-

pneumothorax may be very rapidly fatal, or edema of the active lung
or acute heart failure may terminate the disease at a time when the

dangerous condition was not fully recognized. Tuberculous myocar-
ditis associated with a moderate or extensive pulmonary lesion may be

a suddenly fatal comjilieation.

Acute puhnonary edema arising in the course of chronic nephritis or

arteriosclerosis is usually of sudden onset and may be rapidly fatal.

The condition of the pulmonary parenchyma and the filling of the

bronchi with frothy, blood-stained serum are characteristic postmortem
indications of death from this cause. Fatal hemoptysis may result from
other causes than tuberculosis of the lungs, the rupture of aoi'tic aneur-

ysms being the most frequent origin of profuse hemorrhage from the

lungs not referable to phthisis. The writer has the records of a case in

which the patient, otherwise in fair health, died almost instantly from
a profuse hemoptysis of which no other explanation appeared than that

of hemophilia. At the autopsy, the bronchi, from which the liemor-

rhage originated, were filled with blood down to their minutest l)ranches,

and their walls congested. Aside from a little asjiirated blood in the

air-vesicles, the pulmonary parenchyma appeared normal. This patient
had had a similar very severe hemo})tysis ten years before, but her

family history failed to show that any relatives suti^'ered from the hem-

orrhagic diathesis.

Acute bronchitis involving the finer bronchioles and often compli-
cated by bronchopneumonia sometimes leads to very rajiid suffocation.

Many sudden deaths in infants and the aged are referable to this cause,
and Brouardel refers to similar conditions occurring in adults.

Of diseases of the pleura, large serous effusions have at times

proved suddenly fatal, through pressure on the heart and large blood-

vessels or by direct interference with respiration. These effusions may
be very rapidly firmed, but more frequently the sudden fatality results

from a gradually accumulated exudate, which has existed for some
weeks with increasing dyspnea.

Chronic diffuse nephritis is, among organic diseases, one of those

most frequently leading to unexpected death. When the lesion takes

the form of the " contracted kidney," a sudden termination without

previous marked symptoms is so frequent that medical writers com-

monly describe certain groups of cases in which sudden death without

premonitory symptoms is the usual course of the disease. As a rule,

sudden death occurs in these cases during an attack of acute uremia

with general contraction of the arteries. When ne]>hritis is followed

by or associated with arteriosclerosis, the conditions are especially fiivor-

able for a sudden termination by rupture of diseased blood-vessels. Even
without im])ortant lesion in the vessel-walls the increased arterial tension

and overaction of the heart, in chronic nephritis, may lead to rupture of

the thin cerebral arteries, or even of the aorta.

It has already been noted that cerebral hemorrhage is immediately
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fatal only in a niiiiority of the cases, as wLeu the lebiuu is of very
wide extent or affects a vital center.

Chronic diffuse nephritis may also terminate suddenly with severe

bronchial dyspnea and pulmonary edema, or witli intestinal symptoms

resemhiiuLi' cholci'a.

The liver is not often the seat of lesions leading to unex[)ected

death. The rupture of abscesses or cysts may be rapidly fatal from

shock, liemorrhaij:e, and ])eritonitis, but such lesions have usually

])r<istrated the patient before the onset of the fatal com})lication.

Biliarv colic in rare instances has proved rapidly fita!, even without

complications.
The stomach may be the seat of sudden fatal hemorrhag-e, due to

ulcer, cancer, or chronic congestion fi'om cirrhosis of tiie liver. The

rupture of a gastric ulcer into the peritoneum is not infrequently fatal

within a few hours. Ulcer of the duodenum, as a rule, gives
fewer premonitory symptoms than ulcer of the stomach, and in a larger

percentage of cases leads to unexpected death from perforation or hem-

orrhage. Brouardel describes, under the term <* dyspeptic COma,"
some sudden fatalities in which the autopsy revealed chronic constipa-
tion or partial intestinal obstruction, but admits that these cases are of

very infrequent occurrence.

Acute hemorrhagic pancreatitis, on account of the obscurity
of the sym})toms and the usual rapidity of its course, has attracted con-

siderable medicolegal interest as a cause of sudden death. A very

complete presentation of this subject is contributed by Fitz ^
in the

Middleton-Goldsmith Lecture for 1889. As shown by Fitz, the fre-

quency and importance of jiancreatic hemorrhage as a cause of sudden

death is of recent recognition, the earliest reported cases being those

of Spiess (1867) and Klebs (1870). In 1874 Zenker- reported 2

cases of sudden death from pancreatic hemorrhage, and having found

marked venous congestion of the solar plexus and abdominal organs,
he attributed the deaths to shock and cardiac paralysis. Since that time

other cases have been accumulated by Kollman, Dra]:)er, Fit/, and

others, so that the tables of Fitz comprise Ki well-authenticated

instances of sudden death referable to no other lesion than ])ancreatic

hemorrhage. It appears from these cases that fatal hemorrliage may
occur in a previously diseased pancreas or when the individual is

apparently in sound health, and the pancreas otherwise entirely fi'ee

from evidence of disease. Predisposing and exciting causes cannot be

definitely stated, although the majority of cases occurred in compara-

tively fat individuals, and traumatism and intenqicrance were noted in

others. The onset of the hemorrhage was invariably attended by
immediate prostration or collapse, and death ensued in from one-half to

thirty-six hours. At the postmortem the j)ancreas is found infiltrated

w^ith fresh blood, either wholly or in ]>art, and diffusely throughout the

connective tissue or in circumscribed areas. The infiltration with

^ See Pmceed'mqH of the 'New York Paiholofikal Snrieiy, 1889.
^ DeutHche Archil- fill- klinische Medlcin, Bd. ii., S. 35L
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blood may involve the subperitoneal tissue about the pancreas, or

extend into the omentum, mesentery, behind the colon, or into the peri-

nephritic fat, wliile the pancreatic tissue is either normal or in a con-

dition of fatty infiltration or degeneration. The exact origin of the

hemorrhage has not been demonstrated, but from its rapidity and extent

Fitz believes it to be arterial rather than venous, and denies that it

results from ruptured aneurysms or fat-necrosis. Seitz,^ however,

reports a case of suddenly fatal pancreatic hemorrhage resulting from

syphilitic changes in the vessels of this organ.
Previous to publication of the abundant proof reviewed in the

article of Fitz it was not universally recognized that pancreatic hemor-

rhage must be admitted as a cause of sudden death. Dietrich ^ con-

cludes the report of a fatal case of hemorrhagic pancreatitis with the

0})inion that the importance of pancreatic hemorrhage as a cause of

sudden death is still hypothetic and of little consequence to the medical

jurist. This statement well represents the old skepticism on the sub-

ject, and the writer was probably not familiar with the evidence

collected by Fitz. Of greater value is the report of Reibold^ of

pancreatic hemorrhage in ll cases of death frcMu other causes, one, a fat

woman, thirty-four years old, dying from morphinism ; another, a man
of fifty years, who suicided by hanging ;

and a third, a man of thirty-
five years, dying from hemorrhage in another locality. Reibold con-

cludes that pancreatic hemorrhage is merely a sign of disturbed circula-

tion, a conclusion that was doubtless correct in his 3 cases. The con-

clusions of Fitz have been amply supported by several later studies, and

it may safely be held that pancreatic hemorrhage may stand alone as a

cause of sudden death. The exact origin of the hemorrhage and the

consequence of events which leads to the fatal issue in these cases are

still largely undetermined. Of 17 cases of acute hemorrhagic pan-
creatitis collected by the same author, it appears tliat when hemorrhage
results from acute inflammation of the pancreas death is not usually so

sudden as to excite surprise, for in these cases pronounced symptoms
marked the course of the disease for at least three days. A more

rapidly fatal case of this disease has since been reported in at least 2

instances (Sticker, Kraft
*),

in which very sudden death resulted from

acute hemorrhagic pancreatitis.
The Spleen, when greatly swollen, may rupture spontaneously or from

slight traumatism, and sudden death may follow from shock and hemor-

rhage, but such accidents usually occur in the course of severe infectious

disease and, except in pernicious malaria, do not become of medicolegal
interest. Zenker^ records a case of sudden death from spontaneous

hemorrhage at the hilus of the spleen.
Aside from profuse hemorrhage arising from various causes, lemons

of the intestines rarely prove immediately fatal. Extensive strangulation
1
ZeiUrhrvfi fiir klinische Medicin. 1892, S. 1.

^
Vierteljahrenfichrift fur qerichtUche Mrdicin, Bd. lii., S. 43.

=»

Virchmv'sJa/n-esherichi, 1887, Bd. i., S. 508.

*Ibid., 1894, Bd. ii., S. 22-5.
* Deutsche Archivfur practische Medicin, 1874, Bd. ii., S. 351.
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of the intestine hy volvulus, hands, or hernia may, however, cause death
within a few hours.

Diseases of the nervous system are rather less frequent causes

of sudden deatii than ai'c ati'ections of either the respiratory or the cir-

culatory system.

Apoplexy, in its most usual forms, has boon consid(Mvd in connec-

tion with the blo< id-vessels. Chronic hemorrhagic pachymeningitis
may terminate in an extensive hemorrhage wliich ])rovcs suddenly liital

after one of the periods of temporary improvement, and in a case

recently referred to hv the writer this maladv caused a sudden and

unexpected death, with sym])toms of headache, coma, and collapse, hut

without hemorrhage. Acute purulent meningitis is occasionally fatal

in children or adults during the first lew hours of the violent onset that

usually characterizes epidemics of this disease, and in some cases even
without any previous marked symptoms.

Of the various diseases terminating in sudden convulsions and coma,
some are directly referable to the hrain and nervous system. Epileptic
convulsions are usually survived, l)ut death results after repeated seiz-

ures from cardiac fiilure, from accidental traumatism, or, occasionally,
from attacks of grand mal.

Acute uremic or diabetic coma is often followed by death, and
while the former commonly occurs without marked premonition, the

latter is rare except in advanced stages of the disease.

Acute alcoholism, proving fatal shortly after the ingestion of a

large amount of liqu(ir or terminating suddenly after prolonged exces-

sive indulgence is responsible for a considerable number of sudden
deaths coming under the notice of municipal authorities. Of Westcott's

303 entirely unexpected deaths, 29 per cent, ^vere due to the abuse of

alcohol. The usual history of these cases is that the subjects were
found dead after a night's debauch, or that they died soon after a few
violent convulsions—" rum epilepsy

"—which terminated a more ]iro-

longed spree. The postmortem usually discloses one or all of three

gross conditions—the presence oi' alcohol in the stomach, acute conges-
tion of the gastro-intestinal tract, and changes in the viscera resulting
from chronic alcoholism. These cases are invariably characterized by
deep coma, and death is to be attributed to an acute toxemia princii)ally

affecting the nervous system. Chronic alcoholism may end in

sudden deatli through the changes it produces in the viscera, esj)ecially

in the heart and blood-vessels, and it is a very general predisposing
cause of many other forms of sudden death.

The acute infectious diseases, in their malignant forms, may
prove very rapidly fatal. Lobar pneumonia an<l cerebrospinal men-
ingitis furnish frequent exam])les of this sort. In ej)idemics of Asiatic

cholera, the stage of collapse and death may apjx'ar in a few hours

from the onset, and rarely cholera morbus is fatal when it attacks

aged or enfeebled individuals or infants. Sudden deaths from yellow
fever and pernicious malaria are not seen in northern latitudes, but

are not unknown in trojjical regions.
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Certain general etiologic factors are recognized as affecting
the frequency of sudden deaths from natural causes. Persons of

advanced age are more liable to sudden death than the young. In
children the usual order is reversed, and sudden deaths are more fre-

quently due to asphyxia than to heart failure. Cold weather favors

the occurrence of sudden deaths, but certainly much less than does the

excessively hot weather of the American summer. During the severe

hot weather of August 8th to loth, 1896, there were in New York city
651 deaths from sunstroke, and the number of sudden deaths from
unknown causes was enormously increased. Sudden changes of tem-

perature and of barometric pressure also increase the number of sudden
deaths.

PRESUMPTION OF DEATH.

It is contrary to the tendency of modern law that the courts should

recognize any presumption in matters of fact which, if the facts were

known, could be determined with certainty. This principle is more

strictly followed at the present day in questions of survivorship, in

which it is generally held in England and America that in the absence

of proof as to M'hich of two persons died first when both perish in the

same catastrophe the law can recognize no general presumption as to

W'hich of the two may be regarded as the survivor. The legal death

of persons long absent and unheard of, but not proved to be dead, is,

however, presumed by courts of law after the period of seven years.
In such cases there may be no evidence of death other than the

prolonged and inexplicable absence of the individual. At other times

the evidence may be very strong that the person in question has per-

ished, as when the ship on which he is known to have sailed has never

been heard of or has been shown to have been Avrecked. Here, in the

absence of full legal evidence of death and of all traces of a dead body,
the law may presume the fact of death long before the usual period of

seven years has elapsed. In the presence of such evidence, also,

insurance companies usually settle claims at the expiration of one or

two years. The direct proof of death in these cases is, therefore, not

required, but the law assumes that the logical presumption of death is

sufficient.

Further, it becomes necessary fully to establish the fact of the life

of such persons supposed to be dead in order to secure a conviction for

alleged bigamy or other crimes. It has been ruled by English courts

that a wife mav lea-allv marry arain after some years of absence of her

husband, even though she has not made proper attempts to learn

whether or not her husband is still alive, the presumption of the laAv

in favor of the death of persons long absent being very strong. Ameri-
can courts are inclined, however, to require that reasonable searcli for

the absent party must be made, what constitutes " reasonable search
"

being a mixed question of fact and law.^

The ordinary presumption of death may be strengthened by other jit'e-

1 Clark vs. Owens, 18, IST. Y., 434.
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sumptive evidence, such as threats of suicide.' Or, the presumption of

death inav' he set aside ])V confficfliu/ prc.sinnjjfioiis, and even by hearsay
and other classes of evidence not onhnarily achnitted by tlie courts, the

tendencv justly being to recog-nize every trace of fact rather than rest

upon presumption. There could be no reasonable })resumption of

death, for example, if the person had absented himself ihv years after

the commission of some crime.

When a decision rests upon the life or death of a ])erson at some

particular period of seven year^, the presumption of the law does not

cover the point, and fiu'ther evidence as to the time of death is

required. In such cases medical evidence may pidve of decisive

iiujiort, indicating the state of the individual's health when last seen.

Here, also, a consideration of many of the questions mentioned as

affecting the presumption of survivorship may be involved. An

applicable illustration referred to by Tidy
^

is the case of the Beasney
trusts : "A person who was entitled to the dividends on stock payable
in April and October a})p]ied for his dividends in April. He was last

seen in August of the same vear, when he was in a verv bad state of

health. He never applied for his half-yearly dividends in the ensuing
October. It appeared that he was of dissolute haliits, and depended

chiefly on the dividends for his maintenance. The question in the

case was whether he died before Xovember of that year. It was held

that not having applied for the October dividend, and in consideration

of the state of his health when last seen, the presumption nuist be that

he died before Xovember."

By section 1582 of the New York Code it was ruled that when

property was bequeathed to unknown heirs, these heirs were presumed
to be dead after the lapse of twenty-five years. In the case of People
ex rel. vs. Ryder

^ this legislation was declared unconstitutional, and

there is at present no presunq)tion of death in such cases.

PRESUMPTION OF SURVIVORSHIP.

At all times it has been found a diflicult and important matter to

decide which of two or more persons must be regarded as the survivor

when all perish in a common accident, such decisions not infrequently

transferring large portions from one heir to another.

It is at once evident that the decision shoidd be determined strictly

by tlie facts of the case, for it can hardly be sup]iosed that the deaths

of two or more persons in the same catastroj)he are exactly sinudta-

neous, while the difference in the time of death, however slight it may
be, constitutes a real distinction. Yet the great variety of circum-

stances surrounding fatal accidents on sea and land and the usual lack

of direct evidence as to the fate of the victims are usually insurmount-

able obstacles in the way of ascertaining these facts. Accordingly, the

attitude of the law among civilized nations in treating the question of

1 Sheldon vs. Ferris, 45 Barb., 124, X. Y. * Loc. cit.

3 6.5 Hun., 175.
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survivorship has been determined partly by ideas of expediency and

partly by consideration of the probable course of events.

The old Roman law recognized general expediency, and to some
extent the existing physical conditions, by holding that in the absence

of proof as to which of two persons died first, a child above the age of

puberty must be considered to survive a parent, while parents were held

to survive children under puberty, and the husband was presumed to

survive the wife.

The French law as embodied in the Code Napoleon is based entirely

upon a consideration of the physical conditions, but recognizing the

impossibility of determining the actual sequence of deaths, in the absence

of proof, adopted as a fixed rule the probable sequence as shown by the

age, sex, and strength of the victims. If those who perished together
were under fifteen years of age, the oldest is presumed the survivor.

If they were all above sixty years of age, the youngest is presumed the

survivor. If some were under fifteen and others above sixty, the

former are presumed the survivors. If the ages of all were between
fifteen and sixty years, the males are presumed the survivors if the

ages are equal or the difference does not exceed one year, and if they
are all of the same sex, the younger are presumed to survive the older

persons.
A chief objection to the Napoleonic code is the extreme presumption

in fiivor of infants, who may be held to survive men of sixty-one years
of age, which in fact they must very seldom be able to do when exposed
to the same physical conditions. Nor can either expediency or the

probable facts be urged in favor of the presumption that a youth of

fifteen must be considered the survivor of a man of forty. To a con-

siderable extent, however, the presum])tions of the French code repre-
sent the probable sequence of deaths if a number of persons of all ages
and sexes were precipitated simultaneously into the water.

The Prussian law is similar in spirit with the Napoleonic code.

The Mahometan law of India ignores the whole difficulty by ruling
that when relatives perish together in the same accident they must all

be presumed to die at the same moment. In England and in most
States of America courts have held that survivorship must be deter-

mined solely u]X)n the evidence, in the absence of which there can be no

presumption of the law in favor of any age or sex. In Louisiana,
which was long under French rule, the Napoleonic code has been incor-

porated in the State laws.

Not only is there no presumption in favor of age or sex, but the

courts have ignored some very strong presumjitive evidence based upon
the physical condition of the victims.

In the well-known case of Wife ?•-•*. Angrave,^ husband and wife and
children were swept by one wave from the deck of a vessel and dis-

appeared. It was shown that the husband was a powerful swimmer,
while the wife was a delicate woman and could not swim. Yet the

House of Lords would not presume that one survived the other. The
1
8, H. of L. cases, 213.
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greater and decisive value placed upon very slight objective evidence is

seen in the ease of Pell r.s. l>all.' Jiall, his wife, aud daughter were

lost in an explosion on Ijoard tiie steamer Palnsl;}. Tlie wife was seen

after the explosion rushing about the deck and calling for her husband,

who failed to re})ly. She was soon lost with the sinking vessel. The

fact that the wife was seen alive after the explosion while the husband

failed to appear or answer his wife's calls was sutlicicnt evidence to

establish tiie survivorship of the wife. Distinctly contrary to the spirit

of these decisions is the ruling in Chancery in the more recent case of

Seelich vs. Bootii,- in wliich, of two hrothers, one, the elder and master

of a ship, the other, younger, and mate of the shij), both perishing in a

wTeck, it was held that the younger died first.

It appears that the province of medical testimony in er^tablisiiing a

presumption of survivorship is, in the opinion of the courts, rather

limited. While it is probable that careful study ol" the circumstances

connected with the fatality and of the physical condition of the victims

will in nianv instances correctly determine the survivor, the law

hesitates to applv so general a rule of prol)al)ility to individual cases.

Yet the medical testimony in such cases is usually considered with care,

and its proper presentation involves the consideration of many condi-

tions affecting the tenacity of life in (liferent individuals.

Tiie age of the persons may have important bearing on the question

of survivorship provided they have been ex]iosed to identical conditions.

As already shown, age was the principal factor considered in the con-

struction of the Code Napoleon, in w^iich it is held that there is no

appreciable difference in the tenacity of life to be expected in persons

between the ages of fifteen and sixty years. It is perhaps possible to

make rather closer distinctions, however, in the physical vigor of indi-

viduals as affected by age.

Complete physical development is usually attained between the ages

of twenty-five and thirty, and continued until fifty, although failing in

many instances long before that time. There Mill, therefore, be no

evidence based upon age ca])able of affecting the ])resum])tion of sur-

vivorship of persons between these ages, nor can it be claimed that in

the absence of other influences there is always a considerable difierence

in vigor to be found between the extremes of puberty and adult life.

But there is a very distinct prol)ability that a middle-aged adult will

survive a child or an aged person when both are ex))osed to the same

violence, and there are numerous decisions that when a ])arent and

infant child perish together, the presum])tion of survivorshij) is in favor

of the parent. It is to be considered that some forms of violence are

more fatal at some ages than at others. Children are very susce])tible

to the fatal effects of shock, hemorrhage, starvation, and of some drugs,

but rarely perish from sunstroke.

The ordinary presumption based upon age may be (.ntweighed by

other presumptive evidence. If a father, mother, and child w ere fi)und

1
1, Cheves Ch. cases, and American Journal Medical Sciences, July, 1845.

'^

Greenleaf on Evidence, p. 47.
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murdered, the usual presumption of survivorship would be exactly
reversed in order, owing to the probaljility that the murderer would
first attack the stronger person. If serious wounds were found upon
the body of the older and stronger of two persons drowned at sea, or

if the older were unable to swim while the youn(>:er was known to

be a powerful swimmer, the presumption of survivorship might be

reversed.

Sex is of somewhat less importance as a factor in survivorship.
Other conditions being similar, there is an undoubted balance in favor

of the survival of the male, when the loss of life results from the exhaus-

tion of pliysical strength, and safety depends upon exertion or agility.

It is probable, but not invariable, that men suffer less readily from

shock and hemorrhage, and it has been claimed that women are superior
in passive endurance.

The state of health may outweigh the prcsimiptive evidence

given by both age and sex. An adult male invalid may reasonably be

expected to perish from any of the usual forms of violence before a

healthy adult female or child, and there is abundant precedent to show
that such evidence, reaching as it does almost to the grade of certainty,

may be expected strongly to influence the decision of the court. If

may, therefore, become important to study in sucli detail as the evidence

will permit the general condition of health of the persons concerned.

The manner of death and the circumstances surrounding it

require consideration in every attempt to establish doubtful survivor-

ship, and the evidence thus obtained will generally be found of more
decisive nature than the consideration of age, sex, or state of health.

Asphyxia.—It is by many regarded as an established fact that

women resist death from asphyxia longer than men, as is possibly to be

expected from the known physiologic rule that women consume less

oxygen than men. Partly on this account, in eases of asphyxia by

gases, the chances of survivorshiji are usually granted to favor the

woman. The observations on which this opinion are chiefly based are

referred to by Guy and Ferrier.^ "In 19 of 360 cases of poisoning by
charcoal fumes which occurred in Paris in 1834—35, a man and a

woman were exposed to these gases together. Of these, only 3 were

saved, and these were women. In the solitary cases, 18 of 73 females

and 19 of 83 males were restored, so that the chances in favor of the

female are nearly as 15 to 14. In a case reported b}' W. Sardaillon, a

man, his wife, and their child were asphyxiated in a porter's lodge.
The child died, the father was very ill and with difficulty restored to

life, while his wife w^as able to call for help and assist both husband

and child." The foregoing evidence is interesting and valuable, but

far from conclusive, for a single series of observations must be regarded
as entirely inadequate to prove any general rule relating to facts in

medicine. Observations in such cases, to be reliable, must include the

minutest details of age, habits, state of health, and especially of the

position of the bodies with reference to possible sources of air.

1
Principles of Forensic Medicine, p. 312.
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The proximity to air, as well as the relative exposure to injury,

determines with considerahh' certainty the survivors in fatal accidents

where bodies are piled one upon another, as occurs in panic-stricken

crowds or in collapsed buildinos. In disasters in mines, some bodies

are commonlv found injured by the explosion of firedamj), others

suifocated bv falling earth, still others slowly sufl'ocated or exliausted,

but Iving in a portion of the mine less affected by the ex])losion, in

which case the order of survivorship is clearly indicated.

In death bv drowning, althouuh men are more likely to be on the

deck of a vessel at the time of an accident, are more active in avoiding

danggr, are more often good swimmers, are less encumbered by clothing,

and are more self-possessed in securing life-preservers or other floating

objects, the courts have repeatedly refused to place any great value

upon such general presumptive evidence. If the bodies are recovered,

it has been pointed out that marks of severe injuries will weigh against

survivorship, and evidence of an attempt to save others, as shown by
the position of two bodies, will tell in favor of survivorshij).

Cold.—Men endure cold l)etter than women, and adults better than

the aged, while young children are least capable of withstanding its

effects. In general, the greater the Ixxly-weight, the longer will the

body require to cool and life be retained. The amount of clothing, the

development of adipose tissue, and the state of health considerably affect

the power of resistance against cold. The use of alcohol or narcotic

drugfs markedlv increases the danger of death from cold, as both reduce

temperature, muscular activity, and general sensibility.

Heat is not often concerned in questions of survivorsliip, and little

is known of the relative tolerance of the ages and sexes. Children do

not often ])erish from sunstroke. In death from burns, the ]ihysical

examination and the position of the bodies will dctenuine as far as

possible the survivor. Children, being very susceptible to shock, early

succumb to the effects of burns.

Starvation.—Children are rapidly exhausted by lack of food, and

it is a common observation that the withdrawal of f(X)d for a few hours

raav determine the death of infuits from acute gastro-intestinal diseases.

It iias been claimed that the aged are more tolerant to lack of food than

are adults, a claim that can hardly l)e supjiorted unless the aged person

is in a better state of general nutrition. It would seem more reasonai>le

and more in accordance with the evidence furnished by clinical experi-

ence that between adults and old ])ersons tlie probability of survivorship

depends less upon the (piantity of f)od required at different ages than

upon the state of nutrition and the development of adipose tissue.

From the experience of professional fasters it is evident that life may
be supported for long periods without food, by the u^^c of water, :n)d

that the Avithdrawal of both food and water will ]u-ove more rapidly

fatal than the lack of food alone.

Electricity.
—The depth and extent of burns upon the body, the

presence of metallic conductors of any sort in the
clothing,^

and the

position of the bodies with reference to the source of electricity may
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furnish indications, very obscure at best, of the probable survivor in

death from this cause. The fatal eifects of lightning have beeu dis-

tributed in the most irregular and inexplicable manner. The instan-

taneous character of the shock and our lack of detailed knowledge of

the fatal action of electricity render the determination of survivorship
in deaths from this cause especially difficult.

Parturition.—It is probable that in most cases of parturition end-

ing fatally to mother and child, either with or without attendance, the

child perishes before the mother, but the conditions in the case may dis-

tinctly indicate that the child survived the mother. The fact that the

life of the child may continue in ufero is amply attested by numerous

successful postmortem deliveries. But only children born alive are

legally recognized as living beings, so that the survival in utero need

not be considered. In the absence of definite evidence that the child

was still-born it would appear that the usual facts are most accurately
met by the decision of the Imperial Chamber at Wetzlar, quoted by Tidy,
in favor of the child, on the ground that the mother sank exhausted by
the pains of labor, while the child died subsequently from lack of

nourishment. Such evidence of still-birth may be the maceration of

the skin, indications of prolonged second stage, signs of great com-

pression or molding of the head, a very extensive caput succedaneum,

meningeal hemorrhage, and internal signs of death by acute asphyxia,
with complete atelectasis of the lungs. When the mother dies of active

hemorrhage after delivery, the chances are probably even more favora-

ble for the survival of the child, which is capable of existence for some
time after detachment of the placenta from the uterus. Yet all these

considerations are usually outweighed by the ruling that the life of the

child requires proof, while that of the mother does not, and decisions

in such cases are usually in favor of the survival of the mother.

In death from poisoning, the quantity of the drug ingested, the age
and physical condition of the victims, and the influences of idiosyncrasy
should be considered.

The degree of postmortem changes may occasionally be worth con-

sidering when bodies are seen shortly after death, but only with the

cautions emphasized in the section on Signs of Death.

In general the minutest details in regard to the manner of death,
the position of the bodies, and the results of postmortem examination

should be considered with the usual expectation of reducing, in some

slight degree only, the presumptive character of the evidence relating
to survivorship.



DEATH FROM COLD, HEAT, AND STARVATION.

DEATH FROM COLD AND HEAT.

Physiologic Considerations.—Both cold and heat are capable
of inducini;' fatal effects when aj)j)licd to the animal hodv, and lor the

most part the mode of action is the same in each case. The deleterious

influences may be regarded as ])artly exerted upon the vascular appa-
ratus and circulatory function, and jiartly as due to the action of toxic

principles generated within the body imder the circuinstauces of its

abnormal environment.

It cannot be stated distinctly how these vascular influences are

induced, but it is safe to say that circulatory faults may be produced in

either case in part directly, partly thi'ougli nervous reflexes, and partly

by the toxins just mentioned. These toxins, of M'hose actual nature

definite information is yet to be had, are partly those which are natur-

ally generated by the animal body and retained by reason of the

impotency of surface excretion, partly the result of local degeneration
of tissues influenced by the cold or heat, and partly the result of a

general functional derangement induced by the abnormal temperatiu*e
of the body and vascular derangements consequent to the same.

The temperature of the human body in health is subject to variation

from the position of thermometric application, age, time of day, condi-

tion of bodily nutrition, exercise, personal peculiarities, and other minor
factors. It is least up(m the surface of the extremities (35.3° C.—95.5°

F.), less upon the open surface (35.5° C—96° F.) than in protected

situations, as in the axilla or perineum (36.6°-37.1° C—98°-98.8° F.),
and highest in the accessible cavities, as the mouth, vagina, or rectum

(37°-37.6° C—98.3°-99.8° F.). At time of birth the temperatm-e of

the infant is one or two degrees above that of the mother, but it falls

rapidly to near the average. In old age again the tenijierature is apt to

be slightly above normal. It is higher in the evening than in the

early morning, the daily variation being from one to one and a half

degrees Fahrenheit as an average. As a rule, full bodily vigor is coin-

cident with slight excess of bodily temjierature over low states of

nutritional excellence
;
and the flush of bodily exercise is marked by a

slight rise of temperature. There are also |X'rsons who normally present

slight variations above or below the average normal temjierature of the

axilla (37° C—98.3° F.).

Precisely how this normal temperature is produced and preserved is

not thoroughly understood. Fundamentally it is proljably the result

of chemical activities going on in the blood, glands, muscles, and, to a

Vol. I.—11 161
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less extent, other parts of the system ;
these chemical changes being

mainly those of oxidation, although other and more intricate chemical

changes are nnquestionably largely concerned. This generation of heat

is to a greater or less degree regulated by a therniQgenic mechanism
situated in the spinal cord, medulla, and basal cerebral ganglia. Its

uniformity is, moreover, to a large measure determined by the rate of

thermolysis or heat dissipation. The dissipation of heat takes place

mainly from the surface of the body by radiation, convection, and

absorption in the evaporation of the sweat
;

it is also lost by convec-

tion from the lungs ;
and there exist thermolytic nervous centers in the

medulla and basal ganglia, regulating in a measure the activity of the

process. In the rate of loss by all these means much depends upon the

temperature of the surrounding medium, as favoring or not one or more
of the modes of dissipation. Thus a cold surrounding atmosphere per-
mits the direct radiation of heat from the body, gradually diminishing
with rise of surrounding temperature and ceasing when the atmospheric

temperature approximates that of the body. Convection is favored by
the coincidence of moisture and lo\vness of temperature of the surround-

ing atmosphere, the cool particles of moisture abstracting heat from the

warm body to their own evaporation. JNIotion of this cool moist atmos-

phere augments its refrigerating power by constantly bringing to the

body surface fresh, cold particles of moisture to abstract further heat.

Thus is explained the chilling power of cold winds in moist climates.

Convection is favored also by a high temperature of the surrounding

atmosphere, coinciding with dryness of the air, such a combination ])er-

mitting free evaporation of the perspiration poured f )rth upon the skin

surface, and easy absorption of moisture from the lungs by the air

inhaled. A combination of such conditions prevailing, comparatively

high degrees of atmospheric temperature may be withstood with little

discomfort. Far less animal heat is lost by convection in a cold dry
air than in a cold moist air

;
and a warm moist atmosphere decidedly

retards the cooling influence of perspiratory evaporation, thus increasing
the discomfort of warmth to the body. The amount of air inspired,
its temperature, and its humidity likewise influence in distinct measure
the rate of heat dissipated ;

the amount and temperature of liquids and
solids ingested, by adding or abstracting heat from the body, must also

influence the rate of heat-loss. In addition to these there probably
exist in the central nervous system, in much the same situations as the

heat generative centers, other centers which inhibit the production of

animal heat and thus aid in maintaining the heat balance at a uniform

degree. Further, as influencing most materially the rate of heat dissi-

pation, the amount and character of clothing must be kept constantly
in mind.

Influence of Cold and Heat applied to the Body Surface.^For
the present consideration, by far the most important primary influence in

the production of deleterious effects is that exerted by the temperature

upon the rate of heat dissipation through the skin. Such are brought
about mainly by modifications in the circulation of the surface. Increases
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or diminutions of thcrmogenosis and toxic dcvelopmont enter secondarily
but probably in important detjrce in the later manifestations of indi-

vidual cases. The. eti'ects of local apj)lication (»!" cold or heat to the

surface may be taken as an indication of the effects of similar tempera-
tures generally applied, and may be used in exj)lanation of the lethal

effects produced.
If the hand, for example, is thrust into an icy tenijicrature, the

primary result is a stimulation of the j)ilomotor apparatus, of the mus-

cular fibers close to the sin'face, and consequently a constriction of the

vessels of the skin. The surface becomes blanched, the skin coni-

pact,
"
goose-flesh

"
appears, the surface becomes nmnb

;
the blood is

driven from the surface exposed to the cold, and to a certain degree loss

of heat by absorption from the warm blood prevented. A longer

exposure is followed by a diffuse reddening of the exposed surface, as

the blood returns to the part in increased amount, either as the result

of a nervous reflex, from the stimulation by the cold leading to a dilata-

tion of the vascular apparatus of the skin, or as a direct i)aralyzant

result of the cold upon the tissues and vessel-walls of the exposed part.

Temporarily this increase of warm blood coming to the chilled surface

tends to preserve the temperature balance of its tissues and maintain

their intes^ritv : but with the continued and increased loss of heat to the

external cold medium such balance is eventually again destroyed, and
the tissue elements altered to a greater or less degree. If the part

exposed is a dependent one, the blush thus induced advances in its

intensity, by a gratlual paralysis of the vessel-walls, to a cyanosis or

deep congestion, with consequent tumefaction, tingling, and pain, or, in

advanced degrees, actual anesthesia. If, however, the surface is readily

drained, the blood again gradually recedes to the interior, to occupy the

larger vessels and capillary areas of the internal viscera, and the sur-

face remains white and the part unswollen. If attached to the living

body, such a congested part in its reaction becomes the seat of more or

less intense inflammation or gangrene ;
while in case of actual destruc-

tion of the tissue, in tlie severer forms of exposure to cold, the inflam-

matory reaction is limited almost entirely to the area of demarcation

between the necrotic and the living part. In case of death by freezing,
the blood, as noted l)y various observers, remains fluid, although alter-

ations of a decisive character take place in its constitution. These alter-

ations of blood constitution j>rol)ably play a distinct part in the final

lethal effect of cold both nutritively and in the capacity of oxygen con-

vection
;
also in the development of toxic materials.

If the entire body surface, including the lungs, instead of a portion,

is exposed to the influence of long-continued and intense cold, there will

be noted as a result contraction of the skin, blanching of the surface,

superficial nmscular stimulation, manifested by shivering, and distinct

sensati(m of cold. Succeeding these the surface becomes reddened, a

glow of Avarmth and a sensation of tingling or mild pain develoji. This

is especially true for the extremities, where the circulation is not so

active as in the p-eneral svstem. It is not known whether this blush of
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the surface, secondary to the primary blanching, is due to a direct or a

reflex influence, but it is probably the resnlt of a paralysis of the vaso-

constrictor and muscular fibers of the skin in the vicinity of the vessels.

This vascular dilatation, thus far noted only in the vessels of the sur-

face, gradually extends, as the influence of the cold penetrates more

deeply, to the larger vessels and viscera of the interior, Avhich, in a

relaxed state, are competent to contain the entire bulk of the blood of

the body. In consequence the blood is withdrawn from the surface to

the interior, thus leaving the skin blanched, and the interior ^ essels,

including, those of the brain, completely filled. Such conditions are

found postmortem. Other factors, however, are also to be sought for

in the production of the cardiac failure which usually terminates life,

since in most instances the degree of internal congestion is insufficient

to account mechanically for the cessation of circulation, and to explain
other phenomena uniformly found. An important influence is probably
exerted by various poisonous principles which exist in the blood and
tissues in consequence of the inability of the bloodless skin to perform
its usual excretory function, as well as in consequence of distinct meta-
bolic changes in the fluids and tissues which are under the influence of

the cold. The importance of the skin excretion is mcII shown in the

frequently cpioted experiment of varnishing the skin of a lower animal
with an impervious covering to prevent the escape of the excretory prod-
ucts. Under these circumstances death usually occurs in the course

of some hours, with symptoms of implication of the nervous svstem.

The fluidity and bright-red color of the blood; the heightened internal

temperature of the earlier stages, indicating increased chemical changes ;

the constant tendency to somnolence and coma (jSIosso has shown that

certain conditions of the blood of fatigued animals may, by transfusion,
transmit the tendency to sleep to the receiving animal), all point to the

development and active participation of such poisonous substances.

Their nature is, however, as yet undetermined.

Compared with the effects of cold, the action of heat bears a marked

similarity, differing only in minor details of the vascular phenomena.
Local exposure of the surface to an intense heat causes at first a l)rief

period of contraction, which is rapidly followed by relaxation. This

manifests itself by a diffuse blush, which may again, if the blood

remain in the part, proceed to a deep congestion, inflammation, and

gangrene. This last, in local bums, just as in local freezing, may be

attended by formation of blisters or may ])roceed to a more rapid tissue

destruction, as in the production of eschars or chars. Applied more

slowly and in less intense degree, the vascular dilatation gradually
extends to the vessels of the interior, and the surface, if easily drained,
becomes bloodless. Thus, in the effect of general exposure to heat, the

same phenomena occur, the primary period of blanching being of little

mark and unnoted
; later the surface becomes generally reddened, and,

owing to the hyperemia, the sweat-glands become stimulated to profuse

activity. The evaporation of perspiration for a time exerts a refrige-
rant action and tends to preserve the heat balance, but if evaporation
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is impeded by the humidity of the surrounding atmosphere, the final

effects of the heat are accelerated. Or, after a time, from excessive

activity, the function of the sweat-glands becomes, as it were, paralyzed,
and the dilating influence of the heat is felt more and more centrally.
The blood is thus permitted to proceed from the surface of the body
to the interior, and the same train of symptoms is induced, with the

same final consequences of circulatory failure and death, as in the case

of application of cold. Here, also, probably the same impfirtant role

is played by a number of unknown toxic principles arising within the

body, naturally or under the inliuence of the heat-exposure, and pre-
vented free escape through the skin because of the failure of perspira-
tion. This additional feature, however, marks the develo})meut of the

lethal effects of heat. The animal heat, increased as it is by the

chemical activities leading to the formation of toxins and under their

influence, as well as through central nervous influence, failing of its

proportionate dissipation, increases rapidly and extremely in these cases

and constitutes one of the most important features of death from heat-

exposure.
DEATH FROM COLD.

The degree of cold required to produce death must vary widely in

individual cases, depending upon the natural and artificial powers of pro-
duction and conservation of heat possessed by the individual. Degrees
of temperature very insufficient actually to freeze the tissues or fluids

of the body may, under proper combination of person and environment,
suffice to lower the body temperature enough to determine death. On
the other hand, an individual in free vigor, with proper nutrition and a

sufficiency of suitable clothing, may withstand degrees of temperature
as extreme as —73° C. (—94.4° F.) with comparative impunity, at least

for a limited period of time. Experimental studies on the subject have
shown that it is impossible to fix a definite degree of temperature at

which death wilb invariably take place. As in most instances of

ordinary illness, a depression of body temperature of but a few degrees

(4° to 10° F.) is regarded as more or less prognostic of death, although
there are isolated instances in which very much greater depressions have
been recovered from

; so, also, in case of exposure to cold, while death
mav sometimes in the weak or ao;ed be induced bv refrigeration to but
a few degrees below normal, yet there are recorded instances of recovery
where the accessible cavity temperature was as low as 75° F. or lower.

It is, therefore, impossible to predicate that death from exposure to cold

cannot take place because the temperature of the surrounding atmos-

phere or other medium is not at or below 32° F.

Infants and the aged are particularly liable to the imtoward effects

of such exposure, having little reserve of thermogenic ]iower. Owing
to the low conductile influence of a greater deposit of subcutaneous fat,

woman is able to jH'eserve her body temperature more readily than man,
and is, therefore, other things being equal, less liable to death from the

cause in question. This statement must be accepted, however, with

reservation, the modern protected, artificial life of females reversing in
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great measure their natural advantages. Persons of slight bodily vigor,

persons of spare build, persons whose vitality has been impaired and
whose temperature balance is deranged by disease, or who have, from
vascular or cardiac disease, little circulatory tone, as Mell as those who,
from traumatism or operation, have suffered from cardiac failure,

collapse, or severe hemorrhage, are predisposed to the effects of cold

and withstand its influences less strongly than normal individuals.

Persons who eat but little or mostly of vegetable food are less likely to

withstand refrigeration than full eaters and those who habitually eat

meats and fats
;
and it is well known that starvation and death by

freezing are apt to be coincident. The popular use of alcohol to

sustain the body-temperature during exposure is based on fallacious

ideas, and habitual alcoholism is a very important predisposing cause

in the occurrence of death from cold. Alcohol excites a sensation of

warmth by temporary stimulation of the circulation, thus bringing
warm blood to the chilled surface

;
but by thus aiding in heat dissipa-

tion it merely hastens the fatal result. Its only possible use is a

temporary one, and it should never be employed where any but a

transient effect is desired. The drunken stupor, with its weakened

circulation, is a state especially fraught with danger in ease of exposure.
Other beverages and drugs having a temporary circulatory stimulative

power produce only a false sense of benefit. Coffee and tea belong to

this category, although the heat of the liquid in which they are diffused

is here of material value in restoring to some extent the lost somatic

temperature. So, also, drugs having a depressing effect upon the circu-

lation favor the action of cold.

The influence of clothing in the maintenance of the body tempera-
ture is of great importance, in that this constitutes the most potent arti-

ficial factor available to man to prevent heat dissipation from the sur-

face. The main value of clotlies depends on the amount of Avarm air

which they are able to retain in contact or close to tlie skin rather than

the degree of warmth attained by their own fabric
;
and it thus follows

that a given weight of material disposed so as to maintain several layers
of warm air between the skin and the external cold is more efficient

than when arranged as a single layer. In material, porosity and small

power of hygrosco])y determine the warming excellence of clothing.
The air-spaces of such textures retain in a measure the air warmed from

the body surface. The small amount of moisture present prevents much
loss by absorption to the evaporation of the moisture. The color of the

goods employed also exerts a slight influence. A light colored material

reflects most of the warmth from the external sources and is of no

material advantage in lowering radiation
;
while darker materials absorb

heat from every available external source and liave little power of

reflection. For purposes of warmth, then, a number of layers of

loosely woven woolen garments of a dark color stand first in order of

efficiency ;
while the closely woven white cotton or linen goods have

least protective power. During sleep, during which period heat genesis
is decidedly low and heat dissij^ation free, the amount of clothing should
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be greater than during the moments of wakeful activity
—

perhaps one-

third more clothing being desirable during slumber than wiien tiie indi-

vidual is awake. It is of interest, finally, to note, in cases exposed to

cold, tiiat the posture of the body will, to a certain extent, determine

the rate of heat loss
;
extension of the members and consequent exposure

of a greater dissipating surface hastening the effect
;
while a contracted

posture, with arms and limbs arranged close to the trunk, by dimin-

ishing such area, retards to a greater or less degree the rapidity of the

process of fr('(>zing.

Symptoms.—The onset of symptoms depends largely on the par-
ticular mode of exposure. Thus the ordinary freezing to death \vliich

occurs from prolonged exposure to low atmospheric temperature is

gradual in the development of its symptom-complex, while a sudden

immersion in cold water is generally quite rapid in its effects, a few

minutes' exposure often being sufficient to induce imconsciousness. In

persons of vigorous constitution the course of symptoms is apt to be

more protracted than in those weakened from various causes. In this

latter class a rapid, paroxysm-like culmination may occur after but a

few minutes, reseml)ling the so-called "
congestive chill." It is to be

insisted, also, that death from exposure to cold is not always immediate

in its effect, and that the bodies of those thus dead need not always be

found in an exposed situation. A weakling, for example, may be sub-

jected for a time to the influences of an intense cold, be rescued, and

develop the lethal symptoms of exposure some time after protection has

been afforded. An insane person may l)e immersed in an icy bath for

its calmative effect, be removed and warmly covered to induce proper
reaction. This reaction may never come, although the fatal circulatory
failure is not distinctlv recognized until hours after the bath.

In ordinary cases of expostire to cold, exposure to the cold atmos-

phere, for instance, the first feature noted is the subjective sensation of

cold, most pronounced, as a rule, in the extremities, lips, n(^se, and ears.

The surface at first becomes pale, the skin contracted and harsh, and
"
goose-flesh

"
appears from the stimulation of the pilar muscles. The

irregular stimulation of the superficial muscles gives rise to the well-

known creepy sensations and to shivering. If at this time the surfice

and the deep temperature are taken, while the former is found below

normal, the latter is usually one or more degrees above the normal.
This condition apparently indicates an increased thermogenesis, ]irobably
from the active chemical changes induced within the system mider the

influence of retained excretory materials. In this stage the individual

is usually somewhat exhilarated, active in thought and movements, and
seeks to stimulate the circulation bv free motor exertion, (irraduallv,

as the exposure continues, the sense of chilliness is lost, the blood

returns to the skin, and the surface is covered with a diffuse blush
;

the "
goose-flesh

"
disappears, the skin becomes smooth and ap])arcntly

slightly swollen, and the tendency to shiver and the desire for active

movement are gradually lost. The chilly sensation is replaced by a

tingling or sense of actual pain. The urinary excretion, which during
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the early stage, on account of the heightened blood pressure, Avas

increased, is now normal or perliaps diminished. If the temperature is

again taken, the surface heat is found to be subnormal, although to a

less degree than in the previous stage, while the internal temperature
is maintained at least slightly above normal. Gradually the blush in

the extremities and other distal parts of the circulation deepens to a

purplish, cyanotic hue
;
but after a time the dilatation of the internal

vessels permits the blood to recede from the general surface, leaving it

blanched and relaxed. Even the surface of dependent parts may be left

pale and bloodless in this terminal stage, although if the ouset of the

internal relaxation and circulatory failure is rapid, such dependent sur-

faces are generally left livid by the retention of blood in their structures.

Various circumstances of protection, of local muscular contraction, and
other causes may likewise retard the recession of blood from tliis or

that part, giving rise to livid blotches of irregular size, shape, intensity,
and disposition. Generally the hands and feet, nails, nose, lips, and
ears remain blue and livid, and should recovery take place, intense

inflammatory reaction may set in or gangrene develop from the inten-

sity of the passive hyperemia. The tingling and pain of the preceding

stage gradually disappear, to be replaced by numbness, deepening into

actual anesthesia. During this third stage the somatic temperature,
both internal and external, rapidly falls to approximate that of the

surrounding medium after death. The pulse, which hitherto may have
shown no apprccial)le change, is distinctly soft and weak, and may be

altered in rate and rhythm, indicating cardiac labor and weakness. A
sense of oppression and fulness may be complained of about the chest,
if the patient is able to appreciate his sensations, and a slight irritative

cough often develoi)s quickly, witli a frothy and sometimes bloody

expectoration. The general sensibility of the patient is progressively
and greatly changed. A feeling of weakness and fatigue appears, the

intellect becomes dulled, there is indisposition to further physical exer-

tion, and a drowsiness steals over the individual's senses. The feeling
of tiredness becomes overpowering, and although the patient may appre-
ciate his position and danger, utter carelessness as to the result is mani-

fested
',

the somnolence grows apace, and in spite of every stimulus the

victim sinks into a sleep which soon deepens into coma, and, without

help, rapidly passes into death. Sometimes in this unconscious state,

or replacing it, epileptiform or apoplectiform convulsions occur and

terminate the scene. Death usually occurs gradually by cardiac failure,

but a syncopal attack may prove the terminal stage ;
and at times the

respiration ceases before all signs of circulation have disappeared.

Rigor mortis appears at various periods after death, largely depend-

ing upon the physical exertion performed before death
; but, as a rule,

true rigor mortis appears slowly. Rigidity from congelation may
mask that i^rodaced by the usual coagulation of the muscular substance.

The time occupied in the process of freezing to death, as already

stated, varies considerably, but usually several hours are consumed
before the termination is reached

;
and in vigorous subjects the different
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stages will require an exposure of a number of hours, if a fair protec-
tion has been possessed by the individual, before death takes place.

Immersion in cold water, exposure to cold air and dampness combined,
as in wet clothes on a cold day, other things being equal, produce more

rapid and serious effects than exposure to a cold but dry atmosphere
alone. The personal resistive power is also of mucii importance ;

weaklings from any cause succumbing with much greater rapidity than

persons possessing an ordinarily strong constitution. riius it is not

imjH-obable that quite a decided proportion of the deaths which occur

ra[)idly some hours after a severe oj)eration, without ai)i)urent cause, are

in reality due to the influences of a temperature perhaps but little

below that customarily endured
;
and in localities subject to sudden and

decided changes of temperature, as in our Gulf States in ^vinter, hos-

pital officials fear greatly the sudden oncome of a "norther" lest

their weaker patients may succumb from the change of temperature

occurring even in a protected ward.

Postmortem Appearances.—The appearances met in the body
after death from cold are few, but are fairly distinctive where the

exposure has been to actual freezing temperature, and may serve to

determine W' ith some accuracy that death has occurred by reason of such

exposure. In such cases the surface of the body is extremely pale ;

but here and there, not merely in dependent parts, livid blotches, such

as are usually seen in ordinary death in the dependent parts of the

surface, may be found. These patches of lividity have no regular

position, shape, size, or depth of hue
;
and may be entirely absent.

The lips, ears, and terminal phalanges are usually blue. The skin,

especially about the thicker parts, as the ])alms and soles, is apt to be

wrinkled. There is nothing chai'acteristic about the postiu-e of the

body, unless it is found in a curled-up position indicating some effort on
the part of the victim to preserve his warmth before becoming uncon-
scious. The pupils are dilated. There may be a little bloody and

frothy mucus in the mouth and throat.

On opening the body, the interior vessels are found full of blood,
and the larger viscera, including the brain, but sometimes excluding
the lungs, are found deeply congested. Patches of hemorrhage, from
extreme engorgement probably, have been noted by some observers in

the gastric and intestinal mucous membrane. When the lungs are

engorged, it is not unusual to find small liemorrhages and submucous
effusions in the bronchial tubes. Occasionally, also, small hemorrhages
into the uriniferous tubules of the kidneys are to l)e found. The brain

is occasionally also the seat of small hemorrhagic patches, thus account-

ing for the a])oplectiform seizures sometimes met with in the terminal

stages. The heart is distended in all its cavities. The a|)pearauce of

the blood is peculiar, being of a light arterial hue and nnich more fluid

than ordinarily is the case after death. Small clots are often found in

the heart cavities and larger vessels, but the fluidity of the blood is a

uniform characteristic.

These changes are met with unifbnnly oidy in those who actually
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" freeze to death," and are not so generally met with in those whose

death has occurred without such prolonged exposure to an intense cold,

as is presupposed in these cases. Thus infants, who succumb earlier

and from less intense cold than ordinary adults, are very apt to haye

more wide-spread liyiditj of the surface of the body, death haying
taken place from circulatory failure before the usual determination of

the surface blood to the interior had been completed. So, also, in

persons whose condition of yasotaxis Avas poor even before exposure,
and who, in consequence, probably died in syncope after brief exposure,
the surface appearance is that usually met in ordinary deaths—moderate

degree of pallor if superior areas and liyidity of dependent ones. In

these latter, also, the arterial hue of the blood and failure to coagulate
is not noted with any certainty.

Of the appearances given, while as a group, taken into consideration

Avith the surroundings of the case, they constitute a fairly certain evi-

dence of the mode of death, none is absolutely sure. A number of

poisons, for example, among them prominently the cyanids, are

cajxible of producing the fluid consistency and arterial hue of the

blood
;
while a large number of toxic agents and disease conditions

might duplicate the internal congestions noted. The irregular livid

patches ujion the pallid surface are probably most nearly certain evi-

dence of the influence of cold, and yet these are not by any means con-

stant and may be closely simulated in various states of poisoning and

disease. They are probably most often caused by some interference to

the determination of the blood from the surface to the interior in the

onset of the third stage of the process. Thus the compression of an

eflferent vein by some external pressure, by some pi'essure from ])osture,

or by some irregular constriction of a neighboring muscle could \^•ell

account for the phenomenon.
In the examination of bodies of those supposed to have died from

the effects of exposure to cold it must not be lost sight of that death

may have occurred from very diflerent causes, and even in the existence

of the foregoing signs careful examination of the body for signs of

other disease and of violence must be made. Persons freezing to death

seek naturally, as a rule, a sitting or recumbent posture as a relief

from fatigue, and marks of violence are therefore always to be regarded
with much suspicion when found in such cases. The marks of violence

need not be of such a character as to indicate a necessarily fatal violence

in order to implicate another, since it is well known that in the wounded

refrigeration is more uniformly and seriously effective than in the nor-

mal. Nor is it to be lost sight of that mere frozen rigidity is not in

itself an indication that death occurred from cold, since, of course, solidi-

fication from freezing cannot, in the nature of things, occur generally

throughout the body until after actual death—and this in spite of the

fact that cold-blooded animals, as fish, may sometimes be resuscitated

after having been frozen stifl", and that small portions of warm-blooded

animals, cock's-combs, for example, may become brittle from cold, while

the animal retains its vitality. A matter of some importance, indicated
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in the writings of various legal [)hysicians, is the absence of all signs

of putrefaction, and from this the inference arises that if congelation

has been continuous, any such signs must uulicate the death of the

individual ])rior to the freezing of the body. Yet it is to be recalled

that an actually freezing tem{)erature is not always necessary to produce
death from cold, and that slight })utrefaction may occur in temperatures
sutHcient to produce death in the weak. Moreover, the occurrence of

weather permitting decomposition in the interval between death and the

discovery of the body must be kept in mind.

Treatment of Those Dying from Exposure to Cold.—
The indications lor the care of persons in whom death from cold is

imminent include the preservation of the remaining l)ody warmth, the

provision, in every way possible, of warmth to make good the loss

which has occurred, and the maintenance and stimulation of the flag-

ging circulation. After immediate reaction has been obtained, the sub-

sequent measures should be directed to overcome the more or less per-

sisting etfects of the wide-spread internal congestion, especially of the

kidneys, alimentary tract, lungs, and brain, and the establishment of full

excretion and of nutrition. The first of these indications demands the

immediate application of a large amount of light, non-conducting cloth-

ing.' The patient should immediately, or as quickly as possible, be

placed in a warm bed. Hot diffusible stimulants should be admin-

istered, and hot bottles and other external heat applied to the surface.

The skin should be thoroughly rul)bed with hot towels. Among the

stimulants indicated, whisky, strychnin, and digitalis are prol)ably the

best. Hot saline enemata may l)e administered with benefit. The

body should be placed in such position that determination of the blood

from the brain will naturally occur
;
but with any sign of syncope the

head should be lowered at once. After the reaction has been estab-

lished, the further treatment of the case resolves itself into that of the

nephritis and other inflammations which may arise, and must necessarily

vary greatly with the intensity and special prominence of the involve-

ment of this or that organ. In every case, however, the necessity for

the care of the nutrition and the establishment of free renal and dermal

excretion must enter largely into the special treatment, in order to

afford the means of maintaining the chemical activities upon which

thermogenesis depends and in order to free the system of the deleterious

products which have formed or accumulated during the period of

refrigeration.

I/egal Considerations.—Death from exposure to cold is usually

accidental, but questions of responsibility may arise as to homicide in

exposure of babes, children, the insane, or the aged, and of contribu-

tory negligence in the case of weaklings and sick and wounded persons.
Intentional exposure or criminal negligence can naturally rarely be

charged in connection with healthy and developed individuals, nor is

the possibility of suicide by the means in question of sufficient impor-
tance to demand attention. Instances of intentional destruction are

not infrequent, however, especially in the newly born, particularly when
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the child was illegitimate. In such suspected instances it is to be kept
clearly in mind that babes, and especially those prematurely or poorly

developed, may perish from comparatively slight refrigeration, and that

it is not necessary to establish the prevalence of actually freezing
weather during the exposure. The environments of the mother at the

time of parturition are, however, to be considered, inasmuch as she may
have been at the time physically unable to render the necessary attention

to her offspring ; yet in such event she may be held liable to the charge
of contributory negligence for failing to provide the assistance usual to

childbed in civilized communities. In infanticide by exposure, further,
a systematic incompleteness of protection from cold may procure the

desired death of the babe, and yet at the time of actual death the sur-

roundings be free from objection, death occurring from failiu'e to react

from the effects of previous partial or complete exposure. Death from
intentional or ignorant exposure by immersion in cold water has been

known in case of such infants and children.

Among the insane, incarceration in cold rooms or other insufficiently

protected places, and the enforced use of cold baths have occasionally
resulted in the death of the patient. The actual motive of murder is

usually absent here, the exposure resulting from carelessness or ignor-
ance. Sometimes, in asylums and elsewhere, the cold bath is used by
unthinking or unscrupulous attendants for purposes of punishment
of some refractory inmate or for its calmative after-effect, and death

has been known to occur in consequence. As a rule, however, in well-

regulated institutions for the insane such an act is beyond the right
of the nurses

;
and where the power is usurped without the authority of

the physician in charge, the attendant should be held legally and fully

responsible. So, also, for the aged, the sick, or the wounded, criminal

or ignorant failure to protect against cold may directly, or by causing
serious complications, lead to deaths and give origin to legal inquiry.
In all these cases, especially when the intentional exposure or the

is^norant neo-lect is sousrht to be concealed, the caution alreadv men-
tioned must he emphasized, that the full category of postmortem signs

already mentioned is likely to be absent
;
and the interests of right

demand that such failure to establish fully the evidence of complete

congelation shall not be held to invalidate the charge if sustained by
other evidence. The postmortem evidences enumerated more fre-

quently are discovered in their full complex among those accidentally
frozen than among those dead from intentional or careless exposure to

cold.

Finally, the question of contributory negligence may be held against

physicians and others responsibly in attendance, from failure reasonably
to j^ractise the measures indicated for the relief of those threatened by
death from exposure to cold, without justification of special circum-

stances.
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DEATH FROM HEAT.

Exclusive of the effects of bums and scalds, heat luav produce lethal

effects by wliat is commonly known as sunstroke, heat-stroke, or

thermic fever. This condition, ])resentin«,^ several ditfcrent phases,

usually occiu's from exposure to the direct rays of the sun, but may be

imluced by exposiu-e to any excessive external heat if of sufficiently

long duration. Cases of fatal heat-stroke most frequently occur where,

in connection with the direct influence of the heat-rays, an insufficient

amount of atmospheric circulation prevails, especially if the air is

humid enough to retard the evaporation of perspiration to an appre-
ciable degree.

In the action of heat, as in that of cold, several stages of severity

may be distinguished, and there are at least two modes of manifesta-

tion of the fatal stage. As in case of cold, the very young and the

very old, the sick, the weak, and the wounded first feel the effects of

exposure of the general system to excessive degrees of temperature, and

it is, therefore, among these classes that, as a rule, the milder stages of

thermic fever are brought to notice ;
while in the strong, these early

signs unnoted, the process is permitted to proceed to the fullest mani-

festation of heat collapse or of the feljrile form of coup de soleil.

The effects of heat in milder degree are held by many to be the

cause of at least a large proportion of the deaths from cholera infontum

among the inflints of large and hot cities during the prevalence of the

heated term. The male sex among adults is more frequently affected than

the female, mainly because the latter sex is less liable to prolonged exjio-

sure to excessive temperatures and bodily fatigue. As a rule, the inhabi-

tants of cooler climates, upon immigration to a warmer zone, are more sub-

ject to the evil effects of heat than the natives
;
and thus it arises that gen-

erally the dark-skinned races are comparatively exempt from the severe

results of such exposure. Fatigue, both muscular and mental, but

especially the former, seem to increase materially the liability to the

untoward effects of exposure to high temperatures. The high rate of

occurrence and fatality of heat-stroke among armies on the march or in

battle is probably largely dependent on this factor. Heavy and warm

clothing, as the uniforms of soldiers, may be an important element.

Intemperance is generally placed auKjng the first of the etiologic in-

fluences, and clinically this claim seems well sustained ;
but there are

those who regard it as but a minor agent. It is held l>y these latter

that the habit of intemperance and physical exertion leading to fatigue

are coincident in the laboring-classes, among whom heat-stroke is most

commonly encountered, and if the intemperate of the richer classes were

also subject to great bodily fatigue during exjiosure to heat, the results

would be proportionate in the two groups. There is, doubtless, some

truth in this contention, but theoretically one would expect that the

vascular alterations consequent u]ion prolonged habits of intemperance
would decidedly favor the circulatory failure in insolation.

The severe manifestations of heat-exposure usually occur durmg
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the periods of greatest physical exertion in the hot hours of summer

days ;
but when the nights are also hot, the phenomena of the con-

dition induced may present themselves during the hours of rest.

Exposure to the direct rays of the sun is most frequently productive
of the untoward effects, and by far the greatest nvimber of cases occur

in those working in the heat of closely built cities of the coast without

the favoring influence of free breezes. Yet protection from the sun's

rays by no means grants immunity, for a large proportion of the severe

cases takes place in hot, close manufactories, furnace-rooms, and similar

buildings. The degree of heat requisite to cause pathologic effects

must of necessity vary much with the thermotaxic power of the indi-

vidual and with the relative humidity and movement of the surrounding

atmosphere. In closely built cities, in moist climates, heat-strokes are

apt to appear when the thermometer registers from 80"^ to 85° F. and

upward ;
on dry western plains, where the atmospheric movement is

free, sunstrokes are not common even when the heat of the sun registers
as high as 115° or 120° F. Brief exposure to much higher tempera-
tures, as in fire-rooms of great ocean steamers, where the thermometer
is known sometimes to register as much as 160° F., is possible without

material injury if free circulation of air is provided.
The injudicious use of water by those exposed to excessive warmth

may prove dangerous. As a rule, M'liere no physical exertions have
been coexistent with the heat-exposure, the drinking of cold water is not

injurious, but aids in lowering the body-heat ;
but carelessness in

drinking large amounts of iced liquid by those who are overheated and

fatigued has been known to produce sudden death. It is, however,
advisable that small amounts of cool liquids be drunk from time to

time, both for the immediate effect of cooling the parts with which it

comes in contact and in order to promote free perspiration. Sudden
immersion of the heated body, as in the cold plunge of a Turkish bath,
when there is no element of fatigue attending, is, as a rule, refreshing
and invigorating in health

;
but the same practice after overheating by

severe labor in a heated atmosphere has frequently produced fatal con-

sequences.

Symptoms.—Aside from such poorly understood influences of

excessive heat-exposure as are believed by many to underly at least a

number of cases of cholera infantum or summer sickness of children,
there are three fairly distinct trains of symptoms arising from such

exposure. The first of these is to be regarded as a mild form of ordi-

nary thermic attack, and has been described under various names, as

simple continued fever, ardent continued fever, and has been con-

founded with various acute febrile afl'ections—as, for example, typhoid
fever. This phase of thermic fever may run a varied course—from
several days to a week or more. The attack usually comes on rapidly,
sometimes with a chill and transient pallor of the surface

;
the fever

quickly rises to 103° or 105° F., and in severe cases may be more
intense. The face, and often the body, is generally covered with a

diffuse blush. Headache of more or less intensity is complained of;
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there may be intolerance of Ht>:lit and sound, and, in tlie severe forms,
delirium. There are anorexia, nausea, and voniitinj; ;

either diar-

rhea or constipation may 1)0 ]iresent. Tiie patient voids hut a small

amount of highly colored urine. The pulse is generally full and
hard

; resj)irations are ra[>itl and rather shallow. There is considerable

prostration, malaise, and usually more or less muscular pain. In the

United States the condition is apt to be of short duration, and grad-

ually subsides in a few days. In the severer forms, such as are met
with in India, the attack is often ftital, passing into coma and death

in three or four days, and sometimes terminating in apoplectiform con-

vulsions.

The second form is that known as heat collapse. It is not often

seen in this country in its most typical development, but is represented

by the common heat=exhaustion occurring among laborers in the

height of the heated term, and is especially likely to occur in persons
unaccustomed to heavy work who endeavor to perform an arduous

physical task under such circumstances. This milder form of heat-

exhaustion comes on gradually at first. The subjective sensation of

heat becomes intense, the perspiration scanty, the countenance flushed
;

there is throbbing pain in the temples and the mouth is dry. After

perhaps half an hour of such experience there is felt an uncertain

weakness about the epigastrium, cardiac palpitation may be noted, the

surface becomes pale and is bathed in perspiration, and chilliness and

great muscular weakness cause discomfort. The headache rapidly

diminishes, nausea and vomiting may come on quickly, and the patient

may have intense griping and urgent and repeated desire to defecate,
with the evacuation of profuse watery, sometimes bloody, passages.
Rest in the recumbent posture, quiet, some simple cardiac stimulant,
and a mild astringent will, as a rule, in the course of a few hours, or a

day or more at most, accomplish the desired cure. The grave form of

heat collapse is far less frequent, but is by no means unknown in this

country. It may develop from the milder form just described, or may
occur without appreciable warning. Tlie patient may, in the midst of

his work, be suddenly seized and fall unconscious. The surface is pale,
is bathed with profuse perspiration, and feels cold to the touch. The

pulse is rapid, feeble, and irregular ;
the temperature, taken in the

mouth or rectum, is subnormal. Unconsciousness is often incomplete,
and may be accompanied by a low muttering delirium. Such a case,
if left to itself or if remedial measures fail, will die from cardiac failure

or occasionally from respiratory failure.

The third and claa'^ic form of heat-stroke is the well-known sun=

stroke, coup de soleil, heat apoplexy, insolation, or thermic fever.

The conditions of its development are the same as of the other forms.

Unknown personal factors determine the jiresentation of this rather than
of the other varieties. Usually it is preceded by recognizal)le synqitoms
for perhaps half an hour or more before the actual explosion ;

but it may
occur, like the grave form of heat-exhaustion, with great suddenness
and no appreciable warning. In ordinary cases, after prolonged ex-
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posure the patient complains of headache and an uncomfortable sub-

jective sensation of heat. As the external heat is maintained and the

individual persists in physical exertion, perspiration becomes less and
less marked and after a time disappears. Dizziness is felt, and the

feeling: of heat becomes excessive. The face and more or less of the

general surface become congested ;
and suddenly, generally, as if shot,

the patient becomes imconscious and, if in the erect position, falls.

The physician rarely sees the patient before this stage of the illness,

and is frequently unable to obtain any history of the premonitory

symptoms described. The surface is almost invarial)ly red and

extremely hot to the touch
;
the pulse is full and bounding, usually

rapid, but without tension
;
the respirations are unaltered or stertorous

;

coma is usually complete or attended with delirium
;
and temperature

is much elevated, sometimes reaching 112° or 115° F. A peculiar

pungent odor is nearly always appreciable ; involuntary dejections hav-

ing this same odor are frequent. The pupils are usually contracted.

The patient may lie perfectly motionless as if paralyzed, or there may
be marked restlessness, subsuUus tmdinum, or even convulsions.

Fatal cases are generally terminated in the course of half an hour or

an hour. Occasionally the attack and its fatal outcome are truly

fuJcjurantc, death taking place from syncope at once. Commonly the

temperature in these fatal cases mounts from the initial moderate hyper-

pyrexia to the maximum, which is, on an average, 108° or 109° F.,

exceptionally five or six degrees higher, as already indicated. Tlie

pidse becomes more and more rapid, losing in its strength and fulness
;

the respirations become more and more impeded ;
nuicous rales appear

in the bronchi and trachea
;

the surface of the body, by reason of

cardiac failure and internal vascular dilatation, becomes pale, and death

occurs either from asphyxia of central origin or by rapid or slow circu-

latory failure. The case may be terminated by apoplectiform seizures.

In addition to such cases it should be remembered that milder forms

may be encountered, in which complete or partial consciousness may be

preserved, but where the sudden onset and the prevalence of the height-
ened temperature and of the other symptoms justify a classification

among the true sunstrokes.

The differences between these two forms of grave heat injury, while

clinically very striking, fundamentally are probably merely those

dependent on the point of application of the influences. The typical
heat-exhaustion manifests a vascular dilatation and relaxation as the

main stage of its course, which in the true sunstroke is represented but

briefly in the terminal collapse or synco]>e ;
wliile the important period

of circulatory stimulation and peripheral hyperemia of sunstroke in heat

collapse is of but brief duration or perhaps entirely absent. Heat

collapse, then, from a pathologic point of view is really a protracted
form of the terminal period of coup de soleil, and as such is a more
advanced and serious state than the latter. The })allor, tlie tremendous
heat dissipation, leading to a subnormal temperature, the clammy, pro-
fuse perspiration are all significant of such an mterpretation. Why
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such (lift'erence of result shoultl occur is not uiulcrstood, hut it is

nrohahlc that any preexisting cause accountinij; for lack of vascular

tone, absohite or relative, must have some influence in hastening the

oncome of the stage of circulatory paresis. DiiTcrences in the degree

of heat-exposure and accumulation of body-heat explain the possi-

bility of persistence of such paresis in heat collapse for a longer time

than in true sunstroke before fatal termination. On the other hand,

the accunuilation of body-heat from external sources, from increased

chemical changes withiu, from liiilure of thermo-inhibitory centers, and

from failure of the dissipating influence of the overworked sweat-glands

should, in the nature of things, precipitate a more serious and therefore

more brief period of vascular and cardiac failure, and should terminate

life more quickly when once this stage of collapse or syncope is reached.

When in either form a flivorable termination takes place, recovery is

apt to be slow and attended by periods of relapse ; and, as is to be

expected from the greater disturbance of thermotaxis in sunstroke, more

protracted and uncertain in the latter form. Persons who recover usu-

allv retain functional or structural sequels, of which the most charac-

teristic is a srreat idiosvncrasv to the effects of anv form of heat.

Such persons are often most uncomfortable in temperatures previously

pleasurable to them, are unable to sustain the heat of a stove in winter

in the same room with them, and suffer intensely from the heat of

summer. They may manifest very protean nervous and vasomotor

svmptoms, but most frequently complain of headache and vertigo when

influenced by heat. Epilepsy and insanity may follow insolation and

persist throughout the life of the patient. jVIeningeal thickenings and

adhesions are frequently found as a structural basis in such cases,

indicating that meningitis had developed at the time of the original

attack.

Postmortem Appearances.—As a rule, the surface is pale, with

the usual patclies of lividity in dependent parts ;
and as in death from

freezing, but not so frequently, there may be areas of lividity even on

the superior surfaces. Petechiae may also be noted, probal)ly as the

result of su]ierficial hyperemia and the altered blood crasis. Post-

mortem rigidity usually occurs quickly and is of brief duration. On

opening the Ijody the interior vessels, as a rule, are found very full,

especially the veins
;
and the right heart is generally distended. The

heart, if the autopsy is held early, is found contracted on the left side,

probably as the result of marked and early contraction from coagulation

of the muscle ]>rotoplasm ;
but if the autopsy is postponed for much

over an hour after death, this contraction is not to be noted, and the

heart is flabby and relaxed throughout. The endocardium and intima

of the vessels often show areas of reddish discoloration from stain-

ing with diffused blood-pigment. The blood shows little tendency
to clot, and is dark and fluid, sometimes almost gummous. The most

notable alteration is in the ])lasma elements, the fluid being frequently

stained, its fibrin-forming element altered, and the normal alkalinity

markedly diminished. The corpuscles show little change in number or

Vol. I.— 12
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structure, but many are paler than normal. There is marked tendency
to assume a crenated form, and there are numerous blood plaques. The
white corpuscles are usually slightly increased. The lungs are generally
somewhat congested ;

the meningeal vessels are full, and occasionally
small petechial patches are found in the brain substance. Very rarely
a slight inflammatory exudate may be found in the pia mater, especially

upon the convexity of the brain. The liver, spleen, and alimentary
mucous membranes are congested and soft. The kidneys, as a rule,

show little alteration, although occasionally there is slight congestion.
Putrefaction appears very early in these cases, and it is held by

many that the relaxed state of the heart, invariably met in bodies

brought to section some hours after death, should be regarded as a

result of such alteration. The writer is not disposed, however, to

accept the contracted appearance met in most instances when section

is made at once after death as a necessary indication that death must
have occurred from other direct cause than heart failure, but would
seek to explain it upon the same ground as the contraction of any other

unopposed muscle in rigor mortis, the circulatory effort being mainly
centered in these cases in the veins and venous side of the heart, wliich

is prevented from assuming the same contracted appearance by the

opposition of the large mass of inclosed blood.

Treatment.—The treatment of ordinary thermic fever can only in

a general sense be of legal interest, and may therefore be dismissed

without further consideration. The treatment of the two grave forms

of the effects of heat-exposure is necessarily as opposite as are the

clinical conditions themselves. In heat collapse the great circulatory

depression and overdissipation of heat are to be counteracted. For the

latter purpose the hot bath, followed by the application of dry heat to

the surface, and friction of the surface with hot towels or with some
stimulant lotion, as tincture of capsicum, may be employed. Hot
enemata of salines, with alcohol or other stinndant, should also be

administered. Hypodermic administration, in order not to disturb the

stomach, of digitalis, strychnin, alcohol, ammonia, ether, or other cir-

culatory stimulants should be given without delay. When convulsions

seem imminent, small doses of morphin hypodermically administered

are sometimes beneficial.

In the febrile form, or true sunstroke, the relief of the hyperpyrexia is

the main indication. As soon as possible the patient should be removed
to a cool place, his clothes removed, and external cold freely applied.
This is best done by bodily immersion in a tub of water of a tem-

perature of 70° or 80° F., and ice added so as rapidly to lower the

temperature of the bath as the case may require. In ordinary cases a

temperature of the bath, attained by floating ice, of 40° F., will be

found necessary. The patient should be kept in the bath until the

thermometer in the mouth or rectum has fallen to about 101° F. or

thereabouts, and the surface should be constantly rubbed while in the

bath. Usually immersion for from ten minutes to a half-hour is found

requisite to attain this result. After removal from the bath the tem-
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perature generally falls nearly to normal, hut in the course of an hour

or two it rises again. The same process should then be re])eated.

Constant attention to the patient's temperature is necessary, and thcr-

mometi-ic records should be taken every half-hour. As a rule, a tem-

perature of 102° F. or over should be regarded as an indication for the

bath or sponging with iced water. Even after some hours of treatment

a tendency to paroxysms of fever is shown. These are to be met

promptlv by the same measures. Sometimes, if meningeal symptoms
are marked, the direct ajiplication of ice to the head or counterirritation

at the nape of the neck may be of value. Occasionally the evidences

of cerebral congestion may be relieved by venesection, but the greatest

caution in the selection of patients for this measure and care in the

amount of blood abstracted are necessary to avoid a fatal result. The
administration of antipyrin and other similar remedies is often very

beneficial, and the hypodermic administration of a full dose is to be

recommended in addition to the foregoing remedies, \yhen the stage

of collapse in this form has been reached, treatment is necessarily

unavailing, and should be employed as outlined in ordinary severe heat

collapse.

I/Cgal Considerations.—Death from heat-exposure is unknown
in homicide or suicide, and these patients, when found dead, are of

interest only in a negative sense. The absence of signs of violence, the

surrounding circumstances of temperature and weather, occupation of

the individual before the probable attack, together with the described

postmortem appearances, should lead to at least a strongly probable

opinion as to the cause of death. In case of insanity and criminal

actions without the usual motive, the influence of previous sunstrokes

in causing cerebral structural changes and alienation should be kept in

mind.

(For Burns, Scalds, and Death Therefrom, see page 333.)

DEATH FROM STARVATION.
Starvation may be defined as the result of total or partial depriva-

tion of food. Such deprivation must be understood to comprehend the

question of quality as well as quantity. While in either case the result

must be the same, yet from a clinical standpoint the classification of

acute starvation, from total deprivation, and of chronic starva-

tion, from long-continued partial deprivation, should be accepted. Both

forms occasionally may be the subject of judicial investigation bearing
on questions of homicide, neglect, or accident. Criminal employment
of this means of destruction is a comparative rarity before courts of

justice, yet the importance of questions raised in such })roccedings and

the comparatively frequent suspicions of neglect in cases of death

attended by great emaciation require that a fairly extended considera-

tion of the matter be made.
A food may be defined as any substance which, after ingestion, is

capable of contributing to the growth or repair of the organism or to
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the development of energy within it. The main elements of an ordi-

nary dietary sufficient to maintain normal life and its functions include,

in somewhat variable proportions, proteids, carbohydrates, fats, inor-

ganic salts, and water. Of these the proteids are efficient mainly in

the formation of the protoplasmic matter required in the growth of the

mdividual and in the restoration of waste. The carbohydrates and fats

are concerned mainly in tissue breakdown and in the evolution of

energy, principally in the form of heat. The inorganic salts are princi-

pally of use in their participation in necessary chemical activities in the

processes of nutrition, and they likewise contribute in a measure to the

structure of the tissues. Water is demanded mainly for the mainte-

nance in liquid form of materials brought to or carried from the dif-

ferent vital elements of the body, and contributes largely to the constitu-

tion of these cellular elements. Not considering the water and salts

for the moment, although it has been shown experimentally that life in

the lower carnivorous animals may be maintained by the employment of

the proteid (nitrogen l)earing) foods alone, it is imjjrobable that a healthful

life may be long supported in man by this single class of food-stuifs.

This is so because of the great demands required in digestion and assimi-

lation and by the great increase of work thrown upon the excretory

organs in order to eliminate the waste-products. On the other hand,

both experimental and clinical observations have shown that normal

animal life is incapable of maintenance m ithout jjroteids. Either fats

or carbohydrates in combination with proteids are capable of preserving
the nutritional equilibrium of the l)ody, fats being weight for weight
more efficient than the carbohydrates, but losing somewhat in their

efficiency because of their greater difficulty of digestion. The true

dietetic regime should, therefore, include a combination of all three of

these classes of material. The pro]iortion of such combination may
vary within considerable limits

;
a fair proportion is that of Voit, who

places the ratio of nitrogenous to non-nitrogenous foods as about 1 : 5,

the car])ohyd rates largely in excess of the fats (10 :
1). Following

Voit's estimation of the requirements of an adult man under normal

conditions of life (proteids, 118 grams ; fats, 56 grams ; carbohydrates,

500 grams), one may roughly estimate such requirements for a period

of twenty-four hours as about a pound of ordinary fat beef and two

ordinary one-pound loaves of wheaten bread for an adult male. Com-

monly the safest guide for the determination of the amount supplied is

the natural sense of hunger, carefid estimates of the different varieties of

food entering merely as a matter of interest, and occasionally of impor-
tance in the dietetics of the sick.

From the foregoing it follows that dejirivation, absolute or relative,

may be an efficient cause of deleterious results both in the total amount

of food and in the elementary character of the same, and that the cause

of justice may be concerned not only in cases where deprivation is total,

but where it is systematically partial or the quality restricted. It is

impossible in the space of the present article to discuss the nutritive

value of the various food-stuffs, and Avhere questions arise in such rela-
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tious reference should be made to systematic works upon dietetics and

plivsioloii'V.

It is iiupu.-^sihle to state the lenu'tii of time in which starvation may
produce death, since many nu)(hfyin^ circiunstaiices may occur in each

instance. D(;ath lias been known to o(;cur after but a few days' total

deprivation, wliik' there is reason to believe that total deprivation of

ordinarv food may sometimes, if water be allowed, be endured for

several weeks, a month, or even more. The case of Dr. Tanner, who
fasted publicly for forty days, drinkini;- water as required, may be cited

in support of such statement, although the credibility of the genuineness
of total deprivation is, it cannot be denied, frecpiently questioned.
AVell-authenticated cases of deprivation of all foods, water included, are

recorded, in \vhich recovery follow(Ml after starvation for nine to twelve

days. The allowance of water to animals experimentally starved may
prolong life to double the duration possible without it

;
and in the

experience of starving human beings a similar protracting influence has

been noted. When dejirivation is incomplete in other substances besides

Avater, the duration of life is very iudefinite, and cannot be estimated

without (Consideration of the actual degree of ileprivation and the per-
sonal peculiarities of the case.

The period of life best suited for resisting starvation is that of full

development
—/. c, early manhood or womanhood. Starvation of infants

is apt to terminate fatally as early as the second or the third day of

deprivation ;
and the aged are likewise likely to succuiub in the course

of several days. The state of nutrition at the beginning of the fast is

of material influence upon its possible duration, the fat stored up in the

body being drawn upon as food for its maintenance. Females, there-

fore, on account of their relatively greater adipose deposit, are liable to

withstand starvation for a longer period than males. The loss of energy

through physical exertion, as seen in the endeavors of starving persons
to reach places of relief, materially diminishes the time when a fatal

termination may be expected. Low degrees of surrounding temperature
also accelerate the oncome of death

; high surrounding temperatures, on
the contrary, are not protective, but also accelerate, unless a sufficient

amount of water is available. Moderate warmth, hoAvever, favors the

continuance of life, and the possession of sufficient clothing has more
than once been the means of saving human life in periods of temporary
deprivation. Chossat first called attention to the fact that in experi-
ments upon animals, when the temjierature has fallen as low as 76.8°

F., death usually occurs, a tem])erature commonly lethal in cases of

refrigeration, and it has been inferred that the loss of body-temperature
in privation bears some causal relation to the death. Diseases which
have impaired the nutrition of the patient, pathologic conditions inter-

fering with alimentation, chronic wasting diseases—all exert an unfavor-

able influence upon the powers to resist the efl'ects of starvation, and are

frequently the actual causes of the starvation. Various chroni<' drug-
habits—alcoholism, morjiliinism, cocainism, etc.—by their interference

with the alimentary functions, lead to greater or less imj)airment of
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nutrition, and may, therefore, be considered as predisposing states to the

final effects of incidental starvation. It is not unusual, in the rare

instances in which privation is employed purposely to destroy life, that

other forms of ill treatment should also have been practised upon the

victim. Violence, exposure to extremes of temperature or inclemencies

of the weather, permission of filth accumulation with all its attendant

miseries, harsh moral influences—all may have combined to render the

waning life of the sufferer more horrible, and neglect of attention to

intercurrent or consequent ills may materially hasten the close of the

case.

Symptoms.—The sense of hunger, after manifesting itself a few

hours after partaking food, becomes more and more urgent for forty-

eight or seventy-two hours and then gradually lessens in intensity,
the desire for food being almost entirely lost in many cases of well-

advanced acute starvation. An uncomfortable sensation in the epigas-
trium is usually felt. The intellect often remains unclouded throughout
the duration of the case until just before death, when coma usually
ensues

;
in other cases, after a day or two of great restlessness, the

patient becomes calm, quiet, even lethargic, until near the end, when
restlessness may again supervene before the coma develops. Emacia-
tion is the most prominent objective symptom, the greatest loss of

weight taking place during the early part of the period of privation.

Eventually it is apt to become extreme
;
the muscles and fat waste

away until the skin hangs loosely, and the bones stand out prominently
as if covered only by the skin. The greatest loss of weight occurs by
the absorption of the fat from every situation of its deposit, and by
great diminution of the musculature

;
but some diminution may be met

also in nearly every soft part of the body. The eyes are sunken from

loss of the orbital fat, and the face is ghastly and thin. The skin

becomes dry, harsh, and often bronzed. The tongue is thickly furred,
and the mouth and throat are dry. One or two defecations at the

beginning of the case are normal, but then become small and infrequent
until just before death, when a colliquative diarrhea may set in. The
urine rapidly becomes scant and of high color, often containing a small

amount of albumin. The respirations rapidly become more and more

shallow, Avenk, and frequent. The pulse becomes small, weak, and
either very rapid or very slow. The loss of physical strength is

greatest in the first few days, but is gradually progressive throughout
the case, and becomes extreme with the terminal diarrhea. A peculiar,

disagreeable, mouse-like odor arises from the patient and pervades the

apartment. The pupils are usually moderately dilated, and the con-

junctiva? are blood-shot. The patient complains of great dizziness, and

trembles upon the slightest exertion. Sometimes, in advanced cases,

just before death, hallucinations and dreams of feasting, sometimes

actual insanity with well-marked delusions, may come on. Death from
a gradual failure of the heart finally occurs while the patient is uncon-

scious
; occasionally slight spasms terminate the case. This acute form

of starvation begins suddenly, from accidental privation, as in the
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entonibiuent of miners, the wreck of a vessel, the occurrence of a

dchision denuuidiiit;- abstinence from food in the insane, or deliberate

withdraM^al of lood by those in chart;e of some unfortiniate individual.

The chronic form occurs in famine from various causes—in those

possessing some grave lesion of the nutritive ap})aratus, as a cancer of

the esophagus or stomach
;

in chiidi'en in charge of ignorantly oi* per-

versely careless nurses; or in the hclj)less insane under similarly
inefficient caretakers. Here the course of the case is usually nuich

more j)rotracted, months frequently intervening from the first privation
to death

;
but the symptoms are similar to those of the acute form.

These are : Loss of strength and weight, which are marked and pro-

gressive, with emaciation, cadaveric countenance, pallor, thinning and

darkening of the skin, feebleness of respiration and circulation, dry,
furred tongue, constipation, diminished acid urine, restlessness, j^eevish-

ness, tremor, and dizziness. The intellect, as in acute starvation, may
remain for the most part clear until near the lethal stage, when stupor,

delirium, or coma generally appear. Hallucinations, phantasms, and
actual insanity may develop. Often in these protracted cases the blood

is seriously altered and purpuric eruptions apjiear, lending, at least

toward the close of the case, a superficial similarity to scurvy. In
both acute and chronic starvation the temperature tends to fall. Large
diurnal variations between mc^rning and evening records are common.
As low a registration as 75° or 70° F. may be reached before death.

The rapidity of loss in strength and of emaciation, as well as of the

development of the other symptoms, is dependent upon the relative

degree of privation, but the extreme manifestations to be met in either

form are the same. This loss of weight is less marked in infants or in

those weak from disease or age, who succumb before the emaciation

becomes extreme
; but, as a rule, as much as 30 or 40 per cent, of the

body-weight is lost before death. Death generally occurs from asthenia

or syncope, or, as in the acute form, spasms may end the miserable

scene.

Postmortem Appearances.—The body usually presents a

squalid ajipearance, and the peculiar odor previously mentioned per-
sists. The skin is thin, often ulcerated or excoriated. It has a dirty
brownish appearance. This tint is widely distril)uted, but varies in hue
in different parts, and is apparently the result of the persistence of

the dead, dry epithelium. Bed-sores are frecpient. The emaciation is

extreme
;
and in many cases every evidence of neglect, from marks of

brutal violence to the infestment by vermin, may be at hand. The

eyes are sunken, dry, and generally injected. The mucous membranes
are ]iale, and the tongue is dry and coated.

The body being opened, the abseiu^e of the ordinary fat de])osit
beneath the skin, in the omentum, and in the other usual situations is

most striking. The muscles are small and ])ale ;
the stomach and

intestines are contracted, the contraction being generally more marked
in some portions than in others. These viscera are usually empty.
The mucous membrane of the stomach and upper part of the bowel is
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diffusely stained with bile. The walls of these viscera are thin, the

wasting making them almost transparent in extreme cases. Should the

bowels retain any of their contents, such are generally found in the

lower bowel as hard, scybalous masses. Often the lower portion of the

large bowel will present more or less evidence of intiammatiun. There
are no important changes in the kidneys, liver, spleen, or pancreas, save

possibly a moderate diminution in size and increased depth of color

from congestion. The gall-bladder is apt to be distended with dark,
fluid l)ile. The heart is connnonly somewhat diminished in size, and its

epicardial surface is pale and loose. The diminution in weight of this

organ is not, however, in the writer's experience, proportionate to the

wasting in the remainder of the muscular system. There is but little

blood in the heart, and that in the right side is dark and fluid. The
heart muscle is pale and flabby. The lungs are usually pale, somewhat

edematous, and present hypostatic areas of congestion at the base. Tiie

meningeal venous vessels are frequently full of blood
;
there is often

some excess of serous effusion in the meninges and ventricles
;
the brain

substance is generally pale and soft.

In the examination of the body of a person suspected of having
died from starvation the following questions should be inquired into in

order that the evidence before the court may be fair and sufficient for

the questions possibly arising: (1) Are the usual appearances of death

from starvation present in the body examined ? (2) Are there evidences

of the existence of other disease present? (3) If the latter is the case,

could such disease have given rise to the apjiearances of starvation or to

the starvation itself? (4) Could such disease have materially influenced

the course of ordinary starvation ? (5) Are there reasons to believe that

the deprivation of food could have caused the lesions of such other dis-

covered disease, or could it have seriously complicated the course of

such affection ? (0) What relation do the antemortom symptoms, as

known or elicited by legal inquiry, bear to the ])robability of death by
starvation or, by other discovered disease ? Such questions necessitate

not merely the recognition of the postmortem signs already indicated,
but likewise require of the physician in his autopsy to seek carefully for

the existence of any disease that might explain the signs of inanition

upon a natural ground, and for the existence of complications which

may have influenced the course of the case. The whole alimentary tract

and its associated viscera should be examined for the existence of

malignant tumors, strictures, serious inflammations, compressions, or

atrophies. Tlie possible existence and influence of wasting diseases,

such as tul)erculosis, diabetes, Addison's disease, or the severe anemias,
must be considered, and a careful attention given to the possible rela-

tions of the entire symptom-complex with such diseases. In addition to

these points the usual care in noting the ordinary medicolegal featui'es

in and al)out the dead l)ody must, of course, be followed.

Treatment.—The main indication in the eftbrts toward restoration

of those dvinsj; from starvation is the administration of nutritious mate-

rial. Caution should be observed, however, in every such administra-
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tion, since the least excess is likely to be followed by serious reaction,

even death. Only small amounts of food should be given at a time to

such a ])nti(M)t, the adiniuistration repeated at frequent intervals, an<l

great care observed to provitle only the simplest and most easily digested
substances. Milk is very valuable for such purposes, and the concen-

trated and partly digested food-[)reparations are likewise of great effi-

ciency. For a time all food sliould be fluid, and be administered hot.

The addition of solid foods should l>e made gradually aud with eiire, the

readiness of digestion and nutritive value being considered. Failure to

attend to such cautions may be followed rapidly by death, probably
from vasomotor disturbances reflexly aroused by the presence of the

large mass in the stomach. Stimulants may be administered with

benefit, care being taken that they should be given in small amounts
and in dilute form if administered by the mouth. When possible,

they are best given hypodermieally. All substances given by the

natural tract should be warm, so as to aid in digestion and diffusion

and at the same time contribute heat for the readjustment of the

depressed body-temperature. So, also, the application of external heat

and rubbing the surface with warming lotions to cause the return of

the superficial circulation should be emploved.
I/Cg-al Considerations.—From the standpoint of the physician

little need be added to the cautions already indicated in the performance
of the autopsy. It should be recalled, however, that in determination

of death from starvation the sole judicial question does not concern the

absolute withdrawal of food from the victim, but that there is reason

for legal inquiry also where the partial privation of quantity or quality
has caused or has been contributory to death. And so, also, the matter
of motive, in long-continued, systematic partial starvation, as may be

practised upon weaklings to their eventual death, is as much a question
for judicial consideration as the wilful and total deprivation of food.

In the establishment of such motive and its legal bearing, questions of

interest, ignorance, and superstition are to be fairly considered, in ^vhich

inquiries the evidence as to coincident ill treatment of the victim in other

matters than in the provision of food should be duly weighed.

THIRST.

The deprivation of water is, in reality, like the deprivation of

other foods, a f )rm of starvation. The deprivation of water is almost

invariably accidental and surrounded by such eii-cumstances as to

obviate the necessitv for careful legal investio-ation. Heat of the

surrounding atmosphere, character of the climate, and the physical

energy used in the efforts to reach water all contribute largely to the

rapidity of development and intensity of results of deprivation of

fluid. The desire for water (piiekly becomes overpowering, the saliva

disappears, the throat and the tongue become dry and swollen, and the

sensation of taste disappears ; swallowing of other food becomes impos-
sible. The skin is dry and hot, later becoming pale and shriveled.
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Muscular power diminishes rapidly ; vertigo and dimness of vision,
feebleness of voice, diminution of urine, restlessness, insomnia, hallu-

cinations, and insanity may all develo]). Death takes place usually in

four or five
. days, at the utmost, in able-bodied males, a much shorter

period being required in less vigorous individuals. After death the

body is wasted, the surface pale, shriveled, and dry, the eyes are

sunken, and the mucous membranes are pale and cracked
;
the blood is

firmly clotted, the viscera are congested but not swollen, and the mus-
culature and fat are much wasted.

In the restoration of those dying from thirst the irritability of the

gastric mucous membrane and the vascular inertia to sudden shock must
be kept in mind

;
and liquids should be given only in small amounts

and preferably heated. The symptom of thirst should not be heeded

in such cases, as it is of central origin and is not appeased until the

entire system has received the benefits of restoration of fluid
;
and it is

well known that if left to themselves, men dying of thirst are likely
to die after overloading their stomachs with water, which is promptly
vomited, and the patient is but rendered the weaker for the eiforts at

retchii\g. Hot coffee in small quantities at a time and dilute aifords.

the best measure for immediate use, the stimulant action of the coffee

increasing the flagging circulation and causing more rapid absorption
and diffusion of the liquid.
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Definition.—By the term asphyxia is meant the fatal or deleterious

result of any interference with the normal processes of respiration.

Respiration in each of its divisions of inspiration ttnd expiration is a

three-fold act. Inspiration, for example, includes the entrance of

atmospheric air along the respiratory passages to the pulmonary alveoli,

the diffusion of its oxygen through the animal structures separating it

from the blood and combination with the latter, the convection of the

oxygen to the cellular elements of the body and its transference to

these. Expiration is the expression of the reverse phenomena result-

ing in the elimination of carbon dioxid. Each of these is physio-

logically divisible into an external and an internal process, the passage
of the gases in question through the walls of the pulmonary vessels and

air-spaces marking the separation between these divisions. The process

of asphyxiation may therefore be technically understood to include any
interferences with the passage of properly oxygenated air along the

respiratory tracts, the prevention of the lungs to receive such air enter-

ing by these passages, and any interference with the proper power of

the blood to combine with and convey oxygen or carbon dioxid to or

from the tissues. Further, although of little concern in the scope of

the present discussion, alterations of the nervous apparatus presiding
over the function of respiration should not be neglected from a purely
technical point of view.

It is clear, however, that our ordinary ideas of asphyxiation do not

embrace all these possibilities. For example, the convection of oxygen

by the blood may have been prevented by circulatory failure
;
and while

the term asphyxia (a,
absence of; acp'j^iz, pulse) was originally intended

to indicate tiiis very condition, such meaning is no longer held either

popularly or generally by the medical profession. So, also, the various

interferences with the intricate processes of cellular respiration, or of

the relatively unimportant skin rcs]iiration, are not to be regarded as

essential portions of the meaning of the term in its ordinary sense. On
the other hand, the results of the inhalation of a number of noxious

gases with great propriety could be grouped rather with the intoxicants

than with the asphyxiating agents, althougli by consent and without

impropriety they are usually discussed with the latter.

Therefore Avith these considerations in view and for the ]iurpose of

limiting the definition to the convenience of legal inquiry, asjihyxia may
be stated to include merely the general results of mechanical interfer-

187
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ence with the entrance and exit of air to the hmgs and the prevention
of interchange of the respiratory gases between the pulmonary air-spaces
and the blood.

Within the limits of such a definition death from asphyxia may be

considered as embracing death from strangulation, death from choking,
and death from suifocation, including intoxication by certain deleterious

gases. Much latitude is permitted in the use of these terms by modern

lexicographers, but in the present discussion they are employed with

definite significance. By the term strangulation is meant to be under-

stood the interference of the passage of air to the lungs by external

compressing force aj^plied to the throat or neck, as in hanging or throt-

tling. Choking should be understood as applying in those cases in which

interference with respiration has resulted from obstructing agencies
within the air-passages, such as foreign bodies, false membranes, stric-

tures or tumors of the air-passages ;
or the presence of neutral or irri-

tating gases or fluids interrupting the movement of the resjiiratory air

to or from the hmgs mechanically or by producing spasmodic constric-

tion of the walls. The term suffocation may be employed to include

all mechanical influences applied externally elsewhere than about the

throat in the prevention of respiration ;
and may, for convenience, be

required to include the results of those agents which, through their toxic

influence upon the blood, render it unfit for convection of the respira-

tory gases. In this sense suffocation would be properly applied in such

cases in which the mouth and nostrils are closed by some external sub-

stance, as a ])illow or a mass of nuid (often spoken of as smothering),
where the resjiiratorv movements are prevented by the pressure of a

crowd or weight ujion the chest
;
or where, as in ])oisoning by carbon

monoxid gas, the henidglobin of the I'ed blood-cells is no longer able

to enter into combination with the oxygen of the air or carbonic

dioxid of the tissues. Moreover, here should l)e classified the rare

cases of respiratory prevention from raretaction of the surrounding

atmosphere and confinement in a close space. It is unfortunate that

clearer definition of the various terms ap})lied does not exist, the con-

fusion having probably arisen with the gradually appreciated insuf-

ficiencies of the Avords. Thus the term "
choke,

^' from its etymologic
relation with the words " cheek " and "

chew,'' was evidently at first

applied to obstructions occurring in the mouth or upper part of

the throat
;
while the word "

suffocation
" seems to have been later

applied to instances of respiratory failure arising from causes operative
below the level of the fauces {suh,faux, -cis).

These original meanings

having little value in the present state of our information, there is no

necessity in trying to resuscitate them
;
and it seems better to attempt

to define the terms according to the prevailing ideas, even though such

definitions are somewhat artificial.

General Features of Asphyxiation.—Asphyxiation may occur

either gradually or with greater or less suddenness. Gradual as])hyx-
iation is commonly encountered in natural death from various dis-

eases, while the rapid form is met either in death from disease or in
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accidental or purposeful death. The gradual oncoine of asphyxia, which

may occasionally give rise to legal questions in eireunistances of death

from confinement in insuHieient close space, is niai'ked by a general
sense of discomfort, muscular weakness, nausea, headache, profuse per-

spiration, lividity of surface, rapid or slow weak pulse, labored respira-

tion, loss of consciousness, development of anesthesia, death, the heart-

beats persisting for an apj)reciable period after respirations have ceased.

When the cause of aspliyxia is most sudden, as is usual in legal cases,

there is immediately after the a]>])lication of the asphyxiating cause a

brief period of quiet, lasting only for some seconds, the time the indi-

vidual is able voluntarily to suspend breathing ;
then more or less

violent eflForts are made for several minutes to recover air, after which

unconsciousness and insensibility come on and the respiratory eiForts

grow more and more feeble. Finally all respiratory movements are

stopped after several minutes more, the heart-beats continuing a minute

or two longer. Death is not regarded as having occurred until all

cardiac pulsation has ceased, and it is possible to resuscitate the victim

at any period until cessation of circulation has taken place. The coun-

tenance usually becomes livid and cyanosed, the eyes are prominent and

widely staring, and there are a sense of fulness to bursting in the head,

roaring in the ears, and dizziness
;

for a moment thoughts and recol-

lections of a lifetime crowd in upon the mind, and then quickly die

away into unconsciousness. The whole process may be completed in

the course of four or five minutes, or may be protracted for two or

three times as long. Occasionally asphyxia terminates life almost

instantly.

Variations in the period requisite to destroy life may depend u]>on
such factors as age, constitution, degree of oxygenation of the blood at

the beginning of the process, and the degree of prevention of respira-

tion, as well as the implication of the nervous system and circulatory

apparatus by the active cause. Thus newly born infants may fail from
several causes to breathe for a number of minutes after birth, and in

fatal cases of congenital asphyxia pulsations in the funis may persist
for fifteen or twenty minutes. Vigorous individuals and those pos-

sessing unim])aired circulatory and nervous apparatus, as a rule, endure

asphyxiation for a longer time than the weak and ill, although the dif-

ference is rarely great. Yet such a feature sliould be thought of in

cases involving inheritance by order of death, several persons dying
from asphyxiation under the same conditions and together (see chapter
on Sudden Death). The first period of asj)hyxiation may be length-

ened, although to an unimportant degree, by the fict that inniiediately

prior to the stoppage of breathing the blood had lieen well oxygenated
by a number of strong, full inspirations ; or, on the other hand, may be

shortened if the respirations just preceding stoppage have been incom-

plete.

The length of time required in gradual asphyxia from confinement
in close quarters cannot well be in(.licated, inasmuch as it is entirely

dependent upon the amount and purity of the confined atmosphere at
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the time of inclosure, the permeability of the inclosing walls to air, and
the rapidity of oxygen consumption by the individual—this last factor

resting upon the size of the person and the rate and fulness of respira-
tion as determined by muscular effort or quiet, by health or disease, etc.

In estimating the time in any particular instance it should be remem-
bered that an average human adult will vitiate for continued breathing
about 175 cubic feet of air an hour, and that double the degree of such

vitiation may give origin to fatal asphyxiation.
While there are some special differences in the postmortem appear-

ances in the different forms of death by asphyxiation, in general there

is considerable uniformity. Usually there is lividity of the surface,

especially about the face and upper extremities
;
the right side of the

heart is engorged, the blood dark and uncoagulated, the various viscera

are congested, and occasionally there are small patches of hemorrhage
in different situations from the excessive passive engorgement. There
are various local signs, differing according to the mode of asphyxiation,
which are to be sought for as evidences of the particular manner of pro-
duction

;
and both general and local signs are subject to variation by a

number of possible factors. In the examination of a body dead from

asphyxiation, in addition to the recognition of the general mode of

death, constant and great care is to be exercised in the discovery of

such evidence as may be given by the body and the surroundings upon
the particular mode of production ;

and the coexistence of pathologic
conditions capable of causing death naturally by asphyxia and the

careful estimation of their importance and influence are questions cer-

tain to arise in any legal proceedings upon the subject.

I. DEATH BY STRANGULATION.

Death by strangulation is the fatal result of compression of the

fauces, larynx, or trachea by any force externally applied to the neck.

While such cases do not properly belong here, in this category are also

included cases dead from nervous or circulatory lesions produced in the

attempt, as may occur in hanging, where apoplexies from compression
of the veins of the neck or serious mechanical injury to the cervical

cord from "
breaking the neck "

are not infrequent. This form of pro-

ducing asphyxiation includes those cases where throttling by the hand

and conq:)ression by some encircling band about the neck, as the garrote
of the Spanish, the bowstring of the Turks, or a cord or cloth, as used

by the thugs of India, have been the methods of destruction, as well as

hanging, where, the neck being partially or completely encircled by a

band suspended from a superior fixed point, the weight of the victim's

body is in more or less suspension.
I. Death by Throttling.—Throttling by the hand is practically

always a criminal, murderous form of asphyxiation. It is not absolutely

impossible that violent application of the victim's hand, even for a brief

time, to the throat, as possibly in paroxysms of epilepsy or hysteria,

might give rise to fatal after-effects or be immediately fatal
;
but such
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cases are practically unknown. Imch where, in such cases, the hand

is found ai)i)lied to the throat and hfuise-marks from the force of the

constriction are evident, rarely can these be regarded as of particular

importance, since, as a rule, throttling requires a continuous force for

some minutes at least—almost an impossibility under any circumstances

in the situation in question by the victim himself. When strangulation

of this variety is accomplished by means of a constricting band, it is

usually a purposeful act of destruction by an individual other than the

victim, but instances of suicide by throttling in tiiis way are common.

Accidents, the result of foolish constriction of the neck and from ex-

cessively tight clothing, have occasionally occurred. Strangulation by

throttling from the pressure of some hard substance against the throat

is not unknowai. In such instances a person has, perhaps, fallen sense-

less or stumied and lies witli the throat across the edge of a board or

rock, or some unyielding material of moderate weight has in some way
been placed across the front of the neck of an unconscious person. Some-

times, where a band is applied about the neck of the victim for the pur-

pose of murder, a knot in the ligature or a stone in the folds of the cloth

is adjusted directly over the wdndpijie, in order that the compression of

tlie walls of this passage may be more thoroughly accomplished in the

act of constriction.

In throttling by the hand one or both of the murderer's hands are

applied to the front of the throat, grasping and compressing the trachea,

larvnx, or the upper liorder of the latter. When both hands are used,

frequently the application is such as to bring both thumbs of the

criminal on the same side of the victim's throat, thus leaving but two

marks on one side and a number of finger-marks upon the opposite
side. In these cases the superficial injury to the tissues, more or less

clearly defined bruise-marks, is found in a limited area not higher
than over the thyroid cartilages, and the weaker pressure of the third

and fourth digits makes little impression, as the upper part of the

throat receives the compression of these less powerful constrictors.

Or, the criminal directly anterior to the victim—as, for instance, when

kneeling on the chest or abdomen and throttling at the same time—the

thumb-marks are upon opposite sides of the wind]iii)e, and the upper-
most injuries are apt to be high up along the throat. Injuries to the

back of the neck may also be produced, one hand being a|i])lied poste-

riorly, the other anteriorly, in order to accomplish compression more thor-

oughly. In very many instances the murderer has but one hand engaged
about the tliroat, and one level receives the injuries from compression, the

struo-ffles of the victim demanding; the use of the other hand for various

purposes. Even when the bruises are seen all along the throat, however,

only one hand moved from time to time may have been engaged. Usu-

ally in throttling by hand, unless the victim has been very helpless from

childhood, age, disease, or from being bound, other marks of violence

will be found, as it is extremely difficult for tlie criminal to accomplish
the act of strangulation by hand on account of the strugo-les and op])o-

sition of the person assaulted. In this form of throttling the backward
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and inward pressure of the compressing hand does not so certainly pro-
duce obstruction of the jugulars, and the degree of congestion of the face

and brain is here usually less marked than in other forms of strangu-
lation.

Throttling by means of a constricting band is practised in a great

variety of ways and with various materials. The Turks use a strong

bowstring in judicial executions, twisting it about the neck and thus

producing a deep and thorough constriction of air-passages and blood-

vessels in a comparatively short time. The steel collar, or garrote, used

by the Spanish produces its effects in the same way, although the area

of compression is larger here than where a small cord has been em-

ployed. A broader band, made by the folding of a piece of cloth, has

been successfully used for murderous purposes in the same way by the

thugs of East India and other criminals. It has the advantage of

leaving little postmortem sign of injury to the superficial parts of the

neck.

Women have been known to strangle themselves with their hair
;

straps, ropes, wrapping-cord, neck-cloths, suspenders, and a host of

similar substances have been in this or that case used suicidally or

homicidally. In suicidal strangling by this method the ligature is, of

course, found about the neck, sometimes fastened by a hurried knot or

partial tie, sometimes merely wra])]K'd tiglitly several times about the

neck. In homicidal throttling by ligature the latter is not so uniformly

found, the criminal often seeking to conceal the mode of death. A handle

of wood is, perhaps, especially in suicidal cases, found twisted into the

ligature, as in a hand tourniquet, in order to give an easy purchase in

producing the constriction. Pieces of stone, wood, or other solid mate-

rial may be found in the constricting band. They are applied directly

over the air-passage and insure more thorough compression ;
or knots

are sometimes tied in the ligature and applied in the same way for the

same purpose.

Symptoms.—Occasionally, probably by the suddenness and force

of compression upon the pneumogastric nerves, death occurs immediately
in throttling by cardiac inhibition. The preexistence of cardiac disease

doubtless favors such a denouement. Usually, however, a number of

minutes intervene before the victim dies, and a number of symptoms
generally occur, as already outlined. Violent struggles are, of course,

always attempted in homicidal throttling, and only a greatly superior
force of the assailants or some jirecaution, as binding the arms and limbs

or the production of stupefaction, can prevent the evidences of these

struggles.
In suicidal throttling the patient, while the ligature is being ajiplied

and fastened, is quiet for a few seconds, l)ut quickly violent efforts to

breathe ensue. Unconsciousness, preceded by great fulness in the head,

lividity of the face, a roaring in the ears, and bulging of the eyeballs,

quickly comes on, thus preventing the self-relief which otherwise would

in a large number of cases be applied effectively. During these few

moments it is said the mind is very active. The same phenomena
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iiiujiK'stiouably
occur in homicidal throttling. After a few violent

respiratory efforts, as unconsciousness comes on, the respirations become

progressively weaker and more and more irregular, and usually stop
'

after four or six minutes. A few irregular etlbrts to gasp may be

noticed, however, as nnich as eight or ten or UKjre minutes after the

com])ression has been applied. The heart at first becomes suddenly

rapid and violent, but quickly loses its force and gradually subsides;

the heart-beats, however, may persist a number of minutes after the last

respiratory efforts. In a very few minutes after constriction of the

neck, if the least possil)le amount of air can pass tlie constriction, small

rales may be heard in the trachea. Gas and solid matter may be passed

by the rectum in the struggle of the i)atient ;
urine may be voided.

The genitals are apt to become turgid, and sometimes semen is dis-

charged ; usually, however, the semen is discharged only into the ure-

thra, and later than during the struggles of the victim, often probably by
the rigor of the walls of the seminal vesicles just after death. Hemor-

rhages from the nose and ears may sometimes result from the venous

fulness of their vessels.

Postmortem Appearances.— The body usually becomes rigid

quickly, although this partly dei)ends upon the amount and violence

of struiTirlinir throudi which the individual has passed. The face is
OO O O 111 •

usually swollen, the eyes are bulging and partly open, the tongue is

swollen and protruding or between the teeth
;
the countenance is livid

;

there is postmortem lividity in dependent parts and arms. On opening
the body the blood is found dark and fluid, present especially in the right

side of the heart and in the veins. The right heart is distended, the

left usually contracted, if examined early, but later relaxed. The state

of the lungs seems to depend in a measure upon the amount of air con-

tained. Before removing these organs, and in fact before opening the

chest, in order to preserve as well as possible the pulmonary condition,

the trachea should be dissected out below the point of com]iression and

tied. Sometimes these organs are found comparatively bloodless except
in the larger vessels, wdiich contain the same dark fluid blood as the

veins
;
and often a condition of emphysema about the borders is encoun-

tered, probably the result of the violent efforts at ex])iration. In the

bronchial tubes and trachea there is often a small amount of bloody
mucus and froth, or there may be small punctate hemorrhages in the

tissue. In other cases, especially where the lungs contain less air, they
are found highly congested. Small interstitial hemorrhages, usually of

a stellate shape, are often found in the pericardium and ]ileune. The

abdominal viscera are usually deeply congested, and there are fre-

quentlv seen small subserous hemorrhages or hemorrhages into the

mucous membranes of the stomach and intestine. The ])rain and cord

may be much congested, and, especially when the jugulars have been

much compressed, may contain areas of meningeal or jiarenchymatous

hemorrhage. Conjunctival suffusions often exist. Sometimes, espe-

cially where one or other or both the jugulars of both sides have escaped
much constriction, as may happen in throttling "by the hand, or where

Vol. L—13
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the compression is soou released, the ainouut of facial swelling and

lividity and cerebral congestion is apt to be insignificant.

The position of the tongue depends in part upon what level of the

neck receives the force of compression and how that compression is

directed. As stated by Maschka, if the compression is applied high up
above the hyoid bone, the tongue is forced into the back part of tlie

mouth. If the pressure is below the hyoid bone, the tongue, however,
will protrude between the jaws unless the compression has a decidedly
downward direction, when its position is apt to be normal. Of greatest
interest are the marks of violence upon the throat. These marks are

those resulting from the bruising and capillary laceration caused by
violence. When the strangling has been performed by a murderer's

hand, these marks show as dark-l)luish or brownish blotches following
the outline of compression by fingers and thumb. They occur at dif-

ferent levels, as a rule, on the two sides of the throat, that of the thumb

o;enerallv beintj a little hio-her than those caused bv the fingers. On
dissection a greater or less amount of blood and tissue laceration is

found in the structures immediately underlying tliese areas. When the

compression has been effected by a ligatin-c, a line of depression corre-

sponding ronghly to the width of the constricting band is found, but

where a soft broad ligature is used, as a cloth, this may be missing ;

again, if the ligature is removed before life is quite extinct, this

depression is likely to be but slightly marked. This line is usually
marked l)y ecchymotic patches, which are, however, less likely to be

present if there has been no violence exerted in the application of the

compression ;
and many look upon the presence of such suggillations as

evidence of violence. This line is generally disposed horizontally about

the neck, in contrast with the diagonal direction of the similar line in

case of death by hanging.
If there has been very deep depression and excoriation of the skin

by the ligature, this line becomes peculiarly dry, hard, and parchment-
like several hours after death, and is very characteristic in such cases.

On dissection of the injured parts muscular and connective-tissue lacera-

tion, hemorrhagic infiltrations, density of the soft parts from compression
are usually found, and it is not infrequent that fractures of the hyoid
bone or of the thyroid cartilages or similar injuries to the other harder

structures in the vicinity are present. It is of note that this area of

local injury is likely in marked cases to persist for a very long time in

a recoo:nizable deo;ree ; and in the celebrated Houet case, in Paris,

served as an important part of the evidence to the conviction of the

murderess eleven years after the death and burial of the victim.

In the determination of cases supposed to have perished from

strangulation by one or other form of throttling the first effort is to be

made to establish the actual fiict of such mode of death, and thereafter

to detect whether such strangulation has been homicidal, suicidal, or

accidental. The absolute determination of the former proposition is by
no means a simple one, since the signs upon the body may all be more

or less modified by circumstances.
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The coini)arative value of these sig:ns is variously reg:ar(le(l by different

writers, and the combination of existing signs should be the basis of

opinion rather than the degree of presentation of this or tliat particular

appearance. Thus, while the existence of marks upon the neck is of

unf|nesti(tnablc value, it must not he neglected that death ])y strangula-
tion may iiave l)een accomplished w ithoiit their production, and that, on

the other hand, they may have been produced accidently by the patient's
own hand or l)y the impact of some hard substance against the neck

upon which tlie patient may have faik'n in a tit or otherwise, or may
have been produced postmortem. While, when considered with the

other features of the case, the dark, fluid blood, the congested condition

of tiie lungs, the presence of emphysema of the lungs and of hemorrhages
in different situations are of much importance in the general estimate, it

must not be forgotten that these are possible in various forms of asphyxia
and that they may be closely simulated by natural disease. The presence
of signs of violence in other j^arts of the l)ody than the neck, too, is

of much importance, since it is <piite possilde that before the apjdication
of the ligature the victim was rendered insensible by a blow upon the

head. ]\Iarks of violence also are found in such cases about the chest

or abdomen, fractures of ribs, bruises of the chest and abdomen, or

injuries to tiie abdominal viscera, the result of kneeling upon these

parts in order to liasten the asphyxiation. In tiie absence of other

lesions capable of accounting for death naturally, and in the presence
of surrounding circumstances of corroborative nature, the absence or

incompleteness of this or that appearance usually regarded as significant
is of minor importance ; and, conversely, the utmost caution siiould be

observed in any absolute statement if there exist the least demonstrable

possibility of death from natural influences, or if no outside evidence is

found in confirmation of the suspicion of death l)v throttling.

Where, however, there is both external and bodily evidence of death

by strangulation, further inquiry as to the exact mode is necessarv,
whether bv hanw-ino; or bv one of the modes of throttlintr. The mere

discovery of a body suspended does not affirm that death occurred by
hanging, although with the general ajipearances corroborating, such a

supposition is reasonably tenable. The position of the ligature about the

neck and the direction of the line of depression constitute the most

important elements of evidence in differentiation of these modes of

destruction, the ligature and mark of the same having a horizontid

direction in case of throttling, while in ordinary hanging these present
an oblique disposition, extending from point of lowest contact upward
and about the neck to the ])oint of adjustment of the susi)ended

loop. In many cases, too, the greater violence done to the tissues, the

parchment-like appearance of the skin in the line of dej)ression, the

marked ecchymoses along this line, the rupture of tiie cervical muscles,

particularly the sternocleidomastoid, the rupture of tiie inner coats of
the carotid arteries, the fracture of vertebrae or their dislocation, speak
clearly for death l)y hanging. Yet it should be remembered that in

eases of suicide by so-called "
partial suspension," if the ligature has
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been sufficiently soft and broad, and a comparatively small part of the

body-weight actually suspended, or the constricting band from adjust-
ment and position of the victim be in a horizontal direction, nothing
save the circumstances surrounding the case can serve to diiferentiate.

Moreover, after the individual has been killed by throttling, perhaps
with little or no sign remaining to indicate the mode of destruction

from any other form of asphyxia, the IxkIv may be placed in such ])osi-

tion and surroundings as to indicate quite a ditferent mode of destruction.

Thus, as cases exist on record, a body dead by throttling may have
been immediately suspended, marks upon the neck being capable of

production within half an hour to an hour after deatii so as to be
identical with those ordinarily produced by hanging. Under such cir-

cumstances the idea of suicide may be with difficulty avoided
;
and only

the greatest care in recognition of evidence in the surroundings and of

marks of violence incompatible with suicide by hanging upon the

person of the victim can serve to present competent testimony of death

by other than suicidal means.

In endeavoring to determine the question of suicide or homicide in

those dead from throttling the character and severity as well as the posi-
tion of marks of violence upon the neck and elsewhere should be re-

garded, and, too, the presence or absence of a ligature about the neck, as

well as the simplicity or complicated manner of its a])plication and fixa-

tion. Finger-marks alone upon the throat of a body, M'ithout the sign
of the use of a ligature, if accomjianied by the internal evidence of death

by asphyxia and by injuries to the deeper structures of the throat, may
be looked upon as strong evidence of murder, since it is not probable
that sufficient violence to the neck could be self-inflicted to produce the

deeper lesions about the throat. Yet even where the condition of the

blood and heart and other viscera indicates asphyxiation, mere finger-
marks upon the surface unsupported by deeper injuries may have

been produced by the victim himself, either consciously or uncon-

sciously.
When throttling has been due to a ligature, the nicer degrees of

adaptation of a knot or inserted hard substance to the trachea or larynx
of itself speaks rather for the case of suicide, the haste and pertitrbation
of the murderer more freqttently preventing careful adjustment. Sui-

cides by this method may show some measure of failure properly to fix

the ligature on account of oncoming unconsciousness or loss of presence
of mind. The use of a small stick or similar object as a tourniquet
windlass after comparatively loose application of the ligature has fre-

qttently been encountered, the twist being prevented from becoming
free by the stick locking against the ground or person of the suicide.

In homicidal throttling l)y ligature tmdue force is likely to be a])plied
in various ways, and injuries of different forms inflicted in diflerent

parts of the body. From violence of application of the ligature or

from jerking or wrenching the neck by means of the ligature, the

parchment-like skin in the line of depression, ecchymoses along this

line and the more serious strtictural changes of the deeper parts are
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likely to be found, and hence these are indicative rather of murder than

of suicide.

There is usually little difficulty in the determination of this question,

however; and in cases where tiie evidence of throttling is sufficiently

clear to establish this mode of deatii, rarely arc signs wanting to

classify it as homicidal or suicidal eitiicr u|)on the body or in the

surroundings and general testimony. A much more difficult task is

the detection of those cases where the throttling has been skilfully done

with a broad soft ligature and the ligature immediately removed. In

some instances all that can be said is that death has resulted from

asphyxiation ;
and apart from extrinsic testimony, no positive decision

as to the mode of its production can be giveu. The careful exclusion

of every appreciable natural cause in such cases is, however, of consid-

erable value, and if associated with sufficiently corroborative evidence

from the surroundings, general testimony may serve reasonably to

estaijlish nnuxlerous guilt. The absence of superficial marks of violence

should not deter the examiner from careful dissection of the deeper
structures of the throat, since serious lesions of these parts may exist

without any external sign.

Accidental throttling is rare, but death has been knovv^n to occur

thus. Excessively tight collars or neckbands, the entanglement of

neckties in moving machinery, the slipping of some band sustaining a

weight upon the back from forehead or shoulders to encircle the neck,

the foolish application of constrictions about the neck for purposes of

show, the compression exerted by the edge of a bedljoard ujion the neck

while the head liangs over the side, and similar modes of production
have been capable of terminating life in occasional instances.

Among the natural causes of death liable to misinterpretation and

confusion with the foregoing, apoplexies are perhaps the most impor-

tant, inasmuch as several such cases have led to legal action on the

supposition of strangulation. The fact that the intense cerebral con-

gestion in strangulation may give rise to apoplectic effusions in the

brain makes the difficulty of diagnosis all the greater ; yet the general
rule that such apoplexies are more liable to occur the severer the force

of compression about the neck will, in most instances where the external

testimony permits, relieve the suspicion if marks of such violence be

absent from the dead body. The condition of the l)Iood and internal

viscera will, moreover, serve in most cases to render the decision more

easy, since in ordinary apoplexies the blood is not fluid and there are

often lesions of the heart and vascular changes of greater or less im-

portance. Death in profound alcoholic or o]iium narcosis may likewise

mislead, and should carefully be excluded.

2. Death by Hanging".—Death by hanging is a form of strangu-
lation where the more or less completely suspended body of the victim

by its weight exerts the force necessar}' to compress the structures of

the neck against the fixed ligature encircling it, and thus produce

respiratory obstruction. As a matter of fact, death by asphyxia does

not ahvays occur in hanging. Cerebral congestions or apoplexies,
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injuries to the cerebral cord or to the pneiimo_o^astric nerves are some-
times produced in the process and may cause death. In the majority
of cases, however, asphyxiation is the mode of oncome of death.

Hanging is in most of the states of this country and in manv other

lands the judicial method of terminating life. It is a frequent method
of self-destruction, is often employed homicidally, especially in "

lynch-

ing," and occasionally is accidental.

In judicial hanging the doomed individual is caused to stand upon
a trap-door in the floor of an elevated stage or scaffold

;
the arms and

limbs are pinioned ; sight is prevented by a cap over the face and the

noose or loop of a rope is placed about the neck. Tiie rojie selected

should have been tested to prove its strength, and for advantage should
be rather pliable and elastic. Its upper end is firmly attached at a

variable height above the head of the criminal about to be executed,
and sufficient length allowed to permit a fall of the body of from 1 to

10 feet, usually 5 or 6 feet. The length of the "drop "is usually

arranged in inverse proj^ortion to the weight of the victim's body. The

adjustment of the loop has been the subject of considerable discussion.

It is usually drawn comfortably tight about the upper part of the neck,
and so arranged that the knot is placed just below and behind one ear.

Sometimes, however, the knot is adjusted to the back of the neck
;

and where it is desired to " break the neck "
of the criminal, it is

arranged anteriorly beneath the chin. These ])reparations complete,
the trap-door upon which the culprit stands is allowed to fall; and the

body of the victim drops to the length of the rope.
If the knot has been properly arranged, the drop of sufficient dis-

tance, and the suspended body of a sufficient weight, death may occur

at once from injury to the spinal cord or medulla by dislocation of the

vertebrae or fracture of the odontoid process of the axis. No exact

estimate can be given of the frequency of such occurrence, since, for its

production with any uniformity, it requires that special provisions shall

have been taken. In order to accomplish this end the knot should be

large and adjusted close to the neck on the side or beneath the chin,
and the drop should be as long as possible, 10 feet being recommended

by Houghton. Immediate death occasionally may ensue from the sud-

den sliarp pressure upon the vagus nerves, because of the complete and

rapid inhibition of the heart.

Congestive apo]>lexies or occasionally true effiisive apoplexies may
0])erate to destroy life more rapidly than is usually the case in asphyxia-
tion alone. In the majority of cases, however, death occurs from

asphyxia or from asphyxia associated with one or more of these other

possibilities, and requires from eiglit to twenty or more minutes after

the victim has fallen. When death is immediate, the body, except for

a few slight muscular quivers, hangs motionless, the head fallen over to

the side opposite the knot and the neck looking unusually long. In
the ordinary cases, where asphyxiation plays the major or only part in

destroying life, there ensue the usual stages, as described in strangula-
tion by any form of ligature, except that from the violence of the fail
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the first stage is usually not of active and exalted eonscionsness, l)ut of

iinniediate uneousciousuess. Occasionally, however, it is [)robable, from

the ex})erience of a few of those rescued before death was complete, that

the sam(> mental activity, the same crowding of ])ast events into the

memory for a second or two, does take })lace. As soon as the drop has

fallen the body, for a few seconds to a minute or more, hangs limj) and

quiet ;
then convulsive movements take place, persisting for two or

three minutes. These are : drawing uj) of the arms and limbs, clench-

iuLi- of the hands, heavinir of the chest, and other contortions made
in the efforts to respire. These soon disappear, except that possibly
some minutes later slight respiratory efforts may be noted or muscular

quiverings be manifested here and there. For the first few seconds the

face is pale ; then, as the convulsive movements occur, it becomes

more and more deeply livid, and little blotches may occur beneath the

skin. The face becomes swollen
;

the eyes bulge ;
the month hangs

open ;
the tongue shows between the teeth

;
free salivation is likely to

occur, and the saliva drops from the corners of the mouth. Slight

bleeding from the tongue, where it has been bitten by the early con-

vulsive movements of the ja\v, or from the nose, on account of venous

congestion, may appear about the face. The external genitals are likely

to become turgid ;
urine and feces or gas may be voided

; occasionally
there are discharges of genital fluid, although this is not imiform, and

probably is not accompanied by erotic feelings, as has been claimed.

The seminal discharge is more frequently only partial and into the

urethra, occurring just after death fr(»m the (piickly appearing rigid-

ity and contraction of the walls of the seminal vesicles. The pulse is

at first quick, hard, and full, but rapidly loses in force, fulness, even-

ness, and disappears a few minutes after the closing of the convulsive

stage. The heart-beats persist for a longer time, however, becoming
more and more feeble and irregular, and finally, after ten or twenty
minutes from the beginning, they cease, and death is complete.

The first stage is one of quietude, consciousness being possible ;
it

lasts, as stated, for from but a few seconds to about one or one and a

half minutes. It is succeeded by the stage of resjiiratorv eftort and
convulsive movements, lasting from two to foiu' or five minutes.

Unconsciousness is invariably present after a few seconds of this ])criod.

The third stage is one of almost absolute quiescence, marked by but

few and feeble efforts at respiration ;
the heart continues to beat,

becoming progressively weaker and weaker. \\'ith the cessation of

circulation this third stage is complete and life is extinct. The third

stage is usually longer than both the others, often lasting twelve or

fifteen minutes.

Iloinmdal ham/inf/, as in lynching, is often very similarly performed,
the drop being accomj)lished by the sudden removal of some elevated

support upon which the victini has been standing. Thus after the

adjustment of the noose and the fixation of the rope to a limb of a

tree or some similar object above the level of the victim's head, the

chair or box on which the unhappy wTetch has been standing may be
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kicked or jerked from under his feet, or the cart upon which he has

been supported is dragged away. In all such cases, as a rule, the

length of fall is small compared with that in judicial hanging, the chance
of breaking the neck is comparatively slight, and death generally occurs

by asphyxia. More often in lynching the victim is drawn up by the

neck from the ground and held suspended until death has taken place.

Breaking the neck by this method is almost unknown, and the absence

of the violence of the fall results in slighter local damage to the cervical

structures generally.
Suicidal hangim/ may resemble judicial hanging, but there is rarely

much drop. The individual, after adjusting the rope and noose, may
jump from a table, a chair, or other object upon which he was stand-

ing, or, suspended by a short rope, may kick such an object from under
his feet. Frequently, in case of suicide, susj)ension is only partial, the

body being found alter death with the feet touching the floor or ground,
or in a kneeling posture, sitting, or even lying prone, with only the

head and neck in suspension. The point of fixation of the ligature,

moreover, may be entirely insufficient to support the weight of the

body, a clothes-hook or nail partly driven into some support being

perhaps employed. Very slight ligatures also may be used in these

cases of partial or incomplete hanging, as thin twine or cord, pieces of

clothing, neckties, suspenders, stockings, strings of shirts, or similar

substances. Bodies may occasionally be found half supported by the

ligature, half leaning against a wall, with perhaps only a thin bit of

twine encircling the neck and insecurely attached above the looj).

Usually in these cases the hands are quite free, and only an indomitable

will or the rapid loss of consciousness and physical control could ]ire-

vent frequent withdrawals from this practice of suicide after it had

been begun. The latter is probably the better exjilanation of the

almost universal success. Sometimes, however, fearful of involuntary

self-interference, the victim has bound his hands, using his teeth to aid

in fastening the knot
;
such a precaution is, however, quite rare, and is

unlikely to add much to the perplexities of the case, as the position of

the pinioned hands in front, rather than l)ehind, the body, and the

general appearances of the knot should indicate its application by the

victim rather than by another.

As a general rule, death from suicidal hanging is one of pure

asphyxiation, the comparatively slight violence of these cases rarely

giving rise to the severe injuries of the cord and spinal column or

other important cervical structures liable in cases of judicial hanging.

Syncopal attacks with fatal termination from compression of the vagus
and disturbance of the circulation by the ligature do, however, fre-

quently occur.

Accidental hanging is very rare. Children playing in swings or with

ropes may occasionally become entangled in such a May that strangula-
tion occurs. One now and again meets instances of where a child slips

from a fence, and, in falling, has its neck caught between the upper
ends of the palings, with the result of death by suspension if not at
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once relieved. In play and in pnblic show persons have been known
to be suspended })artially or c()mi)letcly ;

and accidents liave now and

then taken place under sucli conditions. The circumstances lure are

usually so com])lete that only the most formal inquiry arises and there is

rarely opportunity for implication of the living in any principal part.

In all these varieties of suspension the phenomena occurring in the

course of the process are identical witli those of judicial hanging; or,

in the case of jxutial sus})cnsion and suspension without a droj), with

those of throttling by lig-aturc. ^^'ilcn there is a decided fall of the

victim, with the sudden jerk ui' the rope aijout the neck consciousness

may be destroyed at once, and probably is destroyed in a large nimiber

of cases. The body is motionless, as if stunned
;
and it is the testi-

mony of a number who have been rescued immediately that they pos-
sessed absolutely no recollection of the hanging. If consciousness is

not at once destroyed, as is usual when there is no fall, a moment or

two of quietude intervene—the natural period during A\hich the breath

may be held. The head feels full and almost bursting ;
the ears ring

and roar; there is a feeling of Ixwlily liglitness; the activity of the

mind is greatly increased, and the whole life seems to pass in review

in the second or two of consciousness. A feeling of necessity to

breathe becomes more and more imperative, and desperate efforts are

made, but without success. Unconsciousness now comes on quickly.
The first stage of (piiet passes abruptly into that of convulsive, irre-

sponsible, involuntary eff'orts at respiration, lasting, as indicated, for

several minutes, and identical in all its details to the convulsive stage
of judicial hanging. The last stage, also, characterized by the per-
sistence of the heart's action alone, is the same as the final stage of

legal executions.

Many of the phenomena encountered in the process of hanging are

subject to variation depending upon circimistances of compression.

Thus, while typically the face becomes cyanosed and swollen from

interference with the venous circulation through the jugulars, a con-

siderable proportion of individuals present a pallid countenance. This

is especially likely to be the case when death occurs quickly from

cardiac syncope, from cfnnpression of the vagi, or from the added

influence of coexistent cardiac disease. The rapid failure of circulation

in such instances gives little opportimity for the accumulation of any
marked excess of blood in the head and face. So, also, ^vhen the

adjustment of the loop and attachment of the ligature leaves one side

of the neck free from compression, the imimpeded venous channels of

such an area carry off" the blood as rapidly as it can be brought to

the head through the partially constricted carotids. In judging of

the influence of compression on the vessels of the neck, most text-

books lay too much stress upon the production of an anemia of the

head and face by compression of the common carotid arteries. Both
from their more exposed position and their less resistant "vvalls, the

jugular veins, superficial and deep, must be more readily and more

completely obstructed by the compression of a ligature about the
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neck, and when the compression is sufficiently serious to narrow the

arterial flow, the venous return must be more impeded. It is, there-

fore, natural tliat in all cases where there is deep compression of the

neck, if the circulation does not at once and completely cease, there

should accumulate through the vertebral arteries and smaller deep col-

lateral circulation a considerable excess of blood in the venous and

capillary vessels above the ligature. Thus a pallid countenance can

exist only where this venous circulation is, at least in part, free, or where

there is absolutely no further access of blood by the deep and unob-

structed arteries of the neck, as may be expected, for instance, when
death has occurred from syncope. JNIoreover, the protrusion of the eye-
balls and conjunctival suffusions which frequently occur are often absent,

dependent largely on the same cause. The swelling of the tongue,
noticed especially about the base, is subject to similar variations for the

same reasons.

The rapid onset of imconsciousness is frequently ascribed to a cei'e-

bral anemia from compression of the carotids, but it is rather to be

referred to cerebral congestion of a passive form and to the carboniza-

tion of the unaerated blood passing to it through these incompletely

compressed arteries and the deeper and uninfluenced vertebrals. The
mere fact, especially in those cases presenting pallid countenances, that

autopsy often fails to show cerebral congestion of any marked degree is

of little significance, since the fluid l)lood readily passes downward as

soon as the constriction is released if the position is favorable. Marked

capillarv congestions about the lower part of the head and face and in

the neck above the ligature are likely to ])ersist without difliision.

The position of the tongue is less frequently recorded as varying.

Usually it is found protruding or between the teeth, but sometimes

it seems rather retracted. This probably depends largely upon the

position of the ligature and its line of traction. When the ligature is

above or on the same level as the hyoid l)one and the knot is well

adjusted posteriorly, so that the force is directed l)ackward, the root of

the tongue is dragged backward in the pharyngeal space, and probably
aids in respiratory obstruction. If the knot is placed more anteriorly,

this line of traction does not exist, and the tongue is likely to remain

in a relatively normal position unless forced outward by respiratory

efforts. When the ligature acts ]x4ow the level of the hyoid bone, its

upward traction tends to force before it the structures about the base of

the tongue and cause it to protrude to a greater or less degree.
As a rule, the fuce is more or less contorted during hanging, and

may retain this ajipearance after death. Very often it is quite placid,

an ajipearanee likely to coincide with pallor of the countenance,

althougii not invariably. The contortions are probably the exjires-

sion of the respiratory struggles, and mark those cases in which

asphyxiation is the particular mode of death
;
while if death follows

the breaking of the neck in the drop or occurs in a syncopal attack, the

countenance is naturally unmoved. It is difficult to explain why in

some the hands should clench with intense force and in others remain
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with the fingers extended, Uiit such is the case. As a rule, the clenched

hands are found in persons dying or dead from complete suspension ;

while it is more or less connnon to meet the hands tpiite open in inconi-

])lete suspension. Tiie turgescence of the external genitals, the dis-

charge of genital fluid, of urine, of feces, or of gas are symptoms «)m-

monly alluded to, but are by no means constant phenomena, and are

not peculiar to death by strangulation. The lividity and swelling of

the limbs and lower part of the trunk suggest that the i)artial genital

erections met in these cases may be a part of the general hyperemia
from y;ravitation.

It is impossible to state definitely any period of time necessary

to destroy life by hanging. Life may cease from the beginning of the

process or may persist up to lialf an hour. By using a fixed knot and

loose loop, and adjusting the latter anterior to the ramus of the jaw and

posteriorly high up along the occipital region, individuals, exhibitors

mainly, have endured complete susi)ension for a much longer time
;

several accidents have taken place among such foolish exhibitors by
the slip])ing of the knot, thus drawing the rope l)ack over the resjiira-

tory passages and causing asphyxia. Resuscitation is improbable after

the termination of the second or convulsive stage, and even in this stage

the chances for recovery are always questionable. Yet so long as the

heart continues its action it is wise to use every endeavor to recover,

since patients have revived after some minutes' cessation of respiratory

movement and several hours after the beginning of artificial respira-

tion.

Postmortem Appearances.—In inspecting the body of one dead

by hanging care should be taken to note precisely every circumstance

and feature possible before the corpse has been disturl)ed. Evidences

of a struggle, the manner of attachment of the ligature, marks of any
kind upon the ligature or surroundings, the mode of adjustment of the

loo}), the prol)al)le length of the dro[), etc., should all receive attention.

The condition of the face, eyes, mouth, tongue, hands, limbs, genitals,

and the clothing should all be inspected and recorded. Thereafter, the

body having been lowered, inspection should be made of the condition

of the neck and fi)r marks of violence elsewhere uj)on the exterior of

the bodv.

Many diiferences may be found in the character of the marks of the

ligature. Usually there is a single line of depression, })assing obliquely
about the neck, most marked on the side opposite the knot, and entirely

absent close to the position of the knot. AVhen the position of the

victim has been such that the force of sus|)ension does not act along the

line of the axis of the body, as is often the case in incomplete suspen-

sion, instead of an oblique line of depression tiie mark about the neck

may l)e horizontal, as in throttling by a ligature. However, unless a

slip-knot has been employed, the absence of the mark on the side of

the neck corresponding to the knot of the ligature constitutes an impor-
tant means of differentiation. In general, the looser the adjustment of

the loop, the more oblique the line of depression. This line is deeper,
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as a rule, along the sides of the neck, the opposition of the larynx and

similar structures often preventing it cutting in so deeply anteriorly.

It is usually less marked in fat persons than in those that are moder-

ately spare. The weight of the body and the length of time of suspen-

sion, as well as the size and nature of the ligature, are important factors

in determining the depth of the depression. If the loop has been a

double one, the mark is also double, one portion having a horizontal

and the other an oblique direction if the inner part of the noose be free

to slip. Both lines will be oblique, however, if both strands are attached

at the knot. In the former case the horizontal mark will be found to

extend completely, around the neck, as in case of throttling by ligature.

As may be expected, the narrower the cord, the deeper the furrow of

depression. As a rule, this furrow is pale at the bottom, and the mar-

gins are swollen and discolored.

When considerable force has been expended, as in hanging with a

fall, suggillations along the bottom of the groove are often found
;
but

these are not present, for the entire number of deaths by hanging, in as

great proportion as in death by throttling. Instead of pallor along the

bottom of the depressed line, if the suspension has been brief and little

excess of force employed, the surface may look normal or slightly red

in color. If there has been much excoriation by the ligature and the

suspension has lasted for several hours, the skin in the bottom of the

groove may have a yellowish-brown tint and a hard, dry appearance
—

the so-called "
parchment-skin." Even if not noted upon releasing the

body from suspension, this last is likely to develop within a few hours

after exposure of the groove to the air. The cyanotic appearance of

the upper margin of the groove is almost invarial)le, usually appearing
even if the body has been suspended shortly after death from some

other cause. The cyanosis of the lower margin is usually less marked,
and may be absent. Its presence is a fair indication that hanging was

performed antemortem. Ecchymoses along the margin of the furrow

are more conmion above the line of the ligature than below, but, except
in cases of hanging with drop, are less frequent than in throttling. It

is to be remembered that the appearance of this line of depression is a

relative one, and that, in its appreciation, the length of fall and conse-

quent violence, the weight of the suspended body, the duration of sus-

pension, and the width and nature of the ligature must all be considered.

Many cases, especially of suicidal hanging, fail to exhibit it at all
; and,

on the other hand, it may in a measure be produced by suspending the

body within one or two hours after death.

When the body has been almost or completely suspended, the neck

is distinctly elongated and plial)le. This is not necessarily due to any
vertebral fracture, but may result from the stretching of the interverte-

bral tissues.

Subject to variation, as already considered, the other external ap])ear-

ances are likely to be found as follows : the face is swollen, cyanosed,
and blotched

;
the eyes are prominent and sometimes the seat of sub-

conjunctival hemorrhage ;
the tongue is swollen and partially protrud-
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incr
•

it may perhaps be bitten and bleed i iiu ;
bbuul may be found

emeryintj: from the nose and ears. The hands and arms are livid and

swollen, iiiid the tingers may I)e so tightly clenched that the nails are

found wounding the palms. The limbs and feet are livid and swollen
;

the genitals are large, and evidences of the ex])ulsion of semen and
urine may be encountered, as well as of the expulsion of feces from the

anus. Hemorrhoids may be found })romiuent and bleeding. The time

of appearance of rigor mortis depends largely n])on conditions of bodily
exertion prior to the hanging and the severity of the convulsive stage ;

as a rule, it does not come on for one or two hours after death, but may
be inuuediate.

Dissection of the neck usually shows the tissues immediately beneath

the ligature to be compressed and bloodless
; but, as might be expected

from the probable injury to the smaller vessels, Avheu nuich violence

has accompanied the process and death has l)een gradual, as when there

have been a decided drop and death by asphyxia, interstitial hemorrhages
of variable extent are found in and about the line of compression, just
as in throttling by ligature.

In consequence of the violence of the fall, lacerations are not infre-

quent. The sternocleidomastoid muscle is frequently the seat of such

injury, and occasionally the inner coats of the carotid arteries are

similarly torn. This laceration of the carotids has been ascribed to the

force of compression by the ligature, just as in the ordinary surgical

operation of ligation of an artery the inner coat is usually severed
;
the

great difference of degree and completeness of compression, and the fact

that these vascular tears are usually met below the level of the ligature
about the neck and not upon exactly the same level, do not afford evi-

dence of such a view, and render it probable that they are entirely the

result of the sudden stretching" force in the fall. Degenerative states,
such as atheroma, favor the occurrence of such an accident. The exten-

sion of blood between the coats of the vessel-wall at the place of rupture
is to be regarded as indicative of the existence of circulation at the

time of and innnediately after the injury. In a small proportion of

cases, dependent on the position of the ligature and the force occurring
in the process, the hyoid bone is found broken, usually in its larger
cornua. The thvrohvoid ligament may be found lacerated. Disloca-

tions or actual fractures of the thyroid or cricoid eartih-gx's are occa-

sionally encountered, or rarely dislocations of the arytenoid cartilages.

Occasionally, especially in judicial hangings, dislocations of vertebra?,
with or without actual fracture, are found. Most fre(inently this obtains

in case of the odontoid process of the axis or as a dislocation of the

axis from the third vertebra. In either case, of fracture or dislocation

or both, considerable damage is likely to be found in the surrounding-
tissues. These are often the seat of hemorrhage, and the membranes
of the cord and the cord itself, by ])ressure and extension, are sometimes

seriously lacerated. By transmission of the force occasionallv a demon-
strable injury is produced in the medulla. It is manifestly impossible
to indicate any exact projxirtion of cases in which such lesions are
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encountered, inasmuch as the factors for their production vary Avith the

mode of procedure ; they are, however, most frequent in judicial hang-

ings, and occur but rarely in cases of suicide.

Upon opening the larynx and trachea the mucous membrane of these

passages, particularly in cases of hanging with violence, is found suf-

fused and reddened, occasionally lacerated, at and near the level of the

ligature, and at times small hemorrhages are found upon the surface of

the membrane. There is usually also a diffuse hyperemia of the entire

respiratory mucous membranes, and there may be considerable mucous

secretion upon the surface. When the strangulation has been incom-

plete, this mucus may be more or less frotliy, from the partially success-

ful efforts to breathe. The lungs are found in a condition similar to

those seen in cases of throttling by a ligature, usually deeply congested,

especially in dependent parts, sometimes emphysematous and compara-

tively free from blood. Ecchymoses beneath the pleurae and hemor-

rhages into the tissues of the lungs are seen, Init not so frequently as in

throttling. The heart is usually distended witli blood in the right side.

The left heart is comparatively empty. When both sides contain blood,

the inference is warranted that death took place from syncope rather

than asphyxia. Subpericardial hemorrhages are hot so frequent as in

throttling, and, as a rule, the pericardial sac contains but little serum.

The blood, as in other cases of asjjhyxia, is usually found in the

venous rather than in the arterial circulation, and is dark and fluid.

There are few clots, and these are small, being found in the heart or

elsewhere. The alxlominal viscera are congested and dark in color.

This appearance is more marked if suspension has been prolonged.

The brain is usually moderately congested in the venous circulation, Init

rarely extremely so. Sometimes, however, it is highly hyperemic, and

in a very small proportion of cases—less than 1 per cent.—actual hem-

orrhages exist. This relative absence of deep congestion is probably to

be accounted for by the drainage of the blood after cessation of circula-

tion into the face and neck, on account of the position of the head. In

cases where death has taken place by immediate circulatory failure,

corresponding with the pallor of the face in the same examples, the

brain may be found actually anemic. It is possible that if the body
has been lying with head lowered for a time before the brain is

examined, some return flow of blood to its dependent parts may mask

to some extent the real state.

Treatment of Strangulation.—In all cases of strangulation the

plan of treatment is about the same. All impediments to respiration

must be removed at once. If in suspension, the body must be released

instantly, any ligature removed, and all constrictions about the neck or

body by clothing loosened. Artificial respiration must be applied

immediately, and it is often required to be continued for several hours.

The stagnant circulation is best relieved by moderate blood-letting and

friction of the surface. Cardiac stimulants should be administered

freely hypodermically ;
and stimulation of the sympathetic nerves by

foradism or galvanism tried. Tracheotomy below the level of the com-
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pression should be performed if, fnua swcHinu: of the tissues or fracture

or dislocatioH, much impediment to respiration exists. Resuscitation is

rarely successful after respiratory etibrt has ceased, l)ut the possibility

of a favorable ro-nb remains as long as the circulation eontiiuies.

Legal Considerations.—In but few cases where the eireumstanees

and surrounding evidence agree witii the postmortem appearances can a

reasonable doubt as to death by hanging arise. Yet it must not be

forgotten that a body suspended inunediately after death may present

many of the mark-; caused l)y lianging in life, and that such a ])rocedure

might be resorted to in order to ])revent suspicion of other modes of

destruction. Thus the furrow of compression by the ligature, and its

drv, leathery appearance can uncpiestionably be produced, as proved by

experiment upon cadavers, by suspension within an hour or two after

death
;
and even the severer cervical injuries, as fracture of the liyoid

bone or of the larynx, or fracture or dislocation of tlie cervical vertebne,

may likewise result from postmortem hanging. In such cases, from the

recognition of external marks of violence, improbable from death by
hanging alone, from the absence of decided hemorrhage about sites of

lesions in the deeper parts of the neck from hanging, from the relatively

imcongested ap]iearance of the lower l)order of the groove of com-

pression, and the tiiilure of the usual internal evidences of asphyxiation,
it is sometimes possible to affirm that suspension was performed after,

rather than before, death. However, the value of tiie absence of the

internal signs of asphyxiation fails in these cases when the cervical

lesions point to a ])rol>abilitv of immediate death from syncope after the

drop.

Cases, therefore, may present themselves in which medical testimony
alone must fail in our present knowledge clearly to establish one or the

other side of this question. Often, however, the collateral evidence in

relation to the mode of attachment of the ligature, or marks of varicnis

kinds (as blood-stains) upon the latter, or upon the person of the victim,
or in the vicinitv of the bodv, mav supplv the deficiencv and render the

problem reasonably clear.

The determination of death by hanging from death by other forms

of asphyxiation, especially of other forms of strangulation, when the

circumstances siUTotinding the l)ody when discovered allow such ques-

tion, is likewise often difficult. Here the special appearances about the

neck constitute the most available means of distinction. The peculiar
marks of the fingers and thuml^s in the anterolateral regions, over the

respiratory passages, when throttling has been jierformed by hand
;
the

complete and horizontally arranged furrow from the ligature in throt-

tling by ligature are here of great import, in contrast to the usually

oblique line of compression, often incomplete near the ])osition of the

knot, in death by hanging. As most cases of hanging with a drop of

any length are instances of judicial execution, under other circumstances

the appearance of sugo'illations in the groove and along its borders,
interstitial hemorrhages in the dee])er tissues beneath the line of the liga-

ture or marked injury to the larynx and trachea must speak rather for the
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violence of murderous throttling than for ordinary suicidal suspension.

Subpleural, subpericardial liemorrhages, submucous ecchymoses of the

stomach and intestine, and cerebral apoplexies are more frequent in

throttling and suffocation than in hanging ;
and marks of violence upon

the body exerted to hasten death, as by kneeling on the chest or

abdomen, are more likely to be found when death has occurred from

throttling. Yet the entire absence of any mark upon the neck or else-

where in either case must not be forgotten as possible, and collateral

evidence therefore not neglected.
Aside from legal executions, hanging is almost always suicidal.

Among suicides this method stands easily first—of 25,737 suicides

analyzed by Briand and Chaude, 11,608 are credited to strangulation

by hanging and throttling. In a large proportion of cases the absence

of any evidence implicating persons other than the victim, and the

existence of testimony indicating more or less specifically that death

was self-inflicted, relieve the necessity of further legal inquiry. AVhen,

however, questions arise, an answer may be possibly obtained in the

condition of affairs in which the body is found, but not in any particular
lesions in the body itself. Thus it would manifestly be mipossible that

a body found hanging with the arms pinioned at the back could

have come into such a state without the interference of another person.
A body found hanging freely, and without means at hand whereby the

individual had ascended at least high enough to have adjusted the loop,

must indicate, in the absence of strong conflicting external testimony,
that another was implicated in placing it in such position. On the

other hand, the inference in cases of incomplete suspension, in the

absence of conflicting evidence, is of suicide, or, in rare instances, of

accident. The absence of other evidences of violence upon the corpse
or in the vicinity must further corroborate such a view, since it is

scarcely possible that a homicide could be perpetrated by such means

against the active resistance of the victim. The insignificance of the

common cervical marks, especially of the deeper structures, is sugges-
tive of suicide rather than of homicide

;
and in a large proportion of

cases of suicide, with the exception, perhaps, of slight reddish discolora-

tion beneath the comparatively loose ligature in incomplete suspension,

thev mav be entirely absent.

II. DEATH BY CHOKING.

By this term is meant to be indicated all cases of fatal asphyxia

resulting from the occlusion of the air-passages by agencies within these

passages or their walls. Such obstructions may be of external origin,

solid, liquid, or gaseous ;
or may arise within the body as the result of

disease, as tumors of the larynx, croupous membranes, edema of the

larynx or trachea. The latter group is essentially natural and of no

especial concern to the legal physician, save in a negative sense.

For legal purposes, then, the foregoing definition may be modified so

as to include only those cases of fatal occlusion of the respiratory
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passages as may be induced in one or other way by foreign agencies
introduced within these passages. Such occhision may be a direct

nieclianical ])higging or filling by the foreign substance, or it may be the

result of a laryngeal spasm or spasm of the glottis induced by the

irritation from such an external substance in the conrse of its entrance

into these passages. The compression of the posterior, yielding wall

of the larynx and trachea by some lai'ge, hard mass in the esophagus is

likewise commonly accepted as a form of choking, although differing

slightly from true choking or occlusion.

I. Choking by Solids.—Almost invariably in choking by a

solid mass the occurrence is accidental. There are on record a few

instances in which solid substances, as corks, handkerchiefs, dirt, and
other matters have been forced into the back of the mouth or actually
into the glottis with murderous intent

;
and suicidal individuals, espe-

cially those in confinement—the insane, for example—frecpiently attempt
to take their lives by similar means and are occasionally successful.

Even when not immediately successful, as the after-result of irritation

of the epiglottis or rima glottidis by a foreign mass or by some caustic

material which may have been taken into the mouth and swallowed,
but prevented from destroying life directly by antidotes, serious closure

from swelling of the tissues may endanger life or actually cause asphyx-
iation. Accidental choking may occur from the swallowing of too

large and too hard a bolus of food, which, jiressing through the wall of

the esophagus, causes compression of the posterior respiratory wall, and

may thus actually close the air-passages. Sometimes a mass of food too

large easily to engage in the upper part of the esophagus overlies the

epiglottis or the opening of the glottis and thus prevents inspiratory
movement of the air. Or smaller bits of food may, especially if the

epiglottis is destroyed or impaired by disease, actually get into the

opening of the glottis and close it.

Nails, tacks, buttons, and a host of different small objects have been
known thus to enter the upper respiratory tract, and sometimes, if their

size permit, pass downward into one or the other bronchus, usually the

right, on account of its straight direction and large size. Attempting
to speak and swallow at the same time, or attempting to cry out when
some small foreign sul)stance, as a coin, is in the mouth, endeavoring to

inhale while partially vomited matter lies in the pharynx, such condi-

tions are especially liable to produce such an accident. From insi)ira-
tion during vomiting the autlior has known a lumbricoid worm to gain
entrance to the larynx and destroy life by asphyxiation.

In feeding the insane through an esophageal tube with fluid or

partially fluid food the possibility of inserting tiie tube into tiie larvnx
instead of the gullet should be kejit constantly in mind, as accidental

asphyxiation is possible both from the tube itself and from the fluid

which is poured through it after imj)roper adjustment. Deplorable
accidents of this sort have occurred in a number (»f asylums, and
serious inflammatory after-results, such as ins[)iration j)neumonia, have
followed the entrance of very small quantities of such fluid food

Vol. I.—U
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material. It should be remembered, also, that among the insane,

especially with paretic dements, careless habits of eating and more or

less muscular incoordination in swallowing may, with unusual fre-

quency, cause paroxysms of choking.

Children, from their frequent habit of placing various articles in the

mouth in the midst of play and laughter, are frequently subject to

accidental choking, a sudden inspiration drawing such objects into the

larynx. The sudden sharp, full inspiration following a slap on the

back may, if some suitable substance be in the mouth, cause its with-

drawal into the respiratory passages. There exists during sleep or the

unconsciousness of anesthesia or of an epileptic attack, especial liability

for the entrance into the fauces of such material as may be in the

mouth, and hundreds of different substances are recorded in medical

literature as having thus given rise to choking of an acute or ])rolonged

type. As examples may be enumerated such things as pieces of meat,

bread, or other food, jiieces of nutshell, teeth, plates of artificial teeth,

tooth-picks, bits of pencils, buttons, nails, coins, grains of various sorts,

worms, flies, corks, etc.

Symptoms.—Immediately after the entrance of the foreign material,

which, it should be added, may not be foreign but have developed
within the respiratory passages

—
as, for exam])le, pieces of false mem-

brane, a small tumor, a diseased bronchial gland, or something of the

sort, there occurs a more or less severe paroxysm. This may be fatal

immediately, as is usually the case in instances requiring legal consid-

eration
;
but the attack is often survived, only to give rise to subsequent

paroxvsms upon every change of position of the foreign mass, each with

the possibility of fatal termination. Or a reaction of varying intensity,

acuteness, and position, such as pneumonia, laryngeal or tracheal catarrh

or ulceration, the formation of abscesses, tuberculosis, or other lesions

of similar type, may occur, even without further acute attack of respira-

torv interference, and end fatally possil)ly years later. Certain animal

and vegetable bodies, after being bathed in the warm moisture of the

parts, may swell, and thus give rise to more and more serious symptoms
of asphyxiation for hours after their entrance into the larynx.

For the purposes of the present discussion these various after-effects

may be dismissed because of their similarity to the primary effects or

because they have little judicial application. So, also, the entrance of

such small objects which, on account of their size, are unable to produce
a fatal occlusion may be set aside as not germane to the subject.

If, then, in swallowing or breathing, such an accident of occlusion

should occur, the patient is at once seized with distress and apprehen-

sion. The demand for breath is almost immediate and quickly becomes

violent. If sitting, he rises with a rush, grasps his throat with the

hand, stretches out the neck, and gulps to endeavor to dislodge the

intruding mass. All sorts of attitudes and contortions are attempted

for the same purpose, and the most violent efforts at coughing are

exerted involuntarily. The face, at first pale, shows signs of agony,

and becomes quickly deeply suffused and cyanosed. The eyes become
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promiueiit, the mouth is open, the toii<i::ue often extended. Saliva drips

from the mouth, and i'oani, often tin(i;ed witli hh)()d, appears at the lips.

Vomiting may tal^c plaee, and the involuntary diseharge of urine, gas,

or feees. Tiie faee is bathed with ]M'rs])iration. In a few miiuites the

victim falls unconscious. The violent play of the respiratory nuiseles

continues for one or two miiuites and then ceases, witii perhaps one or

two gasping efforts subsequently. The pul>c, at first (piiek and full,

becomes tumultuous in a few minutes, and then gradually diminishes in

force and fidness and becomes weak and irregular, ceasing finally in

eight, ten, or more minutes. With it the life of the unfortunate one

st<^ps.

Just as in other forms of respiratory interference considerable varia-

tion may be manifested in individual cases, from the completeness and

suddenness of occlusion and from the natural resistive power of the

individual. Death sometimes is immediate from syncope, and the

countenance remains pale and placid ;
or if the occlusion is not quite

complete and the patient vigorous, the violence of respiratory effort and

the degree of facial contortion and cyanosis are extreme.

Postmortem Appearances.—On external inspection there may be

an entire absence of any signs suggesting death by asphyxiation. The
face may be quite normal in its ap[>earance, both in color and in the

composure of the features. Often, however, the face is deeply cyanosed,
and when found, the eyes are open, prominent, staring, with widely

dilated pupils, and the features may be much distorted. The absence

of local impediment to the passage of blood to the tnudv, however,

permits this ap})earance with much less frequence than in strangulation.
The pulmonary stagnation may, however, be so great, and the distention

of the right heart so marked, as to prevent this movement from the

head and neck, and there is, therefore, a proportion of cases, somewhat

less than half, in wdiich the cyanotic condition of the countenance is

pronounced. As a rule, there is also considerable congestion in the

upper extremities. Lividity of dependent parts is marked. Rigidity
usually comes on early. On examination of the body after section the

right heart and larger veins of the trunk are found full of dark, fluid

blood, the left side and anterior system being relatively bloodless. The

lungs are usually deeply congested, often marked with small subpleural

ecchymoses, sometimes emphysematous along the borders. There may
also be found some pericardial ecchymoses. In those patients who die

quickly from cardiac inhibition or syncope these a])i)(
arances in the heart

and lungs do not obtain. The heart contains blood, j)artially clotted, in

the cavities of both sides, and the lungs are not especially hyjieremic
—

perhaps they may be actually pale.
On examination of the respiratory passages the mucous membrane

throughout is, as a rule, hyperemic, and there is considerable mucous

secretion, with perhaps some blood, over its surface. At the level of

the foreign bodv the membrane is usually quite red and swollen, with

possible marks of injury due to the intruding substance. The foreign

substance itself may be found anywhere from the larynx down to the
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bronchial tubes of the second or the third division, although in the

latter case it is not likely that death was ra])id in its onset, and there-

fore not likely to have much legal interest. Death by choking is

usually caused by comparatively large objects, which ai'c rarely found

below the larynx. As a rule, such have had little opportunity to

undergo substantial change. When the objects have been retained a

long time, they may be found more or less disintegrated, even such sub-

stances as silver coins undergoing chemical changes into the sulphid,
and are thus recovered or expectorated after the lapse of months.

When the foreign body has thus been retained for a time before the

fatal paroxysm of asphyxia, the local appearances are even more pro-
nounced. The mucous membrane in the vicinity is thickened, often

ulcerated
;
there may be abscesses in the surrounding tissues, areas of

consolidation in the lungs, or tuberculous changes of various types.

In acute choking the brain is hypercmic if freshly examined
;

later it

is normal, except in the dependent portions, to which fluids gravitate.
In such an examination there is nothing characteristic of the par-

ticular mode of death save the discovery, w situ, of the cause of the

occlusion
;
the general features are common to other forms of asphyxia.

Treatment.—Prompt action is necessary. The patient should be

pounded vigorously on the back in order to dislodge the oflending
material either mechanically or by exciting particularly strong res])ira-

tory efforts. The head and shoulders should be lowered face downward,
or the body even inverted to aid by gravity the expulsion of the mass.

With the hand pro])erly guarded by a handkerchief, the finger should

be inserted into tlie mouth, and it may sometimes succeed in removing
the substance if it is in the pharynx or above the edge of the glottis.

Should such efforts succeed early, the patient usually takes a long, full

inspiration, and the impending trouble quickly disappears, leaving the

patient prostrated and weak for a time. If they are insufficient, and

if instruments for the observation of the exact position of the obstruc-

tion and for its withdrawal are at hand, they should be em]>loyed at

once
;

if not, tracheotomy below the supposed level of the mass shoidd

be performed immediately. When the patient ,has ceased breathing,

artificial respiration should be performed, a means of entrance of air

having been provided, and the usual treatment for asphyxiation

practised.

Legal Considerations.—Aside from choking during the course of a

natural disease, this mode of death is almost invariably accidental. As
a means of suicide it is rarely resorted to save in desperation, and it is

hence most common among the insane of asylums and prisons. As a

means of homicide it is rarer still, being practically impossible unless

the victim is already unconscious and helpless from prior violence, sleep,

anesthesia, or similar states.

Careful examination for the existence of signs of such violence and

inquiry into the collateral evidence as to the state of consciousness at

the time of occlusion may give inqiortant results, although rarely are

they positive. The mere discovery of an occluding mass in the respira-
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tory path cannot be held to have ]irove(l death by such occhision. Snch

a mass may have been inserted, at least into the fauces, after death, to

divert suspicion, as has been recorded in a few instances. It is neces-

sary, therefore, that the physician establish as i'ully as possible the

absence of other lesion to account for death, and the existence of gen-

eral signs compatible with death by asj)iiyxiation in this manner before

it is possible to render a verdict of death by choking. It is to be

remembered that sometimes, even if the foreign body is too small for

complete occlusion at the level of its lodgment, it may induce, by irrita-

tion, a reflex spasm of the vocal cords or of tlie muscular liljers in the

margin of the glottis, thus leading to complete closure, at least for a

length of time sufficient to precipitate death
;
and that the mere presence

of such irritation may reflexly cause syncope, irrespective of the size and

character of the irritant substance.

2. Death by Submersion.—Death by submersion or drowning
is the fatal resiUt of asphyxiation induced by complete or partial sub-

mersion of the subject in water or other liquid medium. Such a defini-

tion, however, must be subject to various exceptions and additions.

While, as a rule, in drowning the body of the victim is completely sur-

rounded by liquid, cases of death from partial submersion are not infre-

quent. Quite recently an ei)ilei)ti(; patient of the writer's, while walk-

ing upon a low sandy beach, fell in a paroxysm with face down, causing

by his spasmodic movements a small excavation of an inch and a lialf

in depth in the sand beneath his face. This small depression quickly
filled with water, and he was f)und dead from asphyxiation in tliis posi-
tion about an hour or more after the occurrence.

Of course, in case of asphyxia from such partial submersion, the

respiratory openings must be included in the part submerged. This

latter rule does not of necessity prevail in cases where death takes place
from syncope, individuals fyom time to time being known to succumb

suddenly upon submersion of the body, but with the respirator}- o])en-

ings not submerged. Such cases are, however, rarely confused with

real drowning. Moreover, one is tempted to say of those dying in

natural surroundings from edema of the lungs that they drown in their

own juices
—

totally apart from immersion or submersion.

As to the precise mode of death in drowning, asphyxiation occurs in

over 90 per cent., failure of circulation from syncope being responsible
as the immediate cause of death in perhaps not above 1 or 2 per cent.,

while combinations of respiratory and circulatory failure or the mediate

influences of apoplexy are likewise extremely low. Mackenzie, of Cal-

cutta, from an analysis of over 300 cases of drowning which were

examined by him as police surgeon, has j)laced death by asphyxia as

taking place in over 97 per cent., syncope in but ^ of 1 per cent., and

asphyxia and apoplexy combined in the same proportion. About 2 ])er

cent, of the cases examined remained undetermined on account of post-
mortem changes. It is ]>robable that these proportions would show a

slightly increased proportion of cases of syncope in colder climates, from
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the greater shock to the nervous system of the unfortunate in commg in

sudden contact with the cold water.

Drowning' was at one time a legal method of execution, being usually

employed in case of women and minor criminals condemned to death.

The method prevailed in England until the early part of the seventeenth

century, and was in vogue in a few of the continental countries of

Europe until the middle of the following century. It is rarely a
measure of homicide except in infanticide. It is a frequent method of

suicide. Analysis of large numbers of instances of self-destruction show
its employment in nearly one-third of such cases. In by far the

greatest proportion, however, it is the result of accident. Among indi-

viduals, of course, danger of drowning upon innnersion is extremely
variable from the ability or inability to swim

;
but such ability is by

no means a guarantee of escape from such consequences, since excellent

swimmers are often unable to sustain the fatigue of long immersion,
and not infrequently succumb suddenly in the water from inabilitv, from
muscular cramps, or from syncopal attacks.

Individuals who possess various respiratory defects, such as stammer-

ing or asthma, and those Avho have structural or serious functional dis-

turbance of the circulatory apparatus or its nervous mechanism, are

more lial)le to drowning upon immersion than are normal individuals.

In general, vigor, health, and calnmess of mind, other things being

equal, decidedly diminish the danger in case of impending drowning.
Instances of drowning occur more frequently among males than females,
but merely because of their more frequent exposure to its conditions.

Coldness of the water seems to increase the danger.

Symptoms.—Observation of the subject would indicate that several

groups of cases may be separated. In the first ])lace, there are a few
cases in which, when sul)mersion has taken place, especially if it has
been sudden and the water of low temperature, death is found to ha\e
taken place even when the individual is immediately rescued. In most
of such cases syncope is the immediate cause of deatli. It is induced

probably by the severity of the nervous shock or by individual ineffi-

ciency of circulatory power. A relatively large pro})ortion of this group
of cases, liowever, may be resuscitated if the attempt is promptly and

vigorously made, owing to the relatively moderate alterations which
have in so brief a ])eriod of time been effected. It is probable, as stated

by Brouardel, that in some of these cases death occurs from a nervous
iidiibition of both heart and lungs, induced by the stimulating effect of

the sudden cold upon the recurrent laryngeal, trigeminal, and other

nerves known to possess sucli inhibitory reflexes.

In the mucli larger group of cases in which as]ihyxiation is the direct

mode of death there exist at least two j)ossil)le methods of its produc-
tion. Thus in one grou]) the asj)hyxia is primarily due to a spasmodic
closure of the glottis from the direct irritation of the water entering

through the mouth and nose, and about to penetrate the respiratory

passages, or from nervous reflex to the sudden chilling of tlie externrd

surface of the throat. It has been sho^vn experimentally that laryngeal
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spasm may be induced In- mechanical irritation of the skin over the

larvnx and anteromedian portion ot" tiu^ neck. In this g'rou[) the victim,

t'allinii: into the water, usuuUv sinks at once and remains beh)w the siir-

face. As in the otiier eases of asphyxia, unconsciousness ensues in

the course of some seconds; after a few fntih' convidsive eiforts to

breathe the respiratory attem])ts cease, and after some minutes the heart

stops. Here, after a mimite or two, the spasm of the j^iottis rekixes,

while there are but few and feeble inspiratory efforts and but little water

gains entrance into the respiratoi-y tubes, uidess submersion is pro-

longed, when further small amounts jnay gradually enter as a post-
mortem ])henomenon.

In by far the greatest numl)cr of cases, however, little or no actual

spasm of the glottis takes place ;
and as])hyxiation oceurs from the

actual entrance of water into the larynx, trachea, bronchi, and even

the terminal saccules of the lungs, or there may be a combination

of both these factors of respiratory obstruction. The individual hav-

ing been submerged struggles to regain the surface to breathe. As
soon as the surface is reached he attempts, by a long ins})iration, to

regain his breath
;
but is likely to draw a small amount of water into

the larynx with the air. Owing to the irritation thus caused, violent

expulsive efforts, partly involuntary, are made with sputtering and

coughing. The real effect is rather to diminish the air in the lungs,
accelerate pulmonary congestion, and non-aeration of the blood, and

incidentally to increase the relative weight of this portion of the body
and favor further sinking. Considerable water is likely to enter the

respiratory ])aths in such instances, penetrating at once to the air-

vesicles and ])assing by osmotic action into the blood. In such cases

more or less water is swallowed, and ])artly fi"om spasmodic action of

the diaphragm the contents of the stomach thus dilated are likely to be

regurgitated, and may be drawn into the respiratory tract from the

pharynx. The struggle inr life is violent
;
the individual grasps at

even the slightest means of support, and often in the blindness of his

efforts wounds the fingers and hands in manv places. Even when com-

pletely submerged and upon the bottom, he wildly and futilely tries to

lay hold of surrounding objects, often grasping handfuls of the mud
about him and frequently getting the mud an<l sand of the bottom

beneath the finger-nails. Small (piantities of the same material are

likely to find their way into the stomach and res))iratorv j)aths in his

mad efforts to inspire and clear the obstruction to respiration. After

the first few moments of respiratorv obstruction, which is usually at first

incomplete, the face becomes cyanosed, the eyes l)ulg(% the features

become contorted, the respiratory movements tunuiltuous and spasmodic,
the pulse rapid and violent. From the violence of his efforts the con-

tents of the bowel and l)ladder mav be voided. After one or two, or at

most three or four, minutes, in ordinary cases, respiration has ceased;
but for a number of minutes (five or six or more) the heart continues

to beat, gradually failing in strength, rhythm, and ra|)idity, and usually

stopping in systole. The entire process may be completed in three
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or four minutes, or may be prolonged to two or more times this

period. jj

It is said by persons Avho have been rescued from drowning that in 1
the lirst few seconds or minutes of submersion the mind possesses the

'

activity noted in other forms of asphyxiation. The memories of years
flood the mmd, and the most vivid realization of the impending death

and its consequences rushes to mental view. The head seems full to

bursting ;
a dull general head pain is realized

;
there is a roaring or

ringing sound in the ears. The sensation of want of breath becomes

absolutely imperious, and in spite of every realization of its futil-

ity, inspiration is attempted and water drawn into the respiratory tract.

As the asphyxia becomes more pronounced the mental activity gives

place to a feeling of resignation, of peace, of carelessness of results,
and in a moment more unconsciousness supervenes. In this form
the chance of resuscitation is much less than in either of the former

r

varieties.

Postmortem Appearances.—Considerable variation is possible here,
as in other forms of asphyxia. The body usually becomes rigid early,
within the first hour, especially when vigorous struggling has taken

place. In syncopal cases, however, it may be much postponed. The
surface of the skin is often marked by

"
goose-flesh," which, being the

result of contraction of the erector pili muscle-fibers in the skin, is com-

monly regarded as a vital action and as evidence of the submersion

having taken place during life. Immediate submersion of the body after

death from other cause may, however, be attended by the same phenom-
enon, especially if the water is of low temperature. On the other hand,
it has been noted that Avhen the droM'ning has taken place in compara-

tively warm water, as in tropical climates, this appearance is often

wanting. The general surface of the body is, as a rule, pale. This is

to be expected, from the action of the cold upon the general surface, and

the distention of the larger internal venous channels. There may be

small patches of reddish discoloration in variable situations, such as

occur with other exposure to cold, l)ut they are unusual and of slight

decree. The face, however, in most cases when examined early after

death, if death has actually been by asphyxiation, is livid
;
while in all

cases of syncopal death and in a small proportion of those dead from

asphyxiation (where time, position, and gravity of the blood and a

slight degree of congestion favored drainage) the face is likely to be

pale. This congested condition of the face is not to be mistaken for the

discoloration of putrefaction, which in cases of drowning generally is

first manifested about the face and neck
;

this latter discoloration is

usually of a deeper and more violet or green hue, and is generally
attended l)y a greater swelling of the tissues. When the drowning has

occurred in water of low temperature, and especially when death has

come on rapidly and without much struggling, the face is, as a rule,

pale. This is owing to the fact that drainage of the superficial tissues

about the head is favored by the constricting influence of the cold water

directly in contact, and because the body is not, as a rule, at once
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recovered. In the majority of cases the face is placid. The eyes are

generally only partially ckxsed, and the pu])ils dilated.

Xot infrccpiently, as observed in a lariic pr(iporti(Mi of several hnn-

dred bodies amuni; those dead in the uTcat Hood at Jolnistown in 1889,
in those cases in which asphyxiation was gradual and accompanied by
severe exertions, conjunctival ecchymoses varying in degree may be

found. These exist entirely apart from direct violence. The testimony
of persons resuscitated or rescued before unconsciousness had ensued,
who may bear the same peculiar sign, is conclusive on this point. The

ecchymoses are the results of tiie intense congestion. At times sucli

suifusion may cover the entire exposed part of the sclerotic and even

extend into the tissues of the eyelid on the dermal surface. Such marks
shonld be recognized as not necessarily the result of external violence.

The mouths of those dead from drowning are commonly partly open and

the tongues in normal position, occasionally between the teeth. The

joints are nsnally somewhat ilexed, either from the contraction of

rigidity being more powerful in the Hexors on account of their greater
bulk than that of the extensors, or rigid in a position of flexion assumed

just before death. Thus often the hands are found tightly grasping
various objects with which they come in contact in the struggle of the

victim
;
and it is known that, at times, owing to a tight grip of grasses,

roots, or other matters upon the bottom, the individual has been held

beneath the water and the rapidly appearing rigidity of death served to

maintain the grasp and keep the body in position until relaxatiou from

putrefactiou has set the corpse free.

In examining the hands note should be made of the character of

substances thus held and of the nnid or sand found beneath the nails,

for comparison Avith the bottom upon which the person met his death.

So, too, the hands and fingers should be observed for excoriations, which

are likely to be produced during the violent struggling. It should be

remembered that after a few days there is usually in any case some

dirty, slimy deposit beneath the nails and in other protected parts of the

body, and this bears no relation with the material scraped up during the

<leath agony. AVhen stibmersion has extended several days or longer,
the palms of the hands and soles of the feet are generally very white

and shriveled, and the epiderm may be loose from the coriuni beneath.

The genitalia are tisually found more or less contracted and small
;
but

if the body is recovered early and the medium is not cold, the reverse

may sometimes be encountered and the penis be found semi-erect.

On postmortem section the blood often oozes freely from the slightest

cut, especially when death has been recent. The heart is found, as in

other forms of asphyxia, with the right side well distended, and the

left small and empty. The blood is almost always found iu the venous

system, dark and fluid. Clots are less rare than iu the ordinary forms
of asphyxiation, but are rarely marked or large. Iu those cases dying
of syncope the left side of the heart may contain blood, and clots

may exist in both cavities. As a rule, there is a slight excess of

Huid in the pericardial sac and likewise there may be found a small
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quantity in the pleural cavities. The lungs are almost invariably large,
rather firm, boggy, and crepitant. They are usnally uniformly hyper-

emic, the dependent parts of a deeper hue than the superior parts ;
and

in many instances the latter surfaces before section have a dirty grayish
hue from a relative al)sence of blood in this portion. On section, how-

ever, the blood drips from them freely.

On examining the respiratory passages various appearances may be

found. In some cases, especially in those dying rapidly or immediately
after submersion, nothing, or at most slight hyperemia of the mucous
membrane may be noted. But in the cases dead from even moderately

gradual asphyxia there is to be found a variable amount of water in

the respiratory tubes. This amount is, as a rule, not great,
—a few

drams or ounces,
—and is seen mostly in the trachea and larger bron-

chial tubes
;

l)ut it is probable that this in nowise represents the real

amount of such fluid which may have entered the larynx. The condi-

tion of the lungs ;
the degenerated and desquamated alveolar epithel-

ium
;
the hydremic state of the blood upon minute examination

;
the

fact that the fine grit and mud of roiled water are to be found even in

the smallest ramifications ^»f the air-passages,
—the fact that in experi-

mental drowning of animals in colored waters these colors have been

found in the respiratory terminal areas,
—all point to the fact that in

such condition a rapid osmotic process takes place Avith the absorption
of a very material portion of the water in+o the blood.

Often no water at all can be detected, but there is usually a quan

tity of a fine, M'hite, lather-like froth all through the bronchial system
and in the trachea and larynx. This is su})posed to be due to the

violent mingling of the respiratory air with the water entering the tract,

and is hence regarded as a sign that death took place by a slow asphyx-
iation from submersion. It forms more freely in the smaller tubes,

where the size of the passage com]>els the mixture of air to be the more

thorough, and is similar to the fine froth sometimes seen in these ]>as-

sages in death by pulmonary edema. Its existence, in notable amount,
in the larger passages, is therefore significant of the large degree of

obstruction by fluid, and indicates that at the time of asphyxiation these

passages were largely occupied by fluid. This froth is much finer than

the mucous blebs often encountered along the re^jiiratory mucous mem-
branes. It is white in color, and may ])ersist for ten or tAvelve days
after drowning if the body remains submerged. In addition to this

froth it is quite conmion to find the mucous membrane more or less

reddened. In some instances the epiglottis is found standing almost

erect and the glottis oj)en ;
in other instances tiie former is normally

adjusted. In examining the larynx, trachea, and bronchi, attention

should l)e directed to the existence of bits of foreign matter, as mud or

sand, carried in with the jienetrating water.

The sub])leural and pericardial hemorrhages noted in other forms of

asphyxia, notably in throttling and in any nicchaiiical suflbcation in the

young, are occasionally seen in cases of drowning, but are infrequent. The
flu. id in the pericardial and pleural cavities is sometimes tinged with blood.
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Tlie al)d<>minal organs are almost imifornily oongosted and dark in

color. The stomach, in a large proiiortion ot" cases, notably those dead

by a slow, struggling form of asphyxiation, is likely to contain more or

less water, swallowed in the course of the process. This is not invaria-

ble by anv means, and in order to determine this as clearly as ]X)ssible,

careful examination for foreign matter known to exist in the water

surrounding the body when drowning, as bits of wood or straw, nuid,

and sand, should be made. The dia])hragm is often found markedly

de])resscd, probably from the fulness of the thoracic cavity.

In the third variety of drowning, and to a less degree in the

second, it is common to find marked venous congestion of the brain

substance. Very rarely actual apoplectic areas exist. In those cases

where the head has remained more or less elevated after death, much of

the congestive ap])earance may be removed by gravitation of the blood.

A sign of considerable importance may sometimes be gained by aspira-
tion of the middle ear as a small quantity of fiuid may be forced into

this cavity, especially in the violence and confusion of ins])iration and

swidlowing, with the mouth I'uU of water. It is not known that M'ater

can force its own way into this cavity after death
;
and its presence is

hence regarded as important evidence that submersion was ante-

mortem.

As the result of putrefaction, the signs recorded are subject to more
or less modification. The rapidity of apjiearance of putrefaction depends

upon the tcm])erature of the water and depth of submersion, as well as

upon individual peculiarities of the tissues of the body submerged and
the character of water in which the corpse is submerged—whether fresh,

or strongly saline, whether stagnant or in constant motion. Of course,
the first of these factors is determined largely by the season and climate.

In general, it may l)e said that these signs of decomposition in water

require at least twice the time as in air. Putrefaction in these cases, as

a rule, is first manifested about the face and neck, then over the chest,

groins, thighs, arms, and abdomen, to a great extent a reversal of the

usual order of putrefaction in the air. This peculiarity is, however,
more apparent than real, and jirobably depends largely upon the devel-

opment of considerable quantities of gas of putrefaction in the blood in

the larger internal veins. As a result of the j^ressurc thus caused the

liquid blood is fi)rced into the capillary areas of the skin and mucous
membranes in sufficient quantity to give rise to the deep discoloration

of the early stages of putrefaction. The surface of the face and neck
is first discolored because of its vascular capacity, while for a contrary
reason the abdominal wall is late in being thus involved. As a further

consequence of this phenomenon, the ])ortions to which this excess of

decomposing fluid tends take early part in the further putrefving changes.
The face and neck hence l)ecome deeply discolored and bloated, both

because of the blood in the tissues and because of the gases of putrefac-
tion which develo]i and are largely retained in the structures. This

swelling of the countenance entirely obliterates the expression and often

renders the features unrecognizal)le.
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Owing to the admixture of gases, in their escape from the respira-

tory passages, with the mucus and fluid therein, a large amount of

rather coarse, often reddish-tinged froth is formed, and may frequently

emerge from the nostrils and niouth. This should not be mistaken for

the fine, white, lather-like froth already described. The latter is likely

to have disappeared in the course of putrefaction, and at best is not

likely to persist more than ten or twelve days. The development of

gases of putrefaction going on to a greater or less extent all over the

body causes wide-spread bloating and diminishes the relative weight of

the corpse, which in consequence becomes lighter than water and rises

to the surlace. A popular idea ascribes an influence to loud sounds in

thus causing the reappearance of bodies submerged, as the detonation

of cannon or the roll of thunder. The real cause for the unquestioned

relationship is, however, not in the sound itself, but in the mechanical

jar or tremor, which may be sufficient to dislodge the body from slight

hindrances to its ascent to the surface. The greater specific gravity of

the salt water, together with the influence of the motion of tides, and,

to a certain extent, of the waves, induces an earlier reapjiearance of the

bodies of those drowned in the sea than when submerged in quiet fresh

water. There are some collections of water, such as Lake Superior,

from which it is said submerged bodies do not reaj^pear at all. These

instances are probably to be explained upon the supposition that deep
currents sweep the corpse away from the locality where death took

place, and for this reason it is not discovered before complete decom-

position. It may be said, in general, that the bodies of those drowned

always rise to the surface somewhere and at some time
;
but that, owing

to the influences of currents and storms, the place of reappearance is

not always close to the spot where drowning occurred
;
and that inas-

much as all circumstances influencing putrefaction must likewise in-

fluence the phenomenon of ascent to the surface, a great variability as

to the time must be accepted.
The season, climate, depth, motion, and specific gravity of the water,

as well as certain peculiarities
of the body, such as the amount of

adipose deposit, all must be considered in estimation of the probable

time in any given case. In cold climates, especially in winter, drowned

bodies do not, as a rule, emerge to the surfiice of the water until the

following spring; on the contrary, in warm climates, in summer,

bodies may rise on the second or third day—exceptionally upon the

first.

Examination of the surfiice of such bodies will show that when

putrefaction is well advanced, and probably dependent upon the relaxa-

tion and swelling of the tissues due to this process, the cidis anserina,

or "
goose-flesh," so frequent an appearance in recent cases, is wanting.

Excoriations and chafings of the skin by friction of the surface of the

body upon rocks or other hard substances are likely to be encountered

in cases where submersion has been prolonged ;
these marks become

dry, hard, brown, and parchment-like a short time after exposure to

the air. Beneath the hand, both on light and firm pressure, a fine
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crepitation due to the oases infiltrating^ the subcutaneous and muscular

tissues can usually he made out. Here and there, especially in t!ie

})alms and soles, the ei)idermis is readily detachable in sheets.

On inierual exaniiuation the evidences oi" i)utr(t:icti(>n are (juite appa-
rent. The heart and laro-cr vessels are not so full of blood as in recent

cases. The endocardiiun, inner coat of the blood-vessels, and the

mueous nienibranes of both the resjiiratory and alimentary canals may
be stained red by the hemoglobin (tf the decomposing blood. Bubbles

of gas can often be demonstrated in the smaller vessels, and the intes-

tinal canal is highly distended with gas. The staining referred to is

not limited to the parts mentioned, but is likely to extend more or less

diffusely throughout highly vascular parts. In the intestines the entire

wall is often so deeply reddened as to suggest an active inHannnatory

process ;
it is, however, readily distinguished from such, and may be

definitely told by examination under the microscope without the use

of staining reagents, as the yellowish-red tint of the body of cellular

elements and the unstained appearance of the nucleus will quickly gain
the attention.

Treatment.—Attempts to resuscitate those apparently dead from

drowning are more successful in instances of those becoming imme-

diately unconscious when falling into the water, and in those in whom
death has apparently taken place with little struggle, and asphyxia has

occurred mostly from spasm of the glottis
—in other words, in all those

cases in which little water has penetrated the respiratory passages.
Instances of success have been recorded after such patients have been

submerged twenty or thirty minutes, but where submersion has lasted

for more than four or five minutes, there is usually little hope of

success
;
and where asphyxiation has been general and much water has

entered the respiratory passages in the wild struggle for life, attempts
to revive almost always fail.

As soon as the body is recovered it should l)e placed in position, ^vith

head and shoulders depressed and face downward, to favor drainage of

fluid from the mouth and respiratory tract. If this is unsuccessful, or

as soon as drainage, which is aided by moderate motion of the body and

pressure on the chest, is accomplished, artificial respiration should be

instituted and persisted in for hours if necessary. Forcible traction of

the tongue after the manner of Laborde, about eighteen or twenty times

a minute, synchronous with the inspiratory movement of the artificial

respiration, may be of distinct aid in stimulating the respiratory act.

So, also, electric stimulation of the phrenic nerves may be of service.

In addition to such efforts hyjiodermie administration of cardiac stinni-

lants, venesection, the external employment of friction and heat to aid

in reestablishing circulation should be practised as required. A curious

amnesia often follows resuscitation, the entire circumstance of drowning
and associated events often being a complete blank to the ])aticnt.

Constant attention should be given th(> patient for a day or more after

resuscitation, lest sudden syncope set in and unexpectedly terminate the

patient's life.
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Legal Considerations.—For the legal physician there are three

questions of particular interest in this connection : Was death actually
due to submersion, or was the body placed in the water after death from

other cause? Was submersion accidental, suicidal, or homicidal?

How long has the body been in the water?

In the determination of the first of these questions it should be

acknowledged in the beginning that there is no one absolute sign of

deatli by submersion. The best evidence is obtained by the combina-

tion of all the phenomena already detailed. Of the individual appear-

ances, probalily the most characteristic, when present, is the lathery
foam found in the larynx, trachea, and bronchial tubes. It is, however,
not likely to remain beyond ten or twelve days after submersion when
the l)odv is in the water, and after the bodv has been removed from the

water may disappear in a few hours. It disappears quickly, also, after

putrefaction has set in, the coarser, tinged froth of this stage entirely

obliterating it. In the performance of the autopsy for the ])nrpose of

ol:)servation of this feature and others in the same situation the jiarts

should be so opened as to be examined in f<itu.

Perhaps the next most valuable index is the discovery of the

presence of water in the respiratory tract and in the stomach, and the

recognition of its identity, from contained particles of peculiar char-

acter, with that in which submersion took ])lace. The amount of

water actually found in the lungs and trachea is rarely large
—usu-

ally not more than a few drams, rarely more than an ounce or two.

This, however, should not be taken as an indication of the amount

which actually entered the larynx, since a considerable part is dif-

fused into the blood throughout the lungs, thus contributing to the

edema and to the size of these organs. Careful search for particles

of extraneous matter, such as sand-grains, mud, or vegetable matter

which may have been carried in with the Avater, should be made for the

purpose of identification with similar matter held in suspension in the

water in which such body has apjiarently been drowned. As to the

water in the stomach, little importance can be attached to small quanti-

ties, since it may have Ijeen swalloAved naturally shortly before death.

If, however, more than half a pint is found, or M'hen mud, sand, and

bits of sticks or grasses are also found, it may be presumed to have

entered during the death struggle. It is not probable, as shown by the

experiments of Tagerlund and otliers, that water can enter into these

situations after death except under considera1)le pressure ;
and the

importance of the sign in question may therefore be highly regarded.

Similarly, when present, the existence of water in the middle ear is of

great value in indicating this mode of death.

Much importance has been placed upon the presence of cutis anserina

by some writers. This may often be found in death from other causes,

as sometimes in death by freezing. It is, moreover, frequently absent

in instances where death from submersion took place in water of mod-

erately high temperature, and regularly disappears after putrefaction is

well established. While the large size, edema, and emphysema of the
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lungs constitute a valuable confirmatory sio;n, this state is unquestionably
influenced lariivly by putrefaction, and might be closely simulated by

putrefactive changes in the lungs of those submerged after death.

The fluid state and hydremic condition of the blood ])ossess similar

importance ;
the blood, however, may present similar gross appearances

in other foruis of asphyxiation and intoxication, and is not always fluid,

some clots frequently being found, especially in those dead from syn-

cope, when likewise little or no hydremia prevails. The order of putre-

facti(m is highlv suggestive, but here again absolute certainty fails. A
similar order mav occur in cases where the blood has remained fluid

after death, as in other forms of asphyxia.
The value of external marks, as of injury, is nuich diminished from

the fact that such marks might be produced after death by drowning,

by fish- or crab-bites, by chafing or beating of the body against rocks,

or mav have existed prior to the time of death and have had no influence

in its production. A careful consideration of such marks, as to their

position, character, and extent
;
the existence of tumefaction or other

signs of inflammation about them
;
of their relation with deep-seated

injuries ;
with the general postmortem findings and with any possible

external circumstances or testimony, will usually lead without much

difficulty to their true significance.

In general, then, it may be said that, with the modifications and

special features already indicated, death by drowning may be predicated

with a reasonable degree of certainty by a combination of these signs

u])on the body found in a fluid medium—face and surface pallid or dis-

coIohmI, especially about the head and neck, perhaps in the latter case

much s^vollen
;
froth of a peculiar character, water and foreign particles

in the respiratory tract; water in the middle ear and stomach; lungs
edematous and emphysematous ;

diffuse and marked congestion of lungs,

alxlominal viscera, and brain
;

V)lood dark and fluid, and present mostly
in the right side of the heart and in the venous channels, and more or

less postmortem staining by hematogenous pigment of the tissues, espe-

cially the endocardium, lining of blood-vessels, and mucous membranes

of the respiratory and alimentary tracts.

In endeavoring to determine whetlier the drowning was accidental,

suicidal, or homicidal, the main reliance must be placed ny)on collateral

evidence. Except in cases of children and those known to have been

similarly helpless against force it is reasonable to regard the case as

either accidental or suicidal, rather than homicidal, in the entire absence

of signs of external violence from the body found dead from drowning.
Homicide is not, however, entirely eliminated, since it is jwssible that

even the most able-bodied might at times be thrown by an unexpected

push into the water \\ithout the least sign of such violence having been

produced upon the body. On the other hand, when distinct signs of

violence, such as severe bruises, cuts, shot-wounds, fractures of the

skull, imprisonment in sacks or by bonds, are found, the first thought

naturally refi'rs the death to an author other than the dead. Yet it is

a frequent thing for suicides to double their efforts at self-destruction—
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to shoot themselves while in such position that when falling they must
be precipitated into the water and thus insure the fatal result

;
to wound

themselves by cut or stab and then throw themselves into the water

with the same intent
;
even to fasten weights about the neck or else-

where to make submersion doubly certain. In falling into the water

accidentally or as a result of suicidal impulse, the body might, moreover,
sustain more or less severe injuries, as from striking upon a pier, a rock,
a log, or the bottom. Sharp contact with the surface of the water is

capable of producing splits of the skin and underlying tissues which

may closely resemble cuts by some dull instrument, fractures, and con-

tusions. In all such instances, therefore, aside from other testimony,

signs of injury upon the body or of disability must be considered in

the light of possible self-production or of accident before suspicions of

homicide are definitely entertained. In all cases of drowning, moreover,
the history of preexisting disability of any sort, of epilepsy or insanity,

as favoring accidental submersion or suicide, must be given due weight.
Homicide by drowning, save in case of infanticide, is rare, and is

rarely free from signs of the violence necessarily employed. Suicidal

drowning is, however, very common, upAvard of one-third of all sui-

cides bemg accomplished by this means. In cases of suspected infanti-

cide by drowning, care should be exercised to determine whether the

infant had been born alive or whether a still-born infant had l)een thrown

into the water for purposes of concealment or economy. The usual

hydrostatic test to determine distention of the lungs may be employed
to answer this question. Evidence of strangling or suffocation or of

other means of destruction should likewise be sought for, drowning

being affirmed only in the absence of these and in the presence of the

usual signs of submersion.

For the purpose of concealment of crime it is not an infrequent

practice to throw murdered bodies into the water. Serious hindrance

to justice mav thus sometimes be accomplished, since it is impossible to

declare unreservedly that death by submersion may not have occurred

in absence of the signs just detailed, which are usually present, and

because putrefaction may in great measure obscure or destroy the signs

of violence employed. In cases where suspicion of such practice has

arisen it should be remembered that the group of signs of submersion

cannot be. simulated by immersion after death, except
—and then not

completely
—in case of death l)y some other mode of asphyxiation ;

and

when sucii signs are fully established, previous violence was not directly

the cause of death, but could have been only contributory. In cases

where such signs of death by drowning are absent, while it is possible

that drowning did take place, it is impossible to make affirmation upon
this point, and the importance of the evidences of violence, together

with the collateral testimony, must govern the decision. As a general

rule, cuts and similar wounds produced before death and submersion

will retain evidences of blood coagula ;
while similar lesions occurring

after submersion, even though before the actual time of death, will, from

the action of the water on the escaping blood, be free from such coagula.
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Therefore, in the determination of the sij^nificance of wounds and abra-

sions in bodies found submerojed, (hie attention to tlie condition of the

surface of the wound may establish the iact of ])roduction before sub-

mersion or during' submersion, a decision, when possible, often of extreme

value judicially. Any scab or suppuration or granulation on the sur-

face of the wound certaiidy indicates its existence a number of hours

or days before death. The value of all these evidences is, however,

impaired by the fact that they can be detected certainly only in com-

paratively fresh bodies.

In the determination of these points, as well as in the establishment

of identity in individual cases, and for other obvious reasons, it is often

necessary to estimate the probable duration of submersion. It is

necessarily impossible to give any exact opinion u])on this question,

since so many factors exist capable of modifying the basis of judgment.
Whatever opinion, however, is given, such must depend upon the alter-

ations in the body from maceration and putrefaction, where previous

knowledge of the case is not had. An approximate idea may be had

from the following statements, originating with Devergie, and based

upon observations made during the severe winter of 1828-29 in France.

During the first three days little or no change can be noted from the

state of the body immediately after death. Cadaveric rigidity is usually

pronounced. On the third or fourth day the epidermis of the hands

begins to blanch, especially over the thenar and hypothenar eminences.

From the fourth to the eighth day the remainder of the palm becomes

white, and cadaveric rigidity disappears. From the eighth to the twelfth

day the dorsal side of the hands and the plantar surface of the feet

become blanched
;
the face becomes flabby and slightly discolored if

previously ])allid. By the fifteenth day the palmar epiderm has begun
to shrivel and to show peculiar corrugations ;

the face has become slightly

swollen and dark in patches ;
the subcutaneous tissue over the chest is

red, and some greenish discoloration is likely to be present about the

upper part of the sternum. At the end of the first month the epiderm
of the palms and soles is very white and shrunken, just as if from pro-

longed poulticing ; the face is dark and red, the lips and eyelids are green-

ish, the hair and nails are adherent, and the lungs are emphysematous.
At the end of the second month the epiderm of the hands and feet is

likely to be more or less detached from the true skin, the nails adhering
to the epiderm, the whole somewhat resembling a glove. The face

Is dark and nnieh swollen, and the lips are swollen and a])art ;
the dis-

coloration from putrefaction extends to the shoulders, upper part of the

abdomen, sides, and about the jierineum. The heart is generally nearly

free from blood, the endocardium of the side which contained blood at

the time of death is stained, as are the mucous membranes of the respi-

ratory tract and alimentary canal
;
the hollow organs and vessels gener-

ally are distended with gas. By the end of two and a half months the

epiderm and nails of the hands are conijiletely detached
;
the epiderm of

the feet likewise, but the nails are still adherent; the putrefactive dis-

coloration has extended into the limbs. By the end of another month

Vol. I.—15
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portions of the scalp, the eyelids, nose, and lips may be partially de-

stroyed, and the nails are entirely detached. After perhaps another

month the scalp is entirely destroyed and the skull-cap denuded
;

saponification may be present if circumstances favor.

After this period estimation of the duration of the submersion is

practically impossible. According to the same author, quoted by Briand

and Chaude, from Avliose work these statements are taken, the difference

of seasons may be estimated as follows in the judgment of their effects

upon the submerged body :

In summer five to eieiht hours' submersion corresponds to three to five days in winter.
" "

twenty-four
" " " " four to eight

'' " "

" " four days'
" " " fifteen days

" "

" " ten to twelve days'
" " " four to six weeks " "

The observations as to the persistence of the peculiar froth in the respi-

ratory tract (lasting ten to twelve days in continued submersion), and of

the cutis anserina, disappearing in from three to four weeks in water, may
be of assistance in the formulation of an opinion as to this matter. How-

pver, it must be kept in mind that such statements as these of Devergie
are open to great variation, not only the season and climate and conse-

quent temperature of the water, but the depth of submersion, the char-

acter of the water, the motion of the water, and the constitution of the

body submerged, as well as the state of health, etc., at time of submer-

sion, all entering as factors in the progress of these changes.

(c) Death from Choking by Gaseous Matter.—The choking
influences of gases manifest themselves in two ways—either by directly

provoking a spasm of the glottis from irritation, or by mere exclusion

of oxygen from the respiratory tract. The most common of gases act-

ing in such deleterious fashion is carbon dioxid (carbonic acid) gas.

Marsh-gas, nitrogen, and hydrogen, by excluding oxygen, and such irri-

tant gases as chlorin or ammonia, by causing spasm of the glottis, may
induce asphyxiation ;

but many which act thus primarily should be

classed as toxicants in their further effects.

Carbonic Acid Gas (Co^).^
—This gas, also known as carbonic oxid,

carbon dioxid, and "
choke-damp," is the result of complete oxidation

of carbon. It arises from gradual organic decomposition, especially of

vegetable matter, from fermentations, from the exhalations of animals,

and from combustion of all ordinary inflammable substances, as well as

from chemical decomposition of the carbonates.

It is a colorless gas, with higher specific gravity than that of air,

and therefore has a tendency to collect in depressed localities in unusual

proportions. Old wells, mines, pits, caves, and similar situations un-

disturbed by the diffusing influences of air-currents, are particularly

likely to become occupied by this gas, which in such cases is very

apt to have been formed within the earth and brought thither per-

haps along some water course or merely through the pores of the

soil. It is a constituent of some of the natural gases arising from

the ground in connection with oil, and often is present with other

1 Consult also the chapter on " Gaseous Poisons'" in Vol. II. of this work.
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gases ill great quantities in unrefined oil. It is found in the bottoms

of fermentation vats which have been nearly emptied, and often

accumulates in tlie cellars where beer, wine, or acetic fermentation

is going on in large degree; it sometimes develops in dangerous
amoiuits in the holds of vessels carrying some I'ermentable cargo. It

accumulates in badly ventilated rooms in which large numbers of human

beings or animals are crowded, or in which large numbers of lamps or

gas-lights are burned. It is estimated that a single gas-light of ordi-

narv size <;ivos rise to five or six times the amount of carbon dioxid

exhaled bv one human beinii" in the same time. Another source of

importance is in the household fire
;
and if imperfect draught is pro-

vided and poor ventilation of rooms obtains, this gas, as well as

carbon monoxid (CO), may accumulate within a short time in sufficient

amount to ])e iwsitivelv dano;erous. In case of con fiay^rations this

gas as well as carbon monoxid, the vapor of water, and other gase-
ous substances are produced, and together may collect in p( )rtions of the

building in Mhich no flames exist, and lead to more or less complete

asphyxiation of persons entering these apartments. It forms one of the

component ]>arts of smoke, and plays a part in the asphyxiation by
smoke, which occurs so often in connection with large fires. This

gas normally exists in the atmosphere in the proportion of 3 to 8

parts by volume to 10,000 of air. It is capable of producing dele-

terious results upon prolonged inhalation when present in i of 1 per
cent, by volume

;
and when it has accumulated in the proportion of 1

per cent. l)y volume it is immediately dangerous. In its concentrated

form it has a faint sweet odor and taste, produces a decided sense of irri-

tation on inhalation, and a feeling of constriction of the muscles of the
throat acting as directly provocative of spasm of the walls of the

glottis. The voice becomes high-pitched, even whispering is induced,
because of the spasm of the vocal cords, and after one or two inhala-

tions the appearances of asphyxia are produced. The face is cyanosed,
the eyes are prominent, the mouth is open, and the respiratory muscles
are strained

;
the patient clutches at his neck as if to loosen the spasm ;

the pulse is quick and bounding. If relief is not given, the individual

falls unconscious in about a minute or even less time, and the usual

features of death from asphyxia ensue. To luring about such results it

is not necessary tliat the gas should be pure ;
mixtures of 1 per cent, or

more with air are capable of inducing much the same result. "When

present in the air in smaller amount it is more gradually ])roductive of
its results, acting by mechanically taking up the space in the respiratory

passages which should be free to ])roper air. There is a feeling of
constriction about the chest, a fulness and pain in the head, a sense of
weakness and malaise, usually profuse perspiration, the pulse at first full

and quick, but later becoming rapidly weak, the respiration at first

shallow, later stertorous and slow, sometimes nausea and vomiting, gid-

diness, tinnitus aurium, somnolence, and the gradual oncome of uncon-
sciousness. Death commonly takes place in coma. The face in this

latter form is usually pale, but may occasionally be deeply cyanosed.
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At times before the onset of unconsciousness there is a period in which
Iialhicinations and even active insanity are manifested. Death from
inhalation of air containing kirge proportions of this gas properly belong
in the group of asphyxia by choking, the group of symptoms and the

postmortem signs corresponding closely with other forms of asphyxia-
tion

;
but in the second or gradual form of death attributed to this

agent it is rare that other influences do not combine in such measure as

to modify the symptomatology, mode of death, and, to a certain extent,
the postmortem findings. Thus in case of suffocation by smoke in con-

nection with conflagrations the part played by the seriously poisonous gas,
carbon monoxid, may be more important than that by carbon dioxid.

In situations where the air of some confined space becomes contami-

nated to a serious degree by the carbon dioxid from the exhalations of

the crowded occupants, as in the "black hole of Calcutta" in 1756,
narrated by Percy, it cannot be doubted that other exhalation products,
some directly toxic, must take active part in jiroducing tlie dangerous
and lethal effects. In those instances of gradual asphyxiation, more-

over, the poisoning is more the result of auto-asphyxiation than of

the gas contained in the inspired air, the tension of the gas in the inhaled

air being such as to prevent the separation of the carbon dioxid from

the blood. Hence the effect of the carbonic acid gas in these instances

is one rather of suffocation than of choking, the accumulation of CO^ in

the blood mechanically preventmg the proper oxygenation of the hemo-

globin and producing also narcotic influences upon the nervous system.
Just as in any form of choking or strangulation, death in a ra^ykl

jorm may sometimes occur from syncope rather than from true asphyxia-
tion

;
and there occur, therefore, variable features in the postmortem

appearances. Usually the body is cyanosed, especially the face and

neck. The blood is dark and uncoagulated, and present mainly in the

venous circulation. The right heart is distended, the left, comparatively

empty. The lungs, abdominal viscera, and brain are usually deeply

congested. In syncopal death, however, the face is likely to be pale
and composed, and tlie general surface of the body is white

;
the blood

is more frequently found at least moderately coagulated and present in

the left as well as the right side of the heart.

In case of death from entrance of the gas in the deeper respiratory

passages the influence upon the appearance of the blood of other gases
must constantly be thought of, especially that of CO, wliich may, per-

haps, also have been present in the atmosphere inspired. Generally in

these cases, when the carbonic acid gas is fully and widely diffused

through the tissues and fluids of the corpse, the body-heat and rigidity

are likely to be unusually persistent, and putrefiiction does not come on

readily. The face is usually livid, but may be pale ;
the countenance

is generally calm.

In the absence of gases having toxic action upon the blood, as CO,
CN, HjS, and others, the blood is almost black, usually fluid, but some-

times thick and partially clotted. For purposes of determination the

blood may be submitted to spectroscopic examination, when the peculiar
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displacement to the right of the absorption bands at D and E should be

observed. Or the carbon dioxid may be removed from the carefully

collected blood by the air-pump or by displacement in an atmosphere of

oxygen, and estimated by collection in a solution of an alkaline hydrate
as a carbonate. In the ]>resence of the toxic gases, as of CO or ON,
the blood is usually of a bright-red color, and spectroscopic or chemical

examination may be employed to determine their presence.
In all cases of impending death from carbonic acid gas the first

necessity is the plentiful supply of oxygen. For this purpose the patient

should be removed at once to the open air
;
inhalations of pure oxygen

may be employed. Artificial respiration should be practised and per-

sisted in when necessary ;
and hypodermic injections of circulatory

stimulants, especially nitroglycerin, as recommended by Hoffman, and

strychnin freely administered. The surface of the patient should be sub-

jected to friction to aid in restoration of the circulation
;
and cai'c must be

taken to prevent a secondary syncope for a number of days after resuscitation.

Death by this means is almost invariably the result of accident. The
victim may have descended into a well for the purpose of cleaning it

;

or into an old mine-shaft for investigation ;
or has perhaps entered a

large fermentation vat for similar reasons
;
and death has come almost

as from a blow. Appreciation shoidd follow at once in such cases, and

chemical examination of the air of the locality and an endeavor to

establish the existence of an excess of the gas in the blood be instituted.

It should not be expected, however, that a greater amount of the anhy-
drid will be met in the blood of such cases than in that of those dying

gradually from inhalation of the gas. On the contrary, there will be

less, since the respiratory act is more quickly overcome and there is less

chance for the accumulation from vital processes before death.

In such investigations, as well as for precautionary measures, a

lighted candle should be exposed to the air supposed to have noxious

properties, and if the fiame is extinguished or materially diminished, it

may be concluded that life cannot be maintained therein. Lime-water

or other solution of an alkaline hydrate, if exposed to such an atmos-

phere, soon becomes turbid or has a scum formed upon the surface from

the formation of a carbonate. A bit of moistened blue litnms paper is

at first reddened, and later bleached. Quantitative estimations may be

readily made by the estimation of the carbonates formed in solutions of

alkaline hydrates, or by means of a standard solution of an alkaline

hydrate, and correction for the nnused alkali by oxalic acid, phenol-

phthalein being employed as an indicator. It should be remembered that

a candle will burn in an atmosphere too fully charg(>d with this gas to

permit animal life, from 5 to 10 per cent, of CO^ being required to

extinguish the flame, 1 or 2 per cent, being incompatible with life.

m. DEATH BY SUFFOCATION.

The term suffocation was originally a]>])lied only to such cases of

asphyxia as arose in consequence of disturbances operative internally and
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below the larynx (^suh, faux, -cis). This meaning has, however, been

entirely lost, and the common application of the term at present includes

all cases in which asphyxiation results from
. any cause preventing the

entrance of air into the mouth and nostrils, as well as any external

obstruction to the respiratory movements of the chest and abdomen
sufficient to prevent breathing, and also the toxic and mechanical effects

of a number of gases preventing hematosis. For convenience, there-

fore, it may be considered from the point of view of either an external

or internal insufficiency of the respiratory process.

(a) SufFocation from Bxternal Causes.—Instances of death

from such cause are not very infrequent and may claim legal considera-

tion as being the result of either homicide or accident, but practically
never of suicide. The most common metliod of homicidal suffocation

is that known as "
burking," so named from the famous Burke, who,

with his comrade. Hare, in a number of instances accomplished murder

in this manner. Here the victim, having been hurled to the ground, is

held do^vn by the weight of the murderer's body, which at the same

time is sufficient to interfere seriously with the chest and abdominal

respiratory movements. The criminal holds the mouth and nose shut

with one hand closely applied, while with the other, unless otherwise

required by the victim's struggles, he attempts to force the lower close

to the upper jaw and thus aid in eflFectually closing the respiratory

openings. When successfully applied, death generally follows in three

or four minutes with all the usual symptoms of other forms of asphyxia-
tion by external mechanical means. In these cases, while not necessary
to the accomplishment of the murder, pressure upon the chest and

abdomen doubtless hastens and makes more certain the fatal result.

This same method of suffocation or smothering is sometimes wilfully,

and frequently unwittingly, a means of infanticide. The parent, per-

haps intentionally, perhaps unconsciously from drunkenness or from

deep natural sleep,
"
overlies," as the term goes, the young infant occu-

pying the same bed, completely stifling any attempt to cry and prevent-

ing all respiratory movements. Of course, in such instances the hand

is not applied over the mouth and nose, the body of the parent generally

performing the same office. Instead of the hand covering the respira-

tory openings, clothes, bandages, and similar objects may be applied for

the same purpose. In a number of instances children have been known
to have been smothered by being too closely and completely covered

about the face. Mothers have been known to smother their infants by

pressing them too closely to the breast when nursing. Smothering has

resulted, too, by individuals falling in an unconscious condition in, or being

placed purposely in, substances which occlude the mouth and nostrils, as

mud, plaster, ashes, feathers, grain, or like material. Thus, intoxicated

persons or epileptics have been know to have fallen face downward
into mud and suffered death from suffocation. Infants have been buried

alive in bran, ashes, feathers, and mud with the same result. Several

instances are recorded where an insufficient access of air was permitted
in making plaster casts of the features and bust, only the most ener-
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getic relief preventing; death. Instances of suffocation in crowds, from

the difficulty of accumplishin<^ the chest and alxloniinal respiratory

movements, are not infrecpient when tlie pressure of the crowd is oreat
;

and this is materially aided, when the crowd is (;onlined, by the effet^t of

the excess of carbon dioxid and other products of exhalation.

Individual predisi)ositious and resistances to this form of asphyxia-
tion are identical with those already considered in connection with

strantj^ulation.

Symptoms.—The course of events in all these varieties of suffoca-

tion from agencies operating externally is similar to that mentioned in

the discussion of strangulation, except that the effects of compression of

the vessels and nerves of* the neck and of violence to the tissues of the

neck and spinal cord do not enter. They may, therefore, be dismissed

with brief enumeration. In cases where the suffocative obstruction is

applied with suddenness and much violence immediate death may occur,
as in strangulation, from cardiac syncope. Usually, however, a number
of minutes elapse before death takes place, and in individual instances,

where obstruction to respiration is incomplete, this period may be much

lengthened. In ordinary cases, immediately following the application
of the obstruction to the mouth and nostrils, there ensues a momentary
pause in which the victim makes no effort to breathe. Then follows the

more or less violent struggle for breath. The face becomes purple and
almost black

;
the eyes protrude ;

there is energetic effort of the muscles

of the nose, face, neck, and chest. The victim feels an overpowering
demand for air

;
the head feels full and dully pains ;

the ears roar
;
the

mind becomes extremely active. The pulse throbs violently and wildly ;

the whole body A\Tithes in the violence of agony, and urine, semen,

feces, and gas may be discharged. There come on rapidly a sense of

loss of strength, relaxation, helplessness, indifference of result, and
unconsciousness. The respiratory movements become weaker and

weaker, and in two or three minutes cease
;

the pulse is lost more

slowly, continuing to beat sometimes for many minutes after respiratory
movements have failed. When the obstruction is of such a nature that

it may enter the mouth and respiratory passages, as in case of mud or

ashes, it may penetrate the nostrils and the mouth, may be swallowed
and even be drawn into the larynx and trachea, when attempts at

coughing and the reflexes from local irritation are likely to add to the

unha])])y situation. Only when the nature of the obstruction permits,
and then merely at the beginning of the struggle for breath, are there

efforts at outcry, limited to the short attempt at expiration. AVhen the

obstruction is incomplete, but the victim is unalile to free himself, the

respiratory efforts grow weaker and shallower, more and more irregular,

accompanied by stertor, and finally cease
;
sometimes as much as twenty

or thirty minutes elapse before the end is reached.

It is uncertain whether one should consider in this connection those

cases said to die from suffocation from close confinement, as where a

living person is entombed in a small space in a mine, or beneath a mass'
of dirt in some excavation

;
where a living person has been buried
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inclosed in a tight coffin and covered with earth
; where, by some mis-

hap or for some reason, an individual is shut up alive in a close closet

or in a chest. The results seem but little diiFerent from those due to

the direct occlusion of the respiratory openings, but the question must
arise whether in reality death does not here take place from the accumu-
lation of carbonic acid gas and the toxic influences of the respiratory
excreta. There are few data to go by save those derived from persons
rescued after confinement in mines or in such places as the famous
" black hole of Calcutta" or the experiences of persons who have in

crowds been confined in the holds of vessels for a number of hours Avith

all the hatches closely shut
;
the symptoms of these persons, as already

mentioned in the discussion of the effects of carbonic acid gas, uphold
the latter idea. In fact, when carefully regarded, one is tempted to

give great weight to the view advanced by Fitz that all forms of

mechanical asphyxiation are in rcalit}- instances of the effects of carbon

dioxid accumulated with other deleterious principles in the blood from
failure of expulsion through the lungs, the chemical and anatomic

differences being circumstantial and the results of sjiecial conditions.

Postmortem Appearances.—As might be expected, there are here

a number of appearances common to all forms of mechanical asphyxia-
tion. The face and neck are usually darkly cyanosed, and there may
be evidence of hemorrhage from the nose and mouth. The eyes are

open and prominent, sometimes showing subconjunctival hemorrhages.
The surface of the body is generally pale, occasionally showing ]x»ints

of ecchymosis here and there. On opening the body the blood is found

dark and fluid, occupying the right side of the heart and the veins.

The lungs are large, often showing emphysema, especially along the

anterior border and edges of the base. They are not so deeply engorged
as in some of the other forms of asphyxia, but are usually reddish in

color. Beneath the pericardium, beneath the pleura, in the pia mater,
as well as in the lungs, brain, and other viscera, small patches of hemor-

rhage, from the size of a pin-head to fifteen or twenty times as large, are

very likely to be found. These patches are usually dark in color, round

in shape, and contrast strongly with the surrounding tissue. There may
be but few or they may be present in large numVjers, and sometimes give
rise to an almost granite-like marking of the lungs. Infants are espe-

cially likely to exhibit a large number of such markings when dying
from smothering, and an important situation for their occurrence in such

cases is the thymus body. The mucous membrane of the respiratory

passages is usually red from congestion, and there is often more or less

bloody froth accumulated upon its surface. The abdominal organs,

especially the liver, kidneys, and alimentary walls, are congested, and

similar engorgement is to be noted in the brain. Exceptions to these

features may result from great suddenness of death, usually because of

syncope.
When the victim has been smothered by the application of the hand

over the mouth and nostrils, local signs of violence in the tissues com-

pressed are likely to show. The nose is apt to be compressed ;
the
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cartilage of the septum is often broken
; ecchyraoses, and occasionally

subcutaneous lacerations alongside the nose, upon the cheeks, and in the

lips and gums, may be found. The inner surface of the lips often show

signs of injury fi-om pressure on the teeth. There may be more or less

chafing and excoriation of the skin of these parts ; just beneath the

eyes, where usually the finger-tips of the nmrderer are ap[)lied, there

may be more or less deep marks of nails. If the chin has been elevated

forcibly, or the neck wrenched, in the efforts at complete closure of the

nose and mouth, similar injuries may be inflicted to the su])niaxillary

tissues and even dislocation or fracture of vertebne occur. AVlicn a cloth

or mask of some pliable substance, such as rubber or wax, is applied to

the mouth and nostrils, the local signs of violence are, as a rule, much
less marked than when the hand is directly applied ;

and it is possible,
if a sufficiently soft, thick substance, as a pillow, is employed, that

there will be absolutely no evidence of its contact.

A sign that should be sought for in such cases, although not gener-

ally mentioned in texts upon the subject, is the existence of recent rup-
ture of the tympanic membrane. This is not of very rare occurrence

in this form of asphyxia, taking place from the violence of respira-

tory effort, associated with the badly coordinated jiharyngeal and laryn-

geal muscular movements in the period of struggle for breath.

In cases where the individual has been smothered by being purposely
or accidentally, partially or completely, buried in sand, ashes, mud, and
similar substances, as a rule the obstructing material will be found in

the mouth, nostrils, esophagus, stomach, or larynx. It is drawn into

the mouth and nostrils mainly by the struggle of the forced inspiratorv

efforts, and hence into the larynx and trachea. Its presence in the

esophagus and stomach is the result of swallowing performed in order
to relieve the mouth of the offending matter. It has been shown ex-

perimentally on lower animals that the force of such inspiration is suffi-

cient, holding the animal up with head downward, in such substances as

mercury and soft plaster, to draw the matter even into the bronchial

tubes. Naturally it is impossible that any quantity of such material

could find its way into the respiratory and alimentary tract any distance

after life unless under great pressure. This is even more true than for

submersion in water, yet, practically, the mouth and nostrils sometimes
do in some -way come to contain at least small amounts, even when the

body is thus buried after death
;
and there are a few cases on record

when, in experimental burial after death, even the larynx has been found
to contain small bits of the surrounding substance. It is, however, fair

to conclude, if such matter is found in considerable amount and is

located in the larvnx or lower, and, a,s swallowinti: is absolutelv a vital

performance, in the esophagus or stomach, that the occlusion ofthe respira-

tory openings occurred before death and that smothering actually did take

place. When the suffocating mass is not sufficiently soft or light readily
to enter the mouth and nostrils, naturally the sign indicated does not

obtain. It may be possible to judge of the completeness of obstruction,

however, in such material as mud by comparison of the imprint of the
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face in the mud with the features of the corpse. In such cases—as well

as in any other form of asphyxiation
—

particular care should be taken to

exclude influences such as opium or profound alcoholic intoxication,
which are capable of producing congestions and fluidity of the blood

postmortem and thus simulate, more or less closely, true asphyxia.
When suffocation has resulted from compression of the chest and

abdomen or prevention of their respiratory movements, examination will

usually reveal local injuries in these parts, either superficial or deep.
On June 24, 1824, in a large crowd in the Champs de Mars, Paris,
23 persons thus met their death, and for a time were carried along as

corpses in erect posture by the compact, singing mass. The degree of

compression may be appreciated when it is stated that in one-tlbird of

these cases there were fractures of the ribs, and in one case the sternum

was broken. These cases all presented marked cyanosis of the face
;

in

some cases there were ecchymoses beneath the conjunctivae and hem-

orrhage from the nose and ears. On internal examination the blood

was dark, fluid, and especially collected in the right heart and large
veins. The lungs were deeply congested, as were also the abdominal

viscera and the brain. In suffocation with less pressure upon the vic-

tim's body, especially if the crowd is assembled in an insufficiently ven-

tilated space, there are necessarily absent such evidences of bodily injury,

and, as a rule, there is less tendency to deep cyanosis about the face and

neck and internal and external ecchymoses. In such instances the

influence of carbon dioxid and toxic exhalations must be recognized.

Compression of the chest and abdomen by the knees of a murderer

or other force covering a comparatively small area is more likely to

cause injuries, as bruises, fractures of the sternum and ribs, or lesions

of the abdominal viscera, because of the concentration of the compress-

ing force and the probability of its suddenness of application, than where

the force is widely distributed, as by the weight of an overlying body or

the lateral pressure of a crowd.

In all forms of smothering the tendency to formation of subpleural,

subpericardial, and other hemorrhages is much less marked in adults

than in infants, probably because of the weaker support of the engorged
vessels by the surrounding tissues. In searching for these hemorrhagic

patches in infants the thymus body should not be neglected, this appar-

ently being a favorable situation for the lesion.

Treatment.—The provision of free, pure air, loosening of all cloth-

ing, removal of every source of compression and obstruction to the

passage of the air to the lungs, artificial respiration, and cardiac stimu-

lation constitute the main features of treatment. The mouth, nose, and

larynx should be examined if any suspicion is entertained of suffocative

matter having entered therein. Venesection in the neck and temples,
friction of the surface, and the application of external heat may be

required to aid in the reestablishment of circulation. Of the cardiac

stimulants, nitroglycerin is especially advantageous. The proper care

of local injuries should, moreover, be given as quickly as possible, when

they seriously complicate the major difficulties. In case of fractured

I
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ribs, if the necessity for artificial respiration exists, the method of tongue
traction of Laborde, ah'cady mentioned, is to be preferred.

Legal Considerations.—AVhilc, in most cases, it is easy enough
from medical and circumstantial testimony to establish death from suiib-

cation, cases necessarily occur where, from the insutiiciency of one or

both, it is quite impossible to declare absolutely that this was the lethal

cause. At best it can be said that such instiinces are compatible with

the suspicion of smothering-. When the medical evidence includes,

besides well-developed internal signs of asphyxiation (as dark fluid blood

in the venous side of the circulation, congestions of the lungs, a1)don)inal

viscera, and brain and ecchymoses beneath the pleurie, i)ericardiinn, and
dura mater), also well-defined marks of local injury about the chest and
abdomen or about the mouth and nose, and more or less facial cyanosis
and ecchymosis, it may be asserted, with reasonable certainty, that the

victim was suffocated. The legal physician should have excluded, how-

ever, as far as possible, such influences as profound alcoliolic or opium
intoxication. In every case it is unwise to rely with any degree of

exclusiveness upon this or that individual sign discovered
;
and the basis

of opinion should always be made upon the entire group of manifesta-

tions encountered.

Aside from the evidences of violence, among the various internal

signs of suffocation the existence of numerous ecchymoses is commonly
regarded as of the highest suggestive importance. They are the result

of capillary rupture in the latter period of asphyxiation, when the vas-

cular pressure is at its height. They are usually quite small, varying
in size from that of a common pinhead to that of a buckshot or a little

larger, and are usually round and well defined. A\'hile most frequent
in the subpleural and subpericardial tissues of the adult and in the

thymus body of the child, they may have a very wide-spread occurrence

and may be found in the peritoneum, abdominal viscera, brain, conjunc-
tiva and retina, tympanum, mucous membrane of the mouth and respira-

tory passages, and on skin, especially of the face. These ecchymoses may
occur in any form of mechanical asphyxiation, but are most frequently
and uniformly met in cases of death bv smothering. Care should be

taken to exclude the possible agency of various hemolytic diseases and

poisons and the mechanical effects of different forms of cardiac diseases

in the production of such suggillations.
Should there be reason to suspect that suffocation has resulted from

occlusion of the mouth and nose bv one or other means, the discovery
of recent tympanic rupture should be regarded as of decided confirma-

tory value.

The value of evidences of injury, found upon the surface or in the

structures underlying the applied force, about the mouth or in the

thoracic wall is unquestioned ;
but the possibility of infliction of such

injuries without actual destruction of life is also indubitable, and they
are, therefore, to be accejited only in connection with the other evi-

dences of smothering. So, also, with reference to the presence of some

obstructing matter in the mouth and nose, identical with that on the
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exterior of these openings ;
while it must be strongly suggestive that the

individual came to his death by smothering, for example, if a body is

found partially or completely buried in mud or ashes and portions of

such substances are discovered in the situations named
; yet it must

never be forgotten that it is possible, if the body is placed in similar

conditions after death, that penetration of the open mouth and nostrils

bv the semifluid or pulverulent matter might occur to some degree.

The depth of the penetration and the amount of material should indicate

here the probability ;
and in case the material in question has been

found in the esophagus or below the glottis, there can be very little

question as to the reality of death by smothering.
In fact, it is generally assumed that proof is complete in such in-

stances, particularly when the substance is found in the esophagus, as

this would indicate the vitality of the victim when brought in contact

with the matter swallowed. This feature may be insisted upon in such

cases where it is declared in defense that the body, already dead from

other, perhaps natural, cause, was, for some comparatively innocent

motive, placed in such material
;
and the presence of the foreign matter

in the esophagus may be regarded as surely demonstrating that life was

not extinct when the body was thus disposed of. Of course, it in nowise

excludes other influences of which there may be evidence contributory

to death.

In fixing the responsibility, the question of suicide, although possi-

ble, practically never arises. Except in infants and adults disabled

from some cause, prima fade inference is properly homicidal, and this

should be maintained unless opposed by collateral testimony. In both

these excepted groups, moreover, smothering is not an infrequent mode

of homicide. The existence of distinct signs of violence of a character

suggesting suffocating force is to be interpreted as indicating murder,

unless reasonably referable to accident
;
but the absence of such signs

does not preclude action for murder. The responsibility for the frequent

death of infants from "
overlying

"
is difficult to decide

;
but death

from such cause can often be shown to be due, at least, to contributory

negligence on the part of the caretaker. It is true that occasionally

infants are born dead with fairly marked subpleural ecchymoses and

fluid blood characteristic of suffocation
;

it is necessary, therefore,

before assertina:, in cases of vouncr infants found dead with these signs

shown upon autopsy, that legal suffocation had taken place, to establish,

by observation of the size and appearance of the lungs and by floating

a portion of pulmonary tissue upon water, that respiration had taken

place before death and that the lungs had been inflated by air.

Confinement in coffins and entombment before death occasionally

do occur, and suffocation from inclosure may cause or contribute to the

cause of death. This is, however, practically impossible when proper

inspection of the body has been made by a qualified person, and legal

responsibility is thereby transferred to the inspecting physician or other

officer. While exceedingly rare, the mere possibility should urge the

advisability of such inspection. When, on the other hand, a body is
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found buried in an ash-barrel, privy vault, or other situation of simi-

larly improper type, as is often the case with the bodies of the newly
born, and presenting evidences of probable suifocative death, the re-

sponsibility for crime may be reasonably attached to whatever person

may be shown to have thus disposed of the body, unless distinct evi-

dence for his relief can be presented.

(b) Suflfocation from Causes Operating Internally.—In a

general sense all lesions impairing the receptive })()wer of the lungs
which may arise within the body, as well as the conditions preventing

proper hematosis and convection of the arterialized blood to the tissues

and its return to the lungs after performance of its function, should be
included in such a category. Acute pneumonia, pulmonary edema,
tuberculous and other destructions of lung tissue, fibrosis of the lungs,
and the various anemias, as well as various circulatory diseases, might
properly be classified here

;
but in that they possess no medicolegal interest

save as natural forms of disease, they cannot here receive attention, and
consideration is limited to the results of inhalation of certain irases

which, by blood alteration, are capable of interfering with the respira-

tory function. As alreadv indicated, these should rather be regarded as

intoxicants, and may, under special conditions, possess other and more

rapidly fatal influences than that of blood destruction. Here may be
included such agents as carbon monoxid, sulphureted hydrogen, arsenu-

reted hydrogen, hydrocyanic acid, chlorin, nitrous vapors, as well as

some of the anesthetic vapors. The last important group is elsewhere

separately considered in this work.

1. Carbon monoxid (CO),^ carbouous oxid, also improperly known
as carbonic oxid, is a product of incomplete oxidation of carbonaceous

matter. It is a colorless, odorless gas, lighter than air. It is combusti-

ble, burning with a pale-blue flame and producing carbonic acid gas, but
it does not sustain combustion. This gas is produced in large quantities
in the combustion of ordinary inflammable matter unprovided with free

access of air
;

it does not develop in nature in any important amount.
It arises from lime-kilns, brick-kilns, charcoal-kilns, from conflagrations
without free sup})ly of air, as in the interior of buildings, where it plays
a most important part in cases of sufl'ocation from smoke, from common
charcoal and coke furnaces, from coal furnaces, and ordinary stoves when
an insufficient supply of air is provided. After first lighting a coal-fire,
and again when the incandescent coals, as the fire burns low, become
smothered in ashes, this gas is formed in marked excess over the dioxid

of carbon, and can often be seen burning with a light-blue flame over the

surface of the mass. When the whole mass is well aflame, with a fiiir

draught, however, the carbon is more completely oxidized and the pro-

portion of CO is much less than at the beginning and end of the process.

Again, if, on accomit of insufficient opening for entrance of air at the

bottom of the stove, or on account of the small amount of available

oxygen in the small and badly ventilated room, the fire should burn but

slowly, this underoxidized carbonic gas is formed in large amount. Any
imperfection of the stove-pipe or of the flue by which its escape into

* Consult also the chapter on
" Gaseous Poisons" in Vol II. of this work.
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the room is possible, or by which its free passage to the exterior is im-

peded, must favor its collection in dangerous relation to the inhabitants

of the apartment. In a small, ill-ventilated room, when the consump-
tion of the air of the room by the fire has caused relative rarefaction,

one can readily perceive how the deleterious product of the partial

oxidation consequent upon small air-supply should pass from the stove

out into the atmosphere of the apartment. The size and ventilation

of the room enter as important factors only in this latter relation, the

proportion of the gas to the other elements of the atmosphere having
little or no consequence. Only that portion of the gas in a room which

enters into the blood has any eifect, and if long enough time is given to

the exposure, a small percentage will acconq)lish as much harm as a

larger proportion in less time. In fact it is quite possible that the

results may follow if the gas is inhaled in the open air and with it.

In this feature it differs from the dioxid, which is mainly mechanical

in its action, merely excluding a certain amount of respirable air, and

requires a certain degree of proportionate accumulation before its effects

can be produced. Finally, this gas is an imjiortant constituent of illu-

minating gas, especially that known as "
w^ater-gas," and is largely

responsible for the fatal effects of its inhalation.

Suffocation by carbon monoxid has long been a favorite mode of

self-destruction, and occasionally of homicide in certain countries, par-

ticularly in the district of the Seine in France. The victim usually
shuts himself closely in a small room with a lighted brazier of charcoal,

and becomes overcome by the gas arising therefrom, gradually and

without particular discomfort. In 1891 the statistics show that in

France as many as 848 suicides by this method occurred, nearly one-

fifth of all the suicides of the republic for that year ;
and an enormous

and steady increase is shown in each decade of the century. This fre-

quency of suicide in France is doubtless entirely explicable upon the

popular use of charcoal and coke furnaces for cooking, the ease and

readiness with which the means of suicide can therefore be obtained,

and the poj)ular knowledge of the painlessness of the process. In our

country and England suicide by this method is practically unknown,
and deaths from its influence are almost invariably accidental. Tramps,
attracted by the warmth about the top of a lime-kiln, lie down close to

the opening or on a board over it, and arc overcome by the gas emanat-

iupf from the combustion below. Suffocations occur from the entrance of

the gas from a coal-fire in some way into the air of a room, and gradu-

ally the inhabitants, ignorant of their danger, are overcome. Ignorant
or careless failure properly to turn off the stream of illuminating gas
after extinguishing the light in some improper manner, as by blowing
it out, often terminates the imprudent person's life in an hour or two.

The noxious effects of this gas depend upon the fact that after inhala-

tion it forms rapidly, with the hemoglobin of the red blood-cells, a

combination more stable than that resulting from the union of oxygen
with this coloring-matter in the ordinary process(ts of respiration. The
material thus formed, known as carbon oxyhemoglobin or carbon oxid
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hemoglobin, being practically incapable of oxygen absorption, and the

blood plasma likewise being unable, from greater or less occupation by
the gas, to take in the respiratory oxygen, the process of hematosis is

impossible and asjihyxia results.

Symptoms.—The manifestations of intoxication by this gas depend
much upon the rapidity of the process. A massive, gradual or chronic,

form of intoxication may be ])resent. The first type occurs occasionally
on entrance into an atmosphere of ordinary illuminating gas, which con-

tains from 4 to 30 per cent, of this gas, according to its kind, or into

an atmosphere surcharged with carbon monoxid. The victim falls as

if struck, and is dead within a few minutes, apparently from immediate

exclusion of oxygen and before complete conversion of the hemoglobin
into carbon oxid hemoglobin. There may be some specific action exerted

by the gas also, but this is uncertain, and the process closely resembles the

rapid asphyxiation by carbon dioxid. Convulsions are not infrequently

present.

By far the most important train of events, from a legal point of view,
occurs in the gradual asphyxiation resulting from more or less prolonged

respiration in an atmosphere containing a relatively small proportion of

the gas in question. The actual amount of gas in the air, and even the

proportionate amount, is of little moment, and should not be insisted

upon in any case, provided the time during which the gas was respired
has been sufficiently prolonged. In other words, tlie results, depend in

this form rather upon the amount of carbon monoxid entering the blood,
both hemoglobin and plasma, than that present in the air. This mini-

mum fatal dosage can ])e determined only Avith the greatest difficidty,

and then only approximately at best
;
but for an average human being

it is probably within one or two grams.
The futility of quantitative estimation of the gas in any atmosphere

in which death has occurred can be the more readily understood when
one recalls that one may be killed in open air, where the percentage of

gas is likely to be constantly varying, if close to its source, and that

even in an inclosed room, where the gas is accumulating from a stove

or furnace, it may continue to increase after the inhabitant has been

destroyed. The proportions, as commonly given, are not only subject
to such objections, but are quite too high. Briande and Chaude, in

their work on Legal Medicine, name as a lethal proportion 4 or 5 per

cent., based upon certain experiments of Leblanc upon dogs killed by
this gas in projiortion of 5 to 1000. Experiments have shown, however,
that dogs exposed for a long time—several days

—are killed when a

much smaller proportion exists—1 to 7000—in the atmosphere. This

much can be said, however, that 4 or 5 per cent., and in isolated cases

a smaller amount, of carbon monoxid in the atmosphere may prove

rapidly flital, but that much smaller pro])ortions may, if continuously
inhaled for a long jieriod, also prove fatal, and tliat the absolute amount

necessary to kill cannot be stated.

Individuals thus exposed to the gradual poisoning eiFects of car-

bonous oxid include the vast bidk of those brought to the attention of
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the legal physician dead from this gas ;
suicides from the use of char-

coal furnace
; imprudent and ignorant people accidentally killed by the

fumes from badly ventilated stoves and furnaces
;
from kilns and by

illuminating gas of one or other type esca])ing into the apartment. The
course of such a case is quite variable—from a half-hour or an hour to

several days. For a time the victim feels an intense pain and pressure
in the temporal regions' ;

there is likely to be more or less tinnitus

aurium, and sometimes there are ocular disturbances. He feels dizzy.
There may be hallucinations or illusions. During this period of some
minutes or an hour there is no especial difficulty of escape if such is

desired and the danger realized. Presently, however, the effects of

intoxication become more marked
;
the muscular power becomes ])ro-

gressively weaker until the victim is helpless. Nausea and vomiting
are commonly present; sometimes there is general sphincter relaxa-

tion. Mentality gradually becomes dulled, and a decided tendency to

sleep develops. The pulse at first is scarcely disturbed
;

it gradually
increases in force and rapidity during the first period, but with the

oncome of the symptoms of weakness soon loses its strength and becomes

more or less intermittent.

The respirations, at first but little disturbed, become rapid, shallow^,

and often stertorous. Somnolence gradually passes into coma. The

respiratory and circulatory functions become more and more insuffi-

cient, and finally the unhappy one dies. This last—comatose—period
is likely to be longer in duration than either of the preceding ones. It

lasts sometimes several days before death. It is possible, even after

coma has been present for a considerable time, to resuscitate the patient.

Should attempts at resuscitation be successful, the individual is generally
for a long time more or less anemic, weak, and mentally dull or dis-

turbed. Palsies of greater or less degree and of varying distribution

have been encountered. Peripheral gangrene, pemphigus, herpes zoster,

and disturbances of the special or general sensibility are recorded.

The chronic effects of carbonous oxid intoxication more frequently

engage the attention of the general practitioner than of the legal phy-
sician. They occur in persons exposed more or less continuously to

mmute amounts of the gas, as those constantly immuring themselves in

houses into which, on account of faulty gas-fittings, illuminating gas in

small amounts gains access, or those whose occupations keep them more

or less continuously in an atmosphere somewhat contaminated by the

gas, as the workers about kilns, iron foundries, and gas manufactories.

Bakers, launderers, and cooks, who are for much of their time about

red-hot ovens and stoves, through whose heated iron walls small quan-
tities of CO2 are apt to pass and in jiassage give up a part of tlieir

oxygen, are likewise subject to this variety of intoxication. The most

constant and important symptom of this variety is the progressive type
of anemia resulting from the gradual destruction of the blood and the

wide-spread secondary symptoms of this state. Brouardel calls atten-

tion to occasional cholera-like attacks which are often met, especially in

the last-named group, which, at least in part, he attributes to carbon-
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monoxid poisoning. Experiments of Hava would indicate that in this

form, where the process has been continued for months or years, the

hemoglobin formation going on with sutKcient activity to make life pos-

sible, this substance may accumulate in the ditfused hemoglobin of the

muscles to such an extent as to make the mass inflammable in a condi-

tion which would explain instances of so-called "
spontaneous combus-

tion
"

if the element of spontaneity be eliminated.

Treatment.— \\ hile it is true that carbon oxid hemoglobin is more

stable than oxyhemoglobin, and that ordinarily the blood of one thus

poisoned fails to take up oxygen and become arterialized, nevertheless it

is also true that in the presence of oxygen the carbonous oxid is gradu-
allv raised to the higher oxid, which is capable of disengagement from

the blood. Free iniialation of oxygen, if necessary by forced respira-

tion, should therefore be practised whenever possible ;
and at least in all

cases artificial respiration should ])e insisted upon as a valuable measure.

Venesection and replacement of the removed by directly transfused

blood offers theoretically an ideal mode of dealing with the condition,

unfortunately rarely available. ^lere withdrawal of blood, unless indi-

cated by existing engorgements of the venous circulation, is not advisa-

ble, since it lowers still further the already diminished oxygen-bearing

power of the blood. Circulatory stimulation is demanded in nearly all

cases, and hypodermic administration of rapidly dittusible stimulants, as

ether and nitroglycerin, are often of decided value. When conscious-

ness has returned, attention should \)e given to the lungs and respiratory
mucous membrane, and the possibility of development of an inspiration

pneumonia by the entrance of particles of the vomitus into the respira-

tory passages, as well as of bronchitis and tracheitis from the irritation

by the gases or soot particles arising from combustion, be recognized.
The various subsequent results, as the anemia and its consequences, are

to be counteracted by careful and full nourishment and hygienic caution,

as well as by medicaments indicated from time to time.

Postmortem Appearances.—While fairly constant, the postmortem

appearances are suljject to some variation, and these apparently depend

largely upon the rapidity of the process and length of time after death

when the autopsy is performed. There are, however, so many special
conditions of environment and so many other agencies possible in co-

operation Avith the carbonous oxid that it is not surprising that indi-

vidual cases do not adhere to the usual rules. As a general thing the

lips and face, as well as a greater or less part of the surface of the body,
are of a life-like, rosy tint. But there are cases in which the face is

pallid and all the surfaces except dependent ])arts at least blanched.

These are usually those dead in a few moments from massive action of

the poison, which are analogous to the syncopal deaths from other asjihyx-

iating influences. Others, again, remind one of the eflects of choking
from the dioxid with SAVollen cyanotic faces and necks

;
and these also

generally occur among the instances of massive intoxication. The rosy
tint of the body surface is usnallv not uniformlv distributed, but is best

seen in large patches over the abdomen, thighs, chest, and in the depen-

VoL. I.—16
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dent parts, where it may be more or less masked by ordinary postmor-
tem hypostasis and lividity. The features are usually composed, the

mouth partly open, the eyes open, and bright as in life. It is said that

body-heat and postmortem rigidity are of exceptionally long duration.

On section, the most marked and invariable sign is the bright, cherry-
red color of the blood, which is quite fluid and flows from even

slight cuts. Ordinarily this character is maintained by the blood

throughout the body, but in a number of cases, and these usually those

dying rapidly, just as from carbonic acid choking, in which, particularly

in some parts of the body, as in the abdominal veins, the blood is almost

black and thick. It is probable that these persons die too quickly to

permit the action of the carbonous oxid upon the entire volume of blood.

The idea of the cooperation of the dioxid also in the atmosphere, along
with the monoxid, and its selective action on the blood of these parts,

is scarcely credible.

The peculiar appearance of the blood is perhaps the most character-

istic sign of carbon monoxid poisoning, and should always lead to spectro-

scopic and chemical tests for verification and separation from the some-

what similar appearance due to other poisons, as cyanogen or its deriva-

tives. The blood does not readily decompose and, if placed in a clean

test-tube or vial and well stoppered, it may be kept for weeks or months

in excellent condition for exact examination. Spectroscopically this blood

gives rise to tw^o bands, very like those of oxyhemoglobin, but narrower

and beginning a little further to the right. Like the absorption liands

of oxyhemoglobin, l)oth these bands lie between the Fraunhofer lines

D and E, but do not touch them
;
the A band is a little narrower and

darker than the B band. A further difference between the spectrum of

carbon oxid hemoglobin and oxyhemoglobin is this : While the addi-

tion of a reducing agent, as a drop or two of ammonium sulphid solu-

tion, to the blood will cause, in the latter, the two bands to merge into

one broad band, the same efibrt will fail to modify the absorption bands

of carbon oxyhemoglobin. A chemical test of simplicity, showing this

particular change in the blood, may be performed, according to Kata-

yama, as follows : Acetic acid and ammonium sulphid, with sulphur in

solution, are added to the blood to ))e tested, when a clear rose-red color

is produced ;
with normal blood a greenish-gray, sometimes with a slight

red tint added, is produced. The blood is mainly found in the venous

side of the circulation, but may be met in both sides of the heart and

in the arteries as well as veins. In case of spectroscopic examination

of the dark blood occasionally found, the peculiarity of the carbon oxid

hemoglobin spectrum is maintained.

The heart presents no especial features of interest; it is usually

found in a relaxed state. The lungs are somewhat congested, rather

large, and of a brick-red color, best seen on section. They are likely

to be somewhat edematous. The mucous membrane of the respiratory

tract is g-enerally bridit red in color, but without much exudate, and is free

from froth. Hemorrhages are not common, but subpleural spots simdar

to those seen in cases of mechanical suifocation are sometimes found.

(
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The abdominal organs are usually red and congested. The redness and

j)()ssiI)lo presence of hemorrhagic spots may suggest the existence of an

acute inflainmatory process in tlie gastric and enteric mucous membrane,
as from an irritant poison, wliich might mislead. The gastric and in-

testinal digestion is checked by this poison, and the degree of digestion
of food in the stomach may afford some suggestion as to the time when
the intoxication took place. Putrefaction is delayed, but not entirely,

and after a time the dcvelo]mient of intestinal gases causes sufficient

pressure to force more and more red blood to the surface and thus extend

the ruddy areas described. The brain is usually somewhat congested
and ])inkish in color. As already suggested, this gas is believed to be

an important factor in destroying life in persons in buildings burning in

the interior without free ingress of oxygen ; many instanc{>s occurring
where jiersons are found dead untouched by flame or heat and even with

little evidence of having inhaled much smoke. Death is usually said

to have been due to inhalation of smoke
;
but probably this gas and

perhaps CO^ are the important factors to be considered.

In the Ixxlies of those suffocated by the smoke of conflagrations, in

addition to the above general features, the presence of particles of soot

all along the respiratory tract should be noted. When these bodies are

also exposed to the heat of the fire or direct flame, aside from the crack-

ing of the skin and the baking and charring of the skin and flesh, small

vermicular coagula, ])ointed out by Brouardel, are to l)e found in the

vessels, especially in the lungs. These are due to the cooking of the

hemic all)umins.

Legal Considerations.—The determination of the actual cause of

death by carbon monoxid is a matter of comparatively little difficulty
on account of the well-marked signs found in most patients who have thus

perished, and by the spectroscopic and chemical examination of the blood.

It is a frequent thing, after a nnu'der, for the house containing the dead

body to be set on lire by the murderer in order to conceal the crime by
entire destruction of the corpse or by creating a belief that the victim was
suffocated accidentally. Careful examination of the respiratory passages
and blood of the dead :hould be at once made, and in the absence of

the characters described, it may be stated with certainty that this latter

suspicion is groundless and that death took place from cause other than

suffocation by the smoke.

Tlie determination of the question whether death was homicidal, sui-

cidal, or accidental, must rest almost solely u])on collateral evidence. It

is comparatively rare, however, that such deaths in tin's country are other

than accidental, the residt of ignorance or imprudence, while homicides

are practically unknown among us by such means. Abroad, however,
in France a few homicidal instances are upon record. Brouardel sug-

gests that in cases of suspicion strong circumstantial evidence of com-

plicitv mic^ht be obtained bv discovery of CO in the blood of the

suspected person, the characteristic tests for which may be obtained a
number of days after inhalation if a considerable amount had been

inspired.
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Questions involving the order of death have caused mvestigation as

to the relative resistive power of males and females, of the adult and

young, and as to the most fatal level in a contaminated atmosphere

(raised, as upon a bed, or upon the floor). No constant rule may be

stated
;
the best that can be said is that usually males succumb more

quickly than females
;
that with more regularity children die earlier than

adults, and that on account of the ready diffusion of the gases of com-

bustion with the atmosphere of a closed room and with each other, posi-

tion, elevated or low, has little or no influence upon the rapidity of

poisoning. Precise answers to the proportionate amount of CO in

the atmosphere upon the discovery of the body, or the amount of

charcoal or other fuel required to produce a lethal amount or proportion
of the gas, are of little value, as already pointed out, unless due atten-

tion is also paid to the probable duration of exposure, character of fuel

and ash, form of stove or furnace, provision for ventilation, and other

similar questions. Even then the sources of error possible are so great
and the mformation so indefinite in its real import except where large

proportions of the gas are found, that such features must remain only

secondary.

Sulphureted hydrogen (HgS) acts similarly to carbon monoxid by

forming a relatively even more stable compound with the hemoglobin
of the blood and thus producing asphyxia by interference with hema-

tosis. Its most characteristic change is produced on the blood, to which

a dirty greenish tint is given. The gas may be determined spectroscoj)-

ically and chemically, but a very important source of error arises from

the possibility of generation of gas in putrefaction to cast an immov-

able doubt upon the results of estimation. It is met especially in the

gas of privy vaults and in certain manufacturing processes and about

sulphur springs, and possesses dangerously noxious powers.
Arsenureted hydrogen (AsHg), a gas occasionally accidentally in-

haled in chemical laboratories, as in connection with the Marsh test in

cases of arsenical poisoning, possesses dangerously poisonous properties.

Its fatal consequences depend upon hemic destruction, apparently by

changing hemoglobin into methemoglobin.
The symptoms of poisoning may be immediate or postponed for some

hours, and are those of ordinary arsenic poisoning. Its course is usually

more protracted, and may last a week or more. Besides the destruction

of the blood-cells and production of anemia, it produces as a fairly con-

stant lesion more or less well-marked fatty degeneration of various

structures, and causes hemorrhages of varying severity.



DEATH AND INJURIES BY LIGHTNING AND
ELECTRICITY.

Historic Introduction.—From the very earliest times we
have reason to believe that man possessed a knowledge of the deadly
effects of liglitning, and we read of various methods and devices that

were brought into use by numerous savage tribes to protect themselves

from, it, and also from the accompanying thunder, tiiough it is not evi-

dent that the relationship between the two phenomena was known
;

indeed, most tribes seemed to fear the thunder more than the lightning.
Most of these protective agencies consisted, in remote times, of various

incantations with occasional complex ceremonies intended to appease the

deities who were supposed to have been outraged. Grecian mythology
affords numerous illustrations of the worship accorded to this power,
and even in the middle ages it is related that the custom of the ringing
of bells originated as an effort for protection, it being believed that this

ceremonial observance was capable of neutralizing the bad effects of the

lightning. The early philosophers, Aristotle, Lucretius, Seneca, Pliny,
and others, record not only the deadly effects of the lightning-stroke, but

also the melting of buttons and coins of brass, copper, and the precious

metals, and they even report the melting of such coins in the purse with

no evil effects to the wearer.

The early Italian ])hysicists developed the knowledge of frictional

electricity, and Franklin, in 1752, actually demonstrated, by means of

his renowned kite, the relationship between frictional electricity and

lightning. He first showed what part the clouds played in the ]>he-
nomena and the true cause of the thunder, though it is known that

Aristotle had made some shrewd observations on the relationship be-

tween thunder and lightning. Since the time of Franklin's work the

theoretic researches concerning the ]n'inciples of electricity and the prac-
tical applications of this fluid have been enormous, and at the present
time the uses to which electricity in its various forms is ])ut are unimagin-
able. With the rapid extension of the economic aj^pHcations of this

force there has necessarily entered an increased amount of I'isk to health

and even to life, and daily the loss of life brought about by contact with
different forms of industrial electricity is increasing in an astounding
manner.

In 1891, 205 deaths by lightning were re])orte(l in the United States,
and 292 in 1892; and in the five years 1890 to 1895, lightning is

credited with the killing of 1125 persons in this country. Boudin col-
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lected reports of 2238 people killed in France during the twenty-eight

years from 1835 to 1863. In this same country, from 1854 to 1864,
there were 967 deaths from this same cause. In Prussia 819 deaths

from lightning were reported between 1869 and 1878. Statistics of

sufficient accuracy are not yet forthcoming to estimate the number of

lives lost by the modern Juggernaut, commercial electricity, but it is

certain that the victims should be counted in recent years by the thou-

sands rather than by hundreds, althougli Boudin, whose statistics are

widely quoted, had, previous to 1891, collected reports of but 39 fatal

cases
;
these figures represent but a small proportion of the actual num-

ber of deaths, since they are limited to France, where the use of indus-

trial electricity had not found so extended an application. H. P. Brown
collected some 110 cases of death resulting from contact with electric

lighting plants alone, all of which occurred in 1888 and 1889. Biraud,
in 1892, made a calculation that there had occurred in France 300 deaths

and 1000 accidents of a lesser degree. Since that time, however, the

use of high potential electric machinery has increased, and such forms

of api^aratus are now to be found in almost every town in the country.
Electric lights, railways, diiferent forms of power transmission in fac-

tories and stores are now universal, and the future industrial applications
that mav be made are boundless.

The principles involved in accidents due to lightning are fairly well

established, but with reference to injuries due to the various form of

industrial electricity there are many theoretic points in dispute.
With reference to the action of lightning, experimental research has

shown that similar effects can be produced by the use of frictional

machines and Leyden jars, and Richardson ^ conducted a number of

experiments on animals with this form of apparatus. Nothnagel, in

1880, also made a number of observations, and further pathologic

study in cases of death due to lightning has resulted in giving a fairly

clear picture of the effects produced on the animal body by this agency.
In lightning itself the electromotive force is so high that quantitative

analysis of its quantity is impossible.
In the matter of commercial electric application there are a number

of questions of medicolegal interest closely related to the technicalities

of potential, resistance, and amperage of electric currents which are of

interest in the general discussion.

Resistance of the Body.—One of the most important safe-

guards of the human body against the passage through it of electric

currents is its high degree of resistance. This is very frequently stated

to be from 1000 to 3000 ohms, but there are so many circumstances

which modify this that didactic statements should not be made without

taking these into consideration. Thus, when the epidermis is perfectly

dry, its resistance to the passage of electric currents has been shown by
Jolly to be very high, measuring, in Siemen's units, from 8000 to

40,000 ohms (Herold). If the skin is thoroughly moistened, the re-

sistance of the body may register but 500 ohms. Herold quotes Bull-

' Medical Times, 1869.
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arcl's computations on 259 males, where the resistance from one hand to

the other varied from 550 to 1970 ohms, and in a series of measure-

ments of 23G men, also quoted by Herold, the averaije resistance was

1184 ohms, the extremes ranging from 6 10 to 1870 ohms. In addition

to this external moisture there may be a number of important factors

pertaining to the internal composition of the tissues through which the

currents may pass which are but little understood. Thus it is reported

that in Basedow's disease the electric resistance is greatly diminished
;

the same is said to be true of hysteria.

Voltage, or the tension current, bears an important relation to acci-

dent and injury. As this factor is modified so greatly by the character

of the current, whether continuous or alternating, and by the quantity,

or amperage, it is difficult to determine just what relation voltage bears

to these in the causation of disastrous results. Moreover, as pointed

out by Tatura and Cunningham, individual variations in the character

of the heart muscle are to be considered
; thus, there seems to be ample

ground for concluding that, in addition to the influence exerted by the

quality, duration, strength, and density of the current, other factf>rs

residing in the heart, of a probable physiologic nature, exercise consid-

erable influence in the production of fatal etfects. The direction in

which the current is passed, to be discussed more fidly, is also an im-

portant item
;
thus Tatum ^ has shown that it requires much stronger

alternating or continuous currents to produce death when such currents

are passed from the head to the lower cervical region of the back than

when such currents are sent through the head to the thorax or through
the thorax. In fact, it is in the determination of just these relationships

that most discussion is relevant.

E. Grange was one of the first to describe a case of death due to

industrial electricity, and later he, Brouardel, and Gariel instituted a

series of experiments to determine what ^vere the important factors in

death bv electricity. A more extended series of researches was then

instituted by d'Arsonval and Brown-Sequard
^ with both constant and

alternating currents. They confined their attention mainly to the ques-
tion of the cause of death (see later), but on the subject of the relation-

ship of voltage and character of current they observed that the current

derived from a primary coil is more dangerous to life than that obtained

from the secondary coil, especially when this was provided with a con-

denser. With the Gram alternating machine, then in use, they were

able to kill guinea-pigs with a current of 120 volt<, but with a battery

giving a current of 420 volts death could not be produced unless the

current was interrupted very rapidly and its application continued for

a considerable time. In their opinion death was produced in this case

by tetanic rigidity producing asphyxiation rather than by the direct

action of the current on the heart or the nervous system. They, more-

over, conchide that the Gram continuous current machine is rendered

dangerous only by the introduction of a secondary coil with a rapid

» Xeiv York Medical Journal, 1890, p. 287
;
Electrical World, 1890, p. 319.

^
Compfes rendiis de l'Academic des Sciences, April 4, 1887, vol. civ., p. 978.
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interrupter. The extensive investigations of Dr. F. Peterson and
Messrs. Brown and Kennelly at the Edison Laboratories and at Col-

umbia University
^ have demonstrated that, for lower animals at least,

continuous currents of high voltage do less harm than alternating cur-

rents of the same or even greatly reduced voltage. Thus, in his re])ort

on the physiologic action of the effects of various kinds of electric

currents, Dr. F. Peterson says :
" It can very readily be demonstrated

that alternating currents are more powerful and severe than a continu-

ous current on its mere interruption. As a current will stimulate a

nerve in something like y^^g- of a second, it is clear that when the

continuous current is closed on a body for a limited space of time there

is but one shock at the closing and one at the opening of the circuit
;

whereas with an alternating for the same interval of time the shocks

are twice as long and as many in number as there are reversals of the

current per second. If the stimuli are too numerous, say over 65 per

second, a condition of tetanus is produced in the muscles supplied by
the nerves stimulated. The same fact holds good as to currents of any
strength.

" From this it must appear plain that a continuous current, say of

1600 volts electromotive force, is sufficient to cause death, then an alter-

nating current of much less than half that voltage must be fatal under

the same conditions." In his series of experiments dogs were not

injured by continuous currents of 1400 volts, but alternating currents

of 300 volts caused great distress in two seconds. With 4000 vibra-

tions a miinite, and in tlie strength of 570 volts the dogs were killed

at the expiration of three seconds. With the same voltage and an

increasing number of interruptions the fatal quality of the electricity is

manifest. Thus their dog 7 was killed in five seconds with 250 volts

with 288 alternations a second, and dog 8 was killed by 160 volts with

the same number of alternations a second.

Since at about this time (January 1, 1889) the present electrocution

laws of New York State were to go into effect, further experiments
were conducted by Drs. Peterson, Doremus, Ingraham, and others on

animals of greater weight than dogs in order to approximate the condi-

tions presumably present for man and thus gain some exjierimental
standards by which the electrocution methods could be carried on suc-

cessfully. Two calves, weighing 125 and 145 pounds respectively, were

killed l)y 770 and 750 volts with alternating currents in a few seconds,
and 700 volts killed a horse weighing 1230 pounds. In the physiologic

exj^eriments made preparatory to the use of the present electrocution

methods it seemed fairlv well established that no human being: could

withstand the alternating current of 1500 volts, and 300 had produced
death, while for the continuous current it was necessary that over 3000
volts were requisite to bring about fatal results.^

Grades of Accident and Injury.—It is not purposed to discuss

^ The Crmiparative Danger of Life of the Alternating and Continuous Currents^
H. P. Brown, New York.

^
Cunningham on Amperage (see Cunningham), Neio York Med. Jour., 1890, p. 287.
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in this section every variety of grade of iiiorl)i(l process induced by the

shock of liglitninii- or inchistrial electricity, for it is apparent, from
reference to an iiiunense literatnre, that sucli are very varied in their

manifestations, ranging from the slightest nervous shock to death.

)

I

Fig. 17.—Burn of eleotrical current of 1800 volts and 14,000 volt-auiperes, showing two blisters
one broken, at tlie site of the entrance of the current (Kratter).

'

When the injury comes about by other means than by the direct current,
as when a lineman falls from the pole by reason of tlie loss of muscular
control induced by touching a " live Avire," a series of injuries may
result having nothing to do Avith the question.

mam
Fig. 18.—Skin of back of same case (Fig. 17), showing burn at point of contact-exit of current

witli extensive blood-extravasation (Kratter).

This latter class may be dismissed from the present discussion, as

the injuries are due to the fall rather than to the electricity, though in

some fatal cases it may be difficult justly to place the responsibility. A
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great variety of injuries occur in this way—fractures, dislocations,

sprains, bruises, and open wounds. All these accidents have an im-

portant medicolegal bearing, as the initial cause is the electric shock.

While the direct action of lightning and industrial electric currents

may produce much the same character of results, it is convenient to

consider the symptoms of each separately.

Minor Injuries from I/ightning.—These may consist of simple
mental shock or intense and prolonged nervousness, a symptom which

is by no means mfrequent with many people. If an electric bolt strikes

in the near vicinity, a mild stunning may be experienced, with a sense

of suffocation, which will in all probability pass oflP quickly, or in some

nervous and hysteric persons an attack of hysteric crying may be brought
on. In such patients suppression of menstruation has been produced,
and cases of abortion have been reported. In the severer cases loss of

consciousness, which may he transitory or much prolonged, is not rare,

and this is frequently followed by various phenomena, ranging from

numbness and prickling of various areas of the body (paresthesise) to

anesthesia or analgesia of the extremities or side of the face, with diffi-

culty in mastication. Paralyses are by no means uncommon, occurring
in the muscles of the arms and legs ; ptosis and strabismus have been

reported ;
deafness and loss of smell and taste, with paralysis of the

bladder and rectum and motor incoordination, may be present.

In Nothuagel's cited experimental work the development of periph-
eral paralyses, both motor and sensory, was a prominent feature

;
and

among many other reports of similar phenomena those of G. de Savigny'
and Charcot's^ are among the most striking. They describe cases of

peripheral paralyses of a marked hysteric character. Traumatic neu-

roses of a most refractory kind are reported by a large number of

observers, notably Freund,^ Frankl-Hochwart,* and Kratter. In chil-

dren, Demme*" has described a type of spinal paralysis following light-

ning-stroke.
Not only do functional neuroses follow the lightning-stroke, but

there are cases on record in which actual anatomic lesions have super-
vened. The literature of the subject is so extensive that only a few of

the more carefully observed cases can here be cited. Thus Leber ^ and

Pagenstecher
'^ both describe the production of changes in the optic

nerve, with temporary or permanent blindness, and Laker* describes in

great detail the occurrence of blindness following a lightning-stroke,
which blindness was produced by extensive hemorrhages into the retina.

^ G-. de Siivigny, Revue 7ned. frnn^nise et ctranger, \^%\.
^
Charcot, Lecon du mordi, a la SalpCiriere, 1889.

^
Freund,

" TJeber einer Schreckneurose nach Blitzschlag,
" Deutsche medicinische

Wochensckrift, 1891.
* Y . Fraiikl-Hochwart,

' ' Ueber Keraunoiieurose,
' '

Zeitschriftfur klinische Medicin,
Bd. xix., Th. 5, 6.

* Demme, Virckow's Jahresbericht, 1883, S. 626.
*
Leber, v. Graefe's Archh\ Bd. xxviii.

'
Pagenstecher, ArcMvfur Ohrenlieilkunde, Bd. xiii.

8
Laker,

" Ein Fall von Augenafiection durch Blitzschlag,
" -^rcAw /?/?• Augen-

heUkunde,1884, S. 161.
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Von Limbeck ^

reports a case of right-sided paresis, with contractures

and increased reflexes, following liohtning-stroke, in wliich there were

hemorrhages in tlie brain ; thus, in a sense, corroborating the evidence

derived from experinu'utal researches on animals.

Insanities, usually of the maniacal type, have been known to occur

closely following lightning-stroke. Thus Taylor^ cites an instance of a

patient who became delirious for three days, and on recovery was found

to have lost his memory completely.
From a medicolegal point of view the traumatic neuroses afford an

extensive field for careful and extended research. Among the many
cases of malingerers or quasimalingerers there is, nevertheless, a con-

siderable number of people who suffer acutely and deeply from the

effects of an electric shock. The space at hand does not warrant the

com[)lete discussion of such cases
;

suffice it to say that there are per-

haps but few questions of recent years that excite more interest than do

those related to the traumatic functional neuroses.

The burns that may be produced are of every conceivable variety.
A variety of attending phenomena are recorded—flashing in the

eyes, buzzing in the ears, general tremor, going on to rhythmic convul-

sions, with or without loss of consciousness. Persons seen while in this

stage of muscular contraction have been described as cyanotic, with

dilated pupils. The respiration is likely to be stertorous, or, if the

tetanus is sufficiently severe, there are but few respiratory movements.
The pulse is generally feeble, sometimes full and soft, and sometimes it

seems as though the h^art were beating very rapidly and irregularly.
Under experimental control, in animals, there are certain discrepancies
in the accounts given by various observers, but it would seem probable
that the heart bears the chief burden of the electric action, and hence

reliable clinical observations in cases of accident are wanted.

Pathology.—A great variety of external lesions resulting from

lightning and industrial electricity have been described. In some
fatalities due to these agents no discoverable traces have been elicited.

In many there have been found minute bluish punctiform spots, or very
fine reddish spots on the hands and feet, produced by the outflowing
electric currents, and in still others numerous fine ecchymotic extravasa-

tions may be irregularly distributed over a large area of the body.
In by far the greater number of cases burns of various degrees are

present. These may vary from simple vesication to charring of the

flesh, even to the bone. Many are produced by the burning of the

clothes, but others are due to the action of the lightning itself.

Following death from lightning, Kratter and others have described

cases in which the effect of the electric transmission was evidenced only
by a disruptive lesion of the hands. Here it would appear that the

electric bolt had streamed out of the finger and torn its way through
the skin in its passage.

It is of considerable medicolegal importance to note that in a number
^ Von Limbeck, Praqer medicinische Wochensch7'ift, 1891, Bd. xvi., No. 13
'
Taylor, Medical Jurisjyrudence.
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of cases there have been reports of similar disruptive lesions, which
have closely resembled wounds produced by a blunt dagger.

Among the minor lesions, charring of the hair should be borne in

mind. Most of the burning lesions are associated with the electric

lighting and railway systems. With the work of linemen working on
overhead wires, lesions due to falling should be considered when there

may be doubt in the diagnosis of the cause of the injury. In such cases

the burns are, for the most part, situated on the hands, though they may
at times show very bizarre distributions. The results of the falling are

multifarious, and should be considered as purely surgical accidents.

Distinct surface markings may be manifest in persons who have

sought protection from lightning under trees. The lightning, in its

descent, is thought to follow the line of least resistance, which usually

Fig. 19.—Lij;ljtiiiiiy-iiiark> t Ini, i imlinunl Ttxl- i'>(i(jk of Stirgenj).

coincides with the path of greatest moisture. This may be in the

cambium layer, just beneath the bark, as claimed by Strieker,^ or the

bolt may follow down the moistened bark, then jump to the head, neck,
or shoulder, usually producing a distinct burn. From there its course

may be marked on the outside of the body as a fine, irregular, zig-zag
line of extravasation, ending at times at the nates or traveling down to

the legs. In some instances the markings on the arms or trunk are

feathery (see Fig. 19). When the person is leaning against the tree or

is standing free, diiferences may be noted in the character of the burn-

ing that may occur. Strieker, in his memorable study, claims the fol-

lowing features :

1 W. Strieker,
" Die Wirkung des Blitzes auf den menschlichen Korper,

" Virchow's

Archiv, 1801, Bd. xx., S. 45.
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1. Ill those cases Avliere the person may be leaning against the tree,

side of a house, etc., the lightning usually enters the point of contact.

This is, as a rule, the shoulder or the side of the neck, where a marked

burning takes place, ^vith extravasation of bh^od and injection of the

blood-vessels, which are often prominently spread out as hand-like or

leaf-like blotches. From the shoulder a delicate line may be traced to

the back and down along the spinous processes to the nates, becoming
smaller as it descends and more superficial. Here, by reason of the

clothing, two things may occur : (a) The electric stream may be carried

off by the clothing, wliieh is destroyed or torn off from the lower limbs,
or the charge may break through the clothing, carrying away a localized

fragment more or less circular in general outline, [b) If the charge is

carried by the skin, the more prominent parts, the trochanters of the

long bones, are very apt to l)e severely burned. The streak goes down
on one side or sometimes down both limljs, growing smaller, and

produces burns on the knees. It may jump to the shoes, entirely

destroying them, or go on out through the stocking or the bottom of the

foot through the shoe, producing here many fine punctiform hemorrhages
in the sole of the foot.

2. In persons not leaning directly against the tree or building the

stream may jump to the head bones, producing at times instant death,

or, if it passes by means of the skin, the streak noted is more apt to

travel in the anterior part of the body to the mguinal region, producing
severe burns about the genitals.

The electric current may also traverse the deeper portions of the

body. The lesions then produced are extensive, and will be discussed

under the head of internal findings. Burning of the hair is one of the

most constant features in such accidents, occurring, according to Strieker

and other observers, even when no other signs of injury are to be

found, and hence it is to be considered as one of the most important
signs of the conduction of the electric charge.

In some instances death has occurred so ra]iidly that the bodv has

preserved the attitude in which it was struck and has shown absolutely
no external evidences of the cause of death. Thus Taylor cites the

cases of 5 negroes who were simultaneously jirostrated by a single

lightning-stroke. Three of them, 2 being children, were instantly
killed. The only mark found on one, an adult female, was a burnt

spot, the size of a dollar, under the right axilla, and this woman's
clothes were set on fire.

As there have been great numbers of physiologic experiments made
with commercial electric currents, the knowledge of the external lesions

produced by them is more accurate and deductions drawn are more
valuable. Grange,^ in 1882, had the opportunity to observe 2 fatal cases

in the Tuillerics, and was perhaps the first to give the autopsy findings
in cases of death produced by commercial electric currents. Two years

^ " Des accidents produits par relectricite dans son emploie industrial," Annates
d'Hygiene publique et de Medicine legale, 1885, 3, 13, p. 53.
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later, with Brouardel and Gariel/ he made further observations of an

experimental nature, which have been the basis of our present experi-
mental standards. The work of Brown-S^quard and d'Arsonval

followed closely after, while Peterson, Brown, Knapp, Kennelly, and
Doremus were among the earlier American experimenters. Kratter

and Friedenger were among the few German investigators with electric

machinery previous to 1891. The American workers were the most

active.

The external lesions produced by these commercial currents, both

when under experimental control or when brought about by unknowing
contact, have been, for tlie most part, burns of various degrees. A
large number of interesting internal findings are recorded, liowever,
which will l)e further discussed.

Internal Pathologic Lesions Due to Lightning.—The observations

of Rindfleiseh
" and Langerhans

'^

are among the earlier well-recorded

postmortem findings in death by lightning, and may well be quoted
here. Twelve minutes after death rigor mortis was w^ell developed.
The head and neck were livid purple and suffused. The eyelids partly
covered the eyes, the uncovered conjunctivae shoMang marked hyperemia.

Observations of a positive character on the internal viscera have

been very few. The early cases of Aragos' collection are interesting

mainly because of the notes made relating to the melting of precious

metals, and later cases are on record where the shoes have been torn off

with great violence by the lightning-bolt and yet no marked effects

experienced by the individual.

Schneider was among the first to record the fact that bones maybe
broken and blood-vessels ruptured. The early autopsies of Rindfleiseh

and Langerhans show^ed the following : The internal organs were not

involved. The brain was hyperemic, but microscopically not altered (as

studied by contemporaneous methods). Tourdes records a case of rup-
ture of the membrana tympani and also breaking of bones and of the

skull. He first showed that no changes occurred in the spectrum analy-
sis of the blood. The abdominal viscera may suffer gross rupture ; they

may be torn and hemorrhagic, l)ut few changes of a minute character

have thus far been described. Gross lesions of the brain and meninges
have also been quite frequently observed, but no observations on the

cytologic changes of the brain cortex or basal ganglia are available for

comparison with changes induced during the experimental studies which

have been made of recent years.
Internal Lesions in Death Due to Industrial Electricity.

—Pathog-
nomonic lesions, for the most part, have been absent in these cases.

Numerous experiments have been made on animals to determine the

1
Brouardel, Gariel et Grange,

" Sur un phenomene observe chez les animaux
soumis a 1 'action des courants electriques intense," Comptes rendues de la Societe de

Bioloffie, Nov. 29, 1884.
''

Rindfleiseh,
" Ein Fall von Blitzschlag,

"
Virchoiv^s Arehiv, 1882, Bd. xxv.,

S. 471.
'
Langerhans,

" Zwei Falle von Todtung durch Blitzschlag," ibid., 1862, Bd.

xxiv., S.'200.



PLATE 2.

Fifj 2.

Fiji

Fij3.

Fio. 1.—Dura of guinea-pig killed by the clcotric ourrcnt, sliowing iiiarlvcd suhiliiral

hemorrhage.
Fio. "2.

— Brain of same animal, showing contusion, hemorrhage, and superficial burn-

ing of the meninges and convolutions of the right hemisi)here. Extensive ijitcrmcningeal

hemorrhage is also present.

Fri;. .3.
— Rase of l)rain of same animal with extensive hemorrhage of tlie dura, espe-

cially in the middle fossse. iKr.\ttkr.)
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causes of death aud the character of the lesions. The discussion of the

causes of death has been referred to another paragraph. The earliest

experimental investigations made on animals with the modern industrial

electric currents that are of service in the present joresentation were

those of Grange, Gariel, and Brouardel, made in 1884, and those of

Brown-Sequard and d'Arsouval '

in 188G and 1887. It should be

borne in mind, however, that Priestley, as early as 1766, killed

animals by static electricity, and that at that time numerous experi-
menters followed him, notably Fontana, the Italian physicist. The
observations of Xotlmagel in 1880 are also worthy of record in this

relationship.
D'Arsonval's results will be referred to under the ])aragraph on causes

of death, since he was interested from the physiologic side of the problem

only. From the pathologic point of view the investigations of Peterson

and Doremus, conducted iu the Edison Laboratories in 1888, are of

importance. Postmortem findings in the animals already referred to

in the opening paragraphs of this discussion showed the lungs to be

normal in nearly all cases. The heart was engorged on the right side,

and empty on the left
;

the abdominal viscera were normal, save for

marked hyperemia. In some dogs slight extravasations in the muscles

beneath the electrodes ^vcre observed. The nerve parenchyma of the

sciatic nerve was normal, as was also the spinal cord (older methods of

investigation were employed).
Animal experiments made by Kratter ^ within recent years on mice,

guinea-pigs, rabbits, cats, and dogs show certain signs regarded by him
as more or less pathognomonic of the condition. Subj)ericardial and

subpleural ecchymoses, and more particularly subendocardial ecchymotic

extravasations, occurred in most of his cases, combined with bloody

emphysema of the larger bronchial ramifications. These signs, when
taken in conjunction with the external burns, are believed by him to be

sufficient to make the diagnosis
" death bv electrieitv." Rio;or mortis

occurred very rapidly and persisted for a distinct peri(^d of time. Macro-

scopically, changes in the brain aud spinal cord Mere not prevalent,

though in some there were subdural and intermeningeal hemorrhagic
extravasations. Microscopically, minute capillary hemorrhages Avere

also observed. These are of interest by way of comparison with similar

findings by Peterson, and in cases of electrocution, as rejiorted by Van
Gieson. Changes in the morphology of the blood have been emplia-
sized by earlier observers, but the careful work of Kratter and other recent

writers would seem to prove quite conclusively that such do not occur save
at the sites of electrode contact. More recently Cunningham

^ has shown
that if the thorax be opened immediately following death, due to strong
continuous currents or alternating currents of meditmi frequency, the

heart on close examination will be found to show a minute quivering

'

D'Arsonval, "La mort par I'electricite clans Tindustrie,
"

Comptes rendus, April
4, 1887, vol. civ., p. 988.

^
Kratter, Der Tod durch Elektridtdt, Vienna, 1896, S. 61 et seq.

3 New York Medical Journal, Oct. 28, 1899, pp. 581 and 610.
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throughout its entire muscular substance. While the coordinate beats

of the ventricles, as a rule, are absent, the numerous isolated bundles

of muscle-fibers will be found alternately to contract and relax Avith

vigor in different parts of the ventricle
;
and as the right and left auri-

cles become gradually distended, this irregular quivering of the muscle

bundles grows feebler and feebler until every trace of muscular contrac-

tion has disappeared. This state of delirium cordis, or, as Cunningham
prefers to call it,

"
fibrillary contraction," as the cause of death, was first

pointed out by Cunningham and also independently by Prevost and Battelli.'

The nervous tissues have been carefully searched for pathologic

changes, and it has been only within recent time that distinct changes
have been found. It seems not improbable that changes of importance
would be found bv the newer technical methods of investigation, but

thus far but few workers have employed the Xissl methods, or modifi-

cations of the same. Kratter's observations were made by the older

methods, and he found no special cell changes. He confirms the obser-

vations made by Peterson, Spitzka, Van Gieson, and others that minute

capillary hemorrhages in the perivascular sjxaces are present, especially
m the superficial layers of the cortex, but those he distinctly shows are

not universal and cannot be regarded as of sufficient moment on which

to base a pathologic diagnosis of death. He concludes, however, that

he believes that minute changes not known to our present technical

methods are responsible for death by electric currents. More recently
Corrado " has shown that such minute changes may be demonstrated by
means of the more modern histochemical microtechnical methods.

Corrado's conclusions may be summarized as follows :

The continuous electric current derived directly from the commutator
and applied to robust adult dogs weighing from 2.5 to 20 kilos (5 to

50 pounds), one electrode being placed to the head and the other to the

lower portion of the spinal cord, with a voltage of from 720 to 2175

volts, and an amperage of 20 to 30, or in two dogs, 10 to 12 amperes,

produced death in every instance. Death occurred immediately and

w^as not influenced I>y artificial respiration. On the closure of the cir-

cuit the animal, without emitting a cry, became rigid, and all the

muscles, especially those of the back, contracted violently, producing a

pronounced o])isthotonos. This rigidity persisted for from one-half to

one minute after the cessation of the flow of the current. Respiration
was arrested from the first moment of the passage of the current.

An examination of the ganglion cells of the brain and spinal cord

by the newer methods of Xissl and also by the method of Golgi showed
a number of interesting lesions, the importance and interpretation of

whicii are only just beginning to be appreciated.
Corrado describes changes as occurring in the external shape and

configuration of the cell-body, changes of the cytoplasm and of the

processes (see Plate 3) :

^
Cornptes rendt/s de VAcadewie des sciences. March 13 and 27, 1899.

*G. Corrado,
" Di alcune alterazione delle cellule nervose nella morte per ellettri-

cita," Atti. d. R. Accnd. Med. chir. di Napoli, 1898, vol. lii.





Cytologic Changes in Death by Electeicity (Coerado).

The cells in this illustration for the greater part are from the medulla. Figs. 8, 9,

18, 19, 20, 24, 26, 27, 28, and 29 are from the cerebral cortex, frontal and parietal lobes.

Fixation has been by means of absolute alcohol
; staining by methylene-blue or thionin.

Figs. 1-4.—Cells variously contorted.

Fig. 5.—Unilateral erosion of cell and of nucleus.

Fig. 6.—Laceration of side of cell with disiippearance of nucleus and nucleolus.

Fig. 7.—Cell with irregular contour and irregular chromatic distribution.

Figs. 8, 9.—Disappearance of part of chromatic substance. Fig. 8 shows loss of

nucleolus.

Figs. 10-12.—Irregular distribution of the chromatic substance with partial or com-

plete loss of nucleus.

Fig. 13.—Irregular distribution of chromatic substance with vacuolization.

Figs. 14-x6.—Aggregated chromatic substance. In Figs. 15, 16, the nucleolus is outside

of the nucleus.

Figs. 17-20.—Various deformities of cells, eccentricity of the nucleus, loss of chro-

matic substance. Chromatolysis both central and peripheral.

Fig. 21.—Partial perinuclear chromatolysis. Hj-perchromatosis of nucleus and
nucleolus.

Figs. 22, 23.—Nucleolus penetrating the nuclear membrane.
Figs. 24, 25.—Irregular distribution of chromatic substance. Nucleolus peripheral.

Figs. 26-29.—Cerebral cells fixed with sublimate which show regular vacuolization,

and causing regular deformities of the nucleus.
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A. Chaiii^os in the cell contour: (1) Noteworthy and various deform-

ities, erosions, jau-i^ed outlines, lacerations, and even severe destruction

of the cell outline. (2) The contour of the cell became hazy and dif-

fuse. (3) In some cases the prot()])lasm became granular on one side.

B. Internal cell changes: (1) A grade of dissolution of the chro-

matic substances witli j)o\vdery granulations was observed. The cell

contents were more homogeneous and showed the beginning changes of

chromatolysis. (2) Frequent and pronounced vacuolation (perhaps

artefact). (3) The chromatic substances had a slight tendency to

become dispersed in the remainder of the cell-body, at times in distinct

collections, which in certain parts of the cerebral cortex had a special

arrangement. These collections of chromatic j)articles were not dis-

posed in the direction of the passage of the electric current. (4) The
nucleus is quite resistant. It may, however, be modified in shape,
become diminished in size, or may entirely disappear. The contour of

the nucleus mav be irregular or even an<);;ular. The chromatic substance

of the nucleus may be irrf^gularly disposed, granular, arranged in fine,

irregular filaments at the periphery, or it may entirely disap]>ear, leaving
the nucleus colorless. The position of the nucleus may vary. A cer-

tain tendency is manifest for it to be located on one side, especially to

that side on wliich the accumulation of chromatic substances occurs.

The nuclear membrane may be broken. (5) The nucleolus is the most
resistant part of the cell. It is for the most part jireserved and deeply
stained, even when the remainder of the cell is profoundly altered. At
times it may be diminished in size. It has a tendency to an eccentric

position, being pushed out to the periphery of the nucleus or even to

the periphery of the cell.

Corrado also describes a series of changes in specimens treated by
the Golgi methods. These changes of the dendrites consist, for the

most part, of varicose atrophy, fragmentation, and other modifications

of shape and position. Since the Golgi method and its now known
modifications show precisely such changes in normal material, it is

fairly well estal^lished, by reason of this and also on account of the

great lack of uniformity of the Golgi pictures, that it is unwise to des-

cribe degenerative lesions pathognomonic of any diseased condition.

Hence these observations of Corrado by means of the Golgi method
will be mentioned only.

In man the pathologic features have been closely followed, though not
as yet by the newer methods. Electrocution has given the most accu-

rately observed cases, and the investigations of Spitzka, Van Gieson,
and Kratter are the most elaborate. In the case of William Kemmler,
the first officially electrocuted criminal under the modified statutes of
the Stiite of New York, the following autopsy record is taken from the
notes of Dr. George F. Shrady : "(/'ai)illarv hemorrhages were noted
on the floor of tlie fourth ventricle, tiie third ventricle, and the anterior

part of the lateral ventricles. The circumvascular spaces appeared to

be distended with serum and blood. The brain cortex beneath the area
of contact was notubly hardened. The vessels of the corpora striata

Vol. I.—17
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were uotably enlarged at different parts of their ramifications. The

pons was slightly softened. The spinal cord showed no gross lesions."

The. abstracted report of the microscopic findings of Dr. Spitzka is as

follows : The brain, spinal cord, and }>eripheral nerves appeared

structurally healthy in every place examined except in the anemic and

hardened areas. The hemorrhagic spots showed no vessel alterations.

(The cytologic changes described by him are of little moment viewed

from present-day standards.) The vacuolation of the ganglion cells

described are those now recognized for the most part as being due to

manipulative artefacts, hardening, etc., and cannot be brought into corre-

lation with the later-day pathology of the ganglion cell (Ewing, Gold-

scheider. Turner, Barbacci, etc.). The histologic examinations of those

paying the electrocution death-penalty, made

by Dr. Van Gieson and others, are more ex-

tended, and since newer methods of accurate

fixation and staining were iu vogue, some clue

may be gained as to the amount of cellular

change. The details of the visceral exami-

nation do not need repeating, since nothing
abnormal has as yet been found in any of

the viscera related in any way to the method

of producing death. Of the cases examined

by Van Gieson, that of Schichiok Jugigo

may be taken as a type.
" The jiia was

uniformly thin and moderately congested.
The blood was fluid throughout. The ves-

sels at the base of the brain were normal.

The gray matter was normal. Floor of the

fourth ventricle at upper half contained some

dilated vessels, and on the left side there were

a number of minute radiating petechial spots
from 1 to 2 mm. in diameter. These small

petechial extravasations show small masses

of extravasated red blood-cells situated for

the most part in the perivascular spaces just

beneath the ependynia." The hemorrhage

appeared as if a small vessel had given way,
but whether such rupture was due to the current, to the muscular cf)n-

tortions, or to the effects of manipulation are not determined by the

observer. In his summary of autopsy findings, after reviewing the

results of a number of autopsies, Dr. Van Gieson notes the following :

"(1) The passage of an electric current of the pressure employed in

these cases (of approximately from 1400 to 1700 volts) and in this

manner does not do any damage to any of the internal organs, tissues,

or muscles. None of these parts are lacerated or changed in volume
;

neither are there any gross chemical or morphologic changes or altera-

tion of their finer structural features. (2) The local thermic effects of

the electrodes are limited to the scarf skin. (3) The occurrence and

Fig. 20.—Showing the character
and distribution of the petechial
spots in tlie floor of the fourth
ventricle in the case of Schichiok
Jugigo (Van Gieson).
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distribution of the minute hemorrhagic spots are not uniform or con-

stant features in these cases
;
and as they are foinid after death from a

great variety of causes, they cannot ])ro])erly be regarded as positively
characteristic of death by this method."

Observations on man, which can be used to compare with those of

Corrado for dogs, are still lacking. For man it carmot thus far be said,

therefore, that the observations of C/orrado on dogs have been verified, etc.

Causes of Death by Blectricity.—From the time when the

gods were displeased with the children of men to the present, sj)ecula-

tion has been rife with the question as to the cause of death by electri-

city. The earlier observations have been collected by Arago,' and we
are indebted to him for a large number of interesting facts. Among
the earlier observers John Hunter taught that death \vas due to the
" instantaneous destruction of the vital power." Brodie believed that

\

">^

'iE*>-V-tt;^^

Fig. 21.-

':i^^£s^''

-Showing the eliaracter and distribution of the petechial spots in the floor of the fourth
ventricle iu the case of Schichiok Jugigo (Van Gieson).

the action was on the head. Edwards wrote of the disorganization of

the nervous system. Robin claims that death was due to aspliyxia.

Schneider, in 1833, taught that the electric current did not traverse the

body, but spent itself on the surface, thus causing the extensive burns,
and death was due to the shock of the nervous svstem. Strieker's

observations, commented on in the section on pathology, were among the

first series of studies of the more modern ]>eriod. Reports of autopsies
are more frequent from this time, and experimental work has been greatly

amplified. It is worthy of mention, in passing, that Priestly, in 1766,
and Fontana, in 1775, made a number of elaborate experiments.

The modern epoch of experimental work may be said to have been

inaugurated by Nothnagel, of Germany, in 1880, by Brouardel, Grange,
and Gariel, in 1884, in France, closely followed by Brown-Sequard and

' F. Ara2;o, Snmmiliche Werke,
" Ueber das Gewitter,

" Deutsch von W. G.

Hankel, Bd. iv., Leipzig, 1854.
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d'Arsonval, in 1887. By Kratter, in Germany, and by Biggs, Donlin,

Houston, Jackson, Knapp, Peterson, Robert and Terry, in America
;

with the later studies of Tatum, Jones, Bleile, Oliver and Bolam, and

Cunningham. From the pathologic point of view the work of Nissl,

Hodge, Levi, Lugaro, Mann, and Corrado ^
is to be borne in mind.

From the foregoing brief summary it may be seen that the entire

possible theoretic ground was covered by the earlier observers, but their

investigations lacked the precise experimental evidences demanded at

the present time. The investigations of Nollet, Grange, d'Arsonval,

Peterson, and others mark the earlier steps in the progress of the eluci-

dation of our knowledge concerning the phenomena of death by electri-

city, while the other investigators just mentioned have brought the

question to the present time with some definite conclusions. D'Arson-
val's and Brown-Sequard's earlier hypotheses were received more widely
than those of other writers, and have been extensively quoted, but

within recent times many of their conclusions have been questioned.
D'Arsonval taught that death was produced in either of two ways, or,

perhaps, by the concurrent action of both : (1) By direct action during
which the disruptive action of the current produced mechanical altera-

tions in the tissues and thus altered their physiologic activities. (2) By
direct or reflex action, whereby the important nerve centers of the med-

ulla were affected in their j)hysiologic functions which induced death.

Brown-Sequard later amplified this indirect action in the nerve cen-

ters. D'Arsonval again brought up the question, first promulgated by

Grange, that the electric current could bring about effects simulating

death, bat the subject could be recovered by artificial respiration, to

which reference M'ill be made further in the discussion.

Cunningham's
-

very able summary of the experimental data follow-

ing the epoch of d'Arsonval is here freely used. The researches of

later writers clearly led to the conclusions that neither the results of

experiments on animals with strong electric currents, nor the numerous

reports of pathologic findings in the bodies of men killed accidentally by
the electric currents of commerce or legally electrocuted by the high
tension current employed by the authorities in New York State are in

the least corroborative of the hypotheses of these French investigators.

Cunningham's experiments bear out the conclusions of the later writers,

who find that in the higher animals the chief lethal effect of both the

continuous and the alternating currents is due to their action on the

heart. Thus, in order to bring about fatal results, very much stronger
currents are necessary when the electrodes are applied to both sides of

the head. A complication of the problem arises from the fact that

death may take place in different ways, according to the path traveled

by the electric current. Thus the work of Cunningham and others

has shown that if death results from the more or less prolonged pass-

' For bibliography of this recent work see : Barbacci, Centralblait fur allgemeine

Patkologie, 17, IS, 1899; .Jelliffe, Archives of Neurology and Psycho-Pathology, vol. i.;

Ewing, ibid. ; Turner, Brain, 1899.
^
Cunningham, New Fork Medical Journal [loc. cit.).
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age of a strons: current tlirougli the exposed brain and upper spinal cord,

the lethal effect is ])lainly the result of asphyxia ;
wliile in a second

class, where the stream of even a moderate cm-rent traverses the heart

for a brief period only, the deadly result is due to the interference with

the coordinating power of the heart, wiiich takes place suddenly and is

permanent, causing the central nervous system to die of anemia. A
coroHary of this fact is the indication that death l)y electrocution could

be caused in a shorter time and with greater certainty if the electrodes

were so placed that the greater part of the electric current were made
to traverse the heart directly. The cerebrospinal arc should be included,

however, in the path of the current in order to still the respiratory as

^vell as the cardiac movements. As pointed out in the section on ]iath-

oloo^v, the heart in animals killed by electric current is found to show a

condition of " delirium cordis," or "
fibrillary contraction." This is what

leads Cunningham to assert that death by commercial electric currents, as

well as death by electrocution, is due for the most part to the fact that

the electric current induces fibrillary contractions on the heart. The

summary of conclusions by Cunningham is here given : (1) Industrial

electric currents which traverse the whole body transversely or longi-

tudinally in sufficient intensity kill because fibrillary contraction of the

heart is produced, and not, as has been hitherto surmised, by producing
a total paralysis of that organ or by killing it outright. (2) 8uch cur-

rents neither kill the central nervous system outright nor paralyze it in-

stantaneously. Death of the nervous system from such currents is due to

the total anemia following a sudden arrest of the circulation. (3) In rare

cases, when an electric current traverses only the cerebrocervical portion
of the nervous system, in considerable intensity and for a considerable

length of time, it may kill by asphyxia, consequent on a more or less

complete inhibition of the respiratory movements, which occurs chiefly

during the passage of the current. Xo existing facts warrant the con-

clusion that the medullary respiratory center is paralyzed or killed

in such conditions.' (4) Industrial currents are ])ractically non-lethal

to frogs and turtles, as the condition of fibrillation quickly and spon-

taneously disa])pears from their hearts after the current has ceased to

pass. Such animals can, of course, be killed by the very jirolonged

application of a current of moderate intensity or l)y one of enormous

voltage and large intensity. (5) Strong electric currents applied to the

surface of the skin affect tiie heart in the same manner as currents of

less strength do when they are ap]>lied directly to the exposed heart.

(6) It may be possible for an electric current of enormous intensity and
electromotive force to produce instantaneous death either by its disrup-
tive action or by producing an instantaneous heat coagulation of the

cellular constituents of the l)odv. Industrial currents do not kill

instantly, although, as a result of their action, death rapidly occurs.

The experience of individuals who have recovered Irom severe electric

shock indicates that sucli a mode of death is not a painful one.

^ Corrado's observations, while not disproviiisi' tliis statement, throw some important
light on the pathologic processes taking place in the medullary centers.
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Since, from a pathologic point of view, the critical analysis of the

cellular changes described by Corrado does not enable one to say what

the initial cause of the cellular destiaiction may have been, the results

of physiologic investigation .
must be accepted ;

and since independent
observers—Cunningham, Prevost, and Batelli—have come to similar

conclusions, it seems that the question of the cause of death by electri-

city has an authoritative answer in the conclusions just quoted.
Certain Questions of Death and Recovery.—From all the

evidence at command, clinical observations and ex])erimental data, it is

probable that death takes place instantly
— /. e., for all practical pur-

poses. Theoretically it can readily be seen that if death results from

secondary anemia following cardiac fibrillation it may take a few seconds

for the nervous tissue to disorganize. The evidence derived from non-

fatal cases is, however, of great interest, for here personal experience
with patients and the writings of others show that a number of indi-

viduals who have been rendered unconscious have recognized in the

brief moment of consciousness the experience of a strange sensation.

Some have recognized what the character of the sensation was, and

the general experience has been that this sensation is not painful, but

is onlv an exatrueration of the uncomfortable feeling induced bv an

ordinary faradic battery. As for the sensations experienced by those

who have died, it seems probable that if death occurs by the method of

direct cellular disorganization, no sensations are experienced, whereas

if death occurs bv the second method, that of cardiac fibrilhition and

consequent anemia, it is not improbable thaf some momentary recogni-

tion of strange perceptions mounts to the threshold of consciousness.

Whether they enter the full field of consciousness and give rise to the

sensation of great pain must only be surmised, though it seems probable
that such is not the case from the evidence to which brief allusion has

been made. Recoveries from the shock of lightning or electricity which

has brought about unconsciousness are very common. There is, how-

ever, a wide-spread and natural lack of certainty in the minds of tech-

nical students, as well as the laity, as to the border-lines which separate

the recoverable from the fatal cases. Closely related to this is the prac-

tical question of how l)est to treat a ])atient in order to bring about

recovery. In the milder grades of accident a certain amount of mus-

cular fixation brings about a loss of respiratory movements with conse-

quent asphyxiation. Recovery in such cases is extremely probable.
In the severer grades the problem to solve is, whether there is a point

where asphvxia passes over to the border of cellular degeneration or

whether cellular degeneration is primary ? If the latter lesion is pres-

ent, recovery is impossible and therapeutic agencies futile
;

if the

former, methods of stimulation of the respiratory centers may be of

benefit, or, if the heart is in the condition of cardiac fibrillation, some

efforts should l^e made to bring about coordination.

Treatment.—In the treatment of electric injuries promptness is

imperative. If commercial currents are the cause, careful efforts should

be made to remove the patient from the current at once. The rescuer's
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zeal should be accompanied l)y caution. Some insulating material,

rubber gloves, blankets, or cloths should be used in handling the wires.

External heat to the body, artificial respiration, and cardiac stim-

ulants should be used simultaneously. The method of J)r. P. J. Gibbon

has been extensively employed. The patient must not be touched with

the naked hands, but may be dragged away by his clothing, or removed

from contact with the eartii by slipi)ing a board under him, to break the

current, or from contact with the *' live wires
"
by raising them with a

stick. As soon as he is free from the current, either by the turning

it off or bv the removal of the patient, ef["orts at resuscitation should be

begun along much the same lines as are followed to restore a drowning

person. The crowd should be dispersed to give the patient air. He
should be laid upon his back, with a rolled coat placed under the

shoulders to support the spine and let the head fall backward. Then

anv well-knoM-n methods of eifecting artificial respiration should be

beo-un. Dr. Peter J. Gil)ljon says that the two prime indications in the

treatment of prostration by the electric shock are, first, to restore the

respiratory svstem, and, second, to promote warmth and circulation.

To restore the respiration. Gibbon recommends the insertion of the

distal end of the tube of his aj^paratus into the nostrils or mouth.

This apparatus consists of a simple pair of bellows, so constructed that

when the handle of the bellows is raised the air rushes from the patient's

lung into one compartment of the bellows
; simultaneously the other

compartment is filled with fresh air through a tube on the reverse side.

The air is forced into the king*? by compression of the handles. This

instrument, it is claimed, is more certain and expeditious in restoring

suspended respiration in persons who have undergone electric shock,

taken poison, or been long immersed in water, than any other method

in use. The nostrils should be excited with snuff, hartshorn, or smell-

ing salts, any of w^hich may be introduced with the fresh air into the

bellows. The tongue should be grasped with a cloth and pulled out,

thus stimulating tiie sensory nerves and producing a reflex action on

the principal motor nerves distributed to the muscles of respiration.

To restore circulation the patient should be w'rapped warmly, hot

bottles or bricks being placed at his extremities, between the thighs, and

under the arm-pits, care being taken not to burn him. He should not

be rubbed until he begins to breathe, and on no account should he be

taken into a close, warm room. When respiration is established the

limbs should be rubbed upward l)riskly. A physician may insert the

distal end of Gibbon's apparatus tube into the laryngeal entrance or do

a tracheotomy. He can also keep up body-heat by means of electric

batteries.

No method should be discontinued under from three to six hours.

Often no signs of life are seen for from one to tNvo hours, but are mani-

fested later. Before giving up all hope, the injection of an alkaline

solution is recommended, as in the case of people who have bled to death.

After artificial respiration ceases, it may be that nature fails to perform
its duty, and it must be resorted to again until life is fully reestablished.



WOUNDS.

The consideration of the injuries called, in ordinary parlance,
" Avounds

"
is a matter of moment for the medical jurist. While in

surgery the term is used to designate those conditions where a solution

of continuity of the skin or mucous membranes of the body takes place,

by violence either from within or without, in law the word is given a

wider meaning, for it is here held not as a technical w^ord, but one of

common speech, and consequently includes other conditions than those

accorded it by writers on surgery.'
"
Any lesion of the body, whether

cut, bruise, contusion, fracture, dislocation, or burn "
is considered in

law a wound.^ The words " blow " and '' wound " have been held to

be synonymous in meaning,^ but the injury must be one causing an

injury in order to be considered a wound. Scratches, even if they do
cause a certain solution of continuity, are not considered wounds, for

here the danger done is slight, however much discomfort may be caused,
and wounding has not taken place, for no ill effects are liable to occur.^

A wound, to be one in law, must be an injury which does damage
to the part affected. The cut, stab^ bruise, or break is followed by
more or less loss of power or of substance, and may be, according to

circumstances, slight, severe, dangerous, or mortal. All are wounds,
and while the slight wound may at first appear trivial, still it may
easily be converted into any one of the other types by causes over

which the person suffering it has no control. The character of the

w'ound, therefore, becomes of importance, the amount of importance to

be decided by the district attorney, u])on the statement of the surgeon ;

for the physician decides from his knowledge of such matters whether
no further danger will in all probability arise from the injury or

whether the general state of tlie jxiticnt is one which will tend to make

healing difficult or even to prevent it altogether.
Care must be exercised, therefore, on the part of the surgeon in

stating a prognosis when the wound before him is the subject of judicial

inquiry. An assault may be committed and tlie victim rendered in-

sensible, say, by a blow upon the head. If, shortly after the patient is

seen by the physician, he rallies and aji]iears to he in fairly good condi-

tion and the surgeon should give a certificate that the injury is slight and
no danger need be a})prehended, trouble may arise, for in a few days or

1 State vs. Owens, 1 Murph. (N. Car.), 465-4 Am. D. C, 571.
'^ Wharton Law Lex. » g^.^^e ,..^. Noblett, 2 Jones (N. Car.), 433.
*
Reg. r.s-. McLaughlin, 8 C. & P., 635-34 E. C. L., 561

; Reg. vs. Wood, 4 C. & P.,

381-19, E. C. L., 430; Com. vs. Gallagher, 6 Met. (Mass.), 5G8
;
State t)s. Leonard, 22

Mo., 450.
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even later the patient may become worse, pass into the condition of

coma, and die from an abscess of the brain caused bv the l)h)W received.

The action of the medical man in giving a certificate that danger from

the assault was over would be wrong. Good judgment must be exer-

cised in this matter of giving certificates regarding injuries. The
accused has rights which must be observed. If, in such a case as is

here su})posed, the ])atient is given a sujierficial examination, the pliy-

sician's certificate would be procured on insutticient knowledge. But if

care is taken and, from his knowledge of such things and the symptoms
before him, the doctor refuses the certificate, he is able to give his rea-

sons before the magistrate and will be upheld, if such reasons are founded

upon and supported by the authorities on such injuries.

The evidence presented by wounds is to be studied carefully. The
character of the wound, its probable method of infliction, the weapon
that could cause such a lesion, its direction as to reception, whether

self-inflicted or by another, whether recent or old, on the living or on

the dead body, must all be taken into account. Wounds tell their

story in most cases with no uncertain tongue, and the evidence they

give may be of the utmost importance. Too much care cannot be used

in noting carefully every characteristic of any wound, its position as

shown by relations to marked and fixed points of the body, the appear-
ances of its edges, or, if a bruise, its color, the size in all directions,

length, breadth, and depth, and in short, every appearance presented,
that a thorough and absolute knowledge may be had from which deduc-

tions can be drawn as to the manner and method of infliction. Refer-

ence will be made further on concerning this part of the subject.

Kinds of Wounds.—It is best to follow the usual division given
in surgical text-books for the nomenclature of wounds, adding those

other injuries which the law places in the same category. Two main

classes are given
—

open wounds, or wounds open to the air, and subcu-

taneous wounds, or those which include all injuries unaccompanied

by breach of the skin. "
Open wounds are subdivided, according to

tlie manner in which they are produced, into incised, punctured, con=

tused, lacerated, gunshot, or poisoned wounds, according as the

wounding agent has a siiarp cutting-edge, a penetrating point, a dull

and bruising body, a tearing force, a projectile impelled by the force of

an ex])losive, or one which carries with it into the wound a poison."^
To this we may add fractures and dislocations of the bones and burns

l)y different agents. The wounds by missiles and by fire arc treated

elsewhere in this volume.

It is well to remember that while wounds are divided into the classes

stated above, to the lay mind a wound is a wound, and but little stress

is given as to whether it is incised, lacerated, or wliat. The medical

witness, bearing this in mind, will be understood more readily if he is

Milling to use the word wound as usually accepted, and not be too tech-

nical in insisting upon the descriptive adjective being tacked on when-
ever the injury is described. Once having stated clearly the character

^ American Text-Book of Surgery.
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of the wound and why it is so called, all reference to the injury may after-

ward be easily and understandingly made by speaking of the wound.

Wounds Dangerous to I/ife.—It has already been outlined that

a medical man must be cautious in certifying as to the nature of a

wound which is the result of a homicidal or criminal assault. The

questions arise, What is a wound that is dangerous to life ? and. For
what length of time is it necessary to wait before giving a certificate

that such and such a wound is not one involving doubt as to recovery
therefrom ? It is perfectly evident that unless the danger from a given
wound is immment, while the wound may be a dangerous one, still life

may not be immediately threatened, and the surgeon must give a quali-
fied opinion. It may be that he has been required by the district attor-

ney or some other judicial officer to furnish this opinion, as the question
of holding the prisoner in restraint depends upon his statement. If the

wound is one penetrating a cavity, such as the chest or abdomen, or

is of such violence to the head as either to cause fracture or to render

death probable from the concussion, it is perfectly proper to state that

the wound is one dangerous to life. The reasons, if chance for cross-

examination is given the accused's counsel, are easily given by the

medical witness and are conclusive. But should the wound be a seri-

ous one, such as Dr. A. S. Taylor calls a " wound doing grievous bodily

harm,'' but not dangerous to life unless secondary complications arise,

then the physician could not state that it was of such magnitude as

those just described. Again, the wounding may be so severe as to raise

a doubt of its degree in the minds of those seeing it
; still, when care-

fully examined, although dangerous, the danger may not be imminent,
and the doctor so states. It is apparent, then, that caution must be

exercised in giving a certificate concerning the danger to be apprehended
from severe wounds, and the surgeon making the certificate had best

set forth fully all the facts about the wound before him, and just Avhy
and when dangers from it arise, and how much, in his opinion, life

is threatened, leaving the court and prosecuting officer to decide what
action should be taken in such conditions. One caution to medical men
is here inserted, and it holds good in all they may have to do, when either

writing for or giving testimony before the courts, and that is, to put
what is written and said in plain, simple English. While lawyers are

of the learned jirofessions, they do not pretend, any more than laymen,
to understand all the technical terms of medicine or surgery ;

and to

dilate learnedly upon a case while a witness, using freely terms familiar

to the witness alone, and, after having given so brilliant an exhibi-

tion of great erudition to the crowded court-room, to be asked quietly

by either judge or counsel to "
please put that in English, Doctor, so

that ordinary mortals may understand you," does not conduce to either

comfort or reputation.
Wounds on the Dead Body.—All characteristics of a wound

on a dead body must be carefully noted. The size, character, extent,

depth, direction, and condition should have attention
;

for the question
must be decided whether this is a wound made before or after death.
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The further decision, Avas deatli due to the wound, is to be made,
but this is settled by the aut()j)sy, the makiii^' of which is described

elsewhere.

Was the Wound Made after Death ?—Certain wounds made upon
the living body have different characteristics when made on the cadaver,
but the time of infliction as regards the time of death has a marked
influence upon these tliagnostic signs. Su))posing a wound—say a cut

of some kind—on a dead body showed evidence of purulent matter, tlie

statement would be positive that that wound was made before death
;

there could be no doubt about it, for all know that pus does not form

in a dead body. But if the wound should present similar characters

on the living, the question could not so readily be answered. The
wound may have been instantly mortal, the body living when the

knife was driven in and dead when the knife was withdrawn. Here
no one could say, except from the probability that death followed the

wounding, whether the cut was made before or after death. Caspar
mentions a case of this kind in which a woman was stabbed, the

knife cutting the aorta, making death instantaneous. If the wound is a

cut and made after the body has been dead long enough for most of the

animal heat to have passed off, or if postmortem rigidity has set in at the

time the cutting is done, the characteristics of the wound as being one

made after death are fairlv clear. The skin, havino; lost its contractilitv,

is not everted, and the tissues do not gape ;
if blood is effused it is

venous and coagulates slowly if at all
;

clots are not found in tiie

wound. But where the wounding is done immediately after deatli, or

within, say, half an hour, then the signs are not so positive. Muscular

contractility and that of the skin have not been lost at this period, rigor
mortis is still al)sent, and consequently the wound will have much the

appearance of one inflicted during life. In fact it is difficult to distin-

guish positively, and a guarded opinion has to be given. In such

a wound blood-clots, in the cut are found, and the clots are more or

less attached to the sides. The main point of distinction between such

a woun<l and one made during life is, whether in the cutting an artery
is divided. If a vessel of fair size be severed, the spurting that follows

while the heart is still acting gives the peculiar bleeding that tells of

arterial hemorrhage, and on the surrounding parts or clothing may be

found the spots of blood thrown fi'om the vessel. In a like wound in

the dead, however, there is no such bleeding. Here all the blood flows

by gravity and is from the fulness of the veins
;
its color, when seen, may

be that of arterial flow, it having absorbed oxygen from the air, but the

spurting is wanting. While this holds good where the wound is such

that the divided vessel has a chance to bleed in its natural maimer, the

wound may be so made that no s]iurting takes place, the cut artery

being interfered with by the sides of the wound. The difHeulty of

deciding whether the wound was made before death or after is in such a

case increased.

In torn, or what are called lacerated wounds, the same difficulty
exists. Here there is rarely as much arterial spurting as in an incised
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or cut wound, for the torn tissues tend to clot the blood and prevent its

being driven out in jets. But another element may come into considera-

tion in deciding the time of" reception of this kind of wound, and that

is the element of bruising, for frequently such wounds, when homicidal,
have been made by a dull weapon, and contusion exists, with the solution

of continuity.
Wounds that divide the skin and deeper tissues, if made on the

dead, do not bleed so much as those on the living body. The bleeding,
as said before, is venous, and the blood flows by gravity. It is, there-

fore, more from a depending point of the wound than from its entirety.
It does not well up and flow over as in the living. Again, in the dead

body, capillary bleeding does not take place, and this may be an aid in

determining the question as to the time when the wounding was done.

When the wound consists of a confusion or bruise without the break-

ing of the skin, it is found that unless it is inflicted upon the body
immediately after, or within a short time after death, the same charac-

teristics as are observed in a contusion on the living do not obtain.

Christison gives two hours as the time when blows upon the dead body
cease to resemble those upon the living.^ But experiments show that

to produce an appearance liable to be mistaken for a contusion before death

the violence used must be much increased, for the capillaries do uot

contain as much blood after death as in life, and the ecchymosis or dis-

coloration following a blow is mainly due to the rupture of these

vessels and the eff'usion of blood into the tissue of the true skin or into

the subcutaneous tissue. A bruise, therefore, made after death, while

its appearance to the eye will be so similar as readily to be considered

one that was received during life, ^\"ill usually, by the aid of the

knife, be shown in its true character, for the blood will not be so gen-

erally or so completely difl\ised in the true skin. Should the violence

be done after the body is well advanced in cooling, or with rigor mortis

marked, the determination of such a contusion as postmortem is a much
easier task for the same reasons as were given when wounds involving
the solution of continuity were considered.

In fractures the tearing of dead muscles surrounding the broken

bones does not show the same amount of blood as in fractures before

death, and for the same reason the bullet-track differs from one in live

tissue. The blood is not effused in the same way from dead vessels as

from live ones, and the bleeding around the fracture is not only reduced,
but more circumscribed, coming as it does from some vein torn by one

or the other of the fragments. As in the conditi(Mi just recited, care

must be exercised in the giving of an opinion, and unless the appear-
ances are such as to Avarrant an unqualified statement that the wound
under consideration was inflicted after death, the most that can be said

is that the wounds were received either just before or just after death

took place.

Wounds on the I^iving.—Contusions.—These, known in ordi-

nary parlance as bruises, are such injuries as are inflicted with a dull

^

Taylor's Medical Jurisprudence.
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weapon like a club, stone, sand-bag, billy, et genus omne,^. While a

contusion may he accompanied by a breaking of the skin and more or

less tearing of the tissues, converting the wound into what is called a

contused and lacerated one, the simj)le contusion gives certain appear-
ances which are readily recognized. At first the effect of the blow is to

cause a redness at the point struck
;
this in turn is foUowcd by a darker,

dusky red, which shortly turns to blue. This discoloration is technically

called ecchymosis, and is the result of blood being effused into either

the tissues of the true skin or into the loose tissue just beneath the skin,

from small vessels ruptured by the force of the blow. This discolora-

tion sometimes does not show until after death, for in deep bruising,

especially where the blow has been struck on some part not having bone

behind it, such as the abdomen, the ecchymosis does not show for some

hours, and at times there is no evidence of violence in the skin. But

where the blow has been receiveed on a part covering bone, thus giving
a firm base against which the force f)f the blow acts, the distinctive

appearance of the bruise will show readily and rapidly, a half-hour

being long enough time to produce discoh^ration. And should the blow

struck })rove mortal, the ecchymosis would follow in a short time
;
con-

sequently it is not to be held that such bruises proved that the assailed

lived long enough for the discoloration to show. When the bruise,

then, presents but a red or dark-red center, or a blue color, the decision

that such a blow was received during life must be cautiously made. A
blue ecchymotic spot

—for after death the red turns to blue—niay be

said to have been made shortly before death or immediately after. The
other circumstances surrounding the death would have weight in the

decisi(^n. If a bruise shows other color than the blue, then it is posi-
tive evidence that it was inflicted during life, for when the blood effused

by the blow clots, we have, as the clot contracts, serum effused, this

followed by inflammation which gives us the raised tissue and the

various colors assumed by the bruise : blue to nearly black, then

purple, violet, green, yellow, and so fading to the natural color of the

skin.

The ecchymosis that follows a blow appears within a few minutes

and in the same spot where the stroke lights, if bony structure is behind

the muscular tissue. But when the force is transmitted to the deeper

parts, or when a fracture is caused by the violence, the bruise does not

show sometimes for twenty-four or thirty-six hours and even more, and
then at a point distant from the injury. Here the effusion of blood,

being in the deeper tissues and not under the skin, nuist take time to

come to the surface, and it follows the laAv of least resistance, being

guided in its course by the covering membrane, or fascia, of the parts
where the effusion takes place. This is to be borne in mind, for as in

bruises which show shortly after death from violence done before death,
So does this ecchymosis from deep bruising make its aj)j)earance when
life has ceased, even though the assailed has lived for a day or two after

the assault.

As already said, no ecchymosis may follow a blow upon the abdomen.
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The tissue here is yielding, having no firm support, and the force of a

blow is carried on through the organs lying in its track until it is

expended. This force may be so severe as to cause rupture of the liver,

kidneys, spleen, bladder, or intestines, and yet no evidence appear ex-

ternally. The autopsy discloses the condition and most probably shows

the fact that such injuries have been received dia-ing life. Indirect

violence due to falls will also cause like ruptures of the internal organs,
but the history of the case will generally clear up the origin. Falls

also cause bruises to other parts of the body similar to those made by

weapons, and the medical examiner has to weigh all the evidence he

can collect as to the probable cause of the injury before he can give an

opinion. At the most, in many cases, he may say, "Such an injury
could be caused by a weapon similar to the one produced, or by others

of like character, or a fall ccndd have produced it, for there is nothing
about the injury per se that wonld decide how it was inflicted."

Contusions from a sand-baer eive no trace on the outer surface even

though the bone lies close to the skin. The sand not being tightly

packed in the bag, spreads out at the moment of contact, thus avoiding

any direct point of force, and as it yields in this way, the capillaries of

the skin escape rupture ;
but deeper tissues may be found to have

blood effnsed in them and ecchyniosis may eventually appear. Even
harder substances may have this same effect. In 1895 I was asked by
the district attorney of Albany County to make an examination of the

body of a man named Near who had been found dead, and circum-

stances pointed to homicidal assault. The coroner's physician had

already held an autopsy, but the prosecuting officer was not satisfied

with his rej^ort. It was stated that the man was jumped upon. He
was drunk at the time, and while clots were found effused over the brain,

it was stated they were due to an apoplexy induced by alcohol. No
dissection had been made of the neck or shoulders, the part claimed

to be injured by the feet of the prisoner. On dissecting the back of

the neck, two clots were found situated near to the spinous process of

the fifth cervical vertebra. No marks of external violence on the neck

were present. The assault had been committed about nine in the even-

ing, and the man was reported to have been found dead next morning
at seven. The spinal cord was completely surrounded by blood-clots

;

here violence had undoubtedly been done to the neck and back and

deep effusion had followed, but no external bruise or abrasion even was

present. The jumping was sworn to by one witness who was present
in the place where the assault was committed, and it is jirobable that

the absence of bruising was because of the clothing. Whether this

hypothesis was correct could not be settled. The fact remained, how-

ever, that clots were found in the deep tissues of the neck and some

force must have been applied that could produce them.

Wounds by Sharp Instruments.—Incised Wounds.—Any instru-

ment or weajion that Avill cut the skin by a sharp edge makes what is

called an incised wound. In felonious assaults knives, swords, hatchets,

axes, or some similar weapon is used, but tin, glass, sheet iron, a sharp-
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cclg;ed piece of wood are all capable of makinir ^n incif;ed wound.

Heavy weapons, such as hatchets, axes, or the like, not only cut,

but also crush, and we have the element of contusion entering into such

a wound. If the cutting-edge be dull, then the appearance of the

wound {)artakes somewhat of the nature of a contused and lacerated

one. The a[)pearance of an incised wound suggests the character of

the weapon used. A cut made by a razor or a surgeon's knife would

be finer and cleaner, generally speaking, than a cut made by a thick-

bladcd knife. An incised wound gapes ;
the extent of the gaping

depends upon the position of the wound as regards the muscles, as a

cut made transverse to the muscular fibers opens more than one

in the line of filler. This gaping takes place as soon as the wound is

made, for the muscle, irritated by the pain, contracts, and as a result

the lips of the wound are drawn apart. The skin, elastic, also springs
under the knife, and by the manner in which it is divided, the begin-

ning and ending of the cut can be told. The muscles retracting in the

manner stated, the skin is also pulled apart and rolls a little outward,

giving an everted appearance to the edge, showing the tissue lying
between the skin and the muscles. This general appearance is the

same on a wound made in the dead l)ody immediately after death, for

then muscular contractility has not been lost and the same condition

prevails as in life, excepting, as has before been noticed, the l)leeding.

In life this latter depends upon where and how deep the cut is and

whether arteries are severed.

Some years ago I was called from ray carriage to see a woman who
had just committed suicide. The body, in an out-house, w^as doubled

up upon the floor, and the wall all about was spattered with blood,

reaching nearly to the ceiling, which was a low one. The woman was

dead, the body warm and flaccid, and evidently she had died but a few

moments before I saw her. The blood in the wound, on her clothing,
and on the floor was clotting. The bleeding, as shown by the marks on

the wall, was from a living artery
—that is, the heart was beating when

the knife divided the vessel. Although life had lasted but a few min-

utes after the wound was made, the blood-marks showed the wound
could have been made only on the living body. The wounds this

woman had inflicted in her -throat were across the muscular fibers,

giving full chance for the vessels to spurt as the wounds gaped.

Where, however, the wound is longitudinal to the muscle, less vio-

lent hemorrhage may be found, for the wound does not open so widely,
and consequently the flow of ])lood is retarded

;
but even here the bleed-

ing is a guide to the question of the wound being ante- or postmortem,
for in the living the bleeding is more copious than when the dead body
is cut. In wounds of the livinfj bodv blood is generally found clotted

witliin the wound—less in incised than in lacerated ones. Wliile this

condition is also true to a certain extent in cuts upon the dead, if they

have been made immediately after death or before any appreciable fall

in the body-tem])erature has taken place, the clots in the first case are

more adherent to the surrounding tissue than in the second. It should,
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however, be but a symptom to be most carefully weighed, this clottiug
of blood in the wound, and unless other and more marked evidence

point to the time of infliction, the decision that the wound was
made prior to death would not be reached on this point alone.

The manner in which the skin is divided gives evidence of the

direction in which the cut was made. Owing to its elasticity the

skin yields t(^ the knrfe before it parts, then springs back
;
conse-

quently the beginning of an incised wound is often nicked or apparently

jagged, as if more than one effort had been made to cut. Again, the

force of the cutting being usually greatest at the moment it is done, the

wound is generally deeper at the commencement than at the point where
the knife leaves the incision

;
as the knife is withdrawn it tails out, as

the saying is, thus giving another indication of direction. Incised

wounds are most frequently straight, but they may be curved and even

triangular. Cuts from glass, tin, etc., are more apt to be curved, trian-

gular, and irregular in shape than wounds by a knife.

Thus far the consideration of incised wounds has been chiefly of

those which either took life or were received but a short time before

death occurred from other causes. It may, however, become necessary
for the medical jurist to pass upon wounds of longer standing, where

the question of time of infliction does not relate so much to death

as it bears upon other matters—for instance, the time of assault.

These wounds present the most favorable conditions for healing,
for they are cleanly made and consequently, unless poisoned by some

septic material, are prone to unite rapidly, by what is called pri-

mary union. If the lips of the wound do not adhere together and

from the bottom up, pus may form, when the healing takes place by
a longer process, that of secondary union, and this is attended by other

conditions which mark it. Where tlie wound does not close the bleed-

ing continues longer, the blood becoming thinner, being mixed with a

serous discharge, and later this discharge is substituted for the blood.

This continues to about the third day, when nature starts to heal. On
the fourth or fifth day little red points or granulations may be seen over

the surface of the wound. Pus is not a necessary accompaniment of

granulation, but it is frequently seen. The granulations, however, if

they do not discharge pus, are covered with a mucous coating which

readily becomes purulent under favorable conditions. The granulations
increase in size and gradually fill u\) the wound until the opening is

closed, and then they rise above the surrounding skin, giving the condi-

tion commonly called "
proud flesh." A cuticle then forms, beginning

at the edo^e of the skin, and gradually coverino; the whole surface. At
first its color is bluish, changing to red, and again to white when the

scar has become old. It is then a little below the level of the skin, and
the scar is wider than if it had healed by primary union.

Should, however, the wound heal at once, it gives a red line the

size and length of the wound, has no discharge, and there are no granu-
lations ; there may be a scab formed by. clots of blood along the line of

the wound, and it remains of a red cg»lor, gradually fading to white,
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and not so depressed as in the former ease. It will be seen, then, that

a ijood idea mav be formed of the time tiie wound has lasted. After it

has thoroughly healed and the resulting eieatrix has turned white, an

opinion of Avhen it was intiieted can be only conjeetural ;
there is nothing

which marks the time.

When the head is struck with a stick or by a fall, a Avound some-

times results Avhich closely resembles one made by a knife. This is

es])eciaHy the case when the injury is at the back of the head or over

..the evebro\v. The solution of continuity is not made by the stick, but

is done by the bone beneath, the force of the blow causing the tissues

to divide on the bony ridges found under the scalp in these j>laces.

These are not incised wounds, and in the healing are more likely to

leave broad scars because of the sloughing which takes place, the tissue

Avhere it parted being killed by the force that caused it to separate.
The prognosis in incised wounds depends upon the situation and

size of the cut. It may be said, as a general rule, that the jirognosis is

good as to life, unless some large vessel has been divided and profuse

hemorrhage has taken place, or a cavity, such as the abdomen, has been

opened. Whether the wound, if recovered from, will cripple the patient

by interfering with the function of the part cut depends upon the extent

and place of the wound, its healing, and whether nerve-trunks have
been divided and remained so.

Punctured Wounds.—Any weapon which penetrates makes a punc-
tured wound. Stabs are of this nature, whether made by a knife, bay-
onet, file, scissors, or any other weapon whose action leaves a wound
which is narrow and deep, even though the depth be not great. M.
Toudes divides punctured wounds into four classes: (1) punctured
wounds made by cylindric or conic instruments

; (2) wounds made by

sharp, pointed, and cutting instruments
; (3) wounds made by instru-

ments with ridges or edges ; (4) wounds made by irregular perforating
instruments.

In the first class wounds by needles may leave no mark at all in the

tissues penetrated, as the anatomic elements are merely jiressed aside

and not divided. When, however, the weapon is larger, even though it

be round, the resulting wound is different. Generally the opening shows
two sharp angles and two sides of equal length, with but little if any
retraction of the lips of the wound. When several of these punctures
occur, their long axis is in the same direction if the wounds are on the

same })art of the body, but there may be punctures in, say, the back
over the shoulder-blades and also in the loins, all made at the same
time and with the same instrument, vet it will be found that the Ions:

axes of the wounds in the two places do not correspond. This is to be
accounted for by the skin-filiers, the peculiar shape of these wounds

being governed as to their longitudinal direction by the direction of

these fibers. When the fibers of the skin pursue different directions,
as near the backbone, the shajie of a punctured wound may be in-egular
and look as if made by a triangular instrument rather than by a round
one. As the skin, by the direction of its fibers, has an influence upon

Vol. I.—18
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the shape of the wound externally, so do the deeper tissues, by the direc-

tion of their fibers, exert an influence when the puncture is deep. The

shape of the wound in the deeper layer may, therefore, vary from that in

the skin.

The appearance of the M^ound gives some indication of the size of

the weapon used. Dr. Woolsey says about these punctures,
" When

large, they are smaller than the weapon, as the splitting of the skin

has certain limits, and also owing to the elasticity of the skin, which is

%

f

/

Figs. 22, 23.—Punctured incised wounds of the left hand, made by a knife.

put on the stretch by the weapon and relaxed on its withdrawal. When
such wounds are small they are larger, as a rule, than the instrument

causing them."^

In the second class of penetrating woimds are those caused by a

bladed instrument with a sharp point and one or two cutting-edges.

If a stab is made with a knife and the blow be ])erpendicular to the

part struck, the wound may give indications of the character of the

1 AVithaus and Becker, Medical Jurispjmdence, p. 455.
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knife, as the angles would show whether one or two cutting-edges were

present. But this cannot always be relied upon, for, as in tlie first class,

a round instrument making a slit-like opening, so with wounds made

by knives iiaving a back to the blade, the angle made by tiie back will

at times be indistinguishable from the one made by the edge. The

depth of these wounds varies from dill'erent causes. Jjut it is no proof
that a given wound was not made by a given knife because its dei)th

exceeds that of the blade's length, for the force of the blow may depress

the part struck, allowing the point to reach deeper tissues. For the

same reasons as given above for wounds by round weapons, the oj)eniiig

made by the knife may be shorter than the blade is wide, and as the

wound injures deep tissues, the contraction of these may cause the stab

to assume a broader appearance than the thickness of the blade would

apparently warrant. But all stabs are not made at right angles to the

person, and, therefore, the wound may be much longer, more like an

incised wound, as the point, entering obliquely, allows the cutting-edge to

divide the tissues opposed to its course and leave a large wound. The

direction of such a wound may be fliirly conjectured, for the manner in

which the skin is divided, as in incised wounds, ]>oints to the direction

from which the force came. In addition to this the division of the

deeper structures may aid in proving an opinion.
In the third class, where the weapon is furnished with ridges or

cutting-edges, such as a bayonet, foil, or the like, the wound gives more
than one edge, this, if the point be sharp and the edges sufficiently

so to cut
;
otherwise the wound looks like those of the first class. But

it is not always that the w<:)und reveals the instrument, for the skin may
be cut in more places than there are edges to the weapon, giving a

stellated ai>pearance to the stab. It is generally suggestive of the

W'Capon, and is, therefore, a guide in forming an opinion.
In the fourth class, where the wounds are made by irregular shajied

weapons, driven by great force, the wound assumes more of the appear-
ance of contusions with a breaking of the skin. The wound does not

point to the weapon as do those above described, and but for its pene-
tration it would not be classed under the head of punctured wounds.
This latter element alone is the guide to the manner of the assault.

As regards the healing of punctured wounds, it is much like what
was said concerning incised ones. Unless some large vessel or trunk

nerve is cut, or a cavity opened, or some septic material is carried by
the weapon, as a general rule they heal rapidly and well, leaving l)ut

small scars and not aifecting functions. Those of the fourth class heal

by secondary intention, as do lacerated wounds. The gravity of these

wounds depends upon their situation and the amount of injury (knie.

Lacerated Wounds.—These, as the term lacerated implies, are torn

wounds, where the force causing them rends the tissue rather than cuts

it. And yet at times they so closely simulate an incised wound as to be
mistaken for one, especially when the injury is done to the scal]>. It has

already been mentioned that two places on the scalp will give apparently
a clean cut by the bone dividing the scalp from within out, a blow or
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fall giving the necessary force
;
but it is also a fact that a similar wound

may be caused by a like force over the smooth parts of the cranium.
Lacerated wounds do not usually bleed so freely as incised, and on
account of the tearing of arteries, spurting of blood is not so frequent.
There are exceptions to this general rule, however, for in woiuids of the

scalp which have been made by blows of a club or some other blunt

substance, the arteries often spurt as freely and as far as when clearly
cut across.

In Hamilton's System of Legal lledicme I reported two cases where
lacerated wounds of the forehead, severing the anterior branch of the

temporal artery, allowed of the characteristic arterial hemorrliage. One
was the case of the People r.9. O'Shea, tried at the Oyer and Terminer,
Salem, Washington Co., N. Y., in 1881. Here the evidence showed a

drunken brawl between O'Shea and his wife, and that the woman was
found dead in her bed the morning after the fight. She had suffered

several wounds in the face and head, one cutting the anterior temporal
of the right side. Blood-stains were found on the Avails, window, and

ceiling, as well as on her person, the bed, and floor. The people claimed

the blood-spots on the ceiling were caused by blood spurted from

the wound in the right temple, but the defense disputed the point, as it

was shown the distance from the bed on which the woman lay to the ceil-

ing was four feet, and it was contended that the artery would not throw

blood so far as that. The hemorrhage was, however, larger in amount
than would be expected from lacerated wounds in general. Shortly
after the trial I saw a case of a young man who had been struck in the

right temple by a brick, a lacerated wound resulting almost identical

M'ith the wound in the above case. The man was standing when struck,

and the artery spurted blood for the distance of three and a quarter feet

l)y measurement. AVhen I saw the case the man was in the same place
where the assault had been committed, and the bleeding was still active,

though not sjiurting or so strong as when he was first struck.

As a lacerated wound on the living difl'ers but little if any from one

on the body dead but a few minutes, a ])ositive opinion as to the time

Avhen the wound was made cannot be given. Should changes due to

the healing process appear in the wound, no doubt that it was received

prior to death need be entertained. But a wound of this character, not

necessarily fatal, unless, like the one previously referred to, the bleed-

ing had to be during life, presents no definite signs by which the time of

reception can be positively fixed.

Poisoned Wounds.—Here some poisonous substance has been

carried into the wound by the weapon making it. At the present time

it is infrequent to find wounds made with the weapon previously

dipped into or smeared with some ])oison which would convert a

simple scratch into a fatal wound. Formerly, in Indian wars, before

firearms were procured by the Indians, arrows and spears were poisoned

weapons, and the custom still prevails in some barbaric nations. In

some islands of the Phili]ipine group the natives dip their spear-heads
and knives in putrid meat, septic material thus adhering in the grooves
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of the weapons, to be partly waslied off by the blood and tissnes when

a wonnd is made. Where the wound is pcjisoned by septic material

on the instrument, its condition is manifested by the general disturb-

ance in the patient, the usual symptoms of septic infection, and the

wound sloughs to a greater or less extent. There is no particular

appearance of the wound which shows sepsis other than that appearing
as the condition proceeds. The wound, when first received, neither

tells the story nor has any other effect upon the person than one of

like character which is perfectly free from any deleterious material.

Fractures and Dislocations.—When a bone is broken, vio-

lence of some sort is necessary ;
this may be from blows or falls.

In certain cases muscular efforts of the, individual will break a bone,

but such cases have no place in this article. A\'hen the violence

which causes a fracture is applied over the point of bone broken, it

is called a fracture by direct violence, but when the force is applied
at a distance from the seat of the fracture, and is transmitted along
the l)ones to the place where the break occurs, the term fracture by
indirect violence is used. Either class of cases may be the subject

of judicial inquiry, but the fractures by direct violence are more fre-

quent when caused by assault.

In some persons fractures are more readily produced than in others.

In old persons the bones are more brittle than in the young, for more

earthy matter is found in the bone when it has become aged than in

its younger years, when the animal matter predominated. In a child

the bone mav bend and assume that condition of breakage which is

observed when a green stick is bent sharply, while relatively the same

amount of force applied to an adult bone would cause complete frac-

ture. And, asfain, in the vounc, the ends of the lon^ bones are not

united by bone to the shafts until puberty and from that up to the

twenty-fifth year. Consequently there may occur a separation of the

ends, or "
epiphyses," as they are called, to all intents and purposes

a fracture, except that the soft parts around the fragments are not

injured in the same manner as when strong bone is broken and the

sharp edges of the fragments wound and tear the tissues around them.

Fractures by muscular violence in the individual have been referred

to, and while they have no part in medical jurisprudence, spontaneous
fractures may have. In these cases some disease of the bones, as

rickets, generally exists, and the mere turning over in bed of the jxitient

may cause a fracture. Locomotor ataxia may also liring about similar

fragility. These are, therefore, to be remembered, for otherwise mal-

treatment might be charged, and the fractures considered as evidence,

of assault, when there had been nothing but well-known causes for the

broken bones.

If the fracture is found on one dead, supposing the break to be one

of the long bones, the question \vhether it occurred before death may be

decided by dissecting the part broken. More laceration and bleeding
will be present if the bone has been broken before death than if after, for

the reasons already stated under the head of AVounds on the Dead Body.
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The question may be asked of a medical witness how a certain frac-

ture Mas produced, whether by a fall or by a blow. The question can

readily be answered if evidence is present that some weapon has been

used on the part, or if there is severe bruising, laceration, or cutting,

and the fracture lie in the track of the force causing the wounding ;
but

failing this, the contusion being the same that could be made by a fall,

there is nothing to show that the fracture was not caused by a fall, and

the answer must be made accordingly.
The meaning of fractures by direct and indirect violence has been

described, and examples of what was meant were drawn from the long
bones. The same rule holds in fractures of the ribs. There are here

elastic bones which Avill spring to an appreciable extent before breaking,
but if the force is more than can l)e borne, a break takes place, and

generally near the backbone, where what is known as the "angle" of

the rib is found. This is fractured by indirect violence, the force being
carried along the rib from the point of pressure imtil it causes a break at

a point where a sharp deflection takes place from the general line of curve.

The fracture in the case is generally outward. But where the force—
a crushing force sufficient instantly to overcome the elasticity of the

rib—is ap]ilied, the bone gives way and the fragments are usually dis-

displaced inward, giving danger of wounding the lungs. This happens
when a man is jumped upon or injured by a force similarly ap])lied.

Fractures of the bones of the skull are generally composed of more

than one line of separation, or multiple. The fragments may not be at all

displaced, and yet extensive fracture be present. The skull-bones, being

composed of three separate layers,
—the outer and inner of hard bone,

the middle of soft,
—-called technically

"
tables," are subject to fracture

in a peculiar manner. Any of the hard tables may be broken without

the others being affected. And fractures made by falls show no differ-

ence from those made by blows, unless the instrument marks, by tlie

wound in the scalp or to the bone, its character. A fracture from the

blow of a hammer, the sharp end of a pick, or from a bullet tells that

some weapon with a penetrating force has caused the break, for the blow

of the hammer head gives a depressed fracture, somewhat similar in

shape to the striking part of the tool
;
the fracture from a pick sliows

the hole and may have a piece of bone driven into the brain
;
and the

bullet cuts out a piece of the bone which is not found postmortem,
the part struck by the ball being apparently disintegrated.

Fractures which involve the breast-bone or sternum are of rare

occurrence. When from violence, the danger is from the depression of

a fragment which may press either upon the beginning of the wind-pipe,
or upon the large vessels at the base of the heart, or upon the heart

itself. Taylor mentions a case where a fragment of the sternum was

de]3ressed, and but for prompt relief the man would have died from

asphyxia. The break is usually transverse, and may be but a separation
of the first and upper portions of the bone from the second or middle

portion, true bony union between these two parts not taking place until

late in life. Or the break may be lower down in the bone, and while.
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as said before, generally transverse, it may be stellated ffom the force

causing' it.

On the evening of Jnly 2:], 18!)(), two men in Albany indulged in

a fight. It appears, from the testimony in the case, that the prisoner,

INfartin, struck his antagonist with a piece of scantling. The fight took

place in the evening, and at its conclusion the victim was unable to

hel]) himself, and died in a few minutes. Martin was tried in Septem-

ber, 18!)(j. The autopsy sliowed contusions, more or less severe, in

several places. No fracture of the skull was present, and no injury to

the brain. The internal organs were all considered healthy. An abra-

sion and a contusion, small in size, were noticed over the sternum on a

line with the fourth rib. Directly under this was a transverse fracture

of the breast-bone. The physician holding the autt)psy stated that the

heart was bruised and showed evidence of such bruising, as well as did

its covering envelop, the pericardium. He considered death to be due

to paralysis of the heart, caused by the pressure exerted on it by the

broken sternum. The people claimed Martin had struck a blow with

the end of the scantling, the blow being in the nature of a punch, and

that accounted for the small ecchymosis found, and also for the depressed

fracture. The prisoner was convicted of murder in the second degree.

Dislocation of bones, or their being
"
put out of joint,'' is not usually

a fatal accident unless one of the spinal bones is the subject of displace-

ment. There is not so much injury to the soft parts around the joint as in

a case of fracture, for the end of the displaced bone is smooth and merely
tears its way through the sac or capsule of the joint, which is not very vas-

cular, and then pushes aside tendons and other tissues without lacerating

them
; consequently hemorrhage is much less severe. If the luxation is

of the spinal bones, death may be immetliate or paralysis may follow, the

patient either recovering to a greater or less extent or death relieving

him of his suHerings some time after the accident. Injuries of this kind

are more accidental than intentional, for in an assault other methods of

doing bodily harm are more frequent than an effort to cause dislocation

of tlie vertebne.

Evidence of Wounds, Weapons, and Other Articles.—It

has already been said that everything pertaining to a wound of whatever

character should be noted carefully by the medical examiner, for he must

decide by such examinations whether the death was due to violence,

suicide, or accident. To do this requires a comjilete knowledge of the

case, but while considering such statements as he may be furnished with

concerning the finding of the body or the circumstances attending death,

the evidence presented by the wounds themselves is most important, and

may controvert the statements made in so strong a manner as to eluci-

date and draw out the true history of the death. The (juestion. Was
a weapon used, and, if so, what kind? is to be answered from the

api)earance of the \vound. In order to illustrate my meaning the fol-

lowing cases are quoted, and I will endeavor to draw the conclusions

from the appearance of the wounds and the condition of the body.
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December 11, 1857, in the village of Lyons Falls, N. Y., a Mrs. Priscilla

Budge, wife of tlie Rev. Henry Budge, who was in charge of a church there at
the time, was found dead in bed, cold, and with her throat cut. A doctor was
called, who cleansed the wound, stuffed it with cotton, sewed it up, and the coroner's
jury, sitting the same day, gave the verdict of death by suicide. But suspicious
circumstances arising, four months afterward the body was exhumed, a thorouo-h
examination made, a second inquest held, with the result that Budge was held on
the charge of murder. The trial was long, most eminent counsel appeared on
both sides, and acquittal was secured by the testifying of one of the medical wit-
nesses that he thought instant paralysis of the heart would follow the severance
of the pneumogastric nerves. This theory was at that day current, but later inves-

tigations in physiology have proved it false. It served, however, to render this
case one in which conviction could be had only upon probabilities, and therefore
the prisoner was discharged. The late Dr. John Swinburne, of Albany, N. Y.,
was a leading expert for the people, and from his report of the case the following
quotations are taken.' The trial took place at Rome, N. Y., August and Septen>
ber, 1861, Judge Allen presiding.

The room in which the dead woman was found is described as being "about
8 by 10 feet, and about 8 feet high, containing abed (French cottage), wash-
stand, and chair. There was a space in front of the bed about 3 feet, and the
same at the foot. This bed was composed of a straw and a feather tick, two sheets,
two French pillows and covers

; also two coverlets and quilts. The long axis of'

the bed corresponded to the long axis of the room. The bed-clothes were undis-
turbed and carefully tucked in at the sides and foot, as if she were asleep, with
the eyes and mouth closed firmly. The coverlets were carefully turned down on
the left side to about the left breast, while on the right they were turned down
about 12 inches farther, and smoothly, as if done widi care. The blood flowed
from the wound in the direction of its gravity,

—
i. e., directly down behind the

neck, back, and head, extending laterally on the right from "the neck for 2 to 4
inches, and on the left, 1 to 2 inches,

—
running up under the back of the head and

down under the right hip, and making an irregular stain on the sheet of about 20

by 27 inches. The width of the blood-stain where the neck and head lay could
not exceed 9 inches in width. The back of the right shoulder and arm lay in
the blood, and hence were bloody. On the left side there was little blood."

The wound is described :

"
Position : On right side, 3.] inches below the lobe

of ear; on the left side, about 3j inches below the lobe oi' ear; 4^ inches below
center of chin on median curved line, severing cricoid cartilage, esophagus,
arteries, veins, pneumogastric nerves, and all the muscles of the anterior part of
the neck. Circumference of neck above, or at the wound, 12 inches; curved

length of cut, 5^ inches ; depth of cut in a direct line, 2 inches back to the vertebrje

cutting through the periosteum and into the osseous matter of the fifth vertebra,
and also shaving off a lateral portion of the transverse process of this vertebra.
Skin on right side cut down i to f inch lower than the tissue. Tissue on the left

side cut deeper than the skin by almost h to f inch, and extending down into the
muscles external to the vertebrse, so that the skin at the termination of the cut
'on the left side appeared as if stretched and rounded instead of being sharp and
rounded. Trachea and tissues contracted, so that the wound gaped almost 2

inches."

Other blood-stains were noticed about the body. There was a little blood on
the right cheek and chin, "as if something bloody had touched them," is the way
it is stated by the physician who first saw the body. The right arm was outside
of the bed-clothes, palm of hand up, and some blood was noticed on the inside of
the fingers, but none between them. The left hand, palm down, lay on the left

breast, but no blood was seen on it. The Avoman was on her back, inclined slightly
to the right. Partially under the right forenrm was a razor, open, with a little

blood on the blade. A spot of blood was on the upper sheet. No blood on the

right wrist. On the pillow next to the one Mrs. Budge lay on, and on the left

cheek, were stains sworn to be like the stains made by a bloody hand. On the
sheet where it folded across the body was a blood-stain 10 by 14 inches long.
Nowhere were any spatters of blood to be seen, as if blood had been sjnirted from
an artery. The family physician says he stuffed the wound with cotton, sewed it

up, but the blood still continued to ooze out of it.

' Transactions New York Siaie Medical Sociciy, 1863.
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AVliat (leductlons can one draw from merely the appearance of the

wound, body, and room as descrihod? The first tliino; to consider is tlie

wound, and when it is examined, the conchision is inevitable that a con-

siderable amount of force was necessary to produce such a wound.

This leads at once to the question could a person, and that ])erson a

^voma7l not very strong, lying on her back, make such a cut on herself?

AVould the right hand have the power to cut the tissues and drive the

knife down to the bone and into its tissue, to cut off a piece of the

bone, and, having done all this, to lay it down on the bed? The razor

suggests the weapon, but would such a wound be made by a razor? At
the beginning of the wound on the left side the skin had yielded to the

force of the stroke, the tissues were cut from J to | of an inch further

than was the skin. Such a condition could come only from a knife with

a point, one which Mould sink into the flesh, the back of the blade

holding the skin, which resumed its natural position when the knife was
drawn onward. Would a razor edge stand the cutting of bone and not

be nicked or broken ?

Both carotids were cut. Was there sufficient evidence that these

were alive when severed? Would there not have been more blood,
blood over the bed, head-board, walls, floor—quantities of blood ?

Would there not have been more blood on the hand and forearm, on the

razor which made the cut, if this were suicide? The bloody finger-
marks on pillow and face : could the woman, after the throat had been

cut in this manner, put her hand over to the pillow or stroke her

face ? The evidence of the wound and room would make the observer

think, and as he thought, his knowledge of how such a wound could

be made, how it would bleed, would cause questions to rise in his

mind and further study what the conditions told. The wound itself

would show that it could have been mad(! in life or on the recently
dead. The character would sav a stron<i: hand and a strontr knife must
have done the cutting. The want of blood would say the heart was
not acting, and that the woman was dead when the cut was made. The

position of the body, the razor, the blood-stains, the bed-clothes, all

would show to the practised observer that such a wound as was ]>reseut
in this case was not made in life and by the dead woman. The cause

of death would then be sought. The evidences presented by the body,

room, and surroimdings would prove the death was not due to the

severed throat
;
therefore some other agent would be looked for, and the

blood, which was fluid and refused to stop flowing even after thv doctor

had stuffed cotton in the cut and used needl(! and thread, would suggest
some mode or cause of death which gave such fluidity to the blood. The

autopsy would decide.

In 1885 I was called by the District Attorney to Fort Edward,
\\ ashington County, N. Y., to examine a woman mIio had been found
dead in the yard of the house where she lived. The autopsy was held

thirteen hours after death. There were several contusions on different

parts of the body, the most severe being on the left temple. It appears
there had been a fight between the woman and her husband, both being
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drunk, and that she was knocked down by the bk)\v in the teni])le, tlie

man striking her with the butt of a revolver. After the bk)Vt' she

came to herself, and was seen staggering along the path in the yard
which led to an outhouse, near whicli she was found next morning, lying
face downward and dead. None of the wounds were mortal ones. Until

section was made, the amount of injury probably due to the contusion

of the left temple could not be stated, but the autopsy showed that this,

the most severe wound of all, did not cause the death. Where the

woman fell in the yard was a sand-heap. As no effects of the l)low

other than the bruise were manifest, and this had not rendered her

insensible, merely confused her for a few minutes, and as sand was
found plugging the nostrils, and all the evidences of death from suffo-

cation were present, it was concluded and so stated that death ^\as not

from the wounding, and the prisoner was released. The evidence of

the wounds in this case was that some otlier cause of death was jircsent

rather than that it was due to them. The only question of doubt was

concerning the contusion made by the pistol-butt. The section cleared

this up and determined the cause of death.

On March 4, 1879, ]Mr. W. J. Hadley, a prominent lawyer of

Albany, N. Y., Avas stal)bed by a man named Hughes. There were

two wounds—one in the right side, the other })etween the bones of the

left forearm. The assault was committed in Mr. Hadley's office, and
before assistance could be summoned he had lost a good deal of blood.

Mr. Hadley lingered until the end of April, when he died. He was of

a highly nervous temperament, and the mental shock contributed to his

death by preventing any assistance on his part in getting well. Pyemic
abscesses formed about both wounds. The evidence of the wounds in

the dead body, supposing one had not seen the case before, showed they
were stab wounds, but on account of the ])athologic change which had

taken place, neither the kind of weapon nor the direction of the blow

could have been told. That tlicy were made some time before death was

absolute, for pus was in the wounds, and that either Mound was mortal

was from this appearance doubtfid. The autopsy showed death from

the wounding, as every organ was in a healthy condition except the

liver, which had become ulcerated in one place from the sharp end of

a severed rib cartilage having cut through the parietes. Had these

wounds been inflicted on a strong man and one of a less nervous

organization, they would have been dangerous wounds—at least the one

in the side would be so classed
;
but with ordinary care I doubt if they

would have proved mortal. Still the death was from the wounding,

nothing else being present which could have caused it.

A careful examination of the dress in all cases should be made, as

evidence of importance may be found. Taylor mentions a case where
a woman was found dead in the morning, and it was proved she had
had an accidental fall in the highway the evening before. The cause of

deatli was a fracture of the right parietal bone, with a clot underneath.

The fracture extended four inches. In the same house where the body was
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found lived ;i iiian wiui I'lvquoiitly quarreled with the deceased, and in

his mom a hanuuer with two claws was found, which (corresponded to

the two indentations over the parietal bone. At the adjourned inquest
the bonnet worn by the woman at the time she fell was ])ro(luced and

examined, and two indentations in it were found which corresponded
with those on the skull, and, more important still, these contained dust

and dirt, renderiuii- it more than probable that the fall in the road was

the cause of the fracture. Had this piece of dress not been produced
and sliown its evidence, the consequences to the man who owned tlu;

hammer mi!j:ht have been serious.

Blood may be somewhere ujjou the clothes. Eifbrts are made to

remove or cover up such stains, and ccmsequently, unless carefully

examined, the evidence of the clothing might be lost.
" In the case of

the Huugerford murders, the poachers who were under arrest had not

onlv washed the l)lood-stains on their clothes, but covered them with

red lead. While this increased the labors of the experts, Drs. Tidy
and Major, blood was found and even the spectroscopic test was not

prevented,"
'

In the case of Latromouille, who killed a woman named Dunsbach,
m Albany County, N. Y., in IS—

,
the clothes of the jirisoner were

sent to me for examination. The murder was by throat-cutting, and

it Avas considered impossible that some blood should not have been

sprinkled on the clothes. But all tests failed to ])rove any. The man
was convicted and executed, making a confession before he died, and in

this he stated that while killing Mrs. Dunsbach he had worn a long

gray ulster, which he hatl thrown away, as it was stained with blood.

The ulster protected the clothes under it.

Did the Person Move After Being Wounded ?—Wounds which

are instantly mortal, \\hich disable or cause paralysis by their nature,

prevent motion after reception. But what may completely disable one

person may not do the same for another. Generally speaking, wounds
of the heart are supposed to render the person incapable of effort, but

this su]iposition is not borne out by facts. Dr. Woolsey quotes a case

from Vibert ' which is remarkable. " A woman received a stab

wound which penetrated the right ventricle, causing a wound (mo centi-

meter long. She did not <lie until twelve days after."

In November, 1S70, 1 was in a hotel in Burlington, Vt, Just after

breakfast an alarm was given that a man upstairs had cut his throat.

With others I went to the room. The man was still alive, lying on the

floor, about 8 feet from the door and 4 from the window. He was
raised and ])ut into bed and died that night. Near the window was a

rocking-chair, in front of which was the slop-pail, about the position it

would be in if placed between a person's legs. Blood was in the pail, all

over
it, and on the carpet about it. Between where the man

la}- and
the door was a pool of blood about the size of a saucer

;
two more were

between his position and the window, and another one under where his

1 Fnrennir Mri/iriiir ami Toxicology, Woodman and Tidy, 978.
2 Witthaus and Becker, 495.
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neck had lain. All bleeding was stopped when he was discovered. He
was still sensible. No large vessel of the neck had been severed, and
the hemorrhage was chiefly from the cricothyroid artery. In the pail
was found a razor. Blood was over his hands and on his clothes. He
had intended quietly to bleed to death over the pail, so as not to make
anv muss, but the attendant restlessness of death from hemorrhacro

caused him to walk about, falling and rising until he became too weak
to move.

Position of the Body When Wounded.—The line of wound of a

cut or stab may give some indication as to the position the body was
in. When discussing the different kinds of wounds, attention was
called to the characteristics of each as to what they showed, either

relating to the Aveapou used or to whether the cut was from one direction

or another. And applying the same reasoning, the wound indicates the

position of the parties engaged. It is circumstantial proof, and, unless

in some marked cases, as those just quoted, is suggestive rather than

positive. In the case of Mrs. Budge, the Mound showed a strong knif^'

and power in using it, also that the wound was from left to right ;

if thought out, the person who did the cutting could be in one of three

positions
—behind the bedstead, leaning over to cut, the left hand

holding the chin
;
on the bed, to the right of the body, left hand simi-

larly engaged ;
on left side of body, standing face toward the foot of

the bed, the left hand again liolding the head. In any of these posi-
tions the cut could be made, for full play to the strength of the right
wrist would be allowed, and the line of incision, a little lower on the

right side than the left, where it began, would be the natural line of

the hand making such a cut.

Marks of blood on clothing, furniture, walls, and other articles also

point out the position of the body. In 1878,- in Albany, N. Y., a man
named INIallon shot and killed his wife. The weapon was an old-style

Springfield rifle which he had carried in the rebellion. It was loaded

with buck-shot and slugs. The shooting took place in the second-story
hall of the house they lived in, and blood, pieces of flesh, and bullet-

marks were scattered about. It is stated the majority of the wounds
were in the right cliest, some in the abdomen, and the right arm and

forearm were severely lacerated. The defense claimed accidental dis-

charge of the gun, and that the shooting was from the front of the hall, ,

instead of the back, and the jury adopted this theory. If this was the

fact, it is hard to reconcile the position of the woman with the blood-

marks upon the side wall and the bullet-hole in the door in the front

part of the hall, for the blood evidently struck the wall in a direction

from rear to front. Some tissue was thrown upon the ceiling, and the

microscope proved it to be human voluntary muscle-fiber. This also

could hardly have reached the place it was cut from had the position of

the body been that claimed by the defense.

Where the wounds are contusions they may indicate, in the same id

general Avay, the position of the body—that is, a bruise on the head, on I
the forehead, would either put the body erect, or falling so that the I
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part hruised would come in contact with tlu; groiiiul first. It is, there-

fore, siipposable tliat contusions may be present which, by their position,
would show great improbability of being self-inflicted or caused by a

fall, unless in some unaccountable manner the body was placed, or its

parts turned, so that some projecting substance could reach the ])artic-

ular spot. Such a bruise would indicate its causation by another, and it

might also show the ciiaracter of the weapon wliich made it.

The position of the body aids in answering the question as to

whether the wounds were homicidal, suicidal, or accidental, for the

position it is found in may be incompatible with the position shown to

be the one when the wound was received, and the conclusion is drawn
that other hands, for some purpose, moved the body after it had been

struck. The position of the clothes also should be noticed for this

question. In 1879 a man named Thompson was found dead in a little

photographic place he kept in the village of West Troy, N. Y. He was
found on his back at the foot of a short narrow stairway which led from
his showroom to his gallery above. The space between the foot of the

stairs and the front wall was about three feet. Some pictures hung on
the side wall of the staircase—some fair-sized photographs in compara-
tively heavy frames

;
one of these had been torn from its nail, the nail

showing the direction of the tearing force by being bent obliquely

downward, and was found between the body and the wall, its glass
unbroken. An ordinary kerosene lamp, with its chimney whole, was
on the floor near the newel post and between it and the body. The

person first examining the body carefully noted all the surroundinsrs.

When the body was lifted, the cause of death was found to be an

angular wound on the left side of the head near the parietal eminence.
Some blood was on the fl(jor where the head had been. There was no
disturbance of articles about the room. Tiie clothing of the dead man
was neat, and what was noted ]>articularly was that the trousers were

straightened out and pulled down smoothly over the boots. From the

wound the conclusion was reached that it was of the kind more likely
to be made by the blow of a hammer than by a fall, unless the fall was
on an angle like the corner of a step or of a newel post, but this newel

post was rounded and there was no angle of steps against which he
could have fidlen. If he had fallen when part way up the stairs, it was

improliable he could have assumed the position the body was in when
found, for the wound, which coincided with a depressed fracture of the

skull, was of the nature to cause immediate loss of consciousness. It

appeared, from the surroundings and the position of the clothes, that

the body had been moved after death. The coroner's iurv brouo-ht in a
verdict of death from an injury received in a manner unknown to

the jury.
When Two or More Wounds are Present.—As a general rule,

multiplicity of wounds points to a homicide, although suicides do at

times wound themselves in more than one i)lace. The fact of more
than one wound jwinting to homicide is emphasized if one or more of
the wounds are in a part of the body difficult for the hand of the person



Suicide through Stabbing (Hofmann).

The body was found lying upon the left side, behind and across the doorway of the

room. The body was almost entirely covered with freshly coagulated blood, and clothed

only with a shirt, which was saturated with blood. Extensive blood-marks reached from

the body to the bed, the covering of which latter was likewise saturated with blood, and

beside which lay a large, open pocket-knife.

After cleansing the body six stab-wounds were recognized. Of these, one was situated

in the right side of the neck, the other five on the anterior surface of rh° chest. All the

wounds had a slit-like form, and showed throughout sharp, arched, separated edges,

between which there was a collection of coagulated blood. This latter was continued

to the left beyond tlie wound as a dried streak, in which direction the blood had probably

flowed at the first turning of the body.

The wound of the right side of the neck continued into the depths of the neck as a

wedge-shaped canal gradually decreasing in size. It opened in its course the outer wall

of the right carotid artery, and cut the jugular vein transversely.

Of the wounds of the chest, the uppermost one was situated two inches below the

middle of the left clavicle. It penetrated the second intercostal space and ended in the

lung, which was tuberculous, and which at this poiut was partly adherent to the pleura.

The four other wounds were confined to the region of the left nipple, and were almost

transverse. They ended in the antero-external part of the upper lobe of the left lung,

into which, as six slit-like openings 4-7 mm. in length, they penetrated a distance of 1-3

cm. In the left pleural cavity there were about 300 c.c. of partly tiuid, partly coagu-

lated blood. Closer investigation revealed that the external openings of two of the

wounds showed notches in their edges, aud that one of them corresponded with a double

slit-like opening in the pleura. It follows, therefore, that these openings were punctured

twice ; and, further, that with five punctured openings in the skin, seven were found in

the lung.

That it was a case of suicide was demonstrated by the external circumstances and all

the postmortem findings. It was clear that the deceased had produced the wounds while

in bed, and that he had then attempted to arise and go to the door, where he fell. Exclud-

ing these facts, the opened and uninjured shirt, the symmetric disposition of the openings

of the stab-wounds and of the course of the canal of the wounds, aud the proximity of the

wounds of the chest, as likewise the fact that into two of the wounds punctures were made

twice, were more indicative of suicide than of murder.

The course of the puncture-canals, especially that of the neck, permits the supposition

that the stabs were done with the left hand, and inquiries revealed that the deceased

was left-handed.
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evidence drawn from them is tluit they were made with siiieidal intent,

tor when homicide is by an incised woniul of the throat, it is more apt

to be not only lower, bnt nnicii deei)er; the lar*>;er vessels are severed;

the cnttini; is for the pnrpose of mislead injj:, and if it has been done after

death, it was caused by otiuT means; not only the ])osition, but all

characteristics of the wound aid in showiiii;- this fact. The reoularity

of the wound is considered an evidence of suicide, but this, while it

mav be indicative, is not ])ositive, i'or a murderer may make just as

re2;ular a wound on a ])erson incapable of resistance, if drunk, asleep,

or unconscious from any cause, and yet the wound have the appear-

ance of one self-inflicted. The case of Lord A\'illiam Russel, killed by
his valet Courvoisier in 1840, is (piotcd as beariuii' ui)on this subject.^

Suicidal stab-wounds present little if any peculiarity by which it

can be said they are made by the deceased. The position and direction

tell more than the wound, f)rif it is in such a place as could hardly be

reached by the hand of the person, the presumption that it is homicide

is increased. Generally suicides select the chest and abdomen f )r punc-

tured wounds, but if mental derano:ement is present, other places are

also chosen.

Suicide by drowning is quite a frequent method. The autopsy, de-

scribed in another place, sliows the cause of death, Init it does not

always show that death was self-sought. Some other circumstances

mav give this conclusion, such as a note left l)y the deceased or some

action taken by him just before he connnitted the deed. While serving
as house-surgeon in the Brooklyn City Hospital, Brooklyn, N. Y., in

1871, the writer saw a man who had had an operation performed on his

jaw and suffered greatly thereafter, on being informed that a second

operation was necessary, asked and obtained ]iermissiou to go out and

see some friends. He did not return, and shortly afterward his dead

body was found in Gowanus Bay, w^hen the tide went out. It was

clearly a case of suicide and death bv drowninti;, for he had taken care

that his body should not float after the plunge by filling his pockets
with stones.

When insanity exists, the self-inflicted wounds are often extraordi-

nary. Taylor reports some ])eculiar cases." " In 1850 a case occurred

in Guy's Hospital, in which a jjerson in a fit of delirium tremens tore

away the whole of the abdominal nniscles from the lower and fore

part of the abdomen. Had the body of this person been found dead

with such an unusual and serious ])ersonal injury it is not improbable
that it would have been pronounced homicidal and not suicidal. A
l)regnant woman under delusion so ripped up the abdomen that a large

wound was made, and the omentum and gravid uterus j)rotruded. A
gentleman was found lying in a state of insensibility in the kitchen of

his house, with a cleaver by his side. On examining the head, iqiward
of ;>0 wounds were found over the back jwrt of the skull." The man
before dvinp; stated that he had inflicted the wounds.

*

Princi])lr!i and Practice of Medical Jurinpriidence, Tavlor, 485.
2
Ibid., 483.
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Accidental Wounding.—It may be difficult to determine whether
a given wound was caused by accident or the action of another, if the

wound alone is relied on for the evidence. Wounds by accidental falls

are usually on exposed parts of the body, and therefore if a bruise or

laceration is the external wound, if it is found in a place where, by fall,

it could not be made, the natural and logical inference is that some
human agency was instrumental in inflicting the injury. This has,

however, been already referred to, and while we may and do have
wounds which are the result of accident where persons have been en-

gaged in a struggle, the chief class of these accidental wounds is of those

which are due to a bona fide accident, such as a railroad smash-up, and
which become the basis of civil suits for damages. There is no question
is such cases of the ^\•ounding being intentionally done by another, and

therefore, if the injuries are seen shortly after the reception, the wounds
are examined with a view to whether they could be made in the manner
claimed by the plaintiff.

The questions the medical experts are expected to solve are in the

main two : Is the woimd, say a fracture of the leg, permanent in its

disabling, and could it be caused by a fall or whatever the accident was ?

There is not much difficulty in deciding the last question, for generally
there are witnesses to the accident, and the result is apparent to them
without the aid of a doctor

;
but the first is different. An ordinary

fracture of the leg recovers, under oixlinarv skill and care, in about eight
weeks. The patient may be on crutches for two months longer or pos-

sibly three, and then a cane is used for varying lengths of time, accord-

ing to the character and determination of the patient. There may be

shortening ;
even if there is, if the fracture has united well and with

no deformity that interferes with nerve or muscular action, there is no

permanent disability, for shortness of one-half an inch will not be

noticed and will not require any addition to the thickness of the shoe-sole

to prevent limping. The pelvis accommodates itself to this amount of

shortening, and the strength and usefulness of the leg are not impaired.
The medical witness, therefore, can only state these facts, for he has

nothing to do with the bearing they may have upon the case.

AVhere, however, the injury done is more serious—say a dislocation

followed by some paralysis of muscular power in the limb—his prog-
nosis must be more cautious. The length of time that has elapsed from

the receipt of the injury, the efforts made to restore the limb to its

normal activity, are to be taken into account
;
for if a tnnik-nerve has

been injured by the dislocation or fracture and has not recovered, or but

partially so, and months have passed since any improvement has taken

place, the chances are the injury is permanent. It must be remembered
that claimants for damages on account of injury often make marvelous

recoveries when a favorable verdict is rendered in their case, and while

they may not intentionally deceive the examiner, they often do so. The
utmost care is then necessary in examining one of these cases (see

chapter on Accident and Injury).

Regional Wounds.—Head.—Incised wounds of the scalp are not
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generally dangerous. They heal reaflily, and unless the cause of the

wound gave some deeper injury, no further trouble need be apiu'chended.

If, however, the wound is a contused and lacerated one, made either by
a blow or a fall, it becomes of more moment. If the laceration is

extensive, the wound is serious, for septic substances have probably been

carried into the wound at the time of its infliction, and inflammation

may result, giving pus and the attendant train of evils.

A blow may cause a deeper injury tiian the external wound accounts

for. First to consider is the concussion of the brain from the blow, and

tliis depends upon its degree for its danger. The blow may be so

strong that the concussion is at once fatal, and the external bruise not

of sufficient severity to cause it to be considered dangerous of itself.

And the individuality of the person struck enters into the subject, for

what would be almost fatal to one man may be borne with impunity by
another. The blow of a prize-fighter hardly raises a mark on the head

of his opponent, ecjually trained and hardened. If it was delivered to

one in ordinary condition, the result would probably l)e unconsciousness

and severe bruising.
A man with concussion is confused. He staggers as if drunk, and he

cannot talk coherently
;
he may be considered intoxicated, for some one

may have given him stimulants and the smell of liquor be present. But
there is no intoxication, and it is sometimes difficult to differentiate. If

he dies, the autopsy is not conclusive, for no determinate appearance is

found which decides for concussion, and the general congestion present
is equally so when alcohol is the cause of death. If the subject is liv-

ing, the doctor can but await developments before giving a statement as

to the injury, and whether one exists or not
;

if dead, he must ascertain

all possible concerning the case, and render his opinion accordingly.
The contusion may go further than the mere bruising or concussion—

whether from a fall or blow makes no difference. The force may have

been sufficient to cause a rupture of a blood-vessel, the pouring-out of

blood, and the formation of a clot, which, by its pressure upon the brain,
causes death. As a general rule, when an effusion of blood is caused

within the skull by a fall or blow, the vessel found ruptured is one of

the meningeal arteries which run between the bone and the dura mater.

A clot in this position and from one of these vessels is more ajit to be
from violence than from disease, and the doctor examining will, knowing
this fact, hesitate before giving a certificate that death was due to

apoplexy.
The brain is tolerant of considerable pressure, especially if the pres-

sure comes on slowly. A man may receive an injury to the head which
will cause effusion of blood. If this is not ra])id, he may apparently
be recovering from the effects of the blow, when suddenly he becomes

Avorse, develops coma, and dies. The autopsy shows effusion. It can-

not, therefore, always be told how serious an injury to the head may be,
and even if the first effects pass off, years after symptoms of derange-
ment of the mental faculties may present themselves, their origin trace-

able to this initial contusion.

Vol. I.— 19
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The clot may be in the brain—that is, coming from the rupture of

an artery supplying the brain tissue. The question then arises whether
this blood-clot wsls the result of contusion or of disease. Not only do
the circumstances of the case need to be inquired into, but careful exami-

nation of the brain and vessels must be made before an opinion can be

Fig. 24.—Fracture of the skull caii>t'd by the kick of ahorse.

reached. In 1880 t^yo policemen in Albany, N. Y., ^yere called to

arrest a man who was creating a breach of peace. The man was get-

ting over a debauch, and was ugly and riotous. He refused to submit

quietly to arrest, but fought the officers to the station-house, nearly a

mile distant. To bring him into submission the officers used their

Fig. 25.—Fracture of the skull caused by a blow trom a long, angular bar of iron.

clubs. He was hit but once, on the right temple, a fairly severe blow,
which did not rupture the skin, but raised quite a Imnp. Reaching the

station-house he again fought the officers, and ^vas finally pushed into a

cell and left. The man w\as a little over thirty years of age, and was

arrested late in the afternoon. In the evening the watchman spoke to
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the prisoner, gcttiiii^ curses for an answer. About niidniirht the watch-

man reported tlie man asleep and snorinix. \\^hen tlie cell was opened
in the morning, the prisoner was dead.

The coroner's physician held the autopsy, and reported that he found

this bruise on the right temple, with a clot in the temporal muscle under

it. There was no fracture of the skull. In the riglit lobe of the cere-

brum Avas a clot, evidently from a rnjiture of the
I'iglit

anterior cerebral

artery or (me of its branches. The doctor did not find anything of note

in the remainder of the autopsy, and he reported death to have been

caused by the apoplexy described, and further stated he considered the

cause of the apoplexy the blow struck by the policeman. This led to

the arrest of the officers implicated. Their counsel, not being satisfied

with the examination of the coroner's physician, obtained an order to

have the body exhumed, and asked me to make further examination.

This I did. Of course, the first autopsy prevented any very extended

research, but evidences of atheroma about the aorta were noted, and

pieces of the cranial arteries were taken for microscopic examination.

The liver and kidneys were found to be fatty. Under the microscope,

fatty degeneration of the vessels was clearly demonstrated. Talking
the case over with the doctor who held the first autopsy, and receiving
from him some statements which did not appear in liis \vritten report ;

adding these to the results of the examination by the microscope, I gave
the opinion that a])oplexy was due to disease and not to the blow.

There is no question but that the death was from the apoplexy, l)ut

in persons under forty years of age apoplexy is rare. It is true the

drinking-habit is a predisposing cause to this condition, and cases occur

in young life where the vessels of the brain, diseased from constant

intoxication, give wav under sudden acceleration of the blood, and the

patient dies from apoplectic effusion. And it is again fi)und that blows,
severe ones to the head, especially in a person in whom the skull is very
thin, or who is suffering from heart or kidney disease, are productive of

hemorrhage into the brain, generally into the soft membrane, the arach-

noid, or at the base of the brain, around the medulla. Unless the force

of the blow is sufficient to cause rupture of the brain tissue, the effiision

is found somewhere on the surface and not in the substance of the brain

itself. It may be in the lateral ventricles also, but the bleeding here

would be from the velum interpositum, and might almost be said to be on

the surface. The case of Near, who was jumped upon by Morgan,
previously quoted, bears on this subject. Here there was extensive

hemorrhage in the arachnoid, at the base, in the lateral ventricles, and
around the spinal cord. But nowhere was there an effusion into the

brain substance—nowhere was the brain lacerated. Near was a drink-

ing man, and was drunk at the time of the assault, but it could not be

said that such extensive hemorrhage was due to his liabits, to the divi-

sion of the arteries, especially after such violence had been sustained.

In this case there was but one blow upon the right temple, causing

bruising of the temporal muscle and extravasation of blood in it.

There was no testimony that the blo\v knocked the Juan down, ren-
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dered him insensible, or but for a short time made him stop his

fighting and struggling, for these he resumed as soon as he reached the

station-house. The coroner's physician stated that there was no rupture
of the brain-substance, and the clot which caused the death was in the

VpBP

Fig. 26.—Fracture of the skull caused by a blow from a hammer. The circular form of the
fracture, despite the four-cornered shape of the hammer, is accounted for by the fact that the
edges and corners of the hammer were rounded from long use, and by the fact that the deceased
had a thick growth of hair, and at the time of injury was wearing a cap.

tissue of the right cerebral lobe. There was no fracture and no effusion

of blood over the surface of the brain. The question properly arose,

Was the blow on the temple one that would do injury
—and dangerous

injury
—to an ordinary man—one not diseased? Careful examination

/
'

Fig. 27.—Fracture of the skull caused by the kick uf a horse. On the inner surface of the skull

the vitreous table is detached and the dura lacerated by a sharp splinter of bone.

into the character and force of the blow led to the conclusion that the

answer must be in the negative.
"

If, on these occasions,^ a medical witness is unable to state posi-
^
Taylor, Principles and Practice of Medical Jurisprudence^ 624.





Fbacture at the Base of the Skull with Extradural Hematoma (Hofmann).

Upper half of the skull and brain of a boy aged nine years. He had returned home from
a gymnasium one evening, vomited, was carried to bed, became immediately unconscious,
and died the next day. It was learned subsequently that he had fallen in the gymnasium,
striking upon his head.

The necropsy revealed no external injury. Under the left temporal muscle, however,
there was an extensive suffusion of blood, and under this a fine fracture of the bone, which

began in the parietal bone, one inch above its serrated edge, and extended below to the

inner part of the left middle fossa of the skull. Here it gave off several branches, and,

continuing into a slight diastasis of the adjoining sutures, ended in the foramen spinosum.
The dura mater was as though dissected away from this fracture by a large blood-

coagulum which occupied the entire left temporal region, extending into the middle fossa

of the skull, pressing the dura inward, flattening the corresponding portion of the brain-

cortex, and displacing inward the latter with the lateral ventricle. The extravasated

blood came from a rupture of the principal anterior branch of the middle meningeal

artery, produced by the fracture of the skull, which affected the sulcus in which the

artery runs.

The fact that the boy was able to return home after the occurrence of the injury is

explicable, first, because there occurred no marked concussion of the brain, and, second,

because the hemorrhage did not take place suddenly, but rather gradually. The extrava-

sating blood had first to dissect up the dura mater from the bone, and then overcome the

resistance offered by the brain, before it attained a size sufficient to give rise to symptoms
of severe compression of the brain.
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tivclv that the effusion was due to the excitement or the blows, he will

satisfy the court if he only states clearly that which is, in his own mind,
the more probable cause of death

;
and by weighing all the circumstances

of the case beforehand, he will rarely fail to find that one cause was

more probable than the other. Thus, if a man, excited by passion and

intoxication, is struck on the head and the blow is slight,
—such as an

unaffected person would probably haye sustained without injury,
—yet in

this case insensibility and death follow, and on examination a quantity

of blood is found effused in the substance of the brain, can it be a

matter of doubt, medically speaking, that the effusion was chiefly due

to the excitement under which the deceased w^as laboring? To take a

conyerse instance : a man engaged in a personal conflict with another is

struck most yiolently on the head, or falls with great force on this part

of the body ;
on inspection it is found that death has arisen from effu-

sion of blood on the surface of the brain, and it would be no unex-

pected consequence of the violence inflicted that a similar appearance
should be met with in an individual calm and unexcited. Could a prac-

titioner hesitate to say, under these circumstances, that the blow would

satisfactorily account for the effusion, without reference to any coexisting

causes of excitement ? These may be allow^ed to have their influence

in giving an increased tendency to cerebral hemorrhage or in aggravating
the consequences of the blow, but no further."

An injury may be done to the head, and, after the lapse of quite a

long period, trouble appears, and the person dies from effusion of blood.

Taylor reports a case ^ where a man w ho was knocked doAvn, struck his

head violently on the ground, was stunned and staggered when he

attempted to walk. From the time of the accident, Ajiril 11, 1853,

up to the twelfth of June he suffered more or less pain in the head, but

attended to his business. On the latter date he became insane and Avas

taken to a hospital. He recovered so far that he was about to be dis-

charged, when the symptoms returned, and he died on the seventeenth

of August, four months after receiving the injury. The autopsy showed

a shot iml)edded in the frontal bone, a large and old clot in the arachnoid

covering the whole surface of the left hemisphere, which had evidently
been there for some time, as it was invested with a false membrane, and

another clot in the pons Varolii. The assailant Avas held for the death

and convicted of manslaughter.
The date of the effusion may be conjectured by the appearance of

the clot. If recent, it is red in coloi', and has the usual appearance of

fresh coagula. After some days the color changes to a brownish tinge,

which in turn, if the patient lives, becomes yellowish, anywhere from

twelve to twenty-five days after its appearance. The brain surface upon
which the clot rests has become depressed by it, the depression equaling
its size and shape. And further changes are noted in the clot itself. It

is much firmer, apparently has a fibrous structure constituting layers
over it, and attaching to the membranes and to the brain. In giving an

opinion as to the date of the effusion the medical witness must use great
^
Principles mid Practice of Medical Jurisprudence^ 626.
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caution, and he can only state what is most probable as based upon his

experience in such cases. The death may be due to a blood-clot, and
there may be evidence that a week or so before death the man had been

assaulted, and three weeks before death he had suffered a severe fall,

striking on the head. The question is asked the medical witness whether

the clot, which he states is an old one, was due to the assault or the fall,

and his answer must depend on his examination of the clot, and even

then it cannot be always positive.
Face.—While wounds to this region heal quite rapidly on account

of the vascularity of the part, they are almost always accompanied by
deformity, and this may become a question for the medical expert,

especially in civil suits. A wound of the cheek, say a cut, will amount
to but little, as it will heal readily, but if it so crosses the cheek as to

divide Steno's duct, which conveys the secretions of the parotid gland
to the buccal cavity, trouble may be ex])erienced, as a fistula may be

established which will take long and hard work to close. If the wound
is a blow, causing some laceration as well as fracture of the bones, unless

the fracture be confined to the lower jaw, defin-mity is sure to follow.

If the injury happens to be to the nose, and by the force of the blow
the arch is driven in, most marked deformity is apt to follow. To
raise the depressed bones may be easy enough, but to keep them in

place after being put there is quite another matter. The entire appear-
ance of a person may be changed by such an accident, for a nose that

was aquiline or straight becomes sunken and changes to that commonly
called "

pug." These fractures are not always deforming, for unless the

support of the arch, the bone forming the septum of the nose, is crushed,

the nasal bones do not fall m, and, imiting rapidly, but little if any

deformity results
;
and unless the wounding be by some instrument

which is pushed into the nose, the danger is comparatively slight after

all symptoms of any shock to the brain have passed away. But should

the wound l)e from some hard substance which has j^assed into the nose,

the result may be fatal, as the plate of bone forming the top of the

nasal cavities, from the edge of the brow line into the skull, what is

called the perforated or cribriform plate of the ethmoid bone, is exceed-

ingly thin, it offers no resistance to the passage of a weapon or instru-

ment into the brain, and in this way fatal injury may be done that

organ.
Wounds that cut or lacerate the tissue about the eyebrow are some-

times followed by chronic neuralgia, as the supra-orbital nerve may be

involved in the wound, and even if not injured by the instrument

causing the wound, may become pressed upon by the resulting cicatrix,

and so give rise to constant pain.
If the orbit be the part involved, the wound is not only severe, but

oftentimes dangerous. Like the top of the nose, the bones forming the

inside of the orbit are very thin, and punctured wounds of this region
in which death has resulted from tiie brain being injured are not rare.

Taylor mentions a case^ where death took place in a boy who had the

^
Principles and Practice of Medical. Jurisprude?ice, 631.
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birch end of a cominou broom thrust into his face. The orbital plate was

found punctured, and abscess of the brain followed. Wounds of this

character, when they t>;o no further than the orbit itself, usually either

destroy or impair the sight.

Neck.—These are generally suicidal and of tlie incised variety.

The question of whether such wounds are suicidal or homicidal, with

the general characteristics of each, has already been discussed, and it

need not be repeated. When the intent of the wound has been

missed and death does not result primarily from it, it may prove fatal

by secondary complications. If healing takes place, the deformity

resulting is not so serious as in wounds of the face, although severe and

distressing appearances are sometimes found where there has been much
loss of tissue from suppuration. The after-results may be serious in

the impairment of the general health, for nerves are cut, and if not

restored in the healing, local paralysis, more or less marked, may
follow. If the cutting involves the windpipe or gullet, the cicatricial

contractions may interfere with the functions of breathing and deglu-

tition, thus aifecting the general health. When the wound is a stab, the

severity depends upon how deep the weapon goes.
These wounds are generally homicidal, as the assailed, unless inca-

pacitated by sleep, intoxication, or some other cause, is more than apt
to turn or move

;
the wound may be entirely superficial instead of being

fiital. Should the weapon, however, be well directed and well driven,
death may be instantaneous, or practically so, for the point of the blade

divides not only the large vessels, but the spinal cord, by entering
between two of the vertebrae. Should this happen, the assailed falls at

once, for if not dead, he is paralyzed below the point of the severance

of the cord. If the knife severs the cord above the third cervical

vertebra, death is instantaneous.

If the wound is a severe contusion, the effects may be just as fatal

as if it had been made on the head, for extravasation of blood may be

caused around the spinal cord, as in the case of Near, already referred

to. These hemorrhages into the membranes of the cord are not

frequent from disease, and where they are present, violence of some
sort is to be suspected. And the same is true in wounds of the neck,
as has been stated, or other regions about the head. The blow may,
and does at times, cause trouble with the brain, either from the shock
at the time the injury is received or as after-results in affecting the

mental capacity. Paralysis of one or both upper extremities follows

contusions of the neck, and even a whole side may be affected.

Spine.—Wounds of this region are more usually the cause of civil

suits for damages than of cases in the criminal courts. A fall or a

blow, causing a concussion of the cord, results in paralysis of the lower

part of the body, more or less marked, the paralysis affecting the

bladder, rectum, and lower limbs. This is especially so in injuries
received in railroad accidents—so much so that the term " railroad

spine
"

has become an accepted one. It must be acknowledged that

the contusions received in such accidents do undoubtedly give some
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injury to the spinal cord, and in some instances lead to softening and

permanent paralysis, or even death. But many cases are undoubtedly

feigned, and the examination is one requiring the utmost care to try
and determine whether real injury exists or not (see chapter on Accident

and Injury).
When the injury is a dislocation or fracture of one of the vertebrae,

it may be fatal, either by laceration or pressure on the cord. This

result is to be expected more often where the injury is to the upper part
of the spine, and the higher it is, the more rapid are the effects. If a

dislocation takes place of what is called the odontoid process of the

second cervical vertebra, either by a rupture or disease of the ligaments

confining it, death may be instantaneous, for this point of bone, especi-

ally if the force ap])lied presses the head backward, is forced into the

cord and death follows. Holden speaks of such a case in his Osteology,

page 47, where he tells of a lady who was carrying her child on her

shoulders. Losing its balance, the cliild clung to its mother's head, and
drew it suddenly and forcibly backward. The lady fell dead. In

children, the ligaments not being so strong, such an accident is more

likely to occur. Taylor quotes a case which occurred to Petit, where
the child was killed instantaneously by being lifted up by the head.

The weight of the body, and in addition probably a sudden jerk, freed

the odontoid process from its position, and the Itital compression took

place.
Like the brain, the spinal cord becomes tolerant of pressure, and

accommodating itself to a new position, will fairly recover from the

injury done it. A fracture, therefore, of the vertebra may not be fatal,

and while for a time paralysis follows, this is recovered from and the

patient resumes his occupations. In 1867, while the writer was serving
as '* dresser

"
in the Montreal General Hospital, a man injured in the

back was brought into the wards. He was on a' load of bay, kneeling
and driving his horses under an arch. Xot stooping low enough, in

some way unknown his neck and shoulders were caught by the arch
;

the horses kept on, and when the passage was completed, he was found

on top of the load insensible. Examination showed an impacted frac-

ture of some of the dorsal vertebrae. He was for a time paralyzed,
but recovering this, Avas discharged from the hospital well, but over an

inch shorter in height than he was before the accident.

The following interesting case has been furnished me by the kindness

of Dr. AV. G. MacDonald, of Albany, N. Y. : H. B., aged twenty-

eight years, married, American, farmer, was admitted to the hospital

April 29, 1895. The afternoon of that day he had been thrown from
a high load, the team running away. He struck on his back. Whether
a wheel passed over his body could not be determined. He was not

rendered unconscious by the fall, and made an effort to get up, but he
could not, as there w"as no power in the lower limbs. A physician
was called, Avho found a depression of the spinous process of the tenth

dorsal vertebra, crepitus at that point, and paraplegia. B. was taken at

once to the hospital, and, the diagnosis being confirmed. Dr. MacDonald
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decided to operate for the relief of the pressure on the eord. An inci-

sioji six inches long was made over the seat of injury, which, when

exposed, showed the spinous process driven into the canal, and the cord

lacerated. There was also partial dislocation of the vertebra. This

was reduced by extension, the broken process removed, and the wound
closed without drainage. The wound healed without general reaction

and by primary intention. The paralysis, which involved the bladder

and rectum, continued, no bed-sores developed, and no important trophic
disturbances were noted. The man returned home six weeks after the

operation. Later on marked improvement in B.'s condition took place.

In November, 1896, B. was reported as walking with a cane, the func-

tions of the bladder nearly restored, and no cystitis ;
he was able to

drive about in a wagon and attend to business.

Chest.—Incised or stab woimds of the chest, if superficial, need but

little mention. They are not dangerous unless the extent of the wound
is great or they are multiple, but if the cavity is penetrated, the case is

a grave one from the start. When the knife enters the chest cavity,

the danger arises mainly from what it may encounter—that is to say, it

may reach the heart, the large vessels at the root of the heart, or the

lungs, all being generally fatal wounds. It has already been shown
that persons do not immediately die from wounds of the heart, and it is

found that a stab is not necessarily instantly disabling or instantly fatal.

Taylor reports a case
^ where a man ran eighteen yards before he fell,

after he received a punctured wound of the right ventricle, which entered

in an obliquely transverse direction, dividing also the coronary artery.
The patient died six hours after the wounding.

Wounds of the heart are considered fatal wounds, and although

Taylor quotes one case from the seventh volume of tlie Jlcdical (j-ozetfe,

page 82, where a patient recovered from a punctured wound of the

heart, it is the general experience that such wounds are mortal, and it is

only a question of time before they become so.

Ruptures of the heart come from natural causes and assaults. When
from disease, it is generally the left ventricle that gives way, and death

results rapidly. Two years ago I was called early one morning to see

a friend who had fallen, while he was dressing, in what was described by
the messenger as a fit. I found the patient, a large and fleshy man,
lying on the floor of his bedroom, dead. He had just come from his

dressing-room, when, turning to his wife and putting his hands to his

chest, he said,
" I feel so queer," and immediately reeled and fell to the

floor. He died in less than five minutes after he had spoken, and the

examination showed a rupture of the left ventricle, extending from its

base nearly to the apex. The heart was fatty. Such a case as this, if

it had occurred after a struggle, would have raised question imless

careful examination was made of the condition of the heart-walls.

While the left ventricle is usually the place where rupture takes

place from disease of the heart tissues, when violence is the cause, the

rupture may be in any of the cavities, and the right ventricle is found
^
Principles and Practice of Medical Jurisprudence, 608.
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as often as the left to be lacerated. The injury, such as a wagon pass-

ing over the chest, or some heavy weight falling upon it, may not show

any external sign, any bruising of the skin, and yet the person will die

rapidly from the effects of this injury. Taylor mentions a case of a

young man who was run over by a heavy wagon, two of the wheels

passing over the chest. He got up, a})parently uninjured, walked to

the sidewalk, and fell dead. The heart was found ruptured.
Severe blows or a weight which presses upon the chest will cause

death from injury to the heart and lungs. A blow may, in this region,
without fracture, cause such a shock to the heart that its action will

cease. On examination, no absolute mark of such concussions will be

found. If fracture of the sternum is present and one of the fragments be

depressed, unless relieved, death may ensue from its pressure upon the

heart or large vessels. Usually a break of this bone, unless the frag-
ments are displaced, is of no special moment or danger, but this is

changed, as said before, if a fragment is driven in.

A case is now pending which relates to this subject. At a hearing
before one of the police magistrates, held on July 24, 1896, in Albany,
N. Y., it appears that the evening before there was a fight between two
men to decide which was the " better." One ap])arently had friends on

the ground, and the other was unsupported. This one obtained a piece
of scantling, about four by four inches, and probal>ly four feet long or

thereabouts, with which he drove the crowd. It was stated he knocked
his opponent down, and struck him again after he was down. Then he

left, throwing away the club. He was shortly arrested and locked up
to answer for the assault. The man who was assaulted was dead. The
coroner's physician examined the body the morning after the death, and

reported that he found bruises on the arms, forearms, left leg, and a

swelling of the left ankle. In the center of. the chest was a small

bruise about the size of a lead-pencil tip. This bruise had also a slight
abrasion. The internal organs were stated to have been healthy. The

right side of the heart was filled with blood
;
the left was empty. There

was a fracture of the breast-bone, but whether it was depressed is not

stated
; rupture of the superficial vessels of the heart

;
the heart

appeared
"
bruised," and under the sternum, where the fracture was,

there was extravasated blood, forming a clot about one-third the size of

a hand. The doctor thought death was due to paralysis of the heart,

caused by the fracture of the sternum and the force that caused the

break.

In like manuer, where the blow or fjrce fractures a rib or more than

one
; they break at one of two places

—either at the point of impact of

the violence, or by the violence being carried along their course until

the angle is reached, when the bone gives way at that point. If this

latter fracture takes place, usually from a pressing force which squeezes
the chest-walls, the direction the fragments take is outward

;
but where

the break is caused by a quick, severe blow, the fragments are more apt
to be driven inward, and then danger of the lung being wounded by a

spicule of bone causes the injury to be of a more serious character than
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the other. If, however, the fracture, even if its frae^ments displace

inward, does not open the pleural cavity, it is no more dangerous, unless

they can rub against the tissue so as to cause an ulcer and so perforate,
than one where the displacement is outward. Ribs unite rapidly after

breaking on account of their great vascularity. The danger from a

fragment of bone entering the pleural cavity is first from inflammation,
and second, the chief danger, from wounding the lung. While this

may not be extensive or sutticient to cause danger from bleeding, it will

be sufficient to allow the escape of air into the tissues, which, if not

stopped by a local inflammation closing the rent, may spread and cause

death.

When the wound to the chest involves the lung, the danger is from

hemorrhage. This is not necessarily severe apparently, for but little

blood may come from the opening, Ijut internal bleeding may be going
on unknown to the surgeon and a fatal collapse follow.

Diaphragm.—Wounds of this large muscle, which separates the

cavity of the chest from that of the abdomen, forming a convex floor

for the former and a concave roof for the latter, generally involve one
or both of the cavities it divides. It may, however, be the only seat

of injury, as ruptures are not uncommon from falls and blows. For-

merly such an injury was considered not only fatal, but almost imme-

diately so. Taylor
^

reports a case where " a man fell from a height of

twenty feet. He had fractured both arms and sustained other severe

injuries ;
on the day after admission to the hospital he complained of a

fixed, defined pain on the left side. He survived about thirteen weeks.
On inspection the diaphragm was found lacerated, in two places

—in one
to the extent of an inch, and in the other to the extent of six inches."

He also reports another case as living nine months after the accident

which produced the rupture, one so large that the stomach and colon

occupied the left side of the chest. There was no doubt of the tear

being an old one, for it was healed on the edges. Had it not been for

an injury to the ankle, this man could have walked. And this question
of locomotion after a rupture of this nmscle is one of medicolegal in-

terest, as, an assault being committed, the assailed walking after it and
then dying from what is shown to be a wound or wounds of the dia-

phragm, the (piestion of ability to move becomes paramount, whether
the rupture was due to the assault or to some other cause. Certain

allowances for the endurance and muscular power of the person injured
have to be made according to the circumstances under which received,
for while in one man a rupture of the diaphragm by an assault would
cause him to drop, in another it would do no such thing, and the fact

remains that such wounds, while highly dangerous, are not disabling
at the time of reception.

Abdomen.—Wounds of this region may be divided into those affect-

mg the parietes, those penetrating the cavity, and those doing injury to

the organs contained in the cavity, with or without a solution of con-

tinuity of the walls.

1
Principles and Practice of Medical Jurisprudence, 611.
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A simple incised wound of the abdominal parietes, which cuts deeply
into the muscular tissue but does not wound the lining membrane
of the cavity, the peritoneum, is dangerous only from its extent and
the hemorrhage. Otherwise it is not to be placed in the dangerous
class, for it is exactly the same in its effect on the general system as a

similar wound would be on the back, chest-walls, or limbs. The nearer

the wound goes to the peritoneal layer, the greater the chance of an un-

favorable result. The wound must be brought, if possible, to unite

entirely from its greatest depth up to the skin. If, from carelessness

or from too early an attempt to move about and use the abdominal mus-
cles as ordinarily, the young union is ruptured, not parting tlie skin and

upper layer, a hernia may, and very likely will, follow.

It is readily seen what part this may play in medicolegal practice,
for an assault having been made, a cut having been sustained and re-

covered from, but the healing followed by hernia, the question could

come up in a civil suit for damages whether contributory negligence on
the part of the plaintiff did not bring upon himself the distressing con-

dition. It is well for the surgeon treating such a case to protect him-
self fr<im the charge of neglect or a want of knowledge or care, and to

see to it that his orders to the patient are thoroughly understood, not

only by him, but by his family. If, then, after he, in the treatment of

the wound, has taken every precaution known to science to insure firm

union of the severed tissues, and the patient has faithfully followed out

all his directions, only a partial union has taken place, he or the patient
cannot be held responsible ;

the aggravation of the wound gives an

additional gravity to the assaidt. It is a \vell-knoAvn fact that in spite
of the most intelligent work, a wound will not always unite in the way
expected and striven for, and tliis from no fault of the surgeon and the

attendants. Lacerated wounds are about the same in their result as

incised, except possibly there may be a little more danger from the

suppuration liable to follow such an injury. Nowadays, however, the

method of converting a lacerated wound into a clean-cut wound, and of

handling and treating it aseptically, has rendered the danger from puru-
lent infection much less than when " laudable pus

" was the most desir-

able thing for tlie surgeon to see.

And as surgery has made advances in the treatment of superficial

wounds, so, likewise, has the handling of deep or penetrating wounds
of the abdomen been greatly modified

;
the responsibility of the

surgeon becomes in this class of wounds, if they are the subject of

judicial inquiry, greatly increased. Modern surgery has dissipated
the dread that twenty or thirty years ago held the hand of an oper-
ator from a closed cavity like the peritoneal. It is no longer con-

sidered almost certain death to open the abdominal walls and examine
to see if further operation is required. And therefore it is that when
the case is one of penetrating wound of this cavity, the question has to

be decided by the surgeon whether he will enter that cavity. It is

readily understood that to do so ^dthout the case warranting such

formidable procedure is probably to convert a very serious wound into
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a certainly dangerous one. The question then arises, When will such

surgical interference be proper in a case of criminal assanlt ?

A stab wound is liable to do injury to the viscera, especially if the

knife is driven into a part where the liver, kidneys, or spleen may meet

the point. While it is not always the case, the knife does not so fre-

quently wound an intestine, especially if these happen to be empty and

the person well nourished. To be sure, the peritoneum has been opened,
but equally sure is it that such wounds, while dangerous, (jften get well

without any operation. It is better to let them do so than to cut

further, but before making the decision, the question must be decided

that no extensive cutting has been done to the intestines.

The f )llo\ving cases from the Medical and Legal History of the War

of the Rebellion^ surgical volume, part ii., p. 31, illustrate this point :

"Private E. Flynn, Company F, 61st IIHuois, was admitted into the Post Hos-

pital at St. Louis, October 18, 1S(J4, from quarters, with a bayonet stab penetrating
into tbe abdominal cavity. The wound was situated on the right of the median
linea alba, about two inches below the navel. Cold-water dressings were applied,
and stimulants and anodynes given. He recovered, and was returned to duty on
March 14, 1865. Surgeon J. K. Rogers, U. S. V., reported the case.

"Private J. H. Morehead, Company F, 130th Indiana, aged thirty-three

years, was admitted into Clay Hospital, Louisville, January 21, 1865, with a

bayonet wound penetrating the abdominal cavity, received at Louisville on the
same day. On February 14th the patient was transferred to the hospital at In-

dianapolis, whence he was returned to duty on March 28, 1865. Surgeon Francis

Greene, U. S. V., reported the case.

"Private J. O'Brien, Company B, 46th Pennsylvania, aged twenty-three years,

accidentally received a Ijayonet thrust in the abdomen, penetrating the peritoneal
cavity, at Chattanooga, March 1, 1865. He was treated in hospitals at Chatta-

nooga, Nashville, and Louisville, and ultimately recovered, and was returned to

duty on May 19, 1865. Surgeon J. H. Philips, U. S. V., reported the case."
A remarkable case, where a ramrod passed through the cavity, entering the

left groin and passing out in the left lumbar region, is re})orted by C. K. Irwin,
72nd New York Volunteers : "The diagnosis," the statement in the published
history says, "is recorded with brevity rather than elegance: 'ramrod driven

plumb through the guts.' There was no serious i:)eritonitis or other evidence of
visceral lesion, and the man was returned to duty, cured, on September 23, 1863."

Further evidence could be brought to bear, showing that other

weapons have passed through the peritoneal cavity and no wounds of

the intestines resulted, but enough has been said to call attention to the

subject and to emphasize the caution given above. All such injuries
are not so fortunate for the sufferers. The intestines or organs in the

track of the weapon are cut or pierced, and then it is necessary, as we
know surgical procedure of the present day, immediately to perform
laparotomy and render such assistance to the intestinal wounds as will

tend to lessen the danger of inflammation. If the knife, or whatever
the weapon, sever one of the great vessels in the abdomen, it is useless

to attempt any operation
—death will probably result before the opera-

tion could be performed.
When the operation is performed and the patient dies from general

shock, loss of blood, and exhaustion, the question will be raised by the

defense that but for the interference of the doctors the man would either

not have died or would not have died so soon—that the surgical work
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hastened the death. This is not an intelligent line of defense. The

autopsy shows the wound to have been a mortal one—witliout effort

nothing could possibly have saved life. The only chance, if any existed,

was intelligent and prompt surgical effort. Suppose the man did die a

little sooner because of the operation
—what difference does that make ?

The autopsy shows he could not live with such woimds—that the

wounds themselves are the cause of death. Where there is any chance

that surgical interference might aid the patient, the surgeon would l)e

wrong not to operate. He would make himself liable for not doing so,

and enable the lawyer to say the man might have lived if only some

doctor who knew his business had been called to him.

Contusions on the abdominal parietes, unless very severe, are not

followed by ecchymosis, as in other situations. This has already been

explained. They do cause trouble, and if a strong blow is struck, it

may be fatal, either immediately or by subsequent iuflannnation. If

the blow falls on the "
pit of the stomach," over the large plexus of the

sympathetic nerves, death may result from sudden paralysis of the heart

and respiration. Nothing would show upon postmortem examination as

the cause for such a sudden death. Shoidd the blow be in some other

part and death follow from peritonitis, the death usually takes place
four or five days after the assault. The victim may show no apparent

injury, rising and walking away after the blow had been struck, but in

twenty-four hours the inflammation begins, and a fatal issue ensues, as

stated above. Of course, all cases where peritonitis is caused by a con-

cussion do not terminate fatally, but the danger of such an ending
sliould be appreciated, tliat the responsibility for the condition may
be properly placed.

Contusions lead to other and serious injuries. The force of the blow

transmitted through the abdominal walls expends itself upon one or

more of the organs contained in the cavity. Ruptures of the liver,

spleen, stomach, kidneys, and intestines are caused in this manner—all

most dangerous injuries and generally fatal. The question whether lapa-

rotomy be performed in these cases is to be answered as before when

treating of penetrating womids. If the diagnosis is that a rupture has

taken place, I believe that a better chance would be given the patient

by surgical interference than by leaving it to nature, and therefore I

should not hesitate to operate should such a case come under my charge.

Euptures of the liver are not infrequent as the results of fells or

blows of some sort on the abdomen. The following case illustrates

what injury may be done this organ :

Private W. Howard, Company G, 30th United States Colored Troops, was
struck in the right side, July 30, 1864, at Petersburg, by a large spent fragment
of shell, and was conveyed to the hospital for colored troops. There was exten-

sive ecchymosis on the outer side of the right hypochondrium, but no abrasion

of the skin. The patient was faint, and there were great pain and tenderness in

the injured region, with moderate collapse, unattended by indications of internal

hemorrhage. Rest in bed and warm fomentations constituted the treatment.

The patient was sent, after a few days, on a hospital transport steamer to Phila-

delphia, and entered Saterlee Hospital, but was soon after transferred to Summit
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House Hospital, under charge of Surgeon J. H. Taylor, U. S. V., who reports
the case. Except the pain in the hepatic region, there were no symptoms of in-

jury of the liver—no jaundice, deficiency of bile in the stools, nor gastric irri-

tability. Active counterirritation by epispastics was employed unavailingly to

remove the local pain. The general treatment was supporting, tonics and stimu-
lants being supplied. The patient steadily lost ground, and died September 16,
1864. At the autopsy, old pleuritic adhesions were found in the left pleura. In
the abdominal cavity there were slight traces of peritonitis. The superior poste-
rior portion of the right lobe of the liver was very much lacerated, the substance
of this portion of the organ being reduced to pulp, breaking down under pressure,
and showing a complete line of demarcation between the injured and healthy
parts.* Other cases are reported where the rupture of the liver was caused by
weights, such as a wheel-wagon going over the body, of a blow from a wagon-
pole, and similar injuries. In all cases the patients die of peritonitis or hemor-

rhage within a few days or hours.

When the rupture of the liver is not accompanied with other serious

injuries, a better chance of life will be given the patient by opening the

abdomen and treating the rupture in the way best calculated to insure

its early union. If operated on early, wounds of the liver are found to

heal kindly and quickly. Of course, it depends upon where the rupture

is, how large its extent, and other matters relating to the wound, whether
a favorable result may be looked for or not.

The kidneys are also subject to rupture from the same causes, and
some slight tear in them is almost always present, or at least very likely
to be, after a severe fall. In the majority of cases which are caused by
railroad injuries there is a history of bloody urine being passed for a few

days or longer after the accident.

A case is now pending against the town of Salem, Washington Co.,
N. Y., in which the plaintiff, a young man, sues for injuries done by a
fall through a bridge. He was driving over this bridge when it gave
way, dropping his team and all with it into the stream below. He was
hurt in the back and sides, and for some days passed bloody urine with

pain.
Of the Pelvis and Contents.—Fractures of tlie pelvic bones are

rare, and usually the result of some heavy, crushing force
;

or they
mav be broken bv a fall on the feet, the thiffh bones causincr the frac-

tures by being driven into their sockets with the force of the fall. This

happened to a man who jumj^ed from one of the piers of the Brooklyn
Bridge when it was in course of erection. A derrick, which was on
the pier, then somewhat over the height of fifty feet, broke, and the

workmen, being alarmed by its fall, jumped, some into thew^ater, others

on to the staging. This man missed the water and landed on a stone

barge which was moored alongside. He had fractures of the legs and

thighs, besides the pelvis. He died the second day after admission into

the Brooklyn City Hospital. The autopsy showed the bladder and
rectum were both cut by spiculte of bone which were driven inward

by the heads of the femurs.

Ruptures of the bladder may take place from falls, pressure, blows,
or from a diseased condition of the walls of the viscus. Generally,

* Medical and Surgical History of the War of the Rebellion, part ii., surgical vol-

ume, 16.
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when the rupture is from external violence, it occurs in the posterior

superior wall, running downward, in which case the peritoneum would
be involved. A rupture may take place when the bladder is not covered

by the peritoneum, and while it is a serious and dangerous wound, it is

not so in the same degree as when escaping urine can pass into the peri-
toneal cavity. The wound is not an immediately disabling one, as

many cases are on record where, either with a rupture from violence or

from a gunshot wound, the recipient walked greater or less distances

before he took to his bed. The condition gives pain, inability to void

water, a little blood in that drawn by a catheter, and, if water is in-

jected into the bladder, it is found that a less amount comes out than is

put in. The bladder cannot be distended. Prompt surgical work may
save life, for these wounds are generally fatal, especially if the rupture
be intraperitoneal, as the peritonitis resulting from extravasated urine

seems to be very severe. When the extravasation is into the cellular

tissue about the bladder, the rupture being outside of the peritoneum,
there is a better chance for the patient's recovery, but death often takes

place from septicemia.
In rupture from disease, the walls of the bladder, being thinned by a

stone or diseased from tuberculosis, syphilis, carcinoma, or other kindred

condition, the rupture may be without external cause. The bladder

being distended under these circumstances, it may give way from dis-

tention
;
or any movement, such as sudden turning or stooping, might

give the necessary additional pressure, and the tear takes place. This

might have a good deal of bearing if a man were held for causing the

death of another by rupture of the bladder
;

the accused might not

have touched the deceased, merely made a threatening gesture which

the other dodged, and this quick movement of escape was the real cause

of bringing on a rupture of a diseased and distended bladder. No
marks show externally any more than where the intestines or liver are

ruptured from blows upon the abdominal walls. The autopsy would
show the abnormal condition of the bladder-walls, and distinguish a

rupture from a blow and one from disease, except where the diseased

viscus was struck, in which case the examination might not be conclu-

sive. Generally the bladder gives way when diseased at the point most
weakened by the lesion present.

The bladder may rupture spontaneously from overdistention without

being diseased. But in such cases there is always some obstruction,
such as stricture or enlarged prostate, which prevents free micturition

and causes the distention.

A stab wound wdiich involves the bladder may give such a small

opening into the viscus that but little if any urine will escape, and re-

covery may take place, the wound closing of itself. If, however, the

wound be large, the same danger exists as in a rupture.
Wounds of the rectum are mostly from surgical operations, and

rarely become the subject of medicolegal inquiry. Fissures caused l)y

pederasty, while technically they are wounds, hardly come within the

province of this article. If insanity exists, there may be rectal wounds,
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but in such cases the eircumstanccs and history will determine as to how
the injuries were inflicted.

Genital Organs.—Wounds to the male organs are mostly from kicks

or blows with u stick, and are more a[)t to be accidental than inten-

tional—that is to say, the kick or blow is intended to reach the person

assaulted, but the part struck is not the part aimed at. While such an

injury is a severe one, it is not a dangerous wound, unless tiie urethra

be torn and infiltration of urine ensue. Lunatics may mutilate them-

selves, and the mutilation may be fatal from hemorrhage, but such cases

will be determined as to the manner in which the mutilation was done,

by examining into the circumstances and general evidence. These wounds
are rarely matters of legal investigation.

Wounds of the female genitals are, however, more frequently in the

hands of the prosecuting officer, for criminal assaults in which injury
is done to these parts are not infrequent. A wound in this region is

dangerous according to its severity. A kick or blow will lacerate the

soft parts, the cut being made by the bone, as was described in speaking
of blows on the head, and the hemorrhage may prove fatal. And these

contused lacerated wounds of the vulva present a clean-cut appearance,

looking as if they were incised. Careful examination will show the

diiference. If incised wounds are found, especially if they extend

within the vagina, they are positive evidence of malicious assault.

Accidental wounds by a penetrating instrument may cause an
erroneous statement to be made, as they are similar in apj)earance to

those produced by wilful violence. Taylor
^

gives the following :
" A

girl, aged six, fell from a tree with her legs apart upon one of the sharp-

pointed shoots below. This entered the vagina, and passing through the

posterior wall, broke off. A woman removed the wood with some diffi-

culty. The child died in twenty-four hours from peritonitis. Had the

child been found dead with the wood in her body, there might have
been some difficulty in assigning an accidental origin to such an injury."

Wounds of the Extremities.—These are of all kinds, the ones

leaving more lasting injuries being fractures and dislocations. Incised

and lacerated wounds are to be considered dantjerous according- to their

situation, for if a large vessel be cut, death may follow from hemorrhage,
or if a nerve be severed and fail to unite, paralysis of the part may
ensue, or gangrene for want of proper nerve-supply. An incised wound
on the anterior aspect of the forearm, near the wrist, if cut deeply, is

serious, not especially to life, but to the use of the hand after recovery,
for here the tendons of the flexor muscles of the finy-ers and hand are

close to the surface. If they are severed, the retraction of the muscle

parts the cut cords, and there is some difficulty experienced in getting

proper union. Should this not take place, the use of the hand is

impaired and may be destroyed. Even if there is union sufficiently

close to secure fair working of the muscle, the various tendons that

belong to the deep and superficial flexors may be more or less matted

together by inflammatory process during healing, and in this way impair-
^

Principles and Practice of Medical Jurisprudence, G59.
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ment of the action of the flexors, and consequently of the hand and

fingers, ensues.

Some years ago I examined a man who wished to make a claim for

pension. He had been wounded by a bayonet in a fight before Peters-

burg, Va. The bayonet had struck him on the outer side and a little

behind and above the right elbow, making a small punctured wound.

It gave him no particular pain, bled but little, and appeared so trivial

that he did not report to the surgeon, but dressed the wound himself.

In a few days he noticed that his fingers Avould stay closed on the palm,
and that it required an effort on his part to open them. He was dis-

charged from service, and when I saw him there was complete paralysis

of the extensors and supinators of the right hand, the result being that

the fingers were tightly closed on the palm and the hand pronated by
the action of the unapposed flexors and pronators. A little supination

could be made l)y the action of the bicejxs. The bayonet had torn the

musculospiral nerve, which had not again united.

Aneurysms may follow blows or wrenches. When the writer was

serving in the Brooklyn Hospital in 1871 a man came in with an injury

to the left knee. He had been employed on one of the large river boats,

and with others was hcl]iing to get the boat ready for her trips. He was

carrying a roll t>f carpet upstairs, the roll being on his shoulder, when a

fellow w^orkman, to give him a fright, caught hold of the carpet and

pulled it back. To keep himself from falling he made a sudden efibrt,

and said he felt something snap in his knee. The pain made him sit

down, but he went to work again until forced, by pain and inability to

use his leg, to give up. He kept on his feet for some days. Examina-

tion showed an aneurysm of the popliteal artery. Ligation of the

femoral was performed and the patient recovered.

A case came under my notice of old dislocation of the shoulder-

joint. All efforts at reduction were futile. A system of extending

and counterextending forces was devised by means of rubber bands, and

the adhesions having been thoroughly broken up, the patient was placed

in the position required, the attachments were made, with the result that

in a little under twentv-four hours reduction was accomplished. The

arm was useless before reduction, and although treatment was pursued
for a long time, only partial improvement took place, the nerves in the

axilla having received too much injury fully to recover.

Fractures of the long bones, especially if the break is near or involves

a joint, are liable to be followed by deformity. This may be from the

deposit of callus in or about the joint, or by faulty position of the frag-

ments when union takes place. When, from violence which not only

breaks the bone, but injures the soft parts, the case may be dangerous
to life from septic poisoning, extensive sloughing, erysipelas attacking

the wound, or exhaustion of the vital power of the patient.

A medical witness may be asked to say whether a given fracture is

the result of a fall or of a blow, or if a blow, whether a weapon was used.

The condition of the injury and the limb will be the guide to the answer.

Again, in a civil suit, the question may be put, will deformity or inability
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arise from this fracture in the future, and the answer is not always easy

to <i:ivo. If the case has recovered from the fracture so as to allow the

patient to walk about without requiring him to use artificial aid, the

l)reak beiuff of the letr, examination of the limb should enable the

medical witness to answer with considerable certainty, for if no adhesions

of muscles or tendons are found about the fracture, if the soft parts can

perform their functions without hindrance, and no nerve or large vessel

is pressed upon by a callus or badly placed fragment, there is no reason

to expect further trouble, for, as time goes on, not only does the seat of

fracture become more homogeneous, but if a large callus is present, it

lessens, ends of bone become rounded and smootli, and in every way nature

endeavors to restore the parts to as nearly normal condition as is possi-

ble. Should all these points be found contrary, the answer would be

that perfect recovery had not taken place, and unless certain changes
were ]iroduced, the injury would be enhanced by additional and secondary

complications.
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GUNSHOT WOUNDS.
Within the limits of this article it will not be possible to consider

at length the characteristics of each of the various weapons and

explosives commonly used. All that can be accomplished is the point-

ing out of the characteristic features of the wounds caused under the

varying conditions. It should be noted at the outset that hollow cast-

ings, gas-pipe, large padlock-keys with hollow point, and many other

implements may be used as firearms, with most various ammunition,
accidental and suicidal injuries being common from such cause.

Although the nitro-powders are largely used in shotguns and rifles,

in pistols and revolvers, with which the great majority of the wounds

coming into the hands of the medical examiner are inflicted, black

powder is still almost exclusively used, except in the smallest calibers,

in which, as in the BB cap, a mixture of fulminate of mercury and

chlorate of potassium is used.

Black powder is an explosive mixture, not a chemical compound, as

are some of the new powders, and burns with great rapidity, but does

not literally explode, as do the latter. It develops about 280 times its

volume of gas, chiefly CO and COo, and leaves a carbonaceous residue,

which stains the tissues if brought in contact with them much more
than do the residues, less in amount and commonly lighter in color,

from the nitro-powders. The latter have as a foundation generally

gun-cotton or some form of nitrocellulose, as in the different varieties

of Schultze powder ; picric acid or some picrate, as in the explosive
used in the French Lebel rifle, or ammonium nitrate, as in the powder
used in the German army. Because of their rapid action, these latter

powders are much more severe upon the weapon than black powder,
and more efficient in short barrels.

Inasmuch as the effects produced upon the body depend largely upon
'

the velocity of the ball, the factors which influence its speed will be

briefly studied. This, as well as the striking force of the bullet,

decreases from the instant of clearing the muzzle, although a contrary
statement has been made often, the resistance of the air being practically
the only cause of this decrease. The velocity and penetration of the

missile are increased by the use of a powder, in proper amount, grain,
and quality. It should burn thoroughly before tlie ball leaves the

barrel, too fine powder burning too quickly and endangering the weapon,
while too coarse a grain permits much of the explosive to be blown out

unburned, thus wasting much of the potential energy of the powder.
y,08
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Increa^^ed leiiii^th of the barrel, np to the point where friction connter-

balcinces the advantage, permits of fuller use of the expansive power of

the gases of explosion, about 2(3 inches being the most advantageous

length for shotguns and rifles using black powder, although 14 feet

would be required for burning all the grains, while a less distance suf-

fices for the nitro-powders. Thus a given cartridge develops vastly

more force if fired from a rifle than from a revolver, although all factors

but length of barrel remain identical.

Close conftnement of the gases behind the ball naturally increases

the efficiency of the weapon, so that closely fitting and well-made arms

do much better execution than chea})er ones, their efficiency being still

further increased l)y the use of proper wadding and patches, and by the

hollowed, expansile base of the bullet, by which the "windage" is

counteracted.

Velocity and penetration are influenced very largely by the shape
and weight of the ball. Although a lighter bullet may travel faster,

it strikes with less force than a heavy one in many cases, for the

force of impact is the resultant of the velocity multiplied by the

weight. Moreover, a heavy ball, esjiecially if long and pointed, may
pass a ligliter one, particularly if the latter is spheric, w'hicli has started

with greater- speed, because of the fact that the resistance of the air

is less effective in checking its course. It will have a greater pene-
tration at a given range, because of its greater weight, unless the

speed of the lighter ball more than comjjensates for this advantage,
the penetration being, ceteris paribus, approximately as the square of

the velocity.
With a poorly made and foul weapon the ball may fail in pene-

tration, in part because of its turning and striking sidewise. I

liave seen this occur at six inches from the muzzle. In firing seven

shots from a cheap .22-caliber revolver, the barrel fairly clean, at dis-

tances varying from eight to twenty-four inches, I found that but

one struck fairly point on, while one had actually struck base first.

The uninitiated, and especially ignorant criminals, commonly choose a

weapon of large caliber,
—

as, e.
c/., the .44 "bulldog,"—a cheap arm,

of poor material and workmanship, with short Ijarrel and loose joints.
I have known a heavy winter overcoat to stop three out of six bullets

from such a weapon, at distances of five to ten feet, in an attempted
homicide. It is especially in the use of such arms that the ball strikes

sidewise, and because of this fact and its low^ velocity takes a very
erratic course. I have even know'n the bullet to stick in the foul barrel,
in two instances three and five balls respectively becoming impacted
befi)re it was discovered by the shooter why no mark was made by the

bullet, the gases having escaped through the loose joints of the weapon,
so that it did not burst.

Deflection of Bullets.—The bullet in flight may be deflected by
striking an intervening oljject or by the deformity produced by such

striking, or, as I have seen happen occasionally, from the splitting of

the ball in flight, from defect in its structure—an occasional cause of
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multiple wounds. Dirt in the barrel, and especially in the muzzle,

utterly destroys all accuracy, particularly with rifled arms, the long
bullet often striking sidewise even at a few yards' distance. Presenting
thus a great surface, its force is diminished, and the ball is easily
deflected in the body. I have recently seen, with Dr. Leonard Freeman,
a case in which the bullet from a .22-caliber rifle held against the fore-

head perpendicularly failed to penetrate directly, but was deflected to

the left, passing through the left (jrbit, this deflection being doubtless

due to the obstruction which the forehead offered to the egress of the

air in front of the ball. When the muzzle touches the body, the ball

often fails to penetrate. Taylor certainly erred in stating that " the

deflection does not appear to be much connected with its velocity," for

low velocity is the prime factor. The rovmd ball is more easily deflected

than the long one, especially if the "
windage

"
has been great, so that

it has " wabbled "
in the barrel.

While, from the causes mentioned, and the further fact that the ball

revolves in flight, the pistol ball is so easily turned aside by bones, ten-

dons, ligaments, muscular tissue, or even skin, many examples of all of

which I have seen, the bullet from the modern sporting or military rifle

in full flight is not commonly deflected from its path by any tissues in

the human body, excepting in those instances where a soft-pointed or

explosive bullet or a partially demantled one is used, with the intent

that it shall deform upon striking. Still, bullets of soft lead, even with

great penetrative power, may split upon striking bone, the fragments
often producing slit-like wounds of exit, and such bullets are commonly
more or "less

"
set-up," or "

mushroomed," so that the point becomes

several times as large in diameter as the base. The rifle balls alloyed
with tin are harder and are less likely to deform, and hence less likely
to be deflected. The deformed bullet may contain fragments of bony
tissue, and I have seen an instance in which grains of sand were

imbedded in a bullet which had glanced upon a ridge before striking
and killing an antelope. I Ijelieve that the curious instances, several of

which have fallen under mv observation, in which a rifle bullet has

lodged in the body of a grouse or other small creature, are accounted

for by the bullet having struck the ground and become deformed, losing
at the same time much of its force, when the feathers or other parts
have been carried in before it, preventing the ball from passing through
the body of the game.^

Much variation exists in the vast number of loaded cartridges upon
the market, the bullets weighing from about 25 grains to nearly 2

ounces, and the ])owder charge being proportional. The modern bullet,

as compared with the soft-lead spheric ball from the smooth-bore, has

the advantage of the screw and wedge, as well as of greater weight, in

a general way, and of greater velocity, and hence commonly gives a

ranch straighter track. Some cartridges have a wad between powder

^For many points of interest in this connection the reader is referred to articles l)y
the author in '.SVri^wY-r'.s, Octohor, LSrtl, Recreation, February, 1895, and March, 1896,
and to many articles in the medical press.
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and ball, some have a paper patch about the ball
;
some have rim-fire

shells, some are "pin-fire," but most of all are "center-fire," except
in the smallest calil)ers. Some annnunition is lubricated

;
some is not

;

while some shells have black powder, others have nitro-powders. These

points are mentioned to call attention to the necessity of investigating

closely the exact variety of cartridge used in any given case.

Character of Gunshot Wounds.—A gunshot wound has the

essential characteristics of a contused wound, owing to the bruising by
the passage of the missile, not, as formerly supjiosed, because burned by
the heat of the bullet, nor poisoned, as a rule. One may easily hold a

rifle ball, stopped by a sand-bank, in the hand without discomfort two
seconds after it leaves the gun. This proves that it could not have
been very warm while in flight. Bergmanu has shown that most gun-
shot wounds in time of war are aseptic at the time of uifliction, while

LaGarde has proved the absence of pathogenic germs m cartridges
taken from original packages. He also proved that the bacillus of

anthrax is not destroyed by the heat of the explosion, if applied
to the bullet, as infection commonly resulted in animals struck with

such a missile.

The statements made l)y Caspar, Weil, and others, that the wound
of exit is smaller than that of entrance, do not hold good with modern

weapons. That the opposite is true all authorities now admit. The
entrance is likely to be dry and dark colored

;
the exit, bloody and

raw. There is commonly loss of substance in the former, while in the

latter the parts may often be so replaced as to show no loss of tissue.

The carrying-in of the edges at the point of entrance is commonly well

made out, unless fat under tension or pressure from decomposition pre-
vents. The exit is likely to be somewhat averted, showing subcutaneous

fat, irregular or even ragged, while, from splitting of the ball multiple
exit wounds may be present, often slit-like, similar to the wounds of

entrance and exit of bullets deformed by striking some hard object
before entering the body.

The wound of exit often shows bony
" sand "

or fragments, carried

through from within, while the entrance wound more commonly shows

fragments of clothing or other extraneous matter. In bone, the exit is

often much larger than the ball, and the entrance may be as well.

With Dr. H. L. Taylor I saw a round entrance hole in the skull of a

suicide, made by a .32-caliber ball, .62 inch in diameter.

Shotgun.—In the use of this weapon the load may consist of ball,
fine or coarse shot, pebbles, nails, slugs, or other missiles. Unless ball

is used, in a general way it may be stated that the arm will not be

effective beyond about 100 yards, although stray shot at times kills

beyond that distance. In caliber these weapons vary from about .424
inch to 1.052 inches, and shoot more or less closely according to the

degree of " choke "
or its absence. At distances of from one to two

feet, according to the style of weapon and character of its load, the

charge enters with but a single point of entrance, not commonly so

absolutely round as is found in cases where a ball is used, and, as the
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distance is increased, becoming more ragged, with separate sliot-lioles

around the border. The penetrative force is much increased by the

entrance of the load as one mass. Ordinarily the pellets of shot tend

to diverge after entrance, but exceptions occur. A single pellet may
strike the body and cause death, great care being needed to avoid

overlooking such a wound. Certain cartridges are loaded with the

express purpose of spreading soon after leaving the muzzle, and others

with the purpose that they shall hold together longer than usual.

Rarely the ])aper shot-shell breaks oif from the metallic head and goes
with the shot for one or two hundred yards, thus acting to hold the

latter together, virtually constituting a bullet.

An examination of many hundred gunshot wounds in animals and

birds, as well as the investigation of a very considerable number in

practice and upon the postmortem table, inflicted by missiles varving -'

from the smallest pellets of shot to the heaviest sporting-rifle bullets, I

fired at most various ranges, leads me to state that it is exceedingly rare

that a careful examination of all the points involved will leave one in

doubt as to which is the wound of entrance or of exit. The points to

be mentioned are really of more importance than the one regarding the

size of the orifice, to which so much attention has been devoted in the i^l

past. The edges of the entrance wound are commonly blackened by
the smut adhering to the ball, or by the lead itself, less marked in the

use of the nitro-powders. The leadmark is chiefly seen upon bone.

Correspondence of holes in the clothing with the wounds, and the

carrying of fragments into the orifice, burning of the clothing, or mark-

ing by grains of powder, marking of person or clothing by wadding, or

by flame or powder-grains, the finding of the ball in the body, the

direction of the fibers of periosteum, tendon, muscle, or other tissue

about the wound, or the hinging of bits of bone by ])eriosteum about

the exit, all assist in making a decision. The gradual increase of

destruction as the ball passes inward, so well seen in bone, is of great
value. Practically some of these points will always be sufficiently
well marked to be conclusive, I believe.

Was the wound inflicted by firearms?—If the investigation be

carefully conducted, there should l^e little room for doulit upon this point.
In one case in which the muzzle touched the skin and the ball rebounded
without injury to the underlying structures I should have hesitated to

make a positive statement excepting for the history. The ball from a

poor revolver may rebound from a rib, for instance, and one hesitates to

believe that so shallow a wound can have resulted from a bullet unless

the history is obtained. Hence the statement that "a ball either

traverses or lodges
"

is incorrect. Slit-like wounds from fragments of

a ball or from a deformed one may present the greatest difficulty.

Glancing wounds, especially from a charge of shot at close range,

appear as if cut with a toothed implement or a barbed wire. The dis-

covery of shot along the course of such a wound was convincing in

one of my cases, apart from the history. A rifle ball may cut out a

clean trench, or even glance from the skin, as I once noted, in the case
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of a very small target gun. The thin abdominal wall may be cut

almost as by a knife, while I have seen abdominal hernia as a result of

the cutting of the muscles of the wall, although the skin was not

severed by the bullet, excepting at the oval wounds of entrance and

exit. A long bullet may
"
keyhole," or strike sidewise, causing a

wound similar to the oval wound just mentioned. I knew of a case in

which such a wound was alleged by two physicians to have been made
with a knife, although such a mistake should not have occurred if all

points in the case had been carefully studied. The spheric ball is com-

monlv thought to cause a larii^er orifice than the long one of similar

caliber. An explosive ball may cause a large ragged opening without

the signs commonly found in gunshot wounds, especially if a bone lie

immediately underneath the part struck, and a similar explosive effect

is seen in certain woimds from the new military cartridge, within the
"
explosive zone." Fragments of lead are commonly found in the

tissues in the former case, but not in the latter, unless a " demantled "

bullet has been used, as the lead core is incased in some firmer metal.

These ragged fragments of lead do not easily encyst, as a round ball

does, but cause constant irritation in many cases.

It has long been recognized tliat it is not necessary that a weapon
shall be loaded with ball or shot to do serious liarm at short range.
Powder alone may produce frightful laceration, while the wadding may
be very effective as a missile, as the great number of reported cases

proves. A few years ago an epidemic of severe wounds, with many
deaths, occurred from the use of a certain toy-pistol using a blank

cartridge, over which, in many cases, a pebble was placed as a missile.

The wounds, of whicli I saw many, were generally in the palm of the

left hand,—I saw five such in one day,
—from the manner in which the

pistol was held in loading, the discharge taking place accidentally mean-
while. The irritation of some substance in the brown card-board

apparently used as wadding was thought to be the cause of the numer-
ous deaths from tetanus from these insignificant looking wounds. Five
deaths occurred in the hospital in which I then served, in a few

weeks, from this cause, although of the five previously mentioned, all

recovered. It seems probable, in the light of modern bacteriology,
that the wadding mentioned contained bacilli of tetanus, for the fatal-

ity did not seem to be influenced by the presence or absence of a

missile.

Up to a distance of five yards or more the wadding from a shotgun
may leave a distinct mark, as I have proved experimentally, and the

wad may be seen in the air for a much greater distance. In the

use of fixed ammunition in rifles in which a wad is used there is

little likelihood of finding markings, for it is very small and light.
The powder itself, if in coarse grain, especially, may be blown out

so as to act either as a charge of shot or as separate pellets, accord-

mg to the distance, in the first case easily causing fatal injur}'-, in the

last great disfigurement. Regardless of the manner of loading, a pistol
held directly against the body may not cause penetration, as the com-
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pression of the air in front of the charge may cause the recoil of the

missile without the production of more than a bruise.

Is the Wound Mortal or Dangerous to I<ife ?—Gunshot
wounds are so infinitely various that each case must be judged by itself,

paying attention not only to the character of the weapon and load, but

to the part injured, general health, presence of abnormal anatomic con-

ditions, of hemophilia, or other unusual condition. The possibility or

otherwise of obtaining modern surgical treatment must be considered.

It is well established that a surgeon must be able to prove that he has

used reasonable care and skill in these cases, to avoid blame, which
would be interpreted, probably, to mean that he must have practised

antiseptic or aseptic methods which have become firmly established.

But a bullet may do grievous bodily liarm without materially en-

dangering life, as by destroying an eye or producing a scar upon the

face of a woman. Even though the wound be trivial, apparently, death

may result from tetanus or pyemia, or later from secondary hemorrhage.
All these possibilities must be thoughtfully weiglied.

Immediate Cause of Death.—In answering this question, one

should be able to show that the examination had been so thorough as to

preclude the possibility of doubt as to the presence of some other lesion

which had been a possible factor. Where several wounds have been

inflicted, one must consider which one would have caused death soonest.

In one of my cases the carotid was severed, and yet death was undoubt-

edly caused by an immediately subsequent injury to the medulla and
base of the braiu. Each case nnist be considered by itself.

How Soon Will the Wound Cause Death?—In gunshot
wounds, rapid death generally comes from injury to either the nervous

or the vascular mechanisms, and if these parts escape injury, death is

not likely to come quickly. Thus one may be seriously damaged in

the soft parts of the body or in the limbs and still live for days if the

heart and large vessels, cord, and solar plexus escape. Wounds of the

heart not causing much laceration and not involving its base by no

means generally cause instant death, and many cases survive for days.
Death from hemorrhage is not commonly immediate, because the lacer-

ation of the tissues tends to spontaneous hemostasis, although a sudden

hemorrhage is more dangerous to life than a slow one, even though the

amount of blood lost may be less. Except for the greater opportunity
for this hemostasis, internal hemorrhage is more dangerous than external,
on account of the danger from pressure upon vital organs.

In most cases of death from hemorrhage the patient would be capable
of considerable voluntary movement before death, unless other injuries
interfered. One patient of mine with the renal artery shot through ran

80 feet
;
one with the internal carotid bleeding freely, a greater distance

still, while a woman bleeding from two large bullet-holes through the

lungs struggled with her assailant for some time, and then crawled away
from the place. Venous hemorrhage would hardly be as rapid as arte-

rial in any case unless we except the largest trunks carrying blood to

the lungs. Neither could pressure from hemorrhage affecting the brain,
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nor pressure elsewhere from other internal hemorrhag:e, uor admission

of air to u vein, unless it euukl be proved that it ()e(;urred at onee after

the shooting, be stated to be immediately fatal. Shock affecting the

central nervous system or the solar plexus may act instantly, but from

injuries to the limbs or other parts, more slowly. The more remote

causes of death—jiyemia, tetanus, prolonged supjiuration, with deformi-

ties and other results—are treated of in works upon surgery.

Was the Wound Inflicted During lyife?—The absence of

bleeding, or its venous character, coagulation, lack of diffiision of blood

in the cellular tissue, and of coagula in the wound, particularly in the

mouths of the vessels, point to the infliction of the wound after death.

If inflicted and examined during the existence of rigor mortis, the path
of the ball is less tortuous than otherwise. The general direction of the

wound and other circumstances may have important bearings. If the

wound were inflicted shortly after death, it might be extremely difficult

to give a positive answer. Caspar's experiments showed conclusively
that dead tissues offer greater resistance than living ones. The presence
of attempt at healing would, of course, be evidence not only that the

wound had been inflicted during life, but that the patient had survived

for many hours, at least.

How TtOng Since Death Occurred ?—One must here be

guided by the general principles which determine the date of death in

other cases. Occasionally one lives long enough for vital changes to

occur about the w^ound, and then dies from a hemorrhage brought on by
*
sudden exertion.

Survivorship.—Should this question arise, it would have to be

settled by a thorough study of the character of the wounds, from which
it could generally be told, provided they were inflicted at the same time,
which of several persons had probably died soonest, or, in a general way,
how long one might live with given wounds. Especial attention should

be given to vital changes about the wounds. Ecchymosis disappears
more quickly in the young than in the aged.

Would the Wound Cause Unconsciousness ?—This ques-
tion has been of vital importance in certain of my cases, as bearing

upon the ability of the one shot to offer resistance or change position
after the shooting. In one case a single pellet of large shot severed

the cord at the atlo-axoid junction, and I stated that death must have
been absolutely instantaneous. In the case of a woman of twenty-two,
a .38-caliber ball passed downward and inward through the base of the

heart. It seemed certain, from all the facts in the case, as I stated to

the jury, that she had not moved further than to fall backward upon
the bed. Several somewhat similar cases have fallen under my obser-

vation. But ])unctnres or valvular wounds of the heart do not produce
such a result. In Balch's case, a man ran one-fourth of a mile and
lived three days after being shot through the right auricle with a ball

of .36 caliber. Many such cases have been recorded. But death may
occur, as Erichsen states, from the shock of a wound over the heart,
even though no penetration occur. Extensive disorganization of the
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great abdominal ganglia is probably instantly fatal, and severance of

the spinal cord above the origin of the phrenic nerve.

The entrance of a small bullet into the anterior part of the brain,

even with considerable destruction of tissue, may not produce uncon-

sciousness. With Dr. H. L. Taylor I saw a man who shot himself in

the forehead with a .32-caliber bullet, which destroyed the anterior part

of the right side of the brain, and lodged in the fourth ventricle, as

determined by the autopsy ; yet he came to town soon after, and

played billiards and drank whisky freely the day after, not dying for

Fig. 28.—Six shot-wounds in the cardiac region, four of which penetrated the heart itself.

This case is an instructive instance of the fact that a gunshot wound of the heart is not neces-

sarily followed by falling of the individual and loss of power, but that after such a wound the

Injured person may be able to perform various acts. He may, as in the present case, occasion
several additional wounds, even of the heart itself.

about eighty hours. According to the history, no unconsciousness had

occurred. Dr. Taylor had previously seen a practically parallel case,

while police surgeon in Denver, in which the patient did not fall down

upon receiving the shot, stepped into the patrol wagon, and walked into

the office at headquarters. On the second day he was trephined, with-

out relief, and died soon afterward. The .45-caliber ball had split,

one half being found well toward the base of the brain, without, how-

ever. involving the great centers. The citation of further cases is

unnecessary to set at rest the question as to "whether one may shoot

himself in both the heart and the brain, for it is evident that a deter-
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mined suicide might easily do this, and actually die from either wound
in any given case.

Weir Mitchell has shown that occasionally unconsciousness may result

from peripheral nerve injuries, but it is not to be expected.
In an article bearing upon this subject^ I summarized the con-

clusions as follows :

" Consciousness must be immediately suspended after gunshot wounds

involving the medulla, the cervical cord above the origin of the phrenic

nerve, the great centers at the base of the brain, or the region about the

base of the heart
;

if in the latter case, the parts are severely lacerated.

It will with great probability be suspended after Avounds involving

very extensive injury about the solar plexus, or after any injury, by a

missile of considerable size, affecting any part of the brain, unless it be

the anterior and lateral parts. Temporary unconsciousness at least Avill

/r

y.

Fig. 29.—Gunshot wound of the right temporal region produced with a double-barreled rifle,
which in shooting burst. To the right of the illustration is shown a portion of the skin of the
right thoracic wall. It reveals a curved wound about an inch in length, situated between the
anterior extremities of the second and third ribs.

probably follow any Avouud of the brain-substance or any serious jar to

the cervical cord, by a bullet of even moderate size
;
and temporary

stunning or even death often follows the shock from the impact of a

bullet against the skull, without gross damage to the brain, and may
follow the concussion of the precordial region, caused by the discharge
of a weapon in close contact, even though no penetrating Avound be

produced. In the majority of other injuries from the cause aac are con-

sidering unconsciousness is secondary to loss of blood, shock, or a com-
bination of these two causes. But in any injury to the spinal column

inA'oh'ing the cord, and more especially in the upper portions, although
consciousness may be retained, it is not likely that any serious resistance

could be oifered by the person so injured, excepting that the hands

might still be of use in case the lesion Avere beloAV the upper dorsal

region."
' Medical News, November 2, 1895.
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How Long Since the Weapon was Fired?—I confess to great

skepticism as to the results thus far published upon the investigation of

this question. There is generally no certainty that the weapon was

clean when fired, and there may be doubt whether the charge in ques-

tion or a previous one contained black powder or some other variety.

Hence the chemical examination of the residue from the barrel must be

a verv uncertain procedure. After the use of the uitro-powders the

deposit is generally less in amount and lighter in color than after black

powder. The residues of some of the new explosives corrode the barrel

if left long m contact with it. But even with black powder the deposit

varies much with its quality and the previous condition of the inner

surface of the barrel. In dry climates this residue actually prevents

rusting of the metal, although in damp regions the amomit of rusting

has at times been (^f value in the attempt to decide this question.

Accidental Wounds.—Most accidents from firearms result from

ignorance or carelessness, defective weapons being probably much rarer

than is commonly supposed. Of late the use of new powders which

have not been well tried has produced many explosions. The most

common cause of bursting of the barrel is, however, obstruction of its

bore, especially near the muzzle, even light snow sufficing to produce
this result. I have seen many weapons which had been exploded in

this manner. Leading of the barrel destroys all accuracy in an arm,

and is the cause of some of the accidents in the attempts to shoot the

apple from one's head, a la William Tell. Defective ammunition

doubtless accounts for others, especially the splitting of the ball in

flight, for I have seen the ball of a heavy rifle strike in three pieces

upon the target. jMisplaced sights often cause trouble, especially

endangering the marker at a target. Foulness of the breech-chamber,

so that the shell sticks and is exploded, either in the attempt to force

it home or to remove it, particularly if the firing-pin does not work

freely, or the primer be not well seated in its cavity, or the shell

be swollen from long use, results in the accidents which stain the

right side of the face Avith powder, many of which have fallen under

my observation. At times the presence of gravel in the magazine of

repeating arms causes the contained shells to explode, although from

other causes, such as were formerly operative, the magazines do not

now, I believe, cause danger. ^
\

A short-barreled weapon is more easily brought to bear upon one's

own person than a longer one, and is hence more dangerous. The

slipping of the finger on the trigger if a hair-trigger be used or ham-

mer, especially if the finger be wet or cold, is a frequent source of acci-

dental shooting, as is also the swinging of the piece on to a neighboring
shooter in wing-shooting.

Many persons are injured in cleaning weapons that are so foul as not

to work freely, especially if the belief exists, as it generally does appar-

ently, that they are not loaded, for they are at times even placed in the

fire to start the rust.

Set or trap guns often shoot the owner or some innocent person ;
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nianv hunters have been kilk-d by the fall of a gun, eoeked or uot, or

the rolling of a stone against it, or from the tread of a dog or fowl

upon the trigger. Many men have shot other hunters by mistake for a

deer or other animal. I have known of several shootings from a

deflected ball, in one case the officer shooting himself in the foot in

attempting to shoot a dog, the bullet glancing back from the wall of

the building to which the animal was tied
;
while in a second similar

case a girl was shot in the back of the neck
;
and in a third case, like

the others, in the attempt to kill a stray dog, the officer shot a passer-by,

across the street, in the forearm.

Accidental pulling of the trigger of the self-cocking revolver is a

prolific source of injury, several cases of which I have seen. Attempts
at whirling the weapon and firing it at each revolution often end dis-

astrouslv. Dropping of the pistol from the holster or pocket or the

attempt to draw it in a hurrv mav easily cause an accidental discharo:e.

Many boys, and oftentimes men as well, are shot in the left hand in

attempting to load or unload a short-barreled weapon. Drawing a loaded

iiun from a wasron or tent, or throuo;h a fence has been the cause of

many deaths, as has also the attempt to wrest a weapon from the pos-

sessor, in fun or otherwise. Men are sometimes shot in the attempt to

strike another over the head with a pistol, and even think the shooting
to have been done by the other person.

Many gunning accidents, so called, are undoubtedly intentional, for

I have known at least two of this class, I believe. In one a man

attempted to kill another, and laid the discharge to accident
;
and in the

other a young man, disappointed in love, tried to kill himself, and, fail-

ing, stated that he had been attacked by a burglar, who, it was alleged,

had taken the young man's own weapon fi'om him and shot its owner.

Circumstantial evidence was very strong that no one had been in the

vicinity who could possibly have acted a part in this manner. INIany

injuries come from using castings or other hollow metallic articles as

weapons. The pointing of a supposed unloaded arm at another results

in death with amazing frequency. In one case one load was withdrawn

by an Indian from a muzzle-loading gun, and the weapon snapped at

another Indian for fun. A second load, Avhich evidently must have

been in the barrel, caused instant death. Even after the removal of a

cap from a muzzle-loader the fulminate remaining upon the nipple may
be sufficient to fire the charge if the hammer fidls.^

Was the Wound Accidental, Suicidal, or Homicidal ?—
The two former classes of wounds are generally characterized by the

nearness of the weapon at the time of discharge, but the latter class

may have the same peculiarity, while many exceptions, especially in

accidental wounds, occur in the former. Suicidal wounds generally
touch some vital part, easily reached, especially the brain or heart, and

should be such, in general, as might have been inflicted with the weapon
found or suspected without assuming any unusual or trying position,

^For a fuller consideration of this subject with many illustrative cases, by the

author, see Medical Record, September 19, 1896.
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although it must be noted distinctly that the position need not be the

conventional one. The most-used hand would commonly be employed.
The position of the body has no certain relation to this question,

although the finding of a body in a fence or in brush, with the weapon
near, as in the hunting field, would point strongly to accident, especially
if the wound ranges upward, as is so often the case.

Death from powder used in so unusual a way as in Caspar's case,

in which the mouth was filled and a match applied, would look very
much like suicide, and accident could generally be excluded. As
Hofmann states, the use of a very unusual load, as water, over the

powder, would point to suicide. An adroit criminal might use his vic-

tim's weapon for the murder, although commonly ownership of the arm

points to suicide.

The presence of two quickly fatal wounds would militate against

suicide, especially if it could be shown that the first one probably caused

unconsciousness or disability. Yet many exceptions exist to this general
statement. Dr. Hugo Mager gave me the details of a case of his in

which a man shot two bullets into his mouth, both passing upward and
out near the root of the nose, being recovered, while the patient recovered

as well. Two wounds occasionally result from the running of the fire

or jarring down of a loose hammer.
If the weapon be tightly grasped by the hand of the dead man,

suicide is practically certain if we except the possibility of his having
been shot by anf)ther party while holding the pistol firmly in this man-
ner. The circumstances would connuonly render a decisive o[)inion

possible. In these days of fixed ammunition little can be told from
the character of the load, upon which so much stress was formerly
laid.

Homicidal wounds are often in the side or back, because such

wounds may be inflicted by stealth. But during a quarrel or in sleep,
this would not apply. Although wounds from several classes of

\

weapons, in the same subject, commonly point to suicide, a designing
criminal might inflict them upon his victim. AVounds made for the

j

(

purpose of exhorting charity or of diverting suspicion from one's
i

self are likely to be slight in character, and in non-vital parts easily
|

reached by the most-used hand. In one case which I have re})orted |

a damp towel prevented powder-marking, but the left radius was broken

by shooting too low.

Several wounds may have come from the same ball, for I have
seen three of entrance and three of exit in an antelope, and four in

all in man. The old rule, to place the parts in as nearly the posi-
tion they occupied when the shot struck, should always be followed,
and generally clears up the case. The bullet may split and make
several wounds, either before entering the body or afterward. Two
bullets may have been fired from the same barrel, and they may have

been of difl'erent sizes. I saw one wound made by a .32-caliber ball,

which was recovered, while the pistol found was of .41-caliber. Small

cartridges may be fired in large weapons, and, if the chamber be large
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at the ba.sc', tor the use of a bottle-necked shell, the contrary may occur,

for the large lead-ball will pass through, as I have seen demonstrated,

decreasing notably in caliber.

It is said that the insane shoot themselves in most anomalous ways.

Generally, however, a wound in the back of the head or other inac-

cessible part points to homicide. On the other hand, a wound in the

mouth or temple would scarcely be accidental. It is of much import-

ance, in case of doubt as to accident or homicide, to learn if the wound
could have been inflicted when the two parties were in the positions

claimed. The wounds of entrance and exit and the general course of

the ball must correspond with the other facts in the case. From the

bending of the body backward as in alarm, the course of a bullet fired

by another in front of the injured one may be somewhat upward, as

Dr. Mager and I proved in one trial.
^

Two instantly fatal wounds may have l)een inflicted l)y different

missiles at one time, and even by two different parties. W^ith one

instantly fatal wound and only one assailant, it would appear that this

had been the last of those inflicted, although I have known men, espe-

cially if under the influence of alcohol, to empty the weapon into the

fallen enemy. Evidence of a struggle may throw much light upon any

case, as may also the knowledge that one has been buying arms or

ammunition, or inquiring where to shoot for a certain and speedy death.

Many poorly constructed revolvers have so nmch space between

the various parts that staining of the hand occurs from leakage of gas,

especially if black powder be used. By holding the weapon in posi-

tion for shooting, one may easily determine if a certain stain might
have occurred in this manner. The staining of the left hand, if used

to support the muzzle, is commonly on the palm or palmar surface of

the first and second fingers. Peculiarities of the weapon, however, and

the possibility of some very unusual position of it in the shooting must
be investigated. ,,

In one of my cases a certain bullet found was identified as the

one which had made a certain wound from the fact that it was

battered, and that fibers like those of the undershirt worn adhered

to it. It was thus proved that this ball had been fired from the front,

not from the rear, as claimed, and this, with other evidence, overthrew

the dying statement of the one killed that several shots had been fired

from behind his back.

It is of interest to note that the Supreme Court of Kansas^ has

decided that the presumption is in favor of accident when the evidence

is equal as between this and suicide.^

Examination of Weapon, Body, and Surroundings.—The

weapon should be examined with great care, its position, presence or

absence of blood-stains, rust, or other appearance ;
its size, caliber,

1

People r.s. Peck, Arap. Co., Colo., 1895. ^^^i.^vcll. May 9, 189G.

^For other points heariiic; upon this matter see section upon 15,rand, Tattooinc;, and

Firing of Clothing. An extended article by the author, with many illustrative cases,
will be found in the Medicolegal Journal, December, 1895.

Vol. I.—21
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number if present, or mark sights, trigger-pull, general condition,

rifling, whether loaded or not, number and exact nature of any cart-

ridges found, and whether they show evidence of having been struck

by the hammer, for I have known a man to fail to kill another be-

cause of a misflre. Any peculiarity of the weapon should especially
be noted, as the presence or absence of a hammer or any so-called

safety devices. The size of the ball is of particular import, and it

should be noted that a bullet fired may have decreased in caliber,

even from passing through the barrel only, since the muzzle may be

smaller than the ball, while Balch has shown that much loss of weight

may occur in case a bullet passes through solid bone, without our being
able to find the lead removed. A bullet smaller than the bore may

have been used in the pistol, as

in one of my cases. The char-

acter of the rifles upon the bullet

may identify it as one fired from

a given weapon. Schuelke found

the imprint of a broken hammer

upon a shell in a homicidal case,

while the hammer of the prisoner's
revolver showed just such a defect

as was necessary for this imprint.
Even analysis of the metal of the

l)ullet has been of service (Son-

nenschein). Shot should be ac-

curately measured, counted, and

weighed if necessary. All the

articles should be properly pre-
served by the proper officer.

The position of the body, and
the number, size, direction, and
character of the wounds should

be noted. The amount of blood

lost, and its character, whether

clotted or not, and direction of

its flow, may be of great import,
and whether it has stained the clothing or not. It is not at all necessary
that the blood shall have flowed freely enough to stain the clothing in

fatal wounds, as the bleeding may have been solely internal. The

weapon may be grasped by the hand of the deceased, or have been

placed in the hand after death. If tightly grasped, it is excellent evi-

dence of suicide, as already mentioned. As the branding and tattooing

may be of vital import, they must be carefully studied, and will be taken

up at length in the proper section. The direction in which the grains of

powder were blown into the skin may prove where the weapon was held,
as in one of my cases. The number of grains of jiowder may be of import-

ance, and whether they have reached the conjunctiva in face wounds. The
hairs of the part and fibers of clothing must be examined for signs of

Fig. 30.— Grazing gunshot wound of the right
external ear, with scattered grains of powder in
its vicinity.
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buruing. James established that a pistol was iu the pocket, as stated,

by microscopic examination of the burned fibers of clothing. The

clothing may have been removed, the shot fired, and then the dress

replaced, by a suicide—almost certain evidence against homicide gener-

ally. One should not commit an error which I knew to occur, in

neglecting to look at the back of the corpse, and thus overlooking a

gunshot wound of that region ; nor, because some knife wounds were

found, conclude that all the wounds were of the same character, as I

have also known to be done. A sutficiently prolonged and careful

search will leave verv few cases iu which the bullet cannot be found

if in the body.
The obliquity of the wound may .-how whence the ball has come,

the side of the acute angle showing more marked staining and inver-

sion. Tissue from the body may be blown against the wall of the

room. Weil states that a sharp bullet of small caliber may make a

wound easily mistaken for a stab-wound, and doubtless this would be

more likely to occur in a region where the skin lies in folds, as the

axilla. Such an error I have noted. The direction whence the ball

came may be further shown by projecting splinters of bone, or fibers

of tendon, aponeurosis, or muscular tissue, dragged along the course

of the bullet. This matter is taken up at length in the study of

the wound. Photographs of the body are most valuable, but I have
found drawings at times of great service, although more especially of

the surroundings. Unless all shots are accounted for, walls, fences,

etc., should l^e examined for bullet marks. In two of my cases the

only explanation of the disappearance of a Indlet was that it had gone
through an open door or window. The relation of the bodv to such

shot-marks as are found is of extreme importance at times. Wadding
found should be carefully examined and preserved, as it has repeat-

edly been the means of detecting the assailant. i

It is well, before the trial, to test a weapon exactly like the one in

question, with the same ammunition, at different distances, in order to

be able to answer questions regarding the distances at Avhich the brand
or tattooing may be found, hairs burned, or clothing fired. I have

always preserved the targets made for exhibition to the jury, using
white blotting-paper unless some fabric was to be tested.'

From What Direction was the Ball Fired ?—This question

may Ije answered if one is able to find two points touched by the ball in

its flight, or if it has made a hole sufficiently long to give one its direc-

tion. I have seen this question of great importance in deciding whether
the shot could have been fired from a certain point in a struggle, as

alleged by the prisoner. One can generally tell from the appearance
of the object struck the point of impingement of the ball, but in one
case where the iron base of a revolving chair apparently must have
been struck, I was utterly unable to find and identify the spot.

^ For many illustrative cases, see article by the author in Nev) York Mrrl'iral Jmirnal,
September 21, 1895, -'Certain Points in the Medicolegal Investigation of Gunshot
AVounds."
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The bullet leaves a bole in wood easily found, ordinarily, and no

difficulty exists in detei'miuing its direction. Kedzie, of Michigan,
has shown by experiments in connection with an interesting case

that a bullet in passing through glass always leaves a sharp edge
on the proximal side, and a rounded, conchoidal fracture upon the

distal oue. Balch has shown that a bullet may leave a hole in glass

slightly smaller than itself; that a single pane of glass does not

materially diminish the speed of a ball
;
and that temperature and

humidity effect the breaking of the glass under such circumstances.

He states that the glass should be set in a firm sash for the experi-
ments.

Recognition by Flash of Weapon.—English courts have

admitted the possibility of recognizing an assailant by the flash of a

pistol. Some experiments of my own have shown that one may easily

distinguish letters two inches in height by the flash of the .22 pistol,

even with the BB cap, containing fulminate of mercury and potassium

chlorate, but no powder, at a distance of 6 to 12 inches. The .22

short cartridge, containing but 3 grains of powder, enabled me to

recognize them at a distance of 2 feet unless the smoke happened to

intervene. The light from wood-powder was more favorable for this

purpose, sparks seeming to be present in the air for an instant, which

added to the illumination, while with Schultze powder, in small loads,

no letters could be read. It is stated that some of the new nitro-powders

give off no flash visil)le in absolute darkness.

Distinguishing Weapons by their Reports.—This may be

of importance in deciding wliich of two men tired first, when the reports

have been heard, but the shooting not seen. The larger the charge of

powder, if well confined, and especially if used in a bottle-necked shell,

the louder the report. Omission of the ball or shot lessens the report

decidedly. The rifle gives a sharper crack than the shotgun, and the

rifled missile " screams "
in its passage, while shot makes a peculiar

whizzing sound. The new powders give less report, commonly, than

black powder, and unless both shooters used the same powder, compari-
son would be futile, generally, unless experiments could be made with

the different varieties used. Two shooters may be distinguished by the

rapidity of their reports at times, as six shots, for example, in imme-

diate succession could not come from a five-shooter, nor many successive

shots from a single-shot arm of any kind. If a bullet changes its key
in flight, as I have often observed, it is probable that it has struck some

object which has deformed it, or that it has split spontaneously.^

Gunshot Marks in Clothing.—The entrance orifice generally

presents evidence of loss of substance, and may be ragged and irregular.

The exit is rather a rent in many cases, capable of such adjustment as

to show no loss of the tissue. It is stated by Ogston that the opening
in the clothing is always smaller than in the skin. Burning of the

goods may be decisive as to which was the orifice of entrance. In a

' For a more extended consideration of the last two subjects see article by the

author in Denver Medical Times, January, 1896.
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blue woolen shirt I once proved that the shooting must have been

(lone at a range of two or three feet by finding, with a niagnifying-

glass, three spots where slight burning had occurred from the impinge-
ment of grains of powder, although the distance had been too great for

burning by the flame (see section on Proximity of Weapon). Fibers

of clothing at the exit may be carried along by a battered bullet, and be

demonstrable with the microscope, as in my case already quoted.
How I/Ong May the Smell of Powder Smoke be Detected

in the Room?—In one of my cases this question assumed consider-

able importance, and I found that after firing several times with a .38-

calil)er revolver in different rooms in an ordinary dwelling, some closed

and some partly open, the odor could not be detected after from ten to

forty-five minutes.

JBrand, Tattooing-, Estimation of Proximity, and Posi-

tion of Weapon.—In many cases, and especially in deciding as to

homicide or suicide, the matters mentioned in the heading are of extreme

importance, and they are best considered in association with one another,

to save repetition. It has been proposed to estimate the distance from

which a ball was fired by calculations based upon the charge of powder,

weight of ball, and the penetration accomplished ;
but this is utterly out

of the question in case of wounds in the human body, especially for the

reason that no calculation could be properly based u})on the work done

by the ball in the body, as no two cases are alike. A ball might be

battered at its first impact upon bone, and so be placed at a great disad-

vantage as to further penetration. The factors of most importance are

the staining left by the partially burned grains of powder blown out

with the ball, and the brand, or burning by the gases of combustion,
when these are present. When not found, the Aveapon must have been

at a considerable distance. With the pistol or rifle, unless at such dis-

tances that the ball has become spent, we cannot estimate the distance

if none of the signs are found. With the shotgun, however, a study
of the area covered by the wounds will sometimes avajl to show ajiproxi-

mately the remoteness of the arm. Ordinarily the body would l)e burned

if the distance were so short that the charge would enter as one mass,

although it is possible for the pai)er shell to break off and go with the

shot, holding it together fi)r a great distance, as I have observed.

Where the wound is stained by the powder, we must first learn some-

thing of the size and character of the weapon used or we can tell

nothino; verv definitelv. A long: rifle or shotgun would cause as much

staining at two or three feet as a small pistol at a few inches. Good

powder stains less than poor, being more perfectly burned. The im-

perfectly burned grains cause the tattooing. A few grains, in process
of combustion, some possiblv sticking to the lubricant upon the l)all,

are blown out l)y the explosion, and while too light to travel far, may
yet stick in the target at a distance of several feet. I have seen the

coarse blasting powder used in mines stick in a board fifteen feet dis-

tant. If the powder be of too coarse grain for the weapon in which it is

used, it is found more abundantly about the place struck, while if highly
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glazed, it may fire with difficulty, and hence be found abundantly. But

.

. .
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amraunitlou in the way to secure the best ballistic results. Since, how-

ever, revolvers, with which most of the shooting- which we are called

upon to investigate is done, vary in size from .22-caliber to .45-calih(r,

and in length of barrel from 2 to 10 inches, no precise rules can be laid

down. In order to obtain an exact statement one must experiment
with the weapon and ammunition in question ;

even two revolvers of

the same size and api)earance may vary widely, the one being of good
make and confining all the gases tightly, the other not. The better

made wea|)on stains at a considerably greater distance because of its

greater ballistic f)rce, and also produces the brand at a greater distance,
and this brand is better defined. It would even be ^^ossible by experi-
mentation to determine in some cases which of two weapons had fired a

certain shot if the appearances upon the body were well marked and
the difference in the weapons were considerable.

In the making of such experiments it is of importance to see that

the weapon is in as near the same condition as possible as regards foul-

ness of barrel as at the time of the shooting. Accumulated dirt may
be blown out and obscure the target so that little can be told. The
bluish stain, seen at the edge of the bullet-hole regardless of the dis-

tance, which comes from the lead of the ball, must not be confused Avith

the ajipearances now being considered.

Broadly speaking, the tattooing and the brand will be more distinct

as the target is approached, and as a heavier weapon is used or a better

constructed one. If, however, the muzzle is held within an inch or so

of the target, there mav be onlv burning about the edges of the bullet-

hole, without distinct bi'and or tattooing, all being merged with the

blackening about the edges of the orifice. I have noted this repeatedly
in the human subject. Thus in the Lichte case Dr. Taylor and I found
that the suicide had held tlie muzzle of a small .32-caliber revolver so

close to the temple that the hairs were not singed, although the edge of

the wound was ragged and burned. A piece of wadding and grains of

powder were found underneath the skin. The case had been thought

by some of the officers to be of homicidal nature, because of the total

absence of brand and tattooing, and only a close examination revealed

the real facts of the case. The brand is not generally seen with the

pistol at a distance exceeding a foot, while with the rifle or shotgun, ac-

cording to the load, size, and caliber, it is found at greater distances.

At a distance several times that at which the brand is seen the tattooing
is still distinct, for the grains of powder are carried several times as far

as the gases causing the brand, being much denser. The grains of

powder ignite with greater difficulty as the distance from the muzzle is

increased, having been more thoroughly burned in the discharge. Those
found within a few inches of the muzzle, in tissues that have stopped the

burning immediately, may scarcely show any difference from the un fired

grains. In one of my cases, in which fingers shot off were preserved
in alcohol, I fi)und that soaking in alcc^hol fi)r days does not impair the

explosiveness of grains of powder if touched with a cautery or coal
;
for
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it should be noted that powder fires only with great difficulty with a

small ilame, if at all.

The size of the tattooed spot increases up to the point at which it

grows fointer as the distance increases
;
and the same rule applies, with

less force, however, to the brand, the natural spreading of the grains and

of the gases accounting for this. But the tattooing has very different

Fig. 32.—A Smith and Wesson .38-caliber revolver with 4-iuch barrel, Smith and Wesson
cartridge, was flred at a muzzle distance of 4 inches at a piece of Canton flannel. About the
bullet-hole the cloth was entirely consumed, burning slowly until extinguished. Immediately,
especially at the location of the brand, the nap of the cloth was destroyed by the burning gases,
while scattering spots show the places of imi)ingement of separate grains of powder. The burn-
ing from the latter cause is better shown in the upper segment, ignited at a distance of 7 inches.
In this piece of goods it is evident that this mode of ignition is insufticieut to destroy the cloth,
even at the shorter distance.

limits from those of the brand, the latter being found only above the

bullet-hole, while the tattooing is to be found all around it, but more

especially alcove. The brand shows immediately above the ball-hole at

short range, retreating farther and farther as the distance is increased

until too faint to be distinguished, as I pointed ont some years ago.

(The term above is here used arbitrarily to indicate the direction toward
which the sight of the weapon points, which is literally above in all
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cases except when tlie pistol is turned to the riglit or left, or invertetl,

as in making- experiments or during a struggle.)
Inasmuch as the brand is superficial, it disa])pears as the wound heals

in case life is prolonged, whereas the tattooing, being largely beneath

the surface, remains permanently if any part of the true skin be in-

volved, although gnnving fainter, as do all powder-stains, for some

months, and assuming a bluish shade. It should be noted that the

majority of grains of powder are too superficially lodged to remain per-

manently, separating spontaneously in a few days with the superficial

epidermic scales without scars. Thus in a case which I saw with Dr.

Clayton Parkhill, in which the direction of the sight at the instant of

discharge was of vital importance in the decision as to attempted suicide

or murder, he furnished conclusive evidence as to the location of the

brand, having been the attending surgeon, while the tattooing was still

distinct at the time of trial, as it remains yet. We were able to prove

conclusively that the wound could not have been self-inflicted.'

Dr. Work, of Puel)lo, Colo., submitted the follo\ving case to me for

an opinion : A woman was found dead in bed, a bullet having passed

directly through the head and entered the floor directly under the posi-
tion of the body when found. The face, except the chin, and both

palms and one wrist were thickly tattooed, the prisoner claiming that

the shooting had been accidental from the falling of the revolver from

a trunk near the bed. The tattooing was so easily ex})licable on the

theory that slie had held up her hands, the arms crossed at the wrist so

that the rear one had escaped tattooing at the protected point, as if to

protect the face when the weapon was jiointed at hei', that this, -with the

other circumstantial evidence that Dr. Work ^\•as able to adduce, resulted

in the conviction of the prisoner.
As this matter is of great importance it is well to look into the

manner of origin of the brand more closely. Fish, of Massachusetts,^
showed that the reason for its constant position as regards the bullet-

hole was as stated, because the weapon tends to rebound at the instant

of discharge, due to the fact that it is supported below its center,

owing to the drop of the handle. The force of recoil being a[)]died
above the point at which the pistol is supported, the weapon tends to

revolve around this point as a center. In other w^ords, the kick of the

weapon throws the muzzle upward, as ever\' shooter nuist have noticed.

The gases of combustion, being necessarily behind the ball, tend to

assume the new direction of the barrel, assumed because of the rebound.

Hence they strike above the bullet-hole. He showed that if the weapon
is confined in a vise, the burning is equally distributed around the bole,
since there can then be no rebound. With this explanation, too, it is

easy to see why the brand is farther from the bullet-hole as the distance

is increased, for, the angle being still the same, the line upon the target
which subtends this angle is longer as one increases the distance, and
the brand is at the upper end of this line, as I have heretofore shown.

^
People r.s. Urns, Denver, Colo., 1892.

' Boston Medical and Sui'gical Journal, Oct. 2, 1884.
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In one of my cases in which lynching was seriously feared because of

the alleged cold-bloodedness of the killing, the prisoner was easily
cleared by proving that the brand was below the bullet-hole in the

deceased man's face, thus showing that the revolver had been inverted

at the time of tiring, and confirniing the prisoner's statement that he had

been iu the act of striking the deceased, and not shooting at him inten-

tionally.^

Since the largest pistols equal or even surpass small guns in ballistic

power, no rules regarding the brand and the tattooing can be laid

down, and especially as these vary markedly with ditferent grades of

ammunition and styles of manufacture of weapon. I have made many
experiments bearing upon this question, but will quote only those with

the smallest pistol in common use, the .22-caliber revolver, which may
be taken as a guide in testing other weapons and styles of ammu-
nition.

With the BB cap, containing no powder, but only fulminate of mer-

cury and chlorate of potassium, fired from an *' Old Hickory
" 2J-inch

barrel revolver, the brand may be seen at times distinctly up to three

inches, resembling that from gunpowder, but bluish around the borders.

Tattooing may be seen up to about a foot, but not so dark in color as from

powder. The V>lotting-paper was not fired at the shortest distance tried,

2 inches, although burned spots showed where burning particles had

alighted. With the .22 short cartridge, burning 3 grains of powder,
the paper fired once at 2 inches in 4 trials, and the brand showed dis-

tinctly at the upper edge of the bullet-hole. At 4 inches the brand

had retreated from the hole, and showed with great distinctness. No
firing of paper. Tattooing distinct, more above than below bnllet-hole.

At 6 inches brand fainter and farther from hole
;
at 8 inches not to be

made out distinctly in some cases. At a foot, no brand, but tattooing
still seen, and slightly at 24 inches. With American wood-jiowder,
loaded in the same shell, the paper fired at 2 inches on one occasion

only, never at a greater distance. Brand distinct at 2 inches, less so at

4 inches, absent beyond this. Tattooing less than with black powder,
and about the same at 1 foot as with black powder at 2 feet, the staining

being slate-colored rather than black. With Schultze shotgim powder,
brand fainter than with the preceding, not seen at more than 4 inches.

Combustion is so much more nearly perfect with this than with the

other powders that practically no tattooing was found, although a bluish

stain resulted apparently from the gases, disappearing at G inches. Like

some other of the new powders, this one must be fired with a strong

primer or it will be blown out unexploded, appearing as flesh-colored

or brownish particles about the bullet-hole. The paper was not fired

even at 2 inches."^ With larger weapons these distances are materially
increased. I have always made the experiments in each case with the

conditions as nearly like those of the case on trial as possible, and, as

1
People vs. McLaughlin, Logan Co., Colo., 1890

; reported in Boston Medical aiid

Surglar/ Journal., Aug. 14, 1890,
"2 See Trans. Colo.' State Med. Soc'y, 1892.
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mentioned, have shown tlie resnltino; targets to the jury. Tattooing is

possible uj) to 8 or 10 feet with the lieaviest revolvers, hut is generally
seen only at much shorter distances. Balch has studied the radius of

the tattooed area, but inasmuch as conditions vary with each case, it w ill

be best to determine this point, if it arises, with the exact conditions of

the case.

Between the point at which tattooing disappears and that at which

the bullet becomes "
spent

"
little can be told of the distance at which

it was fired, except that a very foul barrel may lead to the turning
of the ball sidewise, or "

key-holing," as it is termed. This would be

of use only, probal)ly, in proving that it ^vas not necessarily because

the ball was spent, for I have seen it occur at 40 feet, in using a 40—82

rifle, because of the presence of a leaded spot just within the muzzle,
and at 6 inches in the small .22 revolver just mentioned. Balch states

that the lubricant was found adhering to a Smith and Wesson .38-caliber

bullet, fired with 9 grains of powder, up to about 10 feet distance.

Mention has been made of the marks left by wadding, and I have

frequently seen them from a 10-gauge shotgun up to al:)out -J yards.

Swift, quoted by Taylor, has recorded some valuable experiments in

this connection.

The spread of the shot from a shotgun must l)e determined experi-

mentally. The finding of the shot in a body in one mass does not

always mean that the range has been very short, for I have mentioned
that the paper shell ijiay tear oif and hold the shot together for great

distances, although rarely. Staining about the wound will always be
found if it has been a close one. In one of my cases the shot spread
over the back of the neck, and I stated that the distance must have
been more than (3 feet and probably less than 20, from the manner of

distribution. Dr. H, G. Wetherill has given me details of a case where
the shot covered the victim's foot, and he was thus able to dis]>rove the

shooters story of the very close position of the man whom he had shot,
for the distance had apparently been at least 6 or 8 feet.

Inasmuch as modern rifles often shoot through two or three men or

game animals, the question of whether the ball penetrated or not is not
now of much importance in the matter of estimation of the distance

from which the shot was fired
;
and so many other factors enter into

the decision that even ^vith pistols I should consider it of very little

value.

The clothing may be fired by the flame's issuing from the muzzle or

the space between the cylinder and the barrel in revolvers, proving that

the shot must have been a close one. Rags or paper used as wadding
may fire grass at many yards' distance. In one trial I fi)und that the

.38-caliber Smith and Wesson revolver fired a cambric night-dress every
time at (3 inches, so that the fire had to be extinguished to prevent
destroying the garment. At greater distances it caused burning at

times, even up to 12 inches. In the Aokid triaP the .44 British bull-

dog revolver fired a heavy cotton dress, similar in texture to Canton
1
Arapahoe Co., Colo., 1896.
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flannel, at a distance of 3 inches, and at times np to 9 inches, although
the flame would then expire shortly. The well-made weapon fires at a

greater distance than a poorly constructed one, for the same reasons

mentioned in connection with the greater tattooing and more sharply
defined brand.

In an article dealing at length with the subjects now under consid-

eration
^ I called attention t(i the fact that firing may occur from two

distinct causes—from the burning gases at the point where the brand

show^s most plainly, and from separate burning grains of powder blown

out by the discharge, and at a considerably greater distance than by the

former cause. Bits of wadding may also act as do the grains of powder.

Firmly woven fabrics fire with difficulty from the gases, although if a

nap is present it ignites easily. If, however, the Inirning powder grains
find a lodgement, they ignite any fabric which I have tried.

In connection with one trial I jn-oved, by shooting at different angles
at cambric spread over white Ijlottiug-paper, that at angles much less

than a right angle the cloth deflected the grains of powder from the

paper, so that no black mark remained, although at this angle they Avere

driven through easily. At 20 degrees the cloth showed long black

marks, where grains of powder had glanced along its surface, with

only slight roughening of the soft paper undernenth. This made pl^^iin

why, in a shot striking only tlie
tij)

of the shoulder, no jiowder-staining
Avas to be found, although probably the kicking upward of the muzzle

contributed by lessening the number of grains striking the part. The
brand naturally did not serve here, for the shot had been fired at such

short range that the garment was destroyed by the fire over the Avhole

re2;ion of the shoidder. In one other case of two wounds nothing could

be learned of the direction of the hammer, although this evidence might
have been of importance, because of the fact that the dress prevented

tattooing, and the brand was consumed in the fire which originated from

the closeness of the wounds.

I have omitted a consideration of the very interesting studies of

Griffith and LaGarde upon the Avounds by the new army rifle, because

of the fact that thoy have as yet but little importance from a medico-

legal standj^oiut. I have never appeared in a case yet that did not

present ucav and im]iortant subjects calling fi)r original investigation.

It is utterly impossible to attempt to cover all the questions Avhich arise

in connection with different cases, or to quote further from the extensi\'e

literature of this subject than has already been done. I Avish most

earnestly to recommend to the practitioner called upon for evidence in a

trial involving the matters here studied, to get a Aveapon similar in every

Avay to the one alleged to have been used, to fasten a piece of Avhite

blotting-paper to a box of fine sand, and to exjieriment until satisfied

as to the brand and the tattooing. In similar manner any further

experimentaticm called for may be carried out. Park has well said that

one " must use experience, care, observation, and reasoning." I may
freely say that I know of no department of legal medicine in Avhich

' Boston Medical and Surgical Journal^ Nov. 14, 1895.
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luore brilliant results may be attained by the expert than in that relating

to gunshot wounds.^

I wish to aeknowledge my indebtedness not only to the authorities

directly quoted, but to Maschka, Falk, WeW, Draper, Taylor, Tardieu,

Fodere, Luff, Chapman, Bock, Beck, Tidy, Wharton and Stille, Witt-

haus and Becker, Hamilton, Ogston, Reese, Caspar, and that mine of

information upon gunshot wounds, the 3Iedic((l and Hutyical History

of the War of the Rebellion ; to many journals, and to the gentlemen
who have kindly permitted me to (][Uote cases communicated to me.

BURNS AND SCALDS,

These injuries are not commonly classed as wounds in medicolegal

literature, although from a surgical standpoint they are so classed
; they

are rather spoken of as bodily injuries, often producing disfigurement,

and frequently endangering life.

A burn is an injury to the person caused by exposure to a heated

substance, flame, or radiant heat. A scald is an injury to the person
caused by exposure to hot licpiids or the vapors arising from them.

Although the latter part of this definition is in a measure a dej)arture

from the usual one, its correctness will be apparent if one considers the

number of cases seen in practice in which the damage to the skin has

been caused solely by the steam escaping from a stop-cock or the nozzle

of a tea-kettle. The scald differs from the burn in tbat it produces no

charring of the skin or of other parts, nor singeing of the hairs, the

latter process being due to flame ordinarily. Complete destruction of

the part or subsequent gangrene may, nevertheless, follow the scalding.

Although it is usual to speak of burns and scalds as affecting the

external parts of the body only, internal parts may be affected. Thus
children frequently scald the throat with hot liquids or steam, while in

one Boston case, occurring while I was a student, death resulted from

swallowing molten lead—afterward recovered in a solid mass from the

stomach—which ran from the roof of a burning building, some of it

entering the mouth of the man who stood, with open mouth, gazing

upM'ard at the fire.

The intensity of the injury depends not only upon the degree of heat

applied, but upon the time of the exposure, so that burns present any
appearance between slight reddening of the skin and complete charring
of the parts. Although, in general, scalds are less severe, those from

boiling oil or other fluid of sticky nature and high boiling-point may be

very destructive. ]\I<>lteu metals often adhere to the jiarts struck, and
burn more severely than otherwise. If heated only to the boiling-point

^ One reason for this assertion lies in the fact that the witness has the immeasure-
able advantage of being able to present the reasons for his conclusions, and even of

offering to confirm them by experimentation before the jury, although I have never seen
such an offer accepted. Such opportunities are denied the expert in manj' branches of

medicine, in which an opinion must be offered, without the opportunity to demonstrate
to the jury the material facts upon which the opinion is based. So important are
these advantages that, in my experience, I have not yet known a jury to disagree, nor
to bring in a vei'dict in disregard to the medicolegal evidence offered.
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of water, only blisters and reddening of the skin are found from the

application of heated metals. Here, as in case the metal is still hotter,

the burn often shows the size and sliape of the object causing it, while

molten metals are prone to scatter over the exposed parts. It may
here be noted that, because of the vaporization of the moisture of the

skin, momentary contact with even metals at a red heat, as in the ordeal

of the plowshare, may do but little damage to the parts exposed.

Injuries to the body by corrosive chemicals, especially the mineral

acids, are arbitrarily classed as burns, while if the agents are taken in-

ternally, it is termed poisoning. Burnings from explosions, especially of

gunpowder, are often oi' great extent, superficial, and, in the case of the

powder, accompanied by extensive tattooing from the driving of un-

burned grains of powder into the skin. Burns from petroleum oils

leave a distinct and characteristic odor, even for days, and a carbonaceous

residue is found after the combustion ceases. Patients burned by explo-
sion of firedamp and other gases, esj>ecially in coal-mines, often present

dark, car])onaceous particles driven into the skin, these being much less

uniform in size than in powder explosions.
Of the chemical agents spoken of, sulphuric acid, which is probably

most commonly used criminally, ])roduces a brownish or almost black

stain, nitric acid a yellowish one, and hydrochloric acid a yellowish or

brownish-yellow one. The eschar, unlike that from a burn, is soft and

moist, the hairs are not burned, nor is there the area of reddened skin

which commonly surrounds a burn. The spots generally found upon
the clothing assist in deciding the nature of the chemical used, not only
bv more or less characteristic staining, but by chemical analysis. In

one case of accidental burning by j)hosphorns, upon the lace and hands

I found the wounds very severe, with much inflammatory reaction, long
in healing and followed by severe scarring.

While scalds are almost always accidental, and burns generally so,

as well as the injuries from chemicals mentioned, burns may be inten-

tionally inflicted to cause death or disfigurement, or the attempt may
be made to cover up crime by destroying the body by fire. The chem-

ical agents may be used externally to cause death or disfigurement, or

mav be taken internally for suicidal purposes. Burns and scalds are

very rarely suicidal. Burns are :

1. Superficial, the skin and subcutaneous tissues only being involved,

leaving, in many cases, no permanent scar, or, if the scar be present, no

contraction.

2. More severe, blisters being formed, either immediately or within

a few hours, and the soft parts underlying the skin lacing destroyed in

greater or less measure. If the skin only is destroyed, a white, shining
cicatrix is often left, without notable contraction, while the burns causing
extensive destruction of tissue lead to perhaps the worst cases of con-

traction presenting themselves to the surgeon.
3. Burns destroying the parts, even to actual charring, and generally

fatal. In many cases diflerent burns on the same subject present all the

varying degrees of severity.





Burns Peodttced by Flames (Hofmann).

Body of a child two years old. Many of the burnt areas were as though roasted and

of a brownish-black color, and the distribution of the burns was extremely characteristic—
resembling swimming breeches. This distribution of the burns occur.s especially iu the

case of women and children when the clothing of the lower portion of the body is quickly

consumed. This latter is favored by the air which intervenes between the clothing and

the body and by the light fabrics of which the clothing is made. This sort of burn is not

so likely to be met with in the case of men, because of the closer apposition of the clothing

to the body and because of the more substantial materials of which it is usually made.

The latter may even afford a certain protection against burning, of which iu the iJresent

case one may see an indication in the limitation of the burn at the waist-baud, and at the

areas above the knees corresponding to the situation of the garters. The esteusive

brownish areas between the umbilicus and the symphysis pubis and on the inner surfaces

of the thighs are those portions which the flames must have affected early and intensely.
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As fonnerly iiulieated, the local effects of burns may be most varied.

Blisters are coiuiuonly found, presenting an albuminous fluid and a

reddened base, with reddening of the snrrounding skin. The nails may
be detached in severe scalds, while the skin, from scalding, may j)resent

anv a)>pearance from redness and blistering to a sodden, ashy-colored
condition.

Shortly after its intiiction the burn presents a red line of demarca-

tion between the sound and the injured tissues, deeply injected, and not

f »und in burns inflicted on the dead body. In severe burning there

mav be cracks or fissures, especially near the joints, varying in depth
and extent with the severity of the exposure, presenting ragged rather

tiian clean edges, and often showing blood-vessels, which are not readily
destroved by fire, stretching across the fissures, with little effusion of

blood in the surrounding adipose tissue—important points in the exclu-

sion of incised wounds inflicted u])on the living, and afterward exposed
to fire for concealment. These fissures may open the large cavities of

the body. At times their edges are covered with melted fat which has

escaped from within. It should be stated that wounds of the soft

parts only, as well as the marks of strangulation, are entirely obliterated

by complete charring.
The constitutional eflPects of severe burns consist of shock, with

pallor, feeble pulse, even chills, and tendency to collapse. The patient

may die from cerebral congestion before reaction, coma and convulsions

being frequently present. Death may occur from depression from the

severity of the pain. If, however, the patient survive for two days,
death more commonly sujiervenes from inflammation and ulceration of

internal organs, often with hemorrhage, from gangrene, septicemia, tet-

anus, or exhaustion from pain and suppuration. Although most deaths

occur in the first six days, some are delayed for as many weeks. The
coma mentioned must not be confounded with that from too free use of

ojiium, which drug must be used for relief of the terrible pain and
nervous shock of severe burns.

Postmortem Appearances.—In the bodies presented at the

morgue, one often finds evidence that death has been immediate, from

asphyxia, as from smoke and products of combustion
;
from accidental

injury, as from falling walls
;
while syncope from fright and collapse

from the severity of the injury doubtless account for many such deaths,

leaving but scanty postmortem traces. If the deatli has not been imme-
diate and has not occurred from the causes mentioned in the last para-

graph, pneumonia, bronchitis, pulmonary edema, or, especially in scalds

or in cases where heated air has been inspired, edema of the glottis may
be found. Suffocation from carbon monoxid may cause the l)lood to

have an arterial hue, totally difi'erent from that found where there has

been simply deprivation of oxygen, as in ordinary suflbcation. We
may state that the study of the conditi(Hi of the blood in those burned
to death has proved very unsatisfactory, the results of the different

observers not being in accord.

The serous membranes are often reddened, and may contain serous
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eifusions. Pulmonary ecchymosis is present at times. Ulcerations of

the lower end of the esopliagus, of the intestine, and especially of the

duodenum are common, and death mav have occurred from hemorrhage
from such an ulceration. The intussusception of the small intestine so

commonly mentioned is probably of postmortem origin. The heart is

generally empty, although the right side may be full of blood. The

brain, liver, kidneys, and pelvic organs are often congested. The

presence of sooty or smoky mucus in the respiratory tract is of im-

portance.
In the examination one should note especially everything which may

bear upon the identity of the subject. The approximate age may be
told in some instances by observation of the processes of ossification in

the bones and the condition of the epiphyses, and the sex as well if the

pelvis be found. If the whole body is destroyed, by sifting the ashes

parts of the bones myy be found, while artificial teeth, buttons, jewelry,
and other articles have been of value in this direction in different cases.

Period of Death.—Examination will often show that suppura-
tion has begun about the injury, which indicates that at least two or

three days have elapsed since the exposure. If the burns have not all

been inflicted at the same time, the fact may at times be determined by
the diflerent degrees of advancement of the pathologic changes in them.

Intestinal ulceration requires probably from six to fourteen days for its

development, and the contraction following an ulcer, many weeks or

months. A knowdedge of general pnthology is the true guide in this

matter.

Prognosis.—This depends rather upon the area than the severity

of the burn or scald. If the damaged area approaches one-half of the

superficial area of the body, death is almost certain, no matter how

slight the injury, for the damage to the superficial nerve supply and

the glands of the skin is innnense. Even a burn involving one-fourth

of the area, or, according to Smart, 350 square inches, may be fatal.

Bums or scalds of the trunk, especially involving the lower abdomen or

the genital region, are more dangerous than those of the limbs, and

most dangerous in children and nervous women. If the wounds be so

scattered over the body as to interfere seriously with rest' and to cause

the dressings to be very trctublesome, the j^rognosis is more grave than

otherwise. Extensive powder burns are said to be peculiarly dangerous.
Was the Injury Inflicted Before or After Death ?—This

question is often of great importance. If blisters be present and con-

tain a highly albuminous fluid, are surrounded by a red line of demar-

cation not disappearing upon pressure, witli a bright or coppery-red
color of the skin around, and present, after rujitnre, a red base, they
have certainly been inflicted before death. The presence of a blister

with a reddish but slightly albuminous fluid, or containing gas, with

absence of the line of redness and the red base after rupture, Avould

have a contrary meaning. But as severe depression of the bodily forces

may prevent the immediate development of a blister, which will yet

appear if reaction occur, the absence of the blister must not be con-



PLATE 7.

Death from BrRNiNG (ITofmann).

Body of ,1 ni;in fnund, excos-sivcly Vmriit. t)esirlp a railmail track. Tlie budy had ahoiit it an
odor of in'troleuiii. No injiirifs to the body were discovered. Aspirated soot was found in the

air-jiassages, and from this fact it was concluded that the burnincr had occurred duriufj life. All

veslices of hair had disappeared. The clothiuf,', with the exception of one shoe, had been

entirely consumed. The surface of the body was blackened and appeared as though roasted.

Here and there the skin was burst.

The burning was evidently the result ol applying a match to the clothes, previously satu-

rated with petroleum. Whether the case was one of murder or suicide could not be positively
determined. The peculiar position of the body probably developed postmortem, and was due to

the contractions of the burnt skin and the musculature drawing up the extended body. Similar
abnormal positions have often been observed in cases of deaths from burns.
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strued to mean thiit the body was dead at the time of exposure. Ex-

perimental investigations l)v Taylor, Leuret, Stoddard, Caspar, and
others have shown that, in ginicral, the distinction may l)e certainly

made, although blisters may be raised, upon dropsical subjects especiallv,

some hours after death, and by hot water very shortly after death
;
but

wliile the part tested retains some of its vitality, there should be no
occasion for error in confounding blisters with bulliB of putrefaction.
It is well to mention that at times cases occur, one of them being under

my care at present, in which, in association with very poor nutrition of

the lower extremities, blisters occin* about the feet, almost ])recisely"

resembling those from heat.

If the body be charred, it is impossible to tell w^iether death pre-
ceded the burning or not, unless, for instance, fracture of the skull,
with possibly the remains of a blood-clot beneath it, as in one case

reported, should be plain enough for detection, when the presumption
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tain. Of fractures in the bony system, and particularly in the head,
we have just spoken. They aiford presumptive evidence of autemortem
violence. The position of the body, condition of clothing, if any
remain, evidences of a struggle, depth and character of the woinids, in

fact all the circumstances, must be investigated. The subject may have

been burned to death after having fallen into the fire from an epileptic
fit or from syncope. After fatal injuries have been inflicted in such a

manner the patient may have rallied sufficiently to crawl away from the

fire, although expiring shortly.

A body may be completely destroyed within ten hours by means of

fire, but such a result is extremely unlikely in any ordinary conflagra-
tion. Analysis of the ashes after a fire has been suggested, in case

suspicion existed, for bones contain much calcic phosphate. The pro-

posed detection of poison in similar manner Mould be very problematic.

Spontaneous combustion may be dismissed with the statement that no

thoroughly well-authenticated case has been reported.

Subsequent Results.—Burns and scalds are extremely apt to be

followed by marked contraction of the tissues about the aftected part,
and suits for damages on this account are not infrequent. Serious

deformities are particularly common about the face, especially when the

lower jaw is involved, and about the larger joints. I have reported 3

cases of phthisis pulmonalis, each one of which originated in a lung

prevented from expanding to its proper extent by contraction of the

chest upon the side in question, originating from a scald in infancy.^

CICATRICES.

A cicatrix represents the newly formed tissue which replaces normal
tissues destroyed by wounds, burns, or other injuries. Destruction of

the whole thickness of the skin must result in a scar, which will remain

visible ever after, although it is known that slight incised wounds, Avith-

out loss of substance, may not leave easily found traces, although histo-

logically such traces could probably be found. The chief reason for

this permanence of cicatrices lies in the fact that the blood-vessels in

the newly formed tissue never develop sufficiently to give it the same
color as that of the normal skin. Even if not easily found, rubbing or

slapping the region often reddens the surrounding soiuid skin, when the

scar, incapable of such reddening, shows distinctly by contrast. Draw-

ing the skin tightly, as upon the fingers, mechanically squeezes out the

blood in the cicatricial tissue so that it show^s distinctly oftentimes.

Owing to the destruction of half-follicles and glands of the skin, no

hairs are seen in a true scar, and no sweating occurs, so that dirt does

not so readily adhere to the scar as to the normal skin. These are im-

portant points in the study of marks, especially in colored races and in

investigating cases of leukoderma.
Because of their permanence, scars are often of great value as a

means of identification, most individuals having received, at some
1 See N. r. Medical Record, Aug. 15, 1896.
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time, injuries upon some part of the body mIiIcIi leave indelible evi-

dence of their existence. Indeed, so well establisiied is the fact of

perinanenee that for ages the owners of stock Ujjon free ranges have

depended upon scars ])ro(liiced by burning and cutting certain areas of

the animal's b(»<ly as a means of establishing ownership.
Scars may be nuieh smaller than the weapon iuHicting them, be-

cause of the marked contraction which occurs in healing, especially
in case of considerable loss of substance. AYhen the skin is loose,

as upon the genitals or in the axilla, the scar niay be irregular,

although following a wound inflicted by a straight weajxtn, owing to

folds in the skin. kSuch cicatrices mav not be half the length of the

original wound.

It is well established that scars may increase in size with increasing
stature. Without quoting the many authorities and record(>d cases, it

will suffice to mention the well-known fact among stock-growers that

the brand left by a hot iron upon the skin of a colt or calf may in a

few years become larger than at the time of branding, and that, further-

more, it may change slightly in shape as well, from retraction occurring
about it, facts which I have had many 0])])ortunities to A^erify.

It is commonly stated that a scar will result if the whole thickness

of the skin is destroyed, but an opposite inference is not always justi-

fied. I have repeatedly noted scars left by burns so slight that only
the superficial layers of the skin were destroyed, so that the hairs and

papilla^ of the part remained, proving that the true skin had not been

destroyed. Such scars are lighter in color than the nomal skin, some
disturbance of pigment formation being operative. I have just verified

this statement by examining a woman burned and scarred in the manner
stated more than six years ago, in whom the bleaching is very distinct

to this day.
Birth-marks may atrophy and disappear with adolescence, as may

the nevi of traumatic origin, without leaving a trace. In one of

my cases an instance of the latter nature occurred, the nevus ujion
the face having been distinct for some five or six years after a fall

from a horse. jSTo material cicatrix remains after the removal of small

nevi by electrolysis in some cases, although it is common to o1)scrve the

scars left after removal, by this or other means, of moles and other

marks, upon the faces of women, particularly.
It should be noted that scars may be changed in appearance design-

edly by the addition of further injury, as is so commonly done by stock-

thieves in the West in making over one brand into another, although
no portion of the original scar can be removed without the removal of

the skin, leaving, at the least, a linear cicatrix. Thus, for exam])le, a

tattoo-mark may be so added to as entirely to change its general effect,

and, after the inflammattuy changes following the infliction of any
wound have subsided, the change may be undiscoverable.^

* As illustrating the facility with which sears and tattDo-marks may ho changed I

append the two fcillowing instances in whicli cattle hrands were adroitly changed hya
noted stock-thief, in the county in which I practised :
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The presence of scars must not be too absolutely depended upon for

identification, as instances have occurred where, by strange coincidence,
two persons have been found with practically identical marks. A very
minute description of the scars would almost certainly obviate such a

difficultv, if it could be obtained.

I have called attention
^

to the scars of cuts upon the fingers as a

means of confirming or disproving statements that one is or is not

right- or left-handed. Almost all males use edged tools, particularly
the ]iocket-knife, sufficiently to incur cuts, and hence cicatrices occur upon
tlie hand in which the object to be cut is held, therefore upon the hand
in which the knife is not held. Although many persons learn to write

with the right hand if born left-handed, most persons use the knife with

the hand which nature originally designated as the more skilful one.

Out of my first 100 cases, consisting of 12 females and 88 males, but

8 were without sufficient scars for study. Seventy-eight presented, upon
the radial sides of the left forefinger and middle finger, the ulnar side

of the thumb, and the dorsums of the three digits named, particularly
about the plialangeal knuckles of the thumb and forefinger, such a pre-

ponderance of linear cicatrices, as compared with the corresponding

parts of the right hand, as to leave no doubt that thev were right-

handed, so far as the use of edged tools Avas concerned
;
while in 7 a

contrary condition led to a diagnosis of left-handedness. The inference

in every one of these 85 cases was correct. There remain 7 cases with

an approximately equal number of scars upon the tAvo hands, in which
it was inferred that the ])atient was originally left-handed, but had

attempted to learn the use of the knife with the right hand. In 6 of

these cases this inference was correct, while the seventh man was dis-

tinctly right-handed, l)ut in some unknown manner had suffered many
cuts upon the right hand, as well as upon the left. Tlie ease with which

one mav distino-uish, in well-marked eases, which hand is chieflv used in

the manner mentioned is astonishing, and, in the case of a body present-

ing cuts,
—for example, made in such a manner as to indicate that the

one making them had been left-handed,
—this method would be of great

value in testing one's statement as to which hand he chiefly used, the

evidence in such cases in the past having often been very contradictory.
Accidental gunshot wounds are generally upon the hand not used in

holding the handle of the weapon, as testified to by the fact that, uj^ou
a holiday, I once saw 5 pistol wounds of the left palm and none else-

where. Three of the 100 cases just quoted presented such wounds, all

in tlie left hand, and all in right-handed men.

Tattoo-marks.—Because of their permanency, and the fiict tliat

they cannot be obliterated without leaving a tell-tale scar, and further,

because they remain until after putrefaction is well advanced, tattoo-

Cattle bearing the brand F were rebranded by addition of certain lines, so that

the brand appeared as LE, the deception being discovered by the finding of steers show-

ing the old brand with the fresh additions.

Others branded D— I were so changed that the mark appeared as R +. In each
instance the original brand may be easily traced.

^Boston Medical and Surgical Journal, Dec. 17, 1896.
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marks are of vital importance in establishing identity in certain cases.

For a full discussion of this subject the I'cador is referred to pages 88

and SJ) of this vohinic.

Accidental tattooing is extremely common. I have seen several

slight markings left from wounds by a pen, and many from a rusted

hypodermic needle, the latter jxirticularly iu uiorphin habitues.

Manv cases are due to the accidental blowing of powder-grains into the

face, the markiugs lieing small and abundant if gunpowder be the active

agent. Some half-dozen cases iu which the powder has been blown out

from the breech of a gun, after the manner described in the section

u})on accidents from firearms, have occurred in my experience, and I

have seen many others. When the weapon is held, as it commonly is,

upon the right side, the staining affects chiefly the right side of the

face and nose, the left side of the latter organ often escaping entirely
because of its being in a position practically parallel with the course of

the flying grains of powder. The conjunctiva, especially of the right

eye, presents the bluish stains ]K'rmanently, even though attempts be

made to remove the powder. This tattooing is very characteristic of

this form of accident.

Scattered bluish marks are often seen upon the faces of miners,
where the substance mined or the coarse ])owder used for blasting has

been the cause. I have seen them chiefly in coal- and iron-miners.

Gunshot cicatrices are commonly depressed, smaller than the bullet,

adherent, smaller at the place of entrance than at that of exit, as a rule,
and developed later, we are told, because of the longer time of healing.
There must be many exceptions to the alleged rule, however. Scars

from syjilnlitic and scrofulous processes have been mistaken for gunshot
scars, while a triangular blade has left a round scar similarly mistaken.

In the Aokid trial
' I was asked if the depressed circle upon the

ring-finger of the woman killed, and whose fingrers, severed from the

body at the tiuie, had been preserved in alcohol and were presented in

court, was the result of the ])ressure of a ring alleged to have been
worn u])ou that finger. I could only state, of course, that in all proli-

ability it was the result of the wearing of the ring. Harris has called

attention to the similar depression upon the legs of women from the

wearing of circular elastic garters.
In one of my cases I was able to affirm that a man of about tA\entv-

five years had formerly been much heavier than at the time of the

observation, from the abundance of linete albicantes visible, especiallv in

the loose skin in the region of the shoulders, Avhose presence could be

explained only upon the theory that he must earlier in life have sud-

j denly grown more corpulent. Such proved to have been the fiict. The
presence of these linear scars about the hips of virgins is not uncommon,
though not mentioned commonly, tlieir development being doubtless

synchronous ^vith rapid growth at the time of pul)ertv.

I Many bodies present the cicatrices of former cuj)pings, vaccinations,
attacks of herpes, particularly along the intercostal lines, venereal

^Arapahoe Co., Colo., 1896.
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sores, small-pox, chicken-pox, boils, carbuncles, setons, buboes, etc., the

nature of all being generally sufficiently obvious. The oft-quoted
statement that cicatrices in the groins point to syphilis is distinctly

incorrect, for they point very forcibly to a non-syphilitic venereal sore or

some other process which has caused suppuration in the glands—well

known to be rare from syphilis. This statement has probably l)een

banded down to us from the time of confusion as to the different

venereal diseases. It is stated by Ogston that the chancroid may leave

no scar, although the initial lesion of syphilis probably always leaves

distinct traces.

Scars upon the tongue suggest epileptic convulsions, in which the

org-an has been bitten. When horizontal depressions are found upon
the nails, one may infer that an exhausting disease has recently been

present, since these marks "grow out" in a few weeks. The depres-
sions in the developing teeth left by certain ei-uptive diseases might be

of value for identification, or serve as proof of the time of the disease.

The exceedingly characteristic cicatrices left by certain pathologic pro-
cesses upon the liver, heart valves, and other internal organs call for

mere mention. Scars upon internal organs need not necessarily indicate

that, in case of wounding, the organs have been directly touched by the

weapon or missile. Thus, with Dr. C. B. Lyman, I saw a case in

which a bullet had entered the pericardium and bruised the heart

through this membrane. Evidently the cardiac wall was damaged

sufiiciently to cause the muscular fibers to tear apart during the subse-

quent cardiac contractions, although not directly touched by the bullet.

Had the case recovered, it would have presented a very curious local

condition.



THE DESTRUCTION AND ATTEMPTED DESTRUC-
TION OF THE HUMAN BODY BY FIRE AND
CHEMICALS.

Tpie destruction of the liiunan body, more or less complete, usually

with the purpose of removino- evidence of a previous crime, is a some-

what common occurrence in criminal cases and raises a number of im-

portant questions for the medical jurist and expert. Fire is the agency

usually resorted to and deserves chief consideration, chemicals havhig
been used to only a very limited extent.

DESTRUCTION BY FIRE.

The questions arising- in consequence of the attempted destruction by
lire may be considered under four heads : (1) Where all material sources

of evidence ha\e been removed; (2) w^iere there remain ashes from which

evidence as to the former existence of an animal body can be derived,

but the human character cannot be distinguished ; (o) where the remains

permit the recognition of their human origin ;
and (4) where the per-

sonal identity of the body can be determined with more or less proba-

bility.

In connection with each of these, numerous matters of inquiry may
arise, such as the time and fuel required for the more or less perfect

destruction of the body, the differentiation of the effects of fire applied
before and after death, the effects of tire in producing fractures of bones,

etc.

Complete Destruction of the Body by Fire.—When the

human body has been c()in])letely consumed by fire and the ashes have

been disposed of, the material evidences of the crime are obliterated.

The medical witness may, however, be called upon to answer certain

questions as to the possibility of the destruction of the body, the time

required, the amount and quality of fuel needed, as well as to give his

opinion in regard to the meaning of odors, etc, which may have been

perceived by others at the time of the alleged destruction.

Time and Amount of Fuel Required.—One of the most im-

portant questions relates to the time recpiired to burn a body and the

amount of fuel necessary for the purpose. An exact answer to these

questions can be given only as the result of actual experiments, conducted

under conditions resembling as nearly as ])ossible those under which the

alleged burning took place, but an opinion can be formed as to the

343
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approximate time required from observations already made. At the trial

of Professor Webster in 1850/ Dr. Woodbridge Strong testified that he

undertook to burn a body in the open air, but after working all night
there was still much unconsumed. The kind of fuel is not stated, but
was probably wood. In the Calder case it was in evidence that the

two murdered men were placed on a great fire of logs at "2 p. m.
;
the

fire was replenished from time to time, and at midnight the bodies

had been mostly consumed
;

at daybreak (September 25) only ashes

and cinders were left, among which subsequently several teeth and

many parts of charred bones were foimd.

As the result of experiments in connection with the trial of

Eoxalana Druse in 1885^ Dr. A. Walter Suiter found that a human

body weighing 140 pounds could be burned in a wood-stove in eight

hours, and that only one and one quarter pounds of fuel such as was
used in this case (dry pine shingles) would be required for each

pound of mixed animal tissues. It was found that the tissues first lost

Avater and then the dry mass burned readily.
In the celebrated Pel case in Paris in 1884^ Brouardel performed

experiments ^v'nh a small kitchen stove such as Pel used. He found
that a body could be consumed at the rate of 1|^ kilograms, or 3^ pounds,

per hour, so that a corpse weighing 60 kilograms, or 132 pounds, could

be consumed in forty hours, using charcoal as fuel. The weight of ashes

left in this case was 6 kilograms, or 13 pounds.
Xo verv marked odor is necessarily occasioned bv the burniup; of

the body. The first part of the process in which the flesh is deprived
of Mater and begins to char is usually accompanied by an odor resemb-

ling that of meat scorched in cooking, but the further burning does not

of necessity give oif much odorous gas. A great deal depends, how-

ever, on the method of combustion—the more nearly perfect and raj)id

it is the less the odor, while in the case of slow and imperfect com-
bustion the odor may be quite offensive.

According to experiments conducted by Professor L. Hektoen,^ in

burning three bodies in a furnace upon a bed of glowing anthracite coal,

the body can be consumed in a very short time. The fire-box of the

furnace in this case was 4 feet long, 35 inches wide, and 18 inches high.
In each experiment a body was destroyed in less than an hour, so that

nothing was left in its original form except the bones of the pelvis.
The extremities were removed in each case and placed by the side of

the body in the furnace.

When alcohol, petroleum, or oil is used as fuel, the time necessary
for combustion, according to Descoust, Robert, and Ogier,"^ must be at

least an entire day.
Determination of the Animal Source of the Ashes.—

When the ashes are left in the stove or can be obtained and identified,

* Boston Medical mid Surgical Journal^ 1850, vol. xlii., pp. 166, 167.
* Transactions Medical Society of State of Xew York. 1887. pp. 417-428.
3 Annales d'Hygiene, Paris, 1886, 3 S., xv., pp. 113-123.
* Personal communication. * Annales d'Hygiene, Paris, 1894, 3 S., xxxi., p. 533.
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they may furnish positive evidence of the oonsuni|)ti()n of an animal

substance. If the combustion lias not been c()m[)lete, the ash will have

a brownisli color, which indicates the probability of an animal origin.

In some cases of incomplete combustion the ashes become permeated
with a substance of a fatty consistence resembling tallow, which may
be a melted or saponified animal fat. The ashes should be examined

for these appearances, and such parts be reserved for careful chemical

analysis as may be able to reveal the soiu'ce of the fat. The princi-

pal evidence of the animal origin of ashes is found in the presence of

a large amount of phosphates, especially the phosphate of calcium derived

from the burning of bones. The following table gives the composition
of the ash of the bones of various animals :

^

Human. Ox. Turtle. Guinea-pig.
Calcium phosphate : . . . 88.8'.) 86.09 85.98 87.88

Magnedura phosphate 1.04 1.02 1.36 1.05

Calcium in other combination .... 7.65 7.36 6.32 . .

Carbon dioxid 5.73 6.20 5.27

Chl.u-in 1.80 2.00

Fluorin 2.30 3.00 2.U0 . .

The ash of muscle contains somewhat more than one-third its weight
of phosphoric anhydrid, which is mostly combined with potassium instead

of calcium.- The ash of human bones constitutes from 60 to 70 per
cent, of their weight.^ From these facts it maybe possible to calculate

from the amount of phosphates found in the ashes the amount of bone

consumed. This was done in the Druse case, with the result that the

weighed fragments of bone and the computed weight of bone repre-
sented by the calcium phosphate found in the ashes were equivalent to

ai)out two-thirds of the weight of a human skeleton. No fragments of

bones of the trunk were found, so that it is probable that the bone

ashes were deposited in part in another place. The ashes of ordinary
wood have a very different composition, containing from 10 to 30 per
cent, of compounds of potassium, chiefly carbonate, and ]ihosphates

corresponding to only from 4 to 7 per cent, of phosphoric anliydrid.*
Coal-ashes consist chiefly of silica, alumina, lime, and oxid of iron.

They contain but little potassium compounds and from 0.4 to 1.2 per
cent, of phosphates, calculated as phosphoric anhydrid.^

Identification of the Human Character of the Remains.—
Unless the combustion has been very complete, fragments of bone are

likely ttj be left and these may furnish evidence, more or less conclusive,
that the body consumed was that of a human being. It is not possible
within the limits of this article to establish the identity of the human

skeleton, but it may be well to indicate a general method of procedure

by which this evidence may be made most available. After picking

^

Zalefskv, quoted in Simon's Physifilopicnl Chemistry, p. 387.
-

Gautier, Chemie ajiptiqiie d la phi/siologie, d la pathologie et a V hygiene, vol. i., p.
308. *

Gautier, op. cit., vol. i., p. 352.
*
Meyer's Konversations-Lexikon, vol. i., p. 979; Richardson and Watts' Chemical

Technology, i., 440.
^
Meyer, op. cit., vol. i., p. 979

;
Watts' Did. Chem., vol. i., p. 1031.
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out from the ashes any large fragments of bone, the ashes should he

sifted through a series of sieves and the fragments obtained carefully

sorted and diligently studied. Fragments which cannot be recognized
should be compared with other fragments in order to find any which fit

each other so as to show that they are fragments of the same bone.

These should be attached to each other for subsequent study. The
identification of such fragments as parts of the human skeleton requires
a thorough knowledge of comparative as well as human anatomy. The
animals whose remains are most likely to be present in such ashes are

the domestic animals, but a skilful defense is likely to exhaust every
resource to throw doubt on the human origin of the fragments. The
bones likely to leave fragments characteristic of the human skeleton are

those of the skull and of the feet and hands. The temporal bone seems

very likely to be left, and is a strong evidence of human origin. In

the Luetgert case (see below) a temporal bone (greatly softened but still

recognizable), found near the furnace, seemed to have passed through
both the boiling alkaline bath and the furnace fire. The teeth are

especially important, and are, moreover, quite resistant to the action of

fire.

Determination of Age, Sex, and Personal Identity.—If

the body has been but partially consumed, questions as to age, sex, and

personal identity and the origin of bruises and fractures may be raised.

The changes in the shape of the louver jaw in consequence of the loss of

teeth are the principal means of identification of the age of the deceased.

The discovery of hairs may also furnish evidence. Distinction of sex

may be possible by the characters of the male and female pelvis. The
size and shape of the bones, and the prominence of the nniscular ridges

may permit an inference as to the size of the individual and the develop-
ment of the muscular system.'

The pergonal identity of the victim is an important question upon
which the examination of remains mutilated by fire is not likely to

throw much light. In the AYebster case identification was attempted

by measurement of the ])arts of the body which had not been consumed,
but the most that witnesses could establish was that these measurements

were not inconsistent with the size and muscular development of Dr.

Parkman, whose body was missing. The examination of artificial

teeth furnished more important evidence, although this evidence was

questioned by some dentists. It was generally agreed, however, that a

dentist M'ould l)e al)le to recognize his own work.

Were the Burns Produced Before or After Death ?—Where the

injury to the body has been slight, the question may be raised whether

the appearances are due to burns received before or after death. The
distinctive characters of a burn received before death are the character-

istic vesicles, the area of infiammatory redness around the burned spot,

and the presence of pus or granulation tissue underneath the dead skin.

' For a discussion of the data eonceriiing the age, size, and sex derived from the

skeleton, see Dwight, Medical Communications, Massachusetts Medical Society, 1878,
2 S., viii., p. 169.
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Experiments undertaken hy Chri.stison, Taylor, and Casper indicate

that vesication is a sure sign of burns [)r()duced before deatli, except,

perhaps, in tlie case of anasarcous bodies, but lack of blisters is not a

sure indication that the l)urning- was not done before death. The

ex])erinients of Griiff,^ of Mascldca,^ and of Taylor* show, however, that

the effects of heat upon the living and the recently dead are very
similar. The blisters raised upon the dead, except in the case of drop-
sical subjects, contain air instead of serum. Tiic serum exuded after

death is said not to be coagulable by heat and nitric acid, while that in

blisters produced before death is coagulable by these reagents.

The line of redness that forms around a burned part is due to a vital

action and is never seen in case of burns produced after death. The

absence of this appearance is not certain })roof that the burn was

received after death, l)ut its presence may be regarded as positive

evidence that the burning took place while the person was living.

Similarly, the discovery of pus or granulation tissue is positive evidence

of a vital action, and hence of the occurrence before death.

Were the Wounds Observed Produced before Death, or are they
the Effect of Heat?—The action of lieat upon the body may produce
the appearance of wotmds. Apparent wounds of the soft parts are pro-
duced by the giving way of tissues weakened by the heat in consequence
of stress of some kind. These tears are apt to be more ragged than

wounds made before death, the fissures extending in several directions.

Fractures of bones occasioned by heat may be mistaken for fractures

which occurred before death. In fractures occasioned by heat more

superficial cracks are observed and the fracture seems nev^er to extend

beyond the portion of Ijone whose structure has been injured by the

heat.

M. Tardieu,
*
after a conflagration in Paris in which a number of

persons perished, made the following observations, according to Wharton
and Stille

''

:

" The bones were dried and brittle, and in the long bones

fractures M'ith obliquely splintered and/ charred ends were observed,

differing distinctly from the character of ordinary fractures. In the

flat bones, which were thinned by heat, the fractures caused by the heat

assumed the form of fissures confined to one surfiice, and not penetrating
the substance of the bone. The intervertebral disks Avere contracted in

their diameters. Teeth and cartilage seemed to resist the action of fire

more than other hard parts. Some of the viscera w(M-e mummified.
The blood of the heart, aorta, and other large vessels presented an

extraordinary a]i]>earance, resembling wax or fatty matter, of a most
beautiful carmin color."

Casper*^ cites the case of five carbonized individuals, a man, a woman,
and three children, who presented the following appearances :

1
Praff. Vierteljnkrschr., 1850, iv.

^Canstatfs Jnhrefiberichf fii>- 1852, Bd. vii., p. 4G.
^ Medical Jurisprudence, fifth edition, 1855.
*• Annales d' Hypiene, Pans, April, 1854.
^Wliarton and Stillo, Medical Jurisprudence, third ed., vol. ii., part 2, p. 762.
^ Vol. i., p. 308, London translation, 1861.
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" The general appearance alone denoted them to be human. Their respective

pelves also permitted the distinguishing with probability which was man and which
woman. All the five were thoroughly carbonized and black, all their cavities laid

open, and not a trace of sort parts any longer visible. From almost ever)' skele-

ton single parts
—an arm, a hand, a foot, or a whole extremity

—were broken off

and wanting."

The following cases of more or less complete destruction of the body
by fire for criminal purposes illustrate many of the preceding points :

Case I.^—On November 23, 1849, Dr. George Parkmau disappeared, having
been last seen in the neighborhood of Harvard Medical College, Boston. Atten-
tion of people living near the college was drawn to unpleasant odors as of burn-

ing flesh issuing from the college. Search of the laboratory of Professor John W.
Webster resulted in the discovery of j^arts of a body consisting of a thorax, a

pelvis, two thighs, and a left leg. The parts of the spinal column of the thorax
and jjelvis fitted exactly and the left leg fitted the left thigh. The flesh showed
indications of having been subjected to the action of a strong solution of caustic

potash. From the ashes of the assay furnace a large number of fragments of
bone were recovered, comprising fragments of the cranium, thirty to forty pieces,
a fragment of the temporal bone, the coronoid portion of the lower jaw, probably
of an elderly person, another part of the lower jaw, a fragment of the atlas, the

body of a cervical vertebra, a fragment of the humerus, the terminal ]>halanx of
a finger, a fragment of the tibia, a fragment of a metatarsal bone, the right os

calcis, the right astragalus, and several pieces of mineral teeth. There were also

many unidentified fragments and a fragment of the ulna and the olecranon proc-
ess. A considerable portion of a plate for artificial teeth, as well as a consider-

able amount of gold, were found in the ashes. Dentists testified as to the identity
of the plate of artificial teeth, comparing it with the models from which they had
made teeth for Dr. Parkman. The medical witnesses testified that the measure-
ments of the body and the muscular development were not inconsistent with what

they knew of Dr. Parkman. For the defense, dentists testified that the plate, of

teeth would fit many mouths, and that they did not believe identification possible.
In rebuttal the prosecution brought evidence that a dentist would be able to

identify his own work. The accused was convicted and afterward made a full

confession.

Case II.'—In 1861, in North Carolina, a man was indicted for the murder of

Peggy Hilton alias Peggy Isly. She disappeared December 1, 1859, and ten days
later a log heap was discovered on the defendant's land, still burning. Search

of the ashes resulted in the discovery of many fragments of bone and a substance

resembling tallow. A creek near by was dragged, and bones, hair-pins, a button,
an eye of a hook and eye, etc., were found. Four physicians and one dentist were

examined and stated tliat they recognized among the bones part of a human skull

and part of the cheek-bone of"a human being. The dentist deposed to the identity
of human teeth among the bones exhibited in court. Upon appeal to the Supreme
Court this evidence was held to be valid.

Case III.^—December 18, 1884, William Druse was killed by his wife, Eoxa-
lana Druse, and the body burned in a wood-stove with the aid of dry pine shin-

gles as fuel. The ashes were deposited under a clump of bushes about half a mile

from the house, and consisted of a chaotic mass of finely pulverized wood- and

bone-ash, bits of charcoal, and small fragments of bone, of irregular form, which
could not be recognized as parts of the human skeleton without careful and dili-

gent study. By careful sifting of the ashes numerous fragments of bone were dis-

covered. Among them were six fragments recognizable as parts of a human

cranium, twenty-three fragments probably of a human cranium, part of an alve-

olar process, the fang, neck, and crown of a lateral incisor tooth, thirteen Irag-

ments of fangs of teeth, the head of a human radius, fragments of patellte, ten

fragments of the hand and foot, three fragments of human cranium, one showing
characteristic suture, two fragments of cervical vertebrae, and four fragments of a

^ Bofiton Medical and Surriical Jovryial, 1850.
'^ State vs. Williams, 7 Jones' Law, North Carolina, 44fi.
^ Transactions of the New York State Medical Society, 1887.
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human temporal bone. No bones of the trunk were found, and subsequent testi-

mony showed that this part had Ijeen deposited elsewhere. Conviction was se-

cured.

Case IV.'—In Paris, in 1884, a man named Pel was accused of the murder of
his mistress, Elise Bohmcr, by poison, and of subsequently destroyinjjj the body by
fire. The woman was taken sick July 2(1, and after the 12th was seen no more.
It is supposed that she died on that date. Odors suggesting a corpse in the apart-
ments of Pel were noticed by several neighbors. Notwithstanding the unusually
hot weather it was observed that he kept up a fire in his kitchen stove, and the

light from flames in the stove shone through tlie windows until he put up a cur-
tain to intercept it. After some days the neighbors, being suspicious, put up a
ladder and obtained a view of his premises. Suspicion having been aroused, tiie

prtMuises were searched and various articles seized for examination. Among
them were a number of drugs and the contents of the stove, as well as the stove
itself. Upon the handle of a saw some spots were discovered which proved to be
blood. An examination of the ashes showed them to be wood-ashes, and no frag-
ments of bone could be discovered in them. It is probable that the ashes jiro-
duced by the burning of the body had been disposed of before the stove was
seized. This case is one in which the evidence of the destruction of the body
and the previous poisoning was purely circumstantial. The medical expert, M.
Brouardel, was able to say that the symptoms from wliich the woman suffered

during her sickness resembled arsenical poisoning, but might have been due to

other mineral poisons. He was also of the opinion that the odors observed indi-
cated the presence of a cadaver in the rooms between the 12th and 17th of July.
The flames seen and the fire at unusual hours despite the very hot weather were
evidences of the burning of such a body. The time was ample, as only forty
hours were required, while Pel had one hundred in which to dispose of the re-

mains. Pel was convicted. (It is evident that a conviction in such cases should
rest upon very conclusive circumstantial evidence, and the province of the medi-
cal expert, at least in this country, should be limited to stating the results of
scientific observation and experiment upon the various conditions under which
the body can be destroyed by fire.)

Case V.^—In the case of Durant, accused of murdering and attempting to

destroy by fire liis wife, daughter, and a man named Devanx, the question arose
whether the greasy material saturating the clothes of the victims was human fat

coming from the cadavers or oil with which they had been saturated in order to
burn them more readily. The expert decided that the material was animal fat,

probably human.
The following additional cases may be consulted:

Leuret, corpse of a woman whose head was burned, blood coagulated between
the cerebral convolutions; suspicion of homicide; contradictory reports; con-
viction.*

Case of Regina vs. Jarvis, New South Wales Medical Gazette, Sydney, 1873-74,
iv., 80-89.

' / « >

Girdwood, Canada Medical and Surgical Journal, 1874.
Ghenwche Unter.vtrlutng einer Asc/ie^ Sammt. (jericht. arztl. Gutacht. d. Pran. med.

Fat, 1867, 3 F., 34(J-348.

Strassmann, Ueber eine Erscheinung hei Vcrbrennung, Preiiss med. Beamt. Veroff.,
Berlin, 1898, xv., 103-110

; State vs. Ah Chuey, 14 Nevada, 79
; Regina vs. Murphv,

4 Wyatt, Webb, and A'Beckett, 63 (Victoria, 1867); People vs. Alviso, 55 Calif.,
230 et seq., 1880; Gay vs. State, 49 S. W. Rep., 612-617 (Texas, 1897); State vs.

Calder, 59 Pacif. Rep., 903 (Montana, 1900).

DESTRUCTION BY CHEMICALS.
Destruction of the body by chemicals is rare in the annals of crime.

The reasons for this are obvious. The laity is not, as a rule, acquainted

^ Annates d'Hygiene, Paris, 1886, 3 S., xv., pp. 113-123.
2
Ihid., Paris, 1894, 3 S., xxxi., p. 533.

»
Ilnd., Paris, 1835, xiv., p. 370.
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with the action of chemical agents on animal tissues, nor are the neces-

sary corrosive chemicals and suitable vessels in which to use them

usually obtainable with sufficient readmess for this use. It is not sur-

prising, therefore, that only a very small number of cases are known
in which criminals have resorted to chemical agencies for the purpose
of destroying the body to remove evidence of a previous crime.

Although the number of chemicals that might be used for the de-

strnction of the body is considerable, there are two classes only that are

of material importance, namely : the strong acids and the corrosive

alkalis. Of the former, nitric, sulphuric, and hydrochloric acids are

the most rapid and pronounced in their action, and it is quite possible

by either of these to effect the complete disintegration and destruction

of a human body if a sufficient amount of the chemical is used, espe-

cially if heat is employed.
Nitric acid is particularly efficient in its destructive action on animal

tissues, attacking, disintegrating, and liquefying practically every por-
tion of a body, the skeleton included. During its action lower oxids

of nitrogen are given oif in greater or smaller amount according to the

heat applied, and the resulting solution is of a yellow or brownish-

yellow color. Sulphuric acid
^

is also highly destructive of animal

tissues as of most other organic bodies, but it is rather less potent than

nitric acid in securing complete and rapid disintegration and liquefac-

tion. The solution obtained is of a dark-brown or black color, and if

the heat used is considerable, carbonization of the material ensues,

attended with the evolution of suli)hur dioxid. Hydrochloric acid is

somewhat less active in corroding the body than either nitric or sul-

phuric acid. No gas is given off from its action on the tissues, and

the resulting liquid is usually of a dark-bluish or purple color. Of
either of these acids as ordinarily found in commerce a weight about

equal to that of the body acted on is required for complete disintegra-

tion. A mixture of nitric with sulphuric or hydrochloric acid is more

active than either acid alone, and hydrochloric acid becomes much more

energetic in its effect on organic tissues if used in conjunction with potas-

sium chlorate. These acids, and especially the mixtures named, are

largely used in toxicology to destroy the different organs of the body
in searching for mineral poisons.

Strong alkalis, such as potassium and sodium hydroxid, particularly

when aided by heat, are rapidly destructive of all parts of the body

except the bones
;
these are only slowly acted upon and at the most are

but imperfectly disintegrated, although rendered brittle and easily fria-

ble. A knowledge of the destructive action of strong alkalis on the

body is rather more general among the people than information as to

the effects of acids. Alkalis, moreover, are usually more easily obtained

without exciting suspicion than are acids, the former being so exten-

sively used by the people in making soap, in washing, and in many

1 Consult "Note medico-legale sur la possibilite de faire totalement disparaitre un
cadavre au moyen de Tacide sulfurique ordinaire," Comptes rend, de la Societe de

Biologie, Paris, 1883, 7 S., v., 5.
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other ovcn^-day operations; autl, finally, hot alkaline solutions are far

less destructive than aeids to metallie and wooden vessels, and conse-

quently can be much more readily used in acting upon a body than aeids.

For these reasons the destruction of the human body has been attempted
more frequently by stroui; alkalis than i)y the corrosive acids.

Perhaps the best known case in which chemicals have been used for

the destruction of the body is the Luetgert case, tried in Chicago in the

autumn of 1897. The case illustrates most of the important points
in connection with the subject. Louisa Luetgert, wife of Adolph I^.

Luetgert, a prosperous sausage manufactiu'er of Chicago, disap])eared
from her home, adjoining the sausage factory, the evening of j\lav 1,

1897, and was last seen going into the factory with her husband. As
the woman did not make her appearance again, neighbors and relatives

in a few days became alarmed and reported the disappearance to the

police. Upon searching the sausage factory they found in the basement
a large wooden tank supplied with steam-pipes, in the bottom of which

there still remained, altliough the stopper for emptying it had l)een re-

moved, a quantity of a reddish-brown, strongly alkaline fluid mixed
with a large number of small flakes and a few larger fragments of bones.

Upon careful search there were also found at the bottom of the tank a

gold ring bearing the initials " L. L.," which was identified as Mrs.

Luetgert's wedding-ring, and a plain gold guard ring worn by Mrs.

Luetgert to prevent the wedding-ring from slipping from the finger. A
part of an artificial tooth corresponding to one which Mrs. Luetgert
was known to have worn was picked up from the floor by the side of

the tank. Luetgert, the husband, was arrested and tried for the murder
of his wife. The theory of the state was that he had killed her either by
choking or by stabbing with a knife, and then, to remove the evidence

of his crime, had placed her in the tank in the basement, had covered

the body with a solution of caustic potash, and by means of the steam-

pipe connected with the vat had heated the solution until the remains
had been disintegrated and the soft parts dissolved. It was a matter

of record that he had bought a considerable quantity of crude potash
but a short time before, and it was in evidence that he had caused it to

be dissolved in the tank in question. From the weight of the potash

bought and from the size of the tank it was calculated that the solution

contained from 5 to 8 per cent, of potassiimi hydroxid. The bones,
which had escaped destruction in the vat, together with the woman's

clothing, were then, it was alleged by the state, placed in the fire under
the boiler and consumed. In support of this ]50sition many witnesses

were called and testified to numerous quarrels between husband and
wife

;
to her going to the factory the night of her disai)pearance ;

to his

being seen later in the night intently watching some process that was

going on in the tank in the basement
;

to his building up a considerable

fire under the boilers the following morning, although the factory had
been shut down for repairs ;

and to numerous other suspicious circum-
stances. The most inqiortant evidence, however, for our present pur-
pose was the scientific testimony given. Ashes, believed to have been
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those removed from under tlie boiler the day after the crime, were

found upon analysis by one of us (Haines) to contain several times the

amount of phosphate normal to the fuel used
;
but this fact did not

carry great weight, as it was shown that it was customary to throw into

the boiler fire the s^veepings of the factory, including many small bones.

Among the fragments of bone found in the vat were a few (a sesamoid,

the posterior tip of a rib, the end of the third metacarpal, and the sec-

ond phalanx of the little finger) which were identified by experts for

the state as being of human origin, but this was strenuously denied by

experts for the defense. The chemical experts, however, for both sides

(Delafontaine, Gibson, and Haines for the state, and Long, Wesener,

Fn;. 34.—Specimens of bones and fragments of bones left after the destruction of a body by boil-

ing for an hour and a half in a solution of crude potash.

and Riese for the defense) agreed substantially in regard to the follow-

ing facts, which they established separately by numerous experiments :

An adult human body if placed in a hot or boiling solution of caustic

potash offrom 5 to 25 per cent, strength is readily disintegrated and prac-

tically all the soft parts dissolved in from two to three hours. The hair

is one of the first tissues to be dissolved, and the soft internal organs are

easily attacked
;
the skin and muscles yield somewhat less readily, while

the cartilages and tendons sometimes persist for a considerable length

of time. In nearly every experiment a small portion of soft tissue was

found undissolved at the close of the operation. This seemed to consist

of an aggregation of fibrous material, and its quantity depended largely

on the strength of the alkaline liquid and the time and heat employed.
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At the most it amoiiiitod to only a small fraction of the l)o(ly wciuiit.

During the disintegration of a body in hoiling alkali a little soapy or

ammoniacal odor is given oif
;

this is slight, however, if the hody is

fresh, but is more |)ronouneed if it is old and putrefactive decomposi-
tion has set in. The liquid resulting from the corrosion has a dark,

reddish-brown color.

The bones were nuuih less attacked than the soft parts, but in all

cases were more or less disintegrated and softened. Many of tlieiu

broke down into small flakes and fragments during the process of b<iil-

ing, and the remainder crumbled upon being handled or upon modei'ate

pressure. As a rule the small bones, as would be expected, were most

completely disintegrated, while the large and hard bones, like the fenuir,

the tibia, and the temporal bone, passed through the alkaline bath only

imperfectly softened. It is' a singular circumstance, however, that in

nearly every experiment some of the small bones, such as those of the

hands and feet, were almost certain to come out seemingly but slightly

affected, while on the other hand occasionally the larger bones A\-onld be

disintegrated in an unexpected manner. The bones after being taken

from the alkaline bath and placed in a fire were found to be consnmed

and broken down into an unrecognizable mass in less than half the time

that was required to produce the same effect with bones that had not

been subjected to the alkaline licpiid. A tenqjoral bone, identified by
Dr. George A. Dorsey, of the Field Columbian Museum, as of human

origin, was found in 4some ashes in front of the boiler. It evidently
had passed tlu'ough both the boiling alkaline bath and the fire under the

boiler, and vet its form and markings were recognizable, although it

crumbled upon even slight manipulation.
Articles of clothing made of wool or silk are easilv attacked b\' the

boiling alkali, but those of cott<;)n or linen pass through almost un-

changed. Artificial teeth and most of the metals are also unaffected,

and this was a matter of much importance in the Luetgert case, the gold

rings and artificial tooth before mentioned thus passing through tlie vat

unacted on. The metal aluminum, however, is readily attacked and

dissolved by alkaline fluids, a fact which was also of importance in the

case, as the false teeth worn by the woman were supported on an alumi-

num ]ilate which naturally entirely disapjieared in the vat.

The jury disagreed on the first trial of the accused, but a second trial

resulted in a conviction.

Vol. I.—23



RAILWAY INJURIES.

The railroad accidents to be dealt with here are those due to col-

lision or derailment. Individuals, it is true, are frequently crushed or

run over, but such accidents differ in no particular from crushes inflicted

by any other means except in the facts that the injury is more apt tlian

in ordinary crushes to extend far beyond the limit of application of the

force, so that it sometimes happens that the surface shows no evidence

of injury and yet the structures beneath are badly damaged or even

pulpified. When consideration is taken of the enormous number of

people who travel by steam and by trolley, the list of casualities is

surprisingly small and grows less year by year as safety devices are

more largely employed. The safety of travel is to a great extent a

matter of cost, but in spite of heavy expenditures and stringent rules

a certain number of accidents are bound to occur. Accidents are more

frequent in the United States than in England. The English roads

cost five times as much to build as the average American roads. Com-

pared with the total train movement, in six years the railroads of the

United States killed four and a half times as many people as the rail-

ways of the United Kingdom. In 1898 the railroads of the United

Kingdom carried over 1,000,000,000 passengers, 1 passenger out of

200,000,000 was killed, and 1 out of 2,500,000 was injured. On
June 30, 1898, the United States Interstate Commerce Commission
made a report, which is abridged' as follows bv the Medical News (July

29, 1899) : During the year ending June 30, 1898, 47,741 were killed

or injured by railroad accidents in the United States
;
6859 were killed

and 40,882 were injured. One passenger was killed for every

2,267,270 carried, and 1 injured for every 170,141 carried. For

every 60,542,670 miles traveled 1 passenger was killed.

The report of the Interstate Commerce Commission for the three

months ending September 30, 1901, is as follows: Casualties due to

collisions, derailment, and miscellaneous train accidents : 240 killed and

2622 injured ;
accidents of other kinds, including those to employes and

to passengers in getting on and off trains, etc., increase the total number
of casualties for the three months to 11,212 ;

725 were killed and 10,487
were injured. Of passengers, 110 were killed and 2126 were injured.

The railroad companies are frequently mulcted for large sums of

money in damages and after every great accident numerous claims are

presented. Bevan speaks of a wreck in wliich it was alleged 123

people were injured. In 35 cases distinct claims were made against
the railroad, and in 24 of these cases the claim was supported by

354
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medical testimony. Sometimes it is eminently proper and right that

damaucs sht)uld be awarded. Sometimes the awardini; of danuiires is a

ridieulous travesty upon justice. These suits are usually energetically

pushed and arc often obstinately contested. Under the present unfor-

tunate system each side engages its expert, who, too often, becomes a

partisan and too rarely tries to view the ease with a calm intelligence.

In some cases the injury and its consequences are evident to all. In

many cases it is a genuine question if any iujury exists. Uuder the

latter circumstances the public is frequently entertained with the

spectacle of rival experts examining the same facts and sworn to tell

the truth, yet making diametrically opjxisite statements as to the

question of injury and the degree of disability of the ])laintiii'. It is

im])ortaut for the expert to be honest and non-partisan, to say truth-

fully what he thinks, and to know at least something of what he speaks,
so that he can avoid doing injustice to an unfortunate who labors under

a real disability which is obscure in its symptoms, and can also avoid

injustice to a corporation u])on the ]">rosperity of which great numbers

depend for their support. Railroad injuries are of all sorts and of all

degrees. In a wreck many passengers escape harm entirely. Some

may receive slight injuries, others may be subjected to fearful mutila-

tion, or may suffer instant death. In some the effect of the accident is

immediate
;

in others, it is delayed. In some it is transitory ;
in

others, persistent. In some no secondary troubles follow
;

in others,

secondary consequences of great gravity ensue. In still others injury
is asserted when it has no existence, or a real disability is exaggerated,
or a disabilitv which existed before the accident is alleged to have
resulted from the accident.

It should be Ijorne in mind that even a very serious injury may be

recovered from without permanent disability and a very slight injury

may in some cases be followed by decided and even permanent disability.

Many railroad injuries in no wise differ from injuries due to other causes,

except perhaps in the greater amount of shock. Among injuries of this

class may be mentioned burns, scalds, contusions, wounds, fractures, and
dislocations. The injuries specially considered are those which follow

derailment or collision. The high momentum and the great weight are

capable of inflicting injuries which are rarely seen from other causes,
and many of these cases are obscure and difficult of diagnosis. Fur-

ther, such injuries are gravely complicated l>v the effects of shock, of

fright, and often of hardshij) and exposure, and because of these con-

ditions severe and persistent symptoms often arise which may mask or

complicate the evidences of real structural damage or which may sug-

gest to the patient the existence of a lesion when no lesion exists. A
railroad injury, of all injuries, offers to the sufferers the greatest tem]>-
tations to commit fraud. Tillmanns tells us that in a collision the occu-

pants of the train which is moving most ra])idly are the most frequent
victims of serious injury. He says that in those who die instantly
without outward evidence of injury punctiform hemorrhages about the

head and body can often be discovered by a careful examination. Mr.
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Hill recorded a case of sudden death in which numbers of minute
extravasations and some clots existed in the muscles of the abdomen,
chest, heart, and in the brain and viscera. Tillmanns says, further,
that the lower extremities are more often injured than the up])cr, the

lungs not uncommonly, and the abdominal viscera are occasionally

injured.
The distinguished Leipzig surgeon quoted founds his conclusions

largely upon the observations of Tardieu and Vipert : upon the Charen-
ton accident in which 400 people were injured. Not unusually after a

railroad injury there is great hemorrhage from a surface wound or a

])assing of blood into the cavities of the body. The immediate effect of
the accident is modified by several factors.

Sex.—More men are injured than women
;

this is not because men
are more prone ti) injury than women, but because more men travel.

Shock is less manifest in men than in women, but visceral injury is

more common because men in middle life arc more apt to have visceral

disease than are Avomen. Women suffer nnich from shock and fre-

quently develop persistent and severe nervous symptoms. The liability
to shock is greatly increased if at the time of the accident the victim

was pregnant, was menstruating, or was lactating. Of course, an acci-

dent may be responsible for abortion or j>remature labor.

Age.—Children are profoimdly shocked if they suffer from great

hemorrhage or severe pain, but otherwise they are not, because they do

not have a keen appreciation of the nature of an accident, and the

mental effect of the calamity is eitlier absent or is slight and transitory.
In children, especially in tliose jiredisposed by hereditary tendency, a

nervous disease may result from the fright. The viscera of a child are

rarely injured. This is because they are usually healthy, because the

tissues are elastic and limit concussion, and because the bones are elastic

and the joints mobile. Permanent disability is not so apt to ensue as

in adults
;

in fact, the injury in a child is usually soon repaired. The

aged suffer very much from shock, and are particularly liable to visceral

injury and to sudden death.

Obesity.—A fat man, because of his great weight, is apt to be

seriously injured by falls, jars, oscillations, or concussions, and is liable

especially to fracture or dislocation. Every fat man is not unhealthy,
but many fat men are. An unhealthy fat man has flabby muscles and

relaxed ligaments, and is thus peculiarly liable to s]>rains, strains, and

dislocations. He suffers severely from shock, his viscera are unhealthy
and are apt to be damaged, and after an injury his apjietite fails at once,
he loses strength rapidly, and wounds do not heal kindly.

Habits.—A man who drinks liquor to excess is almost certain to

do so after an injury, and even an ordinary regular drinker is apt to

come to harm after an accident. Such subjects suffer from insomnia and

nervousness. The appetite fails, the kidneys cease to perform their fr.nc-

tions properly, and delirivnn tremens may arise even if the individual

has not been an actual drunkard. If a fracture exists, the nuiscular

tremors of deliriiun tremens can separate the ends of the bones and lead
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to non-union, or iiiulty nnion i(" the patient i.s so fortnnatc as to escape
death. Avery slight injnry may pnuhiee an extensive e('('hyniosis in a

(h'unkard, and the same statement is true of a tea inebriate, an opinni

eater, a hemopliiliac, or an individual who is anemic IVom any cause

Avliatever.

Temperament.—People of choleric temperament stand shock

well, hilt occasionally after a shock develo}) emotional derangement,

hypochondriasis, or actual mental disease. Persons of a nervous temper-
ament have weak muscles and are liable to strains and sprains. In
them the innnediate eflPects of shock are very severe, but the rally is

rapid and thorough. After the shock they frequently suffer from hys-

teria, hypochondriasis, neurasthenias, neuralgia, insomnia, dyspepsia, and
sometimes actual insanity. People of the lymphatic temperament suffer

but little from shock unless the injury is complicated by hemorrhage.

They are especially liable to complications produced by exposure to cold.

They rarely have at the time any clear rcalizatic^n of the horror of the

affair. Their after-impressions are cold and indistinct, and they do not

dwell upon the catastrophe with the fearful fascination of the nervous

or choleric. People of a sanguine temperament react readily from

shock, but not very uncommonly develop maniacal excitement or

hysteric delirium. They soon recover from the terror of the acci-

dent, and, as a rule, like to narrate incidents of it and tell of the part

they played.
Race.—Negroes suffer considerably from fear and shock. Jews,

especially Russian Jews, often become frantic with terror after an acci-

dent and develop jnany secondary nervous })henomena. It has been

alleged that Chinamen when in a railroad accident as a rule remain

placid, orderly, and quiet. The French suffer nnich from shock, but

soon react. Irish, Germans, Englishmen, and Americans have no special
racial peculiarities in regard to it.

SHOCX OR COLLAPSE.

Shock or collapse is a condition of depression of the vital powers
which follows a physical injury or a ])owerful mental impression. It is

not dependent upon loss of blood, although hemorrhage, if present,

greatly adds to its intensity. The peripheral irritation of an injury
or the central commotion of a mental im])ression, and in many cases l)oth

flictors combined, weaken the heart. The cardiac weakness arises from
irritation of the pneumogastric centers and from ))aralysis of the vaso-

motor nerves of the abdomen. The blood no longer circulates freely,
but gathers in the abdominal viscera and the man may be said to
" bleed to death in his own viscera." As a matter of fact, the correct

mode of expression is to designate the causative impression as the shock,
and the resultant condition as collapse, but it has been the usual custom
to use the term shock to signify both the impression and the condition

which results. Some surgeons are in the habit of applying the term
shock to a condition associated with ])hysical injury, and the term
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collapse to a condition arising from mental commotion. Shock is

especially manifest in women, in children, in the aged, weak, and

debilitated, in sufferers from chronic visceral disease or nervous mala-

dies, in drunkards, in negroes, and in Eussian Jews, and after injuries

to the head, testicles, abdominal viscera, or joints.

That fear alone can produce profound collapse is certain. It causes

pallor, tremor, goose-skin, dyspnea, weakness and slowness of the

circulation, coldness of the extremities, subnormal temperature, invol-

untary evacuation of urine and feces, and excitement and delirium.

It may cause death. That it can do so has been proved by the fact

that men have died at the minute they were condemned to be hung.
Lauder Brunton has recorded a remarkable case in which fi-ight caused

instant death. Haller has told of a man who, in stepping over a

grave, thought he was seized by the foot, was greatly frightened, and

died the same day.
Intense mental preoccupation opposes shock. A shock can sober

the drunkard, establish a great number of maladies, and wake into

activity hitherto unsuspected morbid tendencies. It varies in degree
from the slightest and most transitory disturbances to the most profound

impairment of the vital functions. It is highly important to remember

that shock may produce a condition in which the memory fails })roj)erly

to register events, and events which were immediately antecedent to the

accident may pass from recollection. Such cases have been recorded by

Carpenter and others, and amnesia of this character may be temporary
or permanent. A man, after an accident, may sit up, walk around,

and talk and yet have no subsequent memory of this period, just as a

somnambulist has no memory of his movements or as the victim of

epileptic automatism has no recollection of having done anything
unusual. The account of the accident given by .an individual who was

profoundly shocked may even be believed by himself and yet be errone-

ous in the most essential ])articulars, and should never be accepted with-

out substantial corroboration.

It is usual to divide shock into three forms—the torpid or apathetic

form, the delayed or secondary form, and the erethistic or delirious

form. The so-called erethistic or delirious shock is not shock at all.

It may mean the delirium of hemorrhage ;
it is often a purely emotional

delirium
;
when it happens a short time after the accident it may be due

to septic infection. In this condition the pulse and respiration are

irregular and the face is flushed.

The common form of shock is the torpid or apathetic. The face is

pale, the features are sunken, the eyes are bright and staring, the skin

is covered with a cold sweat, the pulse is very rapid and feeble and

often intermittent, the breathing is irregular, shallow, and quiet, the

muscles are relaxed, the sphincters as well as the voluntary muscles

are relaxed, the pupils are equal and dilated, but react slowly to

light. There is usually retention of urine and impaired sensibility.

The patient is, as a rule, conscious, although ai)athetic, and answers

sensibly, thougli in a very low voice when spoken to loudly or per-
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emptorily. In some cases tluTc is temporary unconsciousness. Not

unusually there are nausea and voiiiitino-. The tomj)erature is frequently
as low as 95° F. A man in this condition may become unconscious

and die in a short time. He may react and go about, although he feels

shaken and weak for a considerable ])eriod aud fr(M|ucutly has a blurred

memory or complete anmesia as to the events of the accident and often

of the events which immediately preceded and followed it. He may
remam shocked for many hours, with occasional episodes of excitement,
from which condition he subsequently recovers. He may recover com-

pletely from shock, or the condition may be responsible for the produc-
tion of some grave collapse, or of the weakeniug of morbid teudencies

into activity, or disclosing an organic disease which was not previously

recognized as existing.
It is necessary to distinguish this form of shock from the constitu-

tional condition which accompanies hemorrhage, from syncope, from

concussion of the brain, from compression of the brain, and from alco-

holic intoxication. In the collapse of hemorrhage the individual has

fainting attacks from which he reacts. He is extremely restless, tossing
himself from side to side, suffers from excessive thirst, has a pallor more

deadly than the paleness of shock, and the blood shows a notable

diminution of hemoglobin. In syncope the patient becomes suddenly

unconscious, and from this condition he quickly recovers or in it he

quickly dies. Concussion of the brain is considered by many to be a

form of shock. As a matter of fact, it presents practically the same

symptoms, but with a greater amount of involvement of the mental

processes. The patient may be absolutely unconscious, or may be capa-
ble of being aroused for a moment by peremptory s])eaking. Com-

pression of the brain is marked by coma, paralysis, loss of pupillary

reflex, etc., and is hence not confused with shock. In drunkenness
it is rare that there is complete unconsciousness. The patient can

usually be aroused, his face is generally flushed, not pale, there is thick-

ness in speech, the pulse is distinct, though possibly weak, aud there

are incoherence and incoordination.

The form of shock which is known as the insidious, secondary, or

delayed form was described many years ago by Travers. The patient
at first has slight symptoms of shock, but in the course of a few hours

positive manifestations appear and the patient has episodes of delirious

excitement and is apt to die.

Delirium Tremens.—If a hard drinker becomes the victim of an

accident, he frequently develojis deliriimi tremens. A dnudcard is

almost certain to, but a regular spirit drinker who is not a drunkard

may also do so. This condition is especially common in drinkers

injured in a railway accident.

Traumatic Delirium—Delirium Nervosum.—This condition

is a state of afebrile delirious excitement which is occasionally observed in

people after an accident. It comes on in from two to five days after an
accident or operation, and lasts a day or two or even longer (Le Dentu).
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It occasionally causes death. In most patients it is hysteric delirium,
and in some it is acute maniacal delirium. Occasionally a case which

begins as traumatic delirium after a time becomes a confusional insanity,
a dementia, or'a melancholia.

Injuries of the Back.—Injury of the back is often alleged as the

basis of a claim for damages. Undoubtedly injuries of the back are

frequently produced by railroad accidents, but as they are apt to be

complicated by nervous symptoms, they constitute a great source of

litigation, error, and fraud. These injuries may be produced by direct

blows upon the back, violent oscillations of the body, propulsion for-

ward or throwing backward, bending, thrusting, lifting, violent jars, or

jumping from the train.

Such injuries are intraspinous, extraspinous, or a combination of both

forms. Page tells us that 99 per cent, of cases are examples of extra-

spinous injury, and in very many cases the injury of ligaments and mus-
cles is absolutely unassociated with injury of bones or nervous structure.

Strains and Sprains of the Back.—The cervical region suffers

most often, and the dorsal region least often, from strains and sprains,
but in some cases two regions, or all the regions, are involved. Symp-
toms may arise promptly and be marked and positive, but in most

cases they come on gradually and are at first trivial and uncertain.

In fact, two or three days may pass before the symptoms are positive
and disabling.

The symptoms are pain on deep pressure, on using the injured

muscles, or moving the sprained articulations. Pain may radiate some

distance, but does not follow a recognized nerve distril^ution when the

nervous structures are not damaged. Points of tenderness frequently
exist in the skin overlying tlie area of ligamentous or muscular damage.
In severe injuries there is some local ])ain, even when the patient is

quiet, but it is much intensified by motion. If pain on pressure is

complained of, a simple maneuver will prove the pain to be real.

Make firm pressure and this will cause rapid pulse and ]>ossible pallor
and sweating (Mannkopf ). The back is stiff and immobile, the muscles

being in tonic spasm because of pain and inflammation in muscles, liga-

ments, or joints. If the patient bends to pick up something, he acts

like a child with Pott's disease and bends the knees instead of the back.

Unilateral rigidity may exist, and this cannot be simulated. Limitation

of movement in the cervical region can be detected by asking the

individual to turn his chin far over one shoulder and then far over the

other shoulder. Then have him sit in a chair, look at the ceiling, and

throw his head farther and farther back. Rigidity in the dorsal region
is hard to make out. In the lumbar region rigidity can be detected by

undressing the patient, placing him face down, and watching the lumbar

curve while the leg or body is raised.

In severe cases swelling and discoloration are observed. In bad

sprains the pain on movement is so severe that the individual dreads

the very thought of motion, and his refusal to move may be mistaken

for paralysis. In such a case the movements of the legs and arms are
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weak, because these extremities are deprived f)f proper support (^[ouUiu).

Constij)ati()n is noted, and defecation is dilHcult. In severe sprains of

the hnnl^ar region it is not unusual for the patient to have tr()ul)le in

micturition. Tlic atteni])t causes pain ;
the abdominal muscles do not act

freely; it is difficult for the individual to expel his urine, and dribbling
occurs at the termination of the act (jMoullin). The symptoms of a

sprain may last but a few days or may last niontlis, and in prolonii'ed
cases neurasthenia tends to appear as a com|)lication and tlie patient

complains of indii^estion, flatulence, constipation, anorexia, inabilitv to

pursue his occupation, dimness of vision, headache, sleeplessness, vaso-

motor disturbances, loss of sexual power, etc.

In a recent injury of the back one should always examine the

patient thoroughly t(i be certain that there is no injury of bones or

nervous structures, nor fmcture or dislocation of vertebrae, spinal

hemorrhage, nor damage to iierve-roots. In a pure musculoligamentous

injury the spines and transverse processes of the vertebrae are not

irregular, and spasm, muscular paralysis, anesthesia or hyperesthesia of

distant parts are absent. Tiie spines are not tender, but the muscles

may be. The X-rays may show a fracture or dislocation, but in some
cases fail.

A chronic case must be examined with great care in order to deter-

mine if there is vertebral disease, or inflammation of the cord or its

membranes, or degenerative cord trouble.

Sprains, strains, and contusions may be followed by muscular

wasting and weakness of tlie back, by stiflhess due to inflammatory
adhesions, by lumbago, by inflammation of the vertebral joints, by
vertebral osteomyelitis, by periosteal sarcoma, and in predisposed sub-

jects by tul)orculous osteitis.

Spinal Concussion and Cord Disease of Traumatic Origin.—For

many years the views of Erichsen dominated surgical thought in regard
to the pathology of railway spine. This distinguished authority taught
that a blow, a jar, or an oscillation is capable of producing molecular

changes in the s])inal cord (spinal concussion), that these changes are

made manifest by positive symptoms, and may be followed l)y inflam-

mation of the cord and its membranes or by degeneration of the cord.

Many modern writers entirely reject the views of Erichsen, and
assert that injiuy to the back does not produce molecular changes in

the cord, that spinal concussion is a hypothetical state and not a real

condition, that many of the symptoms are of cerebral origin rather than

spinal, that the local symptoms are due to extraspinous injuries, and
that tlie later symptoms, which Erichsen pointed to as evidences of

inflammation or degeneration, are in realitv manifestations of hysteria
or of neurasthenia. Page goes so far as to assert that he never saw a

case of alleged concussion in which a postmortem was made that a

spontaneously reduced dislocation of a vertebra was not found to exist.

What Erichsen called spinal concussion is molecular alteration in

the cord due purely to a concussing force. The frequency, but not the
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possibility, of such a condition is in doubt, and there is cordial agree-
ment among later observers, who hold that most cases which have been

placed in this category are instances of extraspinal injury associated

with traumatic hysteria.

This point of view is probably correct, particularly because of the

way in which the cord is guarded from concussing forces. It is sus-

pended in the canal and does not lie upon the vertebrae
;

it is wrapped
about by a buffer of fat and a water-bed of spinal fluid. The thickness

of the muscles, the number of the bones, the elasticity of the cartilages,
and the great flexibility of the column itself serve to break up and
disseminate even a great amount of force. But, nevertheless, some
cases are reported which cannot be regarded as traumatic hysteria. It

is well known that fractures and dislocations of vertebrae mav damas:e
the cord and the vertebral injury escape recognition during life. It is

equally certain that even without fracture there may be meningeal

hemorrhage, hemorrhage into the cord, or rupture of the pia mater

(Leyden, Knapp). It has been proved that a direct blow upon the

back can produce numbness or tingling of the extremities, immediate

paraplegia with increased reflexes, or motor and sensory paralysis with

absent reflexes, when the dura is intact and the exterior of the cord

presents no evidences of injury (Leyden, Dumesnil). In such cases

careful microscopic study of the cord proves that multiple hemorrhages
exist. It is no longer believed that a concussing force produces molecu-

lar alterations, but it can be asserted that it is capable of producing

multiple hemorrhages of the cord
;

that the condition which is desig-
nated as spinal concussion has a real existence, and that the cord often

recovers completely, but in some cases myelitis arises (see Spiller,

Westphal, Obersteiner, and Schmaus). The case reported by AVillard

and Spiller
'

is of great importance. A full discussion of this subject
will be found in the chapter upon the Traumatic JS^euroses.

That myelitis can follow a spinal concussion is certain. That tabes

can follow a spinal concussion is probable, although it rarely does so.

Oppenheim says that a fall can cause tabes. Strauss says tabes can

arise years after the injury, though whether in such cases the injury can

be considered as causative seems doubtful. Lateral sclerosis and pro-

gressive muscular atrophy seem occasionally to own a traumatic origin.

Spiller and others have discussed the probability of the existence of

traumatic syringomyelia .

Dislocations and Fractures of Vertebrae.—There is nothing par-
ticular in fractures and dislocations of the vertebrae due to railway

injury to make them different in any way from like hojuries however

inflicted. A dislocation is usually associated with a fracture, but not

invariably, as in the cervical region a pure dislocation can take place.

The injury may be instantly fatal, but is sometimes partially or com-

pletely recovered from. As a rule, the cord is damaged and it may be

destroyed. The deformity may be marked and permanent, or the dis-

location may midergo spontaneous reduction. In such a case total

'^ New York Medical Journal, March G, 1897.
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destruction of the cord may luive been etleeted and yet deformity be

absent.

Dislocations are most common in the cervical rctiion. They are pro-

duced bv very violent indirect force distortinir the vertebral column.

A dislocation can be caused by only slight force when the vertebne are

diseased. Tillnianns says a dislocation can be caused by excessive

flexion (there is also fracture of articular processes), by hyperexteusion
or dorsal flexion (there is usually fracture of vertebral arches and spines

and great damage of cord), by abduction or rotation.

It is important to remember that whereas the spinal cord is usually

directlv injuretl in dislocation it may escape, and further that one or

several nerves may be damaged and the cord escape. Even when the

cord escapes gross damage it is apt to suffer from concussion, and cord

disease may follow. An unreduced dislocation is made evident by

deformity, rigidity, impaired function, and can usually, but not always,
be confirmed by the use of the X-rays.

The regions in Avhich fractures are most common are the cervical and

lumbar. The fracture may be limited to one vertebral process, but

usually involves several processes or the body. Fractures are due to

very violent force, direct or indirect. Fracture may be associated with

dislocation. The cord may escape entirely, may be subjected to con-

cussion, may suffer from hematomyelia or pressure from without from

fragments or clot, may be lacerated or completely divided. Death

usually follows fracture : it may be very rapidly, it may be more slowly,

myelitis arising, but in some cases the patient recovers partially or

completelv. In fracture it is not the bony injury which is responsible
for death, but rather the amount of cord injury.

In some cases there is marked deformity, positive symptoms exist,

and the diagnosis is easy. In other cases diagnosis is impossible. In

most cases there is paralysis. The paralysis is usually immediate in

onset, but may be gradual. Horsley had a patient who walked about

for one week after an accident
; paralysis gradually developed in all the

limbs, and an incision showed the existence of a fracture of the sixth

cervical vertebra.

Paralysis is associated with anesthesia, loss of reflexes, involuntary

passage of feces, retention of urine, probably with deformity, possibly
Mith j^riapism. After any severe back injury the reflexes may be lost

temporarily from shock. If the deep reflexes do not soon return, and

if the motor and sensory paralysis is associated with vasomotor palsy,
the cord is completely divided (Page, Thorburn). Bowlby maintains

that the superficial reflexes can return even Avhen the cord is completely
severed. The X-ravs mav show a fracture, but often fail because of

the depth of the parts and the way in which one bone or j)ortion of a

bone overlajis another.

Injuries of the Head.—Fractures of the skull arising from a

railroad accident do not difler in any i)articular from fractures otherwise

obtained. In some cases the evidence of fracture is conclusive
;

in

other cases the diagnosis is very difficult or even impossible. A hema-
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toma of the scalp can be confused with a depressed fracture. The dis-

tinction may be made if it is rememl)ered that the edges of a hematoma
are above the level of surrounding bone, and the edges of a fracture are

not
;
the edges of a hematoma can be compressed and the level bone be

felt beneath it, and the edges of a fracture cannot be compressed and
the center of the area is below the general level of the bone. A bone
of the skull can l)e contused without being fractured, the conditions

being sometimes followed by necrosis. In a young child a portion of

bone may be depressed \vithout fracture, a condition which is rarely

permanent.
The softness of an area of craniotabes or an open fontanel must not

be confused with the fixed depression of an infraction (Gould). For
the signs of fracture of the vault and base the reader should consult a

work upon surgery.
The force which causes a fracture invariably causes concussion of

greater or less severity. In some cases even an extensive fracture is

associated with little cerebral trouble, in other cases even a slight
fracture is associated with evidence of grave intracranial mischief. A
fracture of the skull can be associated with or followed by intracranial

hemorrhage, and can be followed by compression of the brain, abscess

of the brain, meningitis, phlebitis of the diploe, sinus-thrombosis,

necrosis, or osteomyelitis of the skull.

Concussion of the Brain.—Just as the so-called concussion is

believed to be a condition of minute multiple hemorrhage in the cord

produced by small vascular ruptures, so it is thought that concussion

of the brain is a condition characterized by the existence of minute

extravasations of blood.

Koch, Polls, and others have claimed that in pure cerebral concussion

there is not any demonstrable organic mischief, but Michel suggests
that in cases where examination has failed to detect lesions the best

microscopic techuic was not employed. Keen and Beck believe that

capillary hemorrhages invariably exist.

The symptoms of concussion vary from slight and transitory stunning
to prolonged and profound cereliral disturbance or even sudden death.

In an ordinary marked case the patient appears as if unconscious, but

can usually be aroused somewhat by a peremptory order delivered in a

loud voice or by pinching. The muscles are relaxed, but there is no

])aralysis. In some cases there is muscular tremor or even clonic

spasms. The temperature is subnormal, the general condition being
identical with that described as significant of shock. The pupils may
be equal or dilated or contracted, but react to light, though possibly
slowlv. Urine and feces are usuallv involuntarilv voided (E. Pearce

Gould).

Symptoms are immediate, as a rule, but may not appear for many
days after a concussion. In the latter variety of cases the trauma alters

the blood-vessels and hemorrhages eventually take place (AVillard and

Spiller). Cerebral concussion can cause almost instant death. Many
cases recover entirely, but not unusually such an injury leaves as a
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legacy a jHTiiiaiu'iit chaniic ot" (•haracter, a neurastheuic state, hysteria,

an actual mental disease, or organic malady of" the brain or even

diabetes. Such an iiijuiy may in some cases simply predispose to

mental disease; in otlicr cases it may excite it into action.

Traumatic Insanity.—Traumatic insanity is a rather uncommon
condition. It may lollow inunediately u|)on an ac^cident, but, as a rule,

does not arise until long- after it, a distinct change ot" character being
noted in the interval. It may residt from slight damage or severe

injury. It may be due to fright and worry, rather than actual injury,
but may be due to traumatism followed by organic^ changes. It can

liap[)eu in those not predisposed by heredity, alcoholism, syj)hilis, sexual

excess, worry, and overwork, but it is far more conuuon in those who
are so predisposed. In the cases not due to organic changes there is a

fair chance of recovery. H. C Wood has pointed out that mental dis-

ease due to shock, fright, or exhaustion tisually assumes the form of

confusional insanity.

Mickle says that in infancy and childhood injury of the brain may
be responsible for idiocy, imbecility, convulsions, chorea, athetosis, hemi-

plegia, contractures, club-foot, muscular wasting, a quarrelsome or

excitable disposition, and automatism. Irritability of dis[)osition and
automatism may be manifestations of epilepsy. If convulsions follow

an injury, they are apt to ])ersist, and the child presents the ])rogressive
mental failure of the epileptic.

Head injuries in youth may produce conditions such as have been

shown to arise in children, also maniacal outbreaks, morbid impulses,
and monomania. The character may he litterly perverted, and the

patient become a moral lunatic.^

Mickle says that in the adult, as a result of cranial injury, there

may arise any one of four varieties of mental disorder :

1. Functional mental disorder (mental automatism, stuporous in-

sanity, acute hallucinatory insanity, melancholia).
2. Paranoia (possil)ly preceded by insanitv with ttnsystematized

delusions ; often followed bv or associated with organic brain and cord

disease).

3. Traumatic and organic brain disease, including in this group
traumatic dementia, traumatic general ])aralysis, organic e])ilej)sy, etc.

4. Functional neuroses with mental symptoms (see Mickle for ftdl

considf'ration).

Injuries of Nerves.—Neuritis is a common result of nerve con-

tusion. It is accompanied by swelling, glossy skin, trophic lesions of

the skin, nails, and hair, vasomotor disturbances, muscular atrophy, and
the reactions of degeneration. Reactions of degeneration cannot be

simulated and do not occur in hysteria. The joint sn|)j)lie(l l)y an

injured nerve is apt to become inflamed and may even become anky-
losed. A muscle injury may be associated with a nerve injury. A
blow upon the deltoid muscle may make it impossible for the patient to

'See the very able article on ••The Traiiinalic Factor in Mental Disease," by W.
J. Mickle, in Tuke's Dictionary of Psyckological Medicine.
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lift the arm far away from the side (circumflex paralysis). Early in

such a case the entire muscle will not show reactions of degeneration,
but some of the fibers will.

Injuries of the Abdomen.—Abdominal injuries due to a rail-

road accident do not differ from injuries otherwise inflicted. Wounds
are obvious, and offer no opportunity for dispute. Contusions present
obvious signs. Severe abdominal injuries are frequently fatal.

Contusions of the abdomen are not uncommon and usuallv produce

very great shock. Sir Astley Cooper taught that a blow upon the

abdomen can cause instant death by shock alone, the viscera being unin-

jured. Bryant has vigorously opposed this view. Certainly a careful

postmortem can generally make a lesion manifest. Shock is in many
cases entirely out of proportion to the gravity of the injury. In some

very grave cases shock is late in (mset, and cases are on record of per-
sons who have walked for miles while suffering from very serious

abdominal injury. In a severe injury shock is prolonged. Abdominal

injuries are usually accompanied by viok^it pain, and, as a general rule,

are followed by extensive discoloration. In some cases with visceral

injury there is no external evidence of traumatism. The viscera may
or may not be injured. In some cases only the skin suffers, in others

the muscular structures are involved, the muscles being bruised, rup-

tured, or actually pulpefied, in others the peritoneum is damaged, the

solid viijcera are fractured, or the hollow viscera are ruptured.

Ecchymosis is usually extensive after an abdominal contusion, but

may not appear for several days. Occasionally even in very severe

abdominal contusion no ecchymosis appears, while often in slight

injuries extensive discoloration is noted. The extent of discoloration

is not a measure of the gravity of the injury. In hemophiliacs, fat

people, opium eaters, drunkards, sufferers from anemia, and tea inebriates

discoloration is marked and extensive. Ecchymosis is rare in the lumbar

region, but more common in the epigastric and umbilical regions (Henry
Morris).

Complete muscular rupture is an unusual accident, but occasionally

happens. Limited ruptures or partial tearing of muscles from their

points of origin are very common. If a man has been suffering from

a prolonged sickness, especially a fever, muscular rupture from injury
is more apt to happen.

The most serious injuries to the abdominal contents can be inflicted

by a railroad accident. In some cases the abdominal contents suffer

injury from broken ribs. The liver may be lacerated or ruptured or

caused to float. The spleen may be ruptured or made to float. The

mesentery and omentum may be torn. The stomach, intestines, or

great vessels may be ruptured. There may lie rupture of a kidney, of

the suprarenal capsule, the ureter, the pancreas, the gall-bladder, the

diaphragm, or the peritoneum. These injuries present nothing especially

apt to lead to disagreement in settling a claim. Among the possible

consequences of abdominal injury out of which litigation may arise are :

Aneurysm of the aorta, movable kidney, floating spleen or liver, dis-
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location of an ovarv, displacement of the uterus, abscess of the liver,

cyst of the pancreas, hernia, pyonephrosis or hydronephrosis, perirenal

abscess, or retroperitoneal sarcoma. Injury of an organ, such as the

kidnev, by makintr it a ]ioint of least resistance, may lead to the devel-

opment of tuberculosis.

Injuries of the Chest.—Wounds are so evident as to be beyond

controversy, although the extent of injury may be a matter of dispute.
The question of wounds is fully discussed in works upon surgery.
Contusions of the chest without fracture arc sometimes the occasion of

legal contention. Such injuries are not unusual, and the lesions are fre-

quently obscure. These injuries arise from squeezing forces and from

being hurled against seats, other people, the floor or sides of a car.

The external^ evidence of injury may be slight; in fact, may be wholly
absent in cases where great damage has been inflicted, or even when
death occurs. The subcutaneous veins are small, and the integument
and muscles of the chest are mobile, hence extensive ecchymosis is rare

and hematoma practically never occurs, except over the scapula. It

can then be laid down as a rule that the absence of obvious bruising is

no sign that great injury has not been inflicted.

It is rare that contusions without fracture kill, Init they may do so.

The thoracic viscera are well protected by the rounded elastic chest, the

thick, mobile muscles, and the movable integument. Furthermore, the

viscera are mobile. They hang in serous membranes, are firm in

structure, and are thus much less liable to concussion than is the brain.

There is, however, no doubt that a contusion even without gross visceral

injury can occur. Not unusually contusion of the chest causes spitting
of blood because it ruptures small pulmonary vessels or lacerates the

visceral layer of the pleura over a small area. It may even cause

instant death. Such an event has taken place from a blow from a

small stone and the impact of a spent bullet. Such victims are usually
the subjects of heart disease, but they may be free from any cardiac

trouble. Blows upon the chest of this sort produce what Avas called by

Riedinger concussion of the chest, a condition characterized by a great
fall of blood pressure due to stimulation of the pneumogastrics and
direct pressure upon the heart.

Children suffer less than adults from a blow upon the chest. This
is due to the rounded sha])e and great elasticity of the child's chest

(Paget). After a severe blow upon the chest a child may suffer for

some time from very rapid respiration. A contusion of the chest may
be accompanied by fracture of a rib, sprain of the rib articulations, or

partial ru]iture of a muscle, injuries which are provocative of jirolonged

pain and disability. Hupture of muscle may be followed by wasting.
A contusion of the chest can be followed by pleurisy or pneiunonia.
Such a pleurisy is apt to be local and trivial. The pneumonia is

generally local, is self-limited, and is unaccompanied by marked fever.

A limited area of traumatic piKuunonia is a ]>oint of least resistance,
and if infection takes place, lobar pneumonia may follow. In pleurisy
and pneumonia following an accident it is always well, before trauma-
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tism is definitely assigned as a cause, to consider the possible influence

of exposure and nervous shock.

It is not often that the viscera are injured by contusion without

fracture, but there is no question that they may be. Lung injuries are

most apt to occur when, at the time of the bl()^v, the patient did not

anticipate it, and the chest was filled with air and the glottis closed

(Gosselin). Bennett denies the action of air-pressure and thinks direct

traction and pressure are the causes. Many of the reported cases have

been in children (Bennett), but more have been in adults. Professor

Ashhurst tabulated 30 cases with 19 deaths. The Medical and Kiurgical

Hidory of tJie War shows that such accidents are distinctly recognized

by military surgeons.

Among the injuries which have occurred without fracture or have

followed simple contusion may be mentioned : Limited pleurisy ;

pleurisy with effusion
;

hemothorax
; empyema ; pneumothorax ;

local

pneumonia, self-limited and with slight symptoms ; septic pneumonia,
the contusion having made the lung a point of least resistance

;
hernia of

the lung with the skin intact
; rupture of the dia])hragm, with or without

hernia
;
laceration of the pleura and pericardium ; em}>hysema without

external wound (when the pleura is not broken, em])hysema may appear
at the root of the neck or in the epigastric region), and laceration of the

pericardium or heart alone or combined (the heart may be completely

separated).
In severe contusion the ribs are often broken, and when ribs are

broken, viscera can readily be injured by the driving in of fragments.
In some cases the chest is actually crushed in. All the ribs of one side

are rarely broken. The floating ribs often escape and so do the first

and second ribs. The ribs most often broken are the fifth, sixth, and

seventh. Serious injury of the viscera may be caused by the fracture

or mav exist with it, l)eing due to the same force rather than to the

injury inflicted by the fractured bones. Every case of chest injury
should be examined carefully for fractured ribs. Fractured ribs are

often overlooked, but in recent cases should always be discovered,

unless the break is far posterior. Examination should be made for

s])rain of articulations, muscular ru]iture, and separation of cartilages.

Careful examinations guard against simulation.

A man with a severe injury of the chest is sure to have marked
shock and he lies recumbent, turned somewhat toward the affected side,

but not lying directly u])on it.

It often haj^pens that after a chest injury pain is complained of. In

such cases a careful examination should be made ;
the thickening which

follows fracture sought for
; pleuritic adhesions studied

;
and joint

pains carefully located. A man with pain will limit respiration on the

affected side.

Strains and Sprains.—^Muscles and tendons may be bruised by
direct force (contusions) or may become inflamed because of stretching
or overuse (strain). Sprains and strains cause swelling, tenderness,

weakness, tremor, rigidity, and violent pain on attempting motion.
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Such injurios arc ^jomctimes fV)ll(»\v('(l by jxTsistont and disahlinp^ con-

tractures. Bruises are occasiciually causative of sarcoma. The nuiscles

most apt to suffer are the deltoid, pectoralis major, biceps, pronator radii

teres, adductors of thi^h, hamstring muscles, and extensors of the sj)ine.

A contusion or strain of the deltoid produces paralysis and subse-

(jucnt atroj)hv. This condition may be produced l)v direct force, by

pulls upon the extended hand, or by sudden and violent abduction.

An exactly similar state is sometimes induced by cold and wet. In the

besfinniup: of the case individual fibers onlv mav show the reaction of

degeneration, but later in the case the entire muscle may exhibit it.

The shoulder-joint often becomes ankvlosed, and other muscles of the

shoulder and arm may be involved in the trouble.

A contusion or strain of the adductors of the thigh produces the

condition known as rider's strain, and these muscles may become pre-
maturelv contracted. Lawn-tennis arm is a name employed to desig-
nate strains of the pronator radii teres muscle. Strains of the gastroc-
nemius and soleus are particularly apt to be followed by })ermanent

contraction, the heel being raised from the ground.
Strain of the psoas nniscle causes tenderness in the right iliac fossa,

pain on voluntary flexion and on decided extension of thigh. The con-

dition, if on the right side, may be confused with appendicitis, but is

not associated with the fever, the raj^id pulse, the vomiting, the rigidity

of the belly-wall, and the acute tenderness of the latter disease. Fur-

thermore, in appendicitis the patient is apt to flex the thigh voluntarily
to lessen pain.

Strains of the back have been treated under a special heading.
A strain may be followed by periostitis at the point of muscular

insertion.

A sprain is an injury of a joint ;
it is, in fact, in most instances a

self-reduced dislocation (Douglas Graham), the ligaments and other

structures of the joint being stretched and torn. In many instances

the muscles about the joint are strained. The diagnosis of a sprain
is made after a joint injury has been inflicted, when a careful exami-

nation fails to show detbrmities, any alteration of relation between

bony points, any crepitation, or any displacement of peri-articular ten-

dons. The X-rays are of value in diagnosis. A sprain is not unusu-

ally followed by stiffness of the joint.

Fractures and Bone Disease.—Fractures resulting from a

railroad accident are a[)t to l)e comminuted an<l compound. They may
be associated with dislocation

; may be multij)le, of one bone, or may
involve several bones. In addition to all the more common fractures,

railroad accidents not unusually ])roduce fractures rarely met with from

other causes. Among these rarer l)reaks may be mentioned the follow-

ing : Fracture of the first rib, j)artial fracture of a ril) or of a rib near

the vertebral column or sternum, fracture of the outer or inner end of

clavicle, multiple fracture of the clavicle, fracture across the sternum,
fracture of an u])per angle of the sternum, sej)aration of the manubrium
and gladiolus, or of the gladiolus and ensiform cartilage, fracture of the

Vol. I.—24
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neck, coracoid process, or body of the scapula, fracture of the acetabulum,
fracture of the fibula high up, fracture of the condyle or corouoid proc-
ess of the lower jaw, and epiphyseal separations.

The Rontgen rays are a great aid to diagnosis, often permitting the

recognition of the existence and nature of a fracture and the estimation

of the extent of damage and the existing com])lications. They can

determine if there is splintering or impaction ;
if a dislocation exists

with tiie fracture
;

if reduction has been accomplished, and if the dress-

ings keep the parts in place. Morris has advised caution, and to be

somewhat skeptical in accepting the evidence of a skiagraph, and it

should never be accepted unless the j)icture is taken by an expert, as a

slight defect in the method may lead to great error. Whitehead has

published a skiagraph^ of a case of fractured femur. It looks like a
recent fracture with much overriding and deformity. As a matter of

fact the fracture occurred six months before the picture was taken.

Although the lower end of the fragment looks jagged, it can be felt to

be smooth and rounded. Although the fracture gives the idea of short-

ening, the real amount of shortening is but half an inch. This man
walks perfectly well. The reason why the end looks jagged is that the

recent callus which smooths off the ends is readily permeable to the rays
and does not show in the picture. With such a skiagraph as the fore-

going a lawyer might persuade a jury that there was marked deformity
which greatly limited function. Skiagra])hs show, in many cases of

fracture in which a useful limb has been obtained, that union has taken

place at a slight angle or with shortening.
Mr. Edmund Owen has commented on the fact that a slight deform-

ity, which does not matter, may be discovered by the X-rays, with the

result that a claim of malpractice is instituted. W. S. Hedley* has

made experiments upon distortion in X-ray pictures, and says that

shadows must be thrown on a flat surface, not on a curved one, other-

wise extraordinary distortions will appear to exist.

The American Surgical Association, in May, 1900, unanimously

expressed the view that the X-ray picture must be received with certain

reservations and must be interpreted by an expert and a surgeon.
Nevertheless the method of Rontgen is of the greatest value, and its

real ])ractical utility will be realized after reading Dr. Maurice H.
Richardson's article in the Medical News for December 19, 189G.

Various bone diseases may result from a railroad injury : Periostitis,

osteoperiostitis, osteomyelitis, caries, necrosis, sarcoma, etc. In a per-
son with tuberculous tendencies a bone injury may be the point of least

resistance and thus determine a tuberculous osteitis. In an individual

Avith tertiary syphilis an injury may lead to the origin of a syphilitic

process at the ]ioint damaged.
Dislocations and Joint Disease.—Dislocations due to a rail-

road accident may be multiple, may be compound, and are frequently
associated with fracture. In a person with very thin, loose ligaments

—
an acrobat, for instance—there may be an a})})arent dislocation when

^Lancet, March 20, 1897. ^
Ibid., April 3, 1897.
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none exists. Certain unusual disloeations may occur : dislocation of a

ril) from a vertebra or from tiie sternum, disloeatiou of the clavicle, dis-

location of the shoulder or hip in a child, dislocation erecta of the

shoidder, complete lateral dislocation of forearm. The remarks made

upon the use of the X-rays in fracture cases are also applicable to dis-

locations. In dislocation the Rr)ntgcn ]>roccss may fail. George 11.

Fowler' re})orted a case of incomi)lete external dislocuitiou of the elboM'-

joint in which the skiagraph did not reveal the lesion.

Various joint-diseases may follo\y injury : Synovitis, arthritis, anky-

losis, tuberculosis in the predisposed, and syphilitic processes in those

who are infected with syphilis.

A railroad accident may be responsible for complicating or aggra-

vating an existing disease or developing a latent tendency. Biliary
colic may arise in a person with gall-stones. Ap})endicitis may be

awakened in a person who has had previous attacks, and possibly

sprains, twists, or contusions may cause appendicitis in one who never

suffered from it before (see Byron Robinson on traumatisms inflicted by
the psoas muscle). A hernia may be rendered irreducible, inflamed,

incarcerated, or strangulated, or it may rupture.

Hemorrhage may take place from a gastric ulcer or cancer or per-
forati(jn may occur. The same is true of intestinal ulcer. Bleeding

may occur from an ulcer or cancer of the rectum and in cases of

obstructive disease of the liver. Hemorrhage from the kidney may
occur in cases of renal calculus, Bright's disease, renal tuberculosis, and
from the bladder in cases of stone and prostatic hypertrophy. Hemo-

ptysis may take place if phthisis exists. Bleeding may occur from a

fibroid tumor of the uterus. A limited area of tuberculosis in any part
of the body may become active and diffuse. In a person with a mov-
able kidney Dietl's crisis may occur.

Paralysis may occur in persons whose vessels are degenerated from

syphilis, alcoholism, diabetes, Bright's disease, or old age. Suppres-
sion of urine and uremia may arise in the victims of Bright's disease,

and coma or gangrene in diabetics.

Very slight injury produces extensive ecchymosis in drunkards, tea

inebriates, opium eaters, extremely fat people, hemophiliacs, and the

victims of leukocythemia.
Valvular heart disease or dilated heart may be aggravated and

sudden death may occur. Fracture may occur from slight force if a

person has locomotor ataxia, paresis, or hereditary fragility. An
aneurysm may be enlarged or ruj^tured. Rheumatic or gouty inflam-

mation may be greatly aggravated. A floating kidney or spleen may
be dislocated and firmly wedged in an abnormal situation. Uterine

displacements may be aggravated. The ])edicle of an ovarian cyst can

be strangulated. An enlarged ovary may be dislocated. A tubal

abscess or extra-uterine pregnancy may be ru])tured. Neuroses may
be aggravated or transformed, or a|)pareutly cured neuroses may be

again aroused. In intestinal stenosis obstruction may arise. Tumors
^

Brooklyn Medical Journal
, Dec, 1896.
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may be led to advauee with o;reat activity because of bruising. These
are but a few of an ahnost infinite number of possible examples.

Simulation.-—The question of simulation is discussed in another

section. It suffices to say here that simulation of visible trouble is

rarely practised, the chief field for fraud being in nervous conditions

and subjective states. Simulation may be unconscious, a slight injury

acting as a hypnotic suggestion, a person believing, for instance, that he

is paralyzed. Simulation is usually practised for dishonest purposes.
Simulation is sometimes extraordinarily successful. Dr. Pearce

Bailey, in the Railway Surgeon, reported the cases of the Freeman

family, \vho won seven suits from different companies by simulating

paraplegia. The symptoms ])rescnted by a simulator are often added
to from time to time, the individual gathering suggestions from repeated
examinations. The symptoms often vary from time to time. As Dr.

Bailey has well said, it is hard to simulate two difierent things at one

tune. Some clever simulators have ke]>t tliemselves mider the influence

of a drug for prolonged periods. Others have exhil)ited old injuries
and claimed them as of recent origin (spinal curvature, uterine displace-

ment, etc., loose joint in an acrobat). Some have produced ulcerations

mechanically and have kept them from healing.
The simulated picture lacks something

—the part is often over-

acted, and the condition varies somewhat from examination to examina-

tion. In cases of })retcnded juiralysis or joint stiffness or aphasia the

diagnosis will be cleared up by giving ether, for when the patient
becomes unconscious he can no longer act a part, and will move the

supposed stiff joint or paralyzed limb or will talk.

An individual may allege that an old conditi(^n was really jiroduced

by the accident. Every now and then tliis is attempted by a person
who has long suffered from a rujiture. Can a recent rupture be dis-

tinguished from an old rupture ? This subject has been most in-

structively discussed by C. Kaufmann. He makes an inquiry as to

when a hernia is to be regarded as an accident for which an insurance

company must pay. An accidental hernia appears suddenly ;
is pro-

duced by direct or indirect violence or a severe strain
;

is accompanied

by tenderness about the ring and by severe ])ain which forces the man
to suspend his work. The pain is always severe, and if the individual

has not complained of it at the time and has not sought medical help,
our suspicions should be aroused.

Kaufmann sets forth the followinir facts reo::ardin2: a recent hernia :

The hernia is never larger than a hen's egg, and is either interstitial or

projects only a little from the external ring. It does not return spon-
taneously even when the patient lies down, and can be reduced only by
taxis. When once it has been reduced it will very rarely rea])])ear

unless the patient coughs or strains. After reduction the ring will just
admit the point of the index-finger. There is almost never a hernia on
the oj^posite side. An accident very rarely produces a double hernia,
and if a hernia already exists on one side, an accident rarely produces a

hernia on the other side.



INJURIES AND DISORDERS OF THE NERVOUS
SYSTEM FOLLOWING RAILWAY AND ALLIED
ACCIDENTS.

Injuries received in railway accidents are among the more recent

accessions of pathology. Tlie time is within the memory of most when

all civilized countries had not become l)()und in steel, and it is only a few

vears since railway travel has assumed such extensive proportions and that

the resulting catastrophes have created a medical literature of their own.

Improved mechanical ap})liances, perfected systems of signals, and

military discipline among employes tend to diminish the accident per-

centacre. But these advances are more than counterbalanced bv the

constantly increasing traffic on all kinds of surface transportation, so

that the number of persons killed and injnred becomes each year larger.

The seventh annual report of the Interstate Commerce Commission

shows the total number of persons killed and injured on railways in the

United States during tlie year 1888 to be 31,170. This number

increased each year until 1803, the World's Fair year, when it reached

47,729. In 1894 there was a decrease, but it was still larger than in

1892.

Railway collisions or derailments are particularly well adapted to

cause every variety of injury. Bruises and crushes of the flesii, cuts

from broken glass, bruises and scalds from fire and escaping steam,

fractures, dislocations, and twists of the bones and joints, decapitation,

dismemberment, and, in fact, wounds of almost every description, may
induce death or cause disal)ilities and disfigurements of all degrees.
To the ]ihvsical injuries incurred in such disasters is added the im-

portant factor of mental shock. It is needless to emphasize how lasting

must be the terril)le impression left on the mind by the suddenness of

an accident, the cries of the wounded, the noise of escaping steam, and

the uncertainty and terror which render railway accidents the most

harrowing to which mankind is exposed.
The railway, however, no longer furnishes either physical or mental

injuries wiiicli cannot be duplicated in many other ways. The present

age is distinctly mechanical, and new inventions and elaborate machinery
are constantly furnishing additional means of producing bodily injury
and psychic shock. Accordingly, in treating of injuries consequent

n\)<m accidents, it is possible to restrict the accidents to such as occur on

railways. Shock and concussion, however they be brought about, may
induce the same nervous conditions. "For example,

"
railway spine

"
or

traumatic neurasthenia, as it is now called, is not necessarily limited to

persons who have come to grief on the railway ;
it may equally be
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induced by a blow on the back or a fall on a slippery pavement, or it

may appear as the result of fright alone in individuals who received no

bodily harm whatever. But since injuries received on railways so

frequently become the subjects of litigation, and since disasters on

transportation lines form the largest class of accidents, it is to them

that the chief medicolegal interest attaches.

To detail general surgical injuries due to accidents, in either their

clinical or legal aspects, does not fall within the limits of the present

volume. Such descriptions must be sought for in works on surgery.

In general, compensation for such can easily be adjusted, at least so far

as the medical conditions are concerned. The loss of a limb or of an

eye, with the attendant disability and expense, requires no special expert
evaluation. There are, however, many intricate medicolegal questions

arising from purely surgical injuries. Of these may be mentioned dis-

eases following lacerations of internal organs, the effects of slight

traumas upon })ersons whose recu})erative powers have become impaired

through dissipation or disease, and the influence which may be exerted

upon the growth of tumors by blows or concussion. For the deter-

mination of the legal values of such cases pathology offers no absolute

rule
;
individual decisions must be arrived at for each case, although t<^)

ensure equable adjustment it is always essential to ascertain the physical

condition of the injured person before the accident. If this cannot

be done, the chances of error by
'* substitution of origin

"
are very

great.
The chief medicolegal interest of accidents centers about the dis-

orders of the nervous system which occur as their alleged result.

There are several reasons why this should be so. In the first place,

many nervous affections result from accidents in which the patient

has either received no physical injuries whatsoever or only such as

are of a very trivial character. The fact that shock alone, or shock

combined with slight physical bruising, may cause serious disorders of

the nervous system ex])lains the increased proportion of nervous to

other disorders resulting from accidents
;

for in general accidents many

usually escape without severe bodily harm, while very few are so for-

tunate as to evade the severe mental commotion to which such dis-

asters invariably expose. The results of mental shock and fright are

often evanesceut, and after a few hours or days the individual who

has experienced them may entirely recover from them. Not infre-

quently, however, these results do not fiide away, but continue or

become worse, assuming the clinical characteristics of certain well-

defined types of disease to ^^-hich has been given the name of

"traumatic neuroses," or functional diseases of traumatic origin.

Furthermore, our knowledge of the causation and nature of most dis-

eases of the nervous system is still very imperfect, so that it is not

possible to make, in regard to them, the positive statements which

can be made in general medical or surgical diseases or injuries. The

complex structure of the nervous system renders its diseases difficult

of comprehension.
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A conservative estimate ]Hits the muuljer of ncrvc-cclls in tiic ^ray
matter of the brain at 12,000,000. The spinal cord is profusely sup-

plied as well, and each cell has a Tiumber of ])rolon!j;ations which

connect it with other cells, thus formiiii;' a unity of the cellular

ao'irreiration. When one considers that in this minute and complex
structure are situated the highest of the mental functions and the

main-springs of physical action, it readily becomes apparent that com-

plete com])rehension of so intricate a mechanism, either in healtli or

in disease, is beyond the mind of man
;
and ignorance becomes espe-

ciallv conspicuous in those nervous disorders known as functional.

Injuries or diseases which affect large and well-defined areas of ner-

vous tissue produce characteristic symptoms during life and can be

recognized after deatii
; they are then called organic ;

but the symp-
toms of the disorders of the nervous system called functional are

mainly subjective
— i. e., they are felt by the patient rather than seen

by the physician, and for them no constant anatomic clianges are

recoo-nizable after death. These disorders are among the most diffi-

cult problems of medicine. There is no longer any doubt that mor-

bid clianges of some kind underly the clinical manifestations, l)ut what

they are, histology and chemistry have as yet failed to disclose, and

they must still be known by the symptoms which they present, and not

by the fundamental conditions upon which they depend. They are con-

sequently but imperfectly understood and are difficult of classification.

In a very large number of the suits for damages following railway
and allied accidents the claim is based upon the incurrence of functional

nervous affections
;
and what has just been said will in part explain

the freipient unsatisfactory decisions in such cases. It is in the func-

tional rather than in the organic diseases that the difficulty arises. If

a, man falls through an elevator-shaft and breaks his back, thereby

becoming paralyzed for life, a jury would not hesitate to grant indem-

nity if it were warranted by other considerations, for the injured man
would have incurred a fracture or dislocation of one of tlie vertebrae,
with resulting injury to the spinal cord. Similar injuries of organic
character have pronounced and iniequivocal symptoms, are easily under-

stood, and adjustment for them can usually be satisfactorily made.
But the case is different with functional diseases. When a man, after

a severe fright or concussion, Avithout having received serious phvsical

wounds, develo])s a chain of symptoms of a largely subjective char-

acter, for which his physician would admit there was no known anatomic

basis, it is often difficult to believe and sometimes more difficult still

to prove, that the claimant is an involuntary sufferer and not an impos-
tor who is trying to make money by feigning disease or exaggerating
trivial sym])toms. In many such cases, however, the symjitoms,

although indefinite and difficult of objective proof, are real and to a

certain extent beyond control, and do not necessarily disappear after the

suit for damages has been decided—that is, when motives for deceit no

longer exist.

To the inherent clinical difficulties of this subject the commercial
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spirit of the times has added others. Prominent among these latter is

the vexed question of experts. The advances in the anatt)my and

pathology of the nervous system have in recent years been so rapid and
extensive that a familiarity with the modern conceptions of nervous

disorders demands of the physician more or less exclusive studv
;
and

neurology has consequently become a recognized medical specialtv.
Yet in neurology, as in other branches of medicine, many men appear
as experts who are distinctly unqualified for the position to which thev

lay claim. It is largely through such individuals that the term

"expert testimony
"

has gained the sometime synonym of testimonv

for the side which pays or will pay, if it wins. None more gladlv
than the great body of physicians will welcome some law bv which
this question may be adjusted, so that expert medical testimony will

come to signify testimony which is unbiased and which is based upon
sound learning. Until such a time arrives one can hardly hope for

much benefit to accident problems from such light as may be shed upon
nervous pathology.

The bringing of damage claims for personal injuries has assumed a

very considerable sociologic importance. Since the appearance, in

1866, of Erichsen's book on Concufision of the Spine, in which were

published the sums of money paid by corporations for spinal injuries,

the number of such suits, and the amounts involved, have been steadily

increasing. Ten thousand dollai's is now considered an ordinarv claim

for the most trivial injuries, and after every accident many railway

companies send their representatives to the scene of the disaster, who
there open a claim bureau, and forestall the inevitable by notifying

injured employes and passengers to present their claims. The sums of

money paid out every year by transportation companies are very large.
One large Western road averages between $2.00,000 and $400,000 ;

another, operating a system of 5000 miles, paid, in 1896, $350,000.
It is, of course, no more than justice that persons injured through
another's negligence should be appropriately recompensed for loss of

time or for any hurt or disability. It is, however, unavoidable that

the temptation of bringing spurious or unjust claims should be very

great. In most large cities there are well-known members or asso-

ciations whose sole business is the prosecution of damage claims.
" Runners " watch crowded crossings and hasten to the scene of any
accident. They follow their victims to the hospital or to their homes,
and solicit, either in person or by letter, the management of the claim.

Few injuries are too trivial to be refused by these " accident lawyers,"
and many of the claims are absolutely fraudulent. In some places this

business has assumed such extensive pro])ortions that it has been aptly
called "

speculation in damage claims."

From what has been said it will be seen that nervous disorders

following accident are associated with many difficulties, both in and
out of court. The importance of a general comj^rehension of a sub-

ject Avhich has such intimate relations to medicine and to law is self-

evident. For purely scientific purposes, the study of traumatic nervous
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diseases gives promise of affbnling valuahle contributions to our knowl-

edge of nervous pathology ;
viewed from the ioreiisic and social side,

it is imperative that such knowledge as is now possessed of these

matters should be more widely disseminated. In the following pages
the attempt will l)e made to present systematically the modern con-

ceptions regarding the functional nervous disorders which follow railway
and allied accidents.

It has seemed that this article might be more generally useful if the

description of the functional affections were preceded by an account of

the character and significance of some of the more important symptoms
of organic nervous disease which so regularly become the subjects of

contention in medicolegal inquiries. Inasmuch as in functional nervous

diseases the evidences of organic lesions are absent, and the diagnosis
is one by exclusion, a familiarity with organic symptoms and a knowl-

edg-e of the ordinarv results of ortninic iniuries afford the surest means

of diao-nosis of functional affections. To these considerations we will

now proceed.

SYMPTOMS OF ORGANIC NERVOUS DISEASES.

Paralysis.—Paralysis is a symptom, not a disease. When of

organic origin it is the result of interference with the motor path any-
where in its course from cortex to periphery. The motor path consists

of an upper and a lower segment. The upper segment is composed of

the main processes of the nerve-cells of motion which are located in

the fissure of Rolando in the brain-cortex. The processes descend

through the brain in a well-defined bundle, to comnuniicate with similar

cells in the spinal cord. Before reaching the s]iinal cord they cross, for

the most part, so that the prolongation of a cell in the right side of the

brain has its termination in the left side of the cord and vice versa.

The lower segment of the motor path is made up of the anterior

horn-cells of the spinal cord and their main processes. The cells send

out bundles of })rocesses to the muscles. These bundles constitute

the nerves. A voluntary movement is the result of some change in the

cortical motor cell by which an impulse is liberated by the will of the

subject and caused to descend the motor pathway to transmit its energy
to a similar cell in the opposite side of the spinal cord. The spinal cord

cell receives and transmits the stimulus through the jieripheral nerves

to the muscles, and the resulting muscular contraction is a voluntary
movement. Injury to the motor pathway in the brain causes paralysis
of the opposite side. In places where the fibers are closely packed

together and the path is small, a very slight lesion may cause a com-

plete hemiplegia. By reason of the extensive area included by the

motor cortex, small injuries there may be accompanied by monoplegia ;

and irritative lesions of this region usually result in convulsions, as is

seen in traumatic epilepsy. The tendency of cerebral paralysis, if life

is spared, is toward partial recovery. The return of muscular power
may be fairly complete, although usually associated with a character-

istic rigidity of the muscles.
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When the lower segment of the motor path
— l. e., the spinal cord or

peripheral nerves—is the seat of the lesion, the symptoms are essentially
diiferent from tliose of cerebral paralysis. From the small size of the

spinal cord, injuries to that organ usually cut off the fibers of each

motor tract, so that resulting paralysis is complete and aifects both sides

of the body near the seat of lesion. lu peripheral nerve palsy the loss

lof^'' ^^^n^ity

Fig. 35.—General view of the
cerebrospinal nervous system
(after Bourgery (Schwalbe)).

Fig. 36.—Schema illustrating the course of the cerebro-

spinal path (after Van Gehuchten).

of power is observed only in those muscles which are supplied by the

aifected nerve or nerves. Thus while some muscles of a limb may be

completely paralyzed, the others are as strong as ever. In both spinal
cord and peripheral nerve injuries there occur degenerative electric

reactions.

Anesthesia.—Of the paths which convey common sensations from
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the periphery to tlic cerel)ral eortex our kiiowlctlgo is lamentably

deficient. There are no sharply defined paths for sensation as there are

for motion, and sensory connections in the brain are probably to be

looked lor throughout the whole cortex.

Anesthesia, as the word is most conmionly used, means an abolition

of cutaneous sensibility. There are several (liferent \arieties of anes-

thesia, such as insensibility to touch, cold, pain, etc., but they will all

be considered together. That so little is known about the cerebral

stations for cutaneous sensations is largely due to the fact that hnuu-

lesions are rarely accompanied with marked sensory abnormalities.

W^cvi cvi-

^
^"c^u

Fig. 37.—Sensory distribution of spinal-cord sci^ments as determined by spinal-cord lesions

(after Starr).

There occasionally occur cases of brain disease in which definite and

permanent objective sensory symptoms are present while consciousness

is retained. They are, however, unusual. The writer has never

been able to find a case of cere})ral hemianesthesia which was due to

traumatism. In the spinal cord, on the other hand, the fibers convey-

ing cutaneous sensations are closely ])acked together, and in this situa-

tion injury causes characteristic sensory symptoms.
The spinal cord is divided, by the nerve-roots, into 31 different seg-

ments, and in each segment are collected, on the way to the brain, the

nerve-fibers which come from certain well-defined areas of the skin
;

so that injury of any one segment will cause anesthesia in the cutaneous
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areas from which its own sensory fillers come, as well in regions supplied

by nerves entering the cord at lower levels, but which become impli-
cated in their passage tiirongh the affected segment. The segmental
distribution of anesthesia is highly characteristic of spinal-cord injuries

and is altog-ether different from the irregular anesthetic areas found in

hysteria, or the areas which follow the distribution of the peripheral
nerves as seen in neuritis. In Fig. 37 are outlined the anesthetic areas

of the different segments as arranged by Professor Starr. Figs. 38 and

39 illustrate the type of anesthesia as it occurs in individual cases.

Reflexes.—Many of the so-called reflex actions which take place

Fig. 38.—Showing the distribution of anesthesia resulting from a fracture of the cervical

vertebrae, which compressed the eighth cervical segment of the spinal cord (personal obser-

vation).

in the spinal cord are not independent, but are more or less under

cerebral control. Over them the brain is said to exert an inhibitory

influence. The phenomenon of the knee-jerk is illustrative of this.

In liealth a gentle tap upon the patellar tendon induces an extension of

the leg, independently of any volition on the part of the person under

examination. But when this procedure is tried on the paralyzed side

of a hemiplegic, the resulting movement is excessive. This is explained

by the fact that the destruction of the cerebral fibers controlling the

reflex arc has jicrmitted an overaction of the spinal-cord cells directly

responsible for the movement. If the injury is to the spinal cord in
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the regions where the reflex is centered, the reflex will he abolished.

Ankle-clonus consists in a rapidly alternating flexion and extension at

the ankle, which is obtained by placing the hand on the sole of the

patient's foot when the leg is extended, and sharply flexing the foot on

the leg. This symptom is rarely seen except in injuries to the upper

segment of the motor path.

Of the various reflexes, both superflcial and dccj), the knee-jerk

is of the chief diagnostic importance. Its loss is oi' more significance

than its exaggeration, as many functional diseases are accompanied with

Fig. 39.—Showing the distriVjution of anesthesia resulting from a fracture of the vertebrae, which
compressed the tiftli lumbar segment of the spinal cord i personal observation).

exaggerated knee-jerk. Loss of knee-jerk in health is said to occur in

1 out of ever}' oOO persons.

Sphincter Control.—The functions of the bladder and rectum,
which are partially reflex, are almost constantly interfered with in

injuries of the spinal cord. If the injury is above the segment con-

trolling these functions, the disturbance may be temporary ; if, as very

frequently happens, the segments controlling the bladder and rectum

themselves are destroyed, there results a permanent paralysis of these

organs. The conditions of the bladder and rectum are of the highest

importance for diagnostic purposes. It is unusual for tluMu to be per-

manently interfered with in trauma of the brain, or to be interfered

with at all in functional disease.
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Trophic.—The most important trophic centers are situated in the

spinal cord. By trophic function is understood the power which

controls nutrition. When the trophic centers of the spinal cord are

destroyed, the muscles waste and degenerate and the condition of the

skin, hair, and nails becomes abnormal. Bed-sores are the most com-

mon and distressing results of interference with trophic function through

spinal injury, of which they form an important symptom.
Pain.—Remarkable as it may seem, pain in injury of the central

nervous system is not a pronounced symptom. In morbid processes of

chronic nature, such as tumors or the degenerative diseases, it may be

of terril)le severity. It is rarely so in the destruction of nervous tissue

caused by hemorrhages or fractures of the bones. The pain consequent

upon injury to the nerves after their exit from the spinal cord, if

the injury is of irritative character, may be intense.

Blectric Reaction.—By referring to the diagram it will be

seen that the motor path consists of two segments : one going from

the cortex to the spinal cord, the other from the spinal cord to the

muscles. Injuries to the first of these cause no change in electric reac-

tions, but injury to the second, namely, the s])inal cord cell or the peri-

pheral nerve, causes wliat are known as degenerative reactions. They
consist in an absence of response or diminished response to the faradic

current, or a change in the character of the response to galvanism, so

that peripheral nerve and spinal cord injuries are, and cerebral paralyses
are not, accompanied with the reaction of degeneration. In most of

the functional diseases arising from accidents changed electric reactions

do not occur.

Cerebral Symptoms.—In injuries of the spinal cord or nerves

consciousness is usually retained, while severe injuries to the head almost

always produce unconsciousness. It is usually impossible to tell, from

the coma following head injuries, if there has been a structural lesion

of the brain. For the decision of the question most reliance is to be

placed upon the presence of local injtn-y symptoms. After a blow on

the head a man may remain unconscious for several days and finally

recover without any evidences of cerebral trouble
;
or the coma follow-

ing sucli an injury is shorter and less pronounced, although permanent

paralysis is to be the result. In addition to coma the cerebral symp-
toms following traumas are of too great variety to be described here.

None of them is necessarily indicative of permanent organic brain

injury, although it is generally true that the more serious the cerebral

symptoms, the more probable becomes the existence of such a condition.

Any of the traumatic neuroses may be developed ^vithout the occurrence

of immediate cerebral symptoms.
Shock.—Psychic, or nerve, shock is the effect ]iroduced upon the

mind by sudden and painful emotional influences. Physical shock is a

condition of acute depression of the functional activity of the general
nervous system. Its ]iathology is unknown. It is a constant accom-

paniment of severe injuries of any part, although it may follow acci-

dents of a trifling nature. It usually occurs immediately after the
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accident ami coiitiimcs for a varying length of time. Conscionsness is

not lest in this condition, hut the patient is depressed or a])athetic.

The face is pale, the skin is moist and cool, and the pulse is rapid :uid

feeble.

Into the other general symptoms, which follow accidents or wliich

may complicate injuries, it will he impossible to go. It may be indi-

cated, however, in closing this brief description of the more important

symptoms of organic nervous disease, that any injury which causes

lacerations of tissue may be followed by infective processes. In such

cases evidences of infection are superimposed upon focal symptoms.
For the nervous system this is important as regards iniiammation of the

membranes which surround the brain and spinal cord and softening and

suppuration of nervous tissue.

Causes.—The symptoms of traumatic organic nervous disease may
be produced in a variety of ways. The central nervous system, being
surrounded by bone, is more protected against injury. The bony

casing may, however, be penetrated by sharp instruments t>r pro-

jectiles, or it may be broken or dislocated and thus press upon or

crush the delicate structures it surrounds. Stabs and pistol-shot

wounds produce all kinds of injury.
> Fractures of the skull may be

depressed and so crush the brain, or they may simply cause a lacer-

ation of the meningeal or cerebral vessels, hemorrhage from which is

often sufficiently extensive to induce paralysis or cause death.

Injuries of the spinal cord are usually the result of fractures or dis-

locations of the vertebrae. The cord may be pressed uj)on or crushed,

and it or its membranes maybe lacerated and bleed. Concussion, which

does not necessarily produce immediate injury, was formerly considered

a frequent cause of spinal cord and brain disease. Severe blows and

falls upon the head or accidents in which the l>ody was thro^vn violently
to and fro were supposed to induce molecular changes in the nervous

elements sufficient to account for the symptoms which so commonly
result from such catastrophes.

Concussion as a cause of nervous disease, and again as a pathologic
condition of the nervous system, is a much abused term. Concussion

accidents, if they are sufficiently severe, may, of course, cause irrepar-
able injuries to the brain or s])inal cord. They are entirely capable of

liringing about the same effects as are wrought by violence which is

more directly applied. While unreservedly admitting the word as a

designation for an occasional cause of organic nervous lesions, it is

desirable to be much more conservative about assigning a place to con-

cussion in pathologic anatomy. Most writers who sanction this latter

use of the term understand by it a molecular disarrangement of nervous

tissue, which occurs independently of laceration, pressure, or hemorr-

hage. The proof of concussion as a pathologic entity is very meager.
There seems more probability of its existence in the brain than in the

spinal cord. Head injuries are frequently followed l)y cerebral symp-
toms of so temjiorary a character that it. is necessary to infer that the

lesion is slight, whatever their character may be
;
and while the symp-
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toms in reality may be due to minute hemorrhages or contusions of the

cranial contents, it cannot be denied that they may be dependent upon
a temporary disarrangement of molecules in nerve-fibers and nerve-

cells. With concussion of the spinal cord the case is essentially dift'er-

ent. That organ is very much more securely protected against injury
than the brain.' Furthermore, no ]>roblem in medicine has received

greater attention than this. Since 18GG it has attracted the interest of

surgeons and neurologists ;
it has formed the topic of discussion in

innumerable medical congresses ;
it has been investigated in the clinic,

in the dead-house, and in the laboratory ; paper has shown itself patient
in recording speculations as to its merits

;
enormous sums have been

paid for it in damage claims
; yet, as a result of all this attention, there

has not been recorded a single case which can be regarded as satisfactory

proof for the existence of the condition.

In the earlier epochs of its history concussion of the spinal cord was
confused with such general disturbances as neurasthenia and hysteria.
At the present time such errors are inexcusable. There are still, how-

ever, some authorities who believe in localized concussion which gives
rise to focal symptoms. The cases which are adduced in support of

this view can all be more satisfactorily explained by the occurrence

of hemorrhage in the spinal cord or by pressure upon the spinal cord bv
some of the structures which surround it. In thus discreditinsr the

probability of the existence of the condition knt)wn as concussion of

the spinal cord there is, of course, no intention of denying that trau-

matic paraplegia may result from concussion accidents; or that there

may be serious damage to the contents of the spinal canal without any
extensive surgical evidences of injury. It is maintained, however, that

such cases can be more satisfactorily explained by the assumption of the

existence of hemorrhages or softening or inflammation, and that the

violence which produces them is extreme and entirely distinct from

the slight jars and shakings which are so frequently alleged in court

cases as the causes of "
spinal injury."

Ultimate Results of Organic Injury to the Nervous
System.—The organic results of injury occur immediately or very soon

after the accident. If they do not end fatally, they are followed by a

more or less complete recovery, the degree of improvement depending

upon the location and extent of the lesion. Accidents are sometimes fol-

lowed by chronic and progressive nervous diseases of organic character,
which may be the occasion of diflftcult medicolegal problems. These
diseases can, and most frequently do, develop independently of accidents

;

and since, when of traumatic origin, the date of the accident and the be-

ginning of the subsequent symjitoms may be separated by a considerable

period of time, it is always a matter of no little difHculty to determine the

exact influence which trauma exerted upon the develo})ment of the dis-

ease. To decide positively this question in any case it is necessary to

know the physical condition of the patient before the accident occurred.

Without a preceding medical examination to the contrary, it is possible
1
Compare the author's Accident and Injury, New York, 1898, p. 84.
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that some inconspicuous and unobserved symptoms existed before the

accident, and tliat the injury had served only to intensify them. In

fraudulent cases, preexisting disease may be alleged as due to an acci-

dent. Since it rarely happens that a medical examination has been

made just before a catastrophe, the testimony in the majority of such

cases must be leased upon a })resumably good condition of health before

the accident and upon such facts as may be known regarding the trau-

matic origin of the disease.

Injuries which stand, perhaps, in a causal relation to the chronic

degenerative nervous diseases are physical rather than psychic. Head

injury is the form of trauma usually ascribed as causative for trau-

matic dementia paralytica or general paralysis of the insane. Injuries
of various parts of the body have been regarded as influencing the

development of spinal-cord diseases. While it is impossible to deny
that severe psychic shock cannot cause chronic nervous diseases of

organic character, to claim such power for purely mental influences

would be an assumption lacking foundation both in pathologic obser-

vation and clinical experience ;
so that it can only be said of nervous

shock in its relation to the development of chronic organic nervous

disease that although it may be an etiologic factor, proof that it is

so is lacking.
In many of the diseases of this class trauma is classed among the

causative agents, but in very few of them has such a causal theory been

established. Syphilis is the most influential predisposing factor in the

development of degenerative nervous disease, and it is always possible
that an injury may arouse to activity a morbid syphilitic process which
had otherwise remained indeflnitcly latent. The history of syphilis or

the evidences of existing syphilis should be sought for in all cases of

chronic nervous disease of organic character apparently developed as a

result of injury.
General paralysis of the insane, general paresis, or dementia

paralytica, is a disease which lias many important forensic relations.

In most of the text-books trauma figures prominently in its etiology.
The disease is, however, of most insidious onset, and consequently one
in which it is extremely difficult to determine the value of any single
causative factor. It may exist unobserved for months or years, and a

cause, such as head injury, Avhich seems determining, may only have

imparted activity to a latent process. The character of the mental

symptoms of general paresis also exposes its victims to all varieties

of accidents, and the receipt of an injury which may seem to have
caused the disease may in reality be the result of the carelessness,

recklessness, or irritability from which patients with general paresis so

frequently sufl'er. In the large number of the cases published as trau-

matic such an explanation of the etiology seems the most tenable. In

any medicolegal case in which trauma is alleged as a cause it is impera-
tive to have a fidl history of the patient before the occasion of the accident.

Epilepsy fro(|iiently owes its origin to trauma, especially to injuries

by which the skull was fractured, with resulting pressure on the motor

Vol. J.—25
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cortex of the brain. It may appear immediately after the accident or

its appearance may be delayed for weeks or months. The attacks may
simulate very closely those of idiopathic epilepsy ;

or if the source of

irritation is localized, the resulting spasms may have their beginning
in the individual muscles supplied by the portions of the motor cortex

which have been pressed upon. The development of traumatic epilepsy
does not imply any inherent predisposition to the disease. lu cases of

traumatic epilepsy said to be due to falls on the head it is essential

to determine whether the convulsions are post hoc or propter hoc. For
an initial epileptic seizure may cause a fall on the head, and, having
had no previous attacks of a similar character, the patient may claim

and himself believe that the subsequent convulsions were due to the

fall, whereas iu reality the fall was caused by the miconsciousness

resulting from the idiopathic epileptic seizure.

Iniurv has been assiw;ned as the sole cause in manv cases of Ioco=

motor ataxia. Prince ^ has collected all the published cases where

trauma has been regarded as the unique cause of the disease. The
cases are 40 in all, and in more than half of them the evidence is incon-

clusive, and in no single case is it absolutely certain that the spinal

degeneration was caused by injury alone. Erb, in a collection of 281

cases, reports trauma as the sole cause in 1 case only, although he

thinks that trauma is a determining agent in the outbreak of symptoms
in about 5 per cent, of the cases. The dependence of this disease upon

syphilis is very generally admitted, and it seems probable that trauma

may hasten the appearance of tabetic symptoms in a person predis])osed

to tabes by syphilis. But, as Prince says,
" if trauma stands in a

causal relation to locomotor ataxia, the hitherto published instances

have failed to prove that it is so."

Progressive muscular atrophy has been knoAVii to follow severe

concussions, and the atrophy, which later becomes general, has begun
in the muscles of a limb which had been injured a month previously.

Severe concussion is sometimes followed by symptoms which closely

resemble those of multiple sclerosis and which may have the same

pathologic anatomy as that disease. That malignant tumors develop
as a result of injury in a certain number of cases is a well-established

fact, but it is difficult of demonstration. Very little is positively known
of the etiology of tumors, and by the most generally accepted theory of

tumor-formation (Cohnheim) all that can be said of traumatic influences

in respect to their development is that injury may stimulate to morbid

activity structures which are not present in a normal individual.

FUNCTIONAL DISORDERS OF THE NERVOUS SYSTEM
FOLLOWING ACCIDENTS.

Their History, Classification, Nomenclature, and Causa-
tion.—8o much confusion has existed concerning the a])pr(i])riate

nomenclature and proper classification of some of the functional diseases

' Journal of Nervous and Mental Disease, February, 1895.
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of the nervous system which so frequently develop after accidents or

injuries that it will be necessary to rehite the successive views which

have been held concerning; them. By reason of the conflicting; o))inions

which still exist regarding the nature of these affections, and bet'ause of

the constantly increasing amount of litigation with which they are asso-

ciated, they have come to take a very important phice in medical juris-

j)rudence. The particular class of disorders which most frequently
follow railway and allied accidents has long been known by the name
of railway spine, railway brain, and concussion of the brain and spinal
cord

;
in more recent years these terms have given way before " the

traumatic neuroses." Erichsen '

w^as the first to devote a special chapter
to the nervous manifestations resulting from the shock and injuries

incident to railway and allied accidents. His classification of the

symptoms was imperfect, and at that time the knowledge of nervous

diseases was too little adv^anced to permit the identification of the vari-

ous types of functional disorders which are now individualized. Erich-

sen believed the symptoms to be due to a concussion of the spinal cord,

by which its molecular elements became disordered and diseased. In-

complete as it was, however, his work was the first important step iu

the development of our knowledge of the traumatic nervous diseases.

A few years after Erichsen, Erb " advanced the theory that the symp-
toms in some cases depended upon areas of softening and inflammation

in the spinal cord, induced by the concussion. In 1878 WestphaP
thought that the jjathology of these affections was the growth of scattered

areas of connective tissue in the spinal cord and brain. Rigler^ in 1879

emphasized the frequency of simulation in such cases and claimed that

they always depended upon organic causes or were feigned. In 1880

Hodges suggested
'" that many of the symptoms of railway spine were

purely neurasthenic in character.

In 1883 appeared the second book'' on this subject, Avritten by H. W.
Paire, Surgeon to the London & Xorth-AVestern Railwav Co. Pag-e

maintained with energy that most of the strange nervous symptoms so

commonly seen after railway accidents were not due to physical injuries
sustained by the sj^inal cord, but were the more or less immediate con-

comitants of the profound mental emotions aroused by the special
features and incidents of every collision.

In the same year Putnam '' and Walton ^ called attention to the pos-
sible hysteric character of the hemi-anesthesia sometimes observed in these

accident cases.

The influence of accidents in the development of hysteria was
described in detail by Charcot in 1887,^ although the possible traumatic

origin of hysteria had been pointed out by Brodie years before. In
1888 Striimpell

^^
w'rote that the clinical picture which frequently follows.

^
Injurle.-i to the Central Nervous System.

^ Ziemssen's Handbuch. 1876.
^ Gharlte Annalen. ^Veher die folrfrn Kisenbahnverletzungen^ etc.
^ Boston Medical and Surffical Bulletin. April, 1880.

^Injuries of f/ie Spine and Spinal Cord iriihoui Apparent Lesion.

''Boston Medical and Surgical Journal. Sept.
^
Ibid., Oct.

' Lecons sur les Maladies du Systeme Nerveux.
^^ Berliner klinische Wochenschrift, H. 3.
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general commotion of the nervous system is best named "
general trau-

matic neurosis." It bears marked resemblance to neurasthenia and

hysteria, and sometimes with certain psychoses. It is possible that

material concussion acts together with the psychic influences. StriimpcU
also described certain local affections following accidents which are now
known to be hysteric in nature.

Interest in this subject reached its height upon the appearance of

Oppenheim's monograph.' Oppenheim, although admitting the exist-

ence of traumatic hysteria and traumatic neurasthenia, asserted that

there were frequently cases following railway accidents of which the

nervous manifestations could not be classified with those of either

one of these two diseases. These cases presented the symptoms of

hysteria and neurastlienia, and for them he employed the term "trau-

matic neuroses." The views of Oppenheim and Striimpell created much
discussion among neurologists ; by some the existence of a special
traumatic neurosis with cliaracteristic symptoms was unreservedly ac-

cepted ; many indorsed the theory Mith certain modifications
;
a few

spoke emphatically against the occurrence of the symptom-complex as

described by Oppenheim. Of the latter, the most emphatic were
Eisenlohr^ and Schnltz.^ Schultz questioned the value of the indi-

vidual symptoms upon which the theory of a clinical entity for the

traumatic neuroses rested, and declared that " while a variety of neu-

roses and psychoses may be induced by trauma, the traumatic neuroses

as such had no existence."

Bruns * soon became converted to this view and believed it more
correct to make the diagnosis of traumatic hysteria or traumatic neuras-

thenia, and no longer to speak of a traumatic neurosis. Bruns admitted,

however, that in spite of careful efforts at differential diagnosis between

the various neuroses of traumatic origin, there remains a certain number
oi* mixed forms which cannot be satisfactorily classified.

After this the opposition to the admission into medicine of a trau-

matic neurosis as a distinct disorder became more and more general. At
the Twelfth International Medical Congress held at Wiesbaden, 1893,
it was generally accepted that even after slight injuries general functional

disorders not infrequently develop. These neuroses are not disease-

pictures of any special variety, but may all be classified under the name
of other well-recognized neuroses, of which the most important are hys-

teria, neurasthenia, hypochondriasis, and their mixtures. The literature

Avhich has accumulated relative to this subject is now very large.

Among the American writers who have recently contributed to the sub-

ject are Dana ^ and Knapp,'' whose wide experience in these cases has

enabled liiin to write an excellent chapter. Dr. Onttcn's article, in

AVithaus's ,Sy,s^<?m of Legal 31edicine, is instructive and impartial. The

^ Die fraumatische Xrurosm, Berlin, 1889.
'^ lierl'mer kUnixchr ]Vi,chni!<rliriff. 1889, 52.
'^

Neuroloqisehex CentraUilatf^ 1889, p. 402; also Samndviiq klinische Vortraqe^ N.
F., 14. •'.SV/zw/r/'/'s JaAr6Mc/ier, 1891, 230, p. 82.

^ Hamilton '.s SynteiN of I.erjal Medicine.
^ Texi-lxHtk of Nervous Diseases by Ama-ican Authors.
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present writer has recently endeavored '

to present the effects of" injury
anil shock on the nervous system.

The present generally accepted views regarding the subject are that

neurasthenia and hysteria may develop as a result of ])hysical injury or

psvchic shock, and when develoj)ed in tiiis May, may present slight

modifications of svmptoms, but that there is no individual neurosis

resulting from accidents. There are many cases which simultaneously

present symptoms of hysteria and neurasthenia, and a few seem to

depend upon organic conditions. But all these are now regarded as

mixed or transition forms, and not as belonging to any clinical entity.

Since there is no *' traumatic neurosis," the term " traumatic neu-

roses
"
might be construed as including not only the most frequent, such

as hysteria and neurasthenia, but any functional nervous disease which

owes its origin to injury. Tims such diseases as paralysis agitaus and

chorea may be sougiit for in the category, since they are neuroses and

may result from trauma.

Unsatisfactory as is the term " traumatic neuroses," it has gained
a wide acceptance and is so generally understood as including only
those forms of functional nervous disease which are the frequent re-

sult of injury and shock, that it would be futile to attempt to dis-

pense with it.

In the following pages "traumatic neuroses" will include: (1)
Traumatic neurasthenia; (2) traumatic hysteria ;

and certain rare con-

ditions which will be described under the head of (3) unclassified

forms.

etiology of Traumatic Neurasthenia and Hysteria.—
The etiology of these two conditions is in many respects so similar

that it is more convenient to describe together the causative factors

of each, mentioning later such individual differences as may exist.

Kind of Accident.—Both traumatic neurasthenia and traumatic

hysteria occur most frequently as the results of accidents in which the

body received a severe concussion or strain and the mind is dazed by
sudden emotion or fright. Railway accidents ai"e ]^articu]arly \xe\\

adapted to furnish both these factors. By the sudden stopj)iug or

overturning of a railway carriage, passengers and employes are Hung

violently backward or forward, and the body may be severely shaken

up, twisted, or crushed, or severe blows may be received on the limbs,

head, or back. Consciousness is sometimes teuipoi'ariiy lost, but is

usually retained, and the individual thus can appreciate the horrors and

dangers of the situation.

In accident of this character it is obviously possible that any part
of the body may receive physical injuries of all degrees of severity.

Functional nervous disorders may complicate such injuries, although
it is a generally recognized fact that the more severe the physical

injury, the less probable is it to be com])licated by functional affections.

In pure traumatic neurasthenia oi' hysteria no evidences of structural

injury to the central nervous system are wanting, and such physical
1 Accident ayid Injury, their Relations to Diseases of the Nervous Systern.
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injuries as may be received are not of a character to be regarded as

alone sufficient to cause these neuroses.

Although railway accidents furnish the most conspicuous causes of

the traumatic neuroses, these disorders may be produced in any one of a

variety of ways. The}' may be the consequences of any catastrophe
which results in physical commotion and ])sychic shock. Thus they

frequently follow mishaps in elevators, in machine shops, in carriages,
or on the bicycle. They may also, and hysteria especially, arise when
the physical concussion is very slight or wanting. They have followed

a fall on the sidewalk or the mere witnessing, without any participation

in, some catastrophe. They may perfectly well develoji when no thoughts
of litigation are entertained. Thus they have followed injuries received

on the foot-ball field. Similarly a previously strong policeman de-

veloped very severe neurasthenia as a result of stopping a team of

three runaway horses at the time of a parade. The man was not

thrown down and could bring no suit for damages, yet he was incapaci-
tated for work for several years.^

The rapid development in recent years of the industrial uses of

electricity has added another to the already long list of exciting causes.

Electric currents of high potential are now of such indispensable ser-

vice in citv life that the daup-er of receiving shocks from street currents

is one to which every citizen is more or less exposed. It is not prob-
able that electric currents which do not induce almost instant death

cause organic nervous disease. No such case has come to my personal

observation, and a search through literature for the record of any has

proved fruitless. As far as the nervous system is concerned, it is the

functional affections which result from accidents by electricity, and it

is the general public rather than the em])loye which suffers. In persons
unfamiliar with electric appliances powerful electric shocks are attended,

independent of the shock itself, by a fright as severe as the fright of

a railway accident. Fright must be regarded as the essential element

in the causation of the nervous symptoms manifested by those who
survive electric accidents. Hysteria follows such accidents more fre-

quently than neurasthenia.

Predisposition.—Among the factors active in the production of

general nervous diseases predisposition, either hereditary or acquired,

through excesses of all kinds, occupies an important place. In ordinary
neurasthenia inquiry usually discloses that the nervous system had never

been altogether normal, or that it had become more susceptible to dis-

ease influences throuffh the weakenino; effects of excess. In traumatic

neurasthenia, however, ])redisposition constitutes a less important factor.

Although in some cases it is evident that only a trivial exciting cause

was necessary for the development of the neurasthenic condition, a very

large number of the victims of traumatic neurasthenia had previously
been strong and well. In hysteria, on the other hand, the predisposing
elements presumably preexist. There is general acceptance of Char-

cot's view that hysteria represents an inherited or acquired condition,
*

Nainniack, Transactions New York Neurological Society^ 1895.
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which, for its manifestations, only awaits an excitint>; cause (agent pro-

roc(itcur). However, in traumatic hysteria, predisposition is often

ditiicult to prove.

Occupation and mode of life exert a certain influence upon the

appearance of these disorders, liailway employes, with the exception
of locomotive engineers, are less prone than passengers to develop hys-
teria or neurasthenia after accidents. This is explained in part by the

fact that the former have become to a certain extent accustomed to

the ordinary mishaps of railway travel, and partly because, for various

reasons, an employe can ill afford to bring suit against the company, so

that after an accident, if not severely injured, the employe usually
returns to work. Why engineers do not share in this comparative im-

munity is explained by the constant mental strain, and consequent pre-

disposition to exhaustion, under which an engineer, by reason of his

responsibility, labors. For similar reasons railway postal clerks who
stand on their toes to accommodate themselves to the swaying and jolt-

ing of the rapidly moving train, and who at the same time must give
concentrated mental effort to the rapid sorting of the mail, are frequent
victims of neurasthenia.

Race, also, has an apparent bearing on this question. These nervous

disorders are comparatively infrequent in England and more common
in this country. In France hysteria is more frequently observed than

elsewhere. Russian and Polish Hebrews are especially liable to the de-

velopment of neuroses of all kinds.

Age.—It is during the most active decades of life that traumatic

neurasthenia occurs. It is rare after fifty, and still more so before

twenty. Hysteria is in general a disease which affects younger persons,
and of the two disorders, hysteria develops more frequently in child-

hood and adolescence.

Sex.—Men develop neurasthenia more frequently than women, in

the proportion of 3 to 1. This ratio is less for hysteria, although then

also men are the most frequent victims. The larger number and varie-

ties of danger to which men are exposed is probably accountable for the

male majority.
The condition of the person at the time of the injury is an element

of considerable importance. Preexisting chronic and degenerative dis-

eases render the development of functional disorders more probable.
Thus a patient of Peterson's, who had suffered for years from amy-
otrophic lateral sclerosis, developed a marked neurasthenic condition,
with great nervousness and tremor, as a result of a very slight blow
from a revolving fan. Alcoholic individuals are particularly suscep-
tible to psychic influences, and in this country, at least, alcoholism
is a potent predisposing factor to the traumatic neuroses.

The circumstances of the patient after injury exert most important
influences. If, as in cases of railway employes, it is imjierative that

the individual resume his work at the earliest possible moment, he

generally does so, although still suffering from the effects of the shaking-up
and shock which he has received. This return to work implies an
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attention to necessary routine whicli prevents liim from a continual

observation of his own symptoms. On the other hand, the man who
seeks redress nourishes whatever symptoms he may have, and conse-

quently his physical condition becomes, during the delay and vexations

which are the inevitable accompaniments of litigation, worse and worse.

Although some of these patients do not get well, even when no litiga-

tion is thought of, the anxiety attendant upon trial adds a very serious

obstacle to recovery.

NEURASTHENIA.

Neurasthenia is a condition which is characterized by a diminisheil

power of resistance on the part of the central nervous system to the

influences of fatigue. Most of its symptoms are subjective rather than

objective, a fact which renders the disorder difficult to classify. In the

absence of a normal standard of comparison it is not easy to determine

the appropriate value of subjective manifestations, and consequently the

term neurasthenia may convey different meanings to different individuals.

The disorder can hardly be called a disease by itself; it may be super-

imposed upon any organic disease Avhich exhausts the economy, or it

may exist as an apparently independent condition. Just how far the

clinical symptoms can be exaggerated or assumed will be considered in

the section on Simulation. Neurasthenia followinir accidents is in

most respects identical with simple neurasthenia. The chief difference

consists in the prominence of pain hi the back in tlie traumatic variety.

Pathology.—Little is known about the pathology of neurasthenia.

There have been no autopsies recorded where lesions were found ade-

quate to account for the symptoms. In the postmortem examinations

which have been made the nervous system has not been examined by
methods sufficientlv delicate to disclose the morbid changes so minute as

those in neurasthenia must be. The experiments of Hodge
' show that

visible changes may occur in the ganglion-cells of animals as a result of

fatigue. And since the clinical expressions of fatigue form the most

prominent element in neurasthenia, it is inferred that changes may
some day be found in the ganglion-cells of persons dying during the

course of neurasthenia, similar to those that Hodge fotmd in birds. It

would be useless to speculate here as to how these changes may be

brought about. But that alteration of structure underlies the clinical

manifestations of netirasthenia is now generally believed.

Symptoms.—The appearance of the symptoms of traumatic

neurasthenia is rarely inmiediate. There is usually an interval between

the occurrence of the accident and the complete development of the

disease. It is during this time that treatment by a physician skilled in

the management of such disorders is of greatest service, for it is then

that the patient's mind can best be turned from the contemplation of

his own misfortune and that he can be most easily brotight to see that

his truest advantage consists in employing every effort for the recovery
of health. It is mental supervision, together with the ordinary simpler

^Journal of Morphology, 1894.
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niethofls of therapeutics, which can in many casep cause the beo'inning

symptoms gradually to disappear instead of becoming progressively worse.

The duration of the latent period varies within wide limits. It is

usually a few days, although it may be several weeks. Innnediately
after the accident there may be considerable shock, lasting for several

hours or more. The patient is nervous, tremulous, dizzy, pale, and

complains of pain if there has been any bruising or severe concussion.

The skin is cold, often covered with sweat, and the pulse is rapid.

Sleep is usually interfered with, although some patients are somnolent

after accidents. There is no appetite, and vomiting is frequent.
When severe blows have been received about the head, conscious-

ness is lost for a longer or shorter time. Even in the absence of evi-

dence of any such injuries consciousness may be inn)aired. It is not of

infrequent occurrence for the patient to say that he did not become in-

sensible, but that he cannot remember the details of the accident. The

intensity of these early symptoms varies with the character and severity
of the accident and with the individual. As a rule, the patient is able

to go to his home alone or to some place of shelter, provided, of course,

that he has not received injuries which prevent walking. Generally
within a few days after the accident the development of the character-

istic neurasthenic picture begins, of which the symptoms will be con-

sidered here in detail.

Mental Symptoms.—The most prominent mental symptoms of

traumatic neurasthenia are irritability, anxiety, and depression. Slight
noises or jars are sufficient to cause extreme annoyance and to prevent

sleep. Sleep is usually disturbed and interrujited ; frequently it is

accompanied by nightmare. Anxiety is shown by tiie patient, not only
in regard to his own physical condition, Init also from the fact that mat-

ters of trifling moment become serious questions. Decisions, even re-

garding the most ordinarv matters of everv-dav life, are arrived at with

difficulty. Indecision may reach so exaggerated a degree that the

patients are entirely unable to decide questions for themselves. This

may be explained partly by a feeling of constant a])prehension, not so

much of anything in particular, as the feeling
" that something is going

to happen." The patient becomes afraid of going on the street on this

account, and is inclined to shun society of all kinds. Morbid fears are

frequent. They are especially pronounced regarding anything connected

with the accident. If it was a railway, railway travel, when possible,
is avoided, and the patient is never comfortal)le when in the cars

;
if on

an elevator, the patient will pi-efer to walk upstairs.

Intimately connected w^ith this anxiety there is depression, which finds

its expression in complaints and remarks of gloomy character. The

patient's whole interest centers about his own condition, and it is diffi-

cult to distract his attention to other things. He becomes, consequently,
more indiffc'rent and less altruistic. The effects of fatigue are quickly
observed after any mental effort. Reading, writing, and talking quickly
tire, and the mind very easily becomes confused. Although mental

processes are thus impaired, there is no true loss in intellectual caliber.
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The facial expression of a iieurastlieuic is characteristic, although diffi-

cult to describe. It indicates not so much bad health, as discourage-

ment, anxiety, and fatigue ;
in it can be read the eternal speculations

and self-questionings going on in the mind. The face may be pale,

although very often if the cheeks were red before, they do not lose their

color. The mental symptoms form the most important manifestations

of neurasthenia, and uj)on them de})end in large part the others. They
are chiefly subjective, and (consequently difficult of evaluation. In general

they are very real to the patient, causing him intense mental suffering.

The constant introspection and unwarranted anxiety over unimportant

symptoms may amount to a condition of hypochondriasis, and some of

the victims of traumatic neurasthenia are re[)orted as ending their days
in hos])itals for the insane.

Motor Symptoms.—In simple traumatic neurasthenia there is no

paralysis, for there are no gross lesions in the brain or spinal cord, and

the paralyses of functional character are limited to hysteric conditions.

But although there is no one muscle which loses completely its powers
or presents changed electric reactions, all the muscles become weakened

to a certain degree. The patient feels that he has less strength than

formerlv, and that he becomes more easily tired than lie used to do.

All muscular work is irksome, and walking is particularly fatiguing.

In the gait there are no abnormalities due to the loss of muscular

power—the patient walks slo^vly but steadily, without uncertainty or

ataxia. The normal character of the gait may be interfered with

through an unwillingness of the patient to use certain muscles on

account of pain in them, or through stiffness of the spine caused by

pain. But the muscles of locomotion themselves are in no way incap-
able of performing their tasks, although they may quickly become

fatigued. Tremor is constant, and has much the same characters as the

tremors observed in alcoholics and persons who drink tea to excess. It

is fine and rapid, and while it becomes more pronounced on intended

movements, it is chiefly intensified by emotional hifluences and fatigue.

At times it disappears altogether. It most usually occurs in the

muscles of the face, the tongue, and the hands. The tremor of the eye-

lids, which is commonly spoken of as a symptom, is too common an

occurrence in normal individuals to be a valuable diagnostic sign.

Sensory Symptoms.—One of the most prominent symptoms of

traumatic neurasthenia, and especially when the condition has been

induced by the combined influences of injury and shock, is pain. It is

an element which increases the gravity of the prognosis, since by its

presence the patient's attention is constantly fixed on his own condition

and the causes of it, and he acquires the habit of avoiding as far as

possible all movements by which the pain may be increased. The pain
has many different situations and characters. It may be referred to

any part of the body which was bruised, or injured at the time of the

accident and often persists for a very much longer time than the nature

of the injury itself would lead one to expect. It not infrequently is com-

plained of as a general feeling of soreness in all the muscles. This may
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be sufficiently severe to interfere with sleep. In the head it occurs as a

dull, achiuo; pain, either frontal, similar to that of constij)atlon, or

oc('i})ital. The latter situation, which is the most frec^uent, the patient
describes as " the base of the brain." Pain in this rcirion causes him
much anxiety. The situation, jxir excellence, of the pain of traumatii;

neurasthenia is in the back. It exists most commoulv as a ueueral

soreness and weakness in the back, with areas of hypersensitiveness
over certain of the vertebrae, most commonly in the cervical and tho-

racic regions. The patient complains of aching in these localities, and

any attem{)t on the part of the physician to examine them bv pressing

upon them or tapping them is attended by active demonstrations of

suffering on the part of the patient. Nevertheless, although the jmtient

unquestionably is rendered very miserable by this symptom, it is not

probable that the pain is due to any localized injury to the bones or

joints of the spine. For if these parts are touched when the patient's
attention is distracted, he may be made to endure considerable pressure
over the tender spots without flinching. Also the pain has too shifting
a character to be dependent upon localized disease. Successive testings

usually show that the same vertebral spine rarely continues to be the

seat of the most acute tenderness. At one examination it may be in the

lower cervical region, at another in the midthoracic. This purely
neurasthenic form of pain in the back is especially common in women.

There is a form of back-pain, however, which is due to actual lesions

of the spinal column— /. e., traumatic lumbago or sprain of the back.

The symptoms of traumatic lumbago depend upon such actual injuries
of the parts connected with the vertel)ral column as slight dislocations of

vertebne, tearing of ligaments or muscle-fibers, with resulting hemor-

rhages into the tissues. The condition is entirely independent of

neurasthenia, but as its victims so frequently become neurasthenic, it

merits descri})tion here. The violence which causes traumatic lumbago
is invariablv severe. The conditic^n results from blows on the back,
from twists or wrenches of the spine, or Worn, general concussion acci-

dents. Of 2 pronounced cases which came to the Vanderbilt Clinic

during the past winter, in one the patient had fallen 12 feet, striking
on the buttocks, and in another a switchman had been struck in the

back by the corner of a cable car. The symptoms vary in degree.
Pronounced cases, with all the symptoms well marked, are in my
experience not very frequent. Inasmuch, however, as the symptoms
depend upon a common condition, they are alike in kind.

To understand them it is only necessary to recall the structure of the

spinal column and the movements which occur in it. The ligaments,

muscles, and cartilages by which the vertebrae are surrounded give to

the spinal colunui great strength, but also permit considerable flexibility,
which is made use of in nearly all the movements of tlie body. The
effects of looking around or turning around, of the use of the hands, of

walking, of expulsive acts, such as coughing, urinating, or defecating,
are all felt in the spine. Similarly, the slightest jars are immediately
transmitted to the spinal joints. In health these movements pass
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unperceived, but when the back is the seat of sprain, tlie pain caused

by them may be excessive. The appearance of a person suifering
from hunbago is typical, but it may be entirely explained by the

influence of pain. The pain, which is situated in the dorsal and lum-

bar region, is not constant. With the body at rest the sensation is that

of a dull ache rather than of acute pain ;
but every movement of the

back muscles or the vertebrae changes the condition from discomfort to

intense suffering. And in the unwillingness of the patient to make any
movement which may arouse the pain to its full intensity may be found

the explanation of the objective symjitoms.
The face bears the marks of suffering, and is full of constant anxiety ;

but any movement or any jar renders the patient more miserable. The
back is held stiff, and all movements of it are, as far as possible,
avoided. On stooping, the knees are bent and the trunk held straight ;

on looking around, the whole body twists. Movements with the arms
and legs are performed unwillingly and slowly because of the attendant

suffering. The gait is slow and unnatural. Sometimes the patient
attributes his suffering in walking to weakness. As the back muscles

share in nearly all the movements of the body, the patient with lumbago
becomes very unwilling to move at all. Even in bed some movement
is unavoidable, and consequently, through loss of sleep, the general
health may suffer. Constipation is frequent. To touch the back is

not usually particularly painful ; light touches are rarely objected to,

and it is only deep pressure that causes much pain. There is also a

considerable degree of spasm in the muscles.

Mannkopf 's
'

symptom is generally quoted as of considerable diag-
nostic importance in determining tiic nature and severity of pain in the

back. It consists in an acceleration of the pulse when firm, deep

pressure is made over the seat of pain. This procedure is supposed to

furnish an indication if the tissues themselves are really painful. Its

diagnostic value is questionable ;
the heart may beat more ra]^idly

through psychic influences, such as fear of l)eing hurt, which would not

be an indication of how much pain was really perceived.
Paresthesia is another common sensory symptom of traumatic neur-

asthenia. It ajipears in the form of numbness, tingling, the feeling as

though something were crawling, and other peculiar sensations in

different parts of the body. Anesthesia is no longer admitted as a

symptom of neurasthenia. It is by its exclusion that it became possible
to deny the existence of a special traumatic neurosis in the sense of

Oppeuheim. Certainly in the past more importance has been attached

to slight impairment of cutaneous sensibility than the symptoms de-

served. And now cases which combine pronounced anesthesia with

neurasthenic symptoms are regarded as having some condition other

than neurasthenia as their basis. The question of anesthesia will be

more fully considered in the chapter on Hysteria.
Special Senses.—Impairment of vision is the most important of

any of the symptoms of traumatic neurasthenia which affect the special
^ Centralblatt fur NeTvenheilkunde, 1889, No. 12.
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senses. The patient rarely (•(»ni[)lains of any oeular disturbanee more

definite than Hashes of liyht before his eyes, or that the eyes beeoine

easily fatigued. The ])erimeter may dis(;l()se, however, objective evi-

dences of impaired vision w lien the other methods of examination give

negative results, apart from any possiljje preexisting organic defects.

The pupils are ecpial in size and react, usually very (juiekiy, to light

and during accommodation. Tlie fundus of the eye is normal, and the

ocular muscles are not paralyzed, although occasionally nniscular insuf-

ficiencies are observed, l^pon marking out the visual fields Avith the

perimeter, however, it may be found that there is a diminution of see-

ing power in the ]>eriphery of the retina, although the acuity of central

vision remains unimpaired, which is revealed by the quickness with

which the retina becomes fatigued ;
it is known as the "

shifting type
of contraction

"
(Fdrster). By this test it appears that the retina loses

some of its ])eripheral power by successive exercise of its function
;
that

the visual field is smaller the second time an object passes across it than

it was the first, and smaller the third time than the second. The method

usually employed for testing peripheral retinal fatigue was suggested by
Wildbrand and Sanger.

' In this, as in the other methods for deter-

mining the limits of the visual field, rej)eated examinations at different

times should be made. The object is moved along the horizontal meri-

dian of the perimeter from without inward to the center, and then con-

tinued across to the limit of the nasal side, and then moved back again
to the temporal periphery. If the retina is easily fiitigued, the testing

object will, on its return outward, be lost to view before it has reached

the limit of the original field; a similar contraction is observed on the

nasal side when the objec^t is again moved inward. It is more reason-

able to suppose that this shifting contraction of the visual field is due

to actual fatigue of the retina than to ascribe it, as has been done by
some, to the instability of the attention. The limitation of vision,

whether of the ordinary or of the shifting type, is the same for colors

as for white. There is no reversal of the color-field, as is observed in

hysteria.
Of the other special senses, taste and smell are not affected. Hear-

ing remains unimpaired, although there is very frequently buzzing in

the ears and hyperacuity of hearing, which causes the patient nuich

annoyance. Another symptom, which may be referred to the ear, is

dizziness. It is a nearly constant ])art of the neurasthenic picture, but

it also is subjective rather than objective. The patient complains that

he is in constant fear of falling, and that he is frequently obliged to sit

down or to catch hold of surrounding objects in order to steady himself.

Yet when told to walk or to stand with the eyes closed, the unsteadi-

ness and swaying are either slight or else are evidently very much

exaggerated.
Reflexes.—The superficial and deep reflexes in traumatic neuras-

thenia are either normal or exao-o-erated ;
thev are never diminished.

Exaggeration is the condition most commonly encountered, especially
^

Sehstbrungen bei functioiiellen NervenLeiden. Leipzig, 1892.
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in the deep reflexes. A slight tap on the patella tendon is sufficient

to excite a forcible extension of the leg, and the wrist, elbow, and

biceps jerks, which are usually absent in health, can be elicited with

ease in neurasthenia. Ankle-clonus is not present. The superficial

reflexes are present, but from the lack of any standard as to their

normal reaction to stimulation it is difficult to say in any given case

whether they are exaggerated or not.

The value of a bilateral increase in tendon-reflex has been much

disputed. It is found in so large a number of cases of organic and

functional nervous disease, as well as in so many persons who appar-

ently have nothing the matter with them, that it cannot be regarded
as pathognomonic of any one condition, especially not of traumatic

neurasthenia. The most that can be said of this phenomenon is that

when combined with other symptoms it constitutes valuable contribu-

tory evidence.

Vascular Disturbance.—As in most of the neuroses, the heart in

traumatic neurastlienia is irritable. In very few cases does the pulse-
rate remain normal at the time of examination, and it is not at all

unusual for it to become as rapid as 120 or 130 or more in a minute.

It is increased by emotional disturbances of any kind, by stimulants,

and, not the least important factor, by the presence of an examining

]>hysician. That the heart-action may be intermittent and irregular, so

that even when the patient is at rest and undisturbed the heart beats,

a little more rapidly than usual, is possible ;
but that cardiac over-

action in neurasthenia should be sufficient alone to lead to hypertrophy
and dilatation of the heart, as it does, for example, in exophthalmic

goiter, is a matter of considerable doul:)t. Oppenheim {he. cit.) reports

cases which seem to have resulted in this way, and Knapp [op. cif.)

inclines to this view. But in default of more definite observation

relative to this point it is more reasonable to suppose that cardiac

degeneration of this character is dependent upon preexisting arterio-

sclerosis than that it is the consequence of uncomplicated hyperactivity
of the heart.

Associated with cardiac irritaV)ility are the ordinary subjective sensa-

tions of palpitation of the heart, sucli as precordial anxiety and oppres-

sion, and the sensation of throbbing in various parts of the body. The

hands and feet may be cold, and there is frequently an alternation of

heat and cold sensations over the whole cutaneous surface. Sweating is

also a frequent symptom.
The remaining symptoms of traumatic neurasthenia are generally

present, but are of secondary importance. They are referable to the

digestive and sexual organs. Constipation is common, and is gener-

ally associated with evidences of gastric irritability. In ordinary
cases the appetite remains good. The patient frequently complains
of involuntary emissions and of diminished sexual power. These

symptoms are rarely important. In women the menstrual functions

may be disordered. The urine does not show any characteristic morbid

changes.
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Prognosis.—It was at one time believed by physicians, and is still

the very general oi)ini(»n of laymen, that traumatic neurasthenia or hys-
teria begins to improve as soon as litigation is at an end, and that

of all remedies, financial eomjiensation is the most s])eedy and the most

certain in its action. Larger experience has shown that this view is

incorrect. It is true that in the traumatic neuroses, as in diseases of

any character, annoying and exciting influences exercise an unfavorable

influence, and that improvement in symptoms ordinarily follows when
such circumstances cease to exist. Nevertheless, there are many rebel-

lious cases of accident neurasthenia in which there is no (piestion of

damages ;
and in many of those which do become the subject of litiga-

tion the patients improve but little or not at all, even when the suits are

decided in their favor. The hopes for recovery of health are very much
better if there is no question of litigation and if the proper moral influ-

ences can be brought to bear u[)on the patient immediately after the

accident. In a patient who from the beginning can be under the care

of a competent physician and who can be shielded from all which

excites or fatigues, the prognosis for complete recovery should be very

good, although it may even then be some time before health is reestab-

lished. All degrees of improvement are possible ;
the patient may be

able to resume work, although he still regards himself as a sick man,
or he may remain a useless neurasthenic for years, a burden to himself

and his friends, and eventually die of some degenerative disease.

Preceding organic disease renders the prognosis more grave ;
it is in

such cases only that traumatic neurasthenia, by adding renewed activity
to preexisting morbid processes, may prove a direct menace to life.

The number of patients observed for a sufficient length of time after

the accident is still too small to permit any general estimate of the pro-

portion of those who recover to those who do not. Richter ^

reports 3

eases resulting from accidents in which the patients were inmates of the

Dolldorf Asylum. All had originally been regarded as simulators.

Two of them had epilepsy, which in one was associated with organic
cerebral paralysis. All 3 had hysteria and other mental disorders.

Of 43 cases of " traumatic neuroses
"

observed by Sanger,- 3 are

entirely well, 7 have only slight subjective sym]itoms and are able to

work. Eleven are only partially able to work, and 8 are in statu quo.
One hundred and forty of the 234 cases reported by Page (op. cit.) are

available for statistics. Inquiry from two tt) five years after the acci-

dent showed that 70 per cent, were cured, 24 per cent, had some symp-
toms left, and 6 per cent, died from various causes. Of the ones

regarded as cured, many were unable to resume work for several years
after the injury.

TRAUMATIC HYSTERIA.

The nosologic position which hysteria now occupies in clinical medi-

cine was established by the untiring zeal and wonderful powers of dis-

^ Berliner klrnisc/if Worhntfichriff, Auij. ,
1894.

^
Neuroiogisches CentralOlntt, 1892, p. 118.
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crimination of the late Professor Charcot. By his researches in the

Salpetriere at Paris hysteria was shown to be not the mixture of affec-

tation and deception that it had formerly been regarded, but a clinical

entity governed by recognized laws. It was shown to be a disorder

which may be exaggerated, but which itself is not a simulated con-

dition. The paralyses, anesthesias, and convulsions of hysteria are as

real to the patient as though they depended upon gross structural

lesions. They are very difficult of successful simulation. The apparent

mimicry of other diseases seen in hysteria is not voluntary simulation,
but is one of the results of the extreme suggestibility of the hysteric
mind. The false statements of hysteric patients are not necessarily
wilful lies, but mav honestlv orijjinate from hallucinations or from the

desire of attracting attention, which is so pronounced a symptom of the

disease. It is a fact too little recognized in America that hysteric per-
sons are sufferers and not imjiostoi's.

Ktiology.—For the development of hysteria, a deteriorated ner-

vous system, if not absolutely essential, is at least a very important
factor. Charcot thought that the condition ajipears only when an

exciting cause {agent provocateur) acts upon a nervous system predis-

posed by ancestral defects or by acquired enfeeblement. It is, however,
often difficult to prove the existence in ancestors of disease or degener-
ation of the nervous system. In America especially, where so many
of the poorer classes have immigrated as children and know little or

nothing about the ancestral branches of their flimilies, it is frequently

impossible to obtain any reliable information i-egarding antecedents.

Dana (op. cit.)
and Knapp [ojj. cit.) both regard hereditary factors as of

less importance in hysteria when it follows accidents than when it owns

some other provoking agent. Diminished powers of resistance on the

part of the nervous system are generally observed in the chronic dis-

eases (nejihritis, diabetes) and in chronic intoxications (lead, alcohol,

mercury). They form a fertile soil for the development of hysteric

manifestations, and such evidences of acquired predisposition can often

be discovered when search for hereditary factors is fruitless.

Prominent among the exciting causes of hysteria are trauma and

shock
;
and when the condition develops as a result of these agents, it is

commonlv called hvsterotraumatism, or traumatic hvsteria. From the

not infrequent association of neurasthenic symptoms it is sometimes

known as traumatic hysteroneurasthenia.

Hysteria is much more frequent in women than in men, and the

symptoms are somewhat different in the two sexes. It was by the

study of hysteric stigmata as they occur in men as the results of acci-

dents that the existence of hysteria in the male became established.

Further study showed that men could have hysteria independently of

accidents, but that the symptoms were then nearly the same as those of

traumatic hysteria. Charcot, in his clinics, frequently presented 5 or 6

male hysterics, and having demonstrated the various mental and physi-
cal symptoms, said to his audience :

" Now I leave them to you, and if

you do not question them directly as to etiology, I defy you to tell
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wLicli are the ones who have been injnred."
'

Hysteria is everywhere

a much less common sequel of railway accidents tiian neurastlienia, and

less frequently observed in America than in continental Europe. It

seems to be more common in men than in woujcn
;

sucli is Dana's

experience;^ and Berbez,^ in 21 cases, found 14, or two-tliirds, men.

Knapp,' on the other hand, found 13 women out of 25 cases. When
accident is the exciting cause of hysteria in women, tiie symptoms are

usually modified by neurasthenic conditions, and resemble those of

hysteria in the male very closely.

Pathologfy.—In would be useless to enter here into theoretic

speculation upon the pathology of hysteria. Absolutely nothing is

known as to what morbid anatomic changes are responsible for the

symptoms of this disease. It is improbable that the prol)leni will be

solved by any microscopic methods at present at our disposal. So far

as is known, the central nervous svstem in hvsteria is anatomicallv nor-

mal. That some morphologic or chemical changes underlie the altera-

tion in function there seems little reason to doubt. But they will

certainlv prove even more elusive than those of neurasthenia.

Symptoms.—The symptoms of hysteria tire divided into two groups—continuous and paroxysmal. The continuous symptoms are culled

stigmata, and consist of the mental state, of anesthesias, affections of the

special senses, etc.; the paroxysmal symptoms, as the name implies, are

inconstant in their occurrence, and embrace the convulsions, contrac-

tures, and paralyses. They may disappear as suddenly as they came,
without leaving any trace of their passage.

Mental State.—The chief characteristic of the hysteric mental state

is suggestibility. The patient is constantly subject to influences similar

to those used in hypnotism. According to Charcot, hypnotism is sim-

ply the effects of suggestion upon the hysteric mind, and the mental

symptoms of hysteria and the manifestations of provoked hypnosis, if

not identical, are closely allied. Charcot taught that in traumatic hys-
teria the patient became suddenly hypnotized through the agency of the

injury or shock
;
and that the resulting clinical manifestations were the

residt of suggestion similar to those seen in ordinary hy]MK>sis (trau-

matic suggestion). This is certainly the best explanation of the genesis
of the disorder

; l)y it can be explained such symptoms as are j)urely

psychic manifestations. Thus a patient of mine, an actor, forty-seven

years of age, fell from the flies of a theater, striking on his back. He
become, a few days later, completely aphonic, a condition which lasted

several months. He then fell from the rear platform of a rapidly

moving train. He received no discoverable physical injuries, but was

very much astonished to find that he could talk as well as ever, and
has had no difficulty in speaking since.

In a ])erson once hy])notized the most trivial occurrences may act as

hypnotizing agents, and it sometimes seems as though those agents origi-

nated in the patient's own Ijrain (autohypnosis). However, in hysteria

iTourette. op. cif.. i.. p. 583. '^

Op. cif., p. 33'>.
^
T/ie.^e de Paris, 1887. *

Oj). cit, p. 159.

Vol. I.—26
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following accidents, the exaggerated mental symptoms seen when the

disorder is provoked by other agents are infrequent. The purity of the

hysteric character of the manifestations is impaired by superimposed neu-

rasthenic symptoms. Indeed, the initial symptoms of accident hysteria
are nearly always neurasthenic in character. This has been well illus-

trated by Charcot '

in the following histoiy :

"
Man, fifty-three years of age, industrious laborer, witnesses the suicide of his

son. He loses consciousness for several instants. Fr<nn that moment the father
is a changed man. From being gay and active, he becomes sad and bad tem-

pered. He shuns the people with whom he used to be on good terms. His sleep
becomes restless and filled with annoying and painful dreams. He thinks of his

son as a happy child, and then sees him pale, bloody, and disfigured. The mem-
ory for recent events fails

;
the man becomes distracted. His head feels as though

he wore a heavy cap, and he has noises in his ears. The sexual functions are
weakened

;
there are digestive disturbances after eating. He becomes weak and

easily fatigued."

These symptoms are evidently of neurasthenic character. They con-

tinue as typical of the mental disorder in traimiatic hysteria. To
them may be added the nightmares which give rise to hallucinations

believed in during waking hours, the credulity, the exaggeration of

simple hysteria. But the exaggerated psychic manifestations of trance,

catalepsy, alterations of personality, and the like are only occasionally
observed in hysteria provoked by accidents.

The memorv may be seriously impaired. There is oftentimes for-

getfulness of the accident, and subsequently there may be |)eriods of

almost total amnesia. But the complete losses of memory are incon-

stant, and what is forgotten to-day may be remembered to-morrow. A
more common form of loss of memory is that for recent events

;
the

patient may recall distinctly what ha})pened a year before, but cannot

tell what he had for breakfast. These impairments of memory often

gain unjustly for the victim the name of liar or simulator.

The will also becomes oftentimes very much enfeebled, resembling
the forms of abulia seen in neurasthenia and doubting insanity. Page

(op. cit.) remarks, quoting from Sir James Paget,
" The patient says, as

all such patients do,
' I cannot.' It looks like ' I will not,' but it

really is
' I cannot will.'

" With such alterations of psychologic proc-
esses it will be readily understood that the hysteric patient may lose in

mental power and undergo changes in character.

It is in the mental state that the explanation of most of the physical

manifestations of hysteria is to be scnight. This is especially true for

the anomalies observed in the special senses.

It is essential thoroughly to understand that, according to our modern

conceptions of hysteria, the derangement of sensory fimction does not

imply any disorder of the sense organs themselves. It has been abun-

dantly proved by hypnotism and other means that a patient with hys-

teric amaurosis sees
;
that sensations from anesthetic areas are perceived,

and that voluntary movement is possible in paralyzed limbs— /. e., the

optic, sensory, and motor organs, tracts, and centers are anatomically
1 Tourette. i., p. 549.
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intact. The defect is to be sought for in the association centers of

the brain. When hysterically anestiietic skin is touched, tiic sensation

passes along normal sensory paths to the sensory stations in the brain.

But the ])c)wer of association of sense-perception is wanting, and so

the arrival of the sensation is unnoticed by the higher ego, although
it is in reality unconsciously recognized. Thus the hypnotized patient

may be able to describe sensations of which, in the conscious state,

he is unaware. Most of the various hysteric })henoniena may be ex-

plained on the theory of subconsciousness or unconscious consciousness.

For us it is sufficient to know that the symptoms of hysteria are real to

the patient and largely beyond his control. A recognition of this fact

is essential for the appreciation of hysteria in either its clinical or legal

relations, for it explains tiie changeability of the symptoms and removes

the victim of the disease from the category of impostors.

Sensory Stigmata.—Anesthesia.—By far the most frequent
continuous symptom of hysteria is cutaneous anesthesia. It is most

commonly total, in that all f)rms of sensibility are equally impaired or

abolished, or there may be a disassociation of the different varieties of

sensibility, so that some forms of stimuli are perceived while others are

not. Sensibility may i)e completely lost, so that there is no perception
Avhatsoever of peripheral irritation, or it niay be merely im])aired, so

that deep ]>r(\ssure may be felt when light touches are not noticed, or

that strong electric currents may cause pain in cases in which ])in-pricks

are not followed by any discomfort. The cutaneous surface is the most

frequent seat of anesthesia
;
the mucous membranes, muscles, joints, and

viscera are also common locations for it. To the eye and to the touch,

hysterically anesthetic skin is normal
;

it has, however, when pricked, a

diminished tendency to bleed. In the anesthetic areas the muscular sense

is regularly abolished. In examining for anesthesia the eves of the

patient should be covered. A sharp needle or pin for pain, a camel's-

hair brush or a piece of cotton for touch, and two test-tubes, one filled

with hot and the other with cold w^ater, for the temperature-sense, are as

efficacious as the more elaborate instruments sometimes recommended
for these examinations.

Hemi-anesthesia is the most frequent topographic distrii>ution of the

loss of cutaneous sensibility. Less frequently there are scattered over

the whole body anesthetic areas of various dimensions. In a variety
commonly met with the anesthesia involves geometric areas. A fre-

quent example of the geometric distribution of anesthesia is the loss

of sensil)ility in the arms or legs in regions corresponding to the regions
covered by gloves or stockings. This "glove" or "

stocking
"

anes-

thesia is particularly common when there is a hysteric paralysis as well.

Thus a patient of my own (Fig. 40) has a hysteric monoplegia of the

left leg and is totally anesthetic in that leg below the knee. General

anesthesia is rarely seen unless there is cause, and then is usually asso-

ciated, as I have pointed out,^ with other }>ronounced hysteric stigmata.
It is an important diagnostic aid that anesthesia does not follow either

1 Medical Record. Dec. 28, 1895.
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the distribution of peripheral nerves or of spinal segments.^ These
anesthesias may be permanent or transitory. In general, the smaller

the area of sensory mvolvement, the more lasting is the impairment of

sensibility. It may entirely disappear, or its situations may suddenly
change ;

such returns to normal sensibility and such transferences may
be accounted for by suggestion, either unrecognized or intended, as when
a hemi-anesthesia is made to go from one side of the bodv to the other

by the influence of a magnet or a faradic brush. Anesthesia is a symp-

Hyperesthesia.

Total anesthesia.

Fig. 40.—Left hyperesthesia with total geometric anesthesia in leg (traumatic hj'steria; per-
sonal observation).

torn of which the patient rarely complains, and he is usually ignorant
of its existence.

An allied hysteric sensory disturbance, for proof of the existence of

M'hich examination is not necessary, is hyperesthesia. It is unusual for

hysteric hyperesthesia to involve such extensive surfaces as anesthesia

may occupy, and it is almost unheard of for it to be generalized over the

whole body. It most frequently occurs in small and limited areas, the

distribution of which follows a certain regularity. Frequent sites are

Compare Laclier, Archiv fur Psychiatrie, 1896.
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the back, along the spinous processes of the vertebrse, the top of tlic

liead, the ribs, and in the female the ovarian regions. The hyper-
esthesia of the joints will be described under the hysteric disorders of

motion. In hysteria following traumatism there is very frequently
fomid long-persisting hyperesthesia of the injured part. The degree of

hypersensitiveness varies, although usually it is so great that the slightest
touch produces evidences of extreme ])ain. The seat is in the skin, as

deep pressure is ordinarily not 'painful.

The hyperesthetic areas constitute, in paroxysmal hysteria, what arc

known as hysterogenetic zones. Pressure u[)on them induces the con-

vulsions
;
or pressure exerted during a seizure will cause a cessation of

the movements. The hyperesthetic areas, in addition to presenting the

increased sensibility to the touch, are frequently the seats of sponta-
neous pain. Thus there is the davus hystericus, a sensation as though a

nail were being driven into the hand, the persisting pain in parts which
have received local injuries, and the long-continued and exaggerated

pain of the hysteric joint affections. Hysteric pain does not materially
interfere with sleep and does not leave the evidences of exhaustion

which are observed in pains of other origin.

Visual disturbances are the most frcijuent and important of the

hysteric disorders of the special senses. Apart from possible preexist-

ing organic disease or defects, the eyes are found to be anatomically
normal. Examination of the pupils, the optic nerves, the ocular

muscles, and the refracting apparatus is negative. The conjunctivae are

usually anesthetic, and there may be abolition of the conjunctivopal-

pebi-al reflex. Nevertheless, vision is often impaired (amblyopia), or

there may be total blindness (amaurosis).
The visual fields in hysteria may be normal, but they are usually

more or less contracted. For practical purposes, the dimensions of the

visual fields may be estimated by comparison with the field of the

operator ;
but in cases intended for future reference and in all cases

that have medicolegal relations, the field of vision should be accuratelv

recorded by means of the perimeter. Most frequently the limitation is

moderate and more pronounced for one eye, the more extensive limita-

tions corresjionding to the anesthetic side of the body, if there exists, as

well, a unilateral cutaneous anesthesia (Fig. 41). The contraction of

the visual field of one side may be so great that there is no vision

whatever in the corresponding eye. Hysteric blindness of both eyes
—

bilateral amaurosis—has been observed, but it is among the most infre-

quent of hysteric phenomena and is of temporary duration. At different

examinations the extent of vision may vary ;
but the variation does not

follow the regular shifting type observed in neurasthenia. The acuitr
of vision, unless there is blindness, remains unim])nired. Limitation
of the visual fields occurs in some few disorders other than hysteria.
In such cases the diagnosis of hysteric amblyopia depends on the

presence of other hysteric symptoms and on the a;bsence of the symptoms
of the other diseases. Konig

^ has recently pointed out that contraction
> Deutsche Zeitschriftfur Nervenhellkunde^ 1895, vii.. p. 263.
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, orange,
marked contraction

of the visual field is essentially a hysteric stigma and does not occur in

persons whose nervous systems are normal.

Associated with hysteric limitation of vision for white are character-

istic changes in the color-fields. Physiologically, the color-field is

largest for blue and becomes successively smaller for yellow

red, green, and violet in the order named. With
of the visual field for white, the perception of the most internal colors—
violet and green

—may be lost
;
or sometimes, without excessive altera-

tion in the field for white, there may be a reversal of the normal color-

fields, so that red is seen in a larger field than blue.

Disturbances of vision, like those of general sensation, are usually
discovered in the examining-room ;

the patient only occasionally knows
that they exist, and still less frequently complains of them. They form
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action of the exciting canse and the paralytic symptoms. This interval,

which is variable in length, has been called by Charcot " the period of

meditation." The eventual appearance of the paralysis is usually

sudden, and, unless developed during a paroxysm or in immediate

sequence to an injury, is unattended by loss of consciousness.

Hvsteric paralysis has certain characteristics whicii help to differen-

tiate it from paralytic conditions depending on other causes. It is

widely distributed among the muscles of the affected parts, thus forming
a contrast to the cerebral palsies of organic origin, which affect certain

wroups of muscles (extensors) more than others. The degree of hysteric

paralysis is varial)le
;

it may amount to nothing more than weakness

(amyosthenia), and is then generally distributed, forming one of the

permanent stigmata ;
or it may be, in the parts affected by it, sufficiently

pronounced to make any voluntary movement impossible.

In lesions of the pyramidal tracts, either in the l)rnin or spinal cord,

there is a tendency, as soon as the original shock has passed away, t(» a

condition of spasticity, manifested by an increase in the activity of the

tendon-reflexes and by contractures. In uncomplicated hysteria the re-

flexes are normal or hypertypical, rarely greatly exaggerated, and the

occurrence of foot-clonus is most unusual. Contractures, however, may
occur, and they are often difficult of diagnosis. For a recognition of

their true character it is usually necessary to look for other symptoms
of hysteria, although hysteric contractures have certain characteristics

of their own. They generally develop and disappear suddenly, are

associated with anesthesia, and involve all the muscles. They do not

necessarily relax during sleep ;
the fact that they do relax during

etherization is of little assistance in medicolegal cases. These con-

tractures are usually too rigid to permit successful examination of re-

flexes.

The paralyses of hysteria are not accompanied with serious trophic

changes, and the electric reactions remain normal. Hysteric atrophy
has been described by the French, but it is probable that this is an

atrophy of disuse rather than an interference with central trophic func-

tion. The most common distributions of hysteric paralysis are in the

forms of hemiplegia, brachial monoplegia, and paraplegia. When uni-

lateral, the paralysis affects the left side in the larger number of cases.

In hysteric hemi])legia the face is rarely involved, although there may be

spasm of the facial muscles, either of the sound or of the paralyzed side.

Monoplegias of the arm are the most frequent forms of hysteric par-

alyses due to traumatism. They are usually associated with segmental

anesthesia, corresponding to the cutaneous areas covering the paralyzed
muscles. The loss of power may involve the whole member, or only
certain muscle groups.

When hysteric paraplegia occurs as the result of shock or injury, its

onset is usually sudden. This form of paralysis is particularly subject
to contractures, which may become permanent. The functions of the

bladder and rectum usually are unimpaired. Sometimes there is a ten-

dency, through spasm of the bladder, to retention of urine. According
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to Gilles de la Tourette {op. ciL), incontiuence of both urine and feces

has been observed.

Astasia abasia, a term invented by Blocq/ is a hysteric aflPection of

the legs, in which, although retaining their power in other things, they
are unable to supjiort the body in standing or walking. There is

usually no anesthesia. The medicolegal importance of this condition

has been pointed out by Bremer.^

The duration of the morbid muscular conditions which have been

described varies within wide limits. The paralysis may be transitory
or persist for years. In long-standing paralyses and contractures there

is a strong tendency to the formation of adhesions in the joints, so that

they may become permanently immobile.

Tremor is an almost constant symptom of hysteria following acci-

dents. It may imitate the fine tremor of paralysis agitans or the coarse

intention-tremor of multiple sclerosis. It is intensified by exciting

influences, and disappears during sleep. Its location may be generally

distributed, or it may be confined to a single limb. Its more common
form is the fine tremor of the hands and fingers seen in neurasthenia.

There are also a variety of morbid movements which are commonly
classed as of hysteric character, although in many the other hysteric

stigmata are absent. Among these may be mentioned the rhythmic
chorea of Charcot, paramyoclonus multiplex, and a series of incoordin-

ated movements of forcible or shock-like character. This latter is

sometimes called electric chorea, but it diifers in its course and in its

geographic distribution from the electric chorea described by Dubini,
and often called Dubini's chorea.

The Hysteric Paroxysm.—All American neurologists agree that

the hysteric fit, in its completeness, is rare in this country. Hysteria
itself is much less common here than in Europe, and when hysteric
convulsions do occur, they rarely if ever follow the four periods which

have been described as so frequent in the Salpetriere. These periods
are : (1) Epileptiform ; (2) period of grand movements ; (3) period of

passionate attitudes
; (4) period of delirium. In America the hysteric

equivalents of laughing or crying or of periods of great excitement are

more frequently seen.

The convulsions of hysteria sometimes simulate very closely those

of true epilepsy ;
but the term hystero-epilepsy, which is often applied

to them, is a misnomer, as the disease is either hysteria or epilepsy, or

the two diseases occurring simultaneously in the same individual.

Although in many cases the two diseases occur together, and although
it is often impossible to distinguish them, it is better to state that

such is the case than to employ a misleading and indefinite nomen-
clature.

In addition to the physical and mental condition of the patient there

are the following differences between the fit of epilepsy and that of

hysteria : in epilepsy the convulsion is of short duration, is not neces-

^ A7-chives de Neurologie, 1888.
S^ Journal of Nervous and Mental Disease, January, 1893. *
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.sarily preceded by an aura, and occurs very frequently at niglit. The
duration of a hysteric attack may be a lialf-hour or more. An aura is

constant, and nocturnal occurrence is exceptional. Biting of the tongue
and involuntary passage of urine, almost constant j)henoniena in epi-

lepsy, do not 0(;cur in liysteria. During the seizure the pupil reacts to

light in hysteria, not in epilepsy ;
and after the epileptic attack the

knee-jerk is lost, which is not necessarily the case in hysteria. Further-

more, the convulsive movements in hysteria have an exaggerated char-

acter; the period of tonic contraction is longer than in epilepsy;

opisthotonos is common. At the expiration of tlie epileptic attack the

patient commonly goes into the condition known as postepileptic stu-

por ;
from the hysteric attack the patient recovers immediately. Alter

a hysteric attack new stigmata may apj)ear, or existing ones may be

maile worse. Hysteric convulsions are infrequent in accident hysteria.

Hysteric Joints.—The joints are frequently affected in traumatic

hysteria. The knee is the most often involved, the hips being next in

order of frequency. The development of hysteric joint-troubles is

generally rapid. They may appear very soon after an injury, although

usually there is a "
period of meditation

"
here as in other hysteric

manifestations. The skin over the affected part is extremely sensitive,
and movement is attended with great pain. Local cutaneous anesthesia,
with the ordinary characteristics of hysteric anesthesia, exists around
the joint. Swelling, although it luay occur, is unusual. The muscles

surrounding the joint quickly become contracted, and some atrophy
may occur in them. The diagnosis depends upon the presence of other

symptoms of hysteria and the lack of cause adequate to produce organic
disease. The joint may remain useless for weeks or months

;
when of

long duration, the condition is liable to be seriously complicated bv

organic ankylosis. The hysteric joint^aflPections may disappear sud-

denly ;
in such cases relapses are frequent.

Reflexes.—Exaggeration of reflex activity is not the general rule in

hysteria. In some cases, however, and especially in traumatic cases,
the tendon-reflexes are hyperactive. Foot-clonus is extremely rare.

Yet I have seen it in one case of hysteria in which there was no other

reason to suspect organic disease. Diminution of the tendon-reflex is

not uncommon in a paralyzed limb. The superficial reflexes are usually
diminished or absent in anesthetic areas.

Sphincters.—As a rule, there is no impairment of sphincter
action in hysteria. The seizure passes without involuntary micturition,
and the various forms of paralysis are usually not associated with

either rectal or vesical difficulties. There may be a frequent desire to

urinate—a purely psychic condition
;
and in some cases of parajilegia

there occurs a spasm of the neck of the bladder which results in urinary
retention. If involuntary passage of urine or feces occurs at all, it is

only in very unusual cases.

The other symptoms of traumatic hysteria are essentially the same
as those described for neurasthenia. The same cardiac irritability and

disgestive disturbances are frequently observed. The respiration is
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often rapid, and occasionally aphonia, or hysteric mutism, iu which the

patient is unable to make any vocal sounds whatever, occurs. Anuria

may occur, but the frequent passage of large quantities of pale urine is

more common. The urine shows no characteristic chemical abnormali-

ties. The nutrition is more liable to deteriorate than in simple hysteria.

The patient may become pale and lose considerable weight.

Prognosis.—The prognosis of traumatic hysteria has reference to

two separate conditions. It is concerned, first, with the prospects for

recoverv in regard to the morbid mental state which is accountable for

the whole disorder, and, secondly, with the prospect for the disappear-
ance of the individual physical symptoms.

As regards the first consideration, the prognosis depends upon the

condition of the patient's nervous system. In a person who comes of

neurotic stock, or who has become weakened through the eifects of dis-

ease or of alcoholism or of any of the means of exhaustion, the prog-
nosis for complete recoverv is not good. The individual physical

symptoms may fade away, and the patient may seem to regain his

health, but the conditions which favored the first development of the

psychosis remain, and the patient is liable at any time to a fresh attack

of acute sympt(jms from trivial causes.

In individuals in whom no evidences of predisposition are obtain-

able, and who are presumably healthy before the occurrence of injury,

the prognosis is very much more favorable. Such cases, if properly

treated, should recover completely.
As regards the individual symptoms of hysteria, the prognosis is

almost universally good. They usually disajipear at the end of a few

weeks or months. To this general statement some exceptions must be

made. Thus Page
^

reports a case of hysteric paraplegia in which

recovery was delayed for four years, and Prince^ describes 3 cases

of hysteric paralysis in which the symptoms, originating as a result of

injuries received in the Civil War, remained practically unchanged at

the expiration of twenty-eight years. What has been said when speak-

ing of the prognosis of neurasthenia in regard to litigation and its

inevitable associations, may be repeated with added emphasis for hys-
teria. Although hysteria usually appears in full efflorescence soon after

tiie injiu'v, every form of suggestion will tend to give permanency to

tiie symptoms ;
and while legal consultations and examinations by ex-

perts may find the patient already paralyzed or anesthetic, and so cannot

be regarded as a cause of the symptoms, they furnish the strongest sug-

gesting influences possible.
Also in hysteria, as in neurasthenia, the best hopes for cure con-

sist in the al)ility of the patient to follow out a systematic and apjjro-

priate treatment. Such treatment is impossible while a law-suit is

pending.
Mixed and Unclassified Forms.—Most of the nervous dis-

orders resulting from accidents can be classified with the affections

which have been described. The symptoms of any of them mav vary
'

Op. clt., p. 2L ^ Boston Medical and Surgical Journal, 1892, p. 243.
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• I greatlv in severiiv, and similar morbid conditions may, nnt

'

cireumstancrs, ])reseiit dilt'crcnt clinical pictures. In this c(

under varyinj^

country hvs-

teria and neurasthenia are frequently associated, a combination for which

we are obliiied to use the awkward term of hvsteroneurasthenia. We
have seen that the mental state in traumatic hysteria has many neuras-

thenic characteristics
;
and the mental state of neurasthenia may become

so hypochondriac that the patient may be best cared for in an asylum.

Ncyertheless, most of these cases can with propriety be diagnosticated

as functional. The importance of differentiation between organic and

functional disease has been mentioned. It is a distinction which can be

made in most cases. But between tiie cases of easily recognizable

organic injurv and certain exaggerated forms of neurasthenia there are

occasionally encountered cases the nosologic position of which remains

imperfectly understood. By many it is belieyed that these transition

forms depend upon recognizable lesions in the central nervous system.

This theory is as yet unsubstantiated by human pathology. Experi-
ments are quoted as showing that local traumata can cause extensive

degenerations in the nervous systems of animals independently of the

agency of compression, laceration, or hemorrhage.'
It is unwarrantable to infer from such evidence, however, in the

total lack of proof as furnished l)y human autopsies, that from similar

causes similar results may be expected in the nervous system of man.

The nearest approach to ])roof for the establishment of any such con-

dition as traumatic cerebrospinal sclerosis in the human nervous system
is furnished by a few cases in which, after death, there were found areas

of softening and gliosis in the cerebrospinal axis, associated with exten-

sive degeneration in the blood-vessels.^

These pathologic findings are not sufficient to convince that the

trauma alone had been responsible for the condition, and consequently
for the symptoms which had been observed during the life of the patient ;

for arteriosclerosis, independent of any injury, may produce similar

anatomic results
;
and in the cases referred to it is equally reasonable to

suppose that the injury added a stimulus to a process already existing
and certain to advance, as well as to infer that it was the exclusive

result of physical violence.

Whatever their pathology may be, there are occasionally cases which

develop in sequence to accidents which are intermediate in their symp-

tomatology between the distinct types of functional and organic disease.

In many ways they resemble the grave cases of neurasthenia and hys-
teria

;
some of their symptoms are closely allied to those of nudtiple

sclerosis. However, as they are not identical with any of these con-

ditions, and as the nature of their j)athology is still speculative, it

seems best simply to call them the unclassified forms of the traumatic

neuroses.

They have received various names, being entitled " traumatic scler-

'
Schmaus, Bikeles ref. , Schynidf h .Inht-hucher, 1895, 248.

- See Bernhardt and Kronthal, Nenrologisches Centralblatt, 1890, No. 4
;

also

Sperling and Kronthal, ibid.^ 1889. 11, 12.
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osis
"
by Knapp/ the "

grave traumatic neuroses
"
by Dana,^ and the

"
grave traumatic neurosis with probable organic lesion

"
by Crocq.-^

These cases are rare. Physical, rather than psychic, factors are prom-
inent in their causation. As has been said, the symptoms vary between
those of multiple sclerosis and those of neurasthenia and hysteria. The
mental condition is one of apathy and inattention, sometimes almost

approaching a condition of dementia. All the museles are weak, with-

out definite paralysis. Tremor is an important symptom. It is

increased by intended movements and especially by emotional inilu-

ences. It may be an exaggeration of the ordinary neurasthenic tremor,
or may be similar to that of multiple sclerosis. Nonne * has described

a peculiar form of tremor in some of these cases
;

it consists in a

general shaking of the whole body, with rigidity of the muscles

when the patient tries to stand or walk. Nystagmus may occur.

Anesthesia is usually absent
;
when it occurs, it may probably be ex-

plained by impairment of cerebral perceptive power, rather than any
structural disease of the sensory neurons. The s])hincters remain

unimpaired. The course of these symptoms is slow, and the condition

usually is permanent. Some of the patients become insane.

Simulation.—Tlie element of simulation is so im])ortant in the

medicolegal relations of disorders of the nervous system following acci-

dents that some mention must be made of it here, although the subject
will receive more comprehensive attention elsewhere in this volume.

There is so strong a motive for simulation at the present time, when
such large sums of money are being paid by railway and other com-

panies for apparently trivial injuries, that corporation officers believe

that, in the majority of accident nervous cases, the symptoms, if not

feigned, are at least grossly exaggerated.
It is not surprising that the claim agents or the lawyer for a com-

pany, whose medical knowledge must be at best superficial, and who so

constantly are witnesses of attempted frauds, should be skeptical as to

the justice of claims which are oftentimes based upon symptoms the

existence of which cannot definitely be proved. Even physicians with-

out especial experience in general nervous disorders do not appreciate
the possible gravity of such conditions. When the functional and sub-

jective nature of the traumatic neuroses first became a subject of

general interest, sinnilation was supposed to occupy an important place
in their genesis. Oppenheim's brochure aroused much criticism on this

point, and it was repeatedly asserted that many of his cases of " trau-

matic neurosis
" were simulators. American neurologists have alwavs

regarded the simulation of the traumatic neuroses as of infrequent

occurrence, a view that is gradually becoming general. Its correctness

is in part substantiated by the continued observation of patients whose
condition remains practically unchanged after all claims have been

settled, and by the fact that there are so many cases of obstinate hys-
teria and neurasthenia following accidents into which the factor of

^
Op. cit. '^

Op. cM. ^ La nevrose traumatique, Brussels, 1895.
*
Neuroloffisches Centrnlblait, 1896, Oct. 15 and Nov. 1.
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litigation never entered. Potts ^ and others luive reported in detail

many eases of these elasses.

Since the statistics are derived from such varied sources, it is ini-

])ossil)le to get at an exact estimate of the degree or fre(jueiicy of simu-

lation in traumatic neuroses. Many who a})[)ly to the claim agent are

so clumsy in their pretensions that they are inniiediately recognized as

frauds, and consequently never reach the examining i)hysiciau at all,

Othei's are satisfied with such small compensation that the companies
settle without thorough investigation. But it is uncpiestionable that

there remains a certain number of persons who systematically defraud

bv feigning disease. In behalf of the correctness of this statement mav
be cited the adventures of the Freeman family, an ac(!ouut of which has

been printed by the Association of Railway Claim Agents. The mother

(Mary Freeman) and the two daughters, Jeiuiie and Famiie, between

January, 1803, and December, 181)4, entered no fewer than nine claims

for damages against railway conijianies. That all the claims were fraud-

ulent and the pretenses false each anil all swore before a notary in Chicago
at the time of their iinal exposure.

Symptoms of nervous disease may be absolutely feigned, in that the

claimant has received no injuries at all, or only such injuries as have been

self-inflicted for the purpose of carrying out the fraud
;
or sympt(jms

actually present may be exaggerated. In the first case it is pure fraud.

It may also be fraud in the second, or the intentions of the patient may
be honest, but the sympathy of friends and the arguments of lawyers

may have brought the patient to believe that his condition is much more
serious than it reallv is. It is in cases in which svmptoms are exapfirer-

ated and not created that the iihysician has the greatest difficultv. For
in such the disturbances complained of are usually purelv subjective,
and the examiner may be unable to separate the true from the false.

It is in neurasthenic conditions especially tliat the extent of suffering
is most frequently magnified. For exami)le, a young man comes to a

claim agent asking compensation for injuries received in a railway acci-

dent. It M'as known that he was in the accident and was consider-

ably jarred, although he received no visible injin-y. To the examin-

ing physician he tells the story of previous good health, but that

since the accident he has suffered from pain in the back, difficulty
in urinating, nervousness, sleejilessness, and inability to fix his atten-

tion on his work. If he has been a habitual user of tobacco or

alcohol, he may give evidences of an irritable heart and have a fine

tremor of the hands. He alleges no paralysis, no loss of sensation, nor

inability to control the bladder or rectum. In cases of this kind there

are no definite rules by which the physician can decide as to the amount
of truth in the allegations or as to what extent they are exago;;erations.
He must be guided by such collateral evidence as he may be able to

obtain. Claimants who tell such a story as the preceding are })robably

suffering to a certain extent from the effects of the accident; the amount
of their injuries must be decided by contributory evidence. Pure simu-

^ Univei-sity Medical Magazine, 1893, j).
777.
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lators are rarely satisfied with so simple a group of symptoms and pre-
fer to invent more striking manifestations of disease. The person who
tries to simulate any disease or disorder of the nervous system completely
sets himself a task of no little difficulty, and I feel no hesitation in

asserting that absolute simulation of nervous symptoms cannot deceive

a skilful and well-educated physician.
To feign any given condition for as long a time as a thorough medi-

cal examination requires implies a constant attention to many different

thing^s : and of such concentration and maintenance of attention few

persons are capable. While the attention is fixed upon tests for sensa-

tion, the simulator may move his alleged paralyzed legs ;
or if pricked

with a pin while his eyes are being examined, he may forget his anes-

thesia and show evidences of pain and thus prove that the insensibility

was feigned.
"When the claimant has been coached, as the Freemans evidently had

been, he must choose some type of disease to simulate. If a functional

disorder, such as hysteria or neurasthenia, is chosen, it frequently hap-

})eus that the efforts to do the subject justice ai'e so grossly exaggerated
tliat the fraud becomes apparent. Parajilegia, or paralysis from the

waist down, a condition practically iriipossible to counterfeit, is the or-

ganic condition most popular with simulators. Fraud may be attem}>ted

by claims that symptoms were due to accident, when in reality they had

existed previously. Thus the case of Peterson's, which has already
been alluded to, had suffered for two years from progressive muscular

atrophy, type Duchenne-Aran. The patient received a slight blow on

the head through the falling of a revolving fan, and brought suit against
the proprietor of a restain-ant in which the accident occurred. The de-

fendant's physician, in his exanunation, failed to detect the atrophy and

uselessness of the hands. There was no attempt at fraud in the case,

the plaintiff asking compensation only for the ill effects of the shock

upon the course of her disease
;
but it shows how easily, under different

circumstances, she might have claimed that the disease had been the

direct result of the accident.

In spite of the difficulties, simulation sometimes passes, if not unde-

tected, at least unexposed. The reason is not far to seek. When a

large claim is made and the company decides to contest it, the ciiances

of success are very slig-ht. The simulator fails then, both because his

motives and personal character are thoroughly inyestigated, and because

he is subjected to a series of rigid medical examinations carried out by
skilled olDservers.

But in by far the larger number of claims the amount involved is

small, the claimant is \yilling to settle, and the companies, although they

may be convinced of fraud, are put to less expense by settling the claim

than they would be in defending the suit, even if it resulted in their

favor. These are the considerations which make successful simulation

possible.
Means of Detection of Simulation.—The examination of a claim-

ant for injuries receiyed iu accidents requires much care and the consid-
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oration of many possible factors. If the natnre of the trouble is per-

fectly plain, such as fracture of the vertebv:e with resultinfi; destruction

of the spinal cord, the symjitoms may usually be at once referred to the

condition ujion which they depend. Tiie |)hysician, althouiih unbiased,

should ever be on the alert for deception, and sliould withhold his o])in-

ion until repeated visits have satisfied him absolutely of the true nature

of the case under examination. In pronounced orc^anic cases a sin;2:le ex-

amination should tell the whole story. But in ftuicticmal disorders or

in feiirned conditions it mav be necessarv for him not onlv to see the

patient at ditferent times, but also to know how he conducts himself

between visits. The claimant should be made to tell his own story, and

the examination should be of all tlie organs, and not limited to the ner-

vous system.
It must be borne in mind that while it may be possible to simulate

an individual symptom successfully, it is very difficult, if not impossi-

ble, simultaneously and consistently to counterfeit a group of symptoms
resembling any clinical type of disease. He is the skilful simulator

who restricts his symptoms to the fewest number possible, and chooses

such as are of a purely subjective character. In attempting to imitate

pronounced and well-defined morbid conditions he -will almost invariably

be detected by a skilful examiner. When the symptoms complained of

are of purely subjective character, the examiner can rarely l)e absolutely

positive that they have no basis of fact, and he will find it still more

ilifficult to prove them false.

Motor Si/mptom.s.
—One of the most difficult symptoms to counter-

feit successfully is paralysis. In cases following accidents it is the legs

which are the most frequently alleged to be paralyzed. Acutely occur-

ring paraplegia can be a manifestation only of hysteria or the result of

injury to the spinal cord. The characteristics of hysteric ]iaralysis have

already been given. Acute spinal paralysis of organic nature is nearly

always associated with loss of sensation. Retention of urine is an in-

variable rule. The appearance of bed-sores is early, and there are char-

acteristic changes in the reflexes. If seen by the physician soon after

the injurv, the legs will be found to be absolutely helpless and limp ;

when lifted up and suddenly released, they immediately drop down

again." The muscles rapidly waste and give degenerative electric re-

actions, and may soon become contractured. A simulator will rarely

consider all these symptoms and all cannot be simulated. When the

attention is distracted, he may be seen to move the muscles alleged to

be paralyzed. When the leg is lifted up, it does not drop down again
with the characteristic inertness of a paralyzed leg. Fannie Freeman,
when her leg was lifted up during the examination in which the fraud

Avas exposed, forgot to let it fall, but held it in the air, thereby proving
that muscular power was retained. Tremors such as are characteristic

of well-defined diseases (paralysis agitans, niultiple sclerosis) cannot be

simulated, although thev mav be closely imitated in hysteric disorders,

but the fine tremor which is seen in neurasthenia, alcoholism, Basedow s

disease, etc., is incapable of voluntary counterfeit, although by the ex-
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cessive use of such agents as tobacco, tea, and alcohol a condition of

nervous excitability, associated with such tremor, may be induced.

The heart may be rendered irritable and rapid by similar means.

Atrophy and degenerative electric reactions defy imitiition.

Sensory Syiaptoms.
—It is toward the domain of sensation that the

efforts of the simulator are most frequently directed, and it is then that

they have the best chances of success. Pain is a symptom in the main

subjective ;
for although it may leave its traces in the face of the

sufferer and interfere with sleep and so upset nuti-ition, even in the

absence of these objective signs it is impossible to assert that pain does

not exist. Without evidence to the contrary, such as might be fur-

nished by nurses or attendants, the physician cannot deny the existence

of pain, although he may doubt it. If in its location or character the

pain is different from that usually observed in connection with such

other symptoms as the patient may present, suspicion as to its reality
will be naturally aroused. Thus the pain in traumatic lumbago is not

severe as long as the patient remains jK'rfectly still
;

if such a ])atient

should complain of continued intense pain in the back, its genuineness
would at once become questionable. Analgesia, or loss of sensibility
to pain, is a very common symptom in disorders of the nervous system.
Aside from its occurrence in well-recognized functional and organic
diseases among the insane and degenerate, there are some ])ersons who
are born with very slight development of the })ain sense. Women are

less sensitive to painful stimuli than are men
;
and in nuiseums men

(popularly called "human pin-cushions") who have c()m])lete and

profound analgesia and who appear healthy in other respects are the

recipients of generous salaries. The Jewish race, and especially the

Polish and Russian Jews, have slight susceptibility to pain, although in

them it may be a hysteric stigma. For persons thus protected it would

be comparatively easy to pretend that their insensibility to pain was the

result of accident. Some of the Freeman cases may be explained in this

way. With blunted pain sense it would require less attention to

refrain from evidence of pain perception. Al)sence of ]>ain sense may
also unquestionably be assumed. One can educate one's self to resist

the tendency to give expression to the pain which has been felt. This

deception may be cultivated to a high degree; for its detection it is

only necessary to take the subject unawares. When his attention is

attracted to the examination of the muscles or reflexes, a sharp and

unexpected prick with a pin in the back will cause him to jump. Or

if, when using the faradic battery, a mild current is suddenly changed to

a very strong one, there will usually result expressions of discomfort if

the pain is really felt. The Mannkopf symptom is not infallible and

is of negative value
;

for the jnilse may become more rapid simply

through fear of pain resulting from pressure on a tender spot, or the

pulse-rate may remain unchanged when pain is really caused by such

pressure. Also a variation in the limits of alleged anesthesia cannot be

considered as conclusive evidence of simulation, because such variations

mav occur both in hvsteria and in oro;anic diseases. The senses of
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touch and temperature are less frequently simulated than that of pain ;

their counterfeiting may be discovered by means similar to those for

detecting analgesia.

Special Senses.—The only one of the special senses of M'hieh dis-

ordered function need be considered here is the eye, in respect to the

field of vision. It seems probable that any one who is very familiar

with the methods of testing the visual field could simulate either con-

centric or shiftina: contraction. But slit^-ht concentric contraction or

even shifting contraction is not pathognomonic of any one condition,
and the simulator might betray himself by too gross an exaggeration of

the symptoms, or, by being taken off his guard during the examina-

tion of the eyes, he would betray the falseness of other symptoms.
Reflexes.—Loss of reflexes cannot be simulated (take, for example,

the knee-jerk). The leg may be held so stiffly that it does not respond
to the tap on the patella tendon. But this does ncjt show a loss of knee-

jerk ;
and if the person imder examination be made to look away from

his legs and to pull his hands strongly apart, his attention will be dis-

tracted from the legs, and the knee-jerk, if the structures upon which it

depends are unimpaired, can be elicited. Increased reflexes are easier

of imitation
;
but increased reflex activity is met with in so many dif-

ferent disorders, as well as in persons apparently normal, that it is by
itself of but little importance. When associated with foot-clonus its

significance is greater ;
but foot^clonus, when the leg is held in the

air by the examiner, cannot be simulated.

Trophic disorders can be simulated only by the use of external

agents, such as chemicals, hot irons, etc.

Bladder and Rectum.—Retention of urine may be simulated only at

considerable inconvenience to the simulator. Percussion will readilv

show whether the bladder is free
;

if filled, slight pressure on the supra-

pubic region will cause the urine to appear at the meatus.

Patients with urinary incontinence pass water at frequent intervals,
and in such cases, however careful the precautions of cleanliness, a

urinary odor is unavoidable
;

so that a person claiming to have lost

control of the vesical function, and who is nevertheless surrounded by
an odor of urine, is open to suspicion. Watching at the meatus for the

escape of urine, and from time to time wiping the meatus and watching
to see if it quickly becomes moist again, will usually enable the physician
to decide as to the true condition of affairs. Such exposure is, of course,

impracticable in women.
Incontinence of feces can readilv be discovered bv inserting the

finger in the rectum, for such incontinence is due to laxity of the anal

sphincter, a condition readily appreciated on digital examination.
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THE MEDICAL JURISPRUDENCE OF LIFE

INSURANCE.

Life insurance or assurance is a contract which provides that one

party, in consideration of a sum paid or to be paid, agrees with another

to pay a person tor whose benetit the insurance is eifected a specified
sum at a certain time. The time of payment is contingent upon the

death of the insured individual or upon his survival to a certain fixed

date.

The document that contains a contract of insurance is called a

policy. The amount paid or agreed to be paid in one sum or peri-

odically as the consideration for the contract of insurance is known as

the premium. The party or corj)oration which contracts, in con-

sideration of the premium, to indemnify an individual or several per-
sons in the event of the completion of the terms of the contract is the

insurer. The individual whose existence is made the basis of the

contract is called the insured. The person to whom the insurance is

to be paid when the conditions of the contract culminate is known as

the beneficiary. The contingency insured against by the policy is

the risk.

At the present time life insurance has for its basis the laws govern-

ing the duration of human life, as far as we understand the chances of

living or dying during a certain period, combined with the increment

of money by interest. Too often the subject of vital statistics is

referred to as a science, while as a matter of fact it is but a collection

of experiences from which certain deductions have been made. Con-
servative medicine has interfered with nature's plan for the extermina-

tion of the unfit in infancy, and these unfortunates reach adult life and
are able to withstand its rigors and increase its death-rate. The

depletion of rural population to furnish urban residents affects the

mortality-rates of cities, while new inventions and methods entail their

tribute of the sacrifice of human life. The fallacies that arise in conse-

quence of these and other causes are recognized, and allowance is made
for them in calculating mortality and life statistics

;
but time is neces-

sary to determine the reliability of this allowance for error. As Dr.

Guy has said :
" The sometimes of the cautious is the often of the san-

guine, the always of the empiric, and the never of the skeptic."
Insurance in some of its phases seems to have been an ancient insti-

tution. In 1G81 an ordinance was issued in France which forbade the

insurance of lives, so it may be inferred that the practice was in

vogue prior to that date. In 1699 the Mercer's Company established

the earliest life insurance association in England; in 1700 the Society
418
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of Assurance of Widows and Orj>hans was ostahlishod
;
and in 170G a

charter was issued for the estaV)lishnient of the Aniicabk; Society for a

Perpetual Assurance Office. The oldest existing life insurance company
in the United States is the Presbyterian Ministers' Fund, which was

incorporated in Pliiladelpliia January 11, ITol).

In tliis country life insurance is the business of corporate bodies.

These consist of stock companies whicli pay a certain percentage of

their earnings to the stockholders, the balance being allotted to the

policy-holders ;
the amonnt to be paid to the stockholders is usually

specitied in the charter, and, as a rule, is 7 per cent, interest on the

capital stock, and is a very insignificant portion of the company's income.

The officers of these companies are elected by the stockholders.

There are mutual companies in which there is no stock and conse-

quently there are no stockholders. Every member insured is entitled

to an equable share in the profits, and is supposed to have a ruling voice

in the management of the company, though as a matter of fact, and

probably fortunately for the company, the average policy-holder never

aids in the selection of an official during the entire term of his insurance.

There are assessment or natural-premium companies which issue

policies, the premiums of which are paid at short intervals, and the

premium-rate is increased from time to time until, if the insured and

the company survive sufficiently long, the rate becomes virtually pro-
hibitive. The first two classes of companies are known as " level-

premium
"

or " old-line
"

companies, to distinguish them from the

natural-premium companies.
The immense interests involved in life assurance may be appreciated

by the statement of the Insurance Commissioner of the State of New
York that on January 1, 1902, an aggregate of 38 companies reported

$7,572,802,805 of insurance in force, and their admitted assets amounted
to $1,879,624,564.

The Medical Kxaminer.—It is not within the province of this

paper to discuss the various features that pertain to the work of a

medical examiner for life insurance. Of the total number of physicians
in the United States, probably more than one-half examine for life

insurance, and are conversant with the general routine of making an

examination.

Unfortunately, it sometimes happens that an examiner is unaware
of the importance to the company or to himself of an accurate and

painstaking discharge of his duty. There should be virtually no

assumption or prerogative to determine what information is essential

and what is irrelevant. It is much better to make it a rule to state the

facts reported by the applicant and to relegate the onus of determining
their import to the insurer's medical department.

The writer had an experience with an examiner who, when he asked

the applicant whether he had ever had syjJiilis, was answered that the

applicant did not know. The latter stated that he had been treated for

sypiiilis by a physician some years previously ; subsequently he changed
his medical attendant, and the new physician told him he did not have
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and had not had .syphilis, but his symptoms were the result of inju-
dicious medication. The medical examiner asked the applicant a few

questions in regard to the symptoms that existed at the time of the

venereal infection, and then said to the applicant, in the presence of a

witness,
" I do not think you had syphilis," and wrote " no "

in

response to the interrogatory. As the applicant's record was otherwise

satisfactory, the company issued the policy applied for. Within three

months the insured had an attack of cerebral syphilis, and within nine

months he was dead. Had the examiner performed his duty and
informed the company of the facts, so that its medical director might
determine the import of the history of syphilitic infection, the policy
would not have been issued. As it was, the company had no recourse

but to pay the death-claim. This is by no means an isolated instance

of an examiner discarding important information as immaterial.

As a matter of law, the medical examiner is to be treated as the

agent of the company for the purpose of reporting the answers of the

applicant.' The certificate of the examiner is evidence in its recitals,

and it is conclusive unless the opinion of the physician was influenced

by fraudulent representations or the concealment of material facts
;

therefore in court the company cannot be heard to impeach it, because

be is its agent and not an agent of the insured.- Consequently the

courts have decided that if the applicant gives a correct answer to a

question, and the medical examiner changes or omits it because he

deems it irrelevant, the company is responsible for the examiner's over-

sight or indiscretion. The latter opinion, however, is not unanimous, as

it has been decided that where a life policy was issued in reliance on a

statement contained in the application, which was warranted true, and

the statement was false and Avas written therein by the medical examiner

of the company, who was by the terms of the. application made the

agent of the insured for that purpose, the policy was void.^

The foregoing facts are illustrated in a case in which it was proved
that in an application for life insurance the insured was asked by the

medical examiner whether he had had any other serious illness than

certain diseases specified in the application. After she had told him of

an attack of la grippe she had, and of which the examiner was cognizant,
he advised the applicant to answer " no "

to his last query, which she

did. The policy provided that the answers to the medical examiner

should be warranties, and that no agent had the power to modify the

terms of the contract ;
but the court held that the company was

estopped to assert the falsity of the insured's answer because it was

made by the advice of the company's agent.*

»Grattan vs. Mutual Life Ins. Co., 80 N. Y., 281; 92 N. Y., 274; also Koyal
Neighbors of America vs. Boman, 177 111., 27.

^Holloman vs. Life Ins. Co., 1 Woods, 674.
3 Sternaman vs. Metropolitan Life Ins. Co., G3 N. Y. S., 674, 1900.
* Mutual Life Ins. Co. of New York vs. Blodgett, 27 S. W. Rpts., 286; also New

York Life Ins. Co. vs. Russell. 23 C. C. A., 43
;
Ames vs. Manhattan Life Ins. Co.

of New York, 58 N. Y. S., 244, 1899; Arnhorst vs. National Union, 53 N. E., 179

(Illinois, 1899).
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Likewise when tlie medical examiner who is authorized to fill up
blanks for questions ])roponnded to apjilicant, or when dointr so is

within the apparent sco})e of his duties, does so by writing false answers

after the applicant has answered correctly, but without the applicant's

knowletlge thereof, and then procures the signature of the applicant to

such answers, and the company receives the ])remium and issues the

pnliey, the company is estopped from insisting on the falsity of the

answers.'

An insurer can take no advantage of a false statement inserted in

the application by the medical examiner after it was signed by the

applicant, unless the latter consented to, or knew of, such insertion.
-

An insiu'ed sued successfully to have his policy cancelled and his

premiums returned because the medical examiner "
falsely and fraudu-

lently wrote different answers than those given by the assured to ques-
tions concerning his physical condition," etc., and such false answers

would have been a defense against the payment of the policy.^
But where it can be proved that there was collusion between the

examiner and the insured, the company is not bound by the knowledge
of its agent, the examiner, who, in drawing the application, fraudu-

lently falsified the insured's answers concerning his health, with the con-

currence of the insured, to prevent a rejection of the application.^

However, an examiner who would be party to such a fraud would
incur the risk of criminal prosecution. Most of the states have laws

which provide that "
any physician who, as medical examiner for any such

company, or as the reference of or medical examiner for any person seek-

ing insurance therein, shall knowingly make any false statement or report
to the company, or any officer thereof, concerning the bodily health or

condition of any applicant for insurance, or concerning anv other matter
or thing which might affect the propriety or prudence of granting such

insurance, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and, on conviction

thereof, shall be liable to a fine not exceeding one thousand dollars, or

to imprisonment in the county jail not exceeding three months, in the

discretion of the court, and he shall also be liable to the companv in an
action on the case for the full amount of any insurance obtained from
such company by means of or through the assistance of such false state-

ment or report."
^

As is the case with all other penal laws, this is not intended to apply
to honest men, but rather to protect them from 'the odium cast upon
them and their profession by such unprincipled individtials as manage
to obtain a medical diploma and use it to cloak their nefarious deeds.

The medical examiner's duties are not absolutely limited to the ]ihy-
sical examination of the applicant, Init include report and information
on other subjects relating to the applicant that the company deems essen-

' Providence Ravings Life Assurance Society vs. Keutlinger, 58 Ark., 528; also

Flynn vs. Equitable Life Assurance Society, 67 N. Y., 500.
2 Mutual Reserve Fund Life Assoc, tvs.' Farmer, 47 S. W., 850 (Arkansas, 1898).
' Bennett rs. Massachusetts :Mutual Life Ins. Co., r,4 S. W., 758 (Tennessee, 1901).
*
Sprinkle vs. Knights Templar and Mason's Indemnitv Co., 32 S. E., 734 (North

Carolina, 1899).
s
Michigan"Revlsed Statutes, ^4235.
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tial. This question was decided by the New York Court of Appeals in

a case in which there was a misstatement to the medical examiner of the

pecuniary position of the applicant and of his relation to the lirm with

which he was connected. The medical examiner attested that his sole

business was to examine the applicant physically, and that he reported
the physical condition of the individual and recommended the accept-
ance or the rejection of the risk. The Court said :

" The object of a

physical examination of a person proposing to insure his life in an in-

surance company, by a competent physician, is to ascertain whether he

is laboring under, or is subject to, any disease or defect which may have
a tendency to shorten life. The inquiry involves an examination not

only into the present state of the various organs and functions of the

body, but into the tendency of those organs and functions to take on
diseases as affected by habits of mind as well as of body, temperament,
tendency to disease from hereditary causes, and the occupation and con-

dition in life of the subject. Of two persons of the same age and present

bodily health, the one may present a risk entirely safe and proper to be

taken, the other unsafe and improper to be taken. It is impossible to

affix limits to the subjects into which it is not only proper, but necessary,
for an examining physician to inquire, in order to arrive at a conclusion

upon which he can safely advise the acceptance or rejection of a risk.

Whether I am right or wrong in these views, I entertain no doubt that

in many cases a knowledge of the pecuniary circumstances of a person

desiring to be insured is material to the risk, as affecting in some degree
the life

;
and they are a legitimate subject for the inquiring physician or

surgeon. This inquiry may not be material in every case, but the sur-

geon alone can tell whether it was or was not so in a given case. It is

therefore competent to ask him whether he made the inquiry, and what

response was given, and how far he deemed such answer material in de-

ciding to advise the taking of the risk. In such cases the very point
of inquiry is, whether the pecuniary circumstances were deemed by him

material, and whether he would have advised the acceptance of the risk

if it had not appeared that the person desiring to be insured was a man
of means," ' The physician who accepts the position of medical ex-

aminer owes it, therefore, to the company by which he is remunerated

to give it such facts extraneous to the data of family history and phy-
sical examination as may afford a comprehensive insight into the moral
hazard of the risk.

The proofs of death, which must be submitted to a company in evi-

dence of a death-claim, necessarily include a physician's certificate of

the cause of death. In the interest of the beneficiary the physician
should answer the questions in the form provided by the company in

detail. It was held in an action on a life insurance jwlicy that a phy-
sician's certificate of the cause of death offered in evidence by the plain-
tiff as an admission of all the facts recited therein was an admission

only of the cause of death stated,^ And in another instance it was held

' Valton vs. National Fund Life Assurance Co., 1 Keyes, 21.
' Kedmond vs. Industrial Benefit Assoc, 78 Hun, 104.
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that unauthorized statements in a physician's certificate as to the cause

of death were inadmissible where the cause of death was tlie vital issue/

Professional Confidence.—The laws of a number of states pro-

vide, as do those of New York, that a ])orson duly authorized to j>rac-

tise physic or surgery sliall not be allowed to disclose any information

which he acquired in attending a patient in a professional capacity.^ In

some states, as well as in the Federal Courts, it has been decided that

such ])rovisions apply only in civil actions. In suits against insurance

companies it has been held that an attending physician may testify to

the fact that the decedent consulted him professionally at certain times

and places, but he may not testify as to what he learned at such consul-

tations.^ As a suit to void a policy would come within the scope of

civil actions, a life insurance company might be estopped in its proceed-

ings because the state law forbade an attending physician to make dis-

closure of information that was obtained in his professional capacity,

and such information would be essential to the matter in issue. In

order to avoid any legal complication some of the life insurance com-

panies have made a proviso in the contract by which the applicant ex-

pressly waives, on behalf of himself and of any person who shall have

or claim any interest in any policy issued thereunder, all provisions of

law forbidding any physician or other person who had attended or ex-

amined him, or who might thereafter attend or examine him in the

capacity of a medical attendant, from disclosing any knowledge or in-

formation which he thereby acquired.
It has been decided that it is not contrary to public policy to permit

an applicant for life insurance to waive the provisions of the legal code

which prohibit a physician to testify in regard to communications from

his patients, as the knowledge is personal to the patient, and is of no

interest to the general public* Such d decision seems to be manifestly
in accord with the intent of the law. In the case of the New York
statute on this subject, the revisers stated in a note that the law was to

enable a patient to disclose his physical condition and history to his

physician so as to benefit by his advice without fear of publicity, and

that the privilege was solely for the patient's protection and was not

intended to keep secret anything that he was willing should be made

public.
The courts have also decided that if a beneficiary takes advantage

of the information possessed by an attending physician, it cannot subse-

quently be urged by the beneficiary that such information is privileged.^
It is likely that where there is no state law that forbids an attending

physician to disclose information acquired in the course of his profes-
sional duties, the court would require him to testify to any facts within

his knowledge that might be needed in testimony.

' Newdesk vs. Grand Lodge Ancient Order United Workmen, Am. Dig., 1805.
^ New York Code Civil Proceedings, §834.
' Nunirich vs. The Supreme Lodge Kniglits and Ladies of Honor, 3 N. Y. Sup.,

552
;
Breisenmeister vs. Knights of Pvthias, 81 Mich., 525.

*
Dougherty vs. Metro]>olitan Life Ins. Co., 33 jST.Y. S., 873, 87 Hun, 15.

^
Proppe vs. Metropolitan Life Ins. Co., 34 N. Y. S., 172.
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Necessarily, any disclosures made by an applicant to an examiner

are exempt from the provisions of such a law, because the examiner is

the medical agent of the company and not the professional attendant of

the applicant, and the knowledge possessed by the agent is knowledge
that is at the service of the principal. Furthermore, the explicit

record, in the application, of any and all disqualifications, such as

family history or personal disease at some prior state, will preclude any
possibility of such disqualifications being advanced as the basis to void

the policy.

APPLICATION.

It is the rule in the United States that the contract of life insurance

is not entered into until the applicant has submitted a formal written

application which gives the following personal data : the name, resi-

dence, address, occupation, date and ]ilacc of birth, social condition,
amount of insurance in force on the individual's life, previous rejection
or postponement of an application from the party in question by any
company, the amount and kind of insurance desired, the beneficiary,
the former health of the applicant, especially in regard to certain speci-
fied diseases, the applicant's habits in regard to the use of liquors and

narcotics, the family history, and the results of a personal medical

examination.

The applicant warrants the truth of his answers
;

as a rule, he

agrees that the application shall be the basis for and part of the con-

tract, and, further, that he will not reside in certain localities or engage
in certain occupations, and he also agrees to certain other conditions.

When the application for a policy of insurance is not made a part of

the contract between the parties, and the policy contains no warranty
of the truth of the statements in the application, both the materiality
and falsity of the statements of the assured must be shown in order to

defeat an action on the policy.^
From the information contained in the application, and relying upon

its correctness, the company does or does not enter into the contract.

The application is filled out in part by the agent who has canvassed the

applicant, and in part by the medical examiner who makes the physical
examination. It has been decided that " where a policy contains a pro-
vision that ' in consideration of the statement of facts warranted to be

true in the application for this policy, and of the payment
' of certain

sums, the company
*

hereby insures,' etc., the application referred to is

part of the contract of insurance." ^
However, in case of conflict

between the jirovisions of a policy and the statements in the application
for insurance the former will control.^

A matter of interest is the status of the applicant, pending the

insurer's action on the application.

1 Fidelity and Casualty Co. of New York vs. Alpert, 14 C. C. A., 474.
2 Standard Life and Accident Ins. Co. va. Martin (Ind. Sup.), 33 N. E., 105; also

Parish vh. Mutual Benefit Life Ins. Co., 49 S. W., 158.

^Goodwin vs. Ifroyident Saving Life Assurance Society (Iowa), G6 N. W. R., 157.

I
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An insurance company is not liable when the application provides
that there shall be no liability until it is ap})r(»ve(l and accepted, and the

a])[)licant dies pending- its consideration. The Chiet" Justice of the

Supreme Court of Mississippi, in a final judgment, said :

" There is no

escape from the plain stipulation of the contract '

that, if said ap})lica-

tion is not approved and accepted, said company shall incur no liability

thereunder,' and also from the fact that said ajiplication was not

a})proved and accepted, as the ai)plicant died while the company Avas

considering- the application. It had incurred no lia])ility and camiot

be held bound as if it had. . . . The denial of all lial)ility by
the company, on the facts of this case, does not need the support of

adjudications, and Ave have not examined any, preferring to rest with

perfect confidence on the unmistakable meaning of the written agree-

ment, which no number of books or extent of ingenious argument
could change so as to create liability, except of the terms it ex-

presses."
^

The care essential in formulating the phraseology of the application
is shown by the following decision : A life insurance policy referred to

certain provisions, conditions, and agreements on the back thereof,

which were made a part of the contract. One of the provisions was
that any breach of warranty or untrue statement in the application
should void the policy, and another was that " the contract for insur-

ance is contained only in this policy and the application therefor (which
is part hereof) taken together." The paper designated as the application
stated only

" that the entire contract is contained in said policy and

this application." On the back of the application, under the caption
" Declaration to be Made to the Medical Examiner," were questions and
answers which referred to the "

foregoing application." It was held that

such questions and answers were not a part of the application, and
therefore the answers were not warranties, but were mere representa-
tions.^ This brings forward the important question of warranty and

representation.

Warranty and Representation.—The statements in all appli-
cations are to be classed under one of two heads, warranties or repre-
sentations. An excellent idea of the legal distinction between these is

afforded by the following decision :

" A warranty in insurance enters into and forms a part of the con-

tract itself. It defines by way of particular stipulation, description,

condition, or otherwise, the precise limits of the obligation which the

insurers undertook to assume. No liability can arise except within

those limits. In order to charge the insurers, therefore, every one of

the terms which define their obligation must be satisfied by the facts

which appear in the proof. From the very nature of the case, the party

seeking indemnity or ]\ayment under the contract must bring his claims

within the provisions of the instrument he is undertaking to enforce.

^ Jacobs vs. New York Life Ins. Co., Supreme Court of Mississippi, Feb. 19,
1894.

^ Boehm vs. Commercial Alliance Life Ins. Co., N. Y., 9 Misc. Kepts., 529.
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The burden of proof is upon the plaintiff to present a case in all

respects conforming to the terms under which the risk was assumed.

It must be not merely a substantial conformity, but exact and literal,

not only in material particulars, but in those that are immaterial as

well."
"
Representation is, on the other hand, in its nature, no part of the

contract of insurance. Its relation to the contract is usually described

by the term " collateral." It may be proved, although existing only
in parole and preceding the written agreement. Unlike other verbal

negotiations, it is not merged in nor waived by the subsequent writing.
. . . Representations to insurers before or at the time of making a

contract are a presentation of the elements upon which to estimate the

risk proposed to be assumed. They are the basis of the contract, its

foundation, on the faith of which it is entered into. If wrongly pre-

sented, in any respect material to the risk, the policy that may be issued

thereupon will not take effect. To enforce it would be to apply the

insurance to a risk that was never presented. . . . When state-

ments or engagements on the part of the insured are inserted or referred

to in the policy itself, it often becomes difficult to determine to which

class they belong. If they appear on the face of the policy, they do
not necessarily become warranties. Their character will depend on the

form of expression used, the apparent purpose of the insertion, and

sometimes upon the connection or relation to other parts of the instru-

ment. If they are contained in a separate paper, referred to in such a

manner as to make it a part of the contract, the same considerations, of

course, will apply ;
but if the reference appears to be for a special pur-

pose, and not with a view to import the separate paper into the policy
as a part of the contract, the statements it contains will not thereby be

changed from representations into warranties. It is perhaps needless to

add that verbal representations can never be converted into warranties

otherwise than by being afterward written into the policy."
" In considering the question whether a part of the contract is a

warranty, it must be borne in mind as an established maxim that war-

ranties are not to be created nor extended by construction. They must

arise, if at all, from the fair interpretation and clear intendment of the

words used by the parties. ..."
" The application is in itself collateral merely to the contract of

insurance. Its statements, whether of facts or of agreements, belong to

the class of representations. They are to be so construed, unless con-

verted into warranties by force of a reference to them in the policy, and

a clear purpose is manifested in the papers thus connected that the

whole shall form one entire contract. When the reference to the appli-
cation is expressed to be for another purpose, or when no purpose is

indicated to make it a part of the policy, it will not be so treated."
^

This oj^inion of the Massachusetts court is more tersely expressed in

a Minnesota decision.
" So far as the questions presented by the case at bar are concerned,

1
Campbell vs. New England Mutual Life Ins. Co., 98 Mass., 381.
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it is sufficient to define a warranty in insurance to be a part of tlie con-

tract evidenced by tlie policy, and a bindint;- agreement that the facts

stated are strictly true. A representation in insurance may, for the })ur-

pose of this case, be defined to be a statement in regard to the niatei'ial

fact made by the ap])licant for insurance to the insurer with reference

to a proposed contract of insurance. As representations simply, they
are not a part of the contract of insurance, and thou<>;h expressly
referred to in the j)olicy so as to become a part of the written contract,

they may not become warranties. And even if it be made by the

very terms of the policy, as in the case at bar, an ex])ress condition

of the contract of insurance that if such representations are found

to be untrue the policy shall be null and void, they do not necessarily

lose their character as representations and become warranties, though

the effect of such express condition may be to make them conclusively
material."

" It is sufficient if representations be substantially true, while a war-

ranty must be strictly complied with. A false warranty therefore avoids

a policy, while a false representation (nor fraudulent) does not avoid a

policy, unless it relates to something which is material in fact or is

made material by the contract of tlie })arties. Warranties then are

conditions precedent, so tliat their truth must be pleaded by the in-

sured, upon whom, of course, the burden of proving the same rests
;

whereas the falsity of representations is matter of defense to be pleaded

by the insurer."^

The English courts have taken the position that when the policy de-

clares that the statements in the application are the basis of the con-

tract, it amounts to a warranty, and the literal truth of such statements,
whether material or not, must be established. They hold that a mis-

statement in a warranty is fital, although arising from the most innocent

mistake, or from false information affi:)rded by others, or from mere

inadvertence, and without regard to the fact as to whether it was a ma-
terial inducement to enter into the contract or not.- In some instances

this severe ruling has held in the United States, as in the cases just
cited .^

It has been decided that when an application states that " I do

hereby warrant the truthfulness of the statements in this application,
and consent and agree that anv untrue or fraudulent statement made
therein

"
shall forfeit all rights under it, the statements contained therein

are warranties.' Another decision held that only such statements as are

strictly in answer to inquiries contained in the application for life insur-

ance can be regarded as warranties.^

Having this definite basis on which to determine what constitutes a

warranty, it is evident that where the insured warrants the truth of the

answers in the ap]ilication, compliance with the warranty is a condition

' Price vs. Phoenix ^lutiial Life Ins. Co., 17 Minn., 407.
^ A. Scratchlev, A Practical Treatise on Life Assuratice Societies, London, 1890.
* Schwartz vs. Berkshire Life Ins. Co., 91 111. App., 494 (Illinois, 1900).
Foley rs. Pvoval Arcanum, 78 Hun, 222.
* Federal Life'Assoc, vs. Smith, 86 111. App., 427, 1899.
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of the contract, and any substantial deviation from the truth is material

to the risk, and avoids the policy.^
It has been decided that when the certificate of insurance provided

that the application and the medical examination were a part of the

contract and should be deemed warranties, a breach of a statement

made therein avoided the contract.^ And it has been held that when
the insured warrants statements in the application to be true, an untrue

statement is a breach of warranty, and it is immaterial whether or not

the insured knew that it was untrue.^

Thus it would appear that the matter was definitely settled from
these standpoints, that the application and medical examination did

form part of the contract, and it could not be urged as a defense that

the insured did not know the warranty was untrue. In a rare instance

the court has even gone farther and held that when an application con-

tained a warranty of the truth of all the answers to questions therein,
and stated that the person taking the application should be tlie agent of

the applicant as to all statements and answers, a false statement would
avoid tlie policy, though made by the person writing the apjilication.*

On the other hand, it has been held that when neither a policy of

life insurance nor the application contained a stipulation that a breach

of a warranty in the application should nullify the policy, such breach

rendered the policy voidable but not void.^

Statements made by an applicant ft)r mend>ership in a mutual benefit

association in answer to questions addressed to him in connection Avith

his application are representations only, and not warranties
;
and the

Court properly refused an instruction that the falsity of "
any one " of

such answers would prevent recovery, as the materiality of the answer

and fraudulent intent should be considered.^

That a fact is inquired about specifically shows that the insurer re-

gards it as material, and if a misrepresentation is made, the contract is

likely to be held void.^ But where the evidence conflicts, it will be a

question for the jury to determine whether the answer was true or not.

The Supreme Court of tlie United States decided :^ The principal de-

fense set up at the trial was that in the ap]ilication for insurance false

answers had been given to the questions propounded by the defendants.

Those questions were in substance, whether the person whose life was

proposed for insurance had had certain diseases, or, during the next

^O'Shaughnessy vs. "Working Women's Cooperative Association of United
Insurance League of New York, 8 Misc. Rpt., N. Y., 49L Kelley vs. Mutual Life,

75 Fed. Rep., 637; Aloe vs. Mutual Reserve Fund Life Assoc, 147 Mo. Rpt., 5fil.

^ Knudson vs. Grand Council of New Legion of Honor, South Dakota, Am. Dig.,
1895.

^Elliot vs. Mutual Benefit Life Assoc, 76 Hun, 378; Bernard vs. United Life

Assoc, 8 Misc Rep., N. Y., 499.
* Bernard vs. United Life Ins. Assoc, 8 Misc. Rep., New York, 499.

^Selbvt's. Mutual Life Ins. Co. of New York; Phinney rs. Mutual Life Ins.

Co. of New York, Am. Dig., 1895.

sPerine v,s. Grand Lodge Ancient Order United Workmen (Minn.), 53 N.W.,
367.

' Connecticut Mutual Life Ins. Co. vs. Young, 77 111. App., 440.
.;

8 Manhattan Life Ins. Co. vs. Francisco, 17 Wallace, 672. V
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preceding seven years, any disease, and the answers given were that ho

had not. It was in reference to this that the Court instructed the jury
that it was for them to determine from the evidence Avhcther the person
whose life was insured had, (hiring the time nientioned in the questions

prn[)()unded on malting the application, any alHiction that could properly
be called a sickness or disease, within the meaning of tlie term as used,

and said,
" for example, a man might have a slight cold in the iiead, or

a slight headache, that in no way seriously affected his health or inter-

fered with his usual avocations, and might l)e forgotten in a week or a

month, which might be of so trifling a character as not to constitute a

sickness or a disease within the meaning of the term as used, and which

the party would not be required to mention in answering the questions.

But, again, he might have a cold or a headache of so serious a character

as to be a sickness or disease, in the meaning of those terms as used,

which it would be his duty to mention, and a failure to mention them
would make his answer false. There is no just ground of complaint
in this instruction, either considered abstractly or in its application to

the evidence in the case."

Bliss
^ held that where an answer was untrue, the jury had no right

to say that the variation from the truth was as to a matter not material,
and by way of example he said that where the answer was that the

insured had had no disease of or injury to any organ, and it was shown
that he had had a disease of or injury to the eyes, it was held that the

policy was void, though the affection of the eyes was several years

previous, and was not shown to have affected his general health. So
as to the names of medical men who have ever attended him. An
omission in this respect is fatal.

^

The burden of proof is on the insurer to show the untruthfulness

of an answer made by the insured in his application.'^ In order to

give the assured all possible protection, state legislation has provided
that no oral or written misrepresentation made in the negotiation
of a contract or policy of insurance by the assured or in his behalf

shall be deemed material, or defeat or avoid the policy, or prevent its

attaching, unless such misrepresentation is made with the actual intent to

deceive
;
or unless the matter misrepresented increased the risk of loss.*

It has been decided that a clause in the policy which waives such a

law is not binding on the assured or the beneficiary.
" The act of June

23, 1885, which provides that no untrue statement in an a])plication for

a life insurance policy, if made in good faith, shall work a forfeiture or

be a ground of defense unless it relate to a matter material to the risk,

is of binding effect, though assured in his aj)plication expressly agreed
that every statement shall be material, and that any misstatement shall

avoid the policy, notwithstanding any law to the contrary."
^

' The Law of Life Insitranee, p. 71.
^
Metropolitan Life Ins. Co. vs. Rutherford, 35 S. E., 719

;
Ins. Co. vs. Gilbert,

27 Mich., 429; Cerys t-s. Ins. Co., 71 Minn., 638; Graham vs. Ins. Co., 87 N. Y., 69.
^ Jefferson vs. German-American Life Assoc, 69 Mo. App., 126.

*Mass. Stat., Sec, p. 21.

sHermanj^ vs. Fidelity Mutual Life Assoc, 151 Pa. St., 17.
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There is a great cHiference of opinion in regard to the effect of mis-

representation made by the agent who ^vrites the answers to the ques-
tions propounded to the applicant. When, in reply to a question, an

applicant for life insurance states the facts fully, and the agent of the

company, authorized to ask the question and write the answer, deduces
and writes d(jwn an erroneous answer in consequence of putting his own
construction on such facts, and assures the applicant that it is the

proper answer to the facts stated and that it is the answ^er the insurer

wants, then the insured is not precluded by his Avarranty from showing
the circumstances under which the answer was made. When so shown
the insurer is estopped from questioning the truth of the answer. The
same rule obtains when the applicant answers fully and truthfully, and
the agent of the insurer, charged with the duty of asking the questions
and writing the answers, abbreviates an answer, or omits part of it.^

The majority of decisions of this question have held that where an

applicant for life insurance truthfully answers the questions in his

application, and the agent, intentionally or negligently, writes down a

different answer, the insurer cannot defend an action on the policy by
showing the untruthfulness of the answers which were made warranties.^

At variance with these, and holding the insured responsible for over-

sight or carelessness in his ap])lication, is the following decision : If an

application for a policy of insurance on the life of a person provides that

the representations and answers made therein " shall form the basis and
become part of the contract of insurance," and " that any untrue answers

will render the })olicy null and void," and the policy recites that it is

issued " in consideration of the representations and agreements in the

application for this policy, which ap])lication is referred to and made a

part of this contract," in an action upon the policy the application is to

be considered a part of the contract, and if the representations in it are

in a material respect untrue, the action cannot be maintained, although
the untrue representations were inserted in the application by the agent

employed bv the defendant to solicit insurance, without the knowledge
of the applicant, who orally stated the truth to the agent.^

Of course, the decisions cited do not hold the company responsible
in case there was collusion between the company's agent or the examiner

and the applicant, as was held in a case w here the agent of an insurance

company entered into a conspiracy with an apj^lica'nt for a life policy
to insert false statements in the application, and thereby induce the

company to issue the policy. The court held that he ceased to be the

company's agent and became the agent of the applicant, and the com-

'Mutual Benefit Life Ins. Co. vs. Kobinson, 58 Fed. Kept., 723.

^Mullerfs. Union Cent. Life Ins. Co., 7 Kulp, 422
;
Eohinson vs. Metropolitan Life

Ins. Co., 37 N. Y. Sup., 146
;
Corbett vs. Metropolitan Life Ins. Co., 30 N. Y. Sup.,

1069; O'Brien vs. Home Benefit Soc, 22 N. Eng. Kepts., 954; Baker vs. Home Life

Ins. Co., 64 N. Y., 648; Conn. Mut. Ins. Co. vs. Wilkinson, 13 Wall., 222; Foot
vs. Aetna Life Ins. Co., 4 Daly, 285; Swisk vs. Home Life Ins. Co., 2 Dillon, 160;
O'Rourke vs. John Hancock Mut. Life Ins. Co., 30 N. Y. S., 215; Endowment Rank
Knights of Pythias vs. Rosenfleld, 22 S. W. Repts., 204.

^McCoy vs. Metropolitan Ins. Co., 133 Mass., 82.
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panv could not he held rcsponsihlc widi notice of the factis known to

such agent.'
From the trend of these decisions it is seen that the tendency of

courts is to hold to tlie explicit terms of the contract in matters that are

of essential imj)ortanee for the information of the insurer. The medical

exMminer may therefore appreciate the necessity of impressing the

api)licant with tlie need of frank answers to the interrogatories. The
writer was about to examine a physician for insurance, and in some pre-

liminary conversation the applicant said he had some diseases but

intended to allow the examiner to detect them, if possible. The appli-

cant's attention was directed to the fact that he had to reply to questions
in regard to the past existence of organic and constitutional diseases,

and that his replies were warranties. The significance of a w^arranty

was explained to him, and he then said it would be futile to make the

examination, as he was under treatment for diabetes and had an obscure

organic heart disease.

Unanswered questions in an application are no part of the insurance

contract,^ and it is essential, therefore, that the examiner should assure

himself by careful rereading of the examination that he has left no

question unansw^ered.

Residence.—The residence of the applicant is a matter of im]K)rt-

ance because unsanitary or other endemic conditions are likely to

shorten life, and a company either declines business from such a place
or it charges a higher premium to compensate for the increased risk.

Many insurance contracts provide that the insured can reside and travel

only within the United States, Canada, Mexico, and Europe, while a

few specify that the insiu'ed must not reside south of the thirty-second

parallel of north latitude during any part of the months of -Tidy, August,

Se[)tember, or October, thus excluding that portion of the United States

that has been so frequently subjected to epidemics of yellow fever.

Some companies impose no restriction on residence or travel. Coin-

cident with the general improvement in sanitary conditions throughout
the civilized world, the com])anies are less rigorous in introducing this

proviso to restrict the territory in which the insured is allowed to reside.

In a case in which the policy provided that between July 1st and

October 15th the insured must reside within certain specified states,

unless he was granted a permit to travel elsewhere, the court decided

that the policy was void because the insured died in one of the pro-
scribed states during the prohibited season,^

In a case quoted by Bliss
* the insurer claimed that there was a ma-

terially false representation as to the residence of the insured. She w^as

correctly described as a resident of a certain place, but no mention was
made of the fact that she was a prisoner in the county jail at that place.

The Court held that although there was nothing expressly specified that

1 Centennial Mutual Life Assoc, ^•s. Parliam, 80 Tex., p. 518.
2 Brown vs. Greentield Life Assoc, 58 N. E., 129 (Mass., 1899)
^
Nio;htin2;ale vs. State Mutual Life Ins. Co., 5 K. I., 38.

*
Op. cit.^-p. 179.
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required the imprisonment to be stated in the application, and although
there was no omission of any information that the insurer called for,

still if the imprisonment was a material fact, its concealment would be

fatal and it was for the jury to determine the materiality of the conceal-

ment.' Certainly in this instance the medical examiner failed to appre-
ciate the responsibility of his office, or he would have reported the fact.

Occupation.—The greater mortality which affects those who follow

certain vocations has made it necessary for the insurer to know the occu-

pation of the applicant.
There is no fixed rule in regard to the vocations which are prohibited

by the companies, although almost all exclude blasting, mining, aero-

nautic or submarine operations, the manufacture, handling, or transpor-
tation of explosive substances, employment on or about any moving
railway cars or engine or on any ship or boat, or military or naval ser-

vice in time of war. Some companies specify that the excluded vocations

include members of a paid fire or police dejiartment, those who handle

electric wires or dynamos, those who work on cable or electric cars,

hotel proprietors who tend bar, and gamblers. Other companies, while

they do not specifically jiublish that those engaged in these hazardous

vocations will not be accepted as risks, either decline the application or

issue the policy at an increased premium-rate which will compensate
for the hazard of the occupation.

When the truth of the facts stated in an application for life insur-

ance, which is made part of the policy, is warranted by the application,
a false statement as to the ap])licant's ])usiness will avoid the policy

though the nature of his business had nothing to do with his death.-

In the Dwight case the applicant stated that he was a real-estate and

grain dealer and was not engaged in the manufacture or sale of any beer,

wine, or other intoxicating liquor. The testimony proved that Dwight
was engaged in keeping a hotel at the time he stated he was in the real-

estate business, that he regularly and systematically sold wines and

liquors in bottles of various sizes, bearing the name of his hotel blown
in the glass. He paid the state and national government for licenses

to enable him to carry on the business of selling beer, wines, and

liquors at retail, to be drunk upon his premises, although he kept no

bar and did not sell to persons who were not his guests. The Court

was of the opinion that the answers of the insured to the questions

relating to his business and occupation were evasive and untrue, and

upon the whole evidence required the dismissal of the complaint.^
An individual who was insured had stated in his ap])lication that his

occupation was that of farmer, and it was proved that his real business

was to catch fugitive slaves. The Court held that the policy was

avoided, as it was proved that slave-catching was a more hazardous em-

ployment than farming.^

^Hugueiiin vs. Eavley, 6 Taunt., 186.

^Lovell vs. KoyalArcanum, 30 N. Y. S., 205.
^ Anna W. Dwight, et al. ns. The Germania Life Ins. Co., 1886, New York, Rep.,

103
;
also Malicki vs. Chicago Guaranty Fund Life Assoc, 50 F., 390.

* Hartman vs. Keystone Ins. Co., 21 Pa. St., 466.
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III another instance of nii.srepresentation of occupation the Court

held that " the inquiry as to his vocation was what it then was and

what it had been. His answer traveling agent was true as to what

it then was, but untrue as to what it had been
;

for the inquiry as

to his past vocation obviously called for the statement that it had

been a painter and a soldier, as well as a traveling agent. The an-

swer was false from the clear and manifest failure to tell the whole

trutl
JM

From time to time examiners have the experience of efforts made

by applicants to misrepresent their actual vocation, and companies are

undoubtedly saved the expense and annoyance of postmortem liti-

gation by timely information in regard to the real (occupation of the

applicant.
Race.—It is a generally known fact that vital statistics have

demonstrated that the mortality of negroes is greater than that of

whites, and the mortality-rate of mulattoes is even greater than that

of persons of pure negro blood
; usually the negro is less well in-

formed in regard to his family record than is the average white per-
son. On these accounts it is essential for the medical examiner to

investigate the question of ancestry carefully when there is suspicion
of mixed blood.

There are laws that provide that no life insurance company doing
business within a state shall make any distinction or discrimination

between white persons and colored persons, wholly or partially of

African descent, as to the premiums or the rates charged for policies

upon the lives of such persons, or in any other manner whatever
;
nor

shall any such company demand or require a greater premium from such

colored persons than is at that time required by such company from

white persons of the same age, sex, general condition of health, and

prospect of longevity.^ Consequently the companies do not discriminate

against negroes, but depend upon the Avarranty for correct information

in regard to the race to which an applicant belongs and judge each

application on its merits.

Age.—As the premium-rate is based on the expectation of life at

each age, it is a matter of prime importance that the correct age be

stated in the application. Furthermore, the liability to certain diseases

decreases after thirty, as it increases after fortv in regard to some other

diseases, and these facts are duly weighed by the insurer when consider-

ing the acceptance of a risk. The writer agrees with Dr. Winston and
Dr. Marsh '^ " that age is not the main element in determining the cause

of death, but that the medical selection is more important on account

of some well-marked exceptions to the rule of diseases as affected by
age alone." Their investigations showed that the causes of death at

earlv ages and durino' the first vears of insurance and those of advanced
life and after many years of insurance are almost exactly the same. It

1 Fitch vs. American Pop. Life Ins. Co., 2 N. Y. Sup. Pv., 247.
^ C. 119, Acts N. Y., 1891.

'Mortuary Experience Mutual Life Ins. Co., N, Y., 1877.

Vol. I.—23
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is easy to understand that an understatement of an applicant's age
increases the risk, as a matter of law.^

As a rule, the age is made a matter of warranty, and a statement in

the application that the insured was younger than he really was avoids

the policy."
An insurance company defended payment of a policy in which the

statements in the application were warranties, and entitled the company
to declare a forfeiture if they were untrue. An insured had stated that

her age was fifty-one, that she was born in 1846. The company intro-

duced in evidence a baptismal record made where her parents lived,

according to the canons of the Protestant Episcopal Church, which
stated that a child having the same name as the insured and parents
with the same names as her parents was born in 1837. According
to the imdisputed evidence of a granddaughter of the insured, if bom
in 1846 she would have been a grandmother at twenty-seven. Held,
that the prima facie case estabhshed by the baptismal record and
other evidence was not overcome by the testimony of a physician,
based on an acquaintance of three or four years, that he believed her

to be about the age stated in the application, and hence the denial of

a motion to direct a verdict in favor of defendant, on the ground of

breach of warranty as to age, was erroneous.^

When the applicant states his age correctly or answers that he does

not know what it is, and the person who fills out the application inserts

a younger or suj^posititious age, the insurer cannot plead a breach of

warrantv.*

In compliance with legal requirements in some states and in conse-

quence of more liberal terms in the contract, most policies provide at

the present time that in the event of understatement of age the amount

payable on the policy shall be the insurance which the actual premium
paid would have purchased under the same table of premiums at the

true age at the date of the ajiplication. In affirming a judgment se-

cured by A. Singleton against the Prudential Insurance Company, the

third Appellate Division held, in an opinion by Justice Landon, that

where a policy of insurance provided that " in case tlie age of the

insured shall have been understated by mistake, the sum insured will

be reduced to the amount the premium would pay for at the true age,"
a mistaken understatement of his aa:e bv the insured is not a fatal

breach of a clause of the policy which made the answers warranties.^

It is not likely that a company would urge any breach of warranty in

such a case unless there was some associated suspicious feature, but the

Court's decision accords with the usual custom when such errors occur.

1 Dolan vs. Mutual Eeserve Fund Life Assoc, 53 N. E., 1898.

^Sclimitt vs. National Life Assoc, 84 Hun. 128; Hanford vs. Association, 122

Nev.
;
Aetna Life Ins. Co. vs. D. France, 91 U. S., 510.

3 Hartshorn vs. Metropolitan Life Ins. Co., 67 N. Y. S., 13 (New York, 1900).
^J. Miller tr.s. The Phcenix Mutual Life Ins. Co., 170 N. Y., 292; Morrison vs.

Life Ins. Co., 59 Wise, 162.
^ 42 N. Y. Sup., 446

;
also Egan vs. Supreme Council Catholic Benevolent Legion,

57 N. E., 1109 (New York, 1900).
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Social Condition.—The applicant is asked whether he is married

or single, because vital statistics have proved that those who arc married

average a longer duration of life than those who are single. This is

notably the case with women who have successfully passed the perils of

childbirth, to which any young single woman is exposed because of the

possibility that she will marry.
A case occurred in which a policy was issued on the basis of good

faith in the answers given in the application. In the latter the appli-

cant, when asked whether he was married or single, answered that he

was single, although in fact he was married and his wife was alive.

The insurer made this false answer one of the groimds to resist the

payment of the policy. The beneficiary pleaded that when the insured

falsely answered that he was single, he made himself a less eligible

candidate for insurance than if he had truly stated that he was a married

man
;
that although he deceived the coni]>any and caused it to enter

into a contract that it did not intend to make, it was deceived to its

advantage, and made a more favorable bargain than w'as supposed.
The Court held that such argument was bad morality and bad law

;
that

no man was justified in the utterance of a falsehood, which was an equal
offense in morals whether committed for personal benefit or for the

benefit of another. Such a statement under such circumstances consti-

tuted a breach of warranty and the policy was void.^ Other factors

existed in this particular case to justify so severe a construction of

the law of warranty.
Another reason that makes it desirable that the answer to this

question should be made a warranty is that an applicant who is living
in a state of concubinage, though perhaps the fact was unknown

generally in the community in which he lived, would have a moral
hazard that would depreciate his value as a desirable risk.

Beneficiary.—The beneficiary is the person or persons specified
in the policy to whom the sum insured for is to be paid in the event

that the policy should become a claim for liquidation.
There have been great diversity of opinion and considerable litigation

in regard to what constituted an insurable interest, and in some states

legislation has been enacted to define this question. The Supreme
Court of the United States held :

" The better opinion is that the

decided cases wdiich proceed u]>on the ground that tlie insured must
necessarily have some pecuniary interest in the life of the cestui que vie,

are founded in an erroneous view of the nature of the contract
;
that

the contract of life-insurance is not necessarily one merely of indemnity
for a pecuniary loss, as in fire and marine policies ;

that it is sufficient

to show that the policy is not invalid as a wager policy, if it appears
that the relation, whether of consanguinity or of affinity, w'as such

between the person whose life was insured and the beneficiary named in

the policy, as warrants the conclusion that the beneficiary had an

interest, whether pecuniary or arising from dependence or natural affec-

tion in the life of the person insured. Insurers, in such a policy, con-
1 Jeifries vs. Economical Life Ins. Co. 22 Wallace, 47.
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tract to pay a certain sum in the event therein specified, in consideration

of the payment of the stipulated premium or premiums, and it is enough
to entitle the insured to recover, if it appears that the stipulated event

has hap25ened, and that the party effecting the policy had an insurable

interest, such as is described, in the life of the person insured, at the

inception of the contract.^

While it is not within the province of this paper to consider the

legal relations of the insured and the beneficiary, this brief reference

has been made so that the medical examiner may know that he should

inform the company when he knows that there is no insurable interest,

as a wager policy
—that is, a policy in which insurance is effected by

or for a beneficiary who has no interest in the life of the insured—
is void.

Existing Insurance.—For various and principally for business

reasons the a})plicant is asked whether he has, at the time he makes the

application, any insurance on his life in any company, association,

society, or order granting life insurance, and when it was taken out, as

well as the amount of the policies.

In the case of Jeffries vs. the Economical Life Insurance Company,
heretofore referred to, the applicant answered that he had not made

application to any other company, although it was subsequently proved
that he had done so and had effected insurance on his life. The Court

said :
" The company deems it wise and prudent that the applicant

should inform them truly whether he has made any other application to

have his life insured. So material does it deem this information that

it stipulates that its liability shall depend upon the truth of the answer.

. . . The company fixes the estimate of its importance. The applicant

agrees that it is thus important by accepting this test. It would be a

violation of the legal rights of the company to. take from it its acknowl-

edged power thus to make its opinions the standard of what is material,

and to leave that point to the determination of a jury. . . . Whether
a question is material depends upon the question itself. The informa-

tion may be immaterial. But if under any circumstances it can pro-
duce a reply which will influence the action of the company, the

question cannot be deemed immaterial. Insurance companies some-

times insist that individuals largely msured upon their lives, who are

embarrassed in their affairs, resort to self-destruction, being willing to

end a Avretched existence if they can thereby bestow comfort upon their

families. The juror would be likely to repudiate such a theory, on the

ground that nothing can compensate a man for the loss of his life.

The juror may be right, and the company may be wrong. But the

company has expressly provided that their judgment, and not the judg-
ment of the juror, shall govern. Their right thus to contract, and the

duty of the courts to give effect to such contracts, cannot be denied."

This decision is very important because it recognizes that a man
who is overwhelmed by business or other trouble may see in suicide a

release from his cares, while he would perceive that to effect heavy
1 Phoenix Mutual Life Ins. Co. vs. Bailey, 15 Wallace, 616.
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insurance would jirovido financially for those who were dependent on

him.

One who has insured in good faith can have no objection to inform

a company of all the existing insurance on his life, while a person who
conceals such facts is likely ipso J'ado to have some suspicious motive in

such action.

If applications arc made contemporaneously or within a short time

of each other, a statement that no application has been made to any
other company for insurance has been held to be material, and, if false,

constitutes a breach of warranty that the answers to the (questions in

the application are true.'

The medical examiner may be cognizant that, inadvertently or other-

wise, an applicant has omitted to report the existence of insurance in

force. In such cases it would be well to apprise the company of the

facts. And in the event that the examiner knows an applicant is

unable to carry the insurance he has, in addition to that he a})]>lies for,

he would further the interest of all parties concerned by making a con-

fidential re})ort to the company in regard to this matter. That such a

report is within the scope of the examiner's duties is shown in the sec-

tion on the Medical Examiner (see page 419).
Previous Rejection.—It is a common experience in all com-

panies that however indifferent an individual may be to insure his life,

when he has been rejected as a desirable risk he becomes solicitous for

insurance and will apply to some new company and frequently conceal

the fact of his previous rejection. It has been decided that when an

application for insurance, which is made a part of the policy, stipulates
that the answers to the questions propounded are warranted by the

insured to be true, and that the rights of the insured shall be forfeited

if any untrue or false statements shall be made, the policy is avoided by
a false answer to the question whether the insured had ever been

rejected by any other life insurance company.- Judicial interpretation
of the duty of an applicant has gone farther, as it has been held that

a false answer by an applicant for life insurance as to whether any
physician has ever given an unfavorable opinion on his life in reference

to insurance is a material representation.^ It may thus be seen that the

courts place a very strict construction on this question of prior rejection,
as it is a most material fact for consideration in the determination of an

individual's eligibilitv.

In a long-contested case the facts were proved that an agent had
taken an application to an examiner's office but had not found the

physician at home. At a later hour the agent met the examiner and
mentioned his visit, whereupon the doctor said it would be useless to

examine the applicant, as he was a bad risk and would not pass. After

1 Bernard rs. United Life Ins. Assoc, 11 Alisc. Rpts., N. Y., 441.

^Clemens rs. Supreme Assembly Royal Society Good Fellows, 131 N. Y.,485;
Kemp vs. Good Templars Mutual Benefit Assoc, 19 N. Y. Sup., 435; United States
Life Ins. Co. vs. Smith. 92 F., -503, U. S. C. C. A., 1890; March vs. Metropolitan
Life Ins. Co., 86 Pa. St., G20.

^Wyman vs. Fidelity Mutual Life Ai^soc, 17 Pa. Co. Ct. Pv., 259.
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this information the agent dropped the matter and destroyed the applica-
tion. Subsequently the applicant sought insurance in another company,
made warranty that he had always been accepted when he applied for

insurance, and on the basis of this warranty a policy was issued. When
the insured died, the insurer learned the facts in regard to the prior
effort to secure insurance, and payment of the policy was declined

because of breach of warranty. The Court of Appeals held that the

agent who canvassed the applicant first was the representative of his

company, and as such agent he was authorized to receive application for

insurance. He was furnishetl with blank forms, which, when filled out

and signed by the applicant and delivered to the agent, constituted and

completed the ai)plication for insurance. Everything that followed the

application was an element of its result. Such an application was

properly signed and delivered to the agent ;
when that was done, an

application was made to the company for insurance. No other act of

the applicant was needed. AVhat the company, through its officers or

agents, might do or omit to do with it constituted the result of the

application, as to A\hich a truthful answer was required. A false

answer was given. The application was made and was not successful.

If the truth had been told, the contested policy would never have been

issued. The test was not whether the agent or the medical examiner

had authority finally to reject the application. If they were utterly
w'ithout authority to dispose of it and the company never acted upon
it, at least there was an application to the com})any which was not

successful and did not end in an accepted insurance. The Court affirmed

the judgment of the lower court in favor of the defendant.^ While the

decision may savor of severity, yet it must be acknowledged that it is

strictly within the terms of the contract, which demanded a true reply to

the question in regard to previous efforts to secure insurance.

The courts have gone even farther, and have decided that an

informal examination, which many agents solicit an examiner to make,
if discontinued as useless because of the applicant's family or personal

history or physical condition, is virtually a rejection. The Court held

that such an informal unwritten examination, even if it was not based

on a written application, and was discontinued by the examiner as use-

less, was within the meaning of the question whether "any proposition
or negotiation or examination for life insurance has been made in this

or any other company on which a policy has not been issued."
^

In those applications in which it is the province of the medical ex-

aminer to ask the question in reference to previous rejection, and the

same thing is to be said in regard to each and every question answered

in an application-blank, the reply "yes" or ''no" must be inserted in-

stead of a check or a ditto-mark. A check-mark (i/) placed opposite a

question as to whether any projiosition, negotiation, or examination for

insurance on the applicant's life had l)een made previously, on which

no policy was issued, cannot be construed as a negative answer when it

» A. E. Edington, et al. vs. The Aetna Life Ins. Co., 100 N. Y., 536.
2 Mutual Life Ins. Co. of N. Y. vs. Nichols, 24 S. W. Kptr., 910.
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appears that like check-marks were placed opposite certain other ques-
tions which previous answers seemed to render inunaterial, apparently

meaning that the question was noted hut no answer was deemed neces-

sary, and tliat, as a matter of fact, althouiili tiie applicant had made
other applications, he could not have known at the time in (piestion
whether or not policies had been issued thereon. If the company
accepted such au ajjplication, it would waive all answers thus (|/)
marked as irrelevant.'

Suicide.—Suicide has been defined legally as the act of malicious

self-nuu\ler.- Suicide by any means whatsoever has been held to be

synonymous with the phrases "die by his own hands" and "dying by
one's own hand." ^

.

"

Vital statistics have shown tliat in recent years there has been an
increase in the number of suicides, especially in the urban populations,
and the exj)erience of life insurance companies has prov^ed that there

has been a similar increase in suicides among those insured. Dr. Elias

J, Marsh, in a monograph on the MoHaUty from Suicides, stated that

the experience of the Mutual Life Insurance Company of New York
from 1844 to 1873 showed that 1.1 per cent, of the total mortality
was due to suicide, while from 1884 to 189.'>, when there was an enor-

mous increase in the business of that company, the mortality caused

by self-destruction was 2.1 per cent, of the total mortality. Dr. ]\Iarsh

further analyzed the suicide mortality by collating the statistics of

deaths that occurred within ten years of the date of iusunuice
;
these

showed that in the epoch from 1844 to 1873 the deaths due to suicide

constituted 1.25 per cent., while from 1884 to 1893 they amounted to

3.18 per cent, of the total decennial mortality; and this increased

mortality was greatest during the third, fourth, and fifth years of

insurance.

Dr. John Winters Brannan, in a report on the medical statistics of

the Washington Life Insurance Company, stated that from I860 to

1886 the suicide was 2.5 per cent, of the total mortality experienced

by that company. From 1860 to 1873 the deaths by suicide consti-

tuted 2 per cent.
;
from 1873 to 1878 they were 2,4 per cent.

;
from

1882 to 1886 they were 3.4 per cent.; from 1887 to 1891 they were
1.9 per cent.

;
and from 1892 to 1896 they were 3 per cent, of the

total mortality for each period.
These last-mentioned facts indicate that there is an increase in the

tendency of individuals who have found that life is not worth living,
or who have reached the end apparently of their financial or business

resources, to turn their deaths to a profitable advantage to their rela-

» Manhattan Life Ins. Co. vs. P. J.Willis & Bro., 8 C. C. A., 594.
2 Bank of Oil City r.s. Guardian Mutual Life Ins. Co.

; Bigclow, Life and Asso-
ciation Report, vol. v., 478.

* Hartnian vs. Keystone Ins. Co., 21 Penna. State, 440; Bristed *;' «/. r.s. The
Farmers' Loan and Trust Co., 8 X. Y., 299

;
Eastabrook vs. Union Mutual Life Ins.

Co., 54 Me., 224; Cooper r.s. Life Ins. Co., 102 Mass., 227; Life Ins. Co. r.s. Terry,
15 Wall., 580; Bi2;elow vs. Berkshire Life Ins. Co., 93 IT. S., 284; Jlanhattan
Ins. Co. vs. Brousjhton, 109 U. S., 121; Conn. Ins. Co. vs. Lathrop, 111 U. S., 612;
Conn. Mutual Life Ins. Co. vs. Akens, 150 U. S., 4G8.
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tives. Within a few years an individual applied to one of the prom-
inent insurance companies of New York city for a policy, and when he

found that the contract contained a clause that would avoid the policy
if the insured died by suicide within one year, he asked for and was

given an extra premium-rate to compensate the company for the risk

assumed by striking out that clause. Within a very short time after

the policy w'as issued the insured committed suicide, and the company
was subjected to the unpleasant criticism of having furthered the act of

self-destruction.

The statutes of a number of the states of the Union make an at-

tempt at suicide a crime or misdemeanor, and the payment of a death-

claim has been contested because of a provision in the contract that

the latter should be void in the event that death was the consequence
of a duel, or by the hands of justice, or in violation of or attempt to

violate any criminal law of the United States or of any state or county
in which the insured was. However, it has been held judicially that

while " the attempt to commit suicide is a crime, the accomplish-
ment of the purpose to do so is not

;
and while the insured had the

purpose of taking his own life and fully accomplished such purpose,
the result of his act, influenced by such intent, being his death, yet

by the accomplishment of suicide he violated no criminal law." '

It would be too strong an assertion to say that legislative efforts

to legalize suicide had been made, but legislation had been enacted

with the intent to enable the suicide to benefit by his act despite the

terms of any contract. " In all suits upon policies of insurance on

life hereafter issued by any company doing business in this state it

shall be no defense that the insured committed suicide, unless it shall

be shown to the satisfaction of the court or jury trying the cause

that the insured contemplated suicide at the time he made his appli-

cation for the policy, and any stipulation in the policy to the contrary
shall be void." Tlie impracticability of presenting evidence of the

character demanded in a small or large number of months after the

application for insurance was made is at once apparent.
There is a diversity of opinion among the officials of the various

life insurance companies in regard to the value of a proviso that voids

the policy in the event of the suicide of the insured. Of the 44

principal companies engaged in business in this country, 8 omit any
reference to suicide

;
3 provide, in effect, that death by self-destruc-

tion, except upon satisfactory proofs that the insured was so far insane

as to destroy his responsibility therefor, is a risk that is not assumed,

though in some cases the company will return the cash reserve on the

policy ;
5 companies specify that for one year after the date of issue

of the policy self-destruction, sane or insane, is not a risk assumed

by the company; 21 companies contract that if within two years
from the date of the policy the insured shall, whether sane or in-

sane, die by his own hand, then the policy shall be null and void
;

1 M. J. Darrow vs. Familv Fund Society, 116 N. Y., 537.

•^Rev. Stat. Mo., 1879, ^5, 982.
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and 7 companies provide that if the insured shall commit suicide

within three years after the issue of the policy, the latter will become

null and void.

W the clause that exempts the insurer from liability in the event

of the death of the insured by suicide is contained in the application,

it is equally bindintj:.
" A warranty in the application that the in-

sured will not die by his own hand has the same effect as a condition

in the policy that the same shall be void if the insured shall die by his

own hand." '

An insurer declined to pay a policy because the latter contained a

proviso that exempted him from liability in the event of death from

any immoral ])ractice, and the plea was made that the death of the in-

sured by suicide was the result of an immoral practice. The Court

lield that the act of suicide was not an immoral practice within the

meaning of the terms of the policy.- This decision shows the necessity

of clearness of phraseology in the language of the application and the

policy, as the Court will be likely to interpret what is said rather than

what is meant. It is a general legal principle that in an action on a

life policy the burden of proof is on the company to show that the

insured came to his death by suicide.^ And courts have gone to the

extent of precluding resort by a company to the verdict of a coroner's

inquest, as was decided in an action on a life insurance policy that the

burden of proving suicide as a defense remained on the insurer through-

out, and was not shifted by the verdict of the coroner's inquest.' It is

quite evident that to present such proof is often as difficult as to pre-
sent more than circumstantial evidence to convict a murderer. Circum-

stantial evidence, however, is not a good ground for defense, as was
held in an action on a policy of life insurance where the defense was

self-destruction. The Court decided that the burden was on the in-

surer to establish suicide, and when circumstantial evidence only was
relied on, the defense failed, unless the circumstances excluded with

reasonable certainty any hypothesis of death by accident or by the

act of another."*

In the celebrated case of Walter Dwight, he, when a bankrupt, ap-

plied for insurance in a number of companies, was accepted by 21 of

them, and was insured for $255,000, at an annual cost of over $8000
in premium. The premiums were payable quarterly, but before the

second quarter's premiums were due, he had his hair and beard cut off

so as to change his appearance, and made a will leaving money for a

Christmas dinner for the poor, for a town library, for an annual din-

» Mutual Life Ins. Co. rs. Leubree, 71 Fed. Kept., 843, 18 C.C.A., 332.
^ Mutual Aid Society r.s. AVanner, 24 111. A))p.. 8.")7.

*
Gooding vs. United States Life Ins. Co.. 4fi III. App., 307

;
Mutual Life Ins. Co.

ofN. Y. vs. Simpson, 28 S. W., 837; Travelers Ins. Co. vs. Nitterhouse, 88 New
Eng., 110.

* Mutual Life Ins. Co. vs. H»yward, 27 S. W. Repts., 36; Metzradt rs. Modern
Brotherhood of America, 84 N. W., 498; Union Mutual Life Ins. Co. of Portland,
Me., r.s. Payne, 105 F., 172

; Wasey vs. Travelers Ins. Co., 85 N. W., 459.
* Laman vs. Manhattan Life Ins. Co., 15 So. Rpts., 388.

It*-
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ner to newspaper men, $5000 for the coroner who was to hold an

inquest on his body, and $10,000 for the siu'rogate who was to pass

upon the wilL Within four days of the date when the second quar-
ter's premiums were due Mr. Dwight died under very suspicious cir-

cumstances. Dr. Horatio C. \Yood and the other physician who made
the postmortem examination testified that death could have been pro-
duced only by strangulation by means of a cord. There was virtually
no conflict in the expert testimony. One of the companies interested

was selected to defend a test-suit, and it won its case on a technicality
—

breach of warranty. The other companies, ad interim, deemed it less

expensive to compromise the claims against them than to pay the costs

of litigation, so a compromise was eifected. The bequests to a coroner

and surrogate were extraordinary, and calculated to excite suspicion
even if disassociated from the results of the postmortem examination or

from the fact that a bankrupt was carrying insurance that could be

maintained only hj a man of large financial resources.

The case suggests the question whether an insurance policy should

be avoided if it was taken out by the insured with the intent to commit
suicide. The Court of Common Pleas of Pennsylvania held that one

guilty of suicide, who had his life msured, committed a fraud upon the

company, and there could be no recovery on the policy, whether there

was such a condition expressed therein or not. Such fraud would de-

feat recovery by the insured's assignee or by the representative of his

estate.^ This view was probably based on the dictum of the Supreme
Court of Pennsylvania, which sustained the charge of a judge of a trial

court, that if no condition which voided the policy in the event of sui-

cide of the insured had been inserted in the contract, a man who com-
mitted suicide was guilty of such fraud upon the insurers of his life

that his representatives could not recover for that reason alone. This

dictum has been sustained by decisions in Massachusetts,^ and conforms

with the decisions of the English courts, which have held that if a man
commits self-destruction voluntarily, and knows at the time wliat will

be the effect of the act he is about to commit, and does commit it, his

policy is forfeited even if he is incapable of judging between right and

wrong.^
There is, however, conflicting authority in this matter. A more

recent Pennsylvania decision held that where a policy of life insurance

contains no provision, stipulation, or condition as to suicide, the policy
will not, if the insured commits suicide, be avoided as against the wife

of the insured who is the nominated beneficiary.* And it was held m
Illinois : Where a policy of life insurance contains no provision making
suicide or self-destruction by the assured a forfeiture of the policy, in-

tentional self-destruction while sane will avoid the policy only where

^ Bank of Oil City vs. Guardian Mutual Life, 5 Bigelow, 478.

''Dean i-'s. Am. Mutual Union Life Ins. Co., 4 Allen, 96.
3 See also A. H. Rltter vs. Mutual Life Ins. Co. of N. Y., 69 U. S., 139, 1898.
* L. Morris vs. State Mutual Life Assur. Co. of Worcester, Mass., 183 Pa., 563,

1898.
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such a policy is by its terms payable to the assured or his personal

representative.^
In a recent case in which a man insured heavily ahhougii in involved

circumstances financially, and connnitted suicide just before the time the

second premiums on his policies were due, the Court decided that " the

policy was clearly a fraud u|)on the defendant without any clause that

suicide avoided the ])()licy.
The deceased desijxned to ^et a lar2:e aggre-

gate of insurance. He was unable, and did not intend, to continue the

payment of the premiums until death came naturally, but his purpose
was to provide for creditors and family by causing his own death. This

was a legal fraud in its inception, and a policy thus obtained never had

any binding force in his hands." - The jury was instructed that if the

deceased took out the policy with the intent to commit suicide, and did, in

fact, commit suicide in pursuance of that intent, the action failed if the

deceased was sane when he took his own life. The case was appealed
and the higher Court affirmed the judgment, and said: "Some of the

evidence was resisted on the ground that death bv suicide was no de-

fense under the terms of the policy. Tiiat is true
;
but the defense was

fraud, and suicide the ultimate agency by which the fraud was accom-

plished. It was necessary, therefore, to prove it, and in such a manner
as to indicate that it was not an insane or sudden impulse, but the cul-

mination and effective working out of a deliberately conceived purpose
of fraud." ^

Though the contract of insurance should contain a clause that exempts
the insurer from liability in the event of the death of the insured l)y

suicide, the policy would not necessarily be void, for the reason hereto-

fore mentioned that the onus of proving that the insured committed sui-

cide rests upon the insurer. If, however, there was a clause in the

policy excluding liability in the event of suicide, and the latter was

proved to have caused death, there can be no recovery by the beneficiary.
*

It has been decided that where there is no express provision in the

policy that in the event of the insured dying by his own hand the

policy shall become void, such a policy is not vacated by the circum-

stance of the deceased dying by his own hand while in a state of tem-

porary insanity.^ Where it is sho^vn that an insured person committed

suicide, in the absence of evidence that he was insane at the time his

sanity will be presumed."
When the evidence in regard to the death being accidental or sui-

^ Supreme Lodge Knights of Pythias of the World vs. Kutscher, 72 111. App., 462,
1897

;
also Patterson vs. Natural Premium Mutual Life Ins. Co., 75 N. W., 980, 1898.

2 vSmith vs. Mutual Benefit Society, 51 Hun, 575.
3 Smith vs. Mutual Benefit Society, 123 X. Y.. 85.
* Weld vs. Metropolitan Lite Ins. Co., 61 111. App., 187 : also Grand Lodge

of Illinois, Independent Order of Mutual Aid. rs. AVieting, 168 II!.. 408 (1898);

Sargeant vs. National Life Ins. Co., 41 A., ?,51 (Pa., 1898) ;
Pari.sh vs. Mutual Benefit

Life Ins. Co., 49 S. W., 153 (Texas, 1898) ; Hopkins vs. Northwestern Life Assur. Co.,
94 P., 729, 1899.

" Horn vs. The Anglo-Austrian and Uniy. Family Life Ins. Co., 2 Bigelow, 602;
Mills vs. Kebstock, 29 Minn., 381; Tritschler rs. Keystone Mutual Benefit Assoc,
180 Pa. St., 205.

*
Hopkins vs. Northwestern Life Assur. Co., 94 P., 729, 1899.
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cidal is so nearly balanced as to leave the question in doubt, the presump-
tion has been held to be in favor of the theory of accidental death. ^

Inferential or circumstantial evidence has occasionally been given
due weight, and a precedent for such a course by the Court was estab-

lished in an action on a policy of life insurance in wliich the plaintiff's

right of recovery was dependent on proof that the insured did not die

by suicide. In the case at issue it was conceded that the insured was
not killed by another person, and the evidence excluded an inference of

accident, so a verdict for the plaintiff was set aside as contrary to evi-

dence 2

In another cause it was decided that a verdict that the insured's

death was not by suicide was against the evidence, he having been

found beside a highway, near a house, hanging from a tree, with a halter

round his neck, with fresh blood on the ground under him coming from

cuts in his right arm, he being left-handed, there being no evidence of a

struggle or anything else indicating miuxler, and there being proof of

despondency, want of employment, debt, family troubles, and declara-

tions indicating a suicidal intent.'^

The Supreme C'ourt of the United States, however, is authority for

the opinion that there is
" a presumption that a sane man would not

commit suicide." ^ An analogous opinion was expressed by a trial judge
in New York, who held that " the law does not and cannot presume tliat

a man in the full possession of his mental faculties, in that normal con-

dition of mind which we call sanity, will deliberately take his own life,

and therefore, so far as there is any presumption, it favors insanity at

the time of committing an act of self-destruction." But the Superior
Court reversed this judgment on the ground that " the rule that insanity
is to l)e presumed until the contrary is proven is a general one, applica-
ble to all cases. . . . Aside from extrinsic facts and circumstances,

therefore, the law presumes that every person who destroys his

own life is sane up to the very moment when he does the act which

causes his death. Can it properly be said, then, that the commission

of that act not only removes the presumption of sanity, but establislies

a legal presumption that he was insane ?
" ^

In a more recent case the Court decided :
" It has been uniformly

held in other cases, that as sanity is the normal condition of man, it is

presumed as to each individual, and that it was incumbent upon the

plaintiff to overcome this presumption by proof that the self-destruc-

tion was not the conscious voluntary act of one responsible for his

actions
;
that the insured was, in fact, insane. Insanity cannot be pre-

sumed from the mere fact of suicide."
®

1 Mutual Life Ins. Co. vs. Wiswell, 56 Kans., 765.
2
Sweezey vs. Prudential Life Ins. Co. of America, 22 N. Y., Sup., 1024; also

Germania Life Ins. Co. vs. Eoss-Lewin, 51 P., 488; Sackbera;er vs. National Grand
Locl2;e I. O. T. L., 73 Mo. App., 38.

»
Pa2:ett vs. Connecticut Mutual Life Ins. Co., 66 N. Y. S., 804 (New York, 1900).

* Connecticut Mutual Life Ins. Co. vs. Akens, U. S. 150, 468.
* Caffev vs. Home Life Ins. Co., 4 Bigelow, 224.
« Weed vs. Life Ins. Co., 70 N. Y., 561.
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On the other hand, it has been (Iccidctl that M'here the clause in tiie

policy exempts the insurer from lial)ility in the event of death by sui-

cide, such liability is not excluded where there was an intentional suicide

when the reasoning faculties were so far impaired by insanity as to be

inca|)able of understandiiio- the moral character of the act, even though

appreciating its physical nature and consequences. The courts have

held that in the phrase
" self-destruction of the assured, in any form,

except upon proof that the same is the direct result of disease," the

word "disease" being unrestricted by anything in the context, iiu luded

disease of mind as well as of body.'
It has been held that a warranty that the insured will not die by his

own act, wdiether sane or insane, is valid.^ This opinion was elaborated

in a decision by the Supreme Court of the United States in wiiich it

was held that " if the insured, being in the possession of his ordinary

reasoning faculties, from anger, pride, jealousy, or a desire to escape
from the ills of life, intentionally takes his own life, the proviso attaches

and there can be no recovery. If the death is caused by the voluntary
act of the assured, he knowing and intending that his death shall be the

result of his act, but when his reasoning faculties are so far impaired
that he is not able to understand the moral character, the general nature,

consequences, and effect of the act he is about to commit, or when he

is impelled thereto by an insane impulse, which he has not the power to

resist, such death is not within the contemplation of the parties to the

contract, and the insurer is liable."
^

In an action on a life policy that had a condition which rendered it

void if the insured should die by his own hand, it was held that the

company was liable if the suicide was committed at a time when the

insured's faculties were so impaired that he was unable to comprehend
the general nature, consequences, and effect of the act, or if he was im-

pelled thereto by an insane impulse which he had not the power to

resist. The Court held that the opinion had been expressed
^ " that a

man so insane as to be incapable of discerning between right and wrong
can form no intention. This, it must be observed in passing, is a much
broader proposition than that the failure to appreciate the wrong of a

particular act evinces a total deprivation of reason. The loss of moral

sense, even to that extent, in one who had previously possessed it, would

undoul)tedly be a fact bearing strongly upon the question whether he

retained his other faculties. But in the practical administration of jus-
tice in cases of this description, it seems to us a dangerous doctrine to

hold that the attention of the jury should be directed principally to.

the degree of appreciation which the deceased had of the moral nature

of his act, and that this question, most speculative and difficult of

solution, should be made the test by which it should be determined

* Connecticut Mutual Life Co. rs. Akens, 1")0 T^. S., 468; BiEjelow vs. Berkshire
Ins. Co., 93 U. S., 284; Manhattan Ins. Co. vs. Broua:hton, 109 IJ. S., 121

;
Connec-

ticut Ins. Co. vs. Lathrop, 111 U. S., 612.
•^

Kelly vs. Mutual Life Ins. Co., 75 Fed. Rep., G37.
' Mutual Life Ins. Co. vs. Terry, 15 Wallace, 580.
* Breasted vs. The Farmers' Loan and Trust Co., 8 X. Y., 305.
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whether he had knowingly and voluntarily violated the condition of his

insurance. The real question is, whether he did the act consciously
and voluntarily, or whether from disease his mind had ceased to control

his actions. Supposing a man to be in possession of his will and of

the ordinary mental faculties necessary for self-preservation, but that

his mind has become so morbidly diseased on the subject of suicide that

he cannot appreciate its moral wrong, and in this condition of mind he

takes his own life voluntarily and intentionally, perhaps with the very

object of securing to his family the benefits of an insurance upon his

life, it is difficult to say that this is not a death by his own hand, within

the meaning of the policy. It has been doubted whether public policy
would permit an insurance covering the case of intentional suicide by
the assured while sane. But however this may be, no rational doubt

can be entertained that a condition exempting the insurers from lial)ility

in case of the death of the insured by his own hand, whether sane or

insane, would be valid if mutually agreed upon between the instirer

and the insured. When nothing is said in the policy with respect to in-

sanity, the words 'die by his own hand' in their literal sense compre-
hend all cases of self-destruction. The exceptions which have been

ingrafted upon these words by judicial decisions must rest upon the

ground that the excepted cases would not have been within the meaning
of the parties to the policy. The intent on the part of the insurer in

inserting the condition is evident. The policy creates in the assured a

pecuniary interest in his own death. To a man laboring under the

pressure of poverty and the urgent wants of a dependent family, or

of inability to discharge sacred pecuniary obligations or other similar

causes, the policy offers a temptation to self-destruction. To protect
the insurers against the increase of risk arising out of this temptation
is the object for which the condition in question is inserted. The
condition ought, therefore, to be so construed as to exclude only
those cases in which these motives could not have operated, such

as accident or delirium. So far as considerations of public policy
have any place in determining such a question, they are undoubtedly
in fovor of confining the exceptions to the condition to cases in

which self-destruction is clearly shown to have been accidental or

involuntary."
^

In consequence of such interpretations of the language of the con-

tract a large number of the more important companies phrase the

suicide clause so that it reads,
'' '

self-destruction, sane or insane,'
' suicide while sane or insane,' or ' if the insured shall die by his own
hand or act, whether sane or insane,'

—shall void the policy." Notwith-

standing such specificity, the words seem to be susceptible of other

construction. In an instance where such a clause existed the trial court

held that it was for the jury to inquire whether it was reasonably satis-

fied " on the evidence presented that the mental condition of the assured

at the time the pistol exjiloded was such that the act on his part was

not a voluntary act, because if the act was not an act of his own will,

1 Van Zandt vs. The Mutual Benefit Life Ins. Co., 55 N". Y., 169.
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tlic exception in the policy did not apply to the case and the company
would be liable. If, on the other hand, whether the jury believed thut

he was sane or insane at the time, it saw any evidence in the case that

warranted the conclusion tluit the insured intended self-destruction,

either for the ])urpose of relievint;' himself i'rora the condition he was in,

or any other j)ur]>ose, then the })l:iiiitiff
would not be entitled to recover.

The primary and important question to determine was, whether he was

actuated by a will—whether it was a voluntjiry act, or whether it was

an impulse over which he had no control. If it was the latter, then he

was not a resjionsible agent, and it was not a case that exempted the

company from liability." On ap})eal the Court held that the introduc-

tion of the words " sane or insane
"

could have no further effect than

to hold the policy void if the insured intended self-destruction while in

a state of insanity.*

In a suit on an insurance policy containing "the sane or insane"

clause in reference to death by suicide, it is not necessary to relieve the

insurer from liability that a person taking his own life Avas conscious

of the moral ([uality or consequences of the act, but only that he kuew
that the means employed would cause death or endanger his life.^

The question has arisen in regard to the liability of the company in

the event that the policy provided that the insurer should not be liable

if the insured should die by his own hand, and death so occurred in

consequence of accident or mistake. In one case a State Sujireme
Court held that if the insured drank to intoxication, and while in that

condition, by accident or mistake, took an overdose of laudanum and

died therefrom, it was not dying by his own hand as intended by the

terms of the policy, even tliough the mistake or accident was, to an

extent, occasioned by the drunkenness. But if the deceased took the

laudanum with intent to destroy his life, it was immaterial that he was
drunk at the time and the policy was avoided.^

Another Court held that "
it would not be a fair interpretation of

this clause ... to hold it to cover the case of a purely accidental

death from poisoning occurring to a sane ])erson, through mistake or

ignorance, though his own hand might have been the innocent instru-

ment by which the deadly potion was conveyed to his lips. Such an

accident cannot be presumed to have entered into the minds of the con-

tracting parties or to have been intended to be stipulated against. The
insurance was intended to cover the risk of premature death, which

might result from any of the casualties to which human life is subject,

self-destruction being excepted. A purely accidental act, committed

by a sane person with no idea of injuring himself, cannot be regarded
as an act of self-destruct i(^n within the meaning of such a contract.

Suicide is the act stipulated against. The words voluntary or other-

wise preclude the parties claiming under the policy, if the act was one

1 De Gori^oza vs. Knickcrhocker Life Ins. Co., 65 N. Y., 232; North-western
Mutual Life'lns. Co. rs. Matjuire, 19 Ohio Cir. Ct. E., 502.

2 Nelson vs. Equitable Life Assur. Soc, 73 111. App., 133, 1898.

^The Equitable Life Assur. Soc. vs. C. A. Patterson, 41 Ga., 338.
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of suicide, from setting up the conditiou of mind of the party com-

mitting it, and contending that it was an involuntary act of suicide.

But still it must be a suicide, and who would contend that the taking
of poison by mistake, or any other act which a sane person might inno-

cently commit, although it should result in death, was what is ordinarily
understood as self-destruction or suicide? It is unreasonable to sup-

pose that one effecting insurance upon his life, in stipulating against
death by his own hand or act, could intend to embrace such a casualty,
or that the insurance company could fairly expect him so to under-

stand.^

The medical examiner should inform the home office of a company
if he is cognizant that an applicant he examines is in involved financial

circumstances, or is assuming a liability for premium payments that

is unwarranted by his income. So, too, in the event of the death of

the insured under suspicious circumstances, a coroner may further the

interests of all parties concerned by a thorough inquest, any connivance

at concealment of facts being as prejudicial to the interests of the

insured as to those of the insurer. No life insurance company desires

to engage in litigation, and when it does so, it is because the officials

thereof believe that they would be properly criticized and condemned

by State Commissioners for the payment of improper or fraudulent

death-claims, and, further, that the payment of such claims would be

detrimental to the financial interests of the policy-holders. These are

the reasons that impel the insurer to contest a claim, rather than any
desire to deprive a beneficiary of what may appear to be a just obliga-
tion. Each of such claims as is paid increases the weight of precedent
for subsequent suicide death-claims.

Health when Policy is Delivered.—Most applications pro-
vide that there is no insurance until they have been received, approved,
the policy issued, and in some instances delivered, and the premium
paid during the applicant's life-time and good health. Every physician
can appreciate that it is possible for him to examine and recommend an

applicant who may be affected with some acute or even chronic disease that

has given no indication of its existence, and that may develop its symp-
toms shortly after the examination. Good health or sound health

means that state of health which is free from disease or ailment that

seriously affects the general healthfulness of the system, but not a mere

indisposition.-

Where it is stipulated that no obligation is assumed by the insurer,

unless, at the date of the policy, the insured is in sound health, there

can be no recovery on such a policy if it is proved on the trial that the

insured was not in sound health at the date of the jioliey.^ An appli-
cant warranted that he never had pneumonia ;

when the policy was

received by the agent and tendered to him he postponed taking it, and

"Penfold vs. Universal Life Ins. Co., 85 N. Y., 320, vide Life Ins. Co. vs. Haze-

lett, 105 Ind., 212; Union Mutual Life Ins. Co. of Portland, Me., vs. Payne, 105 F.,
172 (U. S. C. C. A., Texas, 1900).

2 Ohio Mutual Life Assoc, vs. Drady, 8 Ohio N. P., 140, 1900.
3
Metropolitan Life Ins. Co. vs. Howie, 56 N. E., 908 (Ohio, 1900).
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subsequentlv it was paid for by a hiisinoss associate. It was proved
that at the latter time the iu.siired had j)ueunu)iiia, from whieh he died.

The Court held that a statement made iu an application, whether a war-

ranty or only a representation, "speaks from the time of the delivery
of the policy, and if, after the statement is made, a material change
occurs in the condition of the applicant, covered l)v such statement,
before the contract is consumated, an absolute duty rests upon the

a[)plicant to make disclosure of the fact. Courts of equity cannot sus-

tain an insurance ujmn the life of a dying man Avhen the nature of his

malatly and the seriousness of his illness are concealed from the insurer.^

In a case somewhat similar to the foregoing, in which, at the time of

the delivery of the policy and })ayment of the premium, the insured was
in bed with a cold which developed into pneumonia, causing his death

two days later, the Court held that it was for the jury to decide whether
he was in "

good health
"

within the meaning of the policy when the

latter was delivered.-

It has been held also that where such provisions existed in an

application, and when the policy was delivered by the general agent of
the insurer, the insured was at home, sick, and such facts were known
to the agent, his act of delivery of the policy was a waiver of the con-
dition 3

Previous Health.—In an action on a life insurance policy, where
the defense is fraudulent representations as to health, the insurer may
prove statements made by insured touching his health at about the time

of, before, and after the issuance of the policy.* In general it is under-
stood that in construing an application for life insurance, and the

answers to questions therein which call for a statement by the appli-
cant as to whether or not he has ever had any disease of certain

organs, a mere temporary ailment, not indicating any vice in the con-

stitution, nor such as to affect the general health or continuance of life,

is not to be considered a disease, a failure to mention which constitutes

a misrepresentation.^ And this fact is true even if the insured failed

to mention one or two temporary attacks of some disease of the organs
specified.''

Even more liberal construction has been placed on the omission of
the insured to specifv the existence of some former illness. A Court
has held that the fact that the insured, in answering questions in his

> Cable vs. United States Life Ins. Co., Ill Fed. Kptr., 19, U. S. C. C. A., Illinois,
1901.

i- ^ K ' '

2 Barnes vs. Fidelity Mutual Life Assoc, 43 A., 341.
3 Ames vs. ^lanhattau Life Ins. Co. of N. Y., 58 N. Y. S., 244, 1899; also Ames

vs. Metropolitan Life Ins. Co., fiO N. E., 1106 (New York, 1901).
* Welch vs. Union Cent. Life Ins. Co., 78 N. W., 853 (Iowa, 1899).
"Hand vs. Provident Savinijs Life Assoc, 37 S. W. Kptr., 7; Manhattan Life

Ins. Co. vs. Francisco, 17 Wall., 072; Tooker r.s. Security Trust Co., 58 N. E.,
1093 (Xew York, 1900) ; Fidelity Mutual Life A.*soc. of Philadelphia vs. Miller, 92
F., 63, Metropolitan.

« Xorth western Mutual Life Ins. Co. vs. Heimann, 93 Ind.. 24; Connecticut
Mutual Life Ins. Co. vs. Union Trust Co.. 112 U. S., 250; Drcier r.s. Continental
Life Ins. Co., 24 Fed. Kep., 670; Rand vs. Provident Savin<>;s Life Assoc, 97 Tenn.,
291

r ' ' » ) »
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application for life insurance as to his previous health, concealed a

jjrevious ailment, does not avoid the policy under the provision that the

statements in the application were warranties, where it appeared that he
had fully recovered from such ailment.^

In another instance it was held that a negative answer by an appli-
cant for life insurance to the question in the application whether he ever

had "
any serious illness, constitutional disease, or surgical operation

"
is

not a false representation which will avoid the policy as a breach of war-

ranty because he has had a slight illness, or because he once broke his leg,

which was set and attended to by a ])hysician."

A similar decision ruled that " the applicant was required to answer
* yes

'

or ' no
'

as to whether he had been afflicted with certain diseases.

In respect of some of those diseases, particularly consumption and dis-

eases of the lungs, heart, and other internal organs, common experience
informs us that an individual may have them, in active form, without

at the time being conscious of the fact, and beyond the power of any
one, however learned or skilful, to discover.^

The Massachusetts law provides
* that no misrepresentation made in

the negotiation of insurance shall avoid the policy unless such misrepre-
sentation was made with intent to deceive or the matter misrepresented
increased the risk of loss. In a suit brought under the foregoing
statute the Court decided tliat a misrepresentation in an application for

insurance that the applicant did not have a certain disease will not

avoid the policy if the jury finds that such misrepresentation did not

increase the risk and was not made with intent to deceive.^ It

would seem that the insured failed to give the insurer certain infor-

mation that it desired, that it assumed was given truthfully, and that

formed part of the reason for making the contract. So it is not clear

why the jury should decide whether the misrepresentation increased the

risk.

In another Instance the judge said :

" The applicant may not know

enough of the human system to be aware of some affection of the vital

organs. The victim of Bright's disease, or of an affection of the heart,

liver, or lungs may be, and often is, in the enjoyment of such a condi-

tion of health and strength as to lead him to the belief that his vital

organs are all sound. It would be monstrous to hold, in such a case,

that the ap])licant warranted himself to be sound as to those organs by
an answer to the effect that he was never sick or had no disease of those

organs. The company retain their own medical advisers for the pur-

pose of malq'ig a careful and scientific examination of all applicants for

life insurance
;
and they are far better able to detect incipient disease

than the subject, in most cases. . . . The assured must state all

1 Northwestern Mutual Life Ins. Co. vs. "Wood, 54 Kan., 663.
2 Caruthers vs. Kansas Mutual Life Ins. Co., 108 F. 487 (U. S. C. C. Arkansas,

1901).
» Moulor I'.s. Life Ins. Co., Ill U. S., 335; also Marches. Metropolitan Life Ins.

Co., 186 Pa. St., 629; Ames vs. Manhattan Life Ins. Co. of New York, 58 N. Y. S.,

244 (New York, 1899).
*
Statutes, 1887, c. 214, | 21.

^Hogan vs. Metropolitan Ins. Co., 164 Mass., 448.
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that he knows bearing npon the condition ol' his health
;
and any

untrne statement or ooneeahnent in this respect onght, justly, to render

the policy void. In all i-espects where it ai)pears, or can be proved,
that the applicant had any knowledge of the facts called for by the

interrogatories, it matters very little whether the answer be held a

warranty or not, inasmuch as an nntrne statement will be a misrepre-
sentation or fraud which will eipially render the j)olicy void/

In a case in which the insured died of consnmption a year and a

half after the policy was issued, it was proved that the insured had

pneumonia, chronic bronchitis, and habitual hoarseness previous to the

time he effected the insurance. The Court held that if the statements

UKule by the insured were untrue, the contract became null and void.^

Another decision held that if the insured " had any affection amounting
to a disease of the kind mentioned, his negative answer would be a

material misrepresentation, no matter how '

trifling
'

the character of the

affection, nor whether it would have any influence on the length of his

life, nor whether it would be noticed by the medical examiner
;
and if

there was an affection amounting to such disease, the question of the

materiality of the negative representation would not be open to the

jury,
•*

While the examination blanks of virtually all life insurance com-

panies ask the question whether the ap}»licant ever had any illness and re-

quire full particulars, it a matter of daily experience that examiners fail

to appreciate the import of the (piestion and are content to record the con-

dition that the applicant suffered from, and omit to mention when he

had it, how long he had it, its severity, and whether there were sequela?.
If a metlical director inadvertently passes such an examination, the

company has no recourse. This was instanced in a case in which an

applicant for life insurance, in answer to the question whether he had
ever had any illness, stated that he had throat trouble, and the Court
held that he was not bound to state more particularly the nature of the

trouble, no further question being asked,*

Failure of an examiner carefully to investigate an applicant's state-

ment may result in erroneous reports that will mislead the insurer. An
experienced examiner asked an applicant in regard to the last illness for

which he consulted a ])hysician ;
the applicant replied

" canker-sore of

tongue," and the examiner recorded the date thereof as one mouth

preceding the examination, and added the word "
recovery." The

medical director assumed the condition was a small aphthous ulcer, and

accepted the risk. It appeared subsequently that four weeks after the

examination the insured consulted a prominent surgeon, who found an

epithelioma of the base of the tongue, nearly an inch in diameter, with

'Horn vs. The Amicable Mutual Life Ins. Co.. 64 Barb., 81.
•'M. J. Day vs. Mutual Benefit Life Ins. Co., 1 Washins^ton Law Rep., 22.
3 Price vs. The Phoenix Mutual Life Ins. Co., 17 Minn., 497; see also Miles us.

Connecticut Mutual Life Ins. Co., 3 Grav, 580; Yose vs. Easjle Life and Health Ins.

Co., 6 Cush., 42
;
Weil vs. JSTew York Life Ins. Co., 17 South., 85.",

;
llhode vs. Metro-

politan Life Ins. Co., 88 N. W., 400, 1901.
* Mutual Reserve Fund Life Assoc, vs. Sullivan, 29 S. W., 190.
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infiltration induration of the entire base of the tongue and the anterior

pillar of the fauces. Two mouths after the insurance examination the

insured had an operation on the tongue, with a second operation two
months later, and five months after the examination he died of the dis-

ease. The size of the cancer precluded the likelihood that it had

developed within four weeks after the examination, and it was likely
that the examiner told the applicant to show his tongue, and that organ
was protruded between the lips and only the unaffected anterior part
was seen. There were other factors in the case that indicated that the

insured apprehended the seriousness of his condition when he applied for

the insurance, but the company could take no other action than to pay
the claim in view of the recorded report of their medical examiner.

Certificate of Death.—Most municipalities in this country

require, at the present time, a certificate of death from a legally regis-
tered physician before a corpse can be interred. Such death-certificates

contain a variety of information, including very often the duration of

the last illness.

It has been decided that the certificate of the attending physician as

to the cause of the death of a patient, filed with the board of health in

compliance with the state laws, is not admissible in an action on a

policy of insurance on the life of such patient, to show that he had a

certain disease at the time that he applied for the policy, four years
before his death.' But it would appear that such a certificate would be

accepted in evidence if the information it contained was corroborated by
evidence that the insured had been treated by a physician for the same

disease and was generally known to have been affected by it. ,

The reluctance of a court to accept a death certificate as evidence of

breach of warranty was shoAvn in an action the issue of which was to

prove whether or not the insured had made a true answer in his appli-
cation as to the cause of his sister's death. The Xew York Supreme
Court held that it was an error to permit the clerk of the town where

she died to read the cause of death from a certificate filed in his office

by her physician.^
Personal Injury.—An insured died three years after the policy

was issued, and the insurer pleaded the falsity of answers to certain

questions in the application, as the insured denied having any personal

injury, while there was evidence of a fall from a tree four years before

the application was made. The Supreme Court of the United States

sustained the charge of the trial court to the jury that " if the effects of

the fall were temporary and had entirely passed away before the appli-
cation was taken, and if it did not affect (the insured's) health or

shorten her life, then the non-disclosure of the fall was no defense to

the action. On the other hand, if the effects of the fall were not

temporary, and remained when the application was taken, or if the fall

affected the general health, or was so serious that it might affect the

1
McKinley vs. Metropolitan Life Ins. Co., 6 Mi.sc. Hep., N". Y., 9.

2 Keefe »s. Supreme Council of Catholic Mutual Beneflcial Assoc, 64 N. Y. S.,

1012, 1900.
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health or &;h()rton life, then the non-ch*^!elosnre would defeat reeovcrv,

althoiiiih the iUilurc to ineiitiou the fall was not intentional or fraud-

ulent.''
'

The serious influence that may be exercised on the expectation of

life of an individual by an injury, especially a cerebral, thoracic, peri-

toneal, or vascular traumatism, is easily ajipreciated, and concealment

of so material a fact would appear to be a fatal breach of warranty.

Furthermore, the majority of injuries leave evidence in the form of

scars, calluses, etc., which may be useful in the matter of identification.

The decisions quoted above an; not altogether in accord with the weight
of opinion in regard to what constitutes a breach of wai'ranty, although
it is evidently the intent of the Court to waive as informal only slight
or trivial injuries that are so temporary in character that they may be

forgotten easily. More recently it has been held that a policy was void

because the insured warranted that he had never had any local injury
or infirraity, and it was proved that several years previous to such

Avarranty he had suffered an injury that eventually caused the condition

that ended fatally.^

Asthma.—The applicant is asked whether he has had asthma be-

cause that term is used comprehensively to designate a variety of pneu-

mout^pathies, and if the disorder is associated with other physical de-

fects the application is generally declined. Dr. E. J. Marsh'* considered

that the rule of the exclusion of all asthmatics had been too rigidly en-

forced, because many of these persons would be insurable, notwith-

standing the blemish of their jiast physical history, provided that the

organs had remained sound and normal.

However, a knowledge of the past existence of the disease is essen-

tial to the contract. It was decided that there could be no recovery in

an action on a life insurance policy conditioned that no obligation was
assumed by the company unless tit the date of its insurance the insured

was " in sound health," wiicji the evidence showed that for three years
before such date the insured was afflicted with chronic asthma to such

an extent that he was unable to pursue his usual calling, and that this

ailment, accompanied by subsequent and resultant comj)lications, led to

his death. ^ This decision was based on an obvious breach of warrantv,
and the fraud was of no advantage to attain the wish of its perpetrator.

If the fact of the former existence of asthma, or the likelihood of

its recurrence, is mentioned in the a]i]ilication, the insurer will be placed
in full possession of the facts and may issue a policy which will not sub-

ject the beneficiary to a legal contest.

Bronchitis.—Most physicians know that it is the custom of many
consumptives to refer to their early symptoms as bronchitis, or because

of the prominence of the bronchial symptoms, they believe that their

maladv is but a bronchitis.

» Union MiUual Ins. Co. vs. Wilkinson, 13 Wall., 222; al.«o Snyder r.v. Mutual
Life Ins. Co., 4 Bi2:elow, Life and Accident, 424.

^Hanna vs. Mutual LifeAssur. of City of Brooklyn, 42 N. Y. Sup., 228.
^

Reports on Asthma, etc., publislied by The Mutual Life Ins. Co., 1895.
^ Volker vs. Metropolitan Life Ins. Co., 21 N. Y. Sup., 456.
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In an application for a policy the proponent represented herself in

her usual state of health, as having never had any disease except a slight
bronchial difficulty in the winter, nor any serious illness or local disease,
nor any disease tending to impair her constitution. The policy was

issued, and the msured died of consumption in a few months. After

death evidence was presented that three days before the application the

insured had written a letter to her mother in which she said that her

lungs were healing, and that her physician thought that if she lived

until spring she would get well. The physician she named in her letter

was not the one she mentioned in her application as her regular medical

attendant. The State Supreme Court denied a motion for a new trial,

the lower court having decided against the beneficiary because of l)reach

of warranty.^ So apparent is the fraudulent intent in this case that no

other decision could be expected.
An applicant stated in his application, which warranted the truth

of his answers, that he had last consulted or had been prescribed for by
a physician about three years before, and that he had not consulted or

been prescribed for by any other physician for ten years. Undisputed
evidence showed that he had been treated two years before by another

physician for catarrhal bronchitis, and a third physician, who treated

him for a month, found him emaciated, coughing freely, and confined to

his bed, and he considered him physically unsound. The Court held

that there could be no recovery because of talse answers that were

breaches of warranty.- This, like the preceding cause, was undoubtedly
a case of tuberculosis.

Cancer.—The term cancer is used in a life-insurance application
in its colloquial sense, comprehending the various forms of neoplasms.
A case arose in which the insured stated in his application that he

never had cancer, though in fact prior to the application he had a malig-
nant tumor on his neck, and his regular j)hysician, in consultation with

other physicians, pronounced the growth a cancer, and a surgical opera-
tion was advised. The insured did not have the operation performed,
but "sveut to a " cancer doctor," who used various remedies and healed

up the sore, leaving a scar. Between one and two years after the sore

was healed, and while there was no evidence of recurrence of the growth,
the insured made the application and gave the false answer. After he

had efPected the insurance the malignant tumor reappeared, and after it

had been treated for some months an operation was agreed to, but the

insured died. The first suit was decided against the insurance company,
but the Superior Court granted a new trial because the matter for the

determination of the jury was whether or not the recurrence of the

tumor \vas the reappearance of the old trouble, or whether it was a

new and distinct ailment occurring after the insurance was effected.

The Court held that the evidence " estal^lished clearly that the insured

had l)een, prior to his application, afflicted with a malignant filjroid

tumor
;
that treatment had simply arrested it for a tune without removing

10. S. Kinsj; vs. The Universal Life Ins. Co., 35 Conn., 225.
2
Fidelity Mutual Life Assoc, vs. Harris, 57 S. W., 635 (Texas, 1900).
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it from bis system ;
and that it reappeared and caused his death. If we

are right, he misrepresented the fact, though, as we think, innocently,
under the belief that his ailment had been trivial, producing more of

fright than danger. But the etfect of a misrepresentation of a material

and positive fact, upon which an insurer relies, does not depend ujx)!!

the good faith or honest belief of the a])plicant making the representa-
tion. Such representation must be true, and if not so, substantially,
the lial)ility of the insurer will be avoided where the truth of such

representation is made the basis of the contract of insurance." '

An insured stated in his ap{)licatiou for membership in an order that

he was free from disease or injury, had never had a serious illness, and
had not consulted a physician in regard to personal ailments for seven

years preceding the application. The application was part of the cer-

tificate, and the statements were warranties. It was proved that on the

night of his initiation he said he felt sick, and had to be helped up the

stairs to the lodge-room, and he left immediately after being initiated.

Ten days later he died from cancer. Two physicians testified that the

cancer might have developed between the date of the initiation and the

date of death. The Michigan Supreme Court held that the jury should

decide the question whether the deceased had cancer at the time of his

initiation.^

An applicant showed a medical examiner a pimple on his tongue,
and stated that it was not serious, that his health was then and usuallv

good, and warranted his answers. The examiner made only a cursory
examination, and discovered no indications of serious disease of the

tongue. It was proved that the insured had had symptoms of cancer

for two or three years, and that he had consulted two physicians in

regard to his health before he applied for the policy. Shortly after the

policy was issued he procured medical treatment, was operated on for

the cancer, and died. The Court held that in an action on the policy a
non-suit siiould be directed.^

Consumption.—This term is used to designate tuberculosis of the

respiratory tract, and just as the disease is the scourge of the general
population of all civilized countries, so it is the principal cause of mor-

tality in the experience of life insurance companies. The ]\Iutual Life

Insurance Company* found that consumption caused 17.61 per cent, of
the total mortality ;

the Washington Life Insurance Company^ reported
that it caused 17.65 jier cent, of the total mortality ;

and the Australian
Mutual Provident Society^ stated that the deaths from phthisis were
12.73 per cent, of the total mortality. Dr. G. S. AV. Winston and Dr.
E. J. Marsh in their able report stated that while the mortality from

' E. A. Cheever vs. The Union Central Life Ins. Co., 5 Bigelow. 4')8.
2 Tobin ».5. Modern Woodmen of America, 12(5 Mich., 161 {Michio;an. 1901).^
Story vs. United Life and Accident Ins. Assoc, 12o N. Y.. 761."

*
Preliminary Keport of the Mortality Experience of the Mutual Life Ins. Co.

of Xew York from 1843 to 1874, N. Y., 1875.

^Historical, Actuarial
,
a7id Medical Statistics, N. Y.. 1889.

"Report on the Mortality Experience of the Australian Mutual Provident Society
from 1849 to 1888, Sydney, 1891.
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consumption was comparatively small during the first year of insurance,
it was doubled in the second year, and continued to increase still fur-

ther
;

55 per cent, of the total deaths from consumption occurred

within the first five years of insurance. Dr. J. W. Brannan found that

the consumption mortality in the second year of insurance was double

what it was in the first year, and reached its highest figures between the

third and the fifth years, the influence of medical selection being ex-

hausted after two or three years.
In a useful and important study on the Value of Family History

and Pei'sonal Condition in Edimating a Liability to Consumption, Dr. E.

J. Marsh presents facts that show that " the importance which has been

attached to a family record of consumption is not modified by the age
of the applicant ;

for the influence of this taint is shown as clearly in

})ersons between forty and fifty years as in those between twenty and

thirty years of age. . . . The percentage of consumption for persons
insured at the ages of twenty to thirty years was 28.5 per cent, among
those with untainted record, and about one-third greater, or 37.6 per

cent., among those with tainted record
;

at ages from forty to fifty years
it was 6.8 per cent, for the untainted and one-third greater, or 9.2 per

cent., for the tainted, the proportion of increase being the same in both

cases. From these figures it is evident that a consumptive family record

is of considerable value as indicating an increased liability to consump-
tion in an applicant, and that the amount of this increased liability may
be estimated at 30 per cent."

Dr. Marsh formidates his conclusions in the following rules :

"
First, that the history of consumption in any member of the

immediate family increases the probability of its appearance in an

applicant.
"
Second, that consumption in a brother or sister is at least of equal

importance as when it has occurred in a parent.
"
Third, that persons who are under the standard or average of

weight are much more liable to consumption than those above the

standard. That the peculiarity of constitution which is indicated by
the inability to take and assimilate a proper amount of nutriment indi-

cates a susceptibility to phthisis, or at least is a reasonable suspicion of

such predisposition.
"
Fourth, that jiersons who exhibit a robust and well developed body

have little susceptibility to consumption.
"
Fifth, that the personal condition of weight and robustness has far

more value than the family history in diminishing the liability to con-

sumption ;
therefore—

"
Sixth, the evidence presented by a well-developed body may out-

weigh the suspicion attached to unfavorable family record.
"
Seventh, that these influences of family history and personal weight

are of the same grade for every age, and their importance is not less-

ened by the fiict that the individual has reached middle life."

Dr. Marsh's conclusions that the personal condition of the applicant
is of the first, and his family record of the second, importance are con-
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firmed by Dr. Claud Muirhcad,' who found tliat the records of tlie

(•()ni])auy of which he is medical otlieer showed that not more than oo

per cent, of the risks who died of consumj)tion (ixhibited any family

])redisposition to tuberculosis. He, however, invites attention to the

fact that the percentage is loo small, because 8<S per cent, of those

insured entered the society below the age of forty, when their family
histories were not completed, and it was most likely that a certain

j)i"o-

portiou of their lamilies would die of tuberculosis.

From a medicolegal standpoint a court should, in justice to an

insurer, insist on a strict construction of the warranties of the answers

to the questions in regard to the existence of asthma, bronc-hitis, con-

sumption, frequent or chronic cough, sj)itting or coughing of blood, and

dyspej^sia. Not infrequently in consequence of the desire ot" the attend-

ing physician to cause no alarm, or because of faulty diagnosis, a person
who has incipient consumption has been told he has asthma or bron-

chitis. In the early stages of pulmonary tuberculosis a person may
have a short, dry, hacking cough that has escaj)ed his notice, or that

may be regarded as a catarrh or clearing of the throat, and if there are

certain associated conditions, such a cough sIkjuUI always be reported.
A history of dyspepsia or of poor digestion for a long time, with loss

of weight, is another important matter to elucidate. A rapid, weak

])ulse suggests some pulmonary lesion, when the examiner can eliminate

the several other causes that give rise to this condition. The rise of a

degree or more in the afternoon temperature affords important corrobo-

rative evidence. The examiner should try to elicit these facts, espe-

cially in those who are light-weights, and record them, so that they may
be duly weighed by the company's medical director.

Not infrequently individuals who are aw^are that they have incipient
tuljerculosis and who recognize that in the nature of things they are not

likely to attain length of years, make effort to secure insurance in order

to protect dependent relations. The financial resources of a life insur-

ance corporation seem to be a Juggernaut that (U'ushes out of existence

all semblance of a conscience. The proponent ])ossil)ly deems that the

ccMupany buys his expectation of life, and if the company's medical ex-

aminer fails to detect the premonitory symptoms of the disease, then it

is a case of caveat emptor. Careful examination has saved companies
thousands of dollars, but the saving these have effected does not affect

the loss occasioned by careless, ignorant, or even venal examiners.

This statement is justifiable only in view of the actual fact that more
than 50 per cent, of the consumption mortality of life insurance com-

panies in the United States occurs within the first five years of insur-

ance, a mortality-rate that is double the experien(!e of tlu^ best English
and Scottish companies.

One of the earliest legal cases in which concealment of the existence

of consumption was made a defense, was one in which the Court held :

" The fact is established that at the time of making the proposal and

' The Causes of Death Amons; the Assured in the Scottish Widows' Fund and
Life Assur. Soc. from 1874 to 1894 Inclusive, Edinhurgh, 1902.
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issuing the policy the insured was rapidly declining in a confirmed con-

sumption, and had been so declining for five months previous, and con-

tinued to live but two months after this time. Yet in answer to the

tenth interrogatory the insured expressly denied that he or any of his

family had been afflicted with pulmonary complaints, consumption, or

spitting of blood. In answer to the seventeenth interrogatory, the

insured said that he could not say that he was afflicted with any disease

or disorder."
" It is immaterial that the insured did not suppose himself in a con-

sumption ;
the fact was so, and the statement was manifestly contrary

to the fact, which was a most material and conclusive fact. The fact

of the general debility of the system, stated by the insured, was not

important in the manner in which it was stated
;
as it might arise from

a variety of causes not materially affecting the risk, and would not,

therefore, by any means give the insurers the information wanted."
" The insured was asked directly whether he was at the time affected

with any disease or disorder, and what it was
;

to which he answered

that he could not say that he was afflicted with any disease or disorder
;

but he could have stated the symptoms of consumption which he had,
and which he had had for five months previous, and which were certainly
most material and important to be known by the insurers. It is

believed that omissions or concealments less important than this, and
without any intentional fraud, have been held to avoid policies ujion
life. But it is not necessary to make this any part of the ground of

the decision in this case
;

as the answer to the tenth interrogatory is so

manifestly and most materially untrue that whether regarded as a

warranty or a representation it must avoid this policy."
^

An early distinction in the }>athology of consumption was made in

California in 1872, when the Supreme Court decided that "a tubercular

affection of the lungs, or tubercles upon the lungs, or tubercles on the

brain, or consumption, either of them constitutes a local disease, as

matter of law, within the meaning of the word '

local,' when used by a

life insurance company to an applicant for insurance, by asking him if

he has a local disease." "

A case in which the evidence shoAved that the insured was treated

for consumption and Koch's bacilli were found in the sputum was
decided by a court of appeals to be a matter for determination by the

jury rather than decision that there had been breach of warranty. In

this action the defense was a breach of warranty by the insured in the

false statement in his aj^plication that he never had consumption. The

policy was issued on March 20th, and the insured died of acute tuber-

culosis on October 7th following. A physician testified for the insurer

that in February, before the time of the application, he treated the

insured for consumption, and at that time discovered the bacillus tuher-

^H. Vose vs. The Eagle Life and Health Ins. Co., 6 Cush., 42; see also similar

decision E. B. Miles r.s."the Connecticut Mutual Life Ins. Co., 3 Gray, 580; Horn
et al. vs. the Amicable Mutual Life Ins. Co., 64 Barb., 81.

2 M. Scoles vs. The Universal Life Ins. Co., 42 Cal., 523.
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culosis in the s]>ntiim. The presence of these bacilli was confirmed by
another plivsiciaii. A sister of the insnred testified that in February
tlie insured liad suflered from a cold, i)ut after treatment his cougii dis-

appeared and he was ap})arently healthy, and resumed his usual employ-

ment,—that of laborer,
—and continued at it until within a few weeks

of his death.

The medical examiner of the company testified tiiat he made a

thorough examination of the applicant on ]\Iarch 19th and found his

lungs in a perfectly healthy condition
;

that he talked with the indi-

vidual several weeks after the policy was issued, and saw nothing then

to indicate anv luntr trouble or disease of anv kind. The Court, in view

of this testimony, held that it was for the jury to determine whether the

insured was aftiicted with consumption when the insurance was issued.^

The subseqnent history of the insured in this case confirmed the

diagnosis made by the two physicians a month before the insurance was

effected that he had pulmonary tuberculosis. This A\-ould seem to make
the result of the examination in February a material fact, concealment

of which in the application was a breach of warranty.
The more general use of the microscope in diagnosis enables a phy-

sician to inform a patient of the presence of tubercle bacilli in the

sputum. But the only certain test the examiner would have for

incipient tuberculosis would be the diagnostic administration of Koch's

tuberculin, and the objection to its use f )r such purpose is a])parent.

It has been held that no recovery can be had on a policy in which the

insured falsely stated in the application that he did not have consump-
tion, even if death resulted from other causes, because the misrepresen-
tation was in re«:ard to a matter that increased the risk in the case of

the person insured."

Diseases of the !^ye.—Ocular diseases may either cause certain

helplessness which would increase the likelihood of accident, or it may
be symptomatic of systemic diseases. A case was tried in which it was

proved that some six years before the policy was applied for the

deceased had an inflammation of the eyes, termed by the ]>hysician con-

jimctivitis. He was discharged from the army for this cause, but the

condition had been cured for years. The insurance company sought to

prove that the deceased had iritis at some period of his life though that

allegation was successfully controverted, and it made the defense of

breach of warranty because of misrepresentation in regard to the foi'mer

disease of the eyes. The insured committed suicide, in regard to which

there was no proviso in the policy, and the Court held that the company
could not be permitted to set up as a defense a merely technical breach

of warranty in regard to some trivial matter.^ This decision commends
itself for its fairness.

Myopia is not a bodily infirmity in the sense of those words as used

' IG N". Y. Sup. 953, affirmed; Tucker tvs. United Life and Accident Ins. Assoc,
133 N. Y., 548

;
Rhode vs. Metropolitan Life Ins. Co., 88 N. AV ., 400 (Michigan, 1901).

'' Brown vs. Greenfield Life As.soc, 53 N. E., 129.

^S. L. Fitch vs. American Popular Life Ins. Co., 59 N. Y., 557.
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in an application for life insurance.^ Both of these decisions indicate

that it would ])e unwise for an insurer to make a technical breach of

warranty a basis for a refusal to pay a policy.

Diseases of the Heart.—Drs. Winston and Marsh found in

their investigations that the mortality from heart disease increased

directly with the years insured from a percentage of 3.18 in the first

year to 8.88 in the period above ten years of insurance. They con-

sidered that the percentage during the first year was larger than ought
to occur after a careful medical examination

; however, these are not

the only figures that indicate that medical examinations are too fre-

quently made carelessly or incompetently. The medical officers of the

Australian Mutual Provident Society reported that heart affections,

next to phthisis, were the most fatal cause of death, especially in the

advanced years of life. Dr. John Winters Brannan found that the

average duration of the policy in risks that died of diseases of the heart

and circulatory system, excluding apoplexy, was 10.86 years, Avhile the

general average duration of a policy was 8.54 years ;
4.68 per cent, of

the total deaths in the first five years of insurance, and 11.27 per cent,

after ten years, were due to these diseases.

This large proportion of deaths in the early years of insurance must
be the consequence of hurried examination. In a recent instance an

applicant was recommended by an examiner in one of the largest cities

in the United States, and was reported to l^e in good health. The com-

pany to which he applied learned that he had been rejected by another

company because there was disease of the aortic valves, and declined to

accept the risk. When the examiner learned this action he asked that,

in justice to his reputation, the applicant should be re-examined. The
second examination was then made by a' gentleman connected with local

hospitals and medical college, and he reported tliat the heart was normal.

The ap])licant was examined a third time by a diagnostician of national

reputation and unquestioned experience, who found that the heart was

enlarged and pushed to the left by depression of the lower end of the

sternum, and that there was a very decided mitral regurgitation. The

expert said that he could appreciate tlie manner iu which the ai)plicant
was passed when first examined because auscultation was pursued with-

out the removal of the outer clothing, and at the second examination

the physician's attention was directed altogether to the aortic murmur
which was said to exist, and he was unable to find it because there was
none. This case is not narrated because it is an unusual ex])erience
Avith life insurance companies, but simply because of the professional

standing and experience of the physicians concerned in a case that

rested on the detection of existing fact rather than of opinion.
Dr. Begbie found from the experience of the Scottish Widows' Fund

/Life-insurance Society that one-third of the persons with heart disease

lived longer than their actual expectation of life,^ but in general it may
be said that such cases are too uncertain to be desirable risks.

1 Cotton vs. Life Ins. Co., 41 Fed. Kpt., 606.
^
Edinburgh Medical Journal.^ Dec, 1874.
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Taylor refers to the case of Huntley vs. The St. George Insurance

C<)nij>any/ in which the facts sliowed tliat a medical man insnrcd his

life for two thousand pounds, and although it was certilied that he was

in good health, and a})pearanccs seemed to justify this, he died from

Bi'ight's disease three months subsequent to the issue of the policy.

He had disease of the heart also. He denied that he had either of

these diseases when he insured, })ut tlic c()m])any urged in defense that

the insured was a pliysician, that he must have known of the ex-

istence of the diseases mentioned, and had concealed them. The jury
returned a verdict for the plaintiff.^

In a case in which it was proved that the insured had heart disease

for seven years previous to the date of his application for insurance the

Court held that as the answers in the application were warranted, the

applicant assumed the risk if they proved to be untrue. " Tlie exist-

ence of disease in an applicant for life insurance is the presence of the

very peril that the company insures against. It is like insuring a build-

ing already on fire. The question as to the health of the a])plicaut is a

preliminary one to ascertain if he is an insurable subject. The force of

the stipulations and conditions above recited is, to create a contract ob-

ligation on the part of the a[)plicant tliat he was free from heart disease.

He agreed that such peril and risk would not be encountered by issuing
the policy, and if such peril did exist, the contract should uot be opera-
tive. Proof of the existence of heart disease established a breach of

the underlying contract upon which the jiolicy rested." ^

In an action on a life insurance policy the defense was breach of

warranty by falsely representing that the insured had never suffered

from certain diseases. The physician's certificate in the proofs of death

stated that the deceased was afflicted with heart disease and had been ill

for about one year when that physician was called to attend him. Tlie

Court held that the inference from such statements was that the insured

died of heart disease and that he had been afflicted with it for one year
before his death.*

In an action on a life policy issued in April, 1894, it appeared that

the insured stated in his application, in answer to questions, that he had
not had disease of the heart

;
that about four months previously he had

typhoid fever for about six or seven weeks, from which he had fully
recovered

;
and that he was attended by Dr. D. The latter testified

that the insured then had "a dilated weak heart"
;
that nobody could

cure it; and he had it in April, 181)4. His junior partner stated that

he occasionally visited the insured, and he thought he had " neuras-

thenia and a weak heart." T., another j)hysician, said that from an
examination made in April, 1893, he thought there was slight paralysis
of one side. Defendant's medical examiner reported that insured had
no " intermittence or irregularity or undue strength or weakness in

heart action," and that his chance of life appeared to be first class.

^ Newcastle Autumnal Assizes, 1858. ^
Tavlor, Medical Jurisprudence^ p. 847. i

' Powers vs. Life Assoc., 50 Yt., 630.
*
Proppe vs. Metropolitan Life Ins. Co., 54 X. Y. S., 172.
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Such report was sustained bv his testimony, in which he exphiined the

nature and extent of his examination, and that, as to tiie condition of

the heart and hmgs, it was thorough. Several of the insured's acquaint-
ances testified that he appeared to be a strong and health}' man. It

was held that the Court could not say as a matter of law that insured

had a weiik heart when the policy was issued, or that his statement that

D. attended him for typhoid fever was untrue.^ Such a case brings up
the unfortunate conflict of professional testimony, aud would have to

be decided by a jury. But where the physician can testify that he had
treated an applicant for heart disease jjrior to insurance, bis evidence

cannot be discredited by the statements of witnesses that they knew the

insured aud the latter apparently was in robust health ,-

In an action on a certificate of insurance one of the defenses was

breach of warranty in that the insured falsely represented that he had

never had heart disease. The only evidence that he had ever had heart

disease was that ten months prior to his apj^lication the insured had an

attack of la grippe, and while ill, stated that he wanted to arrange his

affairs, as he had heart trouble seriously, and might die at any time.

At the time of his application defendant was examined by a medical

examiner and declared a good risk, and his intimate friends testified that

insured was not known to have any heart trouble. It was held that

the evidence was not sufficient to establish a breach of warranty or

fraud in that insured had heart disease prior to his application for in-

surance.^

Disease of the Kidneys.—The experience of the Mutual Life

Insurance Company showed that diseases of the kidneys caused a very
small percentage of mortality during the earlier years of insurance, but

there was a rapid increase in the later periods ;
the percentages were

1.87 for the former and 6.57 for the latter. In the earlier years of in-

surance the experience of the Washington Life showed that 3.92 per
cent, of the mortality was due to renal disease, while in the later years
the mortality was 7.59 per cent. This experience was corroborated by
the Australian Mutual Provident Company, which found that the greater
risk of death from kidney disease seemed to exist after fifty years. In

this country Dr. Brannan found that the average age at death was

52.64 years.
Examination of the urine by chemical analysis affords the examiner

evidence of the condition of the kidneys in general. The most signifi-

cant evidence of renal lesion is the presence of albumin, sugar, or pus
in the urine. Albumin, as well as sugar, has been found in the urine

of apparently healthy persons, and the records of life insurance offices

have showed that individuals so affected were alive a decade after they
had been rejected because of one or the other abnormality. Frequently
an individual who has albuminuria or glycosuria will j)lace himself under

a physician's care, and after the treatment has moderated the symptoms

1 Smith vs. Metropolitan Life Ins. Co., 38 A., 1038, 1898.
^
Kipp vs. Metropolitan Life Ins. Co., 58 N. Y. S., 494.

^ Metzradt vs. Modern Brotherhood of America, 84 N. W. 498 (Iowa, 1900).
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he will visit the examiner for a life insnranee company in the morning,
when the urine is less likely to contain the abnormal product. Instances

have occurred where the applicant has substituted the urine of a healthy

person for his own.

An applicant for life insurance stated that he had no disease of the

kidneys or bladder, and that he had not had any sickness within the

last ten vears. His tiimily physician stated that he had two years pre-

viously prescribed for the applicant for bilious fever, and that the appli-

cant had no symptoms of disease of the liver or kidneys or any organic
disease. The applicant w^arranted his answers, yet it was proved that

for some years jH'evious to the time of application he had disease of the

kidneys. The applicant's attending physician testified that he knew
his patient's condition and told him that he (the physician) could not

answer the company's questions truthfully and favorably ;
but as the

company had once before received the applicant favorably, he would

leave it with the company to take the risk or not, and answered the

questions favorably for the applicant. The Court decided the case in

favor of the company on this exposure of the attending physician's

duplicity and connivance at fraud. ^

An insured, in answering questions in an application which he war-

ranted, stated that he had never had kidney disease, and that he had not

been attended by a })hysician within two years. By the contract the

proofs of death were used as evidence against the insured, and a phy-
sician stated that less than two years prior to the application he had
attended the insured for acute kidney disease, and that the insured cUed

of Bright's disease comj)licated by uremia and pulmonary edema. It

was held that the physician's evidence established the falsity of the

answers, and as they were warranties, there could be no recovery.^
In another instance the insured represented in his application that

his kidneys were in a healthy state and free from any tendency to dis-

ease. The Supreme Court held that as there was evidence to prove
that the insured was suffering from kidney disease when he apjilied for

insurance, and he knew the ftict, it was an error for the trial court to

refuse to instruct the jury that if the insured had kidney disease and
concealed it when he took out the policy the latter was thereby avoided.^

The Appellate Term of the Supreme Court of New York decided a
suit in which the insured died about seven weeks after the policy was

issued, and it was proved that the insured, in his application, in answer
to questions that were made warranties, stated that he was then in

sound health and had never been sick or under treatment in any dis-

l>ensary, hospital, or asylum, when he had been treated at the German

Hospital for Bright's disease, and that at the time he was discharged
from the institution, about six weeks before the date of the policy, he

1 Britton vs. Mutual Benefit Life Ins. Co., 3 X. Y. Supreme, 220.
''Trudden »-.s. Metropolitan Life Ins. Co., 64 N. Y. S., 183, 1900.
•' Archibald vs. Mutual Life Ins. Co. of New York, 38 Wise.. 542 ; also Continental

Life Ins. Co. vs. Young, 113 Ind., 159; Trudden vs. Metropolitan Life Ins. Co., 64
N. Y. S., 183, 1900.
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was not well. It was claimed for the plaintiif that because the insured

had trouble with his eyes and could not see well, and the application was
not read to him, he did not know what answers had been inserted, and
it was not binding on the beneficiary. The Appellate Court held that

the falsity of the answers constituted a breach of warranty and voided

the policy, and reversed the judgment for the plaintiff given on the

trial
;

because the assured was not illiterate
;

there was no fraud or

mistake by the agent of the company, and there was an express warranty
that the persons who prepared the application were to be regarded as

the agents of the assured and that the company was not to be respon-
sible for its preparation or anything contained therein or omitted there-

from. In this latter the Court made a new and important ruling that

the defendant had the right to protect itself in this manner against the

effect of fraudulent acts, even of its own agents, and this provision in

the application was valid and enforeible against the beneficiary.^

Diseases of the I^iver.—The experience of the Australian

Mutual Provident Society showed that 5.3(3 per cent, of the total deaths

were due to disease of the liver, a result about double the experience of

the Mutual Life, in which 2.81 per cent, of the total deaths were due to

hepatopathies. The first named company found that 23 per cent, of

the deaths that occurred during the first five years of insurance were

due to these diseases, and the medical officers said that it seemed " a

very large proportion so soon after medical examination," and is prob-

ably due to the necessary insufficient information which is obtained,

notwithstanding the efforts of the office respecting the habits of pro-

ponents, and the slight attention which is too frequently paid by medical

referees to the liver and digestive system generally.
The information in regard to the former existence of hepatopathies

should include both functional and organic lesions of the liver, although
it has been held that as jaundice and torpid liver are not organic dis-

eases of the liver, the concealment of their former existence did not

constitute a breach of warranty.^ Recurrence of apparently functional

disorders suggest some latent organic condition, although in this very
matter a Court has held that by the questions inserted in the ap})lication

the insurer sought information that bore upon the risk which it was
asked to take—the probable duration of the life of the applicant. It

was proved that twice before the issuance of the policy the insured had

been ill with congestion of the liver, though he withheld the information

in his answer to a question in the application. The Court held : ''It

was not seeking information as to merely temporary disorders or func-

tional disturbances having no bearing upon general health or continu-

ance of life. Colds are generally accompanied with more or less con-

gestion of the lungs, and yet in such a case there is no disease of the

lungs w^hich an applicant for insurance would be bound to state. So

most, if not all, persons will have at times congestion of the liver,

causing slight functional derangement and temporary illness, and yet in

' O. Woehrle vs. Metropolitan Life Ins. Co., Appellate Term, New York Supreme
Court. 2g ]sfew York Rptr., 376.
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the contemplation of parties enterinsi; into C(^ntracts of life insurance;,

and iiavin^ regard to general health and contiiniance of life, it may be

safely said that in such cases there is no disease of the liver." ^

An instance arose in England in which the insured Jiad certified to

his good health, as well as his ignorance of any disorder that would
tend to shorten his life. In an action on the policy the insurer offered

the evidence that the insured had concealed two severe bilious attacks

which he had previous to effecting insurance. Medical evidence testi-

fied that the attacks did not tend to shorten life or to make the risk less

favorable. Decision was against the company.^
Diseases of the I/UngS.—The more material facts in reference

to the inliuence of disease of the lungs on the subsequent health of the

insured are referred to in the sections on consumption and spitting or

cougliing of blood.

A case occurred in England in which a woman upon whose life it

was })roposed to effect an insurance was represented to the insurers in

December, 1822, by a medical man, to be in an ordinarily good state

of health. This representation was repeated in March, and the insur-

ance was effected in April, 1823. Between December, 1822, and

March, 1823, she was ill with some disease of the lungs, but the fact

was not disclosed. She died of pulmonary disease in April, 1824.

The trial court failed to instruct the jury that information in regard to

the illness was material to the insurers, so the superior court directed a

new trial.^

A rather remarkable position was taken in an action on a policy
which stipulated for a reduction of benefits in the event that the insured

died in consequence of any pulmonary disease. The insured died of

acute pneumonia, and the Court held that it was proper to admit the

testimony of physicians that, in common parlance, pneumonia was not

considered a pulmonary disease, but that such diseases were of a more
chronic and permanent nature.* It remains to be seen whether such a

decision will receive further judicial support, although it was paralleled
in an instance in which it was decided that the fact that the word " no "

was given as the answer to the question in the application whether any
relative had died of consumption or any pulmonary disease did not avoid

the policy, though it was proved that a brother of the ajiplicant had
died of pneumonia some years before. This latter ruling was influenced

by the technicality that the answers were written by the medical

examiner, and the a]ijjlicant, when questioned as to the cause of her

brother's death, said that she did not know of what disease he
dicd.^

These rulings would seem to be an invidious distinction agjiinst tlie

msurer, as it is a matter of common experience both in the United

' Oushman r.s. TTiiitod States Life Ins. Co., 70 N. Y., 7fi.

^.Tones vs. The Provincial Ins. Co., Bigelow, Life and Accident, 2, 431.
'2 Bigelow, Life and Accident, 213.
* Carson r.s. The Metropolitan Life Ins. Co.. 1 Pa Sup. Ct., 572; also Metropoli-

tan Life Ins. Co. vs. Bergen, tU 111., App., 685.
^
Alger «s. Metropolitan Life Ins. Co., 84 Hun. 271.
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States and Europe that applicants are aware that insurance companies
attach importance to a history of tuberculosis of the lungs in a near

relative, and they give the cause of death as catarrh, disease of chest,

laryngitis, hemorrhage, childbirth, change of life, exposure, general

debility, or unknown.
If the insurer does not ask for information in the apjilication in

regard to the prior existence of pneumonia, it cannot plead the conceal-

ment of such fact, because a person who applies for a policy of life

insurance is required to disclose only such facts as are responsive to the

questions asked.'

Diseases of the Stomach.—The applicant may be asked whether
he has had disease of the stomach or dyspepsia or both. A judicial decision

has been rendered that an individual may have dyspepsia in its milder

form and say that his health is sound without thereby making a misrep-
resentation.^ It was decided in Illinois that where an insured had suf-

fered from dyspepsia for from six months to a year previous to insur-

ance it was not conclusive evidence of a breach of warranty that he
answered " no "

to the questions in the application in regard to having
had dyspepsia.'^ This latter decision seems quite remarkable in view of

the correlated circumstances that the insured died within two months of

the time when he acquired the insurance, and his attending physician
testified that he had l)een in bad health for one and one-half years.

In a case in which the insured had denied that he had had any severe

sickness or disease during the seven years that preceded the date of his

application evidence was presented that within the time specified he had

had gastritis. The Court held that " unless chronic gastritis and gastritis

are synonymous, as to which there is no judicial presumj)tion nor testimony,
the evidence was not within the issues, so that the false representation

charged was not proved. In addition to this . consideration we are not

free from doubt as to whether gastritis was shown to be " a severe sick-

ness or disease."
* This decision was apparently the consequence of poor

management by the defendant, as it failed to present evidence that gas-
tritis was a severe and even a fatal disease, while in its chronic form it

seriously interfered with metabolism and general good health.

Diseases of the Throat.—But few decisions have been made in

instances where there was question in regard to the existence of disease

of the throat before the insurance was efFected.

A clergyman stated in an application, which was the basis of contract

for a policy issued to him, that the only sickness he had had within ten

years was" pneumonia, but said nothing of a slight attack of chronic

pharyngitis within the time specified. The Court held that the slight

attack was an immaterial fact which the insured was not bound to dis-

close.^ This decision is in accord with others which show that courts

1 Iowa Life Ins. Co. vs. Zehr, M 111. App., 93, 1000.
2 Morrison vs. Wisconsin Odd Fellows' Mutual Ins. Co., 59 Wise, 162.
^ o Biijelow Life and Accident. 104.
* Price 1-.S. The Phcenix Mutual Life Ins. Co., 17 Minn., 497.
* H. A. Wise vs. The Mutual Benefit Ins. Co. of New Jersey, 34 Md., 582.
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are not dis[)()secl to permit technical and comparatively trivial facts to

constitute breaches of warranty.
It has been decided that an applicant for life insurance who, in an-

swer to a question whether he ever liad any illness, stated that he had

had throat trouble, was not bound to state more particularly the nature

of the trouble, no further question beiuii; asked.' Here the insurer had

obviously deemed further information irrelevant.

A case occurred in which the insured was asked in re<;ard to any dis-

ease for which a physician had attended him, and replied never for sick-

ness. An earlier application to another company was ])laced in evi-

dence, and in this the insured said he had been treated for tonsillitis.

The counsel for the beneficiary under the })olicy uro;ed that tonsillitis

was not a sickness within the meaning of the answer in the application.

Expert evidence was presented to prove that tonsillitis was inflammation

of the tonsils, and that a ])erson who had it was much more liable to

have his throat affected by colds than he would otherwise be
;
that it

was likely to make a man quite ill and was oftentimes an indication of

a scrofulous tendency. The insured was a physician, and that he be-

lieved tonsillitis was a disease was evidenced by his afftrmative answer

to the question of former disease in an earlier application. The policy
was avoided because of this and other breaches of warranty.^ Evidently
in this case the judgmoit was based on the associated evidence of inten-

tional and fraudulent In'cach of warranty, and not up<^)n any impression
that acute or chronic inflammation of the tonsils in an adult was likely to

exert a prejudicial influence on the expectation of life of an insured person.
Fits or Convulsions.—These terms are used in their colloquial

sense, because a layman might not know what epilepsy was and give a

false answer. Applicants who have had epileptic seizures are not

desirable risks, unless there were long mtervals since the paroxysms
occurred, and the personal and family history was otherwise untainted.

A case was tried in Avhich the insured denied that he w'as subject to

fits. It was proved that four years before the insurance was affected

the insured had two seizures of an epileptic character which were the

result of an accident. There Avas conflicting evidence in regard to the

occurrence of subsequent fits up to the date of death. The Court held

that the policy was not voided by two fits of an epileptic character due
to an accident, as the wan'anty referred to a person habitually or con-

stitutionally afflicted with fits.'^ Such construction of the warranty is

not justified by our knowledge of the clinical history of cpilej)sy.
In an instance in which the past existence of epilepsy was made a

ground for defense by an insurer the relatives testified that the insured

had not been troubled for twelve years previous to the issuance of the

policy, and the Court took the ground that e])ilepsy might be outgrown.*
General Debility.—The comprehensive term, general debility,

' Mutual Reserve Fund Life Assoc, vfi. Sullivan, 29 S.W. Reports, 190.
'' M. E. McCollum vs. The Mutual Life Ins. Co. of N. Y., 55 Hun, 103.
•' Chattock rs. Shawe and others, 8 Bigelow Life and Accident, p. 10.
* Dietz vs. Metropolitan Life Ins. Co., Pa. vs. Supreme Court, 1895.
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may be used both professionally and popularly to designate lessened

vitality and serious impairment of one or more organs.
A man who was rapidly declining in a confirmed consum}>tion, who

had been declining for five montlis previous and continued to live but

two months after the policy was issued, denied in his application that he

or any of his family had been afflicted with pulmonary complaints,

consumption, or spitting of blood. He said he had general debility.
The Court held that " the fact of the "general debility of the svstem,
stated by the insured, was not important in the manner in which it was
stilted

;
as it might arise from a variety of causes not materially affect-

ing the risk, and would not, therefore, by any means give the insurers

the information wanted.'" This dictum of the Court was quite just,

although no company would be likely to accept an applicant mIio had
such a condition without a full explanation of the symptoms, duration,
and termination of the troul>le.

Headache.—Information in regard to the frequent occurrence of

headache is of material importance, as such a history would direct more

scrutinizing attention to the condition of the kidneys, liver, and the

nervous system. When an applicant for insurance answered " no "
to

the question whether he had headache, it has been decided that the

answer was true, though when overworked the individual was subject to

that malady.^
A case occurred in which the insured had been asked by the medical

examiner whether he had ever had any difticulty with his head or brain,

and a negative answer was given. It was proved that he had severe

attacks of headache
;
but the Court held . that the questions as put by

the medical examiner referred to " some functional or organic derange-
ment of the head and brain, some disease or ailment affecting the brain

and mental powers," and not " to occasional headaches, whether arising
from indigestion, a derangement of the stomach or bowels, or other

cause.^ It is hardly necessary to state tliat the learned judge's defini-

tion of headache is incorrect.

Hernia.—An a])plicant for insurance stated that she was " in good
health, not being afflicted with any disorder, external or internal," and

also said she had no rupture. In an action it was proved that at the

date when insurance was eifected she had a small swelling in the groin,
which was a symptom of rupture, although the insured did not know it,

and she died of hernia. The Court held that her statement in regard to

her health was not a warranty that she had no disease, known or

unknown, but merely that, so far as within her own knowledge, she

had none. Her failure to disclose the material fact of a swelling in the

groin was not a ground for voiding the policy, because the insured did

not know it was material, and it could not be expected that a person
who had no medical knowledge would appreciate its materiality.*

1 H. Yose r.s. The Eas^le Life and Healtli Ins. Co., 6 Cush., 42.

•^Mutual Life Ins. Co. of N. Y. rs. Simpson, 28 S. W. K., 837.
» A. Higbie vs. Guardian Life Ins. Co., 53 N. Y., 603.
* Life Association of Scotland vs. J. Foster, 4 Bigelow, 520.
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In a case in which the insured denied that he had rupture in reply

to the query in the application it was proved that he was rui)tur('d

twice previous to the date ot" the a[)plication. The trial judge declined

to charge the jury that the answer was false, but left it to decide the

question whether the ru[)ture was material to any question of soundness

of health of the individual when insured. The United States Supreme
Court reversed the decision because of the falsity of the answer.'

A trial court decided that a question in an a})plication for life

insurance :
" Are you ruptured, :uid if so do you wear a well-fitting

truss?" related to the time of the api)licati()n ;
and where there was

evidence that the applicant had suffered from. strangulated hernia dur-

ing the year previous to his application, but had recovered before tliat

time, it was for the jury to determine whether he was ruptured when

he a[)plied for insurance. The jury decided against the company, but

on appeal it was held that a negative answer to such a question was a

misrepresentation.^ It W(juld seem that the decision of the trial judge
was correct, for the query referred to in the application relates to the

existence of hernia at the time of the application. The counsel for the

defense did not apparently make the contention tluit there was material

concealment of past illness, when the applicant failed to state that he

had been operated on for strangulated hernia when he was interrogated

by the examiner in regard to the existence of any severe injury or

illness.

Inflammatory Rheumatism or Rheumatism.—Inflannna-

tory rheumatism as well as gout is not infreqtiently a precursor of

heart disease, and a knowledge , of its existence is a matter of serious

importance to a life insurance company. So, too, muscular rheumatism
is the result of deficiency or aberration in metabolism, and it is desirable

for the insurer to have knowledge of it.

Dr. Claud Muirhead^ found that in a series of deaths from rheuma-
tism the decedents had survived less than one-third of their anticipated

after-life, a source of great pecuniary loss to a company. About one-

fifth of the cases were complicated with heart disease, about one-eighth
with meningitis, and one-third had a history of attacks of rheumatism

previous to that which ended fatally.

A case was tried in which the insured had denied the past existence

of rheumatism when he made his ap])lication, and testimony was intro-

duced that showed he had subacute rheumatism prior to that time.

There was evidence that subacute rh(nnnatism was not the disease

rheinnatism in the ordinary understanding of the term, as well as evi-

dence to the contrary. The Court held that " the rheumatism referred

to in the question is the disease of rheumatism. Any rheumatic affec-

tion not amounting to the disease of rheumatism is not comjirehended
in its terras, any more than the spitting of blood occasioned by a wound
of the tongue or the extracting of a tooth is the disease of 'spitting of

blood' mentioned in the same question. The life insured had the

> Aotna Life Ins. Co. vs. D. France, 1 Otto, 510.
•^ Levie vs. The Metropolitan Life Ins. Co., 39 New Eng. Kptr., 792. '

Op. cit.
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right to answer the question upon the basis that the terms were used in

their ordinary signification. If there was any ambiguity in the ques-
tion so that its language was capable of being construed in an ordinary,
as well as in a technical sense, the defendant can take no advantage
from such ambiguity."

^

In a more recent decision the Appellate Division in New York
reversed a decision in favor of a l)eneficiary rendered by a lower court.

The answers made by the insured in his application for membership in

an assessment company were made warranties, and he stated that he

had not been attended by a physician and had not consulted one pro-

fessionally for two years, and at the time the consultation was for a

cold. It was proved that four months previous to his application the

insured had been attended by a jjhysician for articular rheumatism

affecting the knee. The physician testified that he did not know that

the insured had rheumatism.

The trial court was asked by the defendant to charge that any
untrue statement made by the insured that he had not been attended by
or had not professionally consulted a physician for over two years was
a breach of warranty, and on such untrue statements the plaintiff could

not recover. The Court answered :
" I refuse to charge it, unless for a

medical attendance : if the medical attendance was for some affair so

trifling as not to come within the definition of disease to be treated by a

physician." The Appellate tribunal held that this was an error. The
fact of disease had nothing to do with the question. It was the pro-
fessional consultation in regard to the insured's physical condition. It

might be that the physician would discover that there was no disease,

whereas the patient thought he had one. Still it would be a breach of

the warranty, because there would be the professional consultation.

Insanity.—The question of insanity is so clearly associated with

breach of warranty or forfeiture of contract because of suicide that

reference has been made to the subject in the section on suicide.

It was decided that where a policy exempted the insurer from

liability in case of suicide, and provided that in the event of the

insured's " death by his own hand or act, whether sane or insane," the

insurer was liable only for the premiums paid, the failure of the

defendant to present evidence that would refute the plaintiff's evidence

that the insured's death was caused by insanity entitled the plaintiff to

a directed verdict for the full amount of the policy.^
It has also been decided that suicide of the insured is not a breach

of warranty in the application that he will not *' die by his own hand,"

if, at the time of suicide, the reasoning faculties are so far impaired that

the insured is unable to understand the moral character, general nature,

consequences, and effect of the act, or where he is impelled thereto by
an irresistible insane impulse.^

^ D. and L. D. Price vs. The Phoenix Mutual Life Ins. Co., 17 Minn., 497.

='Waycott vs. The Metropolitan Life Ins. Co., 04 Wallace, 221.
^ Insurance Company z's. Terry, 15 Wallace, 580; Mutual Life Ins. Co. vs. Leubrie,

18 C. C. A., 332.
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In an action on a life in.-^uraiice policy it will nut be held as a matter

of law that the insanity of a parent of the insured at the time the appli-

cation for insurance was made was in unsound condition of health. In

substance the question was : "What is the condition of the health of

your mother?" The answer was: "Sound." At the time of the

application the mother was in Binghampton Lunatic Asylum on account

of chronic mania, and at times she was violent, obscene, and profane.
The attending physician testified in regard to the mother that she was

in a fair physical condition when admitted to the asylum, and at the

time of the application for insurance she was eating and slecjnng well,

except that she had periods of mental disturbance. By withdrawing
the case from the jury both parties to the suit treated the question as

one of law, and it remained for the Court to determine, as a legal ques-

tion, whether an insane person was necessarily in unsound physical con-

dition. No evidence was presented to show that an insane person was

considered by physicians as in an unsound condition of health, and the

Court held that it possessed no expert knowledge that enabled it to

solve the question as one of fact. It held that mere mental aberration

would not constitute ill health
;
and that the extent to which mental

disturbance would destroy or interfere with the functions of the body
must depend upon the circumstances of each case.^

The word "insane" as used in an application or policy has been

held to imply every degree of unsoundness of mind, and the liability

of the insurer is not affected by the degree of insanity.^

Many companies have a clause in the application or the policy by
which there is exemption of liability in case of suicide, whether com-
mitted when sane or insane. It has been held that in a suit on an

insurance policy which contained this clause it is not necessary, in order

to avoid liability, to show that a person taking his own life was con-

scious of the moral quality or consequences of the act, but only that he

knew the physical natin*e and consequences of the act
;
that is, he knew

that the means emjiloyed would cause death or endanger his life.^

Paralysis.—Paralysis affords an indication of preexisting disease

of the nervous system, and whether it is the result of an infantile or

adult disorder impairs the desirability of a risk.

An insured died of paralysis within a year of the time the policy
Avas issued. In his application he denied that he ever had paralysis.
Proof was given that, prior to the attack which ended fatally, he had
two attacks within a year, the second of which occurred within four

months of the date of his application. The Court held that "both
attacks were, in point of fact, of a seriously alarming character, and

were evidently so considered by his jihysician, by his neighbors, and by

^ Jacklin vs. National Life Assoc, of Hartford, Supreme Court New York, Feb-

ruary 15, 1893.
^
Spruill vs. Northwestern Mutual Life Ins. Co., 120 N. Y. City, 414; Brower vs.

Supreme Lodjje, National Pieserve Assoc., 74 Mo. App., 490.

•'Nelson r.s. Equitable Life Assur. Soc. of the United States, 73, 111. App., 133;
see also Sars^ent vs. National Life Ins. Co., 41 Atl. Kptr., 351; Parish vs. Mutual
Benefit Lifelns. Co., 49 S. W., 153
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himself. His statement iu the application was manifestly untrue. The

inquiry called for an answer of undoubted materiality and importance,
and the party should be held to the consequences of a false answer.

Therefore, by express stipulation, the policy issued upon the application
which contained this false statement was void." ^

Piles.—Inquiry is made in the application in regard to the exist-

ence of piles, because these may be symptomatic of disease of the rectum

or of the liver or of some of the adjacent pelvic viscera.

An applicant for insm'ance stipulated that his answers and state-

ments should be taken as warranties, and the certificate of insurance

contained a clause that it should be null and void if any of the state-

ments in the application were false. It was proved that the applicant

falsely stated in the application that he had never had piles. The Court

held that there could be no recovery on the certificate, although the

insured's death did not result from the piles, and although he was

ignorant that he had them.^

Spitting or Coughing of Blood.—The phrase spitting or

coughing of blood is used in many applications in lieu of the scientific

terra hemoptysis, as the latter might not be understood by a layman
who would not be at a loss to comprehend what the first terms signified.

An insured died of consumption three years after the policy was

issued, and it was proved that about three years before the j)olicy was

effected he had spit blood and had subsequently exhibited other symp-
toms usual in consumptive subjects. The trial court misdirected the

jury, as it was left to them to consider whether the spitting of blood

was of such a nature as to endanger life. A new trial was ordered.

One judge said :
'' By

'

spitting of blood
'

nuist, no doubt, be under-

stood a spitting of blood as a symptom of disease tending to shorten life
;

the mere fact is nothing ;
a man cannot have, a tooth pulled without

spitting blood. But, on the other hand, if a person has an habitual

spitting of blood, although he cannot fix the particular part of his

frame whence it })roceeds, still, as this shows a weakness of some organ
which contains blood, he ought to communicate the fact to the insurance

company, for no one can doubt that it would most materially assist

them in deciding whether they should execute the policy ;
and good

faith ought to be kept with them. So if he had had spitting of blood

only once, but that once was the result of the disease called spitting of

blood, he ought to state it, and his not doing so would probably avoid

the policy."
Another judge said :

"
By the expression

'

spitting of blood
'

is no

doubt meant the disorder so called, whether proceeding from the lungs,
the stomach, or any other part of the body ; still, however, one single
act of spitting of blood would be sufficient to put the insurers on

inquiry as to the cause of it, and ought, therefore, to be stated."

A third judge in this case ruled :
" I have no doubt that if a man

had spit blood from his lungs, no matter in how small a quantity, or

1 Barteau vs. Phoenix Mutual Life Ins. Co., 3 N. Y. Supreme, 576.

"Baumgart y.s. Modern Woodmen of America (Wise), 55 N. W. Rptr., 713.
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even had spit blood from an nlccratod sore throat, he wonld be bonnd
to state it. The fad shonld be made known to the olHee, in order that

their medieal adviser mioht make inijnirv into its eause." '

In a recent case the jndti;e announced that this question was limited

to such s[)i(tin<2;
or coui>;liinii; of" blood as a reasonable person iiiii;ht

sn{)})ose would indicate some ill health or physical condition that allects

the ai)plicant's desirability as a risk.- As spittin^; of" blood is always
abnormal, this interpretation (jonflicts with experience.
A case was tried in which the tacts were })roved that while the

insured in his a]iplication denied that he had spit blood, in iiiet he had
raised blood from two to two and a half years pricjr to and down to his

death, which occurred three months after his policy was issued. A
referee rendered judgment against the defendant, but the general term
of the Supreme Court set aside the judgment, and the Court of Appeals
ordered judgment absolute for the defendant.^

In a recent ease in which the evidence showed that an insured had
answered " no "

to the question
" Have you ever spit blood ?

" and other

evidence showed that there had been considerabje spitting of blood, it

was held that the question had been falsely answered and that the jury
should have been so instructed.* In this case the ])laintiif sought to

make a distinction between hemorrhage and spitting of blood, because

the first was not asked about, but the court held the one included the

other.

Sunstroke.—Sunstroke is a comprehensive term including the

various phases of heat-prostration, and it is used in the application in a

colloquial sense. If there is no inquiry made in regard to the past
existence of sunstroke, it has been held that " the omission of the

defendants to interrogate the assured specifically, whether he had been
afflicted by 'sunstroke' or 'pneumonia,' furnishes some evidence that

those diseases were not ' serious
'

ones within the contemplation of the

parties to the contract, and there is no evidence that the assured

acted in bad faith in giving his answer to the question put to him on
this subject." In this case the fact of sunstroke was communicated to

the agent of the comjiany who received the application, and he told the

assured it was not necessary to state it in the ap})lication.-^'

As a rule, however, all applications ask whether the applicant ever
had any other disease than those specifically mentioned, so that it would
be necessary to mention as important a disease as sunstroke.

Syphilis.—The rule of life insurance companies varies in regard
to the matter of accepting ap])lieants who give histories of sy})hilis.

Some do not accept those who have been thus infected
; others, basing

their conclusions on the curability of syphilis as maintained by Fournier

' Goach vs. Ingall, 2 Biscolow, Life and Accident, 306.
2 Peterson vs. i)e.s Moines Life Assoc, 87 N. W., 397 (Towa, 1001).

^C. F. Smith vs. The Aetna Life Ins. Co., 3 Bijrelow, 708; .see also Foot vs. Aetna
Life Ins. Co., 4 Bitjelow, 204; Smith vs. Northwestern Mutual Life Ins. Co., 46 A.,
426 (Pennsylvania,^ 1900).

* March "rs. Metropolitan Life Ins. Co., 186 Pa. State Rpt., 629.
5 Boos vs. World Mutual Life Ins. Co., 4 Hun, 183.
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and other syphilograpbers, accept such risks if there is a history of

satisfactory treatment and five years or more have elapsed since the

date of the last symptom ;
others accept such risks with extra charge

for the impairment. From a medicolegal standpoint, the question of a

former syphilitic infection is a matter of great import, because of the

influence of that disease in causing locomotor ataxia, paresis, tumors
of the brain, and disease of the arteries that cause various organic
maladies.

There are few diseases that are so important in their influence on

the viability of the person infected, that exist as does syphilis in a period
of inactivity that is free from any appreciable symptom. So if the

applicant chooses to conceal from the examiner that he had such infec-

tion, and answers " no "
to the inquiry, the examiner must depend upon

the truthfulness of the reply.

Recently the writer had under observation an instance in which an
insured told the examiner not only that he had never had syphilis, but

had never been treated by a physician. Evidence was obtained that a

year and a half before effecting the insurance he had been treated by
four physicians for syphilis of the brain, and had symptoms of loss of

consciousness, speech disturbance, loss of power of the muscles of an

extremit}", and treatment for the condition at Hot Springs, Ark.

In a cause it was proved that an ap])licant stated that the only dis-

ease he had had was typhoid fever
;

that the attending physician had

from time to time given the insured prescriptions, that he had l)een

treated for syphilis for four years, and these facts were concealed from

the insurer. The judgment of the lower court in favor of the plaintiff

was reversed by the supreme court, because it was contrary to the

evidence that the apjilicant had made untrue statements.^

The Use of Wine, Spirits, or Malt I/iquors.—Correct infor-

mation in regard to an applicant's habits in the use of wine, spirits, or

malt liquors is a matter of great importance, both on account of the

effect of alcohol on the organs and tissues of the body, as well as in

consequence of the influence of drinking on any inherited tendency to

disease. Most companies make inquiry in regard to this matter, and

some of the English companies accept total abstainers at a lower rate

than drinking men.
Some American companies contract that the use of intoxicants for-

feits the policy if the insured should die within a year or two years in

consequence of intemperance ;
and in some, after a year the reserve and

interest are payable only if death is due to alcoholic excess. Death
^^ in a state of intoxication or from any accident or violence received

while in that state, or from any disease caused by stimulants or nar-

cotics, is a risk not assumed, and if delirium tremens or any injury to or

impairment of the health be caused by them, the policy is wholly ter-

muiated, but the company will return the reserve."

Most companies require the applicant to state in effect whether he

has ever drank to excess. This question would seem to be sufficiently
1 Mutual Reserve Fund Life Assoc, vs. Opp, 30 S., 69 (Mississippi, 1901).
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explicit to convey its meaning to an intelligent mind, and yet it has

been the writer's experience that competent physicians would record the

negative reply of an ai)j)lieant who would be noticeably intoxicated on

an average of once a month, nor would the examiners apprise the com-

pany of such facts by any confidential communication on the subject.

\\'hen taxed with such dereliction they would state that they had not

supposed that the question was intended to include occasional intoxica-

tion. Tliis misinterpretation of the apparently obvious signification of

words in everv-day use has been paralleled in court in a case in which

in answer to tlie question
" Do you ever drink wine ?

"
etc., the a})pli-

cant replied
" Not at all." The appellate judge decided that the finding

that this answer was true was warranted by evidence that the insured

occasionally drank to excess, though he did not drink habitually.^
Such a decision so manifestly at variance with the meaning of the terms

of the contract, was reversed by the State Supreme Court.-

lu another cause an applicant for a policy answered the question,
" Do you drink beer, ale, wine, or spirits ? If so state what, how

often, and how much "
by,

"
Yes, two or three glasses of beer daily."

The Court held that the answer was a representation that the applicant
did not drink any spirituous liquors.'^

In a case in which the ap})licant had stated, in reply to interroga-

tories, that he was of sober, temperate habits and had not taken a drink

for over a year, the company refused to pay on the ground of intemper-
ance and breach of warranty. The Court held that the representations
of the insured in his application that he was a man of temperate habits

and had not taken a drink for over a year was material to the risk and
constituted a warranty. A warranty that the applicant was of sober

and temperate hal)its meant not only that he was so at the time of the

application, but for so reasonable a time prior thereto as would allow

one to form a habit.*

In another instance the insured, who died of delirium tremens within

four months after taking out his policy, stated in the application that he

had always been temperate and that he had last consulted a physician
about one year previously for a slight attack of influenza. When the

attending physician was placed on the witness-stand his evidence showed
tliat the insured had been under his professional care at various times

during the five years ])receding his death, and the last time was some four

months before the application, for nausea and vomiting consequent upon
overdrinking. The Court held that there was such a breach of material

warranty in the ajiplication as to require a judgment in favor of the

company as a matter of law.^

1 Mutual Life Ins. Co. of N. Y. vs. Simpson, 28 S. W. Rptr., 837.
2 Mutual Life Ins. Co. vs. Simpson. 31 S. W. Rptr., .501.
^ Malicki vs. Chicago Guaranty Fund Life Society, 77 N. W., 690 (Michigan,

1899).
* The Mutual Life Tns. Co. of N. Y. r.s. Giyiden, Ky. Superior Court, 1896.
* Menzel vs. Northwestern Mutual Life Ins. Co., 176 Pa. St., 280; see also Miller

rs. The Mutual Benefit Life Ins. Co., 34 la., 222; Rainger r^s. Boston Mutual Life

Assoc, 167 Mass., 109.
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Not only has testimony in regard to the insured's habits before

death been accepted, but even the evidence of the cause of death. In
an action on a policy which was conditioned to be void if the msured
should become so far intemperate as to impair his health, the Court de-

cided that the complaint should be dismissed in a case in which the

affidavit of the cause of death showed that the remote cause was alco-

holism, although it also stated that the immediate cause was alcoholism

and extreme prostration.^
When an applicant for insurance, in answer to the question to what

extent he used alcoholic stimulants, answered "
none," the Court held

that proof of the single instance of the use of liquor was insufficient to

make that answer untrue. In order to prove this latter it would be

necessary to present tenable evidence of the insured's habit or custom

to use such stimulants."
" Under a general statute, chapter 22, section 22, which provides

that no statement in an application for insurance, nnless fraudulent or

material, shall prevent a recovery on the policy, false statements as to

previous habits of drinking are not material unless they existed to such

an extent as to affi^ct the health or j^hysical condition of the applicant."
*

A life insurance company issued a policy in 1890 u]X)n the life of

an individual, to be paid to his wife ujion his death. The policy pro-
vided that if the insured shall "become so intemperate as to im-

pair his health or induce delirium tremens, said company shall have

the unquestioned riglit, upon becoming satisfied of such fact, to termi-

nate this contract inniiediately upon the tender to the party in interest

of the legal reserve." After three or four years the company refused

to receive further premiums and claimed that the policy was cancelled.

The Appellate Division affirmed the judgment given in the Monroe

Supreme Court in favor of the beneficiary in her suit to recover upon
the ])olicy, the Court holding that the above-quoted provision did not

constitute the company the sole judge as to whether or not the insured

had become so intemperate as to impair his health, and that it was

proper for the trial judge to submit to the jury the question whether that

was the case at the time the company attempted to forfeit the contract

of insurance. In his aj)plicati()n for the policy the insured stated in

answer to one of the questions that he used alcoholic stimulants moder-

ately, and the Appellate tribunal held that it was not improper for the

trial court to charge the jury on the question as to whether decedent's

intemperance aggravated the Bright's disease of which the insured died,

and to instruct that the terms of the contract did not preclude the in-

sured from drinking moderately.*
This decision is in accord with that in which a supreme court sus-

1 Hanna vs. The Connecticut Mutual Life Tns. Co., 28 N. Y. Sup., 661
;
see also

G. Holterhoff vs. The Mutual Benefit Life Ins. Co., 4 Bio-elow, 395.
•^ Grand Lodge A. O. U. W. vs. Belcham, 33 N. Eng. Eptr., 886; see also D. A.

Mowry vs. TheHome Ins. Co., 9 R. I.
; Supreme Lodge of Knights of Pythias vs.

Foster, 59 N. E., 877 (Indiana App., 1901).
^ Mutual Life Ins. Co. of New York vs. Thomson (Ky.).
* D. .Janneck vs. The Metropolitan Life Ins. Co.
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tainedatrial court that declined to instruct the iurvthat if the death of

the iusuretl was due to intemperance, or if it was liastc^ned by the in-

temperate use of intoxicating' drinks, or if it resulted from such ex(,'es-

sive use, the plaintilf couhl not recover from the insurer. This Court

said :

" It is immaterial whether Reichard's death was occasioned hv in-

temperance or not. If he was at the time of issuing tlu> policy, and at

the time of renewal thereof, tem[)erate and hi good liealth, then it can-

not be said that he made false re})resentations to the company, without

which the risk would not have been taken. The risk was taken u])on
the statements made at the time of issuing the policy, and had no reference

to any future change in the habits of the insured. If R. became in-

temperate subsequent to the issuing and renewal of the policy, and this

fact could be set up in bar to a recovery, we see no reason why intem-

perance in eating, the undue exposure of the person to tlie inclemency
of the weather, or any other act tending to shorten life, might not with

equal propriety be pleaded in bar." ^

An insured stated in his application that he w^as a man of temperate
habits and had always l)een so

;
in trial to enforce the payment of tlie

policy the family physician of the insured testified that when the insur-

ance was eifected the insured was drinking hard, that he had attended

him for delirium tremens, and once or twice for indisposition produced

by the excessive use of intoxicating drink, and that he regarded him as

a man of intemperate habits. The physician admitted that he did not

know the insured intimately, and had only professional relations with

him. Two other witnesses testified that they knew that the insured was
an intemperate man, and had frequently seen him under the influence of

liquor. Other witnesses testified that the insured was a man of tem-

perate habits. The Circuit Court found in favor of the beneficiary,
and the case was taken to the United States Supreme Court. That

body delivered the following opinion, apparently without dissent :

" The question was as to the habits of the insured. His occasional use

of intoxicating liquors did not render him a man of intemperate habits,
nor would an exceptional case of excess justify the application of this

character to him. An attack of delirium tremens may sometimes fol-

low a single excessive indulgence. R^iy, in his treatise on Jledical

Jurisprudence, says that '

though it most commonly occurs in habitual

drinkers, after a few days of total abstinence from spirituous liquors, it

may be the immediate effect of an excess or series of excesses in those

who are not habitually intemperate as well as in those who are
'

(Sec.

545). In the American EnGyclopedia (vol. v., p. 782), under tlie head
of ' Delirium Tremens,' it is stated that it

' sometimes makes its appear-
ance in consequence of a single debauch'

; though commonly it is the

result of protracted or long-continued intemperance."
" When we speak of the habits of a person we refer to his customary

conduct, to pursue which he has ac(|uired a tendency from frequent repe-
tition of the same acts. It would be incorn^ct to say that a man liad a

1 W. Roicliiird ra. The Manhattan Life Ins. Co., 31 Mo., 518; also C. N. Horton
vs. The Equitable Life Ass. Soc, 2 Bigelow, 108.
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habit of anything from a single act. A habit of early rising, for ex-

ample, could not be affirmed of any one because he was once seen on
the streets in the morning before the sun had risen

;
nor could intem-

perate habits be imputed to him because his appearance and actions

might indicate a night of excessive indulgence. The Court did not,

therefore, err in instructing the jury that if the habits of the insured,
* in the usual, ordinary, and every-day routine of his life, were temper-
ate,' the representations made are not untrue, within the terms of mean-

ing of the policy, although he may have had an attack of delirium

tremens from an exceptional overindulgence. It could not have been

contemplated from the language used in the policy that it should become
void for an occasional excess by the insured, but only when such excess

had by frequent repetitions become a habit. And the testimony of the

witnesses, who had been intimate with him for years and knew his

general habits, may well have satisfied the jury that, whatever
excesses he may at times have committed, he was not habitually

intemperate."
^

Several insurance companies have endeavored to protect themselves

from untimely death losses by a stipulation that the insurer should not

be responsible under the policy contract if the health of the insured

should become impaired by the use of narcotics or alcoholic, vinous, or

malt liquors. It has been held that this stij>ulation amounts to a

promissory warranty on the part of the insured, and a breach thereof

will work a forfeiture of the policy.^ Where such a warranty has been

made the plaintiff has attempted to maintain that drunkenness is a dis-

ease, but the Court has held that the fact that drunkenness is a disease,
and that a return to dissipation is a recurrence of a disease over which
the person has no control does not prevent such recurrence from being
a breach of a promissory warranty in an insurance contract not to use

liquors to excess.^

All insurance companies inquire whether the applicant has ever been

treated for alcoholism. A judgment in favor of the plaintiff by a lower

court Avas reversed in favor of the company in an issue of the truth of

the statement in the application that the insured had never been treated

for the alcohol habit, when there was testimony of physicians that they
had treated him therefor

;
such testimony was not contradicted by testi-

mony that the insured was a temperate man.*

HEALTH AT THE TIME OF THE APPLICATION.

An invariable question in the life-insurance application is one in re-

gard to the health of the applicant at the time he ap})lies for a policy.
The answer to this question is usually made a warranty, consequently a

false answer thereto in the application is a breach of warranty that will

' Knickerbocker Life Ins. Co. vs. Foley, 105 U. S., 350.
^Waters vs. Supreme Conclave Knights of Damon, 31 S. E., 155 (Georgia,

1898).
3 Northwestern Life Assur. Co. vs. Bodurtha, 53 N. E., 787 (Ind. App., 1899).
*Home Life Ins. Co. vs. Sibert, 31 S. E., 519 (Virginia, 1898).
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violate the policy.' It has hci'ii (Iccidcd that the words "
g:;o()(1 health

"

mean nothing' more or less than what they usually and commonly mean,
and it is for the jury to say whether or not the insured was in good
health at tiie time of the application.^

A case occurred in which it was proved that just before his applica-

tion the insured, who died of eerehrosj)inal meningitis, had called on a

])hvsician on account of a slightly disordered stomach tiiat was speedily
relieved. The Court refused—and it seems very properly

—to rule that

he should have disclosed this fact in his ajiplication. In this case the

Court charged that if the applicant had a disease that proved fatal later on,

and that was a serious disease, it would be immaterial tiuit it was in its

first stages, and that the applicant did not regard it of consequence.
Good health meant a state of health free from any disease that aftected

seriously the general soundness of the system.

ATTENDING PHYSICIAN.

All applications contain a question which is intended to elicit in-

formation in regard to the medical treatment of the ap{)licant. Con-
cealment of a visit to a physician by the proposer has been held to avoid

the policy,^ and many ingenious pleas have been made as to what con-

stitutes an ''

attending physician
"

or " to consult a physician." The

Supreme Court of Arizona held that to be one's physician meant " to

attend upon him or consult with him in a professional capacity about

his state of health—that is to say, to prescribe treatment, if necessary,
and give directions and advice calculated to relieve from sickness and

restore to health.* Similarly it has been defined that a person who calls

at a physician's office, submits to an examination, receives advice for his

ailment, and subsequently calls again to consult the physician profession-

ally and pays him a fee, is
" attended

"
by such physician within tiie

meaning of the question,
'*

By what physician were you last attended ?"

as used in an application for life-insurance.^

It certainly would not be urged that there was any honest reason to

conceal such information, and the courts have held that when the an-

swers to the questions propoimded by the medical examiner are made

warranties, and these questions include a query,
" AVhen and by what

physician were you last attended, and for what complaint ?" it is a breach

of warranty that avoids the policy for the applicant to answer that he

never called a doctor in his life if it is proved that he Avas attended by

' Weil vs. New York Life Ins. Co., 47 La.; Levi r.s. Ins. Co., 10-3 Mass., 117;

Murphy vs. Association, 90 Wise., 206; Travelers Ins. C'o. rs. Lanij)kin, 5 Col. App.,
177

;
Mutual Life Ins. Co. of New Yoi'k vs. Simpson, 88 Texas.

' Swiek rs. II(,nie Life Ins. Co., 2 Dill., IfiO
;
Swift vs. Massachusetts Mutual Life

Ins. Co., 2 N. Y. Sup. Court, 8028; Edinsjton i«. Aetna Life Ins. Co., 77 N. Y.,

564; Gratton vs. .Metropolitan Life Ins. Co.,'92N. Y., 274.
^ British Equitahle Assur. Co. vs. Great Western Railway Co., 38 L. J., N. S. 132,

314 Ch.
* AFutual Life Ins. Co. of New York vs. Arkels:er, U. S. Rptr., 1895.
^ White vs. Provident Savings Life Assur. Soc' of New York, 89 N. E. Rptr., 771

;

see also Cobb vs. Benefit Assoc, 153 Mass., 176; Cushman vs. Life Ins. Co., 70 N.
Y., 72.
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a physician, though for a trifling sickness.^ Such decisions seem to be

in accord with the evident terms of the contract
; yet courts have de-

cided that even where a life insurance policy provided that if any state-

ments in the application were in any material respect untrue, the com-

pany might cancel the policy, it would not be construed as a warranty
that would avoid the policy if there was a false statement in the appli-
cation to the effect that the applicant had not required the services of a

physician for seven years.^
From a medical standpoint it is just as essential for the company to

have a correct record of the proponent's health jireceding the time of

ap|)lication as to have cognizance of other data referred to in the appli-
cation blank

;
and it would be difficult to select any warranty that is

more important than that in regard to the employment of a medical

attendant.

It has also been decided that where the question demanded the name
of each physician who had attended the applicant within a given period,
and the answer gave the name of but one when more than one physician
had been employed within the specified time, the concealment of the

names of the other physicians was a breach of warranty that vitiated

the policy.^

Eft'orts have been made to interpose the provisions of a state law

that related to the materiality of a representation, but it was decided

that a false answer by an applicant for life insurance as to whether he

had consulted, or obtained the advice of, or was prescribed for by, any
other physician within ten years of his application, was a material rep-

resentation, within a statute (Act June 23, 1885, Pa. P. L., 134), which

provided that where a warranty in an ap})lication was not material to

the risk the company could not make defense again the policy on account

of its breach.^

Family History.—In an application for life insurance an insured

made certain statements of material facts touching his family history,
and further stated that each of such statements was true, and that no

omission, concealment, or mental reservation had been made of any
material fact as to his fiimily history. The insurance policy stated that

it was issued in consideration of the application, the statements made

therein, and the warranty by insured of their truth
;
and the insured, in

writing, accepted the policy on those considerations. In any action by
the beneficiary under the policy a special verdict was returned, which

found that the statements as to the family history of insured were

untrue, but that there had been no intentional omission, concealment,

^ Provident Savings Life Ins. Soc. vs. Keutlinger, 58 Ark., 528; see also Mutual
Life Ins. Co. vs. Arkelger, JJ. S. Kptr., 1895.

2 Union Central Life Ins. Co. vs. Pauley; Appellate Court of Indiana, Nov. 1,

1893; see al«o Life Ins. Co. vs. Schultz, 73" 111., 586; Plumb vs. Pennsylvania Mu-
tual Life Ins. Co.. Mich., 65 W. P., 611; Hubbard vs. Mutual Reserve Fund Life

Assoc., 100 F., 719 (Pvhode Island, 1900).
^
Brady vs. United Life Ins. Assoc, U. S. Pptr., 1895; Caruthei-s vs. Kansas

Mutual Life Ins. Co., 108 F., 487 (Arkansas, 1901).
* Wvmanrs. Fidelity Mutual Life Assoc, 17 Pa., Co. Ct. R., 259; Fidelity Mutual

Life Assoc of Philadelphia vs. McDaniel, 57 N. E., 645 (Indiana Appel., 1900),
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or mental reservation by in.sured in so stating, it was held by the

Wisconsin Supreme Court that there could be no recovery on the jiolicy.'

j

In another instance an ai)j)licant, Avho warranted his answers, stated

to the medical examiner that he had five sisters, aged respectively fifty-

two, fifty, forty-seven, forty-five, and thirty-six years ;
their ages were,

in fact, res})ectively, forty-nine, forty-six, forty-four, tliirty-six, and

thirty-three ycjirs. The Texas Supreme Court held that the provisions
of the policy constituted a warranty of the truth of the statements in

the application, and that the discrepancies forfeited the contract.^ Tiiis

im])resses one as a very rigid construction of the law of warranty,
because the man had five sisters, and there was in each instance such

immaterial difference between tlie actual and the stated age that it

would have made no difference to the medical director in arriving at an

opinion.

WOMEN AS RISKS.

It has been only w^ithin recent years that the life insurance com-

panies in general have adopted a more liberal policy as regards the

acceptance of women as risks. The published mortuary experience of

the Mutual Life Insurance Company of New York reported that from

1843 to 1874 the female risks constituted about 3 per cent, of the

whole number of persons insured^ and of the 101,967 insured lives,

5385 males and 161 females died during the period specified.* Later

investigations by this company
^ showed that in 46,525 deaths there

were 1540 females, 3.31 per cent, for the entire period, although the

I

rate during the last four years of the period was 4.65 per cent. The
! experience with females reversed that with males, the former giving the

greater number of deaths under forty-five and the fewest over sixty

years. Deaths from diseases of the respiratory and the genito-uriuary

organs were more numerous among female than male risks. Like-

wise in the Washington Life Insurance Company, Dr. Branuan wrote :

" The deaths of males only are considered, those of females, 68 in num-

ber, being too few for profitable analysis."
^

Also in the Australian Mutual Provident Association there were

110,299 lives exposed, of whom 104,326 were men and 5973 were

women, during the forty years from 1849 to 1888, of these 5325 men
and 221 women died during the time specified. The annual mortality-
rate was 0.82 per cent, among the men and 0.84 among the women. ^

The objection to the acceptance of women as risks has been as much
from the actuarial as from the medical side of life insurance. Hopf

iMcGowan vs. Supreme Court of T. O. F. of Toronto, Canada. 83 N. W., 775,
moo.

2Kan.sas Mutual Life Ins. Co., vs. Pinson, 63 S. W., 531, 1901.
^ Actuarial Sfatisiies, p. 4. * Medical Statistics, p. 5.

*
Report on the Mortality Records of the Mutual Life hisurance Company of New

York from 1843 to 1898, New York, 1900.

*The Wa.-hintjton Life Ins. Co., Historical, Actuarial, and Medical Statistics,
N. Y., 1889, p. 90.

'Report on the Mortality Experience of the Australian Mutual Provident Assoc.,-

Sj-dney, 1891.
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maintained that there was no doubt that a greater proportion of females
who assured their lives at the younger ages died early.

" The devia-
tion is too significant and too constant to be considered accidental.

We are not able to explain it by any other supposition than by the

circumstance that women feel internal hidden infirmities and defects in

a higher degree than men, and have a presentiment of approaching
danger in consequence of that, wliich im})els them to insure their lives

;

or that they understand better and more skilfully than men to hide the

true state of their health and to deceive by it even their medical men." ^

It is not probable that women are more keen to recognize existing dis-

orders than men, but it is a fact that it is rare that an examiner is able

to make as thorough an examination of a woman as of a man. How
otherwise is it possible to reconcile the disparity between the status of a

woman as a risk and as an annuitant ? Mr. R. W. Weeks wrote :
" It

is a singular fact that the three annuity experiences here compared
agree in showing a very low mortality-rate among females under the

age of fifty, the ratios to the mortality among males under that age
being as follows :

American companies 57 per cent.

British Government annuities 59 " "

French annuitants 63 " "

This low mortality among the younger female annuitants cannot be

attributed to chance, since the exposure under age of fifty in the three

experiences aggregate over 36,000 lives for one year. This result is in

startling contrast with the experience of the companies on insured

female lives, such lives imder the age of fifty showing a mortality much
in excess of the male." ^

When the applicant is a woman she is questioned in regard to the

present or past existence of menstrual disorder, uterine or ovarian

disease, and affection or tumor of the breast. She is asked whether she

has borne children, whether she has had an abortion or trouble in labor,

whether she is pregnant, or whether she has passed the climacteric.

A woman within a short period of her confinement was examined

for insurance, and the concealment of a fact material to the risk was

urged in opposition to the payment of the claim. The Court held that

the insurer did not allecre that the lives of married women were not

insured by them, or that the perils of childbirth were not covered by
the policy. No warranty against it was in the policy, and none of the

questions required to be answered seemed intended to reach it. The

certificate of the physician selected by the company was given in evi-

dence, and aware, as he ought to have been, if he performed his duty,

of the situation of the woman, he repeated to the company that the life

was a good one. She was a young woman, and it did not appear but

that she was a vigorous woman. She had already borne one child in

"^ Jour. Inst. Act.^ vi., p. 5.

2 "
Monetary Mortality Experience on Annuities in American Life Ins. Companies,

"

Trans. Act. Soc. of America, 1892.
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safety, so that there was no constitutional impediment. In insurinfj the

life of a young married woman for the Avhole term of her natural life

the company must he presumed to know tliat, in the ordinary course of

things, it is a peril she must expect frequently to encounter. Was this

then a fact material to the risk? This is a question which the jury are

to decide. If material, was it concealed ?
' In the absence of any

specific question in reference to the existence of pregnancy, there was
not the slightest ground for the insurer to contest the payment of the

claim on the ground that there had been concealment of a material fact.

1 Lefavour vs. Insurance Company, 2 Bigelow, 158.



THE MEDICAL JURISPRUDENCE OF ACCIDENT
INSURANCE

The Supreme Court of Pennsylvania has defined an accident as " an
event that takes place without one's foresight or expectation ;

an event
which proceeds from an unknown cause or is an unusual effect of a
known cause, and therefore not expected."

^

A policy of accident insurance has been defined as an agreement to

indemnify the insured for disability or death caused by external, acci-

dental, and violent means
;
and some have maintained that each and all

of these factors much be shown to exist to enable the insured to re-

cover. James Briggs Porter, Esq., takes a very logical view of the

idea of indemnification :
" An agreement to compensate a man for in-

juries by accident might seem to be a contract of indenmity ;
but it

must be remembered that in this case, as in that of an insurance on a

man's own life, the value of the peril insured against cannot be appraised
in money, and therefore the insured cannot really be indemnified

;
for

although the evil results of bodily injury can often be alleviated by what

money will procure, mere money cannot allay or remove the suffering,
and therefore cannot really constitute an indemnity.^

Dr. Elias J. Marsh, in a monograph entitled Mortality from Casual-

ties, reviews the mortality experience of the Mutual Life Insurance

Company and states that " the proj)ortion of deaths from casualties

compared Avith the total mortiility is far less now than formerly, but this

difference is chiefly due to the difference in the ages of the company's
risks. In the earlier records the proportion of elderly persons was

very small
;
the business Avas new business, and consequently there was

little accumulation of old lives. Among old lives other natural causes

of death preponderate and the casualties are reduced to a small propor-

tion, although they may be as numerous when compared with the lives

at risk as they were at an earlier age." Dr. Marsh's investigations
showed that in order of frequency fiital casualties were caused by : (1)
Railroad accidents

; (2) falls and falling bodies
; (3) drowning ; (4)

injuries due to horse and wagon ; (5) homicide
; (6) firearms

; (7)

poisons ; (8) heat, cold, etc.; (9) burns, scalds, etc.; (10) machinery

tools, elevators.

Accident insurance policies have been defined as including
" horse or

vehicle policies," which insure an employer against liability for acci-

dental injuries to others than employes, and which are caused by horses

1 North American Life and Accident Co. vs. Burroughs, 69 Pa., 43.
•^ The Laws of Insurance, London, 1884.
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or vehicles of the insured
;

" elevator policies," which insure against
accidental ])ersonal injuries caused by elevators or their a))j)urtenances ;

"general liability policies," which insured against liability for accidental

personal injcn-ies to any persons other than employes or persons injured

by elevators, for which the insured may be liable as landlord or tenant;
and " outside liability polieies," wiiich insure builders and contractors

against liability for accidental personal injuries to workmen employed

by other contractors and to the public, which may be caused by the in-

sured or by his workmen/ While this decision indicates the wide range
of accident insurance, the present paper is intended to deal only with that

phase of the subject that pertains to suits at la\v in which some medical

feature is concerned.

It may be said that the fimdamental grounds for contest of an acci-

dent insurance policy are that the accident was the consequence of the

reckless or intentional act of the person insured, or it was in part or

wholly due to existing disease afflicting that person, or the injury was

due to the intentional act of a third person. Provisions of an accident

insurance policy should be applied strictly against the insurer, in order

that the indemnity purchased should not be defeated." Occasionally con-

tests have arisen on the ground that death was the ultimate result of an

accident, as in a case in which the policy provided that the company would
be liable only for injuries through external, violent, and accidental means
which should immediately and whollv disable the insured from transacts

ing business. The insured sustained a fall, but for two months was
able to attend partly to business, when at the end of that time he was

incapacitated by a stroke of paralysis which was the direct result of the

accident. The Court held that the company was not liable under the

conditions of the policy.'^ It is evident that the paralysis was not an
immediate and complete disability, so recovery on the policy could not

be expected.
It has been decided that the loss of one's fingers or hand does not

ordinarily constitute total disability.*

The Application.—The application for accident insurance gives
the individual's name, age, residence, and occu])ation ;

the height and

weight ;
the amount of insurauce to be paid in the event of death

;
the

amount of weekly indemnity ;
the name, residence, and relationship of

the beneficiary ;
the amount of accident insurance in force and the names

of the companies or associations in which it is placed ;
there is a state-

ment in regard to rejection for such insurance or cancellation of a policy
or payment of indemnity. The applicant warrants the truth of the

answers to these questions, and also that he never had fits or disorders

of the brain, that his habits of life are correct and temperate, and that

he has no pliysical or mental infirmity.

Warranty and Representation.—The questions of warranty
1
Employers' LiHl.ilitv Assoc, r.s. Merrill (Mass.). 29 X. Entr. Kptr., 529.

2 McElfresh t^.s. Odd Fellows' Ace. Co. of Boston. 52 N. E., 819 (Ind. App., 1899).
^ Merrill cs-. Travelers' Insurance ("o.. Wisconsin Supreme Court, 1895.
* Hutcliins vs. The Supreme Tent of the Knii^hts of the ^laceabees of the World,

68 Hun, 355.
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and representation are virtually the same from an accident as from a

life insurance standpoint. A misrepresentation by the insured in his

application for accident insurance as to his occupation, on the truthful-

ness of which representation the policy is conditioned, avoids the policy.^

But, as in life insurance policies, the accident company is bound by the

acts of its agent if he misrepresents the applicant's vocation. " A
classification of the applicant's occupation by a general agent of the

company, who has been fully informed as to the fact, is binding on the

company.^ This ruling is made broader in a decision that a person au-

thorized by a mutual accident association to procure applications for

membership is deemed the agent of the association in alL that he does

in preparing the ajiplication, and his failure to state all the facts per-

taining to the risk disclosed by the applicant is the error of the associa-

tion, and not of the applicant.^
The accident insurance companies are protected in many states by

special legislation against fraud. Any applicant, officer, agent, solicitor,

examining physician, surgeon, or other person who knowingly or wil-

fully makes any false or fraudulent statements or representations in or

with reference to any application for membership or reinstatement or

any other documentary or other proof for the purpose of obtaining or

reinstating membership in or benefit from any fraternal beneficiary

society, order, or association, any corporation, association, or society

transacting the business of life or casualty insurance or both

is guilty of misdemeanor.*

Policy.—The terms of the policy contract to indemnify the insured

in a certain amount against loss of time for a limited number of weeks,

provided that such loss results from bodily injuries effected during the time

the policy is m force
;
and that the injury was through external, violent,

and accidental means, which shall, independently of all other causes,

immediately and wholly disable him from transacting any and every
kind of business pertaining to his occupation. The words "

wholly
disabled from the prosecution of his usual employment

"
in an accident

policy mean inability to do substantially all kinds of his accustomed

labor to some extent. To recover in such case the assured must be

deprived of the power to do to any extent substantially all kinds of

labor which constitute his usual employment.^
In general the policy provides that if a loss by severance of one

entire hand or foot results from such injuries alone within a specified

number of days, the insurer will pay the insured a portion of the prin-

cipal sum named in the policy in lieu of the weekly indemnity ;
or in

the event of loss bv severance of two entire hands or feet, or one entire

hand and one entire foot, or loss of entire sight of both eyes, or of death

'
Murphy vs. American Mutual Accident Assoc, 62 N. W. Kptr., 1057.

^ New York Accident Ins. Co. vs. Clayton, 59 Fed. Eptr., 559
;
also Carpenter vs.

American Accident Co., 24 S. E., 500.
^
Whitney rs. National Masonic Mutual Accident Asoc, 59 N. W. Kptr., 943;

see also Howe r.s. Provident Fund Soc, 7 Ind. App. ,
586.

*New York Penal Code, 577a.

*G. W. Sawyer vs. Casualty Co., 1 Bigelow, 289.
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within a specified number of days in consequence of injuries, the insurer

will ])ay the insured the full principal sum.

The terms of the policy further provide that if the insured is injured
in any occupation or exposure classed by the insurer as more hazardous

than that specified in the application, his insurance shall be only for such

sums as the premium paid by him will purchase at the rates fixed by
the insurer for such increased hazard.

Health of the Insured.—The words "disease" or "bodily

infirmity," as used in a provision in an accident policy which exempts
the insurer from liability for injuries caused by such conditions, mean

practically the same thing, and include only an ailment or disorder of a

somewhat established or settled character, and not merely a temporary
disorder which arises from some sudden and unexpected derangement
of the system, though it produces unconsciousness.^ \Yhen such condi-

tions exist in the terms of the policy, it has been held, however, that the

insurer is not liable if, at the time of the accident, the insured w^as

suffering from a preexisting disease, and death would not have resulted

from the accident in the absence of such disease, as the insured died

because the accident aggravated the disease or the disease augmented
the effects of the accident.^

Such cases as these would afford an opportunity for a considerable

difference of opinion, and must be determined by the weight of expert

testimony. The following instance illustrates this point : In an action

on an accident insurance policy the C(jurt held that the jury was war-

ranted in finding that a fall was the sole cause of death of the insured,
where there was testimony that the insured was usually in good health

until the time of the fall and had shown no symptoms of degeneracy
of the brain. Dr. P., who attended the deceased daily after his fiill,

and Dr. R. testified that the necropsy showed a contusion of the cere-

bellum, which culminated in an effusion of blood on the brain, produc-

ing apoplexy and death, and that in their opinion the contusion was
caused by the fall. Dr. H., who assisted at the necropsy, testified that

there were degeneration of the cerebrum and diseased condition of the

arteries, which latter was of long standing and caused independently of

the fall. Dr. O., who was called for the defendant, agreed with Dr. H.
as to the cause of death if the latter's diagnosis was correct.^

In a suit somewhat similar to the last mentioned, in which the policy

provided that the benefits should not extend to death caused by bodily

infirmity or disease, it appeared that the insured suddenly fell, striking
his head. There was no evidence of any external cause for the fall, and

the necropsy showed general disease of the heart and brain, which caused

the fall and death. The Court held that an affirmative instruction for

the defendant was properly given by the lower court.*

1
Meyer r.s. Fidelity and Casualty Co.. 65 N. W., 328.

^ Xational Masonic Accident Assoc, vs. Shryock, 73 Fed. E. 774
;
also Commercial

Travelers' Mutual Accident Assoc, of America vs. Fulton, 24 C. C. A., 654.
^ Hall vs. American Masonic Accident Assoc, 86 Wise, 518.
*
Sharpe vs. Commercial Travelers' Mutual Accident Assoc, 37 N. E. Rptr.,

353.
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A case similar to that first cited in this section was one in which the

Court held that death due to drowning in consequence of a temporary-
trouble to which the insured was not subject, but which was entirely
unusual and imcommon, whereby the insured fell into the water, was
accidental within the meaning of an accident insurance policy.^ Assum-

edly the Court believed if the unconsciousness had chanced to occur

while the insured was in his own home or bed, the fatal drowning could

not have occurred. In this case the Court held that an anemic mur-

mur, which did not indicate a structural defect of the heart but was

caused simply by a temporary debility or weakened condition of the

body, was not within the meaning of the terra "
bodily or mental in-

firmity," in an application for accident insurance in which the applicant
states his freedom from such infii-mities.

A case occurred in which the insured, when a boy, received injuries

from which he recovered so that there was no increased tendency to

accidental injury because of them, nor did they contribute to the acci-

dent which resulted in his death. The Court held that his policy was
not forfeited by a statement in his ap})lication that he had never been

physically injured or subject to bodily or mental infirmity or disease,

because the insured was entitled to a liberal construction in his favor.^

The evidence of the physician or surgeon is necessary to prove that

there was a bodily injury ;
that it occurred in consequence of external,

violent, and accidental means
;
and that it wholly disabled the insured

;

and necessarily each case must rest upon its intrinsic merits.

Hxternal Means.—There has been diiference of opinion in regard
to what constitutes external in the sense in which the word is used in an

accident policy. In a case in which an accident policy provided com-

pensation for "
any injury caused by violent, accidental, external, and

visible means," and which contained a proviso that the insurance should

not cover injury which arose from natural disease or weakness, the in-

sured stooped to pick up a marble, and in that act he dislocated the

cartilage of his knee. Previously he had never had any injury to or

weakness in that joint, and the Court held that in the policy the word
" external

" was used in contradistinction to an internal cause, such as

disease, and that therefore the injured person could recover an indemnity
from the company.^

In another instance in which the terms of the policy provided that

benefit thereunder should not extend to disability caused by any injury
of which there was no external or visible sign, the Court held that the

injury comtemplated need not be visible to the eye, and the protection
afforded by the policy extended to a strain of the recti muscles, which

could be ascertained l)y a physician by the sense of feeling by means of

the hands applied to the exterior of the body.* When it is recalled

' Manufacttirers' Indemnity Co. vs. Doro;an, 7 C. C. A. Eptr., 581.
2 Standard Life and Accident Ins. Co. vs. Martin, 33 N. E. Rptr., 105.
^
Hornlyn vs. The Crown Accidental Ins. Co., 1 Queen's Bench, 750.

* Gale vs. Mutual Aid and Accident Assoc, 66 Henry, 600; see also Freeman vs.

Association, 156 Mass., 351.
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that the majority of fractures are not visible to the eye, or that there

may be hiceration of a viscera due to a fall with no external evidence

of a lesion, the justice of the foregoing rulings may be appreciated.

Evidently it is the intent that the courts will allow the various methods

of diagnosis employed by physicians to be introduced in evidence of the

existence of an accidental injury.
Discoloration of the arm and shoulder satisfies the provision of an

accident jiolicy that there be a visible mark on the body.'
An assured went to Council Bluffs in 1884 and died there in less

than two months after. He was employed at first as a bookkeeper in

in a meat market, and later as a check-clerk in the transfer department
of the Union Pacific Railroad. It was shown that carloads of hides

frequently passed that station, and that a large number of cattle were

brought there to be slaughtered in the vicinitv, although there was no

positive proof that the insured ever came in immediate contact with the

hides or even the flesh of these animals. The insured died of malignant

pustule. A majority of the court held that " there cannot be the slightest
doubt that malignant pustule is regarded generally, by those who have

but the usual acquaintance with such matters, as a disease." The med-
ical witnesses had defined malignant pustule as a "

pathologic condition
"

following the inroad of a particular bacillus. The Court held that " the

definition given by the physicians for the plaintiff as to the difficulty

being a pathologic condition of the l)ody and not a disease is upon these

facts entirely too fragile t() base a recovery upon, and the distinction be-

tween a disease and a pathologic condition of the body is, with reference

to this case, much too refined for common acceptance. It seems to me
clear that the meaning of the words used in the policy covers just such a

case, and that the parties never intended that a cause of death, which to

all outward appearances and to the world in general was a disease,
should be converted into a '

pathologic condition
'

of the body caused by
an accident." ^

From this decision it would appear that the interjiretation of an acci-

dental cause of disease will not be allowed to attiich to the bite of a fly
or a mosquito. Insect-bites are said to have caused cholera, yellow
fever, bubonic plague, glanders, and anthrax, so that the risk of acci-

dent insurance companies would be materially increased if death from
those diseases could be ascribed to an accidental cause.

More recently it has been held that death caused by the sting of an
insect is a death produced by external, violent, and accidental means,
within the meaning of an accident policy. And such blood poisoning
is not the consequence of "poison in any form or manner" or of "con-
tact with poisonous substances within the meaning of those terms as

used in an accident policy."
^

Death of an insured will not be; lield accidental merely because it

1
Thayer vs. Standard Lifo and Aco. Ins. Cc, 41 A., 182 (N. H., 1806).

^ S. N. Bacon vs. The United States Mutual Accident As.«oc. of the City of New
York, 123 X. Y., 304.

"Omberg vs. United States Mutual Association, 40 S. W. Eep., 909.
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results from the rupture of an artery as he reaches to close a "window, it

not appearing that anything was done or occurred which he had not

foreseen and planned, except the rupture.^

Some of the Causes of Accidental Death.—Death due to

fright has been held to be accidental." Death by drowning is accidental

even when the insured is in bathmg.^ Death from peritonitis caused by
a violent blow on the stomach is an accident

;

^ but death from erysipelas

brought about by a wound from a cut was held to be the result of the

disease rather than of the wound. ^ Death by lynching is an accident

within the meaning of a policy insuring against bodily injuries sustained

through external, violent, and accidental means." Death from a pistol-

shot fired by another person is an accidental death, even if the shooting
is intentional."

The decisions in regard to erysipelas are at variance with our knowl-

edge of the etiology of this disease, and at variance M'ith the decision that

where ^irulent matter, which produces blood poisoning, is communicated
to a wound coincident with its infliction, and death is produced thereby,
it is a death within a policy clause which provides that the insurance

shall not extend " to any case except where the injury is the proximate
and sole cause of the disability or death."

"* The writer cannot but be-

lieve that in the future it will be generally accepted by the courts that

erysipelas following an accidental wound was a consequence of the latter,

and that the insured will receive the protection for which he pays, just
as he would for any other form of se]>ticemia due to injury.

In a case of septic infection the Court held that it was a question for

the jury whether the injury of an insured was caused by external, vio-

lent, and accidental means within the meaning of an accident policy,

where it was the result of inflammation caused by the use of a hypo-
dermic needle, with which the plaintiiF administered medicine to him-

self for extreme exhaustion, and the attending physician testified that

he did not think that the medicine injected by plaintiff caused the in-

flammation, but that it was caused by the puncture.^ That the accident

insurance companies recognize that there is a feature of accident in septic

or purulent infection is evidenced by the fact that the policies which

they issue to physicians usually cover the risk incidental to such infec-

tion acquired while operating or in postmortem examinations.

It was decided that w^hen blood poisoning resulted from an abrasion

of the skin of a toe by a new shoe, and death was caused thereby, such

iPederr. Iowa StiitP Travelinsr :Men's Assoc, 78 K". W., 252 (Iowa, 1899).
2 McGlinchev rs. Fidelity and'^Casualtv Co.. 80 Me.. 251.
3 Trew vs. E. P. A.ssoc." 6 H. and N., 839: Mallory rs. Travelers' Ins. Co., 47

N. Y., 58
;
Knickerbocker Casualty Co. rs. .lordan. 11 Ins. Law Jour., 475.

* Xorth American Life and Accident Co. vs. Burrou2;h. 69 Pa., 43.

* Smith r.?. Accident Ins. Co., Law Epts., 5 Excheq.. 302 ; Young rs. Accident

Ins. Co. of North America, 6 Law Rpts., Sup. Ct., Montreal, 3.

6 Fidelity and Casualty Co. vs. .Tohnson. 17 So., 2.

'Supreme Council. Order of Chosen Friends, vs. Garrigus, 104 Ind., 133; Hester

vs. Fidelity and Casualty Co., 69 Mo. App.. 186.
8 Martin rs. Manufacturers' Accident and Indemnity Co., 45 N. E., 377.
9
Bailey vs. Interstate Casualty Co., 40 N. Y. S., 513.
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death was properly attributed to a " bodily injury effected by external,

violent, and accidental means." ^

Asphyxiation.—Death from asphyxialion, whether by natural or by
illuminating gas, is due to accident." ISome of the accident coni])anies

phrased tlieir policy forms to read that the insurance did not cover in-

juries, fatal or otherwise, which resulted from poison or anything acci-

dentally or otherwise taken, absorl)C(l, or inhaled, Init the courts have

held that accidental asphyxiation by illuminating gas which escaped into

the room where the insured slept was not within such clause in a policy.^

But a contrary view has also been taken, and it was decided in one

instan(;e, at least, thilt tlie terms of the policy exempted the insurer

from liability in case of gas as})hyxiati()n.^

Whatever maybe the ultimate consensus of judicial opinion in regard
to gas asphyxiation, there should be unanimity in regard to the fact that

strangulation consequent upon accidental occlusion of the larynx while

swallowing is purely an accident. Wliere the insured chokes to death

while attempting to swallow a piece of beef-steak that accidentally lodged
in his windpipe, death resulted from violent and accidental means within

the meaning of the condition of the ])olicy.^

Sunstroke.—While the mortuary nomenclature of several munici-

palities includes sunstroke as a cause of death by accident, it has been

decided that it is not an accident, but a disease.® The English court

held that a disease produced by
" known natural cause

"
could not be

considered as accidental
;

\vhile the American court ruled that medical

text-book writers classed sunstroke as a disease of the brain, and that

the sun's rays were not essential to cause the condition.

Hernia.—Hernia has been so frequently a basis for a claim against
an accident insurance company tliat most companies have excluded it by
the terms of the contract. Yet in a case in which the policy indemni-

fied against death resulting from external, violent, and accidental means,
but expressly stipulated that the insurer was not to be liable when death

resulted '' wholly or partially, directly or indirectly, from hernia," the

Court held that where the insurer, in running against a door-knob, so

injured his groin that hernia resulted and eventually death, the insurer

was liable notwithstanding the terms of his policy.'^ In anotiier case

the Court decided that hernia brought on by an accidental fall was an
accident within the terms of the policy.^

Where a blacksmith, who was a hale and hearty man, and accus-

tomed to the use of a sledge-hammer, immediately after striking a
' Western Commercial Travelers' Assoc, vs. Smith, 29 C. C. A., 223.
'•i Pickett r.9. Pacific ^Mutual Life Ins. Co., 144 Pa., 79; Paul u.s. Travelers' Ins.

Co., 112 N. Y., 472.
^
Fidelitv and Casualtv Co. vs. Waterman, 44 N. E. Ept., 283 • Lowenstein vs.

Fidelitv and Casualtv Co.'88 Fed. Rptr., 474.
* Richardson vs. travelers' Ins. Co., 46 Fed. Pvep.. 843.
* American Accident Co. vs. Rei2;art, 23 S. W. Rptr., 191.

^Sinclair rs. Maritime Passenger Assur. Co., 3 Ellis and Ellis, 478; Dozier vs.

Fidelitv and Casualtv Co., 46 Fed.' Rptr., 446.
' Miner vs. Travelers' Ins. Co.. .30 Ohio, Dec, 289.
* Tilton vs. Accidental Death Ins. Co., 17 Common Bench, N. S. 122

;
Travelers'

Ins. Co. vs. Murray, 16 Col., 296.
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slanting blow with a sledge-hammer was seized w^ith a pain in his

abdomen, and it was discovered that he had sustained a rupture, which

injury caused his death, the question whether the injury was covered by
a policy insuring him against bodily injury effected through

"
external,

violent, and accidental means " was for the jurj\^
AVhere an accident policy insures against such bodily mjuries, of

which there shall be visible marks on the person, as are effected solely

by external, violent, and purely accidental means, and insured, Avho was
a hostler helper in a railway shop, while lifting a truck, gave down and
soon died by reason of hernia, plainly showing visible marks on his

person, such death was accidental within the meaning of the policy,"
But a hernia caused by jumping from a car and running, done volun-

tarily and for the accomplishment of a certain purpose, and unattended by
any falling or stumbling, does not constitute an injury caused by accident.*

Suicide.—The position of the courts in regard to the question of

suicide is evidenced in an action on an accident policy where the defense

was that the deceased committed suicide, and it was decided that the

burden of establishing such a defense was on the defendant.*

In another instance it was held that a policy of insurance against
"
bodily injuries effected through external, accidental, and violent means,"

and occasioning death or complete disability to do business, but except-

ing
" death or disability caused wholly or m part by bodily infirmities

or disease, or by suicide or self-inflicted injuries
" covered death while

hauffing one's self while insane. The Court said :
'' If self-killins:,

suicide, dying by his own hand, cannot be predicated of an insane person,
no more can ' self-inflicted injuries,' for in either case it is not his act."

^

If the policy exemjited liability for suicide, whether the insured was
" sane or insane," the Court decided that suicide while insane was within

such exception.^
Where death may be attributable to suicide, accident, or sickness,

the presumption of the law is against suicide." Deceased, insolvent,

was heavily insured. It did not appear that he was subject to fits. He
invited a friend to go boat-riding, promising a pleasant time. The
friend declining, he went alone. He was seen rowing m a circle after

his hat, and, in reaching for it, fell out. He called for help several

times, threw up his hands, and was swimming rapidly to catch the boat.

When overtaken he was floating dead on the water, face down. Experts
testified that if he was swimming, death was probably due to drowning,
and as the abdomen was distended with gases which might be due to

indigestion, that would account for the body's not sinking. It was

held that the question of suicide was for the jury.^

» Atlanta Ace. Assoc, vs. Alexander, 30 S. E., 939 (Georgia, 1898).
2 Summers vs. Fidelity Mutual Aid Assoc, 84 Mo. App."605, 1900.
^ W. L. Southard rs. The Eailway Passengers' Assur. Co., 1 Bigelow, 70.
* Whitlutch vs. Fidelity and Casualty Co., 71 Hun, Mfi

; Inghram vs. National

Union, 103 Iowa, 395.
'

^ Accident Ins. Co. vs. Crandal, 120 V. S., 527.
6
Billings vs. Accident Ins. Co. of North America, 64 Vt., 78.

'Burnhani vs. Interstate Casualty Co. of New York, 75 N. W., 445, 1898; also

Fidelity and Casualty Co. vs. Weise.'SO 111. App., 499, 1899.

^Burnham vs. Interstate Ca.sualty Co. of New York, 75 N. W., 445, 1898.



MEDICOLEGAL ASPECTS OF VISION AND
AUDITION.

Acuteness of Vision.—In the ordinary determination of visnal

power reliance is placed, chiefly or entirely, on the statements of the

person tested. In medicolegal cases the person examined being

usnally an interested party, it becomes necessary to check these state-

ments in every practicable way. Fortunately, although vision is a

purely subjective phenomenon, the conditions that influence it are so

well understood, tlie tests for it are so diversified and elaborated, and it

is so intimately associated with objective manifestations, that serious

misrepresentation with regard to it cannot escape suspicion or absolute

demonstration at the hands of a careful and skilled examiner.

The inaccuracy of a witness disposed to exaggerate his visual acute-

ness may be demonstrated by any test-letters with whicli he is not

familiar. In almost all cares the difficulty lies in the direction of an

underestimate of the acuteness of vision actually possessed. This

difficulty is encountered even with persons having normal sight, who
have no reason to wish it underestimated. Particularly at a first

examination such persons will often stop reading the test-letters and

declare they can see none smaller
; yet upon continued urging, and

being asked to "guess," will prove themselves able to read several

letters or a whole line of smaller type. Indeed, when a person who
has as yet made no mistakes declares that he cannot see another letter,

it is evidence rather that the limit of his acuteness of vision has not

been reached, for in an ordinary series of test-type it liappens that some
of the letters on the line read are actually more difficult to recognize
than other letters of the line next smaller. Persistence in such a

declaration and refusal to make any furtlier attempt to recognize the

letters would indicate a lack of honest cooperation in the test. Only
when the test has been carried to where some of the letters are unavoid-

ably miscalled has the full acuteness of vision been ascertained. Then,

too, the particidar mistakes that are first made are instructive. Certain

letters, being harder to recognize than others, will be first miscalled
;
as

B and S in the ordinary block letters used for such tests. Then, too,

when mistakes begin, it will be certain letters that closelv resemble each

other that will be first confused, as O with C, or T with Y. To
miscall O for T in a line where C and Y had been correctly named
would at once raise the presumption of an attempt to deceive. Such
inferences are, however, of little value imless the examiner is quite

493
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familiar with the series of letters that he is using, and the mistakes

most likely to be made upon it, and carefully excludes the influence of

astigmatism.
AVhen there is a suspicion that the answers obtained do not indicate

truly the visual acuteness, the test should be repeated with the test-

letters at a diiferent distance, or with a diiferent series of letters. If

the former answers have not been honest, this second test will almost

certainly yield a disagreement of results. Thus, if a person claims to

be able to ready only six-feet letters at one foot from the eye, and yet
is able to read forty-feet letters at twenty feet from the eye ;

if care has

been taken that the eye shall be equally well focused at both distances,

it is demonstrated that the first claim was false
;
that vision is at least

as good as the latter test indicates.

The need of attending to the focus of the eye must always be borne

in mind in testing the acuteness of vision at different distances. Indeed,
it should be attended to in connection with all tests of vision for medico-

legal purposes. Defects of focus are the commonest cause of diminished

acuteness of vision
;
and diminished acuteness from that cause must be

ascertained or excluded before diminished acuteness from other causes

can be recognized or estimated. For this purpose it is important to be

able to measure the refraction of the eye objectively. The subjective

method, depending on the answers of the person tested and the modifi-

cations of the visual acuteness by various lenses, is manifestly inappro-

priate. For the determination of refraction in these cases by far the

best method is by skiascopy, or the shadow-test. Determinations with

the ophthalmoscope are not sufficiently exact
;
and the ophthalmometer

does not measure the refraction of the eye, but a single factor in it—the

corneal curvature. By carefully determining the correcting lenses

objectively and })lacing them before the eye, a person willing to deceive

the examiner is often made to feel the uselessness of misrepresentation,
and is more disposed to give a frank answer and fiicilitate the examina-

tion. Most claimants of pensions, benefits, or damages really believe

they have something of a case, which they do not wish to jeopardize by
obvious misrepresentation or obstruction.

The Field of Vision.—The acuteness of vision just referred to

is that possessed by the central portion of the retina—the part used for

direct vision. The practical usefulness of the power of vision, how-

ever, depends not alone upon the maximum visual acuteness
;

for many
purposes it is even more dependent upon the mtegrity of the visual

field. A person may be able to see quite distinctly the thing looked at

directly, and yet be completely blind for the greater part of the visual

field, so that he will be quite unable to find objects lying out of the

line of his direct vision, and may be liable to most of the accidents

which threaten one with very imperfect sight. Harlan mentions the

case of a girl suffering from retinitis pigmentosa with almost perfect
central vision, who was able to find a rose upon the bush only by going
a long distance from it, fixing the gaze directly on the flower, and

keeping it so fixed until the rose was reached. A patient of the
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writer's, with very <»;<)(
xl vision, as shown by the ordinary tests, eom-

plained of entire inability to read. Investigation sliowed that this was
dne to the limitation of the visnal Held, which allowed only one or two
letters to be seen at a time, inaking the recognition of words very slow

and difficult.

This form of impairment of the Held of vision is often of great

importance, because of the light it throws upon the cause of such

impairment. Concentric contraction, such as has been referred to

previously, points to disease of the optic nerve or retina. Hemianopsia,
or blindness in one-half of the field of vision, indicates disease within

the cranium, and according to the halves affected and its association

with other symptoms, tends to show the exact location and often tlie

probable character of the cause. Loss of portions of the visual fields

of both eyes, similarly located but amounting to less than half the fields,

has the same significance as hemianopsia. Partial or complete blind-

ness in smaller portions of the field of vision—ncotomata—generally
indicate disease in the optic nerve or eyeball. In general, the cutting
oflP of a part of the field of vision does not affect the visual acuteness,
as shown by the ordinary tests with test-letters. An exception to this

is the case of scotoma to be referred to under the head of color-blind-

ness. The measurement of the field of vision, therefore, requires an

entirely different series of tests
;

these are necessarily subjective,

dependent on the cooperation of the person tested
;
and if their results

are to have much significance, such tests must be made by an expert.
Color-blindness has already considerable medicolegal importance.

The dependence of the movements of common carriers upon the recog-
nition of color-signals has led to the enforcement of systematic testing
for color-blindness on the majority of railways, both in this country
and abroad. This will, doubtless, before long be demanded of all

corporations for steam transportation by land or sea as an ordinary

precaution against accident. The common form of color-blindness is

that in which red and green, colors almost universally used for signals,
are imperfectly recognized. This form of the defect has been shown to

exist in about one out of every twenty men, being much more rare

among women. It is usually congenital, and cannot be remedied by
treatment or scientific appliances ;

it usually exists for years, often

throughout life, without the person possessing it knowing what is the

matter with his vision, or, indeed, that anything is the matter M"ith it.

The recognized practical tests of it, such as Holmgren's, or its modi-
fications by Thomson or Williams, require the person tested to match
colored wools, especially red and green. These may be supplemented
by trials with colored lanterns, signal-flags, etc. No person showing a

distinct defect with any one standard test for color-])erception, even

though he pass some of the tests successfully, should be permitted to

occupy a po.st where the recognition of colored signals will be a portion
of his duty. The requirements of service are liable to be more severe

than any of the tests. Signal-flags are used after they have become

very dirty ; signal lanterns may have their color greatly modified by
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fog ;
and on swiftly moving trains or vessels the instantaneous recogni-

tion of the color of the signal may be absolutely essential, so that a .

slight defect of color-perception may fully explain the gravest accident.

The effect of color-blindness may be explained to a jury by allowing
them to attempt to recognize snip.ll colored objects through colored

glass. By careful selection of the tints used the effect which color-

blindness must have upon its unfortunate possessor may be adequately
illustrated to those who have had no previous knowledge of the subject.

An extremely dangerous, and by no means rare, form of color-

blindness is that of color scotoma, affecting the region of direct vision.

One suffering from it might be able to recognize perfectly the colors of

objects large enough to impress other parts of his field of vision, yet
when looking directly at a signal, he would be entirely oblivious to the

fact that it was a red or green, rather than a white or yellow, light.

This form of color-blindness is a constant symptom of alcohol and
tobacco amblyopia. It arises at or after middle age, in those whose use

of tobacco or alcoholic beverages may not in any other way seem exces-

sive, and when the quantity consumed is no greater or is often less than

the individual has been accustomed to use for years. Its existence

is not revealed by many of the ordinary tests for color-blindiiess
;
but

no system of testing can be regarded as complete that does not include

some test specially calculated to reveal it. Since it is not congenital
like the other form of color-blindness, but acquired at a time of life

when the service has been already entered upon, nothing but a careful

test at the time can exclude it.

The danger from color-blindness in certain occupations is now fully
established. The means of recognizing it are generally known, and the

liability of corporations on account of it, when it is shown to be the

cause of accident cannot longer be escaped.
Causes of Blindness.—Feigned Blindness.—Blindness of

one eye may exist for many years without being recognized, and if

suddenly discovered is likely to be honestly but incorrectly ascribed to

some recent cause. Where one eye has been always blind or very im-

perfect, discovery of this comes about by the covering of the seeing eye,

either accidentally or for the purpose of testing it. Partial or complete
blindness of gradual approach is likely to be suddenly discovered

in the same w^ay after it is considerably advanced. Sudden blindness

affecting one eye is, however, always noticed at once, unless the eye
affected has been previously imperfect and unused. The discovery of blind-

ness in one eye after a particular occurrence cannot, therefore, be con-

sidered to raise a very strong presumption that it is due to that occur-

rence. In anv case the thorough examination of the eve will enable

the expert to reach a positive conclusion as to the real cause of the

blindness. Such an examination can be made usually without danger,

pain, or inconvenience to the person examined
;
and its results should

always be available in medicolegal cases.

Such an examination must often include the tests for feigned blind-

ness. Where blindness is feigned in both eyes, the best test to demon-
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good eye open, much more easily than they can close the good eye and

keep the poor one open, if they are able to do the latter at all. This
will be noticed if the one eye has been defective from childhood.

It must be noted that some signs often taken as indicating the pos-
session of sight are not to be relied upon. Thus in many cases of ab-

solute blindness the pupils continue of normal size and react to light
often as promptly as any. Still, on the other hand, the pupil may be

widely dilated or absolutely fixed, although vision is perfect. The aim-
less stare of blindness is present only when both eyes are quite blind,
but it may be simulated so as to deceive most persons, and temporarily
to puzzle the expert. Loss of all useful vision may happen, although
the perception of light is good ;

and even when all perception of light
is lost, the patient does not feel that he is in darkness, and rarely admits

that he has no light perception. The claim of complete loss of light

perception with a sense of absolute darkness should always raise sus-

picion.
The examination of any medicolegal case in which disturbance of

vision figures will, of course, include the complete objective examination

ofthe eye, including its inspection with ordinary daylight, by oljlique illu-

mination in the darkened room, the thorough examination with the oph-

thalmoscope, and testing of the tension of the eyeball and its move-
ments. In connection Avith the latter it may be noted that persons

recently blind are able to execute at will the ordinary movements of the

eyes, as upward or to the right, or in any other direction, while persons

congenitaily or long blind may find it difficult or impossible to make
such voluntary movements.

THE EYE IN LIFE INSURANCE.

Ordinary examinations for life insurance include the inspection of

the eye. The most definite indications that it gives are by a paralytic

squint of syphilis, rheumatism, or disease of the central nervous sys-

tem
; by iritic adhesions of syphilis or rheumatism

; by absence of the

normal reactions of the pupil of organic nervous disease, as tabes
;
and

by ophthalmoscopic changes, such as choroiditis or retinitis pigmentosa

pointing to syphilis, cataract, and certain retinal changes indicating dia-

betes, and by albuminuric retinitis, optic neuritis, and optic atrophy.
The change in the cornea giving rise to the arcus senilis has often been

taken to indicate senile failnre of general nutrition, but has no such sig-

nificance. I have seen it at four years of age ;
and it is often very

marked in healthy persons, who shoAV unusually little evidence of senile

failure, and continue healthy for many years.
It is perhaps too much to expect the use of the ophthalmoscope in

all life insurance examinations, bnt whenever albuminuria is found, it

should be resorted to, because of the great significance of the retinal

changes of albumiiuiric retinitis when they exist. Most of these cases

terminate in death within two years after the development of retinal

lesions.
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Again, severe recurriiifj headaches or other indications of possible

organic brain disease slionhl lead to examination ibr
(>j)tic nenritis

;
and

family or personal history sntigesting degenerative changes in the cere-

brospinal system shonld bring to mind the possibility of optic atrophy,
which is an earlv svmi)toni in manv of these cases.

v' *'' 1 *^

Impairment of the vision in one eye, or loss of some portion of the

visnal tield, causes an especial liability to accident that may have an im-

portant bearing in this connection.

Injuries to the Bye.—When an injury to the eye is liable to

become the occasion of a claim for accident insurance or damages, a

thorough examination of it shonld be made at the earliest practical mo-

ment, to determine not only the exact nature of the injury, but also, so

far as possible, to recognize or exclude the effects of jirevious disease or

congenital anomalies. Thus an eye some weeks or months after injury

might present opacities of the vitreous, which, it might be claimed, on

the one hand, were due to hemorrhage from the injury, or, on the other

hand, to choroiditis at an earlier period. The examination immediately
after the injury would in the latter case reveal the o})acities already

present and chronic
;
while in the former case the actual presence of the

blood-clot would be demonstrated. In another instance, after injury to

the head, blindness discovered with atrophy of the optic nerve might be

due to an old atrophy, discovered only after the time of injury ;
or it

might be due to the injury causing pressure on the nerve at the optic
foramen. The early examination would in the one case show the atrophy

previously present ; but in the other the ophthalmoscopic changes would
not be developed until after the blindness had been present at least for

some days.
Examinations of the eye soon after injury cannot, however, settle the

question of ultimate damage to it. Thus absolute l)lindness from ex-

tensive hemorriiage may in the end be followed by full restoration of

sight. On the other hand, injuries apparently trifling at first may lead

to idtimate blindness. Even with the lids, an injury of moderate extent

may be followed by cicatricial contraction causing great deformity and
loss of function in the eye.

The special bearings of sympathetic ophthalmia will be discussed

under the next head.

Malpractice.—Suits for malpractice may, of course, arise from any
conceivable form of error or neglect, real or alleged, on the part of the

attending surgeon. But they have most frequently grown out of ojiera-
tions upon the eye or cases of sympathetic ophthalmia. With regard to

any operation the surgeon should admit a certain risk, however slight,
as necessarily attaching to it

;
and he should use ordinary precautions as

to cleanliness and the subsequent rest of the eyes. It is also important
that the patient shall be made, in the presence of a competent witness,
to understand fully the object of the o]ieration. Thus a suit has been

based upon failure to improve vision in an eye necessarily l)lind, when
the operation was undertaken only to give a better cosmetic effect.

Sympathetic inflammation leading to blindness of the second eye,
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after the loss of one eye by injury, is so grave an occurrence as to have

given rise to many actions for malpractice, generally without the slight-
est reasonable foundation. But no eye lost by traumatism is safe from
the danger of exciting this disease, and in every case the patient or his

proper representative or guardian should be warned that there is this

danger, and that the removal of the eye is the best means of avoiding
it. The responsibility for the retention of the eye should then be clearly
thrown upon its possessor. Having attended to this, even though the

sight of the injured eye is not entirely destroyed, the surgeon can frankly
state his opmion of the probabilities of the particular case. If the injury,
even though apparently slight, includes the penetration of the sclera, cili-

ary body, or vitreous, or the lodgement of a foreign body within the eye-
ball, the danger of sympathetic disease should be indicated.

In numerous cases suit has been brought on account of the removal
of the eyeball, the claim being that this was not necessary or justified

by the severity of the injury. Frequently, when a foreign body is

lodged within the eye, the patient regards the injury as compara-
tively trifling. Tlie eye may still retain full vision, and yet ulti-

mate blindness, with great danger to the second eye, may be clearly
evident to the surgeon from the first. Against such actions the proper

safeguard is to obtain, in the presence of witnesses, the full consent of

the patient or his guardian before proceeding to remove the eye, and to

preserve notes of the facts which justify the removal. It is probable
that in the next few years the question will be raised as to whether some
of the substitutes for enucleation of the eye, as evisceration or Mules's

operation, are equally safe preventives of sympathetic diseases in the

second eye. It cannot yet be regarded as established that they are

equally safe
;
and where resf>rted to as a sul)stitute for the older opera-

tion, their merits and ])ossible risks should be explained to the patient,
who may then be allowed to indicate his choice between them.

ACUTENESS OF HEARING.

The determination of audition is necessarily less exact and certain

than the determination of vision. The examiner has fewer methods of

checking the statements of the person examined. His determinations,

therefore, are of less certain significance, and demand tlie greatest pos-
sible confirmation in the symptoms discovered by objective examination

and the general behavior of the person in regard to soinids. Different

methods should be emj^loyed and repeatedly, as the testing with tlie

watch, the acoumeter, and with carefully selected words, bearing in mind
that even with a well-trained voice the clearness of tone necessarily
varies from time to time, and that the variations as to the distance at

which different words s]ioken in the same tone can be heard are very great.
The determination of the power of hearing in either ear separately

is to be made by stopping the other ear, either with the wetted finger- |

tip or a plug of cotton. To ascertain whether sounds are heard by the

ear supposed to be stopped, the stopping also of the supposed hearing ear
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is resorted to; when, if the sound ean still he heard, the sto])])in<r
of the

iirst ear has been ineoni[)lete. The test with the tuiiin<»-fork plaeed on

the eraniuni is of importance, because its sound is usually heard best in

the stopped or the defective ear. But care must be taken that the hearing
of higher or overtones is not confused with better hearing.

The ability of some deaf persons to read the lips makes it important
that voice tests shall be so conducted as to exelude this source of error.

When there is doubt as to the honesty of the ])atient's statements, it is

well to make all the tests of hearing with the eyes blindfolded, so that

it will be very difficult for the person tested to give dishonest answers

that would still have an appearance of consistency. Deafness of one

ear may be tested by the binaural stethoscope or similar instrument.

One tube is to be applied to each ear, and the test conducted from be-

hind the patient, so that either ear can, without the patient's knowledge,
be shut oif from the sound by pressing on the corresponding tube.

The objective examination of the ear in a medicolegal ease must in-

clude, with thorough inspection of the external ear and drum membrane,
the examination of the nasopharynx ;

and it should note the presence
or absence of all evidences of possible disease.

CONDITION OF THE EAR IN LIFE INSURANCE.

Besides»the increased risk of accident which severe deafness, even of

one ear, entails, certain diseases of the ear are directly dangerous to life.

Cancer or lupus would, of course, have the same significance here as

elsewhere. But suppurative disease of the middle ear, so long as it

exists, must l)e regarded as a. source of grave danger, greater if there

be a tendency to obstruction from polypoid growths or narrowing of the

meatus or caries of any part of the bony meatus or middle ear. A per-
manent perforation of the drum membrane must be regarded as a pre-

disposing cause to suppurative middle-ear disease. Symptoms of disease

of the internal ear are significant as pointing toward the existence of

brain lesions.

Injuries of the Bar.—These, like other injuries, demand carefid

study as soon as possible after their reception. The appearances of a

fresh rupture of the drum membrane, or recent, clots will in time give

place to appearances that cannot be differentiated from those due to

chronic disease. Careful examination of the ear should be included in

all cases of serious head injuries. Xo general rules can be laid down
for the determination of the gravity or permanence of the results of

these injuries. Malpractice suits have not very often grown out of ear

injuries or treatment, but Avith increased attention to the subject and the

more frequent resort to numerous operations, some of which can now
be regarded as only experimental, actions l)ased upon them are liable to

arise. In cases of operation for catarrhal deafness our knowledge of the

subject is not such as to justify the surgeon in j)roceeding without a care-

ful explanation to his patient of risks and possible results, thus placing
the responsibility largely upon the patient.



SPEECH DISORDERS.

A CONSIDERATION of the forensic aspects of speech disorders should

have as a basis a knowledge of the main facts pertaining to normal

speech, a brief resume of which will here be in order.'

Psuckic Cortex

*s|^«.

Writing Tnuscies^_

Speech muscles ^

Tantomime muxles.

Pig. 42.—Scheme of receptive, intermediate, and emissive mechanisms of normal speech
(language). Numbers i, 2, 3 U, 5 indicate situation of subcortical brain lesions destroying recep-
tion or emission by one or more paths, without impairing sensory memories, concept memories,
language construction, or utterance memories. It should be clearly understood that the circles,

squares, and triangles do not represent groiips of neurons (cells), but more probably areas or
"
fields of conjunction

" of neuron-processes (end-tufts) (see Fig. 4.3 for illustration of this).

Normal Speech Processes.—By common consent the term
"
speech

"
as a cerebral function has come to be synonymous with " lan-

1 Our knowledcie of localization of speech processes in separate brain areas dates

practically from 18()1, when Broca first located the faculty of spoken speech in " the

posterior part of the third frontal convolution of the left hemisphere." This view he

established, for the time being, by two autopsies on aphasic jiatients at the Bicetre

Hospital. Since his time the subject has been much elaborated and brought to its pres-
ent advanced, though fiir from complete, state through the labors of Falrct, Trousseau,

Charcot, and others in France; Wernicke, Kussmaui, Simon, and others in Germany ;

Benedikt in Austria
; Hughlings Jackson, Broadbent, Gowers, and Bastian in England ;

while our own country is represented by the labors of Austin Flint, Bigclow, Starr,

Mills, and numerous others.

The most important general works on the subject in the English language are those

of Bateman, On Ajihasia, etc., London, 1890; and Wyllie, The Disorders oj Sj^eech^

Edinburgh, 1894.
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guage," although the two are evidently quite distinet, language bearing
the same relation to spoken speech that music does to dancing

—i. e., it

decides the movement by which it is expressed. It is in the sense of the

reception, elal)oration, and emission of language, therefore, that the term

speech is here us(h1.

Normal speech, in this sense, embraces the ca[)aeity to correctly ye-

ceive, understand, and convey to others ideas rej)resented by words, which

words may be spoken, written, printed, or indicated by signs.

To use a familiar example, the idea of a fish (see Fig. 42), correctly

received, understood, and expressed, comprises :

1. Reception of sensory imjiressioiis conveyed through organs of

sight, smell, taste, hearing, touch, weight, and temperature senses to

appropriate brain areas, where tiiey become percepts.
2. Association or combination of these various sensory impressions

and other percepts
—i. e., water, cooking, dishes, etc.—to make the " con-

cept" or idea "fish." Here, also, would come the association witii its

name, considered by some (Mills,^ Broadbent, Charcot, Kussmaul) to be

a distinct faculty in itself.

S. Expression, composed of two distinct factors—viz.: First, the

purely
"
psychic

"
act of word-construction or planning, comparable

to the planning of a house by the architect
; secondly, psychomotor

or executive processes, leading to emissiou of the word fish—spoken,

written, printed, drawn in outline, or indicated by pantomime. These

latter processes are analogous with the building of the house by various

workmen from the plans previously made.

Expression here resembles all the other known forces in that it is

merely a " mode of motion."

The diagram (Fig. 42) shows in concise form the general relationship
of the processes just mentioned.

Anatomic Basis of Speech Processes. — According to

modern and generally accepted doctrines, the anatomic and physiologic
units of the nervous system are structures called " neurons "

(Fig. 43).^
These are protoplasmic structures, microscopic in size, consistmg of

an enlarged j^ortion called the "
body

"
(formerly known as a nerve

"
cell "), from which proceed elongated processes in various directions.

These processes present near their terminations small swellings called
"
gemmules

"
or " contact bulbs." The view has been advanced that

these " contact bulbs
"

possess the function of extension and retraction,

by
" ameboid " movement or otherwise, and that to this movement are

due the " make " and " break " of contact and consequently of function

observed in various stiites,'^ by means of which impressions are pre-
sumed to pass from neuron to neuron throughout the nervous system.

* A Text-book of Nervous Diseases by American Aiiihors, p. 427.
^ It may be well to state that the term neuron is herf; used in the sense indicated by

Waldeyer. Some confusion respectinp; the scope of the term exists by reason of tlie

fact that Schafer and perhaps some other writers have ajiplied tlie term " neuron " to

the neuraxon (one of the neuron processes). Waldeyer's nomenclature, however, is

now generally accepted throughout the world.
^ Vide Dercum, Journal Nervous and Mental Disease, 1800, \t.

513.
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It is not at all necessary, however, to assume an anatomic change of
relation for this " make " and " break "

mechanism. Minute changes
in chemical constitution of the terminal end-tufts would be quite as

eifective and more conceivable to the present writer. In normal speech
processes chains of such neurons, commonly composed of two or three

individuals linked together, conduct sensory impressions from without
to the brain cortex, where they become a part of consciousness. Here

CerflraCcni taft'
or arboniaXion

uiit/i'contact bulbs".

.Balbar or

Spinal 'etultujt'
^
(or arborizAtioK^

Fig. 43.—The neuron of Waldeyer -.A," pyramidal
" neuron of the motor cortex, highly magni-

fied (semidiagrammatic) ; B, Communications of neurons with eacli other by means of end-
brushes (tufts or arborizations). The contact bulbs or gemmules are omitted in the small figure.

neurons, parts of neurons, or other chains of neurons convert percepts
into concepts (ideas), concepts into word-]ilans, and word-plans into

motor impulses. These motor impulses are transmitted through other

(outgoing) chains of neurons to the various muscles of respiration,

phonation, and articulation to produce spoken words. Presumably
each neuron and each chain of associated neurons possesses a separate
and distinct function, though this is not, at present, susceptible of
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actual proof as regards sj^eeeh processes. It is probable that the more

numerous and com[)lete the communications and interrelations of the

neurons, the more varied will be the sources of language and the more

nearly perfect its elaboration, other things being equal. Diiferences in

the complexity of organization and interrelations of neurons therefore

i>rol)ablv constitute the natural diiferences in individuals as reirards

range and command of language. It is ju'obable that the subject of

speech disorders will eventually be considered from tlie standpoint of

the neuron, as nervous diseases in general now are.

At present, however, for practical purposes, the areas of brain cortex

which are especially concerned with speech processes are five in number,

and, as shown in the accompanying diagram (Fig. 44), they are edu-

cated for speech purposes on the left half only of the brain in riyld-

FiG. 44.—Left cerebral hemisphere, showing receptive speech areas: A, Word-hearing: V,
word vision ; and emissive speech areas, M, motor; G, graphic. A fifth area, N, intermediate in
order of funclion between the receptive and emissive areas, has been described by Mills as the
" naming center," and a case reported by him to favor this view.' Connections (cornmissures) by
means of associative mechanisms are believed to exist between each of these areas. These com-
missures are probably paired—e. g., one set passing from Atn T'.another from rto-4,etc. Lesions
of these commissures cause the various forms of paraphasia (intermediate or "conduction"
aphasias) (modified from Wyllie).

handed persons. In most left-handed persons the riglit half contains

the speech mechanisms.

Presumably, the neurons concerned in the various subdivisions of

the speech process are grouped, each division to a considerable extent

aggregated, but connected by neuron processes of various kinds (collat-

erals, dendrites, etc.) with each of the other groups. According to

modern views, the chief seat of nervous activities proper (sensation,

motion, thought, etc.) is at the points of contact between the end-tufts

(fields of conjunction), not at the neuron bodies (" nerve-cells "), as was
until recently taught. The neuron bodies (formerly cells) are now be-

lieved to bear chiefly a nutritive relation to the more active neuron proc-
esses. These neuron processes again are not simple homogeneous

' Vide Mills and McConnell, Journal of Nervous and Mental Disease, vol. xxii.,

January, 1895, p. 1.
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structures, but are resolvable microscopically into aggregations of minute
tubules containing fluid or semifluid material.

To the receptive areas come entering sensory impulses, traversing
the neuron chains extending from the corresponding external sense organs

(ear, eye, etc.).

From these receptive areas of the brain cortex pass neuron proc-
esses connecting one area with another and with various other regions
of the brain mass (intermediate and emissive areas). Finally, from the

emissive (motor) areas only pass impulses through other neuron proc-
esses to the base of the brain (bulbar nuclei, etc.), where, communicat-

ing with a second set of motor neurons, they are conveyed to the muscles

of expression, which they animate and control (see Figs. 42, 43).
Hence it follows that even a limited damage to the brain from any

cause may impair or destroy the functions or connections of one or more

groups in the language area, thus giving rise to speech defects of vary-

ing degree and importance.
The study of speech and its disorders thus belongs both to neurology

and to psychology, and obviously requires a knowdedge of the anatomy,

physiology, and pathology of the brain and its connections, wdth capacity
for judging of their activities in health and disease.

LIMITS OF LEGAL IMPAIRMENT.

The literature of the jurisprudence of aphasia is rather sparse in

comparison with the volimiinous amount of matter in print pertaining
to the subject of aphasia in general. Bateman ^

states that there is

" No code or law as to the legal capacity of aphasics in this (Great

Britain) or any other country, . . . and that each particular case

would have to be considered on its ow^n merits," It is quite evident

that the limits of legal impairment differ widely from those of impair-
ment in a purely ])hysiologic sense. Physiologically, aphasia of any

degree is to be looked u])on as a break in the relationship of the indi-

vidual to his environment
;
hence his general intelligence must suffer to

some extent. It is quite reasonable to assume, however, that the de-

gree of mental impairment in a given case may not be sufficient to be

classed as insanity, nor yet be such as to prohibit the transaction of or-

dinary business affairs or the making of a valid will. It is quite evi-

dent that one of the receptive centers may be damaged or destroyed
without necessarily abolishing the function of others. One receptive

area, then, may take the place of another that is disabled—sight, for in-

stance, by enabling the subject to receive ideas by written, printed, or

sign language may compensate for loss of word-hearing. A tailor, for

instance, may not recognize the spoken word coat, though he hears it as

a sound
;
he may, however, recognize the printed or written word, and

also recognize the coat when seen and know its use and value. Such a

case is cited on page 523.

Even with the hearing and visual areas both destroyed by disease or

^ On Aphasia and the Localization of the Faculty of Speech, London, 1890, p. 302.
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absent from oono:onit:il dofects it may still bo ])ossiblo for the patient to

recognize words by the mus('ular sense, as in the aet ol' tracing the let-

ters with liis hands. The education of the individual would here be

an important factor in deciding a given case, since a person who could

not write could not avail himself of the help of graphic and muscular

sense association.

An exam])le of extensive replacement of the auditory and visual re-

ceptive mechanisms by the tactile and muscular senses is furnished in the

case of Miss Helen Keller, who recently passed with credit the entrance

examinations to Radclilfe (Woman's Annex to Harvard College).
For the following notes on this case the writer is indebted to the

courtesy of Mr. Michael Anagnos, Secretary of the Perkins Institution

and Massachusetts School for the Blind, where the young lady received

her education. Miss Keller, who is now (October, 1896) aged sixteen

years and four months, lost her sense of hearing (peripheral ?) from a

severe fever at the age of nineteen months
; shortly after this she ceased

to speak. She was taught to read the words of a speaker l)y placing
two of her fingers on his lips ;

also by the " manual alphabet
"

(for

deaf and dumb). She conveys language to others—(1) by the manual

alphabet ; (2) by articulation of words learned by the lip-touching proc-
ess above mentioned. Her articulation is said to be very distinct.

Her senses of smell, taste, and temperature are highly developed, and

her powers of memory are unusual.

Smell and taste are of less importance in the construction of lan-

guage concepts, being apjjlicable to a more limited range of concepts
than hearing, sight, and muscular sense. In rare cases, however, their

conditions may be of importance as bearing on the presence of halluci-

nations or illusions that would impair the reliability of the individual

in a given case.

The question of the location of special psychic word-smelling and

word-tasting centers cannot, in the present state of our knowledge, be

raised. Word-feeling areas would seem to have a necessary existence

in educated deaf blind persons, but their location remains unknown,
though supposed to be in the inferior parietal convolutions and gyrus
fornicatus of the left hemisphere.

It is quite evident from these general considerations that a conclusive

opinion in a given case is admissible only after a thorough examination

of the functions of the receptive, intermediate, and emissive mechanisms

by a competent neuropsychologist. It should not be forgotten that the

language defects of some aphasics may lead to erroneous committal to

an asylum, and eventually to civil suit for damages.

Sanity having been established, the questions of jurisj)rudence which
are most apt to arise in cases of aphasia fidl naturally under two heads :

I. Responsibility for Acts Done.—(a) Contracts already

made, including contracts of marriage, business contracts, and contracts

made as a member of a partnership or officer of a corporation and

affecting such partnership or corporation.

(b) Wills and testamentary acts.
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(c) Acts as a public official.

(cZ)
Evidence given as a witness, the value and weight to be attached

to it.

(e)
Execution of deeds, mortgages, or powers of attorney.

(/) The involuntary use of improper or obscene language, as in the

case cited on page 510.

2. Competency I^egally to Perform Proposed Acts.—(a)
To make contracts in an individual capacity or as a member of a firm

or officer of a corporation, and to carry on business generally.

(6) To make a will or codicil or to vary the terms of former testa-

mentary acts.

(c) To exercise the functions of a public official.

(d) To testify in judicial or quasi-judicial proceedings.

(e) To execute deeds, mortgages, or powers of attorney.

(/) To choose place of domicile
;

to acquire a settlement (in a poor
district or an eleemosynary institution).^

DISORDERS OF SPEECH PROCESSES.

Passing to a consideration of the disorders of speech from brain

disease or injury, the term aphasia is used as a general expression to

signify speech loss, partial or complete, whether affecting the receptive

(sensory) elements, the intermediate (constructive) apparatus, or the

emissive (motor) mechanisms of the brain cortex.

The following scheme of varieties of aphasia may be found useful as

indicating the relationship of the various forms, although it includes

some types not yet recorded as separate existences—viz., word-anesthe-

sia
; pantomime-blindness; and pantomime-forgetfulness.
With the scheme on p. 509 as a working basis, a consideration,

seriatim, of the various types of aphasia in their forensic aspects will

now be in order.

The Receptive or Sensory Aphasias.— 1. Word=deafness.—
The lesion is in or beneath the posterior third of the first and second

temporal convolutions of the left hemisphere (Fig. 44, A). It may be

due to congenital defect, softening from vascular occlusion, destruction

and pressure by inflammation, abscess, hemorrhage, or tumor, and finally

to degenerative changes (paresis, senility).
Of these, by far the most

frequent form is that due to softening from vascular occlusion. The

effect on the patient is that he fails to recognize word-sounds as vords,

though he hears them as sounds. He may also utter words, but without

relevancy to the words received, and he fails to recognize this irrelevance.

Such a person obviousl}^ cannot understand sjioken speech, hence any
answers he may give to oral questions have no value in a legal sense.

Much depends on the situation of the lesion in word-deafness : (1)

It may destroy the cortical area itself (cortical word-deafness), in which

case the word-memories are gone and consequently of no use to the

^ For valuable suggestions regarding the foregoing legal relations of aphasia the

writer is indebted to Mr. Josepb Cox, Jr., of tte Cincinnati Bar.
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patient either in receptive or associative processes. (2) The lesion may
be so situated as merely to cut oif the incoming fibers

(neuron-processes)
below the cortex (Fig. 42, subcortical word-deafness, commonly accom-

panied by hemianopsia). In this case the word memories exist in the

cortex and may be in communication with other inlets as well as outlets.

In other words, they may be revived by visual, gustatory, olfactory,

tactile, or muscular sense impressions. If so revived, they may be

emitted intelligently by spoken as well as by written or mimic language,

provided these other speech areas be intact.

Even in the cortical form of word-deafness it is evident that the

nature of the acts under consideration is a factor of great weight in the

decision as to competency and respousibility. For instance, in devising a

will, the ordinary attachments and known natural affections of the in-

dividual may be accepted as evidence of the validity of a will which

did no violence to those inclinations. In other words, the emotional
" tone

" on which the affections depend may remain intact, even with

judgment more or less at fault. This is a well-recognized fact with

regard to cerebral motor jirocesses, where the power of " emotional "

expression may animate muscles that are not under control of the will.

The generally accepted explanation is that " emotional
" motor processes

are bilaterally represented in the brain and may act from either side.

It is conceivable that the same relation may exist with respect to emo-
tional "

psychic
"

processes.
It is probably reasonable to assume, therefore, that testamentary

capacity may exist in a given case, even where the transaction of a

complicated' business and the appearance as a witness in important cases

might be detrimental to the interests of the patient or of society at

large.
The use of outrageous, improper, or obscene language by such a

patient is obviously not attended with the usual responsibility for the

act, as in a case recorded by Trousseau of a lady, who, without any

accompanying paralysis, presented the following perversion of speech :

On receiving a call from a visitor, she rose to receive him with a be-

nevolent smile on her countenance, and, pointing to»a chair, said, "Pig,
brute, stupid fool." " Madame B— begs you to be seated," said a rela-

tive who was present. . . . Trousseau adds that the acts of this

lady seemed logical and sensible, and, strange to say, she did not seem

to be aware of the foul language she was using.^ This was apparently
a case of word-deafness associated with ]>araphasia verbalis.

The fact that agraphia or paragraphia commonly accompany word-

deafness probably depends on the accompanying word-forgetfulness (para-

phasia verbalis), which is common. Even in the absence of this audito-

motor paraphasia or word-forgetfulness the proximity and jirobable
involvement of the WT)rd-vision center (supplied by the same artery)
would be liable to lead to some confusion in writing, since the patient
must depend solely on his muscular sense memories of written words.

It must be borne in mind, finally, tliat word-deafness is, of all the com-
1
Bateman, op. clt., pp. 201, 202.
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mon forms of aphasia, the most susceptible of recovery to a marked

degree ; partly from escape of some portion of the word-hearing area

or its entering fibers from destruction
; partly fi-om subsequent educa-

tion of the corresponding area in the right hemis|)here. The state of

the patient's auditory perception, therefore, at a given time, is an im-

portant point.
The general capacity of the word-deaf aphasic, therefore, de[)ends

on his ability correctly to substitute for the lost word-hearing some
other sensory word-image derived through vision, smell, taste, tact, or

muscular sense
;
and correctly to express his wishes by means of v^ritten

or mimic speech. In the case of subcortical word-deafness the exjyfcamyii

may possibly be correctly accomplished by spoken speech, even though
the patient does not hear his own words.

2. Amusia is analoo^ous with word-deafness in that the musical notes

are heard as sounds, but not recognized as music. Its chief importance
lies in the fact that it is likely to be associated with or to be folhnved

by word-deafness and paraphasia verbalis, since the music-hearing area

is believed to lie immediately anterior to the word-hearing area in the

first and second left temporal convolutions.^

3. Auditory apraxia or obJect=deafness is characterized by non-

recognition of objects by their sounds—as, for instance, of a dog, by his

bark, or of a bell, by its note. It may accompany the two preceding
varieties or exist separately. The lesion is believed to be in the pos-
terior portion of the first and second left temporal convolutions (^1, Fig.

44), and to be more extensive superficially and subcortically than the

lesion in pure word-deafness. Its chief forensic importance lies, of

course, in its frequent association with other auditory aphasias.
4. Word=blindness and

(5) obJect=blindness are apt to occur to-

gether in varying degrees. The lesion is in the "
angular gyrus

"
(Fig.

44, V). No distinct line of demarcation is known to exist between
these two forms of visual aphasia, though they are clinically dis-

tinct in some cases. Hemianopsia is apt to be an associated symptom
in both, especially if the lesion be subcortical in situation or eifect. The

I nature of the lesion may be either of the pathologic conditions noted

under word-deafness. The effect on the patient in word-blindness is that

j

he fails to recognize printed or written words as words, though he sees

them as marks or lines. Likewise in object-blindness, also called " mind-
blindness

" and "
soul-blindness,"

—
improperly it seems to the writer,

—
common objects convey no meaning of their nature or use when seen,

though they may be at once properly appreciated if felt and handled—
muscular-sense recognition.

Mere object-])lindness must be carefully distinguished from anomia

(see No. 21, p. 51G), or loss oi name memories, since a case reported by
Mills indicates that the two are apparently distinct.

It is evident that verbal responsibility exists in these patients, pro-
vided that the aphasia is visual only, and that no serious mental defects

^

Edren, Deutsche Zeiischrift fur Nervenheilhmde, Bd. vi. (Analysis of 52 cases

quoted by Friinkel, Journal Nervous and Mental Disease, vol. xxii., 1895, p. 123).
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complicate the case. Also that testamentary capacity remains, so that

the person may properly dictate the items of a Avill or the terms of a

contract, and carry on business of such a nature that he is not required
to read or to judge of objects by sight.

It must be noted, however, that the inability to read renders him

peculiarly liable to fraudulent impositions, and that in the case of will-

making the witnesses should be especially well qualified, should under-

stand the terms of the document, and satisfy themselves that the testator

understands it by reading it aloud to him, in addition to the ordinary

witnessing of the signature or mark of the testator.

His signature, being made by the aid of the muscular and "
graphic

"

memories, is, of course, acceptable ; although he may be unable to read

it by ''<ight,
he can do so by the hand-movement (muscular sense) mem-

ories of directing the pen.
Such a patient may also make a holographic will and read it in the

same manner as he produces it.

6. Visual amimia or pantomime=blindness is not yet recorded as

a separate type. The patient would be unable to recognize mimicry of

words or ideas. The condition must be very rare, since it seldom

accompanies even complete auditory and motor aphasia, combined Avith

some visual apraxia. The most probable seat of the lesion would be

in the postparietal region, behind the motor areas proper, and it would
seem almost necessary for the lesion to lie bilatei'al.

7. Cortical anosmia (smell=inemory=loss) and (8) cortical ageusia

(taste=memory=loss) would also probably require bilateral lesions

situated in the ''

tip
"

of the temporal lobes, inner surface (uncinate

gyrus). Their medicolegal importance would l)e, of course, unimportant.
9. Word=anesthesia ; (10) Pantomime=anesthesia.—Pure cases of

these fonns of aphasia have not, so far as the writer is aware, been

reported. The location of the lesion which would cause these disorders

is as yet uncertain, the tactile, muscular, and temperature sense areas

being considered by some investigators (Starr, Ransom, Dana, Mills,

Lloyd, Deaver) to be situated in the postparietal area (Fig. 44 above

V) adjoining the motor convolutions for the trunk and extremities
; by

others (Horsley, Schafer, Saville, Ferrier, Yeo) also to extend to the

lumbic lobe (gyrus fornicatus) and hippocampal gyrus' on the inner sur-

face of the hemisphere.
These functions are probably bilaterally represented for ordinary

purposes, but it is quite conceivable that, in the case of the finer tactical

manipulations, as in reading the blind alphabet, etc., there may be—
probably is—a specially educated center on the left side corresponding
to the other language areas. A case illustrating the probable relation

of the postcentral (ascending parietal) and parietal gyri to finer tactile

and muscular sense perceptions recently came under the writer's obser-

vation through the kindness of his colleague. Dr. N. P. Dandridge.
The man had his skull fractured by a brick, the wound involving the

left parietal bone and necessitating the removal of a triangular area of

bone (about 2^ inches in extent in each direction) over the leg and arm
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regions of the cortex. Tlie ilura was not opened. There was marked
motor weakness, but no speeeh defect foUowing the operation. The
motor W'Cakness atf'eeted the riglit leg, arm, and face muscles, diminish-

in"- in severity in the order named.

Complete loss of" voluntary power over the anterior leg muscles

existed—simply marked weakness of arm and face movements as com-

pared with the op})osite side. The knee-jerks were present, somewhat
overactive on both sides.

With his eyes closed it was impossible for him to name correctly
coins and common objects with his right hand, or even to tell their

general form. He said a coin, for instance, was a "half moon." With
his unaffected hand he could recognize not only the shape but the value

of the coin.

As the case progressed favorably the return of power in the right

leg, arm, and face was complete in two weeks, and was accompanied by
return of muscular sense, so that coins and other objects could l)o cor-

rectly recognized with either hand.

11. Object-anesthesia (Myotactic Apraxia).
—Burr '

records a well-

marked case of this form associated with visual apraxia (see No. 5, page

509), and refers to another. In neither case was ordinary touch-pain
or temperature sense deficient. While no precise localization of this

rare lesion can be made at present, it is reasonable to infer, from its

association, that it is not far from the angular gyrus (T", Fig. 44).
The effects to be expected from tactile and muscular sense lesions

are, of course, unimportant in a legal sense, excepting in the case of

blind deaf-mutes, communication being then ])ossible only by a very
limited pantomime, which would itself be impaired if not abolished by
the muscular sense lesion.

The Intermediate or <' Conduction" Aphasias.—Our
second group, the intermediate aphasias, are commonly known as
" conduction

"
asphasias, which term was used by Wernicke to desig-

nate errors in the transmission of sensory language images from the

receptive to the emissive (motor) areas. By some (Bastian) they are

referred to as " commissural aphasias." Both terms seem objectionable
to the writer, since " conduction

"
may also imply a lesion in the tract

from the motor centers to the basal ganglia (subcortical and capsular
lesions

;
and commissural is equally open to objection as applicable to

the connections between the two hemispheres, which are commonly
known as commissures. The term " intermediate

"
is here used, there-

fore, in a functional sense to indicate the chronologic order of the proc-
esses involved. The " intermediate

"
a])hasias in this sense comprise

the paraphasias in general, together with anomia or concept aphasia.
The leading characteristic of the paraphasias is that spoken word-

memories, visual word-memories, etc., are correctly received, recognized,
and retained in their appropriate areas, but are lost in transmission to

the motor areas. Hence the word emitted is not properly related to

the word received : or wrono; words are emitted unintentionallv.

' Journal Nervous and Mental Disease, May, 1897, 260.

Vol. I.—33
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^' Amnesia verbalis
" and " amnesic "

aphasia are terms that have been

applied to these forms, but amnesia (memory-loss) at the receptive area

does not really exist
;

as above explained, it is transmission to and
recollection at another (psychic or motor) center that is at fault. In
other words, the train starts but does not arrive, owing to imperfection
in the track. The patient can hear, understand, and speak correctly,
but his answer is apt to be ill-chosen and irrelevant to the question
asked

;
at the same time he is aware of the irrelevancy, though he can-

not correct it by spoken words.

The term icord-meaning-forgetfulness, which I have chosen to indi-

cate this type, is a cumbersome expression, but plain English in its

ConvoluttoTlS .

I Const)J c onstruetion loss

f/iycJiic meter aJ)/uLiiia/

Ztiion in.-
Sui -Cortical ^\v,Motor a^ftoiia. '"^A

Fig. 45.—Diagram to illustrate probable relations of types of auditory aphasia, paraphasia,
and the motor aphasias. A substitution of other sensory and motor areas and their connections
would illustrate any of the remaining types of receptive, intermediate, and emissive aphasias.

meaning, and is used by Wyllie in the same sense. Non-recollection

aphasia would be equally correct.

Word-deafness is necessarily accompanied by paraphasia (word-

forgetfulness), but the converse does not hold true, as numerous cases

attest. This is apparent from the subjoined diagram (Fig. 45), which
illustrates the locations of the lesion in the types of word-deafness,

word-forgetfulness, and motor aphasia.
From this it is apparent also that subcortical lesions may give rise

to conduction defects, without any loss of word-recollection. In other

words paraphasia properly is a defect of association, not of conduction

in its general sense.

12. Spoken=word-forgetfulness as an isolated form of aphasia, is

due to a lesion in or beneath the insula (island of Reil), as shown in the

diagram (Fig. 45). It causes the patient to utter words incorrectly
or irrelevantly to those received. He recognizes his errors, however.
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by means of the intact word-hearing area
; though unable to correct

them by i^pokcn speecli, lie may do so by writing or pantomime. This

is an imjK)rtant difference between this form and simple \v(jrd-deafness,

since in the latter the errors are inirecognized and go imcorrected.

Xot only may a definite and demonstrable lesion cause this and
other forms of paraphasia, but simple

"
general enfeeblement "

of the

brain (Wyllie) may also be attended with like results. This is one

explanation of the existence of word-forgetfulness in advanced age and
also as following exhausting diseases. In such cases we must assume
an impaired nutrition in the associative (intermediate) mechanisms or

neuron processes. The same general remarks apply to—
13. Paramusia and (14) auditory parapraxia.
15. Paralexia, non=recollection of word meanings, or loss in

transit to emissive areas, may apply to printed and written words

(paragraphia) separately ;
hence both should be tested. The pure form

would probably be due to a subcortical lesion beneath the angular gyrus

(Fig. 44, TO-
^ .

Simple paralexia by itself is of less consequence in a legal sense,
since the remaining auditory (receptive) and spoken-speech (emissive)
centers are sufficient for practical purposes,

16. Visual parapraxia would be similar in effect and location as

the preceding (15), object-defect being substituted for word-defect.

17. Parosmia and (18) parageusia would possess elinicopathologic

importance only; see (7) and
(^8)

for ]n-obal>le location, etc.

19. Myotactic paramimia (pantomime=forgetfulness) and—
20. Myotactic parapraxia (object=touch=forgetfulness) need only

to be mentioned. They would probably bear a subcortical relation to

the areas affected in myotactic amimia and apraxia (postparietal convo-

lutions
(?) ).

The legal relations of the various types of paraphasia will naturally

vary within wide limits and cannot be definitely outlined. The actual

state of the individual case and the concomitant circumstances must be

weighed carefully in every such instance. A simple paraphasia ver-

balis is not in any way incompatible with holographic will-making,
since the auditory and visual receptive centers are both intact and may
still be in relation with the graphic area. A deep lesion of the insida,

however, in auditomotor paraphasia (spoken-word-forgetfulness) may
also cut off the communication with the graphic area, in which case the

visuographic mechanisms may not suffice for correct conveyance of
ideas. It must be borne in mind, moreover, that deep lesions of the

insula are also apt to affect the striate body and tlie internal capsule,
and in this way interfere with graphic as well as spoken emission on tlie

same side. Even this would in some cases leave the opposite graphic
motor area (for the left hand) available for simple written expressions
of assent and dissent at least.

Finally, of the entire group of paraphasias, it may be said that they
rarely occur alone. They are most likely parts of an extensive lesion,
and consequently accompanied with much diminution of intelligence and
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confusion of thought (Kussmaul). Again, improvement may occur so

as materially to change the decision in a given case, at a subsequent ex-

amination. They may also lead to questions of competency to pursue
a given occupation

—a j)hysician, for instance, afldicted with paraphasia
verbalis or paragraphia may write a prescription for the wrong medicine
or dose.

21. Anomia proper (name-loss) has yet to be located as a pathologic

entity.
22. Name=forgetfuIness (Paranomia).

—As already explained, the

case reported by Mills as evidence of the existence of a special naming
center in the left third temporal convolution seems to belong to the

group of paraphasias (non-recollection of names) rather than to name
absence.

The ^missive or Motor Aphasias.—These, the first recognized
and best known of all the language defects, are also of greatest practical

importance in a legal sense, since in the vast majority of persons, prob-

ably, the construction of a word in ])sychomotor sense usually, if not

alwa}\s, ])recedes its spoken or graphic utterance
; probably, also, in

many cases its pantomimic utterance. While it is claimed by some ^

that pantomime is the original elementary form of speech, the fact re-

mains that in civilized man spoken speech has supplanted it to such a

degree as to cause a natural devolution of pantomime by disuse.

While, as above stated, the motor aphasic is also usually agraphic,
he is not invariably so. The exceptions are generally believed to be

due to the subcortical location of the lesion
;
hence the actual word-

planning area (J/, Fig. 44, third frontal convolution) is not destroyed,
but has lost its power of emission to the lower motor mechanisms. It

may still be in communication with the graphic center (second frontal,

Fig. 44, G) ;
hence the power of writing may be intact for practical

purposes.
Still another, and perhaps better, reason for the retention of graphic

expression after loss of motor speech lies in the probable subdivision of

the motor-speech processes into two distinct areas—namely, psychomotor
and executive motor, as indicated in <nn- scheme of aphasias on p. 514.

Cases cited by Broadbent and Mills "^

appear to warrant this separa-
tion on clinicopathologic ground. Wyllie^ also alludes to this separa-
tion of functional areas as a possibility, and reports a case bearing on

this interpretation, but without autopsy.
A case of the writer's furnishing strong additional evidence of sepa-

rateness of these two functions of word-construction and word-utterance

is here added :

J. B., colored, aged fifty-five, a tobacco warehouse porter by occupation, was
admitted to my service at the Cincinnati Hospital on January 6, 1896. Power
was good and equal in arms and legs. Jaw-jerk and double elbow-jerks- present,

^
Vossius, Kleinpaul, quoted by Bateman, op. cit, 170, 171.

*
Mills, Aphasia ami fhc Coriical Mechanism of Speech ; A Text-book on Nervous

Dinease by America7i Authors, Dercum, Phila., 1895, p. 434.
3
Op. cit., pp. 317, 318.
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with slightly increased knee-jerks. No pain or tenderness. Heart and urine

normal. On arrival he was conscious, but mentally confused and gave irrelevant

answers to questions, usually answering all questions with "yessir" (paraphasia

verbalis). He seemed to understand what was wanted, and was apparently much

annoyed by his wrong answers, especially wlien asked his name, which he was

totally unable to give until prompted. Asked if it was "John Smith "
or other

erroneous name, he would shake his head negatively ;
on pron(juncing

" Jackson

Butler," however, he at once brightened and assented vigorously ;
and with some

difficulty and slowness said "Jackson Butler." Once said, he repeated it over

and over frequently, seeming to fear to lose it. Words received were evidently

understood; common objects were correctly pointed out and their uses com{)re-

hended, though their names could not be pronounced voluntarily ;
but words pro-

nounced to him could be repeated immediately in the case of some words.

A notable exception to this last statement was the word "
no." On being

asked to say
"
no," he seemed to make a severe mental effort, and finally said,

"
I

can't say no." Gowers ^ records an instance identical with this in a case of

motor aphasia. This was after he had been in theliospital for two days and had
increased his vocabulary in several directions.

Unfortunately, his writing could not be tested on account of his lack of edu-

cation in that direction, but he could make printed letters—A, B, X, etc.—from a

copy ;
could pick them out of a group, but could not write them at command, and

seemed fairly intelligent for his calling and station in life.

Diagnosis.
—Cerebral thrombosis involving third frontal convolution.

In a month he was discharged practically well, so far as his conversational

needs were concerned, but could not pronounce words like
"
Constantinople,"

"Generallissimo," etc.

He returned to his occupation, at which he worked successfully for seven

months, when he was readmitted to the medical ward of the hospital for an attack

of
"
diarrhea." On admission his pulse was 96. Temperature, 97.6°. Respira-

tion, 16. Urine contained albumin and sugar. Thirteen days later he was re-

ported
"
improving

"
;
and while sitting at the breakfast table, suddenly fell to

the floor unconscious, with right hemiplegia (face, arm, and leg). Temperature,
98.4°. Pulse, 80. Respiration, 24. Pupils dilated, irresponsive ; conjugate de-

viation eyes to left. No vomiting ;
no convulsions. Transferred to neurologic

service. Four days later he seemed to recognize and follow movements of ob-

jects with eyes and head
;
was mentally brighter, but did not recognize his spoken

name; could hear sounds.

Diagnosis.
—Cerebral thrombosis of left middle cerebral artery involving

branches to motor speech and auditory speech areas, with the central motor con-

volutions. He gradually sank, and died on the thirteenth day after his stroke.

Autopsy by my colleague. Dr. J. H. Landis, September 16, 1896.

The foot of the left third frontal convolution (Fig. 44, J/) (word-planning
area of Broadbent and Wyllie) was occupied by a cyst the size of a small cherry,

containing a whitish, diffluent material, old
" atheromatous abscess." The branch

of the Sylvian artery leading to it was obliterated (inferior external frontal).
This lesion was evidently the cause of the first attack of motor aphasia nine
months before, and explains the presence of pure voluntary motor aphasia (word-

construction-loss), with retention of the power of repeating words to dictation at

that time by means of the
"
word-utterance

"
area (of Broadbent and others) in

the foot of the central convolutions.
The second attack of complete auditory and motor aphasia with hemiplegia

was explained by an extensive recent (red) necrotic softening involving the left

central and first temporal convolutions, the insula, and the striate body. The
larger blood-vessels throughout the brain were the seat of extensive arterio-

sclerosis and atheromatous patches.

Motor aphasia, as shown by the first attack in the foregoing case, is

capable of improvement : even of aj)j)arently com]>lete recovery in some
cases. This improvement is due to two factors—viz., (1) recovery from

pressure of an uiulestroycd portion of the third left frontal convolution.
' Manual of Diseases of the Nervous System, 1893, p. 113.
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(2) Subsequent education of the right third frontal, previously dormant.

In children this latter mode of recovery is often so complete that in

after-life no language loss is observable.

Taking up seriatim the various types of motor aphasia indicated in

our table we have :

23. Psychic Motor Aphasia or Spoken=word=construction=loss

(Loss of Word=plans or Psychic Spoken Memories).—This, as shown

by the preceding case and others recorded, has probably a distinct exist-

ence as a separate form.

The lesion, as just cited, is situated in the " foot
" of the left third

frontal (Broca's) convolution (Fig. 44, 31, anterior half of shaded por-
tion

;
also Fig. 46, 23).

The cause is most commonly a vascular occlusion (embolism, throm-

bosis), hemorrhage, or traumatism. The eifect on the patient is a loss

Fig. 46.—Left hemisphere of cerebrum, outer surface ; localization of aphasias : O receptive ;

G intermediate ;
A emissive ; doubtful or unverified marked ?. Numbers correspond with table,

page 509 (modified from Wilder).

of the power to frame ideas into words. The ideas, made up of sensory

receptive combinations, exist, but the vehicles for their arrangement for

expression are absent (see Fig. 42, spoken-word plan).
As already stated, the motor aphasic is usually also agraphic, if

the lesion is in the word-planning area of Broca's convolution, as it

commonly is.

(a) Should the lesion be limited to the word-utterance portion of the

motor area (see Fig. 42, central convolutions), it seems quite possible
that word-planning may still exist and that the plans may be trans-

mitted to the psychographic center and thence to the motor-graphic area

for emission as written speech.

(6) Should the lesion, however, destroy the word-planning area

itself, nothing remains with which to express his ideas but pantomime
pure and simple. Pantomime probably does not primarily express
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words, but the ideas which precede word-planning and word-utterance
;

in tliis sense it is more eh'nientary than spoken speech, as is also evident

from its extensive use by infants and savages.

Testamentary capacity is evidently not abolished by cither of the

two conditions just mentioned, since in the first writing and ])antomime
and in the second ])antomime expression would remain. In both the

recejjtive sensory areas and their intercommunication are intact, so that

ideas based on them are correctly formed.

Simple business acts, such as required only the expression of assent

and dissent, would be also valid in such a case, for similar reasons.

The main questions to be settled are : (1) Does the patient comprehend
the nature and relations of the proposed act ? (2) Can he express assent

and dissent with certainty ? Numerous cases of motor aphasia possess-

Fio. 47.—Left hemisphere of cerebrum, inner surface ; localizations as on preceding figure (modi-
fied from Wilder;.

ing important legal relations are on record, of which the following,
cited by Bateman {op. cit, 301 et

seq.), may be here referred to :

"As far back as 1743, long before the attention of the profession
had been directed to the subject of aphasia, a resident of Muuden, who
was deprived of the power of speech, applied to the Hanoverian govern-
ment for permission to make a will in favor of his wife by means of

signs ;
and the Court acknowledged the validity of the act."

'

The fact of the will in this case having been made by means of

signs (pantomime) is susceptible of one of two interpretations : (1) That
the testator had never learned to write

; (2) that the aphasia was due to

destruction of the written-word-planning area, and consequently was

accompanied by agra])hia.
24. Executive motor aphasia, word=utterance=loss, without loss

of word-planning capacity, may be due to a lesion in either of two
locations : (1) A cortical lesion, situated at the "foot" of the ascending
frontal (precentral) gyrus, immediately adjoining the foot of " Broca's

"

^Hofhauer, Traite de Medecine Legale, Paris, 1827.
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convolution proper. (2) To a subcortical lesion blockiug the motor
emissive tract on its way to the bulbar nuclei. Simple word-utterance

aphasia is obviously of less importance in every way than the preceding
form (word-construction or planning). The liability of the lesion also

to damage the immediately underlying insula, however, and thus cause

a paraphasia verbalis, must be borne in mind. Even then graphic and

pantomime utterance would probably remain and would be sufficient for

will-making and the transaction of uncomplicated business. In other

words, the subject of simple word-utterance aphasia can receive, under-

stand, and convey assent or dissent, by writing and pantomime, to propo-
sitions put before him by spoken, written, or mimic language.

An aphasic discharged, during a period of five years, the functions

of Mayor and of Municipal Councillor, by simply writing his name to

the necessary documents, which he had learned to do with his left hand.

He also, with his left hand, wrote, at intervals, a holographic will, per-

fectly correct in every respect ;
the validity of this document was recog-

nized bv the law court.
^

This case would appear to be one of lesion of the word-utterance

area, involving also the graphic connections or their subcortical emis-

sive fibers of the left hemisphere ;
the word-planning area being intact

and its productions transmitted to the 7'ight hemisphere (graphic area),
whence they secured outlet through the ordinary channels to the left

arm and hand.

Another case, illustrative of the combination of motor aphasia and

agraphia, with hemiplegia, as well as of the importance of small details

in a legal sense, is as follows :

" The testator, the Rev. J. T. L., a widower, sixty-three years of age, was

engaged to be married, when he was suddenly seized with right hemiplegia and

aphasia. Although unable either to speak or to write, he could make himself
understood by those around him by signs; and by the language of gesture he
succeeded in conveying to his medical attendants that he desired to make a testa-

mentary disposition in favor of Miss E., whom he had intended to make his wife.

A card was procured, and upon it, by the direction of the testator, the following
words were written :

'

£30,000 to ]\Iiss R., to be tied up to her for life, and after

death to come back to my family, and be divided fairly and equally.' This
document was written by one of the medical attendants; the testator then made a

mark, not at the bottom, but in the middle, of the card, through the word 'life';

one of the doctors then wrote diagonally from this mark toward the right-hand
upper corner of the card, the words ' Mr. L's mark,' and they both attested the

execution of the document by placing their initials on the back of the card, with
the words 'Witness to mark,' and followed by the date, November 20, 1885.

Evidence was produced to prove that he showed this card to the lady whom he
had intended to benefit, telling her that it was for her, and that he wished her to

keep it.

"The mode in which the testator communicated his wishes was as follows:

He made signs for writing materials; his wishes were interpreted by means of

signs, and then written down on the card. He held up his hand, extended his

five fingers, and was asked if he meant '

thousands'; he bowed assent. He then
closed his hand, and opened it in the same way, implying ten

;
this operation was

repeated until it amounted to thirty, and then dropped his arm down. Testator
was then asked whether he wished Miss R. to have thirty thousand pounds, and
he nodded his head,

^

Billed, Annates Medico-psychologigues, tome xviii., quoted by Bateman, 302.
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"In order tliat there might be no mistakes about liis wishes as to details, he
was asked whether Miss R. was to have this sum absolutely; he signified dissent,
but on being asked it it was to be hers for life and afterward revert to his family,
he bowed his head." ^

Bateman's comments on this case are :
" It will be observed that

the nature of the testator's wishes was ascertained principally by ])ntting

questions, by which he signified approval or dissent by nodding or siiak-

ino; his head as he lav in bed. . . . From a consideration of tiie

foregoing facts it seems clear that the witnesses did correctly interpret
the meaning of the testator's signs, which evidently expressed his testa-

mentary wishes
;

his gestures answered to rationid conceptions, and w(>re

therefore external, but not oral, manifestations of the verbum moitale ;

and this view was taken by the president of the court, who held that

the writing on the card constituted a valid testamentary document
;
that

the writing of the witnesses on the back of the card was also a sufficient

attestation, and that the will would have been allowed to stand if the

testator mark had been placed at the bottom or foot of the card^
;
but as

the mark was made in the middle of the card, its position was not such

as to satisfy the provisions of the Statute of the Wills Act
(iv., Vic,

Chap, xxvi.. Sec. 9) or of Lord St. Leonard's Act (xv., Vic, Chap,
xxiv., Sec.

1),
and the instrument was not duly executed, and conse-

quently not entitled to probate, which was accordingly refused."

It is hardly necessary to remark that the defect in the document was
not due to the speech defect, but to a simple error of legal technic

One more case, evidently of damage to the spoken-word-utterance
and written-word-planning areas, and bearing on the question of capacity
to manage ordinary business affairs, is the following : As Bateman re-

marks :
" It is all the more interesting as it formed tlic subject of a fortual

discussion in a scientific body, perhaps the most competent in Europe to

deal with this question
—La Societe de Medecine I^egale de Paris."

" A merchant, aged sixty-two, having acquired a fortune in his business, was
attacked with right hemiplegia and complete aphasia. After some months of

treatment, including a season at the baths of Balaruc, he improved so as to be
able to walk, although imperfectly ;

the arm, however, continued quite paralyzed,
and the aphasia persisted. Later .on the paralysis in the arm yielded somewhat,
but the power of speech was limited to the sounds O, o, a qui. Whatever was
said to him he replied by these same syllables; but he was able to make himself
understood by articulating these words with different intonations, acconii)anied
by very expressive signs executed by the head or by the left hand. His wife,
more accustomed than any others to his language, interpreted what he wished to

say ;
and if she happened to convey a wrong notion of what he desired to say, he

showed great irritation, and endeavored to make liimself better understood by
more expressive gestures. As his right hand was paralyzed, he had learned to

write with the left band ; but if left to himself, he coufd not write spoiitaneoudy
without copying

—he required a model under his eyes, and could only recopy what
was written and set before him.

"In order to test the degree to which he had retained his intelligence it was
pointed out to him that it would be to his advantage to collect his rents every
month, instead of allowing them to accumulate for six months; he indicated \qty

iLaw Keports, Probate Division, vol. xii., 1867, p. 8 (England).
^ Ilalics ])y compiler.
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clearly that he understood this advice, and that he entirely approved it, and he in-

formed his wife that for the future he wished his rents to be collected in the man-
ner advised.

"
It was evident that, in spite of his speechlessness, he had in great measure

retained his intelligence and his power of volition, and he knew perfectly well the
state of his affairs. He frequented places of public resort, and would pay for

what he ordered without making any mistake
;
he was in the habit of seating

himself near those who were playing at cards, and he would intimate his approval
or disapproval of their playing, and even venture upon advice by means of signs,
which testified to the preservation of his intelligence."

* The relatives of this

gentleman had demanded what the French Law calls an "
interdiction," and after

a ])rolonged discussion, the Societe de Medecine Legale decided that his condition
did not justify his being deprived of his civil rights; and the tribunal at Avignon,
to which the case was subsequently submitted, gave a decision in conformity with
the views of the

"
Legal Medical Society."

Bateman's comments in this case are :
" There cannot be a doubt

about the propriety of the above decision. This gentleman was the

subject of motor aphasia ;
he was unable to express himself by articu-

late language, but he possessed to an eminent degree the language of

signs. It will be observed that he was also the subject of agraphia, for

although he could copy, he was unable to give spontaneous expression
to his wishes by written language ;

he could originate nothing in writing :

if his model were withdrawn, he was incapable of writing a single

letter."

Hence his aphasia was of two distinct types, according to the scheme

here adopted
—

viz., (24) executive motor aphasia and (25) psychic

agraphia, implying lesions respectively of the foot of the ascending
frontal (pre-Rt ilandicj and of the second frontal convolutions or of their

subcortical communications.

Diller ^ has recorded two cases of motor aphasia, probably of the

executive form, with legal bearings as follows :

A retired physician, aged sixty, had an attack of right hemiplegia with aphasia ;

he recovered and transacted important business affairs for some years. His will

was contested on the ground of incompetency, as having been made after his

paralytic attack. During the trial a second will, made some years before his

aphasia, was produced, which agreed so well with the disputed one that the legal

proceedings were terminated.
The second case, a lady aged sixty-five, also had right hemiplegia with incom-

plete motor aphasia. The doctor believed that she was incompetent to enter into

civil contracts or to receive and pay out money constantly as her business re-

quired, but that she was able to give intelligent assent or dissent to any single
business propositions and to give a power of attorney to her children.

25. Psychic Agraphia (Written=word=construction=loss).
—The ex-

istence of actual ])r(»of of this type has been questioned.^ Since that

date, however, Eskridge
^ has put on record an undoubted case of this

form where the patient, though unable to arrange letters into words,
" wrote a good legible hand when the words were spelled for him."

Operation and removal of a cyst from the foot of the left second frontal

^ Annales d'hygiene PuHique et de Medecine Legale, tome xxxi., p. 430.
^ Journal of Nervous and Mental Disease, May, 1894, p. 298.
^
Mills, A Texf-hook on Nervous Diseases by American Authors, 1895, p. 436.

4 Medical Neivs, Phila., August 1, 1890, p. 122.
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convolution much improved his power of spelling; and voluntary writ-

inij:. The legal heariiius of ])sychic agraphia woulcl be limited to the

consideration of possible errors in written doeuments. In every other

respect the purely agraphic are competent legally if sane.

26. Executive Agraphia (Written=word=utteraiice=loss).
—This

form in itself is of even less importance legally than the preceding.
The lesion may be located either in the left arm and hand area

immediately posterior to the second frontal convolution, or in the cen-

trum ovale or internal capsule, thus impairing conduction to the s{)inal

centers. In the latter case compensation would probably be established

in some degree by way of the corpus callosum, so that intelligent writ-

ing could be etfected by means of the motor centers of the opposite

hemisphere.
27. Psychic motor amitnia or (28) executive amimia '

alone would

be of even less importance than the agraphias, and do not require con-

sideraticHi here.

Irregular and Mixed Forms of Aphasia.—It is important
to bear in mind the ])ossible, even probable, presence of "mixed"
forms of aphasia in any given case, due to the fact that the same artery

(middle cerebral) supplies, through its various branches, the auditory,

visual, motor, graphic, and probable pantomimic cortical areas.

Occlusion of branches of this vessel are apt to give rise to a con-

fusing association of the various forms of speech defect, as "well as the

extension of a given area of necrotic softening from* time to time by
occlusion of additional branches of the same trunk. Thus in the case

of a man aged forty-one, a tailor by occupation, recently under the

writer's care, there appeared in succession, during a period of six

months—
1. Motor aphasia, psychic and executive (involvement third frontal

and preeentral gyri).

2. Paraphasia (insula)
— /. e., patient replies to all questions with

the one expression,
" douesches

"
(gibberish aphasia).

3. Paragraphia (prol)ably in this case sul)cortical in location), since

with his left (unpriralyzed) hand he made an attem})t, partly successful,

to \vrite his own name, and could reproduce it so as to be recognized
from a written coj)y.

4. Auditory aphasia, or word-deafness (first temporal), not recog-

nizing eventually such words as hand, head, eye, etc., though when he

first came under ol)servation he could pick out button, coat, jM-ncil, in

addition to ]iarts of his own body, at command.
5. Visual aphasia, word-blindness at first and object-blindness later

(angular gyrus). While at an early stage of his illness he could select

his own written name from a group of others, he could at no time jioint

out the individual letters composing it, nor ))ut them together to form

*
Grasset, Le Progres Medical, 1896, records a case of motor amimia in a congenital

deaf-mute. The patient had lost the power of expression hy the sign language with
the right hand, hut retained tlic use of the left for language purposes ;

see Jour. Anier.
Med. Assoc, November 28, 1806, p. 1162.
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the name (aliterarum without complete alexia). Later he lost all

recognition of written or printed words, his own name included. He
could recognize the uses of some objects with which he was familiar, as

shears (he was a tailor), and when given a dressing forceps and cloth

with signs indicating that he was to cut the cloth, he smiled and pointed
to the absence of cutting-edge on the forceps. Given a bottle and a

cork together, however, he failed to connect them in any way ;
and

much effort and uncertainty were manifested before he recognized the use

of a watch-key.
6. Paramimia, due in part, at least, to the right hemiplegia which

accompanied his aphasia. Facial and emotional expression were well

preserved ;
smell blunted, and tiiste apjiarently almost absent, so far

as could be determined. These defects left the patient on the recep-
tive side, the muscular and tactile senses (unetkicated for words in

his case) with temperature sense and pantomimic appreciation. On
the emissive side only emotional expression and pantomime remain,
the latter impaired by the right arm palsy, though he looks intelligent
and shows an earnest desire to express his wants. The constantly

recurring utterance of the expression
" donesches

"
(gibberish aphasia),

with a lively attempt at pantomime by the facial muscles and left arm
and hand, with obscure vocal sounds, was all that remained of the

language faculty. In addition he could manifest emotional expression
to a considerable degree, smiling when shown a comic j^icture unex-

pectedly. He does not seem to have full appreciation of his deplorable

state, as shown by the absence of mai'ked mental depression. The
lesion in this case is probably vascular occlusion (thrombosis), gradually

involving additional branches of the left middle cerebral artery. In

every legal aspect, of course, the words incapacitated and irresponsible

apply to this case.

Other "irregular" varieties of aphasia requiring separate considera-

tion are those of temporary character. Those due to feebleness and

exhausting: illnesses have been alreadv mentioned. Other forms are

the epileptiform and hysteric. Bateman '

cites an interesting case which
he classifies as ejiileptiform, but which many would be inclined, from

the history, to consider hysteric.
" The salient features were total loss

of speech of an intermittent character, lasting from a few hours to six

weeks
;
the suspension of the faculty of articulate language always coin-

ciding with pain at the nape of the neck, and its restoration being invari-

ably accompanied by pain in the lumbar spine."
" True hysteric

"
(or

cortical functional) aphasia does occur, however, not including in this

term the simple loss of voice so common in hysteric conditions
;

this

latter is aphonia, but not aphasia.
An example of recurring attacks of functional cortical (hysteric)

aphasia occurred in a patient of the writer's, a widow, forty-six years
of age, who was jiassing along a crowded thoroughfire M'ith a satchel

containing several hundred dollars, the proceeds of the sale of her entire

property. The satchel was snatched from her hand by a man who
1

Op. cif., p. 13G.
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escaped with it. Fi-om that moment she was speeeliless
—not simply

voiceless, but appear('(l to lack the ])ower of (terehral word-construction.

She also manitestcd in a marked dct^ree the emotional teniperament,
contracted visual fields, and otiicr "stii:;maia" of the hysteric constitu-

tion. Under general nutritive and hygienic measures .^he recovered in

a few weeks, but has had two recurrences from slight causes, both

yielding to treatment in a few days. One of tiiese attacks followed a

fall with unconsciousness, according to her statement. The absolute

s])eechlessness in the first attiick prevented outcry and was the cause of

her failure to secure assistance in stopping the thief. During these

attacks, questions of legal competency might easily arise. Between the

attacks, however, there can be no doubt of the ])atient's capacity to

conduct ordinary affairs with average judgment for her station in life.

She earns her living as a seamstress, and is in every way logical and

proper in her conduct.

To sum up, it is apparent from the foregoing remarks on the genesis
and nature of speech and its disorders that the interrelations of the

individual with his environment, as regards language, depend on three

factors : (1) Sensations received from without and recognized as percepts

by the brain
; (2) concepts or ideas formed by the brain from associa-

tion and combination of these percepts ; (3) motor expression of these

concepts or ideas by spoken words, written words, pantomime, and by
vocal sounds that are not words, as shrieks, exclamations, etc.

Disorders of either series of processes will impair language as a

whole. The legal results of this impairment depend on its degree and
nature and may be summarized as follows :

Sanity established, any legal document should be recognized when it

can be proved that the person making it can understand fully its nature

by any receptive channel,
—

viz., hearing, vision, or muscular sense,
—

and can, in addition, express assent or dissent with certainty to proper

witnesses, whether this expression be by spoken speech, written speech,
or pantomime. ,

As regards responsibility and competency for other acts than signing
a will or document, the form of language disorder present, and its rela-

tion with the nature of the act, must be carefully considered. In other

words, cases of this latter class must be individualized rather than

generalized.
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There is little reason to doubt that the moderate enjoyment of

alcohol is, to the average individual at least, not only not injurious, but,
on the contrary, is often decidedly beneficial. On the other hand, the

injudicious and inmioderate indulgence in alcoholic beverages can never

result in anything but mental and physical degeneration.

Inebriety produces such marked deviations from the normal char-

acter, intelligence, will, and reasoning powers that the inebriate, either

when he is in the active stage of intoxication or when his brain is

enfeebled and degenerated from long-continued alcoholic excesses, fre-

quently perpetrates offenses, either against private persons or the state,

which render him liable to legal prosecution. On the other hand, the

impairment of the mental faculties of the inebriate greatly diminishes

his power of resisting the machinations of the designing and unscrupu-
lous, who, by taking advantage of his helplessness, may so jeopardize his

interests that the intervention of the state may be necessary for the

preservation of his rights.

Inebriety is not in itself a punishable offense against the state. It

may be a moral wrong, but of this the state cannot take cognizance.
It is only when the inebriate violates the rights of others or commits

offenses against the public welfare that the law may hold him responsi-

ble, or, if it can be shown that in consequence of his inebriety he has

become unable to protect his own interests, the state will step in and

protect them for him.

The effect of alcohol upon the functions of the brain varies in dif-

ferent individuals, depending somewhat upon some peculiar idiosyn-

cracy and hereditary predisposition as well as upon mental and physical

vigor. It can, therefore, be readily understood why some succumb to

alcoholic excesses which seem to be borne by others with apparent im-

punity ;
but in reality alcoholic excesses, even to the most vigorous, are

always injurious.
In order to arrive at a clear understanding of the legal responsibility

of the inebriate it is essential to analyze the different forms of inebriety
somewhat in detail. The inebriate's legal responsil)ility, except in tort

cases, depends almost entirelv upon his knowledge of the nature of the

acts he commits and his ability to discriminate betAveen right and wrong.
It is only, therefore, when his mental condition in all forms of inebriety
is studied and understood that a definite comprehension of his responsi-

bility can be reached. All men are considered in law responsible for

626
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their acts until proved to be irresponsible. A distinction must be made
between moral and l('i>;al responsibility. An inebriate may be morally

irresponsible and yet be held responsible in law . In many classes of

torts such is the case. He may be absolntely unconsc-ious of wrontr-

dointr and is therefore morally irresponsible, and yet the law will hold

him strictly to account. In other cases moral irres{)onsii)ility is a cr>m-

plete defense or else may be successfully urged in mitigation of pimish-
ment.

For the convenience of analysis inebriety may be divided into four

distinct classes. The first class embraces those who are, as a rule, mod-
erate in the use of alcohol, but who occasionally indulge in it to excess.

In these cases the degree of moral responsibility of the inebriate de-

pends upon the degree of his inebriety. In moderate quantities alcohol

stinuilates the mental faculties and engenders a feeling of satisfaction and

well-being. This is not, of course, inebriety, and an individual in this con-

dition is perfectly responsible for all the acts he commits. He may not,

in his normal condition, be satisfied to uphold the opinions he expressed
while stimulated, and he may even be obliged to admit that his actions

savored of extravagance or recklessness, but the moral sense remains, and
consciousness and memory are unimpaired. With further indulgence
the conditions change. Stimulation of the mental faculties is succeeded

by gradually diminishing intelligence, the moral sense is either perverted
or partially abolished, and reckless acts of conduct which would shock his

sense of propriety in his sober moments are by no means uncommon.
The will and the reasoning faculties are both enfeebled. In this condi-

tion he can readily be persuaded to do things to the injury of himself

or others wiiich he would not in his sober moments dream of doing.
He may perpetrate similar acts of his own volition. Many instances

are on record in which individuals in the state of inebriety have been

induced to issue notes, make wills, sign deeds to property, and even to

commit crimes, or they may do all these things acting upon impulses

generated in their disordered brains. Consciousness, in this stage of

drunkenness, is in a very peculiar condition.

If enough alcohol is taken, insensibility will, of course, supervene.
But before this point is reached the individual is certainly conscious, in

that he is awake. He seems to have a conscious appreciation of his

acts at the time he does them, and can often give his reasons for so doing,
yet when he arrives at a state of sobriety he either has absolutely no
recollection of anything that transpired during his period of inebriety or

else his recollections are exceedingly vague and indistinct. In such a

case consciousness is not abolished, but the memory of consciousness is.

This form of inebriety is usually of brief duration, rarely lasting more
than a number of hours. Occasionally, however, one of this class con-

tinues his excesses for several days, and brief periods of sobriety or

partial sobriety alternate with longer periods of drunkenness. This
condition may terminate in delirium tremens or acute alcoholic mania.
Acts of violence, horrible in their ferocity and brutality, are apt to

characterize this state. Murders are sometimes committed, usually
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accompanied by the most savage mutilations and often perpetrated with-

out the slightest provocation, but are generally the result of frightful
hallucinations from which the maniac suffers. When the maniacal con-

dition terminates,
—and it may do so with comparative suddenness,—

there is rarely any recollection of what transpired. If there is any at

all, it is very indistinct.

For the purposes of this article the second class is made to include

those who are extremely abstemious, but who, at certain periods, are

seized with the most uncontrollable cravings for alcohol. This condition

is known as dipsomania. The attack usually comes on suddenly and
lasts from a few days to a week or two. During this time the indi-

vidual drinks immoderately. He is utterly oblivious to his surround-

ings and indifferent to the disgrace his conduct is likely to entail upon
himself and his familv. Refinement and moralitv are cast aside, and
unbridled debauchery reigns instead. It is, perhaps, hardly proper to

classify dipsomania as a form of inebriety. It is, more accurately

speaking, a form of periodic insanity, characterized, during the seizure,

by an uncontrollable craving for alcohol. But the effect of the alcohol

upon the brain is the same, no matter whether the debauchery is caused

by an uncontrollable impulse or is the result of appetite or mere con-

viviality, and the dipsomaniac during the period of his debauch may
commit acts which render him liable to civil or criminal prosecution.
It is, therefore, necessary to discuss the inebriety of this form of insanity
at the jiresent time. Acute alcoholic delirium is not an infrequent

sequel of dipsomania, and if it does occur, it differs in no respect from

the delirium of the true inel)riate. Acts of violence are often perpe-
trated of which no memory exists when the individual returns to his

normal condition.

The third class, known as chronic alcoholism, includes those who

habitually drink to excess. Daily and immoderate alcoholic indulgence
in time leads to degenerative changes in the brain and its membranes.

Manifold and progressive disorders of the mental faculties naturally

follow, terminating, generally, either in dementia or alcoholic insanity.

In the chronic inebriate the moral sense is blunted, he is indifferent

to the necessities of those dependent upon him, and usually cannot be

made to appreciate the disgrace which his conduct entails upon his

friends and family. During his state of inebriety he is usually good-

naturedly stupid. In his moments of sobriety he is irritable, peevish,
or morose, which feelings he invariably seeks to relieve by recourse to

alcoholic stinuilation. The will-power is always weakened, and the

mind can be readily influenced, thus rendering him an easy victim to

those who would use him for their own purposes. The memory fails,

at first for recent occurrences which do not impress themselves forcil)ly

upon his mind, while the memory of events which transpired years
before may be remembered with ordinary accuracy, but in time, as the

cerebral degeneration advances, even these memories decline. The

reasoning faculties fail also, so that often only the simplest questions
can be logically determmed.

I
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Tremor is a constant symptom. It is most frequently observed iu

the hands and arms, sometimes in tlie face, particidarly (hiring articida-

tioM. It is mainly to be seen during the })('riods of sobriety, and

irraduallv decreases the more the alcoljolic influence is felt. It is not

at all uncommon for individuals of this class to drink enough every
diiv to induce either a drunken stupor or else absolute insensibility by
night. Acts of violence are rarely conunitted unless the inebriate is

deprived of alcohol. In such a case delirium tremens or mania may
follow the deprivation. It must not be concluded from this that all

chronic inebriates are absolutely devoid of intelligence. Many of them,
while not able to compete with the world in creative thought, can

attend to routine work fairly well. Others are quite capable of manag-
ing their property to a limited degree, but it would be rare, indeed, for

a chronic inebriate to exercise that shrewdness, foresight, })ru(lence,

caution, and intelligence which are essential in successful business

ventures, investments, and the management of estates of any magnitude.
The fourth class includes those who suffer from chronic alcoholic

insanity. This aflPection, springing, as it usually does, from chronic

alcoholism, may be considered very properly as simply an advanced

stage of that condition, and yet there is a dividing-line, not always

sharply demarked, on one side of which there is mental deterioration

alone, and, on the other, mental deterioration with well-marked insane

delusions and hallucinations. In time the chronic inebriate becomes

suspicious that his friends are treating him coldly, or that his wife is

becoming indifferent to him. If he sees persons conversing together,
he is apt to imagine that they are making derogatory remarks about

him or else are weaving a plot to injure him. He becomes suspicious
and apprehensive, and often begins to take such precautions as he may
consider necessary for self-protection. Hallucinations, most always of a

frightful nature, l)ecome common. He fears for his life, and often

appeals to the authorities for protection. Failing to obtain adequate

security or perhaps feeling that he must protect himself at all hazards,
he commits some frightful act of atrocious assault or homicide. Delu-

sions of persecution become well marked. He believes he is being

poisoned, and often refuses to eat because of the fear that his food has

been tampered with by his enemies.

Delusions of a sexual nature are characteristic of this form of

insanity. The most common of these is the delusion of marital

infidelity. The ordinary social relations of his wife with his male

acquaintances are distorted, in his mind, to love trysts and assignations.
Even incestuous accusations may be made. Thes(^ delusions fre(juently
lead to murder, which is usually perpetrated with great brutality and

ferocity. Delusions in regard to his own sexual or^j-ans are not uncom-
mon. He believes that his wife or her suspected pai-ainour is about
to mutilate him, or that others are attempting to a(;com])lish the same
end or to render him inqmtent by mesmeric influence or by secret drugs

surreptitiously introduced into his food or drink. These delusions are

not necessarily or even usually ccjutinuous. After they have passed
Vol. l.—U
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they are not even remembered, or but imperfectly so. During these

periods he may express the most unqualified affection for his wife and
esteem for his friends until the returning delusion disturbs his mind

again. The memory, the will, and, in fact, all the mental faculties

deteriorate more and more, until finally a condition of well-marked
dementia is reached.

From a study of these different forms of inebriety the conclusion is

obvious that the responsibility of the inebriate varies somewhat accord-

ing to the class in which he belongs, and that the responsibility of

different individuals in the same class depends to a great extent upon
the degree of their inebriety. The inebriate is brought into relations

with the law either because he has injured others or is about to do so,

or because he needs protection or redress himself. These relations are

most frequently brought about by his participation in contracts, the

making of wills, and the perpetration of torts and crimes. Each of

these divisions of law in connection with inebriety will be considered

separately.
The Inebriate and his Contracts.—It is a well-settled point

that the insane are liable generally on all contracts for necessaries.

This rule would perhaps hold good for all forms of inebriety. But in

express contract it is very different. Any one entering into contractural

relations with a man who is manifestly intoxicated must necessarily do

so with a full knowledge of his condition. This in itself would raise a

strong presimiption of fraud. The same very properly might be said

of one who enters into an express contract with a dipsomaniac during
his period of debauchery. Such contracts, although not absolutely

void, could be avoided unquestionably when the inebriate became sober.

In such a case the contract must be rescinded at once and the thing
contracted for returned if it has been received. But if the inebriate,

during sobriety, ratifies the contract expressly or does so by retaining
the benefits thereof, he, of course, becomes responsible for the perfor-
mance of his part of the agreement.'

In implied contracts, such as for money paid or borrowed, neces-

saries purchased, or goods sold, drunkenness is no defense.^ The
chronic inebriate and the sufferer from alcoholic insanity are both liable

on implied contracts for necessaries, which term is held to include those

things which are useful and appropriate to their station in life. In

voluntary entering into express contracts both may or may not be held

responsible, according to the circumstances of each particular case. The
chronic inebriate has his periods of sobriety, and although his mind may
be enfeebled in many respects, he usually has ample intelligence for the

transaction of business affiiirs, if not of too intricate a nature. In

alcoholic insanity, particularly in the early stages, there are often times

when the sufferer is free from hallucinations and delusions and may
then be able to enter into contractural relations without exciting any
suspicion of lunacy. Generally speaking, if the inebriate shows no

evidence, to a person of ordinary prudence, of mental incapacity, and
1
Carpenter vs. Kogers, 61 Mich., 381. ^'Gore vs. Gibson, 13 M. & W., 623.
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if the contract has been made in good faith and for a vahiable con-

sideration, and has been executed, it will be biiubiio;.' But where the

contract has been entered hito durinj;' profound intoxication or wlieu tlie

inebriate is actually insane, the contract is voidable. It may be ratified

when the individual becomes sober or (ku'ing his sane moments, or it

may be set aside absolutely. If rescinded, the other party must be

placed in sfafa quo. If the insane inebriate enters into a contract while

he is in charge of a legally appointed committee, the contract will be

void.

The defense of inebriety is often urged for those or by those who
have signed commercial paper eitlier as makers or indorsers. The mind
of the inebriate, and particularly of the chronic inebriate, is often in so

confused and chaotic a condition that he may fraudulently be induced

to sign notes or other papers of value without having a clear under-

standing of the nature of his act. In fact, he may retain no memory
of the transaction afterward. In such a case a note so signed may be

canceled unless it has passed into the hands of an innocent third per-
son for value, and then it will l)e enforced." In a case of this kind a

party {)licd the plaintiff Avith liquor until he became intoxicated, and
then induced him to sign a note which was delivered to the defendant

for value and without notice. The maker of the note was held liable

for its payment, but he would not have been if it had been retained and

payment demanded by the wrongdoer. In general, alcoholic insanity
or inebriety is a good defense to an action upon a note if the plaintiff
knew of the mental condition of the maker or indorser or had such

knowledge as to lead a reasonable man to believe he was not of soimd

mind. But if the inebriate, whether insane or not, received full value

for the note and it has passed into the hands of an innocent third ])ersoa
without knowledge and for value, the defense of inebriety will not avail.

If an inebriate or other person purposely makes himself drunk when

assuming an obligation in order to avoid the subsequent fulfilment of

his promise, the defense of inebriety \v\\\ not bar an action by the

aggrieved party. On the other hand, when an inebriate or other person
is deliberately and purposely made drunk with the intent to perpetrate
a fraud upon him, the law will set the compact aside.

Inebriety and I/ife-insurance.—It sometimes happens that

insurance companies contest the payment of policies on the ground that

the insured fraudulently deceived them in regard to his intemperate
habits. The statement of the insured that he is of temperate hal)its is a

statement of fact and not of opinion, and the truth or falsity of such a
statement is a matter for the consideration of the jury. Whether an
individual is temperate or not is sometimes a difficult question to deter-

mine. Temperance does not mean total abstemiousness from intoxi-

cants, and occasional indulgence in liquor cannot appro]iriately be

termed intemperance. The jury has even held that a man may have
an attack of delirium tremens and yet be of temperate habits.' But

' Brodrib rs. Brodrib, 56 Cal., 568. '^
'.tl Pa., 17.

' Knickerbocker Life Assurance Company of New York vs. Foley, 15 Otto, 350.
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there is no reason to doubt that the statement of the insured that he is

of temperate habits, when in fact he is an inebriate, is a fraud upon the

company sufficiently material to avoid the contract. The statement of

a dipsomaniac that he has never been insane when, in fact, he has had

repeated attacks of his malady may or may not avoid the policy, accord-

ing to the circumstances of the case. Many dipsomaniacs do not know
that dipsomania is regarded in medicine as a form of insanity. They
may even consider themselves to be of temperate habits, and their

friends may so consider them, because many dipsomaniacs are absolutely
abstemious between their periodic seizures, and these may not be of

frequent occurrence. If under these circumstances he states it to be his

opinion that he is temperate and free from insanity, such a statement

would not be sufficient to avoid the policy, but if he stated these things
as matters of fact, his ignorance of their truth would not be sufficient

excuse.

Suicide, in some life policies and in all accident policies, is agreed to

be a valid defense to the payment of the claim. If suicide is further

qualified by the additional clause of whether ** sane or insane," the fact

that the inebriate took his life, acting in accordance with delusion or

during a paroxysm of delirium, makes no difference—the policy could

not be enforced. But even if such qualifying words are omitted,—
and they seldom are,

—the insanity must be of such a degree that the

inebriate does not comprehend tliat his act will cause death or else that

it was accomplished under the influence of an irresistible impulse or

delusion.

Torts and Inebriety.—Inebriety may be a valid defense in some
cases of tort, or it may so modify the tort that it can properly be urged
in mitigation of damages, or, in other cases agaiij, it may so aggravate
the injury that it may serve the injured party by enabling him to

recover exemplary damages. A tort committed against the person or

character by one who, though usually of temperate habits, is intoxicated

at the time, cannot be successfully defended on the plea of intoxication.

It is no defense at all, and an individual who frequently commits

assaults, destroys 2:>roperty, or perpetrates other torts when intoxicated

may be assessed exemplary damages by way of punishment. Neither

law nor medicine regards that form of inebrietv as a disease. The law

is apt to look upon it more in the light of an aggravation of the wrong,
and is inclined to inflict severer punishment upon successive repetitions

of the offense. Inebriety committed intentionally for the purpose of

mitigating the punishment of a contemplated tort is, of course, not a

valid defense.

In dipsomania, during the paroxysm and after the repeated libations,

the maniac may be absolutely morally irresponsible for his acts. In

chronic inebrietv there is often so confused a mental state or such a

degree of delirium that the significance of acts committed may not be

intelligently appreciated. Here, also, there may be little or no moral

responsibility. In alcoholic insanity the inebriate who acts in con-

formity with his delusions or is impelled by a sudden overwhelming
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impulse is likewise morally irrcsjionsiblo, and yet in all these cases

the law, while reeogniziiiL!: his irrcsjjonsihilitv, will hold the inebriate

to stri('t account for any pecuniary dania<i;e the injured party may have

sustained.

It may, therefore, be regarded, as a rule, that inebriates, whether

insane or otherwise, mentally irresponsible or not, are liable in civil

suits for any damage to person or j)roperty. Tn regard to injuries to

character such as arise from lib(-'l and slander, the law is not uni-

form in the different states. Thus in Gates r.s'. Meredith '

it was

decided that insanity caused by drunkenness was a valid defense to an

action for slander. The learned judge held that " slander must be

malicious, and an idiot or lunatics camiot be guilty of malice, no matter

froni what cause he became so." This is true neither in law nor in

medicine. An inebriate or an alcoh(jlic lunatic, as well as in other

forms of lunacy, may commit a tort because he is impelled to do so by
reason of his hallucinations or delusions, or he may do the wrongful acts

from the same sane reasons that other ])eople do them. In the first case

there can, of course, be no malice, but in the second case the malicious

intent may be just as pronounced as it would be in a perfectly sane

person. In New York the law conforms to this view. There could

certainly be no malice in the accusation of an insane inebriate acting ui

accordance with his delusions that a certain individual was engaged in a.

disgraceful intrigue with his, the inebriate's, wife. But let us suppose
he charges another with being dishonest and that the accusation is not

based upon the presence of a delusion. In such a case the element of

malice is as much to be inferred as it would be in any one else.

In brief, then, an inebriate is liable, in a civil suit, to compensate in

damages any one whom his acts have injured either in ])erson or in ])ro])-

erty. This rule of law is intended not so much as a ])unishment for

inebriety, but because an innocent person has been injured and it is only

just and equitable that he who does the injury, although free from any
evil intent, should bear the loss. But in tort, in which the element of
malice is essential, such as in malicious prosecution, libel, and slander,
inebriety may be urged in mitigation of damages on the ground that the

words, either spoken or written, emanated from a diseased mind and

consequently would carry but little weight or do but little harm. It

Avould be for the jury, taking into consideration the mental state of the

defendant at the time of the act, to determine the measure of damages.
Wills and Inebriety.—Inebriety may affect the validity of wills

because the inebriate may not jiossess testamentary capacity, or because
the influence of insane delusions may be so pronounced that the will

cannot be supported ;
or because the evidence of undue influence is so

apparent that it cannot be disregarded. The law always upholds a will if

it can consistently do so, and rarely, if ever, sets it aside unless compelled
to by the most positive proof of the maker's incapacity. At tlie time
of intoxication, or by reason of habitual inebriety or alcoholic insanity,
the mind of the testator may be so, confused, enfeebled, or diseased that
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he cannot fulfil the requirements of the law in regard to his testament-

ary mental capacity. On the other hand, he may be suffering from any
of these forms of inebriety and yet execute a will that can very prop-

erly be sustained at law.

The simple evidence that the testator was intoxicated at the time he
made his will, or that he was suifering from a certain amount of mental

degeneration from chronic alcoholism or alcoholic insanity, is not in

itself sufficient evidence to warrant the assumption of testamentary in-

capacity. Each case must be considered by itself in order to compre-
hend the exact mental condition of the testator at the time the will was
made. Testamentary capacity consists in the ability of the testator to

understand the nature of the act he is committing, the property he

possesses, the disposition he wishes to make of his property, and the

relation of each of these factors to the others. The effect of inebriety

upon the mind must be measured by these tests and not by the fre-

quency of intoxication or the duration of the disease.^ In one case the

testator bequeathed five hundred dollars to his wife and the same sum
to his daughter, and the balance of his estate, valued at $15,000, was
divided among his brothers. He was addicted to the excessive use of

intoxicating liquors, which had impaired, to some extent, both his

mental and physical powers. But while at times he seemed to be

afflicted with dulness and loss of memory, at other times he exhibited

a keen, shrewd capacity for business and a strong will. When the will

was executed the Lcstimonv showed he had been drinking a little, but

not to such an extent as to disorder his faculties or prevent his judg-
ment. Held that lack of testamentary capacity was not shown. ^ But
such a degree of intoxication as would render a person unable to reason

or to comprehend the nature of his acts would unquestionably inval-

idate the instrument. For the same reasons a will executed during alco-

holic delirium would be void, and if the mind of the chronic inebriate

is so degenerated that at the time of making the will his memory, intel-

ligence, volition, and reasoning faculties are so impaired that he cannot

comply with the tests previously mentioned, his testamentary incapacity
must be admitted.

Inebriates, particularly in chronic alcoholism and alcoholic insanity,

are frequently dominated by delusions which may or may not invalidate

their wills. If the delusion does not influence the mind of the testator

in the makins; of the will, it cannot be said to affect its validitv. In

one case
^

it was held that if a testator jiossesses sufficient mental power
to take into account all the considerations necessary to the proper making
of a will, although he is subject to some delusions, yet if it appears that

such delusions did not influence him in making his will, his will is

entitled to be regarded as a valid testamentary act, and should be

upheld.* But when a will is made in conformity with well-marked

delusions, the testator is insane, and the insanity so taints the will that

it may be set aside readily. An insane inebriate who has been adjudged
1 45 ]Sr. .J. Eq., 702. "^

Reeves, Cases on Wills.
^ Banks vs. Goodfellow, L. R. 5 Q. B. B., 549. *

Reeves, Cases on Wills.
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iiisaue may possibly luake a valid will, hut in such a case " the facts

establishing intelligent action must be shown."

Inebriates, on account of the men till enfeeblement which usually

accompanies inebriety, can sometimes be lUMluly influenced to make
wills disposing of their property in a manner Ibn'ign to their natural

inclinations. Even the usually tem])erate person may, in a condition

of inebriety, yield to an iuHueuce he could readily comprehend and

withstand in his normal condition. Undue influence, when it can be

])r()ved, vitiates the will. Judge Earle '

expresses the law concisely on

this point :
" To make influence exercised over a testator undue and

illegal, it must be such as to destroy the free agency ;
it is inunaterial

how little the influence may be, if free agency is thereby destroyed."

Again he says :
" Undue mfluence may be shown by all the facts and

circumstances surrounding the testator, the nature of the will, his family

relations, the condition of his health and mind, the depending upon the

subjection to the control of the person supposed to have wielded the

influence, the opportunity and disposition to wield it, and the acts and

declarations of such person."
^ The fact that a will was made during a

period of inebriety, or by one whose mind is weakened or perverted by

long-continued alcoholic excesses, and that the testator has disposed of

his property in an unexpected or extraordinary manner, are not in

themselves facts sufficient to prove undue influence. The influence

itself must be shown, and then that the inebriate's mind was so im-

paired, either temporarily or permanently, that the influences brought to

bear u}>on him seriously prevented the free expression of his will. The
deo-ree of influence which must be exercised to overcome the will of the

inebriate varies in different cases in proportion to the mental degenera-
tion present. In the initial stage of chronic alcoholism influence of the

strongest kind may be necessary before the testator's wdll can be shaped

by others, while in alcoholic dementia mere solicitation may be amply
sufficient to constitute undue influence.

Marriage and Inebriety.—Marriage is a contract the validity
of which, as in other contracts, depends upon the consent of the parties
and the agreement of their minds. It sometimes happens that an indi-

vidual, while intoxicated, is induced to marry a person whom he would

not marry if he was sober. Such a marriage is not void, but voidable.

He may, if he chooses, when he returns to a condition of sobriety openly

acknowledge the marriage to be valid, or he may, wdth knowledge of

the marriage, consummate it and thus make the contract binding. In

such cases the subsequent attempt to invalidate the marriage on the

grounds of intoxication at the time would be no defense at all. On the

other hand, intoxication is a valid defense if the so-called marriage is

promptly repudiated, and it can be shown that the plaintiff's mind was
so affected by alcohol that his free consent and agreement were not

obtained. In dipsomania a marriage contracted during a paroxysm of

inebriety would be voidable. It could, just as in the form of intoxica-

tion just mentioned, be made either a binding marriage or else repu-
1

Kolhvagen vs. KoUwagen et al., 63 N. Y., 504. *
Keeves, Cases on Wills.
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diatetl, the same reasons for either course being applicable to both forms
of inebriety. But it is by no means so certain that a marriage con-

tracted during the sane periods of a dipsomaniac's life could be invali-

dated. It certainly could not be by the di]isomaniac himself. It is gen-

erally the case that the mind of the dipsomaniac between his periodic
attacks is almost, if not quite, in a normal condition. He is perfectly
able to enter into valid contractural relations, to understand the nature

of his acts, to reason, to agree, and to give his consent just as intelli-

gently as any one else. Dipsomania is clearly no defense under such

circumstances. The rights of the other party to the contract cannot be,

however, so readily determined. If the contract was entered into with

the knowledge that the defendant was afflicted with dipsomania, such

knowledge would be an effectual bar to the annulment of the marriage.
But if, on the other hand, the plaintiflP, before the marriage, was ignor-
ant of the existence of the dipsomania, the case might be different. Of
course, if the plaintiff', after knowledge of the facts, continues to live

with the defendant, it would certainly be regarded as a waiver of any
right to rescind the contract, and would be an effectual bar to a subse-

quent action. If, however, the plaintiff terminated the marriage rela-

tions on tlicv discovery that the defendant was a dipsomaniac, equity

might grant relief on the ground of fraud
;
that the defendant, know-

ing he was suffering from a form of insanity, should have informed the

plaintiff' before the execution of the contract, and that the withholding
of such knowledge was a fraud. Leading cases hold, however, that a

marriage entered into during what is termed in law a " lucid interval
"

is a valid marriage, because the party in question, at the time of the

marriage, was mentally competent to consent.^ A marriage entered

into by a chronic inebriate may he avoided by him if it can be shown
that in consequence of his inebriety his mind was so degenerated that

he could not comprehend the nature of his act
;
otherwise the marriage

would be valid, and a marriage by one afflicted with alcoholic insanity
is void, but even in such a case it is far safer to have the marriage

legally declared void.

Divorce and Inebriety.—The laws of the different states vary

greatly in regard to the causes for absolute divorce. In New York
divorce can be granted only for adultery, but in other states decrees

are often granted for much less serious offenses. In some states habitual

drunkenness constitutes ample grounds for divorce, but occasional

attacks of inebriety would hardly be considered a sufficient cause even

in those states in which the divorce laws are most lax. In many of

the states partial divorce may be obtained for habitual drunkenness,

particularly if it can be shown that the inebriate has become cruel

thereby, endangering the life, limb, body, or health of the other party.
In alcoholic insanity there are often delusions and impulses of a

libidinous nature, which frequently impel the individual to commit

adultery, rape, or other sexual acts. Whether divorce can be obtained

or not in such cases depends upon the state in which the act complained
1 Banker vs. Banker, 63 N. Y., 409

;
Smith vs. Smith, 47 Miss., 211.
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of was committed. Tims, in PcnnsyKania it lias been held that the

adultery of an insane wife is a \ali(l cause for divorce/ wliile in Ver-
mont a diametrically opposite rule is maintained.^ Tn general it may
l)e said that sexual acts ])er])etrated by inebriates in consequence of

dehisions and uncontrollable iin])ulses are not valid grounds for divorce,

but they would be, without doubt, if it could be shown that there was
no relation between the acts complained of and the delusions.

Breach of Promise to Marry.—Inebriety may sometimes con-

stitute a valid defense in an action for breach of promise to marry. In

other cases it may very properly he urged in mitigation of damages.

Many instances are recorded in w hich a designing person has induced

another, w^ho was at the time intoxicated, to promise marriage. Whether
such a promise can be avoided by the plea of intoxication depends to a

great extent upon the degree of drunkenness of the promiser. An in-

dividual may be, to a certain extent, under the influence of alcohol, and

yet be quite capable of comprehending the nature of his acts and of

appreciating the eflPects of his promise. In such a case inebriety would
not constitute a valid defense. On the other hand, drunkenness maybe
so profound that the contractural nature of the promise and the conse-

quent legal relationship between the parties camiot be understood. Here,
of course, the contract is voidable. There would not be, in the legal

sense, an agreement of the minds, and consequently there would be no

contract. In either case the defendant, in order to make his condition

of inebriety a valid defense, must repudiate the promise at the earliest

possible moment. The promise is only voidable and not void, and sub-

sequent words or conduct on the part of the promiser which in any way
acknowledge the promise make it binding. If the promise is obtained

by fraud, such as, for instance, by making a person drunk purposely in

order to secure the promise, the transaction will be absolutely void.

Promises to marry made during an attack of dipsomania, in chronic

alcoholism, or in alcoholic insanity, may be avoided if the defendant

can show that at the time of the promise he had not sufficient mind to

make a valid contract or that his mental faculties were so perverted that

he did not comprehend the nature of his act.

The defendant may attempt to justify his breach of promise by
charging the plaintiff with inebriety. If the charge is true and the de-

fendant knew it to be true at the time the jiromise to marry was given,
it is no defense to the action, because, knowing the truth, he need not

have promised. But if he had no knowledge at the time he made the

promise that the plaintiff was an inebriate, his plea would constitute a

complete defense, particularly if the inebriety took the form of dij>-

somania or alcoholic insanity. Chronic inebriety would be a good de-

fense, though it is difficult to com]>rehend how such a condition could

exist on the part of one j)arty without the knowledge of the other.

Frequent acts of intoxication on the part of the plaintiff may be a

sufficient reason for repudiating the promise, but a single instance of

drunkenness, unless associated with circumstances tending to aggravate
' Matchin vs. Matchin, 6 Pa. St., 352. « Nichols vs. Nichols, 31 Vt., 328.
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the offense, would hardly be deemed a valid excuse for voiding the con-

tract. In any event drunkenness on the part of the plaintiif may be

urged in mitigation of damages, but it must be shown to the satisfaction

of the jury that the defendant had knowledge of the inebriety when the

promise was given ;
that the charge of inebriety is true

;
and that it is

because of the inebriety that the promise is broken. The allegations
of inebriety must be absolutely proved. Failure to do so would afibrd

ample grounds for heavy damages.
In a certain proportion of cases of inebriety the sexual powers

gradually fail and may become extinct, so that impotence results. This,

though known to both parties at the time the promise was made, may
be a good defense. In a case

'

a statute made the marriage of an im-

potent person void. In states in which a similar statute has not been

enacted, impotence, known or unknown to the parties, makes the promise
voidable but not void.

Inebriety and Crime.—Crime may, and usually does, violate a

personal right, but it is also an ()iiense against the state. In many in-

stances the person injured, or his legal representative, has no redress at

all, while the state may inflict proper punishment upon the wrongdoer
for his act. In murders, for instance, the murderer, though not liable

in a civil suit for damages, will be punished by the state for his crime.

In other cases in which the act complained of is both a tort and a crime,
the wrongdoer may be liable to both civil and criminal prosecutions.

Damages may be recovered for the tort, and the state may also inflict

punishment for the infringement of its laws. Assault and battery is

both a tort and a crime. The injured individual may properly seek

compensation in damages, while the state will punish the offender accord-

ing to his desserts.

A great proportion of all crimes committed is perpetrated during,
or because of, some form of inebriety. Sachs ^

states that in Germany
" fullv 50 per cent, of all crimes are committed under the influence of

alcoholic excesses
;

in England and America the percentage is, no doubt,

equally high." Whether inebriety may be interposed as a valid defense

to crime depends entirely upon the character and degree of intoxication

and the relation which the particular instance of drunkenness bears to

the crime connected with it. Thus in some cases the offense may be

aggravated by the flict of the perpetrator's intoxication. Again, in-

ebriet}" may be no defense at all, or it may be a complete defense, or,

if not a complete defense, it may change the character of the offense

charged to one of lesser degree and so mitigate the punishment.

Irresponsibility due to inebriety is so frequently urged as a defense

for crime that courts and juries are prone to regard such a defense with

suspicion and distrust. The tests which courts usually apply to deter-

mine the legal responsibility of lunatics for their criminal acts cannot

with equal justice be applied to all forms of inebriety. In New York
if a lunatic is laborincr under such a defect of reason as not to know
either the nature or the quality of the act he was doing, he cannot be held

1 Gulickrs. Gulick, 41 N. J. L., 13. ^
System of Legal Medicine.
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accountable on ii criminal charge. In other states the law is practically
the same. Tn voluntary inebriety

—that is, inel)riety which an indi-

vidual usually of temperate habits commits—the mental liiculties may
be so utterly deranged that he may neither comprehend the nature of

his act nor be able to discriminate between right and wrong, and yet
his mental condition may not entirely excuse him in the eyes of the law

for a crime committed during his debauch. The reason is obvious.

Insanity is the result of (^lisease of the brain contracted aijainst the will

of the sufferer, and is universally regarded a misfortune and an unavoid-

able aftiiction for which the individual must be held irresponsible. Vol-

untary inebriety, on the other hand, is not a disease at all ; it is not

unavoidable, but, on the contrary, may be readily ])r('V('nted by the

individual himself. The law, therefore, refuses to relieve him from the

responsibility for deeds committed by him while intoxicated, even if

drunkenness has induced such a mental state that he has become unable

to distinguish right from wrong or the nature of his act.

In this country the test determining the responsibility of the lunatic

for his criminal acts is the same no matter what the form of mental

disease may be. If he can understand the nature of his act or dis-

tinguish right from wrong, he is held fully responsible for his crimes.

While this may be a competent test in some forms of lunacy, it certainly

is not in others. It is not probable, however, that the law will be

changed until jurists arrive at a more comprehensive understanding of

the nature of insanity. Many lunatics act in acct)rdance with their

delusions and in response to impulses which are often irresistible. This

is certainly the case in many cases of alcoholic insanity and in other

varieties of insanity also. The alcoholic lunatic may be perfectly aware

of the nature of his act, and may also know that it is wrongful, and yet
the disease of his brain may so diminish his j)Owers of resistance that

he cannot help but yield to a dominating impulse and commit a criminal

act. At law he might be held responsible, but from a medical stand-

point he is as clearly irresponsible as the most dangerous paranoiac. In
time the courts must accept this doctrine, and then a modification of the

present law will necessarily follow.

Voluntary intoxication is no excuse for the commission of a crime.

On the contrary, an individual who, when intoxicated, frequently per-

petrates outrageous acts, may find when he commits a crime under a

similar condition that the fact of his intoxication, instead of mitigating
his punishment, may be a most potent factor in determining the Court

to withhokl that judicial clemency which may or may not be granted at

the Court's discretion. In a case known to the writer the Court, in

passing sentence upon an offender who had been convicted of a criminal

act while intoxicated, stated that the fact that he had been convicted

several times previously for similar offenses committed under similar

conditions left him no alternative but to infiict the most severe punish-
ment the law allowed. Had it been his first offense it is more than

probable a much lighter penalty would have satisfied the law.

Although voluntary intoxication may be no excuse for esca})ing all
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punishment, it may, under certain cireumstances, be urged for the

purpose of diminishing the degree of the crime committed. In New
York whenever the actual existence of any particuhir purpose, motive,
or intent is a necessary element to constitute a particular species or

degree of crime, the jury may take into consideration the fact that the

accused was intoxicated at the time, in determining the purpose, motive,
or intent with w'hich he committed the act.^ This is the law generally

throughout the United States. Intoxication plays an important part,

therefore, in such crimes as murder, bin-glary, forgery, and others in

which the intent to commit the crime is a most important element in

determining the degree of the crime for which the accused shall be

punished. Thus in the crime of murder in the first degree the elements

of delil)eration and premeditation are most essential. If these can be

eliminated by sho^\iug that the degree of the prisoner's intoxication as

evinced from all the attending circumstances was such that he acted

without motive and from the blind fury of alcoholic mania, it at once

classifies his crime as less than murder in the first degree, and, of

course, changes the character of the punishment. Murder in the

second degree requires an intent to kill without premeditation and
deliberation.

In many cases of alcoholism and alcoholic insanity the condition of

the mind is such that the question necessarily arises whether the

individual was capable of forming an intent or not. If not, then the

crime conmiitted was manslaughter. Beyond this point voluntary

intoxication, although terminating in temporary insanity, is no defense.

Whether the intoxication is of such a degree as to exclude the prob-

ability of premeditation and deliberation or of forming an intent to kill

are questions for the jury to decide. In a case that came under the

writer's personal observation the accused and his wife had separated, but

agreed to live together again. Both had been in the habit of occasion-

ally drinking to excess. On the day of their reunion they began drink-

ing immoderately, and continued it, together with excessive sexual in-

tercourse, for a period of about a week. During this time they had fre-

quent quarrels, during which he struck her and threatened her life.

These altercations were followed by further debauchery and by periods

during which both remained in alcoholic stupor, sometimes for hours.

At the expiration of about a week, and at the end of a drunken sleep,

the wife went into an adjoining room, leaving her husband ajiparently
in a stuporous condition. Shortly afterward, without any ^varning, he

rushed into the room in which she was, seized a knife, and ])lunged it

several times into her body. The crime was accomplished with every
evidence of great brutality. After the murder he seemed stupid for a

short time, then regained his senses, but ])rofessed absolute ignorance
of having killed his wife. His defense was acute alcoholic insanity.

Here the intoxication, being voluntary, was no excuse for the crime, but

it was a good defense to the charge of murder in the first degree,
because the sudden seizure of alcoholic furor robbed the crime of the

1 Penal Code, § 22.
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elements of deliheration and premeditation. Tt was murder, of eourse,

but not in tlie tirst degree. It is not always, however, a good defense.

In a recent murder case in Philadelj)liia the accused killed a woman,
and then in his defense urged the plea of intoxication. He claimed

that he was intoxicated to such a degree that he was unconscious of his

act. To the minds of the jurors the facts and circumstances of the

case did not seem to support this view, and he was convicted of nnu'der

in the tirst degree. In the case of the People r.v. Fish' it was held that
" if the accused be sober enough to and does form an intent and so de-

liberate upon and premeditate the crime, then he is responsible the same
as if he had been {)erfectly sober, and that he is guilty, even though
intoxicated." When a person becomes voluntarily intoxicated in order

to facilitate the accomplishment of a crime, the proof of the intoxica-

tion is no defense at all. If it could be so regarded, or if it could even

be urged in mitigation of punishment, it would probably be the prelimi-

nary act to most cases of crime.

Voluntary drunkenness is no defense to crime when the wrongful
act is planned or partly executed before the individual becomes intoxi-

cated. In the case of Hamlin vs. the State,^ Hamlin was convicted

of murder in the first degree. In attempting to escape from prison he

killed a watchman. He petitioned for a new trial on the ground that

he was intoxicated at the time of the murder. It was known that for

some time previous he had made preparations for tiie escape by bribing
one of the watchmen, but afterward decided to escape by attacking the

guard and making a bold dash, and that he had waited for two hours for

an opportunity to make the attack. It was claimed that while thus"

waiting the prisoner became intoxicated. In refusing his petition for a

new trial the Supreme Court (^f Errors held that, conceding that Hamlin
was intoxicated when the attack was made, he had previously jiartici-

pated in the preparations therefor, even to the extent of taking human
life, he having armed himself; that in view of these facts the attack and
its consequences were premeditated, and the intoxication at the time of

the murder could be of no avail as a mitiy-atino; circumstance.^

In most cases of murder in which the plea of intoxicati(Hi has been

successfully introduced it has been urged only in order to rob the crime

of the element of deliberation and premeditation, and secure a verdict

of murder in the second degree, instead of the first degree. Murder in

the second degree includes those cases in which there is a design to effect

tiie death of a person, but without deliberation or ])remeditation. Can it

be said that in all cases in which an individual while in a state of alco-

holic frenzy kills another that he has the design to effect the death of

the person killed? In other words, is it an intentional killing? To
the layman, even to the skilled jurist, it would seem as if this (piestion
must be answered in the affirmative. The crime is often accompanied
by words and acts which naturally seem to imply the intent to kill, and
it is generally conceded, even by the counsel for the defense, that the

defendant must have intended to kill at the moment when the crime
» 125 N. Y., 136. 2 48 Conn. Rep., 92. ^ jv/g^_ Jurisp., Hamilton.
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was perpetrated. Alienists, however, are well aware that individuals

in certain mental conditions may perform acts which are often of a

criminal nature and which appear to be done purposely, but which are

perpetrated without consciousness. There must, of course, be a sub-

conscious condition remaining, because if all consciousness is abolished,
the individual becomes absolutely insensible

;
but a subconsciousness

may exist while the higher consciousness remains dormant. In this

state of subconsciousness acts may be performed of which the individual

will have no knowledge whatever when his higher consciousness awakes.

This subconscious state is seen in psychic epilepsy, hypnosis, somnam-

bulism, and in alcoholic epilepsy and some cases of alcoholic mania.

Can an individual in a condition of subconsciousness form a design to

kill ? Clearly he cannot. If this state of mind can be demonstrated to

the satisfaction of the jury to have existed at the moment of the homi-

cide, the crime cannot be regarded as murder at all, but must be con-

sidered merely as manslaughter.
For a long time this condition of subconsciousness was practically

denied by the courts, but in the case of the People vs. Leonard,' Judge
Peckham, after citing section twenty-two of the penal code, stated as

follows :
" When it appears upon the trial that the defendant was in-

toxicated when he committed the homicide, the jury should be instructed

that if the intoxication has extended so far in its effects that the neces-

sary intent, deliberation, and premeditation were absent, the fact of in-

toxication must be considered and a verdict rendered in accordance

therewith. In such a case the intoxication need not be to the extent

of depriving the accused of all power of volition or of all ability to

form an intent."

It cannot for a moment be claimed that all persons who commit

crimes while intoxicated are in an automatic or subconscious condition.

AVhether they are or not must be proved by the circumstances attached

to each particular case, but when it is so proved, the charge of intent to

kill should fail.

Intention is also an essential element in such important crimes as

burglary and forgery ;
and intoxication, when proved, may be considered

by the jury in determining the question of whether there was intent or

not. In the crime of arson the case is diiferent. If the firing was

committed wilfully, the plea of intoxication will not avail. In the

case of the People vs. Jones ^
it was held that intoxication is not to be

considered in a case of arson, where it appears that the act of setting

on fire was wilfully done, it being of no consequence what the intention

was.

Crimes committed by dipsomaniacs during a paroxysm of the dis-

ease or by those afflicted with alcoholic insanity should be regarded in

the same light as crimes committed by lunatics generally. The dipso-
maniac is commonly regarded as a drunkard, who differs from other

inebriates only in that his indulgences are periodic. Dipsomania is in

reality a form of insanity, and the blind craving for drink is merely one
1 143 N. Y., 360. = 2 Edin. Sel. Cas., 86.
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of many symptoms of the disease. During a paroxysm a dipsomaniac
mav commit a criminal act. If so, the (h'ed is usually regarded as if

it had been perpetrated by one in a condition of vohmtary intoxication.

If it can be shown that the homicide, for instance, was accomplished

during an attiick of maniacal furor, the evidence that such a state was
induced by voluntary inebriety may be introduced to diminish the grade
of the crime from murder in the first degree to murder in the secoud

degree, or even, according to a decision previously mentioned, to man-

slaughter, but if the view is held that the dipsomaniac is guilty of vohm-

tary intoxicati(^n, it cannot relieve him from the responsibility of his

act. On the other hand, dipsomania is regarded as a form of insanity,

and if it is further understoc^d that the inebriety is merely a sym])tom of a

serious mental disease, and for which he is in no way responsible, then

the law should hold him just as guiltless of crime as if the act had been

perpetrated by an individual suffering from any other form of insanity,

or, more properly speaking, his case should be judged by the law applic-
able to the insanity, and not to inebriety.

Alcoholic insanity is not always a complete defense to crime. Geu-

erallv it mav be said that '' if a lunatic is laboring: under such a defect

of reason as either not to know the nature and quality of the act he was

doing, or not to know that the act was wrong, he cannot be held

accountable on a criminal charge." Therefore if one who is suffering
from alcoholic insanity, acting in conformity with a delusion, commits a

criminal act, he is held blameless. But if, though insane, he commits

a criminal act, judged by motives which have no connection with his

insanitv, the defense of insanitv can avail him nothing. An alcoholic

lunatic who commits homicide under the delusion that his victim is

poisoning him or has debauched his wife does an insane act and is

clearly not guilty of crime, but if he kills another for the sake of needed

money or in revenge for an actual injury, he must be regarded as sane

so far as the commission of such acts is concerned, and is fullv as

responsible for them as if no insanity existed.

Sudden and often uncontrollable impulses to kill or injure, known
as morbid impulses, are not uncommon ^v\t\\ alcoholic liuiatics and dip-
somaniacs. They may understand the natiu'e and consequences of these

impulses and know that it is wrong to yield to them, and yet be abso-

lutely unable to resist. Such unfortunates, imless insanity is well

marked, are not recognized in law as having any valid defense. The
law as it now stands is well expressed in the decision in the case of

the People vs. Coleman : "A criminal act cannot be excused upon the

theory of an irresistible impulse when the offender knew what he was

doing and had the ability to discover his legal and moral duty in

respect to it." It is not difficult to understand the view the law takes

in regard to the irresistible impulse. If it was once admitted as a valid

defense, it is more than probable it would be urged as an excuse for the

majority of crimes. Nevertheless, there is a small proportion of cases

in which the irresistible impulse should be a good defense, and ])roba-

bly, in time, jurists will come to recognize this fact.



THE STIGMATA OF DEGENERATION.

The question of degeneracy in its medicolegal relations has come
into greater and greater prominence in recent years, owing to the

researches of numerous investigators in the rich fields afforded by the

asylimi, the reformatory, and the prison. It is now apparent that

insanity, imbecility, drunkenness, epilepsy, and criminal tendencies in

antecedents may, with or without modification or mtercourse, become
the woeful heritage of the children

;
that there is a proclivity in a tainted

family to the progressive deterioration which we call degeneracy, and

that such degeneracy may often be recognized by the signets of morbid

heredity set upon the victims. The writer believes the subject of such

importance to both physician and lawyer that it is accorded a special

chapter iu this book
;
and the chapter is founded upon the studies he

has made and published elsewhere ' from a considerable experience in

reformatories, prisons, and institutions for idiots and insane.

Definition of Degeneracy.—Degeneracy may be defined as a

morbid de\iation from the normal original type or standard. It is

recognized, as a rule, in its effects upon the intellectual life, in the

deviations from the intellectual habits and social conduct which are

held in common with our fellows. To the class of degenerates belong
not only many criminals, idiots, and insane individuals, but also the

great majority of persons called cranks or eccentrics—the people who
live a sort of original life, with peculiarities of mental habit and con-

duct, and who are characterized as feeble-minded, quaint, odd, queer,
or singular.

A man of talent or of genius often presents eccentricities of this kind,
but such deviation from the orig-inal normal standard need not be morbid

in character
;

it may be a deviation toward a higher and better standard,

recognized by his contemporaries or posterity to be such. It might be

difficult at times to distinguish between the eccentricities of genius and

the eccentricities of degeneracy. There are one or two indications or

tests which will aid us in this. One of the indications—in fact, the

chief test of a normal state—is, naturally, conformity to the social con-

dition in which a man lives. This test applied by itself, however, does

not exclude talented individuals and geniuses. Another criterion must

be applied to these cases. Is there conjoined with the eccentricity a

morbid self-centering of his interests ? It is in individuals wlio con-

cern themselves little with the affairs of the world, but much with

personal and selfish matters, that eccentricity of intellectual habit or

'^Medical Record, June, 1888; Atnerican Journal Inmnity, July, 1895; Inter-

national Dental Journal, December, 1895
;
State Hospitals Bulletin, July, 1896.
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conduct warrants a grave diagnosis. Now, one of the essential charac-

teristics is its inclusion of transmissible elements, so that the degenerate
individual not only bears in liimself the germs which render him more
and more incapable of fulliling his own functions in human life, but,

by his hereditary be(|uests, he menaces the intellectual stability of his

descendants.

So much for the definition of the term degeneracy. We will now

pass on to a consideration of the indications of degeneracy.

STIGMATA OF DEGENERATION.
The indications of degeneracy are known as stigmata hereditatls, or

stigmata of degeneration. They may be defined as anatomic or func-

tional deviations from the normal which in themselves are usually of

little importance as regards the existence of an organism, but are char-

acteristic of a latent or marked neuropathic disposition. These stigmata
are vices of functional and organic ^evolution. The deviations from the

normal may be in the way of excesses or arrest of development. They
must be distinguished from the deficiencies or deformities produced by
accidents at birth or by disease. I have said that these stigmata are

anatomic and functional. But it is more convenient to divide the

functional group into physiologic and psychic classes. It is the latter

which we are more apt to observe in our relations with degenerate
individuals. The psychic stigmata are always characterized by a want
of balance or lack of proportion between certain undeveloped or exces-

sively developed faculties and other faculties which are normal. Defect

of moral sense, of attention, of memory, will, judgment, or unbalanced

excess of musical or mathematic aptitudes may be cited as instances

of psychic stigmata. Hence the following three divisions may be made
of all tlie degenerative indices :

1. Anatomic stigmata.
2. Physiologic stigmata.
3. Psvchic stiffmata.

ANATOMIC STIGMATA.

Cranial anomalies.

Facial asymmetry.
Deformities of the palate.
Dental anomalies.

Anomalies of the tongue and lips.

Anomalies of the nose.

Anomalies of the eye : Flecks on the iris
;
strabismus

;
chromatic

asymmetry of the iris
;
narrow palpebral fissures

;
albinism

; congenital
cataracts

; microphthalmos ; pigmentary retinitis
;
muscular insufficiency.

Anomalies of the ear.

Anomalies of the limbs: Polydactyly; syndactyly; ectrodactyly ;

symelus ;
ectromelus

; phocomelus ;
excessive length of the arms.

Anomalies of the body in general : Hernias
;
malformations of the
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breasts and thorax
;
dwarfishuess

; giantism ; infantilism
; feminism

;

masculinism
; spina bifida.

Anomalies of the genital organs.
Anomalies of the skin : Polysarcia ; hypertrichosis ; absence of hair

;

premature grayness.

PHYSIOLOGIC STIGMATA.

Anomalies of motor function : Retardation of learning to walk
;

tics
;
tremors

; epilepsy ; nystagmus.
Anomalies of sensory function : Deaf-mutism

; neuralgia ; migraine ;

hyperesthesia ;
anesthesia

;
blindness

; myopia ; hypertropia ; astigma-
tism

;
daltonism

; hemeralopia ;
concentric limitation of the visual

field.

Anomalies of speech : Mutism
;

defective speech ; stammering ;

stuttering.
Anomalies of genito-nrinary function : Sexual irritability ; impo-

tence
; sterility ; nrinary incontinence.

Anomalies of instinct or appetite : Uncontrollable appetites (food,

liqnor, arugs) ; merycism.
Diminished resistance against external influences and diseases.

Retardation of puberty.

PSYCHIC STIGMATA.
Insanity.

Idiocy.

Imbecility.
Pavor nocturnus.

Precocity ;
one-sided talents

; disequilibration.
Feeble-mindedness.

Eccentricity.
Moral delinqnency.
Sexual perversion.
Before proceeding to the description of these various indices in

greater detail, it will be well to consider briefly some points in relation

to their origin.

THE ETIOLOGY OF HEREDITARY STIGMATA.

AVhen the causes which lead to the formation of the stigmata of

degeneration are investigated, much difficulty is met with. Usually we
must look to modifications occurring during fetal development, during
the evolution of the child—modifications brought about by arrests or

errors of development, not so much perhaps in the organs themselves,
which show the effects, as in the central nervous system

—in the

nervous mechanism which governs heredity. As the evolution of our

bodies as well as our minds depends upon the brain, spinal cord, and

the countless nerve-filaments which radiate from them to every tissue,

so the nervous system plays the most important part in the influences
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wliicli have to do with heredity. The nervous coordinations must be

rearranged by strong stimuli in order to reproduce the hereditary

impulse. This is why traits ac^piired by us in our individual life-time

are not apt to be inherited l)y our descendants. If a person loses an

arm, his children are not deprived of that useful member, for the

nervous mechanism of development which has for ages produced arms

in their proper places and wiiich is fixed in the powerful hereditary

impulse of the race has not been changed. So in the breed of dogs
whose tails have been cut oti' for countless generations, nctt one is born

without a tail, because the nervous coordinations governing the evolution

of the tail bear down with all the hereditary force of the race since its

first beginning, when the tail. existed though the animal was legless, to

keep it in existence. If in some way we could reach the nervous

mechanism which is responsible for the evolution of the tail, we might

modify or even prevent its development. It is, therefore, some derange-
ment of the nervous mechanism governing heredity which brings about

deviations from the normal type, which gives rise to anatomic, physi-

ologic, and psychic anomalies which we designate as the stigmata of

degeneration.
How is the nervous mechanism of heredity deranged ? It may be

readily and profoundly deranged in a variety of ways—for instance, by
poisons. Thus, alcohol disarranges the nervous mechanism of heredity
in such a way that the descendants may suffer from the drink-craving,
from idiocy, insanity, epilepsy, hysteria, neurasthenia, from shattered

nervous systems, for at least three generations, and in these unfortunates

we find, along with marked functional stigmata of degeneration, these

actual physical deviations from the normal type which we call anatomic

stigmata. But idiocy, insanity, epilepsy, and the like are in themselves

conditions which disarrange the nervous coordination so profoundly as

to affect the hereditary impulse and give rise to anatomic and func-

tional stigmata in the descendants. What is bequeathed to the degen-
erate child is a fragile and unstable nervous constitution. The evidence
of this inherited fragility of the nerve-mechanism may present itself as

epilepsy, or it may be insanity, or it may be feeble-mindedness, or it

may be criminal tendencies, or it may be simple nervousness or hysteria
or certain kinds of headache, or possibly only eccentricity. All these

disorders are more or less interchangeable and are merely proofs of an
unstable nervous organization. Where such conditions do not develop
they still exist in a latent state, and pass as a legacy to another genera-
tion. Whether the neuropathic state is manifest or latent, we are apt to

find anatomic stigmata of degeneration present on careful examination.

DESCRIPTION IN DETAIL OF THE STIGMATA OF DEGENERATION.

We may now ]>roceed to the description in detail of the anatomic and

physiologic anomalies which it has been attempted here to classify.
Cranial Anomalies.—Asymmetry of the head and certain de-

formities to be described constitute the chief cranial stigmata of degen-
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eration. Before passing to a consideration of these, certain general facts

should be examined briefly.

A score or more of distinguished anthropologists of the present cen-

tury have been trying to discover racial distinction in human skulls
;

but the fact is that there are not so many characteristics of race in the

cranium as in other parts of the body, and, accordingly, there are still

wide differences of opinion as regards a scientific craniologic classifica-

tion. Races have been mingling for so many thousands of years that

cranial dissimilarities are the rule among them, even in tribes, and to

Fig. 48.

some extent in families. These diversities of form have been desig-
nated as dolichocephalic, mesocephalic, and brachycephalic, terms which

convey merely an idea of the relation of the length to the breadth of

the skull when viewed from above. The anteroposterior is to the bi-

parietal diameter as 100 is to x, is the formula for determining this

"
cephalic index." All length-breadth indices below 7<S are considered

dolichocephalic ;
78 to 80, mesocephalic ;

and above 80, brachycephalic.
We may assume that the physiologic limits of this index are 70 to 90.

This is based upon thousands of measurements of skulls by various in-

FiG. 49.—Chemocephalus.

vestigators Any excess or diminution of these figures must hence be

regarded as pathologic (Fig. 48).
I would merely make passing mention of the fact that, according to

latest classifications (Huxley and others), most Europeans and most of

the people east of a line drawn from Lapland to Siam are brachy-

cephalic, that negroes, Australians, English, Irish, and Scandinavians

are dolichocephalic, and the Hollanders, mesocephalic.
But while one skull may be narrower or broader than another, there

is compensation in other diameters. The dolichocephalic has a greater
vertical diameter, for instance, than the brachycephalic skull.
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Besides these characteristics, soraetlun<i; must be said regarding the

physiologic asymmetry of the skull. The fact that the arms and hands

are not symmetric on the two sides of tiie body, cither in size or in

function ; that tiie less and feet are not symmetric ; that the left cere-

bral hemisphere is larger and more complicated than the riglit^
—would

naturally lead us to anticipate some slight asymmetry of the two sides

of the skull, and the facts of observation support us in the statement

that asymmetry is the rule and perfect symmetry the exception. More
than a thousand postmortem examinations, the examination of several

hundred heads, and an inspection of some collections of skulls, such as

that of Bluraenbach, where I have particularly noted this point, together
with the testimony of others, justify me in this assumption.

Asymmetry sometimes reaches extraordinary jiroportions, often with

quite a normal state of brain function, often with marked psychopathic

changes. Outside of purely physiologic asymmetry there is that de-

pending upon defective development and disease. One of the first of

nature's constructive principles in fashioning the skull is the struggle
of its contents for volume. Hence, as long ago pointed out by Virchow,

^ 9

Fig. TiO.—Leptocephalus.

premature synostosis of any cranial suture will lead to compensatory

deformity. So, too, will arrest of development in any center of ossifi-

cation, or a unilateral aplasia or hyperplasia of the skull bones or of the

contents of the skull.

Aside from the deformities of the head, which are congenital in char-

acter, the diseases which most commonly produce cephalic deformation

in early life are rachitis and hydroce[)halus ;
in later life tumors, exos-

toses, ostitis, etc.; while at all ])eriods of life the shape of the skull is

menaced by injuries from a forceps delivery to a falling brick. The

following are some of the commoner designations of well-known cranial

deformities :

Chemocephalus is flat-headedness. In this tliere is flatness at

the top of the head. This is also called platycephalun (Fig. 49).

I/Cptocephalus.—Early synostosis of the frontal and sphenoid
bones ]iro(hices leptocephalus, or narrow-headedness (Fig. 50).

Macrocephalus is a large head usually due to hydrocephalus.

Microcephalus is a small head due either to aplasia of the brain

or to premature synostosis of the sutures.
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Oxycephalus, or steeple-shaped skull, is due to synostosis of the

parietal with the occipital and temporal bones, with compensatory de-

velopment in the region of the bregma. Another name for this is acro-

cephalus (Fig. 51).

Fig. 51.—Oxycephalus.

Plagiocephalus, or oblique deformity of the head, is due to uni-

lateral synostosis of the frontal with one of the parietal bones (Fig. 52).

Scaphocephalus is probably caused either by too early union of

the sagittal suture or by the development of both parietal bones from

one center. The top of the head is keel-shaped (Fig. 53).

Fig. 52.—Plagiocephalus.

TrigonocephaltlS.—Premature union of the frontal suture, result-

ing in very narrow forehead and great width behind, giving rise to the

term trigonocephalus (Fig. 54).
It is to be regretted that there are no studies of the psychic histories

Fig. 53.—Scaphocephalus. Fig. 54.—Trigonocephalus.

of tribes accustomed to producing artificial malformation of their heads

during development. There are eight or ten species of artificial defor-

mity which have been practised from time immemorial among the lower

races of mankind, and are still in vogue among certain Polynesian and
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American tribes. The disfiguration is accomplished by means of

bandages, boards, or masses of clay fastened upon the infantile skull to

produce the prevailing fashionable sliape. Many of these skulls are to

be seen in the famous collections at Paris, London, and Gottingen.
It may be affirmed that every segment of the skull represents some

particular part of the brain lying beneath it. This may be assumed
without proclaiming one's self a proselyte of Gall.

It is certainly true that single convolutions have no very marked
influence upon the external configuration of the cranium

;
but they do,

however, strongly impress the inner table of the skull, as will be seen

upon examination. The indentations upon the inner table are most
distinct on the orbital plate of the frontal, the squamous portion of the

temporal, and the upper part of the occipital bone. The orbital surface

of the orbital plate of the frontal is perfectly smooth. The outer table

of the occij>ital presents no ridges correlated to the convolutional

imprints within, but, on the contrary, has ridges for muscular attach-

ment. The external surface of the squamous portion of the temporal
bone is, indeed, modified by the size of the convolutions of the temporo-
sphenoid lobe, but on the head this portion of the skull is obscured by
the temporalis. Yet although single convolutions do not impress them-
selves to such an extent upon the outer surface of the skull as to be

recognized, this is not altogether the case with groups of convolutions.

Groups of convolutions do modify the shape of the skull
;
do possess

visible representation upon its outer surface.

The great recent advance in cerebral localization paves the way to a
newer and more scientific, though more limited, phrenology. Thus the

parietal bosses correspond chiefly to the sensory, somewhat to the mot(jr,
cortical areas. The dimensions of the forehead have a direct relation

to the frontal lobes, the higher intellectual substrata. The left temple
has been shown by Benedikt, in one case, to be depressed m congenital

aphasia. The parieto-occipital portion of the skull is doubtless modi-
fied by the countless sight-memories stored up beneath it. I have,

myself, noted in large numbers of cases of infantile spastic hemiplegia
an alteration in the shape of the skull on the side opposite to the

paralysis,^

The two systems of measurement—the craniometric and cephalo-
metric—differ but slightly from each other, the former, of course, beiug
the more exact, since every portion of the naked skull is attainable.

Both systems, if perfect, require such measurements to be taken as will

serve at any time to reconstruct the skull. Geometry and trigonometry
are pressed into use. Certain definite points are selected from the arcs

and radii, as shown in some of the diagrams. It will be seen that the

longitudinal, vertical, and horizontal sections of the normal skull all

exhibit a certain and definite number of curves. In fact, its whole
surface may be considered as composed of an aggregation of small

^ " Some of the Principles of Craniometry," loc. cit. ;
" Cranial Measurements in

Twenty Cases of Infantile Cerebral Hemiplesria,
" New York Medical Journal, April 6.

1889.
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cycloid surfaces, developed and joined together according to fixed biome-
chanical laws, just as a fruit is evolved on biomechanical principles,
with its definite number of seeds and concentric disposition of substance.

I would recommend the eleven following measurements (Figs. 55
and 56) : (1) The circumference; (2) the naso-occipital arc (JV" to T);
(3) the nasobregmatic arc (iV to

/?) ; (4) the bregmatolambdoid arc

(/?
to A) ; (5) the biuauricular arc

; (6) the anteroposterior diameter (S to

O) ; (7) the greatest transverse diameter (length-breadth index) ; (8)
the biuauricular diameter; (9) the two auriculobregmatic radii; (10)
the facial length ; (11) the empirical greatest height (/9 to B),

In addition to acquiring these mathematic data, cephaloscopic draw-

ings are invaluable as exhibiting deformity clearly to the eye. Hence
the horizontal circumference, naso-occipital curve, and biuauricular

curve should be taken with a strip of lead, or, what is better, with the

instrument devised by Luys, on the principle of the hatter's confor-

mateurs, and the curves projected on paper.
We will now consider each of these eleven points in detail :

1. The circumference of the skull averages 52 cm. in men and 2 cm.

.^^i5^^^'?.

Fig. 55. Fig. 56.

less in women, with a physiologic variation from 48.5 to 57.4 cm.

This measurement is taken horizontally around the glabella and the

point just above the external occipital protuberance, known as the

maximum point, from its giving the greatest anteroposterior diameter

(Fig. 56, 8 to G). The scalp and hair superadded about 3 cm.
;

hence in cephalometry about 6 per cent, should be deducted to obtain

the measure of the skull (6 per cent, should also be deducted in

measurements No. 2 and 5).

An effort has been made by Welcker and others to determine the

cubic capacity of the cranium through the relations of some of its

diameters or its circumference. But it has been found that the cubic

contents vary in different skulls, even when the circumferences are

equal. It is probable, however, that by the acquisition of long series

of cranial diameters and volumes we will in time arrive at some

standard for approximating the quantity of brain in any head. A very

rough empirical estimate is tliat where the circumference of the skull is

50 cm., its volume will be about 1350 c.c.

2. The naso-occipital arc is measured from the root of the nose to
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the lowest part of the external occipital protuberance (A^ to T). The

average is 32 cm. in men, 1 cm. less in women, with a physiologic vari-

ation between 28 and 38 cm.

3. The nasobregmatic or frontal arc, taken fnjm the root of the nose

to the bregma (iVto /9), averages on the skull about 12.5 cm. in men, 12

cm. in women, with a physiologic variation between 10.9 and 14.9 cm.

4. The bregraatolambdoid or parietal arc, which is the measurement
of the length of the sagittal suture, and hence the extent of the ])arietal

bones, averages on the skull 12.5 cm. in men, and G nun. less in women,
with a physiologic variation between 9.1 and 14.4 cm.

[pi
to

A").
The

bregma and lambda are easily found on the head after some education

of the fingers. .

5. The binauricular arc is measured vertically over the top of the

skull, following Broca's vertical line, between the two auditory mea-

tuses. We select at the meatus either a point on the anterior rim be-

tween the middle and posterior roots of the zygomatic process, easily
felt on the head just behind the maxillary articulation, or a point on the

posterior superior rim corresponding to a small depression, both of which

are fixed points and differ but slightly in elevation. The average is

about 32 cm. on the skull in men, 1 cm. less in women, with a phy-
siologic variation between 28.4 and 35 cm.

(]. The greatest anteroposterior diameter is taken from the glabella,
or middle of the forehead, to the maximal occipital point (*S'

to 0). It

averages 17.7 cm. on the skull of men, 5 mm. less in women, with a

physiologic variation between 16.5 and 19 cm.

7. The greatest transverse diameter is sometimes between the tubera

parietalia ;
sometimes between the upper portions of the temporal bones.

It averages 14.6 cm. in men and 14 cm. in women, with a physiologic
variation between 13 and 16.5 cm. As before mentioned, the length-
breadth index is obtained from these two diameters, Xo. 6 and 7.

8. The binauricular diameter is taken between either of the points

described, on the rims of the auditory meatuses. It averages 12.4 cm.
in men, 5 mm. less in women, and the physiologic variation is between
10.9 and 13.9 cm. In measuring the head, the scalp averages 5 mm.
in thickness

;
hence in the larger diameters (No. 6 and 7) 1 cm. must

be deducted to get the figure for the skull, while in shorter measure-

ments (such as No. 8 and 9) it is sufficient to subtract 7 mm.
9. The auriculobregmatic radius of each side is taken from the usual

point at the meatus to the bregma. By calculation from these radii and
the binauricular diameter we are enabled to ascertain the distance of the

bregma from a point in the median plane, half way between the two

meatuses; this distance averages in the normal skull 11.17 cm., with a

physiologic variation between 10 and 12.65 cm. (Fig. 55).
10. The facial length is measured from the nasal root to the lowest

median point of the inferior maxilla. It averages 12.37 cm., with a

physiologic variation between 10.5 and 14.4 cm. Including as it does

the teeth, infants and the aged are debarred from this measurement.

Dolichocephalic heads have, as a rule, narrow, and brachycephalic broad,
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faces. Something should here be said concerning prognathism, of which
there are several forms. The best method of determining it is to meas-
ure the angle made by a line drawn from the nasal root to the junction
of the inferior nasal spine and alveolar process (Fig. 56, N X), with a

vertical line dropped from the nasal root to Broca's horizontal. It is

found that every normal skull exhibits this subnasal prognathism, but
there is a wide variation in degree. Extraordinary prognathism, or-

thognathism, and opisthognathism, meaning extreme projection, straight-

ness, or inclination backward of the subnasal line, are pathologic.
1 1 . The empirical greatest height

'

of the head is an approximate
measurement of the distance between the basion and vertex of the skull

(B to
1^

or U). A line from the external occipital protuberance to

the lowest median point of the superior maxilla, just above the incisors

(T to 31), passes almost directly through the basion. Hence in ceph-

alometry, by taking this diameter and the radii from each extremity to

the bregma, we have a triangle (J/ j^ T) whose height {B ^) is easily

aAAAAAAAAAAA i',r,TiT,TiY,r,i-TiT,r)

Fig. 57.—Benedikt's
calipers.

Fig. 58.—Author's calipers.

ascertained. The height averages 13.3 cm. in men, 12.3 cm. in women,
and the physiologic variation is from 11.5 to 15 cm.

The only instruments necessary for obtaining the data just described

are a pair of calipers, the tape-line, and a strip of sheet lead two feet

long by one-half or three-quarters of an inch wide. Benedikt's calipers,

manufactured by Wolters in Vienna, which are here exhibited (Fig.

57), are to be recommended for their exactness, as are also those that I

have had made for my own use (Fig. 58).
Excessive prognathism is found among criminals, in microcephali, and

in cases of hemiplegia and paraplegia plastica infantilis. Skulls known
as crania proganaea have considerable pathologic significance. In these

the lower teeth project beyond the upper, and the inferior maxillary angle
is obtuse, due probably to aplasia of the upper, or hyperplasia of the

lower, maxilla.

The demonstration of the empirical greatest height is often quite
valuable as an index of degenerative and neuropathic types.

The following are some general points which should be considered in

the examination of these cases :
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Abnormal smallness of any part of the skull permits the con-

clusion that the part of tlie brain in its neighborhood is imperfectly

developed.
Excessive development of the head has a double signification. It is

always pathologic, but may mean abnormality of the brain or successful

compensation. Wormian bones are also doubly significant. They rep-
resent either a pathologic process or a successful effort of nature in re-

pair.

Hemiplegia spastica infantilis, epilepsy, and intellectual or ethical

weakness often exhibit unilateral aplasia of the skull.

The skull is representative of the brain only during the years of its

development, and it must be remembered that psychopathic deteriora-

tion often has its inception subsequent to the completion of the process,
when no impression can be made upon its bony walls.

Facial Asymmetry.—Inequality of the two sides of the face, when

congenital and not due to some such disease as hemi-atroj)hy, is to be

looked upon as a stigma of degeneration. In the same category may
be grouped various irregularities, and such conditions as excessive

prognathism or retrognathism. Great prominence or unequal promi-
nence of the malar bones is to be observed, and also asymmetry of the

orbits.

Deformities of the Palate.—In connection with the soft palate,
bifurcation of the uvula may be mentioned.^ As regards the hard

palate, I have dwelt upon its deformities at some length in an article

in the International Dental Journal for December, 1895, and the facts

there brought forward may be recapitulated as follows :

While the palate occupies but a small place in this great category of

hereditary stigmata of all kinds, it is one of the anatomic group, and

this group is for many reasons one of the greatest importance. In this

group, too, it occupies a distinctive place as being among the most

striking, frequent, and significant of the anomalies.

The arch of the hard palate presents considerable variation within

strictly normal anatomic limits. A large, wide, moderately high vault

is what may be called a normal standard. It means the highest evolu-

tion, judging from the fact that the mouth cavity increases in capacity
as one ascends the vertebrate series. Deviations from that standard are

not at all infrequent, and yet such deviations may be normal. Thus
the palate may be low and broad, or it may be high and narrow

;
it

may be short or long in its anteroposterior diameter. It may be ridged

unduly along the palatine sutures, or it may present marked rugosities

on its surface, especially in the anterior region ; yet these variations are

normal. Probably these peculiarities are to be regarded as a species of

compensatory development. Just as in a study of heads there are some

M'hich are very long and low, and others short and round and high, the

fact is recognized that the shortness in one dimension is compensated
^
Dana, "On Deformity and Paralysis of the Uvula," American Journal of

Insanity, April, 1896.
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Fig. 59.—Male epileptic, aged forty years, with glabrous face and chin and facial asymmetry.

for by a corresponding increase in another
;

in much the same manner

the variations in palatine diameters are to be regarded.

Fig. 60.—Palate with Gothic arch.

The pathologic palate has not been studied as much as it deserves to

be. Save occasional and casual references to the " Gothic
"

palate in
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literature, and one or two papers upon the torus palatinus, very little

has been written upon the subject. In my paper previously referred to,
I have attempted to classify such pathologic palates as could be justly
looked upon as indicative of degeneracy. The word Gothic having
been so long in use, and the hard palate being much like an arch or

rooty I have followed architectural nomenclature in the classification

offered :

Pathologic palates : (1) Palate with Gothic arch. (2) Palate with
horseshoe arch. (3) The dome-shaped palate. (4) The flat-roofed

palate. (5) The hip-roofed palate. (6) The asymmetric palate. (7)
The torus palatinus.

The seven varieties named are to be looked upon merely as types.
Each type will be found to present variations and combinations with

Fig. 61.—Palate with horseshoe arch.

other forms. Thus the Gothic arch may have a low or high pitch and

be short or long.
The horseshoe arch, a familiar one in ^loorish architecture, is always

easily distinguished, but, owing to its conformation, a cast cannot well

be taken of it to show it in perfect outline. The dome-shaped palate
mav be hio-h or low, mav be combined with asvmmetrv or torus. The

presence of a torus in the Gothic variety is apt to destroy the purely
Gothic form, and may cause it to resemble the flat-roofed palate. Under
the heading of flat-roofed palate I should include all such palates as

are nearly horizontal in outline, as well as those with inclined roof sides

but flattened gable. In the hip-roofed palate there are the sloping sides

as usual, but also a marked pitch of the palate roof in front and behind ;

1 There is some confusion in literature of the roof of the mouth, or hard palate,
referred to in this paper, with the dental arch, which i.'^ quite another thing. This is

notably the case with some work done by Dr. Walter Channing, of Boston.

i
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oc('asit>nally one may meet witli a palate of this kind with so remark-

able a j)itch from before backward that it is almost like a Gothic roof

I

Fig. 62.—The dome-shaped palate.

turned about so that the gable runs transversely. Asymmetry in the

palate is commonly observed in many of the previously described forms,

Fig. 63.—The tiat-roofed palate.

I

but occasionally is the only noteworthy peculiarity. It is usual to find

asymmetry' of the face and skull in cases w'ith an asymmetric palate.
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The torus palatiiuis (Latin torus, swelling) was first mentioned by
Chassaignac as a mediopalatine exostosis. It is a projecting ridge or

swelling along the palatine suture, sometimes in its whole length, some-

times in only a portion of its course. It is always congenital. It

Fig. 64.—The hip-roofed palate.

varies considerably in its shape and size, so that as many as five or six

different species of torus are recognized. It may be wedge-shaped,

narrow, broad, very prominent, or irregular.

Fig. 65.—The asymmetric palate.

I have said nothing about cleft-palate, for I am not sure that it may
be classed among the well-marked stigmata of degeneration. I have

found but two or three cleft-palates among the 450 idiots and imbeciles
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on Randall's Island, while a miinljcr of cases of this kind with which

I have come in contact in my professional life were very far from de-
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of medicine ever produced, and the publishers feel

confident that it will meet with general favor in the

medical profession.

Sent post-paid on receipt of price.

W. B. SAUNDERS & CO., Publishers,

925 Walnut St., Philadelphia.
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The torus palatinus (Latin iorus, swelling) was first mentioned by
Cbassaignac as a mediopalatine exostosis. It is a projecting ridge or

swelling along t'
^ '' ' '' ' '' » ^ i

.

>

times in only t
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different species

narrow, broad, ^
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I have said

be classed among the well-marked stigmata of degeneration. 1 have

fonnd but two or three cleft-palates among the 450 idiots and imbeciles
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on Randall's Island, while a number of cases of this kind with which

I have come in contact in my professional life were very far from de-

generates. However, it would seem that there is great need of a faith-

ful study of a large number of cases of cleft-palate in relation to tlie

question of degeneracy. While it is true that from this single indica-

tion it would not be strictly scientific to adjudge an individual a degen-

erate, yet the deformed palate is to my mind one of the chief anatomic

stigmata of degeneration. Occasionally ))('rha])s a case j)resents itself

where tiiis anatomic; stigma alone would sutlice to insure a diagnosis of

this nature, but usually other stigmata coexist, such as cranial anomalies,
deformities of the ear, and the like. The frequency of the pathologic

palate among marked degenerates, such as the insane, idiots, and epilep-

tics, has been testified to by many investigators. Thus, Talbot reported
48 per cent, of abnormal palates in 1G05 inmates in institutions for the

feeble-minded. Ireland makes it nearer 50 per cent. Charon, a later

Fig. 66.—Torus ijalatiiius (broad, wide torus).

writer than these, found abnormal palates in 1 ])er cent, of a])}>arently
normal people, in 82 per cent, of idiots and feeble-minded, in 76 ])er

cent, of epileptics, in 80 percent, of cases of insanity in general, in 70

per cent, of the hysteric insane, and in 35 per cent, of cases of general

paralysis. Niicke has studied particularly the torus jwlatinus in 1449

individuals, normal and psycho]xithic ;
he found it ])resent in 23.9 ]ier

cent, of p.sychopathic women (insane, epilej)tic, idiot, and criminal), 32.9

per cent, of epile})tic women, 34.4 per cent, of criminal women, 22.7

per cent, of normal women. The percentages were smaller in men than in

women. A narrow torus is more common than a broad one.

Stieda examined 1500 skulls for the torus from an anthro]x)logic

point of view. The skulls were of Prussians, Armenians, Africans,

Frenchmen, Russian.s, and Asiatics. He decided that it has no anthro-

pologic significance
—

gives no racial distinction. While the torus is

undoubtedly of value as an index of degeneration, particularly where

Vol. I.—36
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it is well marked, it probably has less importance in this respect than

some of the other forms of pathologic palate.
Dental Anomalies.—Among anomalies of the teeth are macro-

dontism, microdontism, projecting teeth, badly placed or misplaced teeth,
double rows of teeth, or teeth which are striated transversely or lonsfi-

tudinally. Caries of the teeth and Hutchinson's teeth are due to neglect
or disease. The latter, however, may often be considered as a stigma
of degeneration. Another stigma is retardation of the first and second

dentition.

Anomalies of the Tongue and I<ips.—A very large tongue

(macroglossus) is not infrequently observed among the lowest classes of

degenerates, as in idiocv. Sometimes there is microo-lnssus, asymmetry
of the two halves, or bifidity of the point. Harelip is somewhat more
common than cleft-palate, but, like the latter, its exact standing as a

degenerative stigma is not fully determined. Undue swelling or puffi-
"oess of the lips is noteworthy.

Anomalies of the Nose.—Marked deviation of the nose to one

side or the other should be noted. Taken alone, it may possess little

significance, but in conjunction with other stigmata it has value. The
nose may be absent, or present defect of osseous development (nasus

aduncus) or atresia of the nasal fossre.

Anomalies of the Bye.—The pathologic conditions of the eye
have been placed in two groups in the following classification, since some
are anatomic and some physiologic. To enumerate them altogether,

they are as follows :

Anatomic. Physiologic.

Flecks on the iris. Blindness.

Chromatic asymmetry of the iris. Hypermetropia.
Strabismus. Myopia.
Narrow palpebral fissures. Astigmatism.-

Congenital cataracts. Daltonism.
Albinism. Concentric limitation of the visual field.

Pigmentary retinitis. Hemeralopia.
Muscular insufficiency. Nystagmus.
Microphthalmos.

It is true that any one or two or more of these conditions present
do not certainly indicate degeneracy, but they are significant in con-

nection with other abnormal states, and all are more frequently ob-

served in degenerate individuals, especially the lower orders, than in

normal persons. In idiots convergent strabismus, due to defect of re-

fraction and in conjunction with hypermetropia, is very common. Mus-
cular insufficiency and nystagmus, lateral or rotary, are also often met

with in this class of cases. In paralytic and other idiots and imbeciles

homonymous hemianopsia is sometimes met with.

Anomalies of the Bar.—Deformities of the ear have been de-

servedly well studied, for as stigmata of degeneration they take high

rank, like anomalies of the hard palate, in the anatomic group. Morel,

Stahl, AVildermuth, Binder, and, more recently, Schwalbe, have given us
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especially good stiulios of the?o oonditions. From thoir writings and

my own studies the following classitication (following Binder) into twenty-
two varieties may be made :

1. ^Vbnornially implanted ears : they project too far or lie too closely,

are placed too high or too low, too far for-

ward or too far backward, on the head.

2. Excessively large ears : (1) abso-

lutely too large ; (2) relatively too large
in small or microcephalic individuals.

3. Ears which are too small.

4. Too marked conchoidal shape of the

ear. The details of the ear (anthelix and

crura, etc.) are but slightly marked, while

the helix outlines the ear like the rim of a

funnel.

5. Ears which have a general ugly

shape. The breadth of the upper part

may exceed that of the lower, and vice

versa
;
excessive length ;

ears without lob-

ules
; unusually short ears.

6. The ear not uniform in width : usuallv a long; ear with one or

more constrictions in its breadth.

7. The Blainville ear
; asymmetry of various kinds of the two ears.

In most cases the asymmetry is due to an anomaly of the left ear.

8. The ear without lobule
;

there are usually other deformities of

Fig. 67.—Abnormal implantation
of ears : too marked conchoidal
stiape. Ttie Morel ear.

Fossa ovalis

Fossa cymbae

Fossa concha

Incisura iniertragica

Fossa scaphoidea

Fig. 68.—Normal ear.

this ear besides the absence of lobule, such as too large a concha,

prominence of ,the anthelix, etc.

9. The ear with adherent lobule
;
the lobule is enlarged, adherent,

and inclines downward toward the cheek.

10, The Stahl ear Xo. 1.^ A series of anomalies of the helix.

^ Archiv fur Psychiatric, vol. xvi.
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facial

The helix is broad like a band, and coalesces with the cartilages of the

crura furcata. The fossa oralis and fossa soaphoidea are scarcely to be

seen. The lower half of the helix is obliterated. There are occasion-

ally slight variations from this type.

11. The Darwin ear; helix interrupted where its transverse por-
tion passes into descending, and at

this point is a projection of the rim

above and outward, like the pointed
ear of lower animals.

12. The Wilderrauth ear.i The
anthelix projects so far as to form

the most prominent part of the auri-

cle.

13. The ear without anthelix or

crura furcata.

14. The Stahl ear No. 2. Mul-

tiplication of the divisions of the

crura furcata, so that there are

three instead of two crura.

15. Wildermuth's Aztec ear.

Lobule wanting ;
the whole ear

seems pushed forward and down-
ward

;
tlie crus superius of the ant-

helix coalesces with the helix, while its

crus anterius is scarcely perceptible.
16. The Stahl ear No. 3. Only the crus anterius of the crura fur-

cata is present, while the auricle seems divided into two halves by a

ridge from the antitragus.
17. The ear with double helix.

18

a concha

19. The ear with continuous fossa

scaphoidea. The fossa passes down into

the lobe.

20. The Morel ear. A form marked

by abnormal development of the helix,

anthelix, fossa scaphoidea, and crura fur-

cata, so that the folds of the ear seem ob-

literated, and the ear is smooth, larger than

usual, often prominent, and with thin edge.
21. Ears misshapen by abnormal car-

tilage development. Here belong all irreg-

ular cartilamnous tjrowths and thicken-

ings except those caused by hematoma of

the ear.

22. Various peculiarities, difficult to classify, are included here, such
as abnormalities of the semilunar incisure of the tragus and of the

'

Wurtemburger Cm-respondenzblatt, 1886, No. 40.

Fig. 69.—Excessive length of ears
;

asjTnmetry.

The ear with too large or too small

^^^l

Fig. 70.—Blainville ear; also exces
sive length of ears.
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Fig. 71.—Stahl ear, No. 1 : elephant ear. Fig. 72.—Uiirwin ear in an epileptic.

Fig. 73 —Broad, band-like helix;
no anthelix; no lobule; excessive
size of fossa cvmbae.

Fig. 74.—Excessive k-Ui;tli of ear;
fusion and distortion of helix, ant-

helix, antitragus, and lobule.

Fig. 7.5.-Tripliraii..ii ^,i crura
furcata ; malformed helix and anti-

tragus ; absent lobule.

Fig. 76.—Fissure in amln-iix; slight
Darwin tubercle ; slight antitragus

Fig. 77.—No (Tils sipLTius ;

no anthelix; small fossa con-
chae ; few details of ear.

fossa concha ; shallow fossa

scaphoidea; fusion of helix,
anthelix. and antitragus; a

type of Stahl ear No. 3.

l-'lu. ','.1. 1 : :..,:. iil ant-
helix ; maldeveloped helix;
absence of lobule; diminu-
tion of the concha; Wilder-
muth ear No. 1.
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meatus, coloboma of the lobule, hairiness of the different parts of the

auricle, accessory ears, clefts, etc.

The most important malformations of the ear, those that may be

regarded as belonging to the stigmata of degeneration, and those too

which are striking and plain to the eye, are to be summarized as fol-

lows : The deep position of the crus anterius
;
marked prominence of

the anthelix
;
excessive broadening of the ear

;
stunted development of

or absence of the helix
;

trifurcation of the anthelix
; widening of the

crus superius ;
absence of the crus superius ; complete absence of lobule

;

asymmetry of the two ears
;
excessive enlargement or diminution of the

concha
;
excessive conchoidal structure of the ear.

Reference is occasionally made in literature to the Cagot ear. The

Cagot is a species of cretin in the French and Spanish Pyrenees, in

which one of the chief physical deformities is absence of the lobule of

the ear.

Binder states that the adherent lobule exists in almost one-third of

normal people, and in the photographs of several hundred distinguished

people, 15 per cent, had abnormal lobules. At the same time more
than twice as many adherent lobules are found in degenerates as in

normal people.
With regard to the statistics of malformed ears in degenerate indi-

viduals : Wildermuth noted this condition in 41 per cent, of 142
idiots. Binder found 64 per cent, of degenerate ears in 354 insane

people. It is to be remarked, however, that Binder was more careful

in his examinations, and by long practice had acquired more expert

knowledge than AVildermuth. FrJinkel observed degenerate ears in 29

cases out of 32 with cranium proganaeum.
Knecht found 20 per cent, of degenerate ears among 1274 criminals,

27 per cent, among 48 epileptics, and 32 per cent, among 84 insane.

Binder noted degenerate ears in 33 persons outside of institutions,

supposed to be normal individuals. Inquiring closely into their histo-

ries, he discovered that 7 of them had insane parents, brethren, or chil-

dren
;

in 19 there were decided psychic abnormalities
;
and only 7 were

apparently normal people. As regards heredity, it is very common for

children to inherit ears with the identical characteristics of those of one

or the other parent, but, on the other hand, it is not uncommon for the

ears of children to be quite different.

Anomalies of the I/imbs.—Paralysis, atrophy, retarded growth,

club-foot, and athetosis are conditions due to disease of the brain, and

are observed in many cases of paralytic idiocy. These are not properly

stigmata of degeneration, although they may be such under some cir-

cumstances—as, for instance, when club-foot or club-hand has a terato-

logic origin. On the other hand, there are anomalies having a heredi-

tary character which are essentially degenerative indices. Among these

may be mentioned congenital luxations, supernumerary lingers or toes

(Polydactyly), fusion of fingers or toes (syndactyly or aschistodactyly),
excessive length of the arms as compared with the remainder of the

body and the lower limbs, missing fingers or toes (ectrodactyly), missing
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limb (ectromelus), fusion of the extremities (symeliis or symmelus), or

absence of parts of limbs so that tliey are excessively short (phocome-

lus).
There may also be anomalous brevity of some digits as compared

with the relative proportions of normal digits. Excessive volume of

limbs (mcgaloraelus) or of digits (me-

galodactyly), or excessive gracility of

limbs (oligomclus) or of digits (oligo-

dactyly), also deserves mention.

Anomalies of the Body in

General.—Local malformations are

naturally of more importance than

general anomalies of the whole form,

but it is necessary to study the rela-

tive proportions of the entire figure

from an anthropometric point of view

and to compare the results with nor-

mal standards. Excessive diminution

of stature as well as excessive or giant

growth is indicative of degeneracy.

So, too, are infantile characteristics

in an adult, feminine peculiarities in

males, and masculine traits in females.

In this reijard observations of the rela-

tive proportions of the shoulders and

pelvis are particularly useful. The
occult form of spina bifida with local

hypertrichosis is met with. Devia-

tion of the vertebral column among neuropaths is mentioned by Fere.

They may be lordoses, scolioses, or kyphoses in various degrees. The

coccyx may present peculiarities, such as simulation of a tail. Thoracic

asymmetry or other deformity is observed at times. Absence of ])ectoral

muscles or of muscles in various parts of the body has significance.

Hernias are evidence sometimes of arrest of development of some part
of the abdominal wall. Excessive development of mammary glands in

males, or their absence or reduplication (polymastia) in either sex, con-

stitutes an evidence of degeneracy.
Anomalies of the Genital Organs.—Among the genital anom-

alies in males are cryptorchidism ;
unilateral or bilateral microrchidia ;

spurious hermaphroditism ;
insufficient development of the entire geni-

tal apparatus ; hypospadias ; epispadias ; defect, torsion, or great volume

of the prepuce ;
median fissure of the scrotum

; imperforate meatus.

In females the labia may be abnormally large, simulating a scrotum ;

sometimes very small. The labia minora may be hypertrophied. The
clitoris may be exceedingly large. Sometimes there are intermediate

folds between the labia minora and labia majora. The labia minora

may be pigmented, particularly in brunettes and when they are hyper-

trophic. There may be imperforate vulva, atresia of the vagina, or

double vagina ;
uterus bicornis is sometimes found.

Pig. 80.—Phocomelons right arm in epi-
leptic girl; right humerus several inches
shorter than left

;
arms otherwise perfect.
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Anomalies of the geuito-urinaiy apparatus should always be sought

for, for, though most frequent among idiots, imbeciles, epileptics, and the

like, they are by no means rare in other classes of degenerates and in

degenerate families. In males defects of the testicles often coincide

with general excess of growth in the wdiole body or in the lower ex-

tremities, such as is often produced by castration in men and lower

animals.

Anomalies of the Skin.—Among the anomalies of the skin are

to be mentioned adipose thickening ; polysarcia ; precocious and often

abnormal development of the hairy system ;
hair along tlie spinal column ;

rudimentary tail
; premature grayness ;

a glabrous chin in grown men
;

persistent lanuginous character of the hair; excessive growth of hair

on the ciiin and breasts in women
; complete or partial decoloration of

the hair (albinism, vitiligo) ;
local or general hypertrichosis ; partial or

complete absence or fetal state of the nails
; pigmentary or vascular

nevi
;
melanism of the skin

;
mol-

luscum; vitiligo; ichthyosis; pig-
mented spots; albinism.

Anomalies of Motor
Function.—Delay in acquiring
a knowledge of tlie proper use of

muscles for walking, eating, and
the like may often justly be re-

garded as an index of degen-

eracy. When ordinary etiologic
factors may be excluded, tremors,

tics, epilepsy, and nystagmus have
a similar value. Even when not

congenital, . they often indicate

hereditary instability of the ner-

vous system.
Anomalies of Sensory

Function .
—The numerous

anomalies of function in connection with the eye have already been

mentioned. Congenital deafness has also its significance. So, too,

have hereditarv forms of migraine and neuralgia. CVn-tain defects or

excesses in general cutaneous sensibility have been noted as frequent

among degenerates. In some instances there is hyperesthesia. A
general anesthesia is not uncommon, especially among the lower classes

of degenerates.
Anomalies of Speech.—It may be questioned as to how far stam-

mering and stuttering are to be looked upon as functional degenerative

stigmata, l)ut they are certainly found more often in children with a

neuropathic inheritance than in children with good heredity. Delay in

the acfiuisition of language or com])lete or partial defect of speech has

more significance.

Anomalies of Genito-urinary Function.—Sexual irritation,

impotence, sterility, and urinary incontinence nuist be considered as in-

FiG. 81.—Hypertriehosis in a fomale imbecile
aged thirty years.
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dices of a neuropathic (lisposition. Retardation of puberty in both

sexes, but cs])ccially in the male sex, is a noteworthy indication.

Anomalies of Instinct or Appetite.—It has been j)ointed out

that among all degenerates there is a taste or appetite for certain Ibods

or drugs which tends to favor their dissolution (alcohol, niorphin, co-

cain, and the like). In many cases of inebriety the uncontrollabK' ai)])e-

tite is to be hx^ked upon as a functional stigma of neuropatliic inherit-

ance, (xluttony, merycism, and the like are usually similar indications.

Miscellaneous.—A diminished resistance against external infiu-

ences, such as strains of various kinds, and diseases is significant.

Great precocity of intellectual development and of certain aptitudes
and morbid emotional conditions are among suspicious indications of a

neuropathic basis.

The psychic stigmata of degeneracy need only the enumeration pre-

viously given.

THE MEDICOLEGAL VALUE OF DEGENERATIVE STIGMATA.

The values of the stigmata just described vary much as regards their

significance in the diagnosis of the condition of degeneracy. The phy-
sician would be apt to attach an imp(»rtance to some of them in connec-

tion with cases coming before him in ordinary practice which he would
hesitate to certify as absolutely unquestionable in cases where serious

legal decisions hang upon his testimony. For instance, the sensory
anomalias of the eye possess less significance than the anomalies of

instinct or appetite, and these again less than malformations of the

head, palate, or ear. Indeed, all the anomalies of connnon physiologic
functions are of less importance than the anatomic stigmata. There

being also variation in the degree of morbid deviation from the normal,
the value of the deductions made from the examination of the patient
must depend upon the experience and judgment of the examiner. As

regards the relative values of the stigmata enumerated, I am tempted to

classify them somewhat as folhjws :

First Degree. Second Degree. Th ird Degree.

Cranial deformities. Facial asymmetry. Anomalies of the tongue
Palatal. Dental anomalies. and lips.
Deformities of the ear. Anomalies of the nose. Sensory anomalies.
Malformations of the Anatomic anomalies of Anomalies of niotor func-

limbs. the eyes. tion.

Anomalies of the body in Anomalies of the skin. Anomalies of speech.
general.

Anomalies of the genital Anomalies of instinct or Anomalies of genito-uri-

organs. appetite. nary function.

Psychic stigmata.

Now, while one or two anomalies of tlie first degree might l)e abso-

lutely significant of marked degeneracy, two or three of the second

degree and four or five of the third degree nn'ght be essential to an

impartial and certain decision in the present status of the science of

criminal anthropology.
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INSANITY.

Definition.—Insanity is a symptom of j)erverted function or of

disease of the brain that impairs or destroys mental integrity.
The foregoing definition of insanity is faulty in not being sufficiently

comprehensive for scientific purposes, but it is short, easily remembered,

and, on account of its simplicity, will readily be understood by the jury.
The definition of insanity given by Spitzka

^
is one of the best, as it

includes most states of recognized mental alienation, and excludes those

perverted temporary mental conditions that are not accepted as forms

of insanity. Spitzka's definition, however, has the disadvantage of being
too long to be used in courts of \a\v.

Every medical expert sh(3uld be prepared, when requested, to give a

concise and intelligible definition of insanity. Scientifically, it is gen-

erally conceded that a comprehensive and satisfactory definition of

insanity is impossible with the present limitation of our knowledge.
Before an ordinary jury the medical expert appears to great disadvan-

tage if he confesses his inability to define wliat he means by insanity.

Insanity is a symptom of a disordered bodily state rather than a

disease itself. We know nothing of the manifestations of mind separ-
ate from brain, nor of insanity without some disturbance of brain-mat-

ter, Tiie perverted mental state is an indication of a somatic disorder

which affects the brain directly, as occurs from various diseases of this

organ, or indirectly as results from troubles in other portions of the body.

Ktiology.—The causes of insanity may be as numerous as the ills

to which the human body is heir. That which may give rise to an out-

break of insanity in one person, may not perceptibly affect the mental

state of another. This is accounted for by the presence of a pre-

disposition to insanity, or rather a lessened power of resistance of the

brain, which some persons inherit or acquire. Causes that will prcxluce

insanity in one person at one time may not at another. States of health,

especially digestive disorders, times of life, and various circumstances

all have their influence in increasing or lessening the power of resistance

of the cortical cells of the brain, the healthy action of which is neces-

sary for vigorous and clear mental activity. Anything that j^revents

complete brain development or impairs the function of the cerebral cor-

tex after maturation has occurred will lessen the power of the brain to

resist the effects of disease or the effects of the depressing influences

of mental and physical strain.

Heredity plays an important part in the causation of mental dis-

^ E. C. Sjjitzka, Insaniiy, first edition, p. 19.

h1^
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turbance. But it must be borne in mind, especially in the study of the

medicolegal aspects of insanity, that because the ancestry has furnished

cases of insanity or vitiated constitutions that not infrequently result in

impaired brain power in the children, it does not necessarily follow that

all, or any, of the offspring of such parents must be insane. Heredi-

tary tendencies to insanity are corroborative evidences of mental aliena-

tion in one who manifests other and stronger characteristics of a disor-

dered mind, but they are never alone positive proofs of insanity. In-

herited or acquired mental defects in the parents, if the latter defects

have occurred before the children in question have been conceived, may
show themselves in the offspring in exactly similar mental traits or in

nearly related nervous conditions. The tendency to suicide is so strongly

hereditary in some flimilies that for generations the subjects of this ten-

dency may not only take their own lives, but they may do it at about

the same age and surrounded by circumstances somewhat similar to those

experienced by their ancestors. Insanity in the parents, instead of re-

sulting in a similar condition in the children, may manifest itself in

epilepsy, dipsomania, or other unstable conditions of the nerve-centers

in the offspring. The iuHuence of alcohol, syphilis, injuries to the head,
or imperfect conditions of constitution in the parents are all likely to

show themselves in some forui in the children begotten or conceived

after the parents' constitutions have been impaired. The parents need
not be insane to beget children who will be idiotic or strongly predis-

posed to l^ecome insane. The effects of syphilis, of the excessive use

of alcohol, of injury to the brain from traumata, or the effects of the

various ills from bodily infirmities which may influence the cerebral cor-

tex in the parents, may show themselves in the children in varying de-

grees of physical or mental defect. I have said in reference to the

prevention of nervous and mental diseases :
"
Every attribute of the

parents tends to reappear in the children, and will reappear unless pre-
vented by some counteracting influence. It seems pretty generally ac-

cepted that paternal influences, other things being equal, are more

active in the transmission of hereditaiy tendencies than the maternal.^

An attribute possessed by both ])arents is intensified in the offspring,

and is generally accurately reproduced. It is conceded that those chil-

dren that most nearly resemble the afflicted parent will be most likely

to inherit his or her mental and nervous peculiarities. Richarz taught
that the child of the same sex as the afllicted parent is more likely to

transmit the vitiated mental tendencies of the parent than one of the

opposite sex. According to my own experience, similarity of constitu-

tion has more to do with hereditary transmission than sex." ^

Ill-formed bodies, asvmmetrv of the head, large uglv ears, defective

dentition, anomalies of the sexual apparatus, and other physical deformi-

ties frequently indicate in the degenerative class an inherited mental

J Kirchhoff states (p. 80) in tlie English translation of his Handbook on Inmvity :

"It is now regarded as certain that the influence of the father in heredity is more

important than that f)f the mother."
^ An American Text-Book of Applied Therapeutics^ edited by J. C. Wilson, p. 956.
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defect. It is neeessarv to bear in mind in the study of the modico-

leo-al relations of the inherited etiects of insanity tliat physical defects

alone are never positive evidence of insanity. While \'itiated hei'edi-

tary mental traits are commonly associated with anomalies of the physical

organization, occasionally marked mental defects may he inherited by

persons whose corporeal configuration is eciual to or ab(jve the average
of that of sane individuals. It is ]>robable that the brain of most

natural criminals may present deviations from the normal standard, but

such deformities may be hidden until revealed at the autopsy. Many
perfectly sane persons, so far as we can determine, have ill-shaped heads

and the various physical defects so commonly seen among degenerates.
A predis])ositi(^n to insanity niay be acquired l)y causes that seriously

interfere with the intey-ritv or function of the brain after l)irtli. Most
of the acquired predisposing causes of insanity may, under favoring

conditions, excite into activity various forms of mental disturbances.

It is for this reason impracticable to divide the causes of insanity into

predisposing and exciting. Whatever there is in civilization, race, na-

tionality, geographic position, soil, food, seasons, and climate that tends

to develop disease and lessen the resisting power of the l)rain against
those forces that most tax it, may be a cause of insanity. There are

many conditions incident to modern civilization that favor the develop-
ment of insanity, and they ]:)robably overbalance the good effects that

go with advancing civilization from improvement in food, clothing,

dwellings, and the careful attention paid to hygiene.

Age.—It is rare to find any special form of insanity completely

develoj^ed in early childhood, but the effects of heredity and brain

injuries are seen at this age in the form of idiocy, imbecility, and weak-
mindedness. Eccentricities in childhood frequently develop into par-
anoia in adult life. It is during this age that brain injuries from

various traumatic causes happening at the time of birth and subsequent
to it are most potent in giving rise to brain defect. Insufficient food

and clothing, cruelty and mental overwork at school, undue heating of

the head, and ear disease are factors in preventing normal cerebral

development. At puberty, the time that the sexual impulses begin to

manifest themselves, the mental horizon of youth enlarges considerably,
and the mind may be subjected to great strain. It is at this period
that hereditary mental traits are often the most j^ronounced. It seems

to be the rule that the greater and more varied the experience of the

youth at puberty, the more trying the ordeal of this period on his mind.

The pampered and experienced youth of the wealthy sustains a greater
mental shock from the various changes that take place during puberty
than does the child of the farmer or laboring class in general. At this

period girls, on account of menstrual disorders, are in greater danger of

suffering from mental derangements than boys. After sexual maturity,
the danger is lessened in girls for a number of years.

^

During the period of greatest bodily and mental activity
—from the

twentieth to the forty-fifth year
—the various forms of insanity are most

^
Kirchhoff, Handbook of Insanity^ English translation, 1893, p. 27.
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frequently found. Although it is the time of life when the natural

resources are the strongest and the power of resisting disease is the

greatest, yet it is the time when physical and mental excesses are carried

to the greatest extreme and the baneful effects of alcohol and syphilis
are the most active. It is the time of life during which the majority
of cases of paretic dementia occur.

The menopause in women has some influence in the causation of

various nervous disturbances, and not infrequently insanity appears to

result, especially in the predisposed, from this cause. I cannot help

feeling, however, that the influence of the menopause has been greatly

exaggerated.
In advancing life mental involution occurs. Sometimes this process

is so early in manifesting itself, and takes place so rapidly, that it

becomes pathologic. Under these circumstances the disease is often

primarily in the cerebral vessels.

i5ex.—Insanity occurs with about the same frequency in the two
sexes. It is probably more frequent at the time of puberty and at the

menopause in the female. Hereditary predisposition to insanity is

thought to predominate in the female. On the other hand, paretic
dementia occurs far more frequently in the male than in the female.

Celibacy is probably a cause of insanity, and during the period of active

sexual life the evil influence of unsatisfied sexual desire is thought to be

greater in women than in men.

Occupations attended with great mental strain, worry, excitement,

uncertaintv, monotonv, or seclusion mav affect the miud unfavorablv.

The isolation to which prisoners are often subjected may lead to mental

derano-ement.

Among the organic diseases of the brain and its envelops that

sometimes result in insanity, head injuries, inflammation of the meninges,
vascular lesions, tumors, abscess, multij)le sclerosis, and insolation may
be mentioned. The most important of these in relation to insanity are

traumatic injuries of the head, meningitis, and insolation, because their

influence m the production of mental disturbance is so direct.

Head injuries may affect the brain by fracture of the skull, and

depression of bone by causing laceration and hemorrhage of the brain

or its membranes, or by simple concussion of the brain. It is probable
tliat in those cases of supposed concussion of the brain from which

recovery is slow that capillary hemorrhage of the brain has occurred

from laceration of the brain-substance.

Mental disturbance may follow immediately the receipt of the head

injury, or it may not occur until months or years subsequently. In the

lighter cases in which the mental equilibrium is deranged, but in which

no stupor or coma occurs, there is developed a condition of amnesia

which is often retro-antrograde in character. All memory for occur-

rences that took place for a while before, at the time of, and for a period

following the accident is absent. In the severer cases, which are fol-

lowed l)y stupor or coma, delirium, excitement, hallucinations, illusions,

and delusions may be present as the stupor lessens. A period of
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amnesia usually follows. In some cases the amnesia is also retroCTade

in character. In a few cases the lacuna in tlie memory is obliterated,

but in a large mmiber of cases the amnesia is never completely gotten
rid of. One of the most important facts medicolegally connected with

traumatic injuries of the head is the occurrence, character, and cftect of

the periods of amnesia. Some cases of })rimary dementia seem to date

from the receipt of head injuries, but the prognosis in regard to return

of mental power is good in the majority of instances in whicli mental

disturbance takes place soon after the occurrence of the trauma.

The late mental derangements resulting from head injuries are

usually chronic in character, and most of them justify an unfavorable

prognosis. These are pseudoparetic dementia, epilepsy with morose-

ness and mental deterioration, paroxysmal maniacal outbreaks diu'ing
which the subject may become brutal, homicidal, and demented.

Inflammation of the Meninges,
—The mental symptoms, such as

delirium, sometimes maniacal excitement, and hallucinations, found in

acute inflammation of the cerebral membranes would need no comment
liere were it not that some cases of acute meningitis have Ijeen mistaken

for insanitv and sent to insane asvlums. In chronic menino-itis, both

the simple and tubercular forms, the mental disturbance, consisting of

maniacal outbreaks and mental deterioration, are quite common. In

chronic tuberculosis of the meninges a condition of melancholia some-
times takes place.

The various vascular lesions, such as hemorrhage, embolism, and

thrombosis, are often followed by mental deterioration.

It is only necessary to bear in mind that cases of tumors and ab-

scesses of the brain have given rise to well-marked mental derangement.

Multiple sclerosis, but more commonly (lijfused sclerosis, of the brain

gives rise to a form of insanity simulating very closely paretic
dementia.

Insolation, heat-exhaustion, and undue and j)rolonc/ed exposure of the

head to intense artificial heat may cause chronic leptomeningitis or ])ar-

etic dementia. In some instances a simple mental deterioration results.

In a few others the symptoms are very similar to the late mental de-

rangements resulting from traumatism to the head.^

Alcohol is a potent factor in the causation of insanity. It has a
three-fold action in this relation. The hereditary influence of the chronic

alcohol habit in the parent is most baneful in its effects on the cere-

bral development and in lessening the power of resistance of the child.

Alcohol gives rise to disease of the intracranial structures, either directly
as alcohol, but more probably indirectly through the toxins developed
on account of the influence of alcohol on metabolism

; and, finally, the

anemia and general defective nutrition found in the chronic drunkard
affect the mentality of the subject. Just what proportion of the cases

of insanity are caused by alcohol it seems almost impossible to deter-

rame because of the various influences encountered tending to produce
mental deterioration in most cases in which alcohol, either directly or

1
Spitzka, Insanity, first edition, p. 371.
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indirectly, is charged with giving rise to the disease (see section on Alco-

holic Insanity).

Syphilis plays an important part in the etiology of insanity, not only
in producing paretic dementia, the pseudotype of the disease, and loco-

motor ataxia, which probably ends in paretic dementia in from 3 to 4

per cent, of the cases, but in giving rise to a number of cases of de-

mentia. Syphilis affects the cerebral vessels, the meninges, and the

brain-substance. The direct effect of the syphilitic poison upon the

brain is probably less than the evil caused by the toxins developed from

the influence of this poison. When the cerebral vessels are chiefly
attacked by syphilis, the mental defect is in the form of dementia.

When a meningo-encephalitis is the pathologic lesion, paretic dementia,
or more commonly a pseudotype of the disease, is the result (see section

on Syphilitic Dementia).
The general morbid states known as chronic hysteria, epilepsy, the

tiaumatic neuroses, neurasthenia, and chorea may, and often do, injuri-

ously affect the mental state. The existence of any one of the fore-

going morbid states denotes an irritable, unstable condition of the ner-

vous system, a soil pre])arcd for the development of various disturbed

mental states if the exciting cause is added. Chronic hysteric and epi-

leptic insanities will be considered under separate sections.

Exophthalmic goiter (Basedow's disease), probably from the result-

ing capillary dilatation and enlargement of the heart, as well as the

vitiated nervous state which the existence of this disease denotes, gives
rise to mental disturbance, more commonly mania or melancholia, late

in the course of the disease, in a fair proportion of the cases.

The results of gastro=intestinal disorders in giving rise to men-
tal derangements iu^e much better appreciated to-day than they were

a few decades ago. Dr. Allan McLane Hamilton, in the iVew Yo7-k

Medical Journal, published a thoughtful and timely article in rela-

tion to this subject.^ The varied products of intestinal fermentation

and putrefaction have a depressing influence upon the mental and phy-
sical condition of an individual, and in persons strongly predisposed
to mental derangement, may excite an attack of insanity, especially

melancliolia.

Impoverished and poisoned blood states, from profound anemia, in-

anition, metallic poisons, or the various toxins, are ca])able of seriously

affecting the mind. Chronic lead-poisoning not infrequently causes

dementia.

Drugs.—That the habitual use of opium leads to moral, mental, and

physical deterioration has long been recognized. The baneful and ra})id

influence of large doses of cocain continued for a number of months

is probably greater than that of any other known drug. The prognosis
of the cocain psychosis, owing to the difficulty encountered in breaking
off the drug-habit, is desperate. It is probable that the long-continued
use of any narcotic or hypnotic in large doses will produce temporary,

' Thr Connection of Jntesiinal Antitoxins with Certain Co7nmon Forms of Insanity,

by Allan McLane Hamilton, Neiv York Medical Journal, Oct. 31, 1896, p. 676.
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and in many instances permanent, deleterions mental defects. The

broniids, chloral, sulfonal, trional, paraldehyd, chloralose, and cliloral-

amid all have a decided eifect upon the higher cercljral functions. The
Iono:-continned employment of chloroform to the ])oint of inebriation

has the etfect to produce lessened will-power and finally mental deterio-

ration.

Tuberculosis.—It is rare for insanity to develop as a result of tuber-

culosis of the lungs until the latter has become w^ell advanced, and then,

in the absence of a tuberculous condition of the cerebral membranes, it

is probable that the mental derangement is due to the general adynamic
state of the system and the impoverished blood state, rather than to the

presence of tubercles in the lungs. The development of insanity, most

commonly melancholia, in pulmonary tuberculosis usually indicates a

bad prognosis, as the mental derangement is commonly not recovered

from. Fortunately, in these cases life is not greatly prolonged. A
chronic tuberculous condition of the cerebral membranes in adults, especi-

ally in Colorado, is not infrequent, and a condition of mental and physical

depression, amounting in many instances to insanity (melancholia), may
precede death by several months. In niany of these cases no evidence

of meningitis is apparent until a few days or a week or two before death,

although the autopsy reveals pathologic changes in the cerebral mem-
branes that must have existed for several months. From a study of a

large number of tuberculous subjects, both sane and insane, it does not

seem to me that the term phthisical insanity is justified.

Valvular Lesions of the Heart.—Dr. Alice Bennett, formerly su-

perintendent of the female department of the Norristown State Insane

Asylum, Pennsylvania, and a number of other observers have called

attention to the frequency of valvular lesions of the heart in the insane.^

It is probable that the only manner in wliich cardiac valvular lesions

give rise to insanity is by their influence in depressing the vigor and

vitality of the patient.

Kidney Disease.—This is found sufficiently often in cases of insanity
to point to cause and effect. When it is remembered that diseases of

the heart and cerebral blood-vessels are so commonly sequelae of renal

disorders, and that deficient action of the kidneys results in retention in

the blood of poisonous agents that must irritate the brain, it does not

seem strange that kidney disease is a cause of insanity.
Fevers.—Both the eruptive and non-eruptive fevers are sometimes

followed by mental derangements. With these influenzn, pneumonia,
the secondary fever of syphilis, rheumatism, and gout may be classed.

It is probable that the various toxins ]ilay an im]>ortant part in tlie

causation of the so-called postfebrile insanities. The general asthenic

condition and the anemic state of the nerve-centers caused by the febrile

condition are favorable to the development of mental disorders. The

delirium, delusions, illusions, and hallucinations are more pronounced
during the night than during the day. Such cases require careful

watching, lest the patient commit suicide. The prognosis in the majority
1 Witkowski and Leidesdorf, Spitzka, Insanity,- p. 375, first edition.
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of cases is good, recovery taking place rapidly after a prolonged sleep.
Some pass into a condition of dementia, while a few may develop syste-

matized delusions which become chronic.

Uterus and Ovaries.—There is a close relation between the scener-

ative organs and the feelings of depression and well-being of woman.
Functional disorders of the womb and ovaries apparently give rise to

greater nervous irritation and mental perversion than the gross organic
lesions. It is, in my opinion, rare for disease of the womb or ovaries

to be the sole cause of a case of insanitv. AVomcn who are stronclv

predisposed to insanity may, from protracted disorders of these organs,
become insane. Sudden suppression of the menstrual flow has been

known to be followed almost immediately by an attack of acute mania,
and the mental condition has been relieved on the return of the physi-
ologic discharge. Mental disorders are nsually worse durintr, at, or

about the time of the menstrual period. While few uterine and ovarian

diseases are chargeable alone for an attack of insanity, yet the pelvic

organs of the female should receive attention when they appear to have

anything to do with the mental disorder.

Gestation, the parturient state, and lactation may give rise to

insanity, especially in those who are strongly })redisposed to it. During
gestation there is often a peculiar mental state, marked by morbid a])pe-

tites, states of great mental depression, and sometimes melancholia.

Acute mania or melancholia not infrequently dates from the parturient
state. When insanity develops dm-ing the period of lactation, melan-

cholia is apparently more common than mania.

I have not met with a case of insanity in which I could trace the

cause to organic disease of the male genital organs. Functional

disturbances of these organs are so frequently found associated with

depressed mental states, especially in those of a weak nervous and mental

organization, that it seems ]n'obable that the supposed or real loss of

sexual power might lead to insanity in crises presenting a favorable soil

for the development of mental disorders. It must be remembered

that, in the majority of the cases just alluded to, the supposed loss of

sexual power is the result of moodiness, introspection, and apprehensive-
ness.

Excessive masturbation in my opinion is the result, rather than

the cause, of mental defect, but the habit materially affects a weak
mental and physical organization.
A few cases of insanity have been known to follow the administra=

tion of anesthetics. A greater number have apparently l)een caused

by fear, appreliension, and shock attendant upon and following surgical

operations.

Psychic Causes of Insanity.—Among these may be mentioned

brain-strain, worry, forcing in the education of children, vicious reading,
and emotion.

Brain-strain.—Mental work of itself, separate from worry in the

healthy and at the proper time of life, is probably never the cause of

nervous or mental breakdown. It may, on the other hand, in the very
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young, in those who have passed the meridian of lite without having
accustomed themselves to habits of stndy, and in persons whose mental

power and vigor are lessened by brain defect, impaired health, or worry,

indirectly lead to the development of insanity. Worrt/ and hraia-drdhi

usnally go together, and when both causes are active, great damage may
result if their exhaustini:: and irritatiuiii; intluenees are continued over a

considerable length of time. Without attempting to go into a detailed

description of the various mental strains and worries incident to life in

modern civilization, it will suffice to point out a few of these. Many
persons, especially in the United States, after the meridian of life enter

upon duties and assume great responsibilities requiring ibrced mental

work for which their previous habits and education had not fitted them.

This is preeminently true of many politicians. Of the 60 cases of

persons in pul)lic and professional life analyzed by Dr. C. K. Mills,^

loss of health or life was traceable in all t(^ extraordinary mental strain,

•such as worry, anxiety, uncertainty, and disappointment, conjoined with

mental overwork done under pressure, and in some instances by per-
sons who had previously been unaccustomed to great responsibilities.

According to this writer's figures, if we include 4 cases of diabetes,

nervous derangement or mental disease developed in 41, or in a little

more than two-thirds of the cases analyzed. The speculator who stakes

his all on the uncertainties of a single venture; the merchant who
endeavors to keep up appearances and meet the demands of an exjicn-
sive family, while a tottering firm, of which he is the head, is on the

verge of bankruptcy ;
the investor who contracts debts which he is

unable to pay when overtaken by a panic ;
and the many who, in a

thousand and one other ways, take chances which cause worrv and

great anxiety on account of the uncertainty of the results, subject
themselves to a degree of brain-strain that may be sufficient to over-

balance reason iu a person ]iredisposed to insanity. Whatever worries

or exhausts interferes with brain nutrition, either directly or indirectly.
The worrv and forced mental work mav s^ive rise to indigestion, and
the results of this may increase the irritability of the brain and lessen

its power of sustained mental effort.

The forcing process in the education of the young, if carried to

extremes, may greatly impair the mental vigor and stability of the

normal child when begun at a very tender age, as is not infrequently
the case. In children who have inherited a defective cerebral or^ran-

ization, competitive examinations, with the other evils connected with
the cramiug process, may lead to imbecility or weak-mindedness, or lay
the foundation for the development of the various forms of insanity.
It is in early youth that the impressions made uj^on the mind are the

deepest and the most enduring. They become a part of the mental

organization of the individual, and not' infrequently continue during the

remainder of life. It is during this stage of mental development that

umvholesome remling has its most vicious effects. Dime novels, contain-
' Toner Lectures, No. ix.

;
delivered by Dr. C. K. Mills, March 19, 1884.
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iug blood-curdling stories with a moral looseness, have a deleterious effect

upon the mind of" the child.

Tlie Emotions.—The emotions have much to do with the physiologic
life of man. They are perverted in the various forms of insanity.
Violent and sudden disturbances of the emotions are potent factors in

paving the way for the development of insanity and in exciting into

activity acute mental derangements. The depressive emotions make a

deeper or a more lasting impression than the joyous ones. Of all the

emotions, grief for the loss of beloved ones, especially when attended

by physical exhaustion, is one of the greatest psychic <'auses of insanity.
This is seen most commonly in mothers after the loss of children whose
acute illnesses have caused great mental and physical exhaustion. Dis-

appointment, hopes long deferred, and unrequited love often cause

great mental depression, but the effect is soon over, except in those who
ere strongly predisposed to become insane. A narrow pursuit in study
is often regarded as a cause of a mental breakdown. It is ])robable
that it is an effect rather than a cause of an mistable mental condition.

Many youthful paranoiacs manifest a liking for studies far beyond their

years. Religion has been accused of causing insanity. Faith in a

Supreme Ruler is a great solace to the human mind. We never hear

of strong-minded persons becoming insane about religion. Not infre-

quently the mentally defective use religion as they use everything else

m which they become intensely interested. It is a hobby with them,
and if they ride their hobby to the exclusion of everything besides, they
become insane. If it had not been religion, it would have been some-

thing else. The first symptoms of many cases of insanity are tinged
with religious subjects. It is probable that revivals and times of bois-

terous religious excitement act as the exciting cause of insanity in cer-

tain mentally defective persons. Spiritualism and many allied beliefs

may give rise to insanity. Few find the solace in spiritualism that is

found in religion, and the uncertainties, vagaries, and speculations prove
too great a strain for many weak-minded persons.

Pathology of Insanity.'—The endeavors to establish a constant

pathologic lesion in mania, melancholia, and paranoia (monomania), so

far, have not been attended Avith success. In the chronic and terminal

dementias lesions are found in more than half the cases
;

in idiocy and

imbecility in more than three-fourths, and in paretic dementia, especially
after the condition has existed for a vear or more, definite and charac-

teristic changes in the brain and its membranes are almost invariably
the rule. Under the headmg pathology of insanity a great deal has

been written. It is with pathology as with treatment—the less we know

definitely about it, the more we must speculate. Probably the first

point we ought to make in the study of the pathology of insanity is

that " we have to deal with alterations, not destruction of function."

We may have serious mental changes and find nothing recognizable

postmortem. This may be because of our present imperfect methods

of examination, or because of the difficulty of recognizing postmortem
^ The section on pathology is written by Dr. E. E. Axtell.
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such vascular lesions as hyperemia and anemia, which in certain cases

seem to be the only lesions present.
In the insane cases attended with brain-lesions we find evidences of

one or more of the following pathologic features : Nutritional changes,

inflammation, hemorrhage, softening, tumor, cysts. The tissues in-

volved in such pathologic changes may be : (a) The cranium
; (6) the dura

mater
; (c)

the ])ia
mater and arachnoid

; (</)
the cerebral cells

; (e) the

brain-substance ; (_/')
the ganglion-cells ; [(/)

the neuroglia. AVith these

we may find any bodily disease that flesh is heir to—heart disease, pul-

monary disease, trouble in kidneys, liver, spleen, or intestines. A
dement may die of typhoid fever or pulmonary tuberculosis as well as

a sane man. A pathologist looking for brain changes in a case of in-

sanity does so because facts and experiments without numl>er have

shown that alterations in the brain and its surrounding tissues have

been attended by corresponding changes in the psychic manifestations.

Of the gross or naked-eye changes, we find the following :

In the Cranium.—Lessened cranial capacity, especially occipital ;

flattening of vertical, occipital, or frontal portions ; inequalities of sur-

face between the sides
; thickening of calvarium—occasionally thin-

ning ; lessening of diploe ;
evidences of inflammation

;
exostoses on

inner table.

In the Dura Mater.—.^dherency of this to the calvarium over the

entire vertex
;
membrane thick and dense, occasionally showing minute

osseous formations or even bone-plates ; adherency of membrane to the

other membranes (chronic pachymeningitis) ;
evidences of recent or old

hemorrhages.
In the Arachnoid and Pia Mater.—Congestion ;

edema (2 to 12
ounces of fluid in pial cavity) ; thickening and opacity ; adhesions,
localized or extensive

; pacchionian bodies large, and wearing for them-

selves receptacles in the osseous tissue
;
thin blood-clots looking like

false membranes
; fine granulations and blood exudates, probably the

result of repeated congestions ;
vessels of pia varicose and tortuous.

Tuke says :

" In 60 per cent, of insane subjects the arachno-pia shows
indications of disease."

In Cerebral Vessels.—These are especially affected in chronic cases

and most usually in general paresis, alcoholic and syphilitic insanity.
Vessels dilated, tortuous—this is one of the most constant lesions

;

evidences of arteritis, with or without occlusion of the vessel
;

sclerotic

and atheromatous changes ; miliary aneurysms occasionally.
Blood-vessel changes are very frequent in the insane, but they are

not specially characteristic lesions.

In the Brain=substance.—In almost every case of chronic insanity

except the paranoiac tiiere is more or less atrophy of the brain-substance.

The brain is no longer of full volume. It does not fill the cranial

cavity. The space caused by the diminution of volume is filled by
fluid. This fluid is found in the ventricles, in the subarachnoid space,
and in an edema of the pia mater. Occasionally nature thickens the

membranes and even the osseous tissue to help fill the void. AVhen
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atrophy concerns the brain as a whole, the white matter as well as the

gray matter is involved. The convolutions become flattened and
thinned

;
the sulci are deep and gaping. The brain-substance is not

luiiformly atrophied, but is unevenly so. This is usually most marked
in the vertical and parietal regions. With the atrophy there is a

change in the naked-eye appearance of the brain-substance. This

becomes firm and dense, of a dirty-gray color, and it cuts like a bit of

coagulated egg-albumen or even like splenic tissue. The distinction

between the white and gray substance is very faint. Occasionally we
find the white matter presenting a cribriform appearance, probably due
to occluded capillaries. Usually the brain-substance is anemic. If a

patient should die in a wildly maniacal state, it might be found con-

gested.
The weight of an atrophied brain is not much less than normal,

because the atrophy is attended with an increase in the density.
The books describe a hypertrophy of the brain, which is said to

occur in imbeciles and epileptics, from an increase in the neuroglia.
With an extended array of jiathologic cases from insane-Mards, I have
never met with such a condition. Occasionally we find a brain which

is apparently enlarged, but we find this is due to general congestion
and excess of fluid in the ventricles. In true hypertrophy there are

flattening of the convolutions and obliteration of the sulci by pressure
of the brain against the cranial vault, with but little fluid in the ven-

tricles or in the membranes.

In the Ganglion=cells.—No information comes to us by the use of

the naked eye, but in prepared specimens we find much of interest in

this investigation. The better we become acquainted with the most

approved technic in the examination of the brain in these cases, the less

we hear of " colloid degeneration," of hyaline change. It has long been

a study in the successful pre])aration of brain tissue to enable us to say

definitely that the appearances in a microscopic section are not due to

our methods of handling. Among the changes now best known to

occur in the ganglion-cells, atrophy is the most prominent. Early the

cells appear swollen, but later the cell-body shrinks and the nucleus is

seen to stand out prominently, with only a little granular protoplasm

surrounding it. As the cell shrinks it leaves a little clear space about

it. The nucleus next loses its outline, and, where the cell once existed,

a little fluid and granular protoplasm remain. These are absorbed in a

short time. Other cells in intermediate stages can be seen all througli
the parts that are undergoing atrophic degeneration. The degeneration
of ganglion-cells seems to be most common in the superior portions of

the frontal and parietal convolutions, and involves most commonly the

outer layer of cells. It is not often wide in its distribution, but usually
occurs in circumscribed spots. With the decay of the ganglion-cells

pigment may be deposited from the blood in the cavity left by the

degenerated cell. The exact nature of this jiigment is unknown.
The amount of neuroglia present in the brain-substance is often

increased in insanity. The spider-shaped cells of Meynert are often
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found in large uumbers, uttended with the a])j)earancc of numerous

nuclei. The cells are most frequently increased along the course of the

vessels and iu the outer layer of the gray matter. The poles of these

cells assume an amount of distinctness which is never seen in healtii.

A meshwork of some density may form by their multiplication, which

may destroy or displace the normal nerve-elements.
^

With this increase in the neuroglia there is often an increase in the

amount of connective tissue present, which })roduces patches of miliary

sclerosis, and which can be seen by the naked eye as circumscribed

opaque patches. Such patches are found only, as a rule, in old-standing
cases of insanity, as in general paresis, and then usually in the white

matter of the motor tracts.

Under the microscope the tissue is seen to l)e delicate scar-tissue.

In the patch the nerve-cells are seen to be partially or completely

atrophied, and the axis-cylinder and sheath are destroyed.

General sclerosis of a half or portion of a brain has been observed

by me in the brains of imbeciles.

Lombroso and the Italian school tried to establish a "criminal

brain
"

in an interesting study of the (sonvolutions and fissures of

degenerates, but the results were far from conclusive.

Methods of Examination of Brain Sections.—The young pathol-

ogist or the physician doing but occasional pathologic work, in looking

up the methods of hardening and staining of nervous tissue in insane

cases, would be almost overwhelmed l)y the great multiplication of

histologic formulae recommended. He would read of Golgi's method,
of Cox's method, of Obregia's gold modification of Golgi's method, of

Weigert's method and its modifications, of Paladino's palladium chlorid

metliod, and hundreds of others. This array of formulae indicates that

this process is in a stage of transition at this time, and tiiat the best

method is yet to be f)und. Most pathologists, I dare say, after work-

ing with the various stains recommended, come back sooner or later to

the old Weigert hematoxylin method or some of its modifications.

There is much reason for this. It is the simplest method, it does not

require an elaborate laboratory outfit, it brings out in strong contrast,
even to the naked eye, the difference between gray masses and white

fibers, and under the microscope diiferentiates each fiber clearly and

beautifully. The gray matter is colored a brownish yellow, the nerve-

cells are stained a little more dee]>ly than the basic substance, and their

nuclei and nucleoli come out with great clearness. The network of fine

fibers in the gray matter shows up very satisfactorily. Connective

tissue does not retain the dye, and hence in pathologic specimens con-

taining sclerotic tissue this appears unstained and white in the dark
field of normal substance. So perfectly is the limitation, that under the

microscope it is possible to count the number of axis-cylinders escaping
destruction in a hardened area.

The following descrijition of the Weigert method is taken from

Weigert's original article :^ The specimen to be stained should be
1 Fortschj-itte der Medicin, Bd. ii., No. 6, 1884.
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hardener] in Miiller's fluid and then cut in sections. If it has already
been removed from the Miiller's fluid and kept in alcohol, it may be

cut, but the sections must be placed in Miiller's fluid for twenty-four
hours before staining. They are then removed, and the excess of fluid

gotten rid of by dipping them for a moment into water. This contact

with water must never be prolonged. Each section is now placed in

the following solution of hematoxylin :

Hematoxylin (Merck's crystals), 0.75 gm. ;

Alcohol (97 per cent.), 10.00 ^"

Water, 90.00 "

This solution is prepared by boiling the hematoxylin in the alcohol and
water until all the crystals are dissolved. It is then allowed to 'stand

exposed to the light and air for four days before using.
In using this stain the sections become very brittle and must be

vcy carefully handled. After the sections are put in this fluid, the box

containing the sections and fluid is placed in an oven whose temperature
is kept at a point between 35° and 45° C. (95° and 112° F.). They
remain there an hour. They are then floated out in water, and all the

dye that can be extracted removed. The sections then appear uniformly
black. They are now transferred to the following solution :

Ferricyanid of potash (red prussiate), 2.5 gm. ;

Borax,' 2.0 "

Water, 100.0 "

They remain in this until a portion of the hematoxylin is removed.

The length of time diflers W'itli different sections. They may be ready
for removal within an hour, or they may have to remain for twenty-
four hours. This solution dissolves the logwood dye out of the gray
matter and connective tissue rapidly, but acts very slowly upon the dye
taken up by the axis-cylinders and medullary sheath. The desirable

degree of staining for the gray matter is a matter of taste and experi-
ence. The longer the sections remain in the potash solution, the lighter

will be the staining. By placing the sections in porcelain plates the de-

coloration can be carefully watched. When sufficiently decolorized, the

sections are to be removed and washed in M^ater, dehydrated in absolute

alcohol, cleared in oil of cloves, and mounted in Canada balsam. This

method has received many modifications, but it still remains probably
the most valuable of all the methods known.

For other methods see Dr. Bevan Lewis's book on The Examination

of the Human Brain, as well as the Journal of Nervous and Mental

Diseases during the past five years.

Symptoms of Insanity.—Tlie symptoms of insanity consist of

the mental and physical. The later alone, of course, are never evi-

dences of insanity. They are of more importance as indications for the

treatment of the insane than aids in the diagnosis of the mental condi-

tion. Nevertheless, even in the medicolegal investigation of insanity,

the physical symptoms should never be ignored.
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Mental Symptoms.—All the mental symptoms exhibited by tiie

insane, when analyzed, will be found to be due to a perversion or sup-

pression of those functional activities that accompany the healthy action

of a normal human brain. In health there is a nicety of coordination

between the functional activities of the ditferent portions of the l)rain,

so that the structures concerned in the genesis of thought and actit)n

Work as a whole. In insanity there is a disturbance of the relations

that exist between the different portions of the brain in health, resulting
in inharmony of thought and action, or, as is found in idiots, imbeciles,
and dements, brain function is su])pressed to a greater or less degree.

Perception.—Tiie power of perception is preserved to a greater or

less extent in nearly all forms of insanity. So far as we apparently

know, all ideation is originally started by impressions made upon the

receptive centers in the brain by the things external to ourselves, through
the general and special sense mechanisms. Hallucinations which are

usually regarded as of subjective origin are made possible only by im-

pressions coming from without. Those who are blind or dumb from

1)1 rth do not have hallucinations of sight or hearing. For the mind to

have a memory picture of the results of the functional activity of any
sense, it is necessary that that sense must at some time have been active.

While perception is present in most cases of insanity, it is often per-

verted, being lessened or increased. In mania, in many cases of jiar-

anoia, and in expansive states of most forms of insanity the perceptions

may be more numerous than in health, but these multiple im])res-
sions are not diiferentiated and arranged by the ego, as in the normal

condition. The depressive states of the insane, and in conditions of

dementia and amentia, the power of perceiving is enfeebled, and the

impressions made upon the consciousness are fewer and less permanent
than in the sane.

The emotions are disturbed in nearly all forms of insanity. The

exceptions are found in those severe mental defects that are congenital
or occur from various causes acting upon the brain during early child-

hood. The emotions may be more easily excited in some forms of in-

sanity than in health, as in mania, in the early stages of dementia and

paretic dementia, in the agitated stages of melancholia and paranoia, and
in some cases of epileptic insanity. On the other hand, the emotions may
be greatly blunted in various forms of insanity attended with marked
mental and physical depression, and in the late stages of dementia and

paretic dementia.

The moral sentiment is usually perverted in insanity. On super-
ficial observation it would seem that the moral sense is heightened in

some cases of paranoia, Init this is apparent and not real. While some

paranoiacs may discourse about the sins of others, it will be found on

careful analysis of the symptoms presented by these pseudomoralists
that their actions are not guided by any deep moral sense of duty.

Many insane persons, especially the paretic dement, the epileptic, the

maniac, the melancholiac, the drug habitue, the alcoholic, the traumatic

insane, and the various dements manifest a great loss of the moral
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sense. Moral deterioration is one of the special symptoms of paretic
dementia. The maniac and melancholiac often become profane, vulgar,
and indecent. These traits are all the more noticeable as they are in

marked contrast to the former conduct and actions of the individuals so

afflicted. The epileptic insane are frequently cruel and vicious, espe-

cially during their paroxysms of fury. The demented, alcoholic, and
traumatic insane lose their moral sense largely from mental failure.

Some cases of insanity do not present any' marked change in the moral

sentiment.

Defective moral sentiment is so pronounced in some individuals, and,

indeed, is the only prominent symptom that distinguishes these indi-

viduals from the normal, that the term moral insanity is often used to

designate this class of moral imbeciles. Defective moral sentiment may
be inherited or acquired. It is the former that is often the bone of con-

tention in courts of law, as moral insanity is not recognized in law.

This will be discussed at greater length in connection with I^oss of Self-

control. I may add that when defective moral sense is the only evi-

dence of mental unsoundness, the diagnosis of insanity is never justified,

and that those who are tei'med moral imbeciles by the experienced alienist,

present numerous other evidences of insanity than the loss of the moral

sentiment.

The will is usually perverted in insanity. Spitzka states :
'' There

is probably not a single case of insanity in which the will in the widest

sense is not at some time or other in the course of the illness more o^

less disturbed. The free determination of the will in certain directions

is perverted by delusive interpretations and by depressive emotional

states
; finally, it is disturbed by delirium, confused by incoherence, and

abolished by dementia."^

The will may be strong in some instances, but it is misdirected, as

is seen in certain paranoiacs and in expansive mental states, when the

subjects are dominated and impelled by overwhelming delusions. Under
these circumstances the subject may manifest a greater degree of will-

power in endeavoring to obtain the object of his desires than is ex-

hibited by persons in health in accomplishing projects on which much

depends. In states of great mental depression the Avill is often held in

abeyance by overpowering delusions. The will in persons who are

regarded as sane mav be vacillating;, but when it becomes so weakened

that the person is constantly committing absurd acts, the absurdity of

which he may recognize and apologize for, it shows at least that while

the reasoning faculties to a superficial observer may seem correct, the

mental processes on which the acts are based are faulty. It is probably
due to a weakened condition of the will that certain pei'sons arc unal^le

to rid themselves of absurd thoughts, as the fear of contamination

(mysophobia), of open spaces (agoraphobia), of a confined space (clei-

throphobia). The presence of imperative conceptions necessitates a

weakened or perverted condition of the will.

Consciousness is disturbed in many cases of insanity. A condition

^
Spitzka, Insanity^ first edition, ,p. 64.
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of healthy conscionsness is one in wliieli the individual, while rco:istcr-

iug the impressions of the outer world to which his atteution is directed

at the time, correlates these with the summarized observations of the

past.^ It occasionally occurs in some cases of insanity, especially in

states of depression, although it takes place in expansive conditions,

that the patient is unable to combine his present im{)ressions and ])ast

experiences into one conscious ego, and, in consequence, a change of

identity results. He will then speak of his past self in the third

person, and of the present in the first. It is rare to find the two egos

occupying a piisition of equal importance in the patient's consciousness,

but usually the delusions that give rise to the present or s})urious ego
dominate the subject's entire mental state. He is a king or some other

important personage, and the former self is ignored or forgotten. The
condition known as double or alternating consciousness is one in which

the individual loses all memory of the past ego, begins a new experience,
which in weeks, months, or years ends in a return to his former self.

There is a very grave disturbance of memory in these cases. The

person while in his abnormal condition remembers nothing of his

normal self, and while in the latter state nothing of his abnormal self.^

In many instances the loss of the normal self has followed mental

shock or worry, menstrual disorders, and jirolonged illness, while a

return to it has been most frequently observed to take place after some

physical violence, as a blow to the head, a fill in which a limb is broken,

etc. Legal complications have arisen in these cases, mostly of a civil

character, as when the individual's property has been disposed of during
his absence, it being supposed that he was dead. It might occur, as is

said to have done in the state of Kansas a sliort time ago, that when
the individual is married and leaves home for an indefinite period, the

other party may enter into another marriage contract.

If a criminal act should be committed by the subject while he were

in the abnormal state of consciousness, an interesting medicolegal

question would arise in regard to the responsibility of the person com-

mitting the crime.

Memory.—The condition of memory in insanity deserves more than

a passing notice. It is a common impression with the laity that

memorv is defective almost alwavs in insanitv. Nothing could be

further from the truth than the acceptance of this belief as a general

proposition. It is true that disturbances of memory are of common
occurrence in insanity. During the exacerbations of most of the acute

insanities, in transitory mania, in epileptic insanity, during periods of

excitement in many chronic insanities, in paretic dementia, and in all

forms of dementia, memory is very defective, but total amnesia is of so

rare occurrence that when it is claimed to have existed under certain

conditions all the circumstances surrounding the case demand careful

'

Spitzka, Insanity, first edition, p. o9.
^ It has been my experience with these states of perverted consciousness that the

person in the abnormal state has a more or less complete memory of the entire past
life, but in the first or normal state only previous normal states are recalled.
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investigation. Total loss of memory occurs for a variable period in

nearly all cases of epilepsy, in many cases of alcoholic and drug intox-

ication, frequently in disturbances of consciousness from traumatism to

the head, and in pronounced delirium, whether this is caused by febrile

processes, organic disease of the brain, or by the delirious phases of the

acute insanities, especially mania and melancholia. In the mild form

of mania and melancholia the memory is usually well preserved for

nearly everything that has occurred. In most cases of paranoia the

memory for every detail is remarkably good. It must not be forgotten
that apparently methodic and purposive acts may be performed auto-

matically during periods of disturbed consciousness, and subsequently
the mind of the subject may be a complete blank for everything that

has occurred during the existence of this state. Detection of simulated

amnesia, as a rule, is not difficult in cases in which it is intelligently
and patiently studied.

The higher faculties of the mind, commonly termed reason, judg-

ment, etc.; are, of course, always impaired in insanity.^ The symptoms
that prove the impairment or destruction of the mental integrity of the

individual are the only positive evidences of insanity. It is necessary
to bear in mind that a person may reason well and yet be insane. This

is contrary to the popular conception of insanity, in which reason is

supposed to be completely dethroned and the individual a raving maniac.

The fact is that many of the chronic insane, especially the paranoiacs,
reason exceedingly clearly and well. Their fault in some instances is

that the premise from which they reason is wrong, being dominated by
delusions which lead them to accept incredible things as facts

;
the con-

clusions, no matter how shrewd the reasoning, are of necessity erroneous

and frequently absurd.

Loss of Self=control.—Self-control is a relative term as we meet

with it in society. Probably few, if any, attain to that ideal condition

in which the good is always followed and the bad rejected. Still, every
sane person is expected to control his acts in regard to the rights of

others and the welfare of himself. Many persons from congenital,

hereditary, or acquired defects so lose the power of mental inliibition,

or self-control, that, they become subject to imperative conceptions or

morbid impulses. Defective inhibition, or loss of self-control, may
lead to general impulsiveness, in which the subject may commit the

most absurd or cruel act as soon as the idea is suggested, without giving
it a moment's thought. Animal impulses, leading to all kinds of sexual

perversions or disgusting acts, may be due to the same condition. So

may the homicidal, suicidal, and destructive impulses have a similar

origin. Dipsomania, kleptomania, and ])yromania denote a lessening
of that inhibitory power which every normal individual is able to exert

over his actions. Sometimes the loss of a person's moral sense is so

' In some cases of impulsive insanity in which self-control is lost the power of

reasoning seemsto be perfect. Clouston mentions a most typical case—Mental Diseases,

p. 244. It is probable that even in this instance weakening of the higher physical
faculties existed.
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great, from defective self-control, that the condition has been termed

moral imbecility or moral insanity.'

That the insane may exhibit the various evidences of loss of self-

control is not doubted by any one, but that there are such distinct forms

of insanity as pyromania, kleptomania, moral insanity, homicidal in-

sanity, suicidal insanity, meaning, as I inter])ret it, that the mental

defect is limited to a given perversion, is not accepted in law nor by
scientific students of mental diseases, so long as the terms are subjected
to the foregoing restriction. It has long seemed to me that the different

views with which the moral and other perversions have been regarded

by the members of the medical and legal professions have been due to

a misunderstanding on the part of the members of the latter profession.
The lawyer recognizes the so-called moral insanity to be a condition in

which the person, alleged to be so affected, is perfectly sane on all sub-

jects except those relating to his moral obligations and conduct. The
same might be said from the legal point of view of all the other perver-
sions. The student of jxsychiatry, on the other hand, while he recog-
nizes cases of moral imbecility or moral insanity for convenience of

study, looks upon the moral obliquity as one of the most prominent
symptoms of an insane condition, the existence of which is attested by
the presence of numerous other symptoms of a perverted mental state.

So far as the medicolegal aspects of insanity are concerned, it is unfor-

tunate that such prominent symptoms of certain cases of insanity,
as a tendency to burn houses (pyromania), to steal (kleptomania), to

commit murder (homicidal mania), or to perform immoral acts (uKjral

imbecility), should be employed to designate distinct forms of insanity.

Simply the presence of a perverse tendency in a person is never a

suflicient evidence on which to pronounce him insane. In the vast

majority of cases of loss of self-control to such an extent that criminal

acts are committed regardless of consequences, a careful search by some
one skilled in the study of insanity will reveal other symptoms of the

insanity of the individual. Under such circumstances it becomes the

duty of the medical expert to point out to the Court and jury the proofs
of the insanity of the accused. It seems scarcely necessary to remind
the reader that moral insanity, or a similar jierversion, is sometimes
raised by the defense in criminal suits in ])ersons who do not show, and
never have shown, the least mental defect for perscms of their class.

Hallucinations.—A hallucination may be defined to be the false

perception of an object as present at the time without the presence of

such an object to justify the perception. Probably the most typical

examples of hallucinations are the ftilse perceptions often found in

persons in the early stage of delirium tremens, in which condition

snakes, scorpions, and hobgoblins are momentarily seen in his room, the

patient as yet being able to correct his false perceptions. When, how-

ever, the patient's intellect becomes so overpowered that he can no

longer reason, but accepts his imaginary enemies as real, and tries to fly

from them, the hallucinations have developed into delusions. On look-

1 See Clouston's Mental Diseases, on "States of Defective Inhibition," p. 231.
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ing intently for a few moments at the brilliantly illuminated wires in an
incandescent lamp and then suddenly looking at a white surface it will

be found that the wires will still be seen. This is an example of a

hallucination m health. Hallucinations probably always depend upon
the temporary or permanent disturbance of the special or general sense

organs or upon the perverted action of the brain itself. It is probable
that intracranial disturbances cause the vast majority of the hallucina-

tions of the insane. The mere presence of hallucinations is not positive
evidence of insanity. Their origin, the relation they bear toward the

individual, and the manner in which they influence his actions must be

carefully studied. Hallucinations are thought by some to be present in

about three-fourths of the cases of insanity. They may affect any or

all the organs of special sense or general sensations
;
those of hearing,

sight, general sensations, smell, and taste being probably the most

frequently involved, in the order named.

Illusions.—An illusion is the misinterpretation of the character of

an impression made on the sensorium by an external object. In simpler

language, it is the mistaking of an object for something that it is not.

Illusions occur in the sane and in the insane. The shadow cast upon
the wall by the moon shining against a piece of furniture may, on our

first awakening, be mistaken for a living object, especially a man.

This is an illusion that not infrequently occurs in health. A person
hears the noise made by a horse's feet on the pavement, and imagines
them to be the voices of his persecutors, is an example of an insane

illusion. Illusions, like hallucinations, may affect any of the special

sense-organs or the general sensations. A sharp distinction cannot

always be made between hallucinations and illusions. When a person

accepts a hallucination or illusion as real and cannot correct his false

perception, it then becomes a delusion.

Delusions.—A delusion is a faulty idea. Most persons are mis-

taken in some of their beliefs, and hence to that extent have delusions.

A distinction must be made between sane and insane delusions. In

regard to religious beliefs, the most absurd ideas may be held by per-
sons who are regfarded as sane. To determine whether a delusion is an

evidence of Insanity or not it must be studied in relation to the age and

education of the individual and to all the modifying circumstances that

may have had any influence in molding his thoughts and beliefs. An
insane delusion for a given person is a belief in something that is held

as incredible by one of his class and religious creed. The most import-
ant divisions of the insane delusions, for medicolegal })ur])oses, are the

systematized and the unsystematized. Each of these may be further

subdivided into expansive or depressive delusions.

A systematized delusion is one that is built up on a more or less con-

nected ])rocess of reasoning. One who is the subject of such a delusion

will give a rather plausible explanation for his acts and beliefis, and

were not the latter based upon the misinterpretation of impressions, the

conclusions at which he arrives would be justified in some cases, but not

in all. Paranoia (monomania) is the only form of msanity that presents
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the typically systematized delusions.^ These delusions may be expan-
sive or depressive in character. With the latter, the individual often

conceives that he is some imj^ortant jiersona^e, and in many instances,

notwithstiindiug his importance, persecutors may still pursue him,
because it is the purpose of" his enemies to prevent him comin(»; into

possession of wealth that justly belongs to liim, or tliey an; bent on

defeating him in attaining to some exalted position to which he by right
and merit is entitled. It is important to bear in mind tliat the sulTiect

of expansive delusions may at the same time have delusions of ])ersecu-

tion. With the latter, or depressive systematized delusions, the ])erson

may believe that he has committed the unpardonaI)le sin, and (piote

passage after passage from Scripture to justify his position, and furtiier

to fortify his opinion he may see in everything to wiiich liis attention is

directed evidences of his deplorable condition. Systematized delusions

are less changeable than the unsystematized, and denote a higher degree
of mental power than the latter. Tliey usually relate to ambitious

schemes, political events, religious reforms, the sexual instinct, or

bodily matters.

Unst/sfeiiiafized delusions are those that are not defended at any
lengtli by a logical process of reasoning. They may be expansive or

depressive, are found in all forms of insanity in which delusions are

present except in paranoia. In the expansive form the person affected

may be the strongest, the richest, and the greatest man in the world,
but he can give you no explanation of the manner in which he obtained

these desirable attributes. Here, again, we must remember that the

subject of expansive unsystematized delusi(ins may believe himself per-

secuted, but if he attempts to account for the persecution, he fails to

give any plausible reason for his belief. If pushed still fiu'ther for an

explanation, he will frankly admit that he does not know why he is

persecuted, but he persists in his delusions. In the same manner the

subject of depressive, unsystematized delusions may believe himself the

worst person in the world, the subject of the most unendurable perse-

cutions, without being able to give any other explanation for this con-

dition than a subjective sensation of w^orthlessness and suffering.

Delusions may not be present in some cases of insanity, and in many
in which they are })resent the patient shrewdly conceals them for a

time. Delusions of persecution often lead to acts of violence and not

infrequently to homicide.

THE PHYSICAL CONDITION IN INSANITY.

In investigating a case of insanity, as careful, thorough, and system-
atic examination should be made into the ])hysical state as is done by
the most expert neurologist in the study of the symptoms presented by
a ]iatient supposed to be suffering from some form of nervous disease.

' In numerous acute forms of insanity delusions approximately systematized are
often found, but the systematization is never very elaborate. Chronic hysteric insanity
is nearly related to paranoia, and the delusions in it are often fairly well systematized.
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The gait, the attitude, the gestures, and the facial expression should

be observed carefully. The paranoiac who believes himself some

important personage will betray his mental condition in his lofty step,
overerect and vain attitude, and his supercilious facial expression. The
maniac is often quick in his movements, and there is a variableness in

his facial expression, which is usually animated or angry. The melan-
choliac is, when not agitated, slow in liis movements, and the facial

expression may be painful on account of its sadness. The blank face

marks the stuporous or demented lunatic. So the erotomaniac, the

nymphomaniac, and the millionaire paretic dement may often be
detected by facial expression or gait.

Motor Disturbances.—A tremor of the lips is very commonly
observed in the paretic or senile dement. In a few cases of insanity a

general tremor aifecting nearly all the voluntary muscles of the limbs

rud trunk has occasionally been observed, especially after physical exer-

tion.^ The maniac seems capable of exerting great muscular strength,
and his power of endurance in this direction is very great. Muscular

powder is lessened in the depressive forms of insanity, and fatigue soon

occurs. Electromuscular contractility is nearly normal in the simple
and uncomplicated forms of insanity until late in the disease, when it

may be lessened in some cases. A tetanic condition of the muscles has

been observed in some atonic forms of melancholia.^ A cataleptic con-

dition is thous^ht to be a characteristic feature of katatonia. An ataxic

state, more commonly of the leg muscles, is sometimes ol^served in the

paretic dement, and, if it is pronounced, it indicates that the spinal cord

is affected. It is also found in dementia from diffuse cerebral sclerosis.

The reflexes are variable in insanity, and, except in a few cases, their

condition is not of great diagnostic import. The superficial reflexes are

usually nearly normal, except in states of great mental and physical

depression, when they may be absent. The deep reflexes are generally
increased in maniacal and excited states, and lessened in conditions of

great exhaustion. Exceptions to the latter statement will be found in

some atonic melancholiacs, in which the myotactic irrital>ility may be

greatly exaggerated. In relation to this form of insanity Spitzka says :

" A tetanic condition of muscles is found in a number of atonic melan-

choliacs, and its disappearance without coincident amelioration of the

mental symptoms is an indication that the patient will not recover, but

is passing into passive dementia."'^ Marked increase of the deep
reflexes on one side of the body over those on the opposite side, extend-

ing over a period of several days, points very strongly to gross organic
disease of the brain or cord. JDisturbances of speech, either aphasia or

dysarthria, may occur in somie forms of insanity. Disjointed articula-

tion (dysarthria) is very common in jxiretic dementia, and is usually
an early symptom. Purposeless movements, sometimes called impera-
tive movements, are observed in some cases of insanity. These are

' This w;is observed by me in a harmless dement. The autopsy revealed diffuse

cerebral sclerosis.

''Spitzka.
3
Spitzka, Insanity, first edition, p. 74.
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occasionally found in some persons who show evidence of pronounced
eccentricity.

The handwriting should not escape careful observation and study in

in vest ii^M tins; cases of insanity. The formation of the letters, the sjx'll-

inii:, the arrangement of the words in sentences, and the subject-matter
written should receive attention. AVhen possible, the Avriting should be

compared with that of the patient before his insanity developed. Pa-
retic dements exhibit marked chanires in the handwritino;.

Disturbances of sensibility are undoubtedly (piite common in

insanitv, but the mental state is such that they can rarely be accurately
determined. Local areas of anesthesia are sometimes found as early

symptoms of paretic dementia. Blunting of pain sense and of tactile

sensations is most common in demented persons. The general sensa-

tions may, and sometimes are, increased in mania.

Kye Symptoms.—Tlie retina and optic nerve show no marked

changes in the simple forms of insanity imcomplicated with organic dis-

eases of the brain. In states of great mental and physical exhaustion

tlie optic disk is often extremely pale. In conditions of excitement,

especially when there is a tendency to vascular distiu'bance, such as

flushing, the disk may be hyperemic. Botli of these conditions are

found in sane persons, and frequently when the general health is fairly

good. All marked changes from the normal, such as pronounced swell-

ing or inflammation of the optic disk, denote gross organic disease,

usually of the brain. It should be remembered that the oplithalmo-

scope may show the first evidence of a kidney disease that is associated

with insanity, and is probal^ly the cause of the mental trouble. Pro-

notmced intra-ocular changes in cases of paretic dementia are indices of

the organic lesions of the brain. The pupils are usually dilated in ex-

haustive states in insanity. They may be normal or small in maniacal

conditions until the patient becomes exhausted, when they will dilate.

Paretic dementia is the form of insanity in whicli the jmpils most com-

monly show a deviation from the normal. Both, or one, may be con-

tracted or dilated. The Argyll-Robertson pupil is not infrequently

present, and probably denotes that the spinal cord is involved. Marked
contraction of the pupils for a time, followed by continuous dilatation,
denotes rapid progress of the disease.

Examinations of the blood of the insane so far have lead to

nothing definite in the matter of the diagnosis of the mental state.

Those of the urine are equally negative for this purpose. The salts of

the urine are increased in the insane, as well as in the sane, by every-
thing that exhausts the patient and causes loss of body-weight. The
character of the pulse is an index of the physical state of the patient,
ratiier than of the form of his mental disturl)ance. Its frequency is

increased in conditions of great mental excitement or in states of pro-
found prostration. The same remark will ap])ly to the frequency of

respiration. The skin is usually dry in exhausted states of insanity ;

especially is this true in some cases of melanciiolia. It may be moist
in conditions of excitement. It is said to be oily in dementia. I have

Vol. I.—38
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never detected any odor from tlie skin of insane patients peculiar to

any form of insanity when the body has been sponged twice each day.
As a rule, the activity of the gastro-intestinal tract corresponds to the

perturbed j>hysical and mental states of the insane. In melancholia and
all atonic forms of insanity the appetite is poor, the digestive organs
weakened, and the bowels constipated. Attacks of diarrhea sometimes
alternate with periods of constipation in the melancholiac. In mania
the appetite may be ravenous and the digestive organs active. In paretic
dementia there is developed at times an enormous capacity for food, prob-
ablv due to an insensitive condition of the stomach. In manv cases of

dementia the a})petitc is good and the power of digestion unimpaired.

Trophic Disturbances.—There is marked loss of weight in the

atonic forms of insanity, especially in melancholia and in the depressive

stages of circular insanity. The loss is much less in mania, unless ex-

haustion takes place. In many of the chronic insane the body-weight

may be well maintained, except in those attended by periods of pro-
nounced mental depression. Many of the chronic and terminal dements
become very fat. Great increase in weight without any improvement
in the mental condition is unfovorable for the recovery of the patient,
and indicates that the case will ]irobably terminate in dementia. The

trophic disturbances of most iuterest from a medicolegal point of view
are the changes in the bones, the sudden ap}>ea ranee of a bloody tumor
on the ear (the

" insane ear," hseraatoma auris), and the development of

bruises and sores over the body, especially on those portions that are

the seat of pressure. The bones may be very brittle and exceedingly
soft in paretic dementia, so that slight violence is sufficient to produce
numerous fractures. The bloody tumor of the ear probably never

occurs, even in the })aretic dement, without some violence, but the

point to bear in mind is that the patient may produce it by a tail in

which the ear is struck. Trivial accidents are capable of causing the
" insane ear

"
in the paretic dement, and its occurrence in this class of

the insane by no means proves that the patient has been roughly handled

by his attendant. In the later stages of paretic dementia sloughing and

pressure-sores are conmion. In a form of insanity known as " delirium

grave," if life is sufficiently prolonged, pronounced trophic disturbances

occur and are similar to those sometimes ol)served in jieripheral neuritis.

Symptoms of the Principal Forms of Insanity.—Without

attempting to follow any one of the numerous classifications of insanity,
I will mention the principal forms in the order in which they will be

considered in the following pages devoted to the subject.

Forms of Insanity Usually Unattended With Any Gross, and in

Most Forms Even Demonstrable, Lesions of the Brain.—Melan-

cholia
;
mania

;
katatonia

; transitory frenzy ;
mental stupor ;

confu-

sional insanity ; insanity of pubescence ; hysteric insanity ; insanity from

epilepsy ;

*

primary and secondary dementia
; periodic insanity ;

and

paranoia.

^ The epileptic might he placed with the second forms
;
so also might dementia,

especially the secondary form.
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Forms of Insanity Associated With Demonstrable Brain=

lesions.—Delirinin grave ;
alcoholic insanity ; sy|)hilitic insanity ;

senile dementia
;
and insanity following gross lesions, such as tumor,

cvst, al)scess, hemorrhage of the hraiu.

States of Arrested Development.—Cretinism; idiocy; imbecility;
and weak-mindedness.

Insanity may follow traumatic injuries to the head months and even

years after the recei])t of the injury, and the mental disturbance may
partake of the character of an atypical case of ]>aretic dementia, of

mania, of melancholia, or of transitory frenzy. The cases of insanity

resulting from the toxins, from the parturient state, from postfebrile con-

ditions, and from the metallic and various other poisonous agents may be

classed under some of the varieties of the mental disorders above men-

tioned, most commonly mania, melancholia, or some form of dementia.

The various mental disturbances from loss of inhibitory power or

loss of self-control, manifesting themselves usually as a result of in-

herited or congenital defects of the brain, but sometimes due to acquired

influence^,
will be found referred to under the head Loss of Self-con-

trol, p. 588. Prominent among these perversions in question are moral

insanity, homicidal mania, suicidal mania, pyromania, kleptomania,
sexual perversion, and the various forms of morbid propensities and im-

pulses. As stated on page 589, the degree of irresponsibility in these

cases will be determined largely by the presence of other evidences of

insanity associated Avith the perverted tendency.

MELANCHOLIA.

MelanchoUa is a form of insanity which has for its bctsis a moi'hidly

depressed and painfid emotional state.

In other forms of insanity great mental depression is found at times,
but such insanities differ from true melancholia in that the depressed
emotional feelings form episodes in the course of the mental aberration

instead of being the essential subjective conditions upon which all the

perverted concepts are based.

Ktiologfy.—Heredity, brain-strain, such as occurs from worry or

moral and mental shock, diabetes, or anything that exhausts the vitality
of the patient may be a cause of melancliolia.

Melancholia develops gradually in the majority of cases. It is only
in the event of some suddenly acting cause, such as an acute or ex-

hausting illness, or a profound shock, mental or physical, that the symp-
toms raj:>idly reach their height. During the initial stage the patient
feels and looks sad, depressed, and moody. There is a disinclination

for physical or mental exertion. Memory and will-power are impaired,
so that the performance of the routine duties of the day, that before

had been a pleasure, now become drudgery. The ap])etite is poor,

sleep insufficient and disturbed by oppressive dreams, and ]ihysical and
mental anergia becomes more and more pronounced. The patient at

this stage is usually without delusions, but as he painfully recognizes an
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increasing indifference for everything that previously interested him, he
soon endeavors to inquire of himself a reason for the changed state of

affairs. To his mind prosperity has become adversity, good feeling de-

pression, and friends and relatives, instead of being anxious and solicit-

ous, are at least indifferent, if not enemies. He stands amazed at the

folly of his own subjectiveness, for as yet he realizes on reflection that

things are not so bad as he pictures them, but still he is unable to escape
from the depressive influences that constantly haunt him, because there

is in his mind no room for thoughts except those of a depressive nature.

Unsystematized delusions of a depressive nature are the outcome of

this unhappy frame of mind, in which he endeavors with slow and less-

ened power of reasoning to account for the things that now seem real to

him. Relatives and friends have changed because he must have been

Fig. 82.—F. D. ; melancholia ; burglar (loaned
by Dr. Allison).

Fig. 83.—G. B. ; subacute melancholia : grand
larceny, first degree (loaned by Dr. Allison).

an unrue husband or a faithless friend. Poverty is at his door as the

result of his own folly. Hallucinations and illusions, which are usually

secondary to the delusions of melancholia, are suggested by various sen-

sory disturbances. These in turn serve to intensify and strengthen the

delusions. No matter what the character of the hallucinations and illu-

sions may be, they either intensify existing depressive delusions or de-

velop new ones of a similar character. The ]iatient may see celestial

visions which might be interpreted by the maniac into expansive delu-

sions, but he will account for them on the score of his own unworthi-

ness, and realize, in the presence of the supposed heavenly visitors,

evidence of his own persecution. He is suspicious, sad, depressed, and

sees in the attempted kindness of relatives and friends efforts to poison,

betray, or kill him.^

' A similar condition exi.sts in Wahii^inn, the atypical form of paranoia, but in this

there is an attempt at systematizing the delusions.
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He may refuse food throuiih fear of l)eino; jxn.soned, or in obedience

to a supposed eonmiand of God in wliieli he has been forbidden to take

nourishment, and partly througli the dislike for food arising from his

depressed ]>hysieal state. To escape a worse fate, to ]irevent being a

burden or a disgrace to his relatives and friends, or to obey a divine

Fig. 84.—Katatonic symptoms in various psychoses (melancholia, general paresis, circular insan-
ity, primary dementia, etc.) (photograph loaned by Dr. Atwood, of Bloomingdale).

command, he may commit suicide. A person in sucli a depressed state

of mind, with logical reasoning power perverted or licld in abeyance by
depressive delusions that overwhelm his consciousness, he may conceive
that wife and children are surrounded and threatened by the same con-

spirators that imperil his own life. Under such circumstances, to save
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his relatives from a life in comparison with which death seems to him a

blessing, he may kill his whole family and then commit suicide. Sui-

cidal impulses are rather frequent in melancholia, and those of a homi-

cidal nature only occasionally occur. The melancholiac is a coward, and
it is only when driven to a point of desperation that he can summon the

necessary courage to enable him to attempt taking his own life or that

of another. This probably accounts for the relative infrequency of the

attempts of the melancholiac to commit suicide, in comparison with his

impulses to do it.

At the height of the disorder he may have spurious states of frenzy

(melancholiac frenzy), during which he may attack his attendants,

attempt suicide, become boisterous, abusive, vulgar, and troublesome to

manage. Sometimes the melancholiac, instead of being quiet and

retiring, becomes anxious, restless, and sleepless. Through terror

he is greatly agitated, he wrings his hands,
and begs to be protected from his remorse-

less persecutors, or with a frenzied look he

showers abuse on his imaginary enemies. In

other cases the patient seems to be so over-

whelmed bv the terribleness of his delusions

that he becomes stuporous. This is the atonic

form of melancholia, and during it flesh and

strength fail rapidly.
In the early stage of melancholia we

found the patient sad, depressed, and ap-

parently out of harmony with his environ-

ments, but he was not troubled with delu-

sions. In a number of instances the mel-

ancholia seems to
.
run its entire course

without delusions, hallucinations, illusions,

marked agitation, or profound mental or

physical depression. This form has been

termed melancholia sine delirio. The only symptom seems to be a

prolonged and rather intense condition of what has been properly
termed a "

fit of the blues." It must not be forgotten that this

apparently mild form of melancholia is often the most dangerous,
and of the greatest interest from a medicolegal standpoint. A person
thus afflicted is moody, suspicious, and influenced by morbid introspec-
tion to an extent that he may be dominated by evil or violent impulses.
As his reasoning faculties are fairly well preserved, he may cunningly

lay and carry out his plans for self-destruction, the commission of homi-

cide, or the destruction of property. The treatment of these cases out-

side of an asylum, and without a constant attendant, may be fraught
with considerable risk. In this form of melancholia the patient is phy-

sically depressed, looks sad, sighs a great deal, the pupils are often

dilated, and the arterial tension is increased.

Melancholia usually runs its course in from three to eight months.

Sometimes a frenzied condition, with depressive delusions, develops after

Fiij. 85.—Acute melancholia pas
siva.
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indiilijence in alcohol. It is remarkable for its short duration of two
or tiiree days to a week or more.

Chronic melancholia may follow the acute or .subacute variety. The

patient is sad, depressed, but often succeeds in suppressing his delusion,
for a time at least. He may at any time, if sul)jeeted to great strain,

be dominated by morbid im])ulses and commit acts of violence. A
careful inquiry in such cases will usually detect delusions.

The accompanying pliotogra})h of a patient in the Colorado State

Insane Asylum shows the painful expression of the features.

Memory is usually well preserved in melancholia without delusions

and in the chronic form of the disorder. In the ordinary form of mel-

ancholia consciousness often seems confused, but it is remarkable how
well the memory for most occur-

rences is preserved on the re-

covery of the patient. In atonic

and agitated forms of melancholia

the memory may remain a blank

for prolonged periods. The mem-

ory for events occurring during
states of frenzy is usually greatly

impaired or abolished. Loss of

flesh and strength takes place in

all forms of melancholia, but to

the greatest extent in the atonic

and agitated varieties. The pulse
is usually slow, with high tension,

except in conditions with profound
mental and physical depression,
when it may become soft, rapid,
and weak. The temperature is

nearly normal or slightly sub-

normal, except in the atonic form,
in which the axillary temperature

may be two degrees or even more
below the normal. In some cases,

especially in those attended with considerable agitation, the temperature

may be elevated several degrees. A temperature much above 100° F.,

extending over a period of several days in melancholia, justifies a bad

prognosis. The appetite is lessened, and the digestive organs are im-

paired.
In some cases of melancholia attended with considerable elevation

of the body-temperature, marked agitation, and raj)id loss of flesh and

strength, the mental condition may clear up just before death occurs if

the case is of short duration.

Prognosis.—From 50 to 70 per cent, recover, but KraejK'lin
' con-

tends that recurrence is the rule.

Diagnosis.—A careful search should be made in every case for the

1
Kraepelin, Psychiatric^ fifth edition.

Fig. 86.—Acute melancholia. The patient
is about thirty-five years old : all that is known
of him before he was admitted to the State
Insane Asylum at Pueblo is that he occupied
a cabin by himself and was addicted to mas-
turbation. He is suicidal.
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presence of a possible organic disease which might give rise to the mental

condition. In the absence of a demonstrable lesion of the nervous

system it may be impossible at first to determine whether the depressed
state is the early stage of mania, beginning melancholia, or a morbidly

depressed condition unassociated with any psychosis. As the case pro-

gresses the presence of delusions will distinguish it from the latter, and
their character will separate it from mania. The unsystematized
delusions of depression, with or without hallucinations and illusions,

and the general subjective moody state, uncomplicated by any other

form of insanity, would be sufficient on which to base a diagnosis of

simple melancholia.

In the study of the diagnosis of melancholia it is well to bear in

mind that while the patient is usually mentally depressed, there are

cases of this psychosis in which there appears to be at times an exalted

mental state with expansive delusions, and sometimes there is an

attempt to systematize these. The attempt at systematization is not an

elaborate one, and the exalted state is temporary in comparison with the

generally prevailing condition of depression.

MANIA.

3Iania is a form of insanity which has for its basis a morbidly exalted

emotional state.

It is a condition in which the inhibitory or restraining centers are

overpowered by the subjective feelings of physical and mental well-

being and exhilaration. The general sensorium is in an excitable con-

dition, and the numerous impressions made from without are rapidly
converted into mental processes and motor impulses that exhaust them-

selves at their own sweet will. The processes of association and idea-

tion are accelerated, and former mental impressions vie with those of

the present moment for expression in speech, which is usually hurried

and unmeasured.

Ktiology.—Age.—In the male mania occurs most frequently
between the twentv-tifth and the thirtv-fifth vears : in the female it is

often as early as the fourteenth or fifteenth year. Among the other

causes, mental and physical strain, associated with worry, insufficient

food, irregular habits of eating and sleeping, head injuries, the parturient

state, results of fevers, exhaustion, and inanition may be mentioned.

Period of Development.—The ordinary form of mania does not

begin suddenly or even rapidly. The characteristic sym])toms of this

psychosis are preceded by a period of from two or three weeks to as

many months, during which the patient, out of joint with himself and

everybody else, is seclusive, depressed, sad, and moody, suffi^rs from

strange cephalic symptoms, insomnia, constipation, digestive disorders,

and physical and mental exhaustion. As we found in melancholia, so

we find during the early stages of mania, that the patient goes to bed

exhausted and arises after a restless night, tired, feeling unequal to the

duties of the day. He is easily discouraged, and his numerous depres-
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sive subjective sensations which arise from the torpid action of nearly
every organ of tiie Ixuly make iiitn introspective and oiten suspicious.
Flesh is lost, and the niorl^idly depressed mental and j)hysical state

often becomes so marked as to make it impossible to distinguish the

prodromal stage of mania from the early stage of melancholia. In rare

cases in which hallucinations precede the maniacal outbreak the pi-u-

dromal period is short and may last only a few days. When sudden

suppression of the menstrual flow is followed by mania, there may be

no appreciable period of depression. I have known cases of mania
which liave run a course of several months to develop suddenlv from

severe concussion of the brain, as occurred iu one instance on the

patient, a robust young man, being thrown from the back of a horse

and striking on his head.

The prodromal jieriod is usually ended by the patient's return to his

aj)parently normal condition, so far as his subjective feelings are con-

cerned. His appetite is good, and is probably increased over what it

was before his depressed state began ;
his digestion is improved ;

he

gains flesh
;
and his bowels act well

;
he agains enjoys his work, feels

hoj)eful, and looks bright and more cheerful. Even at this early stage,
in the changed state of his feelings, he show's an increased talkativeness

and often a slight restlessness. His appetite is above the normal, his

mental and physical vigor never seemed better, and he accepts every-

thing as an indication of restored health. Numerous things to A\'liich,

during his depressed mood, lie never gave a thought, now interest him.

It is soon observed that in describino* things he yoes into the minutest

details, and apparently tries to impress upon others his powers of de-

scription and conversation. Oidy a few days elapse before it is noticed

that he monopolizes the entire conversation. If he asks a question,
unless it is answered immediately, he ventures an answer himself. He
does not hesitate to interrupt otiiers while they are talking by relating

something that interests him. His mind is filled with new projects, of

which he never wearies of talking, and he is engaged in devising schemes

to increase his business, and before these are com])leted he is j)lanning
to meet the increased demands of his new enterprises, as if they had
been put into successful operation. In a word, he is overconfident and

egotistic. Everything seems bright to him, and the possibility of fail-

ure does not enter his mind. He is witty, ceases to be reserved, and
becomes obtrusive with his schemes and in conversation and conduct.

Like a person in the first stages of alcoholic intoxicatitm, his tongue is

loosened to meet the demands caused by the accelerated flow of ideas.

In company he may grow eloquent in discvission and sliow a foiuhiess

for reciting poetry. If he takes a little alcohol, for which he may have

developed an increased fondness, he is noticed to be unduly excited.

He is profuse in his protestations of love and friendship for relatives

and companions.
Soon his motor and mental restlessness becomes so pronounced that

it begins to arouse the suspicion of his relatives and friends that some-

thing is wrong, while those who are unaware of the marked change in
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his conduct admire the bold and fearless manner in which he talks and
acts. His restlessness increases, he makes numerous calls on friends and

business acquaintances, tries to leave the impi-ession that he is a person
of consideral^le consequence, and discusses various schemes, with only
an occasional serious attempt to carry out any of them.

Increased sexual desire is a common, and often an early, symptom
in the exalted stage of mania. It is frequently most pronounced in the

female. At first she manifests it by dress, a glance of the eye, and in-

dulgence in conversation relating to the

sexual organs. Man seeks questionable

resorts, and delights in low and lewd

companionship.
The maniac soon disregards the rules

of propriety and gradually throws off

all restraint. If he is given to writ-

ing, his long, wordy letters, with nu-

merous underscorings and a plentiful

su])ply of capital letters, further attest

the exalted emotional state. If he is

not antagonized, he may seem to the

uninformed on matters of mental disor-

ders simply unusually bright and witty.

Hallucinations, illusions, and delusions

may l^e entirely absent, so that it is often

difficult to convince a jury, and some-

times the court, that the subject is in-

sane. The most striking evidence of

insanity is the totally changed condition of the individual. For a few

persons restlessness and a disregard for the ordinary proprieties of

society are in keeping with their usual conduct
;
but for mental exalta-

tion to be accepted as evidence of mental disorder it necessitates a pro-
nounced change in the Avords and actions of the subject.

]\Iania may run its entire course without delusions developing ;
and

under such circumstances, when unprovoked acts of violence have been

committed, it is not always easy to convince a jury that the offender

is insane, and not a wilful criminal. If these mild cases of mania be-

come violent, noisy, destructive, and abusive, the outbreak may last

only a few days.
More commonly the course of mania includes the depressive, the

mildly expansive, and the violent stages. The motor restlessness and

mental activity continue. Ideas are conceived so rapidly that speech is

inadequate for their expression. Before one sentence is finished another

is begun, and the patient rapidly passes from one subject to another and

gives the impression of incoherency of thought. Usually the mental

]irocesses are clear to his own mind, but he is unable to communicate
them because he cannot utter words rapidly enough. The patient may
be indifferent to fatigue, hunger, and thirst. Insomnia is common. If

the patient is coaxed, he may eat ravenously enormous quantities of

Fig. 87.—Mania (puerperal in origin).
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food, as the sense of satiety is often absent. Flesh is lust because of

the motor and mental excitement, and also from the fact that it is not

always possible to feed the maniac systematically. Hallucinations and
illusions of any of the special senses may be present, and delusions are

common. The patient may believe himself a kinir, a millionaire, a

religious reformer, or any person of great importance. In fact, the de-

lusions are often as extravagant as they are found in paretic dementia

or paranoia. They are distinguished from those observed in paretic de-

mentia in their not being associated with paresis, especially of the muscles

of the tongue and lips, nor with evidence of dementia; and from the

delusions of paranoia, in the patient being unable to give even a ])laus-

ible reason for his being a king, a millionaire, or some important per-

sonage.
The hallucinations and illusions may be of a disagreeable and de-

pressive character, but the delusions still remain expansive. As time

goes on the coherency of the ])a-

tient's mental action is lost in a de-

lirium of words. He may utter nu-

merous words having a similar sound

or meaning. He becomes irritable,

noisy, destructive, and abusive. His

gestures and the play of his facial

expressions denote an expansive
emotional state. He seems totally
indifferent to pain or fatigue. Sex-

ual excitement becomes in many
females a distressing feature of the

malady. The patient may sing,

dance, shout at the top of his

voice, or curse in the most abusive

language for hours at a time, and
this may be kept up for weeks, with

only short intervals of silence.

Sometimes maniacs refuse food

from hallucinations of taste and
smell. A severe catarrhal condition of the digestive organs or a

high fever is usually followed by exhaustion, and not infrequently by
death.

In some cases the noisy, expansive condition is suddenly interrupted

by a depressive mood, during which the jxitient weeps and seems dis-

tressed. Such episodes are infrequent and of short duration, the patient
soon resuming his former cheerful and excited state.

Chronic mania usually results from the acute or subacute form of the

mental disorder, but in rare instances the mental aberration begins so

insidiously, and exists for months without scarcely attracting attention,

except possibly of the physician, that it has seemed to partake of the

character of chronic mania from the first. The symptoms differ from
the acute variety in being less prominent and often being associated

FlQ. 88.- T. D
, mania; grand larceny (loaned
by Dr. Allison).
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with some evidence of dementia. The delusions are the same, but less

obtrusive—in fact, the patient may succeed for a time in hiding his

delusions. A person suffering from chronic mania may be harmless
unless he is irritated or becomes the subject of morbid impulses, to

which he may at any time be liable.

The subject of mania rarely commits suicide, and homicide is infre-

quent except as a result of some dominating delusion of persecution or

on account of the patient being opposed.

Memory and consciousness may be preserved in the milder forms
of mania. During the period of maniacal excitement consciousness is

FiPi. 89.—Acute mania with delusions re-

lating to religion. The patient is single, his

family history is said to be'negative, and he
is in a fairly good physical condition. Six
months ago he became deeply concerned
about religious matters and was mentally
and physically depressed Two months later
he became violently maniacal. He is restless
and talkative, and at times has violent out-
bursts of maniacal excitement, At these times
he is destructive and noisy.

Fig. 90.—Chronic mania with unsystema-
tized delusions of persecution. He is not
depressed on account of his supposed persecu-
tion, but often becomes angry and threatens

vengeance against his persecutors. The pa-
tient is single, has worked in mines of late

years, and has suffered from lead-poisoning.
He shows some degree of dementia.

impaired, and memory for occurrences at these times may be partially
or entirely lost.

Nutrition is impaired in most cases of mania, and wasting is often

pronounced in the most violent and restless. The pulse usually varies

according to the motor restlessness and mental activity. The tempera-
ture may be normal or slightly elevated. A rise of several degrees,

extending over a prolonged period, is unfavorable. The digestive

organs may be kept in a fairly good condition if they receive careful

attention, but the excesses of the patient and the blunting of his sensi-

bilities to the cravings of hunger and thirst not infrequently lead to

profound disturbances of the stomach and bowels.

Mania runs a course of two or three to five or six months' duration.
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In rare instances it seems to last only a few days or a week. Kirch-

hoff' calls attention to the importance of excludintj; hysteric or epileptic
conditions or maniacal excitement due to alcohol or febrile delirium in

all cases of mania lasting only a few days.

Prequency.—^Vecording to the statistics of some observers, mania
occurs about as frequently as melancholia, and forms from 10 to 15 per
cent, of all cases of insanity. Judging irom my own observations,
melancholia is more frequent than mania in Colorado. It is observed

among the more favored (dasses with about equal frequency in the two
sexes.

Prognosis.—Writers have taught that mania is one of the most

favorable forms of insanity. Spitzka says :

" The j)rognosis of mania

is very favorable
;

in fact, more so than that of all other psychoses,
with the exception of stuporous, confusional, and transitory insanity.

Various authors estimate the recov-

eries at from GO to 80 in a hundred
;

the latter figure accords with the

waiter's experience. Partial recov-

eries are also noted, where the pa-
tient ceases to be maniacal, but ex-

hibits an undue excitability and

a permanent enfeeblement of the

judgment and memory. Those

patients who do not recover either

pass into so-called chronic mania,
with confusion of ideas, and thence

to terminal dementia, or directlv and

gradually into the latter condition."^

The same writer thinks that from 2

to 5 per cent, of the cases die from

maniacal exhaustion or somatic dis-

orders caused by exposure or alcohol.

Does one attack of mania make
one more liable again to suffer from

it? Spitzka voices the sentiment of many observers on this point.

He says it does not. He thinks that each attack is to be regarded as

one of simple mania, and he does not favor the designation
'' recurrent

mania."

Kraepelin^ regards the prognosis of mania as being very unfavor-

able. His conclusions are based upon the observations of 1000 eases

of mania carried over a period of a number of years. He regards all

cases of mania, especially those that begin during the early and middle

periods of life, as belonging to the periodic insanities. "They are not

single isolated attacks of the disease that may never be again suffered

from, but are indications of a constitutional disorder, sure in time to

' Kirchhoff, Handbook of Insaniiy, p. 212, American translation.
2
Spitzka, Insn?iity, p. 139, first edition.

^
Kraepelin, Psychiatric, fifth edition.

Fi<;. 91.—Q. A. ; chronic mania
;
committed

four murders (loaned by Dr. Allison).
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recur."
^ But one exception to this rule occurred in the 1000 cases

observed for a great number of years by this distinguished German
alienist.

The probabilities are that the truth lies between the conclusions

reached by Kraepelin and the favorable prognosis with which we have
heretofore associated mania.

Diagnosis.—After obtaining from the friends of the patient a

reliable history of the mental disorder from its inception, and having
excluded intoxication from drugs and alcohol, or the existence of epi-

lepsy, febrile states, and organic disease of any portion of the body upon
which a maniacal condition might depend, there remain only delirium

grave, the frenzy of melancholia, and the maniacal states of periodic

insanity, paretic dementia, and paranoia with which the mania might
be confounded. Delirium grave is a stormy process, is attended with a

high temperature, runs a short course, and usually ends in death or

dementia. The frenzied melancholiae patient may be as noisy as the

excited maniac, but the delusions are depressive and there is no richness

of ideas. Periodic insanity, of which mania may be a part, can be

excluded only by a history of previous attacks. In paretic dementia
there are paresis and dementia. In paranoia the delusions are system-
atized.

KATATONIA.

Katatonia is a peculiar mental condition, often resembling melancholia

in the early stage, hut later a jpathetic emotional state, verbigeration, motor

tension, and stereotyped movements may become prominent symptoms.
This psychosis was first described by Kahlbaum, of Gorlitz, Prussia,

in 1874. So far it has not been generally recognized as a distinct form

of insanity by the majority of alienists of experience and ability. In

this country Kiernan and Spitzka have observed and described cases of

this m()rl)id mental state.

Etiology.—A weakened and unstable condition of the brain, most

probal)ly hereditary, has commonly existed in most persons in whom
the mental phenomena have developed. With a hereditary taint and
circumstances favoring hysteric manifestations, depressing mental and

physical causes may be sufficient to produce the disease.

When the psychosis runs a typical course, there is an initial stage

resembling melancholia. The patient is mentally and physically

depressed, but the mental pain is not so great as in true melancholia
;

on the other hand, the tendency to motor inhibition is more pronounced.
In the second stage there is usually an alternating condition of atony
and excitement. The atony differs from that of melancholia on account

of the presence of motor tension and profound mutism, and the excite-

ment is distinguished from the condition known as melancholia agitata
or maniacal excitement, because the patient is in a pathetic emotional

state, sermonizes, or adopts the style of the political stump-speaker of

the backwoods type, and shows a tendency to verbigeration, repeating
1 Jour. Amer. Med. Assoc, Oct. 17, 1896, p. 871.
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the same phrase every time that he attempts to answer a question.*

Finally there takes place a condition of mentiil enfeeblement which in

some cases may go on to complete dementia.

The course of the disease may vary greatly from the foregoing out-

line. Two varieties have been described—tiie mild (katatonia mitis)
and the protracted (katatonia protracta).

'' In the former the attonita

is not fully descriptive, for only the principal symptoms are present ;

in the latter the various phases frequently follow each other." "

The first stage of the disease is the least characteristic. It may be

ushered in by epileptiform or hysteroid convulsions, or it may begin
with physical and mentiil depression very similar to that of melancholia,

except, as stated, that the depression seems less real. Hallucinations

and delusions are common. Delusions of persecution and fear of poison-

ing are not infrequent.

The stage of attonia is the most characteristic. The muscles of the

limbs offer g-reat resistiuice to forced movements—Neiser thinks those

of the shoulder exhibit the greater strength in this condition. After

the limbs are bent they become like wax, so that they may be molded

into all kinds of awkward positions, giving the patient a very grotesque
attitude. Kahlbaum, Spitzka, and others have observed patients to

remain in the most uncomfortable positions for hours at a time. A
snout-like protrusion of the lips has been observed in some cases. Dur-

ing the stage of rigid immobilitv of the limbs the patient is often abso-

lutely mute. Mutism is said to be present, to a greater or less degree,
in all cases, and it may last for months, and in rare cases for years.^

The condition of immobility of the limbs and mutism is followed by a

period of excitement, during which stereotyped muscular movements
and monotonous utterance of the same words take place. There is an

exaggerated or diminished self-esteem. The patient may claim a noble

descent and demand recognition of it by his attendants. Declamatory

speaking and gesturing, theatrical behavior, and ec^static religious exal-

tations are mentioned by Spitzka as common symptoms during the

period of excitement. The same writer says that the hallucinations are

usually of a depressive nature. Sometimes the patient refuses food,

and at others the appetite is bulimic. A tendency to cyanosis of the

pei'ipheral parts and intense salivation have been noticed in some cases.

Prognosis.—The disorder sometimes ends in dementia, but the

majority of cases are said to recover, although it can rarely be considered

complete, as numerous relapses are common.

Typical cases of this form of insanity must be exceedingly rare, as

many who have carefully searched for them in large asylums devoted to

the care of the insane have failed to find them. During my visits to

the Colorado State Insane Asylum I have always been on the lookout

for cases of katatonia, but so far I have not seen a single example of it,

either in private or in hospital practice.

^ See case related by Spitzka in his work on Insatiity, first edition, p. 151.
^ Clemens Neiser, Dictionary of Psychological Medicine, Tuko. p. 724.
^
Neiser, ibid.
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Diagnosis.—It is probable that a diagnosis could be made only
after the psychosis has fully developed. The motor tension, mutism,
wax-like flexibility of the limbs, stereotyped movements, pathos, verbio'-

eration, if present, would leave little doubt that the morbid condition
to which Kahlbaum called attention was before us.

TRANSITORY FRENZY.

Transitory frenzy is a violent frenzied mental state that comes on sud-

denly without prodromal symptoms, lasts a feiv hours, including the period
of sleep in which the frenzy ends, is cdtended with irnpairment of conscious-

ness and more or less complete loss of memory.
It is true that the majority of physicians who are conversant with

insanity have never seen a case of transitory frenzy ; nevertheless, a

sufficiently large number have been reported by skilled observers to

justify the recognition by the members of the legal and medical pro-
fessions of the abnormal mental condition under discussion. It is im-

portant that we should have a clear conception of transitory frenzy,
because a person in this state may commit criminal acts of the nature of

which, at the time, he has no knowledge ; and, for the additional reason

that is not infrequently set up as a plea of defense to shield a real crimi-

nal from condign punishment.
Nature of the Mental Disturbance.—" We understand by

transitory mania that kind of acute frenzy (Tobsucht) which, develop-

ing suddenly and rapidly, soon reaches its climax under symptoms of

severe active cerebral hyperemia, of ungovernable spontaneous motor

impulses, and of violent anger, and with complete absence of conscious-

ness. The paroxysm does not change in intensity, and, after a com-

paratively short time,
—

mostly not more than twelve hours,
—the attack

subsides after a profound sleep of several hours, without leaving any recol-

lection of the events during the paroxysm and without leaving behind any

pathologic change of the brain or mental defect. The attack does not

seem to be at all connected with previous mental derangement or with

any discoverable heredity ; lasting, more or less violently, a shorter or

longer time, it usually disappears without medical aid, and terminates

in complete recovery. It does not leave behind any somatic or psychic

changes, nor does it injure mental integrity, and, as a rule, it never

returns.
"
Transitory frenzy (Tobsucht) has nothing in common with mania

(manie), but it bears unmistakably the fundamental character of frenzy.
We ourselves lay special stress on calling it transitory frenzy from purely
scientific reasons, as well as because all the most important arguments
against the existence of the disorder in question have been taken from

the incorrect term transitory mania." ^

I have quoted at length from this excellent article on transitory

frenzy, believing, as I do, that in it are embodied a scientific and prac-
tical conception of the malady. Besides, the views expressed by Otto

' Otto von Schwartzer, Dictionary of Psychological Medicine, Tuke, p. 1302.
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von Scbwartzer are in accord w itli those held 'oy the most advanced
alienists of the present day. Spitzka is decidedly in favor of the terra

transitory frenzy, and opposes the use of that of transitory mania.

The cases reported by Engelhorn, Kicrnan, Reich/ and the one ob-

served by myself a few years ago -justify the term transitory frenzy.
From a study of the usual exciting causes of transitory frenzy,

together with the somatic and mental disturbances during^ the attack, it

seems probable that the brain change is a condition of sudden and more
or less intense hyperemia. The violent psychic and motor explosion
leaves the cortical brain-cells exhausted, and, as a natural result, sleep

follows, froiu which the patient wakes comparaiively well, but languid.

!^tiolog"y.—While direct heredity apparently has little uifluence in

the causation of the disease, yet a nervous weakness and irritability,

with lessened brain-resistance, predisposes to attacks of sudden disturb-

ance of the cerebral circulation. Anxiety and ])hysical exhaustion are

predisposing causes. The unstable condition found in epileptics and
alcoholic subjects favors the development of transitory frenzy in the

presence of exciting causes. These last are excessive alcoholic indul-

gence, insolation, exposure to extreme cold, especially when followed

bv sudden change to a hot room, and violent emotional or intellectual

strain. Schwartzer adds indigestion, gastric disorders, and poisoning
with carbon monoxid. The parturient state has seemed in some
instances to be a cause.

Symptoms.—The attack comes on suddenly and is almost as rapid
in reaching its height. The patient breaks out into a violent rage,

raves, abuses, and attacks those about him, and may commit acts of

great violence. The period of intense excitement usually lasts a few

hours, although it is possible that it may in certain cases be only a few
minutes in duration, when he goes into a profound sleep from which he

awakens at the expiration of some hours, languid but rational. It is

then found that his mind is a complete blank for everything that

occurred subsequently to the beginning of the violent explosion, or he
has a dream-like memory for the most important incidents of the attack,
but he is unable to recall the incidents distinctly.

In the milder cases, instead of the intense maniacal frenzy, there

may be a condition of hallucinatory delirium, but still the patient's acts

and words are ungovernable.
Otto von Schwartzer ^

says that "
transitory frenzy differs from

ordinarv frenzv as well as from all other mental disorders bv the

absolute absence of any prodromic symptoms which usually precede all

other psychoses." He adds :
" If there are any jn'odromic signs at all,

they are more of a somatic than psychic nature—r. (/., flushing of the

face, intense headache, and a sense of pressure and hammering in the

head, a sense of discomfort, palpitation, asthma, vertigo, perspiration of

the forehead, tinnitus aurium, and chromatopsia."

^
Spitzka, Insanity, second edition, p]). loO, 157.

^
Mayherry reports the occurrence of three attacks in the same person, Jour. Ner-

vous and Mental Diseases, Dec, 1896, p. 817. '
Ibid., p. 1304.
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Certain somatic signs may accompany the attack of frenzy ;
these

are, according to Schwartzer,
" Pressure and a sense of heat in the head,

lively and sparkling eyes which protrude from the orbits, redness of

the conjunctiva, a threatening or straining look, dilatation and irregu-

larity of the pupils, redness of the face, and contraction of the face

muscles and grimaces." The temperature is said to be elevated, and,
as we should expect, the pulse is rapid.

Transitory frenzy is the only psychosis that terminates in sleep. If

we may accept Schwartzer's statement, sleep is never absent. It may
last from two to six hours. It may be })rofound, or slight and inter-

rupted. In the latter instance there may be a series of short attacks

interrupted by intervals of exhaustion and comparative rest.

According to Emminghaus, the amnesia that follows the attack is

especially intense. " Recollection generally reaches as far as the

moment of the outbreak, and perhaps includes darkness before the eyes,

etc., but then it completely ceases."

In exceptional instances the attack has lasted several days, in others

the paroxysm has been slight, the amnesia incomplete, and mental

defect may remain behind.'

Diagnosis.—As I expressed in the beginning of this article, a

thorough understanding of transitory frenzy is a matter of no little

importance. A full appreciation of this psychosis may enable the

physician to prevent the innocent from being punished for acts over

which he had no control, and at the same time detect feigning when the

real criminal resorts to this form of mental disturbance to escape the

just consequences of his acts. That form of transitory frenzy which

does not terminate in sleep, but, instead, the subject, a few minutes

after the violence, talks rationally although excitedly, and protests that

he has done nothing wrong, is not worthy of being considered a defense

in a criminal suit. While in the vast majority of cases of transitory

frenzy the amnesia for the entire period of the attack is complete, yet
cases occasionally occur in which there is an indistinct or dream-like

memory for the things that took place during the paroxysm of frenzy
or hallucinatory excitement. Under these circumstances the same

rules that guide us in detecting incomplete amnesia will be of service

here. If a person remembers any occurrences taking place during a

period of impaired consciousness, those will be recalled that made the

most impression upon the blurred consciousness of the individual. The

trivial incidents, however, will be found to have escaped the power
of memory entirely. Feigners, especially those who have conmiitted

murder, will more likely remember little detiiils and forget the major

things. If, for example, a person has committed murder by shooting
and feigns partial amnesia, the report of the gun and the quarrel lead-

ing up to the crime will be forgotten, while some trivial incident may
be recalled. If complete amnesia is feigned, then the entire period of

the alleged frenzy must be carefully studied and compared with the

paroxysm of transitory frenzy.
1
Schwartzer, Dictionary of Psychological Medicine, Tuke.
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The excitable periods of mania, periodic insanity, melancholia, and

epileptic insanity may be distinguished from transitory fren/y Irom tlie

fact that in the last-named condition the paroxysm is the beginning and

end of the psychosis, and nothing remains except loss of memory for a

definite period, while in the former trouble the paroxysm is only a part
of a general pathologic state.

PRIMARY MENTAL STUPOR OR ANERGIA.

Primary mental dupor or anergia is a inctttal condition in lohich the

normal mental and physical energy is .suspended or greatly impaired.
It is desirable to distinguish primary from secondary mental stupor,

but the best alienists have confessed their inability to do this in all

cases. D. Hack Tuke said :
" There are cases in which the ablest

alienist is unable to decide whether the mind is what the outward

expression would lead us to infer—a complete blank—or the seat of

such intense depression and painful delusion as only to simulate

dementia. ' Mental stupor
'

may be employed to cover both conditions

until it is ascertained which of tlie two is present. When evidence is

forthcomino; that a melancholy delusion dominates the mental activity,

we may speak of melancholia cum stupore, or mental stupor with

delusions or melancholia attonita. If, on the contrary, we are able to

satisfy ourselves that this is not the case, we may speak simply of

mental stupor."
^

histiology.—Usually some vitiated condition of the nervous system.
is present. This may be inherited or acquired. Exhausting excesses,,

leading to impaired brain-nutrition, may give rise to primary mental

stupor. Among these may be mentioned excessive venery, masturlxi-

tion, night watching, loss of relatives, profuse loss of blood, acute ill-

ness, or a powerful mental shock.

Symptoms.—These may come on ra])idly or slowly, depending
upon the character of the exciting cause. Profound mental shock or

the sudden occurrence of an exhausting discharge, as the loss of blood,

might produce decided stupor within a few hours.

The disease is characterized by mental stupor and loss of physical

energy. The patient is apathetic and ajiparently content with things as

they are. At least, if he has any desire, he makes no effort to make it

known. He lies, sits, or stands in one jwsition for hours at a time,
without moving a muscle, and stares vacantly into space. In the

severer cases the patient lies in bed, eats when fed, but makes no com-

plaint if he is neglected. The discharges from the bladder and bowel
are passed into the bed. He will, when not too stupid to respond to

questions, promise to notify the attendant when he Ayishes the urinal or

bed-pan, but he forgets what has been said to him, and continues to soil

the bed. The mental stupor may vary from profound indifference to

everything to a silly state in which the patient walks aindessly around.
In the worst cases he shows no signs of annoyance when pricked by a

^
Dictionary of Psychological Medicine, Tuke, p. 1209.
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pin, and food may have to be placed well back into the pharynx before

an attempt is made to swallow it. In such a case weeks or months may
elapse before improvement begins.

The physical anergia is in keeping with the mental stupor. Besides

the insensitive condition just referred to, muscular power is weak
;

^
the

deep reflexes may be lessened, and sometimes abolished
;
the superficial

reflexes are absent, as a rule. The pupils are dilated and react slug-

gishly to light ;
the heart is weak, and the pulse, feeble and rapid. The

distal portions of the extremities are cool, and the feet edematous. In

the few cases of primary mental stupor which I have had an opportu-

nity to study the temperature has been nearly normal, except in the

early morning, when it has been slightly subnormal. I have not found

the temperature as low as one would expect to find it in cases of such

pronounced depression of the whole system.
As the case progresses the patient brightens up from time to time,

shows some appreciation of his surroundings, may ask questions, but

soon relapses into his former apathetic state. In a large proportion of

the cases the periods of improvement become more frequent, greater,
and more prolonged, until finally convalescence is well established.

About 10 per cent, pass into dementia. The disorder may run its

course in few weeks, but more conunonly it extends over a period of

three or four months.

Memory.—After recovery it will be found that in the severer

cases the mind is a complete blank for the entire period of the illness
;

in the lighter ones an indistinct memory may remain for many incidents.

Prognosis is favorable in 80 or 90 per cent. ; some pass into a

condition of dementia.

Diagnosis.—We should have to depend upon the presence of pro-
fomid mental stupor and motor anergia and the absence of delusions in

cases in which no organic brain-disease is detected, to account for the

mental impairment. Should delusions subsequently be detected, the

diagnosis would have to be changed to melancholia attonita.

PRIMARY CONFUSIONAL INSANITY.

Primary coiifusional insanity is a form of mental aberration in which

hallucinations, delusions, incoherence of speech, and confusion of ideas

constifutr the chief symptoms.

Btiology.—Anything that results in cerebral exhaustion, such as

exposure with insufficient food, excesses of various kinds, mental or

physical shock, and rapidly exhausting disease, may give rise to this

psychosis in favorable subjects.

This form of insanity as an independent disorder—that is, when it

does not constitute a part of other varieties of insanity
—is exceedingly

rare. After the beg-inninff of the confused mental state the disorder

reaches its height m a few days. The patient is physically depressed

1 Muscular tremor and sometimes a cataleptoid condition have been observed in

many cases of primary mental stupor.
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and mentally confused. Hallucinations, more frequently of hearing,
are common. The patient partially realizes his changed condition, hut

is unable to account for it. He may have suicidal, homicidal, and de-

structive impulses. The hallucinations of hearing voices of a threaten-

ing character may be tiic causes of the morbid impulses. The delu-

sions are unsystematized and de[)ressive in character in the majority of

cases, but expansive and depressive delusions may exist almost at the

same time. In the lighter and shorter cases the mental condition never

approaches in a])pearance that of dementia. In one case conjing under

my care a few years ago, and which followed alcoholic indulgence, to-

gether with exposure, the disorder lasted only ten days. He had hal-

lucinations of hearing, but no delusions were detected. When asked

his name, he said :
" I—I am—my name—ten o'clock. No—my head.

I don't know what is the— I think you— that is queer
— something

is wrong. AVhere am I ?" He made a complete recovery. A second

case that lasted four months was admitted into the Arapahoe County
Hospital after the disease was fully developed. For one or two weeks
he appeared silly and almost demented, but on feeding him by means
of the nasal tube, he rallied. He had hallucinations of hearing and

sight. His delusions were mild, and related more jiarticularly to mis-

taken identity, both as to himself and others. The incoherence of

speech and confusion of ideas were typical of the psychosis under con-

sideration. He also made a complete recovery, but it was found that

his mind was a complete blank at first for a period of nearly ten years.

Gradually the amnesic period lessened, but he was never able to recall

anything that occurred (hiring a jieriod of three months dating from the

beginning of his illness. In the lighter case, above referred to, there

was a blurring of consciousness and impaired memory for a period of

four or five days during the height of the disorder.

There is no true dementia during the course of this mental disorder,
neither is the emotional state of the individual perceptibly changed, as

in mania or melancholia. The majority of cases recover, but some die

from exhaustion and others pass into terminal dementia.

Consciousness and memory are always impaired in confusional in-

sanity, and in many cases, especially in the severer forms of the psy-

chosis, the mind may remain a blank for a })eriod of weeks or months.

Diagnosis.—The absence of any pronounced change in the emo-
tional state aids in distinguishing confusional insanitv from mania and

melancholia, the two forms of acute mental disorders for which it might
be mistaken. The absence of all richness of ideation and accelerated

speech and the presence of marked confusion at once exclude mania.

If the history of the case were not known, there might be some danger
of mistaking the psychosis under consideration for dementia, but a care-

ful study of the symptoms would soon reveal the fact that the patient
is confused and not demented. The confusion relates to past events as

well as for recent ones, whereas in dementia the loss of memory affects

recent occurrences first and most. I have seen two cases of sensory

paraphasia mistaken for confusional insanity. No one who is acquainted
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with the different forms of aphasia and is on his guard could possibly
make such a l)lunder. It is distinguished from mental stupor by the

fact that the patient is not anergic, insensitive to irritants, hunger, and the

calls of nature, but alive to all these. He is confused, rather than

stuporous.

INSANITY OF PUBESCENCE.

Insanity of pubescence is chm-acterized by mental enfeebleinent and an

expansive or depressive emotional condition, without the reality and depth

of emotion fou7id in true mania or melancholia.

From the time of the beginning of puberty
—

varying in this coun-

try from the twelfth to the fifteenth year
—until the end of the develop-

mental period,
—about the twenty -fifth year,

—the influence of heredity
is most active.

'' A bad or good heredity means more during development than

after it."
^ The insanities that occiu- during this period, especially dur-

ing the early part of it, may possess certain peculiarities caused by the

strain which everf individual experiences in varying degrees in passing
from the child to the mature state.

According to Clouston, tlian whom none has written more intelli-

gently on the mental states during the developmental period, in 78 per
cent, of the insanities of pubescence the subjects become maniacal, and

in the remaining 22 per cent, the prevailing symptoms are melancholia,
delusional paranoia, or stuporous insanity.^ Were it not for the pro-
nounced mental enfeeblement, the silly sentimentality, the seeming un-

reality of many symptoms, so that shamming may be suspected, the

numerous lucid intervals and the great tendency to relapse after appar-
ent recovery has taken place witnessed in the hebephreniac, insanity of

jnibescence would not deserve a separate notice from those forms of in-

sanity which it most nearly resembles.

The early state of this form of insanity is a period of depression.
The subject is low spirited and often seclusive. Masturbation is fre-

quently practised, especially by the male, and has been assigned as the

cause of the mental aberration. It may influence the mental condition

when carried to a great excess, but it must be considered a result, rather

than a cause, of the insanity. In the female the symptoms are worse

about the time of the menstrual period. With the mental depression
the physical condition suffers, the ajipetite and digestion are poor, sleep

is interrupted or unrefreshing, and loss of physical energy is well marked.

Mental activity may seem good when tested for a short time, but con-

secutive ideation is greatly impaired. There is no stability of character

or constancy of purpose. Subject after subject is taken up and dropped.
The individual is out of harmony with his environment, is quarrelsome,

fault-finding, and morbidly self-conscious. While, as yet, the patient
does not try to throw oft' all restraint and ignore all conventionalities,

nevertheless his actions indicate that he feels superior to them. Imagi-

nary love affairs are not uncommon. There seems to be little depth to

1
Clouston, Dictionary of Psychological Medicine. Tuke, p. 357. ^

Ibid., p. 364.
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the emotions and feelings, and Spitzka has well expressed the apparent
mental state of these snbjects after the disorder is well developed when
he says :

"
Everything connected with the mental state of these patients

appears shallow and even nureal. They have sham emotions, sliam re-

grets, sham anger, and sham comi)laints," Finally all restraint is

ignored, an air of profonnd superiority is assumed, and the male be-

comes pugnacious and the female destructive. A violent and noisy
maniacal outbreak may now occur,
or the mental state may take the

form of melancholia or stupor. In
the maniacal forms the excitement

may at first last only for a week or

two. This is followed by an aner-

gic state in which the patient seems

demented, but a return to apparent
health may take place in another

week or two, to be followed by
another maniacal period. Numer-
ous recurrent attacks are common in

the maniacal forms of this disorder,
the depressive periods are apt to last

longer than the expansive ones, and
the remission is shorter and less com-

plete.^

The physical state is always de-

pressed when this psychosis is devel-

oped, and the degree of depression
varies with the agitation, the aner-

gia, and the stuporous condition of

the patient, as it is found to do
under similar circumstances in mania
and melancholia.

In the early stage of the disease,

when the patient is depressed and

morbidly introspective, even before the delusions have become manifest,
suicide may occur. Later all kinds of impulsive acts may be com-
mitted. Consciousness and memory are always impaired during the

maniacal, frenzied, and stuporous states, or the mind may be a complete
blank for a prolonged period.

Prognosis.—The ultimate prognosis of pubescent insanity is bad
in the vast majority of cases, as the disease ends in secondary dementia.

Clouston ^
calls attention to "secondary stuj)or

"
following pubes-

cent insanity, which he says cannot be distinguished from secondary
dementia, but differs from the latter in being curable.

Diagnosis.—The age of the patient, the history of the psychosis,
the pronounced mental enfeeblement, the silly sentimentality, the seem-

ing unreality of many symptoms, the numerous lucid intervals, and the

Fig. 92.—Insanity of pubescence. The pa-
tient is eighteen years old and has been insane
for three years. No delusions are manifest at
present, but he shows a considerable degree
of dementia. At the age of fourteen he be-
came wilful, egotistic, and was determined to
have his own way. There was an apparent
unreality about all his symptoms ; he refused
to work, and corporal punishment, which was
resorted to by his parents, failed to make an
impression upon him. He has been in the
Asylum since his fifteenth year. lie is ob-
trusive in his actions, and does not realize
his enfeebled mental state.

^
Clouston, Dictionary of Psychological Medicine. 2 Ibid.
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great tendency to relapse after recovery is apparently almost complete
are the principal symptoms on which a diagnosis will have to be made.
The restlessness, the richness of ideas, the rapid speech, and genuineness
of the symptoms found in mania

;
the moody and painful depression of

melancholia, without silly sentimentality or evidence of dementia
;
and

the continuous symptoms of dementia will distinguish these psychoses

(mania, melancholia, and dementia) from the insanity of pubescence,

CHRONIC HYSTERIC INSANITY.

Chronic hysteric insanity is a condition of chronic and progressive
mental deterioriation m which some cases of hysteria terminate.

All cases of fully developed hysteria have a mental complication,^
but all hysteric subjects are not insane and irresponsible. Hysteric per-
sons may suffer from the simple forms of insanity, and many of the

symptoms of the latter may be masked by hysteric manifestations.

These should not be included under the term chronic hysteric insanity.
Some hysteric paroxysms simulate the most intense maniacal excitement,
while others bear a superficial resemblance to melancholiac depression.

Under the heading mania a form of insanity called hysteric mania,
or hysteric insanity, is described by Conolly Norman.^ This is

apparently a condition of mania in an intensely hysteric subject. The

prognosis in this form of insanity is comparatively good, especially in

young persons, in whom hysteric mania most frequently occurs. The

psychosis described in this section belongs to the degenerative type of

mental diseases, and has very little in common with hysteric mania,

except that both are forms of mental derangement ingrafted upon a

similar fundamental, irritable, and weakened condition of the nervous

system.
Chronic hysteric insanity is most likely to occur in those hysteric

subjects that present a bad heredity. Kirchhoff states that " the basis

of hysteric insanity is a degeneration, and can be regarded as a mental

invalidism which imparts to the symptoms of the psychosis their direc-

tion." ^ Those cases of hysteria in which a condition of hysteric

insanity is ingrafted show a marked change as the psychosis develops.
The subjects become hypersensitive to a painful degree. The slightest

inattention on the part of husband, wife, relatives, or attendants is a

sufficient cause for a tirade of abuse against the unlucky offender, or the

most earnest effort to anticipate every Avant and gratify it before it is

made known may be rewarded by some sarcastic remark. Morbid

introspection and self-importance are prominent. There is a desire to

be considered the greatest sufferer and the subject of the most puzzling
and interesting disease known. Physician after physician will be con-

sulted, often apparently simply to say that such a number, or some

particular specialists, have been unable to make a diagnosis or have

found the case of profound intei-est. It is, in fact, an intensification of

1
Dictio7iary of Psychological Medicine^ pp. 767, 768.

'
Kirchhoff, Handbook of Insanity, p. 317.
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the hysteric symptoms, to Avhich may be added lying, resorting to the

most extreme measures in order to deceive, silliness, theatrical behavior,

halhicinations, especially of the olfactory sense, morbid sexual feelings,

and perverted religious ideas. Judgment is greatly im[)aired, delusions

develop, and evidence of progressive mentid deterioration is seen as time

wears on. In some instances an ap})arent mental improvement takes

place for a time or no advancement is made toward dementia for many
months. The morbid sexual feelings may ])e attended by an inordinate

sexual passion, leading to impulsive acts, or wliile sexual thoughts may
be prominent, anything that suggests animal gratiiication is hated.

Spitzka has well said :
" Illusional transformations of sexual sensations

are a fruitful cause for insane ideas in hysterical lunatics. Most of the

accusations of rape made against physicians and dentists, and of almost

daily occurrence in asylums, are made by insane hysterical patients."
^

The religious ideas are sometimes prominent. The hallucinations,

illusions, and delusions are not infrequently of a religious character.

Course and Prognosis.—The course of chronic hysteric insanity
is usually exceedingly slow and prolonged. For years exaggerated

hysteric manifestations precede those of l)eginning dementia. After

mental failure has become apparent a temporary improvement sometimes

takes place, or all progress is arrested for several months. The ulti-

mate prognosis is bad. If the patient does not die from some inter-

current disease, dementia deepens, but rarely ever becomes profound.

Diagnosis.—Kirchhoflf states that "the union of sexual, religious,
and olfactory disturbances is peculiar to hysterical insanity."

" A con-

dition of gradually increasing dementia m a case of hysteria will dis-

tinguish hysteric insanity from simple hysteria, which may exist for a

lifetime without producing any profound mental deterioration. In
some cases of hysteric insanity the delusions are partially, but not often

elaborately, systematized. Such cases are distinguished from paranoia

by the early history, in which are found psychic excitability, morbid

self-love, and want of judgment in interpreting the wild current of

sensory disorders to which the hysteric is a helpless and often a hope-
less prey.^

INSANITY FROM EPILEPSY.

Insanity from epilepsy, or, as it is usually termed, epileptic insanity,
is a mental derangement resulting from the epileptic neurosis. It may be

temporary and bear some 7'elation to the ejjileptic seizures, or it may be

permanent and take the form of partial dementia, loith periods of maniacal
outbreaks .

Medicolegally, the relation of epilepsy to insanity is a most important
one. No hard-and-fast rules can be laid down as guides for determin-

ing the mental condition of all epileptics. Each case must be studied

by itself. Bearing in mind the forms of insanity usually found in

insane epileptics, we should study carefully the previous history, includ-

^
Spitzka, Insanity, first edition, p. 258.

^
Kirchhoff, Handbook of Insanity, p. 318. 3 Jfjid^
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ing the mental condition of the subject before, at the time of, and sub-

sequent to his epileptic fits
;
his condition of mind during the interval

of attacks
;

his actions and memory in regard to the alleged act or

crime
; and, finally, the relation of the act, criminal or civil, in point of

time to an epileptic fit. On the one hand, we should endeavor to avoid

the mistake of some in considering all epileptics, excluding, of course,
those that are demented, sane except at the time of the occurrence of the

convulsions, and, on the other, of accepting the history of epilepsv in

criminals as a sufficient ground on which to base the plea of insanity.^

Insanity in Relation to tiie Epileptic Attacks.—The mental de-

rangement may precede the seizures, take the place of or follow them,
or occur between the fits. In those cases in which pronounced mental
disturbances precede the fits the insanity may be manifest in various

forms.

Some persons, for days prior to an attack, become nervous, irritable,

restless, and sleepless, unless they are taking the bromids
;

in that case

sleep is rarely disturbed. These persons find it exceedingly difficult to

perform their routine duties. If the patient is attending school, he
finds his lessons unusually hard to learn. The professional man is un-

able to perform his accustomed amount of mental work, and com])lains
of his inability to think clearly or comprehend quickly ;

all feel lan-

guid and are indisposed to physical exertion. Strange cephalic sensa-

tions or an actual headache may be present. For a day or two imme-

diately preceding the seizure the patient becomes very irascible, and
shows an unusual readiness to quarrel or even to engage in personal en-

counters on the least provocation. At this stage the face is flushed, the

conjunctivae are injected, and actual headache and a dazed feeling are

not infrequently complained of. The convulsion occurs, the mental

atmosphere clears up, and the physical well-being is restored. Some
retain no memory for their acts for hours or days immediately preceding
the fit, while others of this class have a vague power of recalling inci-

dents up to the time of the occurrence of the convulsion, but excuse

their unreasonable acts on the ground that people annoyed them and

wantonly provoked them to violence, thus showing an inability to ap-

preciate their own state of mind.

Other epileptics before each attack are troubled with hallucinations,
and at times with delusions of persecution, and pass into what Hugh-
lings-Jackson has termed the "

dreamy state." Of this condition Sav-

age says :
" Besides or apart from the hallucinations, though we should

say generally depending upon the sensory perversions, delusions may
arise, so that patients in the "

dreamy state
"

or in the state allied to it

may believe that they have been brutally ill treated and that friends or

others have injured them."-

In a third class the nervous excitability may increase as the time

for the attack approaches, and before its occurrence a maniacal out-

break of great violence takes place, during which the most brutal and

wantonly cruel acts may be conmiitted. Such acts may be against
'

Spitzka.
*
Savage, Dictionary of Psychological Medicine^ Tuke, p. 453.
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their relatives or best friends, but sometimes persons with whom the

epileptic has not been on the best of terms suffer, thus giving the deeds

of violence a superficial appearance of having been premeditated.
The mental disturbance that precedes epileptic seizures usually has

certain cliaracteristics that aid in distinguishing them from conditions

feigned by criminals fur the purpose of committing crimes. The mental

derangements that precede epileptic attacks usually increase up to the

time of the occurrence of the fit and end with it
; they generally date

back, although they may at first have been of a very modified and mild

form, to the beginning of the epilepsy in the individual
;
and they

maintain the same general character in a given case before each fit over

a prolonged period, often for several years.
Mental Disturbances that Apparently Take the Place of the

Fit.—So far as we are able to judge, in certain cases, instead of the

occurrence of a convulsion, its psychic equivalent may be the only

thing that takes place in the nature of an epileptic paroxysm. The

subject is in a dazed, unconscious state, and performs various automatic,
or even violent and brutid, acts, of which he has no memory afterward.

This form has been termed psychic, and sometimes masked or larval

epilepsy. It is a question whether the perturbed mental state is not a

post-epileptic phenomenon following an attack of petit mal. We know
that after such attacks various organized, wholly unconscious acts may
be performed. The case related by Dr. Orange well illustrates this

condition. " The mother who, while cutting bread for her family, hav-

ing her baby on her arm, became momentarily unconscious. On return

of consciousness she proceeded in an automatic way to use the knife,

not upon the loaf, but upon her child, whose arm she amputated."
^

Mental Disturbance Following Epileptic Fits.—After a severe con-

vulsion the patient may go into a maniacal condition or a moody state.

In the former he raves, is pugnacious, and may be violent and brutal
;

in the latter he may become suicidal. Suicide is rare after an epileptic
fit or even in the larval form. One case of this kind occurred in my
experience a few years ago.

One of the most interesting features of epilepsy from a medicolegal

standpoint is the automaton-like condition into which the patient may
pass and remain in for hours or days after the convulsion, or more com-

monly after its psychic equivalent. Numerous cases might be cited

illustrative of the automatic state following an epileptic convulsion, or

a short period of arrested mental activity, the psychic or larval form of

epilepsy. From observing a number of petit mal attacks and the auto-

matic actions of the patient subsequent to them, it has seemed to me, as

already expressed, that the phenomena, of late termed psychic epilepsy,
are post-epileptic and follow petit mal. The patient whose case is re-

ported by Dr. Orange, of Broadmoor, and referred to under ]\Iental Dis-

turbances that Apparently Take the Place of the Fit, presented the evi-

dence of petit mal before she began to cut the arm of the babe in her lap.
Mental Derangements Between the Epileptic Fits.—Here, again,

^

Savage, Dictionary oj PsycJiologic Medicine.
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we are confronted with insurmountable difficulty in determining the true

nature of the mental disturbance that some epileptics exhibit between

their convulsive seizures, which occur in these cases, as a rule, at infre-

quent intervals. All that is observed of the intervallary attacks is of

a psychic nature. The question is : Are the phenomena the psychic

equivalent of a convulsive seizure, or are they post-epileptic in char-

acter, having followed a condition of petit mal, the character of which

has been so slight as to be entirely overlooked?

A man whose mental condition I was called upon to investigate some

years ago suffered from severe epileptic seizures at intervals of about

two months, but during each interval between the attacks he was mo-
rose and absent-minded for a period of about ten days. In his normal

condition he was sociable and talkative. During his abnormal state,

which came on without warning, except that he complained of headache,
he did not recognize or speak to acquaintances whom he met on the

street. He would not engage in conversation, as his answers were sim-

ply
"
yes

" and " no "; he sought solitude, seemed morose and depressed,
but continued his work from day to day as a painter. It was observed

that sometimes he would begin on the wrong piece of work and had to

be told the second time. He did nothing in the way of work at these

times except that to which his attention was directed. He seemed totally

devoid of spontaneity. During one of these abnormal periods he be-

came so depressed that he attempted suicide by hanging. He was found

in time, and the effort was unsuccessful. He did not seem to be dis-

turbed by being frustrated in his designs upon his life. After he re-

turned to his normal condition it was found that he had no memory of

what had occurred during the entire abnormal period. He took his paint-

pot and brushes and went to do some work, and was greatly surprised
to find it done. On being informed that he had done it a few days pre-

viously, he could not recall the fact. On one of these occasions, when
he was in an abnormal condition, he had a quarrel with his wife and

shot her through the body three times. He was found in the alley at

the rear of the house an hour later in a deep sleep. Although the

medical and other testimony was strongly in favor of insanity, yet he

was convicted of murder in the first degree and sentenced to be hanged.
On account of some legal technicality he was released. About six

months later he committed suicide while in an abnormal mental state.

The foregoing case is an example of intervallary epileptic insanity,

or of the post^epileptic insanity, if we accept the view—which I am
inclined to do—that these mental disturbances occurring during the

intervallary periods of epileptic fits follow petit mal attacks. The dis-

turbed state of consciousness exhibited by this epileptic is similar to

that found in somnambulists.

Permanent Mental Conditions in Epileptics in General.—A few

epileptics apparently retain their mental faculties in spite of their

infirmity, but it is probably rare for epilepsy to continue for many
years without causing some mental impairment. Mental deterioration

is the rule in epileptics, but the weakness does not constitute insanity
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in all cases, even in those in wliieli the disease has continued for a

period of from twenty to forty years. As a rule, the more frequent the

convulsions, and the more common and violent the maniacal outbreaks,

the greater the rapidity toward terminal dementia. It is a common
observation that those epileptics who suffer from ])etit mal and grand
mal attacks deteriorate mentally more rapidly than those who suffer

from the grand mal alone.

Diagnosis.—The first question to decide is : Are the alleged attacks

real or feigned? Under the subject of feigned epilepsy (Vol. II., p. 34)

Fig. 93.—Insanity from epilepsy. The patient is twenty-five years of age. There is a neurotic
history in the family. At his seventh year he had an attack of scarlet fever, and directly follow-

ing this he suffered from "
lung-fever

"
or " brain-fever." One year later he had a general con-

vulsion while in school, and a few weeks subsequent to this a series of fits. About two months
after tins series he had several "

fainting spells
" and convulsions. There has been little change

in the character of the tits up to the present time, except that they have become severer and
more frequent. Soon after the beginning of his epileptic condition, mental changes became
manifest. He was irritable, impatient, and self-willed. Later his memory failed considerably,
he became quarrelsome, and would wander away from home for days at a lime. Sometimes he
would return of his own accord, but more frequently he would be found wandering over the
prairie, half-starved and greatly prostrated. Two years ago it was necessary to place him under
restraint on account of his mental condition. At preseut he is very irritable and violent at the
time of his fits, and manifests a marked degree of dementia. Up to one year ago he showed a
great fondness for his mother, but now he never refers to her, and if he is spoken to about her,
he seems unconcerned.

I have considered the diagnosis at length, and to this section the reader

is referred. One fact I wish to emphasize here, and that is, the insensi-

tive condition of the pupils is not an unfailing guide in the diagnosis
of epilepsy. From a number of observations on epileptics, and experi-
ments on healthy subjects, I am convinced that Mitchell, Morehouse,
iand Keen are correct in the statement that the pupil in epileptics may
respond to light, and that it will dilate and res])ond slowly to light in

healthy persons during and immediately after violent muscular exertion,

such as voluntary clonic convulsive movements.'

' "On Malingerinej, Especially in Regard to Simulation of Disease of the Nervous

Svstem," by W. W. Keen, S. Weir Mitchell, and Geo. E. Morehouse, Anier. Jour.

Med. Soc, Oct., 1864, p. 367.
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Having satisfied ourselves that the alleged criminal suffers from

epilepsy, the next question to decide is : Is he sane or insane ?

A careful and detailed history of the character of the mental dis-

turbance that has occurred during previous epileptic attacks should be

obtained. Except, probably, in cases of convulsions due to organic
lesions of the brain resulting from traumatism, alcohol, syphilis, insola-

tion, meningitis, abscess, or tumor, it is exceedingly rare for the first

convulsion to be attended by a maniacal outbreak, or to be preceded,

attended, or followed by acts of violence. I am cognizant of one case

of chronic abscess of the brain, the first manifest symptom of which was
a maniacal outbreak, during which the patient

—a man—attempted the

life of his sister. The history of previous epileptic seizures will

generally be obtainable. It is the rule that thfe same form of mental

disturbance exhibited by the epileptic early in the course of the disease,

will characterize the subsequent attacks not infrequently for a number
of years. This seems to be regardless of whether the mental derangement
precedes, occurs at the time of the attack, or follows the fit. In this

respect the perverted mental state of epilepsy resembles that of periodic

insanity. We should carefully study the condition of the patient's
mind between the attacks

;
his actions before and after the commission

of the alleged crime
;

his memory in reference to it
; and, in point of

time, the relation of the violent act to the occurrence of a fit.

If the patient has suffered from so-called intervallary mental dis-

turbance between his previous attacks, and the crime of which he is

accused has been committed about the time for the occurrence' of his

mental derangement, and his behavior, general actions, and memory
should correspond to that of one in a condition of perverted conscious-

ness, the evidence would be strongly in favor of insanity, although

vengeance were taken on some one against whom ill-feeling had pre-

viously existed.

If he has no knowledge of the criminal act, or feigns to have none,
then we must carefully inquire into the last thing that was remem-
bered before the commission of the crime and the first thing recalled

after it. If the person is not feigning, the things remembered nearest

to the amnesic state will relate to self, especially in regard to bodily
sensations and thoughts. Not infrequently such a person will be able

to lessen the amnesic period by remembering things of which he at first

had no recollection. In partial amnesia those things are remembered

that made the most impression upon the person in his perturbed state

of consciousness. Feigners usually remember only trivial incidents.

DEMENTIA (PRIMARY AND SECONDARY).

Dementia is an acquired mental failure coming on after the develop-
mental period.

The term dementia is, and should be, restricted to those forms of

loss of mental power that come on after cerebral maturation has become
more or less complete. Amentia, on the other hand, is applied to cret-
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inism, idiocy, imbecility, and woak-mindcdness, which result from fetal

and infantile cerebral defects. There are degrees of dementia varying
from slight loss of the original power normal to the individual to a

condition of complete fatuity in which all power of intellection seems to

be absent. It is not alwavs easv to sav when dementia begins. AV'hat

is evidence of dementia in one person may be the normal condition for

another. It is in the study of this form of mental defect, especially in

its early stage, that it is very important to know the normal intellectual

developilient of the person in (piestiou. In the lighter degrees there

may be only slight defect in memory, which would be a normal condi-

tion for an absent-minded individual, but pathologic for one whose

memory had formerly been good.
Dementia may be comparatively sudden in its onset, as when it is

secondary to some acute mental trou-

ble, or it may develop slowly, as is

witnessed in those cases of gradual
loss of intellectual power in which

the mental failure takes place with-

out being preceded by any very })ro-

nounced symptoms. In the latter

event the dementia must have a be-

ginning, and probably in its early

stage a cure or arrestment is pos-
sible if the cerebral process on which

it depends can be held in abeyance or

removed. If we use the term men-
tal deterioration for the curable cases

and dementia for the incurable ones,

it becomes apparent that we must be

in doubt in which class cases must be

placed until the course of the disease

is well advanced. I, personally, do

not see that we gain anything by the

use of the term " mental deteriora-

tion
"

for the lighter grades of mental defect, and dementia for the cases

that go on to a more or less complete destruction of all intellectual

power.
Forms of Dementia.—The terms primary and secondary, when

used to designate different forms of dementia, have been generally ac-

cepted by writers on insanity, the one, primary, to denote cases of grad-
ual loss of intellectual power without any prominent symptoms having

preceded the mental failure
;
the other, secondary, to distinguish that

form of dementia that follows one of the acute or chronic psychoses.
It does not seem necessary to limit secondary dementia to the mental

failure following the acute forms of insanity, as Dr. T. Claye Shaw
seems to do. In speaking of secondary dementia he says :

''

Secondary,
or that following acute attacks of insanity, whether of the maniacal or

Fi(i. 'J4.— J. K., deiiiftitiu. 30 terms for

breaches of peace, intoxication, assaults, ma-
licious mischief, etc. Ooiiitd by Dr. Allison).
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melancholic form." ^

Senile, alcoholic, syphilitic, and paretic dementia

are described in separate sections.

Primary Dementia.—In every thickly settled community will be

found a few persons who formerly possessed average intellectual capaci-
ties for individuals of their class, but they have gradually become

"half-witted," listless, and incapacitated for business without ever

having manifested any pronounced symptoms of mental disorder further

than a slow decline in intellectual power. It is to this class of dements

to which reference is specially made under primary dementia in this

connection, although some writers would have primary dementia include

such conditions as katatonia and stuporous insanity."

Etiology.
—Mental strain, especially such as comes from unsuccessful

business ventures or from mental overwork connected with w^orry, is

probably the greatest cause. It must be remembered that the mental

strain may be as great with the man who, having a large family depend-

ing upon him, loses all his earthly possessions
—a few hundred dollars—

in an unsuccessful enterprise, as it is with one who has several hundred

thousand dollars and loses it in speculation.

Symptoms.
—In the early stage, before mental deterioration has prob-

ably begun, the symptoms are largely of a physical nature. They con-

sist of headache, or more frequently of dull and strange cephalic sensa-

tions, insomnia, digestive disorders, consti])ation, and lessened power of

physical and mental endurance. There is, in most cases, a growing

mdisposition for work of all kinds, and a considerable eifort is often

required each morning before the subject feels his accustomed interest in

his business. The foregoing symptoms are about as they appear in my
record book of 3 cases of mental breakdown following the panic of

1893. Early in the case, if these warnings are heeded and rest is

taken, a more or less complete restoration to health may take place
after the lapse of months or years. If, however, the symptoms of

failing mental and physical power are ignored, the mental incapacity of

the ])atient is soon noticed by others. The sufferer becomes absent-

minded, memory for recent events is lessened, and when the mental

vigor is tested, it will be found to be diminished. As the case

progresses, which it will do if mental deterioration has become well

marked, a connected memory for recent events will be nearly lost, but

the power of recalling incidents of former years remains good. The

capacity for performing consecutive mental work is exceedingly poor or

nearly lost. The patient may become mentally depressed, suspicious,
and suicidal. Sometimes delusions of persecution develop. Some per-
sons afflicted with primary dementia may be regarded as harmless for

years, but suddenly they may break out with maniacal fury. In the

early stage the physical condition is poor and flesh is lost. In the ad-

vanced cases the patients may increase in weight.

Diagnosis.
—When delusions of persecution are present and the

1
Dictionary of Psychological Medicine, Tuke, p. 349.

^ Edward D. Fisher, Medical Jurisprudence, Forensic Medicine, and Toxicology,
vol. iii., p. 256.
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patient is mentally and physically d('[)re.ss('(l, there is danger of mistak-

ing the disease for melancholia. The history of the case and tlie pres-
ence of dementia will serve to distinguish it from acute melancholia,
but it is not always possible to determine, if dementia is not well

marked, whether the case is one of chronic melaneiiolia or primary de-

mentia to which the symptoms of chronic melancholia have been added.

It must be remembered that conditions simulating in some respects

primary dementia may be the prolonged prodromic stage of mania. I

have never met with symptoms of dementia during the depressive stage
of mania, and it is probable that careful attention to this point will ])re-

vent a mistake in diagnosis.

Many irregular cases of jiaretic dementia aj)parently begin as do

those of primary dementia. The causes that produce the latter may be

active in giving rise to the former.

The diagnosis would have to depend

upon the character of the symptoms
present.

Syphilis of the brain may pro-
duce symptoms very similar to those

of primary dementia. The former

must be excluded in all cases before

a diagnosis can be made.

Secondary Dementia.—In sec-

ondary dementia the autopsy may
reveal atrophy of the brain tissue,

with pronounced changes in the cere-

bral blood-vessels and increase of

cerebrospinal fluid, but for the sake

of convenience this form of insan-

ity is described in connection with

those that are unassociated with

gross or even demonstrable lesions

of the brain.

This form of insanity is secon-

darv to the other varieties of in-

sanitv, and is the terminal stasre of

all the acute forms that do not end
in death or recovery. In the stage of terminal dementia, while the

mental faculties are absent to a srreater or less decree, the character of the

illusions and emotions, if these are present, partake of the character of

that form of insanity which preceded the dementia. The emotional

state and the delusions that were present in the acute psychosis are

quieter and less obtrusive in the terminal dementia. The degree of

mental defect may vary from loss of memory of recent events and in-

ability for the patient to adapt himself to his environments to a com-

plete loss of all mental power. Some are quiet, docile, and capable of

doing certain kinds of physic^al labor if thev are supervised ;
others are

apathetic, filthy, and indifferent to the calls of nature, while those of a

Vol. I.—40

Fig. 95.—Chronic secondary dementia fol-

lowing acute mania The patient is now
thirty-one years old and has been insane
eight years. At times he is restless and some-
what agitated, but usually he is quiet and
easily managed. He has mild delusions of

grandeur, but there is no paresis of any mus-
cles.
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third group are restless, agitated, suicidal, and destructive. One of the

chief medicolegal aspects of special interest is the liability of an appar-
ently harmless dement becoming suddenly dangerous. He may commit

suicide, destroy property, or try to take the life of his attendant. Such

persons are incapable of premeditation, and the violent acts are the re-

sults of morbid impulses, the character of which is probably suggested

by their environments. The terminal dements that are or have been the

subjects of delusions may become violent.

PERIODIC OR QRCULAR INSANITY.

Periodic or circular hisanity depends upon a degenerative iaint, usucdly

first manifests- itself about the j)criod of puberty, is influenced by recurring

physiologic conditions, and returns at more or less regular periods.
'' One of the most fundamental of the laws that govern the higher

functions of nerve-centers in all vertebrates is that of alternation and

periodicity of activity and inactivity."
^

If there is a tendency to alternation and periodicity of activity and

inactivity of mental processes, as Clouston contends,—and there seems

to be logic in his argument,
—then there must be the same tendency in

the manifestations of the symjitoms of insanity. Insanity, except in

profound stupor and dementia, is not attended by a suppression of the

functions of the brain, but by a perversion of the normal physiologic
activities of the brain-cells. It may be that Kraepelin is not so far

from the truth in contending that mania is due to a degenerative taint

and that it almost invariably recurs.^

Ktiology.—The predisposing cause is a degenerative condition,

which is usually the result of inheritance, but it may be acquired by
head-injuries or prolonged excesses, especially in alcoholic indulgence.
Certain physiologic processes, puberty, the menstrual period, and the

menopause favor the development of the disease. It is thought that

seasonal and barometric influences may bear a causal relation.^ The
female suifers more frequently than the male, hence it is probable that

menstrual disorders play an important part in the causation. So do

violent emotions in those predisposed to the disease.

Cases of recurrent mania and recurrent melancholia have been

described under the Periodic Insanities. They are very similar to

simple mania and melancholia, except there is, in advanced cases, a

history of repeated attacks, in all of which the symptoms are of the

same general character, even to language, impulses, and delusions.

The attacks of periodic mania begin and end more abruptly, as a

rule, than do those in so-called simple mania. Moral perversion,

impulsive acts, and violent assaults are said to be common in this form

of insanity. Many dipsomaniacs, kleptomaniacs, and pyromaniacs may
be classed with the periodic insanities.*

»
*
Clouston, Mental Diseases, p. 170. -

Kraepelin, Psychiairie, fifth edition.
'* Of 40 cases observed by Clouston, one-third obeyed the law of seasonal periodicity.
*

Spitzka.
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Circular Insanity.—It is this phase of periodic inssanity that has

been cleseribed by most authors. It is tlie folle circulare, or the JoUe
double forme of the French writers.

In the circular forms of insanity mania and melancholia may recur

in regular cycles, with a lucid interval between each emotional state,

but in some cases the ending of one emotional state denotes the

beginning of the other, the change often taking place during sleep.

The cycle may last from a day to a year or more. The mania usually

precedes the melancholia, or the order may be reversed.^ As a general

rule, the shorter the cycle, the greater the excitement and the more

profound the depression. To this rule, however, there are numerous

exceptions.
Periodic or circular insanity generally begins at or about the age

of puberty, and occasionally at the period of involution. Some mental

deterioration takes place in the course of time without leading to com-

plete dementia.

Diagnosis.—A positive diagnosis of periodic or circular insanity
is justified only with the history of repeated cycles or attacks of recur-

rent mania or melancholia, each presenting symptoms including halluci-

nations, illusions, delusions, when these are present, and acts similar to

those found in the preceding attacks.

Jules Falret lays stress on the tendency of the patient to fill his

pockets with numerous articles, usually stolen.^

PARANOIA.

Paranoia is usually a chronic form of insanity characterized by fixed,

systematized, and dom,incdinc/ delusions.

Were we to limit the use of paranoia to a form of insanity that is

always chronic, the definition of monomania given by Spitzka would be

difficult to improve upon. He states that " monomania is a chronic

form of insanity based on an acquired or transmitted neurodegenerative
taint, and manifesting itself in anomalies of the conceptional sphere,

which, while they do not destructively involve the entire mental

mechanism, dominate it."
^

Many able alienists and writers have contended that paranoia is

always chronic and a primary form of insanity. The contention for the

more typical cases is probably correct, but nearly every observer of the

insane has met with numerous exceptions in which the psychosis has

developed with considerable rapidity, run a course of a few months or a

year or more, and made a fairly good recovery, with, howev^er, a

tendency to relapse. Such cases are usually secondary to some acquired
brain defect, and the delusions are less elaborately systematized than we
find them in the chronic, primary variety.

The term monomania is but little employed at the present day in

1 Clouston states that 90 ppr cent. Ix'i^in with maniacal exaltation, Afmtal Din-

eases, p. 184. ^ Ant. Ritti, Dictionary of Psychological Medicine, by Tuke, p. 224.
'
Spitzka, Insanity, first edition, p. 301.
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Germany, France, Italy, and the United States '
to designate a particu-

lar form of insanity. In England, however, it is pretty generally

employed to the exclusion of paranoia, although Dr. Hack Tuke before

his death gave the preference to paranoia over monomania.^ All seem

to be agreed that there rarely, if ever, occurs a form of insanity in

which the person is insane on one subject and perfectly sane on all

others. Clouston, who employs the term monomania in his classic

work on mental diseases, without scarcely a reference to paranoia, says :

" There are very few, if any, examples of a pure monomania—that is,

of a person who has one single delusion, and that alone." The delusions

of so called monomania are dominating. They dominate, and to a

greater or less extent influence, all the subject's thoughts and actions,

when these in any way tend to be at variance with the conclusions

reached on account of the existence of the delusions.

Paranoia.—This term simply means beyond or o})posite the under-

standing, or, in its application to psychiatry, insane. It really conveys
no special meaning of itself when

applied to any particular form of

insanity. It is not more definite

when employed to designate a cer-

tain chronic mental derangement
than the words in common par-

lance, ^'cranky" and "cracked." It

is rather difficult to understand why
it has come into so general use. It

has this advantage over monomania,
however, that it is not misleading in

conveying any views in regard to the

nature of the. form of insanity which
it is made to represent. Monomania,
on the other hand, strictly interpreted,
means partial insanity, the existence

of wdiich, from a scientific standpoint,
would be hard to prove.

I take it that all alienists are agreed,
first : that there is a chronic form of

insanitv in which fixed and systema-
tized delusions play an important part ;

that the condition depends upon a degenerative taint, usually inherited, of

the higher nerve-centers, and that complete recovery never takes place.

Second, that there exists another form in which the delusions are systema-

tized, but less elaborately than in the chronic form, that it is often, if

not always, secondary and due to some acquired brain defect, and that it

mav have an acute or subacute beo-inniuff, run a course of a few months
or a year or more, and may or may not terminate in recovery more or

less complete.

'

Spitzka still retains monomania in his excellent manual on insanity.
"^

Dictionary of Psychological Medicine, Tuke, p. 887.

Fig. 9fi.—Young paranoiac with homicidal
tendencies at period of passing from perse-
cutory into grandiose stage (Dr. Atwood).
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Since these two forms of insanity with systematized delusions are

recognized, in what manner are thev treated bv diiferent writers?

Clouston gives the two chief points to be borne in mind in the diagnosis

of monomania as follows: "(1) Not to call any disease by that name
that has n<^t existed unaltered for at least twelve months. (2) When
there exists along with the delusional condition any general brain exal-

tation or excitement, or any general depression, not to call it by that

name till those have passed off."
' We are led to infer from his com-

ments on page 200 that for the cases of

secondary paranoia he would employ the

name mania or melancholia, depending

upon whether the delusions were exalted

or depressed.
Under paranoia the Germans include

two forms of insanity, Wahnsinn (a word

for which there seems to be no English

equivalent, but a liberal translation of it

means disordered emotions), the atypical
form of paranoia ;

and Verriicktheit, the

chronic delusional insanity, or the typical
form of paranoia,

I have dwelt at some length on the

use of the terms paranoia and monoma-

nia, because it is important that we should

have a clear idea of what we mean by a

word. Paranoia as used in this article

will include the aty{)ical cases, or what

the Germans designate Wahnsinn (the
affective or emotional forms of paranoia), and the typical cases of so-

called chronic delusional insanity or paranoia proper.
Delusions play an important part in the different manifestations of

paranoia
—so much so that some have doubted the possibility of the ex-

istence of the disease when delusions are absent. It is possible for mild

forms of paranoia to be present and unattended by delusions, but a

diagnosis of this form of insanity under such circumstances would be

exceedingly difficult. We must distinguish between a simple delusion

on the one hand, and an insane delusion, on the other. We all at times

are guided in our actions by faulty ideas. In religious beliefs nothing
seems to be too absurd to be accepted by the human mind under certain

conditions and surrounded by some environments. The history of

the ancient religions reveals a credulity in accepting certain faiths that

seems to us almost beyond belief, yet the Christian Scientists and simi-

lar sects are but little less extravagant in their beliefs than are the

Chinese in their devotion to idol worship. To determine Avhether a

delusion is an evidence of insanity or not, it must be studied in relation

to the age and education of the individual and in relation to all the

modifying circumstances that may have had anything to do with mold-
1
Clouston, Mental Diseases, p. 201.

Fig. 97.—Erotic paranoia.
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ing or modifying the person's thoughts or beliefs. An insane dekision

for a given person is a belief in something that is held incredible by
one of his class and religious creed.

Htiology.—While it is true tliat paranoia in a large proportion of

cases has tiie foundation laid for its development in an inherited or con-

genital cerebral defect, yet similar defects may he acquired by trauma-
tism to the head or from the results of diseases of the brain.

^ A bad

family history is obtainable in most cases of typical paranoia. A too

narrow line of study or dwelling for long periods on one subject has

been given as one of the causes of paranoia. Inventors have not in-

frequently become paranoiacs. We must not mistake the eflect for the

cause in studying these cases. It must be remembered that persons
who are predisposed to this form of mental derangement not infre-

quently exhibit a great fondness for abstract studies, and there is often

in these persons a penchant for making some great discovery, and in-

vention to them seems to oifer the easiest road to fame. Clouston thinks

that in most cases of paranoia there is a gradual evolution from the

overproud disposition to the insanely proud, and from the oversuspi-
cious disposition to the insanely suspicious nature. This he says is

always hereditary.^ Some of the acute insanities, especially mania and

melancholia, may become chronic without shoAving much mental deteri-

oration and develop systematized and fixed delusions. These cases may
partake of tlie character of the atypical forms of paranoia, but of the

typical or chronic delusional type more rarely. The usual exciting
causes of mania and melancholia may give rise to the development of

paranoia in predisposed subjects. Many cases seem to have no special

exciting cause beyond the ordinary brain-strain of dailv life. Some
children are strange and queer, are recognized as eccentric or cranky at

puberty, and later in life become fully developed paranoiacs.

Atypical Cases of Paranoia (Wahnsinn).—This mental derange-

ment, in regard t(^) the character of the delusions and their eifect on the

patient, seems to occupy an intermediate position between mania and

melancholia, on the one hand, and paranoia
—Verriicktheit—on the

other.
" ' Wahnsinn '

is a mental disorder in which the delusions and hal-

lucinations are rapidly combined into a composite whole, intimately
associated with strong effects. In Verriicktheit the effects are only
accidental elements of the clinical history and disappear rapidly. Dur-

ing completely developed Wahnsinn the effects are constantly present
as soon as the delusions make their appearance. Hence it exhibits

irregular changes in its appearance, which are absent to so marked an

extent in Verriicktheit. It is a more acute form of paranoia which,
on the whole, runs a more rapid course and may offer more favorable

prospects of recovery. When paranoia occurs in a person with a healthy

^ In one-fifth of the cases Clouston thinks paranoia is due to alcoholic and syphilitic

poisoning of the brain and body, to traumatic injuries of the brain, to sunstroke, or to

gross lesions, such as embolic softening. Mental Diseases, p. 201.
*
Clouston, ibid., p. 201.
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brain, it appears more frequently as Wahnsinn, while Vcrrucktbeit

rouses the suspicion of previous mental invalidism." '

The atypical form of paranoia usually beijjins slowly, has a prodro-
mal period of six or eiji:ht weeks, during which the patient is restless,

irritable, and moody. The perceptions are perverted, and disquieting
conclusions are the result. When the psychosis is developed, the de-

lusions may be depressive or exalted in character. The loose but still

distinct efforts at svstematization of the delusions distino;uish the mental

derangement from mania or melancholia. Hallucinations are present
in tiie large majority of the cases. If the trouble takes the form of

melancholia, the patient is persecuted, as not infrequently happens in

this form of insanity, but, unlike what takes place in simple melan-

cholia, he interprets his own subjective sensations and the actions and

appearances of those by whom he is surrounded to mean a cons])iracy

against him. If friends treat him kindly, it is a blind to disguise their

hatred for him. He feels that he does not deserve the imagined ill

treatment, and contends that he has done nothing wrong, and merits

better things than what he gets. The emotional nature is excited and
the patient becomes violent and abusive. It is observed that on special
occasions the violent outbreaks of temper can be controlled at will.

Further, that although there is a stormy condition during the day, the

patient not infrequently sleeps well at night. When the delusions take

the form of exaltation, they not infrequently partake of a religious
character."

The duration of the psychosis is said to be shorter in the exalted

forms than in the depressive. It may end in a few months or it may
last some years. I have seen a number of cases of this form of in-

sanity that developed in the course of a few weeks, the delusions being

fairly well systematized, but never to a very elaborate degree.

Paranoia, the Verriicktheit of the Germans.—In a number of

instances paranoia is found fairly well developed at the age of puberty,
but more commonly children who have inherited the neurotic taint,

which constitutes a favorable soil for the development of this form of

insanity, manifest certain peculiarities without l)eing recognized as in-

sane. They exhibit considerable mental capacity and show a great
fondness for studies of a scientific nature. They are eccentric, seek the

society of those far beyond their age, or are seelusive and suspicious.
As they approach the age of maturity they become vaccillating, refuse

to be guided by their parents or guardians, the experience of whom they
count for naught, neglect to learn the details of any business career

upon which they enter, and usually make a failure of anything that they
undertake.

The essential and fundamental principle that characterizes all fully

developed cases of paranoia is the presence of fixed, systematized, and

dominating delusions. Hallucinations, especially of the auditory sense,
are exceedingly common. Illusions and hallucinations of the other

1 Kirohhoff, Handbook of Insnnif)/. p. 231.
^ Kirchhofl' makes no distinction between Wahnsinn and katatonia.
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special senses and of general sensibility are found in some eases. The
delusions are usually of a gradual growth, although at times they seem
to develop rapidly from hallucinations. They have the bases of their

foundation in the normal workings of every sound mind, but in the

paranoiac, thoughts, imaginations, and desires arise and are allowed to

run riot at their own sweet will, because the higher faculty of mind—
judgment—is at fault. The delusions may be expansive or depressive
in character, and may manifest themselves in as many forms as the

human mind is capable of conceiving things desirable to be obtained or

avoided. The element of persecution which enters so largely into the

mechanism of the delusions of the paranoiac renders him a dangerous
and disturbing member of society. His ability calmly to lay his plans and

cunningly to execute vengeance against his supposed persecutors is greater

Fig. 98.—O. C. P., paranoia; train-robber
(loaned by Br. H. E. Allison, Matteawan State

Hospital for Insane Criminals).

Fig. 99.—J. D., erotic paranoia; killed a
physician (loaned by Dr. H. E. Allison, Super-
intendent of Matteawan State Hospital for
Insane Criminals).

than in other forms of insanity, because his powers of reasoning from a

supposititious cause to a logical effect is, in some cases, but slightly im-

paired. The paranoiac conceives himself to be a person of considera-

ble importance, assumes a demeanor which he thinks is in harmony with
an exalted position, and if his claims are not recognized, he may be-

lieve that he is neglected or even persecuted through jealousy. He
may hear voices which he is at first inclined to ignore, calling upon him
to prepare for a religious or political reformation in which he is to take

the leading part. Numerous repetitions of the auditory hallucinations

convince him finally that the voice is real and of divine origin. He at

once begins a course of preparation for his mission, changes his conduct
and mode of speech. When he considers himself ready for his work,
he enters upon it with "all the blind enthusiasm of a fanatic. If he is

made the object of ridicule or is arrested and convicted of insanity on
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account of some violation of the law, he frequently attributes these pro-

ceedings to the blind ignorance of his persecutors or sees in them the

necessary means to fit him for his Jiigh calling. Tlie political aspirant,
the litigant, the erotomaniac, or the inventor of the })aranoiac type in-

terprets the actions of those who disagree witli him as evidence of the

justice of his claim and proof of his own persecutions. Paranoia of

grandeur has been observed to be very frequently associated with hallu-

cinations of the senses. It is in this class that change of identity is

found to be common.' When the paranoiac is unable to account for the

annoyances from which he suffers at the hands of his persecutors by any
other means, he attributes them to unseen agencies, such as electricity,
noxious gases blown into his room,
the telephone, etc., manipulated by
spirits that are controlled by his

enemies.

The object to be accomplished

by the paranoiac always justifies to

his mind the use of the means nec-

essary to accomplish his purpose.
It matters little to him whether the

road to success is by shedding of

human blood or by the destruction

of property. In ridding liimself of

his persecutors he at times hesitates

to resort to violence or other unlaw-
ful means, and will plead with his

supposed enemies to desist from an-

noying or persecuting him. His hal-

lucinations continue, his delusions of

persecution become stronger, and he

abuses and threatens his persecutors
until finally, enraged by their sup-

posed persistency, and fortified by
his overpowering and dominating
delusions, he sacrifices human life.

It is true that we meet with para-
noiacs who have, and have had for many years, fixed and mild systema-
tized delusions and have never evinced any evidence of exaltation or

depression. Many such may be found in every populous community.
They are often reasonably successful in business, and live and die with-
out being considered more than cranky or eccentric. It should be remem-
bered that paranoiacs are sometimes the subjects of sudden and violent

impulses.
The question has frequently been discussed. Should not a paranoiac

who knows right from wrong, who realizes that he will be considered a

transgressor of the law in the course he is about to pursue, and yet
' Clouston.

Fig. 100.—Paranoia. The patient was born
in Italy, is sixty-one years of age, and is a
farmer by occupation. His family history is

unknown to the authorities of the State In-
sane Asylum. He has always been considered
peculiar, and by many decidedly eccentric.
After the accidental drowning of his datighter
and business reverses by which he was ren-
dered penniless, he developed systematized
delusions of persecution.
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makes no eiFort to change his actions, be held responsible to the full

extent of the law?

Many in attempting to answer this question have passed judgment
upon the paranoiac, and at the same time have viewed his motives and
actions from their own vantage-ground. The result has been, especially

by the legal profession and by many of the medical, an unjust verdict

against the poor lunatic. It seems to have been forgotten that the

paranoiac lives in a world all his own, made by his delusions, which he

is powerless to change. He, from his standpoint, knows and recognizes
no law that conies into conflict with the delusions by which he is

dominated. With him it is often " the greatest good to the greatest
number." He has a command from God to effect a religious reforma-

tion. He reasons that all human law must be subject to the divine.

The command to reform the world includes a demand that he shall

sacrifice human life. He does not hesitate to do this. The paranoiac

may be a political reformer. He sees millions of unfortunate beings

helplessly suffering on account of the misdeeds of a few, whom it is

necessary to remove by death, before the reformation can be accom-

plished. He hesitates at first to take the life of any human being, but

his delusions of duty to his fellow-man will not down. During his

waking hours he hears voices commanding him to do his duty regard-
less of consequences, and his insufficient sleep is disturbed by dreams in

which his course of action is pointed out to him in unmistakable

language. He reasons that these voices must be of heavenly origin,

and his refusal to obey them is an insult to Deity. A supposed tyrant
is in authority in the community. To remove him would be not only
an act of patriotism, but the performer of such a deed would be the

hero of the hour and receive the plaudits of every member of the com-

monwealth. To the mind of the paranoiac all his acts would be

approved were the eyes of the people opened so that things could be

seen in their true light. He is as much justified in doing what he

knows (for the conclusions of the paranoiac are no longer opinions, but

absolute facts) to be right as Christ was in performing acts which the

world condemned.

If the paranoiac who commits a crime in consequence of his delusions

is not responsible, what shall be done with him? Every state should

have a criminal insane asylum in which all the insane who have taken

human life should be committed for the remainder of their lives. In

the absence of a criminal insane asylum they should be imprisoned in a

state penitentiary for life.

Prognosis.—The chronic form of paranoia is incurable, but the

psychosis may not advance for a year or more, or there may be periods
of some improvement for months at a time. After mental failure and

dementia become manifest, no improvement will take place, as a rule.

The disease rarely terminates in complete dementia, except in those

cases in which there is gross organic disease of the brain.

Wahnsinn, the atypical form of paranoia, affords a better prognosis
than Verriicktheit, as some recover, but many terminate in confusion.
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The diagnosis of paranoia is comparatively easy, as a rule, but it

must be borne in mind that some persons suliering from this form of

insanity exhibit jx^Jit skill in concealing their delusions, while others

mav feisn a different form of insanity than that from which thev are

sutfering, when it suits their purpose to do so. Few aduiit their insanity.

The history of the case and the presence of elaborately systematized and

fixed delusions, if these are genuine, will be sufficient on which to base

a diagnosis,
Tlie diagnosis of the typical form of paranoia, the Verriicktheit of

the Germans, should not be made if the patient is seen for the first time

while he is in an emotional state until this has subsided, unless there is

a reliable history of the existence of the same fixed and systematized
delusions extending over a period of a year or more.

FORMS OF INSANITY ASSOQATED WITH DEMON-
STRABLE BRAIN-LESIONS.

DELIRIUM GRAVE.

Delirium grave, or acute ddirious insanity, is a serious form of
deliriuiii attended icith violent mental excitement and profound somatic

symptoms, indicative of a stormy pathologic process in the cerebral mem-
branes and cortex.

This disease was first described by Luther Bell, of the McLean

Asylum, in 1849,^ and is often spoken of as Bell's disease or Bell's

mania. Wood and Fitz term it acute periencephalitis.^ Those who
have regarded the delirium as the most characteristic symptom have

called the disease maniacal delirium
; others, apparently on account of

the great prostration following the stage of excitement, have spoken of

the malady as typhomania. The gravity of this form of delirium seems

to justify the name, delirium grave, by which it is known in several

books. The motor excitement and the noisy delirious mental state may
be such as are found in ordinary acute delirium, but the high tempera-
ture, rapid pulse, and other evidences of profound somatic disturbances

closely resemble the condition found in some cases of pneumonia,

meningitis, and other exhausting febrile processes.
Delirium grave is not a frequent mental derangement in its typical

fully developed form, but the cases of delirium presenting in the early

stages pronounced mental and somatic symptoms, especially wild

delirium, high temperature, and rapid pulse, are not so uncommon.

Ktiology.—In the cases of delirium grave that I have observed,
some hereditary or acquired defect of the higher nerve-centers has been

traceable in all. Females suffer more frequently than males on account
of the trying influences of the parturient state and the emotional strain

suffered by pregnant young girls who have been seduced and abandoned.
The disease occurs most frequently between the twentieth and thirty-
fifth years. Krafft-Ebing gives prolonged habits of intemperance as a

»
Tyson, Practice of Medicine, 189G, p. 1028.

* Wood and Fitz, Practice of Medicine, 1896, p. 513.
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predisposing cause. The hysteric temperament is a favorable soil for

the development of the disease. Profound mental and physical exhaus-

tion may give rise to the disease, especially if the exhaustion is associ-

ated with worry and depressed emotional states. Mental overwork,
as witnessed in competitive examinations, prolonged and severe physical

suffering, long-continued anxiety in watching over loved ones, with

insufficient rest, food, and sleep, excessive alcoholic indulgence, blows

to the head, and the various febrile conditions favor the development
of delirium grave. R. Percy Smith says he has seen it arise after

cystitis, after diarrhea, and in association with diabetes.^ Krafft-Ebing
adds injuries, sunstroke, etc., to the list of causes. It is probable tha<"

many of the cases arising from the acute febrile conditions are of

septic origin." Blandford states that grave delirium may succeed

epilepsy.

Pathology.—Th^hanges in the brain and membranes may vary
from an intense hyperemia of the membranes and cortex of the brain,
with blocking up of the lymph-spaces and engorgement of the venous

sinuses, to the morbid appearances found in acute periencephalitis.

Symptoms.—The disease may begin suddenly without any pre-

monitory symptoms, but usually for a few days preceding the outbreak

of the wild delirious state headache, a confused feeling in the head,

depression of spirits, sleeplessness, and irritability, with an inability for

mental application, are complained of. These symptoms are very
similar to those experienced by some epileptics before an attack. The
cases that develop suddenly more commonly result from a rapidly acting

cause, such as violent mental or physical shock. In some there is a

disturbed state of consciousness preceding the active delirious state by a

day or two. In one case coming under my care a few years ago the

patient, after passing a rather sleepless night, wandered down town the

next morning in a dazed condition, made several purchases, and returned

home. It was found that slie did not know where she had been or

what she had done. The remainder of the day was spent in wandering

aimlessly around the house. The following night she was mildly
delirious and did not sleep, and the next morning she left home, was

found about a mile from her house in the business portion of the city in

a confused mental state, and had to be taken back to her home. Dur-

ing the evening of that day, the second from the time that anything

wrong was noticed, she became wildly delirious, continued so for two

weeks, when a condition of profound exhaustion set in, from which she

died four weeks from the time the first symptoms of her illness became

manifest. Tift temperature ranged from 101° to 106° F. Pulse from

120 during the period of excitement, to 140 during that of exhaustion.

In those cases that begin suddenly the delirium is almost constant

from the first, restlessness and somatic symptoms are well marked, and

exhaustion rapidly ensues. In those that begin more slowly the

delirium may be pronounced only at night for some days, but soon it

1

Diciionary of Psyc.holoffical Medicine^ Tuke, p. 52.
2 Wood and Fitz, ^Fraciice of Medicine, 1896, p. 513.
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becomes almost continuous nitjht and day. The delirium is noisy, and

words are uttered raj)idly and distinctly at first, but soon articulation

becomes imperfect. There is no richness of ideation, words are uttered

without reference to their meaning, and the patient seems to be more or

less unconscious of what he is saying. His attention carniot be arrested

for more than a second or two at a time, and during tiiis brief period,
if an attempt is made to engage tiie patient in conversation, his replies

are irrelevant. Hallucinations and ill-formed delusions are present and

change rapidly. Great restlessness is manifest from the first, and soon

attempts are made to escape. Restraint and forced feeding, both of

which are necessary, are sometimes resisted with all the patient's

strength. Rhythmic movements have been observed in some cases.

There is a free flow of saliva, and the patient keeps up a constant

spitting for hours at a time. Indeed, the condition is similar in many
respects to paroxysms of excitement in acute mania, and we must con-

fess that the sudden beginning of the delirium and the pronounced
somatic symptoms, especially the high temperature, and later the ten-

dency to trophic disturbances, are the only points of diflerence.

The delirium, as before remarked, is noisy, the patient often yelling
at the top of his voice. It is usually of the gay or angry type, and

rarely depressive. The half-formed ideas expressed in the delirium

sometimes relate to the patient's calling, and at times to the depressing
influences that may have had something to do with causing the disease.

In one case which was carefully studied l)y me, in a married woman
who had formerly lived the life of a prostitute, the delirium all through
related to her disgusting experiences in the " half-world." Spitzka

speaks of set phrases which seduced girls repeat.
Consciousness is disturbed from the first, and as the disease pro-

gresses it becomes more and more confused. The delirium passes into

the typhoid type, and is finally low and muttering.
The physical symptoms are prominent throughout the course of the

disease. The temj^erature is high, and it may vary several degrees,
without any regularity, during the twentv-four hours. It ranges from
100° to 103° F., or may reach 105° or even 106° F. At the stage of
exhaustion it may fliU to normal or below, but it usually rises before

death. The pulse is rapid and lacks strength and volume after the first

part of the stage of excitement—100 to 130 is the ordinary range, but
it may reach 140 or higher. The respirations are rapid and shallow.
The patient loses flesh and strength rapidly. Digestion seems good at

first, but consciousness is too greatly disturbed for the patient to recog-
nize the desire for food or drink. The urine is scanty and high colored,
the tongue is heavily coated, and the bowels are constipated.

Death may follow rapidly the stage of exhaustion. If this does not

occur, the patient passes into a profound state of ])hysical and mental

exhaustion, except the few that rally and recover. In this second stage
the patient is in a low typhoid state. Sordes form on the teeth, the

tongue is dry and coated, the breath is foul, diarrhea often occurs,

wasting of groups of muscles may take place, the delirium is low and
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muttering, and flesh is lost rapidly. In addition, various other trophic

disturbances, such as falling-out of the hair, desquamation of the skin,

etc., occur.

The duration is a few days to a few weeks. In cases that recover

a tedious and prolonged convalescence is the result.

Prognosis.—The majority of cases die, a few pass into terminal

dementia, and infrequently recovery is said to take place, although this

is not complete.

Diagnosis.—The sudden development of a maniacal delirium in

a person previously in comparatively good health, the high temperature,
and the pronounced somatic symptoms would distinguish the disease

from the acute insanities, especially mania and melantjholia. The course

of the temperature would distinguish it from the delirium of typhoid
fever. A physical examination of the lungs would detect the presence
of pneumonia if the delirium were due to this. Meningitis would be

likely to be attended with cranial nerve symptoms. Delirium tremens
cannot always at first be distinguished from delirium grave. We must
remember that excessive indulgence in alcohol may give rise to the latter,

and that the former is sometimes attended by high temperature
—103° to

104° F. But the febrile process is of short duration, the tremor well

marked in delirium tremens, and the delirium is rarely so noisy as it is

in delirium grave.

ALCOHOLIC INSANITY.

Alcoholic insanity y
as used in this article, is made to include the tem-

porary and more or less permanent mental disturbances that are of alco-

holic origin.

That alcohol, both directly and indirectly, is a potent factor in the

causation of insanity no intelligent observer can doubt. It is, how-

ever, not to its influence in general that I care to direct attention in this

connection, but to specific, temporary, and permanent mental defects

that are recognized as being directly of alcoholic origin, Diiferent per-
sons are variously aflPected by the use of ardent spirits : some show a

great intolerance to alcohol in any form and in very small quantities.

Such an intolerance may be inherited or acquired. Traumatism to the

head, syphilis of the brain, and insolation, while these may lead to the

alcohol habit, yet persons suffering from any of these troubles bear

alcohol poorly, and on indulgence may manifest grave mental disturb-

ances. Sometimes the prolonged and excessive use of alcohol, while it

produces a condition known as chronic alcoholism, also renders the sub-

ject unable to indulge to his former extent without suifering from an

acute mental derangement.
Under alcoholic insanity several acute and chronic forms of mental

disturbances may be included, all of which are more or less directly

due to the poisonous effects of alcohol upon the brain. It is well to

bear in mind that those who are addicted to the excessive use of alcohol

may suffer from the simple forms of insanity, and while the effect of the
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stimulant may give coloring to tlu' hallucinations and dclusion.s, they do

not materially change the character of the jisychoses.

Acute or Temporary Mental Derangements from Alcohol.—Such cases are rarely sent to asylums, and are not often classed as in-

sane
; yet from a medicolegal stand])oint jn-rsons suirering from tem-

porary mental disturbances on account of alcoholic poisoning are as in-

sane and irresponsible as those afflicted with mania or melancholia.

Among the temporary mental derangements of alcoholic origin I will

mention the maniacal excitement caused by small quantities of alcoiiol

in persons who show great intolerance for stinuilants
;
delirium tremens

;

the effects of traumatism in alcoholic subjects ;
acute melancholia

;
less

frequently mania
;
and dipsomania with its attendant symptom^ amnesia.

The last is certainly not an acute mental disturbance from alcohol, but

it is temporary in the sense that the person so afflicted may be perfectly
sane during the interval between his drinking bouts.

The Bffects of Alcohol on Persons in Whom an Intol-

erance for it !^xists.—Some seem to inherit this condition and are

never able to indulge in alcohol without becoming mentally unbalanced.

Others, from traumatism to the head, insolation, syphilis, or other organic
lesions of the brain, and apparently also from worry and mental strain,

become intolerant of the use of alcohol.^ It should be borne in mind
that the conditions that produce an acquired intolerance for alcohol not

infrequently lead to alcoholic indulgence. This may be accounted for

by the subject feeling the necessity for artificial stimulation and by the

lessened power of cerebral inhibition as a direct effect of the brain dis-

ease. Still another class become intolerant of alcohol from prolonged
and excessive use of it. This is most commonly seen in old topers.

A person wdth a marked intolerance for alcohol shortly after taking
a few drinks of the stronger alcoholic liquors may become wildly
delirious and troubled with hallucinations of a frightful character. The
hallucinations may involve several of the special senses, but more fre-

quently visual hallucinations predominate. During this state, on

account of the presence of delusions of persecution, violent acts may be

committed. The mental disturbance lasts only a few hours, and usually

ends in sleep. While the delirious state exists the subject seems in a

dreamy, half-conscious condition, but after the excitement has subsided

it is found that the mind is more or less a complete blank for the entire

time, or he may be able to recall only a few incidents of the period.
In fact, he may be in the condition of an epileptic who has just suffered

from a severe convulsion : he realizes that something has happened, on

account of the sensation of exhaustion which he feels. Kirchhoff has

aptly termed this condition pathologic druid^cnness.^

Other effects of small quantities of alcohol in the intolerant are an

amnesic condition in some and a stuporous, maudlin state in others.

According to my experience wnth alcoholics, these last mental states are

most common in old drinkers, while the delirious mania, simulating in

'

Epileptics may show the same intolerance for alcohol.
^
Kirchhoff, Handbook of Insanity, p. 335.
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many respects transitory frenzy, is more generally found in cases of
chronic organic disease of the brain and in epileptics.

Delirium tremens is a delirious condition usually resulting from
a prolonged debauch. It probably never occurs from a first intoxica-

tion. It is associated with nutritive brain disturbances which have
taken place from the protracted bout, during which insufficient sleep and
food have been secured. The delirium is characterized by numerous

grotesque hallucinations, especially of sight, and to a less extent of

hearing. There are loss of appetite, intense wakefulness, and marked
nervous and muscular restlessness. The patient may commit suicide in

order to escape from his imaginary pursuers, or he may violently attack

those near him under the impression that they are his enemies, or

simply to rid himself of restraint that he may flee from his room and
elude his persecutors. Consciousness may be present at the time, but
it is always blurred to some extent, and it is found, after recovery has

occurred, that the patient may be unable to recall a single occurrence

that took place for a number of days during the height of the attack.

Delirium tremens is usually attended w4th a temperature of 100° F.
In some cases it reaches 103° or 104° F. without proving fatal if the

elevated temj^erature does not continue more than a day or two. A
high temperature, extending over a period of several days, is frequently
followed by death, which sometimes occurs suddenly, apparently from

cardiac failure. Tremor is a very pronounced symptom in nearly all

cases. The pulse is usually rapid, and its character bad. Respiration
is frequent, and if edema or inflammation of the lungs occurs, death is

likely to result.

It should be borne in mind that delirium tremens does not come on

suddenly, but that the patient is in a blurred state of consciousness for

a day or two before the disease becomes pronounced. In the early

stage, however, a mild delirium may occur at night. The patient in

this stage is often able to recognize and correct his delusions.

Delirium tremens, or a condition similar to it in almost every respect,

may develop in alcoholic subjects from traumatism or from profound
mental or physical shock. The shock or the traumatic injury seems

to act as the exciting cause of the delirious state, as the latter, with

the peculiar tremor of alcoholism, develops in persons who have not

drunk for days before the accident.

An attack of mania or melancholia sometimes develops

apparently from the acute effects of alcohol on the system generally, and

the brain especially. In my personal experience melancholia of direct

alcoholic origin is far more frequent than mania. It is noted for its

short duration, usually not exceeding more than a few days or possibly
a week. Sometimes it is impossible to distinguish it from one of the

simple forms of insanity. Usually, however, the hallucinations of sight
and hearing are more numerous and varied than in simple mania or

melancholia. The presence of delusions which may relate to the sexual

organs and the moderate muscular irritability will aid in distinguishing
alcoholic mania or melancholia from delirium tremens.
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Dipsomania or periodic drunkenness is a disease or a form

of insanity attended by irresistible ini])uls('s to indulge in intoxicating

liquors. This disease is usually hereditary, but may be acquired by
injuries to the head, disease of the brain, shock, or great physical or

mental strain.

In one class the tendency to indulge comes on at regular intervals,

and the person between the drinking periods refrains from alcoholic

indulgence, is greatly mortified at his former excesses, and is usually
industrious. The sprees usually begin suddenly in persons whose

inqMilses for alcohol come at regular periods.
In the second class the spree generally comes on gradually and at

irregular intervals. In this class there is a period of a few days, weeks,
or months immediately preceding the outbreak of the debauch, during
which the persons take more or less alcohol to enable them to continue

their work, but the time comes when they giv^e up all work and indulge
in free and unlimited dissipation.

If the periodic drinker is denied alcohol before his debauch is con-

cluded, he usually indulges at the first opportunity, until the whole sys-
tem becomes saturated with alcohol. The dipsomaniac may become a

more or less continuous indulger in alcohol, but in this condition he

will have several sprees each year, during which he will go to great ex-

cesses.

During the exhilarating stage of alcoholic indulgence everything
is exaggerated and the world presents to the mind a rosy appearance.
The subject is happy in his self-confidence

;
ideas flow rapidly, and pru-

dence is replaced by reckless projects, on which the individual may risk

his all to secure the imaginary wealth in some contemplated scheme.

He often evinces considerable insight, recalls forgotten subjects, and talks

rapidly and clearly, so as often to cause the ordinary observer to mis-

take his mental condition for one of true brilliancy. In the ordinary
drinker this stage of expansion or exhilaration from alcohol is often

more or less perfectly remembered, but in the periodic inebriate it is

frequently a complete blank to the individual after the spree is over.

The sprees in the career of the periodic drinker at first may not

greatly interfere with memory, but as the alcoholic indulgence is re-

peated from time to time, memory becomes invariably seriously affected

for the period of the debauch, and often for a time subsequent to it.

When amnesia l)egins to be manifest at the time of the spree in the

di])somaniac, it is usually repeated in subsequent debauches, and is

likely to be of longer duration and more profound in each one of equal

gravity.
Some periodic drinkers while in a disturbed state of consciousness,

the usual amnesic period from the influence of alcohol, have observed

accurately and repeated their observations while in the amnesic state,

have pursued their accustomed work with great vigor, even made elab-

orate speeches and prepared long documents on subjects w'hieh they had

thoroughly studied before the amnesia appeared, and the observer may
detect nothing wrong in their actions, manners, or conduct. Subse-

VoL. I.—41
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quently, however, it has been fouud that these persons who had shown
so great intelligence during their states of disturbed consciousness have
not the slightest memory for any of the occurrences that took place

during the entire amnesic period, lasting in some instances for several

hours or even days.^
The case of a periodic drinker came under my observation a short

time ago in which amnesic periods occurred. In one of these the

patient, a lawyer of considerable ability, ably argued a case in court,

dictated and filed a lengthy bill of exceptions in another, without any
one detecting that there was anything wrong with him. The day fol-

lowing he appeared in court prepared to argue his case, and was amazed
to learn that he had successfully contested it in his abnormal condition.

To this day he asserts that he cannot recall a single incident that took

place on the day in question.

Sometimes, during these periods of amnesia, contracts may be signed

involving the disposition of considerable property, or crimes may be

committed, and of these the subject may be entirely unconscious on his

return to his normal condition.

Chronic Alcoholic Insanity.—In this form of insanity we have
added to the degenerative mental and physical condition the alcoholic

neurosis resulting from the prolonged and excessive use of alcohol, a

psychosis that is characterized by a multiplicity of fantastic and chang-

ing hallucinations, by delusions relating to the subject being poisoned,
to marital infidelity, and to disorders of the sexual apparatus

—often

mutilation of the sexual organs.
From the prolonged eft'ects of alcohol ethical changes show them-

selves before the intellectual failure becomes apparent. The moral

aspect of the subject becomes entirely changed. He becomes sensitive,

irritable, emotional, and depressed. Desire, not principle, determines

his actions. He soon becomes indifferent to his own welfare or to that

of his family or friends. He ceases to be neat in his person, and in

fact all the higher and nobler feelings of his nature yield to the con-

venience and caprice of the hour. He is egotistic, domineering, and

abusive. He begins by perverting the truth, but ends by becoming a

liar. He is suspicious, impulsive, and easily influenced by the un-

scrupulous and designing. The moral failure may continue until the

person simply lives to gratify his desire for alcohol, and to accomplish
this he may not hesitate at deeds of violence. The higher intellectual

faculties never escape entirely. If the habit of drinking is broken off

in time, these may suffer but little permanent injury. Memory is im-

paired, mental concentration and power are lessened, and the subject

becomes willess (abulic). Mental deterioration continues, but usually
death occurs from repeated debauches or some intercurrent disease be-

fore complete dementia is reached.

1 Dr. Joseph Parish, Alcoholic Insanity, 1883, pp. G7-73, and 4 cases related hy
Hon. "Wm. H. Pierce, of Phihidelphia, on pp. 73-75

;
Dr. T. L. Wright, Liebrism,

1885, pp. 73-76, cases numbered from 1 to 6 inclusive; and several interesting cases of

alcoholic amnesia reported by Dr. T. D. Crothers in the Journal of Inebriety.
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The physical <lo<i:;ener:iti(>n is in keeping- with the intellcr-tual and

moral. Tremor is well marked in the hands, face, and tongue; the

face is expressionless, the cutaneous capilhiries, especially over the nose

and cheeks, are prominent, and tlie j)hysical aspect of the subject is that

of feebleness and senility, as shown by the inerect carriage of the body
and the slow, tottering, and inelastic step. Tlie speech is slow, hesitat-

ing, and nuunbling, areas of anesthesia or hyperesthesia may develoj),

and chronic changes take j)lace in the nerves, cord, and brain, as well

as in most of the viscera. The liver, kidneys, heart, and blood-vessels

especially suffer.

In the typical cases of chronic alcoholic insanity hallucinations,

illusions, and delusions are added. These are numerous, variable, and

fantastic, as is the case in the acute mental disturbances of aleoh(jlic

origin, but in the chronic form they are associated with a feeling of per-

secution, and often relate to marital inhdelity and the sexual organs.

The obscenity of the delusions and hallucinations show the mental deg-
radation of the unfortunate subject.

Kirchhotfsays :
" Two factors characterize alcoholism, viz., the char-

acter and greiit number of the hallucinations, and the frequency of the

delusions of marital infidelity."
^

Spitzka states :
" The persecutory delusions of alcoholism relate to

the sexual organs, to the sexual relations, and to poisoning. This fact

is so constant a one that the combination of delusions of the sexual

organs with the delusion that the patient's food is poisoned and that his

wife is unfaithful to him may be considered as nearly to demonstrate

the existence of alcoholic insanity as any one group of symptoms in

mental pathology can prove anything."^

Diagnosis.—One nuist be well versed in the diiferent phases of

mental derangements caused by the influence of alcohol to be able to

distinguish between real and feigned mental disturbances. If the con-

dition has occurred in a periodic drinker, the strong probabilities are

that similar states have taken place in previous bouts. If the person
is not addicted to the use of alcohol, and manifests symptoms of blurred

consciousness on taking a small quantity, some hereditary or acquired
nervous derangement may often be elicited. In all cases of alleged

insanity in alcoholic subjects, especially when crimes have been com-

mitted, or important, but improvident, business transactions have been

entered into, then the rule for detecting feigning of amnesia must be ap-
plied, and the subject's actions studied in relation to the act in question.

INSANITY FROM SYPHILIS.

It is of the greatest importance clinically to distinguish between the

insanities due to syphilis and those that are due to other causes, because

early and vigorous antisyphilitic treatment of the former may be
attended by excellent results. If, however, the insanities that have a

syphilitic origin are not treated before tlie poison has given rise to

degenerative processes in the brain, the prognosis is most unfavorable.
'

Kirchhoff, Handbook of Insanity^ p. 338. ''

Spitzka, Insanity, p. 2.54.
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Syphilis is a frequent cause of insanity, but observers are not agreed
as to what proportion of the insane have k)st their reason from the

hereditary or acquired effects of syphilis. Thomas Stretch Douse makes
the statement that of 10,000 patients under his care at the Central

London Sick Asylum, three-fourths were the subjects of hereditary or

acquired syphilis.^ It is hard to believe that even the sick poor of

London are so generally affected with syphilis. A careful study of the

insane cared for in the state hospitals of the United States for this

class of patients will fail to show more than 20 or 25 per cent, of

syphilitic origin, either direct or hereditary.

Syphilis may give rise to insanities in various ways : By the irrita-

tive effects of the poison upon the brain
; by affecting the cerebral

vessels and causing disturbance in the circulation and nutrition of the

brain
; by the formation of gummata in the cerebral substance and

membranes or in connection with the vessels
; by the degenerative

effects caused both by the micro-organisms developed from the syphilitic

poison and by blood impoverishment ;
and by the hereditary influences

of lues. Syphilitic subjects who have inherited a predisposition to

insanity are, other things being equal, more likely to become insane

than those who have inherited a good constitution. Traumatism of

the head, brain overwork, and the use of alcohol may give rise to

syphilis of the brain in infected subjects. Whatever lessens the resist-

ing power of the brain may favor the development of syphilis of the

brain.

Various forms of insanity may be caused by syphilis, but mania,

melancholia, paranoia, paretic dementia, and dementia are the most

common varieties due to lues. Cases of mania, melancholia, and

paranoia of this origin are often associated with a greater degree of

dementia than is found when these psychoses are due to most other

causes. Paretic dementia of syphilitic origin is often atypical, and is, on

this account, sometimes termed pseudoparetic dementia.

The secondary manifestations of syphilis are very infrequently
attended with decided mental symptoms. Just what these psychic
disturbances are due to it is impossible to determine—whether to

impoverished brain nutrition, as Spitzka suggests, or to the direct

irritating effects of the syphilitic poison on the brain, we are not in a

position to determine. They occur at the time of the eruption and are

not due to the presence of fever, because the mental symptoms may be

present in cases in which the bodily temperature is about normal.

Motor restlessness and mental excitement, amounting at its height to

maniacal delirium, followed several months later by melancholia and

suicidal tendencies, were found in one case reported by Dr. Codell.^ In

some cases the patient becomes hypochondriacal. In most cases in

which the excitement is well marked the patient uses foul language,
and his actions and delusions, if any are present, show an erotic ten-

dency. A considerable degree of mental deterioration is often apparent.

1
Clouston, Mental Disease, p. 301.

^
Quoted by Clouston, from Journal of Mental Sciences, vol. xx., p. 564.
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This form of syphilitic insanity is usually curable, although it may run

a course of several months to a year or more.

Dr. Clouston describes a "delusional syphilitic insanity
" and says

of it : "It is duo, in my opinion, to slight brain starvation, and irritation

from syphilitic arteritis that has become arrested. It consists of an

incurable monomania of suspicion or of unseen agency, with hallucina-

tions of the senses, but without motor symptoms, following at some
distance of time an attack of syphilis in persons strongly predisposed
to insanity." The same writer gives cases of "vascular syphilitic

insanity
" and "

syphilomatous insanity."
The facts are that the ]>ossible sy})hilitic lesions of the brain are very

numerous, and the symptoms of these vary according to their extent

and situation. Atypical cases of paranoia are not infrequently of

syphilitic origin, and the delusions of such cases may relate to suspicion,
or to a feeling of persecution by unseen agencies. In other instances

various subjective sensations relating to certain portions of the body are

experienced. I have recently had a case of syphilitic paranoia under

my care, the patient claiming that his trouble was " bone consciousness."

He ate and slept well, but people wanted to break his bones. He often

sat in one position for hours at a time, insisting that if he moved, some
of his bones would break. He showed a considerable degree of dementia.

It is probable the " bone consciousness
" was due to the osteocopic pain,

which was just sufficient to keep his attention fixed upon his bones.

Some cases of insanity due to syphilis manifest mixed symptoms.
The psychosis may take a pseudoparanoiac type, and the patient may
show considerable dementia with well-pronounced moral perversion, at

times outbreaks of maniacal excitement or melancholic frenzy, during
which homicide may be committed. The following histor}' relates to a

case that was a typical example of insanity of the mixed type, or what
Clouston terms vascular syphilitic insanity :

" H. K., when he was a student, was infected with syphilis which ran a bad
course, had baldness, and, as we shall see, his liver was the seat of an old gum-
matous deposit. He entered the Church, married, and procreated several un-

healthy children. In twelve years after his attack of syphilis he became changed
mentally and morally, showing a morbid irritability, threatening violence to his

wife and children, disregarding the decencies of life and proprieties of his social

station and profession, going about his parish telling improper stories, and not

conducting himself rightly in regard to some of the female members of his con-

gregation. On admission to the asylum his mental symptoms were those of sim-

ple coherent
'

reasoning mania.' He had stricture, copper-colored blotches on
his skin, and irregular baldness. After being in the asylum a month he affirmed
he had several

'

fits,' but there was no proof then of convulsions. He was un-

truthful, malicious, showed no natural feeling and no self-respect. He was a year
in this asylum and was then transferred to another. His mental power steadily
deteriorated; he became subject to regularly recurring convulsive seizures

;
and

after some years he had, along with general weakness, a partial paralysis of the
left side, with incontinence of urine, thickness, but not tremulousness, of speech.
Mentally he passed from irrital)ility into eiifee])lement and loss of memory; from
that into stupor, in which state he died thirteen years after he tirst showed
mental symptoms, and twenty-five years after he had contracted the attack of

syphilis which had been at the root of all his ills."
*

1

Clouston, Mental Diseases, p. 304.
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Mental Symptoms Caused by Qummata of the Brain and Mem=
branes.—It should be borne in mind that it is probably rare to have
intracranial gummata without having the cerebral vessels also affected.

I cannot agree with Clouston in his statement : "Whatever may be the

frequency of ordinary syphilitic affections, all authors agree that brain

syphilis is rare, absolutely and relatively."
^ "When the mental disturb-

ance is due to the direct effect of gummata, the pseudo-forms of para-
noia and paretic dementia are not met with. It is, however, not un-

common to have the symptoms of either of these forms of insanity in

connection with gummata of the brain, but vascular lesions, rather than

gummata, will be found to account for these. Variable localizing

symptoms, partial atrophy of the optic disks, or a slight choking of

these, with attacks of stupor and with maniacal outbreaks, especially at

night, are common in the mental disturbances caused by gummata of

the brain and its membranes. I would not have the inference drawn
that typical cases of paretic dementia do not have a syphilitic origin,
because such cases are not infrequent.

Dementia.—The dementia that is due to syphilis rarely first comes
under the observation of a physician as a simple form of mental deterio-

ration, but early in the course of syphilis of the brain that finally

leads to dementia the patient shows symptoms of mania, melancholia,

paranoia, etc., with, however, a greater mental failure than is found in

uncomplicated forms of these psychoses. In some cases the early symp-
toms to w^hich attention is first directed are an unnatural irritability,

slight lacunae in memory, lessening of the moral sense, or, in other

words, a loss of the mental, moral, and physical tone of the individual.

This defect is very marked in those who had been noted for their high
moral sense, intellectual power, and physical carriage and endurance.

In other cases involvement of some of the cranial nerves, more com-

monly the third, precedes the apparent beginning of mental failure.

After referring to the changes found in the brain of those who suffer

from syphilitic insanity, Spitzka says :
" As a rule, the symptoms asso-

ciated with these morbid conditions are characterized by variability, and
an almost pathognomonic feature is the accompaniment of the earlier

mental symptoms by pronounced paralysis of single muscles or of defi-

nite muscular groups supplied by one or two cranial nerves. It is an

ordinary history of the inception of syphilitic dementia that after such

prodromal signs as headache and vertiginous or syncopal attacks the

patient may awake with ptosis, facial paralysis, aphasia, or paralytic
W'Cakness of a leg or an arm. These symptoms rapidly disappear, and

may as rapidly recur. With this the patient exhibits lacunre in his

memory, an undue irritability, and intolerance to alcoholic liquors."
It is difficult, if not impossible, to distinguish between typical cases

of syphilitic paretic dementia and the same psychosis of different origin.

Delusions are not infrequent during the early, or excited, period of syph-
ilitic dementia. It is probable that all advanced cases of syphilitic
dementia are associated with an affection of the cerebral arteries.

1
Clouston, Mental Diseases, p. 301.
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The prodromal period of this psychosis varies from a few months to

several years, depeiidiiitr iij)oii whether appr()|)riate treatment has been

adopted. Many cases are curable in the early stage, but n^lajises are

common unless treatment is repeated from time to time for the remain-

der of life. The course of the mental deterioration in the developed
cases is usually slow but progressive, with periods during which no
advance in the dementia is apparent. Underactive antisyj)hilitic treat-

ment in some cases, in which the dementia is well marked, decided

improvement may take place, but it is rarely sufficient to enable the

patient to resume charge of his business. In the downward course of

the disease the patient becomes stupid, apathetic, and filthy in person.
Delusions are not frequent, but in some cases ])rcsenting symptoms
somewhat similar to those of paretic dementia expansive delusions or

even maniacal excitement may develop suddeulv.

Prognosis.—Developed cases of syphilitic insanity associated with

incurable lesions of the brain are practically hopeless. The psychosis
that occurs during the time of the secondary symptoms of syphilis is

amenable to treatment, and recovery is the rule. Mental disturbances

caused by curable gummata are temporary if serious brain-lesions have
not taken place. Sypliilitic arteritis may yield to treatment early in

the course of this morbid process, but relapses are common
;

later the

condition of the vessels is not much influenced by treatment. As
syphilitic dementia is practically due to an advanced luetic aifection of

the cerebral vessels, this mental failure becomes hopeless.

Diagnosis.—In a number of cases it is comparatively easy to

make the diagnosis of "
insanity from syjjhilis," but in the greater

number such a diagnosis is impossible. We must remember that the

simple psychoses may develop in syphilitic subjects without there being
any specific causal relation. The following may aid in arriving at an

approximate diagnosis : The occurrence of apparently causeless attacks

of stupor, in which consciousness is rarely completely lost, but from
which the patient can be aroused partially and temporarily ;

severe

headache that is decidedly worse at night ;
variable symptoms of focal

brain-lesions, such as aphasia with left- sided hemiplegia, paralysis of an
arm on one side and a leg on the other, showing multiple lesions

;
and

cranial nerve-involvement, especially of fibers of the third, giving rise

to ptosis, strabismus, irregularity of the pupils ;
next of the fourth and

sixth, then of the facial, and finally of the fifth, causing areas of anes-

thesia on the face. Almost any of the cranial nerves may be affected by
syphilis.

PARETIC DEMENTIA.

Paretic dementia is essentially a chronic form of insanity, character-

ized by gradually increasing dementia, exaggerated unsystematized delu-

sions, motor loeahiess, speech defect, and trophic disturbances, and is the

result of organic changes in the central nervous system, especially marked
in the cei^ebral cortex.

This form of insanity is frequently the subject of medicolegal inves-
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ligation, because the moral turpitude, amnesia, and delusions of grandeur
which so commonly constitute the prevailing psychic symptoms lead the

individual to disregard the value of property, the rights of others, the

customs of society, and the restraints of law.

Causes.—Paretic dementia is a disease of the mature period of life^

and is most frequent between the thirtieth and fiftieth years. It has

been met with in early childhood—as early as the twelfth year
—and

after the sixtieth year. It is, however, exceedingly rare during the

extremes of life. It probably occurs from four to six times more fre-

quently in the male than in the female. Direct heredity plays an

unimportant part in the production of the disease, but indirect heredi-

tary influences may be traced in one-fourth of the cases. Syphilis,

alcohol, venereal excesses, and the eifects of heat on the head seem to

be capable of giving rise to paretic dementia. The greatest cause is

found in worry, mental strain, and the feverish excitement and uncer-

tainty incident to modern civilization, especially when we have added
msufficient food, irregular habits, and excesses of various kinds.

Pathologic Anatomy.^—Cases of general paralysis (paretic

dementia) have been the playfield of pathologists for years and years.
These cases are long-continued ones—most of them get into asylums and

hospitals, and here postmortem examinations are the rule. A multitude

of pathologic findings is the result. In fact, from the naked-eye appear-
ances alone, we could almost repeat the entire array of pathologic

changes found in insanity. There is a somewhat satisfactory agreement
as to the main findings in this disease. In the great m-ajority of the

cases the naked-eye apjjearances are decided, and the microscopic

changes are somewhat uniform and characteristic. In only a very few

cases have no lesions been found.

I think we can state it as a general fact that the lesions in this dis-

order are of two main kinds: (1) A progressive degeneration of the

nervous elements of the brain and cord, and (2) an array of subacute

inflammatory changes in the membranes of the same structures. With
these we have coincident changes in many other tissues.

To the naked eye, in cases that have reached the full height of the

disease, we find on removing the calvarium that this is often thickened,

that the diploe is extremely vascular, and that exostoses of the inner

table may be present. Observers have found in a few cases the cal-

varium thinned.

We next observe the dura mater, and in this membrane the changes
are rather constant. It is usually found thickened, congested, and

unduly adherent to the skull-cap. In the falx cerebri I have twice

found bony plates. The dura here and there often shows blood-pig-
ment stains. These are generally on the inner surface, and indicate

minute hemorrhages. Large hemorrhages in the subdui'al space are

found in 4 per cent, of cases. Not infrequently this membrane shows

all the evidences of an old pachymeningitis.
The arachnoid and the pia are often found thickened and opaque,

1 The section on piithology is written by Dr. E. R. Axtell.
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and show a serous intiltratioii. Opacity along the course of the larger

vessels is the rule. The pia is very frequently, indeed, found adherent

to the superficial layers of the cortex
; generally, however, only over the

vertical and parietal regions. On stri])ping it off, even witii the great-

est of care, it brings some of the hrain-substance with it, and leaves a

peculiar, irregularly eroded surface, which is recognized l)y
some path-

ologists as the most characteristic gross lesion of |)aretic dementia.

Even before the pia has been removed we notice certain typical and

characteristic chau";es in the brain=substance. It seems unusuallv

flaccid, and sinks somewhat under its own weight. The large olfactory

bulbs and the optic nerves are often found wasted and softened. In fully

90 per cent, of all cases of paretic dementia we find distinct naked-eye

appearances of cortical atrophy. We look for this, and usually find it

in two locations—first in the frontal lobes, secondly in the parietal region.

The occipital lobes and the base of the brain are com])aratively free

from any appearance of such change.
The atrophy is seen in the irregular surface of the brain as a whole,

in that the convolutions affected a[>pear flattened in places, the sulci are

gaping, and the brain-tissue is evidently wasted. A loss of cerebral

weight occurs from this atrophy, which amounts to from 2 to 5 ounces.

On an average, from 4 to (i fluidounces of serous fluid escape during
the removal and subsequent section of a brain.

Where the cortex cerebri shows atrophy, the part may be anemic and

pale, or it may be deeply colored in circumscribed patches. In about

an even number of cases the gray matter of the cortex is softened or

indurated.

The white matter of the brain is usually normal in its great bulk,
but it often presents points of softening as well as sclerosis, and in

limited portions it })resents evidences, by its ]>inkish aspect, of capillary

hyjieremia.
The ventricles are frequently found dilated and filled with serous

fluid, and their lining membrane, the ependyma, is thickened and granu-
lated. In a few cases the pineal gland is calcareous.

The cerebellum, the pons, and the medulla usually appear normal
to the naked eye. Observers have found them softened and somewhat

atrophied, with the membranes over them thickened and adherent.

With these naked-eye changes in the brain we also find somewhat
similar changes in the spinal cord— /. e., thickened tunics, increase of

fluid, hemorrhages, atrophy of cord in posterior and ])osteromedian

columns, and occasionally evidences of circumscribed or disseminated

myelitis.
With these multiple changes in the brain and cord we may find a.

great array of pathologic lesions in the otlun^ tissues and organs. In
the heart we find the valves thickened and distorted in about 40 per
cent, (if all cases. With this the arch of the aorta presents evidence

of atheroma in fully <S5 per cent. The kidneys are the seat of some
trouble in about 45 per cent, of the cases. Interstitial nephritis is the

most common renal disturbance.
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Such are the usual macroscopic changes in the great majority of

cases of paretic dementia. They are not all that may be found in any
one case, for a paretic dement may have received injuries or had lack

of development that might be responsible for other pathologic findings.
The microscopic appearances must now engage our attention. The

microscopic changes that have been described are even more numerous
than those observed by the naked eye. The subject might engage our

attention to an extreme length, but one familiar with the pathologic prod-
ucts of an inflammation does not need to have reviewed for him all

the evidences of such inflammation attacking the different structures.

Three tissues have been studied with great care : (1) The blood-vessels
;

(2) the nerve-cells (ganglion-cells) and fibers
; (3) the neuroglia.

Blood=vessels.—Sections of blood-vessels from the cortex in this

disease show distention of the vessels when comj)ared with vessels from
a normal brain. The dilatation and tortuosity of these minute vessels

witness to their prolonged overexertion by intense or repeated conges-
tions. With this overdistention we find in the vessel-walls, as well as

about the vessels, evidences of acute and chronic inflammation and
effusions of the formed elements of the blood. In those cases of ex-

tensive hemorrhage from some of the larger vessels we find new capil-

lary loops and vessels formed in the clot, which in turn rupture and add
to the blood-mass. The changes in the vessel-walls are very uniform

;

there is a proliferation of the inflammatory nuclei in every coat, the

intima is thickened, the media of the small vessels hypertrophied, and
the adventitia infiltrated. Both an arteritis and a periarteritis exist.

Miliary aneurysms are apt to be a secondary result. Pigmentary,

fatty, and colloid changes may follow in the arterioles and small vessels.

The Ganglion=celIs.—These are the structures that bear the brunt

of the disease we are describing. The general fate of these cells is

"
atrophy." Let us take a section of the gray matter from a wasting

area, and the cells in it will be seen to present the following changes :

(1) A few apparently hypertrophied, with a greatly enlarged nucleus
;

later these cells become granular and disappear. (2) Many cells show-

ing complete granulation and pigmentation without change in size or

shape. (3) Other cells showing changes in outline, with loss of cell

processes ;
cell space occupied by fat and pigment. (4) Cells showing

disappearance of processes and nuclei, with a granular mass represent-

ing body. With these changes we find in such an area an increase in

the number of connective-tissue nuclei, vacuoles in a few apparently

healthy cells, and occasional calcification of degenerating cells.

The Neuroglia.—Early, the nuclei of this tissue show prolifera-
tion. This nuclear increase is the great characteristic lesion of general

paralysis, although it is not confined to this disease alone. This in-

crease usually terminates in some sclerosis or in a dense, granular, fibril-

lar condition, and produces the areas of hardening which we have noted

with the naked eye and the adhesion of the pia to the cortex. By
pressing upon neighboring blood-vessels it cuts off circulation in distant

parts and helps produce areas of softening.
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The modified neuroglia cells, the spider-cells, increase in numl)er and

oc(;asionally produce a fibrillar lueshwork, hut this is never of much

imj)ortance.
Tlie changes in the nerve-fihers of the aflPected cerebral areas are

usually the result of ))ressure, and the fillers become tortuous, irregular,

and atrophied. In all areas of cerebral atroj)liy amyloid and colloid

bodies may be present from destructive changes in nerve-fibers and
cells.

The microscopic changes which a])])ear in the spinal cord are similar

in all res])ects to those which are found in the brain—sclerosis, soften-

ing, atrophy of ganglion-cells in the gray matter, atrophy of nerve-

fibers, increase of Deiters's cells, and an appearance of amyloid bodies.

Occasionally the spinal nerves exhibit atrophy, and the connective tissue,

hy])erplasia.
There have been found morbid anatomic changes in the synijiathetic

nervous system, but such changes seem to have no distinct bciiringupon
the disease.

Symptoms.—The tendency to degeneration of the entire central

nervous system is well marked in paretic dementia and in posterior

spinal sclerosis. In many cases of the former fairly typical examples
of the latter disease develop. These are frequently spoken of as the

descending type of paretic dementia. In a number of cases of posterior

spinal sclerosis paretic dementia may be added late in the course of the

disease. These have been termed the ascending type of paretic dementia.

There seems to be no more reason for recognizing an ascending and a

descending type of paretic dementia than there is for regarding these

cases as types of ascending and descending posterior spinal sclerosis.

The important practical points to bear in mind are that in both diseases

degeneration may be found in nearly every part of the nervous system,

peripheral as well as central
;
that when the cerebral cortex is affected,

mental symptoms develop, giving rise to the psvchic symptoms of

paretic dementia, and when this escapes the destructive process, the dis-

ease is recognized as posterior spinal sclerosis. Pathologically, then, the

two diseases are practically the same, but clinically a distinction is made
when mental symptoms are present.

In many cases the disease runs a fairly even course from the be-

ginning to the end, and a prodromal, an exalted, and a demented stage
in the order named may be recognized. In another class of cases grad-

ually increasing dementia, ataxia, and motor weakness, but without de-

lusions, are the only symptoms throughout the course of the disease.

In a small group of cases, instead of an ex])ansive mood in the devel-

oped period of the disease, the patient is depressed.^ In the vast

majority of cases mental weakness with a feeling of mental and physi-
cal exhaustion marks the first symjitoms of the disease, but in a few, evi-

dences of physical failure are the most prominent symptoms from the first.

It is claimed by many that the disease never begins suddenly, but several

cases have been reported in which the symptoms apparently began
' In 3 or 4 per cent, of the cases, according to Clouston, Modal Diseases, p. 271.
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abruptly, ran a fulminating course of a few days, and ended in death.

The question may be raised whether these were examples of paretic
dementia. The probabilities are that a case of paretic dementia always

develops gradually, but that the first pronounced symptoms may come
on suddenly, as happened in one of Clouston's cases,

^ in which fatal

convulsions were the first symptoms to attract attention, but the autopsy
showed the typical lesions of paretic dementia. It is most likely
that Dr. Clouston would have detected symptoms of the disease in this

patient had his attention been attracted to him before the occurrence of

the convulsions. I shall first describe the more common form of the

disease.

Developmental Period of the Disease.—Early in the history of

the disorder the symptoms are those of a general nervous disturbance

with a feeling of depression. At first there may be nothing character-

istic about the symptoms. The patient complains of headache, which

is frequently spoken of as a band-like sensation, of a tired feeling, often

of a sense of exhaustion on the slightest exercise, and he is noticed

to be unnaturally irritable. Mental exhaustion is as easily provoked as

is the physical. The symptoms of general languor and mental depres-
sion are not equally pronounced every day. The patient has his good

days and his bad ones, and his moody, depressed, and irritable condition

during the latter is in marked contrast with his feelings and actions

during the former. At this stage the trouble may be regarded as one of

neurasthenia, with periods of "
fits of the blues," and there may be no

symptoms present by which a different diagnosis can be made. Soon,

however, evidences of mental failure, with change of character, are

detected. The mental weakness manifests itself by loss of memory,
inability to keep up mental concentration or to pursue new lines of

thought.
The amnesia is most marked for recent events. That which is read

is almost immediately forgotten, and occurrences that took place a few

hours previously he may strive in vain to recall. If the patient has

been a methodic man before, the contrast is very pronounced. Engage-
ments are made and never thought of again, wrong entries are made in

the books, or he may fiiil to make any entry. If he goes into a restau-

rant, he may leave without any thought of paying. In making pur-

chases, he may forget to pay for them. If he is going on a trip, he

may fail to take money with him, and he may even take the wrong
train. In conversation he is inattentive and seems in an abstracted

condition, but it is different from that caused by mental preoccupation
from the fact that he is unable to tell what he is thinking about. A
sharp distinction must be made between absent-mindedness that is nat-

ural to some persons and amnesia caused by disease. For loss of mem-

ory to be an evidence of disease it must be foreign to the nature and
habits of the individual.

Mental work is attended with great exhaustion, and at times the

patient is unable to concentrate his mind for more than a few moments
1
Clouston, Mental Diseases^ p. 268.
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at a time. Routine work may be kept up much longer than that which

requires independent thought and action. New lines of thought are be-

yond the patient's ability to follow, and he seems to be completely de-

void of all s})()ntaneity.

The whole character of the man changes. lie becomes indifferent

concerning busine-^s affairs, the appearance of his person, and the wel-

fare of his wife and children. At first he may realize tliis growing in-

difference and loss of natural affection, and may weep over them, but

soon these changes cease to attract his attention. It is rare for a paretic

dement, even in the early stage of his disease, to be concerned about his

mental weakness. This is in marked (X)utrastto the a})prehensive mental

state of some neurasthenics who live in constant fear of approaching in-

sanity, and never lose an opportunity to talk about and bemoan their

inevitable fate. Carelessness and indifference are early and prominent

symptoms of the paretic dement, and as the amnesia and other evidences

of mental failure increase, he may abstractedly take things that do

not belong to him, or, through moral turpitude, he appropriates the

property of others as though it were his own. The headache, which

may have been moderate before, is apt to increase as the disease pro-

gresses, and sometimes scotomata, pains in the eyes, and tinnitus aurium

may be complained of. The complete healthy conscious state is replaced

by a condition of blurred consciousness, as shown by the false interpre-
tations of impressions. The will weakens, and the patient may be in-

fluenced to do things that were repugnant to him in his normal state.

Some who had formerly been noted for their correct habits of life have

been induced to poison their wives and marry courtesans. It is ]irob-
able that the bigamies that have been committed by paretic dements
have occurred from the amnesia and loss of moral sense, as well as from
the lessened will-power of the individual.

Irritability is a marked feature of the developmental stage of paretic
dementia. The patient becomes hard to please, and breaks out into a

violent rage when it is least expected. He is ready to quarrel, and if

things have not been done to his liking, he may manifest a disposition
to resort to blows. The little things of life concern him more than the

weighty matters. He may fly into a violent passion on having his

meals served late or on account of a dish having been cooked improp-
erly, but remain unmoved on hearing of the loss of a considerable por-
tion of his property. He often contracts habits of drinking to excess,
and it is noticed that small quantities of alcohol affect him more than

they did formerly. During his debauches he is a hail-fellow-well-met,
and is prodigal in his lil)erality, especially toward strangers. Some are

penurious at home and spendthrifts among jolly companions.
As the disease progresses in all directions blunting of the finer feel-

ings and a loss of the moral sense are especially noticeable. Neither

joy nor sorrow in the family circle affects him as it did formerly. If

he has been a cultured and refined member of society, he loses his

interest in reading, art, the sciences, and in all the higher intellectual

pursuits. His nature becomes coarse, his tastes vulgar, and he may
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show a pronounced increase in the sexual passion, so that he may shock

and disgrace his family and friends by frequenting low and vulgar

places and by associating in public with lewd women. His oiienses

against society, law, and morals become more pronounced. He indulges

freely in alcohol, spends much of his time in disreputable resorts, and

may expose his person on the street or in front of show-windows. He
wastes his money by making purchases of useless articles or by contract-

ing enormous debts which he may or may not be able to pay. Large
fortunes have been squandered in a very short time by paretic dements.

Whatever is done is done by chance, and the only guide for action is

that which springs from the caprices of an imagination sorely disordered

on account of brain-disease. Forethought, reason, and judgment under

these circumstances form no part of the mental process. The mind is

no longer capable of being impressed, and if the patient is expostulated
with on account of his extravagance and improper conduct, he seems

incapable of being impressed with the true nature of his actions.

The physical symptoms in a few cases are, from the first, more

prominent than the mental, but in the majority they may not become

prominent until late in the developmental stage of the disease. In

many cases after the mental symptoms have progressed for a time there

is a temporary improvement in these, but irritative somatic conditions

develop, such as difficulty in breathing, fulness of the stomach, pains in

the limbs, and insomnia.^ In the so-called ascending types of paretic
dementia the physical symptoms are the first to appear and are the

more prominent ones for a length of time. They consist largely of

shooting pains in the legs, belt-like sensations around the body and

head, double vision, tinnitus aurium, and inability to walk steadily in

the dark or when the eyes are closed. On examination partial color-

blindness, Argyll-Robertson pupil, and loss of knee-jerk will be found.

In the descending type slight disturbance in individual motor cranial

nerves may be found among the prodromal symptoms, giving rise to

awkward movements, tremor, and paresis of the tongue and lips, dis-

orders of speech, and pu]>illary irregularities. In some cases a slight

tremor is observed in the limbs early in the disease. In many instances

the physical symptoms, although present at an early period in the his-

tory of this disorder, may be so slight as to escape detection unless they
are carefully searched for.

The muscular weakness may at first be limited to the tongue and

lips, which present a tremor on attempts to speak, especially at hurried

efforts in pronouncing difficult words in which the sound of *' r
"

is

prominent.
The speech defects are amnesic and ataxic. There is a difficulty

in pronouncing explosive hissing sounds. The words "
truly rural,'^

" national intelligencer,"
"
electricity,"

"
irritative," and "

stethoscope
"

are difficult for the patient to pronounce distinctly. The first two phrases
are the ones that are most commonly employed to detect paresis of the

lips and tongue. It is probable that no person suffering from paretic
*
KirchhofF, Handbook of Insanity^ p. 267.
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dementia and paresis of the lips and tongue can pronounce the words
"
truly rural

"
distinctly. On getting the patient to read aloud rapidly

or to talk while agitated the speech defect becomes very much increased.

The pupils may be normal in the prodromal jicriod, but in a large

percentage of cases they show evidences of disease. One pupil may be
normal in size and the other large or small. The pupil that responds
least readily to light is the affected one. Both pupils may be very
small or quite large, and act imperfectly to light.

Epileptiform and ap()})lectiform seizures are commonly late symp-
toms, but it must be borne in mind that in some cases they are the first

symptoms to attract attention, and they may precede the fully developed
stage by several months or even a year.

As yet no pronounced delusions may be manifest. The patient

presents motor and mental weakness, speech disturbances, and vaso-

motor changes, prominent symptoms of the developed stage, but no

exaggerated delusions of grandeur. The friends of the patient recog-
nize the mental and physical changes that have taken place, but they

may not attribute these to insanity. Even after various evidences of

mental weakness, consisting of loss of memory, mental exhaustion, lack

of judgment, impaired will-power, and a depraved moral state, have
been observed the patient may still be retained in important positions
in which he may bankrupt large firms, render himself and his family

penniless, or jeopardize life.

The Explosive or Developed Stage.—The transition from the pro-
dromal to the developed stage of the disease is gradual. The delusions

of grandeur are usually preceded l)y a period of depression during which
the patient is hypochondriacal. His mood is capricious, and he readily

passes from cheerfulness to depression, and is given to fits of reckless

anger. Depressive delusions with a feeling of physical exhaustion are

common. Head pains and various other bodily sensations mav be

complained of. Mental weakness increases, and the bodily infirmities

observed during the first stage becomes more pronomiced. Soon, how-

ever, all subjective feelings of depression pai^s away, and a sense of

well-being takes their place. Although pronounced delusions may not
be expressed if they are present, yet the ideas j)artake of the character

of grandeur, the patient becomes restless and enterprising. He deter-

mines to improve his condition. To accomplish this he will make
radical changes in his method of doing business, or, if necessary, he will

change his occupation entirely. He is ready to engage in any scheme,
and spends his money foolishly. He makes ridiculous ])urchases and

buys enormous quantities of useless articles. His lil)erality knows no
bounds. The delusions of grandeur of the paretic dement are very
similar, being modified by the social position, the customs of the

country, the education, and the sex of the patient. The natural desire

of the individual determines the character of the delusions. These in

the male relate to power, riches, size, strength, and the animal passions ;

in the female to love, dress, and children. Whatever the fancy or

imagination suggests, he possesses. There is no attempt to account for
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the enormous wealth or unlimited power. He does not see the incon-

gruity of a person possessed of great wealth being dressed in rags,
neither does he realize that a low-bred and unknown person of yesterday
cannot be a king to-day or a ruler of the universe to-morrow.

As the delusions of grandeur increase, mental, moral, and physical
deterioration progresses, so that the gait is feeble and more uncertain,
mental weakness with loss of memory becomes pronounced, and speech
defect is so great that the patient may have difficulty in making him-

self understood. At first there

was noticed only a difficulty in

pronouncing explosive and hissing

sounds, especially marked on ex-

citement
;

later such sounds cannot

be uttered distinctly at any time,
and finally wrong consonants may
be used, and whole syllables are

dropped. When the patient at-

tempts to pronounce a test-word,
the lips are closed and fixed, a

tremor takes place at the angles
of the mouth, the zygomatic! act

spasmodically, the skin over the

forehead is corrugated, and the

word, when it can be pronounced
at all, is uttered imperfectly, with

an explosive movement of the

lips. The tremor of the lips is

said to be most pronounced in al-

coholic subjects.^ The delusions

are unsystematized throughout the

course of the disease, and are usu-

ally changeable, but certain delu-

sions, or those relating to certain

subjects, may predominate. In
some cases hallucinations of vision are prominent and relate most com-

monly to bright objects and beautiful visions. Olfactory hallucinations

are the next most common. Auditory ones are much less frequent.
-

The downward progress of the paretic dement may be an even one,
but in many cases violent explosions occur from time to time. These

may be in the form of maniacal, epileptiform, or apoplectiform attacks.

Maniacal attacks may occur at any time of the disease
; they may

be the first prominent symptoms ; may recur from time to time through-
out the course of the malady, or they may be absent altogether. They
are more common during the height of the disease. The less the mental

powers are destroyed at the time of their occurrence, the more varied

will be the flight of ideas and the greater the appearance of reasoning.
The patient may utter a perfect torrent of words for hours at a time.

^

Spitzka.
^
Mickle, General Paralysis of the Insane.

Fig. 101.—Paretic dementia. He was born
in Wales, is forty-two years of age, single, and
an engineer by occupation. He has been a
very hard drinker, and has lived an irregular
and dissipated life. He has acted peculiarly
for more than a year. Six months ago he was
adjudged insane and sent to the State Insane
Asylum. He is happy, dispenses millions of
dollars, has the most exaggerated, unsystem-
atized delusions of grandeur, and presents the
characteristic speech defects of a paretic de-
ment.
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The ideas, as iu simple mania, are numerous and relate to various sub-

jects. Frequently before one sentence is finished another is begun.
He yells at the top of his voice, sings, dances, repeats jxietry, cries

murder, demands to be let out, threatens the most cruel })unishment on

his attendants, and may brutally assault any one who comes in contact

with him. The maniacal period may last fur iiours, days, or weeks, and

sometimes ends in death from exhaustion. It should be borne in mind
that these attacks may come on suddenly during the night, and that the

patient may destroy life or set fire to his room.

Epileptiform seizures may be the first symptoms to attract atten-

tion, but, as a rule, they occur more commonly late in the disease.

When they are among the early symptoms they are more likely to par-
take of the character of true epileptic convulsions, but w'hen they do

not develop until late, the convulsive action may be continuous and only
atfect one side of the body, or they may be bilateral and assume the f )rm

of status epilepticus.

Apoplectiform attacks following congestive spells which have been

attended with flushing: of the face and head for weeks mav come on

suddenly and be attended by hemiplegic symptoms, and not infrequently

by unilateral convulsive movements affecting the limbs or the weakened

side of the body. It is rare for the apoplectiform or epileptiform
attacks to prove fatal, but the patient may make a fairly rapid recovery.
It is found, however, that mental deterioration and vasomotor disturb-

ances are more pronounced after each attack.

Inequality of the pupils is comuKinly found in paretic dementia.

Sometimes the Argyll-Rol)ertson pupil is present, in wdiich the pupil
will not respond to light, but does to accommodation. Extreme pinhole

pupils or pronounced dilatation following myosis is said to indicate a

rapid progress in the disease.

Depressive delusions throughout the delusional period of the disease

are rare, but they do occur in a few cases. In other instances they may
alternate with the expansive delusions. The depressive delusions, like

the expansive ones, are noted for their extravagant character.

The paretic dement gradually fails in mind and body, and although
he may be unable to rise from his bed, he still maintains that he was
never better, and finally, after being exhausted from various trophic dis-

turbances, such as herpes zoster, malignant bed-sores, furuncles, hema-
toma of the lower bowel, diarrhea, gastric hemorrhage, or pulmonary
gangrene, he sinks from exhaustion. In the late stage of the disease

bladder and renal complications are not uncommon.
Hiematoma auris, the " insane ear," or bloody tumor of the ear,

which is the result of trophic disturbance, is not infre(|uent during the

late period of the disease, especially in those cases in which the ear has

been irritated in any way. During the greater portion of the course of

the disease a blow to the ear, such as may occur from the patient's

falling and striking the ear against some hard substance, will cause a

bloody tumor to form on the ear.

Remissions in the course of the patient's dementia are of rare occur-

Vol. I.—42
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rence, but they sometimes take place in cases in which they are least

expected, especially as the persons were thought to be near the terminal

period. I cannot do better than to quote from Spitzka
^
in this connec-

tion :

" Countless have been the errors made by those who have looked on
these hiati in the disease as recoveries. There is no more remarkable
and deceptive observation in neuropathology than the abatement of a
dementia with delusions of grandeur which permits the patient to return

to his vocation, and the simultaneous disappearance of a paralysis and
ataxia which may have been complicated by episodes of an almost fatal

character. Although residua of the symptoms may mark the period
of remission, yet there are exceptional cases where even the expert may
be unable to detect any deviation from the normal standard of mental
and physical health. In the vast majority of cases, however, tremor of

the hands, irregularity of the pupils if it previously existed, and a slight

speech defect and clumsy walk are found more or less prominent, even
in the remissions. An anomaly of the moral and mental character or

of both is also quite common. The patient is given to purposeless

lying, is irritable and extravagant ;
to the expert the continuing demen-

tia is but imperfectly masked by the superficial signs of recovery ;
while

to the laity the occurrence of an assault, the expenditure of a for-

tune, or an apoplectiform attack may prove tragical or costly comments
on their ready credulity."

The duration of the remissions may vary from a few weeks to some

years. The average duration Spitzka places at from two to four months,
and states that in one of his cases the remission lasted three years, dur-

ing which time the patient attended to important business affairs. The
same author thinks that remissions are most frequent among the alco-

holic paretic dements.

Duration of Paretic Dementia.—The prodromal period is

most variable. It may last from a few months to a few years. After

the disease has developed the duration is two or three years, although
the disease may prove fatal within a few months or it may last for sev-

eral years.

Prognosis.—The cases having a rheumatic or alcoholic origin run

the longest course and afford the greatest number of remissions and

apparent recoveries.

Diagnosis.—After the disease has developed there can be little

difficulty in the diagnosis. In the early stage it is not always so easy.

Mental weakness, including loss of memory, lessened will-power, and

impaired judgment, a change of character as denoted by moral depravity
and loss of the higher interests, ethical ideas and feelings, vertiginous

attacks, speech defects, tremor of the lips and tongue, and inequality
of the pupils usually mark the early stage of the disease. Neuras-

thenics present speech defects, depression, and great apprehension.
The speech defects in the neurasthenic come on after flitigue and are not

observed in the early morning. In paretic dementia they may be pres-
^

Mickle, General Paralysis of the Insane^ p. 214.
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ent at any time of the day. The neurasthenic shows no mental faihire,

but is constantly apprehensive of losing his mental power. Tlie paretic

dement does not recognize his mental failure.

The temporary condition jn-oduced l)y the effect: of alcohol may
closely sinudate the symptoms of paretic dementia. The mental slow-

ness and failure and the typical speech defects often seen in persons just

recovering from a debauch, in the absence of a history of the indul-

gence, cannot be absolutely distinguished from the early stage of paretic

dementia. In all cases in which there is any doul)t the diagnosis had

better be deferred. The history and the presence of dementia will pre-

vent mistaking the disease for mania or melancholia, and the unsys-
tematized delusions will exclude paranoia. The history and the char-

acter of the symptoms will separate paretic dementia from the other

forms of dementia.

SENILE DEMENTIA.

Senile dementia occurs as a primary mental failure in elderly sub-

jects, and exceeds to a pathologic extent the usual changes found to

occur in the involutional period of life.

The mental condition of persons afflicted with this form of insanity
is frequently the subject of medicolegal investigation, because the moral

and mental deterioration attended by a suspiciousness, especially against
relatives and friends, frequently leads them to make an unnatural dis-

position of their property or to enter into foolish marriage contracts.

Direct heredity probably plays a minor part in the causation of senile

dementia, but it is conceivable that indirect hereditary influences may
become active at a period when all the tissues of the body show a ten-

dency to decay. Prolonged worry, mental strain, and diathetic condi-

tions leading to atheroma of the cerebral arteries are apparently the

most common cause of senile dementia.

One of the earliest and most common symptoms is impairment of

memory, es])ecially for recent events. Sleeplessness and restlessness are

frequent. The subject becomes morbidly suspicious, especially of his

relatives and friends. He is egotistic and often penurious to an extreme

degree. As the mental deterioration progresses memory becomes more

impaired, but this is most pronounced for current events. What was
eaten a few hours before may not be remembered, or the assertion is

made and believed that no food has been taken that day. The patient

may forget the name of his physician if he has known him only a short

time, and mistake him for his former medical attendant. The place at

which he is staying, the names of his children, the month, and the year

may all be forgotten, yet incidents of early life are recalled with ease

and related accurately. Moral deterioration is common. Vulgar
expressions are used, and the habits may become filthy and intemperate.
The delusions usually relate to property. It is rare for them to be of

an extravagant character, but they concern things that might |)robably
occur. Thev believe that they are beino- defrauded, and this leads tiiem

to lose confidence in their formerly trusted agents, and to intrust their
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property to designing persons who talk plausibly and seem to do as

desired. Morbid sexual desires are sometimes present in the male, and
indecent exposure of the person or assaults upon young girls may occur.

To gratify the sexual appetite ridiculous marriage contracts may be

entered into. Impulsive acts, either homicidal or suicidal, may be com-
mitted. According to the analysis of 203 cases by Clouston, at least

one-third of the senile dements are melancholiac. The same author

states that of all forms of insanity, the senile dement most often becomes

agitated and noisy at night. Disturbances in speech are common.
There is a difficulty in recalling words, especially nouns. Sometimes a

word is omitted or a wrong one is used. The physical symptoms, as

well as the mental, indicate decay. The arteries are usually hard, fre-

quently cord-like, and arcus senilis is present in many cases, with other

degenerative changes in the eye. A tremor of the facial muscles is

almost invarial)ly present.

Diagnosis.—There is usually but little difficulty in the diagnosis
if the history of the case and the character of the mental failure are

carefully studied. Those cases that exhibited maniacal excitement or

melancholiac depression may easily be distinguished from mania and

melancholia by the presence of dementia. A single delusion on one

subject may be present in some instances, but this is not elaborately

systematized ; besides, the failure of memory would prevent the case

being mistaken for paranoia. Paretic dementia rarely occurs after the

sixtieth year.

INSANITY FROM GROSS LESIONS OF THE BRAIN, SUCH AS TUMOR,
CYST, AND VASCULAR DISTURBANCES, RESULTING IN

SOFTENING.

Any form of gross organic lesion of the brain may be followed by

insanity, depending uj^on the extent of the lesion and its situation.

Strictly s])eaking, mental disturbances resulting from gross lesions of

the brain are not classed among the insanities, but practically there is

little difference mentally between the poor paralytic who sits at home in

his chair, irritable, emotional, and demented, and the restless dement

who disturbs the wards of the asylums.
Gross lesions of the brain are capable of giving rise to grave mental

disturbances in persons who do not inherit any predisposition to insanity,

but those who inherit or acquire an irritable and unstable cerebral

organization are much more prone to suifer from mental disturbances

than those of a previously healthy organization. A large proportion
of the insane from gross lesions of the brain, especially from lesions in

the great ganglia at the base, present a hereditary predisposition to

nervous or mental breakdown. It is probable that tlie cerebral organ-
ization in many is sufficiently strong to stand the ordinary wear and

tear of brain-strain until some destructive local process takes place in

the brain, which proves sufficient to disarrange the harmony of action

of the whole convolutional organization.
Gross lesions on either side of the brain may cause insanity, but it
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has .seemed to me, althou!j;li T have no statistics to prove it, that lesions

on the left side are more commonly attended with mental disturbance

than the same character of lesions on the right side. This seems to be

due to the more profound speech defects occurring from lesions in the

left cerebral hemisphere. In the majority of cases oi' hemij)legia the

leg improves more than the arm. According to Hughlings Jackson's

observation, when the arm improves to a greater degree tiian the leg,
mental defect is more likely to result than in the opj)osite condition.

The mental disturbance most commonly met with from gross lesions

of the brain is a form of dementia somewhat similar to senile dementia.

In many cases the pathologic process underlying the insanity is prac-

tically the same. Senile dementia is usually due to disease of the

cerebral vessels. The cases of softening resulting in insanity are also

due to a diseased condition of the vessels. In both instances many of

the cerebral vessels are probably diseased, but in the one, local softening
results because the vessel supplying a cei'tain area of the brain is dis-

eased to a greater degree than the others.

The prominent mental symptoms are loss of memory, especially for

recent impressions, irritability, disturbed emotional state, lessened power
of mental concentration and sustained attention. Sometimes the mental
defect takes the form of excitement or morbid depression, with mental
weakness. A suspicious tendency, with delusions of persecution, is not

infrequent. The emotional disturbance is often greatest at night, when
some become suicidal.

Prognosis.—Dr. Clouston states: "In the nine years, 1874 to

1882, we have had, out of 3145 admissions to the Royal Asylum,
Edinburgh, 91 cases diagnosed as paralytic insanity

—that is, nearly 3

per cent. Of those 91 cases, 17, or almost 19 per cent., recovered

completely."
^ It will be seen that about one-fifth of the cases of in-

sanity due to gross lesions of the brain recover, others improve ;
10 out

of the remaining 82 improved sufficiently to be sent home.

Diagnosis.—In some cases the irregular condition of the pupils,
the speecii disturbances, and the mental failure may at first suggest

paretic dementia. A history of the case, which in many cases is the

history of a vascular lesion of the brain, in a few^ that of tumor, the

character of the paralysis,
—

usually hemiplegic,
—the variety of the

speech defect,
—commonly aphasic, not a dysarthria, with an amnesic

and ataxic defect,
—and the absence of tremor of the lips and tongue

will leave little doubt as to the true nature of the trouble.

MENTAL CONDITION IN STATES OF ARRESTED CEREBRAL
DEVELOPMENT.

The brain may be arrested in its development during gestation, from

injuries received at the time of delivery, or from traumatism and dis-

ease acting subsequently to this period, but before the age of ])ui)erty
is reached. Those that are nnteachable, except, like the brute that has
learned to avoid certain things because they are always associated with

'

Clouston, ibid., 248.
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corporal jiunishment, have been classed as idiots, and the remainder,

showing varions degrees of mental defect, from that which just raises

them above the idiot to the slighter impairment of brain, as imbeciles.

The term feeble-minded has been employed to designate those who,
from arrested development, are just below the normal in mental power.
Were the term feeblc-raindedness always limited to the mental defect

resulting from arrested cerebral development, there could be no objec-
tion to its use, but, unfortunately, it is indiscriminately used by many
to denote a slight weakness of the mind occurring in the child or adult.

The idiots, the unteachable, never rise to the degree of intelligence
found in domesticated animals. Their wants have to be supplied, and

they are the source of constant care and anxiety. In some instances a

considerable affection is shown by them, but, influenced and actuated by
all the lower instincts and passions of human nature, they may mani-

fest great sexual desire, show violent passion, and become the subject
of various impulses. They are often masturbators, Ijecome cruel and

inhuman, and have a penchant for the destruction of property. The

question of responsibility can never arise in the case of an idiot.

The graver defects in the imbecile, or teachable class, relieve them

from any degree of responsibility, but those whose mental capacity en-

ables them to distinguish right from wrong may not be entirely irre-

sponsible for a civil or criminal act. As morbid impulses and vicious

tendencies are common among this class of unfortunates, every case must

be the subject of special investigation. Paranoia is not uncommon in

the lighter forms of imbecility, and manifests itself often before puberty.
Mental defect from any cause is an extenuating circumstance in the

criminal, and when this defect is demonstrated, it is doubtful whether

anything is gained by inflicting upon such persons the extreme penalty
of the law. The diiferent forms of arrested cerebral development are

referred to at page 595.
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Definition.—Human life in its mental aspects presents so in-

numerable a series of gradations
—from the insentient itliot on the one

hand, to the versatile, gifted genius on the other—that it becomes a

difficult matter to pick out particular types and say just Avhere and

how one grades into another. Medical experience recognizes certain

variations from average standards due to degeneration or to lack of

development. In their extreme grades these are readily classified, but

as the individual more closely approaclies the average human mind with

which the observer is familiar, the difficulties in the way of an accurate

grouping become marked. It is for this reason that it is almost impos-
sible to formulate definitions for the various types of mental develop-
ment. The definition must seek to embrace not only the central, well-

recognized features, but also the outlying, dim, and hazy gradations

which pass over into other groups. Moreover, for the mental life the

factors of heredity, fetal development, and all that influences it, later

environment and opportunity are so diverse that in this sphere of the

biologic sciences the difficulties are almost insuperable.

A sharp line of distinction must be drawn between the terms idiocy

and insanity, as well as between all qualitative words that describe an

individual as being imbecile, feeble-minded, or a natural fool, and such

terms as define his state as being demented or crazy. Esquirol de-

scribed idiocy as the state that includes all who, by reason of abnormal

conformation of the brain, could never reason justly. The dement he

likened to a rich man who had become poor, while the idiot was compared
with one who had always known want and misery. Dementia is the

form of insanity which ought most frequently be confounded with idiocy,

but it implies, as do the definitions of all forms of insanity, the presence
of a mind to lose.

Idiocy proper, including all its degrees, from the state of inert,

idealess, insentient existence to the state of the merely feeble-minded,

is, therefore, a disease of arrested development, and not a disease of

degenerative retrogression.
From birth, as a rule, or from disease in early childhood, before the

mind attained much degree of development, an accidentiil or degenera-
tive condition of the brain prevents its natural evolution, so that the

faculties which in normal childhood develop by observation and imita-

tion either never develop at all, or else so slowly as to keep the indi-

vidual in a class by himself. To define the state briefly and broadly,

idiocy is mental feebleness due to disease or defect of the brain, congenital
or acquired daring its development.

663
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Classification of Idiocy.—Although, for the sake of distin-

guishing this form of mental defect from mania and various forms

Fig. 102.—Epileptic idiocy. Fig. 103.—Imbecile, with extreme dolichocephaly.
(Length-breadth Index, 51.)

of insanity, different degrees of arrested mental development are

grouped under the one term idiocy, yet, for the sake of convenience,

they may be separated into three general groups, according to the

degree of incapacity and the extent of brain aifection. These groups

Fig. 104.—Hemiplegic idiocy. (Blain-
ville ears.)

Fig. 105.—Microcephalic imbecile.

of degree are social rather than medical, and convey little more than

the idea of the comparative social relations that the idiot is capable
of assuming to his fellows. These various degrees of mental de-

ficiency are expressed in the general terms of idiots, imbeciles, and
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feeble-minded, according as the lack of development of the individual

is greater or less.

Idiots.—The term idiocy, though including, in its widest sense, all

degrees, is properly confined to the lowest state of mental incapacity.

Fig. 106.—Idiocy as a result of dementia fram
acute Insanity in childhood.

Fig. 107.—Epileptic idiocy.

The idiot proper is one who is able to give little or no care to his per-

son, who is barely able to express his material wants, and utterly incap-
able of any intelligent communication. He is often unable to walk or

i

Fig. 108.—Microcephalic imbecile—good-
natured and a fair worker.

Fig. 109.—Good-natared imbecile—fair

worker.

make coordinated movements, partly from the lack of volition to make
the effort, and partly from absence of muscular training or from paraly-
sis. The movements of which he is capable are awkward and ungainly ;

his steps are uncertain, and he does not perceive impediments or danger
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when he walks. He has no will, and his actions seem to depend upon

impulse, imitation, or animal instinct. The deficiency of intellect is

marked by a peculiar physiognomy and utter absence of expression, a

vague, unintelligent, unrecognizing look. A state of continued apathy,
a lack of all voluntary eftbrt, a total absence of memory, with only a

peculiar cry or sound instead of speech, physical stigmata of degenera-

tion, and bodily deformities, including peculiar formations of the skull

that are nearly always present
—these are the marks that make up the

physical and mental picture of the profound idiot.

Imbecility.—Idiocy is by no means so complete in all cases. The
state called imbecility is idiocy in a minor degree. It cannot be sepa-
rated from idiocy except by the modification of all the points of extreme

degeneration. Owing to congenital defect or to an effect proceeding
from arrested development of the brain due to disease or accident, the

mind of such an individual is not capable of normal development. The
imbecile is generally able to take care of his person and dress, attend

to his physical wants, to understand what is said to him, to carry out

simple orders, and to perform certain routine duties. His physical or-

ganization often differs but little from the normal standard
;
and unless

paralyzed, the imbecile has the use of his muscles. His countenance is

capable of showing emotions, although these are often manifested by
mischievous, evil, cunning, silly, or hilarious expressions ;

the emotions

themselves are seldom based upon sufficient cause to produce the same

effect in sane persons, but are the result of a passing whim, a slight

annoyance, or a sudden amusement. A sign of imbecility is that when

placed in the same circumstances as other men, imbeciles fail to attain

anything like the same mental advancement. They are totally incapa-
ble of receiving abstract ideas, and though they may appear normally

intelligent in one line, as, for instance, having musical ability, being
able to do difficult problems, or having a remarkable memory or me-

chanical aptitude, yet in all other respects their judgment and memory
are limited. Although speech may be impossible to a somewhat intelligent

imbecile, yet, as a rule, the degree called imbecility, as distinguished from

that called idiocy, is characterized by the fact that the imbecile has the

power to speak with some degree of intelligence, while idiots are incap-
able of speech, save, perhaps, the utterance of single words. In im-

beciles the speech is often slow, hesitating, irrelevant, and purposeless.
It takes time for them to grasp a simple idea, and the comprehension,
as well as the expression of a complex idea, is beyond them.

Feeble-minded.—The highest group includes the " backward

children
"—

enfants arrih'es of the French, the tardlvi of the Italian,

and the GeisUq-zuruckgebliebene of the Germans. The minor degrees
of imbecility differ so slightly from the lowest degrees of intelligence
that legally constitute a sound mind that it is very difficult to draw
the line and say why the moral and intellectual faculties are deficient,

whether from natural incapacity or from ignorance and lack of educa-

tion. The difference between the highest grades of imbecility and the

lowest grades of sanity is less perceptible in the lower classes, where a
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modicum of iiitelliiijonce sutliccs for daily needs, than in the in)])er

classes. A feeble-minded man may make a strong, efficient hod-carrier,

and pass through life, marry, and advance himself without (treating

any comments on his incapacity ;
whereas the same lack of mental ca-

pacity in one of the family of thinking men and Avomen would, by con-

trast, set the individual apart from his fellows. The feeble-minded or the

higher grade of imbeciles often make trustworthy and devoted servants

and may be capable of faithful routine work.

A clinicoj)athologic grouping of the varieties of idiocy which has

been found most useful is as Ibllows :

'

1. Hydrocephalic idiocy. 6. Sensorial idiocy.

2. Microcephalic idiocy. 7. Meningitic idiocy.

3. Paralytic idiocy. 8. Myxedematous idiocy, or cretinism.

4. Epileptic idiocy. 9. Amaurotic idiocy.

5. Traumatic idiocy. 10. Idiots savants.

It is not necessary, from the medicolegal standpoint, to discuss these

various forms of idiocy in detail, as they involve pathologic and psycho-

logic questions that are as yet obscure
;

suffice it to say that hydro-

cephalic, microcephalic, paralytic, epileptic, and traumatic idiocy are

readily recognized by their symptoms or history. Sensorial idiocy is a

form due to the congenital or early loss of two such senses as sight and

hearing, and does not necessarily involve a hopeless state of mental

incapacity. Meningitic idiocy can usually be diagnosticated only by
autopsy, unless the history or exacerbations in the course of the disease

demonstrate its origin. Cretinism is a form upon which much has

recently been written. The amaurotic form is still rarer, though a

number of these cases have been reported.
Idiots savants are those that exhibit some unusual power that

would, be remarkable in a normal individual, but in one mentally lack-

ing in other respects is phenomenal. Some have a remarkable memory
for certain things ;

others can calculate with lightning-like rapidity ;

some are intensely imitative
;

while others have histrionic or musical

powers. Such idiots usually find their way into museums or become
local freaks. Blind Tom, the musician, was of this class. Such cases

are congenital and are very rare. Court-fools and jesters were probably
of this class of idiots with some specially developed fticulty that made
them a source of amusement as well as a butt, though history shows
that later to play the fool became a profession, and that even the clown
of the present day apes the simple-minded to make his buffiaouery and
wit tell by contrast. The psychology of this uneven development is

little known, and even w^ere the psychologic processes which underlie

certain aptitudes kno\vn, there would still remain the mystery of the

manifestations of particular talents or faculties in minds otherwise blank
or defective.

General Ktiology.—There are nearly twice as many male as

' Church and Peterson, Nervous and Mental Diseases, third edition, p. 799.
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female idiots. In idiocy due to prolonged or difficult labor the dispro-

portion is even larger,
—three males to one female,—a fact to be

explained probably by the larger size of the male infant.

The causes of idiocy may be classified as follows :

Degenerative.

Hereditary transformation of nervous and mental diseases.

Pathologic heredity in the form of vitiating diseases or
habits (tuberculosis, rheumatism, gout, herpetism, syph-
ilis, alcoholism, etc.).

Sociologic factors (extreme youth of parents, extreme age
of parents, disproportionate age of parents, consan-

guinity).

Adventitious.

Gestational, -{

Parturi-

tional,

Postnatal,

Maternal,

Fetal

disorders,

Trauma, shock, fright, diseases,
maternal impressions.

Syphilis, heart-disease, arter-

itis, morbid processes in the
brain and meninges, twin

pregnancy.
( Difficult labor, primogeniture,
I premature birth, asphyxia
I at birth, instrumental in-

[ juries, pressure on cord.

Convulsions, cerebral diseases, trauma to

the head, febrile diseases, mental shock,
sunstroke, overpressure at school.

In tracing the relations of idiocy to heredity it is impossible to

ascribe the majority of cases to any one specific cause
;
rather it is true

that it is the result of several contributory factors. Drunkenness, con-

sanguinity, neurotic tendencies, are not alone apt to cause idiocy in the

offspring, but in combination with unfavorable environment they tend to

mental degeneracy. The opinions of many authorities drawn from

statistical studies seem to show neurotic inheritance in about 40 to 50

per cent, of idiots. A tubercular or scrofulous history is predominant
in 15 to 20 per cent. Parental intemperance is a cause of progressive

degeneration resulting in idiocy in 9 to 16 per cent. Hereditary syph-
ilis is more rarely the cause, being traceable in but 1 or 2 per cent, of

cases. Consanguinity of parents or grandparents, by accentuating a

family weakness, contributes about 5 per cent, of cases, but statistics

show that, comparing the offspring of all marriages, the proportion of

idiocy in the children of cousins is only slightly in excess of the idiocy
in children of other marriages.

Gestational causes vary, according to the statistics, from 11 to 30

per cent. Parturitional factors, such as premature birth, pressure of the

cord, asphyxia at birth, meningeal hemorrhage from prolonged labor,

forceps injuries, which, however, are less injurious to the infant than

tedious labor, are active in about 18 per cent, of cases. Infantile con-

vulsions causing or accompanying meningeal hemorrhage occur in a large
number of cases—about 25 per cent. Statistics show that cerebral

diseases (meningitis, hydrocephalus, hemorrhage, thrombosis, embolism,

tumor, and abscess) follow infantile convulsions in 8 or 9 per cent.

Acute febrile diseases, such as scarlet fever, measles, whooping-cough,
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typhoid fever, small-pox, and diphtheria, indiiee idiocy in some 6 per
i* xU.
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typhoid fever, small-pox, and diphtiieria, induce idiocy in some 6 per
cent, of the cases.

Trauma to the head, mental shock, ''crannning" at school, and sun-

stroke produce, together, periiaps 2 to o per cent, of the cases of idiocy.

Insanity in children is an occasional cause of idiocy. In the adult sucli

mentid enfeeblement following insanity is a secondary dementia, but in

the growing child this secondary dementia is preferably termed idiocy.

General Symptomatology.—Since idiocy, in all its varying

grades, depends upon some sort of congenital or acquired defect or

disease of the brain that interferes with its normal evolution, it is

clear that the cerel>ral functions may all be more or less involved,

and that no particular psychic faculty can be selected as the one whose

disorder retards or influences the development of the other faculties.

Sollier has given one of the best studies of the psychology of idiocy.^

He maintains that the slow development of the cerebral faculties is due

to lack of attention corresponding t(j inefiective sensational activity.

The greater the power of attention, the more intelligent does the indi-

vidual become. In idiocy the perceptions aroused by sensations are

more or less indefinite and the resultant idea less defined. As the or-

ganism develops, sensations become more numerous and the lack of

ideas is more noticeal)le.

A systematic order of examination of the senses, the habitual move-

ments, the moral aptitudes, and tiie personal appearance of any person
whose mental capacity is thought to be below normal will be of advan-

tage in assisting an examiner to determine in wliat respect the individual

is lacking. In making tests by observation and questions concerning
the state or the degree of idiocy, the examiner should always bear in

mind the opportunity that the person has had for obtaining education,
and try to test the extent to which he has shown himself capable of

being instructed. The mind of one who is supposed to be imbecile

should not be compared with that of an individual who has improved
every advantage of education and culture

;
but as nearly as possible

with the mind of individuals of average capacity of the same age, the

same social station, and the same environment and education. All that

one must look for is an average capacity for performing one's duties,

showing that the person has an average development of the intellectual

faculties. The conclusions regarding the competency or incompetency
of an individual must be derived from an examination of all his facul-

ties.

The examiner must endeavor to ascertain how far the weak mind of

the individual would prevent him from attending to his own interests
;

not whether he attains the standard of proficiency of his brothers or

neighbors, but merely whether, in his })articular walk in life, he is able

to manage his duties and affairs without involving his own property and
the property of others in ruin.

Questions of a legal nature seldom arise in connection with profound
idiots

; expert testimony in connection with such generally is demanded
1
Sollier, Psychologic de I'idiot et de l'i7nbecile, Paris, 189L
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for the sake of ascertaining whether or not, from the nature of their

affliction, they are capable of development ;
whether their deficiencies

are wholly due to disease of the brain or to accident, or in part to lack

of training. It is for the minor grades of imbecile that the greatest
care and judgment are necessary to determine whether or not the degree
of intelligence, either natural or cultivated, that the individual possesses
is sufficient to hold him responsible for his acts and to justify his family
or the state to allow him to go without supervision.

Following somewhat the natural order in making examinations, the

sense perceptions of idiots may first be taken up.

Sight.—Between 7 and 8 per cent, of idiots are congenitally blind.

It is, however, necessary to determine whether the blinduess is due to

some lesion of the visual apparatus or to lack of attention.

Blindness does not preclude the possibility of education, for some
idiots with absence of this sense have been educated to a moderate de-

gree. When idiots can look, without really seeing, the apparent blind-

ness is due to a lack of attention. When there is no visual defect, the

attention may often be cultivated by attracting the gaze by bright ob-

jects, and once it is caught, the latent sense may be drawn out by many
devices familiar to the kindergartner. Particolored balls, bright stuifs,

shaded wools, spheres, cubes, squares, vividly colored pictures, all play
a role in the education of the vision of the defective pupil. In the

playing of games, such as dominoes, ball, croquet, marbles, bean-bag,
the vision is stimulated and improved, and there is a gain in manual

dexterity and an associated develo])ment of some of the psychic func-

tions. In the higher grades of idiocy vision may be as good as in nor-

mal man
;
but many present certain visual and ocular defects, such as

hypermetropia, defective color-vision, strabismus, nystagmus, congeni-
tal cataract, inequality of the pujiils, microphthalmos, and the like.

Hemianopsia is at times present in hemiplegic idiocy or imbecility.
Good binocular vision is uncommon in idiots. As a standard of

comparison it must be remembered that, according to Preyer and other

writers on the development of the child, by the end of the second month
the eyes are usually coordinated and the child follows a moving light
with accuracy. At the end of the third month it recognizes its father

and mother
;

at the end of the fourth month the eye movements are

perfect ;
at two to two and a half years it distinguishes color correctly.

Hearing.—It is not always easy to distinguish whether an idiot is

deaf from defect in the auditory apparatus or is only sensorially deaf.

Idiocy of a mild degree is not infrequently induced by deprivation of

this sense. Deaf-mutism is not common in idiocy. In such cases as

those of Laura Bridgman and Helen Kellar, who might have been

reduced to a state of sensorial idiocy in spite of otherwise normal brain

ctipacity, wonders have been accomplished by educating the mind

through the other senses. In idiots of higher grades hearing is nearly

always normal. Deaf-mutism cannot be considered common. The
normal child hears on the fourth day ;

turns its head toward sounds at

the end of the second month
; and listens to the ticking of a watch,
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with attention, at the end ot" the third month. Defective hearing that

is due to a want of attention ratlicr than to deafness has to some

decree been remedied hv first irainiiitr tiie attention bv means of gon^-s,

bells, or even a pistol-shot ;
and then holding the ear open until it

becomes an avenue for impressions from the environment to travel to

the brain for registration, and the arousing of new cerebral activities.

Jingles and music seem to be especially attractive to the imbecile or idiot

whose hearing is deficient through lack of attenti<Mi.

Taste.—This sense is frequently affected. Gluttony is a marked

feature in idiots. It is common for idiots to eat without mastication.

Many, especially the higher grades, present a precocious taste for

alcohol. A difficulty in distinguishing the simple taste sensations

(salt, sweet, bitter, and sour) is ofteu met with in idiots of a mild type,

as well as in the more marked cases.

The normal child shows that it distinguishes between tastes that are

pleasant and unpleasant first at the end of a week, and very decidedly
when a few months old.

Smell.—In idiots the sense of smell may be absent or much per-

verted. In the normal child this sense seems to be present at birth.

While neither the sense of taste nor of smell opens many avenues of

general education to the brain, nevertheless it is useful to teach idiotic

children, by the use of differently flavored solutions and various odors,

how to associate what is useful with pleasant, and what is hurtful with

what is noxious in taste and smell.

Tactile Pain and Muscular Sensibility.—As a rule, sensibility to

touch and pain is uniformly diminished in idiots of all degrees, mostly

through lack of attention. The self-mutilation of some idiots points to

an absence of pain-sense, and idiot women have been known to bear

children without experiencing the pains of labor. There may be com-

plete anesthesia and analgesia, particularly in idiots of a low grade. On
the other hand, as in the Bridgman and Kellar cases just mentioned,
where the sense of touch was the only avenue to the brain, by reason

of the imjiairraent of sight and hearing, the tactile sense may be educated

to a high degree of delicacy.
Thermic Sensibility.—Though idiots are not, as a rule, very sen-

sitive to heat and cold, their vasomotor systems are susceptible to the

influence of cold and exposure, and their resistance to external influences

and disease is such that many die of pulmonary affections. Some
become more stupid in cold weather and brighter in warm weather,
while in some fever is accompanied by evidences of increased mental

activity.

Movements.—On sroino^ throuo-h an institution for idiots one is

struck by the peculiar and constant movements they make. A few may
be inert and motionless, but most are bending either backward and for-

ward or from side to side with a rhythmic, swaying movement of the

body. Sometimes the hands are slowly flexed and extended and

brought up to the face in movements similar to those in athetosis, but

differing from them in that they are entirely subject to the will. Walk-
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ing to and fro, rotating, dancing, and so on are more elaborate forms of

the same tendency toward constant motion.

These movements are not peculiarly characteristic of idiocy, as they
may occur in those forms of insanity that show a greatly enfeebled

mind. Automatism of movement is a sign of little aptitude for fresh

impressions, and it is probable that in the feeble mind of the idiot, upon
which nerve stimuli seldom make an impression, a few familiar motor

expressions are retained and become automatic, while in secondary
dementia the analogous automatic movements may be considered as

reversions to the spontaneous movements of idiocy.
There is nearly always a difficulty, out of all proportion to the

intellectual development, for idiots to perform associated movements
with a definite aim. The automatic impulsive movements of idiocy
must be distinguished from the morbid movements of epilepsy, athetosis,
associated movements, ataxia, and chorea, often present in paralytic

idiocy, and from tremor found in sclerotic cases. The smiles and

grimaces so constantly observed in idiots and imbeciles are to be regarded
as infantile spontaneous movements.

Right=handedness and Left=handedness.—Some 12 per cent, of

all children, idiot and normal, are left-handed; but while 88 per cent,

of normal children are right-handed, only 72 per cent, of idiots use

their right hand in preference, the remaining 16 per cent, being ambi-

dextrous. This peculiarity has also been noticed to be present among
criminals and minor delinquents.

Voluntary Movements.—Many idiots never learn to walk, while

others acquire the ability very late. This is true of the other functions

of daily life that are usually learned in childhood by imitation, such as

carrying food to the mouth, and so on
;
such actions requiring the use

of the voluntary muscles are either never learned or acquired very late,

and slowly, as the result of educational development.
Organic Sensations.—The keenness of the visceral sensations is

more or less diminished in all idiots. The sensations of hunger and

thirst are often lessened, although very rarely absent. The feeling of

satiety after a hearty meal is seldom felt by them
;

so that if left to

themselves, most idiots and imbeciles will eat on indefinitely. The

necessity of defecation and micturition is not jxTceived at all by jiro-

found idiots. In the lower and middle grades of idiocy it is often

difficult to diagnosticate visceral disease, owing to the bluntness of the

somatic sensations, and idiots may die without giving any appreciable

symptoms. The feeble-minded and imbeciles not infrequently mislead

the physician by exaggeration, concealment, and falsehood concerning
their symptoms.

Attention.—It is largely through the faculty of attention that prog-
ress is made in mental development. It is characteristic of idiots that

they lack this faculty in a greater or less degree, which is noticeable in

proportion to the amount of attention that is necessary for the work

given them to do. The faculty of attention when resolved into its

elements includes, first, the integrity of sensory impressions delivered
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to the brain, whicli the defective senses of the idiot convey but feebly ;

second, a pleasurable or painful, or at least an interested, ])ercej)ti<)n of

these sensations, which is noticeably lacking in idiots
;
and third, motor

expressions of the impressions received in the limbs, l)ody, face, or

eyes. These motor expressions, by reason of general weakness, ])araly-

sis, contracture, epilepsy, chorea, ataxia, automatic and impulsive move-

ments, are greatly deranged in idiocy and imbecility.
The result of experiments, as well as the general apjiearance of an

idiot's forehead, combined with the anatomic evidence of small frontal

lobes in many idiots, seems to show that the faculty of attention is local-

ized chiefly in the frontal lobes of the brain.

On the development of both spontaneous antl voluntary attention

depends the general development of intelligence in idiots. In some
idiots the lack of attention is so profound that no education is possible ;

but in others, where there is even a slight degree of spontaneous atten-

tion, it may be developed into voluntary attention by stimulating the

sense that is most developed. This is generally that of sight.

By means of exercises of attention it is possible to diagnose the de-

gree of intellectual weakness. From the absolutely ineducable idiots

there are all degrees of attention. Some exhibit it in flashes, as it were,
of brief duration, and faint in nature

;
still others are capable of pro-

longed and habitual attention
;
and with these only is it possible to

make any advance in education. Since the j^ower of attention to ex-

ternal events is so feebly developed in idiots it is not surprising that

attention to internal happenings or reflections should be totally absent in

all grades of idiocy.
From a sociologic point of view the imbecile is a much more dan-

gerous member of societv than the idiot, for the latter, bv reason of his

lack of voluntary attention, is incapable of forming any idea of injury
to his fellows. Sollier calls the idiot cxtrasocinl, and makes the imbe-

cile quite distinct as antisocial, claiming that in the latter there is an

undefined amount of voluntary attention, combined with a relative,

though perverted, intelligence, which two factors render him often a

dangerous member of society.

This instability of attention causes the imbecile to pass from one

subject to another without comprehending their relation. He grasps the

first part of a sentence and pays no heed to the remainder. He asks

questions and does not wait for an answer. He accomplishes what labor

he is cajiable of in an automatic way without due appreciation of the

object of his work. He begins work and forgets to finish it, because

he is incapable of holding his attention to it.

Any distinction, however, between idiots and imbeciles and feeble-

minded persons, on the basis of attention, can be one of degree only.
The adult imbecile in the middle grade would have the varying and

imperfect attention of a backward child, and his ideas, speech, and con-

duct would vary with his temperament, with his docility, and with his

perversity. Imbeciles may be uncertain, mischievous, indolent, and

Vol. 1.-43
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antisocial
;
on the other hand, they may be good-natured, trusty, docile,

and industrious.

Reflection and Preoccupation.—That internal form of attention in

which images and ideas constitute the suliject-matter is absent in the

lower forms of idiocy, but present in varying degrees in imbecility and
feeble-raindedness. Few imbeciles dwell on any mental subject, though
thev often have a fixed idea. Some commit criminal deeds which seem

to be suggested by a perverted tendency to be interested in bad actions.

Thev are generally too selfish to care for the troubles of others and too

stupid to have intellectual preoccupations.
Instincts.—The instincts of idiots are generally defective. The in-

stinct of hunger is usually present, with no power of governing the

appetite. The instinct of self-preservation is impaired in nearly all,

absent in profound idiots, and ungoverned by proper judgment in milder

forms. In some there is no sense of fear, and self-injury is possible.
Suicide occurs in imbeciles and feeble-minded folk sometimes without

determinable cause
; sometimes, as a morbid impulse.

Sleep is generally good in idiots of all classes. It may be both pro-
found and excessive

;
whether they dream or not depends on the degree

of their mental development.
The sexual instinct may be absent, impaired, exaggerated, or jier-

verted. It is seldom normal. Idiots of all degrees present many de-

generative stigmata with reference to the genital organs. These are

usually more numerous in direct projwrtion to the mental impairment.

Among these anomalies are : cryptorchismus, unilateral or bilateral

microrchidia, spurious hermaphroditism, insufficient development of the

entire genital apjiaratus, hypospadias or epispadias ; defect, torsion, or

great volume of the prepuce ;
median fissure of the scrotum, imperfor-

ate meatus, abnormally large or small labia, excessive development of

the clitoris, hypertrophied labia minora, pigmentation of the labia min-

ora, imperforate vulva, atresia of or double vagina, and uterus bicornis.

Puberty is often retarded, but occasionally is early ;
often it is normal.

^Masturbation is exceedingly common among all classes of idiots of

both sexes. In the profound degrees it is automatic
;

in the higher, it

is purposive. Various sexual psychopathies of a revolting nature are

extremely common with them.

Idiots sliow strongly the instinct of imitation, which, however, is

])urely a passive and seldom an intellectual or active imitation. It is

most frequently shown in the imitation of the acts and language of the

vicious, coarse, and vulgar.

Special Aptitudes.—These are usually in the direction of music,

mathematics, the mechanical arts, building, wood-carving, drawing,

painting, memory for facts or dates, playing games, and of a low order

of wit or drollery. ]\Iusic, the most sensuous of the arts, seems to appeal

especially to this class of individuals, and many unteachable idiots are

al)le to hum tunes.

Play.—There is a lack of the play sense in all classes of idiots, and,
in direct proportion to the degree of mental development, of natural
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active plav. Xormal cliildrcn learn accuracy and concentration of

uttenti(»ii in J^lay, and in the clevel(ti)ment ot" idiots, kinderii;arten games
are eniploved to supply tiiis deticiency. Simple games that reipiire a

little computation, such as dominoes
;

or that demand some slight

accurate coordination of the muscles, such as bean-bag and ball, are

ext'eedingly helpful. The natural tenden(;y of the lower grades of

idiocv is to plav in a solitiiry way, ^vhile the higher grades often seem

to enjoy noisy, rough, destructive games, whicii they sometimes carry

on good-naturedly, l)ut often in a quarrelsome, irritable manner.

Destructiveness.—Most idiot children that are ca})able of action

are destructive. In the higher grades this tendency, if not educated,

mav make them dangerous. Their inal^ility to foresee consequences and

their pleasure in bright sights and loud sounds often lead them to kindle

fires, burning themselves as well as valuable property ;
to smash win-

dows and dishes, and to beat animals or children. This they do with

evident delight. By means of skilful discipline they learn to associate

punishment with questionable acts; but it is doubtful whether they
ever learn to restrain themselves from a purely moral sense. Cases are

on record, however, of idiots who had killed children and men, and

who, nevertheless, had become mild, good-natured, docile, and affec-

tionate under wise institutional care.

Sentiments.—In the lowest forms of idiocy the sentiments and
sensations are rudimentarv or mav be altogether absent. As a rule,

one may discover various degrees of pleasure or pain, affection, pity,

fear, social proclivities, love of property, regard for rights and duty,

obedience, shame, esthetic feelings, curiosity, and the like.

The Emotions.—Pleasure and pain are indefinite or absent sensa-

tions in idiots, felt to a greater extent by imbeciles, and well marked in

the feeble-minded. Idiots are sul)ject to sudden outbursts of laughter
as well as to sudden outcries. Moral pain or remorse is generally

wanting, though in some cases it may be developed to a slight extent.

They live in the present only, and do not concern themselves about the

past or the future. They do not often weep, and when they do, it is

for some trivial thing, not for a moral or mental j)ain, though manv of

them are susceptible of having their emotions worked upon as if they
were little children, and will cry if they are scolded. Some imbeciles

always have a good-natured smile and laugh excessively over nothing ;

but true humor and real sorrow are not in an idiot's capacity for feeling.

Idiots in rare cases only seem capal)le of the passion of love
; though

they often possess affection for their caretakers and a blind, animal-like

devotion to those who are kind to them
; for, like the animals, thev are

susceptible to gentleness and kindness, and it is through such treatment

that they are most easily managed. Harsh words and rough treatment

almost invariably render them either obstinate or jierverse or cowed and

stupid. The degree to which an imbecile or feeble-minded person is

capable of affection or friendship depends on the degree in which the

moral sense is developed. Some show a sort of love for their familv,
and others are hateful and spiteful at home. Often idiots in asylums
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show a fondness for one another. The older ones pet and jealously guard
certain of the children

;
but often their friendships for one another are

based on a desire for mischief or are sexual in their nature. Some
idiots inflict pain from ignorance of the effect of their actions, and others

are viciously cruel.

Jealousy and pity, which are naturally correlated with love and

tenderness, are nearly always absent in all classes of idiots.

Nearly all idiots are beset with fears, often of natural phenomena
or unusual circumstances

;
and by reason of this lack of understanding

that would explain the cause of their fears, as well as the greater cre-

dulity they possess, they are often needlessly tormented. Courage is

quite unknown in idiocy. Anger is very common in all degrees and in

every age. It shows itself in paroxysms of ungovernable rage that only

get worse in attempts at restraint. This, like all the moral defects, is

due to the lack of inhibition, which is the physiologic basis of self-

control. A very slight u-ritation may produce a wholly incommensu-

rate outburst, leading to the infliction of injuries on self or others.

Character.—Most imbeciles and feeble-minded individuals have a

childish pr()})ensity to collect all sorts of useless objects and trifles.

One will till his pockets with stones and dirt, another will collect

jiencils, buttons, and various trifles. They will often steal what they

want, and some seem to be incapable of any recognition of the property
of others. Imbeciles are apt to be very untruthful and deceitful with

reference to their faults and doings and things found in their possession,

though naturally their attempts to deceive are very childish and trans-

parent. Even simple idiots may be taught absolute and prompt
obedience, so that they may be relied upon for the performance of simple
duties

; but, on the other hand, some of the most intelligent are perverse
in their refusal to submit to discipline. Some can be made to work

only by means of reward
;

others are made vain and conceited by

praise. Punishment is nearly always useless, as the simple idiots do

not understand its cause, and the higher imbeciles are made resentful.

There seems to be no esthetic sense in idiots save that of music or,

more often, rhythm ; they have no sense of beauty, but are struck by
all sorts of bizarre and grotesque things.

A true religious sentiment is imknown in any form of idiocy ;
but in

institutions for the education of the feeble-minded, religious feeling is

often developed along with love and afiection, and simple religious

services appear to please them. Idiots differ from one another in char-

acter, though not so markedly as normal persons do. Some are

naturally morose, others naturally happy and jolly. In profound types
there are often sudden accesses of excitement without cause

;
while in

the higher types the character is similar to that which the normal char-

acter of the individual might have been, were it not marked by incon-

stancy, a weak will, a blunting of the sensibilities, and a loss of reasoning

powers.

Physiognomy and Expression.—Idiots all show some deficiency

in their general appearance. There is always something ungracious,
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uncouth, ugly in their figures, faces, attitude, or movements. Mis-

sliapen or asymmetric heads, dwarfishness, lack of proportion of the

limbs, stooping and slovenly postures, deformities of the hands or feet,

and awkward and wobbling gait are extremely common. The expres-
sion of the face may vary from complete apathy and absence of intelli-

gence to a considerable j^lay of features of a low order, such as constant

laughing, making faces, leering, or scowling. B(»sides the absence of

those facial traits which are made on the face by the mind, the ugliness
is generally added to by asymmetry, disproportion, or deformity of the

features. Tlic eyes may be too close together or too far apart, or

deformed by disease of the iris, cornea, or lids or by squint. The nose

is deviated or is malformed, the ears are unshaj>ely and unecjual, the

mouth half opened, the teeth diseased and neglected ;
the chin deviated,

prominent, or retreating ;
the forehead low and bulging or inclined.

Microcephalus, hydroce]ihalus, and cretinism give their own ugly

individuality, too well known to need description here.

When a head is shapely and a face has any vestige of pleasing lines,

it is generally fair to infer that the mental state is due to deprivation of

one or more senses or to the insanity of childhood.

Language.—Imbecile children are very slow in learning to speak.
The lower classes of idiots never learn to talk at all. Imbecile children

have learned to speak as late as twelve years of age, but, as a rule,

if they do not learn before seven years of age, they are never apt to

learn.

A large number of idiots never speak, because their ideas are too

simple to need expression. Often they know their friends without being
able to name them, and want things that they cannot ask for. Some
imbeciles are above the average in intelligence, and yet are speechless or

not able to speak as rapidly or as well as those much their inferior in

intelligence. Mutism in idiots in such cases, according to Sollier, may
be due either to motor or sensory aphasia. In the first case the idiot

cannot talk, though he understands
;

in the second, nothing which is

said is understood.

Ireland states that he has found, in twenty years' experience with

idiot children, that when idiots nse words, they do not use them through
mimicry of sound, but to mean ideas

; they either speak with a mean-

ing or not at all. This lack of speech is, in some of the more pro-
found idiots, due to the intellectual density, and in others to a mechani-

cal complication of idiocy. Stammering is ofttimes found in those

imbeciles who often talk a great deal, and without definite object ;
in

those who have onomatomania, and in those who are snbject to transi-

tory attacks of excessive maniacal loquacity. Considerable loquacity is

occasionally observed in cases of acquired idiocy.

The auditory tract, the word-hearing center, and the word-compre-

hending center, with the motor speech center, constitute tlie essential

physical basis of language. It is more important that the rece])tive

power be perfect than the emissive, for through the former all the ideas

connected with language are taken into the brain, and if the latter only
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suffers, there may be comprehension and intelligence without the power
of speech.

Reading.—Any defect in the visual aj^paratus diminishes, according
to its seriousness, the possibilities of acquiring the power of reading as

well as that of writing. Few, even of the feeble-minded, learn to read

correctly with ease, and still fewer can do more than mechanically copy

printed letters. It requires, as a rule, less effort to teach an idiot to

read than it does to teach him to write, as the latter process requires a

complicated muscular coordination as well as some intelligence.

Intelligence.—Intelligence is the product of all the external impres-
sion that an individual takes in by means of the senses. Sensation,

perception, memory, association of ideas and the production of new
ideas or the appreciation of new relations between ideas are present in

different degrees in the normal man. The feeble-minded, the imbecile,

and even the profound idiot have a complete outline of all these faculties,

but they are developed to so rudimentary a degree or in such unequal
combination that the individuals are manifestly deficient.

The defective continues to acquire ideas as in infancy, through his

senses, while children learn early to acquire them through language and

imitation. Sollier says that imitation, which is the source of ideas for

infants, does not develop the intelligence of the idiot, for to him it

does not furnish an idea, but creates a mechanism. Memory in idiots

is sometimes specialized to an astonishing degree, but it is generally
faint and confined to sensory impressions. Unconscious memory of

associated movements, such as walking, is generally better develoj^ed, and

acquired memory, which implies the ability to pay attention, is not so

well develo])ed. In sim])le idiots there is no association of ideas, and

all abstract ideas residting from reason, comparison, and judgment are

absent. Even in superior idiots the critical faculty in connection with

associated ideas is absent, and the association is one of simple sensations

rather than ideas.

Justice, prom latitude, and firmness, which are qualities de^^ending on

attention, are lacking in the judgment of idiots.

Doubt, which tends to suspend or moderate action, seems to be want-

ing in idiots. Many men question their own ability or have an over-

weening sense of their own powers, and in no way perceive any differ-

ence between themselves and normal persons. In others, however,

self-respect is wanting, but when developed, it plays an important role

in the imbecile, encouraging him to effort.

Many imbeciles are incapable of choice or decision, and even when

they display it, it is without reason. The will is rather a diffuse than

a local function of the brain. Sequin regarded a defect of the will as

a basis of idiocy. The most profound idiots have no consciousness of

the simplest natural needs, appetites, or desires of the body, and are

consequently almost wholly lacking in the will to satisfy or control

them. In idiots and imbeciles in whom the will is more developed it finds

its expression more easily in actions than in inhibitions.

In the general discussion of the intelligence of idiots, the power in
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which thoy differ from demented individuals is in the general weakness

of the whole mind, whereas in the degenerative forms of mental disease

we may find a man ea])al)le of working arithmetics [)rohlems with as

clear a head as ever, while on some other topic he is a child. Idiocy
in all its degrees means arrested or retarded development, while demen-
tia means mental retrogression.

In idiots, however, retrogression often occurs, following the same law

as dementia, progressive enfeeblement of will, intelligence, sentiments,
and sensations in the order named.

The following table gives a summary of the pathologic conditions

responsible for most cases of idiocy :

Etiologic factors
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type of meningeal hemorrhage, the location of the hemorrhage determin-

ing in large part the character of the symptoms and influencing the sub-

sequent brain development.

Hammarberg
^ has made one of the most valuable contributions to

the study of the pathology of idiocy in literature. His investigations

were controlled by microscopic examinations of normal brains. He
found tliat in all cases of idiocy a more or less extensive jiortion of the

cortex showed arrest of development at a stage corresponding to either

an embryonal period or the period of early infancy. Only a small

number of the ganglion-cells reached their higher development. The
mental defects were in direct proportion to the defects of the develop-
ment of the ganglion-cells, and were greater the earlier that the period
of arrest of development took place.

In hydroceplialic idiocy the cerebral envelop may become thin as

paper, showing atrophy and degeneration of cells and fibers, while the

hydroce])halus resembles an enormous cyst which fills the cranial cavity.

Diagnosis and Prognosis.—Idiocy is genetic in about two-

thirds of the cases, but it is difiicult during infancy to diagnose idiocy,

unless the child be markedly malformed. An extremely small head,

closed fontanels, signs of hydrocephalus, and Mongolian characteristics

are indicative of idiocy.

If an apparently normal child cannot suck well, has no grasp, lolls

the tongue out, and fails to follow light or start at noises, idiocy may
be suspected, especially if the family history be poor. Great care,

however, must be taken not to mistake a deaf or a backward child for

an idiotic one.

It is very difficult to ascertain the acuteness of the child's fiiculties

from the testimony of a parent. They will state that the child under-

stands everything, when in reality he understands only simple phrases

accompanied by gestures. The parents should be questioned as to

whether the child could hold his head up, sit up, creep, kick, or walk

at ages of normal children. While some cases of genetic idiocy are

among the most helpless, the greater number of them are capable of

improvement, and prognosis is more hopeful than in other forms. In

making a diagnosis with the view of i)roguosticating the possibility of

improvement, a physician should test carefully the child's power of

speech, his knowledge of numbers, his power of attention, and his

memory, his power of muscular motion, as shown in walking a plank,

carrying a glass full of water without spilling, etc.

The lowest types of congenital idiots are incapable of responding to

these tests. If their grasp is loose and easily relaxed
;

if the eyes can-

not be caught when there are automatic movements and when the circu-

lation is torpid, as indicated by cold feet and hands, there is not much

hope of progress in education and training.
But if the child is strong and active, if he notices and his attention

can be held, if he has a firm grasp, and if he has begun to speak a little

by six or seven years of age, there is some hope for him.

' C. Hammarberg, Studien uber Klinik und Pathologic der Idiotie, Upsala, 1895.
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It is held by many observers in institutions for the eare of idiots and

feeble-minded children that the child that has been born with defective

intellect is more suscej)tible of improvement by physical and intellectual

traininti: than the child that has been born with full ])()ssession of his

brain power, and has afterward, by accident or disease, been deprived
of it.

Idiocy, save in some myxedematous types, is never em-able, l>ut im-

provement is possible in nearly all cases, ran<>ini»; from the slight regen-
eration in the matters of cleanliness and desti'uctiveness in })rofound

idiots, to the utter transformation of feeble-minded individuals who, left

to themselv^es, would be troublesome and dangenms members of the

community, into such useful, obedient, docile folk, that, wliile acting
under the supervision of judicious minds, they dilfer in no marked way
from people of low but normal intelligence.

In public institutions for idiots there is a tendency to separate them
into those who are teachable and those who are unteachable. Epilejitic
and paralytic idiots, idiots with malformations, marked cases of hydro-

ce[)halus and microcephaly, are almost incapable of advance. At all

events, such an outlay of time and money and skilled training is re-

quired that the state would not feel justified in defending the expendi-
ture to its taxpayers. Moreover, the length of life in profound idiots

is usually short, making such teaching unfruitful, except in private
families of means.

Amaurotic idiocy, a rare form, is almost always fatal in infancy.

Cases of hydrocephalic, microcephalic, and myxedematous idiocy are

very short-lived, and death usually interrupts any improvement in child-

hood. Diplegic and paraplegic idiots seldom live to be twenty years of

age. It is generally stated that thirty years is tlie limit of life in idiocy,

though hcmi])legic idiots rarely may live to be forty. In making a prog-
nosis with reference to life, it must be remembered that it depends directly

u})on the degree of injury to the brain.

General Treatment of Idiocy.—The treatment of the idiot

involves the employment of both physician and teacher. The adjec-
tive medico-pedagogic is made use of to designate this combination of

medical and educational features for the care of the defective classes.

In the union of the two professions for such purposes the educator occu-

pies relatively the higher and more important position. The inestima-

ble services of trained caretakers or nurses are not to be overlooked.

That patient will profit most who receives the properly combined aid

of the best physician, best teacher, and best nurse. As a rule, this for-

tunate concurrence of necessary aids is more apt to be found in the

public or private institution than in the home
;
but that it is possible to

carry on treatment at home under favorable circumstances is not to be

gainsaid.
The methods of procedure formulated by Itard, expanded by Seguin,

and employed at the present time everywhere in private and public in-

stitutions for idiots, modifications induced by experience and the prog-
ress of educational science, are well described in the writings of Bourne-
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ville, Shuttleworth, Ireland, Down, and others. A brief resume is

given below of the process of—
Education of Idiots.—From two years of age, the defective or

idiotic child may be taught with painstaking care to do what other chil-

dren learn by observation and imitation. The process of education is

in most cases pursued with the following distinct purposes in view :

1. To develop the attention and sharpen the five senses.

2. To develop coordinated movements and strengthen the muscles—
(a) To teach to w^alk

; (h) to teach use of the hands.

3. To inculcate habits of cleanliness in person and dress.

4. To teach the patient the use of language.
5. To arouse the intellect by including ideas of length, weight, sur-

face, solids, form, and number.

6. Finally, to carry the education higher, by means of studies in

natural history and all sorts of manual and industrial and moral training.^
'

Peterson, Mental Diseases, 1898.



MENTAL PERVERSIONS OF THE SEXUAL
INSTINCT.

The revolting sexual vices and acts that form the subject of the

sections on Impotence, Sterility, Rape, etc., are by no means all the

crimes that are or that may be essentially sexual in nature. Many
atrocious and degenerate acts that on the surface seem devoid of sexual

relations in reality have solely a sexual origin. Until this sexual

relation was demonstrated, such seemingly motiveless atrocities stood

out in the annals of crime unexplained and inexplicable. 01)servations

and studies made during the later decades have clearly defined the

causal factors that underlie the crimes done out of lust, perverted sexual

feeling, and psychosexual perversion. These factors are essentially

mental, and therefore the study of them forms an importimt chapter of

metlicolegal psychopathology.

Westphal was among the first of modern alienists to call scientific

attention to certain forms of psychosexual ])erversion, though they had

been known from the time of the early Persians, and had made their

impress on the Greek and Roman civilizations, as is only too eloquently
told bv the imperishable monuments of depravity and degeneration jire-

served in Naples
—brazen testimony of iniquitous vices that trans-

forms into material reality the traditions of Sodom and Gomorrah.

Many writers have done much to elucidate this subject ; Tarnowsky,
Moll, Schrenck-Notzing, and Kraift-Ebing have treated it more or less

systematically, but to the latter we owe the most thorough consideration

of it in its important medicolegal bearings. The subject is an extensive

one, requiring for treatment in detail much more s]iace than can be

given it here, but fundamental facts and accredited theories can be

sufficiently outlined to give a comj^rehensive view of the subject.

Sex and sexuality lie in something more than mere physical organs
of sex : they enter into the very essence of mentality, and mark it as

distinctly with sex as the distinguishing organs do the body.
This mental side of sex is commonly spoken of as sexual instinct.

The normal sexual instinct is one in harmony with the physical sex and

its role in the function of procreation. When the manifestations of

sexual feeling or inclination deviate from this normal relation, the

sexual instinct is said to be ]ierverted. The origin and nature of the

perversions to which it is subject can be understood only through a

clear comprehension of the circumstances and the relations that attend

the origin and development of the normal sexual instinct.

The usual correspondence of physical sex and sexual instinct leads

68:'.
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at once to the conclusion that anatomic sex and psychic sex constitute

two harmonious congenital endowments. But cases in which, instead of

this correspondence, there is total lack of harmony between physical
sex and sexual instinct, as when a man feels sexually as a woman feels,

or vice versa, are not rare, and they have been explained by assuming
that in them there is a congenital lack of normal adjustment of physical
and mental endowment in the individual

;
hence arises the class of

cases of sexual perversion known as congenital. In other cases the

normal harmony, manifested for a time, has given place finally to a

change in the mental side of sex, in the nature of inversion of sexual

feeling ; these are called acquired cases. Obviously, this division of

cases into two classes rests upon the assumption of independent but

harmonious physical and mental factors operating in embryo to evolve

sex and sexuality that are normally in harmony ;
then the cases in

which lack of harmonv is manifest from the beo'inning's of sexual feeling

are explained by initial lack of correspondence between the primary
factors influential in determining the physical and mental sexual char-

acteristics. Practically the only criteria available for determining
whether a given case of sexual perversion is congenital or acquired are

facts bearing upon the nature of the earliest manifestations of sexual

feeling. When from the first these have been opposed to the anatomic

sex, the case is classed as congenital. But fiicts and evidence of this

kind, when derived from testimony based on the memory of the indi-

vidual concerned, cannot be regarded as constituting more than a ten-

tative foundation for the erection of a scientific theory. As will be seen

hereafter, tlie motives that impel an individual to consider his anomaly
congenital are so strong that, with the best of intention, his testimony

concerning his early sexual manifestations is apt to be colored in his

own fovor morally. This will suffice to show the purely theoretic basis

of this classification
;
but it may be further justified by general con-

sideration of the origin and development of sex and sexuality, and we
shall be led to make certain modifications of the theory in harmony with

practical experience gained in observation of actual cases of sexual per-
version.

The human embryo has within it the morphologic representation
of both sexes. The subsequent attainment of distinctive organs of one

sex is made possible by development of one set of organs, with arrest of

development of the other. The cause acting to determine development
of one set of organs with arrest of the other is not definitely known, but

it seems probable that it is more or less closely connected with nutrition.

The well-known effect of quality and quantity of nutriment upon the

sexual development of the queen bee is an illustration of this influence.

Since the embryo has the anatomic possibility of becoming male or

female, it must also normally possess the cerebral possibility of develop-

ing a sexual instinct appropriate to male or female. But this does not

imply that there are in the embryo the germs of all the various psychic
elements which characterize what we recog-nize as sexualitv in its com-

plete development : the facts can be rationally clear only when they are
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studied in the light of jisyehoh^iry. We niu.st separate the necessary

oriirinal endowments of instinct from those psvchic elements which are

the complicated product of original endowment influenced \)y environ-

ment. The sexual instinct is made up of a fundamental element and

numerous secondary elements. The fundamental element is general in

quality ;
the secondary elements are special and distinctive of the sex.

The simj)le or fundamental factor in sexuality is nothing more than an

impulse to genital stimulation, for the repetition and development of

which the quality of pleasure in the act is essential. This fundamental

endowment is the only essential original sexual element, and it is com-

mon to both sexes. Out of it arise the seccindary psychosexual char-

acteristics that, aside from anatomic form, distinguish the sexes and

make them mentally, as well as physically, complementary.
In reality this fundamental sexual element is only remotely or

secondarily psychic ;
it is rather reflex in nature, the psychic aspect of it

being derived fn^m an experience of spinal reflex activity. It is inde-

terminate in direction beyond the immediate pleasure experieuced in

genitiil stimulation, and, without the opportunity of widened experience
or teaching, it would not develop in the individual the secondary psycho-
sexual elements that make up the complete sexual instinct.

Thus far the argument has assumed that the secondary psychosexual
elements of the sexual instinct are the result of training and not the

expression of an inherent, inherited, and congenitally implanted set of

ideas. The justification of this assumption is to be demonstrated most

clearly by showing that the series of associated ideas that comprehends
what we understand by the normal, complete, and harmonious sexual

instinct, is not subject to the laws of transmission and inheritance, and
therefore cannot be congenital. The secondary psychosexual elements

are purely psychic : they consist solely of ideas and emotions—viz.,

knowledge of self as the representative of a sex
; knowledge of other

representatives of a complementary sex
;

ideas of the mutual relations

of self and the opposite sex
;
and desire, intensified with pleasurable

emotion, to realize these relations with one of the opposite sex. These

elements, called secondary, are thus classified because on any hypothesis

they must be allowed to be of later development than the instinct to

simple genital stimulation. Certainly such elaborate mental jiictures as

these are not given complete by progenitors to descendants. Ideas per fie

cannot be transmitted or inherited
;
our so-called mental endo-^Tnents

are, in fact, organic endowments which make possible certain mental

developments which we are accustomed to think of inaccurately as men-
tal inheritances. The brain organization which makes possible the ulti-

mate development of ideas is all that is transmitted and inherited in

relation to ideation and emotion. How then does the case stand

with regard to the congenital implantation of a cerebral organization
that shall permit, in the sexual aspect of the mind, only the develop-
ment of certain ideas with accompaniment of sexual emotion, desire,
and genital excitement ? To make this possible, there would necessarily
1)6 required a distinct and specific sense organ and cerebral centers, and
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definite paths connecting the higher with the lower genital centers of

the spinal cord
;
or a need to be inherently specifically excitable to a

specific stimulus, with necessary reaction in sexual desire and sexual ex-

citement of the genitals. Is there any reason to believe that such

organic cerebral organizations exist ? In man there is certainly no

specific sexual sense organ ;
and there is, therefore, no reason to assume

the existence of any undiscovered cerebral area serving as a cerebro-

sexual center. Observation shows that sexual desire and excitement

are capable of being induced through any or all of the sensory avenues

of man, not directly, but indirectly, through secondary ideas of a sexual

content
;
no one of the senses is open to a specific sexual stimulus, ex-

clusively or even predominantly, unless as a result of training or re-

peated experience.

Thus, the generally accepted notion of a congenital sexual instinct,

complete and selective, cannot be entertained without modification. We
can understand that the primary element of sexual instinct, the impulse
to genital activity, is essentially an inherent fact of organization ;

but it

is indeterminate in objective direction, and for its complete activity re-

quires the guidance of ideas and emotions acquired through experience.
Whether experience determines the development of apj)ro])riate secondary

psychosexual characteristics or not may also depend in part upon con-

genital peculiarities of cerebral organization, but these need be but re-

motely connected with the sexual instinct. Thus, for example, the

cerel>ral organization that is delicate and w^ak is the ready slave of

accidental associations of impression and ideas
;

functional activity

readily becomes hy])eractivity ; stimuli, inadequate for more robust

brains, cause too intense and too general activity, and the possibility of

the formation of bizarre and abnormal associations of ideas with pecu-
liar relations to psychic functions is greatly increased beyond normal

possibility of like nature.

These we believe are the only ways in which the sexual instinct can be

regarded as congenital, and for similar reasons perversions of the sexual

instinct cannot be looked upon as more original in their nature. This

conclusion is still further supported by evidence of a diiferent kind. In

the lower animals there is no more striking fact W'ith regard to sexual

activity than the frequency with which it is instinctively perverted in

its expression. The dog lends himself to the part of the female quite

as readily as he takes his own
;
the cow, in her period of rut, is given

to attempts to enact the part of a bull. Some practices common among
human beings are worthy of note as indicative of the weakness of

the congenital sexual instinct as far as its objective direction is con-

cerned. In schools and colleges for young ladies, where there is entire

absence of opportunity for the society of males, it is not uncommon for

a substitute for the latter to be created. Since they are lacking in op-

portunity to be " courted "
by males, those so disposed take upon them-

selves the parts of males, paying court to certain selected girls. One so

selected becomes, perhaps, the object of the affections and attentions of

a small coterie, the members of which vie with one another in showering
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favors upon the object of their love. Such attentions have been known
to take the form of (H>stly i)rerients, (lowers, and loving- letters

;
and

acceptance of them with return of the favor and close intimacy, to be

the cause of intense degrees of jealousy finding vent in spiteful conduct

on the part of those less successful. Such comedies are not necessarily
vicious in fict, but they are in direction

;
and it is maintained here that

they are but the normal result of abnormal cii'cumstances, (j^uite
to be

expected on the part of girls budding into womanhood who are endowed
with normal intensity of what has already been discussed as the j)rimary
element of psychosexuality. The known subsequent normal sexual his-

tory of girls that have lent themselves to such roles is sufticient answer

to the possible objection that they must have been abnormal.

This asj)ect of the sul)ject has been discussed at some length to show
that the higher ])sychic elements of the sexual instincts are secondary,
not hereditary ;

that the primary and fimdamental element of the sexual

instinct, though hereditary, is not determinate in its direction in relation

to sex. This is not the place to discuss systems of education, but the

advantages of coeducation, especially for some individuals, are very
evident.

We have now to consider the factors influential in shaping the de-

velopment of the secondary elements of the sexual instinct. The com-

plete sexual instinct involves ideas of sex, and we have, therefore, to

trace the origin and development of these. The life of the child from

birth to puberty is functionally asexual
;
but long before he can know

the true meaning of sexual feeling or tlie office of the sexes, he learns

to distinguish the latter. Father and mother are known and distin-

guished first—in the beginning by means of the secondarv distinguish-

ing anatomic marks of the two sexes
; later, with enlarged capal)ilities

and opportunities for observation, by means of the notation of genital

distinctions, which, coupled with self-observation, renders self-classifica-

tion in sex possible. Side by side with these observations of direct

relations to sex go others directed to differences of life, occupation,

amusements, and dress, that distinguish the sexes. To this is always
added the intentional education in the appropriate direction of thought,

action, and dress. Tims, long before the significance of sex, as sex, is

understood, the child is grounded in knowledge of it in others and self,

and in his thought and action represents normally his sex without the

conscious activity of an element of true sexual instinct. With the on-

coming of puberty feelings and longings are experienced based upon
the organic impulse tending to the act of genital stimulation and ac-

tivity. If sexuality has been explained to the neophyte, his feelings
become at once clear to him

;
if he has been ke])t in ignorance, his

blind instinctive im])ulse will find some temporarvand accidental outlet,

usually that of self-abuse, which is finally overcome by j)roper teaching.
The opportunity for direct observation by youths of the sexes and

their mutual sexual relations is much greater among people in primitive

conditions, and the possibilities of delayed knowledge and perverting

ignorance are very small. Among civilized people the open exhibition
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and expression of true sexuality are strictly a^'oided, and even carefully
concealed by misleading explanations given to youths who thus,

unfortunately, are left to the guidance of nature, handicapped into pur-
blindness by the removal of the open chance he has in a primitive state

of society. It is then no wonder that certain sexual vices and perver-
sions are the peculiar product of civilized races which make that upon
which they depend for existence the object of silence and shame. In

this statement it is not forgotten that savages, and even animals, are

subject to sexual vices and perversions, but in these instances they have
a different origin, as is likewise the case with certain vices and per-
versions of sexuality met among civilized peoples. The bearing of

these considerations upon particular psychosexual anomalies will be

made clear when these are described in detail. It may be noted here,

however, that certain peculiarities and ]ireferences manifested by a child

may be erroneously interpreted as signiticant of early sexual ]ierversion,
when they are really devoid of such meaning. Thus the male child

may early show a preference for feminine dress, play, and occupations,
but this alone could have no true sexual bearing ;

it could be nothing
more than a preference based on contrasted ex})ericnces. Unopposed,
such an accidental direction of preference might later, with the attain-

ment of sexual knowledge and sexual maturity, act to pervert the direc-

tion of sexual desire and activity. This only emphasizes the importance
of proper education in taste for the proper sexual dress, amusement,
and occupation as affecting the direction of sexual feeling to be later

developed.
This modification of the meaning of congenital as applied to perver-

sions of the sexual instinct must not be interpreted as overlooking an

important distinction made practical by the common classification of

sexual perversions into congenital and acquired cases. A perversion

arising primarily and early has a potency that is one of the reasons for

calling it congenital in nature
;
for in contrast with a perversion of late

and secondary origin, such an early psychosexual anomaly is found to

resist all influences exerted to alter it, while the late or acquired anomaly
can be more or less readily supplanted by the primary and normal

sexual feeling that precedes it in experience and development.
As a further preface to consideration of the psychosexual anomalies

in detiul, it must be emphasized that observation of them as they occur

shows that they are almost always, if not exclusively, functional signs
of a general neuropathic state

;
in many instances they are an accom-

paniment of neuropsychie degeneracy. And it is rather the rule than

otherwise to find such affected persons to be members of families that

have most unpromising nervous histories.

KraflPt-Ebing has employed a convenient nomenclature for the

psychosexual anomalies, Avhich will be followed here.

Parsesthesia sexualis is a general term covering all the varieties

of anomalous sexual feeling, commonly called perversions. The various

forms of sexual paresthesia are often associated with other abnormal

manifestations of sexual feeling, especially sexual hyperesthesia, less
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frequently with sexual ])iiracloxia and sexual anesthesia. The latter

conditions demand consideration before the details of sexual ])aresthesia

are studied. They are of medicok'oal importance because tiicy fre-

qnently underlie sexual crimes, and the proof of their iuHuenee in such

cases necessitates further investigation of the mental condition of the

criminals.

Sexual paradoxia means sexual activity in individuals who
should normallv present uo sexual manifestations. Sexual excitement

before pul)ertv or after age has once extinguished sexual desire is a

psychic paradox, and abnormal.

The premature expression of sexual desire in childhood, while fre-

quent, can seldom give occasion for more than medical investigation,

owino^ to its necessarv association witii moral and leaal irresponsibility.

But in the case of sexual paradoxia in an old man whose sexual glands

have become functionless, it is far otherwise. Such decrepit individuals,

dominated by abnormal sexual impulses, frequently become sexual de-

linquents because of their tendency to seek gratification with children
;
and

all such cases require, in full justice, a thorough mental examination.

Sexual desire may be entirely normal in men of even very advanced

years ; procreative power may last even to extreme limits of life. To
be justly j>athologic, manifestations of sexual desire in the aged must

present certain peculiarities and have other significant accompaniments.

Normally, the psychic aspect of sexuality diminishes in activity with

the diminution of the functional activity of the reproductive glands—
i. e., desire decreases with loss of virility. But this is not always tiie

case. Sexual desire may outlast virile power ;
or having once become

extinct, it may light up anew as a result of senile changes affecting the

brain. If the intellect of a man thus affected is not too much impaired,
he recognizes his physical impotence, while his desire impels him to

attempt sexual acts, and at the same time his general moral resistive

power is weak. Under such circumstances his most ready victims are

children, whom in their ignorance and weakness he can entice, persuade,
or force to his uses. Such an individual may be capable of an actual

sexual assault, but more frequently the gratification is found in some
substitute for coitus. The f )rm of the substitute depends largely upon
the degree of mental im})airment. The common forms are sexual

exhibition and sexual abuse of children ; less frequently the anomaly
finds expression in the well-defined perversions up to complete inver-

sion of the sexual instinct, leading to sodomy, pederasty, or some
indecent and unnatural act. Indecent acts which in themselves can

have no sexual significance sometimes give sexual gratification. In

such cases the psychologic association is either throngli the quality of

indecency common to such acts and sexual acts, or through the psycho-

logic association of gratification in objective or subjective humiliation

with sexual feeling, more thoroughly discussed under Passivism.

AYomen may manifest sexual ]iaradoxia, but in them it is infrequent
and of minor medic(»legal inq>ortance.

To establish the true nature of senile sexual desire, a consideration

Vol. 1.-44
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of the general state of mind is essential. Such a paradoxic phenom-
enon may be one of the precursors of a general mental decay that

makes its appearance subsequently ;
but in such a case a careful investi-

gation will usually reveal some slighter signs of intellectual and moral

failure, especially the latter, as evidenced by slight changes of character,

manners, habits, interests, thoughts, atfections, and inclinations, Mhich
foreshadow the ultimate profound decay to which senile cerebral changes
lead. Irritability, lack of former sympathies, and increased selfishness

are all common sliglit symptoms when they form an alteration from

previous characteristics. In a majority of cases of abnormal senile

sexual desire the psychic degeneration has so far progressed that there

is no difficulty in recognizing the general mental deterioration, which, in

removing all former restraining moral influences, allows the sexual in-

clination to find ready and reckless expression. The recklessness and

openness with which old men give vent to their sexual impulses are a

fair measure of the degree of dementia into Avliich they have fiillen.

Sexual excitement in such cases may attain an actually intensified de-

gree and deserve the name of sexual hyperesthesia.
Sexual anesthesia signifies absence of sexual feeling. It is

normal in earlv childhood, in old age, and immediatclv after sexual

gratification. Absence of sexual desire is also jihysiologic when the

mind is preoccupied by unrelated thought, study, or any powerful emo-
tion. It is also diminished or absent in some general states of debility,

though in others as exhausting it is seemingly intensified
;
thus no gen-

eral rule covering this can be formulated.

As a ])athologic phenomenon it occurs in a lasting form as an origi-
nal anomaly ;

it may also be acquired. Failure to develop sexual

desire, though the genitals are normally developed, is a sign of cerebral

defect. This may be the only striking sign of cerebral or mental de-

ficiency, but it is frequently only one of numerous signs of mental

deficiency, even to the highest degrees of idiocy. Deficiency of sexual

feeling is more common than total absence of it. Women much more

frequently present it in its various degrees than men. Its medicolegal

importance lies mainly in its relation to impotence and the marriage
contract.

The acquired form of sexual anesthesia may result from castration,

ovariotomy, disease of the testicles and ovaries, tlie chronic intoxications

(alcohol, opium), and from natural and unnatural excesses in venery.
Masturbation is a very frequent cause of sexual anesthesia for normal
sexual stimuli, an eifect that miiy be more relative than absolute, sexual

gratification being found in abnormal or unusual means of stimulation.

Such conditions are a step in the development of complete sexual per-
versions.

Sexual hyperesthesia is abnormal intensity of sexual desire

and impulse. It is only when sexual desire is decidedly intensified, pro-

longed, or too frequently excited that it can be regarded as unequivo-

cally abnormal. In milder degrees it is impossible to distinguish with

certainty between health and disease. Sexual desire varies so in indi-
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vicluals and in the sexes that former individual peculiarity must always
be the guide in diagnosis. Since woman is normally less passionate

and less readily excited than man, when a woman shows unusual inten-

sity of sexual inclination, a suspicion is an once aroused that it is ab-

normal. Since sexual desire is purely psychic, and in fact an emotional

impulsion, it is possible for it, under abnormal conditions, to reach such

a, compelling degree of force and intensity as to overcome all opposing
and inhibitory ideas and feelings, finding expression in the face of cir-

cumstances that would normally suppress it.

The power of emotion in general to overcome the ordinary trains

and associations of ideas is well known, as in grief, anger, and jealousy;
and it is not strange then that sexual hyperesthesia may occasionally be

manifested as an isolated mental anomaly, temporarily inhil>iting or

overcoming all normal opposing ideas. In many cases sexual hyper-
esthesia is but one sign of a neuropathic constitution, and as a symptom
of such an underlying condition it is most prone to reach a greatly in-

tensified degree and thus endanger the individual's responsibility. Neu-

ropathic women are especially apt to be the victims of a pathologic

degree of sexual excitement immediately after or in connection with

menstruation, a time when sexual desire is normally greatest in women.

Such abnormal passion also occurs in neuropathic women at the time of

the menopause.
The immediate exciting cause of sexual hyperesthesia may be either

peripheral (genitals) or central (cerebral). Local irritation, genital

neuroses, and some drugs, like cantharides, may be periplieral causes
;

central causes are mainly operative in neurotic persons ;
and pathologi-

cally intense sexual desire is frequently an accompaniment of hysteria
and states of general mental exaltation (mania). This state of sexual

excitement seeks expression in coitus or in some equivalent for it.

Thus it may lead to rape, masturbation, pederasty, or even bestiality.

It is the common, though not necessary, factor in cases of sexual per-

version, though the commission of a perverse act in pathologic sexual

hyperesthesia does not demonstrate that the individual is formally or

more than temporarily perverted. Absence of sexual hyperesthesia in

one the suV)iect of psychosexual perversion may keep the perversion en-

tirely a thing of thought, never realized in j)ractice. Cases in which

there is more or less periodicity in the manifestation of sexual excite-

ment are instances of a true neurosis or of periodic insanity.
It may be mentioned in passing that sexual hyperesthesia in the

husband may become good ground fitr divorce.

The general term sexual paresthesia covers all possible forms

of perversion of sexual feeling and sexual activity. Sexual desire or

instinct is said to be perverted when it is directed outside of the limits

within which it is capable of serving its natural purpose. When a per-
version is associated with sexual hyperesthesia, the perverse direction

of desire finds fulfilment in acts. The nature of the acts possible under

such circumstances, extending from mere sexual indecency to brutal

murder, renders this class of psychosexual anomalies of paramount
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medicolegal interest. A distinction is to be made, if possible, between

vice and disease as the causes of these psychosexual anomalies. But a

pathologic psychosexual state, existing whether as a result of vice or as

the result of conditions for which the suH'erer is in no way responsible,
should not change the light by which it is viewed in the tribunal of

justice. Vicious practices are, as we shall see, potent causes of sexual

perversion, but long before they have given rise to a pathologic state in

a strict sense they may lead to criminal acts. The fact of vice alone,

or of any act arising out of it, is not enough to establish the diagnosis
of pathologic perversion any more than the existence of a hallucination

or a delusion can be the basis of the diagnosis of insanity. In such

cases, besides the proof of the existence of vice as a contributing cause

of a perverse sexual crime, it is also necessary to demonstrate other

signs and symptoms that point directly to the existence of a true patho-

logic state as an underlying cause. Examination of the physical, ner-

vous, and mental condition
;
consideration of the history of the indi-

vidual and his family, and inquiry into his education, training, and all

the influences that have molded his character or formed his habits are

the means upon which we must rely for information that will enable us

to give a correct opmion of the nature of such a case.

The normal object of sexual desire is the opposite sex
;
but the

sexual impulse may be so changed or so completely misdirected that the

same sex becomes the chief or sole object of sexual inclination. This

complete reversal or inversion of normal relations was called contrary
sexual feeling by Westphal, but it may be conveniently and briefly

designated by the words sexual inversion. It is the most strikingly

abnormal sexual perversion, and for this reason, as well as for the

reason that those subject to it may at the same time present other forms

of psychosexual anomalies, it is here discussed first.

The first part of this article discusses the congenital and acquired
elements that constitute the normal sexual instinct, and shows how the

beginnings of sexual desire have no objective relation to sex, but that

the ultimate directing ideas are the result of imitation, teaching, and

experience. It may be added that many observers, especially Kraff\-

Ebing, Moll, and Schrenck-Notzing, look upon the existence of a neuro-

pathic constitution, original or acquired, as an almost essential ])re-

requisite for the manifestation of sexual inversion. This conclusion is

based upon study of actual cases, which, it must be allowed, show this

association of conditions
;
but some observers contend (liaffalovich) that

sexual inversion is possible without other sign or symjitom of degenera-
tion or mental disequilibration, and the possibility must be admitted on

both theoretic and empiric grounds. From a medicolegal standpoint,

however, the fact of the usual association of sexual inversion and neuro-

pathic and j)sychopathic conditions or tendencies is of prime importance.
Sexual inversion is met with in varying degrees, from mild pre-

dilection for the same sex, associated with normal inclinations, to com-

plete inversion with horror of the 0})posite sex in sexual relations. The
sexual role of the afiected individual is also subject to inversion. Thus,
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the male, even when al)h(H-reiil ol' woiiieii, may ,-till retain the inn-mal

active role
;
or he may find his sexual gratilieation only as the passive

party in the sexual aet. The same reversals may be observed also in

females. The inversion frequently extends beyond the strictly sexual

feelings to the secondary attributes of the sexes. The homosexual man

may ape the manner, dress, speech, acts, habits, and occupations ol" the

opposite sex
;
the homosexual woman may assume all the secondary

characteristics of masculinity. The extent to which this aspect of the

inversion is manifest depends upon the sexual role of the individual.

In some cases there is a noticeable approximation of the individual to

the opposite sex in general form and secondary anatomic characteristics

of sex, aside from the genitals. Such cases lend color to the congenital

theory of the origin of the anomaly ;
but it is a fact beyond dispute

that persons resembling the opposite sex in general physical makeup
are by no means necessarily subject to a corresponding psychosexual
inversion.

The possible acts of a criminal character to which sexual inversion

tends are numerous. Masturbation, passive or mutual, is a favorite

manner of sexual indidgence, \vhich may become criminal when it is

practised with children
;

coitus is imitated inter femora ; active peder-

asty is performed but seldom, and then in obedience to intense sexual

desire; passive pederasty may be submitted to in order to please the

active party, or as a realization of the desired passive feminine role.

The homosexual female is given to similar equivalents
—mutual mastur-

bation, cunnilingus, imitation of coitus when possible ;
but they can

have only a minor medicolegal bearing from a criminal standpoint,
aside from the possible seduction of female children. Legal questions

may arise in cases where two persons of the same sex become allied and
live in an association which shocks public morality or contravenes the

rights of others. Thus one woman might become so infatuated with

another as to submit herself and her property to the dictation of the

object of her affection, to the detriment or obliteration of family ties and

rights of property. Domination of one of two persons thus abnormally
associated is the rule, and the subjection of the passive party is usually
extreme—a condition fertile in raising legal questions, aside from
formal criminal acts.

As illustrations of sexual inversion the following cases are chosen,
with a view to present its various types. It will be noted that they
also illustrate other forms of perversions of the sexual instinct, more

striking examples of which are offered in the subsequent discussion of

them in relation to criminal acts.

C, the subject of the following history, it will be seen is not subject to com-
plete inversion, but is capable of heterosexual intercourse in spite of honnosexual
inclinations.

Under date of April 14, 1894, he gave the writer the following resume of
his life and symptoms :

"
I shall try to give you as compact and complete a history of my case as pos-

sible. A New Englander born, both my parents were of nervous temperament.
Mother was always delicate, and died of consumption in her thirty-first year. All
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her relatives were delicate aud nervous. At my birth in 1869 I was verj' weakly
and my life was barely preserved. Without teaching, I began to masturbate at

the age of eight or nine. All my early associations were with boys ;
as far back

as I can remember I have always preferred being with persons of the opposite
sex. Still I cannot decide whether to call my condition congenital or acquired.
I did not learn the terrible results of masturbation until my sixteenth year, never

realizing what I was doing until that time. So great is the veil of blindness that
this curse throws about one, and so retiring and sensitive does one become, that
the chance of learning the true state of the matter becomes very meager. From
that time until I was twenty-one it was an everlasting struggle between my better

nature and the curse of which I was the victim. 1 tried everything, including
natural sexual intercourse, and succeeded in a measure in slopping the vice, but
not entirely. You can imagine what the effect of this habit on my weak consti-

tution was. Above all, my mind was in a terrible condition, and my digestive
organs were seriously deranged. During this period contrary sexual feelings were

very strong. It is a great humiliation to describe them to another for the first

time. Between my sixteenth and my nineteenth year I became enamored of
several young men, one in particular, with whom I went to live in B . For two

years we were employed in the same place of business. We lived together more
than a year, but never practised masturbation together. We roomed together.
My desire was merely for bodily contact and embrace with him. My feelings for

this young man were intense
;

I simply adored him, and thoughts of him, then
and ever since, and even now, drive me nearly wild. In my association with him
I experienced no relief or improvement of my general health ;

of course I felt

great pleasure in being near the object of my love, but I had so many emissions
that life became a burden from headache and general depression of vitality, quite
as bad as when masturbation had been practised excessively. At last this condi-
tion reached a climax, and I tore myself from home and friends. I left four

years ago, going south for complete rest and change and avoidance of sexual
excitement."

After telling of his improved health under the change he continues :

" Manv times I was near suicide. Even now there are days when I am controlled

by the most outrageous ideas, and I am forced to fight with myself to keep from doing

something unnatural or desperate. My relatives know nothing of my actual con-

dition, but attribute my desire to be away from them to eccentric notions. I have

always had a great desire to do something to excite a public commotion or sensa-

tion, and several times I have been on the point of doing very rash things in

order to satisfy my unnatural longing. I conceived the idea of going to New
Orleans and robbing the principal banks of that city. I actually went there and

remained two months perfecting my plans for that purpose ;
but before my plans

were completed my mind was fed off to other things. Later I prepared to go to

Europe to 'do up' some of the crowned heads, and I had my plans all laid

which would require three vears to mature ;
but something else arose to distract

my attention. Even now I am frequently almost carried away with the desire to

do something unnatural or crooked, just to have people say I am smart. At other

times I am disgusted with myself for entertaining such ideas. I am greatly trou-

bled with philanthropic notions. Were I to become possessed of money, I should

probably put some one of my impractical ideas into immediate execution. I have

ceased to masturbate, except at times when I am overcome by passion. Lately I

have practised regular sexual intercourse. In this I am troubled with ])remature

ejaculation. If I could but have normal coitus, I think I should be able to over-

come my contrary sexual inclinations, and perhaps develop some liking for the

opposite sex. My liking for males is very strong yet, and I pannot sufficiently

control my mind to keep men out of my thoughts. I tliink this unnatural desire

must be the most intense possible to a human being. Did it not lead to such dis-

astrous conditions of mind and body, I should prefer it to its opposite. I think

the great trouble with me now is an excessive general debility and mental weak-

ness which render me unable to resist my unnatural desires. Do not think from

anything I have written that my unnatural sexual feeling is weakened; it is just
as strong as ever, but I am making great effort to overcome it."
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This case is one of the milder degTcos of sexual inversion, probably

acqnired as a result of masturbation. Its eoiijunetiou with a neuro-

pathic constitution, probably inherited, is noteworthy. The predomi-
nance of insistent and im])erative ideas is instructive, as showing the

psychologic origin of possible uon-sexual crimes; while the possibility

of his perpetration of formal sexual crimes is for the same reason in-

creased.

The next case illustrates a condition of active homosexuality more

complete in degree, likewise associated with a deep neurotic taint.

"My father was, so far as I know, normal in liis sexual feeling, a passionate
man, and unfaithful to his wife. After my birth he became addicted to the ex-

cessive use of alcohol, and in the attempt to check the desire for stimulants formed
the morphin habit. This in turn he overcame only to become insane (acute mel-

ancholia), and then resorted to chloral to overcome insomnia, and tinally ended his

own life by shooting himself. He had two brotliers who became insane, and I

believe one, if not both of them, committed suicide. My mother was of a ner-

vous temperament, and died of paresis complicated with some sjiinal trouble. I

have a brother, normal but passionate in sexual feeling, and agister of marked
heterosexual feeling, but with masculine tastes—f(jndness for stimulants and

smoking and masculine diversions.
"

I myself am thirty-six years old, five feet eleven in height, of slender build,
a teacher by profession, and of an emotional and nervous temperament. I meas-
ure twenty inches around the waist, and thirty-six around the hips, but this is

the only feature suggesting the feminine type, as I have jilenty of pubic hair, also

a heavy dark beard, and much hair on my breast; a masculine baritone voice,
and normal pectoral development. I have never cared for stimulants or tobacco,

hunting, or violent athletics, but have found my diversion in drawing, painting,
music, and photograi)hy. I have no inclination for feminine amusements or
dress or effeminate indulgence of any kind. The first sexual excitement occurred
some time before puberty, and v;as caused, as I remember it, by the irritation of
an elongated and tight prepuce, which induced the habit of masturbation without
instruction or any understanding of the true significance or purpose of sexual

feeling. During such excitement my mind pictured myself with other boys
dressed in fanciful costumes, tights, etc.,riding in a circus. There seems to have
been nothing to connect sexual feeling especially with men, certainly no instruc-

tion or personal experience, which would have given a false impulse from the
start. And I am absolutely certain that from the very first sexual feeling to the

present day I have never felt the slightest feeling of love for a woman, and no
woman has ever had the slightest sexual attraction for me. Beyond tliis I can-
not say whether or not my homosexual feeling is due to heredity or a false educa-
tion. As a boy I often thought that it would be interesting as an experience to

associate sexually with women, and I felt then, as I do to-day, that such associa-
tion might be i)leasurable and successful; for I have never supposed myself im-

potent, but the attraction has never been sufficient to impel me to make the

attempt, and I have never felt the need of any such normal satisfaction. When
I was sent away to school at eleven years, I soon had sufficient instruction in
sexual matters, and continued the habit of masturbation almost daily with an
occasional week or two of intermission during an unsuccessful effort to stop the
habit. While in school sometimes physical contact with other boys would pro-
duce sexual excitement ; but never then or at any time since did I indulge either
in mutual onanism, pederasty, coitus inter femora, in ox, or in any other form of
abnormal relation with other boys or men. While in school I fell in love with a
handsome youth older than I, and this was my first experience of the emotion. I

remember trying in every way to jilease him, and I was unhappy when away from
him. I had the same experience with another fellow during my school life, but
I was utterly ignorant of the sexual nature of my feeling, and they made no un-
natural advance to me. When I entered college I again fell in love with a hand-
some young man with whom I was intimate, and when sleeping with him he was
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very affectionate, taking me in his arms, and then I was conscious of strong sexual

excitement, but without emission or any vicious attempt on his part. Since then
a number of men have attracted me sexually, and I liave felt for some of them
the strongest kind of passionate love

;
and while I have had every opportunity to

satisfy myself with them, I have never done it in any way, being restrained j)artly
from self-respect, fear of injuring them, and also fear of exposure. With one

exception our intercourse has been contined to mutual caresses and contact
while in bed or asleep. Pederasty I have never desired, and the thing seems

repugnant to me. The natural way would be coitus inter femora, if I fol-

lowed my desire. Once on contact of my penis with the penis of my friend

in bed a violent orgasm followed, but this was not anticipated or intended, and
never repeated. I have never been seriously ill, but have suffered from puberty
with sick headaches (hemicrania), which always begin with half-blindness, gener-
ally on the right side, which is followed by violent headache, and nausea and

vomiting which has seldom been stopped except by hypodermics of morphin ad-
ministered always by a competent physician. These headaches were and are very
prostrating, and are preceded and followed by acute nervous depression and ex-

haustion. I have not been free from nervous dyspepsia for years, and this fact has
made it hard for me to take strong medicines, as they always upset my stomach.
The use of bromids in thirty-grain doses has generally made me ill after a while.

The bromid was used without medical advice in the attempt to quiet sexual rest-

lessness, but never was very satisfactory. For many years I have had a chronic
irritation of the anus, and two years ago was operated on for the cure of both a
fistula and fissure. These must have existed for some time, and have been a
source of irritation to the prostatic urethra, as I had good reason to think later.

I never go to sleep now without the use of an ointment of bismuth to qtiiet the
irritation. A year ago I came to the conclusion, after some medical reading, that

an elongated prepuce might be the source of urethral irritation, as it annoyed me
sometimes in walking. The prepuce covered the penis when in a flaccid condi-

tion, and gathered over the meatus in a little bunch. Thus the gland was kept
moist and sensitive. I consulted Dr. B., of New York, who at once advised cir-

cumcision, and said that he could have saved me much in every way if he had
had the care of me years before. The circumcision was a decided relief, and
since its performance I have been without any of the old annoyance and partial
erection when walking. On examination, lie found a congested state of the pro-
static urethra and treated it several times with stimulants by injection, but I had
to leave the city before he felt the ditticulty had been remedied. At present there
is a congested c(mdition in tlie same place, and recent attempts to remove it by
electricity have proved useless. The congestion is not very severe, and manifests

itself only by irritation and an occasional feeling of burning and a sense of con-

gestion. The use of a sound has been quieting, but only a small sound can be
made to pass into the prostatic urethra.

"Of course, with homosexual feeling, I have had the usual perverted instincts—fondness for male characters on the stage, male statues, pictures of athletes,
etc. Masturbation has been continued at intervals uj) to the present time, and is

overcome only for a week or two at the most. I never handle myself, but after

an interval of continence the impulse amotints to acute irritation of the whole
sexual system, and it seems impossible to keep sexual images out of my mind,
and often before I know it or realize my condition, the orgasm takes place by
the slightest instinctive movement of the body, and the mischief is done. I feel

certain that with normal and healthy conditions I could never allow this to

occur; I mean unless there were some actual congestion or unnatural erethism
which might jiossibly be overcome with medicine or surgically. As to sexual

dreams, they have occurred rarely, and when they do occttr, they concern men
and not women. If I do not masturbate, nocturnal emissions do not seem to be

abnormally frequent. In fact I think I would be better if they did occur oftener.

I am strong sexually, that is, I have vigorous erections mornings, and at other
times strong passionate feeling, and naturally I am energetic and restless. My
dreams never have concerned women, so far as I can recall them, btit generally
suggest physical contact with boys or men in a nude state, which quickly ends in

an imperfect orgasm before the dream comes to any crisis, and then I wake.
I am not at all strong, and I am subject to depression and weariness of life

;
I am
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badJy uourished, owing to this dyspeptic hal)it (hyperacidity), and restless at

night, not infrequently suffering from wakefulness for six or eight nights at a

time. I imagine that if I were to atteni])t intercourse of any kind, the emission

would be premature. I have never had or attempted intt-rcourse with either man
or woman, normal or abnormal. I tliink this is itartially due to the fact that a

gross man never interests me
;

that is, one who would be inclined to make
advances to me. For, strange as it may seem, the feeling of love lias been much
stronger than the lustful desire, and lias led me to associate with men of my
own type of education and habitual feeling, who were, so far as 1 know, in every
case perfectly normal, though in every case they have returned my love, as was
evident from their caresses, attentions, and responses to my advances to them.
I cannot remember the time when I was not thus interested in some one friend,
whom I believe I have loved as truly as ever a man loved a woman in a good
sense; and so far as I could see, the love was not only legitimate enough, but a

comfort and inspiration to me, and, as men have tohl me in several cases, a sav-

ing moral influence with them. The thing has been just as natural to me from
the start as heterosexual love is to most men, and I never really appreciated its

sexual character until I read Fsychnpathin Sexualis, which opened my eyes
and actually made me sick—jihysically ill, as well as mentally desj)ondent. I ielt

that I was degraded and in unspeakably degraded company. Hut still I feel that

taking it altogether, this love, abnormal as it is, has been the very best and hap-
piest part of my life so far as it has been inspired by individiud friends. Had it

led me to hal)itual sin, perhaps I should feel differently about it. Years ago I

used occasionally to wonder why I did not fall in love with girls, as most boys
do; but I thought that it would come some day, and all the stronger for the

delay, and consoled myself that I was naturally more affectionate with men than
other men were, and so would have more friends. I don't think that any one of
these friends knows that there is anything abnormal in my feeling toward them.

Everything that a refined and careful education and bringing-up could do to

make grossness abhorrent to me was done, and I must confess that the full satis-

faction of my homosexual love does not seem either as unnatural or as vicious as

it should. I am perfectly certain I should be the better and happier for it, and
it has been only by a superhuman effort that I have kept myself from it; an
eff<n"t which has almost made me physically ill at times. I should have said that
I have no impulse to assume anything but the active or masculine role in rela-

tions to men; passive pederasty would be repulsive to me, as also would be the
active form, unless I were strongly tempted. I think there has been no trace of

efFemination, as I understand the expression, in my makeup, apart from what I

have mentioned. Most of the time I am hopeless and indifferent, but occasion-

ally I have a moment of profound chagrin and anxiety, with acute self-con-

tempt; but this feeling does not last, because, as I have said, this love is so much
a part of my life and is so free from any positive sexual indulgence with
others that for the most part it seems like a pure and comforting gift. Of course,
I know that this must sound like maudlin, arrant nonsense to a normally con-
stituted man, l)ut such a man is incapable of appreciating the fact that in a case
like mine the love of which I speak is the only love which the man can know,
ever has known, or ever can kno^v, and it seems to him neither degraded nor
criminal, and as a simple matter of fact does not necessarily lead to either crime
or abuse, though of course some form of sexual indulgence would be its only per-
fect satisfaction. I suppose this is proven or illustrated by the account of the
Greek '

Pedopliily
'

in Sugge^ttive Therapeutics which I have just read. Now as to
masturbation in any form, that is bad, demoralizing, and enervating, and must be

stopped at any cost. I also could be glad to give up any inclination toward homo-
sexual love, chiefly because I fear that under some circumstances I might become
criminally culpable, and because at best such feeling, without its natural satisfac-

tion, is often a source of torture as well as i)leasurable social intimacy. I do not desire
coitus in marriage, because as yet I do not care to support a family on my present
income, but mure than all ehe because I have felt for years that there is undoubt-
edly a hereditary taint in my blood ; and I should consider myself little better than
a criminal if I reproduced either my father's disposition or my ou-n in the life of a
child. We, as a family, are a degenerate lot. and it is better that the nariie and
nature should die out as soon as possible. If I had children of my own, I believe
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that anxiety about them would make me insane, if nothing else would. The only-

thing I can hope for is a reasonable habit of self-control and the eradication of
abnormal impulses and feeling. Some day I shall lose my mind if tliis cannot
be accomplished, and I should prefer extreme measures (some form of surgical
interference), if other things fail, rather than to go on as in the past,

"If a man through hereditary taint has no right to beget children and trans-

mit the taint, why is not castration, for example, justifiable where abnormal
instinct is pronounced and the man is only a torture to himself, and little good to

society ?"

From a long acquaintance with this case, the writer would still further

emphasize the serious neurotic constitution of this unfortunate num.

The perfect normality of his mental condition is instructive in its rela-

tion to his grave psychosexual anomaly, and in the bearing of the latter

upon moral responsibility. Nevertheless, a person so neurotic and

withal so morally sensitive might under strain become guilty of crimi-

nal acts for which he would be justly irresponsible ;
but the irresponsi-

bility would be related immediately to the mental state at the time of the

commission of the crime, and but remotelv to the psvchosexual anomalv.

His moral sensibility might lead to concealment of the underlying mo-
tive.

The next case is an illustration of psychosexual inversion, with a

bad ancestral histoiy. It is of early development, and there are indi-

cations of eifemiuation or an a})proximation to the general psychic char-

acteristics of the female, though socially, as in the society of women,
there is an absence of it. Mr. G. is thoroughly masculine in physical

make-up, and entitled to the distinction of being far above the average
man in culture and intelligence.

"
I was born on September 22, 1866. My mother's family was of good sturdy

stock. My father's family are distinctly nervous people. My grandfather, on his

side, was half crazy the last years of his life. One of my. father's sisters com-
mitted suicide. Two others are now poor nervous women. My father's oldest

brother is so eccentric now as to warrant the term 'half crazy,' and my cousin

(his son) died in an asylum after being four years at college. I am exactly like

my father. He is nervous and shows signs of having some trouble just like his

brother, only in a much milder form. He is certainly the best one in the family.
I started into school early, graduating from the Grammar School at the age of

twelve, being the youngest fellow who ever received a diploma. I should say my
life began sexually in my eleventh year. I note a distinct difference between in-

herited
'

homosexuality
' and acquired, and much importance seems to be

attached thereto. The question is difficult to answer, because of the dim per-

spective of the long intervening years. Still I am strongly convinced that it is

inherited. Certainly my earliest remembrances sexually were thoughts of boys,
and I have a sharp recollection of being strongly influenced by a young school-

mate—it seems almost before my life began sexually, certainly in the first six

months. I left the Grammar School when I was twelve years and six months old,

and at that time I know I had the most intense passion for two fellows, one right
after the other. The two must have lasted a year. I attended the High School
from '80 to '84. During this period I worked out of school mornings running a

milk-route, and afternoons did a great deal of extra work preparing for college.

During this period I was influenced by three fellows, the last one of whom excited

the strongest passion and absorbed my capacity for studying. This fellow wore
me out nervously. I became fairly absorbed in him, went to see him all the time,
with eager look and palpitating heart. During all this period I was very popular
with the girls, ran dances, whist-parties, etc., and was a leader in everything
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social. I have had a couple of sliojht spasmodic sexual attractions for girls, hut

only in a faint way. I recollect also sudden llaniings caused by fellows, lasting

only a month or so, and ending as suddenly as commenced. Masturbation set in

at eleven years, and lasted longer than is usual. In 1884 I entered college. Here I

lived through the first of my two fearful experiences. A college friend, T., held my
life spellbound for four years. We were inseparable, and during that time I made
intense drafts on my nervous system. Not one single thought crossed my mind
that was not first considered with reference to him. During the last year he grew
wild, drank a great deal, and as I refused to follow him, we grew apart. This

period ruined my health. I could not sleep. I suffered intensely, lived more in

a day than I had ever done before. I pined away, wore my nerves entirely out,

grew morbid, suffered intensely from melancholia, which I could not drive away.
I added much by drinking a great deal. I ended a total wreck in June, 1888.

My career in college was a steady wearing out of my vitality. I lived severely in

the excitement of athletics, bet a good deal, and lost a lot, and wasted my energy
with imprudent prodigality. That fall, the loss of T. (as I did not return to

college) wore so hard that in December, under a fast appearing cloud of insanity,
intense morbidness, and total inability to muster facts properly, I gave up en-

tirely and consulted Dr. X., but told him nothing of my perverted sense. At
his advice I went south for three weeks, and returned immensely improved. I

went to work, and under its monotony grew better. I was still under the influ-

ence of T., whom I saw about once a week, when suddenly P. appeared, a fellow

who lived near me, and I started again, completely infatuated, and from which
infatuation I am still unable to free myself to-day. This began in December,
1889. From '90 to '91 and '92 we were inseparable, and I lived on, my nerves

gradually wearing out. In the last of '92 P. showed signs of liking a girl, and
then I ran down with lightning rapidity. I grew morbid, jealous, almost insane.

I could not sleep. I have taken a revolver in my hands a score of times, but each
time thoughts of my family stayed my hand. This man found me out. Then I

consulted a doctor in B. and received no sign of encouragement. He knew noth-

ing of sexual perversion and threw me off the scent. I waited a while and then
consulted Dr. X. again. He was my first ray of hope. He knew something of
these cases, gave me some 'hydrolene' and a preparation with iron in it, and
said I'd soon he over it. He was unsatisfactory, treated the matter lightly, and
seemed to think it was nothing. I kept the

'

hydrolene
'

up for a year or more,
and then, as I grew very stout, dropped it. It certainly had a very good effect.

I returned home, told P. the whole story, and asked his help, depending upon his

long-tried faithfulness. He made a few attempts to see me, but soon gave me up
almost completely. He refused to talk with me on the subject, refused to say
what his relations with me were to be, and by his coolness and perversity of spirit
did more to harm me than anything else. I passed a year of fearful mental

anguish, being within a few doors of him, seeing him just enough to render me
almost crazy, hoping night after night that he would call, walking by his house,

tossing for hours in bed, living only to see him. Here my business gave way
under the depression of the times (my father had bought me a business in

1891), and for a year I went through an awful wrench of financial worry and woe,
ending in October, 1893, in complete failure and utter ruin. It was an awful

year, but, strange as it may seem, it was the social side that was the worst. I

actually looked on my financial troubles as things to take my mind away from

my love of this friend P. The last year, October, '93, to October, '94, has been

spent in an endeavor to gather up all the scraps that are left. Since April 1 I

have gained, but very slowly. P. has married and moved away. I am still

strongly under his influence. I mourn his loss. I have few friends, and I cannot

get interested in the other people around me. The cowardly desertion of P. and
his coolness are still wearing me out, and, try as iiard as I will, I cannot regain
control of myself. I went into business on August 1, get but a small salary, but
have a most excellent chance to get ahead.

" You ask for a description of myself. I am short and stout, 5 feet 7j inches

tall, and weigh 156 pounds. I have thick black hair, thick-set shoulders, stout

body, and a tendency toward stout legs. I have had considerable gymnasium
training, but my nervous trouble prevents me from being strong. My testicles

are probably smaller than the average. I am hopeful to a great extent, extremely
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anxious to conciliate all to whom I talk, am considered very funny by my friends,
train a great deal. I like a joke, and see the humorous side of life very strongly.
In life, both socially and in a business way, I am living entirely on my reputa-
tion gained before I was twenty-two. I am now completely out as far as my brain
is concerned. It can stand no strain. I cannot use it with any regularity. I

cannot depend on it. I grow confused easily. What I want now is instruction

how to seize the really fine opportunity I have in business by regaining my
health and gathering up what threads I can get after the last ten or twelve years
of intense strain on my head. My brain is rattled, and badly so. I have lost the

capacity of long and steady thinking. I muse make a success in businesss now.
If I lose again, I believe I shall be lost I'orever. I want iron—an iron hand, an
iron will, a steel heart. I want to learn how to rid myself of the relapses that

come with fatal insistence. I want all my days to be good days, for I do have
some good days now. I dream too much. I find myself in trances. In business
I seem to be asleep

—many things get by me. How can I rouse my old-time

energy? When can I learn how to gain an enthusiastic interest in my business?
I have no desire to live were it not for my family. I would gladly close my life

+D-night. I believe I have no hope, no desire socially. 1 only want to retrieve

my fallen star in the business world. Once my day's work ceases. I am lost.

Shall I resort to intercourse with women? I have never done this, partly from
lack of desire, partly from strict Puritan inherited tendencies. I am not entirely
devoid of love for them, but it is very faint. Now I am afraid my nervousness
would prevent coitus should I attempt such an experiment.

" There is a young lady here whom I like the best of any girl I ever knew,
but also platonically. I haven't the slightest sexual feeling for her. We go
together some, are both of us deeply interested in books and mental work, but I

can go for weeks without seeing her, and the lack never affects me. Ought I to

marry? Would I hate it all if I should? Could anything be done to make me
love sexually the other sex? Socially, my life is sad. I have few friends now.
I find they have all grown away from me.

"
Lastly and strongly, I want to learn how to stand face to face with a man

and talk to him. I have a certain cringing, a fear of myself, a confusion, a dread
of meeting any one. I feel as though it must be the feeling of a young girl

meeting a hard, sharp man of forty, who treats her brusquely. To-day, yester-

day, every day, this cringing, cowardly, sneaking fear is ruining my business

chances. I thought it was due to the disease. I hope to God it is, but I am
afraid now it is due to my slight effeminacy or to an inherited fear which I

think I see in both my father and mother. It is awful to my spirit. It

can't be killed. I hope it may not live long. Lastly, I have no hope to live for,

unless I can get married
; already all my friends are moving away, and soon I

shall be alone.
' Trrdinm riffr' is a fearful curse to me now. I have a slight

tendency to effeminacy; this I combat by smoking and drinking, so that I have
the name of a

'

good sport
'

among the fellows. Both vices are injurious to me,
but I think I gain a certain contentment and a more manly tone from them."

The following case is a very reniarkalile one, as an example of more

complete inversion, with a decided transformation to the general role

of the female in thought and desire, and with some indications of ana-

tomic effemination. The fact of normal marriage, in the face of prac-
tical psychic impotence, is noteworthy. The history is given in detail,

because of its interesting ]isychologic details, and its refutation of the

assumption that a psychosexual anomaly is always coupled witii psycho-

pathy or neuropathy.

"
I am now thirty-three years old

;
5 feet 9 inches tall

;
somewhat bald

; my
beard is quite strong and rather hard

; my hips are (juite wide, so that they are
often noticed by strangers; my shoulders are sloping and shaped like a woman's.

My arms and legs also have a feminine appearance. I have very well-developed
mammse, but my genitals are of normal shape, as far as I am aware. I have a
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good growth of hair about tho axilla? and <renitals, but otherwise the hair of my
body is scanty. The gait is entirely I'eniiiiiue; the voice a tenor and not

unpleasing; the muscular development is quite weak; there is considerable

adipose tissue.

"I am not aware of any hereditary taint, excej)t tliat my maternal grand-
father committed suicide in a time of financial embarrassment. My father is

said to have been of passionate character, and to have given my motlier ground
for jealousy. 1 have always been of good health, and never had even the usual
children's diseases, except a slight attack of measles in my eighth year. From
early boyhood I was averse to the rouglier games of my comrades. I never could

fight, and was often bullied by stronger boys. I liked to play with girls and
enter into tlieir games with dolls and household utensils. I also liked to be

occupied with housew(^rk, like sweeping and dusting. This inclination I retain

to the present day. When 1 was a young boy my mother otteu had me set the
table when guests were jiresent, and wait upon them, which I enjoyed greatly.
I also often arranged bouquets and flower garlands, which gave and still gives me
great pleasure. I should have liked to be taught to sew and embroider, but was
ashamed to ask for it.

"
If my memory serves me rightly, I first had erection in my thirteenth year. I

was utterly ignorant of the significance of this occurrence, and was greatly disturbed

by it because I believed it to be a disease. About this time I had for the first

time a masocistic idea. It struck me how pleasant it would be if I could kiss

my (male) teacher's feet. From this time on my sexual development was very
slow. My voice changed in my seventeenth year. About the same time I first

had an ejaculation, but I do not remember what occasioned it. My notions of
sexual relations were of the haziest kind. Up to the seventeenth year I thought
that women had a penis like men. At nineteen I believed that the navel was in

some way connected with the act of procreation. Not till I was in my twenty-
first year did I get a clear idea of the nature of coitus by means of a medical
work. In the mean time I had discovered as early as my fifteenth year that it

gave nie peculiar pleasure to embrace and kiss my boy friends, and still more to
be kissed by them. Beyond this my desire did not go for a long time. A great
deal earlier than tliis some boys tried to grasp my genitals, but I never allowed
them to do so, and even used to run away when they attempted it. At this time
I was very modest and disliked exceedingly to undress in the presence of other

boys. I think that I should have been much less embarrassed in the j)resence of

girls. In my friendships, as long back as I can recollect, I always delighted in

being very submissive to my friend, so that all the boys of my acquaintance came
to understand that I would always obey every word of my intimate. At the
same time I was quite independent, and even sometimes overbearing toward those
with whom I was not on close terms. At fifteen I fell enthusiastically in love
with a very handsome and amiable boy about a year older. This was" as pure
and ideal a sentiment as the first love of any maiden. My feeling toward him
was entirely like that of a woman toward a man, as I know how, although then
1 was not conscious of this. My friend did not know the peculiarity of my feel-

ing, but treated me in a frank and affectionate manner, as he would any other
friend. I would have given almost anything for a kiss from his lips, but I never
received it; he never thought of sttch a thing, and I was too modest to kiss him.
I wanted to be wooed, not to woo. With others of my friends I was less shy.
About a year after I had become separated from my first love I found a boy of

my own age whose kisses I enjoyed exceedingly. I was then in my eighteenth
year. He was the fi.rst whom t allowed to handle my genitals, and whose penis
I took in my hand at his request. But I felt no pleasure in doing so, and only
did it because I was accustomed to obey him. I should have ])referred if he had
confined himself to kissing. To this boy I expressed a wish to be a girl. He
asked the reason, and I knew no answer except, 'Then I could love you more.'
This wish to be a girl began to arise frequently in my mind about this period.
At the same time I began to fiincy myself as a woman in various situations with
my boy friends, preferably in the nMe of captive or slave. These imaginary
adventures always induced erections and often ejaculations. At the same time, I
never felt sexually excited in the presence of females, but I liked to be in their

company, provided they would treat me like one of them. I did not like to go to
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balls and similar functions where I had to act the part of a man toward young
ladies, and I never learned to dance. About this time I discovered that I was
considered a handsome boy, and was delighted with it. I tried on every oppor-
tunity to hear praises of my personal appearance. At the same time, I found
that people thought I looked a good deal like a girl, and this pleased me even
more. My comrades often teased me about this, telling me I ought to put on girl's

dresses, or asking whether I was not a girl in disguise. This pleased me exceed-

ingly, although I pretended to get angry at it. I tried to increase this girlish

appearance as much as I could by allowing my hair to grow as long as I dared
without offending too much against custom, parting it in the middle and letting
it fall over my forehead in bangs. Whenever I could, I put on pieces of female

wearing apparel, if but for a moment, and I should have liked very much to put
on the entire dress of a girl, but never had a favorable opportunity to do so.

When my beard began to grow, which was about my twentieth year, I was at

first very much annoyed by it.
" When I was twenty-two years old, a young man, two or three years older, one

night proposed to sleep with me. I had never been in bed with another person
since early boyhood, and the proposition threw me into violent agitation, partly
cJibarrassment, partly sexual desire. I consented, but when we got to the room,
I was troubled about undressing before him. On some pretext I managed toliave

him undress first and get into bed; then I turned out the light and undressed.

As soon as I got into bed, he threw his arms and legs around me, hugged me, and

asked, 'Dear, how shall we do it?' 1 did not know just what he meant, but

asked him to kiss me. This he did passionately on my mouth, and then put my
hand on his genitals. For a while we practised mutual masturbation. Presently
he turned me on my belly and tried penem in amwi mnim immittere. By this

time I felt that I was in the absolute power of my lover and must do or suffer

whatever he told me to. The act he was then committing was not pleasant to me
in itself, but the feeling of utter powerlessness in his arms was very delightful.
He did not succeed, and presently he turned me on my side again. We spent the

rest of the night in mutual caresses, and I handled his penis a great deal. I did

not like to have him do the same to me, and when he noticed this he desisted.

About this time some comrades took me to brothels twice, and on both occasions

I performed coitus easily, but without having the pleasurable feeling excited by
the embraces of my male lover. Two years later, when I again attempted coitus

with a girl, I failed. After the first night spent with my lover in the manner

described, my sexual life seems to have first awakened to its full flower. I slept
with him repeatedly after this, and always enjoyed his embraces exceedingly.
On one more occasion he attempted pederasty, with no different result. These
are the only times I have ever submitted to passive pederasty, and never have I

even felt a desire to commit it actively. I consider pederasty a vice, while my
own mode of sexual enjoyment is certainly harmless, and to persons constituted

like myself, natural.
" The acme, however, of all the sexual pleasure I ever experienced did not come

till I was twenty-seven years old. For some years I had been very intimate, as I

still am, with W. When I first met him he was but sixteen years old, while I

was twenty-three, but he was very much developed and had the appearance of

nineteen, while I could have passed without difficulty for a youth of the .same

age. Almost from the first moment of our acquaintance I became his devoted

subject. I ran errands for him, blacked his shoes whenever I had an opportu-

nity, sewed buttons on his trousers, and in every possible way acted as his obedi-

ent slave. A kiss or embrace from him was my greatest delight. He was a very
athletic youth, and it gave me great pleasure to wrestle with him, although other-

wise I dislike physical exercises requiring strength which I do not possess. But
it was very sweet to feel myself in his grasp, and be utterly powerless to resist.

However, for over four years I never had the opportunity to sleep with him.

Finally the opportunity came, and I went to bed with the sweetest anticipations.
I was not disappointed. My master soon began to embrace me, and presently to

handle my penis. He was quite rough in this, and caused me pain. Sol begged
for mercy. Then he turned me on my back, and incumhens milri coitum inter

femora hnbuit. The plea.sure I felt at this was indescribable, and my love for him
was heightened to the utmost. I felt as if now in some way I had become a part
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of my master, and could never be divided from him again. After this I had
sexual intercourse with him quite often, and for two months wo really lived

together as husband and wile. That is, I kept liis rooms in order, prepared some
of his meals, did his mending, and similar things, and nightly shared his coucli.

Several times, instead of having coi/ns inter feinora, peuem in osmeum immmt et

ejaculavit. I did not like this so well, and kept my lips closed, but he forcibly

opened my mouth and I had to submit. Besides those mentioned, I have had
intercourse with a number of young men. Ordinarily, all that I desire is to be

closely embraced by them while lying in bed, preferably in a nude condition.

This is sufficient for me to cause ejaculation. I always try to induce my lover to

treat me as if I were his slave. I love to kneel before them, to kiss their hands
and feet, to dress and undress them, to blacken their shoes, to bathe them, and do
similar things. If they speak harshly to me, kick or strike me, I like it so much
the better. My lovers must be about my own age or younger, but boys before

puberty do not attract me sexually. I prefer they should be handsome, and I

could not submit to the embrace of a person of repulsive appearance. Also, I

must have some feeling of friendship for them. I could not think to submit my-
self to one whom I had to pay for it, as some persons constituted like myself do. I

should feel like a prostitute. In my intercourse with my lovers I always feel

like a woman toward them, and regret very much that usually I am compelled to

make the first advances. However, opportunities for complete satisfaction of my
sexual desire have been comparatively rare, and I fell early into a habit of imag-

ining myself as a woman or slave-boy, and having intercourse with men, never

with women. Often I elaborated extensive imaginary adventures, of which I

append a few examples. These imaginings always caused erection and often

ejaculation.
" Two years ago I married, and I am perfectly happy with my wife, who in a

general way understands my condition and is resigned to it. I have never had

perfect coitus with her. The nearest I came was on the wedding-night, when I

eifected penetration, but no emission. I can have an imperfect erection and emis-

sion when with her, but only by imagining myself being embraced by a man.
From my own experience I must dissent from some of the views expressed by
Krafft-Ebing on this subject (Psychopufhia Sexualis, Chaddock's translation).
Of course, the condition of persons constituted like myself is abnormal. But
there does not seem to be a good reason to class them as allied to the insane. It

may be that most of the biographies of sexual perverts are of persons who, in

addition to being homosexual, have some other defect. The fact that their sexual

peculiarity seems to be the one matter uppermost in their thoughts seems to

point in that direction. There are excesses of homosexual feeling as there are

excesses of heterosexual life, and only these ought to be reprobated as vicious or

pathologic.
"
I do not feel that my homosexuality has materially interfered either with

my happiness or my success in life. It is sometimes inconvenient on account of
the difficulty of sexual satisfaction, and I do regret my inability to have children.
But these are sorrows such as all must suffer in one form or another. I do not
think that there is much danger of disgrace to an urning who does not give himself

up to vice. But I could wish that the present ignorance and the injustice which
flows therefrom were done away with, and if I can contribute to aid the scientific

labors of men like Krafft-Ebing, Moll, and Chaddock in this direction, I should
be glad to do it.

" In closing I will add a few more details about my physical and mental char-

acteristics, as I see them. I do not smoke, and drink very little, not from con-
scientious scruples, but from lack of inclination. Like a woman, I am easily
moved to tears. I blush easily, especially at the mention of some obscene
matter. I very much dislike the male habit of telling vulgar stories. I love to

be with ladies and enter into their talk about dresses, embroideries, and the like.

W., who has now known me intimately for more than ten years, says that within
the last few years I have grown less feminine in manner and appearance. This
must be ascribed, I suppose, to my increasing age. I will add that I am a law-

yer, having pursued my preliminary studies while earning a living as a newspaper
man. I cannot whistle, run fast, climb trees, or throw a ball, except in the char-
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acteristic manner in which a woman throws
;
neither can I shoot, for, as I am

told, I hold the gun like a woman.
"One of the favorite plays of my imagination, and one which I have even told

to two or three friends, is the following:
' As a youth of nineteen or twenty I

became acquainted with a young man about twenty-seven years old, with whom
I soon fell violently in love. After a while he proposed that we should room

together. Of course I accepted with the greatest delight. On the evening of the

first day of our common life, however, I was thrown into violent agitation when
my friend pulled me down on his knees and kissed me on the mouth. At this I

blushed so violently that he laughed and exclaimed,
" See little innocence blush I"

Finally he undressed and went to bed, but I could not for quite a while overcome
my modesty sufficiently to follow his example. At last, with a great effort, I got
courage enough to undress, but first I turned out the light. When I had got into

bed, I lay as far away from him as possible, so as not to touch him, although I

was burning with a desire to embrace him. But very soon he put his arms
around me, and in doing so felt my breasts. In a tone of surprise he cried,

"
Kid,

are you a girl?" This made me blush furiously, and my voice was almost choked

by embarrassment, which was yet a profound pleasure, when I replied "Xo."
" ' From this time on I lived with my friend in a relation that was ])artly that

of a wife, partly that of a slave, partly that of a son or ward. He would often

embrace and kiss and in other ways caress me, let me sit on his knees, play with

my hair, etc. Often he would bring me sweetmeats and flowers. In this way he
would treat me like a girl. On the other hand, I had to wait on him, run errands
for him, and if I did not obey him with sufficient alacrity, he would strike me or

otherwise punish me. This did not often happen, for I was very willing indeed
to obey his slightest behest, I looked upon him with the greatest reverence and
never ventured to address him as anything but Mr. Of course, I had to blacken
his shoes, help him dress and undress, and darn his stockings. He had forbidden

me to smoke, for which I indeed had no liking. But one day he caught me
smoking a cigarette in a crowd of our comrades. He did not say anything then,
but when we had got back to our room, he ordered me to bring him a cane which
stood in a corner. I obeyed without guessing his object. Then he told me to

lower my trousers and drawers. Now I knew what was in store for me. Most

boys of twenty would certainly have felt that tliey were too old to be j)unislied in

that way. But the idea that it was possible to resist never entered my mind.

Trembling with fear I obeyed, for I am very sensitive to pain. Then I lay down
on the bed, at his direction, and he gave me a sound caning on my bare podex,
until my tears and promises never to smoke agaiji showed him that the punish-
ment was sufficient.'

"
It will be seen that many features of this tale are based on my actual experi-

ences.

"Another favorite tale which my fiincy conjured up was the following: 'I

am a beautiful youth about eighteen years of age, and reside in a beleaguered
city. The town' is finally taken by storm, and everywhere carnage and rapine

prevail. Myself, together with other boys, take refuge in a room where We
huddle together in a corner, fearfully awaiting our fate. Presently a band of

warriors bursts into the room, threatening to kill us. I throw myself at the feet

of one of them and implore his mercy. He seizes me in his powerful arms and
carries me off, laughing at my tears and cries for help. The other boys are seized

by warriors in like manner, and we are taken on board a vessel and shipped to

the enemy's city. There we are made to walk naked in the triumphal procession,
and finally taken to a large building where boy-slaves are trained for service.

Here we are taught to dress and undress gentlemen, attend them in the bath, etc.

At the same time we are made to show the most abject submission to our

superiors. AVe must receive their commands on our knees, kiss their feet, etc.

Ln the mean time every means is taken to increase our beauty. We are batb.ed,
or rather bathe eacli other

;
our hair is allowed to fall in curls over our neck and

shoulders
;
our arms are adorned with bracelets, and our ears with rings. We

learn to sing and dance, to wind garlands of flowers, with which we crown each
other and our superiors," '

Finally, after a course of such training, I am thought fit to be sold as a page
or valet, I am taken to the market-place and exhibited to the gaze of the
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people. Purchasers crowd around, they admire my beauty, feel of my arms, legs,
and body, stroke my hair, and haggle with my keeper about the price. At last

I am bought by a young man of radiant beauty, whom I follow joyfully to his

home to serve as his page.'
"
It is also very pleasant to me to imagine myself treated like a child, although

in reality above that age, as in the following imaginative adventure :

" '

I am a youth of eighteen or nineteen, but my appearance is such that I am
usually taken to be much more youthful. One day I am paying a visit together
with a comrade at the house of a friend of the latter. There are in our host's

family a son about my own age, a girl of sixteen, and a boy of thirteen or four-

teen. Every one, not knowing my real age, treats me as if I were of the age of

the youngest boy. The lad of my own age patronizes me, pats me on tiie iiead,
and introduces me to his little brother as a new playfellow. The girl calls me
by my given name, although she sees me that day for the first time, and with all

the superiority of sixteen gives me to understand that I am only a child. All

day I play with my thirteen-year-old comrade. At nine o'clock in the evening
the nurse enters, and my little friend's mother announces that it is time for

children to go to bed. My friend, according to his custom, bids the family good-
night, and gets a good-night kiss from every member. I am bidden to follow

his example, and in turn receive my good-night kiss from everybody, including
the young lady. Then the nurse takes my little friend and me by the hand and
leads us up-stairs. There she undresses us, and we -kneel down in our night-
dresses to say a childlike prayer. The nurse then puts us to bed, kisses us good-
night, and puts out the light.'"

This case, while being an instance of marked sexual inversion, offers

several noteworthy peculiarities, but especially the element of pleasure
in passivism and ideal subjection, purely psychic or imaginary in nature.

This mental perversion Krafft-Ebing named masochism, after Sacher-

Masoch, who wrote fiction with a view to the description of this

anomaly. It is discussed in detail in a subsequent paragraph.
The foregoing cases have been given in all details, that a correct

idea of the mental condition of such unfortunate persons may be gained.
The possibilities of a medicolegal nature that may arise in such cases

cannot be understood without a just appreciation of the psychologic
elements that are in play. It will be seen that these cases present some
of the more elementary perversions later described, the causes and

origin of which are there discussed. The association of sexual inver-

sion and psychopathic instability is especially prone to lead to criminal

acts. The manifestations of homosexual love are commonly intense
;

the moral resistive power is weak
;
thus is opened the way to minor

criminal acts and to murder, out of revenge and jealousy, as was ex-

emplified in the celebrated case of Alice Mitchell.

From the standpoint of atrocity, with seeming lack of motive, the

deeds committed as a result of sexual lust are perhaps the most appal-

ling and incomprehensible. The association of lust and pleasure in

cruelty, to which such crimes often owe their origin, constitutes the variety
ofsexual perversion known as sadism, so called from the IVIarquis de Sade,
who, during the French Revolution, devoted himself to writing obscene
works witli lust and cruelty as his theme. Schrenck-Notzing has pnv
posed the term algolagny (love of pain) for this condition, to which

may be prefixed the qualifying words, active or passive, in accordance
with the nature of the case. This perversion may affect male or female,
but it is much more frequently observed in males.

Vol. I.—45
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The origin of sexual pleasure in the infliction of cruelty or pain on

another lies in psychologic and physiologic associations. Psychosexual
emotion is normally directed toward a second person ;

the emotion of

anger, likewise objective in direction, impels to injury of its object. They
are both active impelling emotions, which find expression in physical con-

tact with their objects, with great expenditure of power in physical move-
ment. They are like all active expansive emotional mental states in

their tendency to throw the muscles into tension and movement. From
a primary psychic stage they increase to a psychomotor degree. Even
the ordinary states of pleasure and delight, when they arise suddenly
and reach a high degree of intensity, we know may lead to such violent

acts, directed toward those whom it may be thought should share them,
that actual physical injury is done, as it were, in a blind effort to give

adequate motor expression to the emotional storm that is raging within.

Sexual excitement is the most intense degree of pleasurable emotion,
and it normally finds expression in very active physical movements,

which, not infrequently, even under normal circumstances, may result

in more or less physical injury and }>aiu to its object^
—wholly unin-

tended, of course. The biting of the female in the height of sexual

orgasm is so common tliat the meaning of the assertion that Henry
VIII. bore the scars of his conquests on his shoulders tells at once the

nature of his victories. The common direction of psychomotor excite-

ment in sexual excitement and angry emotion, and the violence that is

common to them both, makes the possibility of substitution very prob-
able under some circumstances, as a result of experience of the spon-
taneous psychologic associations. Thus, intense sexual excitement in

passionate individuals may induce acts of violence, the pleasure of which

lies normally in the mere expenditure of energy, without reference to

its effect on its object. Such experience, however, may lead to a sec-

ondary mental association of intense pleasurable excitement directly

with the effect on the objects, and the latter may then gain an indepen-
dent value as ideational stinuilus to desire for sexual gratification to be

had by the infliction of violence and pain during the sexual act. In

this way the violence becomes the means intentionally employed, because

of its psychoreflex eflPect to intensify lustful pleasure. Such an associa-

tion of ideas having been once formed, a further possibility is the occur-

rence of sexual excitement simultaneously with anger independently
excited. Moreover, intense psychomotor excitement of any kind is apt
to lead to a great variety of impulses, not as a result of association of

ideas, but rather because of the radiation or spreading of activity in

limited cortical areas to neighboring areas. This fact will accoiuit for

many bizarre associations of ideas that arise, especially in neurotic sub-

jects, as a result of peculiar and even isolated experiences attended with

intense emotional reaction.

As will be seen from subsequent examples, the possibilities of such

associations with sexual excitement are numerous
; indeed, they are lim-

ited only by the possibilities of accidental experience. The aggressive or

active character of the sexual role of the male, the greater degree of
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his sexual excitomeut, and the ureater ease witli wliieh it is induced in

liini, as compared with the female, are sufficient reasons to account for

the greater frequency with which such anomalous psychosexual associa-

tions are observed in men. Sexual hyperesthesia is requisite as a founda-

tion for the development of them, since they dej)end in ureat measure

for their origin upon an intense degree of sexual excitement.

The results to the object of the violence arising out of sexual excite-

ment may be anything from slight injury to fatal results. Violence

may l)e inflicted during the sexual act at the acme of excitement, or

after the physical sexual orgasm when the psychomotor excitement

is prolonged. It may be used as a stimulus to excite sexual activity

when this is impossible l)y the oixlinary procedure in coitus.

It is not always necessary that the sadistic im})ulse iind expression
in actual infliction of violence or pain. In some cases the individual

finds complete satisfaction in the mere thought of inflicting violence or

causing pain, so that the anomaly is ideal or imaginary ;
but one sub-

ject to ideal sadism is prone to go on to actual sadism, for the miagina-
tion may finally cease to produce its accustomed effect, and sexual satis-

faction be possible only in the experience of the imagined act and situation.

Krafft-Ebing is inclined to regard sadism as an ftriginal psycho-

pathic anomaly, and this view is probably correct, in so far as it recog-
nizes its dependence upon peculiar organization of the nervous system,

by virtue of which the association of the sexual impulse and the im-

pulse to do violence arises spontaneously as a result of organic cerebral

interrelations. Nevertheless, it must also be allowed that this perver-
sion may arise secondarily from assc^ciations formed as a result of ex-

perience 'or accident. Tlie majority of cases of sadism present also

other independent signs of a psychopathic condition, and in such per-

sons, aside from possible peculiar organic cerebral interrelations, there

are other psychologic peculiarities that render them prone to develop

peculiar mental associations. In them the nervous organization is often

hypersensitive, leading to the formation of strange and unusual associa-

tions of ideas. Ideas accompanied by intense emotional excitement are

prone to take on a definite psychic value in such individuals, and they

may thus attain a specific value, and become, by virtue of primary
accident or of intensity of the emotional coloring, substitutes for the

more common /lefinite associations in the majority of persons. When
to such a state of psychopathic instability sexual hyperesthesia is added,
the possibility of strange and unusual associations of ideas with the

sexual act or sexual excitement is increased almost to a probability.
Such an association as sexual satisfaction in cruelty or pain inflicted on
another may thus arise spontaneously, or be developed out of associa-

tions, normally experienced, but abnormally valued ])sychologically, so

that the primary efl'ect of sexual excitement is developed into a cause of

sexual impulsion. In either case the anomaly may become a partial or

complete substitute for the normal sexual act, and the infliction of vio-

lence be the end of sexual desire, without reference to sex or sexuality
in its object.
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The most important form of sadism is lust-mwrder. Murder is

properly lust-murder only when it is the result of sexual excitement, or

done to induce sexual excitement, or as a substitute for normal sexual

indulgence. The lust-murderer, especially when his act is done as a

stimulus to sexual desire or as a substitute for the normal sexual act,

seldom stops short of murder, but his intense psychomotor excitement

leads him to mutilate in the most atrocious and savage manner the

inanimate body of his victim.

The well-known Whitechapel murders were of so atrocious a char-

acter and attended with such extreme mutilation of the body that it

is at once suggested that they were committed for the purpose of sex-

ual gratification ;
but it is still possible that the unknown perpetrator of

these frightful brutalities was actuated by an insane delight in cruelty
and physical mutilation not immediately related to sexual emotion. This

possibility of delight in cruelty, murder, and mutilation for their own sake

is to be considered in any case where a direct sexual relation cannot be

demonstrated. The following cases are examples of actual lust-murder :

The history of the case of Verzeni, reported by Lombroso, is most

instructive in the clearness with which it demonstrates the association

of sexual lust and violence. At the age of twelve Verzeni accidentally

experienced peculiar pleasure in wringing the necks of chickens. Desire

to repeat the pleasure led him to indulge frequently in the act of twist-

ing the necks of fowl, which was always attended with sexual excite-

ment. As he grew older he extended the field of his operations to

women, always attacking them with intent to grasp them by the neck

and choke them. The act was always attended by intense sexual

excitement (erection and ejaculation). Commonly the mere act of

choking his victim w^as sufficient
;

but if the orgasm was delayed, he

continued the strangulation until death resulted, when sexual satisfac-

tion occurred. In one case he found increased delight in sucking the

blood of his victim, and he even thought of cooking and eating her

flesh. He made several attacks on women that ended in choking ;
but

he killed three young girls. At the height of his excitement he was
oblivious to everything but that related to the act. He had no experi-
ence of normal sexual indulgence and no desire for it, and he never

paid any attention to the genitals of his victims. His discovery and
conviction led to imprisonment for life.

This case is a good illustration of the accidental origin of an associa-

tion of an act of violence with sexual excitement. The association

once formed, by repetition became specifically sexual in direction, and

entirely controlled the sexual life of the individual to the exclusion of

anything like normal sexuality.
Andreas Bichel, whose case is reported by Feuerbach, was a similar

monster. He was accustomed to murder and mutilate prostitutes. Of
one of his victims he said :

" I opened her breast and cut up the fleshy

parts of the body with a knife. I dressed the body as a butcher does

a beef. . . . "While opening the body I was so greedy that I

trembled, and I could have cut out a piece and eaten it."
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Gorget reports a similar case in which the victim was a child of

twelve. L. confessed that he first violated her, then mutilated her

genitals, tore out her heart and ate of it, drank of her blood, and buried

the remains.

Dr. Morton Prince reports a case of sadism in which the deligiit and

sexual pleasure were found in imagining scenes of mutilation of females,

without realization in actuality ;
but it is easy to see how short a step it

might be in such a case from such intense ideas to the commission of

horrible crimes. The patient was a young man of twenty-two years,

apparently suifering with neurasthenia. His sexual ideas gained con-

trol of him when he would lie on the bed in the day-time, as w\as his

habit. He would pass into a trance-like state and imagine that he was

engaged in killing and mutilating women. The origin of this peculiar
habit could not be ascertained

;
but from being mild in degree it became

intensified. At first in imagination he was mutilating a single woman ;

later he killed them in numbers. These horrible scenes and acts

became so vivid as to deserve the name of hallucinations, and at times

he was deceived into believing that they were real. From killing,

mutilating, and eating one girl, he progressed until he imagined himself

engaged with other men in slaughtering the female populace of towns,

cities, and countries. During such dreams he liad emissions and most

intense sexual excitement. The habit had begun at the age of ten and

persisted until the age of twenty, after that occurring less frequently.
The possibility of his carrying out such ideas led to his confinement in

an asylum. His family history disclosed bad heredity, and his personal

history was that of a neuropath.

Schrenck-Notzing reports the case of a physician, which will illus-

trate another direction in which sadistic impulses may find expression.
The patient became sexually excited only when he could cause pain in

persons ranging in age from ten to twenty-six years. He was sexually
inverted as well as sadistic. His impulse to cruelty was in the main
directed to the nates of its object, for which he had opportunity in sur-

gical operations and medical treatment. But any operation on persons
of the right age caused him sexual excitement. Giving injections of

any kind caused him to have erections and emissions. Not a week

passed in his practice that he did not gain this kind of sexual gratifica-

tion. It was also notable that the patient was not himself of average

sensibility to pain.
A peculiar form of sadism is the predilection for mutilation of the

dead body, found by accident or obtained by design. Such a sadistic

act might be the result of lack of courage to attack the living person,
this part being, as it were, carried out in imagination, the actual mutila-

tion of the corpse fulfilling all the necessary conditions of reality.
But lust in mutilation of corpses might also arise directly as a result

of experience of sexual excitement while dressing slaughtered animals.

The case of Sergeant Bertrand is an example of this form of sadism.

He began to practise masturbation at the age of thirteeu, calling women
up about him in imagination during the act. He would in fancy have
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intercourse with them, and then kill them and violate their corpses.

The desire to realize his fancies led him first to make use of the bodies

of dogs and other animals, killing them for his purpose. He would

open the abdomen and tear out the entrails while masturbating. Finally,

he dug up newly buried female bodies in order to mutilate them while

masturbating. On three occasions he violated the bodies, but mutila-

tion was always necessary to aiford him complete satisfaction sexually,

and it was never omitted.

This form of sadism seems allied to necrophilia, or the preference of

the dead female for sexual purposes ;
but necrophilia is not necessarily

sadistic in nature. The psychic origin of a preference for the dead body
for sexual purposes may be in an intensification of the normal masculine

pleasure in the submission of the female, which finds its extreme expres-
sion in death with the removal of all possibility of resistance

;
or it may

atise as a result of experience of accidental association of sexual excite-

ment and ideas of the dead, after the manner of common erotic fetichism,

later discussed.

The sadistic inclination is often satisfied with acts of cruelty which

stop short of anything like serious bodily injury to the object of desire.

Sensual gratification may be found in the mere infliction of pain or at

the sight of blood. The Marquis de Sade found pleasure in the act of

coitus only when he could prick his consort in the act until the blood

came. In a case reported by de Boisraont, the man was accustomed to

cause his companion to make her genitals bloody by means of leeches.

This case may have been an instance of erotic fetichism arising out of

coitus with a menstruating woman or the idea of virginity. The desire

to draw blood by some slight injury, or the sight of blood, is frequently
the extreme necessity, but in many cases the sadistic impulse may find

similar satisfaction in whipping or abusing the female physically.

As has been shown in the preceding cases, the sadistic impulse may
be associated with the need to perform the normal act of coitus, or it

may find satisfaction in the mere act of cruelty without regard to nor-

mal sexual indulgence. It may also, in those subject to sexual inversion,

be directed toward the same sex.

It has been found that acts of humiliation of females done by men
are often the result of perverted sexual feelings. Since they have for

their object the infliction of suffering on another, they might justly be

classified as sadistic in nature. Such impulses often find expression in

defilement of the female person with urine, feces, etc. The defilement

of women and their dresses with ink, oils, etc., is also probably sadistic

in nature, but it is
'

difficult to account for the origin of such a pecu-

liarity of desire. Several cases are on record where men have found

sexual gratification in forcibly cutting women's hair from their heads,

. but such cases have usually presented the characteristics of erotic fet-

ichism.

So-called symbolic sadism is a variety of this perversion in which

the sexual gratification is fi)und in situations or acts which suggest the

infliction of pain, suffering, or humiliation, without actually causing
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either. Sexual satisfaction is found in the mere suggestion of the pain
endured by the passive ])arty.

The foregoiniji; eases also show tiiat the sadistic impulse may be directed

toward any living thing, its object being chosen as a result of opportunity,

chance, association, or circumstances. Children may be unnecessarily

or too severely punished as a result of sadistic inclinations in male

teachers, where sexual inversion often is sinudtaneously in l>lay. The

wanton torture of animals not infrequently is due to a similar cause,

either as a primary manifestation in those ignorant of sexual things, or

as a substitute for sadistic acts with females, [)erformed by men more

experienced.
The psvchic side of the feminine sexual role is the opposite of sad-

istic in its tendency, but the female, like the male, at the acme of sexual

excitement may take violent hold of her companion ;
and such an ex-

perience in a passionate and neuropathic woman might lead to such a

preference, as in a case reported by Moll, that the wife finds her most

perfect satisfaction in biting her husband until the blood comes. But

sexual inversion in the female, which causes her to assume the aggres-
sive sexual role, is capable of developing a true sadistic character.

Doubtless some of the cruel and passionate women of history owed their

peculiar inhumanity to sexual inversion and sadism.

The frequency of neuropathic and psychopathic taint in individuals

subject to sadism, as well as the other perversions of the genetic in-

stinct, cannot be too strongly emphasized, but such a foundation is not

absolutely essential for the development of such anomalous desires and

acts. Owing to the frequency of sadism in all its forms, when peculiar
or strangely atrocious acts of cruelty and mutilation are committed,
their possible sadistic nature should be considered, especially in the

absence of sane motive or insane delusion. Such acts are often, in

their origin, expressive of a sexual nature, but often their sexual

origin is not indicated by their character. But cruelty is a common
manifestation as an independent psychic phencmienon, and to prove
the sadistic nature of any act of cruelty its direct relatirtn to sexual

activity must be demonstrated. The responsibility for such acts by
sadists is a matter to be determined aside from the acts themselv^es,

though they always raise the question of the possible existence of other

abnormal mental factors that have a bearing upon the question of moral

responsibility.
The opposite of sadism, or active algolagny, is masochism, or passive

algolagny, another synonym for which is passivism. This psycho-
sexual anomaly consists of pleasure in the subjective experience of vio-

lence and pain as an aid to sexual enjoyment or as a substitute for

normal sexual indulgence. This perversion, like sadism, has its ideal

side, where the desired result is attained through the mere idea of pain,

violence, or subjection caused by the active party, without any actual

physical realization of the imagined situation. The psychic (n-igin of

this perversion is to be found in the normal psychosexual side of the

sexual relations of the female. Woman finds her greatest sexual satis-
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faction in submission to masculine sexual domination
;
and the extent

to which she prefers this subjection and submission may be taken as a

measure of her femininity, always, of course, tempered by reason and

general character of mind under normal conditions. Her physical
share in the act of procreation is necessarily passive, and out of this

necessary condition has developed the mental side of passivism—readi-

ness to submit, and satisfaction in submission to sexual domination by
the male. This normal feminine psychosexual passivism might become

abnormally exaggerated, so that the woman could find sexual satiety

only m a violent experience of the power of her sexual master
;
and

such a mental anomaly might go so far that preference of physical vio-

lence would become a necessary accompaniment or substitute for nor-

mal sexual indulgence. This anomaly in women is, however, compara-
tively rare, probably owing to the milder degree of sensual endowment
normal to the female sex.

As a sexual perversion, masochism, or passivism, is, like all psycho-
sexual anomalies, comparatively much more frequent as a manifestation

in males
;

it is one aspect of sexual inversion, or, as is most frequently
the case, it may be a distinct perversion without inversion in other re-

spects sexually. The sexual desires of the man subject to passivism
find satisfaction in sexual subjection, humiliation, and abuse, which may
go to the extent of a desire for violence and cruelty at the hands of

women or men, depending upon whether there is partial or complete

psychosexual inversion.

It is necessar}^ to distinguish between passivism and flagellation as a

stimulus to sexual desire. Passivism is essentially a psychosexual anom-

aly of early origin in the life of the individual, originally psychic in

origin ; pleasure in flagellation for its own sake is usually an anomaly
of secondary origin. In other words, passivism is sexual pleasure in

the idea of subjection ;
sexual pleasure in being subjected to flagellation

depends upon the physical stimulus applied. The origin of sexual

pleasure in being whipped is usually found to be connected with a de-

cline of virility as a result of excesses in venery or onanism, and by
accident the reflex effect of stimulation by whipping is found to act as

an excitant to sexual poAver, and then becomes habitually employed as a

preliminary to normal sexual indulgence ;
or it may even become, as in

the case of other sexual perversions, a complete substitute for the nor-

mal sexual act, which is omitted from lack of ability to perform it or

from lack of pleasure in it.^

The purely psychic nature of the anomaly of passivism is further

emphasized by those cases in which the desire for subjection, humilia-

tion, and violence is entirely ideal. In such cases any attempt to

^ Jean Jacques Rousseau, in his Confessions, Book I., speaks of "the punishment
of infants " that he received from his governess, in which he experienced "a degree of

sensuality mingled with the smart and shame, which left more desire than fear of a

repetition." He stated explicitly that the same discipline from her hrother would have

produced a quite contrary eflect
;
and he gives his reasons for mentioning the matter—

that it pointed out an evil as frequent as it is pernicious. So the perversion may be
associated with the development as well as with the decline of virility.

—Editor.
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realize in physical violence the imagined relations results in sudden dis-

appearance of all sexual pleasure and desire
;
actual physical pain ban-

ishes the pleasure that depends entirely on a psychic state.

Those subject to passivism resort to a great variety of procedures to

gain the desired end. One finds satisfaction in being severely whipjK'd ;

another in being trampled upon by a woman in heavy shoes
;
another

in being chained as a slave
;
another in foul abuse and vitu])eration at

the hands of another
;
another in being subjected to hanging in farce,

etc. Still more disgusting practices may be the means of attaining
sexual pleasure

—defilement with excrement and the like.

Passivism is not infrequently combined with sadism in the same

person, and the passivist is frequently subject to some variety of erotic

fetichism—for example, the shoes that bring sexual pleasure when they

cause suffering, may attain an ideal value and act as a sexual excitant

when merely thcmght of or seen.

The medicolegal importance of masochism is small as compared with

that of sadism
;
but it is capable of raising many legal questions aris-

ing out of actual injuries, marital relations, and mental soundness
;
and

its possible combination with sadism is to be remembered.

Sexual perversion very frequently takes the form of erotic fetichis-m.

This anomaly may be defined as sexual pleasure and satisfaction found

in relation to objects that normally exercise no sexual influence on the

mind. Like sadism and masochism, erotic fetichism may be shown to

be but a gross exaggeration of mental peculiarities that are normal.

Thus, the distinguishing marks of the sexes—physical, mental, and
artificial—all gain normal ])sychosexual -significance for the opposite
sex. Thus are developed individually an infinite variety of sexual pref-
erences. One person prefers this physical character, that mental quality,
or some particular style of dress in those toward whom he is sexually
attracted

;
and such a means of attraction may become so essential that

attraction is wanting in its absence. When a sexual preference has

reached this degree of intensity and power, the condition borders on
the pathologic. Beyond this degree, the characteristics or qualities that

should normally serve as merely one element in the activity of sexual

desire and satisfaction, become absolutely essential as a means of induc-

ing sexual excitement, and they may even become in themselves the

object sought
—the normal sexual act fading into insignificance by the

side of the sexual pleasure found in the particular object, which has

thus become a veritable fetich.

The origin of erotic fetiches lies undoubtedly in early mental asso-

ciations. The occurrence of primary sexual excitement in association

with particular persons, in particular situations, or characteristically

dressed, or under peculiar circumstances, is the only way in which to

account for such a psychosexual anomaly when it is of ejirly develop-
ment. When of late development, it is to be explained by accidental

experience of greater pleasure under the peculiar conditions that are

later cultivated and employed by preference. Observation of cases

shows, moreover, that those subject to this anomaly are frequently
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psychopathic or neurotic, and it is m such persons, prone to the estab-

lishment of peculiar mental associations and to intense emotional activ-

ity, that early associations of a special kind are formed and become
dominant. The neurotic and psychopathic are for this reason frequently

subject to psychosexual hyperesthesia, and thus they may become the

ready slaves of some early and peculiar sexual experience. For the

same reason erotic fetichism is often found associated with other sexual

perversions, like sadism, passivism, and sexual inversion.

The objects that may become the controlling fetich of sexual inclina-

tion are infinite, but they may be divided into those that have an obvi-

ous sexual significance, such as parts of the person or articles of dress
;

and those that are devoid of any relation to sex, as some indiiferent in-

animate object, like furs.

Erotic fetichism most frequently affects males, but it may also affect
'
females. Owing to the fact that it is a frequent cause of the commis-
sion of crimes by its victims, it has gained some medicolegal imjiortance.
When some part or physical peculiarity of the female j)erson is tlie object
of erotic desire to the exclusion of all else, the presumption is that the

condition is pathologic ;
when it is a necessity for the performance of the

sexual function, or when pleasure in it takes the place of normal ac-

tivity, it is certainly abnormal. Peculiar features of the female person
that are normal means of sexual attraction frequently become pathologic

fetiches, as the eyes, the lips, the hair, the hands, the feet, the bust, the

hips. The man subject to this variety of erotic fetichism may be led

to take criminal liberties with w^omen in order to satisfy his desire.

Forcible kissing of women in public places is doubtless of this nature
;

the stealino- of hair from the heads of girls and women is another well-

know^n form in which peculiar gratification of sexual pleasure is found.

Pressing and rub]:>ing against females in crowded places is another fre-

quent act of the erotic fetichist. When any part of the female person
is a fetich, should this anomaly be combined with sadistic inclinations,

there might be grave crimes committed, ending in murder and mutila-

tion for the possession of the fetich. The theft of hair for gain must
be distinguished from the act of robbing a woman of her hair for the

sake of possessing the hair for its sexual effect : the sexual relation

must be shown.

For the reasons already given, objects of female apparel often become
the object of erotic desire and enthusiasm. Gloves, shoes, handker-

chiefs, lingerie, dresses of particular materials, and the like, may become

fetiches, either primarily by association, or secondarily by substitution,
as when enthusiasm for the gloves is substituted for a primary erotic

preference for the hand. When such objects of dress are erogenous

fetiches, they may easily lead to theft for their possession ;
for the erotic

fetichist is not usually satisfied by the mere contemplation of the object
of his desire

;
his impulse is to handle it, and, by fondling it, to induce

sexual gratification in an orgasm.
The further an object of erotic fetichism is from the normal class of
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means of sexual attraction, the more significant is it of disease
;

the

more probable is its origin in an early sexual association.

The well-kno\vn erotic enthusiasm for furs and velvets for their own
sakes is of this class. A ])eculiar case of sexual satisfaction found in

cutting silk dresses on ladies lias been reported. The; peculiar fetich

was in reality the sound made in severing and tearing the fa])ric.

The abnormal character of all the sexual perversions, and their fre-

quent association with psychopathic and neuropathic conditions, raises

the question of legal and moral responsibility. It may be said that the

existence of such an anomaly per se does not raise even a presiunj^.tion

of irresponsibility, but it should be a reason for a thorough examination

of the mental condition of the individual. In order to establish the

irresponsibility of a person who has committed a crime as a result of

sexual perversion, as in the case of any criminal, it is necessary to show
that the crime was the expression of an organic necessity over which

there was no possibility of control
; that, owing to peculiarity or defect

of nervous constitution, the criminal was incapable of developing or

acquiring the ideas and feelings which act to inhibit or prevent yielding
to animal or organic impulses ;

or that disease has intervened to destroy
or suspend the action of restraining moral ideas, previously effectual in

keeping the individual within the bounds of common morality. Thus,
in those subject to sexual perversion, irresponsibility for crimes is to be

proved as in the case of any other mental disease.

In the case of the sexually inverted who indulge in minor oifenses

against public morals and decency, and restrain themselves in other

moral relations, there can be no question of irresjionsibility. Their

case does not differ from that of the normal individual who allows him-

self to become immoral in obedience to normal sexual inclinations.

The one should be punished with the other. The law, of course, recog-
nizes the necessity of sexual relations for the normal man and w(»man,
and provides for it, but it is not a recognition of sexual pleasure for its

own sake. The so-called urning, or subject of congenital inversion,
who demands of the law a recognition of his peculiar means of sexual

gratification, is asking of the law what it has never yet granted to the

normal man—recognition of the legitimacy of sexual pleasure for its

own sake. If men at large should ask to have their nnnecessary and
immoral sexual pleasures recognized by the law as specifically ]iermis-

sible, they would be asking no more than the urning now demands.
He already enjoys, as do the normally constituted, the possibility of

secret indulgence in immorality and gross sensuality ;
and demand for

its recognition in his case, fortified by a meretricious appeal to nature,
is quite as absurd as would be a similar demand on the part of a nor-

mal man. The laws of morality and the laws of nature do not always

operate harmoniously, but humanity cannot afford to abandon the

general beneficent restraining influence of moral laws for the benefit of

the few who are so unfortimate as to be so ill constituted by nature that

they are injured, rather than benefited, by that which operates for the

good of the majority.
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Degeneration, stigmata of, anomalies of eye
in, 562

of genital organs in, 567
of genito-urinary function in, 568
of limbs in, 566
of lips in, 562
of motor function in, 568
of nose in, 562
of sensory function in, 568
of skin in, 568
of speech in, 568
of teeth in, 562
of tongue in, 562

cranial anomalies in, 547
deformities of palate in, 556
dental anomalies in, 562

etiology, 546
facial asymmetry in, 556

medicolegal value of, 569

physiologic, 546

psychic, 546
Delirium cordis, 256

grave, 635

diagnosis, 638

etiology, 635

pathology, 636

prognosis, 638

symptoms, 636
nervosum from railway injury, 359

tremens, 640
from railway injury, 359

Delusional syphilitic insanity, 645

Dementia, 622
forms of, 623

paralytica after accidents, 385

paretic, 647 •

developed stage of, 655

developmental period of, 651

diagnosis, 658

duration, 658

etiology, 648

pathologic anatomy, 648

prognosis, 658

symptoms, 651

primary, 624

diagnosis, 624

symptoms, 624

secondary, 625

senile, 659

diagnosis, 660

syphiHtic, 646

Dental anomalies in degeneration, 562

Destruction of body by chemicals, 349

by fire, 343
determination of age, sex, and per-

sonal identity in, 346

of animal source of ashes in, 344

identification of human character of

remains in, 345
time and amount of fuel required

for, 343
burns were produced, 346

Diaphanous test as sign of death, 108

Diaphragm, cadaveric changes in, 128

postmortem examination of, 55

wounds of, 299
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Dipsomania, 641

Discoloratiuii, putrefactive cadaveric, ]2'A

Dislocations, 277
and fractures of vertebra' from railway

injury, 362

and joint disease front railway injury, 370
Disorders and injuries of nervmis system

after railway and allied accidents,
373

of speech, 502

processes, 508
Divorce and inebriety, 536

Drowning;, dealli by, 213
in relation to survivorship, 159

lejjal considerations of, 222

postmortem appearances in, 216

symptoms, 214

treatment, 221

Drunkenness, periodic, 641

Ducjdenum, j)ostmorteni examination of, 53

Dwight's table on relation of length of body
to spine, 73

Dyeing of hair in identity, 80

Ear, anomalies of, in degeneration, 562
in life insurance, 501

postmortem examination of, 40
Education of idiots, 682
Electric reaction as symptom of organic

nervous diseases, 382
Electricitvand lightning, death and injuries'

by, 245

pathology, 251
death by, causes, 259
in relation to survivorship, 159

injuries by, treatment, 263
internal lesions in, death due to, 254
resistance of body to, 246

Embalmed bodies, cadaveric changes in,

130

postmortem examination of, 31

Embolism, fat, as cause of sudden death,
144

Epilepsy after accidents, 385

Epileptic insanity, 617

diagnosis, 621
Erotic fetichism, 713

Esophagus, cadaveric changes in, 127
Examination of mind in identity, 101

of surroundings of dead body, 31

postmortem, 23

external, of body, 27
in suspected poisoning, 55
instruments and utensils in, 23

internal, of body, 31
of abdomen, 29

in new-born, 59
of adrenals, 51
of anus, 29
of body, 27

restoration after, 60
of brain, 35
of burned bodies, 30
of cavities of trunk, 41
of chest, 29
of cranial cavity, 33

Vol- I.—46

Examination, postmortem, of decomposed
bodies, 30

ol' diaphragm, 55
of duodenum, 53
of ears, 40
of embalmed bodies, 31

of external genitals, 29
of extremities, 2il, 55
of frozen bodies, 31

of -all-bladder, 50
of head, 29

in new-born, 59
of heart, 45
of intestines, 54
of kidneys, 51

of liver, 50
of hnigs, 44
of nasal and accessory cavities, 40
of neck, 29

of new-born children, 57
of orbits, 40
of organs of abdomen, 49

of neck, 43
of thorax, 44

of pancreas, 54
of pelvic viscera, 52
of pericardium, 44
of rectmn, 52

of region of bilary ducts, 50
of gall-bladder, 50

of retroperitoneal structures, 55
of spinal canal in new-born, 59

colinnn, 38

cord, 38
of spleen, 49

of stomach, 53
of thorax in new-born, 59
of unknown bodies, 30
record of, 26

Executive agraphia, 523

amimia, 523
motor aphasia, 519

Exhaustion, heat, 175

Extremities, postmortem examination of,

29, 55

wounds of, 305

Eye, anomalies of, in degeneration, 562

changes in, as sign of death, 111

diseases of, in application for life insur-

ance, 459
in life insurance, 498

injiu'ies to, 499

postmortem examination of, 40

Face, wounds of, 294
Facial appearance as sign of death, 110

asynnnetry in degeneration, 556
Facies hippocratica as sign of death, 110

Family history in application for life insur-

ance, 480
Fat embolism as cause of sudden death, 145

Feeble-mindedness, f)()3

definition, V>t\i\

Feeling, sexual, contrary, 692

Feigned blindness, 496

Fetichism, erotic, 713
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Fibrillary contraction, 256

Finger-prints in identity, 90

Fire, destruction of body by, 343
determination of animal source of

ashes in, 344
determination of age, sex, and per-

sonal identity in, 340
identification of human chai'acter of

remains in, 345
time and amount of fuel required

for, 345
time burns were produced, 34(3

Fits or convulsions in application for life

insurance, 467

Foot-piints in identity, 92

Fractures, 277
and bone disease from railway injury.

369

and dislocations of vertebi-se from luilway

injury, 362

Frenzy, transitory, 608

diagnosis, 610

etiology, 609
nature of mental disturbance, 608

symptoms, 608
Frozen bodies, postmortem examination of,

31

Functional disordei-s of nervous system
after accidents, 386

Gail-bladder, cadaveric changes in, 128

postmortem examination of, 50

region of, postmortem examination of, 50

Gras, carbonic acid, choking by, 226

water, 238
Gaseous matter, choking by, 226

Gases, cadaveric, putrefactive, 124
General paralvsis of insane after accidents,

385
Genital organs, anomalies of, in degenera-

tion, 567
wounds of, 305

Genitals, external, postmortem examina-
tion of, 29

Genito-urinary function, anomalies of, in

degeneration, 568
Gummata of bi-ain and membranes, mental

symptoms caused by, 646
Gunshot marks in clothing, 325

wounds, 308

accidental, 318
brand from, 325
chai-acter of, 311

dangerous to life, 314
death from, 314
direction the ball was fired from, 323
estimation of proximitv of weapon in,

325
examination of weapon, body, and sur-

roundings in, 321

homicidal, 319

position of weapon in, 325

recognition bv flash in, 324

suicidal, 319
"

survivoi-ship in, 315

tattooing from, 325

Gunshot wounds, time inflicted, 315
unconsciousness in, 315

Guy's table of body lengths, 73

Hair in identity, 77

changes in color of, 80

dyeing of, 80
manner of extraction of, 80

Handwriting in identity, 93

Hanging, accidental, 200
death by, 197

legal considerations, 207

postmortem appearances, 203

homicidal, 199

judicial, 198

suicidal, 200
Head in new-born, postmortem examination

of, 59

injuries of, from railway injury, 363

postmortem examination of, 29
wounds of, 288

Headache in application for life insurance,
468

Health at time of application for life in-

surance, 478
in accident insurance, 487
in relation to survivoi-ship, 158

Hearing, acuteness of, medicolegal aspects

of, 500

Heart, cadaveric changes in, 128
diseases of, in application for life in-

surance, 460

postmortem examination of, 45

Heat, animal, cadaveric extinction of, 112

collapse, 175

treatment, 178
death from, 173

legal considerations, 179

postmortem appeaitinces, 177

symptoms, 174
in relation to survivoi'ship, 159

influence of, on body surface, 162

physiologic action of, 161

Heat-apoplexy, 175

Heat-exhaustion, 175

Heat-stroke, treatment of, 178

Hemoptysis in application for life insur-

ance, 472

Hemorrhage as cause of sudden death, 143
Hemorrhoids in application for life insur-

ance, 472
Hernia in accident insurance, 491

in application for life insurance, 468
Homicidal buins and scalds, 337

gunshot wounds, 319

hanging, 199

Hydrogen, arsenureted, suffocation by, 244

sulphureted, suffocation by, 244

Hyperesthesia, sexual, 690

Hypostases, cadaveric, 120

Hysteria, traumatic, 399
anesthesia as svmptom, 403

etiology, 389, 400

joints in, 409
mental STOiptoms, 401

motor symptoms, 406
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Hysteria, traumatic, paroxysm of, 408

patliology, 40l

predisposition to, 390

prognosis, 410
reflexes in, 409

sensory stigmata in, 403

sphincters in, 409

symptoms, 401

tremor as symptom. 408

Hysteric insanity, chronic, 016
couree and prognosis, 617

diagnosis, 617

Identification of human ciiaracter of

remains, in destruction of body by
fire, 345

Identity, 62

age in, Go

examination of mind in, 101

finger-prints in, 90

foot-prints in, 92

general likeftess in, 94
hair in, 77

changes in color of, 80

dyeing of, SO
manner of extraction of, 80

handwriting in, 93

memory in, 102

mental capacities in, 101

occupation in, 76
of criminals, 97
of mutilated remains, 99

peculiarities of special senses in, 96
of speech in, 96

photographs in, 94
race in, 70

scar in, 83
obliteration of, 85

sex in, 74
skin in, 83
stature in, 71

tattoo-marks in, 88
artificial removal of, 89

permanence of, 89 >

teeth in, 81

Idiocy, 663
attention in, 672
character in, 676
classification of, 664
definition of, 663
destructiveness in, 675

diagnosis, 680
emotions in, 675

etiology, general, 667

expression and physiognomy in, 676
fear in, 676

general etiology, 667

pathologic anatomy, 679

symptomatology, 669

treatment, 681

hearing in, 670
instincts in, 674

intelligence in, 678

language in, 677
movements in, 671

muscular sensibility in, 671

Idiocy, organic sensations in, 672

y)athologic anatomy, general, (i79

physiognomy and expression in, 676

play in, 675

])reoccupation and reflection in, 674

prognosis, 6.S0

reading in, 67S

riglit-haiidctlness and left-handedness in,
672

sentiments in, 675

sigiit in, 670
smell in, 671

special aptitudes in, 674

symptomatology, general, 669
tactile pain in, r)71

taste in, 671

thermic sensibility in, 671

treatment, general, (iSl

voluntary movements in, 672

Idiots, definition of, ij6d

education of, 682

savants, 667

Imbecilitv, 663

definition, 666
Incised woimds, 270

Inebriate, contracts of, 530'

Inebriety, 526
and crime, 538
and divorce, 536
and life insurance, 531
and marriage, 535
and torts, 532
and wills, 533
breach of promise to marry in, 537

Infectious diseases as cause of sudden death,
153

Injuries and death by lightning and elec-

tricity, 245

pathology, 251
and disorders of nervous system after

railway and allied accidents, 373
from electricity, treatment, 262

minor, from lightning, 250
of abdomen from railway injury, 366
of back from railway injury, 3()()

of chest from railway injury, 3()7

of head from railway injury, 363
of nerves from railway injury, 365

personal, in relation to apj)lication for

life insunmce, 452

railway, 354. See also Railway injury.
to ear in life insurance, 501

to eye in life insui-ance, 499

Insane, general paralvsis of, after accidents,
385

Insanitv, 571

alcoholic, 638

chronic, 642

diagnosis, 643
associated with demonstrable brain-

lesions, 635
chronic hysteric, 616

coni-se and prognosis, 617

diagnosis, 617

circular, 626

detinition, 571
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Insanity, epileptic, 617

diagnosis, 621

etiology, 571

from gross lesions of brain, 660
in application for Life insurance, 470
of pubescence, 614

diagnosis, 615

prognosis, 615

pathology, 580

periodic, 626

physical condition in, 591

primary confusional, 612

diagnosis, 613

etiology, 612

symptoms, 584

syphilitic, 643

delusional, 645

diagnosis, 647

traumatic, from railway injury, 365

Insolation, 175

Instinct, anomalies of, in degeneration, 569

sexual, mental perversions of, 683
Instruments and utensils in postmortem ex-

amination, 23

Insurance, accident, 484. See also Accident
insurance.

existing, in application for life insuiunce,
435

life, 418. See also Life insurance.

Interment^ time and place of, as influencing
cadaveric putrefaction, 129

Intestines, cadaveric changes in, 127

diseases of, as cause of sudden death, 152

postmortem examination of, 54

Inversion, sexual, 692

Joint disease and dislocations from railway
injury, 370

Judicial hanging, 198

Katatonia, 606

course, 607

diagnosis, 608

etiology, 606

prognosis, 607

Kidneys, cadaveric changes in, 128
diseases of, in application for life insur-

ance, 462

postmortem examination of, 51

Lacerated wounds, 275

Larynx, cadaveric changes in, 128

Leptocephalus, 549
Life insurance, 418

and inebriety, 531

application for, 431

age in, 433
asthma in, 453

attending physician in, 479

beneficiary in, 435
bronchitis in, 453
cancer in, 454
certificate of death in relation to,

452
convulsions or fits in, 467
diseases of eye in, 459

Life insurance, application for, diseases of
heart in, 460

of kidneys in, 462
of liver in, 464
of lungs in, 465
of stomach in, 466
of throat in, 466

existing insurance in, 436

family history in, 480
fits or convulsions in, 467

general debility in, 467
headache in, 468
health at time of, 478
when policy is delivered, 448

hemoptysis in, 474
hemorrlioids in, 472

insanity in, 470

occupation in, 432

paralysis in, 471

piles in, 472

previous health in, 449

rejection in, 437
race in, 433
residence in, 431

rheumatism in, 469
social condition in, 435

spitting of blood in, 472
suicide in relation to, 439
sunstroke in, 473

syphilis in, 473
tuberculosis in, 455
use of spirits in, 474

warranty and representation in,
425

ear in, 501

injuries to, 501

eye in, 498

injuries to, 499
medical examiner for, 419

professional confidence in, 423
women as risks in, 481

Lightning and electricity, death and in-

juries by, 245

pathok)gy, 251

internal i)athoIogic lesions due to, 254
minor injuries from, 250

Lightning-marks, 252

Likeness, general, in identity, 94

Limbs, anomalies of, in degeneration, 566

Lips, anomalies of, in degeneration, 562

Liquors, malt, in application for life insur-

ance, 474

Liver, cadaveric changes in, 127
diseases of, as cause of sudden death,

151

in application for life insurance, 464

postmortem examination of, 50

Lividities, cadaveric, 120
Locomotor ataxia after accidents, 386

Lungs, cadaveric changes in, 128

diseases of, as cause of sudden deathj
149

in application for life insurance, 465

postmortem examination of, 44

Lymphatic constitution as predisposing to

sudden death, H6
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Macrockphaltts, 549
M:ill licjuors, use of, in application for life

insurance, 474

.Mania, 6U0

etiology, 600

diagnosis, 606

frocpiency, 605

period of (levelopmenf, 600

prognosis, (iOo

Mannkopf 's symptom in traumatic neuras-

thenia, 396

Marks, tattoo-, in identity, 88
artificial removal of, 89

permanence of, 89

Marriage and inebriety, 535

Melancholia, 595

diagnosis, 599

etiology, 595

prognosis, 599

Memory in identity, 102
Mental capacities in identity, lUl

condition in arrested cerebral develop-
ment, 661

perversions of sexual instinct, 683

stupor, primary, 611. See also Anergia.

Mesentery, cadaveric changes in, 127

Microcephalus, 549
Mind in identity, examination of, 101

Moisture as influencing cadaveric putrefac-

tion, 129

Monomania, 627
Motor aphasia, 523

function, anomalies of, in degeneration,
568

Multiple sclerosis after accidents, 386
Muscular atrophv, progressive, after acci-

dents, 386

system, cadaveric changes in, 114
condition of, as sign of death, 110

Mutilated remains, identity of, 99

Myotactic apraxia, 513

paramimia, 515

parapraxia, 515

NAME-FORGETPULNEaS, 516

Name-loss, 516
Nasal and accessory cavities, postmortem

examination of, 40

Neck, organs of, postmortem examination

of, 43

postmortem examination of, 29
wounds of, 295

Nephritis as cause of sudden death, 150

Nerves, injuries of, from railway injury, 365
Nervous diseases after accidents, mixed and

unclassified forms of, 410
simulation of, 412

means of detecting, 414

organic, anesthesia as symptom, 378
cerebral symptoms, 382
electric reaction as symptom, 382

pain as symptom, 382

paralysis as symptom, 377
reflexes as symptom, 380
shock as symptom, 382

sphincter control as symptom, 381

Nervous diseases, organic, symptoms, 377

causes, 383

trophic, 382

system after accidents, results of organic
injury to, 384

diseases of, as cause of sudden death,
153

functional disorders of, after accidents,
386

injuries and disorders of, after railway
and allied accidents, 373

Neurasthenia, special sense symptoms of,
396

traumatic, 392

etiology, 389

Mannkopfs symptom, 396
mental symptoms, 393
motor symptoms, 394

pathology, 392

predisposition to, 390

prognosis, 399
reflexes as symptom, 397

sensory sym])toms, 394

symptoms, 392
vascular disturbance as symptom, 398

Neurons, 503

New-born, abdomen in, postmortem exami-
nation of, 59

head in, postmortem examination of, 59

postmortem examination of, 57

spinal canal in, postmortem examination

of, 59
thorax in, postmortem examination of, 59

Nose, anomalies of, in degeneration, 562

Object-^vjjesthesia, 513

Object-blindness, 51 1

Object-deafness, 511

Object-touch-forget fulness, 51 5

Occupation in application for life insur-

ance, 432
in identity, 76

Orbits, postmortem examination of, 40
Orfila's tables of body lengths, 72

Oxycephalus, 550

Pain as symptom of organic nervous dis-

eases, 382

Palate, deformities of, in degeneration, 556

Pancreas, postmortem examination of, 54
Pancreatitis as cause of sudden death, 151

Pantomime-anesthesia, 51 2

Pantomime-blindness, 512

Pantomime-forgetfulness, 515

Paradoxia, sexual, 689

Parageusia, 515

Paragraphia, 523

Paralexia, 515

Paiulysis as symptom of organic nervous

diseases, 377

general, of insane, after accidents, 385
in application for life insurance, 471

Paramimia, 524

myotactic, 515

Paranuisia, 515

Paranoia, 627
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Paranoia, atypical cases of, 630

diagnosis, 635

etiology, 630

prognosis, 634

Paranomia, 516

Paraphasia, 523

Parapraxia, auditory, 515

myotactic, 515

visual, 515

Paresis, general, after accidents, 385

Paresthesia, sexual, 688, 691

Paretic dementia, 647

developed stage of, 655

developmental period of, 652

diagnosis, 658

duration, 658

etiology, 648

pathologic anatomy, 648

prognosis, 658

symptoms, 651

Parosmia, 515
Parturition in relation to survivorship, 160
Peculiarities of special senses in identity, 96

of speech in identity, 96
Pelvic viscera, postmortem examination of,

52

Pelvis, wounds of, 303

Pericardium, postmortem examination of,

44
Periodic drunkenness, 641

insanity, 626

Perversions, mental, of sexual instinct, 683
Petei-son's calipere, 554

Photographs in identity, 94

Physiologic stigmata of degeneiution, 546
Piles in application for life insurance, 472

Plagiocephalus, 550
Poisoned wounds, 276

Poisoning in relation to survivorship, 160

suspected, postmortem examination in, 55
Postmortem albuminuria, 128

appearances in asphyxia, 190
in burns, 835
in choking by solids, 211
in death from cold, 169
from heat, 177

in drowning, 216
in hanging, 203
in scalds, 335
in starvation, 183
in sufibcation, 232

by carbon monoxid, 241
in throttling, 193

examination, 23
in suspected poisoning, 55
instruments and utensils in, 23
of abdomen, 29

in new-born, 59
of adrenals, 51
of anus, 29
of body, 27

externa], 27

internal, 31
restoration after, 60

of brain, 35
of burned bodies, 30

Postmortem examination of cavities of

trunk, 41
of chest, 29
of cranial cavity, 33
of decomposed bodies, 30
of diaphragm, 55
of duodenum, 53
of ears, 40
of embalmed bodies, 31
of external genitals, 29
of extremities, 29, 55
of frozen bodies, 31
of gall-bladder, 50
of head, 29

in new-born, 59
of heart, 45
of intestines, 54
of kidneys, 51
of liver, 50
of lungs, 44
of nasal and accessory cavities, 40
of neck, 29
of new-born children, 57
of orbits, 40
of organs of abdomen, 49

of neck, 43
of thorax, 44

of pancreas, 54
of pelvic viscera, 52
of pericardium, 44
of rectum, 52
of region of biliary ducts, 50

of gall-bladder, 50
of retroperitoneal structures, 55

of spinal canal in new-born, 59

column, 38

cord, 38
of spleen, 49
of stomach, 53
of thorax in new-born, 59
of unknown bodies, 30
record of, 26

external examination of body, 27
internal examination of body, 31

Powder smoke in room, detection of, 325

Predisposition to traumatic hysteria, 390

neurasthenia, 390

Presumption of death, 154
of survivorship, 155

Primary confusional insanity, 612. See

Insaniti/.

dementia, 624

diagnosis, 624

symptoms, 624
mental stupor, 611. iSee also Anergia.

Prints, finger-, in identity, 90

foot-, in identity, 92

Progressive muscular atrophy after acci-

dents, 386
Proud flesh, 272

Psychic agraphia, 522
motor amimia, 523

aphasia, 518

stigmata of degeneration, 546

Pubescence, insanity of, 614

diagnosis, 615
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Pubescence, insanity of, prognosis, 615

Punctured wounds, '27'A

Putrefaction, cudavcric, age and sex as in-

(lueucing, loO

air as influencing, 129

cause and condition of body at death
as inlluencing, 130

conditions influencing, 129

in water, 132
moisture as influeuiing, 129

tempei"ature as influencing, 129

time and place of interment as influ-

encing, 129

Putrefactive changes in blood, cadaveric,
125

in body, cadaveric, 122

discoloration, cadaveric, 123

gases, cadaveric, 124

Race in application for life insurance, 433
in identity, 70

Hallway and allied accidents, injuries and
disorders of nervous svstem after,

373

injuries, 354

injury, age in, 356

collapse after, 357
concussion of brain from, 364
delirium tremens from, 359
dislocations and fractures of vertebrEB

from, 362
and joint disease from, 370

fractures and bone disease from, 369
habits in, 356

injuries of abdomen from, 366
of back from, 360
of chest from, 367
of head from, 363
of nerves from, 365

joint disease and dislocations from, 370

obesity in, 356
race in, 357
sex in, 356
shock after, 357
simulation in, 372
strains and sprains from, 368

of back from, 360

temperament in, 357

traumatic, delirium from, 359
diseases of spinal cord from, 361

insanity from, 365
Record of postmortem examination, 26

Rectum, postmortem examination of, 52
Reflexes as symptom of organic nervous

diseases, 380

Registration, systematic, of criminals, 97

Remains, mutilated, identity of, 99
Resistance of body to electricity, 246

Respiration, condition of, as sign of death,
109

Restoration of body after postmortem ex-

amination, 60

Retroperitoneal structures, postmortem ex-
amination of, 55

Rheumatism in application for life insur-

ance, 469

Rigor mortis as sign of death, 115

disappearance of, 118

instantaneous onset of, 117

period of onset of, llti

of usual continuance of, 118

rapid onset of, 117
slow onset of, 116

Ruptui-e of aorta as cause of sudden death,
143

Sadism, 705

Scalds, 333

accidental, 337

homicidal, 337

postmortem appearances in, 335

prognosis, 336

subsequent results of, 338

suicidal, 337
time injury was inflicted, 336

Scai^hocephalus, 550

Scare, 338
in identity, 83, 85

Sclerosis, multiple, after accidents, 386

Secondary dementia, 625

Senile dementia, 659

diagnosis, 660

Senses, special, in identitv, peculiarities of,

96
_ '_

Sensory function, anomalies of, in degener-
ation, 568

Sex and age as influencing cadaveric putre-
faction, 130

in identity, 74
in relation to survivorship, 158

Sexual anesthesia, 690

feeling, contrary, 692

hyperesthesia, 690

instinct, mental perversions of, 683

inversion, (592

paradoxia, 689

|)aresthesia, 688, 691

Shock after railway injury, 357
as cause of sudden death, 141

as symptom of organic nervous diseases,
382

Shotgun wounds, 311

Sign of death, albuminuria as, 128

cadaveric changes as, 112

changes in bladder as, 128

in blood-vessels as, 128
in brain as, 128
in diaphragm as, 128
in esophagus as, 127
in eye as, 111

in gall-bladder as, 128
in heart as, 128
in intestines as, 127

in kidney as, 128
in larynx as, 128
in liver as, 127
in lungs as, 128
in mesentery as, 127
in spleen as, 128
in stomach as, 127
in trachea as, 128
in uterus as, 129
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Sign of death, changes in viscera as, 126
condition of circulation as, 107

of mnscular system as, 110
of respiration as, 109

diaphanous test as, 109
facial appearance as, 110
facies hippocratica as, 110

putrefactive changes as, 122
in blood as, 125

discoloration as, 123

gases as, 124

rigor mortis as, 115

Signs of death, 104

special, 107

Simulation in railway injury, 372
of nervous diseases after accidents, 412

means of detecting, 414

Skin, anomalies of, in degeneration, 568
in identity, 83

Smell-memory-loss, 512

Smoke, powder, in room, detection of, 325

Solids, choking by, 209

treatment, 212

Special senses in identity, peculiarities of,

96

signs of death, 107

Speech, anomalies of, in degeneiution, 668

disorders, 502
in identity, peculiarities of, 96

processes, anatomic basis of, 503
disordei-s of, 508

normal, 502

Sphincter control as symptom of organic
nervous diseases, 381

Spinal canal in new-born, postmortem ex-

amination of, 59

column, postmortem examination of, 38

concussion, from railway injury, 361

cord, postmortem examination of, 38
traumatic disease of, from railway in-

jury, 361

Spine, wounds of, 295

Spirits, use of, in ap{)lication for life insur-

ance, 474

Spleen, cadaveric changes in, 128
diseases of, as cause of sudden death, 152

postmortem examination of, 49

Spoken-word-construction-loss, 518

Spoken-word-forget fulness, 514

Sprains and strains from railway injury, 368
of back from railway injury, 360

Starvation, death from, 179
in relation to survivorship, 159

legal considerations, 185

postmortem appearances 183

symptoms, 182

treatment, 184
Stature in identity, 71

Stigmata of degeneration, 544

anatomic, 545
anomalies of appetite in, 569

of body in general in, 567
of cranium in, 547
of ear in, 562
of eye in, 562
of genital oi-gans in, 567

Stigmata of degeneration, anomalies of gen-
ito-urinary function in, 568

of limbs in, 566
of lips in, 562
of motor function in, 568
of nose in, 562
of sensory function in, 568
of skin in, 568
of speech in, 568
of teeth in, 562
of tongue in, 562

cranial anomalies in, 547
deformities of palate in, 556
dental anomalies in, 562

etiology, 546
facial asymmetry in, 556

medicolegal value of, 569

physiologic, 546

psychic, 546

Stomach, cadaveric changes in, 127
diseases of, as cause of sudden death, 151

in application for life insurance, 466

postmortem examination of, 53
1 Strains and sprains from railway injury, 368

of back froi7i railway injury, 360

Strangulation, death by, 190

treatment, 206

Stupor, primary mental, 611

diagnosis, 612

etiology, 611

prognosis, 612

symptoms, 611
Sudden "death, 138

alcoholism as cause, 153
arteriosclerosis as cause, 143

changes in viscera leading to, 139
diseases of arteries as cause, 143

of intestines as cause, 152
of liver as cause, 151

of lungs as cause, 149
of nervous system as cause, 153
of spleen as cause, 152
of stomach as cause, 151
of veins as cause, 144

disturbances of circulation as cause, 147

enlarged thymus as cause, 147

thyroid as cause, 148

etiologic factors as affecting, 154
fat embolism as cause, 144

hemorrhage as cause, 134

infectious diseases as cause, 153

nephritis as cause, 150

pancreatitis as cause, 151

rupture of aorta as cause, 143

shock as cause, 141

syncope as cause, 141

Suffocation by arseniureted hydrogen, 244

by carbon monoxid, 237

legal considerations, 243

postmortem appearances, 241

symptoms, 239

treatment, 241

by external causes, 230

by internal causes, 237
bv sulphureted hydrogen, 244
death by, 229
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Suffocation, legal considerations in, 235

postniorlein appearances in, 2'A'2

symptoms, 'I'M

treatment, -'M

Suicidal burns and scalds, 337

gunshot wounds, 319

hanging, 200

Suicide, 286
in accidt'ut insurance, 492
in application tor life insurance, 439

Sulpiiureted hydrogen, suffocation by, 244

Sunstroke, 175
in accident insui-ance, 491
in application for life insurance, 473

treatment, 17S

Survivoi-ship, as[)hyxia in relation to, 158
cold in relation to, 159

drowning in relation to, 159

electricity in relation to, 159

health in relation to, 158

heat in relation to, 159

in gunshot wounds, 315
manner of death in relation to, 158

parturition in relation to, 160

presumption of, 155

sex in relation to, 158

starvation in relation to, 159

Syncope as cause of sudden death, 141
in relation to apparent death, 105

Syphilis in application for life insurance,
473

Syphilitic dementia, 646

insanity, 643

delusional, 645

prognosis, 647

Systematic registration of criminals, 97

Taste, anomalies of, in degeneration, 569

Taste-memory-loss, 512

Tattooing from gunshot wounds, 325

Tattoo-marks, 340
in identity, 88

artificial removal of, 89

permanence of, 89

Teeth, anomalies of, in degeneration, 562
in identity, 81

Temperature as influencing cadaveric putre-
faction, 129

cadaveric elevation of, 112
Thermic fever, 175

treatment, 178

Thii-st, death from, 185
Thorax m new-born, postmortem examina-

tion of, 59

organs of, postmortem examination of, 44

Throat, diseases of, in application for life

insurance, 466

Throttling, death by, 190

postmortem appearances in, 193

symptoms, 192

Thymus, enlarged, as cause of sudden

death, 147

Thvroid, enlarged, as cause of sudden death,
148

Tongue, anomalies of, in degeneration, 562
Torts and inebriety, 532

Trachea, cadaveric changes in, 128
Trance in relation to ai)parent death, 105

Transitory frenzy, 608

diagnosis, (110

etiology, ()09

nature of mental disturbance, 608

symptoms, 609
Traumatic delirium from railwav injury,

359
disease of spinal cord from railway in-

jury, 361

hysteria, 399
anesthesia as symptom, 403

etiology, 389, 400

joints in, 409
mental symptoms, 401

motor symj)toms, 406

paroxysm of, 408

pathology, 401

])retlisposition, 390

prognosis, 410
reflexes in, 409

sensory stigmata in, 403

sphincters in, 409

symptoms, 401

tremor as symptom, 408

insanity from railway injury, 365

neurasthenia, 392

etiology, 389

Mannkopf 's symptom in, 396
mental symptoms, 393
motor symptoms, 394

pathology, 392

predisposition to, 390

prognosis, 399
reflexes as symptom, 397

sensory symptoms, 394

special sense symptoms, 396

symptoms, 392
vascular disturbance as symptom, 398

Trigonocephalus, 550

Trophic symptoms of organic nervous dis-

eases, 382

Trunk, cavities of, postmortem examination,
41

Tumors, malignant, after accidents, 386
Tuberculosis in application for life in-

surance, 455

Unconsciousness in gunshot wounds, 315
Unknown bodies, postmortem examination

of, 30
Utensils and instruments in postmortem ex-

amination, 23

Uterus, cadaveric changes in, 129

Veins, diseases of, as cause of sudden death,
144

Verriicktheit, 631

Vertebi-ae, dislocations and fractures of, from

railway injury, 362

Viscera, cadavei-ic changes in, 126

changes in, leading to sudden death, 139

pelvic, postmortem examination of, 52

Vision, acuteness of, medicolegal aspects of,

493
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Vision, field of, medicolegal aspects of,

494
in life insurance, 498

medicolegal aspects of, 493

Visual amimia, 512

aphasia, 523

parapraxia, 515

Wahnsinn, 630

Water, postmortem putrefaction in, 132

Water-gas, 238

Weapons, distinguishing of, by reports, 324

evidence of use of, 279

Wills and inebriety, 533

Wine, use of, in application for life insur-

ance, 474
Women as risks in life insurance, 481

Word-anesthesia, 512

Word-blindness, 511

Word-deafness, 508, 514

Word-meaning-forgetfulness, 514

Word-utterance-loss, 519

Wounds, 264

accidental, 288

by sharp instruments. 270

dangerous to life, 266

evidence of, 279

Wounds, gunshot, 308. See also Gunshot
wounds.

incised, 270
inflicted after death, 267
kinds of, 265

lacerated, 275

moving after, 283
of abdomen, 299
of chest, 297
of diaphragm, 299
of extremities, 305
of face, 294
of genital organs, 305
of head, 288
of neck, 295
of pelvis, 303
of spine, 295
on dead body, 266
on living, 268

poisoned, 276

position of body in, 284

punctured, 273

regional, 288

shotgun, 311

two or more, 285

Written-word-construction-loss, 552

Written-word-utterance-loss, 523

End of Vol. I.
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SAUNDERS' SUCCESSFUL PUBLISHING

AS is well-known, the lists of most publishers

contain a number of books that have never

paid, and for which the publisher will never get

back the money invested. Messrs. W. B. Saunders

& Company would call attention to the fact that
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Saunders*

Pocket Medical Formulary
Sixth Edition, Revised

Saunders' Pocket Medical Formulary. By William M. Powell,

M. D., author of
"
Essentials of Diseases of Children

"
;
Member of

Philadelphia Pathological Society. Containing 1844 formulas from the

best-known authorities. With an Appendix containing Posological

Table, Formulas and Doses for Hypodermic Medication, Poisons

and tneir Antidotes, Diameters of the Female Pelvis and Fetal Head,

Obstetrical Table, Diet-lists, Materials and Drugs used in Antiseptic

Surgery, Treatment of Asphyxia from Drowning, Surgical Remem-

brancer, Tables of Incompatibles, FLruptive Fevers, etc., etc. In flex-

ible morocco, with side index, wallet, and flap. ;^2.oo net.

CONTAINING 200 NEW FORMULAS

In compiling this handy vohime the author has introduced as many of the

more important recently discovered drugs as possible. Besides the many hun-

dreds of famous formulas collected from the works of the most eminent physicians

and surgeons of the world, it contains many valuable, and hitherto unpublished,

prescriptions from the private practice of distinguished practitioners of to-day.

In this new edition the work has been thoroughly and carefully revised and cor-

rected, and some two hundred new and valuable formulas added. The Dose-

table has been brought up to date, and the entire work made to comply in every

way with the latest knowledge on the subjects it contains.

OPINIONS OF THE MEDICAL PRESS

Medical Record, New York
"This little book, that can be conveniently carried in the pocket, contains an immense

amount of material. It is very useful, and, as the name of the author of each prescription is

given, is unusually reliable."

Johns Hopkins Hospital Bulletin
"
Arranged in such a way as to make consultation of it as easy as possible. It is remark-

able how much information the author has succeeded in getting into so small a book."

Boston Medical and Surgical Journal
" The book is attractively bound in flexible leather, and the fact that it has reached its

sixth edition bears ample testimony to its popularity."
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Eichhorst*s

Practice of Medicine

A Text=Book of the Practice of Medicine. \\y Dr. Hermann Eich-

HORST, Professor of Special Patliology and Therapeutics and Director

of the Medical Clinic, University of Zurich. Translated and edited by
Augustus A. Eshner, M. D., Professor of Clinical Medicine, Phila-

delphia Polyclinic. Two octavo volumes of 600 pages each, with over

150 illustrations. Prices per set: Cloth, $6.00 net; Sheep or Half

Morocco, ^7.50
net.

A NEW WORK
BY ONE OF THE GREATEST OF GERMAN CLINICIANS

The Germans lead the world in internal medicine, and among all (icrman

clinicians no name is more renowned than that of the author of this work.

Dr. Eichhorst stands to-day among the most eminent authorities of the world,

and his Text-Book of the Practice of Medicine is probably the most valued work

of its size on the subject. The book is a new one, but on its publication it

sprang into immediate popularity, and is now one of the leading text-books in

Germany. It is practically a condensed edition of the author's great work on

Special Pathology and Therapeutics, and it forms not only an ideal text-book for

students, but a practical guide of unusual value to practising physicians. As

the essential aim of the physician will always be the cure of disease, the fullest

and most careful consideration has been given to treatment.

OPINIONS OF THE MEDICAL PRESS

Bulletin of Johns Hopkins Hospital

" This book is an excellent one of its kind. Its completeness, yet brevity, the clinical

methods, the excellent paragraphs on treatment and watering-places, will make it very desir-

able."

Birmingham Medical Review, England
" We think that the book is a valuable addition to the list of medical text-books of the

higher rank, and Dr. Eshner has done good service in placing it within the means of English-

speaking students."

American Medicine

" Can heartily be commended as not alone one of the most original and scholarly contri-

butions to recent medical literature, but also one of the most practical and helpful text-books

upon medicine in any language."
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GET ^ • THE NEW
THE BEST t\ 111 6nC Sin STANDARD

Illtistrated Dictionary
Second Edition, Revised

The American Illustrated Medical Dictionary. A new and com-

plete dictionary of the terms used in Medicine, Surgery, Dentistry,

Pharmacy, Chemistry, and kindred branches
;
with over lOO new and

elaborate tables and many handsome illustrations. By W. A. Newman

Borland, M. D., Editor of
" The American Pocket Medical Diction-

ary." Large octavo, nearly 800 pages, bound in full flexible leather.

Price, $4.50 net
;
with thumb index, $5.00 net.

Gives a Maodinum Amount of Matter in a Minimum Space, and at the Lowest

Possible Cost

TWO LARGE EDITIONS IN LESS THAN EIGHT MONTHS

The immediate success of this work is due to the special features that distin-

guish it from other books of its kind. It gives a maximum of matter in a mini-

mum space and at the lowest possible cost. Though it is practically unabridged,

yet by the use of thin bible paper and flexible morocco binding it is only i ^
inches thick. The result is a truly luxurious specimen of book-making. In this

new edition the book has been thoroughly revised, and upward of one hundred

important new terms that have appeared in recent medical literature have been

added, thus bringing the book absolutely up to date. The book contains hun-

dreds of terms not to be found in any other dictionary, over 100 original tables,

and many handsome illustrations, including 24 colored plates.

PERSONAL OPINIONS

Howeu-d A. Kelly, M. D.,

Professor of Gynecology, Johns Hopkins University ,
Baltimore.

"
Dr. Borland's dictionary is admirable. It is so well gotten up and of such convenient

size. No errors have been found in my use of it."

Roswell Park, M. D.,

Professor of Principles and Practice of Surgery and of Clinical Surgery, University of

Buffalo.
"

I must acknowledge my astonishment at seeing how much he has condensed within rela-

tively small space. I find nothing to criticize, very much to commend, and was interested in

finding some of the new words which are not in other recent dictionaries."
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Saunders'

American Year-Book

The American Year=Book of Medicine and Surgery for 1903. A
Yearly Digest of Scientific Progress and Authoritative Opinion in all

branches of Medicine and Surgery, drawn from journals, monographs,

and text-books of the leading American and foreign authors and inves-

tigators. Arranged with critical editorial comments by eminent Amer-

ican specialists, under the editorial charge of George M. Gould, M. D.

Year-Book of 1903 in two volumes—Vol. I., including General Medicine ;

Vol. II., General Surgery. Per volume: Cloth, ^3.00 net; Half Mo-

rocco, ;$3.75 net. Sold by Subscription.

EQUIVALENT TO A POST-GRADUATE COURSE

The contents of these volumes, critically selected from leading journals, mono-

graphs, and text-books, is much more than a compilation of data. The extracts

are carefully edited and commented upon by eminent specialists, the reader thus

obtaining not only a yearly digest of scientific progress and authoritati\ e opinion

in all branches of medicine and surgery, but also the invaluable annotations and

criticisms of the Editors, all leaders in their several specialties. The work, more-

over, is not lacking in its illustrative feature
; for, besides a large number of

text-cuts, the volumes contain several full-page plates of exceptional merit.

OPINIONS OF THE MEDICAL PRESS

The Lzmcet. London
"

It is much more than a mere compilation of abstracts, for, as each section is entrusted to

experienced and able contributors, the reader has the advantage of certain critical commen-

taries and expositions . . . proceeding from writers fully qualified to perform these tasks."

Boston Medical and Surgical Journal
" An immense deal of work has been put into it, and the editor, seconded by a large corps

of competent collaborators, has succeeded in satisfactorily covering the extended field which

he has set himself the task of cultivating. It is a very desirable book for the general practi-

tioner."

British Medical Journal
"

It is unrivaled among similar publications in the English language."
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Gould and Pyle's

Curiosities of Medicine

Anomalies and Curiosities of Medicine. By George M. Gould,

M. D., and Walter L. Pyle, M. D. An encyclopedic collection of

rare and extraordinary cases and of the most striking instances of

abnormality in all branches of Medicine and Surgery, derived from an

exhaustive research of medical literature from its origin to the present

day, abstracted, classified, annotated, and indexed. Handsome octavo

volume of 968 pages; 295 engravings and 12 full-page plates.

Popular Edition : Cloth, $3.00 net ; Sheep or HaJf Morocco, $4.00 net.

This book is not an illogic smattering of curious facts, but is a complete ency-

clopedia of the whole subject. Several years of exhaustive research have been

spent by the authors in the great medical libraries of the United States and

Europe in collecting the material for the work. Medical literature of all ages

and all languages has been carefully searched, as a glance at the Bibhographic

Index will show. As a complete and authoritative Book of Reference it will be

of value not only to members of the medical profession, but to all persons inter-

ested in general scientific, sociologic, and medicolegal topics ;
in fact, the absence

of any complete work upon the subject makes this volume one of the most impor-

tant literary innovations of the day.

OPINIONS OF THE MEDICAL PRESS

The Lancet, London

"The book is a monument of untiring energy, keen discrimination, and erudition. * * *

We heartily recommend it to the profession."

New York Medical Journal
" We would gladly exchange a multitude of the relatively useless works, which but encum-

ber all branches of medicine, for one so comprehensive, so exhaustive, so able, and so remark-

able in its field as this."

University Medical Magazine
"
Drs. Gould and Pyle have evolved in this volume a monumental work of industry and

patience and skill, and have contributed a priceless addition to the medical literature of the

world."
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Anders'
Practice of Medicine

Fifth Revised Edition

A Text=Book of the Practice of Medicine. 13y James M. Anders,
M. D., Ph. D., LL. D., Professor of the Practice of Medicine and of

Clinical Medicine, Medico- Chirurgical College, Philadelphia. Hand-

some octavo, 1297 pages, fully illustrated. Cloth, 35.50 net; Sheep
or Half Morocco, 36.50 net.

FIVE LARGE EDITIONS IN FOUR YEARS

The success of this work as a text-book and as a practical guide for physi-

cians has been truly phenomenal. Five large editions have been called for in

less than four years. The rapid exhaustion of each edition has made it possible

to keep the book absolutely abreast of the times, so that Anders' Practice has

become justly celebrated as the most up-to-date work on practice. In this

edition extensive changes have been made in connection with the large group
of Infectious Diseases. The etiology and mode of transmission of Malaria and

of Yellow Fever have been almost entirely rewritten. Certain affections of grow-

ing importance, as Diphtheritic Dysentery and Parasitic Hemoptysis, have been

recast and more fully discussed. The new articles include Fatty Infiltration

of the Heart, Streptococcus Pneumonia, and Acute Diffuse Interstitial Nephritis.

PERSONAL OPINIONS

James C. Wilson, M. D.,

Professor of the Practice of Medicine and of Clinical Medicine, Jefferson Medical College

Philadelphia.
"

It is an excellent book—concise, comprehensive, thorough, and up-to-date. It is a

credit to you; but, more than that, it is a credit to the profession of Philadelphia
—to us."

A. C. Cowperthwait, M. D.,

President Ulinois Homeopathic Medical Association.

"
I consider Dr. Anders' book not only the best late work on Medical Practice, but by far

the best that has ever been published. It is concise, systematic, thorough, and fully up-to-date

in everything. I consider it a great credit to both the author and the publishers."

George Roe Lockwood. M. D.,

Attending Physician to the Belleviic Hospital, New York.

"
I have read several of the important chapters carefully, and am very much pleased with

the work. It is thoroughly up-to-date, well expressed, and shows evidence of clinical expe-

rience."
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AMERICAN EDITION

NOTHNAGEL'S PRACTICE
UNDER THE EDITORIAL SUPERVISION OK

ALFRED STENGEL. M.D.
Professor of Clinical Medicine in the University of Pennsylvania; Visiting

Physician to the Pennsylvania Hospital.

It is universally acknowledged that the Germans lead the world in Internal Medicine
;
and

of all the German works on this subject, Nolhnagel's
"
Specielle Pathologic und Therapie"

is conceded by scholars to be without question the best Practice

of Medicine in existence. So necessary is this book in the study

of Internal Medicine that it comes largely to this country in the

original German. In view of these facts, Messrs. W. B. Saunders &

Company have arranged with the publishers of the German edition

to issue at once an authorized American edition of this great Practice of Medicine.

For the present a set of ten volumes, selected with especial thought of the needs of the

practising phvsician, will be published. These volumes will con-

BEST IN

EXISTENCE

FOR THE
PRACTITIONER

tain the real essence of the entire work, and the purchaser will

therefore obtain, at less than half the cost, the cream of the orig-

inal. Later the special and more strictly scientific volumes will

be offered from time to time.

The work will be translated by men possessing thorough knowledge of both English and

German, and each volume will be edited by a prominent specialist. It will thus be brought

thoroughly up to date, g.nd the American edition will be more than a mere translation
; for,

in addition to the matter contained in tiie original, it will represent

the very latest views of the leading American and English special-

ists in the various departments of Internal Medicine. Moreover,

as each volume will be revised to the date of its pubhcation by the

eminent editor, the objection that has heretofore existed to treatises

PROMINENT
SPECIALISTS

published in a number of volumes will be obviated, since the subscriber will receive the com-

pleted work while the earlier volumes are still fresh. The American publication of the entire

work is under the editorial supervision of Dr. ALFRED .STENGEL, who has selected the subjects

for the American Edition, and has chosen the editors of the different volumes.

The usual method of publishers when issuing a publication of

VOLUMES SOLD
SEPARATELY

this kind has been to compel physicians to take the entire work.

This seems to us in many cases to be undesirable. Therefore, in

purchasing this Practice physicians will be given the opportunity

of subscribing for it in entirety ;
but any single volume or any

number of volumes, each complete in itself, may be obtained by those who do not desire the

complete series. This latter method offers to the purchaser many advantages which will be

appreciated by those who do not care to subscribe for the entire work at one lime.

SEE NEXT TWO PAGES FOR LIST
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AMERICAN EDITION

NOTHNAGEL'S PRACTICE
VOLUMES NOW READY

Typhoid and Typhus Fevers

By Dr. H. Curschmann, Professor of Medicine in Leipsic. The entire

volume edited, with additions, by William Oslkr, M. D., F. R. C. P.,

Professor of the Principles and Practice of Medicine, Johns Hopkins Univer-

sity, Baltimore. Octavo, 646 pages, illustrated. Cloth, $5.00 net
;

Half

Morocco, $6.00 net.

" Under the editorial supervision of Dr. Osier, the original German work, e.xcellent

though it is, has been much improved, greatly enlarged, and enhanced in value, espe-
cially to .American readers. . . . The monograph on typhoid fever is the best exponent
of the knowledge that we have in regard to this disease that is to be had in any lan-

guage."—Journal of the American Medical Association.

Smallpox (including' Vaccination), Varicella, Cholera Asiatica,
Cholera Nostras, Erysipelas, Erysipeloid, Pertussis, and
Hay Fever

By Ur. H. Imm?:rmann, of Basle
;
Dr. Th. von Jurgensex, of Tiibin-

gen ;
Dr. C. Liebermeister, of Tubingen ;

Dr. H. Lexh.-vrtz, of Ham-
burg ;

and Dr. G. Sticker, of Giessen. The entire volume edited, with

additions, by Sir J. W. Moore, M. D., F. R. C. P. I., Professor of Prac-

tice, Royal College of Surgeons, Ireland. Octavo, 682 pages, illustrated.

Cloth, $5.00 net
;
Half Morocco, $6.00 net.

" Dr. Immermann's vindication of vaccination in the prophylaxis of smallpox will be
read with peculiar interest at the present time, since it is probably the most complete
and unassailable indictment of the propaganda of antivaccination fanatics which has ever
been published."

— The London Lancet.

Diphtheria, Measles, Scarlet Fever, and Rotheln
By Willi.V-M P. Xorthrui', .M. D., of New ^ork, and Dr. Th. von

JiJRGENSEN, of Tiibingen. The entire volume edited, with additions, by
Willia.m p. Northrup, M. D., Professor of Pediatrics, University and
Bellevue Hospital .Medical College, New York. Octavo, 672 pages, illus-

trated, including 24 full-page plates, 3 in colors. Cloth, ^5.00 net
;
Half

Morocco, $6.00 net.

"The author is to be congratulated on the exhaustive and practical manner in which
he presents the suliject. . . . The articles on measles, scarlet fever, and German measles
are exhaustive treatises, with numerous additions by the American editor."—Journal
of the American Medical Association.

Diseases of the Bronchi, Diseases of the Pleura, and In-

flammations of the Lungs
By Dr. F. A. Hoffmann, of Leipsic ;

Dr. O. Rosenbach, of P>erlin ; and

Dr. F. Aufrecht, of Magdeburg. The entire volume edited, with additions,

by John H. Mlsser, M. D., Professor of Clinical Medicine, University of

Pennsylvania. Octavo, 1029 pages, illustrated, including 7 full-page colored

lithographic plates. Cloth, $5.00 net
;
Half Morocco, j;6.oo net.

" These monographs in the original hold an enviable place in German medical literature,

each one being exhaustive, comjilete, authoritative, and written by men specially fitted for

the work. But the American edition is not only a reproduction in English, it is all of this

and more ;
for the American editor has added much of value not included in the original,

and he has brought every part thoroughly up to da.Xe."—Journal 0/ tke American Medical

Association.
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AMERICAN EDITION

NOTHNAGELS PRACTICE
VOLUMES NOW READY AND IN PRESS

Diseases of the Pancreas, Suprarenals, and Liver

By Dr. L. Oser, of Vienna
;
Dr. E. Neusser, of \'ienna, and Drs. H.

Quincke and G. Hoppe-Seyler, of Kiel. The entire volume edited, with

additions, by Reginald H. Fitz, A. M., M. D., Hersey Professor of the

Theory and Practice of Physic, Harvard University ;
and Frederick A.

Packard, M. D., Late Physician to the Pennsylvania and to the Children's

Hospitals. Octavo of 918 pages, illustrated. Cloth, 5^5.00 net
;
Half Mo-

rocco, $6.00 net.

It has been the aim of the authors and editor of this work to describe the present con-
dition of our knowledge on the subjects, to point out where it is deficient, and to stimu-
late to new work. Tlie work will be found practical in every particular.

Diseases of the Stomach

By Dr. F. Riegel, of Giessen. Edited, with additions, by Charles
G. Stockton, M. D., Professor of Medicine, University of Buffalo. Hand-
some octavo of 835 pages, with 29 text-cuts and 6 full-page plates. Cloth,

$5.00 net
;
Half Morocco, $6.00 net.

This work is a complete exposition of the diseases of the stomach. Full consideration
is given to the hydrochloric acid question, the latest views being incorporated by the

editor. Particular attention has been given to disturbances of motility and secretion.

Diseases of the Intestines and Peritoneum

By Dr. Hermann Nothnagel, of Vienna. The entire volume edited,
with additions, by Humphrey D. Rolleston, M. D., F. R. C. P., Physi-
cian to and Lecturer on Pathology at St. George's Hospital, London. Hand-
some octavo of 800 pages, finely illustrated.

Influenza, Dengue, Malarial Diseases

By Dr. O. Leichtenstern, of Cologne, and Dr. J. Mannaberg, of

Vienna. The entire volume edited, with additions, by Ronald Ross,
F. R. C. S., Eng., D. p. H., F. R. S., Major, Indian Medical Service, retired

;

Walter Myers Lecturer, Liverpool School of Tropical Medicine, Liverpool.
Handsome octavo of 700 pages, with 7 full-page lithographic plates in

colors.

Anemia, Leukemia, Pseudoleukemia, Hemoglobinemia, and
Chlorosis

By Dr. P. Ehrlich, of Frankfort-on-the-Main
;
Dr. A. Lazarus, of

Charlottenburg ; Dr. Felix Pinkus, of Berlin
;
and Dr. K. \on Noorden,

of Frankfort-on-the-Main. The entire volume edited, with additions, by
Alfred Stengel, M. D., Professor of Clinical Medicine, i^niversity of

Pennsylvania. Handsome octavo of 750 pages, with 5 full-page lithographs
in colors.

Tuberculosis and Acute General Miliary Tuberculosis

By Dr. G. Cornet, of Berlin. Edited, with additions, by Walter B.

James, M. D., Professor of the Practice of Medicine, Columbia University,
New York. Handsome octavo of 700 pages.

EACH VOLUME IS COMPLETE IN ITSELF AND IS SOLD SEPARATELY
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Stevens*

Modern Therapeutics

A Text=Book of Modern Therapeutics. By A. A. Stevens, A. M.,

M. D., Lecturer on Physical Diagnosis in the University of Pennsyl-
vania. Handsome octavo of about 600 pages. Cloth, ^0.00 net.

THIRD EDITION. ENTIRELY REWRITTEN AND GREATLY ENLARGED

Since the appearance of the last edition of this book such rapid advances

have been made in Materia Medica, Therapeutics, and the allied sciences that

the author felt it imperative to rewrite the work entirely. All the newer reme-

dies that have won approval by recognized authorities have been incorporated,

bringing the book absolutely down to date. It is based on the latest edition of

the Pharmacopceia, and includes the following sections : Physiologic Action of

Drugs ; Drugs ;
Remedial Measures other than Drugs ; Applied Therapeutics ;

Incompatibility in Prescriptions ;
Table of Doses

; Index of Drugs ;
and Index

of Diseases
;
the treatment being elucidated by more than two hundred formulae.

OPINIONS OF THE MEDICAL PRESS

New York Medical Journal
" The work which Dr. Stevens has written is far superior to most of its class; in fact, it is

very good. . . . The book is reliable and accurate."

University Medical Magazine
"The author has faithfully presented modern therapeutics in a comprehensive work . . .

and it will be found a reliable guide and sufficiently comprehensive for the physician in

practice."

Bristol Medico-Chirurgical Journal, Bristol

"This addition to the numerous works on Therapeutics is distinctly a good one. ... It

is to be recommended as being systematic, clear, concise, very fairly up to date, and carefully

indexed."
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Sollmann*s

Text-Book of Pharmacology
Including Therapeutics, Materia Medica, Pharmacy,

Prescription-writing, Toxicology, etc.

A Text=Book of Pharmacology : including Therapeutics, Mate-

ria Medica, Pharmacy, Prescription-writing, Toxicology, etc. By
ToRALD SoLLMANN, M. D., Assistant Professor of Pharmacology and

Materia Medica, Medical Department of Western Reserve University,

Cleveland, Ohio. Handsome octavo volume of 894 pages, fully illus-

trated. Cloth, $3.75 net.

A NEW WORK—JUST ISSUED

This work aims to furnish, in a manner suited for reference and study, a

scientific discussion and definite conception of the action of drugs, as well as

their derivation, composition, strength, and dose. The author bases the study

of therapeutics on a systematic knowledge of the nature and properties of drugs,

and thus brings out forcibly the intimate relation between pharmacology and

practical medicine. Practitioners and students will find the work an admirable

guide in that most important part of their equipment, namely, how to use drugs

accurately and efficaciously.

PERSONAL AND PRESS OPINIONS

J. F. Fotheringham, M. D..

Professor of Therapeutics and Theory and Practice of Prescribing, Trinity Medical College,

Toronto.

"The work certainly occupies ground not covered in so concise, useful, and scientific a

manner by any other text I have read on the subjects embraced."— October jo, igor.

British Medical Journal
" The book is well worthy the attention of all who are interested in the pharmacological

and physiological side of therapeutics."

Medical News, New York
"

It has rarely been our fortune to review so clear, concise, and well-arranged a work. . . .

The pharmacist will find welcome information which other books on the same subject usually

neglect. We consider the book one of the best."
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Butler's Materia Medica,

Therapeutics, and Pharmacology

A Text=Book of Materia Medica, Therapeutics, and Pharma=

cology. By George F. Butler, Ph. G., M. D., Professor of Materia

Medica and of Clinical Medicine, ColJege of Physicians and Surgeons,

Chicago. Octavo, 896 pages, illustrated. Cloth, $4.00 net
; Sheep or

Half Morocco, S5.00 net.

FOURTH EDITION, REVISED AND ENLARGED

In this new edition the work has been thoroughly revised and remodeled,

bringing it absolutely down to date. The pharmacology and therapeutics of

each drug have been thoroughly revised, incorporating all the recent advances

made in pharmacodynamics. In view of a larger experience, resulting in more
definite conclusions, numerous changes have been made in the expressions of

opinion regarding the utility of certain drugs, notably the newer synthetics. The

chapters on Organo-therapy, Serum-therapy, and cognate subjects have been

enlarged and carefully revised, so that they nov/ portray the present knowledge
on these subjects. But perhaps the most important addition is the chapter
devoted to the newer theories of electrolytic dissociation and its relation to the

topic of pharmacotherapy, and the relevant discussion added of the simpler
relations of chemical structure of drug-action.

OPINIONS OF THE MEDICAL, PRESS

Journal of the American Medical Association

"Taken as a whole, the book may be considered as one of the most satisfactory single-
volume works on materia medica on the market."

Medical Record, New York

"Nothing has been omitted by the author which, in his judgment, would add to the com-

pleteness of the text, and the student or general reader is given the benefit of latest advices

bearing upon the value of drugs and remedies considered."

Buffalo Medical Journal
"

It brings before the student a clear, concise, and truthful account of each drug, and pre-
sents it in a manner calculated to impress the memory."
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Thornton's Dose-Book
Dose=Book and Manual of Prescription=Writing. By E. Q. Thorn-

ton, M. D., Demonstrator of Therapeutics, Jefferson Medical College,

Phila. Post-octavo, 362 pages, illustrated. Flexible Leather, $2.00

net.

Second Edition, Revised and Enlarged

In the new edition of this work, intended for the student and practitioner,

additions have been made to the chapters on "Prescription-Writing" and

"
Incompatibihties," and references have been introduced in the text to the

newer curative sera, organic extracts, synthetic compounds, and vegetable drugs.

To the Appendix, chapters upon Synonyms and Poisons and their antidotes

have been added, thus increasing its value as a book of reference.

C. H. Miller. M. D.,

Professor of Pharmacology, Northwestern University Medical School, Chicago.

"
I will be able to make considerable use of that part of its contents relating to the correct

terminology as used in prescription-writing, and it will afford me much pleasure to recommend

the book to my classes, who often fail to find this information in their other text-books."

American Text-Book of

Applied Therapeutics
American Text=Book of Applied Therapeutics. Edited by James

C. Wilson, M. D., Professor of Practice of Medicine and of Clinical

Medicine, Jefferson Medical College, Philadelphia. Handsome imperial

octavo volume of 1326 pages. Illustrated. Cloth, ^7.00 net; Sheep
or Half Morocco, ^8.00 net.

For Student and Practitioner

Written for both the student and practitioner, the aim of this work is to

facihtate the apphcation of knowledge to the prevention, cure, and alleviation

of disease. The endeavor throughout has been to conform to the title of the

book—"Applied Therapeutics"—to indicate the course of treatment to be pur-

sued at the bedside, rather than to name a list of drugs that have been used at

one time or another. The work will be found accurate and trustworthy.

Buffalo Medical Journal

It is one of the most complete books of reference that has been presented to the profes-

sion on medicine in a long period of time
;
and never before have we had one that undertook

to cover the field in this manner."
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The American Pocket Medical Dictionary. Third Edition, Revised

The American Pockki' Medical Dictionary. Edited by \V. A. Niavman Dor-

land, M. D., Assistant Obstetrician to the Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania.

Containing the pronunciation and definition of the principal words used in medicine

and kindred sciences, with 64 extensive tallies. Flexible leather, with gold edges,

$I.co net; with thumb index, $1.25 net.

"
I can recommend it to our students wiih<mt reserve."—

^J.
H. Holland, M. D., Dean 0/ the

Jefferson Medical College, Philadelphia.

Vierordt's Medical Diagnosis. Fourth Edition. Revised

Medical Diagnosis. By Dr O.-^wai.u Vierokdt, I'rofus.bor of Medicine, Univer-

sity of Heidelberg. Translated from the fifth enlarged German edition by Francis
H. .Stuart, A. M., M. D. Octavo, 603 pages, 104 wood cuts. Cloth, ^4.00 net;

Sheep or Half Morocco, $5-03 net.

" Has been recognized as a practical work of the highest value. It may be considered indispensable
both to students and practitioners."

— F. Minot, M. D., late Professor 0/ Theory and Practice in
Harvard University.

Cohen and Eshner's Diagnosis. Second Revised Edition

Essentials of Diagnosis. By S. .Solis-Cohen, M. D., Lecturer on Clinical Medi-

cine, Jefferson Medical College. Phila. ; and A. A. Eshner, M. D., Professor of Clin-

ical Medicine, Philadelphia Polyclinic. Post-octavo, 382 pages ; 55 illustrations.

Cloth, $1.00 net. In Saunders' Question- Co/>tpend Series.

"Concise in the treatment of subject, terse in expression of fact."—American Journal 0/ the
Medical Sciences.

Morris' Materia Medica and Therapeutics. Fifth Revised Edition

Essentials of Materia Medica, Therapeutics, and Prescription-Writing.

By Henry Morris, M. D., late Demonstrator of Therapeutics, Jefferson Medical

College, Phila. Post-octavo, 250 pages. Cloth, ^JSi.OO net. /// Saunders' Qtiestion-

Compend Series.

" Cannot fail to impress the mind and instinct in a lasting manner."—Buffalo MedicalJournal.

Sayre's Practice of Pharmacy. Second Edition, Revised

Essentials of the Practice of Pharmacy. By I.uciu.i E. Sayre, M. D., Pro-

fessor of Pharmacy, University of Kansas. Post-octavo, 200 pages. Cloth, |Si.00 net.

In Saunders' Question- Co>?ipeiid Sc'ries.

" The topics are treated in a simple, practical manner, and the work forms a very useful student's
manual."—Boston Medical and SurgicalJournal.

Brockway's Medical Physics. Second Edition, Revised

Essentials of Medical Physics. By Fred. J. Brockway, M. D., late Assistant

Demonstrator of Anatomy, College of Physicians and Surgeons, N. Y. Post-octavo,

330 pages ; 155 fine illustrations. Cloth, ;^l.oo net. Ei Saunders' Question- Compend
Series.

"
It contains all that oi.e need know on the subject, is well written, and is copiously illustrated."—

Medical Record, New York.

Stoney's Materia Medica for Nurses
Maieria Medica fir Nurses. By Emily A. M. Stoney, Superintendent of the

Training School for Nurses at the Carney Hospital, South Boston, Mass. Handsome
octavo volume of 306 pages. Cloth, $1.50 net.

"It contains about everything that a nurse ought to know in regard xo Ara%=,."^Journal 0/ the

American Medical Association.

Grafstrom's Mechano-therapy
.\ Text-Book of Mechano-therapy (Massage and Medical Gymnastics). By

Axel V. Grafstrum, B. Sc, M. D., late House Physician, City Hospital, Black-

well's Island, N. Y. i2mo, 139 pages, illustrated. $1.00 net.

'
Certainly fulfills its mission in rendering comprehensible the subjects of massage and medical

gymnastics."—New York Medical Journal.
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Jakob and Eshner's Internal Medicine and Diagnosis
Atlas and Epitome of Internal Medicine and Clinical Diagnosis. By Dr.

Chk. Jakob, of Erlangen. Edited, with additions, by A. A. Eshner, M. D., Pro-

fessor of Clinical Medicine, Philadelphia Polyclinic. With 182 colored figures on
68 plates, 64 text-illustrations, 259 pages of text. Cloth, $3.00 net. In Saunders'

Hand-Atlas Series.

" Can be recommended unhesitatingly to the practicing physician no less than to the student."—
Bulletin ofJohns Hopkins Hospital.

Lockwood's Practice of Medicine. Revised "nd^EnWed
A Manual of the Pr.\ctice of Medicine. By Geo. Roe Lockwood, M. D.,

Attending Physician to the Bellevue Hospital, New York City. Octavo, 847 pages,
with 79 illustrations in the text and 22 full-page plates. Cloth, ^4.00 net.

" A work of positive merit, and one which we gladly welcome."—New York MedicalJournal.

Salinger and Kalteyer's Modern Medicine
Modern Medicine. By Julius L. Salinger, M. D., late Demonstratoi of Clinical

Medicine, Jefferson Medical College; and F. J. Kalteyek, M.D., Demonstrator of

Clinical Medicine, Jefferson Medical College. Handsome octavo, 801 pages, illus-

trated. Cloth, $4.00 net.

"
I have carefully examined the book, and find it to be thoroughly trustworthy in all respects and a

valuable text-book for the medical student. "^—Sam'l O. L. Potter, Forjnerly Professor of Principles
and Practice of Medicine, Cooper Medical College, San Francisco.

Keating's Life Insurance
How TO Examine for Life Insurance. By the late John M. Keating, M. D.,

Ex-President of the Association of Life Insurance Medical Directors. Royal octavo,
211 pages. With numerous illustrations. Cloth, |)2.00 net.

" This is by far the most useful book which has yet appeared on insurance examination."—Medical
News.

Corwin's Physical Diagnosis. Third Edition, Revised

Essentials of Physical Diagnosis ok the Thorax. By A. M. Corwin, A. M.,
M. D., Instructor of Physical Diagnosis in Rush Medical College, Chicago. 220

pages, illustrated. Cloth, flexible covers, $1.25 net.

" A most excellent little work. It arranges orderly and in sequence the various objective phenomena
to logical solution of a careful diagnosis."

—Journal of Nerzious and Mental Diseases.

American Text-Book of Theory and Practice

American Text-Book of the Theory and Practice of Medicine. Edited

by the late William Pepper, M. D., LL. D., Professor of the Theory and Practice

of Medicine and of Clinical Medicine, University of Penna. Two handsome imperial
octavos of about 1000 pages each. Illustrated. Per volume : Cloth, $5.00 net ; Sheep
or Half Morocco, $6.00 net.

'
I am quite sure it will command itself both to practitioners and students of medicine, and become

one of our most popular text-books."—Alfred Loomis, M. D., LL. Vi., Professor of Pathology and
Practice of Medicine, University of the City if .\'e:u }'ori-.

Stevens* Practice of Medicine. Fifth Edition. Revised

A Manual of the Practice of Medicine. By A. A. Stevens, A. M., M. D.,
Lecturer on Physical Diagnosis, University of Pennsylvania. Specially intended for

students preparing for graduation and hospital examinations. Post-octavo, 519 pages ;

illustrated. Flexible leather, S2.00 net.

" An excellent condensation of the essentials of medical practice for the student, and may be found
also an excellent reminder for the busy physician."—Buffalo Medical Journal.
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